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and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the 

internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace. 

At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for 

quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to 

share and disseminate scientific and technical information.  

We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we 

deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a 

place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field. 

 We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the 

world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, 

as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review 

process.  
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you for sharing wisdom.  
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Abstract—Video analytic is the important tool for smart city 
development. The video analytic application requires more 
memories and high processing devices. The problems of cloud-
based approach for video analytic are high latency and more 
network bandwidth to transfer data into the cloud.  To overcome 
these problems, we propose a model based on dividing the jobs 
into smaller sub-tasks with less processing requirements in a 
typical video analytics application for the development of smart 
city. The object detection, tracking and pattern recognition 
method to reduce the size of videos based on edge network will be 
proposed.  We will design a video analytic model, and simulation 
is performed using iFogSim simulator. We will also propose 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based object tracking 
model. The experimental verification shows that our tracking 
model is more than 96% accurate, and the proposed edge and 
cloud-based model is more than 80% effective than only cloud-
based approach for video analytic applications. 

Keywords—Video analytic; cloud computing; smart city; object 
detection; object tracking; edge network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Smart city is a city that uses technologies to provide the 

sophisticated lifestyle for humans. It provides improvement in 
transportation, accessibility, social services, sustainability, and 
other services. The smart cities have several types of 
technologies such as Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT), connected physical devices using the 
Internet of Things (IoT), Geographical Information System 
(GIS), Video Analytic System (VAS) and more. 

IoT plays the important roles for the development of smart 
cities. IoT is used to input and transmit large volumes of data 
such as video, audio, text, etc. The suitable infrastructures are 
needed for the processing of large volumes of data from IoT 
devices to the processing devices. Therefore, edge computing 
and cloud computing technologies are the important concepts 
for the development of smart cities to process video data. 

Edge network is a networking environment that focuses on 
bringing computing closer to the data source. It is the local 
processing technique near the Internet of Things (IoT) 
devices. It is the emerging technology used in many fields 
such as video analytics, machine learning, robotics and more. 
Edge computing is a helpful technique to solve the challenges 
of high latency and bandwidth consumption. 

The combination of fog/edge computing architecture with 
IoT devices and the cloud computing is a very important 
research area for smart cities to minimize the resources and 
providing optimization for the users’ benefits. The extension 
of cloud computing towards the IoT devices is called fog/edge 

computing. It is the middle layer between cloud layer and IoT 
layer. The fog computing consists of low processing servers or 
terminals with small storage capacity. It has limited physical 
resources in terms of storage, memory, and processing power 
[1]. Cloud computing architecture is the centralized 
architecture to store and process a huge amount of data. Edge 
computing is an open platform to store and process data at the 
edge of the network. Video analytics applications are 
examples of applications that uses edge computing. 

Video analytic is a kind of analytic system that can be used 
to process and analysis the video files. Video analytic can be 
used for motion detection, facial recognition, license plate 
reading and more. The video data are excessively available in 
social media, traffics, film industry etc. The powerful 
technology is needed to process these data. Therefore, the 
combination of edge computing and cloud computing 
technology is the more powerful technology to process video 
data. In this research, we will propose video analytic system to 
process video data for smart city development. The object 
detection, tracking and pattern recognition methods are more 
important phases of video analytic system. We will propose 
the framework of object detection, tracking and pattern 
recognition of videos using Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN). We will also propose the CNN based object tracking 
model. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents problem statements and contributions. Section III 
presents the literature review. Section IV describes the details 
of our proposed approach. The experimental results and 
simulation are explained in Section V and Section VI. Finally, 
Section VII presents the conclusion of a paper. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
In traditional video analytic system, video data from the 

data source is directly transferred into the cloud where video 
frames are extracted, and objects are detected and analyzed 
[2]. The traditional cloud based centralized approach has 
suffered from high latency and more network bandwidth when 
transfer data into the cloud. The bandwidth usage problem's 
solution is to develop models that integrate the IoT devices 
with edge and cloud devices. Another problem is more uses of 
network resources in the existing approach. Since addressing 
these problems in a real system is very expensive or 
sometimes impossible, the known methodology to examine 
these problems' solutions is the simulation. The sample 
framework of dividing video analytic into subtasks was 
presented in [3] but was not simulated. In this proposed work, 
we define the details about video analytic pipeline, 
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prototyping model and parameter feed directly into the 
simulator. The video analytics jobs are huge applications 
referred to as edge computing killers [4]. We address this 
problem by assuming different tasks for a common video 
analytics application. The problem of video analytic 
application is that it requires more processing time and 
network bandwidth to transfer large files into the cloud. 
Therefore, the solution of this is to divide the video analytic 
system into more phases and reduce the size of video in the 
consecutive phases. We divide the video analytic into four 
phases which are motion detection, object detection, object 
tracking and pattern recognition. Then we propose the CNN 
method to reduce the video in consecutive phases based on 
edge computing architecture. 

In a common video analytics application, there are many 
object tracking methods. Some of these are just tracking, and 
some are tracking by detection. Some of these methods are 
based on CNN, and some are not. The tracking methods 
without using CNN are faster but have low accuracy [5]. The 
CNN based tracking methods are more accurate, but the 
execution time is high [6].  In this research, we will modify 
the layers of the existing CNN model to decrease the 
execution time of the tracking model. We will also propose 
object detection, tracking and pattern recognition model using 
CNN based on Edge network. 

The main contributions of this study are as follows: 

• Dimensionality reduction: Proposing model for 
dividing video analytic application in different tasks by 
dimension reduction which means dividing them based 
on the processing requirement. The video analytic 
application consists of a number of phases such as 
motion detection, object detection, object tracking etc. 
We will purpose a model for dimensionality reduction 
in each consecutive phase of video analytic application. 

• Object detection and tracking method: An object 
tracking module is a separate part of video analytics. 
There are the large number of object detection and 
tracking techniques for moving objects. We will use 
standard model for the detection of the objects, then 
modify the existing object tracking architecture using 
CNN to reduce the execution time of tracking. 

• Verification of object Tracking method: We will 
experimentally verify our tracking method by using 
public video files and real time videos. 

• Verification of model using iFogSim: The proposed 
model will be verified using iFogSim simulator. It will 
provide the effectiveness of using edge and cloud in 
our model in comparison with only the cloud-based 
architecture. 

III. RELATED WORK 
The uses of fog computing in smart cities have been 

explained in [7]. The service oriented middle wire to reserve 
the issues of smart city development has proposed in [8]. It 
has presented the effective integration and utilization of Cloud 

of Things (CoT) and fog computing. Edge computing focuses 
on bringing the services and utilities of the cloud computing 
closer to the user for fast processing. The cost-effective 
technique for aerial surveillance in which large computation 
tasks are in the cloud and limited computation task in 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) devices using edge 
computing technique has been proposed [9]. The frames with 
normal behaviors are processed into edges and the frames with 
abnormal behaviors are passed into the cloud for abnormal 
behaviors detection. The simulation framework for the 
modelling of IoT and edge computing has been proposed [10]. 
It has extended the capacity of CloudSim to address the 
features of edge and IoT devices. The integration of edge and 
cloud computing with distributed deep learning for smart city 
IoT has been proposed [11]. It developed the hybrid model to 
optimize the system utility and bandwidth allocation. 

The CNN-based framework for multi-object tracking has 
been proposed in [12]. It used RoI-pooling to obtain individual 
features for each target. In this method, spatial-temporal 
attention of the target is learned online to deal draft caused by 
occlusion. In [13], deep neural based appearance feature for 
multi-object tracking has been proposed. An algorithm for 
multi-object tracking was used for online and offline tracker. 
The real time object detection and tracking using deep 
learning OpenCV has been proposed [14]. It used Single Shot 
Detector (SSD) with mobile net framework for object 
detection and tracking. The fast vehicle detection based on 
evolving convolutional neural network has been proposed 
[15]. Tetris has proposed to provide maximum parallel 
processing of videos on a single GPU [16]. It has performed 
CPU-based tiling of active regions to combine the activities of 
video input. It ran the deep learning model and improved the 
GPU utilization. 

In [17], the multiple objects tracking method with 
correlation filter has been proposed. In this method, the SSD 
was used for multi-object detector and CNN was used for 
tracking the objects. The real time object recognition model by 
using deep CNN to extract deep features has been proposed 
[18]. A multi-level three-dimensional convolutional neural 
network for the recognition of moving objects has been 
proposed [19]. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Fog Computing Architecture for Smart Cities 
Edge-cloud technology is a very important technology for 

wide geographical areas. The storage and processing of 
services in centralized based cloud approach provide more 
latency and bandwidth. We will use IoT-Edge-Cloud 
technology to support mobility with minimal overhead cost. 
The IoT-Edge-Cloud architecture is defined in Fig. 1. It 
consists of three tiers. The end devices such as sensors are 
considered as first tire. The fog/edge devices near the source 
are considered as second tire. The cloud devices joined with 
fog devices and far from the IoT devices are considered as 
third tire. The combination of three tires provides IoT-Fog-
Cloud technology. 
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Fig. 1. Fog Computing Architecture for Smart Cities. 

In the generic architecture, the IoT layer receives the input 
from the first tire. The fog layer consists of terminals, small 
servers, routers, access points, gateways and more [20]. This 
is an intermediate layer connected between IoT and the cloud. 
Cloud is the final layer in which data are transferred from fog 
layers. It has mass storage and processing capacity. 

We propose a method for video analytic system to provide 
dimensionality reduction for object detection and tracking 
based on edge computing architecture. Edge devices are 
responsible to process the videos captured by cameras then 
object detection and tracking are taken place. Then the 
trajectories are sent to the cloud for pattern recognition. The 
testcase scenario of our proposed model is explained in 
section VI. 

B. Object Detection and Tracking Model for Video Analytic 
using CNN 
We will recommend the real video analytic application for 

object detection and tracking in this section. These real 
programs will be recommended in edge devices in our model. 
For the detection of the objects, we will use CNN-based object 
detection method YOLO. For the tracking of the objects, we 
will use deep sort and our own appearance model based on 
residual network. The trajectories created from tracking 
method are passed into the standard machine learning 
algorithms for pattern recognition. 

1) Proposed object detection, tracking and pattern 
recognition model pipeline: The pipeline for this model 
consists of three stages: labelling stage, learning stage and 
prediction stage. In the labelling stage, the raw image data are 
annotated. Similarly, in the learning stage we fit different 
machine learning models on the data. And finally, we use the 
fitted Machine Learning (ML) model in the prediction stage. 
Since we will use two different models: Object Detection 
model and Appearance Model, in our prediction, we will 
apply labelling and learning stages separately for object 
detection and appearance model as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

a) Labelling Stage: The labelling stage is the data 
annotation phase. Human annotators take in the raw data and 
annotate the data for the specific tasks. Since we have two 
models: object detection model and appearance model, we 
have two labelling stages where data gets annotated 
separately. For the detection model, human annotators take in 

the raw images and annotate the bounding boxes for the 
objects present and the corresponding categories of the 
objects. As a result, we get object detection annotation files. 
Similarly, for the appearance model, the human annotators 
take in frames from raw video data and annotate for object re-
identification. They associate the objects with the same 
identities with a common id. This results in our annotated re-
identification files. 

b) Learning Stage: In the learning stage, a data pipeline 
gets created which takes in labelled images and the annotation 
files and creates datasets for the corresponding tasks. These 
datasets are then augmented randomly to increase robustness 
of the models and reduce overfitting. Then, different machine 
learning models with different architectures with varying 
numbers of parameters are learnt and validated by feeding in 
the data pipeline. The models which perform well on the 
validation sets are dumped to the disks. As a result, we have 
models with varying architectures and varying numbers of 
parameters which have different computational requirements. 
Based on the problem criterion, we choose the best model and 
mark it as the selected model for the prediction phase. 

c) Prediction Stage: The prediction stage is the final 
stage. Here, we feed in the video frames and generate the final 
tracking results. First, we pass the video frames to a detector 
model, which we have learned from the learning stage. Then, 
we take in the predictions from the object detector to an 
association and tracking model. This appearance model 
performs deep association by using the appearance model 
we’ve learned earlier. Then the output from the tracking 
model is passed for pattern recognition. 

In our proposed edge-based model, we will recommend 
using YOLO and updated deep Simple Online and Realtime 
Tracking (SORT) for object detection and tracking in edge 
levels. The architecture of this model is presented in Fig. 3. 
The frames of the video file are passed to YOLO method. We 
will use only vehicles class to reduce the timing of the 
detection method. Then YOLO provides classes and the 
bounding box. The bounding box is again passed to the deep 
association metric with residual network CNN architecture for 
object tracking. Finally, trajectory data are passed for pattern 
recognition. In this architecture, the dimensionality of the 
original data is reduced at each stage, which is another 
contribution of our model. 
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Fig. 2. Object Detection, Tracking and Pattern Recognition Model Pipeline. 

2) Object detection model: YOLO is the object detection 
technique. The architecture of the YOLO is under the 
regression problem. In [21] [22], an image in the form of pixel 
values is the input of YOLO and the vector of bounding boxes 
with class predictions is the output. When the image inputs in 
the form of pixels, it passes through the neural network similar 
to CNN, then the vectors of bounding boxes and class 
predictions are in the form of output. The network uses the 
entire image to predict each bounding box. The image is 
divided into the SxS grid that grids are responsible for the 
detection of the objects. Each grid cell predicts B bounding 
boxes as well as C class probabilities. The bounding box 
prediction has 5 components: (x, y, w, h, confidence), 
where (x, y) coordinates represent the centre of the bounding 
box, (w, h) represents the width and height of the bounding 
box. The confidence score is the score of predicting the object 
in a box. The YOLO is implemented in CNN using PASCAL 
VOC dataset. There are mainly two stages in YOLO. During 
the first stage, convolutional layers are used to extract the 
features from the image. During the second stage, the fully 
connected layers are responsible to provide the output 
probabilities and coordinates. It consists of 24 convolutional 
layers followed by 2 fully connected layers. The convolutional 
layers are pretrained in ImageNet dataset that used Darknet 
framework. The layers are presented in Table I. 

The main strength of YOLO is speed. It is best object 
detection algorithm for fast detection. The weakness is more 
localization errors compared to faster R-CNN. The detection 
accuracy is less for very small objects. In this research, we are 
using object detection at edge level. It has light version and 
tiny version. Therefore, it is suitable for small processing edge 
devices. Another reason of using YOLO in this work is 
because of fast processing speed. 

TABLE I. DARKNET-53 CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK USED BY YOLOV3 

 

Type                                Filters                Size          Output 

Convolutional                 32                    3x3           256x256     
Convolutional                 64                    3x3/2       128x128                          

Convolutional                 32                    1x1              
Convolutional                 64                    3x3    

Residual                                                                     128x128       
                       

1x
x 

Convolutional                 128                  3x3/2           64x64     

Convolutional                 64                    1x1              
Convolutional                128                   3x3    
Residual                                                                       64x64       

                       
  Convolutional            256               3x3/2          32x32     

Convolutional                128                    1x1              
Convolutional                256                    3x3    
Residual                                                                      32x32      

                       

Convolutional                 512                    3x3/2        16x16     

Convolutional                 256                    1x1              
Convolutional                 512                    3x3    
Residual                                                                    16x16       

                       
Convolutional                 1024                  3x3/2         8x8    

Convolutional                 512                    1x1              
Convolutional                 1024                  3x3    
Residual                                                                      8x8       

                       

Avgpool                                                Global 
Connected                                              1000 
Softmax     

2x
x 

8x
x 

8x
x 

4x
x 
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We will use only vehicles classes to reduce the timing of 
the object detection model. We will use light version and 
standard version of the YOLO for the object detection. We 
will recommend light and standard YOLO depends upon the 
capacity of edge devices. 

3) Object tracking using modified deep SORT: Deep 
SORT is a real time object tracking method [6]. It is an 
updated version of SORT. It integrates an appearance model 
which provides the deep appearance features for the detected 
objects in each frame. The method called the association of 
detected objects as a deep association metric. The inclusion of 
deep association metric allowed objects to be tracked in case 
of longer occlusions too and also the number of 
misclassifications were highly reduced. We use our modified 
version of deep SORT in this pipeline. 

The pipeline for the deep SORT association is shown in 
Fig. 3. Video frames are fed into a robust object detector 
model. The object detector outputs the class categories and 
bounding boxes for the objects of interest in the video frames. 
Then, using the bounding boxes, the regions of interest in the 
frames are cropped and passed to the appearance model. The 
appearance model outputs the feature description for each 
detected object. The Deep SORT method leverages these 
feature descriptions for association of the detected objects 
with tracks in addition to the previous SORT based 
association, which uses the Kalman filter for predicting the 
location of the objects in the next timestamp. 

The CNN architecture of our proposed architecture is 
shown in Table II. We use the residual network architecture as 
base line architecture [23]. In our proposed architecture, first 
two convolutional layers are used then pass into six residual 
blocks with same patch size and different stride. Then the 
outputs are passed into another convolutional layer.  We 
employ a wide residual network with three convolutional 
layers and six residual blocks. In dense layer 11, the global 
feature map of dimensionality 128 is computed. This network 
is suited for online tracking. 

 
Fig. 3. Object Tracking Pipeline. 

TABLE II. CNN ARCHITECTURE OF TRACKING 

Name  Patch size/Stride  Output size 

Conv 1     3 × 3/1   32 × 128 × 64  

Conv 2     3 × 3/1   32 × 128 × 64  

Max Pool 3    3 × 3/2  32 × 64 × 32  

Residual 4    3 × 3/1   32 × 64 × 32  

Residual 5    3 × 3/2    64 × 32 × 16  

Residual 6    3 × 3/1   64 × 32 × 16  

Residual 7    3 × 3/2   128 × 16 × 8  

Residual 8    3 × 3/1   128 × 16 × 8  

Conv 9    3 × 3/2   256 × 8 × 4  

Flatten 10        8192 

Dense 11        128  

Batch and l2 normalization          128 

4) Pattern recognition: The tracking model generates the 
trajectories of the moving objects. The large numbers of 
trajectories collected from tracking model are passed to 
machine learning algorithms for pattern recognition. The 
scalable pattern recognition of moving objects has been 
proposed in [5]. The supervised and unsupervised machine 
learning algorithms have been used for the pattern recognition 
of the trajectories. 

V. OBJECT DETECTION AND TRACKING RESULTS 
The object detection and tracking of our proposed model 

was implemented in a machine with an ubuntu operating 
system. It was implemented and tested on Intel Core I5-7300U 
CPU @2.6GHz with 16GB RAM. The programming platform 
for detection and tracking the objects was Python 3.7.6 and the 
OpenCV library. The Python with anaconda environment was 
used for its implementation. Other tools used in this research 
were Pytorch and TensorFlow. 

1) Dataset: The model was trained using marketplace 
dataset for bounding box [24]. The Market-1501 dataset was 
collected with six cameras. The dataset contains 12937 images 
for training datasets and 19732 images for testing dataset. For 
the varification, it used any types of videos on of social media 
or stored in database or can create new videos. Mainly, the 
YouTube videos were collected, and tracking was done in real 
time to test this system. 

The sample pictures of online tracking are shown in Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. Each figure shows the moving objects at a time and 
rectangle around objects shows travelling of motion of 
objects. 
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Fig. 4. Object Tracking Result Sample 1. 

 
Fig. 5. Object Tracking Result Sample 2. 

One objective of this research is the dimensionality 
reduction in each successive phase. The dimensionality of data 
in each phase is extremely reduced in our proposed model. 
The proof of dimensionality reduction has presented in Table I 
and Table II in methodology chapter. When the frames of the 
video are passed into proposed model then size of output data 
is reduced in each layer. 

We also present the dimensionally reduction of input video 
in Table III. First input video is passed into YOLO method for 
object detection that produces the dimension reduced 
bounding box. The bounding box is passed into tracking 
method that produces the trajectories in the form of text data. 
In this experiment, we passed similar quality of video data. 

TABLE III. DATA SIZE REDUCTION 

Video 
number 

Input size 
(kb) 

No of 
frames After detection After 

tracking (kb) 

Video1 526 122 Bounding 
boxes 12.3 

Video2 720 140 Bounding 
boxes 16.8 

Video3 655 131 Bounding 
boxes 15.0 

Video4 912 185 Bounding 
boxes 25.1 

TABLE IV. RECALL, PRECISION AND TRACKING ACCURACY OF 
DIFFERENT VIDEOS 

Based on objects in 
videos TP FP FN Recall Precision Accuracy 
Number of 
Vehicles in 
Highway 

500 8 9 0.98 0.98 98 

Number of 
Vehicles in city 
road 

450 12 9 0.98 0.97 98 

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF EXECUTION TIME OF PROPOSED TRACKING 
WITH YOLOV3 TINY AND YOLOV3 

Type of YOLO Average video size 
(KB) 

Execution time 
(seconds) 

YOLOv3 512 320 
YOLOv3 tiny 512 80 

TABLE VI. COMPARISONS OF EXECUTION TIME OF THE TRACKER 

Tracking  Average video size 
(MB)) 

Execution time fps 
(frame per second) 

POI [25] 1.8 0.18 
Baseline Deep sort [6] 1.8 0.72 
Improved Deep sort 
(Proposed Model) 1.8 0.75 

The proposed model is trained by using marketplace data 
set and the performance is calculated on test data. We use two 
versions of YOLO that depends upon the size of edge devices 
which was defined on previous unit. The light YOLO goes to 
the small size edge device and the normal YOLO goes to the 
large size fog device. The execution time of the light YOLO is 
less than normal YOLO that is presented in Table V. The 
tracking accuracy of this model is around 98% which is 
explained in Table IV. The execution time of our proposed 
tracking model is faster than current deep sort model and 
Person of Interest (POI) model which is explained in 
Table VI. 

VI. TEST SCENARIOS, SIMULATION AND COMPARISON OF 
RESULTS 

A. Test Scenarios 
In this research, we use video surveillance system of 

moving vehicles as test scenario for smart city. If we pass 
video files directly into the cloud, more memories are needed. 
In addition, centralized process takes more latency and uses 
more network bandwidth. Therefore, processing of videos in 
decentralized methods are more advisable methods nowadays. 
In our method, we will extremely reduce the size of video 
files, then pass to the cloud for further processing. We will 
recommend decentralized method for the processing of video 
files using edge computing architecture. 

The overall performance of our proposed model will be 
measured by iFogSim simulator. We have four stages in the 
video analytic system: motion detection (s1), object detection 
(s2), object tracking (s3), and pattern recognition (s4) shown 
in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Video Analytic Pipeline Scenario. 

Motion detection (s1): The video camera continuously 
captures the raw video stream to detect the motion then 
forwarded to an object detection module. 

Object detection (s2): The object detection module 
receives the video streams of detected motion from the motion 
detection module. This module is responsible to detect the 
objects then pass into the object tracking module. 

Object tracking (s3): The object tracking module receives 
the results from object detection module. Then, the object 
tracking module tracks the path of moving objects and pass 
into pattern recognition module. 

Pattern recognition (s4). It receives the tracking path from 
object tracking module. It is responsible to find the pattern of 
moving objects then recommend the patterns to the users. 

The unique part of this work is to divide the video analytic 
into tasks which works as a pipeline. It is very close to real 
system because the output of one module is the input of 
another module such as the output of object detection is the 
input of object tracking. 

CASE 1: In this case, edge and cloud are used for video 
processing. The motion detection (s1) from video camera goes 
to the edges for object detection (s2) and object tracking(s3). 
Finally goes to the cloud for pattern recognition (s4). 

CASE 2: In this case, only edges are used for video 
processing. All the stages of video analytic application which 
are motion detection (s1), object detection (s2), object tracking 
(s3), and trajectory pattern recognition (s4) are performed on 
edge devices. 

CASE 3: In this case, only cloud is used for video 
processing. The detected motion (s1) from video camera 
directly goes to cloud for object detection (s2), object tracking 
(s3), and pattern recognition (s4). 

B. Simulation Tool and Physical Topology 
The iFogSim simulator is used in this research. iFogSim 

[26] is a discrete event simulator for simulation and modelling 
of edge/fog computing environment. It is based on the 

CloudSim simulator. In this paper, new model is simulated in 
which each module is used for monitoring and its output 
results is the input of another module i.e. pipeline. The 
simulation has been achieved using a personal computer with 
Windows 10 operating system. It has simulated on Intel Core 
I5 CPU @2.3GHz with 8GB RAM. The programming 
language java with eclipse has been used for the 
implementation. 

The physical topology consists of the cloud data center at 
the top of the network called first tire. The second tire is the 
proxy server which is connected between cloud and fog 
devices. The fog devices are called third tire containing fog 
nodes. The number of fog devices can be added in different 
places depending upon the demand of applications. The 
number of video cameras is connected to the fog devices for 
our proposed video analytic model for intelligent surveillance 
application. The physical topology is presented in Fig. 7. 

Cameras

Cloud

Cameras Cameras

Edge 
device

Edge 
device

Edge 
device

Proxy 
server

 
Fig. 7. Physical Experimental Set Up. 
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C. Defining Simulation Data 
The video data is the input of video analytic system. The 

CNN-based object tracking method explained in previous 
chapter has video data as an input. For the simulation of video 
analytic model, we will input the video data similar to our 
CNN-based object tracking model into our simulator. The 
videos are not automatically read into iFogSim simulator. 
Therefore, in this simulation, moving vehicle video data first 
need to convert into pixel file. The data rate is bits per pixel 
i.e. bpp. This CSV file contains bpp of videos. There are 13 
attributes which are tuple id, total number of pixels, dilation, x 
coordinate, y coordinate, z coordinate, frame difference, 
moving rate frame per second, motion ptz, contours, grey 
color, black color and final contours. There are 65535 rows of 
data on that file. 

Based on the topology designed for the simulation, various 
fog devices are created and assigned on the nodes of the 
topology. The fog devices are represented as uniquely 
working nodes such as camera, edge device, proxy server and 
cloud. Each fog device has its own processing capacity and 
configuration like CPU, RAM, upload/download bandwidth, 
power consumption which setting is defined in Table IX. In 
this simulation, camera is the sensor that creates the tuples and 
passed into another device. The different application modules 
such as motion detection, object detection and so on are 
assigned to the fog devices according to their capacity. 
Following are the details about the device configuration 
parameters: 

CPU (MIPS): It is the processing capacity of a CPU given 
on millions of instructions per second. Higher the processing 
capacity of a device, higher will be the task execution rate. 

RAM: It is the temporary data storage medium where the 
processing data are stored while the device is online. 

Up/Down Bandwidth: It is the speed of the device at which 
the data are uploaded and downloaded to and from the device. 

Power Consumption: It is the electrical power in watt that 
a device consumes while operating. 

The tuple CPU length is the size of data to be passed from 
one module to another module. The network length 
(bandwidth) is the rate of transfer of data from one module to 
another module.  In case of object tracking module, after 
completed a tracking process, the size of data transferred into 
another module is tuple CPU length and transferred rate is 
network bandwidth which setting is defined in Table VII. 

D. Parameter Settings and Network Configuration 
The choice of configuration values is based on the 

minimum requirement of video surveillance in the real-world 
scenarios that is referred from the iFogSim Simulator. The 
Table VII below outlines the configuration of application 
module components in the video surveillance application. 
Table VIII presents the latencies configuration between the 
source and the destination nodes. It explains how the 
communication between the nodes is managed. Table IX 
describes the capacities of fog nodes and cloud. It presents the 
size of different devices in our physical topological structure. 

TABLE VII. VALUES FOR MONITORING APPLICATION 

Tuple types Tuple CPU 
length (MIPS) 

Network length 
(Bandwidth) 

Raw video stream 1000 2000 

Motion video stream 2000 2000 

Detected objects 1000 100 

Tracking points 1000 800 

TABLE VIII. NETWORK LATENCIES CONFIGURATION 

Between  Latency (Milliseconds) 

Cloud to Proxy server 100 

Proxy server to fog devices 50 

Fog devices to camera 1 

TABLE IX. CAPACITY OF FOG NODES 

Device CPU 
(MIPS) 

RAM 
(Bytes) 

Up 
bandwidth 
(Mbps) 

Down 
bandwidth 
(Mbps) 

Power 
consumption 
(Watt) 

Cloud 40000 40000 1000 10000 450 (B) 250 
(I) 

Proxy 
server 2800 40000 10000 10000 200(B) 100 

(I) 

Fog 
device 2500 4000 1000 10000 100 (B) 83 (I) 

Camera 500 1000 100 100 87(B) 82 (I) 

E. Performance Evaluation 
The evaluation of the performances in our proposed model 

is resource utilization, bandwidth, latency, and power 
consumption. These performances are measured in three test 
cases which was explained in the above section. Test cases are 
a) Using cloud and edges, b) Using only edges and c) Using 
only cloud. There are four configurations for simulation 
results. The number of areas and number of cameras in each 
place is varied on these configurations. The setting of the 
configuration is presented in Table X. 

The network performance is calculated by the 
configuration of Table X. We test the results in three 
scenarios. The first scenario is testing our proposed model in 
the combination of fog devices and cloud. The second 
scenario is testing our proposed model in fog/edge devices 
only. The third scenario is testing our proposed model in cloud 
devices only. The four parameters of the performance matrix 
are measured. They are resource utilization, latency, 
bandwidth, and energy consumption. The resource utilization 
is the how much resources are utilized to process the data. 
The Latency/loop delay is the time taken for an application 
loop to execute. In the application, this loop starts with the 
camera sensors producing the video stream, goes through the 
motion detector, object detector, object tracking, and finally 
pattern recognition. The maximum amount of data which can 
be transmitted over the network on specific time is called 
bandwidth. Energy consumption refers to the amount of 
energy used to process in the system. 
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TABLE X. CONFIGURATION FOR SIMULATION 

Configuration Areas Cameras 

Config1 3 1 

Config2 5 2 

Config3 8 4 

Config4 10 6 

The results are explained in Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 in three 
scenarios cloud and edges, only edges, and only cloud. The 
Fig. 8 presents the comparison of network bandwidth. The 
edge and cloud architecture saved the network bandwidth by 
81% in comparison with only cloud-based architecture. The 
Fig. 9 presents the comparison of resource utilization in these 
three scenarios. The edge and cloud architecture saved more 
resources which is around 88.3% in comparison with only 
cloud-based architecture. Fig. 10 describes the comparison of 
latency in these three scenarios. The edge and cloud 
architecture has less latency in comparison with only cloud-
based approach; the latency has saved by 97.4%. Similarly, 
only fog-based approach is slightly better than the 
combination of cloud and fog devices. Fig. 11 presents the 
comparison of energy consumption in these three scenarios. 
The energy consumption in the system is around same for all 
scenarios. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of Bandwidth. 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of Resource Utilization. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of Latency. 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of Energy Consumption. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The combination of edge computing and the cloud 

computing is the main paradigm for video analytic system to 
build smart city application.  In this paper, we developed the 
new approach for video analytic application to process the 
data in edge devices and the cloud for smart city in which 
modules are working as pipeline. We proposed the 
dimensionality reduction of data in the consecutive steps of 
video analytic application to increase the network 
performance. The proposed edge computing technique for 
video analytic will result in less traffic on the internet because 
only a small portion of the data will pass into the cloud. One 
contribution is separating the job into pipeline of sub-tasks 
and another contribution is implementing the sub-tasks by 
using deep learning methods. This research also proposed 
scalable object detection and tracking of moving objects based 
on CNN. The large numbers of moving vehicles can be tested 
by our prototype model. Dividing a video analytic job into 
pipeline of sub-tasks will help to process large number of 
videos with low latency and low network bandwidth and less 
cost of resource utilization. The experimental results show that 
proposed tracking by detection method is more than 96% 
accurate. 

We simulated a proposed model using iFogSim, the result 
shows that latency, bandwidth, and resource utilization are 
97.4%, 81% and 88.3% efficient than only the traditional 
cloud- based approach. 
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We simulated our model on large number of fog devices 
using iFogSim simulator, but we tested a smaller number of 
videos in CNN-based model. This is a limitation of this work. 

The future work will improve the deep learning-based 
object detection and tracking method. We will improve the 
performance and compare with different Convolutional Neural 
Network architecture with large number of video files. 
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Abstract—Validating the behaviour of commercial off-the-
shelf components and of interactions between them is a complex,
and often a manual task. Treated like any other software product,
a software component for a robot system is often tested only
by the component developer. Test sets and results are often not
available to the system builder, who may need to verify functional
and non-functional claims made by the component. Availability of
test records is key in establishing compliance and thus selection of
the most suitable components for system composition. To provide
empirically verifiable test records consistent with a component’s
claims would greatly improve the overall safety and dependability
of robotic software systems in open-ended environments. Addi-
tionally, a test and validation suite for a system built from the
model package of that system empirically codifies its behavioural
claims. In this paper, we present the “SmartTS methodology”: A
component-based and model-driven approach to generate model-
bound test-suites for software components and systems. SmartTS
methodology and tooling are not restricted to the robotics domain.
The core contribution of SmartTS is support for test and
validation suites derived from the model packages of components
and systems. The test-suites in SmartTS are tightly bound to an
application domain’s data and service models as defined in the
RobMoSys (EU H2020 project) compliant SmartMDSD toolchain.
SmartTS does not break component encapsulation for system
builders while providing them complete access to the way that
component is tested and simulated.

Keywords—Model-Driven Engineering (MDE); Component-
based Software Engineering (CBSE); Model-Driven Testing (MDT);
Component-based Software Testing (CBST); Service Robotics; Soft-
ware Quality; Automated Software Testing

I. INTRODUCTION

A software product may be difficult to understand and
modify, it might be prone to misuse and difficult to use, it
might not integrate well with another piece of software and
it might work on only a particular machine and only under
some very hard assumptions. Unless one looks under the hood
to measure software on these parameters, the quality of the
software can not be judged purely on the basis that it works and
was delivered on time [1]–[3]. Fig. 1 shows key characteristics
that can be used to evaluate the overall quality of a software
product 1. A good software product can be qualified as
testable if it performs well on the following quality parameters
as suggested by Boehm et al. [1].

1 Throughout this paper, Indicators like , , , , & are
internal connections between notions presented in the paper.

B1 Accountability: Code2 allows for mechanisms to
measure its usage, e.g. code instrumentation .

B2 Accessibility: Code allows selective usage of its parts
and provides side entrances for test access .

B3 Communicativeness: Code allows specification of
inputs and provides corresponding outputs in a usable
form .

B4 Self-descriptiveness: Code provides enough informa-
tion, e.g., a test model, for its use3 and verification4

.

B5 Structured: Code is organized into definite interde-
pendent parts, i.e. the software system is composed of
part-wise/component-based testable units .

In summary, a testable code has an established verification
criterion and supports performance evaluation. Testing in the
software industry is broadly categorised into unit, integration
and system testing [4]–[7]. A fourth level, namely, acceptance
testing may be added on some occasions (see Fig. 2).

L1 Unit testing as the name suggests tests individual code
components .

L2 When different code modules are joined, the test
of data flowing through the interface is integration
testing .

L3 A system prepared by several code units is tested
against functional and non-functional system-level re-
quirements in system testing .

L4 An additional enforcement check performed against
a contract, after the final delivery of the software
product is acceptance testing .

High speed, repeatable, low effort and inexpensive testing
improves the overall quality of the software product and its
development workflow. A well-structured test and validation
mechanism can be made cheaper when automated. Removing
the human element from the testing and enforcement equation

2Code in software engineering is short for source code unless stated
otherwise.

3Component blocks, ports (required and provided services), connectors.
4Objectives, assumptions, constraints, revisions and usage history.
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Fig. 1. Software Quality Characteristics Tree [1].

Fig. 2. Software Test Levels. Blocks-ports-connectors Representation for
Software Code Modules.

is of great value for high complexity, incrementally growing
software systems. Machine delivered tests allow for frequent
regression checks on legacy systems in a long-term life cycle of
a software product. The importance of automation in software
testing was realized very early in the development of software
development as an industrial process [8], [9]. A trade-off exists
between the degree of automation in testing and the regularity
by which those tests will be executed, which tilts heavily in
favour of automation as a system grows more elaborate and
mission-critical [10]. Thus, it will be safe to assume that any
modern software development methodology will be incomplete
without a comprehensive plan to automate testing in all test
levels ( - )@ and across all test quality parameters ( -

)@.

Testing robotic software differs from software testing in
general for several reasons.

R1 Robots interact with the physical world with sensors
and actuators which are inherently prone to noise and
faulty execution [11] .

R2 Environments, where robots work, are often open-

ended with very few assumptions [12]. There is a
physical danger involved while working with robotic
systems, especially during their testing .

R3 Safety concerns are high especially when robots work
near humans .

R4 Robot cost is high and their availability for extensive
testing is low .

R5 Robots, sensors mounted on those robots and the
software driving the two are often built by different
vendors with a wide scope of utilization in mind. Ro-
bust and verifiable hardware and software composition
thus become ever more important for robotic systems
[13] .

R6 Very few off-the-shelf software components fit real-
world applications, a large portion of code has to be
custom made for a particular robot .

R7 Robots are built using several hardware components
like gears, wheels and consumables which wear down,
get damaged or replaced over time. The challenge is
to reuse, with confidence, the existing software against
worn-out or some new, slightly different hardware
[11], [14] .

R8 Difficult to specify what constitutes a correct be-
haviour for a robotic system [15] i.e. it is not always
clear what needs to be tested. The challenge comes in
particular from the open-ended world for which full
coverage testing is not possible .

R9 People from various domains work on a robot, not all
of them are trained software engineers .

R10 Lack of communities and uniform standards for the
robotic industry. Standards for robotic hardware and
software should be made abstract and encapsulated to
hide the intellectual property of a business, while not
compromising its usability and configurability for the
end-user .

A recent extensive study on the challenges of testing
robotic systems concluded with three important themes de-
scribing major challenges in testing robots. Following are the
themes and suggested solutions reasoned in the study [16].

A1 Real-world complexities: A robot’s interactions with
the real world is a key difficulty in testing robotic
software .

A1S1 Rapid development of reliable simulators
with better Application Programming Interface
(APIs) and User Interfaces (UI), leading to
better automated simulation testing .

A1S2 Research on tools and techniques for auto-
mated testing of robotic software .

A2 Communities and standards: Community-driven
standards promote product quality and incentivise
member businesses .

A2S1 Developing a robotic software ecosystem with
special emphasis on software quality standards

.
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Fig. 3. SmartTS Approach in the Context of BITs and Test Wrappers.

A2S2 Guidelines and tools to promote healthy prac-
tices for the growth of the ecosystem .

A3 Component integration: Robotic software demands
an integrated (hardware + software) approach to sys-
tem testing .

A3S1 Better availability of hardware components for
testing within the community .

A3S2 Promote tools like hardware-in-the-loop simu-
lation borrowed from other industries .

A3S3 Develop better test oracles5 to ensure that the
testing apparatus knows with confidence the
results of running a test .

In the past decade, there have been some application-
specific proposals for systems for testing software for robots
[17]–[27]. These approaches present tools and algorithms to
address the above ( - )@ concerns but they are either too
specific for a particular robotic application [18]–[20] or are
generic extensions of general software testing techniques and
standards [21], [22] with little to no planning specifically for
robotic software testing ( - )@. In either case, none of
these is community-driven or providing tools or standards
for businesses to follow. A notable exception to this is the
Robot Testing Framework (RTF) [23] which is the right
step towards test automation by a plug-in based approach
to testing that is independent of platform, middleware and
programming language used for writing the test plug-ins.
There are works focusing on improving simulation testing
[24]–[26] and model-driven performance testing [27]. An idea
borrowed from the computer hardware industry [28], the built-
in test enabled components [29]–[31], is to have a functionally
separate maintenance mode to provide access to Built-In Tests
(BITs). Using test-wrappers is another common approach that
works along with the BIT approach to envelop the software
component in a single or multi-layer software wrapper that is
transparent to both the component being tested and its peers
in the environment. These wrappers, when used with BITs,
enable testing without breaking component encapsulation. The
RESOLVE [32] approach is one such approach, it proposes a
two-layer wrapper to achieve automated black-box testing of

5Test oracle (or simply Oracle) is software engineering terminology for any
mechanism by which a test scrip determines whether a test case has passed
or not.

software components.

The SmartTS approach to component testing is to
create a tester component whose model is derived from
the model of the component being tested. This tester
component implements the BITs for automated testing of the
component and its code is transparent (white-boxed) to the
ecosystem, thus the component encapsulation is maintained
(black-boxed) while no additional operational overload is
attached to the component for implementation and execution
of BITs in maintenance/test mode (See Fig. 3).

According to our experience of working with robots in the
service robot industry, community-driven models with a special
focus on Component-Based Software Development (CBSD)
works best for the development of the robotic software com-
ponent. Although there exist several Model-Based Engineering
(MDE) approaches for software development in general [31],
[33]–[37], approaches with a special focus on the robotic
industry are essential for the growth of the robotics industry
(Multi-annual roadmap [38], the European SPARC Robotics
[39] initiative). One such effort towards creating an ecosystem
for model-driven and component-based development of robotic
software is the EU H2020 RobMoSys: Composable Models
and Software for Robotics [40], [41] project. Meta-models that
promote separation of concerns [42], [43] along different roles
such as robotic experts and application domain experts are
highly desirable for the industry. MDE supports the separation
of concerns and of roles since it provides operational modules
dedicated to use by specific stakeholders. The RobMoSys
approach has a special emphasis on a clear separation of con-
cerns and roles and promotes community building for efficient
collaboration between stakeholders. Other model-based efforts
towards a robotic software ecosystem [44]–[47] are also taking
separation of concerns and roles as an essential part of their
working philosophy, which will be essential for their success
[48].

In CBSD for software-intensive service robotic systems,
validating the behaviour of a supplied component and its
interactions with other components is a complex, and often a
manual task. In EU Robotics Strategic Research, Innovation
and Deployment Agenda 2020 on AI, Data and Robotics
Partnership [49], trustworthiness was identified as one of
the core characteristics that robotics and AI systems need to
display. Trustworthiness is a property of the system
derived from the trustworthiness of its constituents and
their interactions. Treated like any other software product,
a software component for a robot system is tested by the
component developer (and/or component tester) at the ven-
dor’s (component supplier) end. Test-sets and records of test-
results are often not available to the system builder, who
may need them to verify functional and non-functional claims
made by the vendor about the component. Availability of test
records is key in establishing compliance and thus selection
of the most suitable component for system composition. To
provide empirically verifiable test records consistent with
a component’s claims would greatly improve the overall
safety and dependability of robotic software systems in open-
ended environments. It is of added benefit that when a system
is composed of several components, a part of the system’s
test and validation suite is automatically generated from the
test-suites of the constituent components. This further helps
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empirically codify a system’s functional and non-functional
behavioural claims. To the best of our knowledge, there is
an absence of a wholistic model-driven approach towards
CBSD for robotic systems, that integrates support for test
and validation suites6 within the model-package7 of a robotic
software component or system. Inclusion of test sets and
expected results within the model-package in model-driven
component-based software development enables the following
modelling and transformational8 functionalities.

E1 Meta-modelling framework to define and codify
component-test-model .

E2 Automated generation of user-editable component-
level test-suites from component and domain model
packages. Automated model to data transformations
(M2D) of user-ascribable test-data sets from domain
and user test documents.

E3 Automated testing at vendor’s side .

E4 Empirically verified adequate component selection
during system composition .

E5 Meta-modelling framework to define and codify
system-test-model .

E6 Automated generation of system-level test-suites
from component-level test suites and system-test-
model packages .

E7 Does not break component encapsulation .

E8 Does not break system encapsulation to enforcement
and verification agents .

In this paper, we present the “SmartTS methodology”:
A component-based and model-driven approach to gener-
ate model-bound test-suites for software components and
systems. The test-suites in SmartTS are tightly bound to an
application domain’s data and service models as defined in the
RobMoSys [40] (EU H2020 project) compliant SmartMDSD
[50], [51] Toolchain. SmartTS provides automated generation,
execution and transformation of test-suite models and test-suite
results across a service domain, component and system models,
enabling automated testing and verification of components and
systems. Component test-suite results are used for selecting
an appropriate component for composition. System test-suite
results are used for documenting or sensing system behaviour
during composition, acceptance testing, enforcement or for
run-time diagnosis. SmartTS does not break component encap-
sulation for system builders while providing them complete
access to the way that a component is tested and simulated
(Supporting composition and separation of roles).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
titled SmartTS Overview introduces the intended goals and
contributions of the SmartTS toolchain. It presents the princi-
ples and methodologies that have inspired SmartTS. Sections

6A test and validation suite is a set of testable statements about a software
component or a multi-component system, which when true indicates the
validity of a particular behavioural claim of the entity.

7A set of models that collectively define an entity.
8A model transformation in MDE is an automated mechanism of trans-

forming one entity into another, where the entity could mean a model or text
(including raw data or code written in a programming language).

Fig. 4. Anatomy of a SmartMDSD Component.

SmartTS and the SmartMDSD Toolchain and SmartTS in
the Context of RobMoSys present how SmartTS integrates
with the existing SmartMDSD toolchain and the RobMoSys
ecosystem. This paper puts the focus on new meta-models,
domain-specific languages (DSLs), roles, views, model-to-
model (MMT), model-to-text (M2T) and model-to-data (M2D)
transformations that SmartTS introduces. Section SmartTS in
Action presents a few use-cases for SmartTS to showcase
its impact. An illustrative sketch of SmartTS tooling based
on Eclipse features and plug-ins is provided without going
into how it is implemented. Finally, Section Conclusions and
Future Works draws some conclusions on the presented work
and outline future research direction and works.

II. SMARTTS OVERVIEW

The core philosophy and contribution of the SmartTS
methodology is to embed models describing the tests for a com-
ponent within the model package of the component. A tester
component is then generated from the model package that
without breaking component encapsulation implements built-
in tests and drives automated testing for the component. The
tester component generates empirically verifiable test records
which are distributed with the component to support its claims.
Since the trustworthiness of a system is derived from
its components, the system-level test-suite is partly derived
from tester components and models of components that
constitute the system. Model-driven and component-based
software development form the base on which the SmartTS
methodology is placed. In this section, we will walk through
the methodology and present the mechanism by which SmartTS
proposes a component-based and model-driven approach to
software testing in a robotic software ecosystem.

SmartTS is a member of the RobMoSys/SmartMDSD
ecosystem. In this paper, we are presenting the SmartTS
methodology in the context of its core ecosystem (Rob-
MoSys/SmartMDSD). The principles and mechanisms de-
scribed here though can be transported as-is to any
component-based and model-driven software ecosystem.
Fig. 4 shows the anatomy of a typical SmartMDSD component.
It is typical in CBSD to represent components and systems us-
ing the blocks ports connectors notation (see Fig. 2). In this pa-
per, we use a custom blocks ports connectors notation (Fig. 5)
to present the SmartTS methodology. Note that SmartMDSD
components can have any number of input, output, request or
answer ports and exactly one coordination & configuration
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Fig. 5. Custom Blocks Ports Connectors Notation used in SmartMDSD::SmartTS Methodology.

Fig. 6. SmartTS Transformations and Validation Mechanisms.

slave port unlike what one may infer from the simplified
representation in Fig. 4. If a component has a master port
of a coordination & configuration interface integrated then it
can coordinate and control other components. Furthermore, the
four-side arrangement of ports in Fig. 4 is only for representa-
tion and the SmartMDSD toolchain GUI doesn’t tightly bound

these ports to particular sides of a component. SmartMDSD
Services [52] is an item being transported (communication
object [53]) in a particular manner (communication pattern
[54]). Depending on the communication pattern, the Smart-
MDSD component could possess an input, output, request or
answer port (Fig. 4). The ‘send’ communication pattern is
one-way while a ‘query’ communication pattern is for two-way
communication of communication objects. A publish/subscribe
mechanism is available for one-to-many communication using
‘push’ (distribution) and ‘event’ (asynchronous notification)
communication patterns. Coordination ports are for a two-way
exchange of ‘coordination’ patterns (‘parameters’, ‘states’,
‘dynamic wiring’ and ‘monitoring data’). These ‘coordination’
patterns are internally built on top of ‘data’ patterns (‘send’,
‘query’, ‘push’ and ‘event’). A system built using the Smart-
MDSD toolchain has a default coordination master (e.g. a
sequencer) with all constituent components as its coordination
clients, in a configuration similar to the system XYZSys
(examples)9.

For the benefit of the reader, it is enough to retain that a
SmartMDSD component typically acts as a service consumer
as well as a service provider at the same time. It is
coordinated by a global coordination master component
(sequencer) which in normal usage is hidden from the
user. A SmartTS tester component to a component would
thus become a consumer to every service provided by the
component and provider to all services requested by the
component. It will also act as a coordination master to the
component and the system built using the component and its
tester component would have a configuration similar to the
one shown in (GO-JU)9 between component X (HP9) and its
tester component Y (HR9). In shorthand notation, this system
would be written as IT9. The reader is advised to go through
the notation given in Fig. 5. A component can have more than
one instance in a system (CV9) and can have differently named
operating modes (FV9). Systems are represented with their
names in curly brackets (examples9). Mapping of SmartMDSD
component notation (Fig. 4) to SmartTS custom notation is
given in (AA-JF)9.

Fig. 6 shows key SmartTS transformations and validation
mechanisms. A component C (Fig. 6.i) is transformed to its

9See alphanumeric coordinates in Fig. 5
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tester component Cts (Fig. 6.ii, Fig. 6.ix). In SmartMDSD, the
component code is generated from its component model pack-
age. The same model package is transformed into the model
package for the component Cts. This tester component provides
an empty code template which is later filled to implement BITs
for component C. Once BITs are implemented and linked to as-
sociated test and validation data (discussed later in the Section
SmartTS and the SmartMDSD Toolchain), the component
Cts is deployed to test component C (Fig. 6.x). The component
Cts has three principal operating modes namely test, train
and simulate (Fig. 6.iii-v). In test mode, the component Cts is
deployed with component C to form the test system {Ctest} for
component C (Fig. 6.vii, x). The test results Ctr from the system
{Ctest} are used to validate the claims made by the component
(Fig. 6.vi, xi). The component Cts is deployed in train mode to
form the training system {Ctrain} for component C (Fig. 6.viii,
xii). This training system {Ctrain} trains the component Cts to
work in the simulated mode. Note that the Cts is simulated
against BITs which may not match the BITs implemented for
its test mode. The difference between these two sets of BITs
is only in terms of the motivation behind their existence.

SmartTS Tester Component

SmartTS tester component for a component is a con-
sumer to every service provided by the component,
provider to all services requested by the component and
it acts as a coordination master to the component.

SmartTS Test System

SmartTS test system is a system with a component
and its tester component deployed to execute the BITs
implemented by the tester component and generate cor-
responding test results.

SmartTS Trainer System

SmartTS trainer system is a system with a component
and its trainer component deployed to execute the BITs
implemented by the trainer component and generate a
fully trained simulator component.

SmartTS Simulator Component

SmartTS simulator component is a tester component
operating in the simulate mode. The simulator component
can reproduce the service and coordination behaviour of
the component for a specific set of BITs.

In Principal, once trained, the component Cts in simulate
mode can reproduce the service and coordination behaviour
of component C for a specific set of BITs. This simulated
mode component Cts is then used in various simulated variants
({SsC}, {SpC} and {Ssim}: Fig. 6.xiv, xv, xvii, xix-xxi) of
a given system {S} (Fig. 6.xiii, xviii). Results (Fig. 6.xvi,
xix-xxii) from these simulated variants of the system are
transformed to a single set of simulation test results {S}tr

for the system {S} (Fig. 6.xxii). Trustworthiness (Con-
formance to claims and agreed upon BITs) is a property

of the System ({S}) derived from the trustworthiness of
its constituents (Atr, Btr and Ctr) and their interactions
({SsA}tr, {SpA}tr, {SsB}tr, {SpB}tr, {SsC}tr, {SpC}tr,
{Ssim}tr). The simulation test results {S}tr for the system {S}
along with test results of its constituents (Atr, Btr and Ctr) are
used to validate the claims made by the system (Fig. 6.xxiii).

III. SMARTTS AND THE SMARTMDSD TOOLCHAIN

SmartMDSD toolchain [50], [51] is a RobMoSys [40]
compliant model-driven tooling for component-based robotic
software development based on the SMARTSOFT method-
ology [55]. SmartTS: Test-suite extensions for SmartMDSD
toolchain, presented for the first time through this paper is an
addition to the existing SmartMDSD toolchain and provides
constructs for modelling built-in contract testing in systems
built using the SmartMDSD toolchain. SmartTS provides mod-
els to associate a test and validation suite with any of the
existing SmartMDSD models. It also allows for the creation
and usage of data elements associated with the test and
validation suites. Eclipse features and plug-ins for SmartTS
are available for download [56]. Context and video tutorials
on the use of SmartTS will soon be available online at SRRC
wiki web page [57]. Fig. 7 shows the key elements of the
SmartTS methodology.

SmartMDSD and SmartTS elements span across two tiers
(1-20, 20-50)10 and involve four main actor-groups. Domain
experts (2C,15N)10, component developers (24D, 48L)10, sys-
tem builders (23D, 48R)10 and behaviour developers (22C10).
The two tiers in the SmartTS methodology correlate with tier-
2 and tier-3 of RobMoSys (Section SmartTS in the Context
of RobMoSys). Component developers, system builders and
behaviour developers are tier-3 ecosystem users (22E, 25N,
25R)10. A tier-3 ecosystem user exchanges content (20P,
5K, 20T, 20V)10 and writes models (28C, 36C, 48C, 33T)10

that conforms to (20B, 31J)10 domain-specific models (7C,
6G)10 defined by the domain experts in tier-2. The domain
experts write the SmartMDSD domain model package (7C10)
which contains several domain models (9A-19D)10 about ser-
vices (19B10), data (12B10), dependency (15B-18B)10, modes
(13B10), parameters (9B10), tasks (10B, 11B)10 and docu-
mentation (14B10). These models are later implemented or
imported by tier-3 users (22E10) in SmartMDSD component
(28C10), system (36C10) and behaviour (48C10) models. Smart-
MDSD component model package (28C10), written by compo-
nent developers (24D10) consists of component models (30A-
35D)10 that describe a component’s parameters (30B10), code
structure (35B10), ports (35B10), dependency objects (34B,
35B)10, skills (31B10) and documentation (33B10). System
builders (23D10) write the SmartMDSD system model package
(36C10) containing models (38A-46D)10 that describe structure
(39B, 46B)10, operations (38B, 40B, 42B)10, dependency (44B,
45B)10 and documentation (43B10) for the system. Behaviour
developers (22C10) write the SmartMDSD behaviour model
(48C10) that specifies how domain tasks (11B10) are realized
(50C10) in a particular behaviour. The SmartTS models (7F-
18J, 34F-48J)10 are derived (17F, 48F)10 from the existing
SmartMDSD domain, component, system and behaviour mod-
els [58].

10See alphanumeric coordinates in Fig. 7
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Fig. 7. The SmartTS Methodology.

Tier-2 SmartTS models (7F-18J)10 are packaged together
to form the domain test and validation suite (19G10). A
default (6G10) domain test and validation suite package is
transformed (17F10) from the existing SmartMDSD domain
model package. For every model in the SmartMDSD domain
model package, a corresponding SmartTS model is generated.
The transformation also produces a template (6G10) to write
any number of custom (6G10) domain test and validation

suite packages. These custom packages are written by domain
experts using the template (6G→4F→2C)10. Similarly, for tier-
3 SmartTS models (34F-48J)10 in user test and validation suite
(49G10), the default, template and custom (33G10) user test and
validation suite packages are transformed (48F10) and written
(33G→26F→22E)10. Additionally, a tier-3 user (22E10) can
write a custom user package (33T10) that conforms to any
template from a domain test and validation suite template
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(30I↔6G)10.

Once written and locked (20N↔6G, 28P↔33G,
28P↔33T)10, the domain/user test and validation suite
packages (6G, 33G, 33T)10 are provided to tier-3 users
(25N, 25R)10 and establishes the foundation for built-in
contract testing (14M-29R)10 in the ecosystem. Domain test
and validation suite packages (20P↔6G)10 govern contract
testing between tier-2 domain experts (15N10) and tier-3
ecosystem users (25N10) as conforming parties. Similarly,
user test and validation suite packages (28P↔(33G, 33T))10

that govern contract testing amongst (25N↔25P↔25R)10 any
number of different tier-3 ecosystem users (25N, 25R)10.

These tier-3 contracts (28P10) can be written for claims
made by a component developer, requirements made by a
system builder, mutually agreed upon behaviour or any other
contractual requirement that any of the models from a Smart-
MDSD model package should adhere to. The tier-3 contracts
(28P10) in built-in contract testing could also be shared be-
tween different component developers as standard tests that all
components of a particular kind should pass or between system
builders as standard tests for quality assurance or enforcement-
related requirements. Standard tests for domain requirements,
quality assurance and enforcement can be distributed as tier-
2 contracts (20P10) between domain experts (15N10) and
ecosystem users (25N10).

A SmartTS model (7F-18J, 34F-48J)10 is required to de-
fine sets of data to be used in tests. This data is mod-
elled as domain/user test and validation data (1G, 22G)10

in SmartMDSD domain repository (1A-19K)10 or SmartTS
user repository (21F-50K)10. SmartTS test and validation data
package contains documentation for uniquely identifiable test
objectives (3G, 24G)10 and documents (3I, 24I)10. Domain/user
data sets (3J, 24J)10 are transformed from respective docu-
ments (3I→3K→3J, 24I→24K→24J)10. These model to data
transformations (M2D: 3K, 24K)10 compile the data range
mentioned in the documents to create the data for uniquely
identifiable data sets mentioned in the documents. SmartTS
models (7F-18J, 34F-48J)10 refers (12L→5K, 41L→(25K,
5K))10 to these data sets, which are later imported ((5K,
25K)→(33S,34S,38S))10 during test execution.

Every SmartTS model (7F-18J, 34F-34J)10 for an entity
under test ((3Y-13Z)↔(9A-19D, 30A-35D, 38A-46D, 50C))10

is a generalization (12L→12N, 41L→12N)10 for a common
SmartTS model class (12N10). The SmartTS model class for
an entity under test is structured (3L-13Y)10 to encorporate
context (9N, 6N, 3P)10, runs (3N, 5P, 9P, 11P, 10T)10 and
conditions (3T, 6T, 3X, 6V, 8V, 10V)10 for tests. For every
entity under test (15Y10) from the SmartMDSD model package
(17X10) is transformed to Java instances of SmartTS model
class (17V, 17T)10 and documented and distributed (24T10)
as XML and JSON documents (17T→18T→(20T, 20V))10 to
work as contracts (20P, 28P)10 for built-in contract testing
(14M-29R)10.

The SmartMDSD compilers (24X10) generate background
C++ code (33X10) and a template (38X10) based on which
the component developer can create the SmartTS component
(38S10). The SmartTS component works with the background
C++ code (38S→35X→33X)10 and implements the contracts
(38S→27V→20W→(20T, 20V))10. It is also possible to im-

plement components created without the use of SmartMDSD
toolchain (33S, 34S)10, and yet adhere to the SmartTS con-
tracts ((33S, 34S)→27V→20W→(20T, 20V))10. Any com-
ponent implementing SmartTS contracts imports domain/user
data sets when they are referred to in the SmartTS model ((33S,
34S, 38S)→(5K, 25K))10. A SmartTS verifier implementation
(30N10) corresponding to (33P10) the SmartTS component
implementation verifies the results generated by SmartTS
components against the contracts (30N→30V→20V→(20T,
20V))10 and generates SmartTS component verification re-
ports (model, text) and validation graphs (graphics) (39N,
33P→37N→39N→42N)10.

These verification reports and validation graphs are listed
in the SmartTS component verification library (39N→42N,
48L→46L→44M→42N)10 after they are used by component
developers for debugging (unit-testing: 50N)10 the compo-
nent (48L→48N→46P)10. System builders (48R10) selects
(48R→46R→44S→42N)10 and validates (48R→48Q→46P)10

components, and builts a system (44W, 48R→50X→44W)10

after performing integration (41S10) and system (50X10) test-
ing. System builder also generates system verification re-
port (model, text) and validation graphs (graphics) for the
newly composed system (48R→48V→42W)10. System con-
tracts (44V10) are a collection of contracts that exist be-
tween tier-2 and tier-3 parties associated with the sys-
tem. System contracts are validated against system verifica-
tion report and validation graphs during acceptance testing
(42W→40Y→44Y)10.

The SmartTS platform-independent model (A-K)10,
based on the SmartTS meta-model (1L-20Z)10 is thus
condensed into shareable documents (20T, 20V)10 to be
received and later implemented (20L-40Z)10 and tested
(41L-50Z)10 for specific platforms. Fig. 8 shows key users,
models, transformations in the SmartTS workflow as explained
in Sections II and III.

IV. SMARTTS IN THE CONTEXT OF ROBMOSYS

RobMoSys: Composable models and software for robotics
[40], [41] is an EU H2020 funded project (2017-2020, Grant
number 732410) to create better modelling standards and tool-
ing for robotic systems. RobMoSys has a three-tier ecosystem
for model-driven, component-based software development for
robotic systems (RobMoSys: Wiki [41]). Fig. 9 shows the
three tiers of the RobMoSys ecosystem and the roles that
participate in these tiers. Members of a lower-tier conform to
models defined by members of a higher-tier in the ecosystem.
SmartMDSD toolchain [50], [51] is a RobMoSys conformant
toolchain that enables ecosystem users to share components
and compose systems that are according to the principles
dictated by RobMoSys. SmartTS is an addition to SmartMDSD
tooling and provides a model-based methodology for software
testing in the RobMoSys ecosystem.

V. SMARTTS IN ACTION

Fig. 10 shows some of the key features of SmartTS acting
along with the SmartMDSD toolchain. Tier-2 domain experts
and Tier-3 users transform SmartMDSD models to contracts
(Fig. 10.a) and documents (Fig. 10.b). SmartTS documents are
transformed into data sets (Fig. 10.c) which are referred to in
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Fig. 8. Key users, Models, Transformations in the SmartMDSD::SmartTS Workflow.

SmartTS contracts. Component models are transformed to their
SmartTS tester component (Fig. 10.(d,e,f)) which is used to test
(Fig. 10.g) or simulate (Fig. 10.h) the component. SmartTS
tooling as it stands today is functionally complete for the
workflow described in Fig. 8. Automation and visualization of
some workflow elements (e.g. validation graphs) is planned to
further improve user experience. Eclipse features and plug-ins
for SmartTS are available for download [56]. Context and
video tutorials on the use of SmartTS will soon be available
online at the SRRC wiki web page [57].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Validating the behaviour of commercial off-the-shelf com-
ponents and system interactions is enhanced by the avail-
ability of empirically verifiable test records consistent with
a component’s claims. The trustworthiness of a system is
derived from the trustworthiness of its constituents. Test and
validation suite for a system can be built using model-driven
test and validation suites of its components. In this paper, we
presented the “SmartTS methodology: A component-based
and model-driven approach to generate model-bound test-
suites for software components and systems”. The test-suites in
SmartTS are tightly bound to an application domain’s data and
service models as defined in RobMoSys (EU H2020 project)
compliant SmartMDSD toolchain. SmartTS does not break
component encapsulation for system builders while providing

Fig. 9. SmartTS in RobMoSys Ecosystem.

them complete access to the way that component is tested and
simulated. At present, the SmartTS functionality is partially
consolidated in the SmartMDSD toolchain ( - ). Plans to
automate remaining SmartTS transformations are marked for
incorporation in future releases of the SmartMDSD toolchain
as SmartDBE (Smart digital business ecosystem) features and
plug-ins [56].
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Abstract—Social networking has been growing rapidly in
Vietnam. The sharing information is diverse and circulates in
many forms. It requires user-friendly solutions such as topic
sorting and perspectives analysis in analyzing community trends,
advertisements or anticipating and monitoring the spread of
bad news. Unfortunately, Vietnamese is highly different from
other languages and little research has been conducted in the
literature on messages classification. The implementation of
machine learning models on Vietnamese has not been thoroughly
investigated and these models’ performance is unknown when
applying in a different language. Vietnamese text is a serialization
of syllables, hence, word boundary identification is not trivial.
This research portrays our endeavor to construct an effective
distributed framework for addressing the task of classification
of short Vietnamese texts on social networks using the idea of
probability categorization. The authors argue that addressing the
task sharps the successful combination of machine learning, nat-
ural language processing, and ambient intelligence. The proposed
framework is effective and enables fast calculation, suitable for
implementation in Apache Spark, meeting the demand for dealing
with large amounts of textual data on the current social networks.
Our data has been collected from several online text sources
of 12412 short messages classified into five different topics. The
evaluation shows that our approach has achieved an average
of 82.73% classification accuracy. Thoughtfully learning the
literature, we could state that this is the first attempt to classify
short Vietnamese messages under a distributed computation
framework.

Keywords—Short text classification; Naı̈ve Bayes; Apache
Spark; Vietnamese; distributed computation

I. INTRODUCTION

Social networking, also called virtual social network is
a service that connects members on the Internet with many
different purposes regardless of space and time. The online
social network is a representative of Web 2.0 to simulate real
social relationships using Web technology to connect members
and allow them to create and share information with each other
through mechanisms such as making friends, chatting, liking,
sharing, tagging photos, commenting, or subscribing to a blog,
a channel. In Vietnam in particular and the world in general,
Facebook is the most popular social network. A person who
joins a social network will be able to post or comment on
another person’s post. A person’s post can be thoughts of self-
expression, feeling of subjects, commenting on a problem or
simply announcing an event. These messages, if interested by
many people, will be shared by people and continue to be
commented and become hot topics. Innovative social networks
completely change how netizens link together and become
an inevitable part of every day for hundreds of millions of
members around the world. These services have provided

platform for the participants to find friends and partners:
based on groups (such as school names or city names), based
on personal information (such as e-mail addresses, phone
numbers), based on personal interests (sports, movies, books,
or music), areas of interest (business, sales). According to [1],
up to four Southeast Asian countries are in the top ten countries
with the most Facebook users. In particular, Vietnam ranks 7th
with 64 million users, accounting for 3% of the total global
Facebook accounts. Thailand is right behind Vietnam, at No.
8 with 57 million users. Indonesia and the Philippines rank
No. 4 and No. 6 with 126 million and 69 million accounts
respectively. Capturing the popularity of social networks in
Vietnam, many business components including companies,
small and medium enterprises and especially online business
individuals have found many measures to take advantage of
its promotion to meet its business purpose.

Social networks’ success has drawn the mindfulness of
research on natural language processing. Among the significant
exploitation, text classification has been described as one of
the most important tasks, becoming a major discipline of the
information systems [2]. The message on a social network can
be a message between two people, a status line, or a comment
of a certain status line. The message needs to have certain
content. A person who wants to post an article on a personal
page usually knows the topic he is talking about. Social media
posts often have content that is not too long and only shows
emoticons on a topic. A user can post one or more posts at the
same time. These posts are generated continuously and without
quantity limits. The spread of these messages is also very fast
and wide [3]. The theme of messages on social networks is
almost the same as the topics of common types of documents
such as Science, Business, Law, Health, Sports, Technology.
The problem is that collecting sample data takes a lot of time
and effort. But in the classification problem, the sample dataset
plays a very important role. In addition, there is an ambiguity
about the topics of social media posts, because the messages
do not always present a clear purpose for their users. An
article can sometimes belong to two or three different topics
when placed in another context. The messages themselves are
short documents, contain very little information. Most of the
messages on social network have images or videos attached,
which limit the content analysis. The documents accompanying
with these videos or images are sometimes just an unknown
introduction, the core content of the article is in the videos
and images. The amount of articles that are too large requires
building on a large data processing platform, towards real-
time processing to meet the needs of huge data analysis. In
Vietnam, there are not many research groups in the field of
social network analysis. There are not many studies on the
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classification of published messages especially for Vietnamese
so that it is difficult to compare results and evaluation.

Consequently, the need to classify the text-based messages
electronically available has significantly grown. One can argue
that automated text classification is one of the most crucial
tasks in social media analytics [4]. Many research papers
have been conducted to solve such problems as topic mod-
eling [5], [6], [7], [8], geolocation [9], [10], and document
classification [11]. Although many Vietnamese documents are
electrically available, no one has been recently conducted
on short Vietnamese messages classification. This research
portrays our endeavor to construct an effective distributed
framework for addressing the task of classification of short
Vietnamese texts on social networks. We have collected a
large amount of Vietnamese textual sources of 12412 messages
and investigated message representation, word tokenization,
and learning method that are suitable for the requirements of
acceptable classification accuracy and distributed calculation.

The rest of this research paper is organized as follows.
First, we discuss previous research on short Vietnamese text
classification in Section (II). Next, we summarize fundamental
materials and methodology in Section (III). The proposed
framework for addressing the probabilistic classification of
short Vietnamese messages is presented in Section (IV). In
Section (V), the experiments are thoughtfully discussed. And
finally, conclusion is stated in Section (VI).

II. RELATED WORKS

Text classification is a classic problem in data mining and
machine learning [12]. The goal of the main classification
problem is to find the appropriate topic in a set of predefined
topics. Streams of text classification research has been done
in several top-tier conference, journal and workshop. Criteria
to select the appropriate topic for documents based on the
similarity between them with the text in the training material
semantically. Automatic sorting of text into a topic makes it
easier to organize, store and query documents later. Besides,
text classification is also used to assist in the process of
searching, extracting information [13], [14].

Over the years, the research field of ambient intelligence
has witnessed remarkable achievements. Scholars have raised
the potential integration between natural language processing
and ambient intelligence that can further generate cutting-
edge research leading to substantial technological advances.
A vibrant part of many information repositories is textual
sources across various media, usually in the nonstructural
form. One can conclude that the capacity to process and make
use of nonstructural information can boost ambient intelligence
systems to a much higher level of quality. Applying machine
learning within the task of text classification involves trans-
forming a variety of textual sources into structured knowledge.
The authors argue that the combination of machine learning,
natural language processing, and ambient intelligence opens
up exciting research challenges [15].

A text classification task contains four different research
disciplines: feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, clas-
sification algorithms, and evaluation. Texts are unstructured
data, and we need to transform them in a feature space. Several

common feature extraction techniques from basic to more ad-
vanced are TFIDF, Word2Vec [16], and Glove [17]. The most
crucial step of completing a text classification task is to choose
the best classifier, starting from non-parametric techniques,
e.g., k-nearest neighbor, to simply logistic regression, to tree-
based classifiers, to deep learning-based models. Recently, we
have witnessed the success of deep learning approaches over
previous classification models due to its excellent performance
and capacity to address non-linear relationships within text
data. However, regarding the feasibility characteristics, Naı̈ve
Bayes algorithm, which is a very computationally inexpensive
and low amount of memory consumption, is one of the most
generative model. These implementations have one character-
istic in common: the classifier is trained on a simple machine,
ranging from a regular personal computer to a dedicated server.
The extend of training phase in case of handing a large amount
of data can be broadcast to several machines in a cluster,
which yields the idea of distribution computation [18], [19],
[20], [21]. In the implementation, we deploy our distributed
framework upon Apache Spark.

An early effort to address the task of Vietnamese text
classification was conducted more than a decade ago [22]. In
that paper, the authors solved the problem of automatically
categorizing given textual sources into predefined categories.
A comparison between statistical N-Gram language modeling
and bag of words approaches has been investigated on their
collected dataset. Although they achieved a good accuracy
score, the implemented models were not efficient in term of
computation time, e.g. only three documents/second compar-
ing to 776 documents/second in our distributed framework.
The task of automatic text categorization has been studied
by comparing the performance of several term weighting
schemes rather than analyzing the actual classification task
[23]. Nevertheless, these approaches have investigated short
messages in very different classification tasks. For the problem
of classifying Vietnamese text, many research projects have
been published but their work were done in an isolated envi-
ronment [24], [25], [26]. Thoughtfully learning the literature,
we could state that this is the first contribution to classify short
Vietnamese messages under a distributed computation.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Problem Definition

Given a set of n input texts denoted as D =
{d1, d2, . . . , dn}. By applying some processing techniques
we will classify them into a set of m classes denoted as
C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm}. An example of text classification is
the arrangement of news in newspapers into corresponding
categories such as Sports, Entertainment, and Society. This can
be done manually by the editors but this method faces some of
the following difficulties: (i) It takes a lot of time and effort.
(ii) Manual classification is sometimes inaccurate because
the decision depends on the understanding and motivation of
the implementer. (iii) For some professional fields, experts
(medical, legal, economic) are needed. The decision of several
experts may be contradictable. And (iv) When the number of
documents is relatively high, an expert might find it difficult
to implement.
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TABLE I. VIETNAMESE TEXT AFTER TOKENIZATION PROCESS BY VNTOKENIZER SOFTWARE. THE UNDERSCORE CHARACTER IS ADDED BETWEEN
INDIVIDUAL WORDS TO FORM AN APPROPRIATE MEANINGFUL TOKEN. THE TRANSLATED PARTS ARE FOR EXPLANATION IN THIS PAPER ONLY

Message id Message content

[00164]
Đúng là làm Manuel_Neuer không dễ Bài_học đau_lòng cho Iker_Casillas.
Translated: It is true that Manuel Neuer is not easy to do. The painful lesson for
Iker Casillas.

[00202]

Trong hàng triệu triệu cổ_động_viên hướng về đội_tuyển quốc_gia Việt_Nam ngày hôm_nay
những_ai có_mặt tại sân_vận_động chứng_kiến trực_tiếp trận đấu có_lẽ là những
người may_mắn nhất nhưng có_lẽ cũng là những người vất_vả nhất Thời_tiết ở
thành_phố Thường_Châu những ngày này rất khắc_nghiệt với nhiệt_độ âm và
tuyết đã rơi trắng đường Nhưng chẳng điều gì ngăn được bước chân của các cđv Việt_Nam.
Translated: Millions of fans are heading to Vietnam national team today.
Those presented at the stadium witnessing the match directly were probably the luckiest
people, but perhaps also the hardest. The weather in Changzhou City these days is very
harsh. The temperature drops to negative degrees Celsius and white snow has fallen. But
nothing stops the footsteps of Vietnamese fans.

[03189]

Hè sắp đến rồi CÙNG GIẢI NHIỆT MÙA HÈ THÔI Hay lên kế_hoạch cho những
chuyến vi_vu xả_hơi để tận_hưởng thắng_cảnh tại nước_ngoài hay các biển đảo mới
được biết đến như Đảo_Nam_Du hoặc tận_hưởng ngắn ngày cho một chuyến du_lịch về
vùng sông_nước hoà_mình với thiên_nhiên chưa Hãy cùng Du_Lịch_Việt chuẩn_bị cho
một chuyến du_lịch cùng mùa.
Translated: The summer is coming and LET’S ENJOY THE SUMMER SEASON.
Have you planned for a relaxing trip to enjoy the sights in foreign countries or new
islands known as Nam Du or enjoying a short trip to rivers, mix with nature yet?
Let’s travel with Vietnam Travel to prepare for a trip with the season.

[04037] Chiều Về lại thị_trấn Dương_Đông Kết_thúc chuyến tham_quan.
Translated: Back to Duong Dong town in the afternoon. End of the tour.

[06840]

Từ hôm_nay đến hết đi Easy_Taxi tại thủ_đô Hà_Nội và thành_phố Hồ_Chí_Minh để có ngay
voucher mua_sắm trên ứng_dụng Lazada trị_giá Easy_Taxi là một lựa_chọn gọi taxi ở các
quán bar khách_sạn, siêu_thị nhà_hàng hay bất_cứ nơi đâu trở_nên tuyệt_vời
nhanh_chóng và an_toàn hơn bao_giờ hết Tải ngay ứng_dụng Easy_Taxi tại đây IOS
bitly easytaxiios ANDROID bitly easytaxiandroid WINDOW PHONE bitly easytaxiwp
Voucher sẽ được gửi qua email và có giá_trị_sử_dụng đến hết Dành cho đơn hàng trên
và chỉ áp_dụng khi mua qua ứng_dụng Lazada trên điện_thoại.
Translated: From today to the end, go with Easy Taxi in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City
to receive your voucher on Lazada application right away. Easy Taxi is a great option
for making taxi calls at hotel bars, restaurants or anywhere, easily and safely than ever.
Download now Easy Taxi application at bitly_easytaxiiosm, ANDROID
bitly_easytaxiandroid and WINDOW PHONE bitly_easytaxiwp. The voucher will be
sent via email and will be valid for use on the above orders and only
applicable when purchased via Lazada on the phone.

[07040]
Cấp_báo Cô Ba_Sài_Gòn đã có_mặt tại Lazada xinh quá Ad muốn ngất xĩu rồi_đây.
Translated: The newspaper Ba Ba Saigon was present at beautiful Lazada so Ad wanted
to faint.

[09677] Dùng_Android mà bỏ_qua các mẹo này là hối_hận đó nhé.
Translated: Using Android without skipping these tips is regretful.

[12364] Nỗi lo rụng tóc khi hoá_trị ung_thư sẽ không còn nữa.
Translated: The worry of hair loss when cancer chemotherapy is no longer available.

B. Text Pre-processing

Data pre-processing is the first important step of any data
mining process. It makes data in its original form easier to
observe and explore. For the problem of text classification,
due to specific characteristics, each language has its own
characteristics. The preprocessing process will help improve
sorting efficiency and reduce the complexity of the training
algorithm. Depending on the purpose of the classifier, we will
have different preprocessing methods, such as

• Convert text to lowercase and correct spelling errors.

• Remove punctuation marks (if no sentence separation
is performed).

• Remove special characters ([], [.], [,], [:], [”], [”], [;],
[/], [[]], []̃, []́, [!], [@], [#], [$], [%], []̂, [&], [*], [(],
[)]), digits.

• Separate of words by single word method (English)
or compound words (Vietnamese).

• Remove the stopwords, e.g. the words that appear
most in the text that are not meaningful when par-
ticipating in text classification.

• Standardize the words, switch back from the original
(usually applicable to English).

• Convert text into vectors as input for classification
learning machine.

C. Text Transformation and Presentation

One of the first tasks in dealing with text classification
is to choose an appropriate text representation model. A raw
document (string form) needs to be transferred to another
model to facilitate representation and calculation. Depending
on the different classification algorithms, we have our own
representation model. The vector space model is one of the
simplest and most commonly used models in this task. A
text source is represented in the form, with an n-dimensional
vector to measure the value of the text element. A document
is expressed as a collection of tokens and/or words, each
token is considered an attribute or characteristic and the
text corresponds to an attribute vector. After identifying the
properties, we need to calculate the attribute value (or weighted
keyword) for each text.

We discuss term frequency-inverse document frequency
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(TFIDF) [27], one of the most fundamental techniques for
retrieving relevant documents from a text source or from a
collection of text sources. Although TFIDF is fundamental, it
statically proves the effectiveness in text mining [28], [29].
Having gathered all the tokens from the tokenization step, all
given messages are converted from bag-of-words representa-
tions of token counts into sparse vectors with TFIDF weights.
TFIDF is an acronym of term frequency-inverse document
frequency, and this score often used in text processing and
information retrieval. The idea of TFIDF weight is to calculate
a score that expresses the relative importance of words in the
documents. The score is statistically measured by evaluating
the significance a token gains in a document and in a collec-
tion. The importance of a word is proportionally judged by
counting the number of times it exists in a document while
compensating its appearance in the corpus. In this way, we
discard grammar structure, words’ order, and part-of-speech.
It is intuitive that the frequency with which a token appears in
a message could indicate the extent that the message pertains
to that token. The TFIDF weight reflects how significant a
token gets to a message. The more appearance a token exists
in many messages, the more penalty it gets punished. The best
characteristics of the tokens to the message is measured by the
highest score of TFIDF.

TFIDF weight is expressed as

TFIDF = TF ∗ IDF , (1)

where TF is how many times a word appears in a document,
and IDF is the logarithm score of the number documents in
the whole corpus divided by how many documents that the
specific word appears. More precisely, the TF is calculated as
follows:

TF(w, d) =
nd(w)

|d|
, (2)

where the number of times a word w appears in a document
d and the total number of words in d are nd(w) and |d|,
respectively.

While the TF is calculated on a per-document basis, the
IDF is computed on the basis of the entire corpus. Thus, the
IDF is calculated as follows.

IDF(w) = log
|C|

nC(w)
, (3)

where |C| represents the number of documents in the corpus
and nC(t) represents the number of documents that contains
the word w.

TABLE II. STATISTICS OF DATA COLLECTION

Topic Site Likes / Followers Raw messages Filtered messages
Sport banthethaovtv 135000 / 184000 2511 2386
News thoisuvtv 616000 / 715000 2989 2278
Traveling dulichviet 144000 / 144000 3344 2986
Sales lazadavietnam 22 million /22 million 3039 2343
Technology thegioididong 3 million / 3 million 3088 2419

Total 14971 12412

Figure 1. The Overall Architecture of a Textual Classification Model.

D. Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier

Naı̈ve Bayes is a popular machine learning model thanks
to its great performance [30]. It merely meant as a machine
learning approach that we utilize in the work. Readers may re-
fer to mathematics or probabilities machine learning textbook
[31] for advanced information.

Given an observation, model’s parameters and a label
represented by a vector u, a set of parameter ω and a target
t = c respectively, the generative model to classify u is defined
as follows:

P (t = c|u, ω) = P (t = c|ω)P (u|t = c, ω)∑
c′ P (t = c′|ω)P (u|t = c′, ω)

(4)

where P (u|t = c, ω), P (t = c|u), and P (t = c) are the
class-conditional density, the class posterior, and the class prior
respectively. Proportionally, Equation (4) can be computed as
in the following equation:

P (t = c|u, ω) ∝ P (t = c|ω)P (u|t = c, ω). (5)

Moreover, the class-conditional density P (u|t = c, ω) in
Equation (4) is calculated as follows:

P (u|t = c, ω) =

D∏
i=1

P (ui|t = c, ωic) (6)

which we yield a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier.

IV. OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ADDRESSING
PROBABILISTIC CLASSIFICATION OF SHORT VIETNAMESE

MESSAGES

A. Design Concept

In this research, we introduce a framework to explore and
label topics for short Vietnamese messages according to the
traditional text classification procedure which is presented in
Fig. (1). Nevertheless, we employ the message classification
via a distributed framework Apache Spark [32], [33]. The
complete design of our proposed framework is presented in
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Figure 2. The Overall Architecture of our Proposed Distributed Framework.

Fig. (2). Consequently, heavy load, e.g. data pre-processing,
vectorized representation, and classification, of a traditional
machine learning task is effectively done in parallel.

B. Text Classification Pipeline

Depending on each specific case, the text classification
problem will have different processes. Here are some basic
steps: (1) Pre-processing data is a step to clean the data before
starting to process in the next steps. It includes some concepts
of natural language processing such as removing redundant
characters, deleting stop words that don’t make much sense,
removing words that appear in most texts, spell checking.
(2) Separation is an extremely important step, especially for
Vietnamese. There are many ways to separate different words,
we will learn more in the next section. (3) Document represen-
tation is the pipeline of transforming the input text data set into
attributes compatible with the classification model in the next
steps, facilitating easier problem-solving. (4) Characteristic
extraction is the step to find the core characteristics from
the original dataset or in other words, to choose a typical
characteristic that is representative of the dataset as the basis
for the algorithm. (5) Model training is the step in which we

use machine learning algorithms to find the best model. Finally,
classification (6) is the use of the trained model in the above
step to conduct classification for the dataset in practice.

C. Distributed Computing Framework

Many people can agree that one of the most successful
cluster computing platform is Apache Spark due to its great
ability to compute fast and can be generally utilized in many
research and business domains [33]. Hinging on the efficiency
of supporting a broad variety of computations’ types, Apache
Spark can handle stream processing and queries by the ex-
tension of the well-known MapReduce model [34]. Moreover,
a physical execution engine called the DAG scheduler gains
great achievement in processing batch and streaming data.
From the very first idea of design, Apache Spark executes com-
putation directly in machine’s memory which in turn boosting
the computing speed significantly. Apache Spark provides
multi-purposed APIs that support many modern programming
languages, e.g. in Python, Scala, and Java. Spark Core is the
main architecture of Spark consisting of components for fault
recovery, memory management, optimization, task scheduling,
and storage interaction. Apache Spark’s main programming
abstraction is resilient distributed datasets, or called RDDs
in short, is a distributed collection of elements defined by
Spark’s main architecture. During computation, RDDs are
distributed around a cluster of machines and can be performed
in parallel effectively and transparently. A wide variety of
machine learning functionalities are integrated into Spark’s
MLlib library [35]. Apache Spark can be deployed in a stand-
alone machine or associated with Mesos [36]. The overall
architecture of our distributed framework is illustrated in Fig.
(2).

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Collection

We utilize a commercial tool called Facebook Fplus [37]
developed by a domestic company FPLUS24H. Corresponding
to each topic, we choose Facebook pages based on the number
of likes and followers in the belief that these pages will focus
on writing articles related to their main subject. For each topic,
we select the Facebook pages with the most number of likes
and followers compared with other similar pages. Our statistics
of data collection is presented in Table (II). The process of
filtering messages by topic is done through the following
steps. First, we filter empty messages, or messages holding too
little content leading to unclear meaning and unknown topics.
Second, we remove messages embedding videos, images with
accompanying texts that do not show the right content. Next,
we filter wrong spelling messages, e.g. without Vietnamese
accents. Fourth, we remove messages that the topics do not
match with the contents. And finally, we split messages into
separate files for easy storage and processing in Apache Spark.

B. Vietnamese Text Tokenization

For the tokenization task, we utilize vnTokenizer [38] in
our research, see Table (I). The combination of tokenization
accuracy among software is out of the main concern of this
research paper. We utilize a list of 1942 Vietnamese stopwords
[39] in our data processing.
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C. Evaluation Metrics

Suppose we are solving a binary classification task with a
labeled dataset D = {xi, ti}. Given a threshold parameter φ
that guilds our decision rule g(x) We also define m+ the total
of condition positives, m− the total of condition negatives, m̂+

the total predicted condition positives, m̂− the total predicted
condition negatives, and m the total population.

We can compute the sensitivity, also known as true positive
rate (TPR), probability of detection, or recall by using:

TPR =
TP
m+
≈ P (t̂ = 1|t = 1) . (7)

Similarly, we can compute the fall-out, also known as false
positive rate or probability of false alarm by using:

FPR =
FP
m−
≈ P (t̂ = 1|t = 0) . (8)

The true negative rate (TNR) or specificity is defined as
follows:

TNR =
TN
m−
≈ P (t̂ = 0|t = 0) . (9)

The false negative rate (FNR) or miss rate is calculated as
follows:

FNR =
FN
m+
≈ P (t̂ = 0|t = 1) . (10)

If we work with a dataset for binary text classification when
the number of negatives is very large or a dataset for multi-
class text prediction when class imbalance exists, considering
TPR, FPR, TNR and FNR themselves is not very informative.
Before going further, we define positive predictive value (PPV)
or precision as follows:

PPV =
TP
m̂+
≈ P (t = 1|t̂ = 1) . (11)

By combining Equation (7 and 11), we can compute F1-
score as follows:

F1-score = 2
precision · recall

precision + recall
, (12)

which is widely used in information retrieval systems.

D. Implementation

The fundamental goal of machine learning models is to
make accurate predictions on unseen observations. In order to
estimate the strength of a particular learning model, practi-
tioners usually split data into several proportions which serves
for specific purposes in the machine learning pipeline. More
specifically, the data is split into a training set containing
samples to train the model and a test set consisting of instances
to pretend an unbiased evaluation of the investigated learning

Figure 3. The Framework Performance on all Five Dataset Splitting Schemes

model. We set up five different splitting schemes by tuning
various split ratios. For each topic, we eventually examine
how the proposed framework performs on these five dataset
splitting schemes.

• Splitting scheme a. The percentage of the training and
test parts is 50% and 50% respectively. We denote it
as 50|50 and 50% hereafter.

• Splitting scheme b. The percentage of the training and
test parts is 60% and 40% respectively. We denote it
as 60|40 and 60% hereafter.

• Splitting scheme c. The percentage of the training and
test parts is 70% and 30% respectively. We denote it
as 70|30 and 70% hereafter.

• Splitting scheme d. The percentage of the training and
test parts is 80% and 20% respectively. We denote it
as 80|20 and 80% hereafter.

• Splitting scheme e. The percentage of the training and
test parts is 90% and 10% respectively. We denote it
as 90|10 and 90% hereafter.

All experiments have been conducted on a normal laptop
including distributed computing infrastructure and virtual ma-
chines. The environment specifications are CPU Intel Core
i7 MQ, 8GB of RAM, graphics card NVIDIA GT 740M,
Apache Spark 2.2.0, IDE IntelliJ IDEA 2017 ver 2.6, Scala
programming language.

E. Experimental Results

All experiments have been conducted five times to assure
the performance stability of the system. The authors then
reported average scores and their standard deviation, e.g., a
measure of the amount of variation or dispersion of our five-
times computation. A low standard deviation indicates that the
scores tend to be close to the mean of 5 times, while a high
standard deviation indicates that the scores are spread out over
a broader range. The experimental process is split into two
scenarios. First, we investigate the performance on each topic
separately. We present the experimental results on five topics
(see Table (III) for Sports, see Table (IV) for News, see Table
(V) for Traveling, see Table (VI) for Sales, see Table (VII) for
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Technology). Second, we investigate the performance on the
complete dataset, see Table (VIII) and Fig. (3).

TABLE III. THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THE SPORTS TOPIC

Sports
Splitting scheme # Test instances # Accurate prediction Percentage

50|50 1183.2± 9.7570 963.8± 10.2323 0.8145± 0.0051
60|40 916.2± 18.3084 762.8± 28.0303 0.8323± 0.0157
70|30 705± 27.3404 591.4± 18.4607 0.8391± 0.0168
80|20 465.6± 12.7590 389.4± 12.9537 0.8363± 0.0139
90|10 223± 48.0468 201.4± 16.1338 0.8281± 0.0313

TABLE IV. THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THE NEWS TOPIC

News
Splitting scheme # Test instances # Accurate prediction Percentage

50|50 1169± 25.4263 992.8± 23.7002 0.8492± 0.0072
60|40 946.8± 16.6943 809.6± 10.5023 0.8552± 0.0118
70|30 711.4± 35.9277 614.6± 27.8980 0.8641± 0.0076
80|20 474.4± 34.5079 410.2± 32.5079 0.8646± 0.0233
90|10 256.2± 10.0598 221.2± 6.6858 0.8637± 0.0156

TABLE V. THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THE TRAVELING
TOPIC.

Traveling
Splitting scheme # Test instances # Accurate prediction Percentage

50|50 1497.8± 17.0792 1355.2± 17.5698 0.9047± 0.0047
60|40 1192± 41.2492 1094.6± 34.1291 0.9183± 0.0058
70|30 896± 22.0340 816.4± 20.6712 0.9111± 0.0083
80|20 593± 16.9558 538.4± 16.4103 0.9079± 0.0147
90|10 304.8± 13.9713 282.4± 15.0266 0.9263± 0.0125

TABLE VI. THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THE SALES TOPIC

Sales
Splitting scheme # Test instances # Accurate prediction Percentage

50|50 1150± 17.2481 817.8± 29.1753 0.7109± 0.0167
60|40 905.4± 20.3297 649.6± 23.7339 0.7174± 0.0182
70|30 668± 27.0277 474.2± 16.4225 0.7102± 0.0198
80|20 460.2± 21.2179 338.8± 11.3666 0.7366± 0.0194
90|10 226± 12.2882 166.8± 10.3778 0.7380± 0.0220

TABLE VII. THE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON THE TECHNOLOGY
TOPIC

Technology
Splitting scheme # Test instances # Accurate prediction Percentage

50|50 1209.6± 25.0059 902.6± 27.4918 0.7461± 0.0166
60|40 969± 25.7099 732.4± 21.8929 0.7558± 0.0074
70|30 731.6± 28.6408 557.8± 33.4917 0.7619± 0.0182
80|20 484± 21.7715 374.2± 6.9426 0.7740± 0.0269
90|10 247.2± 15.7066 191.2± 14.5670 0.7730± 0.0175

F. Remark and Discussion

The average execution time of the system is calculated
through two phases: Phase I: Filter characters, separate words,
vectorize messages, and perform in vector space model for the
dataset. The average execution time is 20 minutes 55 seconds.
Phase II: Divide the data into two parts, train the machine
learning model, and predict the test set, calculate the accuracy
of each topic, and analyze the system’s efficiency. The average
execution time is 16 seconds, which proves the feasibility
of Naı̈ve Bayes classifier. It works well with text data and
is fast in comparison to other classification algorithms. The
advantages of Naı̈ve Bayes the biased assumption about the
shape of the data distribution. The model limits the prediction

capacity to data scarcity and frequency of words in the whole
text source.

With the highest accuracy of about 83.18% with a minimal
value of standard deviation 0.93%, the experimental results
have proved the feasibility and computation stability of our
proposed system. The topic with the highest predictive rate
is Traveling with 92.63%. Particularly, the Sales topic has
the lowest rate, with 73.80%. It can be explained for this
reason because the Lazada fan page specializes in selling goods
online. The categories of goods are very diverse. The standard
deviation of all experiments is quite low, which indicates the
performance stability of the proposed system. Furthermore, the
execution time of the system is also relatively short, especially
the classification process. When the data set is large enough,
the learning process only occurs once, and the classification
process must be repeated over time.

TFIDF is one of the most popular term-weighting schemes
today as 83% of text-based recommender systems in digital
libraries use it [40]. It is widely supported in many machine
learning libraries and can be applied as on-the-shelf effectively.
Therefore, traditional TFIDF is applied in this paper. The
pitfall of this text presentation is that it ignores the semantics
and syntactic of the text. The calculation time also depends
on how many unique words in all text corpora. The tuning
might be considered to improve the shortcomings of the IFIDF
algorithm regarding the classification accuracy of machine
learning models used, ignoring the calculation efficiency in the
classification process. How to improve the accuracy together
with efficiency is the direction for further research in the future.

To get a confirmation on how our proposed solution per-
forms, we have conducted several experiments by replacing
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier by logistic regression, decision trees,
and random forests. The operating configuration is similar,
except for the models themselves. The experimental results
reported in Tables IX, X, and XI have proved the advancement
of our proposed solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

The problem of discovering and identifying themes for
social network messages is an urgent problem in the context of
the current social network explosion. The topics explored from
these messages in combination with analyzing the perspective
will contribute to predicting the spread of the messages. It
helps develop solutions to monitor and prevent bad infor-
mation, causing serious impacts, spreads on social networks.
The paper has proposed and built a distributed framework for
addressing probabilistic classification using Apache Spark to
meet the need to handle large amounts of data. The Naiv̈e
Bayes classification method is suitable to build on a large data
processing platform. Initial results for an accuracy score of
about 83% and can be further improved when collecting more
amount of dataset. we have also built a set of social network
messages including five topics for the process of analyzing and
researching social networks. The paper contributes to solving
the problem of classifying the topic of short messages that are
appearing on social networks in Vietnam.
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Abstract—The detection of resource-intensive queries which 

consume an excessive amount of time, processor, disk, and 

memory resources is one of the most popular vulnerabilities of 

Database Management Systems (DBMS). The tools for 

monitoring and optimizing queries typically used in modern 

DBMS were analyzed, and their shortcomings were identified. 

Subsequently, the relevance of new intelligent tools’ development 

for timely and reliable detection of resource-intensive queries to 

databases was distinctly justified. The study concluded a set of 

analysis of an extended statistical parameter which indicated to 

be of interest for identifying resource-intensive queries. The 

initial set of queries’ parameters reduced by two consecutive 

methods. Firstly, normalizing the set of indicators using a 

sigmoid function. Secondly, selecting a finite number of principal 

components based on the Cattell test. Whereas the clustering of a 

set of queries performed using self-organizing Kohonen maps. 

Suggestions for further studies in the classification algorithm 

context were indicated in lights of the study’s conclusions. 

Keywords—Resource-intensive queries; database; detecting; 

self-organizing Kohonen maps; statistical parameters 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A resource-intensive request to the database will be 
considered as such when a request uses an excessive amount 
of time, processor, disk, and memory resources to process that 
request. Search and conversion of resource-intensive queries is 
carried out by Data Base Administrators (DBAs) based on 
information from clients. The gradual decline in the 
performance of distributed clients’ systems requires proactive 
optimization measures. 

Queries to databases are programmed based on special 
tools which are part of the Structured Query Language (SQL) 
[1]. The existing methods currently used in system utilities for 
searching and identifying problematic queries do not always 
identify resource-intensive SQL statements. Correspondingly, 
there are instances where those queries would wrongfully not 
be classified as resource-intensive. This is due to the fact that 
utilities only exploit a limited number of performance 
parameters or incorrect analysis’s algorithms based on simple 
ranking. Furthermore, the functional redundancy and high cost 
of such utilities are yet other drawbacks for the effects of 
those inefficient queries. 

It is perceived that manual searches could provide correct 
detection of problematic SQL queries. Notwithstanding, the 
complexity and time-consuming processes of analyzing large 

amounts of information does not allow a person to process 
data at a reasonable speed. Manual searches involve continued 
time-wasting and require experience in Database Management 
Systems (DBMS). Especially the knowledge on the 
architecture, features of storing system information, the 
language of structured queries, data structures and models of 
application programs. 

The identification of resource-intensive SQL queries 
entails the purchase of expensive tools. Likewise, it compels 
the involvement of highly qualified specialists with relevant 
knowledge and experience in writing unique scripts for the 
necessary data acquisition. 

This article presents the results of research obtained by the 
authors on the analysis and development of intelligent tools 
designed for timely and reliable automatic detection of 
resource-intensive database queries. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are many approaches is use today to either prevent 
or minimize the impact of inter-query interactions on a shared 
cluster. Despite these measures, performance issues due to 
concurrent executions of mixed workloads still prevail causing 
undue waiting times for queries [2]. The foundation of modern 
database query optimization is the collection of statistics 
describing the data to be processed, but when a database or 
Big Data computation is partially obscured by user-defined 
functions, good statistics are often unavailable [3]. 
H.Bodepudi [4] mentioned how the Relational DBMS 
reporting scripts performance can be improved by 
incorporating the Spark framework without changing the 
existing queries in the RDBMS. In paper [5] presents 
Intermittent Slow Query Anomaly Diagnoser, a framework 
that can diagnose the root causes of Intermittent Slow Queries 
with a loose requirement for human intervention. Intermittent 
Slow Queries are slow queries which might be more 
hazardous to database users than other slow queries. 

Z.Miao [6] proposes a system designed to help users 
understand SQL query evaluation and debug SQL queries. 
The system lets users interactively "trace" the evaluation of 
complex SQL queries, including those with correlated 
subqueries. 

B.G.Lekshmi [7] focuses on the hardware-conscious the 
query optimization in a relational DBMS using extended rules 
and cost models as well as on refining the optimization 
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strategies for changes in the hardware state of execution. 

Cost-based optimizer studied in paper [8] is adopted in 
almost all current database systems. A cost-based optimizer 
introduces a plan enumeration algorithm, and then uses a cost 
model to obtain the cost of that plan, and selects the plan with 
the lowest cost. In the cost model, cardinality, the number of 
tuples through an operator, plays a crucial role. The research 
[9] aims to provide approximate query processing as a 
middleware solution using query optimization for 
heterogeneous databases. 

A large scale of resource requirements can be reduced by 
minimizing query execution time that maximizes resource 
utilization [10]. Recently, parallel DBMSs have significantly 
improved query processing performance [11]. 

Thus with the growing volume of data being analyzed, 
more and more advanced monitoring, preventive analysis, and 
proactive optimization tools are required to identify 
problematic SQL queries. The above reasons determine the 
relevance of developing new intelligent tools for timely and 
reliable resource-intensive database queries’ detection. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

During processing of the request, a plan for executing a 
SQL statement should be formed to get the information 
requested from the database more quickly and cost-effectively. 
Modern tools for monitoring and optimizing queries in Oracle 
DBMS, MS SQL Server, and DB2 sort and evaluate SQL 
statements based on the values of one, less often two, or three 
indicators that characterize the speed of query processing. 
Further, the use of these indicators could be used to assess the 
resources used for the processing of queries. These methods 
were found to be causing an erroneous diagnostics of the 
resource-intensive queries and beg the need for an optimized 
method. 

Advanced data collection technologies for resource-
intensive queries searching are implemented in the automatic 
workload storage of the Oracle DBMS [12]. These include the 
Advanced Workload Repository (AWR). This infrastructure 
provides services to Oracle DBMS components for collecting, 
maintaining, and using statistics for problem detection and 
self-tuning [13]. AWR makes it possible to collect various 
information about requests and the operation of the system. 
The statistics on executed SQL statements contained in the 
DBA_HIST_SQLSTAT table are best suited for searching and 
subsequent optimization of resource-intensive queries. 

The main source of information useful for identifying 
problematic SQL statements is statistical data on the query 
execution period. Most often, a resource-intensive SQL query 
detection is performed using the following parameters: 

1) for a large number of disk reads; 

2) by the number of logical reads or buffer gets 

operations; 

3) by the number of parse calls; 

4) by the number of executions. 

However, studies had shown that the extended set of 
parameters contained in Table I is of interest for identifying 

resource-intensive queries. The initial statistical analysis of the 
initial data on various test sets showed that almost all 
parameters have sharply asymmetric right-hand distributions 
with long thin tails. The asymmetry coefficients take values 
from 10 to 15, and the excesses take values from 150 to 400. 

TABLE I.  EXTENDED SET OF SQL QUERY PARAMETERS 

Parameter Name 

Executions number of request executions 

sharable_mem 
the size of the sharable memory occupied by the 

child cursor (bytes) 

loaded_versions 
the number of child cursors for which memory is 

allocated 

version_count total number of child cursors 

physical_read_bytes the number of bytes physically read from the disk 

physical_write_bytes number of bytes written to disk 

physical_read_requests number of disk reads 

physical_write_bytes number of bytes written to disk 

physical_read_requests number of disk reads 

physical_write_requests number of operations to write information to disk 

rows_processed number of rows processed and returned 

parse_calls number of calls to the parsing procedure 

px_servers_execs 
the number of runs of auxiliary server processes 

for parallel execution of the request 

end_of_fetch_count 
the number of times the query returned a full set 

of data on successful completion 

Fetches 
the number of calls to the procedure for extracting 

rows with data from the cursor 

buffer_gets 
number of gets from the buffer cache (logical 

read) 

Invalidations 
the number of times the child cursor became 

invalid 

Loads number of memory downloads / reloads 

Sorts number of sorting operations 

direct_writes number of direct write operations to disk 

cpu_time 
processor time for parsing, executing, and 

fetching data for a given cursor (µs) 

elapsed_time total request duration time (µs) 

javexec_time_delta 
time elapsed in the execution of Java programs 

(µs) 

plsexec_time_delta PL/SQL code execution time (µs) 

iowait time spent waiting for user input / output (µs) 

apwait time spent waiting for the app (µs) 

ccwait 
time spent waiting for shared data and resources 

(µs) 

clwait 
time spent waiting for concurrency events to 

complete (µs) 

io_interconnect_bytes 
the number of bytes sent between the DBMS and 

the Exadata storage system 

io_offload_elig_bytes 
the number of bytes filtered for processing at the 

Exadata data store level 

io_offload_return_bytes 
number of bytes returned from the Exadata data 

store layer 

cell_uncompressed_byte

s 

number of bytes received during data 

decompression on Exadata data storage nodes 

optimized_physical_rea

ds 

number of optimized reads from the Exadata data 

store 
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Fig. 1. Distributions of the Sharable_Mem Parameter. 

 

Fig. 2. Distributions of the Physical_Read_Bytes Parameter. 

Fig. 1 depicts typical distributions of the sharable_mem 
parameter. Fig. 2 illustrate a typical distribution of the values 
of the physical_read_bytes parameter. 

Visual histogram analysis outlines most of the SQL query 
parameter values which were found to be concentrated in the 
range of 1-2% of the entire diapason of possible values. The 
parameter values that are in the tails of the distributions 
indicate the presence of resource-intensive queries in the 
analyzed sets. 

The extended set of parameters presented in Table I is 
redundant. To account for all these indicators in order to 
detect resource-intensive queries, algorithms with high 
computational complexity will be required, which is 
undesirable in the process of performing practical tasks. It is 
necessary to significantly reduce the number of analyzed 
parameters and leave the most informative ones. 

The ranges of changes in statistical parameters differ by 
several orders of magnitude, so to reduce the number of these 
parameters, a preliminary normalization of the indicators set 
was carried out using a sigmoid function: 
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where x~  is the normalized value of the parameter; x  is 

the initial value of the parameter; x is the average value of the 

parameter. 

The value of the sigmoid function of the value a  is 

calculated using the expression: 
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where с  is the extension coefficient of the sigmoid. For 

most parameters, the best value is c=8. 

Further, in order to reduce the number of parameters that 
characterize SQL queries, the Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) method was used to get the better analyze and make 
best decision based upon detect the relevant parameters [14]. 

The PCA implementation allowed us to construct a new 
space of parameters to reduce dimensions. In this case, the 
variance of the initial parameter space was first calculated. 
Then, eigenvectors were obtained that determine the directions 
of the principal components and the value of the variance 
associated with them. In order to reduce dimensionality, the 
variance value associated with each principal component was 
divided by the sum of the variances for all components. As a 
result, the proportion of variance associated with each 
component is obtained. At the final step, so many components 
were discarded so that the proportion of the variance of the 
remaining components reached 80%. 

The results of applying the PCA method are presented in 
Table II. The second column shows the variances of the 
selected components. The third column shows the percentage 
of the total variance for each component. The first component 
explains 21% of the total variance, the second component 
explains 11.5% of the total variance, and so on. The fourth 
column contains the values of the accumulated variance. Each 
value shown in the fourth column is the sum of those values 
from the third column whose component numbers do not 
exceed the number of the calculated value of the accumulated 
variance. For example, the value of the accumulated variance 
in the fourth row of Table II was obtained by summing the 
values of the third column contained in rows 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

The choice of a finite number of principal components was 
carried out on the basis of the Cattell criterion, which allows 
us to preserve from 65 to 80% of the information concentrated 
in the original set of significant features. The selection of the 
first main components based on the Cattell test is shown in Fig. 
3. The number of principal components according to the 
Cattell criterion was determined by the inflection point on the 
graph of eigenvalues. In this case, the inflection point is the 
boundary between the interval of the sharp decline of the 
analyzed graph and the subsequent interval of the flat curve. 
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TABLE II.  RESULTS OF THE PCA METHOD APPLICATION 

Component 

number 

Component 

value 

Explained variance 

proportion  

Accumulated 

variance 

1 6.819 21.31 21.31 

2 3.670 11.47 32.78 

3 2.673 8.35 41.13 

4 2.531 7.91 49.04 

5 3.670 11.47 32.78 

6 1.838 5.74 54.78 

7 1.660 5.19 59.97 

8 1.299 4.06 64.03 

9 1.112 3.48 67.51 

10 1.066 3.33 70.84 

11 1.031 3.22 74.06 

12 1,005 3.14 77.20 

13 0.999 3.12 80.32 

14 0.997 3.12 83.44 

15 0.949 2.97 86.40 

16 0.913 2.85 89.26 

17 0.790 2.47 91.73 

18 0.716 2.24 93.97 

19 0.693 2.17 96.13 

20 0.350 1.09 97.22 

21 0.262 0.82 98.04 

22 0.247 0.77 98.81 

23 0.199 0.62 99.44 

24 0.101 0.32 99.75 

25 0.065 0.20 99.96 

26 0.013 0.04 100.00 

27 0.001 0.00 100,.0 

 

Fig. 3. The Selection of the First Main Components based on the Cattell 

Test. 

The first eight components can be recognized as the main 
components. For the remaining components, there is a 
significant slowdown in the values decrease. The selected 
main eight components contain a fairly high percentage of the 
explained variance, approaching 70%. The selection of the 
main components using the PCA method and the Cattell test 
was performed for different sets of parameter values that 
characterize SQL queries. As a result, it was found that to 
detect problematic database queries, it is enough to use from 
four to nine significant parameters instead of the original 
thirty-two. 

The set of all possible SQL queries must be divided into an 
unknown number of clusters. For this purpose, the device of 
Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps (hereinafter SOM) is used 
[15, 16, 17]. The SOM training algorithm is developed, based 
on the use of a rational value of the winning neuron 
topological neighborhood width, which makes it possible to 
configure the neural network to prevent its overfitting. The 
implementation of neural network clustering using more than 
200,000 instances of SQL statements processed in the past 
made it possible to form 4 main subsets of queries, of which 
two clusters can be classified as resource-intensive queries. 

The further process of automating the search for 
problematic queries can be associated with the construction of 
a Bayesian classifier [18,19,20], which can be trained on a 
limited, independent, pre-researched and marked-up subset of 
SQL queries. The classifier can be trained to assign the 
studied elements to one of two classes (resource-intensive and 
non-resource-intensive queries). Further training and 
improvement of the classifier for subsequent use for 
operational and proactive optimization can be carried out on 
newly identified resource-intensive queries. Information about 
such requests can be received from DBA specialists in an 
interactive mode. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus, in the process of detecting problematic SQL 
statements, it is proposed to use up to nine significant 
statistical parameters that characterize the speed of query 
processing, as well as the resources used for this purpose. The 
original set of thirty-two analyzed parameters contained in the 
DBA_HIST_SQLSTAT table of the Oracle DBMS workload 
storage was reduced by first normalizing the set of indicators 
using a sigmoid function and then selecting a finite number of 
principal components based on the Cattell criterion. Clustering 
a set of SQL statements based on SOM made it possible to 
form four main subsets of queries. At the same time, resource-
intensive requests were concentrated in two clusters. 

As a result of this study, the authors were able to 
substantiate the correctness of using a reduced set of statistical 
parameters to detect resource-intensive queries. This made it 
possible to successfully perform neural network clustering of 
the analyzed queries. 

The subject of further research would be the development 
of a classification algorithm designed to determine the ratio of 
the analyzed SQL statement to one of the previously allocated 
clusters, which will automatically detect resource-intensive 
queries. 
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Abstract—One of the techniques that current cyber-attack 
methods often use to steal and transmit data out is to hide secret 
data in packets. This is the network steganography technique. 
Because millions of packets are sent and received every hour in 
internet activity, so it is very difficult to detect the theft and 
transmission of system data out using this form. Recent 
approaches often seek ways to compute and extract abnormal 
behaviors of packets to detect a steganography protocol or 
technique. However, such methods have the difficult problem of 
not being able to detect abnormal packets when an attacker uses 
other steganography techniques. To solve the above problem, this 
paper proposes a network steganography detection method using 
deep learning techniques. The highlight of this study is some new 
proposed features based on different components of the packet. 
By combining these many components, this proposal will not only 
provide the ability to detect many steganography techniques in 
the network, but also improve the ability to accurately detect 
abnormal packets. Besides, this study proposes to use deep 
learning for the task of detecting normal and abnormal packets. 
The authors want to take advantage of the big data analysis and 
processing capabilities of deep learning models in order to 
improve the ability to analyze and detect network steganography 
techniques. The experimental results in Section IVD have proved 
the effectiveness of this proposed method compared with other 
approaches. 

Keywords—Network steganography; network steganography 
detection method; abnormal packets; deep learning techniques 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. The Problem 
The study [1] listed 11 different techniques commonly used 

to hide information in the network. These techniques are 
generally divided into three main technique groups: packet 
modification, stream modification, and hybrid. The research 
[2] presented some main difficulties that make it very difficult 
to detect and prevent network steganography techniques. To fix 
the problems in the research [2], current approaches often use 
two main methods: i) technique-specific methods, comprises 
methods proposed as countermeasures for specific 
steganographic techniques. Methods in this category usually 
operate on low-level network data, require relatively much 
computation resources, and are not able to detect other 
steganographic techniques instead of the one or several for 
which they are designed; ii) generic methods, comprises 
methods that are not designed to detect one specific 
steganographic technique but offer a comprehensive approach 

to network anomaly detection and categorization of network 
traffic for potential steganographic utilization. Methods in this 
category may not provide detailed information on detected 
suspicious traffic but can label it for further investigation. Most 
generic methods fall into two subcategories that characterize 
their approach: statistical or machine learning. The studies [3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8] presented several studies and proposals for detecting 
network steganography based on the abnormal behavior 
analysis technique and the ruleset database. However, noticed 
that these approaches have two problems [1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12]: 
using the available dataset and focusing on detecting only one 
steganography technique. Therefore, although these studies 
brought very high efficiency on experimental datasets, when 
applied in reality, they did not bring the desired result. To solve 
the above problems, this paper proposes a new method based 
on a group of generic methods. Specifically, this proposal will 
seek a way to optimize two main problems: i) defining and 
proposing features and characteristics of abnormal behavior of 
network steganography techniques; ii) use deep learning 
techniques on the basis of big data analysis to detect and 
classify cyber-attack techniques based on their unusual 
behavior defined in the task (i). Details of abnormal behaviors 
and algorithms for classifying network steganography 
techniques are presented in Section III of the paper. The results 
of evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed method are 
presented in detail in Section IV of the paper. Evaluation, 
conclusion, and future development direction are presented in 
Section V of the paper. 

B. Contributions of the Paper 
The practical significance and scientificity of this paper 

include: 

• Proposing some features and characteristics of the 
packet. The features proposed in the paper are new 
study, and are synthesized and extracted on many 
different components of the packet. The experimental 
results have proved these proposed features have 
brought many meanings. 

• Proposing the use of deep learning models for the task 
of detecting network steganography. In the 
experimental section, this paper tunes the parameters in 
each deep learning model to provide the ability to 
choose for the systems to ensure a balance between the 
time and the efficiency of the detection method. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
In the study [13], Mike et al. proposed a method to detect 

network steganography using the IDS tool. Specifically, the 
authors used the rulesets built in the IDS tool to detect hidden 
information in the network based on data sections of packets. 
In the study [14], the authors proposed a method to detect 
steganography in VoIP using the Least Significant Bits 
technique. Taeshik Sohn et al. [15] proposed a network 
steganography detection method using the Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) algorithm for detecting hidden information in 
TCP/IP protocols. Similarly, research [16] proposed using the 
Naive Bayes algorithm to detect secret information hidden in 
TCP/IP header. Cho et al. [3] proposed a method of detecting 
storage-based network steganography using machine learning. 
Specifically, in their research, the authors used the Random 
Forests (RF) algorithm to classify abnormal behaviors on 
ICMP and TCP/IP packets. Smolarczyk [2] proposed a method 
to detect steganography in the network using the multi-layer 
analysis technique. 

III. PROPOSING THE NETWORK STEGANOGRAPHY 
DETECTION METHOD USING DEEP LEARNING 

A. Proposing the Method to Select and Extract Abnormal 
Behavior of Network Steganography Techniques 
As mentioned above, the purpose of this paper is to use 

deep learning algorithms to detect network steganography 
based on analyzing different components of the packet. 
Specifically, three network steganography techniques studied 
in this paper are: 

• Size Modulation: The covert channel uses the size of a 
header element or of a PDU to encode the hidden data. 

• Random Value: The covert channel embeds hidden data 
in a header element containing a random value 

• Reserved/Unused: The covert channel encoded hidden 
data into a reserved or unused header/PDU element. 

Based on these attack techniques, this study will find ways 
to collect and analyze packets to look for their abnormal 
behaviors. Table I present 38 features proposed to extract and 
chose to use. 

TABLE I. PROPOSED ABNORMAL FEATURES OF THE PACKET 

No. Category Feature Description Type 

1 

IP 

ip.id IP Identification Integer 

2 ip.flags IP Flags Integer 

3 ip.frag_offset IP Fragment Offset Integer 

4 ip.checksum IP Header Checksum Integer 

5 ip.ttl IP Time to live Integer 

6 ip.tos IP Type of Service Integer 

7 ip.src IP Source Address String 

8 ip.dst IP Destination address String 

9 ip.num_option IP Number of options Integer 

10 

TCP 

tcp.flags TCP Flags Integer 

11 tcp.checksum TCP Checksum Integer 

12 tcp.seq TCP Sequence Number Integer 

13 tcp.flags.res TCP Reserved Boolean 

14 tcp.urgent_pointer TCP Urgent Pointer Integer 

15 tcp.ack TCP Acknowledgment Number Integer 

16 tcp.srcport TCP Source Port Integer 

17 tcp.dstport TCP Destination Port Integer 

18 
UDP 

udp.srcport UDP Source Port Integer 

19 udp.dstport UDP Destination Port Integer 

20 

ICMP 

icmp.type ICMP Type number Integer 

21 icmp.unused ICMP Unused Bytes 

22 icmp.reserved ICMP Reserved Bytes 

23 icmp.seq ICMP Sequence number (BE) Integer 

24 icmp.seq_le ICMP Sequence number (LE) Integer 

25 icmp.length ICMP Length Integer 

26 icmp.ident ICMP Identifier (BE) Integer 

27 icmp.checksum ICMP Checksum Integer 

28 Frame frame.number Frame number Inetger 
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29 frame.len Frame length on the wire Integer 

30 frame.cap_len Frame length stored into the capture file Integer 

31 
Ethernet 

eth.src Source String 

32 eth.dst Destination String 

33 

IPv6 

ipv6.nxt Next Header Integer 

34 ipv6.src Source Address String 

35 ipv6.dst Destination Address String 

36 

MQTT 

mqtt.topic Topic String 

37 mqtt.msgtype Message Type Integer 

38 mqtt.client.id Client ID String 

B. The Detection Method 
Thus, based on features of anomalous behaviors of packets 

defined and extracted in Table I, this paper will propose a 
method to classify these packets. It can be seen that to detect 
network steganography, previous studies often used algorithms 
such as SVM [4, 15], RF [3]. To improve the efficiency of the 
network steganography detection method, this paper proposes 
to use some deep learning algorithms and models. Specifically, 
some deep learning algorithms and models proposed to use 
include: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN), Long short term memory (LSTM). Regarding 
the MLP network, the study [17] presented in detail the 
architecture of an MLP network that is built by simulating the 
way neurons work in the human brain. MLP networks usually 
have 3 or more layers including 1 input layer, 1 output layer, 
and more than 1 hidden layer. Besides, the efficiency of the 
MLP network depends on the activation function. This paper 
will tune activation functions to evaluate the effectiveness and 
suitability of activation functions for the network intrusion 
detection task. The CNN network is defined as a set of basic 
layers including convolution layer + nonlinear layer, fully 
connected layer. The detailed structure of CNN as well as the 
terms (stride, padding, MaxPooling) are presented in detail in 
the paper [18]. In which, the activation function used is ReLU. 

The study [19] introduced the LSTM and its ability to 
remember information for a long time. This is reflected in the 
structure of the gates in each memory cell. A memory cell 
consists of three main components: input gate, forget gate, and 
output gate. Firstly, the forget gate decides what information 
should be discarded in the cell state. Next, the input gate 
decides what information is updated into the cell state. Finally, 
the output gate performs computing the desired output. During 
this process, the cell state is propagated through and updated 
when it passes through all nodes. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

A. Description of Data Collection Method 
1) For normal dataset: The dataset of normal packets is 

collected at [20]. This dataset belongs to the “MAWI Working 
Group” and the “WIDE Project” which collected network 
traffic at ISP points in Japan. PCAP files are network traffic 
collected on April 30, 2021. Then 2,200,000 packets in these 
PCAP files are taken to conduct experiments. Table II shows 
the number of collected and extracted normal packets. 

2) For stego dataset: This study proposes to use some 
network steganography tools to generate stego packets. Table 
III below describes the tools and the steganography type of 
these tools in detail. 

After successfully installing the above tools, running those 
tools and use Wireshark to capture the network traffic 
generated by those tools. Network traffic generated by each 
tool is saved as separate files. For example, network traffic 
generated by ptunnel is saved as a separate PCAP file, network 
traffic generated by covert_tcp is also be saved as a separate 
PCAP file. Only packets generated by these tools are saved. 
Other unrelated packets such as ARP or system packets are 
deleted to ensure that the PCAP file contains only stego 
packets containing secret information. Table IV below presents 
the number of stego packets generated by the tools listed in 
Table III. 

TABLE II. SUPPORT TOOLS FOR GENERATING NORMAL PACKETS 

Name Generation tool The number of packets 

Normal Packet mawi.wide.jp 2,200,000 

TABLE III. SUPPORT TOOLS FOR GENERATING PACKETS CONTAINING 
SECRET INFORMATION 

Tool Protocol Field 

Ptunnel ICMP Payload 

pingtransfer ICMP Payload 

dns2tcp DNS/UDP TXT record 

covert_tcp TCP/IP IP Identification / TCP ISN 

syn-file TCP TCN Syn Sequence number 

netcat TCP Space in payload 

hcovert TCP Segment data 

TABLE IV. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GENERATED STEGO PACKETS 

Name Generation tool The number of 
packets 

Size Modulation netcat 421,839 

Random Value covert_tcp, syn-file 1,703,306 

Reversed/Unused ptunnel, pingtransfer, dns2tcp 481,651 

Others hcovert 109,208 

Total 2,716,004 
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3) Data synthesis: Based on the data collection method in 
Sections 1) and 2) above, obtaining an aggregated dataset for 
training and testing for detecting network steganography as 
shown in Table V. 

TABLE V. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COLLECTED PACKETS 

Description The number of packets 

Normal packet 2,200,000 

Stego packet 2,716,004 

Total 4,916,004 

B. Evaluation Criteria 
The following measures will be used in this paper to 

evaluate the accuracy of models: 

• Accuracy: The ratio between the number of samples 
classified correctly and total number of samples. 

%100×
+++

+
=

FNFPTNTP
TNTPaccuracy

          (1) 

In which: TP - True positive: The number of stego packets 
classified correctly; FN - False negative: The number of stego 
packets classified as normal; TN - True negative: The number 
of normal packets classified correctly; FP - False positive: The 
number of normal packets classified as stego. 

• Precision: The ratio between the true positive value and 
total number of samples classified as positive. The 
higher value of precision, the more accurate in stego 
packet detection. 
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+
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• Recall: The ratio between the true positive value and the 
total real stego packets. The higher value of recall, the 
lower rate of missing positive samples. 
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• F1-score: The harmonic mean of precision and recall. 
The higher F1 score, the better the model is 

 callprecision
callprecisionF

Re
Re2score1

+
××

=
           (4) 

• TP: The same to Recall. This shows the ability to detect 
the true stego packet. 

• FP: The ratio between false positive value and the false 
positive plus true negative. This shows the false alarm 
rate of stego packet. 

C. Experimental Scenario 
1) Scenario for experimental dataset: With the 

experimental dataset listed in Table V, the dataset is divided 
into different parts and then conduct experiments and evaluate 

the accuracy of the proposed models based on these 
experimental datasets. The whole process of dividing the 
experimental dataset into the scenarios will be chosen 
randomly in which 80% of the dataset is used in the training 
process, the remaining 20% is used in the testing process. 

2) Evaluation scenarios: To see the effectiveness of the 
proposed method, this paper conducts two experimental 
scenarios as follows: 

• Scenario 1: Compare and evaluate the effectiveness of 
deep learning methods. For this scenario, this study 
conducts the evaluation according to the following 
algorithms: MLP, CNN, LSTM. During the experiment 
process, the authors tune parameters to see the 
effectiveness of the deep learning models. 

• Scenario 2: Compare and evaluate the deep learning 
model with some other approaches on the same dataset. 

D. Experimental Results 
1) Experimental results of scenario 1: Comment: From 

the experimental results in Tables VI, VII, VIII, noticed that: 

• Regarding accuracy: Based on the classification results, 
found that the LSTM model yielded better performance 
than other deep learning models. Specifically, at the 
Accuracy measure, the LSTM model reached the 
absolute rate with two and three layers. This result is 
higher than that of CNN models by 1.5 % and MLP by 
1.45%. Similarly, with the Recall measure, the LSTM 
model is higher than other models from 0.01 to 0.3%. In 
general, deep learning models brought high efficiency 
for the task of classifying normal and abnormal packets. 
The authors think the reason is that the packets are 
analyzed by us into different components, and then 
features are extracted from these components. This 
makes their abnormal behaviors are highlighted so it 
supports the classification process better. In addition, 
deep learning models, especially LSTM with the ability 
to remember features and hidden layers, have 
synthesized many important features. Therefore, it can 
be seen that this proposal is completely correct and 
reasonable. 

• Regarding prediction time: Based on the experimental 
results, noticed that the LSTM model takes more time 
than other models for both training and testing 
processes. In particular, the training time of the LSTM 
model is about 2 times higher than the CNN model and 
7 times higher than the MLP model. Regarding the 
detection time, the LSTM model is about 12 times 
higher than the CNN model and 4 times higher than the 
MLP model. From this result, seeing that although the 
LSTM model is more efficient than other models, they 
are many times more time-consuming than other 
models. Therefore, in reality, monitoring and detection 
systems need to choose the appropriate model to 
balance both detection time and efficiency. 
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TABLE VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DETECTING NETWORK 
STEGANOGRAPHY USING MLP 

MLP 1st 2nd 3rd 

Precision 1.00 1.00 1.00  

Recall 0.97 0.97 0.97 

F1- Score 0.98 0.98  0.98 

Accuracy (%) 98.50 98.50 98.67  

Training time(s) 263.28 377.65  465.67  

Prediction time(s) 37.06 41.43  41.24  

Deep Learning Model N. of layer N. of nodes / Dimension 
of hidden state 

MLP 

5 32-16-16-8-8-1 

5 64-32-16-8-1 

4 64-32-16-1 

TABLE VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DETECTING NETWORK 
STEGANOGRAPHY USING THE CNN MODEL 

CNN 1st 2nd 3rd 

Precision 0.97 0.98 0.98 

Recall 0.99 0.99 0.99 

F1- Score 0.98 0.98 0.99 

Accuracy (%) 98.1 98.3 98.5 

Training time(s) 1163 1129.6 2557.5 

Prediction time(s) 22.8 19.67 21.5 

Deep Learning Model N. of layer N. of nodes / Dimension 
of hidden state 

CNN 

2 32 - 32 

2 64 - 64 

3 64 – 64-64 

TABLE VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DETECTING NETWORK 
STEGANOGRAPHY USING THE LSTM MODEL 

LSTM 1st 2nd 3rd 

Precision 0.99 1.00 1.00 

Recall 1.00 1.00 1.00 

F1- Score 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Accuracy (%) 99.99 100 100 

Training time(s) 29439.51 29812.13 30810.10 

Prediction time(s) 53.69 136.12 175.51 

Deep Learning Model N. of layer N. of nodes / Dimension of 
hidden state 

LSTM 

1 64 

2 64 - 128 

3 64 – 128 - 64 

2) Experimental results of scenario 2: For this scenario, 
this paper will compare and evaluate the effectiveness of this 
proposed method with two other algorithms, RF and SVM, 
which were proposed in previous research. Table IX describes 
the experimental results of these algorithms. 

TABLE IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF DETECTING NETWORK 
STEGANOGRAPHY WITH SOME OTHER APPROACHES 

Algorithm RF [3] SVM [4, 15] LSTM  
[This proposal] 

Precision 0.98 0.95 1 

Recall 0.95 0.989 1 

F1- Score 0.96 0.96 0.99 

Accuracy (%) 0.972 0.962 1 

Training time(s) 777.33 1430.5 29812 

Prediction time(s) 15.71 27.61 136.12 

The results in Table IX show that the LSTM model 
proposed in this study gave 2% to 5% better performance than 
other algorithms in the same approach. It can be seen that the 
result of this study is superior to other related studies. The 
reason is that this study has proposed new meaningful features, 
and the deep learning classification algorithm also developed 
the ability to synthesize and analyze features. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, with the purpose to propose a new method to 

improve the efficiency of the network steganography detection 
process, the study has accomplished two tasks: i) proposing 
features and characteristics of abnormal packets; ii) using deep 
learning models for the abnormal packet classification task. 
Regarding the problem of analyzing abnormal features and 
characteristics, based on different components of the packet, 
this study has extracted many important and meaningful 
features. This is a breakthrough proposal in the task of 
analyzing and extracting features of packets. Regarding 
proposing the deep learning model, this study has succeeded in 
training the models to support the classification process. The 
experimental results in section IV.D have proved that this 
approach not only has scientific meaning, but also has many 
practical meanings, because this proposal has yielded better 
results than other models on all metrics. In the future, to 
improve the ability to detect abnormal packets, based on the 
research results in this paper, the authors think that it is 
possible to consider improving and supplementing two main 
issues: i) abnormal features of packets; ii) classification 
methods using combined deep learning networks or Attention 
networks. 
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Abstract—With the recent outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic, wearing face masks has become extremely important 
to protect us, and to reduce the spread of the virus. This measure 
has made many existing face recognition systems ineffective as 
they were trained to work with unmasked faces. In this paper, 
several methods have been proposed for masked face recognition. 
Two pre-trained deep learning architectures (VGG16, and 
MobileNetV2) and the Histogram of Gradients (HOG) technique 
were used to extract the relevant features from face images of 
celebrities. A SoftMax layer and Support Vector Machines 
(SVM) were used for classification. Five scenarios were devised 
to assess the different models and approaches. With an accuracy 
of 96.8%, the best model was obtained with MobileNetV2 with a 
SoftMax layer on the dataset consisting of a mixture of masked 
and unmasked images. Three different types of masks were also 
used in this study. The mean accuracy was 91.35% when the 
same type of mask is used for training and testing. However, the 
accuracy dropped by an average of 5.6% when a different type of 
mask is used for training and testing. A contactless attendance 
system using the best masked face recognition model has also 
been implemented. 

Keywords—Face detection; face recognition; face mask; deep 
learning; VGG16; MobileNetV2; HOG 

I. INTRODUCTION 
There are several biometric systems available that can be 

used to secure access to data but in this work, the focus is on 
face recognition systems. Symanovich defined face recognition 
as the process of using the face of an individual from a photo 
or video to verify their identity [1]. Klosowski  explained how 
this technology is being used around the world for many 
purposes such as unlocking mobile phones and laptops, 
monitoring people’s physical access to restricted areas such as 
high-tech laboratories or even taking attendance in lectures [2]. 
Blokdyk explained the main processes in the face recognition 
system: face detection, feature extraction and classification [3]. 
The process of taking an image and locating the region that 
contains the face only is known as face detection.  This region 
is then stored as a set of coordinates representing a bounding 
box around the detected faces. This is a very challenging task 
since faces in different images have many variations with 
regards to facial expressions, pose, degree of occlusions and 
lighting conditions [4]. 

The world is suffering from the outbreak of COVID-19, a 
contagious virus spreading from person to person [5]. People 
can become infected by getting into contact with an infected 
patient or by touching contaminated surfaces. Traditional 
systems such as passwords and fingerprints require contact 
with a surface and are therefore not secure when it comes to the 

transmission of the coronavirus while face recognition does not 
require any physical contact and can therefore be considered a 
safer approach in the current context. The United States 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has stated that the 
best way to prevent spreading of the virus is to avoid social 
contact and to wear a face mask [6]. However, face masks have 
made many existing face recognition systems fail. Face 
recognition systems usually use the geometry of the whole face 
including the nose and mouth, but this is now covered with a 
mask and therefore this makes the process more challenging. 
Furthermore, it is unsafe if the users have to remove their 
masks each time to verify their identity. Existing face 
recognition technologies have an accuracy rate of 97.7% for 
unmasked faces whereas for masked faces, the accuracy drops 
to 50% and sometimes the algorithm fails completely which 
makes the existing technology very inefficient. Furthermore, 
different mask shapes and colours also affect the accuracy of 
the face recognition systems [7]. 

The prime objective of this work is to develop a system to 
allow masked faces to be recognized with a high degree of 
accuracy. Several methods have been devised and tested to find 
the most suitable one for this problem. A classroom attendance 
system based on the best model was also implemented. This 
attendance system can also be used in different places. This 
paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of 
related works on masked face recognition. The methods, 
algorithms and datasets are described in Section 3. 
Implementation details are provided in Section 4. The results 
and their evaluation are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 
concludes the paper. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section, we provide an overview of works that have 

been done on unmasked and masked face detection. Ejaz and 
Islam  developed a masked face recognition system using 
transfer learning [8]. They used the AR and IIIT-Delhi 
Disguise Face Database datasets on which data augmentation 
was performed. MTCNN was used to detect and align masked 
faces. The face regions were cropped and resized to 160*160 
images. Google FaceNet model combined with a deep CNN 
was used to extract features to be classified with SVM. For 
training and testing purposes, they used a ratio of 0.7 and 0.3 
respectively. The system was tested with multiple scenarios 
and the average test accuracy obtained was 82.5%. 

Wang et al. devised a method to improve the performance 
of face recognition systems by re-training them to recognize 
masked faces [9]. They proposed three datasets: MFDD, 
RMFRD and SMFRD. MFDD contains 25000 masked faces 
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downloaded from the internet. RMFRD consists of 525 
subjects with 5000 masked images and 90000 unmasked 
images. The last one was a software generated dataset. They 
developed a mask simulation software that adds virtual masks 
to faces. It performs face detection and alignment using the 68 
face landmarks shape predictor. This allows retraining of 
existing face recognition systems to recognize masked images 
achieving an accuracy of 95%. 

Hariri developed a system that performs masked face 
recognition whereby occluded regions of the face are discarded 
[10]. Firstly, face detection is performed on the image followed 
by face alignment. The image is then resized to 240*240 
pixels. The image is cropped to keep the eye region. Features 
are then extracted using VGG16 and passed to the MLP 
classifier. RMFRD dataset was used to test the system. The 
highest accuracy obtained was 91.3%. 

Anwar and Raychowdhury developed a system to convert 
existing face datasets to masked face datasets by using 
MaskTheFace, an open-source tool [11]. This dataset was then 
used to retrain the existing face recognition systems. Facenet 
face recognition was used to test the effectiveness of their 
masked dataset. After implementation, they reported an 
increase of approximately 38% in the true positive rate. The 
same was also achieved when tested using the real-world 
dataset MFR2. To train the program, they used a subset from 
the VGGFace2 dataset and applied the MaskTheFace tool to 
add virtual masks to the images. The accuracy achieved varied 
between 86% and 93%. 

Li et al. implemented a system that focused mainly on the 
upper half face [12]. To extract features, ResNet50 was used to 
assign more expressive weights to the region of the eyes and 
lower weights to the occluded regions. Furthermore, they 
cropped the face at different levels to find the optimal cropping 
that would provide better results. They first discarded the 
bottom 50%, 30% and 10% of the image. They concluded that 
dropping the bottom 30% provided the best accuracy of 82.5%. 
Tests were performed on several datasets: AR Dataset, Extend 
Yela B Dataset and LFW dataset and a recognition rate 
between 81.4% and 92.6% was achieved. 

Alyuz et al. devised a method to allow face recognition 
systems to work with partially occluded faces [13]. A 
technique called masked projection was used that analysed the 
face for occlusions and excluded them from the image. The 
occlusions are detected on a face by comparing them to a 
threshold value of distances on a non-occluded face. An 
alignment process is also done by comparing the centre of the 
image to one of an aligned face. Any necessary pose 
corrections are performed by the ICP algorithm. For training 
purposes, there is an independent matrix for each non-occluded 
region of the face that represents a subspace. The software is 
trained for each of the subspaces and when a face is to be 
recognized, the same process is applied and is then compared 
against corresponding subspaces of non-occluded regions. A 
recognition rate of 90% was achieved. 

A system to recognize partially occluded faces with 
different poses was developed by Bagchi et al. [14]. Weighted 
median filters were applied to the dataset to remove noise. The 
faces are converted to data using the ICP algorithm. Occluded 

regions are detected from the face by comparison to a 
normalized face and information about those regions are 
discarded. The occluded regions detected are then restored to 
obtain a full face. This process is done by taking data from a 
normalized face and using the necessary regions. Lastly, 
feature extraction is performed, and the images are classified. 
The highest accuracy achieved was 91.3% . 

Shepley developed a face recognition system using deep 
learning [15]. For face detection, DCNN was used which 
outperformed Haar Cascades and LBPs due to the large 
databases available. Face alignment was performed followed 
by extraction of features used to train a DCNN. To recognize 
unknown faces alignment and feature extraction is performed 
again. The encodings are then used for similarity comparison 
between the gallery faces and the face to be recognized. 
DeepFace, FaceNet and VGG-Face datasets were used to test 
the program and the recognition rate varied between 75% and 
99%. 

Parkhi et al. designed a system using deep learning to 
detect and recognize single or multiple faces from images and 
videos [16]. As for the model, CNN was used consisting of 11 
blocks each having a linear operator and max pooling layers. 
The last 3 layers consisted of filters to match the size of the 
data. Data for 2500 male and 2500 female was collected to 
train and test the program. To evaluate the system, LFW and 
YTF datasets were used and a recognition rate of 96.0% was 
achieved. 

Ge et al. developed a face recognition system to detect 
masked and occluded faces [17]. 35806 masked faces and 
30811 unmasked images were downloaded from the internet. 
To detect faces, two pre-trained CNNs were combined for the 
extraction of features from input images which were then 
converted to a similarity-based descriptor by making use of the 
LLE algorithm and a dictionary that contains data of masked 
faces and synthesized normal faces. This allows facial 
landmarks from occluded regions to be recovered. An 
improvement of 15.6% was achieved on state-of-the-art at that 
time. Chowdary et al.  developed a system that performs face 
mask detection to identify individuals who were not wearing a 
mask with a very high accuracy [18]. Image augmentation was 
performed on the SMFD dataset to increase the size of the 
training data. DNN was used for the image classification 
process. The Inception-v3 deep learning architecture was used 
to enhance the performance of the neural network. 

Rekha and Chethan developed a face recognition system to 
take attendance automatically using live video [19]. Viola and 
Jones algorithm was used for face detection. The face region is 
cropped, and a correlation technique is used to recognize the 
face by comparing it to trained images. Finally, the attendance 
registry is updated for the recognized faces. Several tests were 
performed with different scenarios and the average face 
recognition rate achieved was 90%. Varadhrajan et al. also 
designed a face recognition system to take attendance [20]. The 
faces in the image are detected and cropped separately. For 
recognition, the eigenvalue method was used. An accuracy of 
93% and 87% was achieved for face detection and recognition, 
respectively. 
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A large number of works on masked and unmasked face 
detection and recognition have been reviewed. While the 
majority of works has been done on unmasked faces, there are 
also a number of works that had been done on masked faces 
and on faces with different types of occlusion. There has also 
been a gradual and consistent increase in the accuracy of these 
systems. 

III. METHODS 
The main objective of this study is to perform face 

recognition on masked faces. In this section, a solution has 
been proposed to overcome the main challenge of performing 
face recognition on masked faces. After acquiring the dataset, 
hybrid sampling is used to bring equality among all the classes 
in the dataset. Face detection is performed on the dataset to 
keep the face region only and discard any unnecessary 
information. This new dataset contains unmasked faces. 
Several versions of this dataset are created. Machine learning 
and deep learning algorithms are then used for extracting the 
relevant features before recognition is performed. The model is 
evaluated using standard performance measures. This set of 
steps is shown graphically in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Face Recognition with Masks. 

 
Fig. 2. Sample Images from the Celebrity Dataset. 

The Pins Face Recognition dataset was used in this study 
[21]. This dataset consists of 17,534 faces of 105 celebrities 
collected from Pinterest. The images are cropped to keep the 
face region only. There is an average of 150 unmasked images 
for each person. The images were taken in slightly different 
poses and different lighting conditions. This dataset was 
augmented with more celebrity images from the internet. Our 
final dataset consists of 170 persons with an average of 150 
images per subject. Sample images from this unmasked 
celebrity dataset are shown in Fig. 2. For subjects with more 
than 150 images, undersampling was done by discarding the 
extra images and for subjects with less than 150 images, 
oversampling was done by adding slightly processed versions 
of existing images. 

Four different variations of the original dataset were 
created. In the first one, a virtual mask is applied to all the 
images in the dataset using MaskTheFace [11], as shown in 
Fig. 3. In the second scenario as shown in Fig. 4, another 
variation of the dataset containing both masked and unmasked 
faces were created. In the third scenario, the images are 
cropped to keep the upper half of the face only i.e. the eyes and 
forehead regions only as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 3. Masked Faces. 
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Fig. 4. Mixture of Masked and Unmasked Faces. 

 
Fig. 5. Eyes and Forehead Regions Only. 

In the fourth scenario, firstly face detection is performed to 
keep the face region only. Then for each face image, the 
bottom half is replaced with the bottom half face of another 
person. The same bottom half face is used for all images as 
shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Face Bottom Half Face. 

In this section, we  have described all the different steps in 
the face recognition system. We also described the dataset that 
we have used and how it was manipulated to produce four 
other datasets. The next section will provide implementation 
details to shed more light on how the system was developed. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
This section aims to describe the different components of 

the system, the hardware and software requirements and the 
additional tools and facilities that are required to find the best 
masked face recognition system and to implement the 
attendance system. The libraries and the tools used for the 
development of the system are shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  TOOLS 

Tools Description 

OpenCV Open-source library for image processing and 
machine learning [22]. 

NumPy 
Powerful library used to handle matrix and multi-
dimensional arrays. Also used for scientific 
mathematical operations [23]. 

Tensorflow 
Performs rapid numerical calculations and allows 
the development of machine learning and deep 
learning models [24]. 

Keras API used for deep learning and multiple back end 
deep learning is also supported [25]. 

Scikit-Learn Support for a variety of unsupervised and 
supervised learning algorithms [26]. 

Face_recognition 
Performs face detection, encoding and recognition 
[27]. 
 

Pillow Powerful library written in python offering a wide 
range of image processing techniques [28]. 

Notebook PC  Windows OS, Intel i7 CPU, 8G RAM, NVIDIA 
GeForce GTX850M 

Google Colab Pro Training, validating, and testing the deep learning 
models 

Firstly, a pre-trained deep learning model such as VGG16 
and MobileNetV2 is loaded using cv2.dnn.readNet (modelFile, 
configFile) from the OpenCV library. The image is loaded 
using cv2.imread and then passed through a blob that performs 
pre-processing and normalization tasks using 
cv2.dnn.blobFromImage (image, scalefactor = 1.0, size, mean) 
where image is the input image, scalefactor is the value 
through which the image will be scaled, size is the dimensions 
of the image and mean is the mean RGB value of the pixels. 
The blob is then passed through the network to obtain the 
relevant blobs using net.setInput(blob). For each blob, a 
probability is calculated and if it is less than a specified value, 
the blob is ignored. If the probability is higher or greater than 
the specified values, it is considered to form part of the face 
region. Face detection is performed on all images in the 
original dataset. Feature extraction is performed using HOG 
and deep learning (VGG16 and MobileNetV2) architectures. 
For classification, a SoftMax layer and SVM have been used. 
For SVM, a linear kernel was used. All the eight scenarios are 
shown in Table II. 
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TABLE II.  SUMMARY OF MODELS 

Feature Extraction Trainable Layer Classifier 

MobileNetV2 
True SoftMax 

False SoftMax 

VGG16 
True SoftMax 

False SoftMax 

VGG16 
True SVM 

False SVM 

HOG 
 

- SoftMax 

- SVM 

The face recognition system has been used to implement an 
attendance system. This system consists of five modules: 
Register Student, Train Model, Modules, Take Attendance and 
Exit, as shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Homepage of the Attendance System. 

The Student Register module is used to register a student 
either by uploading an image or capturing one image using a 
webcam, as shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. Register Student Module. 

The Train Model module is used to train the model based 
on the dataset, as shown in Fig. 9. The Modules management 
feature allows a user to add or delete courses for attendance 
purposes, as shown in Fig. 10. And the Take Attendance 
module is used to record attendance by uploading images or 
capturing one using a webcam, as shown in Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 9. Train Model Module. 

 
Fig. 10. Module Management. 

 
Fig. 11. Take Attendance Module. 

V. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
In this section, all the models implemented are tested and 

evaluated with the five types of datasets to find the limitations 
of the models and ultimately determine the most suited model 
and type of dataset. The face recognition API is also tested and 
evaluated for applicable datasets. This section is divided into 
five parts, one for each type of dataset. The performance of 
each model is evaluated using classification accuracy. The 
dataset consists of 10,200 images, 170 subjects each having 60 
images. Before training each model, the dataset was split into 2 
sets, 0.9 for training and validation and 0.1 for testing. The 
training set was further split into two more sets, 0.8 for training 
and 0.2 for validation. 
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A. Unmasked Faces 
After testing all the models with the unmasked dataset, the 

accuracy values obtained can be observed in Table III. The 
model performs better when features are extracted using 
transfer learning having trainable layers. The two best accuracy 
scores obtained were 93.82% and 95.59% with the VGG16 and 
MobileNetV2 models, respectively. Both the scores were 
obtained when the layers in the two models were set to 
trainable. For VGG16, there is a decrease of 3.06% in the 
accuracy score when the layers of the model were set to non-
trainable. Furthermore, it can be observed that the accuracy 
decreases by 12.65% when HOG was used for feature 
extraction compared to the MobileNetV2 model. The SVM 
classifier results in a lower accuracy score compared to a 
SoftMax classification layer. 

TABLE III.  UNMASKED FACES 

Model Trainable Layer Accuracy 

VGG16 + SoftMax 
True 0.9382 

False 0.9039 

VGG16 + SVM 
True 0.8833 

False 0.8833 

MobileNetV2 
True 0.9559 

False 0.7676 

HOG + SoftMax - 0.8294 

HOG + SVM - 0.8456 

B. Masked Faces 
All the accuracy scores obtained when testing all the 

models with the masked dataset are recorded in Table IV. The 
two best accuracy scores of 93.24% and 94.12% were obtained 
when VGG16 and MobileNetV2 were used. MobileNetV2 
performed slightly better than VGG16. When HOG was used 
with and without SVM, an accuracy of 77.75% and 78.14% 
were obtained, respectively. When the SVM classifier was 
used to classify features obtained from the VGG16 model, the 
accuracy obtained was 85.25%, 7.99% less than the accuracy 
obtained when NN was used to classify the same features. 

TABLE IV.  MASKED FACES 

Model Trainable Layer Accuracy 

VGG16 + SoftMax 
True 0.9324 

False 0.8480 

VGG16 + SVM 
True 0.8525 

False 0.8525 

MobileNetV2 
True 0.9412 

False 0.7745 

HOG + SoftMax - 0.7814 

HOG + SVM - 0.7775 

C. Unmasked Faces and Masked Faces 
The accuracy scores obtained with the different models 

when tested on the dataset consisting of an equal number of 
masked and unmasked faces are recorded in Table V. It can be 
observed that the two best accuracies obtained are 91.37% and 
96.76% for the VGG16 and MobileNetV2 models, 
respectively. When the trainable layer in MobileNetV2 model 
is set to true, the accuracy drops to 79.51%. This is a 
significant difference of 17.25%. When the features were 
extracted using HOG and classified using SVM and SoftMax, 
the accuracies obtained are 90.83% and 85.10%, respectively. 
We observe that mixing the masked and unmasked dataset 
leads to a slightly higher accuracy than when using only the 
masked or unmasked datasets separately. 

TABLE V.  UNMASKED FACES AND MASKED FACES 

Model Trainable Layer Accuracy 

VGG16 + SoftMax 
True 0.9137 

False 0.8814 

VGG16 + SVM 
True 0.9074 

False 0.9074 

MobileNetV2 
True 0.9676 

False 0.7951 

HOG + SoftMax - 0.8510 

HOG + SVM - 0.9083 

D. Upper Half Face Only 
The dataset consisting of the upper half face only is tested 

with all the models built and the accuracies are shown in Table 
VI. The two best accuracies achieved are 95.29% and 89.61% 
with the MobileNetV2 and VGG16 models, respectively. 
When the layers in the MobileNetV2 model were not set to 
trainable, the accuracy dropped to 75.49% which is 19.80% 
less than when the model has its layers set to trainable. The 
lowest accuracy of 71.08% was obtained when features were 
extracted using HOG and classified with a SoftMax layer. To 
conclude, the highest accuracy achieved with this dataset is 
95.29% with the MobileNetV2 model whose layers were set to 
trainable during training. With this dataset, the model had 
fewer features to extract and classify compared to the 
unmasked dataset and the accuracy achieved is lower by only 
0.30%. 

TABLE VI.  UPPER HALF FACE ONLY 

Model Trainable Layer Accuracy 

VGG16 + SoftMax 
True 0.8961 

False 0.8206 

VGG16 + SVM 
True 0.8137 

False 0.8152 

MobileNetV2 
True 0.9529 

False 0.7549 

HOG + SoftMax - 0.7108 

HOG + SVM - 0.7456 
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E. Upper Half Face and Fake Lower Half Face 
The dataset consisting of the original upper half face with a 

fake lower half face added to cover the masked region was 
tested with all the models and the accuracies achieved were 
recorded in Table VII. The best accuracy achieved is 93.33% 
and 93.04% with VGG16 and MobileNetV2, respectively, 
when both have their trainable layer set to true. For the VGG16 
model, when the layers are set to non-trainable the accuracy 
dropped to 82.65, which is 10.68% less than when the trainable 
layer is set to true. When HOG is used, the accuracy dropped 
even further to 68.92%. 

TABLE VII.  UPPER HALF FACE AND FAKE LOWER HALF FACE 

Model Trainable Layer Accuracy 

VGG16 + SoftMax 
True 0.9333 

False 0.8265 

VGG16 + SVM 
True 0.8294 

False 0.8294 

MobileNetV2 
True 0.9304 

False 0.6480 

HOG + SoftMax - 0.6892 

HOG + SVM - 0.7569 

HOG feature extraction consistently resulted in lower 
performance and accuracy because it is a standard feature 
extractor, and it applies the same procedures to any given 
image. It determines the number of edges and their orientations 
region by region of the image and forms a collection of 
histograms of pixel orientations. When transfer learning such 
as VGG16 and MobileNetV2 are used, they extract features 
that are more specific and complex depending on the data on 
which they are training. Ultimately, they obtain the optimal 
feature space to achieve better performance [29]. 

A higher accuracy was achieved for all types of datasets 
when the layers of the pre-trained model were set to trainable 
since the features to be extracted from a face are more specific. 
Using pre-trained weights on face datasets does not give the 
best results since the model is trained on ImageNet dataset 
which is completely different and hence the need to retrain the 
model to optimize the feature space completely and adapt it 
specifically to this dataset. However, it takes more time to train 
the program since all the layers have to be updated but it 
achieves better performance [30]. 

In general, the SoftMax classifiers performed better than 
the SVM classifier. The average accuracy obtained with the 
SVM classifier was 83.23%. Luca explained why SoftMax 
generally performs better than SVM [31]. It can be observed 
that the MobileNetV2 model is robust as it consistently 
achieves the highest accuracy for each dataset except for the 
last dataset. The second most robust is the VGG16 model 
which has the second-best accuracy for each dataset. From 
Table V, it can be deduced that the dataset consisting of both 
masked and unmasked faces yielded the highest accuracy. 

F. Mask Type 
Different mask types are applied to faces in the testing set 

to observe whether the type of mask used affects the 
performance of the system. The different tests performed, and 
the results obtained are shown in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII.  IMPACT OF MASK TYPE ON ACCURACY 

Type of mask: Training Type of mask: Testing Accuracy 

Surgical 

Surgical 0.9412 

N95 0.8498 

Cloth 0.8756 

N95 

N95 0.9562 

Surgical 0.8726 

Cloth 0.9294 

Cloth 

Cloth 0.9531 

Surgical 0.9184 

N95 0.9194 

G. Comparison with Existing Works 
The dataset consisting of masked and unmasked faces 

yielded the highest accuracy. However, both the training and 
testing data had similar mask types. When tested with different 
types of masks, the accuracy decreases by approximately 5.6%. 
With an accuracy of 99.2% on unmasked faces, the Python 
face recognition API (face_recognition) outperforms all the 
implemented models. However, it cannot process half faces or 
masked faces, and therefore we added a fake bottom unmasked 
half face to the images. By doing this, we were able to make 
the API work and achieved an accuracy of 87.56% for masked 
face recognition. 

Ejaz and Islam used CNN for feature extraction and SVM 
for feature classification and achieved an accuracy of 82.5% 
[8]. Wang et al. proposed a method whereby all existing face 
recognition systems have to be retrained by adding virtual 
masks to the faces in the existing datasets [9]. However, in this 
work, we saw that the accuracy drops by an average of 5.6% 
when face masks are used. Hariri developed a system whereby 
only the upper half face is used and the accuracy achieved was 
91.3% using the RMFRD dataset which consists of 525 
subjects [10]. Our proposed system was tested with the same 
type of dataset but consisting of only 170 subjects and the 
highest accuracy achieved was 95.3%. Hariri had used a 
VGG16 model while our best system requires MobileNetV2 
[10]. The system developed by Anwar and Raychowdhury was 
tested using a dataset containing 42 images per person while 
our model was tested with 60 images per person [11]. They 
used the Inception-ResNet v1 architecture. The system was 
evaluated only on a dataset of masked images. This limits the 
system to perform well only with masked faces and is less 
effective with unmasked images. Our system performs equally 
well on both masked and unmasked faces. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed the wearing of face 

masks in public places as well as in workplaces. This has 
created some difficulties for systems that were not trained to 
handle masked faces. Moreover, the wide varieties of face 
masks that are available make the face detection and 
recognition even more difficult. The objective of this work was 
to find out whether it is possible to recognise masked faces 
with a high degree of accuracy. Thus, five different variations 
of a celebrity dataset were created. Several feature extraction 
methods such as HOG and pre-trained deep learning models 
were used. The final classifications were made using a 
SoftMax function and SVM. The dataset consisting of the 
upper half face only may be deemed to be the more suitable 
one for practical applications since it has a reasonably high 
accuracy of 95.29% and it recognizes both masked and 
unmasked faces. Moreover, the type of masks used does not 
affect this system since the bottom half of the face is not taken 
into consideration. This system was further used to implement 
an attendance system. This face recognition system can be 
enhanced so that it can distinguish between real and fake faces 
in real-time. The attendance system can also be further 
developed so that it generates attendance reports automatically 
and send them to the required personnel via an email 
messaging system. 
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Abstract—Requirement Engineering (RE) is one of the 

crucial elements for successful software development. 

Nevertheless, in terms of research discussing the failure or 

success of various products, little has been undertaken to 

examine this area as it pertains to the Gulf Cooperation Council 

(GCC) nations, i.e. Saudi Arabia (KSA), Kuwait, United Arab 

Emirates (UAE), Bahrain, Qatar, and Oman. The aim of this 

research is to present an analysis of the current ways in which 

software is developed in these nations. The researchers 

undertook a survey of practitioners in software development, 

asking questions regarding their recent work. The survey was 

based on an extensive survey that was adapted in view of 

contemporary software development practice. The research 

reports on requirement practices and how they relate to project 

sponsors/customers/users and project management. The 

respondents came from GCC nation companies, most of whom 

worked on developing software in-house. The outcomes 

demonstrate that the majority of IT companies in these nations 

do not employ the optimal methodologies for requirement 

engineering processes, using their own. In addition, project 

managers are often lacking in complete authority. Making 

comparisons between our findings and past research, 

requirements engineering practices is still inadequate in these 

nations. Thus the research results are particularly useful as the 

data is derived from countries where published research about 

software development practices is scant. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although a considerable amount of research has been 
undertaken with the aim of designing novel improved 
solutions to address software development (SD) difficulties 
[1-3], it is crucial to develop an understanding of 
contemporary software development methods and which of 
them offers optimal outcomes. Past research has demonstrated 
that accuracy and completeness in the requirements 
engineering (RE) practices of developers play a significant 
part in the success or failure [4-6]. 

Hall et al. [7] have stated that a significant number of 
difficulties with SD are a result of poor RE. Having to amend 
requirements in the final stages of a project is extremely 
expensive [8, 9]. Much research [10-12] has found that 
successful IT projects are comparatively rare, with 
approximately 20% being complete failures, with 50% either 
being delivered late, over budget, and/or without all 
requirements fulfilled. 44% of projects that fail do so as a 
result of inadequate RE. From the 1990s onwards, researchers 

have proposed that RE is a crucial and major reason for 
project failure [13, 14]. The high failure rate of software 
development projects and the way in which this correlates 
with RE has led to a greater focus on RE, both by practitioners 
and management. As a result, novel methodologies for both 
RE and SD have been developed that use incremental systems 
for dealing with requirements (e.g., continuous 
deployment/integration and agile processes). 

Verner and Evanco undertook a survey of software 
developers in Chile, Australia, the USA, and Vietnam [15]. 
Their results found a clear correlation between good RE and 
successful projects. Although both academics and 
practitioners have noted globally that there are difficulties and 
issues with RE in many software development projects [6, 11, 
14], there has been little focus on what difficulties and 
problems there are in this area in GCC nations. To develop an 
understanding of how software is developed in Kuwait and 
other GCC countries, authors employed an existing 
questionnaire [3] for collecting data from companies in this 
region regarding their recent software projects. Thus the aim 
of this research is to make a comparison of its outcomes with 
the outcomes found by Verner et al. [6, 15], in the research 
previously mentioned. Authors wish to reveal which RE 
practices lead on to successful projects in this region. The 
structure of the research paper takes the following pattern: 
Section 2 offers background information and a review of the 
literature, Section 3 details the research methodology, 
Section 4 details and discusses the findings, with Section 5 
offering a conclusion. 

II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

RE practices have been shown to be a crucial element of 
successful projects [4, 5, 16]. Research into software 
engineering has demonstrated that both clients and 
organizations involved in software development are lacking in 
knowledge about RE practices [17-20]. 

Successful software projects almost always have 
completeness and accuracy in RE [21]. Managing 
requirements is one of the initial phases of any SD project and 
can make a contribution to every phase of the project if the 
correct development methodologies are employed [22]. If 
organizations use RE effectively, they will generally accrue 
numerous benefits across the project's life-cycle. To improve 
the RE practices Pandey et al. [23] proposed a method for 
requirements gathering and management. This method is 
divided into four key phases: "requirements elicitation and 
development," "requirements documentation," "validation and 
verification of requirements", and "requirements management 
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and planning". The method provides a high-level framework 
for the requirements engineering process. Additionally, good 
practice with RE can cut the economic costs of SD and 
produces better quality results [24, 25]. Whilst the demands of 
gathering requirements appear basic, this is frequently 
neglected despite its crucial influence on all SD projects [26]. 
RE are crucial in the definition, estimation, and management 
of all software projects [27]. Whether the methodology used 
for a requirements process is traditional or agile, there is still 
the same demand for good quality RE [28]. If every facet of 
quality RE is in place, including ownership, support from 
management, clear requirements, and stakeholder 
involvement, a project will begin with higher chances of 
succeeding [29]. However, if requirements are incomplete or 
change, if management is not supportive, and if stakeholders 
are not involved, costs will most likely increase and the 
project risks failing [29]. Research into 12 UK companies 
revealed that problems with RE represented 48% of all 
problems in SD [7]. Because of this, the industry has been 
seeking to develop reliable, effective RE frameworks. From 
the 1990s onwards, numerous methodologies have been 
created to attempt to address this need [30]. Nevertheless, no 
complete solution for the problems has yet been found. 
Siahaan and Irhammi demonstrated that 43% of failed projects 
were caused by the use of unsuitable RE [31]. It has been 
suggested that one way of avoiding failed projects is to switch 
from the traditional waterfall methodology to novel 
methodologies, e.g., agile development [32]. When employing 
agile methodologies, it is possible to split up the requirements 
of a project into smaller sections and address them in a 
gradual manner. This method removes the need to define all of 
the system requirements initially, and makes it easier to 
correct errors as they arise. Nevertheless, if a developer 
doesn't/can't have enough dialogue with the client to enable 
them to correctly define the requirements of the system, agile 
methods will often lead to a project stalling [33]. 

Up to now the position in GCC nations has not been 
sufficiently researched, with just a few works looking at RE in 
one country in the GCC, e.g. Kuwait or Saudi Arabia [34-36]. 
There has been no research examining RE practices across the 
GCC nations. For this reason, Authors undertook to survey 
software development companies in this region in order to 
gain an overview of the difficulties with RE and SD currently 
being experienced. The survey employed for this research is 
an adaptation of the one used by Verner and Evanco [3]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The questionnaire, adapted from that created by Verner 
and Evanco [3], reveals certain issues with software 
engineering in relation to development teams, development 
processes, customers and users, and management. In the 
revised questionnaire, a four point Likert type scale (not at 
all/partially/somewhat/yes) was employed for the majority of 
questions. Certain questions were changed from a five point 
scale to a four point one, e.g. the (RE2) question. Employing a 
four point scale ensured that respondents could not give 
neutral answers. In addition, a new section dealing to global 
SD projects is being included, as this is becoming an 
important element of SD [16]. As there were four possible 

answers to each question, two positive and two negative, these 
were occasionally consolidated in reporting the results. 

Responses to the questions were harvested using in-person 
interviews, phone calls, and email. Respondents were asked to 
answer the questions in relation to an SD project they had 
worked on recently. At the end of the questionnaire, 
respondents were asked whether they regarded the SD project 
to which they were referring to have been a success or failure 
(see Table I). In addition, respondents were asked whether a 
project was generally regarded as a success by their 
organization, giving us two perspectives on project success, 
that of the developer and that of the organization for which 
they worked. A predefined definition of success was not 
provided, instead allowing respondents to define it in their 
own words. This accord with contemporary practice, e.g., 
Osei-Kyei & Albert [37] suggested that success is perceived 
differently by different stakeholders, and that those 
undertaking research should not impose a general definition of 
what makes a successful project. The survey was sent to a 
number of SD companies across the GCC region, asking 
respondents to answer the questions with reference to a recent 
IT project on which they had worked. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

163 individuals responded to research questionnaire, 36 
from UAE, 36 from Qatar, 6 from Oman, 12 from Kuwait, 36 
from Saudi Arabia, and 37 from Bahrain; all of these 
individuals had worked on different projects. In terms of 
demographics, 5 respondents were MIS managers, 20 were 
customers, 28 were users, 37 were project managers, 47 were 
developers, and 26 were in some other form of management; 
the respondents were involved with developing software to be 
deployed inside their organizations. The organizations 
represented included banks, other financial institutions, and 
educational institutions situated in GCC nations. Authors feel 
that sampling over 163 separate projects is a suitable cohort 
for search into software engineering. 154 projects were seen as 
having been a success and 8 as failures (4 in Qatar and 4 in 
Saudi Arabia). 17% of the projects were substantial 
maintenance/enhancement projects (15% success), and 72% 
were development projects (69% success). Bahrain had the 
highest proportion of successful projects. It may be that either 
the organizations with which the respondents are involved 
enjoyed a high level of successful projects, or possibly the 
respondents found it preferable to refer to a successful project 
when responding. For the purposes of reporting and analysis, 
the four point Likert scale was sometimes consolidated to only 
two points of success or failure. 

The questionnaire was divided into subsections which 
covered the whole SD process. This paper considers questions 
around RE/requirements management, as shown in Table I. 
The table illustrates the percentage of survey questions that 
elicited a "Yes" response. 

Table II illustrates the significant correlations of questions 
with project success (>0.05) and how responses to selected 
questions were associated. The questions in these tables are 
divided into the following categories: RE (questions about 
requirements), PM (questions about how the development 
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process was managed), UC (questions related to project 
sponsors, clients, and users). Requirements Questions. 

On the basis of previous research [38], it was predicted 
that for all projects that the respondents regarded as successful 
would begin with full and accurate requirements that had been 
gathered using a specific methodology, having a clear 
definition of scope that was not changed across the course of 
the project. Bearing in mind such elements, the following 
questions were asked in relation to requirements. 

A. Were Requirements Gathered Using a Particular Method? 

(RE1) 

When organizations define requirements when 
commencing a project, it is expected that they would employ 
an RE methodology [39]. Nevertheless, the outcomes of the 
chi-square test did not have significance (p = 0.546), which 
suggests that there was no significant correlation between 
using a specific methodology for harvesting requirements and 
project success, either from the perspective of the respondents 
or their organizations. No successful project from Bahrain 
employed a specific methodology for harvesting requirements. 
125 out of 163 (75%) respondents used no specific 
methodology, with just 38 projects doing so. Seven projects 

that did not use a specific methodology for harvesting 
requirements did not experience success as they were unaware 
of what methodology they should employ. This demonstrates 
that a number of organizations do not have experience with 
methodologies for harvesting requirements. In the successful 
projects that did employ a specific methodology, nine of them 
used meetings, six of them used interviews, two of them used 
workshops, two of them used brainstorming meetings, one of 
them used previous system analysis, four of them employed 
email, telephone calls, and online research, two of them used 
an agile methodology, two of them used ASAP, and one of 
them used a questionnaire. The only projects which had 
complete and accurate harvesting for requirements and where 
sufficient time was set aside to complete the harvesting were 
ones in which project managers had employed phone calls, 
online discussion, emails, interviews, and stakeholder 
meetings. Only one project employed a specific methodology: 
this was the method of their own devising and the project 
ended in failure. Closer investigation of this failed project 
shows that it failed due to the requirements methodology 
being changed across the life-cycle of the project, not enough 
time being set a time to harvest requirements, and developers 
being unaware of how the new methodology should be used. 

TABLE I. PERCENTAGE OF ―YES‖ RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 

Factor Item 
Failure, "yes"1 Success, "yes"2 Total, "yes"3 

Count Row N % Count Row N % Count Row N % 

UC1 Were the other stakeholders committed and involved? 68 41.7% 95 58.3% 80 56.3% 

UC2 
Did senior management affect the project in any other 

way? 
122 74.8% 41 25.2% 31 21.8% 

UC3 
What level of confidence did the customer/user have in the 

project manager/team members? 
18 11.0% 145 89.0% 134 94.4% 

UC4 
Did you run into problems due to the large number of 

customers/users involved? 
98 60.1% 65 39.9% 54 38.0% 

RE1 Were requirements gathered by using a particular method? 125 76.7% 38 23.3% 35 24.6% 

RE2 Were the requirements complete and accurate? 17 10.4% 146 89.6% 127 89.4% 

RE3 Were the requirements completed adequately? 114 69.9% 49 30.1% 31 21.8% 

RE4 Was the scope of the project well defined? 131 80.4% 32 19.6% 23 16.2% 

RE5 Did the scope change during the project? 135 82.8% 28 17.2% 15 10.6% 

RR6 
Did the customers/users make adequate time available for 

requirements gathering? 
33 20.2% 130 79.8% 110 77.5% 

RE7 
Did the size of the project negatively affect requirements 

elicitation? 
112 68.7% 51 31.3% 41 28.9% 

PM1 
Was the delivery date decision made with appropriate 

requirements information? 
39 23.9% 124 76.1% 119 83.8% 

PM2 
Was the project manager experienced in the application 

area? 
19 14.2% 115 85.8% 105 87.5% 

PM3 
Was a defined development methodology (your own or 

another) used? 
99 60.7% 64 39.3% 55 38.7% 

PM4 
Was the development methodology appropriate for the 

project? 
108 66.3% 55 33.7% 54 38.0% 

1 This column represents the percentage of ‗yes‘ answers to questions for failed projects. 

2 This column represents the percentage of ‗yes‘ answers to questions for successful projects. 

3 This column represents the percentage of ‗yes‘ answers to questions for all projects. 
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TABLE II. CORRELATION OF QUESTIONS TO PROJECT SUCCESS AND OTHER QUESTIONS 

ID Questions 

The direction of 

Success 

Relationship 

Significant 

Correlation with 

Project Success 

Correlation with other Questions 

UC1 
Were the other stakeholders committed and 

involved? 
+ 0.003 UC2, UC4, RE1, RE3, RE5, RE7, PM3 & PM4 

UC2 
Did senior management affect the project in any 

other way? 
+ 0.014 UC1, UC4, RE3, RE5, RE7, PM1 (-), PM3 & PM4 

UC3 
What level of confidence did the customer/user 

have in the project manager/team members? 
- 0.012 RE3, RE5 & RE6 (+) 

UC4 
Did you run into problems due to the large number 

of customers/users involved? 
+ 0.014 UC1, UC2, RE3 & RE5 

RE1 
Were requirements gathered by using a particular 

method? 
+ 0.017 UC1, RE2, RE5, PM1, PM3 & PM4 

RE2 Were the requirements complete and accurate? - 0.03 RE1 (+), RE3, RE6 & RE7 

RE3 Were the requirements completed adequately? + 0.0012 
UC1, UC2, UC3 (-), UC4, RE2 (-), RE4, RE5, 

RE7 & PM1 (-) 

RE4 Was the scope of the project well defined? + 0.001 RE3 & RE5 

RE5 Did the scope change during the project? + 0.01 
UC1, UC2, UC3 (-), UC4, RE1, RE3, RE4, RE7 & 

PM1 (-) 

RE6 
Did the customers/users make adequate time 

available for requirements gathering? 
+ 0.037 UC3 & RE2 

RE7 
Did the size of project negatively affect 

requirements elicitation? 
+ 0.004 UC1, UC2, RE2 (-), RE3, RE5 & PM3 

PM1 
Was the delivery date decision made with 

appropriate requirements information? 
- 0.011 UC2, RE1 (+), RE3, RE5 

PM2 
Was the project manager experienced in the 

application area? 
no Direction not Significant   

PM3 
Was a defined development methodology (your 

own or another) used? 
+ 0.001 UC1, UC2, RE1, RE7 & PM4 

PM4 
Was the development methodology appropriate for 

the project? 
+ 0.005 UC1, UC2, RE1, PM1 & PM3 

The results of this research are comparable to those of 
Verner et al. [6] in that only four projects employing UML to 
document requirements experienced success. Verner and 
Evanco found that developers were either not familiar with 
UML or were using non-requirement notation to record 
requirements [3]. Additionally, there was a significant 
correlation between successful projects and the use of defined 
SD methodologies (PM3) and methodologies that were 
tailored to the specific project (PM4) identified in Verner and 
Evanco's research [15]. RE1 is the most effective predictor of 
successful companies in Saudi Arabia (KSA) when using 
univariate analysis variance. Only 2.6% of projects employed 
specific methodologies, and the chi-square outcomes for this 
result do not have a significant correlation with project 
success, either from the organizational or respondent 
perspective. This result is explainable by the fact that so few 
projects employed requirements methodologies, and the 
findings do not preclude the suggestion that requirement 
methodologies could be effective if they had been employed 
by more projects in the sample. Additionally, It was 
discovered that employing defined methodologies (PM3) did 
not have significance with the chi-square testing in terms of 
completeness and accuracy of requirements (RE2) when the 
results was divided into successful and unsuccessful projects. 
However, in terms of organizational management 
perspectives, there is significance to the chi-square test 

outcomes: organizational management was more likely to 
view a project as having been a success when specific 
methodologies were employed to eliciting requirements. 

B. Were the Requirements Complete and Accurate at the Start 

of the Project? (RE2) 

There was no surprise that the outcomes of the chi-square 
test of this variable against project success had significance (p 
<0.001), which suggests that when there was completeness 
and accuracy regarding requirements, a project was more 
likely to experience success. Nevertheless, 31 projects were 
successful when they had only partially complete 
requirements, and just 8 failed. The outcomes demonstrated 
that 33% of the projects did not adequately harvest 
requirements, 50% only harvested then partially, and in all 
cases users and/or clients did not set aside sufficient time for 
the process. 20% of such projects ended in failure, and this 
creates significance with the chi-square test, which suggests 
that a project is more likely to fail if requirement harvesting is 
only partially complete as compared to a project where no 
requirement harvesting occurs. This is due to the fact that 
partially completed harvesting adds no new functions to the 
existing product, so if clients take a decision to halt 
development in particular areas or a complete product, or 
partially completed harvesting has been wasted [40]. Results 
of this research show that if requirements are only partially 
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harvested, there are generally very low levels of user 
involvement. Additionally, it was discovered that the majority 
of projects with incomplete requirements used in-house 
approaches or none at all. 

By regarding projects that were only part successful as 
being failures, it was estimated that 39% (15/38) of projects 
that only partially completed their requirement were failures. 
There is also significance in the organizational perspective for 
this variable. 

C. If Requirements were not Complete and Accurate at the 

Start, were they Completed Adequately? (RE3) 

The outcome of the chi-square test for this question had 
significance (p <0.001), which suggests that there is a 
correlation between successful projects and completing 
requirement harvesting. The answer to this question was given 
as yes for just 25% of failed projects, whilst it was given as 
yes for 60% of successful projects, with a significance of 
0.007. This element also had significance (0.002) when a four-
point scale was employed regarding project size which 
showed that the majority of the large and small scale projects 
enjoyed success. This analysis also had significance from an 
organizational perspective. In 10 projects, the project was 
regarded as a success even though requirements had not been 
adequately completed. Examining these 10 projects more 
closely, it was shown that in the majority of the projects the 
project manager had complete or almost complete control and 
authority; only a small number of projects succeeded if the 
project manager possessed little authority. In addition, when 
delivery date decisions were taken using suitable requirements 
information (PM1), there was accurate estimation of the 
project length and requirements and sufficient staff were 
imported as required. Project managers played a significant 
part in respondents regarding a project as being a success, 
because project managers required clear vision for the project, 
understanding of user requirements, the ability to 
communicate well with staff, and the ability to create a 
working environment that suited developers. This concurs 
with the findings of Verner and Cerpa [15], who demonstrated 
that a project had a good chance of success if requirements 
had been completed at some point. In six of eight projects 
there was inadequate completion of requirements; in 33 of 52 
projects (63%) the project enjoyed success even with partial or 
no completion of requirements. Chi-square testing 
demonstrates that on the whole this variable has no 
significance for the success of a project. RE3 had significance 
when the true success of a project was closely examined using 
a four point scale for level of success rather than conflating 
the scale into just successful or unsuccessful. Employing a 
univariate analysis of variance, the regression effect (B = 
13.032; Sig = 0.012) demonstrated that RE3 is the most 
effective means of predicting project success. 

D. Was the Scope of the Project Well Defined? (RE4) 

Being well defined in scope means that a team knew what 
was required to complete a project and what the aims of the 
project [41]. Research findings with a chi-square test 
demonstrated significance (p = 0.032), which suggests a 
correlation between defined scope and project success (RE4). 
Haass and Neda found that a failure to define scope in the 

beginning phases of a project generally introduces problems in 
the process of implementing the project later [42]. Research 
findings demonstrate that around 50% of projects did not have 
a clearly defined scope for their project, although this is 
almost the same level as for successful projects. Nevertheless, 
in the majority of projects the project scope changed, although 
from the organizational perspective it was felt that two thirds 
of projects had no change in scope and that there was no 
significance from this perspective. It was found that 17/50 
projects which had changing scope were regarded as failures, 
and this also did not have significance from the organizational 
perspective. Thus there was no correlation between a project 
failing and its scope being changed in the course of the 
project. This finding accords with those of Verner and Evanco 
[3] and Suchan [43]; these authors stated that projects will 
inevitably change and there must be a capacity for coping with 
this if it happens. Fabiola et al., [44] note that there may be a 
number of reasons why project scope could need changing, 
which includes internal influences as stakeholders get a better 
idea of the problem and external influences, e.g., changes in 
the market or government regulations. Nevertheless, research 
findings do not concur with those of Boehm [45] who argues 
that when a project changes scope this has a correlation with 
projects failing. 

E. Did the Customer/Users Make Adequate Time Available 

for Requirements Gathering? (RE6) 

The outcome for the chi-square testing of this variable 
against project success had significance (p = 0.002), which 
suggests that projects are more likely to succeed when 
customers/users make sufficient time for developers to gather 
requirements. Only 25% of failing projects returned a yes 
answer for this variable; where 60% of successful projects 
returned a yes answer with the chi-square having significance 
at 0.007. There was also significance (0.002) when a four-
point scale was used in relation to project size; there is also 
significance from an organizational perspective. Organizations 
appear to be acutely aware of this characteristic. Research 
findings demonstrated that the correlations between RE6, 
UC3, and RE2 suggests that when customers/users have high 
levels of confidence in their project manager (UC3) they 
provide sufficient time for gathering of requirements (RE6) 
and this leads to adequate completion of requirement 
gathering (RE3). 

F. Did the Size of the Project Negatively Affect Requirements 

Elicitation? (RE7) 

The outcomes of the chi-square testing for this variable did 
not have significance in terms of project success (p = 0.128), 
which suggests that project success and project size are not 
correlated. The majority (74.5%) of successful projects was 
not influenced by the size of the project, and this was also true 
for 59% of somewhat successful projects and 54% of partially 
successful projects, while 50% of unsuccessful projects were 
influenced by size. 

These outcomes suggest that as the size of the project 
increases there is a greater likelihood that this will influence 
the ability to elicit requirements, but the chi-square test does 
not show a significant correlation with project success. This 
element also does not have significance when size is viewed 
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from the organizational perspective. These findings differ 
from those of Suchan, [43] who suggested that project size can 
have a negative correlation with requirement elicitation and 
can be the cause of a lack of clarity, instability, and 
incomplete requirements. Nevertheless, a comparison of 
research findings with those of other practitioners shows 
similarities with the findings of Verner and Evanco [3], who 
felt no negative correlation between project size and 
requirement gathering. It may be the case that developers, 
users, and managers have a greater awareness that problems 
may come up with larger projects and so are more prepared to 
address them. 

G. Sponsor, Customer and User Questions 

Researcher findings demonstrate a negative correlation for 
project success and UC3/RE6. This shows that projects fail 
even if users set aside sufficient time for collecting 
requirement (RE6) but did not have confidence with their 
project manager (UC3). Research has demonstrated that 
customer/user involvement across the development of a 
project (from collecting requirements to final acceptance) is 
crucial if a project is to succeed. The research of Glass [46] 
and Zhiwei [47] accords with this research result, agreeing 
that it is crucial for users to be involved in the requirement 
gathering process (RE6). The correlations of stakeholder 
commitment/involvement across the project (UC1) as well as 
adequate completion of requirements by developers (RE3) had 
a significant correlation with the influence of senior 
management right across the project. Thus support from 
management must be available at every phase of the project. 
These findings accord with those of Kitapici and Boehm [26], 
who found that the absence of support from management has 
now become the biggest reason for a project failing, replacing 
user involvement which was previously the primary cause. 
Employing univariate analysis of variance, UC for well shown 
to be the most effective predictor for questions for users, 
customers, and sponsors in successful projects in in UAE 
specifically and GCC region in general. 

H. Project Manager (PM) Questions 

Research findings demonstrate that the experience level of 
the project manager (PM2) did not have a significant 
correlation with the success of a project. This accords with the 
findings of Verner and Evanco [3] that indicated that project 
manager success is more likely to stem from their skills as a 
manager and interpersonal abilities, not technical knowledge 
[48,49]. The findings of this research additionally demonstrate 
that projects that have continual senior management support 
alongside involvement and commitment from stakeholders, as 
well as projects in which the project manager has selected a 
suitable means of collecting requirements, have the greatest 
likelihood of success. This accord with the research of Young 
and Jordan [50], which demonstrated that senior management 
support is the primary necessity for a successful project. 
Nevertheless, it is of greater importance that a project manager 
should be an effective communicator and have a healthy 
relationship with stakeholders than that they should have 
technical knowledge. This agrees with the research of Siahaan 
and Irhammi [31] and De Araujo and Pedron [51]. Projects for 
which the delivery date is created on the basis of suitable 
requirements information (PM1) are positively correlated with 

collecting requirements using a specific methodology (RE1). 
Nevertheless, there is a negative correlation between PM1 and 
successful projects. When the research findings are examined 
more thoroughly, it becomes clear that project managers 
frequently have no involvement over delivery date decisions 
and are not consulted in any meaningful way during the 
planning process. Research findings suggest that successful 
projects are those in which the project manager is involved 
with planning from the outset. Using univariate analysis 
variance, it was discovered that PM1 is the best predictor for 
KSA in particular and GCC nations in general. 

V. LIMITATION AND VALIDITY OF THE RESULTS 

This study contains limitations that may affect the validity 
of its findings. This research was built by the authors after a 
thorough evaluation of the literature. Because there is a 
scarcity of material on RE practices in the GCC area, the 
authors relied on some older material as evidence. 
Furthermore, as a secondary piece of evidence, the authors 
examined some of the participants' software documentation, 
which they had collected during the interview. Only the 
perceptions of software engineers were reported in the survey. 
However, when conducting a survey, the authors relied on the 
information supplied by the respondents. There is a good 
chance that the software developers' perspectives will alter 
when the project is completed. It is also likely that 
respondents choose to choose only successful projects. 
Because software engineers were the only participants 
surveyed by the authors, the findings were limited to their 
views and opinions about the projects and teams in which they 
worked. The data gathered by the software engineers working 
in various positions and directly participating in the projects 
was used to generate the conclusions of this study; the views 
of the software engineers were studied without the author's 
influence. The questionnaire used by the authors had been 
used effectively in other studies [4], [6], [15]. 

A. Internal Validity 

The authors applied exploratory research to investigate the 
issue of RE practices from the perspective of software 
engineers in the GCC area. They comprised project managers, 
users and clients, as well as programmers and developers, all 
of whom had varying perspectives on project success. 

B. Construct Validity 

The author's questionnaire, which was employed in this 
study, has been utilized effectively numerous times with other 
software engineers from other nations [6], [15]. As a result, 
because the questionnaire had been tested several times, the 
authors could utilize it as a valid tool to investigate the RE 
practices for software engineering in the GCC nations. 

C. External Validity 

Because this research sample is convenient rather than 
random, the authors does not believe the results are as 
trustworthy as a random survey. This is due to the fact that a 
convenient sample may be biased and entails inference. 
However, respondents took part in software development 
procedures in a variety of projects. Because this study was 
conducted in the GCC nations, which constitute a tiny portion 
of the globe, the findings cannot be generalized. The study is 
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limited to the sample population size at the time the survey 
was completed. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This research is the first to discuss IT project success and 
failure in GCC countries. For the IT projects in this research 
sample, found that project success has a negative correlation 
with project manager‘s experience and that the best predictor 
of successful projects is that requirements should be complete 
and accurate. Comparing current research results with 
previous research conducted in 2005, reviewing projects in the 
US, Chile, Australia and Vietnam, current results show that 
requirements problems still exist in the GCC countries and not 
have been completely solved. Most of the projects in the 
current research dataset either used their own requirements-
gathering methods or did not use a methodology for the 
software development process. Only a few projects used a 
well-known requirements-gathering methodology that fitted 
with development approaches, such as a waterfall method, or 
modern development methods, such as agile methodologies. 
Authors suggest that this situation is due to either the 
developers being inexperienced in using well-known 
methodologies or that they are using an inconsistent notation 
for the requirements. This study also finds that the most 
important factor in project success is that requirements should 
be completed adequately; this is followed by top management 
support and effective project planning. It is interesting to note 
that it is worse to have partially completed requirements than 
not completing the requirement process at all. The study also 
confirms that the project team, project manager, and a suitable 
requirements methodology are important for project success. 
However, project sponsor and stakeholder involvement from 
the project‘s start also contribute to project success. It was 
also found that altering the project scope during the project 
stages is not always associated with project failure. 
Furthermore, the findings of this study demonstrate that senior 
management support, as well as stakeholder engagement and 
involvement throughout the project, are critical for project 
success. Authors believe that the research results are 
especially interesting as the data comes from countries where 
there has been very little published about their software 
development practices. 

Future work will include an in-depth analysis of the rest of 
the research survey dataset. Authors would be interested in 
applying the survey being used in Europe, the Asia/Pacific 
region, and the Americas to investigate the current state of 
practice of SD and whether these practices have changed 
significantly over the past 15 years. 
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Abstract—In the world of science there are high-level, 
moderate-level, and low-level emerging countries. The indicators 
are an investment in research and development (I&D), number 
of universities, investment, researchers, intellectual production, 
expenditure on education, gross domestic product (PBI), and 
quality of life (IDH). In Methodology, it is basic, explanatory, of 
conglomerates. There are 37 countries analyzed. The data comes 
from the FMI, datosmacro.com, UNESCO, URWU. There are 11 
indicators. These are data taken in two stages, 2006 and 2019. 
The Results shows R2= 0.9887, which explains the behavior of the 
PBI by the investment in I&D. The positive and significant 
relationship between IDH and PBI per capita, which is 0.824, is 
transcendent. In conclusion, there are three clusters with clearly 
differentiated indicators. Peru’s problem is structural in that it 
does not have a per capita PBI of $ 30,000 per person or more. 
Investment in I&D in Peru is low and PBI is also low. Therefore, 
countries with higher investments in science have high PBIs and 
better IDH. 

Keywords—Researchers; PBIpc; investment in I&D; exports; 
universities 

I. INTRODUCTION 
One thing that sets developed countries apart from non-

developed countries in science and technology. This is what 
Francisco Sagasti, current president of Peru, reminds us [1] 
today, the production of vaccines against COVID 19 can only 
be produced by countries called "rich"? So should the long-
term vision of Latin or African countries be rethought? The 
capacity of researchers? Resources for Research? And above 
all, the will of the state to achieve quality-of-life goals for its 
citizens? Underdevelopment and dependence are related [2] In 
the same way PBI and scientific production are related [3]. 
This document leads us to specify data and strategies to help us 
reflect on what needs to be done within the framework of 
social welfare. 

The lack of vaccines shows the reality of the Peruvian state, 
the health crisis, the scientific infrastructure to confront the 
disease. The concept of a failed state was pointed out by the 
Ombudsman, who said, "the state is not up to the needs of 
Peruvian citizens" [4]. 

The experience of rapid testing revealed that not only was 
there no science, but strategic confusion to deal with evil. By 
failing to detect asymptomatic, rapid tests announced that only 
2% of them had COVID [5]. 

Today there is a conviction that if there are no vaccines, the 
economy can't be reactivated. China demonstrates this growth 
in 2020 by 2%; the world has recessed by -4.5%. Some 
countries face quickly and effectively, as of April 7, 2021, the 
portal [6] notes that Israel has already vaccinated 61.18% of its 
population, Chile 37%, the United States 33%, Peru 2%. 

Bill Gates, who has inside information, has said he should 
be surpassing COVID 19 by the end of 2022. Of course, he is 
thinking of developed countries. That phrase for Peru means 
2024. 

Our hypothesis is that emerging countries, such as Peru, 
have little chance of successfully dealing with any pandemic if 
they do not achieve a plan to achieve a per capita PBI over 
$30,000, a developed country IDH, that their exports be of 
differentiated products, where qualified researchers are one 
thousand per million, accredited by CONCYTEC and the 
resources for research exceed 1000 dollars per person. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Since 1993, we have observed and accumulated 

information on research resources, for education, by country, 
making statistical relations between the variables of analysis. 

Data have been collected for the year 2006 compared to 
2019, although there are 13 years of difference to assess that 
the reality has changed very little [1]. The World Bank, 
datosmacro.com, [7], the National Council for Science and 
Technology (CONCYTEC) [8] has been used to observe levels 
of explanation of the number of researchers and investment in 
I&D, in addition to locating relationships between variables. 

Variables have been grouped in annual PBI, in current 
terms, the number of universities by country, Human 
Development Index (IDH), PBI per capita, Per capita 
Expenditure Education, in dollars, Education Expenditure 
(millions), Exports (millions), Research (millions), research in 
science and technology per person (invCTporpers), 
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Researchers per million inhabitants, indexed publications 
(Scopus) [8] per 100000 inhabitants. 

How many researchers per million are there in Peru? 
Although in the CONCYTEC portal it can be read by March 
31, 2021, that 5942 people have been qualified in the segments 
of Maria Rostorowski and Carlos Monge, and with that data, 
the location of Peru in the World Ranking is achieved. The 
Pearson correlation and determination coefficient is used. 

III. RESULTS 
Stage 1. (2006): In 2006, four variables were analyzed: 

investment in I&D, PBI, exports, and the number of 
universities by macro-region of the world. 

What was the situation in 2006 about the reality to be 
investigated? Gross domestic product per capita is vital for 
development. And it comes from the wealth generated by 
countries. Thus, North America had 47.5% of the world’s 
wealth, followed by the Asia Pacific with 25.5%, in third place, 
Europe with 19.7%, Latin America with 5.9%, and Africa with 
1.3% of the world’s wealth. This means that Europe has a GDP 
of 4.5 trillion, North America 11 trillion, Asia Pacific 5.9 
trillion, Latin America 1.37 trillion, Africa 0.3 trillion, with a 
world total of 23.2 trillion dollars. 

In the world, in 2006, the region that achieved the best 
universities in the world was Europe. So of the first 500, she 
had 207, then there was North America with 189 universities, 
the Asia Pacific got the third place with 92 universities, Latin 
America only got 7, and finally Africa with 5 universities. It 
should be noted that, among the top 20 universities, North 
America had 17, or of the top 100 58 were from North 
America, so, when the top 200 universities were counted, 
North America had 95 universities. And in the first 400 and 
500 Europe regains its first place. It should be noted that the 
best universities are concentrated in the United States. 

In 2006 (Table I), which is based on [9] [10] [11], 7.5 
trillion were exported in the world, and 36% were concentrated 
in Europe with 2.7 trillion, North America with 29% 
representing 2.2 trillion. The Asia Pacific had 28% with 2.1 
trillion, Latin America with 5% with exports worth 375 billion, 
and Africa with 2% of total world exports. 

It can be assumed that developed country exports differ 
from emerging country exports; while some export 
sophisticated products and others export raw materials [12]. 
And they are sophisticated products because there is a strong 
investment in research and development to achieve goods and 
services of high productivity and effectiveness with prices that 
allow selling volume with decreasing prices. 

Over time, North America has achieved a higher 
percentage of investment in I&D. Thus in 1994 the investment 
in C&T represented 35.1% and in 2003 it was 41.9%. 
However, Europe decreased, from 30.6% to 28.2%, also the 
Asia Pacific regions from 31.3% to 27.3%, and Latin America 
from 1.6% to 1.3%, and Africa plus Oceania from 1.4% to 
1.3%. 

The results (Table II), the correlation coefficient of the 
variables analyzed indicates that, between the number of 

universities by region and the level of exports, is 0.94, meaning 
that the regions that have more universities than their exports 
are greater and vice versa. 

TABLE I. LIST OF VARIABLES FOR 2006 

Continents Univer 
(a) Expor(b) PBI 

Real(c) 
InverI&D 
(d) 

PBI 
EST (e) 

Europe 207 2701 4591 242 6511 

North America 189 2178 11057 360 9549 

Asía Pacific 92 2100 5932 234 6305 

Latín America 7 375 1377 11 562 

África 5 150 300 2 330 

TABLE II. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

 Univer Expor PBI InverID 

Universities 1.00 0.94 0.78 0.91 

Exports 0.94 1.00 0.74 0.91 

PBI 0.78 0.74 1.00 0.95 

I&D investment 0.91 0.91 0.95 1.00 

On the other hand, there is a high and significant 
relationship between the number of universities per region and 
investment in I&D, which is 91%. It turns out that PBI is 
associated with 95% investment in research and development, 
which is high and determining since it informs us that the 
greater the investment in I&D the greater the PBI (wealth). 
Likewise, the regions that have greater exports are related to 
the regions that invest more in I&D, this is 0.95 or 95%. 
Countries that invest little in I&D then their exports are 
smaller. And they export raw materials or very little 
differentiation. 

When it is assumed that the dependent variable is 
prestigious universities, understand by internationalized [13] as 
part of the world, with a global or global vision, this depends 
on the following three variables: world exports, global PBI, 
and the resources allocated for research and development. This 
is deduced because the Pearson correlation exceeds the 74% 
that is high. 

The ratio of wealth generated to investment in research and 
development, by region in the world, is 90%. All this refers us 
to [14] which maintain that in A.L. despite the efforts of 
science in recent years has not given levels of satisfaction. 
There is no doubt that it could be improved, but for the time 
being, these are the results that can be observed. 

In the Econometric Analysis 2006, based on the calculation 
in the Eviews Software, you will find the following model that 
explains the behavior: PBI = 278.955900199 + 
25.7505541802*R&D investment. That informs us that the 
level of explanation or R squared is 0.906 that the investment 
beta has a p-value of 0.01 that makes it very significant. In 
addition, the DW is 2.57 which is on the margins of 2. It is a 
model that explains that the size of the wealth of regions 
depends up to 90% on investment in I&D. It indicates the 
relationship between the behavior between the historical series 
and that calculated by the equation, which will allow us to 
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affirm that in history the levels of explanation of I&D, if it is 
related to the levels of wealth in the world (2006). 

One question, what is the elasticity of investment in I&D, 
in PBI growth by region? The statistical evidence indicates, the 
impact is, if investment in I&D increases by 10%, then wealth 
grows by 6%; and in that way proportionally. The model is: 
Log (PBI)= 5.46+ 0.6047* log (I&D inversion) with the p-
value for the coefficient of the variable is 0.0037 which signals 
that the coefficient is significant. 

And with a Prob (F-statistic) of 0.0036 that indicates that 
the model is acceptable. 

It is confirmed that the levels of economic growth should 
be higher than the growth of the SAP. With appropriate levels 
of technology and high productivity, it can enable 
improvements in the IDH [15] of citizens within a jurisdiction. 

Therefore, economic growth is a good reason, as it 
happened in China, which, with rates between 7% and 11%, 
[16] has managed to raise its PBI per capita from 1000 (1999) 
to 10 thousand euros in 2019. 

State policies, prioritizing production, education, research, 
exports of sophisticated goods, the optimization of resources, 
and maximum productivity, could aspire to the development of 
our country. The author Quinde [17] carried out the 
mathematical analysis of the relationship between PBI and 
expenditure in science in Latin America, between the years 
1990-2015, it turns out that for A.L. there are no levels of 
explanation or relationship but if for the country of Ecuador. 
To perform the demonstration, it uses the Granger causality 
test, cointegration, and the unit root test. 

How was 2019? 

13 years later. The ranking of researchers by countries of 
the world is associated with the ranking of PBI generated, at 
the top are the developed countries. In the world, there are 
TOP-countries in research, those that carry out average 
research, and countries that do little and little research [3] 
translated into scientific articles, patents, and innovations. 

This is a strong correlation between the number of 
researchers per million inhabitants (NIPMH) per country and 
the PBI per capita. The number of scientific articles produced 
per 100,000 inhabitants to (NIPMH) per country. In (Table III) 
it is observed that in the first column there are 37 countries, in 
the second column the number of universities per country in 
the first 1000 in the world. Then comes the pc PBI. All of the 
following values are measured in euros. Except for the IDH. 
Looking at the averages of the variables exposed, it is observed 
that the maximum data for Peru are well below the world 
average. 

At the end of 2020, Peru had 181 researchers per million 
inhabitants [12]. Perhaps they should be a little overjoyed, 
given that below Peru, there are, for example, India with 137 
per million, Colombia 126, Bolivia 120, Paraguay 71, and 
Ecuador 69 per million. But at the same time, it should be 
worrying, that Israel, according to [10], has 8250 researchers 
per million inhabitants, and Finland, Iceland, are above 7305 
per million inhabitants. The case of Singapore, Denmark, 

Japan, Norway, Sweden, which are above 5200 researchers per 
million inhabitants, then the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, which are above 4200 
researchers per million inhabitants, would be Portugal, 
Germany, France, Switzerland, Belgium, Ireland with more 
than 3000 researchers per million and the block of Spain, 
Hungary, Poland, Italy, and China with more than 1000 
researchers per million, also Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Cuba, 
Mexico, above 300 per million and then there would be 
Venezuela, Peru, India, Colombia, Bolivia, Paraguay, Ecuador 
above 69 per million but below 187 researchers per million. 

Among the results, (Table IV) it can be noted that there is a 
positive relationship between wealth (PBI) of 37 countries and 
investment in (I&D) in 2019. In that sense, an R of 0.983 was 
found, a very valuable relationship, that if countries have 
greater wealth then they would allocate in absolute terms a 
greater portion of resources for research. And vice versa to 
lower PBI then investment in (I&D) will be lower. Another of 
the results (Table V) is the positive and very high relationship 
between the NIPMH and PBI pc (0.7); with per capita 
expenditure on education (0.74); with investment in (I&D) pc 
(0.828) and a positive relationship with publications per 100 
thousand people in Scimago. In the same way, the scientific 
production measured by Scimago in the analyzed countries is 
related to their PBIpc (0.916) with the level of exports (0.642). 

It is also imperative to note the number of universities per 
country is related and explains the investment in (C&T) per 
capita by country. Here the R2 is 0.904 and the R of Pearson is 
0.951, the higher investment, the greater number of universities 
ranked within the first thousand in the world. Similarly, 
spending on education correlates with the size of wealth per 
country with a fairly significant Rho of 0.9934. Here, 
Wagner’s law seems to be adhered to, that the larger the size of 
the economy, the greater the public spending on education. 

Universities are innovation center’s that interpret 
productivity as the ultimate goal for competitiveness, [18] in 
that sense it has been found that the number of universities per 
country is related to export levels per country. They are the 
patents and research in science and technology that allows 
greater exports or vice versa greater number of universities in 
the world. Here the Rho is 0.843 is significant. 

Indeed, the number of universities within the first thousand 
in the world is related to their respective PBI of the country. 
The Pearson Rho is 0.969. It means that if the PBI is high then 
the number of universities will also be high. It has been stated 
that exports of raw materials and sophisticated goods are one 
thing. It should be understood that developed countries or 
countries with a PBI above 30,000 dollars’ per capita export 
sophisticated goods unlike countries of the second or third 
world. In this sense, it should not be overlooked that exports by 
country are significantly related to education spending by 
country. The Rho is 0.825 quite high and direct. It could not be 
overlooked that I&D investment, research aims at 
differentiating products and services that make raising 
productivity improves competitiveness levels thus achieving a 
greater share (%) of the markets, the relation with exports is 
0.8. 
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TABLE III. RESULTS PER UNIT 

Countries Univ IDH PBI pc Expenditure pc 
Education  Exports pc Rese-arch pc Researchers 

per million 
Scimago for 
100000 

Israel 7 0.919 39698 2070 5768 1928 8255 4451 
Corea del Sur 32 0.916 28472 2748 18871 2755 7980 2315 
Finlandia 8 0.938 43570 2864 11875 1206 7707 6508 
Singapur 4 0.938 58934 2293 61194 1130 6088 5568 
Austria 14 0.922 44780 2368 17929 1416 5733 4696 
Dinamar-ca 6 0.94 53760 3658 16997 1644 5670 7314 
Japón 40 0.919 35888 1069 4994 1173 5573 2293 
Noruega 5 0.957 67730 5549 17088 1397 5468 6327 
Suecia 14 0.945 46160 3567 13887 1534 5239 6817 
EE.UU. 206 0.926 58485 2497 4475 1655 4663 3909 
Reino Unido 65 0.932 37770 2138 6263 647 4269 5544 
Canadá 28 0.929 42048 1895 10505 643 4260 4939 
Australia 34 0.944 48969 2375 9495 902 4224 5837 
Portugal 6 0.864 20740 898 5823 284 3799 3243 
Alemania 49 0.947 41510 2048 15999 1282 3532 3875 
Francia 30 0.901 35960 1935 7575 793 3496 3341 
Suiza 14 0.955 76200 3853 32623 2559 3436 8880 
Bélgica 8 0.931 41460 2653 34645 1166 3435 4945 
Irlanda 5 0.955 72260 2358 30514 825 3090 4474 
España 40 0.904 26430 1103 6303 326 2944 3147 
Rusia 11 0.824 10346 343 2549 102 2784 819 
Malasia 5 0.81 9380 418 6542 134 2397 999 
Polonia 8 0.88 13870 662 6214 170 1623 1872 
Italia 46 0.892 29660 1140 7978 420 1616 3155 
Irán 12 0.783 4586 175 591 38 1475 698 
Turquía 11 0.82 8230 345 1820 24 1379 769 
Tailandia 4 0.777 6307 251 3159 61 1350 286 
China 144 0.761 9180 348 1594 200 1307 471 
Argentina 3 0.845 9028 505 1294 48 980 501 
Chile 4 0.851 13457 714 3258 47 833 856 
Brasil 22 0.765 7562 470 946 95 694 489 
Egipto 5 0.707 2231 69 257 15 687 229 
México 2 0.779 9090 373 3223 28 353 272 
Pakistán 4 0.557 1326 40 100 3 336 85 
Perú 0 0.777 5933 218 1310 8 181 91 
India 15 0.645 1741 62 212 11 137 137 
Colombia 1 0.767 5801 250 700 14 126 227 

TABLE IV. CORRELATIONS 

 Annual PIB Universities Education expenditure (millions) Exports (million) I&D Invest. (millions) 
Annual PIB 1 0.969 0.993 0.843 0.983 
Universities 0.969 1 0.973 0.843 0.951 
IDH 0.04 0.134 0.074 0.095 0.123 
PBI Per cápita 0.119 0.175 0.151 0.1 0.196 
Per capita expenditure on education -0.037 0.024 0.008 -0.062 0.032 
Expenditure on education (million) 0.993 0.973 1 0.825 0.982 
Exports (in millions) 0.843 0.843 0.825 1 0.8 
Research (in millions) 0.983 0.951 0.982 0.8 1 
Researchers per million inhabitants. 0.042 0.102 0.06 0.034 0.143 
Documents Scimago per 100000 -0.044 0.052 -0.004 -0.027 0.02 
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TABLE V. CORRELATION OF PEARSON WITH 37 DATA 

 University PBI pc Gasto pc 
education Exportpc Investigation 

I&D pc 
Imvest por 
million hab 

Scimago for 
100000 

Gasto pc education .073 ,899 1 ,602 ,826 ,740 ,904 
Sig. (bilateral) .668 .000  .000 .000 .000 .000 
Export pc -.137 ,710 ,602 1 ,563 ,487 ,642 
Sig. (bilateral) .419 .000 .000  .000 .002 .000 
Investig. (I&D) pc .181 ,784 ,826 ,563 1 ,828 ,759 
Sig. (bilateral) .284 .000 .000 .000  .000 .000 
Imvest por million hab 
(NIPMH) .102 ,702 ,740 ,487 ,828 1 ,730 

Sig. (bilateral) .549 .000 .000 .002 .000  .000 
Scimago for 100000 .052 ,916 ,904 ,642 ,759 ,730 1 
Sig. (bilateral) .759 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000  

One IDH input is per capita PBI. And the latter is directly 
and highly related to per capita spending on education, which 
confirms that countries that have achieved levels of 
development allocate more budget for education in their 
respective countries. So Pearson’s Rho is 0.879 confirms our 
hypothesis. 

Models have been generated that allow us to understand, 
what depends on the number of researchers per million people, 
an explanation was found. The (NIPMH) depends on PBI and 
research investment as a percentage of PBI. Researchers per 
million = 1288.34537675 + 2.7812350751*I&D investment 
per person. R2= 0.6535, (0.0004) (0.0000) Dw (1.0298). 

Now, what does the recorded scientific output in [8] per 
country depend on? The software has generated the following: 
Scientific production = 24.4+ 0.0544*PBIpc + 0.9968*GpcED. 
(R2= 0.8949, (0.9159) (0.0002) (0.0001) Dw (2.075951)) 
means that the articles published by 100 thousand in the world 
and accredited by [8] are explained by the PBI and per capita 
expenditure on education. And as you know these depend on 
the size of public spending that depends on the wealth of each 
country. 

The next question has also been asked, what does 
investment in research and development depend on? And it 
was found, that it depends on the wealth by country (PBI) of 
the quality of life (IDH) and the of course sophisticated exports 
made by the country. I&D investment = -85005.2962607 + 
0.0295136063527*PBI + 95633.8393054*IDH - 
0.0266531438077*EXPOR. R2= 0.9779, (0.001) (0.000) 
(0.0013) Dw (2.1916). 

And the last concern was, what does the size of a country’s 
wealth depend on with the proposed 10 variables? It was 
determined that it depends on education spending, and levels of 
I&D investment. PBI = -2876.20676559 + 
18.8401561792*GEDUCA + 8.02960074926*Inves (I&D). 
R2= 0.9887, (0.9458) (0.0000) (0.028) Dw (1.6097). 

It means that the creation of wealth depends on the 
expenditure in education by country and the investment in I&D 
and explains it in 98.87%. 

Algorithm analysis K means. When performing the 
algorithms (Fig. 1) it is observed that there are three groups 
with quasi-similar characteristics by the observation of data. 

Fig. 1 shows the 37 countries analyzed. With the software, 
they were grouped into three clusters. So in the conglomerate, 
one country remained 16, in the two, 17 countries and in the 
three, four countries. It can be observed that group two 
includes Peru and most Latin countries, which are emerging 
countries. 

This conglomerate includes Portugal, Russia, Malaysia, 
Poland, Iran, among others. It should be noted that in cluster 
one are developed countries and in group three are Norway, 
Switzerland, Ireland, and Singapore. (Table VI) This last 
conglomerate stands out for occupying the first places in PBI 
per capita, in the human development index, in exports per 
person, which means that there are respectable reasons to 
accept conglomerates. Similarly, the countries of the second 
cluster have similar indicators and are in the last places in the 
ranking. The number of countries per cluster is summarized in 
(Table VII). 

 
Fig. 1. Three Final Clusters. 
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TABLE VI. CLUSTER OF RELEVANCE 

Case 
Conglomerate clusters 
Countries Cluster Distance 

1 Israel 1 7298 
2 Corea del Sur 1 14757 
3 Finlandia 1 4364 
4 Singapur 3 27735 
5 Austria 1 7050 
6 Dinamarca 1 14117 
7 Japón 1 9096 
8 Noruega 3 18434 
9 Suecia 1 6140 
10 Estados Unidos 1 19173 
11 Reino Unido 1 6755 
12 Canadá 1 2202 
13 Australia 1 8594 
14 Portugal 2 13558 
15 Alemania 1 4244 
16 Francia 1 6985 
17 Suiza 3 8459 
18 Bélgica 1 22609 
19 Irlanda 3 6536 
20 España 1 15855 
21 Rusia 2 2705 
22 Malasia 2 4555 
23 Polonia 2 7019 
24 Italia 1 12584 
25 Irán 2 3993 
26 Turquía 2 549 
27 Tailandia 2 2087 
28 China 2 1292 
29 Argentina 2 1389 
30 Chile 2 5399 
31 Brasil 2 1611 
32 Egipto 2 6332 
33 México 2 1603 
34 Pakistán 2 7279 
35 Perú 2 2733 
36 India 2 6878 
37 Colombia 2 3106 

TABLE VII. NUMBER OF CASES IN EACH CLUSTER 

Cluster 
Clúster 1 16,000 
Clúster 2 17,000 
Clúster 3 4,000 
Valid 37,000 

IV. DISCUSSION 
The results argue that it is essential to generate wealth 

(PBI), to have an impact on intense expenditure on education 
and research, and a human capital with an attitude to propose 
to carry out scientific research manifested in the records of [8], 
which allows for greater and better exports [19] with higher. 

They argue that the provision of professionals and 
technicians with relevant training is the crux of making 
economic development and quality of life sustainable, [20] 
(P.4) which is one of the elements in the global era of science 
and technology. Similarly, the World Bank [21] in 1999 noted 
that development is related to knowledge-based on human 
capital. 

Another of the works that encourage to point out is when 
the economic resources are vital for the production of 
knowledge whether laboratory, or not experimental, is the one 
that demonstrates [22] when it states that the adequate 
remunerations are related to the production of knowledge. 

It was not for less, since, if there are financial resources, 
economic, equipment, laboratories it is possibly better and 
more research. The relationship with the acquisition of 
software is highlighted, demonstrating the importance of this 
input. (A: 0.999). Another aspect to be taken into account is 
when UNESCO demonstrates and highlights the role of the 
institutions, their speed, their vocation, their long-term 
perspective to improve the elaboration of knowledge. The 
author in [23] (P.1), one of the determinations assumed by the 
author [24] is the scientific gap between countries unequal in 
material wealth. For the author, economic inequality and 
institutional factors allow for a greater gap. Per capita support 
is far less than decent in countries with moderate and low 
wealth, and skilled human resources are still a critical mass in 
the making. In the case of Peru, the Renacyt researchers as of 
March 31, 2021, are 5942. 

Inequality in Latin America is increasingly difficult. Those 
who have managed to concentrate wealth are a smaller 
percentage of the population; today you can say that they 
define media policies, norms, and long-term policies. 

It has been said that the best way to measure this situation 
is with the Lorentz curve [25] that designs us that decile of 
society has the greatest percentage of national wealth. 

Discounted investment due to depreciation should be 
considered higher in the next period to emphasize the growth 
of the economy and move towards a welfare state as supported 
by the Harrod Domar model. That is the ingredient that long-
term policies must have, for investment, and when domestic 
savings are lacking, then external savings must be attracted. In 
Peru, in reality, the pandemic has, for the time being, 
weakened the possibility of achieving greater human capital 
and of ensuring that research spending is minimal, even 
painful. COVID 19 has exposed the reality of research in the 
so-called emerging countries, today the so-called developed 
countries demonstrate that they are in the capacity to create the 
vaccine, to do experimental research, and to finance it, while 
the vast majority, if not 193 of the 200 countries of the world, 
cannot produce it because they do not have the human capital, 
the necessary resources and the solvency that experience gives. 
In any case, technology decides the leading role that imposes 
conditions. The global economic structure points out those 
countries in the second and third world must wait for vaccines 
to arrive. It is proven that the production function is 
corroborated again and again in China, Singapore, Taiwan, 
North Korea, Israel, England, Germany, USA, which are 
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examples of the technological progress that makes faster the 
cumulative process of capital that generates social benefit. 

In this regard [26] supports how the University of 
Concepción (Chile) contributes with competitive human 
capital, in the creation of knowledge and contribution to 
regional development. Chile is coping better with the 
pandemic. 

Another work that comments on the role of universities is 
that of [27] who shows that actions with a view to development 
objectives take effect. The number of actions or activities 
contributed between 2016 and 2020 was 3329. Then the new 
production of goods and services is enriched by the application 
of the scientific research method to give validity and/or 
contribute to science and technology. 

Gary Becker, has analyzed different forms of investment in 
the professional working in the company, in training, training, 
workshops, specialization and has obtained different results, 
[28] but all positive. The difference is in impact. [29], argue 
that investment in assets generates externalities that drive the 
economy, so that all investment is important, which is very 
little applied in emerging countries, and what at one stage was 
not considered to be the most appropriate, corrects economist 
Robert Lucas when he ratifies the performance of investment 
to generate more production, in the long run, and to grow 
productivity [28] is a complicated but necessary issue. 

The impact of investing in human capital (CH) and its 
effects on the economy was measured by economist Lucas 
[30], and he found that if investment in CH increased by 10%, 
then the output would grow by 4%. For this, developed 
countries inject immense resources into research and thus 
confirm the elasticity found is 0.4. Although the world power, 
U.S. with the experience they have, the state funds the impulse 
in education. There can be no better example than this for 
emerging countries when they should fund research and the 
preparation of scientific tables. Providing support to accredited 
researchers, they do not yet do so. The data in this document 
shows this. Another contribution that can be derived from this 
work is the positive externalities that the experienced human 
capital contributes. 

In that same direction is the contribution of [31] when it 
finds that if it increases by ten percent in research and 
development then the product would increase by between 0.6 
and one percent. This is confirmed by the investigator [32]. 
Another author is Solow, [33] who developed the theoretical 
basis for explaining the factors that contribute to economic 
growth. The contribution was based on the technological 
advance and that generates the so-called aliquot of Solow, that 
there is a part of the economic growth that only explains it the 
technological advance. [34]. Experience, education, technology 
per person. The equation [35] was generated in application to 
the period between 1909 and 1949 where there were 
differences between the incremental rates of PNB, man-hour, 
and the capital factor in the period. 

Thus the so-called residue was obtained. It happens that in 
the period the product had grown by 100%, and that the capital 
per worker explained 12% of that difference while the 
remaining 88% was explained by the technological progress. 

This was confirmed by Denison when analyzing the variables 
mentioned in the period 1929 to 1982 [36], thus also showing 
that education contributes to the increase of goods and services. 
Another argument is when the training and training provided 
by the company allow productivity to increase per worker [29]. 

At the national level from this perspective, the renowned 
educator has spoken [37] who with their experience defines 
that research has a leading role in generating knowledge but at 
the same time promotes methodologies and patents for 
increasing productivity, In that understanding, the new 
university law of the year 2014 rectifies the delivery of the 
bachelor degree without thesis. 

For the same reason that it allows the generation of 
researchers qualified by CONCYTEC [24], the proposal is to 
publish in journals with peer reviewers [38]. Does a strategic 
direction for the development of scientific production become 
necessary? Of course, yes. This has to do with financing, 
human capital, researchers, organizational design. [39] the only 
way to see results in the long term. Soria adds that they can be 
defined as state policies [40]. 

V. CONCLUSION 
It is shown that investment in I&D has a positive 

relationship with higher PBI and this fulfills its cycle with 
greater scientific research, and vice versa. 

The analysis of mean K determines three groups with 
dissimilar characteristics, based on per capita PBI, the human 
development index, per capita investment in research, and per 
capita exports. It is understood that group three countries, 
Switzerland, Singapore, Norway, and Ireland lead these 
indicators, group two being developing countries while cluster 
one being developed countries. 

The long-term structure indicates that the circumstances 
have not changed in the two analysis periods, 2006 and 2019. 

The educational model implemented in the conglomerate 
requires generating greater wealth (PBI) to guarantee the 
quality of life (IDH). It is necessary to implement expenditure 
on education and scientific research in absolute terms. 

The largest number of universities per country are 
concentrated where there is higher spending on education, 
higher investment in I&D, where PBI is higher, where exports 
are differentiated products. The problem of Peru is structural 
and it is defined that it will be so, as long as the per capita is 
less than 30 thousand dollars. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
Future work will focus on comparative analysis of the 

behavior of the first and second waves of covid-19, a proposed 
model with reviews software and 2020-2021 algorithms. 

Effects of the COVID-19 coronavirus on employment, 
family income, and digital education in Peru, 2020 - 2021 
using econometric models. 

Algorithms that explain the effects of COVID 19 on tax 
collection, private and public investment in Peru 2021. 
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Abstract—There is an increase in the implementation of adap-
tive feedback models, which focus on the relationship between
adaptive feedback and learning gains. These literatures suggest
that the complex relationship between feedback, task complexity,
pedagogical principles and student’s characteristics affect the
significance of feedback effects. However, current studies have
shown insufficient research on the effect of adaptive feedback
characteristics on student’s learning gains. Thus, there is a
need to investigate the effect of multiple adaptive feedback
characteristics on student’s learning gains. The adaptive feedback
model proposed supports the retrieval of appropriate feedback for
students based on established weights between related concepts.
In comparing three experimental groups, students who were
provided with adaptive feedback showed learning gains and
normalized learning gains of 0.87 and 0.05 over the normal
feedback group, with 0.97 and 0.07 over the non-feedback group.
This research yielded better outcomes than previous similar
studies.

Keywords—Authoring tools and methods; evaluation of CAL
systems; intelligent tutoring systems; teaching/learning strategies;
pedagogical issues

I. INTRODUCTION

With progressions in educational innovations, e-learning
systems have advanced to deliver learning conditions to the
privileged and under-privileged individuals so they can study
at their own speed. The accomplishment of these frameworks
depends on engaging experience, timely and precise feeedback
to the students [1] . One of the key element in learning
support is to provide distinctive feedback based on an indi-
vidual’s requirement [2]. Customizing feedback according to
student’s qualities and other external parameters is a promising
method for executing adaptation in computer-based learn-
ing environment [3], [4]. Adaptive feedback unlike generic
feedback is dynamic, as students work through instructions,
different students will receive diverse information [5]. Tending
to this need, numerous researchers have proposed different
ways to deal with assisting students in learning [6]. As a
result, they have identified gaps and have been developing
various frameworks and educational systems that are able to
analyze student learning and provide adaptive feedback. These
literatures suggests that the complex relationship between
feedback, task complexity, pedagogical principles and student’s

characteristics affect the significance of feedback effects. The
detailed categorization of previous methods used in providing
multiple adaptive feedback to students, has been presented in
our earlier work [7]. However, in this section, we briefly review
recent adaptive feedback implementations which are similar to
our previous work [7], with an addition of student’s learning
gains.

The author in [8], developed an intelligent tutoring system
(ITS), using natural language processing and dialog to assist
students in comprehending Newtonian Physics. The tool Auto-
Tutor, provides feedback which consists of hints, prompts,
and assertions are provided in form of dialogs according to a
student’s knowledge level. The main objective of the feedback
provided by Auto-Tutor, is to simulate the construction of
knowledge based on the constructivist principle [8]. Experi-
mental results, show a learning gain of 0.8 between a control
and experimental group.

On the other hand, Guru is an ITS which supports con-
versation with students while solving exercises in high school
biology [9]. Similar to Auto-Tutor, Guru provides feedback
in form of a dialog based on the student’s knowledge level.
However, Guru does not provide feedback based on any
pedagogical principle or learning theory [7]. While comparing
the control and experimental groups in an experiment, the
effect of this feedback strategy on student’s learning gains was
0.72 .

Gerdes’s tutor, is developed as an interactive functional
programming tutor for Haskell programming language [10].
The feedback provided by Gerdes’s tutor, does not involve
any characteristics of the students, however, the hint provided
is generated automatically from a syntax tree of the model
solution [7]. The hints provided are in form of steps, from a
less reviling hint to a more detailed description of the solution.

A multimedia based ITS known as Wayang Outpost, is
aimed at assisting student’s in solving mathematical problems
[11]. It provides feedback in form of hints, which are based on
the learner’s cognitive profile. These hints are provided based
on the modality, contiguity, and animation multimedia learn-
ing principles. The cognitive apprenticeship principle is also
utilized with the aim of encouraging students to accomplish
more difficult task. However, an experiment to determine the
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effect of this feedback strategy did not yield any significant
results [7].

DeepTutor is another dialog-based intelligent tutoring sys-
tem that uses scaffolding to improve student’s knowledge
during problem-solving [12]. DeepTutor utilizes the students’
knowledge level in order to determine the type and frequency
of feedback [12]. DeepTutor provides scaffolding and a se-
quence of progressive hints, based on the student’s knowledge
level as articulated in the student model [13], [12]. Experiments
show a learning gain of 0.79 for students in the experimental
group as compared to the control group.

The author in [14], developed a framework for generating
a generic prompting principle and prompts with the ability to
support learning and skill acquisition for novices solving ill-
structured problems. The feedback provided by the framework
is based on the different levels of problem difficulty. It utilizes
meta-cognitive principles and scaffolding techniques to support
learning in ill-structured problem-solving context [14]. How-
ever, this framework has not been evaluated to determine the
effect of the proposed feedback strategy on student’s learning
gains.

The Paired Associate Deterministic Learning Task (PADL)
was designed to determine if feedback information which is
limited to positive and negative, is suitable in a deterministic
learning process [15]. The feedback in PADL is provided based
on the student’s solution with motivational factor in the form
of an expected monetary reward. Experiments indicate that the
learning process is influenced by the type of feedback provided
and the expected monetary reward. But, the feedback technique
used was not evaluated for its effect on student’s learning gains.

Computational Thinking using Simulation Modeling CT-
SiM, is a learning tool that assist in learning science and
computational thinking in middle school [16]. The feedback
provided by CTSiM, is based on the student’s proficiency
which is evaluated based on the measure of the student’s
effectiveness and coherence. The hints are provided based on
the scaffolding strategy using a conceptualized conversational
dialog [16]. Experiments indicates positive learning gains of
0.29 between the experimental and control groups.

In an attempt to assist students in problem-solving,
Negotiation-based adaptive learning system NALS was im-
plemented [17]. NALS, uses student’s solution to provide 3
level of hints and worked-out examples. The self-regulated
learning principle is used for providing feedback, in order
foster independence and lead students to seek help only when it
is needed. Experiments indicate that NALS, helps in regulating
student’s help-seeking behaviors [17]. However, there was no
study on the effect of this adaptive feedback technique on
student’s learning gains.

ALICE:fractions is an interactive mathematics textbook
for helping students understand fractions [18]. Feedback in
this tool is provided based on the student’s answers. The
principle of self-regulated learning is used in providing task
level feedback in ALICE:fractions. Mostly, in ALICE:fractions,
feedback is provided in form of text or visualization. Similar
to other implementations, ALICE:fractions did not evaluate the
effect of the feedback provided on student’s learning gains.

The author in [1] developed a technique which provides

feedback to students based on their performance, collaborative
learning behavior, engagement, and understanding of concepts.
This technique was reported to significantly improve student’s
performance. However, the student’s learning gains were not
considered in evaluating the system developed. Additionally,
the complex relationship between task complexity, pedagog-
ical principle, and student characteristics was not taken into
consideration.

Paraprofessionals focus on educating students with severe
disabilities. The author in [19] focused on the techniques that
make paraprofessionals more effective in providing feedback.
In their study the demonstrated that delayed, video-based
performance feedback is an effective and efficient means
of providing feedback. Based on the student’s performance,
simultaneous prompting and least-to-most (LTM) prompting
are provided as feedback.

The Life-Saving Instruction for Emergencies (LIFE) app
was developed by [20] to provide health care providers
with self-regulatory learning content which is independent of
classroom tutoring. A simulated medical emergency is made
available to health care providers using a smartphone-based
game, through which their management skills is been assessed.
An immediate feedback is provided at every wrong attempt.
The effectiveness of the feedback was measured based on
the learning gains of an experiment and controlled group.
The experimental group which were provided with adaptive
immediate feedback showed a learning gain of 0.09.

The author in [21] developed a learning analytic dash-
board that provides visualized feedback and adaptive support
for face-to-face collaborative argumentation (FCA). Students
utilize the dashboard to monitor their FCA process and the
instructors provide real-time immediate feedback based on the
student’s performance.

Table I shows a summary of adaptive feedback implemen-
tations, indicating the feedback characteristics and learning
gains. Based on these current studies, there are insufficient
researches on the positive effect of multiple adaptive feedback
characteristics on student’s learning gains. A reason for this
could be the complex nature of representing multiple adaptive
feedback characteristics. Thus, these research aims at investi-
gating the effect of multiple adaptive feedback characteristics
on student’s learning gains. To achieve the aim of this research
an adaptive feedback model and algorithm is proposed in
Section 2. In Section 3, the evaluation methods and processes
are discussed. While the results of the evaluation process is
presented in Section 4, and discussed in Section 5. Finally,
the findings, limitations of the research, and future works are
presented in Section 6.

II. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK MODEL

Information in a computer-based learning environment can
be regarded as models. The three most imperative models
are the pedagogical model, domain model, and the student
model [7]. The pedagogical model represents information and
ways of teaching. The particular knowledge represented in
the pedagogical model is based on pedagogical principles
or learning theories. This principle or theory decides the
successful teaching methods, instructional methods, sequence
of activities, feedback types, and assessments modeled by the
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TABLE I. ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK IMPLEMENTATIONS

S/N Feedback Implementation Feedback Characteristics Learning gains Normalize
learning gains

1 AutoTutor (2012) [8] Student’s knowledge level, hints, student’s
solution, prompts, constructivist principle,
Sequence of feedback

0.8 N/A

2 Guru (2012) [9] Student’s knowledge level, Scaffolding
and sequential hints (domain knowledge),
Based on a constructivist scaffolding strat-
egy, Levels of details, Active learner.

0.72

3 Gerdes’s,Tutor (2012) [10] Local to global N/A N/A

4 Wayang Outpost (2014) [11] Cognitive apprenticeship, Step-by-step
hints

Not significant N/A

5 DeepTutor (2015) [12] Student’s knowledge level, scaffolding
and sequential hints, based on a construc-
tivist scaffolding strategy, levels of details
and active learner.

0.79 N/A

6 Smy (2016) [14] prompts, meta-cognition, scaffolding, and
problem’s level of difficulty.

N/A N/A

7 PADL (2017) [15] Monetary reward, positive and negative
feedback, and learner’s solution

N/A N/A

8 CTSiM (2017) [16] Student’s proficiency, incorrect solutions,
scaffolding, and hints

0.29 N/A

9 NALS (2018) [17] Student’s solution, hints and prompts,
worked example, levels of detail, and self-
regulated learning.

N/A N/A

10 ALICE:fractions (2018) [18] Student’s answer and self-regulated learn-
ing.

N/A N/A

11 [1] Performance, collaborative learning be-
havior, engagement, and understanding of
concepts.

N/A N/A

12 [19] Performance, simultaneous prompting,
and least-to-most (LTM) prompting.

N/A N/A

13 LIFE [20] Performance, immediate feedback, and in-
correct attempt.

0.09 N/A

14 [21] Immediate feedback and student’s activi-
ties.

N/A N/A

learning environment. In a different circumstances, the domain
model, is an aspect of the pedagogical model, which repre-
sents the knowledge of the subject been learned. The domain
model represents concepts, learning materials, facts, problems,
solutions, feedback, rules equations, etc. Finally, the student
model shows information about the student’s knowledge of the
domain, learning style, interactions with the system, response
to feedback, emotional state, performance etc. These data
decides the characteristics of the students while interacting
with the domain and pedagogy.

In this research, we center on the cognitive apprenticeship
pedagogical principle and the physics domain. The challenge,
is to show the properties of the cognitive apprenticeship
principle that influence the type, timing, goal, and sequence
of feedback, relating it to the characteristics of the domain
and student models. Fig. 1, shows the Pedagogy, Domain, and
Learner (PDL) model which were introduced in our earlier
work [22]. The representation of the characteristics of all 3
models relating to adaptive feedback is shown in Fig. 1. The
knowledge shown in the proposed PDL model is based on
the OAR model. The nodes of the concept network in Fig. 1,
represents concepts in the pedagogy, domain and student model
in a computer-based learning environment. The arcs represent
the relationship between concepts and their traits.

A. Adaptive Feedback Algorithm

The purpose of the adaptive feedback algorithm is to
determine the appropriate feedback for different students based
on adaptive characteristics [23]. The input to the adaptive
feedback algorithm is the partial problem solving state PSs.
PSs consists of attributes from the domain and student model.
As show in Eq. 1, the problem solving state involves the stu-
dent’s cognitive style, student’s knowledge level,goal (expected
performance and completion time) problem’s level of difficulty,
and domain topic.

PSs = (Scs, Skl, Ps, Pt, Cp, Dc) (1)

The similarity between the current problem solving state
PSs and existing problem solving states PSsi in the knowl-
edge base is determined iteratively. All the states that are
above a certain threshold are stored as a list. The problem
solving state with the highest cumulative weight is selected
and its influence on the student’s performance which has been
defined by the knowledge bonding algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
the output.

Thus, during a learning season when the problem solv-
ing state is determined, an appropriate feedback is provided
based on existing knowledge of the most similar state in the
knowledge base. This approach utilizes the content-addressed
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Fig. 1. PDL Model for Adaptive Feedback in Physics [22].

mechanism of a CKB for knowledge retrieval and manipulation
which is enabled by the structural models.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

To establish the effectiveness of the PDL model in provid-
ing adaptive feedback, a group of pre-university (foundation
studies) students are studied. The analysis is focused on the
learning gains received by students receiving the PDL-based
feedback as compared to traditional feedback and no feedback
at all. The traditional feedback provides only feedback to the
students without considering the adaptive characteristics of
feedback.

A. Participants

The experimental process involves students distributed into
three groups. The three groups consist of the traditional
feedback group (Normal), no feedback (Non) group, and the
experimental group (Adaptive). All students are allowed to take
their regular classes. A pre-test before exposing students to the
adaptive feedback tool is provided, followed by a problem-
solving session with the adaptive feedback environment for
four weeks, with each session lasting 30 minutes. After the

experimental process, the students are provided with a post-
test.

The pre-test and post-test comprise of 10 physics problems
each in introductory mechanics with similar sub-topics and
difficulty levels. While the problems provided by the PDL-
based adaptive feedback system comprise of 160 problems.
The students are required to solve 10 problems daily for the
4 weeks (5 days/week) period of the experiment. All the
problems are provided by the physics experts.

The participants are 31 pre-university (foundation studies)
students from Center of Foundation Studies of the University
of Malaya taking physics course and are currently learning
a topic on introductory mechanics. They are randomly cate-
gorised into three groups:

• The traditional feedback group (Normal) consist of
students who solve problems with the adaptive feed-
back system, but are provided with the same type of
feedback without considering the adaptive character-
istics of feedback.

• The no feedback group (Non) involves students who
undergo the problem-solving process with the adaptive
feedback system with no feedback provided.
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive Feedback Algorithm
Data: PSs,time stamp
Result: Rin

read data;
create and initialize problem solving state list PSsL

while PSsi is available do
compute similarity PSs ∼ PSsi =

∣∣∣A∩Ai

A∪Ai

∣∣∣ =
1 PSs = PSsi

(0, 1) PSs ↔ PSsi ∨ PSs < PSsi ∨ PSs > PSsi

0 PSs 6= PSsi

;
if PSs ∼ PSsi > TH ; /* TH is the
similarity threshold */
then

retrieve PSsi;
add to problem solving state list
PSsL = PSsL + PSsi;

current section becomes this one;
else

Create random PSsi

determine highest PSsi;
output the influence of related concepts of the highest
PSsi, Rin

i ⊆
⋃|Ri|

i=1 R
c
i ;

TABLE II. PARTICIPANT’S DEMOGRAPHICS

S/N Size Total

Age

18 Years 31
31

Gender

Male

Female

Others

11

20

0

31

Major

Physical Science

Life Science 1

Life Science 2

11

11

9

31

• The experimental group (Adaptive) comprises of stu-
dents who undertake the problem-solving process
while they are provided with adaptive feedback based
on the PDL-model.

The 31 participants are all 18 years old with 64.52% female
and 35.48% male as shown in Table II. The participants where
taken from three majors of Physical Science, Life Science 1,
and Life Science 2. The three classes of students are then
assigned to the Adaptive, Normal, and Control groups as
shown in Table IV

All participants are enrolled in the pre-university (foun-
dation studies) program at the same time and are attending
the same classes in introductory mechanics. The problems
provided are from four main topics of Static, Linear Motion,
Rotational Motion, and Gravitation in introductory physics.

The problems are based on three levels of difficulty which
includes easy, moderate, and difficult. The distribution of the
problems based on the topics and difficulty level is shown in
Table III.

B. Evaluation Method

Cross-disciplinary researches that involves artificial intelli-
gence in education can be difficult to conduct due to the restric-
tions placed on research with human subjects. Experimental
controls are restricted, and arbitrary sampling is difficult to
achieve in a classic classroom setting. As computer scientists,
we ought to have the expertise to construct valid, compelling
studies of student’s learning under the difficult conditions
imposed by researches based on human subjects [24].

1) Learning Gains: Student’s learning with a computer-
based learning approach is usually evaluated using the rela-
tionship between a pre-test and a post-test scores to determine
the learning gains and normalized learning gains [25]. The tests
given prior to the provision of computer-based instructions
or interventions are pre-tests, while the tests administered
after the intervention are post-test [26]. In general, students
who tend to perform well during a pre-test, do well in the
post-test. The learning and normalized learning gains utilizes
pre-test and post-test to evenly compare students’ learning
among experimental and control groups [27]. Equations 2 and
3 indicate that both the learning gains and normalized learning
gains incorporate pre-tests (pre) and post-tests (post).

The normalized learning gains was introduced because, the
learning gains provided an unfair advantage to groups with
low pre-test scores. Most assessments involve problems with
different levels of difficulty, and some information are easier to
assimilate than others. Thus, a student with a low pre-test score
has a wider scope of difficulty levels to learn than a student
with high pre-test scores. The normalized learning gain was
developed to rectify this uneven advantage [28].

2) Analysis of Covariance: In statistics and probability,
there is a possibility that a trend is seen in several groups
of data but later disappear when the data is combined, this
phenomenon is called the Simpson’s paradox. The paradox
shows that a statistically significant relationship in a certain
direction can result to an opposite direction when investigated
with a covariant [29]. Since most investigations do not arbitrary
assign students to experimental groups and the pre-test scores
are usually related to the post-test scores, learning gains can
show significant difference which favors a certain group but
another group may be more effective when using the pre-test
as a covariate. Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) eliminates
the impact of a covariate to establish a fair comparison among
different groups.

ANCOVA assesses whether the means of a dependent
variable are equivalent throughout the dimensions of an inde-
pendent variable, while statistically managing the impacts of
continuous variables that are not essential, known as covariates
[30]. As shown in Equation 4, an ANCOVA model expects
a linear relationship between the dependent variable and the
covariate.

yij = µ+ τi +B(xij − x) + εij . (4)
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TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF PROBLEMS IN INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS

S/N Topic Difficult Intermediate Easy Total

1 Static 5 2 1 8

2 Linear Motion 26 32 26 84

3 Rotational Motion 10 12 16 38

4 Gravitation 10 10 10 30

5 Total 51 56 53 160

Learning gains lg = post− pre (2)

Normalized learning gains nlg =
learning gains

possible learning gains
=

(post− pre)
(100%− pre)

(3)

TABLE IV. DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS AMONGST EXPERIMENTAL
GROUPS

S/N Major Adaptive Normal Non Total

1 Physical Science 3 5 3 11

2 Life Science 1 5 4 2 11

3 Life Science 2 4 3 2 9

4 Total 12 12 7 31

In Equation 4,

• dependent variable yij is the jth observation for the
ith group.

• covariate xij is the jth observation of the covariate
the ith group.

• grand mean is µ

• global mean of covariant is x

• the effect of the ith level of the independent variable
is τi

• line slope is B

• associative non observed error for the jth observation
for the ith group is εij

In conducting an ANCOVA, there are some assumptions
that are tested. First there is a need to determine that no outliers
exists. Then, the observations in the dependent variable should
be normally distributed for each level of the independent
variable. This test is known as the assumption of normality.
This assumption requires multiple conditional distributions of
the dependent variable for every combination of the covariate
to be normally distributed. If the population distributions are
not normal and the sample sizes are small, the significant
values obtained with ANCOVA may be invalid. Another as-
sumption that is tested in ANCOVA, is the homogeneity of
regression slopes. The regression lines for individual groups
are assumed to be parallel, having the same slope. The failure
to meet this assumptions implies that there is an interaction
between the covariant and the independent variable. Usually
this assumption is evaluated by the F-test, if the value is
significant then the assumption of homogeneity of regression

TABLE V. DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT’S RESPONSE TO THE
EXPERIMENT

S/N Group Pre-test Adaptive Tool Post-test All

1 Adaptive 18 12 12 12

2 Normal 16 12 12 12

3 Non 16 7 9 7

4 Total 50 31 33 31

slopes is violated. The final assumption considered in this
experiment is the homogeneity of variance. This test shows the
relationship between the dependent variable and the covariate
for the entire dataset, ignoring the various groups of the
independent variable. Thus, if there is a positive relationship
between the covariate and the independent variable of one
group, then there should be a possible relationship for the rest
of the groups.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The pre-test and post-tests scores are rated on a 100-points
scale, where 0 indicates a poor performance and 100 indicates
an excellent performance. The rating is done by physics experts
who provided the problems to be solved. The assessment
focused on the workings towards a solution, identification of
known, unknowns, equations and principles along with the
correct answer. At the beginning of the experiment, 63 students
were invited, 50 turned up for the pre-test and registered
to use the adaptive learning environment. Then, out of the
50 students, 33 students turned up for the post-test. In the
end, only 31 students did the pre-test, used the adaptive
learning tool, and also participated in the post-test. Table V,
show the detailed break-down of the students responses to the
experiment according to the experimental groups.

1) Results of Student’s Learning Gains: In order to de-
termine the effect of proposed adaptive feedback model on
student’s learning gains, the results of the pre-test and the
post-test of each group is collected as shown in Table VI.
The pre-test and post-test scores are based on the average
scores of the 10 problems solved by each student. The learning
gains and normalized learning gains are calculated according
to Equations 2 and 3. The average learning gains of each
experimental group and a comparison between the average
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TABLE VI. STUDENT’S PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST SCORES

S/N Student ID Major Group Pre-test Score Post-test Score Learning Gains Normalized Learning Gains

1 0073 Life Science 2 Adaptive 0.00 9.90 9.90 0.10

2 0036 Physical Science Adaptive 2.00 16.00 14.00 0.16

3 0057 Life Science 1 Adaptive 8.70 25.20 16.50 0.28

4 0041 Physical Science Adaptive 2.00 20.40 18.40 0.21

5 0048 Life Science 1 Adaptive 5.50 28.00 22.50 0.30

6 0061 Life Science 2 Adaptive 1.00 13.70 12.70 0.14

7 0072 Life Science 2 Adaptive 3.00 24.50 21.50 0.25

8 0056 Life Science 1 Adaptive 6.50 32.40 25.90 0.35

9 0045 Life Science 1 Adaptive 7.80 20.90 13.10 0.23

10 0051 Life Science 1 Adaptive 0.70 17.70 17.00 0.18

11 0059 Life Science 2 Adaptive 4.00 21.50 17.50 0.22

12 0032 Physical Science Adaptive 8.00 31.50 23.50 0.34

13 0037 Physical Science Normal 3.00 10.00 7.00 0.10

14 0067 Life Science 2 Normal 1.00 7.60 6.60 0.08

15 0055 Life Science 1 Normal 10.40 10.00 -0.40 0.11

16 0074 Life Science 2 Normal 6.25 7.70 1.45 0.08

17 0031 Physical Science Normal 9.00 17.70 8.70 0.19

18 0049 Life Science 1 Normal 12.50 10.50 -2.00 0.12

19 0054 Life Science 1 Normal 5.80 29.00 23.20 0.31

20 0047 Life Science 1 Normal 13.00 29.50 16.50 0.34

21 0044 Physical Science Normal 3.50 9.50 6.00 0.10

22 0070 Life Science 2 Normal 0.00 2.40 2.40 0.02

23 0030 Physical Science Normal 9.30 19.50 10.20 0.21

24 0043 Physical Science Normal 6.00 11.90 5.90 0.13

25 0064 Life Science 2 Non 10.55 13.30 2.75 0.15

26 0046 Life Science 1 Non 5.50 13.5 8.00 0.14

27 0033 Physical Science Non 6.50 10.00 3.50 0.11

28 0052 Life Science 1 Non 11.90 7.00 -4.90 0.08

29 0042 Physical Science Non 6.30 11.80 5.50 0.13

30 0038 Physical Science Non 6.50 20.40 13.90 0.22

31 0062 Life Science 2 Non 0.50 10.15 9.65 0.10

TABLE VII. COMPARISON OF STUDENT’S LEARNING GAINS

S/N Group Learning
Gains

Normalized
Learning Gains

1 Adaptive 16.24 0.21

2 Normal 7.98 0.16

3 Non 6.55 0.14

4 Adaptive Vs. Normal 8.72 0.05

5 Adaptive Vs. Non 9.69 0.07

6 Normal Vs. Non 1.43 0.02

7 Adaptive Vs. (Normal
& Non)

8.98 0.06

learning gains are presented in Table VII. As expected, each
experimental groups had a positive learning and normalized
learning gains.

2) One-way ANCOVA Results: In this study, ANCOVA is
used with a view to eliminate bias for a certain experimental
group. The Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS)

tool was used to analyze the student’s pre-test and post-test
scores shown in Table VI. The ANCOVA allows us to see if
there is a difference in the dependent variable (post-test) by the
levels of the independent variable (group) while controlling for
the effect of the covariate (pre-test). The independent variable
used is the experimental group (group), has three levels which
are adaptive, normal, and non. The dependent variable is the
post-test, which is measured at a continuous level, while the
pre-test is the covariate, which is also measured at a continuous
level.

Table VIII, shows a descriptive statistics of the post-
test according to the three experimental groups. It provides
a summarized description of the post-test, for each group
by presenting the mean, median, variance, range, standard
deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. The mean post-test score
of the adaptive feedback group was higher than the normal
and non feedback groups.

In respect to ANCOVA models, data must be scrutinized to
evaluate the existence of outliers, and affirm that it meets fun-
damental assumptions of normality, homogeneity of regression
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TABLE VIII. POST-TEST DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Group Statistic Std. Error

PostTest Adaptive Mean 21.8083 1.99292

95% Confidence Interval for Mean Lower Bound 17.4219

Upper Bound 26.1947

5% Trimmed Mean 21.8815

Median 21.2000

Variance 47.661

Std. Deviation 6.90368

Minimum 9.90

Maximum 32.40

Range 22.50

Interquartile Range 10.88

Skewness -.032 .637

Kurtosis -.640 1.232

Non Mean 12.3071 1.59091

95% Confidence Interval for Mean Lower Bound 8.4143

Upper Bound 16.2000

5% Trimmed Mean 12.1524

Median 11.8000

Variance 17.717

Std. Deviation 4.20916

Minimum 7.00

Maximum 20.40

Range 13.40

Interquartile Range 3.50

Skewness 1.129 .794

Kurtosis 2.236 1.587

Normal Mean 13.7750 2.45058

95% Confidence Interval for Mean Lower Bound 8.3813

Upper Bound 19.1687

5% Trimmed Mean 13.5333

Median 10.2500

Variance 72.064

Std. Deviation 8.48904

Minimum 2.40

Maximum 29.50

Range 27.10

Interquartile Range 10.90

Skewness .982 .637

Kurtosis .112 1.232

and variance [31]. Fig. 2, shows a box plot showing the overall
pattern of the post-test scores for the experimental groups.
The result from the box plot indicates that the adaptive and
normal feedback groups have varying post-test scores, while
the non feedback group had similar post-test scores. However,
one outlier was identified in the non feedback group as seen
in Fig. 2.

The results of the normality test is shown in Table X.
The observations from the Shapiro-Wilk test shows that the
post-test is normally distributed for the adaptive, normal, and
non feedback groups. Furthermore, Fig. 3, 4, and 5, presents

the Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots for the three experimental
groups. The ideal dataset should have all points on the trend
line, however, the results presented from the Q-Q plots are not
ideal.

To further explore the data, the homogeneity of regression
slopes assumption is tested. It is assumed that the regression
lines for the adaptive, normal, and non feedback groups are
parallel. Table X, displays the results of the test for homo-
geneity of regression slopes using the general linear model
in SPSS. The p-value (0.106) of the interaction term is non-
significant (for α = 0.05 ) indicating a non-violation of the
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Fig. 2. Test for Outliers.

TABLE IX. TESTS OF NORMALITY

Group Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic df Sig.

PostTest Adaptive .978 12 .973

Non .914 7 .421

Normal .867 12 .060

Fig. 3. Adaptive Feedback Q-Q Plot for Post-Test.

Fig. 4. Normal Feedback Q-Q Plot for Post-Test.

assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes. Thus, there
is no interaction between the pre-test and the experimental
groups.

In this study, the last assumption tested was the homogene-
ity of variance. The Levene’s test of homogeneity of variance
was carried out. As shown in Table XI, this assumption is
satisfied because p(0.773) > α(0.05)

For testing the main hypothesis, a One-way ANCOVA was
conducted to determine a statistically significant difference
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TABLE X. TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF REGRESSION SLOPE

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: PostTest

Source Type III Sum of
Squares

df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta
Squared

Corrected Model 1111.712a 5 222.342 6.450 .001 .563

Intercept 952.967 1 952.967 27.645 .000 .525

Group * Pretest 169.187 2 84.594 2.454 .106 .164

Group 127.362 2 63.681 1.847 .179 .129

Pretest 268.347 1 268.347 7.785 .010 .237

Error 861.783 25 34.471

Total 10467.783 31

Corrected Total 1973.495 30
R Squared = .563 (Adjusted R Squared = .476)

Fig. 5. No Feedback Q-Q Plot for Post-Test.

TABLE XI. TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE

Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances
Dependent Variable: PostTest

F df1 df2 Sig.

.260 2 28 .773
Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is

equal across groups.
Design: Intercept + Pretest + Group

between students provided with adaptive feedback, students
provided with normal feedback and students with no feedback
on a post-test controlling for pre-test. The results shown in
Table XII, shows a significant effect (p < 0.001) of adaptive
feedback on the post-test after controlling for the pre-test.

Considering the fact that a significant main effect was
obtained and there are three levels of the independent variable,
there is a need to conduct a post hoc to determine the
significant pairwise differences. According to the results in
Table XIII, there is a significant difference between adaptive
and normal feedback groups (p = 0.001) and adaptive and
non feedback groups (p = 0.001). However, there was no
significant difference between the normal and non feedback

groups ()p = 1.000).

V. DISCUSSION

The main aim of conducting this experiment is to determine
the effect of adaptive feedback on student’s learning gains.
The three groups analyzed in this experiment are the adaptive,
normal, and non feedback groups. To achieve a valid con-
clusion on the effect of adaptive feedback, two fundamental
methods were used. First, the student’s learning gains (LG)
and normalized learning gains (NLG) were analyzed. Based
on the results in Table VII, all the students in the three groups
achieved positive learning gains and normalized learning gains
after using the adaptive feedback tool. This is due to the
interventions received by the students between the pre-test
and post-test periods. However, despite the positive learning
gains and normalized learning gains, the group which were
provided with adaptive feedback (LG = 16.24, NLG = 0.21)
had higher learning and normalized learning gains than those
with the normal feedback (LG = 7.98, NLG = 0.16) and
non feedback (LG = 6.55, NLG = 0.14). In comparing
the three experimental groups, students who were provided
with adaptive feedback showed learning gains and normalized
learning gains of 8.72 and 0.05 over the normal feedback
group, with 9.69 and 0.07 over the non feedback group.
The results of this comparison shows that the student’s who
received adaptive feedback achieved superior learning gains
than those who received normal and no feedback. In addition,
student’s who received normal feedback, had better learning
gains than student who did not receive feedback. The results
of this experiment implies that the adaptive feedback provided
by the proposed PDL model has a positive effect on student’s
learning gains.

Previous researchers have conducted similar experiments
to determine the effect of the feedback provided. Table XIV,
shows the comparison of our results with the previous studies
on a 10 point scale. The adaptive feedback provided by the
proposed PDL model has more positive effect on student’s
learning gains than adaptive feedback models proposed in
previous researches.

In view of eliminating any form of bias in our experimental
results, a one-way ANCOVA was conducted to compare the
effectiveness of the three feedback methods using the pre-
test and post-test scores. The main hypothesis states that the
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TABLE XII. ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. Partial Eta Squared
Corrected Model 942.525a 3 314.175 8.228 .000 .478

Intercept 831.111 1 831.111 21.766 .000 .446
Pretest 392.304 1 392.304 10.274 .003 .276
Group 827.258 2 413.629 10.832 .000 .445
Error 1030.970 27 38.184
Total 10467.783 31

Corrected Total 1973.495 30
R Squared = .478 (Adjusted R Squared = .420)

TABLE XIII. POST-HOC ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE

Pairwise Comparisons
Dependent Variable: PostTest

(I) Group (J) Group Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. 95% Confidence Interval for Difference

Lower Bound Upper Bound

Adaptive Non 12.232* 3.060 .001 4.422 20.043

Normal 10.588* 2.646 .001 3.835 17.341

Non Adaptive -12.232* 3.060 .001 -20.043 -4.422

Normal -1.644 2.939 1.000 -9.147 5.859

Normal Adaptive -10.588* 2.646 .001 -17.341 -3.835

Non 1.644 2.939 1.000 -5.859 9.147
Based on estimated marginal means

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
b Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

TABLE XIV. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED PDL MODEL AND PREVIOUS MODELS

S/N Feedback Tool (Year) Learning Gains Normalized
Learning Gains

1 AutoTutor (2012) [8] 0.8 N/A

2 Guru (2012) [9] 0.72 N/A

3 Wayang Outpost (2014) [11] not significant N/A

4 DeepTutor (2015)[12] 0.79 N/A

5 CTSiM (2017) [16] 0.29 N/A

6 LIFE (2020) [20] 0.09 N/A

7 Proposed PDL Model 0.90 0.06

adaptive feedback group will perform better than the normal
and no feedback group in a post-test after using the adaptive
feedback tool. During the analysis of the data, one outlier
was identified in the non feedback group. The outlier was not
removed from the dataset because there was no significant
difference in the overall analysis with its exclusion. The
Shapiro-Wilk test for normality showed that the post-test is
evenly distributed between the groups with a non-significant
value of p(0.973) > α(0.05) for adaptive, p(0.60) > α(0.05)
for normal, and p(0.421) > α(0.050 for non. The test for
homogeneity of regression was conducted and the assumption
was made with a non-significant value of p(0.106) > α(0.05).
Then, the Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance was
carried out and a non-significant value of p(.773) > α(0.05)
was obtained. This indicates that the null hypothesis of the
error variance of the post-test is equal across all experimental
groups. Since non of the assumptions tested were violated, the
results obtained from the main ANCOVA is valid.

From the results, it is found that there was a significant dif-
ference in the mean post-test scores ([F (2, 27) = 10.832, p <

0.001]) between adaptive, normal, and non feedback groups.
The partial Eta Squared value of 0.445 indicates the effect
size. Based on the Cohen’ s guideline the effect size is small.
This implies that the variance in the post-test to a small effect,
is explained by the experimental groups. The post hoc test
indicated a significant difference between the adaptive and
normal feedback groups (p(0.001) < α(0.05)), adaptive and
non feedback groups (p(0.001) < α(0.05)). This indicates that
the adaptive feedback technique provided by proposed the PDL
model has a significant effect in improving student’s post-test
scores than the normal and no feedback techniques. Comparing
the normal and feedback groups showed no significant differ-
ence (p(1.000) > α(0.05)).

VI. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this research is to evaluate the
effect of the adaptive feedback model, on student’s learning
gains. The effect of the adaptive feedback provided based
on the proposed model, was evaluated to determine its effect
on student’s learning gains. Overall, the experimental findings
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from calculating the students learning gains and a One-way
ANCOVA, showed that the adaptive group who receive feed-
back based on the PDL model showed a statistically significant
gain in learning outcomes as compared to the normal and non
feedback groups. This suggests that adaptive feedback based
on the PDL model can have a sustained positive impact on
student’s learning gains. Additional findings from the one-
way ANCOVA showed that, there is no statistically signif-
icant difference in the post-test scores of students who are
provided with normal feedback, as compared to those who
had no feedback. However, the student’s provided with normal
feedback had better learning gains and normalized learning
gains of 1.43 and 0.02, respectively, as compared to those
without feedback. A comparison of the findings with other
similar studies showed that the adaptive feedback provided by
the PDL model is superior. As a conclusion, based on the aim
of this case study, the provision of adaptive feedback using
the PDL model is an effective tutoring strategy. Limitations
of this study are moderate. First of all, a single case study
design, of the effect of the adaptive feedback on students
learning gains is not representative. In addition, more number
of students might have been desirable, however, this was not
possible due to the availability of the students. Besides the
number of students, more interactions by the students with the
adaptive learning tool is also desirable, but was not possible
due to the nature of interaction with human subjects. This
could be due to the difficulty in using the tool, as the student’s
are required to be familiar with writing equations in the latex
format. Subsequently, from a science measurement perspective,
while the adaptive feedback model fit reasonably well and
indicated superior learning gains, additional characteristics of
the pedagogy, domain, and student models need to be consid-
ered to determine the best fit. The proposed adaptive feedback
model can be extended by adding additional characteristics of
the student, domain and pedagogy. This new model can be
evaluated to determine which characteristics has more effect
to improve student’s learning gains.
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Abstract—The primary objective of this study is to develop a 

hybrid multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) model to 

evaluate and compare the organizational health literacy 

responsiveness (OHLR) level of hospitals. To achieve this goal, 

the health literacy performance indicators are selected, some 

potential uses of single and hybrid MCDM and qualitative 

approaches for structured comparison purposes are illustrated, 

one more common hybrid approach based on the Fuzzy Analytic 

Hierarchy Process and fuzzy Delphi method was chosen, 

developed, and applied. To compare the proposed model with its 

classical non fuzzy version (Qualitative – AHP), a case study 

example on the effect of their implementation on a structured 

comparison decisions is conceded, and the Bland Altman 

agreement method is applied to compare the results obtained by 

them. The results present the suitability of the application of both 

hybrid approaches for solving the problem. It also shows that the 

application of them leads to a distinctive outcomes. Robust Fuzzy 

based outcomes, and small agreement interval (< 0.0113) and 

little average change level in the rates of the hospitals (< 2.08 %) 

are observed between results acquired by the Fuzzy based 

approach and those which were defined by the other model. 

Based on these results, a fuzzy based model was recommended 

for structured comparison of the OHLR level of hospitals under 

uncertainty conditions. It supports sustainable planning 

practices, and helps with improvement and effectively distributes 

the necessary resources. 

Keywords—Health literacy; the organizational health literacy 

standard; fuzzy analytic hierarchy process; fuzzy Delphi method; 

structured comparison 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Providing a healthy life for citizens, enhancing well-being 
for them, providing timely and reliable delivery of quality 
healthcare, granting access to quality essential healthcare 
services, reducing risk and cost of services, and improving 
health outcomes are considered some of the leading 
sustainable development targets of countries [1,2,3]. 
Corporate social responsibility is regarded as one way to 
achieve such targets [4]. To improve the sustainability status 
of organizations and to integrate the sustainability issues into 
the business of it, companies should plan their sustainable 
development, and corporate social responsibility practices 
based on the sustainability need of communities [5,6]. 

Measuring, prioritizing, and ranking healthcare practices are 
considered one way of achieving these goals [7-9]. However, 
the existence of unreasonable portions of citizens and patients 
with restricted health literacy in many developing societies 
and the adverse effects resulting from the increase and spread 
of this phenomenon negatively affects the use of healthcare, 
its costs, and output [10]. Additionally, it has adverse effects 
on health status and health service utilization [11]. This 
phenomenon is associated with increased transitional care 
needs [12], risk of death, and hospitalization [13]. So, the 
implication of low health literacy leads to an increase in the 
economic, social, and health burdens of individuals, societies, 
and countries, which negatively affects the implementation of 
a country‘s sustainable development plans in general and the 
health plans in particular. Studying and understanding the 
health literacy from a systemic perspective is based on an 
understanding of the inputs, processes, relationships, and 
outputs of many relevant components considered one of the 
recent research and application directions for developing 
solutions that limit the effects of this phenomenon [14,15]. 
The influential relationship between the individual‘s 
competencies, system‘s demands, and its complexities, where 
health literacy decisions and actions are taken, and the primary 
health literacy of an individual (health literacy abilities) in this 
system, is one of the fundamental justifications for this 
research and its applied directions [10, 16]. The health literacy 
concept is used as a tool to [10]: simplify and understand the 
health systems, which are often complicated,, improve the 
service provided; structure services in ways that maximize 
simplicity of systems and reduce challenges that limit access 
for services, ensure meeting the necessary health literacy 
requirements and preferences of all individuals that the 
healthcare organization serves; and improve patient outcomes 
and healthcare quality. 

Assessments of the real status of the organizational health 
literacy of health facilities is an essential requirement for 
improving the organizational health literacy outcomes in a 
way that ensures community service and achieves its 
sustainable development goals as well as choosing, 
controlling, and adapting measures to improve it. Ranking and 
prioritization of the health literacy factors and a comparison of 
the actual level of health literacy practices in healthcare sector 
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facilities is considered one of the most important steps for 
health services planning and for health-oriented sustainable 
development and corporate social responsibility planning 
processes. 

A structured comparison of the organizational health 
literacy responsiveness (OHLR) level of a healthcare 
organization helps to determine the preferred health literacy 
development areas, the companies suggested for healthcare 
sustainable development planning, and the planning of the 
social responsibility directions of companies. Additionally, it 
helps decision makers fairly, equally, and effectively allocate 
their resources. 

Conducting a structured comparison of the level of 
implementation, allows stakeholders to allocate, distribute and 
manage the related support resources in a way that contributes 
achieving the fair and sustainable distribution of resources, 
and supports meeting the ethical, economic, environmental 
and legal social responsibilities [1,3,4,5,6,10]. For example, 
the government wants to determine and rank the healthcare 
institutions that are most in need to support, determine how 
should government resources be fairly distributed among them 
according to their real application gaps in the application of 
health literacy practices, classify the application factors into 
different groups in terms of their sustainable importance, 
taking into account local economic conditions, and distribute 
resources between hospitals at different improvement stages 
so that the most important aspects are supported first; such 
questions become more important when the countries 
concerned are poor, and cannot provide sufficient support to 
fully address the health literacy situation simultaneously. 

On the other hand, international organizations and local 
institutions offer different support programs in this regard, and 
most of them only focus on one sub-field or set of specific 
areas of application, in a way that serves the orientations and 
objectives of the institution. Such organizations are mostly 
seeking to find out how theirs support resources can be fairly 
divided among institutions according to the actual needs of 
those institutions, and taking into account their economic, and 
legal obligations . 

There are four main practical aspects to help decision 
makers in solving these challenges; the first aspect lies in 
assessing the actual reality of the application, and identifying 
the application gap for each of the concerned institutions, the 
second lies in determining the relative importance of the 
health literacy sub-domains and their indicators on a 
sustainable basis, the third aspect consists in conducting 
merger operations between the outputs of the two previous 
processes to obtain weighted scored levels of application, 
while, the fourth is devoted to structurally compare the 
evaluation results between organizations. 

In practice, the organizational health literacy 
responsiveness can be measured directly or indirectly. 
Regrettably, there is no unanimously accepted standard. To 
approximate an organizational health literacy responsiveness 
level in organizations, lists of metrics or indicators are used, 
and most of them are measured qualitatively with some 
quantitative measures available. The qualitative method is one 
of the common methods that were being used increasingly for 

evaluation purposes; and researchers rely on it in their studies 
in many fields [17- 19], and the field of study is no exception 
to that [10, 20, 21]. But, the qualitative approach is not always 
reliable, and the quantified version of metrics is still not as 
accurate as what humans perform in its development, and this 
can lead to possible impreciseness, errors in measurement 
process, and misinterpretations [22]. Furthermore, the 
specifics of the healthcare organizations, their business needs, 
priorities, and strategies all vary, and this means that the 
weights of the organizational health literacy responsiveness 
factors differed from one to another, and a structured 
comparison of the organizational health literacy 
responsiveness level metric between healthcare organizations, 
or between branches, is not possible without taking these 
variances into consideration. For deal with this case, Authors 
in [22] proposed an analytic hierarchy process-based approach 
for dealing with this problem as a MCDM problem and 
experimentally validated their approach using information 
security data. However, their approach is not ideal in this 
situation for two main reasons. The analytic hierarchy process 
method does not deal with the uncertainty involved in 
assessing the importance of the factors of an MCDM problem 
and the organizational health literacy responsiveness level of 
companies; additionally, their approach is used as a single 
qualitative preference point measurement scale for capturing 
the evaluation data, and this approach is sometimes not 
accurately expressed in the case being assessed [23-25]. 
Additionally, it does not deal with the vague assessment 
situation. The uncertainty problem occurred through the 
evaluation process because of a lack of information or 
imprecision related to the decision making values and 
judgments [24]. Fuzzy based MCDM approaches are 
accomplished of demonstrating this vagueness and dealing 
with its fuzzy situations [23-25]. 

In any case, analysis of worldwide and locally 
observational studies observed that studies that have addressed 
a structured comparison of the organizational health literacy 
responsiveness (OHLR) level of a healthcare organization and 
the comparative analysis of MCDM models to each other in 
health literacy applications do not exist; on the second hand, 
the available reviews provide a non-fuzzy model for structured 
comparison purposes [22], and as it was early explained, this 
model is not the suitable to solve the structured comparison 
problem under uncertainty conditions. 

On the other hand, in addition to the fact that the 
qualitative methods proposed in that study are not ideal in 
evaluating the level of application, and the inability of the 
traditional qualitative – AHP integrated method to solve the 
problem of ambiguity related to evaluation, there is another 
problem, their model [22] in the last structured comparison 
step relied on a single scale to map the evaluation results of 
investigated alternatives to the relevant comparison scale for 
all objectives, and this of course generates inaccurate 
comparison results, especially if the differences in the 
evaluation scores between the alternatives are small. 

Therefore, this study addresses to reduce this gap 
attempting to describe how to structurally compare the health 
literacy performance of healthcare organizations in a specific 
health sector (or sub-healthcare organization of a particular 
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organization in the healthcare sector) under an uncertain 
environment and taking into account the sustainable priorities 
of this sector and the varying importance of the evaluation 
factors. It also aims to develop a fuzzy based framework to 
solve this problem. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2 a brief overview of the related work was provided. 
Section 3 described our methodology. The results are shown 
in Section 4, followed by a discussion and conclusion in 
Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. 

II. RELATED WORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. The Potential of Health Literacy to Address the Related 

UN Sustainable Development Goals 

Ensuring healthy lives and promoting well-being at all 
ages is the main health goal among the 2030 – sustainable 
development Goals [26]. The sustainable development G 
numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, and 10 are also allied to health and will 
contribute to the enhancement of the health of the overall 
population [27]. Knowledge and education, culture, gender 
roles, and quality, and cost of services effect the stakeholders 
to access services, engage with them and enact decisions that 
represent a group of healthcare engagement barriers [28, 29]. 
The knowledge of services; hazards; problems with services, 
availability, and quality; and health system responsiveness are 
of highly priority and considerable sustainable development 
goal targets for dealing with such challenges [29]. Making 
sound decisions about the health of the overall population and 
public health promotion is a basic requirement to improve and 
maintain the quality of life in society, and this requirement 
cannot be achieved without the availability of characteristics, 
skills, competence, and motivation among individuals who 
work in health information and services. The availability of 
these features, without the necessary support to access this 
information and these services, understand, and use them also 
hinders the achievement of these goals . These two factors are 
directly linked to health literacy, and the integration of these 
factors to achieve this requirement in the scope of one system 
summarizes the concept of health literacy [28] . Accordingly, 
health literacy is a pivotal determinant of discernment, 
reaching, and benefitting health data and services and strongly 
supports achieving the 2030 goals and targets. It is important 
that the health literacy needs of the community are directed 
and that measures for improving it are selected, adjusted, and 
implemented. To achieve this, the health literacy 
responsiveness should be considered, assessed, and improved 
[10, 28], and diagnosis of the actual status of health literacy is 
a basic step for achieving that [10]. 

B. The Corporate Social Responsibility, Sustainable 

Development and Health Literacy 

Lately, the interaction between the conceptions of 
corporate social responsibility and sustainable development 
has consolidated, and sustainable development is considered 
an integrated community project. It works to achieve 
community security by focusing on the main components, 
which are environmental security, social security, and 
economic security, to protect society from environmental, 
social, and economic risks that threaten its security and 

stability [30, 31]. Therefore, all segments of society must 
participate in it. All governments, private sector companies, 
and institutions, and civil society organizations should 
participate and contribute to raising the level of societies by 
adopting social responsibility initiatives that are in line with 
development goals. Corporate responsibility and corporate 
sustainability can be used as synonyms (United Nations 
Global Compact, 2013). Both the corporate social 
responsibility and the sustainable development are based on 
the same dimensions that ultimately lead to achieving their 
goals in societies [31]. Both corporate social responsibility 
and sustainable development are highly contextual in terms of 
their temporal and societal setting. They are both subject to 
issue attention cycles in which events or findings give them 
urgency, and organizations respond and adapt [31]. 
Pesmatzoglou [32] estimates that there are absolutely no 
development goals that social responsibility cannot contribute 
to. Thus, the aforementioned social and health challenges and 
the consequences of economic problems that fall within the 
objectives of sustainable development, can be processed by 
addressing and increasing corporate social responsibility. 
However, to improve health literacy, corporate social 
responsibility decision makers should focus on [33]: 
(1) integrating health literacy initiatives into existing corporate 
social responsibility programs focused on health and well-
being in the workplace; (2) engaging in an active dialogue 
with key healthcare stakeholders; and (3) developing a 
―Blueprint for Action in Health Literacy,‖ based on best 
practices and case studies. Companies and programs that are 
moving toward enhancing their social role in society will be 
able to solve many problems by assessing the current 
organizational health literacy responsiveness situation of 
healthcare organizations, knowing and arranging the different 
areas and weaknesses of health literacy in organizations 
according to the sustainable development priorities of the 
health sector, and focusing on these points and creating 
partnerships between health institutions and the institutions. 
The most prominent is that the investment in dedicated 
resources will be distributed in accordance with sustainable 
health priorities, and the supported corporate social 
responsibility programs and services will differ from one 
region to another and from one health organization to another, 
in accordance to the actual needs of the citizens benefiting 
from its services. In turn, these conflicts with sustainable 
health goals will lead to poor health sustainable situation [33]. 

C. The Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process 

The Hierarchy Analysis Process (AHP) is the most 
common and widely used method to derive relative weights of 
criteria. The analytic hierarchy process was developed by 
Saaty [34]. In practice, the process of analytic hierarchy 
process implementation requires two main stages to structure 
problems and derive priorities and importance through two 
comparison processes. In the first stage, the complex problem 
is divided into a hierarchy, while the second step begins with 
the prioritization procedure to determine the relative 
importance of the criteria at each level. In the last step, the 
hierarchical assessment is based on an indirect comparison of 
the decision maker‘s preferences, and the relative weights of 
each matrix are determined and normalized [35, 36]. The main 
feature of this approach is to turn a complex multidimensional 
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problem into a one-dimensional problem and provide 
mechanisms for calculating the final standardized solution for 
multiple evaluation experts (combine the final choices of a 
group to agree on a single outcome). This method is flexible 
and capable to test irregularities. Also, it provides mechanisms 
for computing the expert consensus. 

However, according to [25, 37] the traditional Satty‘s 
analytic hierarchy process method does not deal with the 
uncertainty involved in assessing the importance of the criteria 
For this reason, a fuzzy version of it was selected. This 
approach performs analytic hierarchy process under 
uncertainty and ambiguity, has received increasing 
acceptance, and has been approved and implemented to solve 
decision-making problems in many fields. 

D. Fuzzy Delphi based Assessment Method 

Several methodologies have been proposed in literature. 
Dalkey and Helmer [38] developed the classic Delphi method 
for surveying and consulting with experts, which is widely 
used for this purpose in numerous surveys over the last three 
decades. However, applying this method is still accompanied 
by some problems [39]: misinterpretation of expert views 
because of ignorance of the fuzzy variables; the need to repeat 
the assessment process, leading to a loss of specialist interest 
in progress assessment data, which makes the study more 
costly and systematically changes the original views. Another 
uncertainty problem occurred through the evaluation process 
because of a lack of information or imprecision. The fuzzy 
version of the Delphi method was developed to avoid such 
dilemmas. Application of this method reduces costs and time 
during the assessment of each item in the questionnaire, 
reduces the number of survey tours, increases the rate of 
retrieval of questionnaires, allows experts to express their 
opinions using fuzzy numbers, represents discretionary 
categories whose problem with fuzzy assessment disappears 
when used, provides a mechanism for dealing with 
nonconsensual cases accompanying the assessment, improves 
the integrity and consistency of opinions, and enhances expert 
consensus without opposing the original expert views on 
changes that contribute to a more realistic assessment of 
relevant problems and indicators [39]. 

E. Assessment of the Organizational Health Literacy 

Responsiveness Level in Health Care Organizations 

Numerous healthcare organizations utilize an 
organizational health literacy responsiveness level estimation 
of the indicators from international standards to get a 
dependable measurement. Using this tool in accordance with 
specific requirements and guidelines is enough to get a picture 
of the situation in any organization and enough to 
make necessary improvements upon it. On the contrary, 
getting this picture at the branch level of any multi-branch 
hospital, or at the institutional level of the public or private 
sector, is still not enough to make a correct comparison 
between their different health literacy states. This is because 
different branches or institutions have different sustainable 
objectives, environments, and priorities; consequently, the 
importance of evaluation areas and processes also varies. 
These comparisons are needed to ensure the economical 
investment of company resources as well as to ensure a 

sustainable distribution for government services and resources 
that support improving the situation as well as the resources 
for enterprises supporting the sustainability of the health status 
as a type of social responsibility. As equitable and sustainable 
distribution requires an answer on where and to whom 
economic resources should be distributed to achieve the 
maximum possible benefits, this could be determined by the 
structured comparison assessment through adapting suitable 
methods. 

Several evaluation frameworks and tools have been 
developed, collected, and tested—most notably those 
presented in [10, 41-42]. In this paper, we will use the 
international assessment tool of the HPH and HLO Working 
Groups - 2019 [10] because this tool is shown to be mature, 
widespread, and globally recognized. It is suitable for 
application in institutions of different sizes, with different 
levels of application, even if these institutions do not have 
previous experience in this regard. The assessment tool is 
designed so that it can be adapted to suit different international 
contexts and can be used as a comprehensive evaluation tool 
or, partly, through the selection of a brief set of its criteria and 
indicators, to assess the aspects that suit particular 
environments. The adaptation of such a tool minimizes the 
additional effort for collecting the required metrics. 

Despite the different methods and procedures used to 
measure the actual level of literacy requirements, and despite 
the different tools used, the reviewed and applied research can 
be classified in this regard into four types. The first type is 
focused on measuring the level of adherence to literacy 
practices according to specific factors for the purpose of 
identifying and improving weaknesses in a specific healthcare 
institution [43] or in a group of institutions [44-46]. The 
second type is focused on measuring the relative importance 
of the areas and indicators of applying literacy practices for 
the purpose of determining the most important or most 
appropriate factors for the institution or a specific health 
sector [47]. However, there is an applied research gap around 
the third and fourth types. The third framework is focused on 
merging the previous two types into a single evaluation 
framework with the aim of evaluating the actual level of 
practices and taking into account the importance of various 
evaluation indicators and factors. A number of studies have 
used this framework but in other application domains [25]. 
Additionally, the fourth type uses additional tools called 
ranking tools to make comparisons between different 
institutions in terms of their general or indicator level of 
application for certain applied practices [8, 9]. In any case, the 
comparison process in the fourth type requires the presence of 
two main inputs, the first input is the relative weight (relative 
importance) of the decision factors and indicators, and the 
second input is the result of the evaluation process. In 
practical terms, the applied study closest to our study is the 
one presented by Schmid [20], and it agrees in terms of the 
general objective and the methodological steps it followed, but 
it differs in other respects: (1) the field of application, 
Schmidt‘s study addressed the structured comparison of the 
information security maturity level of organizations, while this 
study focuses on the structured comparison of an 
organizational health literacy responsiveness Level in 
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hospitals and (2) the method used to evaluate the importance 
of the criteria, Schmidt‘s study applied the analytic hierarchy 
process method, this technique is not ideal as explained in the 
introduction, for this reason the Fuzzy analytic hierarchy 
processes applied in this study and (3) the 5-point scoring 
qualitative method was applied for evaluation of the 
performance level in the Schmidt‘s study, this method is not 
deal with the foggy environmental problems of the evaluation, 
for this reason in this study the fuzzy Delphi method is used. 
Additionally, this study differs from the studies on literacy 
assessment in that we use tools to assess the actual reality of 
literacy practices based on fuzzy techniques that diminish the 
ambiguities and flaws of the first and second assessment 
types, which we referred to earlier in the introduction, by 
relying on the fuzzy Delphi and fuzzy analytic hierarchy 
process methods. It compares the relative importance of the 
organizational health literacy responsiveness indicators in 
terms of their relevance and appropriateness for achieving the 
sustainable objectives of health institutions. 

Additionally, it also differs from all previous studies in 
that the proposed model does not use to measure the 
organizational health literacy responsiveness level of hospitals 
only, but, instead, uses to analyze and compare the cases of 
implementation between these hospitals according to each 
indicator and under the ambiguous conditions of the 
assessment. It also relied on multi-measurement scale to link 
the evaluation results with the structured comparison scale, in 
order to obtain more accurate comparative results. 

III. STRUCTURED COMPARISON APPLICATION AND MODEL 

DESIGN 

Based on the previously review of the dissimilar 
assessment tools and approaches, qualitative and quantitative 
assessment methods, and fuzzy and non-fuzzy weighting 
methods that have been presented in the literature, the model 
design implemented in this study is presented through the 
following stages: 

 Defining the general requirements for the 
implementation of the proposed model. 

 Process chart design for the model by integrating the 
requirements of the international assessment tool of the 
HPH and HLO Working Groups, fuzzy AHP, and 
fuzzy Delphi methods. 

 Criteria selection which is used for pairwise 
comparison by the experts and matrices development. 

 Different rules and procedures that are provided in the 
literature using MCDMs in order to practically 
implement the proposed model. 

A. Requirements of the Proposed Model 

This framework could be used in general or as a specific 
framework. The following are required: (1) To achieve a good 
picture of the importance of health literacy criteria from the 
sustainable perspective of the country, the healthcare 
sustainable conditions in its different areas and the role of the 
selected healthcare facility in achieving it should be 

considered; (2) The importance of the criteria is deferent by 
cities and healthcare facility types (hospital, unit, or center and 
public or private), and this deference should also be 
considered; (3) The investigated and compared healthcare 
organizations should be located at the same location, and have 
the same facility type; (4) The selected indicators should be 
applicable for use in the selected sector [10]; (5) The 
information gathering should be repeatable and stable, and the 
consistency test for the data gathered should use fuzzy 
analytic hierarchy process data, and an agreement test for the 
decision makers‘ opinions gathered using fuzzy Delphi should 
be performed; and (6) The framework should allow the 
healthcare sector or companies to visualize and explain the 
results of the evaluation, weighting, and comparison and, 
finally, allow a derivation of the areas where the government 
or companies could improve or where the business sector 
could help, serve, or plan its corporate social responsibility 
practices. 

B. Model Design 

In order to design the desired model taking into account 
the functional requirements of it and based on the procedural 
requirements of the international assessment tool of the HPH 
and HLO Working Groups, fuzzy AHP, and fuzzy Delphi 
methods, more than thirty articles using fuzzy hybrid 
methodologies were studied. Therefore, Fig. 1 is the process 
chart for design the model of this study, it uses for forming 
interrelationships between the structured comparison 
requirements, OHLR criteria and indicators, the calculation of 
the local and global weights of them, and the aggregation and 
testing the consistency of the fuzzy scores, and classification, 
ranking of criteria, and structurally comparing of hospitals, 
respectively. The detailed explanation of the model will be 
displayed in the next two sections. 

C. Criteria Selection which is used for Pairwise Comparison 

by the Experts and Matrices Development 

The SAT-OHL-Hos-v1.0-EN-international tool [10] is 
used to select criteria and sub criteria, which is divided into 8 
standards, 23 sub standards, and 156 indicators. For 
simplicity, the fourth standard was selected as a case study 
example. The fourth standard of this tool is devoted to 
measuring the application level of organizational health 
literacy responsiveness in providing and supporting easy 
navigation and access to documents, materials, and services. 
Its sub standards are: (C4-1) the organization enables first 
contact via user-friendly website and phone; (C4-2) the 
organization provides the information necessary for patients 
and visitors to get to the organization; (C4-3) Support is 
available to help patients and visitors navigate to the hospital; 
and (C4-4) Health information for patients and visitors is 
easy-to-understand and available for free. Taking requirement 
number 4 into consideration, and by interviewing 10 experts, 
22 indicators were selected as an applicable measurement 
indicator for organizational health literacy responsiveness 
assessment. Table I shows these indicators and their 
distribution, while the final decision tree of the problem is 
presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Process Chart of the Model Design. 
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TABLE I. OHLR INDICATORS OF THE FOURTH HLO STANDARD 

Indicator Statement 

C4-1-1 
The organization can easily be reached by telephone 24 hours a 

day by an automated system and by a person. 

C4-1-2 
If there is an automated phone system, there is a clear option to 

repeat the menu items. 

C4-1-3 
People at a hotline or an information desk are qualified to 

adequately answer patient inquiries.  

C4-1-4 
Contact information, location, and arrival information is easy-to-

find via Internet search engines. 

C4-1-5 
The website is easy-to-use for people with low digital HL and/or 

low HL. 

C4-1-6 
The website provides evidence-based information on frequent 

treatments and cites the scientific sources appropriately. 

C4-2-1 
The naming of locations on maps is consistent with the terms or 

wording used.  

C4-2-2 

The healthcare organization provides patients with easy-to-

understand information about directions from the patient‘s home, 

including public and private transportation options. 

C4-2-3 

The healthcare organization negotiates with local transportation 

services to assist patients by displaying adequate signage, clear 

announcements, and location information at public 

transportation stations. 

C4-2-4 Admission departments are clearly marked and visible. 

C4-3-1 
An information desk is available at all main entrances to support 

navigation. 

C4-3-2 Printed maps are available for free to support navigation. 

C4-3-3 
Maps clearly indicate the individual‘s location through easy-to-

understand symbols or ―You are here‖ signage. 

C4-3-4 
The staff responsible for the admission of patients appropriately 

directs patients and visitors to their respective unit and staff. 

C4-3-5 
The signage design is based on the appropriate height, location, 

color, and font size. 

C4-3-6 
Consistent wording and use of symbols is applied to all locations 

and rooms within the organization. 

C4-4-1 
Patients are informed about deductibles or other costs for 

treatment or services in advance. 

C4-4-2 Patients are informed about their patient rights. 

C4-4-3 
A physical or virtual patient information center comprising free 

health information is available. 

C4-4-4 
Various formats of easy-to-understand information regarding 

disease prevention are available.  

C4-4-5 
Various formats of easy-to-understand information regarding 

healthy lifestyles are available at multiple locations for free. 

C4-4-6 

Easy-to-understand menu information is available at bedside and 

in the cafeteria or canteen indicating nutrients and calories to 

support healthy choices. 

 

Fig. 2. The Decision Tree of the Problem. 

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION: 

DEMO APPLICATION 

1) First Stage: Weighting criteria and indicators by the 

fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. 

In this study, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process steps 
will be used as follows: 

a) Step 1—Defining the criteria (Section III.B). 

b) Step 2—Defining the scale. This step captures the 

linguistic imprecision in a pairwise comparison of the criteria 

and indicators. Because the proposed framework considers the 

subjectivity, uncertainty, and ambiguity of experts‘ judgments, 

a fuzzy linguistic approach analog to the 9-point scale 

conceived by Saaty [34] should be used (Table II). 

TABLE II. TRIANGULAR FUZZY CONVERSION SCALE 

Level of 

Importance  
Linguistic 

The Scale of the 

Fuzzy Number 

9 Absolute preference (8, 9, 10) 

8 
Preference between very strong and 

absolute 
(7, 8, 9) 

7 Very strong preference (6, 7, 8) 

6 
Preference between strong and very 

strong 
(5, 6, 7) 

5 Strong preference (4, 5, 6) 

4 Preference between moderate and strong (3, 4, 5) 

3 Moderate (2, 3, 4) 

2 
Preference between the equal and 

moderate 
(1, 2, 3) 

1 Equal (1, 1, 1) 

c) Step 3—Building the fuzzy pairwise comparison 

matrix. 

This step shows the preference of one criterion over the 
other for prioritization of all of the criteria and sub criteria. 
This represents the domain specific part of the fuzzy analytic 
hierarchy process calculations, and it only needs to be done 
once per substandard. The characteristics of the healthcare 
facility type (hospital, unit, or center and public or private) 
and their locations have a significant influence on the pairwise 
comparison when the individual indicators are compared. This 
is because the sustainability healthcare priorities in different 
locations of the country are not the same, and the 
sustainability, responsibility, and functionality role of different 
types of organizations in each location are not equivalent. 
However, taking the first three requirements of comparison 
into consideration, the decision maker must compare each 
criterion with its pair and denote which of the two criteria 
appears more important to him/her. This method of pairwise 
comparison allows the decision maker to elicit a very precise 
evaluation from the multitude of competing criteria. The 
comparisons must be carried out for one healthcare sector 
(e.g., public hospitals in Sana‘a). In the case of our hierarchy 
based on the organizational health literacy responsiveness 
indicators, 4 pairwise comparisons have to be made by each 
decision maker for the main HL‘s sub-categories and twenty 
two for the indicators based on four decision trees, 
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respectively. For this study a number of 50 pairwise 
comparison matrixes were generated, these matrixes are 
generated the taking into account the consistently check 
conditions presented below. 

d) Step 4—Consistency check the fuzzy pairwise 

comparison matrix and calculate the consistency ratio (CR). 

During this step, the consistency of the aggregate judgment 

matrix of all of the pairwise comparisons is determined by its 

consistency ratio (CR). To ensure a certain quality level for a 

decision, we have to analyze the consistency of the evaluation. 

To test the value of consistency of the comparison matrix 

depended on n, the consistency rate (CR) has to be computed. 

The CR is defined in [37] as a ratio between the consistency of 

a consistency index (CI) and the consistency of a random 

consistency index (RI). Saaty suggests that the consistency of 

the matrix is acceptable only if CR < 0.10 [37]. When a matrix 

is inconsistent, then new pairwise comparison judgments are 

required. Once the consistency ratio is accepted, it is possible 

to calculate the weights of the criteria. 

e) Step 5—Calculating the weights of each criterion if 

the CR is accepted, then apply the change‘s fuzzy analytic 

hierarchy process procedures [48]. In our case study example, 

the CR were calculated and accepted. Table III represents the 

calculated CR values and the overall consensus rate (CR%) 

for 10 decision makers (experts). While, Table IV represents 

the calculated weights and ranks of criteria based on F-AHP 

methods. It also represents the alternative calculated weights 

and ranks of criteria using the classical AHP method. 

TABLE III. CR TESTING RESULTS 

decision tree 
Expert 

CR (% ) 
EX1 EX2 EX3 EX4 EX5 EX6 EX7 EX8 EX9 EX10 

C4 0.03 0.022 0.076 0.043 0.09 0.043 0.09 0.079 0.03 0.07 96.1 

C4-1 0.02 0.086 0.08 0.031 0.073 0.061 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.03 97.8 

C4-2 0.06 0.063 0.09 0.022 0.043 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.075 98 

C4-3 0.026 0.084 0.08 0.08 0.081 0.063 0.08 0.09 0.091 0.06 96.9 

C4-4 0.035 0.078 0.067 0.062 0.08 0.013 0.07 0.053 0.078 0.057 96.5 

TABLE IV. THE ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH LITERACY RESPONSIVENESS INDICATORS, THEIR WEIGHTS AND RANKS 

  FAHP AHP 

C-N Indicator Global Weight Rank Global Weight Rank 

C4-1 C4-1-1 0.029 13 0.034304 14 

 C4-1-2 0.028 15 0.035584 12 

 C4-1-3 0.030 12 0.043264 10 

 C4-1-4 0.124 1 0.073472 3 

 C4-1-5 0.044 11 0.040448 11 

 C4-1-6 0.014 22 0.029184 17 

C4-2 C4-2-1 0.047 10 0.043554 9 

 C4-2-2 0.052 6 0.053074 8 

 C4-2-3 0.017 21 0.03451 13 

 C4-2-4 0.121 2 0.106862 1 

C4-3 C4-3-1 0.026 17 0.027888 18 

 C4-3-2 0.025 18 0.02772 19 

 C4-3-3 0.022 19 0.022848 21 

 C4-3-4 0.029 14 0.033768 15 

 C4-3-5 0.028 16 0.030912 16 

 C4-3-6 0.021 20 0.024696 20 

C4-4 C4-4-1 0.062 5 0.070616 4 

 C4-4-2 0.071 3 0.076824 2 

 C4-4-3 0.047 8 0.05626 7 

 C4-4-4 0.065 4 0.069064 5 

 C4-4-5 0.048 7 0.05626 7 

 C4-4-6 0.047 9 0.057424 6 
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2) Second stage: classification of the indicators by their 

importance and recalculation of their weights. 

To compare the organizational health literacy 
responsiveness levels of the company for each importance 
category, the indicators should be classified into importance 
categories. In this study, four categories were defined and the 
importance of their indicators was recalculated. The weight of 
each indicator is calculated by the division of its global weight 
on the total weights of groups‘ indicators. Based on the results 
obtained from the first stage, four importance categories were 
defined (G1-G4), and the relative importance (LW) and the 
ranking order (NR) of their indicators were recalculated using 
FAHP and AHP as shown in Table V. 

3) Third stage: Applying the organizational health literacy 

Assessment approach and the fuzzy Delphi method to 

determine the health literacy responsiveness level of the 

healthcare organization. 

The methodology was used to measure the real situation 
according to this international standard, which can be 
summarized as follows [10]: 

a) determining the scope of the evaluation and defining 

evaluation criteria and indicators; 

b) selecting the person responsible for coordinating the 

evaluation process, having the ability to coordinate and 

manage the process; 

c) forming the evaluation team in each evaluated 

branch, or department. Between 5 and 10 experts from the 

following areas should be involved: management; quality 

management; health promotion; human resource development; 

medicine; nursing; therapeutic professions, preferably from 

different departments; building services engineering or 

maintenance; patient-ombudsman or woman; self-help and 

patient representatives, communications, or spokesperson; 

d) evaluating the OHLR level, to capture the results and 

compare them, the 5-point Likert scale (1 = very poor to 5 = 

very good) is suggested for this process; and. 

e) discussing the results in the next meeting, focusing 

on which assessment best describes the overall situation. 

In this step, to determine the values that describe the 
overall situation on each indicator in each organization, the 
fuzzy Delphi method should be applied as follows [39]: 

 conversion of Likert scale numbers into fuzzy 
numbers; 

 defuzzification of the fuzzy scores; and 

 testing the experts‘ agreement. 

TABLE V. CLASSIFICATION OF OHLR INDICATORS BY THEIR IMPORTANCE CATEGORY 

 F-AHP AHP Indicator 

 

FAHP AHP 

G Indicator W Rank  LW LR Indicator W Rank  LW LR Order Class Order Class 

G1 C4-1-4 0.099 1 0.24 1 C4-2-4 0.107 1 0.290 1 C4-1-4 1 1 3 1 

 C4-2-4 0.121 2 0.29 2 C4-4-2 0.067 2 0.181 2 C4-2-4 2 1 1 1 

 C4-4-2 0.071 3 0.17 3 C4-1-4 0.073 3 0.199 3 C4-4-2 3 1 2 1 

 C4-4-4 0.065 4 0.15 4 C4-4-1 0.062 4 0.167 4 C4-4-4 4 1 5 1 

 C4-4-1 0.062 5 0.15 5 C4-4-4 0.060 5 0.163 5 C4-4-1 5 1 4 1 

G2 C4-2-2 0.052 6 0.22 1 C4-4-6 0.050 6 0.206 1 C4-2-2 6 2 8 2 

 C4-4-5 0.048 7 0.2 2 C4-4-3 0.049 7 0.200 2 C4-4-5 7 2 7 2 

 C4-4-3 0.047 8 0.2 3 C4-4-5 0.049 7 0.200 2 C4-4-3 8 2 7 2 

 C4-4-6 0.047 9 0.19 4 C4-2-2 0.053 8 0.217 3 C4-4-6 9 2 6 2 

 C4-2-1 0.047 10 0.19 5 C4-2-1 0.044 9 0.178 4 C4-2-1 10 2 9 2 

G3 C4-1-5 0.044 11 0.2 1 C4-1-3 0.043 10 0.195 1 C4-1-5 11 3 11 3 

 C4-1-3 0.054 12 0.25 2 C4-1-5 0.040 11 0.182 2 C4-1-3 12 3 10 3 

 C4-1-1 0.029 13 0.14 3 C4-1-2 0.036 12 0.160 3 C4-1-1 13 3 14 3 

 C4-3-4 0.029 14 0.13 4 C4-2-3 0.035 13 0.156 4 C4-3-4 14 3 15 3 

 C4-1-2 0.032 15 0.15 5 C4-1-1 0.034 14 0.155 5 C4-1-2 15 3 12 3 

 C4-3-5 0.028 16 0.13 6 C4-3-4 0.034 15 0.152 6 C4-3-5 16 3 16 4 

G4 C4-3-1 0.026 17 0.21 1 C4-3-5 0.031 16 0.189 1 C4-3-1 17 4 18 4 

 C4-3-2 0.025 18 0.2 2 C4-1-6 0.029 17 0.179 2 C4-3-2 18 4 19 4 

 C4-3-3 0.022 19 0.18 3 C4-3-1 0.028 18 0.171 3 C4-3-3 19 4 21 4 

 C4-3-6 0.021 20 0.17 4 C4-3-2 0.028 19 0.170 4 C4-3-6 20 4 20 4 

 C4-2-3 0.017 21 0.14 5 C4-3-6 0.025 20 0.151 5 C4-2-3 21 4 13 3 

 C4-1-6 0.014 22 0.11 6 C4-3-3 0.023 21 0.140 6 C4-1-6 22 4 17 4 
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The procedures in the last step should be repeated for each 
investigated indicator for each organization. The number of 
experts should be optimal and comply with the previous 
suggestions for the Delphi method implementation, which are 
between ten and fifty [49]. In this study, 10 evaluators were 
selected as an evaluation team in each organization, and this 
number is optimal and complied with both the Delphi [49] and 
organizational health literacy assessment tool requirement 
[10]. The triangular fuzzy numbers provided an opportunity 
for each recorded response made by an expert in the form of 
the Likert-scale scoring to be translated into fuzzy scoring 
(refer to Table VI. After that, the fuzzy scores should be 
averaged for the defuzzification process. This process is to 
identify the organizational health literacy responsiveness level 
of the organization on each indicator. In the last step, the 
experts‘ agreement (expert consensus) should be calculated 
and must be ≥ 75% [36/145]. If this condition is not achieved, 
the fourth and fifth evaluation processes should be repeated. 
Table VI was used for mapping the averaged fuzzy scores to 
their relevant organizational health literacy responsiveness 
levels. Section 4 describes the obtained results. In this study 
the experts‘ consensus equaled 100% for each indicator in all 
three virtual organizations of the case study example. The 
OHLR level of hospitals based on both qualitative-AHP based 
model and FDM _FAHP methods are presented in Table VII, 
and Table VIII, respectively. After that, to simplify the 

comparison process of the results, these score were 
represented in percentage form, and the practical gaps in the 
implementation of the OHLR practices for each alternative 
hospital were also calculated. 

After that, the overall weighted evaluation scores of 
hospitals based on both models on each main original category 
(C4-1-C4-4), and on the whole (C4) standard were calculated, 
these values were also mapped into the percentage scale as 
well. Tables IX, and X represent the results. In addition, the 
overall weighted evaluation scores of hospitals based on both 
models on each importance category (G1-C4) were calculated. 
These values were also mapped into the percentage gap scale. 
Tables XI and XII represent the result. 

TABLE VI. FUZZY DELPHI EVALUATION SCALES AND ASSESSMENT INDEX 

Likert Scale Linguistic Variable 
Fuzzy Scale 

n1 n2 n3 

5 Very good (VG) 0.6 0.8 1 

4 Good (G) 0.4 0.6 0.8 

3 Fair (F) 0.2 0.4 0.6 

2 Poor (P) 0 0.2 0.4 

1 Very poor (VP) 0 0 0.2 

TABLE VII. THE QUALITATIVE –AHP BASED EVALUATION RESULTS 

 
Indicator LW local rank 

ES ES % Gap  

G H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 Max-Gap 

G1 C4-2-4 0.290 1 4.3 4.6 4.7 86 92 94 14 8 6 14 

 C4-4-2 0.181 2 1.4 2.7 2.6 28 54 52 72 46 48 72 

 C4-1-4 0.199 3 1.2 1.5 1.6 24 30 32 76 70 68 76 

 C4-4-1 0.167 4 4.4 4.4 4.5 88 88 90 12 12 10 12 

 C4-4-4 0.163 5 2.6 2.7 2.8 52 54 56 48 46 44 48 

G2 C4-4-6 0.206 1 4.2 4.5 4.6 84 90 92 16 10 8 16 

 C4-4-3 0.200 2 2.4 2.8 2.9 48 56 58 52 44 42 52 

 C4-4-5 0.200 2 4.1 4.3 4.5 82 86 90 18 14 10 18 

 C4-2-2 0.217 3 3.2 3.2 3.3 64 64 66 36 36 34 36 

 C4-2-1 0.178 4 3.2 3.6 3.8 64 72 76 36 28 24 36 

G3 C4-1-3 0.195 1 3.3 3.7 3.8 66 74 76 34 26 24 34 

 C4-1-5 0.182 2 1 1.3 1.5 20 26 30 80 74 70 80 

 C4-1-2 0.160 3 1 1.2 1.5 20 24 30 80 76 70 80 

 C4-2-3 0.156 4 3.6 3.8 3.6 72 76 72 28 24 28 28 

 C4-1-1 0.155 5 3.2 3.7 3.8 64 74 76 36 26 24 36 

 C4-3-4 0.152 6 4.7 4.9 4.6 94 98 92 6 2 8 8 

G4 C4-3-5 0.189 1 4.8 4.8 4.9 96 96 98 4 4 2 4 

 C4-1-6 0.179 2 1 1 1.1 20 20 22 80 80 78 80 

 C4-3-1 0.171 3 3.4 3.7 3.6 68 74 72 32 26 28 32 

 C4-3-2 0.170 4 2.3 2.7 2.8 46 54 56 54 46 44 54 

 C4-3-6 0.151 5 4.9 4.9 4.9 98 98 98 2 2 2 2 

 C4-3-3 0.140 6 4.6 4.8 4.8 92 96 96 8 4 4 8 
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TABLE VIII. THE FDM-FAHP BASED EVALUATION SCORES 

 
Indicator LW LR 

ES ES % Gap  

G H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 Max-Gap 

G1 C4-1-4 0.24 1 0.09 0.13 0.15 11.63 16.63 18.38 88.38 83.38 81.63 88.38 

 C4-2-4 0.29 2 0.66 0.72 0.74 82.50 90.00 92.50 17.50 10.00 7.50 17.50 

 C4-4-2 0.17 3 0.12 0.34 0.32 15.00 42.50 40.00 85.00 57.50 60.00 85.00 

 C4-4-4 0.15 4 0.32 0.34 0.36 40.00 42.50 45.00 60.00 57.50 55.00 60.00 

 C4-4-1 0.15 5 0.68 0.68 0.70 85.00 85.00 87.50 15.00 15.00 12.50 15.00 

G2 C4-2-2 0.22 1 0.44 0.44 0.46 55.00 55.00 57.50 45.00 45.00 42.50 45.00 

 C4-4-5 0.20 2 0.62 0.66 0.70 77.50 82.50 87.50 22.50 17.50 12.50 22.50 

 C4-4-3 0.20 3 0.28 0.36 0.38 35.00 45.00 47.50 65.00 55.00 52.50 65.00 

 C4-4-6 0.19 4 0.64 0.70 0.72 80.00 87.50 90.00 20.00 12.50 10.00 20.00 

 C4-2-1 0.19 5 0.44 0.52 0.56 55.00 65.00 70.00 45.00 35.00 30.00 45.00 

G3 C4-1-5 0.20 1 0.07 0.11 0.14 8.38 14.13 17.50 91.63 85.88 82.50 91.63 

 C4-1-3 0.25 2 0.46 0.54 0.56 57.50 67.50 70.00 42.50 32.50 30.00 42.50 

 C4-1-1 0.14 3 0.44 0.54 0.56 55.00 67.50 70.00 45.00 32.50 30.00 45.00 

 C4-3-4 0.13 4 0.74 0.78 0.72 92.50 97.50 90.00 7.50 2.50 10.00 10.00 

 C4-1-2 0.15 5 0.07 0.09 0.13 8.38 11.63 16.63 91.63 88.38 83.38 91.63 

 C4-3-5 0.13 6 0.76 0.76 0.78 95.00 95.00 97.50 5.00 5.00 2.50 5.00 

G4 C4-3-1 0.21 1 0.48 0.54 0.52 60.00 67.50 65.00 40.00 32.50 35.00 40.00 

 C4-3-2 0.20 2 0.26 0.34 0.36 32.50 42.50 45.00 67.50 57.50 55.00 67.50 

 C4-3-3 0.18 3 0.72 0.76 0.76 90.00 95.00 95.00 10.00 5.00 5.00 10.00 

 C4-3-6 0.17 4 0.78 0.78 0.78 97.50 97.50 97.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 

 C4-2-3 0.14 5 0.52 0.56 0.52 65.00 70.00 65.00 35.00 30.00 35.00 35.00 

 C4-1-6 0.11 6 0.07 0.07 0.08 8.38 8.38 10.00 91.63 91.63 90.00 91.63 

TABLE IX. THE OVERALL WEIGHTED EVALUATION SCORES OF HOSPITALS: QUALITATIVE – AHP MODEL 

Category W R 
Weighted ES Weighted ES % Gap  

H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 Max-Gap 

C4-1 0.256 3 3.148 3.499 3.565 62.950 69.982 71.308 37.050 30.018 28.692 37.050 

C4-2 0.238 2 3.186 3.492 3.655 63.726 69.834 73.098 36.274 30.166 26.902 36.274 

C4-3 0.168 4 3.030 3.257 3.281 60.590 65.146 65.614 39.410 34.854 34.386 39.410 

C4-4 0.338 1 3.134 3.357 3.399 62.674 67.148 67.974 37.326 32.852 32.026 37.326 

C4 1  3.132 3.409 3.483 62.645 68.176 69.651 37.355 31.824 30.349 37.355 

TABLE X. THE OVERALL WEIGHTED EVALUATION SCORES OF HOSPITALS: FDM– FAHP MODEL 

Category W R 
Weighted ES Weighted ES % Gap  

H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 Max-Gap 

C4-1 0.273 3 0.195 0.246 0.267 24.314 30.769 33.387 75.686 69.231 66.613 75.686 

C4-2 0.237 2 0.558 0.608 0.627 69.790 75.965 78.428 30.210 24.035 21.573 30.210 

C4-3 0.149 4 0.623 0.660 0.652 77.835 82.480 81.475 22.165 17.520 18.525 22.165 

C4-4 0.341 1 0.425 0.500 0.514 53.123 62.475 64.283 46.878 37.525 35.718 46.878 

C4 1  0.423 0.480 0.494 52.890 59.997 61.762 47.110 40.003 38.238 47.110 
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TABLE XI. THE OVERALL WEIGHTED EVALUATION SCORES OF HOSPITALS ON IMPORTANCE GROUPS: QUALITATIVE– AHP MODEL 

Category W R 
Weighted ES Weighted ES % Gap  

H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 Max-Gap 

G1 0.368938 1 2.896 3.295 3.359 57.921 65.896 67.171 42.079 34.104 32.829 42.079 

G2 0.24501 2 3.426 3.678 3.816 68.511 73.567 76.322 31.489 26.433 23.678 31.489 

G3 0.221878 3 2.756 3.060 3.102 55.122 61.195 62.050 44.878 38.805 37.950 44.878 

G4 0.163248 4 3.444 3.591 3.628 68.883 71.826 72.560 31.117 28.174 27.440 31.117 

TABLE XII. THE OVERALL WEIGHTED EVALUATION SCORES OF HOSPITALS ON IMPORTANCE GROUPS: FDM– FAHP MODEL 

Category W R 
Weighted ES Weighted ES % Gap  

H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 Max-Gap 

G1 0.419178 1 0.384 0.452 0.463 48.025 56.443 57.915 51.975 43.557 42.085 51.975 

G2 0.241367 2 0.483 0.534 0.562 60.429 66.795 70.279 39.571 33.205 29.721 39.571 

G3 0.178825 3 0.387 0.429 0.436 48.343 53.658 54.504 51.657 46.342 45.496 51.657 

G4 0.160506 4 0.475 0.529 0.537 59.368 66.164 67.135 40.632 33.836 32.865 40.632 

4) Fourth Stage: Structured comparison of the OHLR 

levels of the hospitals using AHP. 

In this stage, a structured comparison of the OHLR levels of 
hospitals, according to their overall weighted scores (C4), their 
overall weighted scores on each original category of indicators 
(C4-1, C4-2, C4-3, and C4-4), and their evaluation scores on 
each importance class (G1, G2, G3, and G4). 

As all ambiguous and vague problems associated with the 
early implemented evaluation steps were solved using FAHP 
and FDM methods, there is no longer needed to use the fuzzy 
based technique to structurally compare the organizational 
health literacy responsiveness levels of hospitals. So, The 
AHP method will be used; the same analytic hierarchy process 
procedures should be applied to compare them. This stage is 
used for pairwise evaluation of the indicators‘ level of 
hospitals, so the alternatives of the MCDM problem are the 
indicators‘ and categories‘ health literacy responsiveness 
levels of three hospitals (H1, H2, and H3). The gap between 
the comparative organizational health literacy responsiveness 
levels of two hospitals‘ indicators will decide which hospital 
is doing worst, or need more financial support at a whole 
system, specific group of indicators. 

In this study, the total comparison processes are nine; one 
process at the overall OHLR level, four processes at the 
original domain level, and four processes at the importance 
domain level, for each process need to map the gap scale (0-
max gap value) to the 9-stage analytic hierarchy process score. 

The result is a table where each GAP interval represents an 
analytic hierarchy process score, which is verbally described 
the situation. 

The proposed model used a dynamical table [Table XIII] 
for mapping the related implementation gaps of hospital to 9 
point scale, with interval equals (max gap/9). 

For example, if the evaluation scores of the three hospitals 
on the indicator ‗C4‘ are (0.423, 0.480 and 0.494), the related 
implementation gaps of them are (47.110, 40.003, and 
38.238), and the max gap is 47.110. This means the (0-47.110) 
gape scale should be mapped to 9 point scale, with interval 
equals 5.23; the first analytic hierarchy process score level (1) 
will be mapped to the (0-5.23), while the second level well be 
mapped to the (5.24-10.46),…., the last level (9) will be 
mapped to the (41.89-47.11). This also means that the first 
hospital is the worst one, and the implementation gap between 
it and the second hospital is 7.1. Then, the analytic hierarchy 
process score is—as it corresponds to the GAP interval 2—2 if 
the first hospital is compared with the second or third, and it is 
1/2 if the second or third hospital is compared with the first. 
By the same way, the analytic hierarchy process score is 1, if 
the second and third hospitals compared with each other. This 
process was repeated 9 times and the results are presented in 
the following analysis section. This multi measurement scale 
was implemented instead of the suggested by [22] static 
mapping scheme; the static measurement scale is presented in 
Table XIV. 

TABLE XIII. MAPPING BETWEEN THE ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS SCORE AND EVALUATION GAPS 

AHP process Score  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Dynamic  

Gap scale 

C4 5.23 10.47 15.70 20.94 26.17 31.41 36.64 41.88 47.11 

C4-1 8.41 16.82 25.23 33.64 42.05 50.46 58.87 67.28 75.69 

C4-2 3.36 6.71 10.07 13.43 16.78 20.14 23.50 26.85 30.21 

C4-3 2.46 4.93 7.39 9.85 12.31 14.78 17.24 19.70 22.17 

C4-4 5.21 10.42 15.63 20.83 26.04 31.25 36.46 41.67 46.88 

G1 5.78 11.55 17.33 23.10 28.88 34.65 40.43 46.20 51.98 

G2 4.40 8.79 13.19 17.59 21.98 26.38 30.78 35.17 39.57 

G3 5.74 11.48 17.22 22.96 28.70 34.44 40.18 45.92 51.66 
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TABLE XIV. MAPPING BETWEEN THE ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS SCORE AND FIVE POINT EVALUATION GAPS [16] 

AHP process Score 5-point scale Persentage scale 

9 4.44-5 88.89-100 

8 3.89-4.44 77.78-88.89 

7 3.33-3.89 66.67-77.78 

6 2.78-3.33 55.56-66.67 

5 2.22-2.78 44.44-55.56 

4 1.67-2.22 33.33-44.44 

3 1.11-1.67 22.22-33.33 

2 0.56-1.11 11.11-22.22 

1 0-0.56 0-11.11 

V. STRUCTURED COMPARISON RESULTS AND ITS 

DISCUSSION 

As it explained previously, the proposed model (A) 
depends on three different procedures that distinguish it from 
the model (B) that was proposed in study [22]; It relies on the 
fuzzy hierarchical analysis technique instead of the classical 
hierarchical analysis technique for the purpose of determining 
the weights of indicators and criteria; It depends on the fuzzy 
Delphi technique instead of the qualitative evaluation 
technique that depends on a five-point Likert scale for 
assessing literacy practices of hospitals. It also uses a multi- 
measurement scale, instead of the single one to link the 
evaluation results with the structured comparison scale, in 
order to obtain more accurate comparative results. on the 
overall weighted scores of implementation (C4 - level), the 
overall weighted scores on each sub category of indicators 
(SC-level: C4-1, C4-2, C4-3, and C4-4), and on each 
importance class (G-level: G1, G2, G3, and G4). 

Table XV and Fig. 3 show, the structured comparison 
results of three models: (A, B, and C); the third model (C) is 
built based on the qualitative-AHP evaluation methods, which 
are used by the (B) model and it used a multi-measurement 
scale of the first model (A) for structured comparison purpose. 

By analyzing the results of the study, the following were 
found: 

It has become clear that the model (B) gives consistent 
comparative results for all nine comparison cases, and this 
means that the ratios that have been assigned to alternatives 
according to this model are not accurate as required. This 
result can be explained by the nature of the evaluation findings 
themselves; the convergence of evaluation results has been 
clearly observed, with very little variation in the application 
gap for alternatives; It is in a range of (0-0.56). This makes the 
results of the process of mapping these results to the levels 
used to study the comparison are limited to a single level, and 
corresponded to the first AHP - comparison assessment level 
(referred to Table XVI), and This in turn generates equal 
comparison rates for alternatives, 33 percent each (Fig. 3). 

Although this model does not address the ambiguity 
associated with the evaluation process, it is appropriate for the 
purpose of study, if one condition is met. Only if the results of 
the application gap for alternatives are significantly different, 
and can be mapped to more than one comparison level. 
Unfortunately, in practice that cannot be guaranteed. This 
makes us stress the need to use multi-measurement scale to 
link the application gap of alternatives to the AHP comparison 
scale (Model C). Therefore, in the following sub section, the 
results of the proposed model (A) will be compared with those 
which were acquired by the model(C). 

TABLE XV. THE STRUCTURED COMPARASION RESULTS OF ALL MODELS 

L Category 
The proposed model (A) The qualitative – AHP [22](B) 

The qualitative – AHP  

 (Dynamic mapping) (C) 

H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 

C4 C4 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 

SC 

C4-1 41.26% 32.75% 25.99% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 54.99% 24.02% 20.98% 

C4-2 54.99% 24.02% 20.98% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 54.99% 24.02% 20.98% 

C4-3 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 

C4-4 54.99% 24.02% 20.98% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 

G G1 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 

 G2 54.99% 24.02% 20.98% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 54.99% 24.02% 20.98% 

 G3 41.26% 32.75% 25.99% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 

 C4 50.00% 25.00% 25.00% 33.33% 33.33% 33.33% 41.26% 32.75% 25.99% 
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Fig. 3. The Structured Comparison Results of All Models. 

TABLE XVI. THE SINGLE AND MULTI-MEASURMENT SCALE 

L Category 
ES Gaps 

The AHP mapped level of the  

gap level using single measurement  

scale (0-5) 

The AHP mapped level of the gap 

 level using multi - measurement scale 

H1 H2 H3 H1 H2 H3 H1vs H2 H1vs H2  H2vs H3 H1vs H2 H1vs H2  H2vs H3 

SC 

C4-1 3.148 3.499 3.565 0.3516 0.4179 0.0663 1 1 1 2 3 1 

C4-2 3.186 3.492 3.655 0.3054 0.4686 0.1632 1 1 1 2 3 1 

C4-3 3.030 3.257 3.281 0.2278 0.2512 0.0234 1 1 1 2 2 1 

C4-4 3.134 3.357 3.399 0.2237 0.265 0.0413 1 1 1 2 2 1 

The results of the comparison of the output of the two 
models (A and C) at the general level of health literacy 
showed that the first hospital was most in need for the 
financial support allocated for improving the level of health 
literacy. This result suggests that the first hospital have to get 
50 per cent of the resources, whereas other hospitals have to 
get 25 per cent each. 

Also, results of the comparison of their output at the sub-
domain level of the fourth standard used in this study (SC- 
level) and at the sub-class level of indicators classified 
according to their importance (G-level) show that there are 
differences in the financial support rates that those hospitals 
have to get. 

To compare results of these models, the average change in 
the output of two models, which are the values of the rates 
each hospital must have and the Bland-Atman agreement 
analysis between them were used. 

The Bland-Atman agreement analysis is implemented 
using the following steps [50]: (1) calculate the average 
weights and differences in them, (2) determine the mean of 
differences (d), and (3) compute limits of agreement. With 
assumption that the differences are normally distributed, and 
prediction interval of 95% as suggested by [50, 51]; the limits 
of agreement were calculated as (d + 1.69 * Sd ; d - 1.69 * 
Sd), where Sd is the standard deviation of the differences. 

The results of the analysis showed that the average change 
in the financial support ratios that the first hospital has to get 
was roughly 2.02%; and it were 2.08%, and 1.22 % in the case 
of the second and third hospitals. This is because there is no 
change in the rates assigned by these models for 0.55%, 
0.55%, and 0.45% of the comparative processes, respectively. 

It also presents that the proposed model (A) gives more 
accurate evaluation results in comparison with the other 
model; multiple levels of importance were assigned to 

indicators, and sub-domains that got one level in the other 
model. For example, Using the fuzzy based results (model A), 
For the first hospital case, two deferent values of importance 
41.26 %, 54.9 % were assigned to the (C4-1, and C4-2) 
classes, while the same rate 54 % has been assigned to them 
when the Qualitative – AHP results were used. For the same 
reason the proposed model gave better results when 
comparing the results of hospitals on the (C4-3, and C4-4), 
and (G1, and G3) pairs. The similar findings have been 
obtained in the case of other hospitals. 

In addition, in the case of hospital (1), the values of (- 
0.0048) and (0.033) were obtained, the first represents the 
mean of difference; the second describes the standard 
deviation of the differences for the investigated models. In 
addition, the value of (0.010) upper limit and (- 0.00079) 
lower limit of the confidence interval (0.0113) for the 
investigated pair were shown. This means that a 95 % of the 
differences in weights between models are possible to fall in 
the scope (0.010, – 0.00079). By the same way, a 95 % of the 
differences in weights of (H2) between the two investigated 
models are possible to fall in the scope (0.0084, – 0.0002), 
within an (0.0082) interval, and the same percentage of the 
differences of the third hospitals‘ weights between the two 
models are possible to fall in the scope (0.0025, – 0.0014), 
within an (0.0093).interval. 

Finally, the analysis of the average change in the hospitals‘ 
rates of both models shows that the fuzzy based model (A) is 
better than its equivalent classical model (B) in that it gives 
non-convergent evaluation results, allowing for better 
arrangement of criteria, because of that the fuzzy algorithm 
modifies experts' opinions by using three-valued numbers as 
an alternative to the one valued numbers representing the AHP 
rating levels, and this considerably affects the final weight 
[52]. Also, the agreement results indicate that the limits of 
agreement between these models are small enough to be 
confident that the proposed model (A) can be used in place of 
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the second one (C). Regarding this, the F_AHP-FDM based 
model for structured comparison of the OHLR level of 
hospitals will be recommended to use instead of the 
previously suggested Qualitative - AHP based model [22]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The results of the first and second stages show that, with 
the pairwise comparison using FAHP, it is possible to obtain a 
priority for each individual indicator and classify them into 
different groups, and, thus, it is very granular in the overall 
context of the OHL – standartd4. The fuzzy approach with the 
pairwise comparison by fuzzy AHP meets all of the 
requirements of the methodology. The results of the third 
stage show that the OHLR evaluation process is an important 
step to determine the development and enhancement 
directions. Additionally, these results show that with the 
evaluation using the fuzzy Delphi method, it is possible to 
obtain an OHLR level for each individual indicator in each 
organization, and, thus, it is very granular in the overall 
context of the OHL – standartd4 for the hospital sector. The 
fuzzy Delphi method also meets all of the requirements of the 
methodology. Similarly, it is shown that the weighting of the 
pairwise comparisons of the OHLR level for the hospitals can 
be mapped granularly to the indicators of the OHL – fourth 
standard. Additionally, it was possible to derive the FAHP 
score from the OHLR levels automatically. This makes it easy 
to compare the rankings of the hospitals. The only effort that 
needs to be invested is the prioritization of the HL indicators. 
The results show that all hospitals need additional resources 
and actions to improve their status. Additionally, it shows 
which hospital must get the biggest share of the support 
budget (the first hospital in our example). The results suggest 
that the approach works in conjunction with the simulation 
data. However, it can be strongly assumed that the method is 
directly applicable to public hospitals with the same or similar 
results. 

Also, the comparison results of the application of the 
proposed model with those obtained using the qualitative AHP 
based model suggest that the FDM-FAHP based model is well 
suited to define the organizational health literacy 
responsiveness level of different hospitals. The results of the 
pairwise comparison suggest that analytic hierarchy process 
based on the based on the multi-measurement scale is suited to 
compare the organizational health literacy responsiveness 
levels and to find the hospital with the worst health literacy 
responsiveness level within a public hospital sector. It has 
been proven that a comparison within some of the healthcare 
hospitals is possible using this integrated model. This 
proposed model has demonstrated how fuzzy analytic 
hierarchy process and fuzzy Delphi methods might be used 
together to assist decision makers with the evaluation and 
prioritization of organizational health literacy responsiveness 
factors in one sector, evaluation of the organizational health 
literacy responsiveness levels in each hospital in this sector, 
and rank of these hospitals by their actual organizational 
health literacy responsiveness level for future healthcare 
development, social responsibility, and sustainable planning 
objectives. 
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Abstract—Grid computing is a computer network in which 
many resources and services are shared for performing a specific 
task. The term grid appeared in the mid-1990s and due to the 
computational capabilities, efficiency and scalability provided by 
the shared resources, it is used nowadays in many areas, 
including business, e-libraries, e-learning, military applications, 
medicine, physics, and genetics. In this paper, we propose 
WorkStealing-Grid Cost Dependency Matrix (WS-GCDM) 
which schedule DAG tasks according to their data transfer cost, 
dependency between tasks and load of the available resources. 
WS-GCDM algorithm is an enhanced version from GCDM 
algorithm. WS-GCDM algorithm balances load between all the 
available resources in grid system unlike GCDM which uses 
specific number of resources regardless how many resources are 
available. WS-GCDM introduces better makespan than GCDM 
algorithm and enhances system performance from 13% up to 
17% when we experiment algorithms using DAG with dependent 
tasks. 

Keywords—Grid computing; static scheduling; dynamic 
scheduling; load balancing; directed acyclic graph (DAG) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Importance of grid computing comes from the need to 

access resources which are geographically distributed and 
cannot be moved or duplicated to the same location. Grid 
computing offer approaches to overcome these obstacles. By 
using a grid, distributed resources can be treated as if they are 
into single place [1,2]. Assigning tasks to processors 
/machines is an important issue as it improves the 
performance of the whole job so that our concern will be on 
scheduling resources in grid computing. Resources can be 
computers, storage space, instruments, software applications, 
and data, are all connected through the Internet and a 
middleware layer that provides basic services for security, 
monitoring, resource management, and so forth as shown in 
Fig. 1. This work concerned with the processing time 
efficiency. Resources available on grid are shared under 
policies that specify who is permitted to access resources, 
what are the resources that will be available for everyone, and 
under what conditions they will use these resources [3]. 

Nature of grid computing resources is dynamic; therefore 
achieving high performance is a challenge as new resource 
can be submitted to the grid or withdraw from the grid. There 
are number of factors, which can affect the grid application 
performance; load balancing is one of the most critical 
features of Grid infrastructure. 

Scheduling tasks in grid computing is critical as it 
influences the execution of the whole application. The 

problem of mapping tasks in grid computing is to find proper 
assignment of tasks to the available processors in order to 
optimize system utilization and load balancing and to 
minimize execution time [4]. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related 
works for the independent and dependent task scheduling 
algorithms are discussed. In Section 3, we clarified our 
problem statement. And, we describe our proposed algorithm 
and how the WS-GCDM balance task scheduling between the 
available resources. And, we discuss the experimental results 
under varying gridlets and number of resources between the 
GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms. In Section 4, we provide 
our final conclusion and the detailed algorithm. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Over the past few years, a lot of grid computing algorithms 

have been introduced. Such algorithms focused on arranging 
and allocating tasks to resources in a way that minimizes the 
execution time in order to enhance performance and data 
transfer cost between these resources. This section surveys 
previous work in scheduling tasks in grid computing. 

After user submit an application, the scheduler divides this 
application into tasks. These tasks may be dependent on each 
other and need to be scheduled based on the precedence 
between tasks, or sometimes each task is stand-alone and can 
be scheduled without affecting other tasks. This categorized 
scheduling in grid computing according to task dependency. 

As an example of independent task scheduling algorithms: 
Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB) algorithm [5, 6], 
Minimum Execution Time (MET) algorithm [7], Minimum 
Completion Time (MCT) algorithm [8], Min-min algorithm 
[9], Max-min algorithm [10, 11, 12], Suffrage algorithm [13, 
14]. 

 
Fig. 1. Framework of Grid Computing. 
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Dependent task scheduling algorithms use the Directed 
Acyclic Graph (DAG) to represent dependency between tasks. 
Algorithms schedule dependent tasks such as Fully 
Decentralized P2P Grid scheduling (FDPGS) algorithm 
proposed by Piyush Chauhan and Nitin [15]. Sorted nodes in 
leveled DAG division (SNLDD) algorithm proposed in [16]. 
Grid costs and dependence matrix (GCDM) algorithm was 
proposed in [17]. CCF (Cluster ready Children First) 
algorithm proposed by Florin Pop and Valentin Cristea [18]. 
Communication inclusion generational scheduling (CIGS) 
algorithm proposed by Communication Inclusion Generational 
Scheduling (CIGS) algorithm [19], Dynamic Critical Path for 
Grid (DCP-G) and rescheduling DCP-G (Re-DCP-G) [20], 
and Grid Workflow Scheduling (GWS) algorithm [21]. 

This work is concerned with the task scheduling problem. 
We present application subtasks as a Directed Acyclic Graph 
(DAG) then these subtasks are mapped to the available 
processors. Moreover, we are trying to balance load across the 
available resources by using workstealing algorithm. 
WorkStealing algorithm (WS-GCDM) redistributes the initial 
scheduling work over idle processors, and as long as all 
processors have tasks to execute, no scheduling overhead 
occurs. This is the advantage of using receiver-initiated 
scheduling rather than sender-initiated scheduling as every 
resource maintains it as work queue and idle processors try to 
steel work from other resources. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Architecture of proposed WS-GCDM algorithm has two 

main components: Resource Discovery and Workflow Task 
Scheduling. 

Resource Discovery component is responsible for 
discovering grid resources. It continuously collects 
information about which resources are available to the system. 
After finishing this task, it sends the collected information to 
the Grid Information Service (GIS) about the registered 
resources. The information includes number of processing 
elements (PEs), million instructions per seconds (MIPS), 
architecture and their operation systems. 

Workflow Task scheduling component is responsible for 
scheduling workflow tasks. It receives Directed Acyclic Graph 
(DAG) from the user and based on the collected information 
about the registered resources from GIS it instantiates static 
scheduling phase. Ready tasks are then dispatched to the 
mapped resources based on their priority on the workflow. 
When resource becomes idle, it tries to steal tasks from the 
busy resources and the initial static scheduling change. 

A. Overview of WS-GCDM Algorithm 
A WS-GCDM tries to minimize the execution time of the 

whole workflow application (makespan). The proposed WS-
GCDM algorithm consists of three phases: Resource 
Discovery, Static Scheduling, and Rescheduling by 
WorkStealing phase. 

Resource discovery phase is responsible for collecting 
information about the available resources. Then static 
scheduling phase tries to map DAG tasks to the appropriate 
resources based on the collected information stored in the GIS 

with the aim to reduce data cost transfer, which is the cost of 
transferring data from task to another task, and execution time 
of the whole application. The schedule is then submitted to 
Execution Manager (EM), which is responsible for getting 
ready tasks and executing these tasks to the scheduled 
resources. Final phase is the rescheduling by WorkStealing. 
This phase is responsible for monitoring the status of the 
available resources. When resource becomes idle it tries to 
find resource with tasks on its queue. Once it succeeded to 
finds this resource it tries to steal tasks from that resource 
which become a victim. We call idle resource which stole 
work from other resources stealer. Stealer resources try to 
steal tasks which can be finished as earlier as possible in order 
to search for other tasks to execute it. 

B. Static Task Scheduling 
Static task scheduling considers dependencies and data 

cost transfer between tasks in the workflow. Consider we have 
N tasks in the DAG workflow. Dependency (D) and data cost 
transfer (C) matrices (N*N) then created. 

In this stage number of resources that will be used initially 
will be as the number input nodes in the DAG. Steps of static 
task scheduling are: 

• Determine input nodes. 

• Mapping input nodes. 

• Mapping remaining nodes in the DAG. 

1) Determine input nodes: In this step input nodes are 
determined considering D matrix. Input nodes are the nodes 
which did not depend on any other nodes. Also, sometimes, 
they are called entry nodes. 

2) Mapping input nodes: After determining input nodes, 
number of resources that will be used initially is determined. 
In this step each input node is mapped to separate resource. If 
number of registered resources is less than number of input 
nodes, then we start mapping the outnumber tasks with the 
previously mapped tasks. Each processor now has its own set 
containing nodes that will be executed by this it. 

3) Mapping remaining nodes in the DAG: In the step all 
the remaining tasks in the workflow DAG is mapped to the 
used resources in the previous step. DAG is divided into levels 
and nodes will be scheduled level by level in order to perceive 
priorities between nodes. Let us consider we have m levels in 
the DAG, this mean that node in level i (0<=i<m) have higher 
priority than nodes in level i+1. Considering C matrix and sets 
of each processor nodes in the next level can be determined, 
and then these nodes can be scheduled considering their parent 
nodes. There are two cases for each node while scheduling it: 

• Node has only one parent. This node is not shared and 
scheduled to processor which has its parent on its set. 

• Node has more than one parent. This node is shared 
between other parent nodes and will be scheduled 
according to the following rule: 

a) If parent nodes are mapped to the same resource, then 
this node will be added to this processor set. 
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b) If parent nodes are mapped to different resources, 
then task will be added to the processor that are more 
transferring cost to its nodes. 

4) Rescheduling by work stealing phase: Workflow 
scheduling should be balanced to the available resources. 
GCDM fail to balance load across the resources, as this 
algorithm did not consider all the available resources and use 
only specified number of resources which is equal to the input 
nodes. Therefore, we can find resources idle while other 
resources may be overloaded. This may influence the 
execution of the whole application makespan; which is the 
time when all jobs are completed. 

WS-GCDM balance load across the available resources by 
using WorkStealing algorithm. Tasks are submitted to the 
mapped resources initially by using sender-initiated policy, 
which means scheduler is responsible for sending tasks to the 
resources. After this stage each resource will have its own 
queue containing ready tasks that will be executed by this 
resource. When execution of tasks begins on the mapped 
resources WorkStealing algorithm will be triggered. Idle 
resources, which are called stealer nodes, will try to find 
resources with tasks that can be stolen; these resources are 
called victim nodes. After succeeding to find this resource 
stealer node will steal Least Waiting Tasks (LWT) from 
victim and add this task to its own queue. LWT are tasks that 
have minimum waiting counter which represent number of 
tasks needed to be finished to start executing this task. We 
choose the LWT in order to make resource finish this task 
earlier than possible and try to steal another task from other 
victim nodes. Steal nodes become receiver initiated and by 
this utilization of idle resources are enhanced as it helps to 
make these resources as busy as possible. 

5) WS-GCDM pseudo code: As in this heading, they 
should be Times New Roman 11-point boldface, initially 
capitalized, flush left. 

This section describes the pseudo code of the WS-GCDM 
algorithm for scheduling workflow tasks which is shown in 
Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1. Work Stealing Grid Cost Dependancy Matrix (WS-
GCDM) algorithm 

1.Input: Directed acyclic graph. 
2.Construct dependency matrix 
3.Construct data transmission cost matrix 
4. Loop from i=0 to number of gridlets in dependency 

matrix 
If gridlet does not depend on any other node  

Add this gridlet to inputGridlets. 
5. Number of resources= the number of gridlets in 

inputGridlets 
6.Loop from i=0 to number of inputGridlets  

Schedule each gridlet to processor. 
7.While there are gridlets in DAG not scheduled  

1.If gridlet is not shared between resources then: 
i. Assign task to the processor that the tasks 

dependent on before it in set. 

2.Else if gridlet is shared between resources then: 
If parent nodes are mapped to the same 
resource  
then  

Add task to the parents processor set. 
If parent nodes are mapped to different 
resources  
then  

Add task to the processor that are more t
 ransferring cost to its nodes. 

8.Construct gridletResourceCharacteristics for each  
 gridlet which contains  
 Direct Parent list 
 Waiting counter 
 Direct children list 
9.Construct gridletProcessor list for each processor. 
10.Begin 

I. Loop from i=0 to number of gridlets on every 
gridletProcessor list 
 If gridlet waiting counter=0 
  Submit gridlet to its scheduled  
 resource 
  Add this gridlet to runningGridlets 

II. Loop from i=0 to runningGridlets 
 Loop from i=0 to number of gridletProcessor  
 While gridletProcessor.size==0 

  Create random number from 0 to  

 number of processors 

 Loop from i=0 to 
gridletProcessor[randomNumber].size() 

 Get gridlet with minimum waiting counter 

III. Add this gridlet to gridletProcessor list of this 
resource 

IV. Get direct children of those runningGridlets 
V. Add direct children to waitingGridlets 

VI. Loop from gridlet=0 to number of 
waitingGridlets 
Send message to waitingGridlets to decrement 
their waiting counter. 
Get direct children of those waitingGridlets 
Add direct children to waitingGridlets 
Go to step vi 

VII. Go to step i 

Initially the first phase of statically scheduling tasks to 
available resources. 

Steps 1-3 take DAG and construct its data and cost matrix. 
Then Steps 4-6 determines input or entry nodes and assigns 
each input node to the specified number of resources. Step 7 
schedules the remaining tasks in DAG to processors according 
to the previously described algorithm in section Static task 
scheduling. Step 8 adds parameters to gridlet beside its 
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characteristics. Direct Parent list contains Parents which are 
directly connected to this gridlet. Waiting counter contains 
number of tasks needed to be executed to start executing this 
gridlet and is calculated by incrementing waiting counter of its 
direct parents waiting by one. Direct children list contains 
children of this gridlet which are directly connected with it. 
Step 9 construct waiting queue for each processor which 
contains tasks that will be executed by this processor. 

Step 10 send gridlets with waiting counter =0 which means 
this gridlet become ready to be executed to running queue. 
After sending task to the running queue of the mapped 
processor, message from this task need to be sent to each child 
in the direct children list. This message is to inform the child 
that parent who sends message start executing and to be ready 
for executing. This means that this child needs to decrease its 
waiting counter by one. Also, this child needs to send message 
to each child in its direct children list to decrease its waiting 
counter and continue sending message from child to child 
until we reach the exit node. While there are tasks in the 
running queue idle resources search for victim nodes and try 
to steal work from it. 

6) Implementation: In our work, we use GridSim toolkit 
simulator. The GridSim toolkit provides modeling and 
simulation of entities in distributed computing systems, users, 
resources, and resource brokers (schedulers) for design and 
evaluation of scheduling algorithms. It was originally 
conceived by Buyya [22]. 

There are five different entities used in the system: 

• User. 

• Gridlets. 

• Resources. 

• Grid Information Service (GIS). 

• Grid Broker. 

The makespan, resource busy time percentage, and system 
improvement are the used measure to compare the 
performance of GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms. 

Makespan is the total time elapsed between the start time 
of executing the first task in the DAG workflow to the 
completion time of last task. 

Resource busy time percentage which is the percentage of 
time the resource is busy in executing tasks in its ready queue. 

System improvement rate that specifies the performance 
improvement rate of WS-GCDM algorithm with respect to 
GCDM algorithm can be measured as the difference between 
GCDM makespan and WS-GCDM makespan over the 
makespan of WS-GCDM algorithm. 

Table I shows the characteristics of all resources that will 
be used in our simulation environment. We have used a subset 
of resources of the World-Wide Grid (WWG) testbed, as used 
in [23]. 

TABLE I. THE WWG TESTBED RESOURCES 

Resource 
ID 

Resource 
Name 

MIPS 
Rating 

No of 
PEs 

Operating System 
Architecture  

5 Resource_0 515 4 
OSF1 
Compaq 
AlphaServer 

9 Resource_1 377 4 Solaris 
Sun Ultra 

13 Resource_2 377 4 Solaris 
Sun Ultra 

17 Resource_3 377 2 Solaris 
Sun Ultra 

21 Resource_4 380 2 Linux 
Intel Pentium/VC820 

25 Resource_5 410 6 IRIX 
SGI Origin 3200 

29 Resource_6 410 16 IRIX 
SGI Origin 3200 

33 Resource_7 410 16 IRIX 
SGI Origin 3200 

37 Resource_8 380 2 Linux 
Intel Pentium/VC820 

41 Resource_9 410 4 IRIX 
SGI Origin 3200 

The following subsections show six different experiments 
for evaluating the performance of WS-GCDM algorithm. 
DAG in each experiment is generated randomly. The gridlets 
in the generated DAG varying in their length and input file 
size. In addition, the first five experiments are done using only 
the first five resources from Table I and different number of 
gridlet (twenty gridlets, forty gridlets, sixty gridlets, eighty 
gridlets and one hundred gridlets). 

Experiment six shows the performance of GCDM and WS-
GCDM algorithms under different number of resources. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Experiment One 
We implement GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms on 

random DAG with 20 tasks and two input tasks. 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 indicate the busy time percentage of the 
available five resources for GCDM and WS-GCDM 
algorithms, respectively. 

 
Fig. 2. Resource Busy Time Percentage for GCDM Algorithm on Random 

DAG with 20 Tasks. 
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Fig. 3. Resource Busy Time Percentage for WS-GCDM Algorithm on 

Random DAG with 20 Tasks. 

Makespan of GCDM=10563.763 sec, while makespan of 
WS-GCDM=9128.416 sec. 

From the makespan results we can conclude that WS-
GCDM improve performance rate with nearly 15%. 

B. Experiment Two 
We experiment GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms on 

random DAG with 40 tasks and three input tasks. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate the busy time percentage of the 
available five resources for GCDM and WS-GCDM 
algorithms, respectively. 

Makespan of GCDM= 46630.65 sec, while makespan of 
WS-GCDM= 39797.880 sec. 

From the makespan results we can conclude that WS-
GCDM improve performance rate with nearly 17%. 

 
Fig. 4. Resource Busy Time Percentage for GCDM Algorithm on Random 

DAG with 40 Tasks. 

 
Fig. 5. Resource Busy Time Percentage for WS-GCDM Algorithm on 

Random DAG with 40 Tasks. 

C. Experiment Three 
We experiment GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms on 

random DAG with 60 tasks and three input tasks. 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate the busy time percentage of the 
available five resources for GCDM and WS-GCDM 
algorithms, respectively. 

Makespan of GCDM= 64844.101 sec, while makespan of 
WS-GCDM= 57213.422 sec. 

From the makespan results we can conclude that WS-
GCDM improve performance rate with nearly 13%. 

D. Experiment Four 
We experiment GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms on 

random DAG with 80 tasks and four input tasks. 

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 indicate the busy time percentage of the 
available five resources for GCDM and WS-GCDM 
algorithms, respectively. 

Makespan of GCDM= 75219.907 sec, while makespan of 
WS-GCDM= 65978.606 sec. 

From the makespan results we can conclude that WS-
GCDM improve performance rate with nearly 14%. 

E. Experiment Five 
We experiment GCDM and WS-GCDM algorithms on 

random DAG with 100 tasks and two input tasks. 

 
Fig. 6. Resource Busy Time Percentage for GCDM Algorithm on Random 

DAG with 60 Tasks. 

 
Fig. 7. Resource Busy Time Percentage for WS-GCDM Algorithm on 

Random DAG with 60 Tasks. 
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Fig. 8. Resource Busy Time Percentage for GCDM Algorithm on Random 

DAG with 80 Tasks. 

 
Fig. 9. Resource Busy Time Percentage for WS-GCDM Algorithm on 

Random DAG with 80 Tasks. 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 indicate the busy time percentage of 
the available five resources for GCDM and WS-GCDM 
algorithms, respectively. 

Makespan of GCDM= 87280.950 sec, while makespan of 
WS-GCDM= 76115.103 sec. 

From the makespan results we can conclude that WS-
GCDM improve performance rate with nearly 14%. 

F. Experiment Six 
In this experiment we compare load balance between 

resources and makespan of GCDM and WS-GCDM 
algorithms when number of resources varies. We make this 
evaluation using DAG with 100 tasks. 

From Fig. 12, we can conclude that makespan of GCDM 
under different number of resources does not change a lot as it 
uses only limited number of resources considering number of 
input tasks in the DAG whereas makespan of WS-GCDM 
under different number of resources always are less than 
makespan of GCDM as all resources are busy and has gridlets 
to execute. 

G. Experiment Seven 
In this experiment we compare our proposed algorithm 

WS-GCDM with Adaptive Workflow Scheduling (AWS) 
algorithm [21]. We compare makespan of WS-GCDM and 
makespan of AWS under different number of tasks. 

From Fig. 13, we can conclude that makespan of WS-
GCDM is less than makespan of AWS. 

 
Fig. 10. Resource Busy Time Percentage for GCDM Algorithm on Random 

DAG with 100 Tasks. 

 
Fig. 11. Resource Busy Time Percentage for WS-GCDM Algorithm on 

Random DAG with 100 Tasks. 

 
Fig. 12. Makespan of GCDM and WS-GCDM under different Number of 

Resources. 

 
Fig. 13. Makespan of AWS and WS-GCDM under different Number of 

Resources. 
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V. CONTRIBUTIONS 
Load Balancing is one of most important features of Grid 

Middleware for efficient execution of intensive applications. 
The efficiency of load balancing of the algorithm decides the 
efficiency of grid middleware. 

Our proposed algorithm WS-GCDM focus on balancing 
load among resources Work-Stealing Grid Cost Dependency 
Matrix (WS-GCDM) algorithm which is enhanced version 
from Grid Cost Dependency Matrix (GCDM) algorithm. 

WS-GCDM and GCDM are implemented and compared 
using the same data. It is found that WS-GCDM improves 
performance of the GCDM and the makespan in case of using 
WS-GCDM is better than GCDM. 

Also, we compared, this makespan of the proposed 
algorithm WS-GCDM with Adaptive Workflow Scheduling 
(AWS) algorithm and from the experiments results WS-
GCDM introduces better load balancing and enhances the 
makespan than GCDM and AWS algorithms as all the 
available resources are utilized. It enhances system 
performance by nearly 15%, 17%, 13%, 14% and 14% when 
we experiment algorithms using DAG with 20,40,60,80 and 
100 dependent tasks, respectively. 
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Abstract—School admission is a very important process in 
improving the education quality. Meanwhile, one problem in the 
school admission system is the mismatch. There are unassigned 
applicants and unallocated seats. In Indonesia, zone-based model 
is adopted in the public-school admission system. Students are 
assigned to their nearest school. Besides location, student’s 
academic performance and economic level are also concerned. 
Based on it, this work proposes coordinated public school 
admission model that accommodates flexible number of the 
concerned parameters. It is built based on the stable marriage 
algorithm or the deferred-acceptance algorithm as its derivative. 
The proposed model is a combination between the mandatory 
approach and the school choice approach. The concerned 
parameters are school-home distance, student national exam 
score, school rank, applicant poor status, and applicant’s 
preference. The simulation is conducted to investigate the 
performance of the proposed model compared with the previous 
models: the zone-based model and the two-step model. The 
prioritization of the concerned parameters is proven easily 
adjusted. The simulation result shows that in the over-demand 
condition, the proposed model creates higher average student 
national exam score and higher average school-home distance 
rather than the previous models. When the number of applicants 
is twice of the number of seats, the proposed model creates 6.6 
percent higher in the average student national exam score and 
71.4 percent higher in the average school-home distance. The 
simulation result also shows that the mismatch is solved. 

Keywords—School admission; school choice; stable marriage; 
deferred-acceptance; education 

I. INTRODUCTION 
School admission system is an important system in the 

school management system [1]. The role of school admission 
system is allocating the available seats to the appropriate 
applicants. In the over-demand condition, the school 
admission plays as selection or sorting mechanism so that the 
preferred applicants are accepted while the others are rejected 
[2]. The problem becomes more complicated in the public-
school admission system. The public-school admission system 
is usually coordinated by the local government due to its 
responsibility in managing them [1]. The most common 
problem in this admission system is the mismatch between the 
schools and the applicants. There is possibility where there are 
unallocated seats in several schools in one side, and 
unassigned applicants in another side. 

There are several conditions that make this problem 
happens. First, some schools are more favourite rather than the 
others. The favourite schools usually receive more applicants 

so that they face over demand condition [3]. Hart and Figalo 
[4] found that in Florida, schools with “A” accreditation 
receive higher enrolment rather than schools with “B” or “C” 
accreditation. Hofflinger, Gelber, and Canas [5] found that 
parents with higher socioeconomic status prefer high 
performing schools in Chile. Erickson [6] noted that in the 
United States, parents value the school quality although it is 
not always the highest determinant. In the other side, the non-
favourite schools receive less applicants so that they face 
over-supply condition [7]. Second, several schools are in the 
strategic location, for example in the city central or in the 
middle of residential area, while several other schools are in 
the non-strategic area. Schools that face over-demand 
condition will reject the less appropriate applicants so that 
there are unassigned applicants. In the other side, several 
schools that face over-supply condition will have unallocated 
seats. 

In Indonesia, public-school admission system is 
coordinated by the local government. This system adopts 
zone-based system so that schools prioritize students who live 
in the same zone [8]. This concept has several goals. The first 
goal is to allocate students to attend the school near their 
residential location so that the school-home distance and the 
transportation cost can be minimized [7]. The second goal is 
to minimize segregation among public schools so that there is 
not any stigma between favourite and non-favourite schools 
[9]. This segregation among schools has been blamed for 
creating inequality among schools where the favourite schools 
can maintain their superiority in academic performance 
compared with the non- favourite schools [7]. In the previous 
era, admission in public schools in Indonesia was based on the 
students’ academic performance, specifically based on the 
students’ national final exam score. High performing students 
tend to achieve high national exam score and have higher 
probability to be accepted in the favourite schools [7]. The 
opposite condition occurred in the non-favourite schools. Less 
favourite schools are almost impossible to complete the 
favourite ones. 

Meanwhile, implementation of the full zone-based system 
has been criticized by some stakeholders. A strict zone-based 
system makes students from the outer zone are difficult to be 
accepted [9]. Students do not have choice although the 
academic performance of their in-the-zone schools is low. 
Besides, full zone-based system is blamed for eliminating 
incentive for students with high academic achievement to be 
accepted in the favourite schools. So, parents that are 
unwilling to submit to the low performance in-the-zone public 
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schools, will send their children to the high-performance 
private schools to avoid sacrificing their children education 
quality [8]. Several local governments respond this problem 
by opening several admission channels sequentially to 
accommodate the academic achievement and the national 
regulation about zone-based system [8]. Unfortunately, this 
policy still cannot solve the mismatch problem. 

There is a popular algorithm that was used in the school 
admission system. It is stable marriage algorithm [10] or in 
other term is deferred-acceptance algorithm [11]. In its origin, 
this algorithm is illustrated in the matching process between 
equal number of men and women [10]. In practical, this 
algorithm is used in the matching process between colleges 
and students [12] and between hospitals and residents [13]. 
This algorithm also has been implemented in New York 
school admission system [14]. To date, this algorithm has 
been improved widely. 

Unfortunately, to be implemented in public-schools 
admission system in Indonesia, this stable marriage model 
needs to be improved. In the previous work, parameters 
included in the admission mechanism are the applicant’s 
preference list and school-home distance [14]. Meanwhile, in 
Indonesia, there are some unaccommodated parameters. The 
first is the student national exam score [1]. The second is the 
affirmative mechanism where there should be mandatory 
allocation for every public school to accept students with 
several disadvantages, for example is student from low-
income background [1]. 

Based on the explanation above, it can be summarized as 
follows. First, the school choice approach and mandatory 
approach have advantages and disadvantages so that the 
combination between both approaches may produce better 
outcomes. Second, the stable marriage algorithm is potential 
to solve this problem. Third, existing studies or solutions in 
the school admission system that used stable marriage 
problem usually concern in one or few parameters. Fourth, to 
be complied with the regulation in Indonesia, the basic stable-
marriage based solution should be improved. 

Based on this problem, we propose coordinated student 
admission model for public schools. This work aims to 
develop school admission problem that accommodates both 
school choice approach and mandatory approach; and it 
complies with the requirements of school admission in 
Indonesia. This model is developed based on the stable 
marriage algorithm or deferred-acceptance algorithm. 

Contribution of this work is as follows. Mainly, 
coordinated public school admission model is proposed based 
on the stable marriage algorithm with several advantages. 
First, this model guarantees that there will be no unassigned 
applicants in the over-supply or equal supply-demand 
condition. Second, this model accommodates parameters that 
are concerned by the stakeholders (school, family, and 
government): school-home distance, student national exam 
score, and affirmative scheme. Third, this model can be 
adjusted easily by every local government who is in charge in 
the public-schools admission process in its district. Fourth, 
this model simplifies the previous admission models process, 
both in the zone-based model [7] and the two-step model [14]. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the 
second section, the previous literatures in the school 
admission, school choice, and stable marriage algorithm are 
explained. In the third section, the proposed model is 
explained. In the fourth section, the simulation work and 
simulation result are discussed. In the fifth section, the 
findings and the deeper analysis connecting the result with the 
previous works are discussed. In the sixth section, this work is 
concluded in answering the research purpose and the future 
research potentials are described. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
There are two models in the school admission system, 

especially in the public school. The first is mandatory model 
[14] and the second is school choice model [15]. These 
models are usually adopted in the elementary school to high 
school. In the mandatory model, students will be allocated to 
the public school which is near or the nearest to their home 
[1]. In the school choice model, students can choose schools 
that they prefer the most [16]. In some cases, hybrid model is 
implemented. In the first model, zone-based system is usually 
implemented. Schools prioritize the in-the-zone students [8]. 
If there are available seats, schools can accept students from 
the outer zones. 

There are some supporting arguments to the mandatory 
model. First, schools must be attended by students which their 
house is near the school [17]. The goal is minimizing school-
home distance. The short school-home distance offers some 
benefits. Students’ travel time can be minimized so that their 
physical condition can be maintained to improve academic 
performance and risk or probability of the students for being 
late can be minimized too [17]. Short school-home distance 
also may reduce pollution and traffic congestion [17]. Second, 
there should be no selection to attend public schools. Schools 
are also forbidden to discriminate students based on their 
ability, for example student academic performance or family 
financial power [18]. 

In the other side, there are some supporting arguments to 
the school choice. The core reason is the market mechanism 
and competition. Competition among public schools can 
improve the school performance [19]. Schools are forced to 
improve their performance so that they are attracting enough 
to receive applications to fulfil their available seats [16]. In the 
school choice model, families are free to choose schools 
which are most preferred. In the common condition, schools 
with higher academic performance tend to receive large 
number of applicants so that in many cases, over-demand 
occurs [3]. In the over-demand situation, schools will 
implement selection process to accept their more preferred 
students and reject their less preferred ones [19]. In the other 
side, schools with less performance often meet over-supply 
condition which in the end of admission process, they still 
have unallocated seats. Several criteria that are often used in 
the selection process are student academic performance, 
siblings, and school-home distance. 

Nowadays, public schools in Indonesia adopt zone-based 
system. This system is similar with the mandatory model. 
Schools prioritize students from the same zone in the 
acceptance process. The goal is also the same, which is 
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allocating students to the school that is near them. The second 
goal is to eliminate segregation among public schools which 
discriminate public schools into two terms: favourite schools 
and non-favourite schools [7]. This goal is tried to be achieved 
by eliminating student’s national exam score from the 
selection criteria. In the previous era, student’s national exam 
score was the main criterion in the selection process [7]. 
Students with high national exam score competed to apply to 
the favourite schools. In the end, favourite schools were 
attended by the high performing students while non-favourite 
schools were attended by the low performing students [17]. It 
made competition occurs only among favourite schools. Based 
on their low intake, it was almost impossible for the non- 
favourite schools to compete [7]. 

Moreover, the exam-score based selection was also blamed 
in generating segregation among students based on the family 
income level [7]. Several studies showed that there is 
proportional relation between family income and student 
academic achievement. Students from high family income 
have more privilege and support to improve their academic 
achievement [3]. For example, they can take expensive 
additional academic course to support their performance at 
school. The opposite condition, although it is not always, 
happens to the students from the low family income. In the 
end, the students from the higher income family tend to 
achieve better national exam score compared with the students 
from the lower income family [17]. 

Based on this problem, government of Indonesia has 
announced policy for every public school to allocate certain 
minimum quota for poor students. This policy is called 
affirmative channel [1]. In many cases, in this channel, student 
national exam score and/or student school-home distance were 
excluded in the selection criteria. As far as these students can 
show legal poor family certificate, they can be accepted in any 
public schools, even in the favourite schools. Also in many 
cases, the quota of the affirmative channel can surpass the 
quota of the academic achievement channel. Moreover, in 
some cases, this policy triggers fraud where many applicants 
come with fake poor family certificate because the affirmative 
channel is easier than the regular zone-based channel or 
academic achievement channel in securing seat in the 
favourite school. 

In Indonesia, the selection process occurs in several 
sessions [9]. The regular zone-based channel and affirmative 
channel usually occurs earlier. The academic achievement 
channel usually occurs last if there are some available seats. 
Students that are rejected from the previous channel can 
propose for the next channel. In several places, the zone-based 
system is interpreted as the applicants are sorted based on the 
school-home distance and the student national exam score are 
excluded. Different implementation of the zone-based system 
also occurs in the different districts. School-home distance is 
converted into several classes with discrete score [1]. Students 
are sorted based on the accumulation of the national exam 
score and the school-home distance score. Applicants can 
choose one or more schools. If they are rejected from their 
preferred schools, then they fail in attending public schools. 
This process may create mismatch. 

The simpler mechanism is implemented for example in the 
New York city [14]. The selection or matching process adopts 
the deferred-acceptance algorithm [15]. Students can choose 
up to some schools as their preference. Then, the selection 
runs in two rounds. In the first round, system will try to 
allocate the applicants based on their choices [14]. The 
students’ preference is then matched with the schools’ 
preference. The students who are rejected in the first round 
then go to the second round. In the second round, the students 
will be allocated to the school as near as possible to their 
home [14]. This mechanism accommodates both school choice 
and zone-based models. This system also has advantage in 
minimizing the mismatch. In the over-supply or equal supply-
demand condition, all applicants are guaranteed to be 
assigned. 

This deferred-acceptance algorithm is a derivative of the 
stable marriage algorithm which was introduced by Gale and 
Shapley [11]. This algorithm is popular and widely 
implemented. This algorithm works to match between two 
groups. The first group acts as the proposal submitter and the 
second group acts as the proposal evaluator. In its origin, there 
are two groups: men and women. The process of the algorithm 
is as follows [10]: 

1) In the beginning, every man submits proposal to his 
most preferred woman. Some women may receive some 
proposals while some women do not receive proposal. 

2) Then, every woman who receives proposals will 
choose the man whom she prefers most. Other proposals will 
be declined. Every man whose proposal is accepted becomes 
engaged. 

3) Every unengaged man then submits new proposal to his 
most preferred woman in the rank, but first, he must exclude 
women whom he has sent proposal to in the previous time 
from his list. 

4) Every woman who receives proposal or proposals then 
selects the men, including whom she currently engages with. 
She accepts the most current preferred men and declines the 
others. 

5) In the condition of equal number of men and women, 
the process ends after the last woman receives and accepts 
proposal. In other word, the process ends after there is no 
more rejection. 

In the scenario where men become submitters, it is called 
as male-optimal solution [20]. It is because men have better 
opportunity to engage with his most preferred woman. The 
men’s satisfaction decreases only when they are rejected so 
that they must submit to the other women. In the other side, 
women can improve their satisfaction only when they receive 
better proposal in the future rounds. This scenario is 
interchangeable so that it is called as female-optimal solution 
[20]. 

This one-to-one matching is easily transformed into many-
to-one matching as it was conducted by Gale and Shapley [10] 
in the college admission or by Abdulkadiroglu [21] in the 
school admission. As a school or college has quota, then 
students who are submit to a school will be sorted based on 
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the school’s preference. Students who are inside the quota will 
be temporarily engaged while students who are outside the 
quota will be permanently unengaged to this school. In the 
scenario where the students submit the proposal then it is 
called as student-dominant scenario [21]. This condition is 
also interchangeable so that it is called as school-dominant 
scenario [21]. 

Based on this explanation, the stable marriage algorithm or 
deferred-acceptance algorithm is potential to be adopted in 
developing student selection model in Indonesia that meets the 
stakeholders’ (student, family, and government) interest and 
eliminating the mismatch. Meanwhile, this algorithm must be 
improved first so that it can meet the requirement. Moreover, 
due to the autonomy in every district government, the 
proposed model must be easily adjusted because prioritization 
may be different among district governments. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 
The proposed admission model consists of students and 

schools [10]. In this model, the students act as the proposal 
submitters so that this model is called as student-optimal 
model [21]. Meanwhile, the schools act as proposal evaluators 
so that schools can accept or reject the incoming proposals. 
Every school has their own quota [10]. There are some 
students’ concerned parameters and schools concerned 
parameters. Similar with the previous work [14], every student 
can choose some preferred schools. It means, the school 
choice is accommodated in this model [16]. The prioritization 
among parameters can be different. Before we explain the 
proposed model further, first we explain that all notations that 
are used in the mathematical model are described in the 
nomenclature section. 

There are several notations that are used in this proposed 
model. These notations are as follows: 
i student index 
j schools index 
k parameters index 
na number of applicants / students 
ns number of schools 
npa number of school-concerned applicants’ parameters 
nps number of applicant-concerned schools’ parameters 
qj quota of school j 
sa,k,i applicant i’s score for parameter k 
ss,k,j school j’s score for parameter k 
samin,j,k applicant minimum score for parameter k  
samax,j,k applicant maximum score for parameter k 
ssmin,i,k school minimum score for parameter k 
ssmax,i,k school maximum score for parameter k 
san,i,j,k applicant i’s normalized score for parameter k 
ssn,i,j,k school j’s normalized score for parameter k 
sta,i,j applicant i’s total score based on school j’s perspective 
sts,i,j school j’s total score based on applicant i’s perspective 
Spr,j(t) set of received proposals for school j until time t 
Spa,j(t) set of accepted proposals for schools j until time t 
Sps,i(t) set of submitted proposals by applicant i until time t 
t time index 
wa,k weight of school-concerned applicant parameter 
ws,k weight of applicant-concerned school parameter 

Decision taken by both applicants and schools is 
determined based on the total score of the opponents. Selected 
school that the applicant will submit to at time t is determined 
by using (1). Meanwhile, set of applicants that are accepted 
until time t is determined by using (2). In (2), it is shown that 
the accepted applicants until time t is determined by sorting 
the received proposals from the highest to the lowest based on 
the applicants’ total score and they are taken up to the school 
quota [10]. 

𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠,𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑗,𝑚𝑎𝑥�𝑠𝑡𝑠,𝑖,𝑗(𝑡)� ∧ 𝑗 ∉ 𝑆𝑝𝑠,𝑖(𝑡 − 1)           (1) 

𝑆𝑝𝑎,𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡_𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑆𝑝𝑟,𝑗(𝑡), 𝑠𝑡𝑎,𝑖,𝑗(𝑡), 𝑞𝑗)            (2) 

The total score, both in the applicant’s score and the 
school’s score, is the accumulation of the weighted scores. By 
augmenting the weight in every parameter score, it is easily to 
set which parameters are more important and which ones are 
less important. This weighing concept is similar with the 
previous work that accommodated multiple parameters [22]. 
More weight to be augmented in some parameters means more 
important these parameters are [22]. The applicant’s total 
score is calculated by using (3) while the school’s total score 
is calculated by using (4). 

𝑠𝑡𝑎,𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ∑ �𝑤𝑎,𝑘. 𝑠𝑎𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)�𝑛𝑝𝑎
𝑘=1              (3) 

𝑠𝑡𝑠,𝑖,𝑗(𝑡) = ∑ �𝑤𝑠,𝑘. 𝑠𝑠𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)�𝑛𝑝𝑠
𝑘=1              (4) 

Each score, before it is calculated with the weight, will be 
normalized first. In this work, the min-max normalization 
method is used [23]. It ranges from 0 to 1. The reason in 
normalizing this score is because every parameter uses its own 
metric. For example, applicant’s national exam score ranges 
from 0 to 100. School-home distance is in meter or any other 
distance units. The applicant’s poor status is 0 or 1. Based on 
it, normalized score is used so that all scores are comparable 
to each other. If the value of the parameters is proportional to 
the score, such as student poor status [1] or national exam 
score [7], then the applicant’s normalized score is calculated 
by using (5) while the school’s normalized score is calculated 
by using (6). In the other side, if the value of the parameters is 
inversely proportional to the score, such as school-home 
distance [17] or school rank, then the applicant’s normalized 
score is calculated by using (7) while the school’s normalized 
score is calculated by using (8). To determine the normalized 
score, the minimum and maximum scores in the set are used. 

𝑠𝑎𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) =

�
𝑠𝑎,𝑘,𝑖−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗𝑘(𝑡)−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)
, 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) ≠ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)

1, 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)
           (5) 

𝑠𝑠𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) = �
𝑠𝑠,𝑘,𝑗−𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)

𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)−𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)
, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡) ≠ 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)

1, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)
    (6) 

𝑠𝑎𝑛,𝑖,𝑗𝑘(𝑡) =

�
1 −

𝑠𝑎,𝑘,𝑖−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)−𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)
, 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) ≠ 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)

1, 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡)
         (7) 
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𝑠𝑠𝑛,𝑖,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) =

�
1 −

𝑠𝑠,𝑘,𝑗−𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)

𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)−𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)
, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡) ≠ 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)

1, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘(𝑡)
          (8) 

The minimum and maximum score is determined as 
follows. The applicant’s minimum and maximum scores are 
compared among applicants that is submitting proposals to the 
school j plus applicants in the school j’s quota. In the other 
side, the school’s minimum and maximum scores are 
compared among schools that has not been submitted by the 
applicant i. The applicant minimum and maximum scores are 
determined by using (9) and (10). The school minimum and 
maximum scores are determined by using (11) and (12). 

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛�𝑠𝑎,𝑖,𝑘� ∧ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑝𝑟,𝑗(𝑡)            (9) 

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑗,𝑘(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛�𝑠𝑎,𝑖,𝑘� ∧ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑆𝑝𝑟,𝑗(𝑡)          (10) 

𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛�𝑠𝑠,𝑗,𝑘� ∧ 𝑗 ∉ 𝑆𝑝𝑠,𝑖(𝑡 − 1)          (11) 

𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑖,𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛�𝑠𝑠,𝑗,𝑘� ∧ 𝑗 ∉ 𝑆𝑝𝑠,𝑖(𝑡 − 1)          (12) 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 
This proposed model is then implemented into the student 

admission simulation. This simulation is a coordinated school 
admission which consists of schools and applicants. The 
simulation is based on the senior high school admission 
system. The schools are public schools. The environment is 
Yogyakarta city in Indonesia. This city size is approximately 
46 km2. There are eleven public senior high schools in 
Yogyakarta. In this simulation, the quota of every school is 
assumed equal, which is 100 students so that the total quota is 
1,100 students. In this work, the students’ home location and 
schools’ location are distributed uniformly in the city. The 
student’s national exam score is distributed normally with the 
mean is 80 and standard deviation is 10. 

There are some concerned parameters by the applicants 
and the schools. The applicant-concerned parameters are 
school rank, applicant’s preference [1], and school-home 
distance [7]. Meanwhile, the school-concerned parameters are 
national exam score [1], school-home distance [7], and poor 
status [1]. In the default condition, weight of all these 
parameters is set 0.5. It means that all parameters are equally 
prioritized. 

There are three simulations and three observed parameters. 
These three observed parameters are average student’s school-
home distance, average student’s national exam score, and 
number of accepted applicants. The first and second 
parameters are observed in the first and second simulation. 
The third parameter is observed in the third simulation. The 
average student’s school-home distance is observed because it 
is the important determinant in both the zone-based model [7] 
and in the school choice model, specifically in the two-step 
model [14]. The average student national exam score is 
observed because it is a relatively concerned parameter by the 
stakeholders who concern in competition. The number of 
accepted applicants is observed to evaluate whether there is 
mismatch in the admission process. These first two parameters 
are evaluated based on the accepted students. The first 

simulation is to observe the relation between the number of 
applicants and the first two observed parameters. The second 
simulation is to observe the relation between the national 
exam score-school rank and student national exam score 
weights; and the first two observed parameters. In the first 
simulation, the performance of the proposed model is 
compared with the previous works: the zone-based model [7] 
and the two-step model [14]. In the first simulation, the 
number of students ranges from 1,100 to 2,200 students. In the 
second simulation, the national exam score and school rank 
weights range from 0.1 to 0.9. In the second simulation, the 
number of applicants is 2,200 persons. In the third simulation, 
the number of applicants ranges from 220 to 2,200 students 
which represents from over-supply to over-demand condition. 

Now, we will discuss the simulation result.  The result of 
the first, second, and third simulations is shown in Fig. 1, 
Fig. 2, and Fig. 3, consecutively. In Fig. 1, zoning represents 
the zone-based model [7], two-step represents the two-step 
model [14], and SM represents the proposed stable marriage-
based model. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1. Number of Applicants vs. Observed Parameters: (a) Average 
National Exam Score (b) Average School-Home Distance. 
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The explanation of the result in Fig. 1(a) is as follows. 
When the system implements zone-based model [7] or the 
two-step model [14], the increasing of the number of 
applicants does not affects the average national exam score of 
the accepted students. Meanwhile, when the system 
implements the stable marriage model, the increasing of the 
number or applicants makes the average national exam score 
increases. In the beginning, the inclination is high. Meanwhile, 
it goes lower due to the increasing of the number of 
applicants. In the beginning, in the equal supply-demand 
condition, all models perform equally. In the extreme over-
demand condition, when the number of applicants is twice of 
the total quota, the average national exam score of the 
accepted students of the proposed model is 6.6 per cent higher 
than the previous models [7,14]. Based on this explanation, it 
is proven that this proposed model accommodates the 
academic competition among the applicants [16]. 

In Fig. 1(b), it is shown that the average school-home 
distance decreases due to the increasing of the number of 
applicants. It happens in all models. The average school-home 
distance of the previous models [7,14] tends to be equal. 
Meanwhile, the average school-home distance of the stable 
marriage model is the highest among models. In the 
beginning, due to equal supply-demand condition, the gap 
between the stable marriage model and the previous models is 
narrow. This gap becomes wider due to the increasing of the 
number of applicants. In the extreme over-demand condition, 
when the number of applicants is twice of the total quota, the 
average school-home distance of the stable marriage model is 
71.4 per cent higher than the previous models. Based on this 
explanation, it is proven that this model accommodates the 
concern in reducing the school-home distance [17]. 

The explanation of the second simulation is as follows. 
Result in Fig. 2(a) shows that in the over-demand condition, 
when the school rank and student national exam score weights 
are low (0.1), the average national exam score of the accepted 
students is a little bit higher than the average national exam 
score of all applicants. In the other side, when these weights 
are set high (0.9), the average national exam score of the 
accepted applicants is 7.7 per cent higher than all applicants. 
The result in Fig. 2(b) shows that in the over-demand 
condition, the average school-home distance increases due to 
the increasing of these weights. When these weights are set 
low (0.1), the average school-home distance is 0.8 km and 
when these weights are set high (0.9), the average school-
home distance is 1.7 km or 112.5 per cent higher. 

In Fig. 3, it is shown that the proposed model has solved 
the mismatch problem in the admission process. When the 
number of applicants ranges from 220 persons to 1,100 
persons, which is from over-supply to equal supply-demand 
condition, the number of the accepted applicants is equal to 
the number of applicants. It means that all applicants are 
accepted and there is no rejection. After that, when the number 
of applicants ranges from 2,320 persons to 2,200 persons, 
which is over-demand condition, the number of accepted 
applicants is still 1,100 persons or it is same as the total quota. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. School Rank and Exam Score Weights vs. Observed Parameters: (a) 
Average National Exam Score (b) Average School-Home Distance. 

 
Fig. 3. Number of Applicants vs. Number of Accepted Applicants. 

V. DISCUSSION 
There are several findings due to this simulation result. It 

is shown that, compared with the previous models, both the 
zone-based model [7] and the two-step model [14], the 
proposed model achieves the highest one in minimizing the 
school-home distance. This gap becomes wider in the over-
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demand condition. The reason is that the school-home 
distance is not the only concerned aspect in this model. It is 
different from the previous models which focus on the school-
home distance. Fortunately, this proposed model performs as 
the best model in achieving the highest average student 
national exam score although the different is not high. Once 
again, it is because the student national exam score is also not 
the only concerned parameter in this proposed model. 

Based on this explanation, it can be said that this model 
can compromise all concerned parameters (school-home 
distance [17], competition [19], equality [9], affirmative [1], 
and preference/choice [16]). It is also shown that by using this 
model, the process becomes simpler because all parameters 
are calculated together in a single process, and they are easily 
adjusted due to the stakeholders’ interest. It is different from 
the previous models [7,14] where the process is divided into 
multiple sessions, and they run sequentially. It is also shown 
that the model guarantees that all applicants will be accepted 
when there are available seats in the system or in the over-
supply to equal demand-supply condition. It means that the 
mismatch is eliminated. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
A coordinated stable marriage-based student admission 

model has been developed and it accommodates multi 
concerned parameters in both schools and applicants. This 
model has also been implemented in the student admission 
simulation so that its performance can be analysed and 
compared with the previous models (zone based and two-step 
models). Based on the observations of the simulation result, 
some concluding observations are given below. 

• The proposed model is proven in solving the mismatch 
problem in the school admission process. 

• In the over-supply to equal supply-demand condition, 
the average student national exam score of the 
proposed model is equal with the previous models. In 
the over-demand condition, the average student 
national exam score of the proposed model is higher 
than the previous model. In the condition where the 
number of applicants is twice of the number of seats, 
the average student national exam score of the 
proposed model is 6.6 per cent higher than the previous 
models. 

• The average school-home distance of the proposed 
model is higher than the previous models. The gap of it 
is wider due to the increasing of the demand. When the 
number of applicants is twice of the number of seats, 
the average school-home distance of the proposed 
model is 71.4 per cent higher than the previous models. 

The prioritization of the concerned parameters is proven 
easily adjusted by manipulating the weights. When the 
number of applicants is twice of the number of seats, the high 
school rank and student exam score weights (0.9) perform 7.7 
per cent higher in the average student national exam score and 
112.5 per cent higher in the average school-home distance 
compared with the low weights (0.1). 

There are several future research potentials due to this 
work. This work has proposed the coordinated based model. 
This work can be modified to become autonomous or semi-
autonomous model where each school has better 
independency. In this model, all parameters are treated 
parallelly. Meanwhile, in some regulation, some parameters 
become requirement for other parameters so that a decision-
tree based model can be used to improve the model that is 
proposed in this work. 
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Abstract—Rapid industrialization and urbanization has led to 

decrease in agricultural land and productivity worldwide. This is 

combined with increasing demand of chemical free organic 

vegetables by the educated urban households, and thus, 

greenhouses are quickly catching trend for their specialized 

advantages especially in extreme weather countries. They 

provide an ideal environment for longer and efficient growing 

seasons and ensure profitable harvests. The present paper 

designs and demonstrates a comprehensive IoT based Smart 

Greenhouse system that implements a novel combination of 

monitoring, alerting, cloud storage, automation and disease 

prediction, viz. a readily deployable complete package. It 

continuously keeps track of ambient conditions like temperature, 

humidity and soil moisture conditions to ensure a higher yield of 

crop and immediate redressal in case of abnormal conditions. It 

also has a built-in automatic irrigation management system. 

Finally, it employs the most efficient deep learning model for 

disease identification with leaf images. Furthermore, with 

memory and storage optimization through cloud storage, an 

individual living in the city can also build a greenhouse and can 

monitor it from his home and take redressal methods as and 

when desired. 

Keywords—Cloud; deep learning; greenhouse; humidity; IoT; 

soil moisture; temperature 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With increasing globalization and consequent urbanization, 
land under agriculture has been reducing. Furthermore, with 
excessive amount of fertilizers and pesticides, its natural 
productivity has also been depleting. Moreover, with the 
increasing awareness about the harmful effects of pesticides 
and fertilizers on human body and environment, demands have 
risen for organic plants and vegetables. Consequently, 
greenhouses have emerged to be highly beneficial gardening 
solutions especially in extreme weather condition countries. 

Greenhouses offer a controlled environment which 
guarantees higher yields in a sustainable pattern. The 
controlled growing pattern with a longer growing season 
allows for round the year harvest with a diversity of crops, 
exotic plants in particular. The greenhouse structure shield 
plants from extreme weather protection such as strong, gusty 
winds or high intensity ultraviolet rays. The enclosed structure 
allows for diffused penetration of light and prevents pest 
attacks and damage of crops by stray animals thus reducing 
potential man-animal conflicts. 

Easy portability and customization of the structures provide 
for better planting efficiency and higher yields with modern 

outlook. Thus, greenhouses offer viable cultivation and 
plantation in a sustainable manner with least damage to 
environment. 

The present research and the development of Smart 
Greenhouse System that focuses on novel combination of 
monitoring, alerting, automation and data analysis aspects of 
the greenhouse. The system design architecture comprises of 
four parts i.e. firstly, automated monitoring system that is 
Temperature, humidity and soil moisture monitoring with data 
storage on cloud. Secondly, it sends alerts to the farmer in case 
the ambient conditions shift from the appropriate conditions to 
take remedial action. Thirdly, it provides for automatic 
switching of irrigation on the basis of sensor data. Finally, the 
system implements plant disease detection analysis through 
deep learning techniques. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This section describes the different works in the current 
area of research. There are researches [1], [2] cited to 
understand the importance and pressing need of greenhouses in 
agriculture. It describes the sustainable advantages of 
greenhouses particularly with respect to climate change. It 
demonstrates their portability and customization that helps to 
make it easy to implement for modern farming practices. Since 
limited space is utilized, it leads to cost efficient solutions with 
improved yield and decreased effect of pests and erratic 
weather conditions. 

Sincere efforts and earlier attempts have been made in the 
area of Smart greenhouses, however, the research has been 
restricted to only a few certain aspects and do not cover all the 
parameters that influence the system. For instance, in [3], a 
review paper has been presented to demonstrate different 
values of temperature and humidity for different types of crops 
that can be grown in a greenhouse. Furthermore, in [4], 
methods have been studied and demonstrated to improve crop 
yields in the system. 

The author in [5] presents a demonstration of solar panels 
and sensors in greenhouses and limits its functioning to 
determine the stress conditions in the greenhouse. In [6], the 
paper focuses only on the automation aspect and presents an 
automatic irrigation system for the greenhouse that makes 
human interference minimal for running of greenhouse. 
Similarly in [7], using Raspberry Pi and Arduino, different 
parameters that impact the yield of crops like humidity, CO2 
levels, light intensity, soil moisture, and temperature are being 
monitored, controlled and coordinated. 

*Corresponding Author  
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Incorporating the use of sensors and IoT, the paper [8] 
develops a drip irrigation mechanism and a tube well 
controlled using a GSM Module. In [9], the paper presents an 
on field study in a tomato greenhouse located in Michurinsk, 
Russia's Tambov region with deployment of the Internet of 
Things (IoT) to identify the monitoring aspect of greenhouse 
and the growth rate of tomatoes. Similar application of the 
Internet of Things (IoT) in automation of greenhouse 
environment has been performed in the paper [10]. The paper 
[11] demonstrated an IoT system with a bot notification on 
tomato growing stages to provide smart farming solutions. In 
[12], the paper attempts to establish an automated greenhouse 
control system for speeding up the plant growth and increasing 
their production. In [13], a web application is developed to 
monitor and track the greenhouse's parameters and the plants' 
growth in a greenhouse. 

Employing the aspect of machine learning, the paper [14] 
presents the idea of environmental monitoring and disease 
detection in green house for Bangladesh. The paper [15] 
reviews the applications of artificial neural networks (ANNs) 
in greenhouse technology and presents model development in 
adaptation of new technologies. The author in [16] presents a 
method for early detection of leaf diseases in plants based on 
feature extraction. The author in [17] specifically reviews deep 
learning and transfer learning algorithms in advanced 
technologies for agricultural disease image recognition. The 
author in [18] uses forest classifier algorithm with color 
histogram for plant disease detection using a set of images. 

Similarly while in [19], the review research attempts to 
explore the application of IoT in arable farming, the author in 
[20] limits it to monitoring function of greenhouse using WSN. 

The present paper addresses the shortcomings of the 
previous research like limited automation and inefficiencies in 
the predictive modeling by testing multiple deep learning 
models on an enlarged and varied dataset unlike its 
predecessors. The previous studies are incomplete and 
insufficient in one way or the other. The present paper 
demonstrates a novel comprehensive solution implementing an 
IoT based Smart Greenhouse that employs sensory data for 
continuous monitoring and automation as alerts are sent as 
soon as temperature, humidity fall below or rise above the 
ambient levels. It operates the automatic irrigation system as 
soil moisture levels rise or fall below the threshold. 
Furthermore, the paper tests multiple deep learning models and 
finally justifies the adoption of the most efficient model for the 
disease detection in the plant through leaf images and provides 
for early disease detection to prevent/reduce yield loss. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This paper proposes an all-inclusive approach for 
implementing a Smart Greenhouse with aspects of monitoring, 
alerting, efficient memory utilization, irrigation automation and 
disease prediction of plants. It leverages the combination of 
sensor data to obtain input based on Temperature, Humidity 
and soil moisture sensors and images taken from camera placed 
in the greenhouse to evaluate three different deep learning 
models. 

The microcontroller monitors the ambient parameters and 
alerts the farmer when the parameters drop/ rise from the 
normal. The continuous monitoring of parameters is stored at a 
cloud account promoting memory efficiency. The 
microcontroller is programmed to operate the irrigation motor 
based on the inputs from the sensors. Further, the image data 
set from internet and real time has been used to train and test 
the deep learning models that predict the disease. The 
workflow of the proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. System Overview. 

The block illustration of the system depicting the 
components and their connections has been represented in 
Fig.  2. On the basis of this demarcation, the developed system 
is subdivided into three subsystems each with different 
functioning: 

 Ambient Condition Monitoring and Alerting System. 

 Automated Irrigation System. 

 Disease Prediction System. 

 

Fig. 2. Block Illustration. 

A. Ambient Condition Monitoring and Alerting System 

1) Temperature and Humidity Sensor data has been taken 

as Input from DHT 11 Humidity and Temperature sensor. 

2) DHT 11 is a simple and ultra low-cost digital 

temperature and humidity sensor. A thermistor and a 

capacitive humidity sensor are used to test the ambient air 

quality and the outcome of the digital signal provided by the 

data pin. It is easy to use; however, in order to collect 

information, it takes a few seconds. 
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3) Thus, in this system, an ambient temperature threshold 

is set. An alert will be sent to the farmer‟s phone/email so as 

to increase or decrease the temperature as desired when there 

is a deviation of ±50°F from the set parameters. 

4) Soil Moisture Sensor has been used that detects the 

ambient moisture content in the soil. Capacitance is used by 

the soil moisture sensor to obtain the dielectric permittivity of 

the surrounding medium. 

5) Dielectric permittivity is a function of water content in 

the soil. The sensor generates a voltage that is proportional to 

the dielectric permittivity, and accordingly, to the soil water 

content. The water content is averaged over the whole length 

of the sensor. 

6) It measures loss in soil moisture in due course of time 

because of reasons like evaporation and plant uptake. It also 

helps to assess optimum soil moisture content for different 

plant species and to monitor soil moisture content to control 

irrigation. 

7) The inputs from the sensors are fed to Raspberry Pi. 

Raspberry Pi 3 is a development board in Pi series that can be 

considered a single board computer. It operates on LINUX 

Operating system. It has high processing speed making it 

suitable for advanced operations like disease detection and 

image processing. It uses Wireless LAN and Bluetooth facility 

and can set up WIFI Hotspot for internet connectivity. It has 

dedicated port for LCD Display and a dedicated camera port. 

8) The data from the sensors are stored into ThingSpeak 

cloud via Raspberry Pi using write API of ThingSpeak thus 

promoting memory efficiency. 

9) Using the data fed by the sensors, heat index is 

computed. These heat indexes measured can be then compared 

with the heat index of the plants and crops that are planted. 

The Heat Index (HI) is a thermodynamic value that combines 

air temperature and relative humidity to determine the 

equivalent temperature experienced by humans. 

10) The heat index formula is expressed as, 

HI=c1+c2T+c3R+c4TR+c5T2+c6R2+c7T2R+c8TR2+c9T2R2          (1) 

In this formula, 

HI = heat index in degrees Fahrenheit 

R = Relative humidity 

T = Temperature in ∘F 

c1 = -42.379; c2= -2.04901523 

c3 = -10.14333127; c4 = -0.22475541 

c5 = -6.83783 x 10
−3

; c6 = -5.481717 x 10
−2

 

c7 = -1.22874 x 10
−3

; c8 = 8.5282 x 10
−4

 

c9 = -1.99 x 10
−6

 

B. Automated Irrigation System 

1) The information received by the temperature and 

humidity sensor and also the soil moisture sensor is 

continuously fed to the cloud via Raspberry Pi. 

2) Raspberry Pi connected to Wi-Fi allows any device 

connected to that network to communicate with the module. 

3) In this system, when the irrigation levels are too high 

or too low, an alert is sent to turn off/ on the water supply to 

inform about the ambient presence of soil moisture. 

4) Based on input from this sensor, this farmer can control 

the on and off of motor through 5V Single Channel Relay 

Module mechanism by sending SMS to GSM module for 

changing the motor motion. 

5) This Relay board module controls higher current loads 

from microcontroller development board. It can switch up to 

7amps and it is safely driven by transistor bc547 which 

protects the input device from relay circuit. To further protect 

the microcontroller from relay kick back, a freewheeling diode 

is present. 

C. Disease Prediction System 

Three different deep learning models were trained with set 
parameters and results were obtained to identify the most 
efficient model. Following the comparison of models, the 
image dataset was taken from real time as well as internet and 
model was trained. 

1) SSD mobile net model: The ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco 

model is a Single-Shot multi box Detection (SSD) network 

that is intended to perform object detection. It differs from 

mobilenet-ssd in the way that the latter can detect only faces 

whereas ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco model can detect objects. 

SSD architecture is a single convolution network which 
learns to predict and classify bounding box locations in one 
pass. Thus, SSD is trained end to end. The SSD network 
comprises of base architecture (in our instance, MobileNet) and 
multiple convolution layers. 

MobileNet employs an efficient CNN architecture designed 
for mobile and embedded vision application. In order to build 
lightweight deep neural networks, this architecture uses proven 
depth-wise separable convolutions. 

 A feature layer is obtained after going through certain 
number of convolutions for feature extraction. To detect 
the location of bounding boxes, SSD operates on 
feature maps. 

 For each feature map location, k bounding boxes are 
predicted. These k bounding boxes have different sizes 
and aspect ratios. 

 For each of the bounding box, c class scores and 4 
offsets relative to the original default bounding box 
shape are computed. 

The shape of the box is not predicted by SSD instead it 
predicts its position. Each k bounding boxes have a 
predetermined shape which has been set prior to actual 
training. 

2) EfficientDet D0 Model: Object detectors, in general, 

comprise of three major components: a backbone which 

performs feature extraction from the given image; a feature 

network which inputs multiple levels of features from the 

backbone and outputs a list of fused features which exhibit 

salient features of the image; and the final class/box network 

that uses the fused features to predict the class and location of 

each object. 
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EfficientDet is a type of object detection model, which uses 
EfficientNet as the backbone network, utilizes several 
optimization and backbone tweaks, such as the use of a BiFPN, 
and a compound scaling method that uniformly scales the 
resolution, depth and width for all backbones, feature networks 
and box/class prediction networks at the same time. 
EfficientNet has higher accuracy than previous ResNet 
networks. 

3) Faster RCNN model: Faster RCNN (Region Based 

Convolutional Neural Networks) architecture comprises of 

two modules: 

a) Region Proposal Network (RPN). 

b) Fast R-CNN. 

The RPN generates region proposals and applies the 
concept of attention in neural networks, so it guides the Fast R-
CNN detection module to detect objects in the proposed 
regions. 

The Faster RCNN is a two stage detector: 

 In the first pass, input image is taken and output is 
generated as regions where objects may be detected 
(called as region proposals or regions of interest). This 
process can be carried out either by an external 
algorithm (Selective Search) or even by a neural 
network. 

 In the second pass, a neural network identifies these 
regions of interest and classifies it into one of the target 
object classes. The extracted feature vectors are then 
classified using the Fast R-CNN. The class scores of the 
detected objects as well as to their bounding-boxes are 
returned as output. 

Certain parameters were compared to be able to predict the 
most efficient model. Loss parameters constitute an important 
feature for efficient model determination. A loss function is 
used to optimize deep learning algorithms. Loss value 
determines the behavior of deep learning model after every 
iteration of optimization. The deviation of the predicted values 
from the actual values in the training data is determined by loss 
function. The loss is minimized by changing model weights. 

Loss is the penalty for a bad prediction. If the model's 
prediction is perfect, the loss is zero; otherwise, the loss is 
greater. The loss is calculated on training and validation and its 
interpretation implies the correctness of model prediction. The 
loss comprises of two parts in the Tensorflow Object Detection 
API: the localization loss for bounding box offset prediction 
and the classification loss for conditional class probabilities. 
Both parts are calculated by the sum of squared errors. Unlike 
accuracy, a loss is not a percentage. The goal of training a 
model is to find a set of weights and biases that have low loss, 
on average, across all examples. 

Another important parameter is Mean Average Precision. 
Mean Average Precision is a popular evaluation metric used 
for object detection (i.e. localisation and classification) in 
computer vision systems. Localization determines the location 
of an instance (e.g. bounding box coordinates) and 
classification demonstrates what it is (e.g. tomato leaf/corn 
leaf). The mAP or simply AP in coco models measures the 

performance of models for performing document/information 
retrieval and object detection tasks. It summarizes the 
precision-recall curve into a single value that represents the 
average of all precisions. Here, the difference between the 
current and next recalls is calculated and then multiplied by the 
current precision using a loop that scans all precisions/recalls. 
Alternatively, AP is the weighted sum of precisions at each 
threshold where weight is the increase in recall. 

If higher precision implies more confidence in the model 
when it classifies a sample as Positive, then higher Recall 
connotes higher number of positive samples correctly 
identified as Positive by the model. 

When a model has a high recall but a low precision, it 
accurately identifies the majority of positive samples but has a 
lot of false positives (i.e. classifies many Negative samples as 
Positive). On the contrary, if a model has high precision but 
low recall, then the model is accurate in identification of 
sample as Positive however, only some of the positive samples 
are classified as such. 

4) Model training steps: The flowchart in Fig. 3 

represents the training model methodology as implemented in 

the present system. The same sequence has been employed for 

SSD Mobile Net, EfficientDet D0 512*512 model and Faster 

RCNN Model as well. 
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Fig. 3. Model Training Steps. 
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D. System Schematic 

Fig. 4 represents the schematic diagram and the pin 
connections of the system. 

 

Fig. 4. System Schematic. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Ambient Condition Monitoring Results 

1) Temperature and Humidity were monitored and stored 

on cloud account on ThingSpeak as shown in Fig. 5 and 6 that 

can be continuously monitored in real time even from a 

remote area. 

2) Heat index can be calculated with the formula in 

Equation (1) and have been tabulated in Table I. Monitoring 

of heat index is depicted in Fig. 7. 

3) Furthermore, to compute accuracy of measurement, 

measured temperatures by sensor (denoted by TM) have been 

compared with a standard room thermometer (denoted by TA) 

and Root mean square error has been computed. 

4) Similarly, humidity measured by sensor (denoted by 

HM) has been compared with a standard hygrometer (denoted 

by HA) and Root mean square error has been computed. 

5) Soil Moisture measured (denoted by SMM) is also 

monitored in real time as shown in Fig. 8 and tabulated in 

Table I. 

6) The Root Mean Square Error calculated for 

Temperature, denoted by RMSET=1.292788 and Root Mean 

Square error calculated for Humidity, denoted by 

RMSEH=1.040833. 

7) Alerts are sent when ambient conditions deviate from 

the threshold levels. Different threshold can be set according 

to seasons. For example, in summer months, the temperature 

limit is kept as 38°C and humidity limit as 55 RH. If there is a 

greater deviation during the day from these limits, planters 

will be informed. 

8) The threshold value has been kept 500 in summer 

season and irrigation motor is switched ON if the „dryness‟ 

rises to 500 and above and remains OFF below threshold 

value of 500. 

 

Fig. 5. Temperature Monitoring Results. 

 

Fig. 6. Humidity Monitoring Results. 

 

Fig. 7. Heat Index Monitoring Results. 

 

Fig. 8. Soil Moisture Monitoring Results. 
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TABLE I. MEASURED AND ACTUAL TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY 

READINGS AND SOIL MOISTURE READINGS 

Time 

Duration 

TA 

(°F) 

TM 

(°F) 

HA 

(%) 

HM 

(%) 

Heat 

Index 

(°F) 

SMM 
Motor 

ON/OFF 

Morning 

IST 0900-

1100 

86.9 87.08 45% 45.00 88.03 310 OFF 

86.9 85.10 46% 47.00  85.88 325 OFF 

89.6 87.80 41% 41.00  87.91 399 OFF 

89.6 87.62  40% 40.00  87.62 420 OFF 

Afternoon 

IST 1500-

1700 

98.6 98.78 41% 43.00 108.86 520 ON 

98.6 99.14 41% 40.00 107.35 610 ON 

97.7 98.60 41% 41.00 106.92 710 ON 

97.7 98.78 41% 39.00 105.85 854 ON 

Evening 

IST 1800-

2000 

95 96.44 44% 45.00 105.02 810 ON 

95 96.26 44% 43.00  103.27 756 ON 

95 96.26  44% 44.00  103.94 675 ON 

95 96.44  44% 45.00  105.02 602 ON 

B. Model Training Results 

1) Training time was an important determinant for 

predicting efficiency of deep learning models. Training took 

around 4 hours for SSD Mobile Net and 3 hours for 

EfficientDet D0 and less than 2 hours for Faster RCNN model. 

2) Higher loss is the worse (bad prediction) for any model. 

Loss decrement including classification loss, localisation loss, 

clone loss as well as regularisation loss for the three models is 

demonstrated by the graphs in Fig. 9, 10, and 11. 

3) The loss parameters obtained for the three models have 

been tabulated in Table II. 

4) The mAP calculates a score by comparing the ground-

truth bounding box to the detected box. A higher score implies 

a more precise model. mAP values can be compared for all 

three models. Table III depicts the mAP values for all models. 

5) Mean Average Recall (mAR) values have been 

compared in Table III for the training models. It implies the 

maximum number of positives correctly identified as positives 

by the model. 

6) Further, the model performance were further validated 

by changing the optimiser hyper parameter (such as Adam 

optimiser, momentum optimiser, RMSprop optimiser) in the 

configuration file of the models and Faster RCNN proved the 

most efficient in these as well. 

7) As can be inferred from the speed parameters, loss 

values and mAP and mAR values, faster_rcnn_inception_v2 

model performed better than EfficientDet D0 512*512 model 

and ssd_mobilenet_v1_coco_2018_01_28. This justifies its 

adoption for deployment in disease prediction algorithm. 

 

Fig. 9. Loss Parameters of SSD MobileNet. 

 

Fig. 10. Loss Parameters of EfficientDet D0. 

 

Fig. 11. Loss Parameters of Faster RCNN. 

TABLE II. LOSS PARAMETER COMPARISON FOR THREE MODELS 

Model Min loss Max loss Avg loss 

SSD Mobile Net 0.4601 26.232 3.75 

EfficientDet D0 0.494 2.008 0.9972 

Faster_RCNN 0.0207 1.7 0.4 
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TABLE III. MAPAND MAR PARAMETER COMPARISON FOR THREE 

MODELS 

Models 

mAP 

IoU = 

0.50:0.95 

mAP 

IoU = 

0.50 

mAP 

IoU = 

0.75 

mAR 

(IoU@0.5:0.95) 

maxdet=100 

Faster_RCNN 0.414 0.804 0.39 0.601 

EfficientDet D0 0.182 0.386 0.211 0.539 

SSD_MobileNet 0.439 0.681 0.431 0.543 

C. Disease Prediction Results 

In view of the parameter comparisons from Tables II and 
III, Faster RCNN inception model was chosen to be deployed 
and its results on dataset images and real time images were 
obtained. In conducting the experiments and evaluation, 
Tensorflow version 2.4.0 has been used and Keras version 
2.4.3. 

1) The total dataset consists of 1000 images, with 80% of 

the images being used to train the models and the rest 20% 

being used for testing. 

2) The hyper-parameters tuned are: learning rate, batch 

size, and optimizer used. The optimal parameters have been 

obtained through the grid search, i.e. a learning rate of 0.002, 

batch size of 16 images. 

3) The total number of true positive values is divided by 

the entire object detector and multiplied by 100. Thus, the 

accuracy obtained is 80.4%. 

4) Smaller percentage of data for testing datasets has been 

used because a bigger dataset has been implemented, and 

using this approach, a large amount of data can be leveraged 

for training purposes. 

5) The images were taken at real time at a tomato farm 

field and corn farm field and some from internet. For the 

disease prediction, four varieties of leaf images are considered 

for testing the working of the proposed system, viz. healthy 

tomato, healthy corn, rust corn, bacterial tomato. 

6) The result accuracy is more than 80% for live video 

testing as well. The results show accurate detection for every 8 

out of 10 images. This is depicted in Fig. 12, 13, 14, 15, 

and 16. 

7) Fig. 12, 13, and 14 show the detected output with 

supplied input of tomato and corn leaves. 

8) Live video testing from tomato and corn fields as 

depicted was also performed. The process accurately 

determined the healthy and diseased leaves apart as shown in 

Fig. 15 and 16. 

 

Fig. 12. Input Image and Detected Output of Healthy Tomato Leaf. 

 

Fig. 13. Input Image and Detected Output of Bacterial Tomato Leaf. 

 

Fig. 14. Input Image and Detected Output of Rust Corn. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 15. Images from Real Time Video of Tomato Field. 

9) If diseased leaves are identified by the system, SMS or 

email alerts are sent to the concerned person to apprise him of 

the situation so that he can take remedial measures. 
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Fig. 16. Images from Real Time Video of Corn Field. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The Smart Greenhouse System implemented offers a 
comprehensive, modern and inexpensive alternative to 24x7 
manually monitored system even in remote areas. It presents a 
novel combination of multiple elements that is monitoring, 
alerting, cloud storage, efficient predictive modeling and 
accurate disease prediction and consequently implements a 
comprehensive IoT based Smart Greenhouse system that can 
be deployed on a large scale in greenhouses and farms alike. 
The paper constructs and implements a system that 
continuously monitors the ambient conditions and alerts if 
levels rise or fall below the threshold and switches off/on 
irrigation motor accordingly. The system employs the most 
efficient Deep Learning model after a thorough comparison of 
training and testing of three different models to implement 
disease detection at a nascent stage of disease outbreak 
ensuring that no other plants are harmed and farmers are able 
to undertake essential reforms at the appropriate moment. The 
system also implements efficient memory utilization by using 
secure cloud storage to overcome external storage and memory 
redundancy. Thus, it presents a scientific, improved and 
calibrated approach towards data analysis in agriculture that is 
largely dependent on manual workforce. 

The system can be utilized both in small and large 
greenhouses. For smaller areas, a small compact kit is 
developed whereas for larger greenhouses, multiple Pi cameras 
in the same kit could suffice for accurate results. This system is 
adjustable and can be modified to utilize modern sensors to 
improve performance. Furthermore, enlarged datasets can also 
be used to improve results. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The research paper has successfully implemented a 
comprehensive, complete package in the form of IoT based 

Smart Greenhouse employing a novel combination of 
Monitoring, Alerting and Automation and Disease Prediction 
using Deep Learning. The results developed, using both from 
internet and live testing, have high accuracy and employ 
memory efficiency. Future implementation of this system can 
be to include more number of sensors for improvement of data 
by including more parameters and installing multiple cameras 
at distinct points. This would generate a much wider database 
and would further aid in honing the results. However, there 
might be a possibility that its portability could be limited in 
that case. Further, with academic industry partnership this 
system can be made available to the farmers with small land 
holdings and encourage them to opt for greenhouses so that 
they don‟t bear the brunt of pests, droughts and floods and can 
minimize their crop loss. 
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Abstract—Energy Optimization in Wireless Sensor Network 
(WSN) deals with the techniques which targets higher degree of 
energy efficiency using resource-constraint sensor nodes with 
minimal inclusion of any different variants of resources. At 
present, there are various approaches and techniques towards 
addressing the problems of energy but not all the research 
implications can be considered as optimized approach. 
Therefore, this paper reviews all the existing energy optimization 
schemes, categorizes them, briefly discuss about their strength 
and weakness to offer a compact snapshot of existing energy 
optimization techniques in WSN. The paper also contributes 
towards exploring the updates research trends and highlights 
about the open-end research problems in WSN. It is anticipated 
that the study findings of this manuscript will offer a true picture 
of study effectiveness in dealing with energy challenges so that 
favorable direction of investigation towards evolving up 
optimized solution comes up with promising outcome. 

Keywords—Battery; energy efficiency; energy optimization; 
network lifetime; sensor node; wireless sensor network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has been used for long 

time towards remote sensing various attributes of physical 
environment [1]. One of the prime beneficial factors of relying 
on WSN is its capability to work in harsh environment which 
are inaccessible to humans. There are various applications in 
WSN and majority of them demands to have an extensive life 
time [2]-[5]. In this regard, optimizing the energy attribute has 
become one of the significant concerns among the researchers 
as well as users in the field of WSN. The primary reason for 
interest in energy optimization is because of limited lifetime of 
external batteries within this sensing device [6]. Usually, this 
external battery offers the direct power for all the internal and 
external operations to be carried out by a sensing device in 
WSN. After the battery is exhausted, they are usually discarded 
and the sensors are considered to be operationally dead. 
However, a recent concept of energy harvesting allows the 
node to harvest energy and achieve power from different 
sources which can recharge the battery [7][8]. Although this 
idea is impressive, but an energy harvester module will require 
obtaining power from external environment where there is no 
guarantee of its availability [9]. Hence, it is always a wise 
decision to focus on energy optimization principle rather than 
looking for other non-sustainable alternatives for energy 

conservation in WSN. The study towards energy problems is 
very old and various standard protocols as well as schemes has 
been already evolved out [10]-[14]; however, there is no such 
scheme which has offered a proof that there is a long lasting 
sensor. Basically, a sensor is a very miniature device 
characterized by external battery as well as its components is 
characterized by low processing capability too. Even if a 
potential solution towards energy efficiency is designed, it is 
essential that it should be operationally supported by the 
processing components of a sensing device. Existing 
approaches has discussion of various energy conservation 
techniques but they are highly symptomatic in nature which 
deals with one set of problem only. Hence, in spite of large 
archives of investigation work towards energy issues in WSN, 
the problem is yet an open-end problem by large. Apart from 
this, it is also known that a sensor node is an integral part of 
Internet-of-Things (IoT) which offers further magnified 
connectivity of sensors [15]. IoT connects all nodes with 
common platform of internet and certain operating devices like 
switches and gateways [16]. The amount of traffic on IoT is 
extensively more compared to WSN and existing standards of 
energy conservation techniques are not directly executed over 
an IoT platform leading to another set of incompatibility. This 
problem of offering a communication bridge by using a 
translation services is now possible by using gateway in IoT. 
However, the question still is left open: How to optimize the 
energy in sensor nodes when connected in form of network? 
The answer to this question would possibly lead us towards 
evolving a novel energy optimization principle in future. 

Therefore, this paper contributes towards offering a 
compact snapshot of strength and weakness of existing 
schemes which is claimed for offering energy optimization in 
WSN. The idea is to assist the research community to make a 
practical decision and derive a conclusive remark about the 
existing picture of different variants of energy optimization 
schemes in WSN. The organization of the proposed manuscript 
is as follows: Section II discusses about the WSN energy 
optimization scheme in existing times followed by discussion 
of existing approaches of energy optimization in Section III. 
Section IV highlights about existing trends of research 
approaches followed by significant highlights of open-end 
research problems in Section V. Finally, study findings of this 
paper are presented in Conclusion under Section VI. 
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II. INSIGHTS ON WSN ENERGY OPTIMIZATION 
This section discusses about all the necessary information 

associated with energy optimization in WSN. At present, there 
are three terms which looks more-or-less alike to each other 
with respect to energy e.g., energy efficiency, energy aware, 
and energy optimization. The first term energy efficiency is 
about implementation scheme which attempts to restore 
maximum amount of possible energy by adopting different 
methodologies. However, the final outcome of energy 
consumption could be still high, but this is the most practical 
plan and widely used. The second term energy aware is based 
on implementation techniques using budgeted amounts of 
resources in presence of test environment. Such techniques are 
good for assessing smaller scale of implementation or when the 
test environment is practically equivalent to real-environment 
of implementation. The third term energy optimization is 
associated with those techniques where the target is to reduce 
energy consumption without adding or utilizing more number 
of resources. There has been some number of studies towards 
energy optimization in WSN and still it is an ongoing arena of 
research in order to yet come out with some fail-proof solution. 
Prior to understanding the energy optimization, it is necessary 
to review various essential points associated with this. They are 
briefed as below: 

A. Reason for Energy Depletion in WSN 
A modern architecture of a sensor node basically consists 

of a power unit and power harvester [17]. There are various 
components within a power unit i.e., sensing units, computing 
units, communication unit, and power unit. All this units have 
different ranges of energy consumption. All the existing and 
ongoing research studies towards energy management system 
as well as optimization is carried out over the block of power 
management and energy prediction which resides within a 
computing unit of sensor hardware architecture as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

It will mean that other units (power, sensing, and 
communication) are ignored while modelling existing solution. 
Hence, existing models are not found to consider the complete 
hardware perspective while modelling solution towards energy 
problems in WSN and hence the problems still exit todays. 

 
Fig. 1. Hardware Architecture of Sensor node in WSN [17]. 

However, the good news is that existing research work 
towards energy problems has made some potential discover 
towards exploring prominent reason for energy depletion in 
WSN as follows: 

• Energy Conservation Problems: This problem is 
associated with predicting data, compressing higher 
ranges of aggregated data, reduction of data size, and 
optimizing the radio. The significant problem is that 
none of the above-mentioned attributes has been ever 
combinely studied for solving energy problems [17]. 

• Energy Transfers Problems: This kind of problem is 
mainly linked with power units of a sensor and 
therefore it is essential to consider. Various problems 
associated with charging techniques, energy transfer 
techniques, its associated tools, integrated data and 
energy transmission are essential attributes of an 
upcoming investigation in WSN, which is still under the 
roof of research and development [17]. 

• Energy Harvesting Problems: Currently, all the sensor 
node that is meant for deploying in critical environment 
are equipped with harvester node. At present, there are 
various ongoing and completed research in this 
perspective [17]; however, the addressed issues are still 
associated with source of energy to be harvested, 
energy storage, and performing neutral operation on 
energy. 

• Addressing Routing Issues: At present, there are good 
number of research publication where routing [18] and 
clustering [19] has been used for achieving energy 
conservation in WSN. However, this scheme majorly 
doesn’t consider the complete attributes that causes 
energy depletion. Hence, the effectiveness of such 
solution is only partially reasonable and applicable in 
real world environment. 

B. Existing Studies on Energy Optimization 
There are various studies that have been carried out towards 

energy optimization schemes by various means. Different non-
linear optimization issues have been discussed by Asorey-
Cacheda et al. [20] while multi-objective optimization schemes 
are reviewed by Fei et al. [21]. According to Cao et al. [22], 
there is a potential contribution of swarm intelligence-based 
optimization scheme applicable in case of involvement of 
mobility in sensor network. The work carried out by Diab et al. 
[23] discussed various data transmission scheme in WSN 
integrated with cognitive network emphasizing on energy 
constraints. The study carried out by Srinidhi et al. [24] have 
discussed about network optimization associated with IoT. The 
most recent study carried out by Khisa and Moh [25] has 
presented review of updated data transmission scheme towards 
energy efficiency associated with underwater WSN 
applications. Discussion presented by Williams et al. [26] has 
presented updated schemes of energy harvesting schemes in 
WSN. Therefore, there are various existing approaches towards 
addressing energy optimization under different methodologies. 
However, the extent of successful optimization associated with 
energy is yet not quantified till date. 
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III. EXISTING APPROACHES OF ENERGY OPTIMIZATION 
This section briefs about different approaches targeting 

towards optimizing energy. The term optimization 
experimentally refers to accomplishing the target aim of 
controlling every factor and reason to reduce energy efficiency 
without inclusion of very large or significant number of 
resources involved in it. However, it is yet to investigate the 
degree of optimization used in the adopted approaches, its 
degree of solution associated with problems, its beneficial 
aspect as well as its limiting factor. The proposed investigation 
witnesses different methods towards an objective of solving 
energy problems in WSN and hence, they have been clustered 
into six different approaches as discussed below: 

A. Game-based Approach 
From the theoretical aspect, game theory is basically 

known to assists in making decision for a given number of 
confusing choices of strategies [27]. Owing to the potential of 
carrying out decision, game theory is used in carrying out 
decision towards data forwarding in WSN [28]. The sensor 
node can be assumed as a player in game theory who is 
required to opt for choosing a route for data transmission 
towards base station (in single hop) or to neighboring cluster 
head (in multi-hop). At present, there is a slowly increasing 
adoption towards using game theory; however, the target is 
again a scattered one. The work carried out by Chowdhury et 
al. [29] targets towards two problems i.e., energy depletion and 
congestion in WSN emphasizing over low-end sensor node 
deployment. The author has designed non-cooperative game in 
order to optimize the process of improving data forwarding rate 
with an idea of resisting bottleneck condition in WSN. Game 
theory is also witnessed to be used in improving clustering 
approach as seen in work of Lin et al. [30] where a game 
model is designed using Nash Equilibrium point selecting dual 
cluster heads. This work uses energy and distance to carry out 
the process of optimizing cluster head. Apart from this, it is 
also known that Software-Defined Network (SDN) 
significantly improves network performance of WSN. This fact 
is reported to be further improved upon by Peizhe et al. [31] 
where game theory is used by mapping the SDN and WSN. 
Different from all above-mentioned work, Shahrokhzadeh and 
Dehghan [32] has presented a unique study where coverage 
performance is improved for WSN with capability to sense 
visual signals. A unique distributed game model is constructed 
which bridges the gap between energy depletion and quality of 
network coverage of visual sensor node. Another unique 
approach of game modelling is carried out by Zayene et al. 
[33]. The solution is for addressing the problems associated 
with cooperative exchange of data. This model is constructed 
on the basis of consumed energy and completion time where a 
unique merge and split algorithm is constructed along with 
network coding which can perform instantaneous decoding 
capabilities. A coalition game model is developed emphasizing 
over achieving energy efficiency assessed over a test bed of 
WSN with mobility aspect being considered. Hence, game 
theory has offered some unique techniques in order to perform 
routing which directly or indirectly also controls energy 
efficiency in WSN. 

B. Machine Learning Approach 
The evolution of Machine Learning (ML) approaches dates 

back more than two decades old while its implementation 
witnesses a potential hike in various forms of applications and 
services. Powered by the potential of artificial intelligence, ML 
approach offers significant capability to solve complex 
problem without any instruction from humans [AR]. At 
present, ML approaches are widely used in networking in order 
to enhance its management, analytical operation, and security 
[AR]. Different numbers of computational models are used in 
order to embody ML approach. In the area of WSN, ML has 
been used for multiple purposes which directly or indirectly is 
linked with routing operation. Basically, ML approaches are 
classified into supervised approach and unsupervised learning 
approach (Fig. 2). 

• Supervised Learning Approach: Supervised learning 
approach is further categorized as classification and 
regression-based approaches. From classification 
perspective, there are four variants viz. Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), discriminant analysis, naïve bayes, 
and nearest neighbor. In recent studies, SVM is reported 
to be used for improving the accuracy of the sensor 
readings in WSN (Jeong et al. [34]). The usage of SVM 
is also witnessed in work of Li et al. [35] where the idea 
is mainly to offer fault detection in WSN considering 
temperature and acceleration. The next role of 
classification approach is played by discriminant 
analysis where it is reported to be used for formulating 
dynamic adjustment policy toward monitoring multiple 
sinks in WSN for data aggregation (Chen et al. [36]). 
Another variant of classification scheme under 
supervised learning policy is Naïve Bayes which 
performs probability-based classification (Chu et al. 
[37]). The work carried out by Barnawi and Keshta [38] 
have carried out a study where Naïve Bayes is studied 
alongside with multi-layered perceptron and SVM. The 
outcome of this study is not in favor of Naïve Bayes as 
better form of classification existing in current times. 
Finally, the nearest neighboring approach is used in 
supervised learning approach in WSN. The work 
carried out by Fu et al. [39] have used nearest 
neighboring approach for performing query processing 
in WSN with an idea of optimizing latency and energy 
involved. The work carried out by Marchang and 
Tripathi [40] have focused on crowd sensing 
particularly on spatial and temporal perspective. From 
regression-based supervised learning approach, there 
are following approaches seen to be used in WSN i.e., 
Linear Regression (LR), Support Vector Regression 
(SVR), Ensemble method, Decision Trees, and Neural 
Network. The first form of the supervised regression 
scheme is Linear Regression scheme. The work carried 
out by Yilmaz et al. [41] has carried out study of WSN 
with respect to achieve the accuracy of target along 
with stopping criterion formulation. Upadhyay et al. 
[42] have implemented Gaussian Regression of non-
linear form in order to form an effective clock 
synchronization. The scheme uses adaptive modelling 
with outcome of lower error rate in time 
synchronization. The next technique of regression is 
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Support Vector Regression (SVR) which is meant for 
performing analysis of data with respect to 
classification and regression. The work carried out by 
Shamshirband et al. [43] where SVR is combined with 
Kalman filtering in order to carry out data fusion in 
WSN. The study outcome shows that SVR performs 
well with Radial Basis Function better than other SVR 
approaches with polynomial kernel approach. The work 
carried out by Guo et al. [44] have used SVR for the 
purpose of predicting the energy required for 
forwarding data in WSN of distributed form. The 
outcome shows SVR performing better with random 
forest regression. The next method is Ensemble learning 
which is another frequently used mechanism in 
regression-based supervised learning scheme. This 
method makes use of different learning models in order 
to achieve its optimization target. Most recently, the 
work is being carried out by Alotaibi [45] have used 
this technique for detecting the mode of sensor-based 
transportation application. The study outcome shows 
different accuracy score for different dataset. Study 
towards optimizing sensory array was witnessed in 
work of Wijaya [46] where ensemble method is used 
for monitoring the quality of food. The next prominent 
process of regression in supervised learning method is 
decision tree. The study carried out by Rout et al. [47] 
and Zheng et al. [48] have used decision tree for 
addressing energy conservation problems and 
recognition problems in WSN. The final form of 
regression-based supervised learning scheme is neural 
network, which is also one of the most frequently 
deployed schemes in wireless networks. Neural network 
implementation has been seen in the study carried out 
by Lin et al. [49], Wu et al. [50], and Mukherjee et al. 
[51] addressing the problems associated with energy 
consumption, energy harvesting, and identification of 
cluster head respectively. 

• Unsupervised Learning approach: This approach 
basically carries out clustering operation which are 
further classified into Fuzzy C-Means, Gaussian 
Mixture, Neural Network, and Hidden Markov Model. 
Fuzzy-C Means (FCM) clustering offers the benefit of 
more tangible unsupervised learning by offering more 
data points for analysis. The work of Cheng et al. [52] 
has used FCM approach towards location quantification 
using received signal strength indicator in WSN. 
Further usage of FCM was witnessed in study of Fei et 
al. [53] emphasizing over clustering operation towards 
energy efficiency. The second type of unsupervised 
learning scheme is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
which is a potential clustering algorithm. A unique 
usage of GMM was witnessed in work of Shi and Feng 
[54] where the target is to retain maximum signal in 
WSN. On the other hand, GMM was also witnessed in 
work of Eguchi et al. [55] which carry estimation of 
joint angle. Discussion of recent studies in neural 
network is carried out in previous approach. The final 
model of unsupervised clustering technique is Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM). The work carried out by Liu et 
al. [56] have used HMM for training occupancy sensing 

while the work of Xu & Wang [57] have used HMM for 
meteorology factor identification. 

Fig. 2 highlights the taxonomies of existing ML 
approaches. Proliferated usage of ML approaches in WSN is 
seen in work of Kim et al. [58]. Apart from the above 
discussed frequently used ML approaches, there are various 
other approaches too viz. Deep reinforcement learning 
(Ashiquzzaman et al. [59], Ke et al. [60], Nguyen et al. [61]), 
deep neural network with sparse autoencoder (Ayinde [62]), 
opportunistic routing (Dinh et al. [63]), energy saving using 
simulated annealing (Kang et al. [64]), and energy harvesting 
using artificial neural network combined with linear regression 
(Kwan et al. [65]), Hence, it can be said that there are various 
dedicated research attempt towards using ML approach over 
WSN; however, not all the approaches are found to directly 
address energy problems in WSN. 
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of ML based Approach in WSN (Need Amendment). 
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C. Scheduling Approach 
Scheduling based approaches mainly make use of making a 

proper routine along with provisioning of resources in order to 
ensure accomplishment of pre-defined target. Provisioning 
scheme assists in optimal deployment of sensor as witnessed in 
study of Du et al. [66]. Scheduling scheme is also reported to 
save energy depletion along with secure communication in 
WSN (Feng et al. [67]) using probability-based modelling. 
Scheduling approach is also applied for estimating the state of 
the remoteness on the basis of stochastic event considering the 
case study of WSN with cognitive radio networks (Huang et al. 
[68]). It was also noticed that there is a significant 
improvement in system performance when allocation of 
different attributes of resource is considered in scheduling 
process. Such direction of work is carried out by Li et al. [69] 
towards tracking multiple targets; however, it lacks 
optimization. Focus on optimizing the scheduling from 
temporal aspects is seen in work carried out by Liu et al. [70] 
which is basically meant for IoT networks by improving the 
power allocation ratio. A different form of study has been 
carried out by Shi et al. [71] in order to address the problems 
associated with convergecast scheduling. The idea of this work 
is mainly to increase the number of concurrent transmissions in 
WSN considering the constraints of integer programming. The 
work of Wan et al. [72] has presented discussion about sleep 
scheduling approach in WSN for conserving energy. The study 
has used fuzzy concept in order to perform organization of 
sensors along with aggregation of data on the basis of 
similarity matrix. Wang et al. [73] have carried out study 
towards deterministic scheduling for controlling an effective 
transmission delay. The study implements a scheduling rule on 
the basis of classified link conflict and initial reduced extent of 
conflict. The work carried out by Yang et al. [74] has presented 
a scheduling policy using unique power allocation scheme in 
WSN. Another scheduling scheme using distributed Multiple 
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) has been implemented by 
Zhang et al. [75] emphasizing over allocation of resource and 
scheduling of device for the purpose of detection and tracking 
in WSN. 

D. Harvesting Approach 
Energy harvesting technique is strongly linked with energy 

optimization scheme in WSN. Using varied sources of energy 
(magnetic, vibration, temperature, solar, etc.), a harvester node 
stores energy ensuring to deliver a satisfactory backup for the 
energy supply demanded by the specific sensor node. Hence, 
node using harvesting module should have better harvesting 
capabilities. At present, there are existing research studies 
towards energy harvesting techniques in WSN are i) using 
reinforcement learning (Aoudia et al. [76]), duty-cycle based 
modelling (Chew et al. [77]), opportunistic routing with 
cooperative charging (Hu et al. [78]), intra-vehicular 
communication based energy harvesting (Koca et al. [79]), 
energy aware interface design with vibration-based energy 
harvesting (Ruan et al. [80]), polynomial time-scheduling for 
solar energy harvesting (Wang et al. [81]), multi-objective 
optimization based hybrid energy harvesting (Xiong et al. 
[82]), and optimized data buffer scheme (Zhu et al. [83]). 

E. Cross Layer Approach 
From the viewpoint of protocol layer, both hierarchical and 

cross-layer approach is meant for incorporating optimized 
performance growth in WSN. However, hierarchical 
architectures suffer from issues e.g., signal fading, interference 
between users, access conflicts. However, proper maximization 
of the limited resources in protocol stack is not possible in 
hierarchical design, which is possible using cross-layer 
approach. By using cross-layer approach, it is possible for 
different layers to interact with each other for exchange of 
information. This phenomenon is utilized for solving different 
issues in WSN. From bottom to top, the protocol stack of WSN 
consists of IEEE 802.15.4 layer, which has data link layer and 
physical layer, network layer, transmission control layer, and 
application support layer. At present, there are various cross-
layer based approach presented for improving performance on 
various aspects in WSN. However, there exists specifically 
only few approach associated with respect to energy aspect 
using following cross-layer based methodologies viz. routing 
reliability using time-based factor for energy (Abbasi et al. 
[84]), improved geographic routing for green efficiency in IoT 
with Markov queuing model (Hasan et al. [85]), maximizing 
network lifetime using cross layer (Hermann [86]), MAC 
scheduling with adaptiveness (Ngo et al. [87]), optimization of 
cross-layer for shortest and multipath routing (Shimly et al. 
[88]), optimizing data aggregation and choosing cluster head 
using particle swarm optimization using cross layer approach 
(Sun et al. [89]), optimizing energy-efficient routing for 
conventional LEACH protocol using cross layer (Zhang et al. 
[90]). Majority of the existing approaches of cross layer in 
WSN make use of network management layer which consist of 
physical layer, data link layer, network layer, and transmission 
control layer. They are meant for serving remote management, 
mobility control, network security, quality of service 
supportability, energy management, and topology control. 

F. Swarm Intelligence Approach 
This approach is designed on the basis of decentralized 

behaviour of self-organized system. Theoretically, swarm 
intelligence falls under the category of population-based search 
approach of metaheuristics method in optimization technique. 
It comes within approximated combinatorial method. They are 
designed on the basis of cognitive behaviour of certain 
biologically inspired entity e.g., ant, honeybee, firefly, frog, 
fish, cat, dolphin, etc. The studies that has used swarm 
intelligence linking with energy efficiency are as follows: 
Gray-wolf optimization (Arafat et al. [91]), Bat algorithm (Cao 
et al. [92]), flocking control scheme using swarm intelligence 
(Dai et al. [93]), firefly mating optimization (Faheem et al. 
[94]), fish algorithm with k-means clustering (Feng et al. [95]), 
multi-swarm optimization (Hasan et al.[96]), Harris’ Hawk 
optimization (Houssein et al. [97]), particle swarm 
optimization (Mukherjee et al. [98]), Chicken swarm 
optimization (Osamy et al. [99]), reinforcement learning with 
swarm intelligence (Wei et al. [100]). However, different 
approaches have their own structure of working which is 
implemented on WSN on different targets of optimization 
towards energy efficiency. Table I summarizes the existing 
reviews. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF EXISTING OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES IN WSN 

Authors Problems Solution Advantage Limitation 

Chowdhury et al. [29] -energy depletion 
-congestion 

Non-cooperative game, 
optimizing data transmission 
rate 

Better energy and delay 
control 

Not applicable for 
heterogeneous network 

Lin et al. [30] Optimizing clustering Dual cluster head selection Increase span of network 
lifetime 

Doesn’t deal with data 
complexity and not applicable 
for sparse network. 

Peizhe et al. [31] Energy completion SDN with game model 
A synced communication 
between controller and sensor 
node 

Doesn’t support dynamic 
environment 

Shahrokhzadeh and Dehghan 
[32] Improving coverage Learning algorithm on the 

basis of pay-off. Improve network lifetime not applicable for large 
dynamic network. 

Zayene et al. [33] Energy depletion Coalition game model Improve scalability 
Involves computational 
complexity owing to highly 
iterative operation. 

Jeong et al. [34], Li et al. [35] Assessing reading accuracy Support Vector Machine Satisfactory accuracy Doesn’t contribute towards 
energy efficiency directly. 

Chen et al. [36] Multi-sink monitoring Discriminant Analysis Good energy conservation Unable to differentiate data 
acquisition process 

Barnawi and Keshta [38] Comparative study Naïve Bayes Simpler comparison Naïve Bayes not found to be 
an effective 

Chu et al. [37] Classification of data fault Naïve Bayes Higher accuracy in fault 
detection 

Dynamic faults not accessed 
in the study 

Fu et al. [39], Marchang [40] Query processing, crowd 
sensing Nearest neighboring Reduced resource 

consumption 
Not applicable for 
heterogeneous network 

Yilmaz et al. [41] Sequential estimation, 
decentralized Linear Regression Effective stopping time Doesn’t emphasize on peak 

traffic condition 

Upadhyay et al. [42] Clock synchronization Non-linear gaussian 
regression Reduced error Applicable on static 

environment only 

Shamshirband et al. [43] Comparison analysis of SVR Kalman filtering + SVR Higher precision Doesn’t evaluate energy 
efficiency 

Guo et al. [44] Energy prediction SVR with random forest, 
gradient boosting regression Higher precision Doesn’t evaluate energy 

efficiency 

Alotaibi [45] Detecting mode of 
transportation Ensemble Learning Satisfactory accuracy Doesn’t deal with scalability 

performance 

Wijaya [46] Optimizing sensor array Ensemble Learning Higher accuracy Limited to static and low 
scale application 

Rout et al. [47] Finding optimal switching 
policy Decision Tree, Markov Satisfactory energy control Absence of benchmarking 

Zheng et al. [48] Recognition of target Decision Tree Effective benchmarking 
outcomes 

Not applicable for 
heterogeneous and massive 
data 

Lin et al. [49] Estimation of energy 
depletion 

Neural Network (Radial basis, 
generalized regression) Lower energy consumption Lower scope of test 

evaluation 

Wu et al. [50] Energy harvesting Neural Network Higher learning efficiency Doesn’t evaluate energy 
efficiency 

Mukherjee et al. [51] Identification of cluster head Neural Network (Back 
propagation) 

Better control of energy 
consumption 

Computational complexity 
not analyzed. 

Cheng et al. [52] Location Quantification FCM Simplified voting process 
The study is carried out in 
low-end application 
environment. 

Fei et al. [53] Clustering FCM Energy efficient 
Leads to computational 
complexity due to higher 
iteration. 

Shi and Feng [54] Signal restoration GMM High quality of signal 
preservation 

Doesn’t address energy 
optimization 

Eguchi et al. [55] Estimation of joint angle GMM Higher accuracy Doesn’t address energy 
optimization 

Liu et al. [56] Training for accuracy in 
Occupancy sensing HMM Improve sensing time Not applicable for 

heterogeneous WSN 

Xu et al. [57] Quantification of fine 
particulate HMM Simplified operation Absence of benchmarking 

Du et al. [66] Node placement Scheduling using wireless 
energy transfer Optimizes node deployment Absence of benchmarking 

Feng et al. [67] Energy saving Sleep scheduling Energy saving performance is 
good 

Not applicable for 
heterogeneous network 

Huang et al. [68] Estimating remote state Open-close loop scheduling 
of stochastic events Reduces communication rate Doesn’t discuss its impact on 

energy consumption 

Li et al. [69] Tracking multi target Resource allocation, sensor 
scheduling Effective resource saving Involves computational 

overhead. 
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Liu et al. [70] Increasing data transmission 
rate Time scheduling Effective analysis of outage 

probability 
Complete power attributes for 
device not considered 

Shi et al. [71] Maximize concurrent 
transmission Convergent scheduling Reduces latency Doesn’t evaluate energy 

extensively 

Wan et al. [72] Energy efficiency Sleep scheduling Ensure data accuracy Not assessed for scalability 

Wang et al. [73] Reduction of transmission 
delay 

Scheduling based on 
classified link conflict Low complexity Low scale deployment 

Yang et al. [74] Distributed filtering Power allocation, 
experimental Improves estimation accuracy Low scale deployment 

Zhang et al. [75] Detection and tracking of 
target 

Allocation of resource, 
distributed MIMO Lower computational burden 

Iterative scheme leading to 
lowering of network lifetime 
in long round. 

Aoudia et al. [76] Energy harvesting Reinforcement learning Significant increase in 
average packet rate 

Doesn’t address bottleneck 
condition in traffic 

Chew et al. [77] Energy harvesting for TSCH 
nodes 

Network joining using duty-
cycle Simplified design architecture Absence of benchmarking 

Hu et al. [78] Environmental changes 
Integrating energy transfer 
approach with energy 
harvesting, opportunistic 
routing 

Enhanced network lifetime Not applicable for dynamic 
and large-scale network 

Koca et al. [79] Feasibility analysis of energy 
harvesting in vehicles 

Intra-vehicular 
communication 

Effective transmission 
performance 

Leads to computational 
complexity 

Ruan et al. [80] Energy harvesting Harvesting using Vibration Energy aware modelling Doesn’t ensure scalability 

Wang et al. [81] Wireless charging Harvesting using Solar, 
polynomial time scheduling 

Reduce energy consumption 
and cost of vehicle moving 

Time of wireless charging not 
sufficient enough in case of 
large traffic scenario 

Xiong et al. [82] Energy harvesting 
Bidirectional local search, 
particle swarm optimization 
with multiple objectives 

Prolonged network lifetime Not scalable for large traffic 

Zhu et al. [83] Maximize throughput during 
harvesting 

Data buffer, super-frame 
optimization, stochastic 
modelling 

Improved throughput Specific to device with IEEE 
802.15.4 standard only 

Abbasi et al. [84] Communication reliability Cross-layer based routing Better quality of service Lacks optimization of 
resources 

Hasan et al. [85] 
Essential of cooperative 
demands in multihop 
communication 

Cross-layer based queuing 
model, geographic switching More green efficiency Doesn’t consider hardware-

based factors for switching 

Herrmann et al. [86] Maximizing network lifetime Lifetime optimization Significant energy depletion 
control Not scalable for large traffic 

Ngo et al. [87] Adaptive scheduling in body 
sensor network Cross layer, MAC scheduling Better quality of service Absence of benchmarking 

Shimly et al. [88] Any-to-any routing Cross layer optimization Reduce retransmission Possess overhead when 
exposed to dynamic traffic 

Sun et al. [89] Clustering Cross-layer sensing Optimize aggregation 
efficiency Highly iterative process 

Zhang et al. [90] Clustering efficiency Cross layer optimization of 
LEACH protocol Reduce cluster computation Not analyzed with dynamic 

traffic system 

Arafat et al. [91] Clustering, localization Compressive sensing based 
on gray-wolf optimization Efficient routing tree Involves cost and complexity 

Cao et al. [92] Data fusion Bat algorithm Improve network lifetime Cannot handle bottleneck 
condition 

Dai et al. [93] 
Decision making for 
autonomous vehicular 
movement 

Swarm intelligence, 
experimental Low energy consumption Doesn’t ensure data quality 

Faheem et al. [94] Energy-efficient routing Firefly mating optimization Ensure satisfactory quality of 
service 

Residual energy could be 
optimized more 

Feng et al. [95] Optimizing Network 
Coverage 

Fish swarm algorithm, K-
means algorithm Good energy saving Tested over small network 

Hasan et al. [96] Meeting Quality of service for 
Industrial IoT Particle Swarm Optimization Satisfactory quality of service Tested over small network 

Houssein et al. [97] Sink node placement Harris Hawk Optimization Reduced energy consumption Throughput is dependent on 
node position 

Mukherjee et al. [98] Resource allocation Adaptive Particle Swarm 
Optimization 

Faster response time and 
reduced energy 

Computationally complex 
process 

Osamy et al. [99] Clustering Chicken Swarm Optimization Enhanced network lifetime Static fitness function design 

Wei et al. [100] Charging sensors Firefly algorithm, 
Reinforcement learning Better energy utilization Dynamic energy consumption 

not evaluated. 
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IV. CURRENT RESEARCH TRENDS 
The previous section has discussed about taxonomies of all 

the existing approaches that are frequently used for solving 
energy problems in WSN. However, all the solutions evolved 
up till date cannot be termed as optimized problems. There are 
different categories of research-based solution towards this 
purpose by different names; therefore, this paper contributes 
towards forming up a standard name of this approach in order 
to understand the current research trends. Fig. 3 highlights the 
number of different publications towards different types of 
research-based solution for addressing energy problems in 
WSN. 

 
Fig. 3. Current Research Trend towards Energy in WSN. 

Following are the findings of the research trends seen from 
the research-based manuscript published within the year of 
2016-2021 as one of the contributions of proposed study being 
carried out: 

• More insights towards research approaches are now 
evolving towards energy harvesting based approaches. 
Although, this is another level of future of using 
sensory application for network lifetime improvement 
but yet no robust standardization is yet obtained for 
harvesting models in WSN. It still has a long way to go. 

• Routing-based and clustering-based approaches are the 
most frequently used approach that are being 
consistently adopted as core research problem since last 
decade. There are evolution of standard routing and 
clustering techniques known for energy efficiencies in 
WSN; but still, they do not encapsulate all the factors 
responsible for energy depletion. 

• Scheduling-based and machine learning is next 
frequently adopted approach for energy efficiencies. 
Although, these approaches are proven fruitful towards 
energy conservation schemes in WSN but they are less 
inclined towards energy optimization. 

• A unique observation is obtained from cross-layer based 
and game theory-based schemes as they are not yet 
found fruitful towards energy optimization. They are 

proven fruitful for solving other problems in WSN but 
not much in energy control and management. 

• Adoption of swarm intelligence is still a novel approach 
towards energy optimization although they are proven 
effective for solving other problems in WSN. There is a 
need of more number of researches in order to consider 
this approach towards energy optimization. 

V. OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES 
After reviewing the existing studies towards controlling 

energy problems in WSN, certain level of conclusive remarks 
has been formulated. The open research challenges associated 
with the achieving optimized energy in WSN are briefed as 
following: 

• Mono-issue Modelling Practices: Majority of the 
discussed techniques is found to address a specific 
problem which is associated with energy. For an 
example, problems associated with routing and energy 
is considered without considering hardware inclusion or 
without considering clustering techniques. Such 
approaches cannot be considered as wholesome 
solution as other connected factors related to energy are 
often found ignored, irrespective of any techniques 
discussed in this study. Hence, majority of the 
modelling practices in current times considers 
addressing one problem of energy in WSN. 

• Less Focus on Practical Modelling: It should be known 
that majority of the application of WSN is hypothetical 
and less practical from commercial and real-time 
aspect. Commercial practices in current times calls for 
using sensors in IoT or smart city development which 
has massive number of challenges and issues to be 
sorted out apart from energy problems. Apart from this, 
even if WSN domain is researched than there is a need 
to consider heterogeneity in protocol implementation, 
data quality, data complexities, environmental 
parameters affecting data transmission should be 
considered. Protocols of WSN are not applicable in IoT 
and protocols of IoT are not applicable in WSN. Hence 
gateway concept comes in features to bridge this 
incompatibility issues. This aspect of energy modelling 
is found extremely low in existing studies in WSN as 
well as in IoT towards energy challenges. 

• Ambiguity in Defining Optimization: There are various 
manuscript with title or with discussing of using 
optimization principle to reduce energy. However, this 
is slightly far from reality as such papers are often 
found with a big gap between their theoretical 
implication and practical implication. The practical 
implication of optimization concept calls for an 
evidential proof of higher energy retention with lower 
involvement of resources (both hardware and software). 
It is also required to offer an evidence that optimized 
outcome is also scalable in nature for truly 
understanding its effectiveness. Further computational 
complexity is also required to be proven low, which is 
not found in existing. 
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• Absence of Benchmarking during Analysis: Adoption 
of analytical test bed which has universal acceptance 
towards performance parameters, test values, initialized 
values of simulation parameters, involvement of 
standard and reliable energy computational, and 
involvement of multiple test cases is very much 
required. Existing studies towards energy optimization, 
although they are few in relevancy of implementation, 
are not found to be benchmarked. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Majority of existing as well as upcoming application of 

WSN demands a node to work for an extensive period of time 
unattended. This paper has discussed about various approaches 
which are found to address the problems associated with 
energy factor. There are large number of techniques in existing 
system towards energy problems in wireless sensor network, 
but there is a lack of compact study carried out towards 
discussion effectiveness of recent literatures. Hence, this paper 
contributes to review maximum number of significant 
implementation in energy problems in wireless sensor network 
and contributes to highlight the appropriate information 
associated with strength and weakness of existing studies. This 
findings will contribute towards research community to make a 
better decision towards evolving up with a necessary model to 
deal with identified problems and challenges in energy 
efficiency in sensory network. The contribution of this paper 
are in terms of essential findings as follows viz. i) unlike 
existing review studies or discussion paper, this paper makes a 
categorization of extensively used energy conservation 
approaches which are claimed to offer optimization; ii) there is 
highly scattered study towards addressing the challenges 
associated with energy optimization in WSN, in fact, there are 
extremely few existing approaches to offer evidence of energy 
optimization in WSN; iii) almost all the existing approaches 
are found to have limitations which is necessary to address in 
order to show practicality as well as adaptability of existing 
models; and iv) here is a need to evolve up with a novel 
mathematical model with multi-objective function and with 
less iterative scheme to offer benchmarked outcomes and cost 
effectively in data aggregation of WSN. Hence, developing an 
effective scheme for ensuring better lifetime in sensory 
application demands inclusion of various factors, e.g. states of 
nodes, types of links, scheduling scheme being used, inclusion 
of both hardware and software resources, as well as algorithm 
effectiveness. The lighter the algorithm operation, more is 
computational efficiency that will result in more extensive 
operation resulting in improved network lifetime. 

Hence, the future work will be carried out in the direction 
of addressing the research gap discussed the proposed study. 
The future work should be initially designed to construct a 
formulation which considers all the practical constraints of 
WSN followed by developing a mathematical modelling of 
energy optimization. Essential check point should be given to 
ensure less iterative, faster computation, and higher data 
quality, and cost effectiveness along with scalability is ensured 
along with future modelling of energy optimization. 
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Abstract—One most important and critical problem in a 
cross-docking system is truck scheduling. Many studies in it 
assumed that the temporary storage is unlimited which is in the 
real world, the temporary storage is limited. Many studies focus 
on minimizing total completion time. Meanwhile, studies that 
focus on minimizing temporary storage are hard to find, 
although this aspect is very important. Due to its complexity, 
especially in the cross-docking system with multiproduct 
characteristics, manual scheduling is almost impossible to 
achieve its goals. Many studies used several techniques, such as 
genetic algorithm (GA) and mixed integer programming where 
these methods are computationally expensive. Based on this 
problem, in this work, we propose new truck scheduling model in 
a cross-docking terminal with limited temporary storage 
constraint. This model is developed by using multi-agent system. 
The main contribution of this work is proposing the multi-agent-
based truck scheduling model with limited temporary storage 
capacity constraint and temporary truck changeover permit. In 
it, there are three agents: inbound-trucks scheduler agent, 
outbound-trucks scheduler agent, and material handler agent. 
The shortest remaining time (SRT) algorithm is adopted in every 
agent. Based on the simulation result, this proposed model is 
proven competitive compared with the existing FIFO based 
models and integer-programming based model. Compared with 
the integer-programming model, it creates 41.8 percent lower in 
maximum inventory level. Compared with the FIFO based 
model, it creates 52.1 to 55.1 percent lower in maximum 
inventory level. In total time aspect, it creates 0.2 to 2.2 percent 
lower than the FIFO based model. It creates 7.2 percent higher in 
total time compared with the integer-programming based model. 

Keywords—Truck scheduling; cross-docking system; multi 
agent system; shortest remaining time; intelligent supply chain 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cross-docking system is one popular supply chain 

management (SCM) system which is implemented in a 
distribution center [1,2]. This system is different from the 
conventional supply chain management system. In the 
conventional system, the arriving products are stored first in a 
big warehouse or storage area [1]. Then, these products are 
sorted and delivered to the customers [1]. Meanwhile, in the 
cross-docking system, the arriving products from the inbound 
vehicles will be transferred immediately to the outbound 
vehicles. The temporary storage is used as a sorting and 
consolidation area, and it is usually small [2]. In the 
conventional system, products can stay in the warehouse in 

days, weeks, or months. In the other side, in the cross-docking 
system, products are in the terminal usually in less than 24 
hours [2]. 

Based on its characteristics, the cross-docking system has 
several advantages. The first advantage is improving service 
level [1] by reducing total completion time [1] in the terminal 
and delivery time [3,4] so that the products will be delivered to 
the customers faster. The second advantage is the cross-
docking system can reduce the cost of warehousing [3], such as 
inventory-holding cost [3,4], handling cost [3], transportation 
cost [3,4], labor cost [3], storage space cost [3], and order 
picking cost [4]. The third advantage is the cross-docking 
system may reduce or avoid product quality degradation, or 
risk of product damage or obsolescence [3], especially for the 
perishable products due to its less time in a warehouse. 
Because of its advantages, the cross-docking system has been 
adopted by some largest chained retailers, such as Walmart, 
Target, COSTCO, and Auchan [5]. This system has also been 
adopted by some big shipping companies, such as FedEx, UPS, 
USPS, and DHL [5]. 

One important problem in the cross-docking system is the 
truck scheduling problem. Because the fast-processing time is 
achieved by transferring the products from the inbound 
vehicles to the outbound vehicles as immediately as possible, 
the accuracy of the truck scheduling must be high [1]. This 
scheduling model means matching the inbound trucks and the 
outbound trucks which are docked at the doors at the same time 
[1]. In the cross-docking system, although it usually consists of 
some doors in both inbound and outbound sides, the number of 
doors is still less than the number of vehicles [1]. Because of 
its complexity, many studies used computational solution to 
solve this problem because this problem is almost impossible 
to be solved manually. Many studies used integer programming 
method [5-7]. Other studies also used metaheuristic method 
[8], such as genetic algorithm [1,3] due to its characteristics as 
a combinatorial solution. Meanwhile, some other studies 
implemented FIFO method [4,7] in one side (inbound or 
outbound). 

There are several problems due to these existing studies in 
modeling the truck scheduling in the cross-docking system. 
First, many studies assumed that the temporary storage is 
unlimited [1,9,10]. This assumption was taken because in these 
previous models, every vehicle (usually truck) will be docked 
at the door until it completes its process. For the inbound truck, 
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completion means that all carried products have been unloaded. 
Meanwhile, for the outbound truck, completion means that all 
requested products have been loaded. By reducing temporary 
changeover potential during loading and unloading process, the 
total completion time can be minimized. Unfortunately, in the 
real world, the temporary storage has limited capacity. Second, 
implementing metaheuristic or integer programming methods 
is a resource consuming process because of its computationally 
expensive characteristics. 

Based on these problems, this work aims to propose truck 
scheduling model in the cross-docking system with the 
constraint is a limited temporary storage capacity. In this work, 
the inbound and outbound vehicles are trucks with same size or 
identical. Due to this constraint, in our work, temporary truck 
changeover is permitted. The objective of our proposed model 
is minimizing the total time and the inventory level. 

This model is developed by using multi-agent system. This 
method is adopted due to the characteristics of the truck 
scheduling in the cross-docking system consists of three sub 
systems: inbound trucks scheduling, material handling, and 
outbound trucks scheduling. In every sub system, the shortest 
remaining time algorithm is adopted rather than metaheuristic 
method so that this process is computationally light. 

This work has several novelties. These novelties are as 
follows. 

• The new multi agent-based truck scheduling is proposed 
where the inbound scheduling, outbound scheduling, 
and material handling processes are conducted 
autonomously. 

• The limited temporary storage capacity is applied in this 
model. 

• The temporary truck changeover is allowed. It means 
that the trucks can be shifted temporarily during its 
loading or unloading process when other trucks are 
more available. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, the 
background, problem, research purpose, novelty, and paper 
organization are explained. In the second section, the latest 
previous works in truck scheduling are explored. In the third 
section, the proposed model is described. In the fourth section, 
the simulation, result, and findings are discussed. In the fifth 
section, the main result of this work related to the research 
purpose is concluded. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Cross-docking system is a supply chain system that is 

popular in a distribution center [1,2]. In it, the incoming 
products are directly transferred from the incoming vehicles to 
the outcoming vehicles without storing them [2]. This 
mechanism is different from the conventional or traditional 
distribution center. In the conventional one, the incoming 
products are stored in the warehouse first. Then, when there is 
request or order for these products, they are packed and then 
sent to the customers. In this conventional way, the activities 
include receiving, storing, order picking, and shipping [2]. 
These stages occur due to the mismatch in supply and demand 

which usually happens in the conventional system. Different 
from it, in the cross-docking system, precise synchronization of 
the inbound and outbound vehicles plays critical role [2]. 
Besides, although it is almost impossible to be achieved, 
perfect synchronization between supply and demand is very 
important. That is why there are many studies in the cross-
docking system that assumed that supply and demand are equal 
[11]. 

The performance of the cross-docking system can be 
divided into two aspects: design aspect and operational aspect 
[1]. The design aspects include location, terminal layout, 
number of docks, and temporary storage capacity [1]. 
Meanwhile, the operational aspects include sorting, 
consolidation, and truck scheduling [1]. The structure of the 
cross-docking terminal can be I-shape, X-shape, L-shape, or T-
shape [10]. The illustration of the cross-docking terminal is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The scenario of the cross-docking system is usually as 
follows [1]. The cross-docking terminal consists of multiple 
receiving (inbound) docks and multiple shipping (outbound) 
docks. Inside the terminal, there are sorting and consolidating 
facilities, and temporary storage. The inbound trucks arrive and 
then are assigned to any available (empty) inbound dock. If 
there is not any available inbound dock, then, this truck should 
wait until at least one inbound dock is available. When a truck 
arrives in an inbound dock, then it unloads all the products it 
carries. After the unloading process completes, this truck then 
leaves the dock as soon as possible so that this dock can be 
used by other trucks. In the sorting and consolidating facilities, 
the unloaded products are split and merged with other products 
that are carried by other trucks. Then, they are loaded to the 
designated outbound trucks. After the loading process 
completes, this outbound truck also leaves the area as soon as 
possible so that this outbound dock can be used by other 
outbound trucks. 

In the cross-docking system, temporary storage is needed to 
store the unloaded products that are not needed by the current 
docked outbound trucks but will be loaded to the future 
outbound trucks. The unloaded products usually stay in the 
temporary storage no more than 24 hours [1,2]. If they stay 
longer than 24 hours, then the system cannot be called as cross-
docking system [2]. 

 
Fig. 1. Cross-docking Terminal. 
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There are many studies that are conducted in the truck 
scheduling in the cross-docking system. It is because truck 
scheduling plays important role to achieve the main goal of the 
cross-docking system. The objective of the most studies is 
minimizing the total time [8-10]. Besides, several other 
objectives are minimizing total cost [10,11], additional penalty 
[11] and delivery cost [7], flow time [12], processing time [12], 
tardiness of the outbound trucks [12], waiting time [10,13], 
completion time [1], inventory level [14], total product stay 
time [14], and total truck loading and unloading time [12]. 
Most of studies assumed that the temporary storage is 
unlimited [1,9,10] although it is impossible to be implemented 
in the real world. Several methods that were used are FIFO 
[4,7], integer programming [5-7], and genetic algorithm [1,3]. 
Most of studies conducted single inbound dock and single 
outbound dock [1,4]. Meanwhile, other studies conducted 
multiple inbound docks and multiple outbound docks. 

Yu, Ha, and Park [1] used genetic algorithm in arranging 
the sequence of the inbound and outbound trucks. In their 
work, the goal is minimizing the maximum completion time. In 
it, the cross-docking terminal consists of multiple inbound 
docks and multiple outbound docks. The temporary storage 
was assumed unlimited. The simulation process consisted of 8 
receiving docks, 8 shipping docks, 20 inbound trucks, 30 
outbound trucks, 18 product types, 8,460 unit of products. The 
changeover time was assumed 75 time-units while the product 
moving times was assumed 100 time-units. 

Issi, Linfati, and Escobar [2] used mixed-integer linear 
programming to solve this scheduling problem. This work 
aimed to minimize total time (makespan). This work used a 
multinational food company in Chile as a study case. In it, the 
products routing was excluded in the scheduling algorithm. 
Meanwhile, they proposed that warehouse tasks and vehicle 
routing problem should be included in the scheduling model 
for the future research potential. 

Mohammadzadeh, Sahebjamnia, Fathollahi-Fard, and 
Hahiaghaei-Keshteli [8] focused on optimizing the total time in 
the truck scheduling in the cross-docking system. In this work, 
they used and compared three nature inspired metaheuristic 
models: red deer algorithm (RDA), virus colony search (VCS), 
and water wave optimization (WWO). 

Lee, Lim, and Ko [11] used endosymbiotic evolutionary 
algorithm to solve the vehicle routing and truck scheduling 
problem in the cross-docking system. This work aimed to 
minimize the total cost. In it, the truck scheduling is integrated 
with the vehicle routing. This work implemented zero 
temporary storage. All vehicles are assumed identical. 
Tardiness or earliness is allowed with some penalty. The 
changeover time is fixed. 

Fathollahi-Fard, Ranjbar-Bourani, Cheikhrouhou, and 
Hajiaghaei-Kesthteli [9] used social engineering optimizer 
algorithm to solve the truck scheduling problem in a cross-
docking system. The cross-docking facility has I-shaped 
structure. The assumption was that all trucks are available at 
time zero. The changeover time is same for all vehicles. The 
temporary storage is unlimited. 

Dulebenets [5] combined the diploid evolutionary 
algorithm with the mixed integer mathematical model to solve 
the truck scheduling in the cross-docking system. In this work, 
temporary storage was assumed unlimited. Rather than all 
trucks are available at time zero, in this work, each truck was 
expected arrives in certain time with zero arrival time. 

Molavi, Shahmardan, and Sajadieh [7] used FIFO method 
in the loading mechanism in the truck scheduling in a cross-
docking system. Meanwhile, the mixed-integer programming is 
used in the unloading mechanism. This work aimed to 
minimize the total cost due to the penalty and additional 
delivery cost because of the delayed shipment. 

Larbi, Alpan, Baptiste, and Penz [4] used FIFO method in 
the truck scheduling in the cross-docking system. As FIFO is 
implemented strictly in the inbound side, the arrangement was 
conducted in the outbound side. This work aimed to minimize 
the total cost. This work implemented three scenarios. First, the 
system has complete and precise information about the order 
and the contents of the inbound trucks. Second, the system 
does not have the information of the incoming trucks but only 
knows the daily quantities of the products that must be shipped 
to every destination. Third, the inbound trucks sequence is 
known but the information of the content is only known after 
the inbound truck arrives to the receiving dock. 

TABLE I. PREVIOUS WORKS SUMMARY 

Authors Objective 
Parameters Method 

Yu, Ha, and Park [1] total completion 
time genetic algorithm 

Issi, Linfati, and Escobar [2] total completion 
time 

mixed integer 
programming 

Mohammadzadeh, 
Sahebjamnia, Fathollahi-
Fard, and Hahiaghaei-
Keshteli [8] 

total completion 
time 

red deer algorithm. 
virus colony search 
algorithm 

Lee, Lim, and Ko [11] total completion 
time 

evolutionary 
algorithm 

Dulebenets [5] total completion 
time 

evolutionary 
algorithm 

Molavi, Shahmardan, and 
Sajadieh [7] total cost first-in-first-out 

Larbi, Alpan, Baptiste, and 
Penz [4] total cost first-in-first-out 

Fathollahi-Fard, Ranjbar-
Bourani, Cheikhrouhou, and 
Hajiaghaei-Keshteli [9] 

total completion 
time 

social engineering 
optimizer 

Chargui, Bekrar, Reghioui, 
and Trentesaux [6] 

energy consumption, 
total cost 

simulated annealing, 
tabu search 

Khorasani, Keshtzari, Islam, 
and Feizi [15] delivery lead time mixed integer linear 

programming 

Ye, Li, Li, and Fu [16] total completion 
time 

particle swarm 
optimization 

The summary of these previous works is shown in Table I. 
Based on this summary, it is shown that most of the studies in 
the truck scheduling in the cross-docking system focused on 
minimizing the total completion time. The other objective is 
minimizing total cost. Unfortunately, Research which their 
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objective is maintaining the inventory level in the temporary 
storage is not popular although the temporary storage becomes 
important part in the cross-docking system. Based on it, this 
work, which focuses on minimizing the inventory level while 
maintaining low total time becomes very relevant. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 
In this work, we propose a truck scheduling model that is 

implemented for the cross-docking terminal based on multi 
agent system. Its objective is to minimize the inventory level 
and the total completion time. It is developed by combining the 
multi-agent system and shortest remaining time algorithm. This 
cross-docking system implements single-inbound-single-
outbound. Multiple products are handled in this system. There 
is temporary storage capacity constraint. 

The detailed assumptions in the proposed model are as 
follows. The terminal has one inbound door for receiving and 
one outbound door for shipping [4]. The temporary storage has 
limited capacity [13]. This is a multiproduct logistic system so 
that it handles multiple products with various quantity [1]. The 
inbound trucks carry products from suppliers. The outbound 
trucks carry products to be delivered to customers. Each truck, 
either inbound or outbound, carries several products. All trucks 
have same capacity [11]. The inbound trucks carry less 
products, but the quantity of each product is higher. The 
outbound trucks carry more products, but the quantity of each 
product is less. As a just-in-time model, the total amount of the 
received products is equal to the shipped products in both 
product variation and quantity [11]. It is guaranteed that the 
temporary storage is empty in the end of scheduling process. In 
the beginning of the scheduling process, all inbound trucks and 
outbound trucks has been arriving in the cross-docking 
terminal [9]. 

This proposed model is developed by using multi agent 
system. Wooldridge defined an agent as a software or entity 
that can observe its environment, make decision, and perform 
actions that affect its environment and its own or other agents’ 
internal states [17]. As a multi agent system, this model 
consists of three agents: inbound trucks scheduler agent, 
outbound trucks scheduler agent, and material handler agent. 
Every agent cannot be interfered or subordinated by other 
agent based on the autonomous concept of the multi agent 
system [18]. The role of the inbound-trucks scheduler is to 
conduct the inbound-trucks traffic flow in the cross-docking 
terminal. The role of the outbound-trucks scheduler is to 
conduct the outbound-trucks traffic flow in the cross-docking 
terminal. The role of the material handler is to organize the 
material flow among inbound truck, outbound truck, and 
temporary storage. This model is illustrated in Fig. 2. As an 
agent-based model, each agent has its own goal that must be 
achieved which is explained later. These three agents are 
developed as rule-based agents since they behave based on 
specific rules or mechanisms [19]. This rule-based concept is 
chosen due to its simplicity as a collection of conditional 
statements which is stored and selected based on the condition 
to achieve better performance [20]. 

 
Fig. 2. Multi Agent Architecture in the Cross-docking System. 

The explanation of Fig. 2 is as follows. The inbound trucks 
scheduler arranges the inbound truck sequence or traffic based 
on the temporary storage and outbound door condition. Then, 
the material handler has responsibility in managing product 
traffic among inbound door, outbound door, and temporary 
storage. Finally, the outbound trucks scheduler arranges the 
outbound truck sequence or traffic based on the temporary 
storage and inbound door condition. These three agents work 
autonomously but share information among them. 

Before we explain further, the notations used in this model 
are as follows. 

i inbound truck index 
j outbound truck index 
npv product variety 
p product 
P set of products 
qav available quantity 
qre requested quantity 
s Status 
sso inbound-outbound contribution status 
ssw inbound-storage contribution status 
ti inbound truck 
tis selected inbound truck 
to outbound truck 
tos selected outbound truck 
w temporary storage 
Δ gap 

The mechanism of the inbound-trucks scheduler is as 
follows. When the inbound door is empty, the inbound-truck 
scheduler will check whether there exists inbound truck in the 
queue then determine this truck to go to the inbound door. 
When there are several inbound trucks in the queue, then the 
scheduler will decide which truck is assigned to the door for 
docking process. During the docking process, this inbound 
truck unloads its products sequentially. If this inbound truck 
cannot unload its products but still has products inside it, this 
truck will be assigned back to the queue. This policy is taken 
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due to the limited capacity of the temporary storage. This 
concept is different from other previous studies about cross-
docking where the inbound truck will stay at the outbound door 
until all the carried products are completely unloaded to the 
outbound trucks or the temporary storage [1]. When all the 
carried products have been unloaded, this truck will leave the 
inbound door immediately [1]. The activities of the inbound 
truck are illustrated in Fig. 3. Meanwhile this mechanism is 
formalized by using (1) to (6). This process can also be seen in 
algorithm 1. 

algorithm 1: inbound trucks scheduler 
1 while inbound queue > 0 do 
2  find the fittest inbound truck 
3  if unloading is possible then 
4  unloading 
5  else 
6  if truck payload > 0 then 
7   back to queue 
8  else 
9   leave the system 
10  end if 
11  end if 
12 end while 

𝑠(𝑡𝑖) = �
0, 𝑡𝑖 ≠ 𝑡𝑖𝑠 ∧ 𝑞𝑎𝑣(𝑡𝑖) > 0

1, 𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖𝑠
2, 𝑡𝑖 ≠ 𝑡𝑖𝑠 ∧ 𝑞𝑎𝑣(𝑡𝑖) = 0

             (1) 

𝑡𝑖𝑠 = �
𝑚𝑖𝑛�∆(𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑜𝑠)�,∃𝑡𝑜𝑠
𝑚𝑎𝑥 �𝑛𝑝𝑣(𝑡𝑖 ,𝑤)� ,∄𝑡𝑜𝑠

            (2) 

∆(𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑜𝑠) = ∑ ∆�𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑡𝑖,𝑝�, 𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝��𝑝∈𝑃            (3) 

∆ �𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑡𝑖,𝑝�, 𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝�� =

�𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝� − 𝑞𝑎𝑣,𝑝,𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝� > 𝑞𝑎𝑣,𝑝
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

           (4) 

𝑞𝑎𝑣,𝑝 = 𝑞𝑎𝑣(𝑡𝑖 ,𝑝) + 𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑤𝑝�             (5) 

𝑛𝑝(𝑡𝑖 ,𝑤) = ∑ 𝑝, 𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑡𝑖,𝑝� > 0 ∧ 𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑤𝑝� = 0𝑝∈𝑃           (6) 

 
Fig. 3. Inbound Truck State Diagram. 

Equation (1) shows that there are three possible values of 
the inbound truck status. Status 0 indicates the inbound truck is 
in the queue. Status 1 indicates that the inbound truck is at the 
inbound door. Status 2 indicates that the inbound truck leaves 
the cross-docking system. 

Equation (2) shows that there are two options in 
determining the selected inbound truck. It depends on whether 
there exists outbound truck at the outbound dock. In case there 
exists an outbound truck at the outbound dock, the shortest 
remaining time scheduling is adopted so that the outbound 
truck can be served as fast as possible. The shortest remaining 
time scheduling method is chosen due to its characteristics that 
prioritize the fastest job that can be executed due to current 
condition [21]. It is done by choosing the most suit inbound 
truck that can provide the selected outbound truck. In case 
there does not exist an outbound truck at the outbound dock, 
the pre-emptive of the shortest remaining time is adopted. It is 
done by selecting the most suit inbound truck that can improve 
the product variety in the temporary storage. Higher product 
variety may improve product movement possibility [22]. 

The explanation of (3) to (6) is as follows. Equation (3) 
shows that the gap between the inbound truck and the selected 
outbound trucks is accumulation of all products. Eq. (4) shows 
that the gap is calculated only if the quantity of the requested 
products in the selected outbound truck is more than the 
quantity of the available product. Equation (5) shows that the 
available product is the accumulation of products in the 
inbound truck and the temporary storage. Equation (6) 
formalized the calculation of the number of product variation 
in the temporary storage that can be supported by the inbound 
truck. The result of (6) is used in (2). 

The inbound truck still stays at the inbound door only if it 
can contribute to the cross-docking terminal. First, this truck 
still has product in its container. Empty truck cannot contribute 
so that it must leave the inbound door immediately. If there is 
selected outbound truck, this inbound truck must have product 
needed by the selected outbound truck. If there does not exist 
selected outbound truck, then the inbound truck still can 
contribute only if the temporary storage current capacity is still 
less than its maximum capacity. This mechanism is formalized 
by using (7) to (9). 

𝑠(𝑡𝑖𝑠) = �1, 𝑠𝑠𝑜(𝑡𝑖𝑠) = 1 ∨ 𝑠𝑠𝑤(𝑡𝑖𝑠) = 1
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒            (7) 

𝑠𝑠𝑜(𝑡𝑖𝑠) = �1,∃𝑡𝑜𝑠 ∧ ∃(𝑞𝑎𝑣(𝑡𝑖𝑠,𝑝) > 0 ∧ 𝑞𝑟𝑒(𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝) > 0)
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒    (8) 

𝑠𝑠𝑤(𝑡𝑖𝑠) = �1,∄𝑡𝑜𝑠 ∧ ∃�𝑞𝑎𝑣(𝑡𝑖𝑠,𝑝)� ∧ 𝑞(𝑤) < 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤)
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

     (9) 

The explanation of (7) to (9) is as follows. Equation (7) 
formalizes the selected inbound truck status, whether it still can 
contribute or not. It depends on two aspects. The first aspect is 
whether it still can contribute to the selected outbound truck, 
which is formalized in (8). The second aspect is whether it still 
can contribute to the temporary storage which is formalized in 
(9). 
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The mechanism of the outbound-trucks scheduler is as 
follows. When the outbound door is empty, the outbound truck 
scheduler will check whether there exists an outbound truck in 
the queue so that it can move to the outbound door. If there are 
several outbound trucks in the queue, then selection process 
runs. The scheduler selects the most possible truck to be 
provided by the temporary storage without observing whether 
there exists an inbound truck at the inbound door. This flow is 
illustrated in Fig. 4 and algorithm 2. 

algorithm 2: outbound trucks scheduler 
1 while outbound queue > 0 do 
2  find the fittest outbound truck 
3  loading 
4  leave the system 
5 end while 

This concept is adopted based on the shortest remaining 
time scheduling [21]. Different from the inbound truck which 
can be transferred back to the queue, once the outbound truck 
is in the outbound door, it remains there until all its requested 
products are fulfilled [1]. Once all its requested products are 
fulfilled, this outbound truck then leaves the cross-docking 
system [1]. This mechanism is formalized by using (10) to 
(13). 

𝑠(𝑡𝑜) = �
0, 𝑡0 ≠ 𝑡𝑜𝑠 ∧ 𝑞𝑟𝑒(𝑡𝑜) > 0

1, 𝑡𝑜 = 𝑡𝑜𝑠
2, 𝑡𝑜 ≠ 𝑡𝑜𝑠 ∧ 𝑞𝑟𝑒(𝑡𝑜) = 0

          (10) 

𝑡𝑜𝑠 = 𝑡𝑜,𝑚𝑖𝑛�∆(𝑡𝑜,𝑤)�            (11) 

∆(𝑡𝑜,𝑤) = ∑ (𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑖𝑠,𝑝� − 𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑤𝑝�𝑝∈𝑃 ), 𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑖𝑠,𝑝� > 𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑤𝑝�  (12) 

𝑠(𝑡𝑜𝑠) = �1,∃𝑞𝑟𝑒(𝑡𝑜𝑠) > 0
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒           (13) 

The explanation of (10) to (13) is as follows. Equation (10) 
shows that there are three possible values of the outbound 
truck. Status 0 indicates that the outbound truck is in the queue. 
Status 1 indicates that the outbound truck is at the outbound 
door. Status 2 indicates that the outbound truck leaves the 
cross-docking system. Equation (11) and (12) indicate that the 
selected outbound truck is the outbound truck with the 
minimum gap between its requested products and the available 
products in the temporary storage. Equation (14) shows that the 
selected outbound truck is still active until its request is 
completely fulfilled. 

 
Fig. 4. Outbound Truck State Diagram. 

 
Fig. 5. Material Handling State Diagram. 

The primary goal of the material handler agent is serving 
the selected outbound truck as fast as possible. Meanwhile, the 
secondary goal is transferring the products in the inbound truck 
container as fast as possible while maintaining low temporary 
storage or inventory level [14] so that it is not exceeded. It 
means that the material scheduler observes the existence of the 
selected outbound truck first before the selected inbound truck. 
Fig. 5 illustrates the product movement in the cross-docking 
terminal. 

The material scheduler prioritizes to fulfill the outbound 
truck request from the inbound truck [2] rather than from the 
temporary storage so that the container of the inbound truck 
will be empty faster so that the waiting time in the inbound 
queue can be minimized [13]. The request is fulfilled by the 
temporary storage only if the request cannot be fulfilled by the 
inbound truck. If there does not exist an outbound truck in the 
outbound door, the product moves from the selected inbound 
truck to the temporary storage only if its current capacity is still 
less than its maximum capacity. This mechanism is formalized 
by using (15). This process is also formalized in algorithm 3. 

algorithm 3: material handler 
1 if inbound-to-outbound is possible then 
2  move product from inbound to outbound  
3 else 
4  if storage-to-outbound is possible then 
5  move product from storage to outbound 
6  else  
7  if inbound-to-storage is possible then 
8   move product from inbound to storage 
9  else 
10   idle 
11  end if 
12  end if 
13 end if 

𝐴(𝑤) =

�
𝑚(𝑡𝑖𝑠, 𝑡𝑜𝑠),∃𝑡𝑖𝑠 ∧ ∃𝑡𝑜𝑠,∃�𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑡𝑖𝑠,𝑝� > 0 ∧ 𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝� > 0�
𝑚(𝑤, 𝑡𝑜𝑠),∄𝑡𝑖𝑠 ∧ ∃𝑡𝑜𝑠,∃�𝑞𝑎𝑣�𝑤𝑝� > 0 ∧ 𝑞𝑟𝑒�𝑡𝑜𝑠,𝑝� > 0�

𝑚(𝑡𝑖𝑠,𝑤),∃𝑡𝑖𝑠 ∧ ∄𝑡𝑜𝑠 ∧ 𝑞(𝑤) < 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑤)
  (15) 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
This proposed model is then implemented into truck 

scheduling simulation so that its performance can be evaluated. 
In this simulation, there are two observed variables: total time 
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and maximum inventory level. Total time is one of the most 
important operational parameters in the cross-docking system. 
It is also widely observed in many studies [2,8-10]. Maximum 
inventory level is observed due to one of the goals in 
implementing cross-docking system is reducing inventory level 
[14]. In this simulation, this proposed multi agent based (MAS) 
model is compared with three previous truck scheduling 
models: inbound FIFO (I-FIFO) model [4], outbound-FIFO-
integer programming (O-FIFO-IP) model [7], and mixed-
integer programming (MIP) model [2]. In this work, there are 
three simulations. The first simulation is conducted to observe 
the relation between the changeover time and the observed 
parameters. The second simulation is conducted to observe the 
relation between the maximum storage capacity and the total 
time. The third simulation is conducted to observe the relation 
between the number of trucks and the total time per truck. 

In this simulation, there are several default variables. These 
default variables are applied in these three simulations. The 
number of products is 20 units. The average number of 
products carried by the inbound trucks is 5 units. The average 
number of products carried by the outbound trucks is 10 units. 
The products distribution in every truck follows normal 
distribution. The truck capacity is 50 units. The product 
moving time is 1 time-unit. In this work, the time-unit is used 
as unit for time related variables, such as total time and 
changeover time, to generalize the simulation. 

In the first simulation, we observe the relation between 
changeover time and the observed variables. The reason is that 
the changeover time affects the total time so that in several 
studies, the truck stays at the dock until it completes its work 
[1,2]. In this simulation, the number of inbound trucks is 4 
units. The number of outbound trucks is 4 units. The temporary 
storage capacity is 50 units. The changeover time ranges from 
5 to 15 time-unit. The result is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

Fig. 6 shows that the increasing of the changeover time 
makes the total time increases. This trend tends to be linear. 
This trend occurs in all models. Compared among models, the 
proposed model is competitive enough. The MIP model [2] 
performs as the best model in creating low total time. 
Compared with the MIP model, the proposed model performs 
7.2 percent higher in total time. Meanwhile, compared with the 
I-FIFO [4] and the O-FIFO-IP [7] models, the proposed model 
performs better. Compared with the I-FIFO model [4], the 
proposed model performs 2.2 percent lower in total time. 
Compared with the O-FIFO-IP model, the proposed model 
performs 0.2 percent lower in total time. 

The explanation of Fig. 7 is as follows. The increasing of 
the changeover time increases the maximum inventory level in 
all previous works [2,4,7]. Meanwhile, in the proposed model, 
the maximum inventory level does not change. Compared with 
the previous models, the proposed model performs as the best 
model in minimizing the maximum inventory level. Compared 
with the I-FIFO model [4], it performs 55.1 percent lower. 
Compared with the O-FIFO-IP model [7], it performs 52.1 
percent lower. Compared with the MIP model [2], it performs 
41.8 percent lower. 

 
Fig. 6. Relation between Changeover Time and Total Time. 

 
Fig. 7. Relation between Changeover Time and Maximum Inventory Level. 

In the second simulation, we observe the relation between 
the temporary storage capacity and the observed variables. In 
this simulation, the number of inbound trucks is 4 units. The 
number of outbound trucks is 4 units. The changeover time is 5 
time-unit. The temporary storage capacity ranges from 50 to 
100 units. The result is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. This 
simulation occurs only for the proposed model because in the 
compared models [2,4,7], the temporary storages capacity does 
not become a constraint. The simulation result is then 
compared with the previous compared models. 

Fig. 8 shows that in the proposed model, the increasing of 
the temporary storage capacity does not affect the total time. 
The total time tends to be stable. The total time ranges from 
353 time-unit to 366 time-unit with the average value is 358.7 
time-unit. Compared with the previous models, the proposed 
model is still worse than the MIP model [2] but better than the 
I-FIFO [4] and the O-FIFO-IP [7] models. 

Fig. 9 shows that in the proposed model, the increasing of 
the temporary storage capacity makes the maximum inventory 
level increase too. When the temporary storage capacity ranges 
from 50 to 65 units, the maximum inventory level is equal to 
the temporary storage capacity. After that the maximum 
inventory level still increases but it is below the temporary 
storage capacity. 
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Fig. 8. Relation between Temporary Storage Capacity and Total Time. 

 
Fig. 9. Relation between Temporary Storage Capacity and Maximum 

Inventory Level. 

Comparison between the proposed model and the previous 
models is as follows. Compared with the previous models 
[2,4,7], when the temporary storage capacity is high (100 
units), the proposed model still performs as the best model in 
creating low maximum inventory level. Compared with the I-
FIFO model [4], it performs 31.2 percent lower. Compared 
with the O-FIFO-IP model [7], it performs 25.8 percent lower. 
Compared with the MIP model [2], it performs 10.4 percent 
lower. 

In the third simulation, we observe the relation between the 
number of trucks and the total time per truck. In this 
simulation, the changeover time is 5 time-unit. The temporary 
storage capacity is 50 units. The number of inbound or 
outbound trucks ranges from 5 to 15 units. The result is shown 
in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 10 shows that the increasing of the number of trucks 
makes average total time per truck increase too. It is because 
the scheduling becomes more complicated. Fortunately, this 
increasing is not significant. When the number of inbound or 
outbound trucks increases 100 percent (from 5 units to 10 
units), the total time per truck increases only 8.8 percent. 
Meanwhile, when the number of inbound and outbound trucks 
increases 200 percent (from 5 to 15 units), the total time per 
truck increases only 10.9 percent. It means that the waiting 
time also increases with low inclination due to the increasing of 
the number of inbound or outbound trucks. 

 
Fig. 10. Relation between Number of Inbound or Outbound Trucks and 

Average Total Time per Truck. 

Based on the result, there are several findings due to this 
work. First, overall, our proposed model performs as the best 
model in creating low inventory level as it is one of goals in the 
cross-docking system [14]. Second, our proposed model is still 
competitive in creating low total time as it is the main goal of 
the cross-docking system in making efficient and fast 
processing mechanism [2,8-10]. The integer programming 
model still performs as the best model in finding optimal 
solution [23]. The problem in implementing the integer 
programming is its computationally expensive due to its 
polynomial time algorithm characteristic [23]. In the other side, 
the shortest remaining time algorithm that is adopted in our 
proposed model is a linear time algorithm so that our proposed 
model is computationally lighter than the integer 
programming-based truck scheduling model. 

The third finding is that our proposed model still creates 
low waiting time due to the increasing of the number of trucks 
because the total time per truck increases but with low 
inclination. This condition also related with one of the goals of 
the cross-docking system in minimizing waiting time [10,13]. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This work shows that the proposed model, which is 

developed by using multi-agent system and shortest remaining 
time algorithm, can solve the truck scheduling problem in the 
cross-docking system. It is proven competitive compared with 
the existing FIFO based model and integer-programming based 
model. This proposed model performs as the best model in 
creating low inventory level. Compared with the integer-
programming model, it creates 41.8 percent lower in maximum 
inventory level. Compared with the FIFO based model, it 
creates 52.1 to 55.1 percent lower in maximum inventory level. 
In total time aspect, it creates 0.2 to 2.2 percent lower than the 
FIFO based model. Although this proposed model creates 7.2 
percent higher in total time compared with the integer-
programming based model, it is computationally lighter due to 
its complexity is linear time rather than the integer-
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programming based model that its complexity is polynomial 
time. In this proposed model, the waiting time increases with 
low inclination due to the increasing of the number of trucks. 

This work has proposed new truck scheduling model in the 
cross-docking system by using multi-agent system. In the 
future, the multi-agent system can be implemented in the cross-
docking system not only for the truck scheduling. Moreover, it 
can be implemented in the material handling and forklift 
management. Forklift management can be modeled as a swarm 
robot with collaborative approach. This work uses single-
inbound-single-outbound scenario. In the future, it can also be 
expanded into multiple doors where each door is treated as an 
autonomous agent and there is collaboration among the doors. 
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Abstract—The computational complexity study of algorithms 
is highly germane to the design and development of high-speed 
computing devices. The whole essence of computation is 
principally influenced by efficiency of algorithms; this is more so 
the case with the algorithms whose solution space explodes 
exponentially. Cryptographic algorithms are good examples of 
such algorithms. The goal of this study is to compare the 
computational speeds of RSA and ElGamal cryptographic 
algorithms by carrying out a survey of works done so far by 
researchers. This study has therefore examined some of the 
results of the studies already done and highlighted which of the 
RSA and ElGamal algorithms performed better under given 
parameters. It is expected that this study would spur further 
investigation of the behaviour of cryptographic structures in 
order to ascertain their complexity and impact on the field of 
theoretical computer science. The experimental results of many 
of the papers reviewed showed that RSA cryptographic 
algorithm performs better as regards to energy usage, time 
complexity and space complexity of text, image and audio data 
during encryption process while some studies showed that 
ElGamal performs better in terms of time complexity during 
decryption process. 

Keywords—RSA algorithm; ElGamal algorithm; time 
complexity; space complexity; data security 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cryptography is the scientific technique of converting plain 

texts to non-readable form and back to plain text again. Born 
out of wartime exigencies, the idea of cryptography is to make 
texts unreadable to unauthorized or unintended users. This is 
done by deploying various cryptographic algorithms [1],[2]. 
Data sent in an encrypted state can only be decrypted by the 
targeted party using cypher keys. Thus, it hard or in many 
cases impossible to decode by an intruder who intercepts the 
encrypted files. Contemporary cryptosystem security is not 
focused on data secrecy but on the secrecy of a relatively small 
amount of knowledge, called a cypher key [2],[3]. There are 
five major functions of cryptography, viz. authentication, 
privacy, integrity, non-repudiation and service reliability. 
Authentication encompasses the processes of verification. 
Cryptography helps to verify authenticity of the data source, as 
well as that of the data, that is to ensure the data has not been 
modified. This is achieved through public key infrastructure 
(PKI), digital certificate and digital signature. Cryptography 
also ensures the privacy of the data being transferred. In order 
words, the data is protected against unauthorized user and 
attacks. Cryptography also ensures the integrity of the data that 

is to ensure the message has not been modified. Non-
repudiation means that the sender and recipient cannot dispute 
they've had the message sent. Finally, cryptography ensures 
Reliability in service; this is to ensure that the users are 
provided with quality service since systems are prone to attack. 

Cryptographic algorithms are generally classified either as 
private key cryptography or public key cryptography (see 
Fig. 1 for the cryptography classification tree). 

Private key cryptography, also referred to as Secret key 
cryptography (SKC) algorithms or Symmetric cryptography 
are set of one key techniques in which the encryption and 
decryption process require one and the same key [4]. As shown 
in Fig. 2, the sender uses the key to scramble the plaintext (or 
any set of values) and send the cipher text to the receiver. The 
recipient uses the same key to decrypt the information and 
retrieve the plaintext. Since both functions have a single key, 
secret key cryptography is often called symmetric encryption. 

 
Fig. 1. Classification Tree of Cryptographic Algorithms. 

 
Fig. 2. Private Key Cryptographic Algorithm [5]. 
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SKCs are further classified into Stream Buffers and Block 
Buffers. The Stream buffer encodes a message's characters a 
little at a time. Stream Cipher is used on a data stream by 
working on it in bits at one time. Block cipher accepts bits and 
then encrypts them as one entity [6]. If data is in blocked state, 
the data is encrypted / decrypted. Most commonly employed 
cryptographic secret key techniques include: Data Encryption 
Standard (DES), Triple Data Encryption Algorithm (3-DES), 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), BLOWFISH, and 
Rivest Cipher 4 among many others. The main hindrance to the 
practical application of a symmetric-key method is the need to 
share secret keys properly [7]. This has to be executed in a way 
to limit vulnerability or interception of the message. In the past, 
this will always have to be achieved by some sort of face-to - 
face interaction, which in certain situations appears very 
unrealistic when considering space and speed. If one believes 
that privacy is a concern, first of all the sharing of keys 
becomes more troublesome because of the need for a secure 
transferring of information. Some other concerns about the 
symmetric technique relates to secret key mismatch. All 
individual does have an equivalent secret key in the symmetric 
encryption. If the number of transaction participants rise, the 
probability of conflict or key mismatch increase drastically. 
Increasing new user requires more possible vulnerability point 
which an intruder might exploit. If such an attacker succeeds in 
obtaining control of just one of the secret keys, others will be 
totally compromised [8]. 

Public keys on the other hand are referred to as 
Asymmetric cryptography because the encoding key varies 
from the decoding key, which is private to the user only [9]. 
Asymmetric cryptography employs the use of mathematical 
techniques in the generation of keys without the possibility of 
being able to generate one key from the other. Anyone who 
may want to submit a message gets a public key readily 
accessible. A second key is kept private, so only the recipient is 
aware of it. Files that are encoded using the public key (text, 
binary files or documents) could not be decoded using the 
same method, but using the corresponding private key. Public 
key cryptographic algorithms are known to be slower during 
encryption process due to number of files generated. 
Nevertheless, they are more secure when it comes to security 
measures. Fig. 3 depicts the encryption and decryption 
processes of the Asymmetric cryptography. 

Some of the commonly used public key cryptographic 
algorithms are: RSA, DIFFIE-HELLMAN, PAILLIER and 
Elgamal. 

These cryptographic algorithms are combinatorial in 
nature; hence an evaluation of their complexities is sacrosanct 
to their design, development and deployment in high-speed 
computing devices. Therefore, the goal of this study is to 
review existing experimental works in literature with special 
focus on the complexities of the RSA and ElGamal 
cryptographic algorithms. 

 
Fig. 3. Public Key Cryptography Algorithm [5]. 

II. THE RSA ALGORITHM 
RSA is a public-key cryptography technique which is 

centered mostly on purported complexity of factoring large 
prime numbers. An RSA user initiates and then presents, as 
their public key, the combination of two large prime numbers 
together with an auxiliary number. It is important to keep the 
prime numbers hidden. Anyone may use the public key to 
encode the data, conversely with current established 
approaches, if the public key is big enough, the message can 
only be decoded by someone who knows the prime numbers 
[10],[11]. The encryption and decryption procedure is 
described using the following pseudocode (). 

Start 
Generate two large and prime numbers 𝒑 and 𝒒, where 𝒑 ≅ 𝒒 
Compute 𝒏 =  𝒑 ∗ 𝒒 
Compute 𝝋(𝒏) = (𝒑 − 𝟏) ∗ (𝒒 − 𝟏) 
Select 𝒆 such that for 𝟏 <  𝒆 <  𝝋(𝒏), 𝒆 and 𝒏 are coprime. 
Compute 𝒅 such that (𝒅 ∗ 𝒆) 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝝋(𝒏)  = 𝟏 
stop 
 
Key Generation 
Public Key is (𝒆,𝒏) 
Private Key is (𝒅,𝒏) 
Encryption= 𝑪 = 𝑴𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏 
Decryption= 𝑴 = 𝑪𝒅𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏 

Users have to produce the pair of keys before encryption 
and decryption is completed and then those keys are used for 
encryption scheme. 

The RSA offers a high security; thus, given the complexity 
and huge keys, an attacker should not be able to crack RSA by 
factoring. RSA is used for data encryption / decryption, which 
has the power to sign and/or validate digital data. RSA doesn't 
really need the use of a specific hash function, so the protection 
of the signatures and encryption depends in part on the 
preference of hashing algorithm used to measure the signatures 
[12]. The public key cryptography RSA is by far the most 
commonly used asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. It may 
be used in order to some anonymity and digital certificates and 
its protection is centered on the challenge of integral 
factorization being intractable. 
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III. THE ELGAMAL ALGORITHM 
The Elgamal algorithm was created by Taher Elgamal in 

the year 1984. It is an asymmetric cryptographic technique that 
is centered on key exchange. Elgamal encryption / decryption 
technique is based on the complexity of discrete logarithm 
where it is simple to lift digits to large powers however the 
inverse calculation of the discrete logarithm is far more 
complex to do. The dual important benefits of this approach are 
fast standardized security for long messages and data growth 
rate. ElGamal's biggest downside is its need for randomness 
and its slow process [13]. The encryption and decryption 
procedure of the ElGamal algorithm is described using the 
following pseudocode (). 

Key Generation 
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: Generate big random prime p and θ of Z*

p 
Step 3: Select a random integer a, 1≤a≤p-2 and compute θa 
(mod p) 
Step 4: Compute the public key as (p, θ, θa) and the private 
key as a. 
 
Encryption 
Step 5: Obtain the Receiver public key (p, θ, θa). 
Step 6: Denote the message as an integer m in the range 
{0,1…….., p-1} 
Step 7: Select a random integer k, 2≤k≤p-2 
Step 8: Compute ƴ=θk (mod p) and ժ = m (θa)k (mod p) 
Step 9: Encrypt the message c = (ƴ , ժ)  
 
Decryption 
Step 10: use private key a to compute ƴp-1-a(mod p) 
Step 11: Decrypt the message m with ƴ-a.ժ (mod p) 
Step 12: Stop 

IV. COMPLEXITY OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS 
The study of the complexity of cryptographic algorithms is 

an important area of theoretical computing that helps to find or 
select the most efficient and effective algorithm to solve a 
combinatorial problem. The study on complexity of 
cryptographic algorithms improves on data security and 
privacy and also mode of data communication with the aim to 
understand the intrinsic difficulty of computational problems. 
The complexity of any cryptographic algorithm can be 
measured in terms of time, space or energy needed for it to 
encrypt and decrypt in a worst-case scenario. Thus, complexity 
describes the computational efforts needed for a crypto-system 
to encrypt and decrypt data. The algorithm's time complexity 
measures the amount of time the algorithm takes to execute as 
a function of the input length. The time complexity of 
cryptographic relies on factors such as hardware, operating 
system, processor among others. An algorithm's time 
complexity is commonly expressed through asymptotic 
notations: Big O which is denoted as O(n), Big Theta denoted 
as Θ(n) and Big Omega demoted as Ω(n). The time complexity 
analysis of an algorithm begins by trying to count the range of 
simple tasks to be performed while running the algorithm. 
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and compare are 

simple operations. The iteration below gives the description of 
operation of computing the time complexity of an algorithm. 

for i : 1 to length of N 
  if N[i] is equal to x 

    return TRUE 
return FALSE 

The total time of the algorithm depends on the length of the 
array N; if the length of the array increase the time of execution 
will also increase. 

The space complexity of cryptographic algorithm is the 
measure of space (memory) it takes the algorithm to run as a 
function of its input-length. The complexity of space is 
determined by the size of any input. If for a given input size the 
complexity is taken as the maximum complexity over all inputs 
of that size, then the complexity is called the worst-case 
complexity. And if the complexity is taken as the average 
complexity over all inputs of a given size, then the complexity 
is called the expected complexity. 

V. A REVIEW OF EXISTING RELATED STUDIES ON THE 
COMPLEXITY OF RSA AND ELGAMAL 

Kayalvizhi et al [14] studied the energy complexity of RSA 
and ElGamal Algorithms for Wireless Sensor Networks. The 
study compared the performance of the RSA cryptographic 
algorithm with the ElGamal cryptographic algorithm by 
evaluating their energy efficiency and network lifetime. The 
study implemented both algorithms on a cluster network 
topology environment and compared the performance of the 
different network cluster. The computational experiments 
evaluated the complexity of RSA and ElGamal cryptographic 
algorithms in term of energy required and it was observed that 
the energy complexity of RSA was minimal when compared to 
ElGamal. Hence, RSA cryptographic algorithm requires less 
energy when it comes to protection of wireless communication. 
Therefore, RSA is said to be computationally efficient in terms 
of complexity of energy usage. 

Qing and Yunfei [15] designed and implemented an 
efficient RSA variant with the aim to speed up RSA decryption 
process. In order to increase computational complexity, 
EAPRSA (Encrypt Assistant Multi-Power RSA) was 
introduced by moving some decryption arithmetic operations to 
encryption. Multi-Power RSA and RSA-S2 systems are 
integrated in the current new RSA variant. The multi-Power 
RSA used the N = p^2 q(b=3) formula modulus where p and q 
are n/3 bits respectively. The proposed technique reported that 
the space complexity of the decryption process of the proposed 
EAPRSA was a substantial improvement over the generic 
RSA. 

Afolabi [16] performed a comparative performance 
assessment study on RSA cryptographic Algorithms. The study 
determined the complexity of the cryptographic algorithm in 
terms of Time, memory and output bytes. The study was 
conducted using a cryptographic technique on text file of 
different sizes. It was reported that RSA utilizes more time to 
encrypt and decrypt data and also uses more space while 
generating low output byte. 
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Chia et al., [17], studied time and space complexity of RSA 
and ElGamal cryptography algorithms. Encryption and 
decryption operations were achieved by modular 
exponentiation in RSA cryptographic algorithm. Also, fast 
modular exponentiation in RSA algorithms was considered of 
practical importance. By using the fast modular exponentiation 
of documenting the typical components in the folded sub 
strings, the performance of the binary algorithm could be 
improved and thus, reducing the computational complexity of 
modular exponentiation effectively. 

In addition, Farah et al. [18], presented the implementation 
and comparative evaluation of techniques for variable text 
files: RSA, ElGamal, and Paillier; the encoding time, decoding 
time, encoded data rate and decoded data rate for each 
algorithm. The paper also identified and determined which 
algorithms perform better in terms of the time complexity. The 
experimental result showed that the time complexity of RSA 
during encryption process is computationally good and 
ElGamal did better with regard to decryption time complexity. 
Indeed, the overall complexity of RSA cryptographic 
algorithms in measure of the throughput was higher in the 
encryption process while ElGamal throughout complexity was 
higher during decryption process. 

Vijayalakshmi and Bommanna [19] undertook a 
comparative analysis of RSA and ECC in Identity-Based 
Authenticated Modern Multiparty key Agreement scheme. The 
study implements two popular public key cryptographic 
algorithms and compared there performance by computing the 
processing time and memory size for the method of encryption 
and decryption. The study used different key sizes and variable 
text lengths to analyze the performance of both algorithms. The 
identity-based authenticated key agreement protocol showed 
that the protocol using ECC block cipher for user 
authentication offered significantly better performance in terms 
of memory complexity requirements and processing time 
complexity. Thus, their findings demonstrated ECC dominance 
over RSA in terms of time and memory complexities allocation 
for execution. 

Furthermore, Annapoorna et al., [20] compared two 
asymmetric algorithms RSA and ElGamal for secure file 
transmission. The paper gave tabular reports of Key length 
value, algorithm sort, security threats, pace usability of the 
model, key usage, energy consumption and hardware / 
software implementation discrepancy between complexity of 
RSA and ElGamal cryptographic algorithms. The study 
analyzed the complexity of the cryptographic algorithm in 
terms of their security level. The study stated that ElGamal 
algorithm is more secure as compare to RSA cryptographic 
algorithm. Additionally, RSA algorithm was reported to 
perform poorly in terms of time complexity because it 
generates more than one public keys when encrypting and 
decrypting data. 

Tin and Su [21], carried out a comparative Study of RSA 
and ElGamal on audio protection systems, based on the period 
of execution. The implemented encryption algorithms provide 
a secure communication over the internet and play a crucial 
role in efficient information security systems. The proposed 
system utilized two public key algorithms RSA and ElGamal 

algorithms to analyze their complexity of execution time on 
audio file. The study used audio (.mp3) file type with various 
file sizes to analyze the encryption and decryption of 
complexity time using C# programming language. The 
experimental results showed that RSA algorithm is faster than 
ElGamal algorithm in encrypting and decrypting audio file. 

Andysah et al., [22], studied the Performance comparison 
of the public-key cryptographic algorithms RSA and ElGamal. 
RSA occured in the factorization of large primes whereas 
ElGamal occured in the computation of discrete logarithms. 
The study utilized public-key RSA and Elgamal encryption 
techniques for the encryption and decryption of a text file. The 
results of the experiments revealed that RSA algorithm 
outperformed the Elgamal algorithm in terms of time 
complexity. 

More so, Kyaw, Kyaw and Nay [23], studied the time 
complexity of RSA public key encryption method and 
ElGamal public key encryption method. The study was 
concerned with the encryption process on text, image and 
audio data to obtain the encryption and decryption time of RSA 
and ElGamal cryptographic algorithms. The results of the 
experiment showed that RSA encryption and decryption time 
complexity was significantly better than those of the ElGamal 
cryptography algorithm. 

Haval et al., [24], proposed and implemented a modified 
ElGamal cryptographic algorithm to increase the complexity of 
the algorithm in term of time, speed and reducing the 
expansion rate in the file size after encryption process. Some 
modification was performed on the traditional ElGamal 
cryptographic algorithm such as using addition operation 
instead of multiplication in the encryption process to decrease 
the file size. A comparative evaluation of the modified and 
traditional ElGamal was carried out on text data and the result 
showed that the time complexity performance of modified 
Elgamal was better than the traditional Elgamal. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, survey of performance analysis of asymmetric 

cryptographic algorithms in particular RSA and ElGamal was 
carried out and analyzed. The experimental results of many of 
the papers reviewed showed that RSA cryptographic algorithm 
performs better as regards to energy usage, time complexity 
and space complexity of text, image and audio data during 
encryption process while some studies showed that ElGamal 
performs better in terms of time complexity during decryption 
process. This survey was limited to text, image and audio data. 
However, more performance metrics like video file and mixed 
data can be considered in further studies in order to widen the 
scope of this survey. 
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Abstract—Detection of anomalies from the medical image 
dataset improves prognosis by discovering new facts hidden in 
the data. The present study aims to discuss anomaly detection 
using autoencoders and convolutional neural networks. The 
autoencoder identifies the imbalance between normal and 
abnormal samples. They create learning models flexible and 
accurate on training data. The problem is addressed in four 
stages: 1) training: an autoencoder is initialized with the hyper-
parameters and trained on the lung cancer CT scan images, 
2) test: the autoencoder reconstructs the input from the latent 
space representation with a slight variation from the original 
data, indicated by a reconstruction error as Mean Squared Error 
(MSE), 3) evaluate: the MSE value of the training and test 
dataset are compared. The MSE values of anomalous data are 
higher than a base threshold, detecting those as anomalies, 
4) validate: the efficiency metrics such as accuracy and MSE 
scores are used at both training and validation phases. The 
dataset was further classified as benign and malignant. The 
accuracy reported for outlier detection and the classification task 
is 98% and 97.2%. Thus, the proposed autoencoder-based 
anomaly detection could positively isolate anomalies from the CT 
scan images of lung cancer. 

Keywords—Anomalies; autoencoder; convolutional neural 
networks (CNN) (ConvNets); deep neural network architecture; 
regularization 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Outliers are the data that are not normal when compared to 

the rest of the information in any dataset. They indicate 
extreme values which usually diverge from the general model 
[1]. The occurrence of outliers in the dataset is possible for 
many reasons, such as a fault in the system, manual errors, 
fraudulent errors, equipment errors, and the data may vary for 
inexplicable reasons camouflaging a few unseen motifs.  At 
times, these unusual patterns indicate hidden knowledge about 
the data. For instance, irregular Electrocardiography (ECG) 
data may suggest heart-related problems because it will be 
dissimilar from the ECG report of a healthy person. Thus, 
identifying outliers is an essential part of the knowledge 
discovery process [2]. Because of this reason, outlier detection 
has always been an exciting factor for researchers, scientists, 
and data analysts. Outlier detection is widely employed in 
nearly all subject areas such as medical, fraud detection, credit 
card analysis, financial sectors, social network analysis, and 
weather forecast analysis. Outliers are of different types: 
univariate, multivariate, point/global, context, and collective 
outliers [3]. The outlier detection approaches [4] are broadly 
classified into three categories; 1) Statistical method: this 

approach is used in a typical univariate environment where the 
data distribution is normal/ Gaussian-like. Here, 
approximately 68% of the data fall with the normal 
distribution anchored to the 1st standard deviation measure. 
About 98% of data distribution fall in the 2nd standard 
deviation and 99.7% of data value belong to the 3rd standard 
deviation. The approach yields faster results. The compact 
representation of the model facilitates anomaly detection even 
on large datasets. However, the statistical methods often fail in 
a multidimensional dataset environment, and also, they require 
prior knowledge about the anomaly pattern [5], 2) supervised 
method: The model is trained on the labeled features that 
differentiate between a normal and an abnormal data class. 
The unseen data is fed to the system, i.e., test data, and the 
model determines to which category the data point belongs. 
Interestingly, they do not rely on any prior knowledge of the 
anomaly pattern and it is easy to train the model. Again, this 
model fails in a high-dimensional space, further attributed 
with the local neighborhood problem [6], 3) unsupervised 
method: the anomalies are detected through a heuristic 
approach with certain assumptions of segregating the regular 
instances versus other data points that deviate from the cluster. 
K-means and DBSCAN are the prominent techniques here [7]. 
These methods are highly dependent on users’ perception 
making the outlier detection task quite spontaneous. The main 
drawback of this approach is the binary nature of data 
separation, which is used for data grouping. Several 
algorithms have been proposed in the realm of anomaly 
detection however, they focus on arbitrary labels in the 
classification of datasets to distinguish between previously 
observed outlier samples. The protocols for feature selection 
are not indicated, making the model detect only the previously 
known anomalies. Moreover, the statistical methods will lead 
to high false negatives that may skip identifying the actual 
anomalies, and the rule-based models are highly dependent on 
user-set parameters, whereby changing these features will 
negatively impact the performance of the model [8]. 
Therefore, to fill the research gap of the existing methods, the 
present study uses a deep learning approach – autoencoder and 
convolution neural network (CNN). These methods have been 
doing miracles on a diverse range of datasets amidst any 
complexities in the structure. Thus, the main objective of the 
present study is to use an autoencoder with encoder and 
decoder arrangement to detect and eliminate outliers on lung 
cancer computerized tomography (CT) scan images [9]. 
During the training, the encoder will learn the latent 
representation of the normal data at the core layer. Thereon, 
the decoder will use the information present in the core layer 
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to reconstruct the data. The normal and abnormal data’s 
behavior is separated by using a Mean Squared Error (MSE) 
score. The MSE calculates the difference between the original 
input data and the data the model constructed at the output 
side. For a good model, the MSE scores should be small. In 
further steps, the images are subsequently classified into 
benign and malignant. The significant contributions of the 
proposed work are as follows: 

• Image datasets are highly sparse with a complex 
structure. Thus, the study empirically demonstrates a 
deep neural architecture to detect the medical image 
outliers. 

• The input data distribution is transformed into output 
distribution space with the least amount of feature loss 
(distortion). 

• A reconstruction error is calculated for the training and 
test data for understanding the gap between normal and 
abnormal data samples. A base threshold is pivotal for 
this mapping function [10]. 

• The proposed method works on an unsupervised 
dataset without any labels, making the framework 
efficient enough to ascertain the unusual patterns in the 
underlying data. 

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following 
sections. Section 2 discusses various works related to the 
present study. Section 3 introduces the autoencoder. The 
implementation details are shown in Section 4. Section 5 
delivers results and analysis of the proposed model. Lastly, the 
paper culminates with Sections 6 and 7, highlighting the 
discussions, scope for future research, and conclusion. 

II. LITERATURE STUDY 
The problems associated with anomaly detection are found 

abundantly in the literature. Various researchers have 
proposed various models and methods globally in the past two 
decades [11] [12]. In [13], LUNA16 dataset, CT scan images 
with label nodules are used by the authors to detect cancer 
using 3D-CNN. Initially, the raw images are preprocessed 
using a threshold approach, and later vanilla 3D NN 
architecture is used to classify the images into cancerous and 
non-cancerous. The model achieved 80% accuracy with 120-
sec computational time. Though the results of this research 
work are better than the previous results, it uses a relatively 
small amount of dataset (~100 CT images). The same 
LUNA16 (lung nodule analysis 2016) datasets have been used 
by the authors Gritli, et al. in [14]. The aim was to classify the 
datasets into benign and malignant using 3D AlexNet 
architecture. Through 10-fold cross-validation, the proposed 
approach resulted in 97%, proving to be efficient than the 
existing methods even at low-dose CT scan images. However, 
the layers at the semantic network are tiny and light, making 
the class activation function not perform well. There was a 
significant amount of data lost in the process of maintaining 
the class equivalence. The lung cancer detection in CT scan 
images using CNN is proposed by Sharma, et al. in [15]. The 
researchers have performed preprocessing and segmentation. 
Later U-net model is used to classify the patients’ nodules into 

cancerous or non-cancerous. The authors claim to obtain 77% 
accuracy but the proposed model suffers from data-imbalance 
problems, due to which the accuracy is dropped. Rasha, et al. 
[16] have worked on anomaly detection in lung cancer image 
datasets. The features have been selected through techniques 
such as local binary pattern (LBP), discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT), and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG). The 
firefly algorithm is used to optimize the selected features and 
later on support vector machine (SVM) is applied to classify 
the normal instance of the image. The authors have not shown 
the real-time datasets taken from Moulana hospital. The 
details of the preprocessing of the dataset are not discussed. 
When the training set contains a small fraction of outliers, it 
becomes extremely challenging to identify anomalies in the 
given image dataset. Thus Laura Beggel, et al. in [17] have 
proposed a unique anomaly detection using adversarial 
autoencoders that places anomaly patterns in low likelihood 
regions. The proposed model is performed on the MNIST 
image dataset. The model resulted in some overlap with 
reconstruction images making the task rely on a supervised 
training mode. The performance is not studied for a high-
dimensional dataset. The 3D-National lung screening trial 
(NLST) datasets have been used to study anomaly detection 
using deep generative models in [18]. The model works on the 
fact that positive samples are available in scarce; thus, the 
likelihood of the unseen data is estimated without the 
implications of the negative samples, thereby identifying the 
samples as low likelihood datapoints. However, the 
applicability is not suited when the complexity of the data 
increases. The results of the 0.62 score under ROC results are 
still not good enough for determining anomalies at the nodule 
level. Mehdi, et al. [19] have proposed lung cancer detection 
using an autoencoder that is semi-automatically trained on 
datasets from the Lung Image Database Consortium image 
collection (LIDC-IDRI) database. The dataset of healthy 
patients is used for training, later the output was fed to a 
segmentation process, and the variation in a pattern other than 
healthy patients was removed. However, the segmentation 
network could fail while training on abnormalities of the 
diseased images. 

III. ARCHITECTURE RECURRENT OUTLIER DETECTION 
USING DEEP NEURAL ARCHITECTURE – AUTOENCODERS 
Autoencoders (AE), a multi-layered feed-forward neural 

network, is an unsupervised machine learning approach [20] 
used for dimensionality reduction in a multivariate data 
environment. However, on a univariate dataset, the 
autoencoders are similar to linear regression or a typical 
principal component analysis (PCA) problem [21]. Though 
PCA and other clustering algorithms perform reasonably well 
on multidimensional data, the autoencoder does a better job 
because of hyper-parameters [22]. A significant difference 
between a PCA and an AE is that the latter perform analysis 
on the data with a non-linear activation function on the hidden 
layers. Architecturally, an AE is a simple feed-forward 
network because the information is fed to the input layer, 
passed through a set of hidden layers. Each has a varied 
number of nodes/neurons to transform the input and arrives at 
the output. The nodes are extrapolated into different layers, 
each connected to all the nodes on the previous layers. The 
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input and the output layers have the same number of nodes, 
‘n,’ due to the symmetric arrangement of the autoencoder that 
intends to reconstruct input at the output side. The values 
predicted at each node through activation functions are passed 
into consecutive layers ahead. The general representation of 
AE is shown in Fig. 1. An AE consists of two main stages, an 
encoder and a decoder [23]. An encoder maps the given input 
into a compressed representation, and a decoder transforms 
the compressed data back into the original input. Alongside, 
an encoder wraps the original data by hidden layers into a 
squeezed vector representation. 
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Where, ne  is an encoding function of the hidden layer 
ranging between 1 and n, enw and enb  are the weight and bias 

parameters at layer ‘n’ and 0x is the original input vector from 
the input layer. Similarly, at the decoder side, the output will 
be the same as the input that the system received initially but 
with a difference that the output at encoder represents the 
input (x) as a reconstruction error for 0x . 
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Where, 'x  is a decoding function at nth decoding hidden 
layer with the weights and bias being represented for the 
corresponding nth decoding layer as dnw and dnb . 

The AE extracts the crucial features and stuff in a latent 
space representation between an encoder and a decoder. 
Besides, this representation contains a low-dimensional 
version of the original input. Thereby, at the decoder, the AE 
reconstructs the input data as the output from the latent space 
features. This reconstruction is dependent on the training data, 
i.e., an AE cannot build a new representation of the input but 
only specific to what has been trained. Furthermore, the 
autoencoder calculates the reconstruction error through MSE. 
For a normal data sample, the reconstruction error is small. 
However, these numbers are usually large and above a certain 
base threshold for the anomalous data, typically set by the 
user. 

The encoding section takes the input image; the 
autoencoder captures only the spatial features and converts 
them to a low dimensional image. Further, in the decoding 
section, the image is reconstructed. 

 
Fig. 1. A Diagrammatic view of an Autoencoder Network. 

IV. AUTOENCODERS AND ITS COMPONENTS IN ANOMALY 
DETECTION 

The fundamental role of an AE in anomaly detection is to 
determine how much the output data (reconstructed data) 
deviates from the input data. Thus, the AE is essentially 
trained on the theory of minimizing the reconstruction error. 
The following parameters are considered during the training 
process: 

• The number of hidden layers – The decision boundary 
is observed to split the input data into several classes, 
and later these classes are expressed as a straight line 
[24]. The joining curve of these lines indicates the 
number of hidden layers, and the number of 
consecutive lines decides the number of neurons in 
these hidden layers. In an AE, the number of neurons 
in the input and the output layers are the same. 

• Regularization – The main objective of using any 
machine learning approach is to make the model fit for 
both training and test data to avoid overfitting and 
underfitting. In both cases, the model will not 
generalize well. The regularization techniques are 
adopted to minimize the error rate on the test data at 
the cost of boosting the training error. Lasso regression 
(L1) and Ridge regression (L2) are the two popular 
regularization methods [25]. Here, L1 regularization 
[26] is used since this is particularly useful for the 
feature selection process on a wide range of input 
values. The loss function is given by; 

Loss Function 
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Here, Zi is the input variable at some neuron layer ‘i’ (i ∈ 
1 to ‘n’ inputs), and yij is the output layer obtained at some 
neuron layer ‘j’ corresponding to the input ‘i’. The output has 
‘j’ layers, the same as the input layer such that j ∈ 1 to ‘p’ 
outputs. αj is the reconstruction error. The entire component is 
squared to eliminate any negative value. The L1 regression 
defines an absolute value of the magnitude for a penalty term 
along with loss function [27], and it is given by; 

Regularization Function (L1) = 

Loss Function + 1
| |

p
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ρ α
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             (4) 

• Learning rate: Indicates the number of weights updated 
at every epoch. It tunes the algorithm to achieve 
minimum reconstruction error. 

• Batch size: This refers to the number of training 
samples used at different iterations from which the 
model learns. 

• Optimizer: An optimizer is used to combat the time 
complexity of the algorithm. Adam Optimization 
algorithm [28] is a replacement for a traditional 
stochastic gradient descent method to update the 
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training network’s weights. The learning rate is 
calculated for various parameters and frequently 
preserved for individual network weights. These values 
are finally adopted as a learning process unfolds. 

A. Training a Deep Neural Network through ConvNets 
When an input image passed through a standard neural 

network, many of the temporal [29] (time-related: pictures that 
were taken at different time intervals) and spatial [30] (space-
related: properties related to a single image such as 
coordinates, gradients, resolution and so on) features are lost. 
Convolutional Neural Network – ConvNet – CNN [31] model 
is used to overcome this problem. Spatial elements are 
essential to reconstruct the images as they describe each 
image’s characteristics.  An AE retains only spatial features, 
eliminating the images’ temporal aspects. The encoder 
comprises three ConvNet layers with different dimensions. At 
the core, there is a hidden layer that is dense and fully 
connected autoencoder with neurons. Once the image is 
resized, a low-dimensional version of the input is stored in the 
latent space. The decoder comprising three deConvNets 
reconstructs the input image with limited features. Each image 
is 512x512 pixels. The first layer of ConvNet is a 
convolutional layer with 32 filters such that each filter is of 
size 5x5. Only one feature out of 32 will be considered at each 
evaluation step, indicated by 512x512x1. The second layer is 
pooling with a 3x3 pool size. The output size is 509x509 since 
pooling prunes 3x3 pixels from each side. Here, the image 
would be reduced to 169x169 (509/3 ~ 169) with 32 filters (a 
similar process is repeated for the 2nd and 3rd ConvNets). The 
flattening process induces the product of these numbers. The 
pooled features of the input image are mapped onto columnar 
representation. The fully connected layer in the core is then 
turned on with batch size = 128. The spatial features are 
juxtaposed to form many attributes sufficient to create the 
original input image. At the decoding side of DeConvNets, the 
same process is reversed by retaining the dimensions constant. 

The architecture of a CNN model is shown in three stages, 
Fig. 2. 

• Convolutional Layer: The feature space is created for 
an input image and preserves the relationship between 
the pixels through filtering. The filters’ values are 
usually; 1, -1, and 0 – a positive value for feature 
brightness, a negative value for darkness, and 0 for a 
grey image. These values are placed indefinitely at 
different locations in the filters. When an original 
image passes through the filters, the filtered image 
features produce two types of high and low scores for a 
match and low for a no-match/mismatch. The filters 
here represent the number of features that the model 
can extract. However, with a more significant number 
of filters, the training process is prolonged. The filter 
values are 32, 64, 128, and so on. 

• Activation Function: The activation function helps the 
model map the resulting feature values into a 
normalized value between 0 to 1 and -1 to +1. In the 
proposed system, two activation functions are Sigmoid 
and ReLu. The sigmoid function squashes the feature 

values between 0 and 1. The ReLu – Rectified Linear 
Unit – substitutes a negative value to zero [32]. 

• Pooling: This is used to reduce the size of filter vectors. 
For instance, in max-pooling, if the filter is 3X3, the 
highest value is chosen at every 3X3 matrix. Once the 
pooling is completed, the filtered images are stacked 
up to form a list. 

 
Fig. 2. The Encoding and Decoding Processes of an Autoencoder using 
ConvNets and DeConvNets, Respectively. The Encoding and Decoding 
Processing are Symmetric and have the Same Layers in each Section. 

B. Training Algorithm for ConvNets-Autoencoders using 
Adam Optimization Technique 
Adam optimizer is used to train a deep neural network 

using ConvNets. Here, the learning curve is estimated based 
on the lower-order moments with fewer memory 
requirements. Algorithm 1 illustrates the training process 
adopted for this research study. 

Algorithm 1: Training algorithm for ConvNets using Adam 
Optimization Technique 

Input: Training data split (d); the input vector ( 0x ); Adam’s learning 
rate parameters β = ( ne , enw , enb ); the number of hidden layers; the 
number of epochs; batch size; ρ is the regularization parameter;  
Output: Trained model with decoding function (

'x ) returns α j as 
reconstruction error; fw,d(x)~ x 
1: start 
2: arrange the data required for the training model with the dataset (d) 

3: initialize the parameters β = ( ne , enw , enb );   
4: for P ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4… epochs) 
5: for q∈ (1, 2, 3, 4… batch size) 
6:  for fw,d(x) ∀ x in d 
7:  transform the input layer vectors into their 

corresponding hidden layers in a series of 
encoder layers and compute output layer with 
decoding function [eq. 1 and eq. 2] 

8:   calculate the reconstruction error α j  by using    
eq. 4 

9:  update Adam’s learning rate parameters β = ( ne ,

enw , enb );   
                              for each iteration 

10:   end for 
12:  end for 
13: end for 
14: train the model with the results of the above steps and return  
15: stop 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Dataset Description 
CT scan images of lung cancer are used as a dataset1. The 

dataset is a subset of the LUNA16 Grand Challenge2. The 
dataset is efficient enough to analyze the model because it 
contains the images exposed to a two-phase annotation 
process by four different radiologists. Thus, it makes the 
dataset suited for testing with an emphasis on identifying 
anomalies. Further, the images are adequately compressed, 
due to which no additional image compression techniques are 
used in the present study. A total of 297 images are separately 
marked for training and testing purposes. Convolutional 
autoencoders are implemented on the Spyder platform version 
4.1.5 3by adopting a high-level neural network application 
package – Keras 2.3.0 4 ,which runs on Tensorflow  v2.4.1 5 at 
the background. The code is written in python 3.8.8 6 

B. Parameter Setting and Preprocessing 
The details of the hyper-parameters used for the 

implementation are as follows: learning rate: 0.01, epochs: 40, 
batch size: 30,  Adam optimizer parameters: alpha (learning 
rate) = 0.001, beta1 (exponential decay rate for the first 
estimate) = 0.9, beta2 (exponential decay rate for the second 
estimate) and epsilon (to overrule divide by zero error) = 10E-
8, input images: 297, corresponding to 297 neurons in each 
hidden layer, sequential CNN model with kernel size = (3,3) at 
convolution layer and pool size = (2,2) at MaxPooling layer. 

The images were preprocessed before the model is 
executed on the input. Those are; a function was called to load 
images from the folder onto an array variable. Further, images 
in the dataset had varying sizes. Thus, the height and width 
were rescaled to 512 pixels each to maintain uniformity 
throughout. The pixel values of the image (0 –black to 255 – 
white) are scaled between the ranges of 0 and 1 in the process 
called normalization (the ImageDataGenerator divides the 
pixel value by 255, for instance, 1/255 = 0.0039). This is 
performed because a neural network usually works with small 
weights used to update the neurons. If a large value is used, 
the network consumes a great deal of time, slowing down the 
learning process. With 40 epochs, the model attained an 
accuracy of 98% and an MSE value as low as 0.011. With 
every epoch, the model learns the features better with extra 
latent manifolds. The relevant features are then retained, and 
the characteristics that are not scalable for latent space 
representation are pruned. 

C. Results 
Out of 297 images, the dataset was split into three 

categories as training: 70% (207 images), validation: 10% (29 
images), and test: 20% (61 images). The efficacy of the 
proposed system is measured at both the times – training and 
validation. The terms used are: 

1 https://www.kaggle.com/kmader/finding-lungs-in-ct-data 
2 https://luna16.grand-challenge.org/Data/ 
3 https://www.spyder-ide.org/ 
4 https://keras.io/ 
5 https://www.tensorflow.org/ 
6 https://www.python.org/ 

• Overall accuracy – accuracy is calculated at every 
epoch as, accuracy= images the system constructed 
correctly / the total number of images in each epoch 
(batch size). 

• MSE – MSE defines an average square of the 
difference between the original input image and the 
image constructed by the model. 

MSE = 
2

1

1 ( )i

B

i
i

X X
B

∧

=

−∑
             (5) 

Here, ‘B’ indicates the batch size since the parameters are 
considered for individual batches. The error score of the 
original input image at the ‘i’ instance is given by iX , and the 
error score of the reconstructed image at ‘i’ is provided by iX

∧

. 
MSE score of the anomalous data tends to be above the 
normal data threshold. The MSE scores for all samples are 
calculated to set the base threshold. The distribution of these 
MSE scores determines the threshold; 92% of the data was in 
the range of 0.011 to 0.6. The remaining 8% of the data had 
many variations in their MSE scores, such as 17.5, 2.5, 9.2, 
and 11.3, so on. Therefore, by looking at this distribution, the 
base threshold for anomaly detection was set as 0.7. The MSE 
score of the reconstructed images of the normal samples will 
be less than or equal to 0.7, and for abnormal images, the 
score will be greater than 0.7. 

Of the 297 images, 23 images are identified as anomalies, 
with an MSE score greater than 0.7, and the 274 images are 
identified as normal samples, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(a). 
Initially, the accuracy was low even for a low MSE score; 
however, it is evident that, as the epoch progressed, the 
accuracy increased for normal data; however, the accuracy 
dropped as low as 11%, indicating a very high MSE score 
(17.5) for some data. Nevertheless, it is observed that the 
samples with high MSE scores have low accuracy values 
indicating the presence of the outliers. The accuracy achieved 
with low MSE scores was excelled, nearing 98%. The data 
with high MSE and low accuracy indicate the presence of the 
outliers, which were identified through the MSE scores. 

• Val_loss: This is applied to the test data. val_loss is a 
good sign of how the model performs on the unseen 
data. Smaller val_loss indicates that there is no 
problem with overfitting. Consequently, if the model is 
trained heavily on the data, the val_loss increases as 
evidence of overfitting. 

• Val_accuracy: The overall accuracy is an indicator of 
the classification performed on the training data. But 
for the test data, val_acc is crucial as it tests the 
accuracy of the unseen data. A neural network model is 
considered good when the val_loss starts decreasing, 
and the val_acc starts increasing [33], as shown in 
Fig. 3(b). Here, the number of examples used to 
calculate the loss/ error gradient is called a batch size 
or simply a batch. However, the training epoch 
indicates that the model has made learning for a 
randomly selected batch. As the validation loss is 
calculated in terms of samples, the term batch is used. 
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• Val_mse: The MSE score for the validation/test data 

The overall evaluation of the proposed model is plotted in 
a line chart for the key terms explained so far. This is shown 
in Fig. 4. It must be noted that, as the epochs progress, the 
accuracy metrics increases, and the MSE values decreases. 
Additionally, val_loss is also reduced, indicating that the 
model is trained appropriately. Fig. 5 shows a set of images 
identified as anomalies and normal data. Once the outliers are 
removed, the image dataset is classified into either benign or 
malignant with simple neural network architecture [34]. 

The predicted output is put forward in the form of a 
confusion matrix in Fig. 6. Out of 297 input images, 259 
images were correctly classified as benign (TP), and 22 out of 
24 (actual number of malignant) images were classified as 
outliers (TN), 5 images that are non-benign (actual malignant) 
but are identified incorrectly as benign (FP) and 11 images 
were obtained incorrectly as malignant (FN). The ROC 
(Receiver-Operating-Curve) is plotted to determine the model 
performance based on predicting the probabilities of outcome 
(whether an image is an outlier or not) as illustrated in Fig. 7. 
The ROC is plotted against True Positive Rate (TPR) and 
False Positive Rate (FPR) for a wide range of threshold 
values. TPR – Recall – Sensitivity is given by, TPR = (TP) / 
(TP + FN) and FPR is given by, FPR = (FP) / (FP + TN). 
Area-Under-Curve (AUC) measures the degree of separation, 
which tells how capable the system is at distinguishing 
between the classes. 

 
Fig. 3. (a) A Graphical Representation of Variation in the Accuracy and the 
MSE Scores. The Accuracy Increased, and the MSE Value is Dropped to a 

Minimum towards the End of 40 Epochs, (b) A Graphical Representation of 
Variation in Training and Test v_loss. As Observed, the val_ loss of Test Data 

is Slightly Reduced at Encircled Points. 

 
Fig. 4. The Evaluation Metrics Such as MSE, Val_loss, Val_acc, val_MSE, 

and Overall Accuracy Plotted across 40 Epochs. 

 
Fig. 5. A Series of Data for both Anomalous (Black Background) and 

Normal (White Background) as Identified by the Proposed Model. 

 
Fig. 6. A Confusion Matrix for the Two Classes – benign and Malignant 

Plotted against the True and Predicted Classes. Here, 259 Indicates TP, FP = 
5, FN = 11 and TN = 22. The Ranking is shown for all the 297 Input Samples. 

 
Fig. 7. ROC Curve for Cumulative Results of the Classification Task. The 

Value of AUC = 0.972 (97%) Reveals that the Model is Excellent in 
Distinguishing between the benign and Malignant Classes. 

D. Comparison of Various Outlier Detection Methods with 
the Proposed Model 
In this subsection, the proposed model is compared with 

the classical state-of-art systems. The result of this comparison 
is described in Table I. The proposed model outperformed the 
other conventional methods by achieving 98% accuracy. This 
indicates that the model can be well adapted even for distinct 
datasets with complex structures. 
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED MODEL WITH THE OTHER 
STATE-OF-ART TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS IN TERMS OF ACCURACY 

 Accuracy 

Gritli. et.al in [14]. 3D AlexNet 
architecture. 97% 

Sharma. et.al in [15]. CNN-based 
architecture  77% 

Rasha. et.al [16]. Firefly algorithm with 
SVM 78% 

Laura Beggel. et al. in [17]. Adversarial 
autoencoder-based 

0.62 
[Under 0.62] 

AnoGAN deep convolution using 
adversarial network [35]  84% 

Our proposed method 98% - outlier detection 
97.2% - classification task 

VI. DISCUSSIONS 
Like any other expert system, the proposed model also 

deals with some limitations. The model is highly dependent on 
the training data. As a result, when unseen data – a typical 
healthy heart image – was fed as an input, the system calls it 
an anomaly. This could be a potential problem mainly when 
the corpus is more generic than domain-specific. The 
proposed model considers only the spatial features, thereby 
removing the temporal characteristics of the image in the 
cleaning step. Thus, the edges and variations in the local 
binary pattern of the images are skipped, leading to 
misrepresentation of features sometimes. Interestingly, the 
global minimum MSE score is 0.01, and it cannot be reduced 
even with further training. This hypothesis helped to shorten 
the input size and exemplify the latent space representation. 
Additionally, a sparse hierarchical model is witnessed in most 
activations, mainly when the spatial features are selected. 
Further, the complex representation is brought down to lower 
dimensions in the encoder and later decoded into an original 
image. During this transformation, the model may memorize 
the data during the training process leading to overfitting. 
Therefore, the proposed method restricts the number of 
neurons in the core layer, usually half of the number of input 
variables in the network. This will ensure that the model is 
learning the key patterns, rules, and essential features from the 
input data. It is imperative to note that no training labels are 
used in the model, making it completely unsupervised. 
However, each neuron at the hidden layers is driven by the 
data on hand that makes the system data-reliant. Thus, when 
the input features change, the activation function triggers 
different neurons and results in a different output through the 
network. While the latent space representation stress enough 
on the encoding and decoding process, the regularization used 
in the network minimizes the error rate through the L1 
regularization technique. Though the proposed model 
performs reasonably well, there is still room for improvement. 
For instance, the gradient-weighted activation mapping 
technique could be used to obtain visual explanations of the 
predictions made by the system, and using a larger dataset 
could further improve the performance. 

The future direction of this research study is to identify the 
nodule location and size measurement using Deep NN 
techniques and later categorize it into different cancer stages. 

The present work could be implemented on different types of 
autoencoder for a complex dataset and study the performance. 
The hyper-parameters may be tweaked to refine the CNN 
model and check if the accuracy is improved. The outliers can 
be grouped into different clusters and analyze their behavior in 
each set. Alongside, the feature rules can be generated to 
highlight the anomaly score of each group to understand the 
depth of anomalies present in the data. The accuracy could be 
improved further by choosing a giant database such as 
LUNA16 or LIDC/IDRI. The results obtained will help 
clinicians detect cancer more accurately with an anomaly-free 
dataset. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
A study on outliers in medical data has been one of the 

leading research concerns over the past few years. By and 
large, the anomalies in the medical data are inevitable but 
impose complications if left unnoticed. Previously known 
anomaly detection approaches using PCA are equally 
efficient; however, PCA attempts to uncover the lower-level 
features of the input data, but autoencoders learn features from 
the data having higher dimensions with any complex and non-
linear structures. With the help of an encoder and a decoder, 
clustered in multiple convolutional layers, the autoencoders 
efficiently remove the outliers without any training labels in 
the dataset. The encoder absorbs significant features of the 
images. The original image is reconstructed at the decoder 
side. Of the 297 images, 23 images are identified as 
anomalies, with an MSE score greater than 0.7, and the 274 
images are identified as normal samples. With 40 epochs, the 
model attained an accuracy of 98% and an MSE value as low 
as 0.011. With every epoch, the model learns the features 
better with extra latent manifolds. The outputs are further 
classified into benign and malignant. The confusion matrix 
indicates a good classification of the two classes. Out of 297 
input images, 259 images were correctly classified as benign, 
and 22 out of 24  images were classified as outliers, 5 images 
that are non-benign but are identified incorrectly as benign, 
and 11 images were obtained wrongly as malignant. The 
ROC-AUC curve showed 97.2% efficiency on the 
classification task. Thus, autoencoder could be a one-stop 
destination to remove the outliers from complex multivariate 
data. 
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Abstract—A research was conducted to study user 
interactions design for the TV remote control applications that 
are preferable among the elderly. Now-a-days smart home 
concept is widely accepted around the globe. Many applications 
were developed based on smart home concepts, such as smart 
remote-control applications for TVs and air conditioners. These 
applications were helpful in our daily life. However, the elderly 
tends not to use these applications because of the complexity of 
the processes and interaction design that is unfriendly. 
Therefore, this study was conducted to determine which 
interaction design is preferable for the elderly, enhancing the 
elderly experience in using the TV remote control application 
besides encouraging them to use one in daily life and keep up 
with new technologies. In this paper, the two types of new 
interaction designs – a touch-based only (unimodal) interaction 
and multimodal interaction prototypes and an existing TV 
Remote Control application were compared by conducting 
usability testing of these three applications on the elderly. Three 
parameters were considered to compare these three interaction 
designs: task completion time, error rate, and satisfaction. Also, 
using usability testing’s data collection, statistical analysis was 
conducted to find out which type of interaction is preferable by 
the elderly. Ten elderlies participated in the usability testing 
carried out. The results show a significant difference in these 
three interactions designs regarding task completion time and 
satisfaction, but not error rate. After considering usability testing 
and analyses conducted, the elderly prefers a unimodal 
interaction design in the TV Remote Control application. 
Nevertheless, the unimodal interaction was not the typical 
“tapping buttons” user interface in existing applications. Instead, 
the favourable interaction design was the one that involved 
swiping gestures to replace several features that were 
implemented using buttons on existing TV remote control 
applications. 

Keywords—HCI; usability testing; unimodal; multimodal; 
elderly 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Life is all about improvising and making things a lot better 

and easier than yesterday. Thus, since introducing the first 
desktop PC in the 1960s, people have developed different 
styles and ways to interact. Later, when smartphones were 
introduced to the public, the same thing happened. Nowadays, 
through the “Smart Home” concept, smartphones had become 

a powerful device that can control almost everything. One of 
the most common smartphone applications in the “Smart 
Home” domain is the remote-control application (app), such as 
the air-conditioner remote control app and TV remote control 
app. All the applications provided by this Smart Home remote-
control apps make life easier, saving money and cost and save 
jobs time. However, besides all the superiority given, there is 
still a lack of Smart Home apps that can cater elderly’s special 
needs, or in other words, elderly friendly. Research in Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) is meant for humans to find and 
study a better UI to enhance user experience [1]. 

All the above issues have motivated this study to determine 
which interaction design is preferable for the elderly in using 
the TV remote control application. This HCI research focused 
on enhancing elderly people’s experience in using the TV 
remote control app on smartphones by testing out two types of 
a new set of interaction designs – touch-based only (unimodal) 
and multimodal interactions to simplify the user interaction and 
encourage the elderly to use the application. A usability study 
was then executed for each proposed solution and an existing 
system as the benchmark to determine which one was preferred 
by the elderly – the unimodal, gesture-based only interaction or 
its multimodal counterpart. Then, the collected data were 
analysed using statistical Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) tests 
and paired T-tests to find out where the significant difference 
arises between those three tested interaction designs. 

The contribution of the work reported here is summarized 
as follows. 

1) This study provides a possible solution to enhance the 
elderly’s experience in using TV remote control applications 
with preferred user interaction design. This will further 
encourage them to use the latest technology and break down 
the social exclusion walls besides making their daily lives 
easier without the need to face the complicated user interface 
available on existing applications. 

2) Proposing an elderly-friendly user interaction design for 
remote control applications will decrease the need for the 
elderly to rely on the physical remote control that has many 
reoccurring problems. Examples of these problems are cannot 
clearly see buttons on the remote control due to poor eyesight 
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and confused which button on the remote control should be 
pressed to do some action as there are too many buttons on the 
remote control. 

3) The outcome of this study can raise awareness of the 
importance of designing a specialized user interface for elderly 
people. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
According to United Nations (UN), elderly people are 

defined as people aged 60 and above. World Health 
Organization (WHO) also uses the 60 years old as a cut off for 
categorizing elderly or older persons, supporting the UN’s 
definition [2]. In recent years, the percentage of the elderly 
people population has increased drastically worldwide [3]. 
Researchers in [4] stated that the European Union (EU) is now 
the world’s oldest region, with 16% of its population 
comprised of people aged more than 64 years old. This fact is 
further proven in China, whereas China is the only nation with 
over 100 million ageing populations [5, 6]. In Malaysia, 
statistics from the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia 
Commission (MCMC) state that smartphone usage of people 
ranged between 60 to 64 years old had increased from 1.9 to 
2.9% in 2012 until 2014, respectively [7]. 

Furthermore, Nielsen stated that today’s elderly people tend 
to have a dynamic lifestyle and most of the time, they are 
interested in modern technology, including in smartphone 
usage [6]. Statement in [8] shows that around 30% of elderly 
own smartphones meet the 11-emerging discussion in [9] that 
commonly mentions that everyone in this world owns a 
smartphone. Thus, the rise in figures calls for a need to cater to 
elderly people’s demand for a better user experience, especially 
in terms of the device itself and the interaction with the 
applications installed in it. This demand surfaced as elderly 
people have lower physical and mental capabilities than 
younger people [10]. Examples of these capabilities are sight, 
hearing, and motor abilities. These capabilities will go on 
degrading as people keep on getting older. As per all points 
stated above, a Mobile Application User Interface (UI) that 
seems “fit-for-all” is unsuitable for elderly people. 

Mobile apps UI is graphical and usually touch-sensitivity 
on a device to permit communication and interaction between 
other devices. Mobile app UI, especially for the elderly, need 
to be designed to be user-friendly and easy to use to motivate 
the adoption of the technology [11]. 

Generally, the existing standard applications’ UI is not 
user-friendly to elderly people in some ways. The author in 
[12] addressed that most smartphone UI is designed for 
youngsters and professional groups, which cause for elderly to 
struggle in learning and use their smartphones. 

As the solution for these needs and requirements of the 
elderly, some previous studies found out that the elderly prefer 
applications with uncluttered, straightforward UI [13]. For 
instance, it is understandable that older people with poor vision 
might find it is challenging to read text displayed on the screen 
and recognize which button is for which action. Many types of 
research focused on this issue from various angles and 
managed to come out with several solutions on designing better 
user interaction for the elderly. Mobile design guidelines, UI 

principles, mobile health guidelines, inclusive design 
guidelines, and many others are referred to be summaries on to 
design the elements for the Mobile apps’ UI [11]. 

The 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) era has broad the Smart 
Home concept into a reality, though it is still a lack of friendly 
usage to the elderly [14]. The lack of elderly-friendly Smart 
Home applications hinders the elderly to keep up to date with 
the latest technology, thus widening the social gap with 
younger people. The cause of this problem may be due to the 
complexity of the features offered by the application itself to 
control smart devices effectively [15]. 

One of the most used Smart Home applications, remote 
control app, complexity arises from its features to support 
remote buttons. The need to support an extensive number of 
remote buttons leads to a complicated user interface and 
confuses elderly people [16]. Some of those buttons may not 
even be used by them. Also, most of these applications 
implemented a unimodal interaction design which involves 
tapping buttons as inputs. This type of interaction is indeed the 
simplest form of interaction. However, considering the vast 
number of remote buttons will confuse users, especially the 
elderly, on which button should be pressed for each feature. As 
a result, elderly people may opt not to use this application and 
still use traditional physical remote control. This too is a loss 
for the elderly as they need to keep on bearing typical problems 
when using the physical remote control, such as cannot see the 
remote buttons clearly due to degraded sight, misplacing the 
remote control. 

Research by [17] combine voice commands, non-verbal 
behaviours, and gestures in their work. The result shows that 
natural interaction is more required if compared to remote 
control based on smartphones. The author in [18] provides a 
review and analysis of multimodal navigation solutions aimed 
at people with visual impairments. Both [17, 18] shows that it 
is important to understand how UI is suitable for the elderly. 
Thus, in this paper, a comparative study in Unimodal and 
Multimodal interactions for Digital TV Remote Control Mobile 
Application among the Elderly will be discussed. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
The evaluation of the proposed unimodal and multimodal 

interaction designs was conducted in three phases. The first 
phase was usability testing, where participants need to carry 
out a set of the same tasks on three different digital TV remote 
application interactions. One of the applications was the 
existing application, LG TV Remote, while the other two 
applications were the prototype built for each proposed 
interaction design, respectively. During the testing, the task 
error rate and time taken to complete each task for each 
participant was noted down. Besides, each participant was 
required to fill in the System Usability Survey (SUS) 
questionnaire for each interaction design tested and a Post-Test 
Questionnaire to compare participants’ preferences between 
the two proposed interaction designs.  Next, the second phase 
was User Preference Analysis. During this phase, the Post-Test 
Questionnaire results from all participants were analysed to 
know which participants and why they preferred interaction 
design. Finally, the Statistical Analysis using the Analysis of 
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Variance (ANOVA) was carried out to analyse the collected 
data during the usability testing. 

A. Usability Testing 
To carry out the usability testing, both independent 

variables and dependent variables need to be determined. 
Independent variables are conditions that this research 
manipulated to assess their effects on participants’ behaviours 
and performance. In contrast, dependent variables are 
parameters that responded to the manipulation of independent 
variables. A total of ten participants were gathered for the 
usability testing experiment conducted. Despite the small 
sample size (N=10), it was comparable and in line with 
published studies that recommended a baseline of 5-10 
participants for usability studies [19]. 

Most of the participants are elderly residents from 
Kampung Jalan Kebun, Shah Alam. Fig. 1 shows usability 
testing conducted on one of the participants of this testing. 

 
Fig. 1. Usability Testing. 

1) Independent variables: There were three independent 
variables manipulated in this research that closely related to the 
proposed interaction designs for a TV remote control 
application. These three independent variables were: 

a) Existing TV remote control application (shown in  
Fig. 2). 

b) TV remote control prototype with the proposed touch 
gestures interaction (unimodal) only (shown in Fig. 3). 

c) TV remote control application prototype with the 
proposed multimodal interaction (shown in Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 2. LG TV Remote App user Interface. [13]. 

 
Fig. 3. Proposed unimodal (Solution 1) user Interface. 

 
Fig. 4. Proposed Multimodal (Solution 2) user Interface. 

2) Dependent variables: The dependent variables, also 
known as evaluation metrics, captured by this usability testing 
were effectiveness (error rate), efficiency (task completion 
time) and satisfaction. 

According to [20], effectiveness is universally recognized 
as an essential usability metric. The participants’ error rate 
measured the effectiveness metrics in this research. A user 
error was considered to happen when the participant made a 
mistake that diverted from the task assigned [20]. For example, 
a task was given to the participant to increase the volume of the 
TV. However, the participant mistakenly decreases the TV 
volume thus needed to redo the task assigned until completed. 
The error rate of participant j for task i can be calculated as the 
total of user error(s) made by participant j for task i, as shown 
in Equation 1 [21]. 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑗 = ∑(𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑒)          (1) 

Next, to measure the efficiency of the task, the time taken 
for participants to complete the task need to be calculated [22]. 
Equation 2 below showed the formula to calculate the task 
completion time of participant j for task 𝑖, 𝑡𝑖𝑗[23]. 

𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑖  𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒      (2) 

Finally, according to [24], satisfaction can be defined as 
user acceptance and contentment levels experienced by 
participants. The satisfaction metric in this research was 
measured using the System Usability Scale (SUS), a 10-
question long survey aiming to quantify the usability of the 
developed TV remote control app prototypes with the proposed 
interaction designs. 
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The SUS score can be calculated using the formula 
depicted in Equation 3 [25]. In the equation, ∑𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑄 referred 
to the summation of points from odd-numbered questions 
while ∑𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑄  referred summation of points from even-
numbered questions. 

𝑆𝑈𝑆 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = �(∑𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑄 − 5) +  (25 −  ∑𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑄)�  × 2.5     (3) 

B. User Preference Analysis 
The user preference analysis was conducted using a Post-

Test Questionnaire to determine which interaction designs are 
more preferred by the elderly – touch gestures-only or 
multimodal approach and the reasons behind it. The Post-Test 
Questionnaire was given to participants after they completed 
the usability testing for both prototypes. This questionnaire 
consisted of nine questions, and its scoring was designed based 
on a 7-point Likert Scale to analyse the more favoured 
prototype by each participant, respectively. Table I shows the 
list of the Post-Test Questionnaire questions list. 

C. Statistical Analysis using ANOVA 
To compare the usability of the three different interaction 

designs, the data gathered during the usability testing needed to 
be analysed to confirm the relationship between the 
independent and dependent variables chosen. This analysis was 
conducted using the one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
with repeated measures and an equal sample size. The 
ANOVA with repeated measures was applied to evaluate the 
effects of different conditions (independent variables): existing 
user interface, proposed touch-based only interaction, and 
proposed multimodal interaction, on efficiency (task 
completion time), effectiveness (error rate), and satisfaction. 

For each ANOVA analysis carried out, a set of a null 
hypothesis and alternate hypothesis was established. Therefore, 
in total, there were three sets of hypotheses tested, as shown in 
Table II. 

TABLE I. POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE’S QUESTION LIST 

Question 
Number Post-Test Questionnaire Question 

1 Which interaction design will you prefer to use in the future? 

2 Which interaction design did you find complex? 

3 Which interaction design did your find easier to use? 

4 Which interaction design would you need the help with to use? 

5 Which interaction design did you find more intuitive to control 
a TV? 

6 Which interaction design is most accurate? 

7 Which interaction design do you think people would learn to 
use quicker? 

8 Which interaction design did you find more cumbersome to 
use? 

9 Which interaction design did you feel more confident using? 

TABLE II. HYPOTHESES USED IN ANOVA ANALYSES 

Metric Hypothesis Hypothesis Description 

Time taken 
to complete 
(efficiency) 

H10 

There is no difference in the user’s 
efficiency in controlling the TV using an 
application with the existing interface, 
proposed touch-based gestures interface 
and proposed multimodal interface. 

H11 
There is a difference in user’s efficiency in 
at least one of the interfaces tested. 

Error rate 
H20 

There is no difference in the user’s error 
rate in controlling the TV using an 
application with the existing interface, 
proposed touch-based gestures interface 
and proposed multimodal interface. 

H21 
There is a difference in the user’s error rate 
in at least one of the interfaces tested. 

Satisfaction 
H30 

There is no difference in user’s satisfaction 
in controlling the TV using an application 
with the existing interface, proposed touch-
based gestures interface and proposed 
multimodal interface. 

H31 
There is a difference in user’s satisfaction 
in at least one of the interfaces tested. 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This part focused on evaluating the usability of the two 

proposed interactions dialogue designed. The evaluation was 
carried out with the latest and most stable version of the 
prototypes, together with an existing application, LG Remote 
TV [13], to serve as a benchmark. Firstly, the collected data on 
ten participants aged at least 50 years old and above were 
analysed to understand their background and experiences. 
Next, the usability testing results were described, tabulated, 
and illustrated in graphs. Furthermore, analysis was conducted 
in two ways i) user preference analysis to study which 
proposed user interaction designs were preferable by elderly 
and, ii) the statistical analysis using ANOVA on three different 
metrics measured on three different interaction designs 
(existing application and the two proposed designs) to find out 
is there any significant difference between them. 

A. Task Completion Time (Efficiency) 
Table III shows the means and standard deviations of task 

completion times for all participants, and these data were 
described in Fig. 5. For each user interaction design, 
participants were required to complete a set of identical five 
tasks. Participants were requested to carry out tasks 1A to 5A 
on the existing application, tasks 1B to 5B on proposed 
Solution 1, and tasks 1C to 5C on proposed Solution 2. 

Based on Table III and Fig. 2, it was deduced that for each 
user interaction design, the task that took the least average time 
to complete was task 1A, 5B, and 5C, respectively, which were 
tasks to turn on the TV (for existing application) and task to 
turn off the TV (for both proposed design). Overall, on 
average, participants took the shortest time to turn off the TV 
using proposed Solution 1, which took 1.6 seconds, followed 
by proposed Solution 2 with 1.7 seconds. On the other hand, 
the task that took the longest time to complete was task 2A, to 
change the channel to “TV3” using the existing application, 
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with an average of 12.8 seconds. The same task carried out for 
the two proposed solutions 1, task 2B, managed to significantly 
reduce the average time taken by approximately one fifth to 2.2 
seconds only. 

On average, participants spent the longest time to complete 
the tasks list when using the existing application, LG TV 
Remote, with an average of 31.15 seconds. In contrast, the 
proposed Solution 1 interaction design allowed participants to 
complete all the tasks fastest with an average time of 15.74 
seconds. The proposed multimodal interaction (Solution 2) 
came in second fasted with a total average of 22.96 seconds. 

B. Error Rate (Effectiveness) 
In this study, the error rate was calculated based on the 

number of errors participants made per task. The means and 
standard deviations for participants’ error rate of each task for 
all participants (n=10) were shown in Table IV. At the same 
time, Fig. 6 illustrates the total number of errors made by all 
participants, categorized by the type of interaction design used. 

TABLE III. MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TASK COMPLETION 
TIME OF EACH TASK FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS 

Task Description Mean, 
𝒙� 

Standard 
Deviation, 𝝈 

1A Turn on the TV  (Existing app) 2.5 1.714 

2A Change channel to “TV3” 12.8 4.368 

3A Turn up volume 5.6 2.383 

4A Change to next two channels 7.6 3.456 

5A Turn off the TV 2.7 0.465 

1B Turn on the TV  (Solution 1) 2.3 1.217 

2B Change channel to “TV3” 2.2 0.660 

3B Turn up volume 2.9 1.119 

4B Change to next two channels 6.7 4.461 

5B Turn off the TV 1.6 0.663 

1C Turn on the TV  (Solution 2) 2.5 1.852 

2C Change channel to “TV3” 5.1 2.110 

3C Turn up volume 4.8 2.114 

4C Change to next two channels 8.9 4.237 

5C Turn off the TV 1.7 0.962 

 
Fig. 5. Participants’ Task Completion Time Average for each Task. 

TABLE IV. MEANS & STANDARD DEVIATIONS  FOR PARTICIPANTS’ 
ERROR RATE OF EACH TASK 

Task Description Mean, 
𝒙� 

Standard 
Deviation, 𝝈 

1A Turn on the TV  (Existing app) 0.0 0.000 

2A Change channel to “TV3” 0.7 1.059 

3A Turn up volume 0.2 0.422 

4A Change to next two channels 0.2 0.632 

5A Turn off the TV 0.2 0.422 

1B Turn on the TV  (Solution 1) 0.0 0.000 

2B Change channel to “TV3” 0.1 0.316 

3B Turn up volume 0.0 0.000 

4B Change to next two channels 0.1 0.316 

5B Turn off the TV 0.3 0.675 

1C Turn on the TV  (Solution 2) 0.0 0.000 

2C Change channel to “TV3” 0.0 0.000 

3C Turn up volume 0.5 0.707 

4C Change to next two channels 0.1 0.316 

5C Turn off the TV 0.0 0.000 

 
Fig. 6. The Total Number of Errors made for each Interaction Design. 

A total of 13 errors were made by all participants when 
using the existing application, which was the most number 
among the three interaction designs. The least total number of 
errors made was from the proposed unimodal interaction 
design (unimodal). Five errors were made in total, which was 
more than half of the errors made when using the existing 
application. Next, followed closely in second, was the 
proposed multimodal interaction, with a total of six errors 
made. 

C. Satisfaction 
The satisfaction of participants was measured based on the 

SUS for each interaction design used in the usability testing. 
SUS is a 10-question survey to measure participants’ 
satisfaction with the system, or in this case, interaction design 
tested. A higher total score equals higher satisfaction. An 
interaction design with good usability should score at least 70 
and above [20]. Upon finishing a specific interaction design 
test, participants were requested to fill in the SUS for that 
interaction design. Thus, in total, each participant needed to fill 
in three SUS forms. 
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Fig. 7. Line chart of Participant Individual SUS Scoring for each Interaction 

Design. 

Fig. 7 draws a line graph based on the individual SUS score 
for the three interaction designs of all participants. Based on 
Fig. 7, the lowest score, 30, was given by two participants for 
the existing system interaction design. On the other hand, a 
participant had given the highest SUS score in this research, 
95, for the proposed unimodal interaction (Solution 1). 

Most of the participants (n=7) preferred Solution 1 the 
most. Two out of three remaining participants (n=2) inclined 
towards multimodal interaction design (Solution 2), while the 
remaining one participant (n=1) opted for the existing system 
as her top choice. 

Fig. 8 shows the average SUS score given by all 
participants (n=10) for each interaction design. The proposed 
unimodal interaction design (Solution 1) has the highest 
average SUS score, 78.0, compared to the other two. The 
second highest interaction design with an average SUS score of 
65.5 was the proposed multimodal interaction design, followed 
by the existing LG TV Remote application with a 48.0 score. 
Based on these average scores, in general, it can be deduced 
that only the proposed unimodal interaction design (Solution 1) 
has good usability. 

D. User Preference Analysis 
After carrying out the designated set of tasks for all three 

interaction designs, participants need to answer a Post-Test 
Questionnaire to understand the reasons behind their 
preferences between the two proposed solutions. The Post-Test 
Questionnaire consisted of 9 questions, whereas participants 
need to score them between one and seven. The lower score 
given means that a particular participant favoured the proposed 
unimodal interaction design (Solution 1) more, while the 
higher score was given in favour of multimodal interaction 
design (Solution 2). A score in the middle range (i.e., four) 
means participants could not decide their inclination towards 
which interactions related to that question. 

Fig. 9 illustrated the average score given by all participants 
for each questionnaire’s question. Based on the average scores, 
the proposed unimodal interaction design was highly preferred 
by participants in terms of future usage (Question 1, �̅�𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2.9), easiness to use (Question 3, �̅�𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2.8) , interaction 
design accuracy (Question 6, �̅�𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2.5) , learnability 
(Question 7, �̅�𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2.7), and confidence in usage (Question 
9, �̅�𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2.8). 

 
Fig. 8. Average SUS Scoring for each Interaction Design. 

 
Fig. 9. Average Post-Test Questionnaire score given by All Participants. 

E. Statistical Analysis using ANOVA 
ANOVA statistical analyses with a confidence level of 95% 

were carried out to justify rejecting or accepting the previously 
defined set of hypotheses in part II [26]. ANOVA was used as 
the significance test needed to be carried out on three different 
TV Remote Control interaction designs – the existing 
application, the proposed unimodal interaction, and the 
proposed multimodal interaction. A total of three ANOVA 
analyses were conducted, each for task completion time 
(efficiency), error rate (effectiveness) and satisfaction. 

If the null hypothesis for an ANOVA test conducted was 
rejected, a post hoc analysis was carried out to have in-depth 
perspectives on which interaction design(s) had a significant 
difference from other interaction design(s). In this case, the 
Bonferroni corrected alpha was used to compare against the p-
values conducted on the post hoc analysis. This corrected alpha 
value was used to account for the error rate that may be 
increased when carrying out multiple t-tests. The formula for 
the Bonferroni corrected alpha, 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 , was shown in 
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Equation 4 [24]. 𝛼 in the below equation stands for the original 
alpha value used in this experiment which is equivalent to 0.05. 

𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  𝛼
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑

           (4) 

1) Comparison between the different interaction designs in 
controlling TV efficiency: The ANOVA analysis was 
conducted to justify any significant difference in task 
completion time taken (efficiency) between the three different 
interaction designs. Table V showed the descriptive statistics of 
task completion time for each interaction design. On average, 
participants took the least time when using the proposed 
Solution 1 (15.74s), followed by Solution 2 (22.96s), and 
finally the existing application (31.15s). The variance of each 
value was then calculated and further down used to carry out 
the ANOVA analysis. 

The ANOVA analysis conducted revealed that the p-value 
of this test was 4.745 × 10−5. As the p-value is less than the 
alpha value used for this test (α = 0.05), the null hypothesis, 
H10, “there is no difference in user’s efficiency in controlling 
the TV using an application with the existing interface, 
proposed touch-based gestures interface and proposed 
multimodal interface”, was rejected. Instead, the alternative 
hypothesis, H11, “there is a difference in user’s efficiency in at 
least one of the interfaces tested”, was accepted.  

As the null hypothesis, H10 was rejected, a post hoc 
analysis was then carried out to determine which user 
interaction design has different efficiency. For this post hoc 
analysis, the 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 used was 0.0167 (𝛼 = 0.05 divided by 3 
tests). Based on the T-tests conducted, there were significant 
differences in user’s efficiency between when using the 
existing application and using the proposed Solution 1 
( 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  6.380 ×  10−5 <  𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ), and between 
using the proposed Solution 1 and using the proposed Solution 
2 (𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  0.0107 <  𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ). However, there was 
no significant difference in user efficiency between using the 
existing application and using the proposed Solution 2 
(𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  0.0172 >  𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑). 

2) Comparison between the different interaction designs in 
controlling tv effectiveness: Next, ANOVA analysis was 
carried out to test the existence of significant differences in the 
mean of error rate (effectiveness) between the three interaction 
designs – existing application, proposed unimodal, touch-based 
only (Solution 1) and proposed multimodal interaction. The 
descriptive statistics of the error rate for these three interaction 
designs were tabulated in Table VI. 

The results of the ANOVA test conducted showed that 
there was no significant difference in error rate (effectiveness) 
between these three interaction designs. The p-value for this 
test was 0.285, which was greater than the alpha value, 0.05 
(p − value >  α). Therefore, the null hypothesis for this test, 
H20, “there is no difference in user’s error rate in controlling 
the TV using an application with the existing interface, 
proposed touch-based gestures interface and proposed 
multimodal interface”, was accepted. 

3) Comparison between the different interaction designs in 
controlling tv user’s satisfaction: Finally, statistical analysis 
using ANOVA was conducted to determine any significant 
difference in participants’ satisfaction when using three 
different user interaction designs of the TV Remote Control 
application. The descriptive statistics of participants’ 
satisfaction when using the three different user interaction 
designs were shown in Table VII. 

The results of the ANOVA analysis were conducted for 
participants’ satisfaction with an existing application. Solution 
1 and Solution 2 indicated a significant difference in 
participants’ satisfaction with the three different user 
interaction designs. The p-value of this ANOVA analysis was 
0.000323, lesser than the alpha value, α  , which was 0.05 
( p − value <  α ). Therefore, the null hypothesis for this 
ANOVA testing, H30, “there is no difference in user’s 
satisfaction in controlling the TV using an application with the 
existing interface, proposed touch-based gestures interface and 
proposed multimodal interface”, was rejected. Instead, it was 
concluded that the alternative hypothesis, H31, “there is a 
difference in user’s satisfaction in at least one of the interfaces 
tested”, was accepted. 

TABLE V. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF TASK COMPLETION TIME FOR 
EXISTING APP, SOLUTION 1 AND SOLUTION 2 

Interaction Design n Sum, Σ Mean, 𝒙� Variance, 
𝝈𝟐 

Existing app 10 311.5 31.15 57.689 

Proposed touch-based, 
unimodal gestures 
(Solution 1) 

10 157.4 15.74 24.967 

Proposed multimodal 
gestures (Solution 2) 10 229.6 22.96 38.465 

TABLE VI. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF ERROR RATE FOR EXISTING APP, 
SOLUTION 1 AND SOLUTION 2 

Interaction Design n Sum, Σ Mean, 𝒙� Variance, 
𝝈𝟐 

Existing app 10 13 1.30 2.900 

Proposed touch-based, 
unimodal gestures 
(Solution 1) 

10 5 0.50 0.944 

Proposed multimodal 
gestures (Solution 2) 10 6 0.60 0.489 

TABLE VII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF SATISFACTION FOR EXISTING 
APP, SOLUTION 1 AND SOLUTION 2 

Interaction Design n Sum, Σ Mean, 𝒙� Variance, 
𝝈𝟐 

Existing app 10 480 48.00 242.778 

Proposed touch-based, 
unimodal gestures 
(Solution 1) 

10 780 78.00 135.833 

Proposed multimodal 
gestures (Solution 2) 10 655 65.50 241.389 
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To further study the ANOVA testing results, a post hoc 
analysis was conducted to understand which user interaction 
design(s) significantly differed in user satisfaction compared to 
another interaction design. 

All the p-values from the additional tests (three t-tests) 
carried out were compared against the Bonferroni corrected 
alpha value (𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =  0.0167 ). Based on the posthoc 
analysis conducted, it was indicated that the significant 
difference only existed between the existing application and 
the proposed unimodal interaction design (Solution 1), with p-
value 0.000142, ( 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  0.000142 <  𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 ). 
However, there were no significant differences in user’s 
satisfaction between the existing application and proposed 
Solution 2 (𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  0.0216 >  𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑), and between 
the proposed Solution 1 and proposed Solution 2 (𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =
 0.0577 >  𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑). 

V. DISCUSSION 
The study observed three hypotheses of efficiency, error 

rate and satisfaction. Acceptance through the efficacy of the 
novel unimodal approach in H1 showed potential in improving 
elderly interaction requirements through new interaction 
designs, where at the same time, the H2 result showed that 
unimodal interaction is still the best solution in addressing 
elderly interaction requirements. While there is no significance 
found between unimodal and multimodal interaction in H3, 
further understanding of elderly cognitive load such as 
cognitive classification [27] could be further explored in 
designing multimodal interaction for the elderly. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Based on the results and analysis conducted, it was proven 

that participants had the best efficiency (tasks completion time) 
when controlling the TV using the proposed unimodal, touch-
based only interaction design (Solution 1) than when using the 
existing system and the proposed multimodal (Solution 2). It 
was also noted that participants were more satisfied when using 
the proposed unimodal (Solution 1) than the existing system. 
However, there was no significant difference in user 
satisfaction between the proposed Solution 1 and the proposed 
Solution 2. 

On the other hand, there was no significant difference in 
effectiveness (error rate) when using different interaction 
designs. Most participants did not make any human error when 
executing the designated tasks on either interaction design. 

Therefore, the new set of unimodal interaction designs 
(touch-based only) was better than the other two interaction 
designs in terms of efficiency and produced better satisfaction 
than when using the existing system. Nevertheless, the 
unimodal interaction was not the typical “tapping buttons” user 
interface in existing applications. Instead, the favourable 
interaction design was the one that involved swiping gestures 
to replace several features that were implemented using buttons 
on existing TV remote control applications. 

A few suggestions can be carried out in the future. First, 
this research can include elderly people in the design process of 
interactive dialogue for controlling TV using the TV remote 
control application. Finally, more in-depth research can be 

conducted to study elderly interaction design preference for the 
TV Remote Control application based on their health 
conditions (i.e., healthy elderly versus elderly with mild 
cognitive impairments). This is to study whether the elderly’s 
health conditions affect the interaction design preferred or not. 
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Abstract—With the prevalence of affective computing, 
emotion recognition becomes vital in any work related to natural 
language understanding. The inspiration for this work is 
provided by supplying machines with complete emotional 
intelligence and integrating them into routine life to satisfy 
complex human desires and needs. The text being a common 
communication medium on social media even now, it is 
important to analyze the emotions expressed in the text which is 
challenging due to the absence of audio-visual cues. Additionally, 
the conversational text conveys many emotions through 
communication contexts. Emoticon serves the purpose of self-
annotation of writer’s emotion in text. Therefore, a machine 
learning-based text emotion recognition model using emotive 
features proposed and evaluated it on the SemEval-2019 dataset. 
The proposed work involves exploitation of different emotion-
based features with classical machine learning classifiers like 
SVM, Multilayer perceptron, REPTree, and decision tree 
classifiers. The proposed system performs competitively well in 
terms of f-score 65.31% and accuracy 87.55%. 

Keywords—Emotion recognition; emotive features; natural 
language processing; affective computing 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A human newborn comes with primary settings for 

understanding and communicating basic feelings, as well as an 
immense ability to learn. A newborn baby can cry or stay calm, 
smell, and turn her head towards her mother. With the growing 
age, her neural network starts learning facial expression and 
gradually develops to read and express more emotions using 
different senses. The sense of recognizing and expressing 
emotion develops gradually from basic to complex linguistic 
if-then scenarios. To make computers understand and manage 
emotions as a human baby can do requires lots of work in that 
direction. How communication takes place is important in 
emotion recognition because it's not about what is being said, 
but about how it is being said. Expressions matter, as the 
sentiment behind each encounter and the emotions, are raised. 
Emotion is knotted with the literal meaning of words used. 
New research in artificial intelligence is giving machines, like 
software agents, computers, robotic pets, and any digital 
device, smart capabilities along with emotional intelligence 
Artificial intelligence is progressing towards emotional 
intelligence by implementing different tasks in real-time. 
Sentiment analysis is now considered the general task of 
natural language understanding. It is evolved as coarse-grained 
emotion recognition that is multiclass classification of 
sentiments. 

Emotion recognition in the text is similar to many other 
problems in text classification and analysis. It is considered as 
a sub-task of sentiment analysis. Text is categorized into 
different 5 basic categories of emotions based on different 
emotion models that exist in psychology [1]. Currently, 
researchers have categorized the text into more than 20 
complex emotion categories and applied to detect depression, 
joy, happiness index of the country, and many more application 
domains [2],[3]. Text Emotion recognizing has a variety of 
applications including identifying anxiety or depression of 
individuals and measuring the well-being or public mood of a 
community. Emotion recognition concerns extracting detail-
level sentiment and associated emotion extraction from text. 
[4]. Sentiment analysis classifies the text into different 
polarities. Whereas, emotion classification can follow a 
detailed level of emotion categories belonging to particular 
polarity. Moreover, perceiving emotions from only text 
expressions is a difficult task due to the lack of audio and 
visual expressions. Thus gradually emoticons or emoji are 
evolved as substitutes for facial expressions during written 
commination over time. Emoticons are the pictorial simplified 
representation of facial expression conveying affective 
information in text communication. By using, emoticons, 
readers can understand the sender’s emotional state without 
using many more words than simple text during textual 
communication. If the origin of any language is studied, they 
have evolved from ideographs, i.e. a graphical symbol 
representing an idea or concept regardless of specific language, 
words, and phrases[5]. Due to common communication 
features and evolving emoticon lexicons regardless of any 
language, emoticons become the universal language of 
communication [6],[7]. The deep learning models gain 
popularity with rise in the resources running these heavy 
models requiring large amount of training data [8], [9], [10], 
[11]. But these models are computationally costly and require 
resources affecting the environment [12], [13]. 

In this paper, to produce the human like prediction results 
for the emotion of the conversational text, simple machine 
learning based models is used with emoticon-based features. 
Emoticons are important entities conveying emotion expressed 
by a writer using tiny facial images. They evolved from a 
single smiley face to emoticons to images and complex 
emotion conveying stickers. Among all these, non-verbal 
emotion conveying parts of the text, images most widely use 
symbolic language during digital written communication [14]. 
Thus to capture the non-verbal emotional clues from the text, 
which are conveyed by the writer by use of emoji, sentiment 
information-related resources for emoji are utilized in our 
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work. Moreover, emotions conveyed in the conversational text 
require contextual information to identify it. Thus other lexical 
resources to capture emotions conveyed in the text are also 
used here. 

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 explores the 
notions related to emotion, emotion representation models, 
work done in the field of emotion recognition. The details 
about the proposed work on emotion recognition in 
conversational text messages, features, and experimental setups 
are given in Section 3. In Section 4, an analysis and discussion 
on the results of the proposed work are carried out. Finally, a 
conclusion with possible future directions of this work is 
described in Section 5 followed by references. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Emotion recognition in the text is gaining interest in the 

research community aiming to extract detail level emotions 
from personal opinions, reviews, or any kind of feeling 
expressed in text over various media [4]. Due to various ways 
to express emotion in text such as using a direct expression, 
indirect expression, using graphical emoji and many ways, 
from text with polarity, it is evolved to an interesting field of 
research these days. Different factors affecting emotion 
recognition in the text are the domain and scope of data, the 
language used in data, choice of emotion model for deciding 
emotion labels in output, and classifiers, or recognition models 
for predicting the output. 

Wherever human communication involves, emotions come 
into the picture. Emotions appear in varieties of speakers 
depending on the formal communication style or informal 
communication style. Sarcasm and humor are such types of 
figures of speech that convey a variety of emotions very 
complex manner [15]. It can be observed in the text 
communications over various mediums like Twitter, emails, 
Facebook or any websites providing platform to share personal 
views of people with numerous topics of discussions. It can be 
observed in the text communications over various mediums 
like Twitter, emails, Facebook or any website providing 
platform to share personal views of people with numerous 
topics of discussion. Emotion can occur in different sizes of 
text segments ranging from words to paragraphs and long 
documents, and even collections of documents. This parameter 
is crucial to decide the scope of the recognition model. 
Emotion recognition at the word level can be used to build the 
emotional vocabulary resources by using its connected 
emotional words. Document or paragraph level emotion 
recognition can be useful to give an emotional abstract view of 
the topic [16]. Emotion recognition from a collection of 
documents, paragraphs, and such longer scopes can give 
insights about the view of people on a certain topic, event, and 
product. For example, extracting and analyzing YouTube 
comments for emotion detection can give insights into the 
reaction of people on a particular topic, product, or user. 
Understanding emotions in absence of audio-visual cue is a 
hard problem. For example, when you read, "Why are you 
ignoring me", it is difficult to decide whether it is conveying an 
angry or sad emotion? The context of this conversation should 
be known to recognize emotion. In this work, emotion 
recognition is carried out on such textual conversation data. 

Most of the work on emotion recognition is done in the 
English language due to the easy availability of resources 
required for linguistic processing. Chinese [17] and Japanese 
[18] are other frequently studied languages in this field. 
Numerous multilingual systems are also present in the 
literature for the sentiment analysis task but left understudied 
for a detailed level categorization task, that is, emotion 
recognition. In this work, we focused on the English language 
conversation texts for the categorization of emotion beyond 
positive, negative, and neutral tags. 

To recognize emotions from text, first text need to be 
represented formally using different emotion models. For 
emotion recognition from text, researchers used both 
dimensional and categorical models of emotions. 2-
dimensional Valence-Arousal space [19], and 3-dimensional 
Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance model are most commonly 
chosen dimensional model in this area of research. The most 
commonly used categorical models are Ekman’s [20] emotion 
model with the 6 basic emotions and Plutchik’s [1] emotion 
model with 8 primary emotions. In this work, we use the 
categorical model with simply four basic categories of 
emotions: happy, sad, angry, and others. 

Different emotion recognition approaches in the literature 
are studied in this work, which can broadly be categorized into 
three categories: 

A. Non Machine Learning Methods 
Many methods make use of keywords in a sentence and use 

their co-occurrence with other keywords with explicit 
emotional value [21]–[23]. For finding the emotional values of 
words, different lexical resources are used. Popular lexical 
resources developed for English language are WordNet-Affect 
[24] and SentiWordNet [25]. These methods are heavily 
dependent on handcrafted rules created by human experts and 
resources used. 

B. Non-neural Machine Learning Methods 
Unlike other text categorization tasks, emotion recognition, 

most machine learning methods work by extracting features 
such as the presence of frequent words, negation, punctuation, 
emoticons, and so on to create feature representation of the 
sentence [15]. This representation is used as input by various 
classifiers to predict the output [26]–[28]. These methods often 
require a good knowledge of feature engineering for better 
prediction. 

C. Deep Learning Methods 
Neural network-based approaches with deeper network 

architecture have become a popular choice in varied tasks in 
text, speech, and image domains due to ease of not worrying 
about feature engineering. Variants of Recurrent Neural 
Networks, such as LSTM [29] has been effective in modelling 
sequential information. Also, Convolutional Neural Networks 
[30] have been a popular choice. These methods require large 
quantities of data to be worked on properly. The summary of 
various works reported in literature in the field of text emotion 
recognition with recent consideration is given in Table I. The 
majority of the work is done using resource costly deep 
learning models with a popular choice of deep learning model 
being variants of LSTM. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF RECENT EMOTION RECOGNITION WORK IN TEXT 

Ref. No. of 
Emotions Approach  Language Dataset Performance Remarks 

[15] 
2  
(Humor, 
Not Humor) 

Machine Learning based  
(Support Vector 
Machine, Naïve Bayes, 
Multilayer Perceptron) 

English Yelp Review Data  
(6000) 

Precision:60.2% 
Recall:90.1% 
Fscore:72.2% 
Accuracy: Not given 

Humor or Not Humor is 
predicted based on affect-based 
and user’s writing style specific 
features (2020) 

[8] 
4 
(Happy, Sad, 
Angry, Others) 

Deep Learning 
(Transfer learning based 
model) 

English 

SemEval 2019 Task 
3  
(Train: 30160 Test: 
6032) 

Precision: 
Recall: 
Fscore: 
Accuracy: Not given 

LSTM and BERT based 
emsemble model (2020) 

[9] 
4 
(Happy, Sad, 
Angry, Others) 

Deep Learning 
(Simplest Long short 
term memory network 
with fully connected 
neural network at output 
layer) 

English 

SemEval 2019 Task 
3  
(Train: 30160 Test: 
6032) 

Precision:50.21% 
Recall:71.04% 
Fscore:58.51% 
Accuracy: Not given 

100 dimensional GloVe 
embedding, 128 dimensional 
representation of sentence,4 
dimensional output 
representation, Baseline system 
of SemEval 2019 Task-3 (2019) 

[10] 
4 
(Happy, Sad, 
Angry, Others) 

Deep Learning  
(Fine-tuned BERT with 
hierarchical Long Short 
Term Memory Network 
) 

English 

SemEval 2019 Task 
3  
(Train: 30160 Test: 
6032) 

Precision:56% 
Recall:81.66% 
Fscore:77% 
Accuracy: Not given 

Semantic and emotional content 
of text encoded via GloVe, 
ELMo and DeepMoji  (2019) 

[11] 
4 
(Happy, Sad, 
Angry, Others) 

Deep Learning 
(Sentiment and 
Semnatic LSTM) 

English 
Text Conversation 
Dataset (Train: 
30160 Test: 6032) 

Precision:80.87% 
Recall:64.08% 
Fscore:79.34% 
Accuracy: Not given 

LSTM based approach proposed 
to predict Happy , Sad or angry 
in text conversations (2017) 

[31] 2 (positive, 
Negative) 

Support Vector 
Machine,  Naive Bayes. 
Semantic relatedness 
between aspect word 
and student’s opinion 
sentence is calculated.  

English 
Tweets on 
Educational aspects  
(1728) 

Precision:96.85% 
Recall:84.6% 
Fscore:89.95% 
Accuracy: Not given 

Aspect based sentiment analysis. 
SentiWordnet used to categorize 
words into different polarity. 
(2017) 

[32]  

8 (joy, hate, 
love, expect, 
surprise, anxity, 
sorrow, anger) 

Hierarchical Bayesian 
inference methods Chinese Blog articles 

(train:917, test: 230) 

Precision:84.00% (documentl 
level) 
46.68% (word-level) 
Recall: 83.24% (document-
level) 
36.06(word-level) 
Fscore: 53.06% (document –
level) 
45.11(word-level) 
Accuracy: Not given 

Contextual information used, 
predicts emotion for word and 
document(2017) 

[33] 

2 (Happiness, 
Sadness) or 
(Positive, 
Negative) 

Lexicon based 
backtracking approach 
for sentiment analysis  

Bengali 301 Bengali Text 
sentences 

Precision: Not given 
Recall: Not given 
Fscore: Not given 
Accuracy: 77.16% 

Used lexical resources , 
experiment done on very limited 
data (2017) 

[34] 
4 
(Happy, Sad, 
Angry, Others) 

Machine Learning based 
method  
(Light-GBM  tree) 

English 

SemEval 2019 Task 
3  
(Train: 30160 Test: 
6032) 

Precision: 76.8% 
Recall: 78.76% 
Fscore: 77.65% 
Accuracy: Not given 

combination  of  lexical  features  
such  as  word  and  character  
grams, along with additional 
signals like emotional intensity, 
valence-arousal-dominance 
scores (2019) 
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III. PROPOSED EMOTION RECOGNITION MODEL 
In natural language understanding, emotion recognition is a 

hierarchical task carried out based on the indirect expression of 
feelings and emotions. Text communications are very common 
these days due to the prevalence of various digital 
communication media, and they may contain figurative 
language. So the novelty of this work is to implement the 
emotion recognition model for textual conversation data using 
classical machine learning algorithms along with minimalistic 
features. The set of various emotion features based on 
emoticon (emoji) sentiments and lexical emotion resources are 
proposed in this work for text emotion recognition. 

Emotion recognition in text conversation is implemented as 
a classification task. Let U = {u1, u2} be the users involved in 
3-turn text conversation. C = {(c1u1, c1u2, c1u1), (c2u1, c2u2, 
c2u1) … (cnu1, cnu2, cnu1)} be the set of n 3-turn 
conversations between user u1 and u2. In this input 
conversation text, 3 conversation texts are provided. First is by 
user 1, second is its reply from user 2 and last is again the turn 
of user 1. E={e1,e2,e3,…en} be the corresponding set of 
emotion labels given to each conversation triplets where e ∈ 
{happy, sad, angry, other} indicates the corresponding output 
emotion conveyed in 3-turn conversation. The objective of the 
proposed model is to predict conditional label distribution 
P(e|c) from the text conversation dataset of SemEval-2019 [11] 
to assess the competitiveness of the proposed work globally. 
The proposed emotion recognition model works as shown in 
Fig. 1. The file containing 3-turn conversation text and emotion 
labels are given as input to the feature extractor where 20 
different features related to emotions and emoticons are 
extracted. The classifier is trained using extracted features to 
classify the text conversation triplets into any of four emotion 
labels, namely, happy, sad, angry, and others. The detailed 
process is explained below: 

A. Phase 1: Pre-processing 
Before using the dataset on the proposed emotion 

recognition model, it is pre-processed to resolve 
inconsistencies. 

1) Emoticons/emoji from text conversations are replaced 
with their corresponding description of conveyed emotion. The 
words in the emoticon description are used to extract the 
sentiment and emotion-related information using lexical 
resources. For replacing emoticon sentiments and related 
description details, the sentiment of emoji is used as a lexical 
resource [35]. 

2) Tokenization: short text conversation in each turn is 
divided into distinct words, punctuations across the white 
spaces. Emotion description is considered separately for 
processing by lexical resources as per emotive word presence 
in it. 

B. Phase 2: Feature Extraction 
To identify different emotions from the given text 

fragment, suitable features are extracted from the given text. 
These features act as determinants of different output emotion 
classes. Phase 1 replaces emoticons appearing in text with their 
short descriptions. Emotions in the text can be conveyed 
majorly by emoticons, if present, and by various linguistic 
units like specific emotive words and contexts used by writers. 
The Emotion-based and emoticon sentiment-based features are 
used as an emotion feature vector in the emotion recognition 
model. These features use various lexical resources like 
EmoLex [36], EmoSenticNet [37], and Emoji Sentiment 
Ranking [35]. 10 features are extracted using 2 EmoLex 
sentiments (positive and negative) and 8 different emotion 
labels, namely, Surprise, joy, anger, trust, anticipation, fear, 
disgust. Sadness. Similarly, from EmoSenticnet lexicon 6 
features using different emotion labels, namely, anger, disgust, 
fear, joy, sadness, and surprise are extracted. Another emotive 
resource used in this work is related to the sentiment of 
emoticons, which is related to calculating the negative, 
positive, neutral, and overall sentiment score of the emoticon. 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed Emotion Recognition Model using Emotion and Emoticon Sentiment-based Features. 
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C. Case 3: Classification 
For classification of text conversations according to 

emotion, it exhibits, four different classifiers are tested on the 
dataset, namely support vector machine, multilayer perceptron, 
REP (reduced error pruning) Tree, and decision tree classifiers. 
These classifiers are chosen based on their performances in the 
literature on tasks related to emotion recognition [38], [39],[2]. 
We used the implementation of these algorithms as given in the 
experimental environment [40]. Support Vector Machine: 
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a supervised algorithm 
working well for both classification and regression. We 
implemented sequential minimal optimization-based SVM 
here. Multilayer Perceptron is a simple yet effective neural 
classifier algorithm. REPTree is a fast decision tree algorithm 
for classification. 

D. Dataset 
The difficulty of emotion recognition increases when we 

need to recognize the emotion conveyed in the conversational 
text. Because as humans, on reading the text “You missed our 
5th anniversary!!” It can be either interpreted as a sad or angry 
emotion and the same ambiguity exists for machines. So the 
performance of this work is evaluated on a 3-turn text 
conversation dataset released by SemEval 2019 [11]. One 
sample of the dataset contains conversations from Twitter in 
three turns, i.e. User 1’s tweet; User 2’s response to the tweet, 
user 1’s response to User 2’s response [41]. A total of 30160 
samples are used in the training of the classifier, each sample 
labeled with Happy or Angry or sad or other. 2755 samples are 
used for validation and 6032 samples are used for testing of the 
model [11]. The details of emotion class label distribution for 
samples in the dataset are as given in Table II. As the 
distribution of data in various class labels in the training set 
impacts the classifier performance, Fig. 2 represents the data 
distribution in various emotion classes in the training set. 50% 
of samples are having other labels and 50% of samples are 
having emotion class labels from happy, sad, and angry. These 
emotion labels are distributed as 18% of samples in the dataset 
are having angry, 18% samples are having sad and 14% 
samples are having happy emotion labels. 

The challenge of working with this dataset is the size of 
data in each conversation sample, which is relatively small, 
approximately 4 words in each user conversation. During pre-
processing and feature extraction it becomes of utmost 
importance to ensure minimal loss of useful information with 
noise removal from each conversation samples. 

TABLE II. DETAILS OF SEMEVAL 2019 TEXT CONVERSATION DATASET 

 Train Validation Test 

Happy 4243 142 803 

Sad 5463 125 1114 

Angry 5506 150 1121 

Others 14948 2338 2994 

Total Samples 30160 2755 6032 

 
Fig. 2. Emotion Class Label Distribution in the Training Dataset. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Experiment Configuration 
The experimental environment used for training of the 

proposed emotion recognition model is a CPU-based system 
having Intel 64-bit core i5 2.5 GHz processor with Windows 7 
operating system and 4 GB RAM. For evaluation, we used 
different metrics as described in Section 4.2. In the experiment, 
we have evaluated our hypothesis for the effectiveness of 
emotion-based and emoticon-based features which we defined 
to explore its power for recognizing emotions in text. 

Hypothesis: Does the proposed emotion recognition model 
benefit from emotion and emoticon-based features? 

Experiment: To check the effectiveness of this hypothesis 
,the emotion recognition model with implementations of 
simple state-of-the art classifiers from Weka such as support 
vector machine, different variants of multilayer perceptron, 
decision tree classifiers, and REP Tree classifier is trained with 
three variations: 1) individual set of emotion-based features, 
2) emoticon-based features, and 3) emotion-based and 
emoticon-based features altogether. Comparative evaluation is 
done on the results of all classifiers with these three cases. We 
have not taken results on only emoticon-based features as most 
of the time any text in the dataset contains approximately 3 to 4 
words and optional presence of emoticons. 

B. Evaluation Measures 
Considering emotion recognition as a task of classification, 

different measures used to evaluate the performance of 
classification model are precision, recall, f-score, accuracy, and 
Mathew’s Correlation Coefficient for evaluating the 
performance of most natural language understanding systems. 

Precision is calculated by Eq. (1) as follows. The higher 
values of precision indicate not only more occurrences of 
correctly classified values but mainly fewer occurrences of 
False Positive (FP) values. 

FPTP
TPprecision
+

=
             (1) 

Recall is calculated by Eq. (2) as follows. The higher 
values of recall indicate not only more occurrences of correctly 
classified values but mainly fewer occurrences of False 
Negative (FN) values. 

FNTP
TPrecall
+

=
             (2) 

Happy Sad Angry Other
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Precision and recall cannot be used independently to 
evaluate the performance of any classifier. System recall can be 
easily increased by labelling class values at the cost of 
precision and vice versa. Thus F-score is used which considers 
both the precision and recall to balance. It can be given by Eq. 
(3) as follows. 

recallprecision
recallprecisionscoref

+
=−

**2
           (3) 

Accuracy is the proximity of measurement results to the 
true value. It can be given by Eq. (4) as follows. 

NP
TNTPAccuracy

+
+

=
             (4) 

Matthew’s correlation coefficient is not much popular 
evaluation measure in classification tasks but it is promising 
than f-score and accuracy while evaluating qualitatively the 
performance of the classifier. It can be given by Eq. (5) as 
follows. 

))()()(( TPFNFPTNTPFPFNTN
FNFPTNTPMCC

++++

×−×
=

         (5) 

F-score ignores the count of true negatives (TN), whereas 
MCC considers all the entries of the confusion matrix for 
evaluating the performance of the classification model. This 
measure does well only when the classifier is doing well on 
both negative and positive elements. So F-score gets affected 
more when the minority class is labeled as negative. When the 
majority class is labeled as negative f-score can be considered 
as a good measure because in such cases rare items are of 
interesting samples for classification. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Higher average accuracy is considered as a good score, 

where the task is to predict the label of the emotion considering 
all the emotion class labels have an equal number of the sample 
distribution. Here as mentioned in the dataset description given 
in Table I, happy, sad, and angry emotion classes have almost 
equal proportion of samples but another 50% of samples 
belong to other emotion categories. So we evaluate the 
performance of our proposed model using f-score values for 
each classifier. Table III shows a summary of results with 
different classifiers on a different set of features. 

From the results of the experiment, it is evident that the 
accuracy and f-score of REP Tree are higher in the cases of 
individual 16 emotion-based features and with all 20 emotion 
and emoticon-based features. Tree-based classifiers have 
performed better than other classifiers in the emotion 
recognition task. Moreover, from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the effect of 
the use of emotion-based features on the performance of 
classifiers can be observed. It is marked that after including 
emoticon-based features in the feature set for classification of 
emotion, a significant improvement is observed in the f-score 
as well as in accuracy. 

In Fig. 3, f-score (20) represents all 20 features used for 
classification, and f-score (16) represents all emotion-based 
features used for classification. Similarly in Fig. 4, accuracy 

(20) represents all 20 features used for classification, and 
accuracy (16) represents all emoticon-based features used for 
classification. With the inclusion of 4 emoticon-based features 
in classification, SVM performance is improved by 1.91% 
accuracy and 0.89% f-score. In REPTree, it is improved by 
2.08% accuracy and 0.7% f-score. With the inclusion of 
emoticon based features proposed emotion recognition model 
achieves the highest accuracy of 87.55% and f-score of 65.31% 
with the use of the REPTree classifier. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED EMOTION RECOGNITION MODEL 
WITH VARIOUS FEATURE SETS ON SEMEVAL 2019 DATASET 

 Classifier 
SemEval 2019 Text Conversation Dataset 

Precision Recall  F-
Score Accuracy 

Emotion 
Features (16) 

SVM 56.15% 38.06% 45.37% 83.07% 

MLP 61.35% 48.74% 54.32% 84.86% 

MLP-3 51.34% 59.02% 54.92% 84.43% 

REPTree 62.29% 54.12% 57.92% 85.47% 
Decision 
Tree 65.46% 43.89% 52.55% 85.36% 

Emotion (16) + 
Emoticon 
Sentiment 
Features(4)  

SVM 61.95% 48.38% 54.33% 84.98% 

MLP 67.30% 57.09% 61.77% 86.95% 

MLP-3 61.09% 61.04% 61.06% 85.62% 

REPTree 67.26% 63.46% 65.31% 87.55% 
Decision 
Tree 69.52% 47.30% 56.30% 86.43% 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of the Effectiveness of Features of Classifier Performance 

in Terms of Average f-score of all Emotion Classes. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of the Effectiveness of Features on Classifier 
Performance in Term of Average Accuracy of all Emotion Classes. 
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The performance comparison of our model with different 
machine learning classifiers with other similar systems on 
SemEval 2019 text conversation dataset is summarized in 
Table IV. This global evaluation was carried out in the 
SemEval 2019 in task 3. Majority participant systems has 
implemented their emotion recognition module with LSTM / 
BiLSTMs with well-known word embedding like GloVe is 
used for input representation and BERT is used for transfer 
learning by most systems using deep learning. We proposed 
machine learning based solution to give results close to human 
performance on text based emotion prediction, which is less 
resource expensive in comparison with deep learning 
approaches. The best performing classifier in our model repots 
the f-score higher than the mean f-score of all participating 
teams in this evaluation, which are implemented using deep 
learning; the top few among them are represented here in 
summary Table IV. Another interesting fact to notice from the 
analysis is that our model with all chosen classifiers except 
SVM performed well in terms of higher f-score than the 
baseline provided for the global evaluation. The baseline 
system was also implemented using deep learning model with 
100 dimensional GloVe embedding. Our model with 20 
different emotion-based features performs well. 

Class label distribution has a great effect on classifier 
performance, which can be observed very clearly in the 
performance of each classifier. Fig. 5 describes the emotion-
wise performance of each classifier in terms of an f-score. The 
happy emotion class has not performed well with any of the 
classifiers used in the proposed model. The highest f-score 
value achieved on the happy emotion class is 43.47% by using 
the REPTree classifier. The evident reason found for the bad 
performance of all classifiers on the happy emotion class is that 
the happy class has the least sample distribution in the dataset. 
Another reason we observed that the statements in 
conversations conveying the happy emotion need context to 
understand them. Detailed analysis of each emotion class is 
carried out with best performing classifier REPTree in terms of 
correctly classified and misclassified samples in each emotion 
class. The confusion matrix is prepared as shown in Fig. 6 for 
each emotion class, namely, happy, sad, angry, and others. For 
each emotion class, Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC) 
is calculated, which is useful to evaluate the classifier in terms 
of quality. This coefficient takes into account true positives and 
true negatives as well as false positives and false negatives. It 
is considered as a balanced measure that can be used even if 
the classes are of very different sizes and hence suitable for 
evaluating the performance of the proposed model. The 
REPTree classifier in the proposed model has achieved the 
highest average accuracy of 85.47% and 87.55% by 
considering all 16 emotion features and 20 emotion and 
emoticon-based features altogether respectively. This 
information does not exhibit the weaknesses of the 
classification process where the performance can be further 

improved. But from Fig. 6(a)-(e), it is evident that MCC gives 
information regarding the quality of classification for each 
emotion class. MCC of 0.4161 for the happy class depicts the 
number of misclassified samples are more in it, compared to 
other emotion classes. Total correctly classified samples using 
the REPTree classifier are 4225 samples (70.043%) and 1807 
(29.95%) are incorrectly classified from a total of 6032 
samples. From Fig.  6(a), it is clear that emotion class anger 
and others have major contributions is this average correctly 
classified samples by this classifier. In the case of the SVM 
classifier, the happy class has more misclassified samples. The 
misclassified happy class samples reversely affect the 
performance of classifiers which has comparatively performed 
better at classifying samples at other emotion classes. Among 
the total 6032 samples, SVM has classified 3929 (65.14%) 
samples correctly and 2103 (34.86%) samples incorrectly. In 
this total correct prediction of all emotion classes, the major 
share of correct samples is from emotion class other and angry. 

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS DEEP LEARNING 
AND MACHINE LEARNING MODELS ON SEMEVAL 2019 DATASET 

 Precision Recall F-Score Accuracy 

Proposed Model 
(REPTRee) 67.26% 63.46% 65.31% 87.55% 

Proposed Model (SVM) 61.95% 48.38% 54.33% 84.98% 

Proposed Model (MLP) 67.30% 57.09% 61.77% 86.95% 

Proposed Model (MLP-3) 61.09% 61.04% 61.06% 85.62% 

Proposed Model (Decision 
Tree) 69.52% 47.30% 56.30% 86.43% 

Baseline* 50.21% 71.04% 58.51% - 

SS-LSTM [11] 80.87% 64.08% 79.34% - 

BERT Based[8] 86.2% 86.4% 86.3% - 

Light-GBM Tree[34] 76.8% 78.76% 77.65% - 

BERT based Hierarchical 
LSTM[10] 56% 81.66% 77% - 

*It is Deep Learning based baseline –LSTM with 100-D GloVe embeddings 

 
Fig. 5. Individual Emotion Class Wise Classifier Performance Comparison 

based on f-score Values. 
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(a) Confusion Matrix for Individual Emotion-class (Happy, Sad, Angry, other) 

with SVM Classifier. 

 
(b) Confusion Matrix for Individual Emotion-Class (Happy, Sad, Angry, 

other) with MLP Classifier. 

 
(c) Confusion Matrix for Individual Emotion-class (Happy, Sad, Angry, other) 

with MLP-3 Classifier. 

 
(d) Confusion Matrix for Individual Emotion-class (Happy, Sad, Angry, 

other) with REP Tree Classifier. 

 
Fig. 6. (e) Confusion Matrix for Individual Emotion-class (Happy, Sad, 

Angry, other) with Decision Tree Classifier. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we addressed the issue of recognizing 

emotions conveyed in text conversations using traditional 
machine learning approaches. This had explored the directions 
of research for the proposed emotion recognition model for text 
conversations. The emotion recognition model based on a set 
of emotion and emoticon sentiment related features are 
proposed and implemented, which has achieved competitive 
results with modern resource costly deep learning approaches 
used in the literature. On evaluating our contributions in this 
work by employing emoticon-based features with simplistic 
state-of-the-art machine learning classifiers competitive 
performance is observed. This finding may help apply emotion 
recognition with low cost resources with human like prediction 
results. Some cases are left by the classifier to identify 
correctly, which can be incorporated by exploiting rules in the 
future. The possible direction of research are identified based 
on this work are as 1) exploring and experimenting with hybrid 
machine learning based and rule-
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based approach to recognize the emotions from textual 
conversations. 2) Applicability of emotion recognition model 
to further understand the figurative language components in 
textual conversation. 3) Findings from the results of the 
multilayer perceptron say that there might be a significant 
improvement in performance if the sample size in the emotion 
class increases while using neural classifiers. 
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Abstract—Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (MCRT) method for 
investigation of the multiple reflection among trees is proposed. 
For the forest research (Leaf Area Index: LAI, Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index: NDVI, forest type, tree age, etc.) 
with spaceborne based optical sensor data, some errors due to 
influences of the multiple reflection among trees on the 
estimation of at sensor radiance have to be considered. The 
influence is difficult to formulate in a radiative transfer equation. 
The proposed method allows estimating the influence. Through 
experiment with miniature sized forest, it is found that the 
proposed method is validated. It is also found that a few to more 
than 10% of influence due to multiple reflections among trees are 
anticipated. Furthermore, the influence on the estimation of at 
sensor radiance is clarified. The potentialities of the code are 
then depicted over different types of forests including coniferous 
and broadleaf canopies. 

Keywords—Radiative transfer equation; Monte Carlo ray 
tracing: MCRT; multi reflection among trees; forest research; 
canopy reflectance; ellipse and cone shaped trees model 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Research on forest vegetation using earth observation 

satellite data is related to identification and identification of 
forest fires, logging areas surveys, forest maps, tree species 
discrimination, forest facies division map creation, etc. [1], 
carbon dioxide concentration, water vapor, latent heat in the 
ecosystem-atmosphere system There is a quantification of 
equal exchange and a tree structure analysis [2]. In addition, 
vegetation indexes, green ratio, amount of biomass, etc. are 
known as vegetation parameters that can be estimated from 
earth observation satellite data. 

In addition to these, LAI (Leaf Area Index) for estimating 
growth and maintenance respiration of vegetation, leaf angle 
distribution characteristics, lignin (tree lignin, soil lignin 
cellulose index) for consumption and decomposition 
respiration calculation, growth, light utilization efficiency for 
photosynthetic activity (xanthophyll cycle, fluorescence), water 
stress (transpiration, leaf water content, etc.), temperature 
stress (leaf surface temperature), etc. for grasping maintenance 
process: LUE (Light Use Efficiency), photosynthesis effective 
Radiation: PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation), APAR 
(Absorbed PAR), fAPAR (Fraction of APAR), and basic 
production (NPP) have been estimated [3]. 

Lignin is synthesized by subjecting carbon compounds 
assimilated by photosynthesis (primary metabolism) to further 
metabolism (secondary metabolism). When a plant 
accumulated excessive reducing power in chloroplasts under 

conditions such as strong light, xanthophylls, which are 
auxiliary pigments of light-harvesting chlorophyll proteins, 
changed to substances with low light-harvesting efficiency, 
while becoming weak light. At that time, it changes to a 
substance with high light collection efficiency. 

The purpose of this study is to clarify the optical 
characteristics of vegetation by using Monte Carlo method 
based on a three-dimensional tree structure model. From this 
characteristic, vegetation parameters such as tree shape and 
tree distance can be estimated. At this time, it is necessary to 
consider multiple reflection processes between trees and 
between trees and undergrowth, and absorption and multiple 
scattering processes by atmospheric air molecules and aerosols. 

A model considering these has already been proposed by 
Goel & Thompson [9], but only individual factors such as the 
effect of multiple reflection between trees and the effect of 
multiple reflection including trees and undergrowth have not 
been grasped. The relationship between the parameters is not 
always clear. Originally, the Monte Carlo method 
stochastically inserts photons into the atmospheric cell and 
simulates its optical path, so that it is possible to understand the 
influence of each factor. 

In particular, this paper separately evaluates the effects of 
multiple reflections between trees and between trees and 
undergrowth. This reveals the error in estimating the tree 
reflectance and the tree distance, ignoring these effects. That is, 
the reflectance of the tree obtained from the Earth observation 
satellite image reflects these influences, and the reflectance that 
is truly desired can be obtained by considering these influences. 

The same applies to tree shapes and tree distances 
estimated based on these. In order to evaluate the validity of 
the Monte Carlo method used in this study, we compared and 
compared it with the experimental results using a scale model 
of a forest in which two trees of two relatively small sizes with 
different tree shapes were arranged two-dimensionally. As a 
result, the validity of the Monte Carlo method was shown, and 
the effects of inter-tree multiple reflection and tree shape on the 
radiance at the upper edge of the atmosphere were clarified. In 
addition, the proposed method was applied to ASTER / VNIR 
data, and we were able to understand these effects, so the 
author reports here. 

In the following chapter, related research works and 
theoretical background including motivation of the research are 
described together with research background. Section 3 details 
the Monte Carlo method. In particular, the geometrical and 
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optical models of trees and undergrowth hypothesized on the 
sun and sensors and the ground surface are detailed. In addition, 
the types of optical path patterns are enumerated, and the 
optical path patterns of multiple reflections including tree 
shapes, trees, and trees and undergrowth that are of interest in 
this study are described in detail. Section 4 introduces the scale 
model experiment conducted to evaluate the validity of the 
Monte Carlo method. Furthermore, an application example to 
ASTER / VNIR data is shown. In Section 5, the author 
considers the influence of tree reflection and multiple 
reflections including trees and undergrowth and tree shape on 
tree distance estimation. 

Then, the experimental method together with experimental 
results is described. After that concluding remarks and some 
discussions are also described. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH WORKS 
In relation to the forest investigation from space, studies 

have been conducted on the estimation of tree species, tree 
shape, distance between trees, vegetation density, etc. [4]. In 
most of these studies, based on a single horizontally 
homogeneous tree model layer, vegetation parameters in the 
layer are estimated [5]. 

In recent years, a three-dimensional vegetation structure 
model consisting of several layers has been proposed and has 
come to be considered when estimating canopy clamps, albedo, 
LAI, etc. that consider bidirectional reflectance characteristics 
[6]. In addition, a model that considers inhomogeneity in the 
horizontal and vertical directions has been proposed, and the 
three-dimensional vegetation structure, which is indispensable 
for studies such as radiation balance on the surface of 
vegetation, carbon dioxide exchange with optical absorption 
and other physical processes, is considered. The author started 
to do it [7]. 

On the other hand, problem solving methods for radiative 
transfer equation, there are the following research works, 

A radiative transfer model based on three-dimensional 
vegetation structure has been proposed [8]. A radiative transfer 
model based on the Monte Carlo method has also been 
proposed, which is useful for improving the accuracy of 
analysis of vegetation and biological / physical parameters 
considering the three-dimensional vegetation structure [9]. 
Furthermore, studies such as estimating the amount of 
chlorophyll from the hyperspectral data using the inverse 
problem solution based on the leaf scale model of conifers 
have been conducted [10]. Adjacency effect of layered clouds 
estimated with Monte-Carlo simulation is investigated [11]. 
Non-linear mixture model of mixed pixels in remote sensing 
satellite images based on Monte Carlo simulation is proposed 
[12]. 

Forest parameter estimation by means of Monte Carlo 
simulations with experimental considerations (Estimation of 
multiple reflections among trees depending on forest 
parameters) is conducted [13] together with forest parameter 
estimation, by means of Monte-Carlo simulations with 
experimental consideration of estimation of multiple 
reflections among trees depending on forest parameters [14]. 

Micro traffic simulation with unpredictable disturbance 
based on Monte Carlo simulation is conducted for validation of 
effectiveness of the agent cars of Sidoarjo hot mudflow disaster 
is reported [15] together with Monte Carlo ray tracing 
simulation for bi-directional reflectance distribution function 
and grow index of tealeaves estimation [16]. 

Monte Carlo simulation of polarized atmospheric irradiance 
for determination of refractive index of aerosols is conducted 
[17]. Also, Monte Carlo ray tracing simulation of polarization 
characteristics of sea water which contains spherical and non-
spherical shapes of suspended solid and phytoplankton is 
conducted [18]. 

Monte Carlo based non-linear mixture model of earth 
observation satellite imagery pixel data is proposed [19]. On 
the other hand, Monte Carlo ray tracing based sensitivity 
analysis of the atmospheric and oceanic parameters on the top 
of the atmosphere radiance is conducted [20]. 

Monte Carlo ray tracing based nonlinear mixture model of 
mixed pixels in Earth observation satellite imagery data is also 
proposed [21]. Comparison between linear and nonlinear 
models of mixed pixels in remote sensing satellite images 
based on Cierniewski surface Bi-Directional Reflectance 
Distribution Function: BRDF model by means of Monte Carlo 
ray tracing simulation is conducted [22]. 

Monte Carlo Ray Tracing: MCRT based knowledge base 
system for texture mapping together with height estimation 
using objects' shadow with high spatial resolution remote 
sensing satellite imagery data is proposed [23]. Meanwhile, 
Monte Carlo ray tracing based adjacency effect and nonlinear 
mixture model for remote sensing satellite image data analysis 
is conducted [24]. 

Method for aureole estimation refinement through 
comparisons between observed aureole and estimated aureole 
based on Monte Carlo Ray Tracing is proposed and validated 
with experiments [25]. 

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND THE PROPOSED 
METHOD 

A. Monte Carlo Method 
The Monte Carlo method is a method that treats sunlight as 

photons and probabilistically elucidates the behavior of 
photons in the atmosphere and on the ground surface [26]. 
Prerequisites are solar zenith angle, azimuth angle, sensor 
zenith angle, azimuth angle, observation wavelength, 
atmospheric cell size, atmospheric air molecule and aerosol 
optical thickness, surface reflectance: undergrowth and soil 
mixing (Lambertian surface) We give the tree size and the 
reflectance between trees (Lambertian surface). 

Atmospheric composition molecules were only air 
molecules and aerosols. Since the observation wavelength 
range was set to visible near infrared, we decided to deal only 
with the composition that mainly contributes to absorption and 
scattering in this wavelength range. The ground surface is 
composed of trees and undergrowth. Trees have tree shapes 
such as spheres, ellipsoidal spheres, cylinders, and cones [27], 
[28]. 
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In this study, from the viewpoint of the ease of constructing 
a scale model of a forest for the validation of the Monte Carlo 
method, the tree shapes that were relatively easily available 
were limited to elliptic spheres and cones. The photon is input 
to the atmospheric cell according to the following algorithm, 
the photon is counted when it is absorbed by the ground 
surface, trees, the atmosphere, and when it is captured in the 
sensor instantaneous visual field, and the optical path of the 
photon is terminated. 

The photon is input to the atmospheric cell according to the 
following algorithm, the photon is counted when it is absorbed 
by the ground surface, trees, the atmosphere, and when it is 
captured in the sensor instantaneous visual field, and the 
optical path of the photon is terminated. 

1) Assume the three-dimensional calculation cell shown 
in Fig. 1. 

2) Photons are randomly generated and are incident from 
the top of the cell according to the solar zenith angle and 
azimuth angle. 

3) Photons travel according to a free path determined by 
the optical thickness of the atmosphere. 

4) If the end point of the free process of photons is in the 
atmosphere, either one of the photon molecules and the 
aerosol will be at a probability with the probability depending 
on the optical thickness of the aerosol. 

5) Calculate the scattering angle of the photon and the 
remaining optical path length according to the scattering 
characteristics (phase function) of the air molecule and 
aerosol. 

6) If the free process end point of the photon passes 
through the ground surface (trees / undergrowth), find the 
intersection with the tree / undergrowth, and reflect / absorb it. 
The reflection component reflects the remaining optical path 
length of the free process up to the intersection from the 
intersection. 

7) If the end point of the free path of the photon is outside 
the cell, the photon is moved to the rest of the free path from 
the surface located exactly opposite the intersection of the free 
path vector and the cell wall surface. 

8) The radiance at the top of the atmosphere is obtained 
based on the number of photons emitted from the upper 
surface of the cell into the instantaneous field of view of the 
sensor. The photon exiting the instantaneous visual field ends 
the optical path of the photon at that point. 

9) A free process of photons and a log for each optical 
path are left so that the optical path locus of the photon can be 
traced. 

For the random numbers, we use Mersenne Twister [29], 
which has a period of 219937-1 and is evenly distributed in a 
623-dimensional hypercube. The number of photons and the 
number of random numbers generated are determined by 
numerical experiments. The radiance at the top of the 
atmosphere is stable when the number of photons exceeds 
100,000, so the number of photons is set to 100,000. 

 
Fig. 1. Calculation Cell of Monte Carlo Simulation (Ellipsoidal Surface 

Objects are Trees). 

Fig. 2 shows the possible optical paths of photons. The 
scattered light that is scattered only by the atmosphere and does 
not reach the ground surface is shown in Fig. 2(a), and the 
direct light that directly reaches the forest vegetation on the 
ground surface from the sun is shown in Fig. 2(b). Light path 
reaching the ground surface after scattering by the atmosphere 
Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) show the light path reaching the ground 
surface after multiple scattering by the atmosphere and 
undergoing multiple reflections between trees. 

     
         (a) Path Radiance. (b) Reflected Directly. 

              
(c) Reflected by Sky Light and Ground. (d)Multiple Reflection among Trees. 

 
(e) Multiple Reflection among Trees, Sky Light and Ground. 

Fig. 2. The Sun-atmosphere-ground Paths (Each Tree is Treated as each 
Individual Ellipse: Deciduous or cone: Coniferous Trees). 
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Fig. 2(e) shows the optical paths of trees and undergrowth, 
or multiple reflections between trees and multiple scattering 
due to the atmosphere after reaching the ground surface. These 
optical path types can be grasped for their contributions by 
performing atmospheric top radiance calculation for each 
optical path in Monte Carlo simulation. 

B. Input Parameter 
Photons are transmitted and scattered depending on the 

preset optical thickness of the air molecules and aerosol. In the 
case of scattering of air molecules, it is scattered according to 
the scattering phase function based on Rayleigh scattering, and 
in the case of aerosol, it is scattered according to the phase 
function based on Mie scattering. 

The multiple refractive indices of the aerosol were 1.44 for 
the real part and 0.005 for the imaginary part. These are the 
values obtained by actually measuring in the winter (December 
13, 2003) around Saga University using PROM-III (Japan) Sky 
Radiometer POM-III. The particle size distribution was the 
Junge distribution and the Junge parameter was 3. These are 
also the actual measured values around Saga University on the 
same day. 

The aerosol scattering phase function was obtained using 
MODTRAN 4.0 Mie code (Software code to obtain scattering 
phase function by Mie scattering). Fig. 3 and 4 show the 
measured values of the real and imaginary parts of the complex 
refractive index and the Junge parameter, and the scattering 
phase function. The atmospheric optical thickness used in the 
Monte Carlo method is the measured value. The measured 
values are shown in Fig. 5. The surface of the tree is a 
Lambertian surface with uniform reflectance, and its shape is 
considered as an elliptical sphere or a cone as shown in Fig. 6. 

Considering the distance between trees, we assumed a 
forest in which these trees were arranged in a grid. The state of 
the undergrowth was a Lambertian surface with a uniform 
reflectance. It is possible to consider bidirectional reflection 
distribution function (BRDF), Mineralt reflection law, trees 
based on fractal shape on the surface of trees and undergrowth 
[30], [31], where Lambert is used as the first approximation. 
The author assumed a face. In addition to these, measured 
values were used for the reflectance and shape of trees used in 
the Monte Carlo method. 

 
Fig. 3. Estimated Junge Parameter of Size Distribution and Real and 

Imaginary Part of Refractive Index of Aerosol with the Measured Data using 
POM-III of Sky-radiometer at the Saga University and its Surrounding on Dec. 

13 2003. 

 
Fig. 4. Aerosol Phase Function used for Monte Carlo Simulation. 

 
Fig. 5. Measured Optical Depths of Total Atmosphere (AOD), Water Vapor 

(OD_H20), Column Ozone (OD_03), Molecule (OD_MOL), and Aerosol 
(OD_AER) as well as Observed Optical Depth (OD_OBS) at Saga Test Site 

in Japan on Dec. 15 2004. 

 
(a) Ellipse    (b) Cone 

Fig. 6. Two Kinds of Tree Models. 

The author considers the parameter setting by using a 
comprehensive e-learning system with simulation capabilities 
for understanding of complex equations [32]. 

C. Output Parameters 
The output parameters in the Monte Carlo method are the 

atmospheric top radiance and 10 types of photon statistical 
data: 

1) The total number of photons incident on the cell from 
the cell top surface. 

2) The number of photons emitted from the cell top 
surface, and trees. 
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3) The number of photons reflected by trees. 
4) The number of photons reflected by undergrowth. 
5) The number of photons absorbed by undergrowth. 
6) The number of photons scattered by aerosols. 
7) The number of photons absorbed by aerosol. 
8) The number of photons scattered by air molecules.  
9) The number of photons absorbed by air molecules. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

A. Method for Experiment 
Since it is difficult to measure multiple reflections between 

trees and between trees and undergrowth in natural forests, we 
decided to use the Monte Carlo method. For that purpose, the 
validity of the Monte Carlo method must be proved. Two types 
of relatively small size tree-shaped trees simulating a forest 
were arranged two-dimensionally, and a lawn was spread as 
undergrowth, and a black cloth was spread around it. The 
experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 7(a). 

The experiment site is the center of the Saga University 
Athletic Ground, and the ground is surrounded by trees with a 
height of about 7 m, but the skyline is within about 2 degrees 
elevation when viewed from the center. The spectroradiometer 
used for measuring the ground surface reflectance was MS-720 
manufactured by Eiko Instruments Co., Ltd. This is to measure 
the radiance by separating the wavelength range from 350 to 
1050 nm into 256 channels at 3.3 nm wavelength intervals. As 
a standard white plate, Spectralon manufactured by Labsphere, 
USA was used. To monitor the direct light of the sun, 
GER2600 (measured radiance in the wavelength range of 400 
to 2600 nm at 2 nm intervals) manufactured by GER, USA was 
used. 

The height of the tree height of the MS720 radiometer with 
an opening angle of 45 degrees was set to 1.8 m. Therefore, the 
measurement range is within a circle with a radius of 74.56 cm 
centered directly under the radiometer. The lawn is a square 
with a side of 1.8 m, and the black cloth is a square with a side 
of 2.5 m. The above two types of trees were placed on this 
lawn. An overview of the tree is shown in Fig. 7(b). 

Tree No. 1 is a conifer (Jerichoides, lateral diameter: 13 cm, 
vertical diameter: 12 cm), and No. 2 is a conifer (gold crest, 
bottom diameter: 11 cm, height: 26 cm). These were arranged 
two-dimensionally as shown in Fig. 8 to construct a forest scale 
model. In addition, Sky Radiometer POM-III is installed on the 
rooftop of the Faculty of Science and Engineering Building No. 
7 (4 floors) about 100 m away from the ground, and direct 
observation of the sun, scattering, and ambient light is 
performed every day. 

B. Experimental Results 
Fig. 9 shows the spectral reflectance characteristics when 

the distance between trees is changed from 8 cm to 30 cm in 
2.5 cm increments. The parameter in the legend in the figure is 
the distance between trees in cm. This is the characteristic of 
No. 1 tree, but it is almost the same for No. 2. This is a typical 
spectral reflectance characteristic of vegetation in which the 
reflectance is high in the green wavelength, low in the red 
wavelength, and highest in the near infrared wavelength range. 

 
(a) Experiment configuration   (b) Two types of trees 

Fig. 7. Outlook of the Forested Trees and Grasses on the Land Surface 
together with the Measuring Instruments for Surface Reflectance (Spectralon : 

Standard Plaque, MS-720 and GER260O : Spectroradiometers). 

 
(a) Tree No.1    (b) Tree No.2 

Fig. 8. Trees used in Experiment. 

 
Fig. 9. Measured Reflectance of the Scale Model of the Two Dimensionally 
Aligned Trees (No.1) with the Tree Distance Ranges from 8 to 30cm (Legend 

shows the Tree Distance). 

For the purpose of this study to clarify the effect of multiple 
reflections between trees and undergrowth on the upper 
radiance of the atmosphere, the reflectance changes 
significantly with the distance between trees 750,800,900,1000 
nm (wavelengths that are less absorbed by atmospheric air 
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molecules). Attention was paid to the reflectance at. Similarly, 
the spectral reflectance of grass, which is assumed to be 
undergrowth, was also measured. 

Atmospheric optical thickness and geometric relationships 
with the sun, ground surface and sensors were investigated. 
Simultaneously with this experiment, we measured the optical 
thickness of the atmosphere at wavelengths of 
368,500,675,778,862 nm, which avoids absorption of air 
molecules. The measuring instrument is MICROTOPS-II 
(Langley plot specification) manufactured by Solar Spectrum. 

Fig. 5 shows the measurement results of the optical 
thickness. From this, the optical thickness of the aerosol was 
estimated by subtracting the total amount of ozone measured 
by scattering of air molecules (Rayleigh scattering) as a 
function of atmospheric pressure and wavelength and 
MICROTOPS-II (specification of ozone and water vapor) and 
absorption by total amount of water vapor. 

The geometric parameters of the sun, ground surface and 
sensor were also obtained. These parameters are shown in 
Tables I and II. Here, the reflectance of a tree is measured from 
the top of the tree, and it is assumed that this reflectance is the 
same for all surfaces of a cone and an ellipsoid (Lambertian 
surface). Strictly speaking, there are differences in reflectance 
between the bottom and side surfaces of the cone, the upper 
and lower hemispheres of the ellipsoid, and the effects of 
multiple reflections, transmission, and scattering inside this 
shape, but the assumption was adopted as the first 
approximation. 

Experiments using a forest scale model were compared 
with simulation results using the Monte Carlo method. 
Fig. 10(a) and 10(b) show a comparison of the distance 
between trees and sensor radiance characteristics by 
experiments using a forest scale model and simulations based 
on the Monte Carlo method. In the figure, the measured data 
(triangle, square, and diamond mark) and the data calculated by 
Monte Carlo simulation (solid line and broken line) are shown. 

The top characteristic is the sensor radiance at 1000 nm, 
followed by 900, 800 and 750 nm. It can be seen that the 
sensor radiance decreases monotonically as the tree distance 
increases. This is probably because the effect of multiple 
reflections between trees and between trees and undergrowth 
on the sensor radiance decreases with the distance between 
trees. Moreover, the Monte Carlo method is valid because the 
two agree very well. 

The parameters used for the Monte Carlo method were 
adapted to those of the forest scale model. That is, the cell size 
was a cube with the height of the light receiving part of the 
spectrometer as one side, the sensor aperture was 45 degrees 
full angle, and the other parameters shown in Tables I and II 
were used. 

As a result, in Tree No. 1, the percentage of the total 
number of photons that reached the upper edge of the 
atmosphere after two or more reflections between trees at 750 
nm was 8%, and reached 10% at a wavelength of 1000 nm. I 
found out that similarly, in the case of Tree No. 2, it was found 
to be 2.2% at 750 nm and 3.1% at 1000 nm. In other words, 
10% of the reflectance in the near infrared of a forest on an 

ellipsoidal sphere based on satellite visible and near infrared 
radiometer data is due to the multiple reflections between trees, 
and the actual reflectance is about 10% lower. It can be said to 
be a value. 

TABLE I. INPUT PARAMETERS FOR TREE NO. 1 

Parameter 750nm 800nm 900nm 1000nm 

Reflectance       

Grass reflectance 29% 33% 42% 53% 

Tree reflectance 75% 82% 89% 93% 

Optical depth       

Molecule 0.045 0.04 0.04 0.03 

Aerosol 0.045 0.04 0.04 0.03 

Sun-Sensor Geometry Canopy properties  

Solar zenith angle 41° Horizontal diameter 
(A) 13cm  

Solar azimuth 
angle 15° Vertical diameter 

(B) 12cm  

View zenith angle 0°    

TABLE II. INPUT PARAMETERS FOR TREE NO. 2 

Parameter 750nm 800nm 900nm 1000nm 

Reflectance       

Grass reflectance 29% 33% 42% 53% 

Tree reflectance 65% 75% 84% 92% 

Optical depth       

Molecule 0.045 0.04 0.04 0.03 

Aerosol 0.045 0.04 0.04 0.03 

Sun-Sensor Geometry Canopy properties  
Solar zenith angle 43° Base diameter (C) 11cm  
Solar azimuth angle 29° Height (D) 25cm  
View zenith angle 0°    

 

   (a)          (b) 
Fig. 10. At-Sensor Radiance from the Scale Model of Trees and Grasses for 
Tree No.1 ((a): Left) and that for Tree No.2; ((b): Right). Upper Curve shows 

Radiance at 1000nm Followed by 900, 800, and 750nm. Solid and Dotted 
Lines show the Calculated Radiance based on Monte Carlo Simulation While 

Diamond, Square and Triangles show the Experimental Radiance with the 
Scale Model. 
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It was also found that this effect was less in the case of 
conical forests, which was a few percent. This effect depends 
on the distance between trees, and it can be seen that the 
multiple reflections between trees decrease rapidly as the 
distance between trees increases. From the effect of these 
multiple reflections between trees when evaluated by the ratio 
with the radiance at the upper edge of the total atmosphere, the 
effect of multiple reflections between trees can be inferred to 
be from several% to 10%. The effect of this multiple reflection 
between trees depends on the tree shape, distance between 
trees, tree species, etc. In this experiment, we examined only 
conifers, but in the case of broadleaf trees with a larger LAI, It 
can be inferred that the influence is even greater in the case of 
mixed forests when they are closer. 

V. CONCLUSION 
A radiation model of the atmosphere and forest vegetation 

was constructed by the Monde Carlo method. This makes it 
possible to evaluate the effects on the upper atmospheric 
radiance of only multiple reflections between trees and 
between trees and undergrowth that were not considered in the 
existing model. The validity of the Mon-Carlo method used in 
this study was confirmed by comparison with experimental 
values by a forest scale model in the field. Experiments using a 
forest scale model were performed by changing the distance 
between trees and the tree shape. 

Comparing this experimental value and the simulation 
result by the Monte Carlo method, it was found that the 
radiance tends to gradually decrease as the distance between 
trees increases. This is a tendency that changes in reflectance 
due to changes in area coverage of undergrowth and trees 
overlap with the effects of multiple reflections between trees. 
And the effect of multiple reflections including trees and 
undergrowth can be understood. 

The effect of the optical path that contributes to this 
multiple reflection on the radiance at the top of the atmosphere 
can be grasped from the Monte Carlo method, and it was 
confirmed that it ranges from several% to several tens of% 
(this effect also varies depending on the tree shape, It was 
found that it was about 10% in the case of an elliptical sphere 
and about 4% in the case of a cone). 

This effect is in the near-infrared wavelength region and 
less in the visible wavelength region. In conclusion, the effect 
of multiple reflections between trees depends on tree shape, 
distance between trees, tree species (even single tree species 
change depending on age and season), LAI: Leaf Area Index, 
leaf angle distribution, etc. However, it is difficult to say how 
much it is, but it can be inferred that the impact is from 
several% to 10%. 

Therefore, it can be seen that there is a risk that the 
reflectance of trees obtained from satellite images is estimated 
to be several to several tens of percent higher than the actual 
reflectance. Applying this method to understand the effects of 
multiple reflections between trees and undergrowth of trees to 
ASTER / VNIR band 3 data, the difference between the 
satellite data and the simulation results on bare land (no effect 
of multiple reflections) was 1.19%. 

However, it is confirmed that it is as much as 7.47% in the 
coniferous forest (which is affected by multiple reflections). 
Therefore, most of the 7.47% difference is considered to be 
due to the multiple reflections between trees. It was also 
confirmed that the difference between the radiance obtained 
from the ASTER / VNIR band 3 data and that obtained from 
the Monte Carlo method was 11.28% when the tree shape was 
changed to an ellipsoidal shape. This fact suggests that tree 
shape discrimination is possible using these differences. 

However, in the simulation by the Monte Carlo method, the 
tree shape, the distance between trees, etc. are provisionally set, 
and it is hard to say that the influence of the terrain inclination, 
undulation, etc. is strictly considered. Therefore, the effect of 
multiple reflections of several % to 10% is only an 
approximate number, but it is possible to argue that it is 
necessary to consider this effect when estimating reflectance of 
trees, distance between trees, and tree shape. 

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH WORKS 
In the future, the author will conduct another experiment 

with actual remote sensing satellite data for the validation of 
the proposed method. 
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Abstract—Energy harvesting is a powerful technique to 
produce clean and renewable energy with better infrastructure 
improvement. The exhaustive review of recent progress and 
development in bio-mechanical energy harvesting (BMEH) 
techniques from human body is discussed in this manuscript. The 
BMEH from the human body is categorized into three parts, 
namely, piezoelectric energy harvesting (PEEH), triboelectric 
energy harvesting (TEEH), and Electro-magnetic Energy 
harvesting (EMEH). Each energy harvesting system is discussed 
with working principles with mathematical equations; each 
energy harvesting progress is discussed with a few work 
demonstrations. The applications of each energy harvesting from 
the recent research work are addressed in detail. The summary 
of each energy harvester from the human body or motion with 
advantages, limitations, performance metrics, current methods, 
and implemented human body parts are highlighted with 
Tabulation. The critical challenges/issues with possible solutions 
are also discussed. 

Keywords—Bio-mechanical; energy harvesting; 
electromagnetic; human-body; piezoelectric; triboelectric 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Renewable energy resources are necessary to solve most of 

the significant challenges for sustainable development. The 
power is generated using the most commonly used energy 
resources like natural gas, petroleum, Hydraulic, nuclear 
energy, and coal. Energy harvesting is one of the essential 
processes to produce clean, renewable energy and improves 
infrastructure development. The energy harvesting (EH) 
process receives unused energy and is transformed into the 
most usable energy resource. The commonly used and 
available energy resources for the energy harvesting process 
are kinetic, solar, thermal, wind, hydro energies. The EH 
system is used to recharge batteries, increase the life span of 
electronic devices, and battery replacement in a low-power 
system. Firstly, the batteries are recharged easily by using 
energy harvesting. Next, the electronics devices' life cycle can 
be prolonged using an energy harvesting system. Lastly, the 
low-power circuits generally use 1mW total power, so integrate 
the energy harvesting method in small integrating circuits to 
consume less the 10 μW-100 μW total power [1-2]. 

The Human body needs energy and performs its day-to-day 
activities by consuming more and more energy. Nowadays 
most of the peoples use wearable devices and essence of home 

appliances while doing their activities.  Metabolism produces 
enormous energy in the human body and is a prime resource 
for harvesting energy. Typical movements like walking, 
running, finger movement, and many other movements are 
performed daily to generate power in the human body.  The 
heat, bio-chemical potentials, and limb movements produce the 
central part of the energy in the human body. Like lower limb 
movement, the body movement produces more energy because 
it has higher torque than other body parts [3-4]. The energy 
harvested from the human body is not affected much by day-
to-day human life activities. Because of this, most of the 
current research is focused on human-body energy harvesting. 
The human body dissipates more energy every day. Even 
though the utilization ratio is minimal for the proportion of 
human energy, only micro to milliwatts of power are 
converted. Therefore, the Harvested power from the human 
body is insufficient to meet the electricity demand of people's 
daily Usage [5-6]. The human body energy resources are used 
in many ultra-lower applications with high efficiency. The 
various wearable, portable electronic devices, implantable 
medical devices are instantiated into people's daily Usage by 
using harvested human power.  People use the human's energy 
resources for daily charging, battery replacement, replacement 
of implantable electronic devices, and other activities in an 
essential manner. The energy resources from the human body 
provide a reliable, flexible, safe environment and no side 
effects from environmental and space conditions.  The human 
body energy is divided into three forms: Thermal, chemical, 
and mechanical energies.  There is a need for an effective 
energy harvesting mechanism based on humans' biomechanical 
movement. The developments of a new form of electronic 
devices rely on energy harvesting technologies. Recent 
researches have improved the biomechanical energy harvesting 
system with suitable changes in the design and configurations 
of piezoelectric EH, triboelectric EH, and electromagnetic EH 
systems. The design and configuration are done by considering 
the particular energy harvesting technology challenges and 
achieving high energy harvesting. However still, various 
challenges exist in biomechanical energy harvesting techniques 
[7-9]. 

This review has made an exhaustive summary and analysis 
of the recent development of biomechanical energy harvesting 
from the human body. This work aims to provide insight into 
recent work on human-centric biomechanical energy 
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harvesting systems using Piezoelectric, Triboelectric, and 
Electromagnetic modules. Section II discusses the energy 
distribution parameters in the human body. The working 
principles of the biomechanical energy harvesting systems are 
addressed in Section III. The recent progress of the 
biomechanical energy harvesting systems is analyzed in detail 
with a comparative study in Section IV. The challenges and 
possible solutions are highlighted in Section V. Lastly, the 
complete work is concluded with futuristic suggestions are 
incorporated in Section VI.  

II. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION IN HUMAN BODY 
The human body consumes and releases different forms of 

energy. For example, every movement and even breath 
produce energy all the time in the human body.  The thermal, 
chemical and mechanical energies are the available potential 
energy resources in the human body. The potential energy 
resources and energy dissipation in the human body for 
different activities are represented in Fig. 1 [5, 7]. 

Every day human body consumes more amount of energy 
from metabolism to maintain the constant body -temperature. 
The thermal energy produced in the form of heat is exchanged 
between the body and its surroundings. The other forms of 
thermal energy are released with the help of respiration or 
breathing, evaporation heat produced from the sweat in the 
skin. Chemical energy is produced in the form of water (H2O), 
glucose, and lactic acid. The Human body digest and absorbs 
the food and is converted in the form of glucose. The glucose 
in blood glucose is distributed into other parts of the body to 

regenerate the energy in one other form. Additionally, the 
muscles produce the lactic acid by performing the exercise 
operations, and a few amounts of lactate decomposed in the 
muscle itself.  The sweat is also produced while performing the 
exercise operations in the form of the substance of water. The 
mechanical energy is produced in the form of body movement, 
Heartbeat, Respiratory movement. The Limbs movements like 
steeping, arms turning, foot lifting, tapping, and other 
movements consume and release the mechanical energy. In 
addition to that, heartbeat, blood vessels relaxation and 
contraction, and respiratory movements are also consuming 
and releasing mechanical energy. The muscle's relaxation and 
contraction produce more mechanical energy to perform 
additional activities with continuous energy transmission. 

The energy resources are evaluated further by analyzing the 
power utilization of different energy flows in the human body. 
The human body's energy is converted into electricity, which is 
less than the total amount of energy utilized in the typical 
energy flow of each human body's part. This is the primary 
concept and is discussed further with different energy 
harvesting methods for the human body. The human energy 
resources and their recent energy harvesting methods are 
represented in Fig. 1.  The thermal energy is harvested using a 
pyroelectric and thermo-electric generator. Similarly, the 
chemical energy is harvested using a Hydro-voltaic effect 
generator and biofuel cell. Lastly, the mechanical energy is 
harvested using Piezoelectric, triboelectric and electromagnetic 
generators. In this article, the bio-mechanical energy harvesting 
techniques are discussed further with different applications. 

 
Fig. 1. Energy Distribution in Human Body and its Energy Harvesting Techniques [7] 
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III. WORKING PRINCIPLES OF BIOMECHANICAL ENERGY 
HARVESTING 

The biomechanical energy is harvested from the human 
body using the most common methods like Piezoelectric, 
Triboelectric, and Electromagnetic. The principles of the 
piezoelectric effect are used for the operation of piezoelectric 
materials. Many researchers can use the Piezoelectric 
Harvesting in humans to energize intelligent wearable devices 
like a smart watch, smart skin, smart shoes, portable and 
implantable devices. The most recent and advanced 
technologies are incorporated in Triboelectric energy 
harvesting. This approach uses the triboelectrification 
phenomenon for charging (electrical) the materials using 
frictional contact. The electricity is generated based on 
electrically charged materials with relative displacement. The 
recent human body-based energy harvesting is performed using 
triboelectric energy harvesting because of high power outputs, 
performance, and nanoscale designs. Electromagnetic Energy 
harvesting is working based on electromagnetic induction 
(Faraday's law). Faradays, law states that the electric current is 
induced based on the property of the materials used through a 
magnetic field. There are many kinds of research conducted 
based on electromagnetic energy harvesting for self-operated 
wearable electronic devices. However, these on 
electromagnetic energy harvesting system lacks with 
miniaturized designs and device size. The working principles, 
and recent work, and applications are discussed in the 
following sections. 

A. Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting (PEEH) 
Piezoelectric Energy harvesting (PEEH) is a widely used 

harvesting method due to its simple design and accessible 
materials usage. Piezoelectricity is observed macroscopically 
to produce electricity through molecular phenomena when 
some substances (i.e., piezoelectric devices) are deformed. The 
linear-piezoelectric effect (direct and indirect) [10-11] is 
represented in (1) and (2) as follows: 

𝐸𝐷 = 𝑐𝜎+∈.𝐸𝐹𝑖              (1) 

𝜀 = 𝑠𝜎 + 𝑐𝐸𝐹𝑖              (2) 

Where σ and 𝜀 are stress and strain constants; The ED is 
electric displacement, and EFi is electric field intensity; s is 
elastic compliance, ∈ is permittivity, and c is Piezoelectric (PE) 
co-efficient. 

The direct effect of PE is defined in (1), which converts the 
mechanical energy into electric energy using PE materials.  
The electrical energy is produced by applying the mechanical 
force using crystalline materials (Quartz, salt, titanate) directly. 
In contrast, the indirect (converse) effect of PE is defined in 
(2), which converts the electric energy into mechanical energy 
using PE materials. When the electric field is applied to these 
materials, which produces mechanical energy in deformation. 
The Linear Piezoelectric energy harvester produces the narrow 
bandwidth for particular object frequencies, limiting the 
harvester compared to other non-harmonic systems. The 
nonlinear piezoelectric Energy harvesting system based on 
vibration overcomes the drawbacks of Linear PEEH [12]. 

The Piezo electrical materials [13-14] are categorized into 
two parts: Piezoceramics and Piezopolymers (PVDT). The 
Piezopolymers materials are easy to use and flexible but 
provide low-energy transformation rates and low 
electromechanical co-efficient. At the same time, 
Piezoceramics are complex and easily breakable. These 
materials provide high-energy transformation rates and 
significant electromechanical coefficients. The Piezoceramic 
materials like PZT8, PZT-5H, and Piezopolymers- (PVDT) 
have their material properties. The PEEH is classified further 
based on principles and materials used: Piezotronics mode, 
longitudinal mode (d31), and Transverse mode (d33).  The 
PEEH limitation factor is that the energy harnessing will be 
significantly less; the energy produced only during mechanical 
stress and harnessing is very tough as the piezoelectric 
materials are very toxic. The predicted research of many 
researchers has suggested that Piezoelectricity's applicability 
can be effective in Nanotechnology. 

B. Triboelectric Energy Harvesting (TEEH) 
The TEEH works based on the principles of 

triboelectrification. The Energy transfer of the triboelectric 
effect works based on dissimilar polarities of two materials that 
can contact other two materials, which creates the opposite 
charges on each side of the electrical surface. The concept of 
triboelectricity was initiated long back, where electrostatic 
charges are generated when two materials are rubbed together. 
The materials of TEEH are placed in a single column, and one 
of the triboelectric series placed in the bottom gets a negative 
charge when they are rubbed with the above one. The primary 
Voltage (Ve) between two metal electrodes for the given 
charge accumulation (Qc) on the surface is represented in (3) 
as follows [30]: 

𝑉𝑒 =  𝑄𝑐𝐷𝑒
𝜖0𝑆𝑒

              (3) 

The External electrodes produce the Induced current (Ie) 
and are represented in the (4): 

𝐼𝑒 =  𝐶𝑒
𝜕𝑉𝑒
𝜕𝑡

+ 𝑉𝑒
𝜕𝐶𝑒
𝜕𝑡

              (4) 

Where Se, De, 𝜖0, Ce are metal electrode surface area, 
interlayer distance, Vacuum permittivity, and Capacitance of 
the Triboelectric system. 

The triboelectric materials produce positive or negative 
charges based on the contact electricity in the human body. The 
Skin (Human body) gains the top similarity to lose a positive 
electron, and in contrast, the Fluoropolymer tends to gain 
negative electrons at a higher rate. The four different TEEH 
working operations are classified based on types of similar 
motion between two triboelectric materials and electrode 
position. The TEEH process operations include Single 
Electrode mode, sliding contact mode, Freestanding Mode, and 
Vertical contact separation mode. These TEEH are the most 
used technology in recent times for human motions. Most of 
these works are implemented on wearable and implantable 
electronic devices. 
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C. Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting (EMEH) 
The Electromagnetic Energy Harvesters (EMEH) work is 

based on faraday's law with electromagnetic induction [47]. 
When both ends of the coils produce a nominal difference via a 
magnetic field. The Voltage (V) used across the coil is directly 
proportional to the rate of change of magnetic flux. The 
Voltage and magnetic flux (𝜑) are expressed in equation (5) as 
follows [67]: 

𝑉 = 𝑁 𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡

  And   𝜑 = ∑  ∫ 𝐵.𝑑𝐴 
𝐴

𝑁
𝑖=1              (5) 

Where 'N' represents the coil's number of turns, the overall 
area of the ith coil is 'A', and the magnetic field is denoted by 
‘B’. The electricity is generated in EMEH using a magnet and 
conductor (relative motion of the coil). The EMEH is working 
with two modes of operation. (i)  The coil area is changed 
while placing the coil perpendicular to the magnetic field. 
magnetic field's intensity is always uniform and constant across 
the conductor. (ii) The coil was moving parallel with the 
magnetic field's direction and followed by the magnetic field's 
intensity, constantly changing with the uniform coil's area. The 
three different types of EHEH working operations are 
classified based on mechanical motion. The EMEH working 
operations include oscillatory EH, rotational EH, and hybrid 
forms of EH. 

IV. RECENT PROGRESS IN BIOMECHANICAL ENERGY 
HARVESTING SYSTEM USING HUMAN BODY 

The recent progress in biomechanical energy harvesting 
techniques is discussed in this section. 

A. Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting (PEEH) 
The recent works on the PE-based energy harvesters are 

discussed for human motion in the section. Wang et al. [15] 
present the study of the Piezotronics and Piezophotochromic 
nanoarchitectures in addition to nanogenerators of 
Triboelectric, piezoelectric, and blue energy. The Usage and its 
application fields are analyzed for the same. 

Granstrom et al. [16] present the energy harvesting of 
backpack instruction for piezoelectric shoulder straps. The 
design uses polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) materials for the 
backpack and consumes 45.6mW power while performing the 
simulation. The thickness of the shoulder straps is 52μm using 
PVDF material. 

Calio et al. [17] discuss the study of Piezoelectricity and its 
material choice in detail with working operations. Pillatsch et 
al. [18] discuss the human motion energy harvester using 
wireless power transfer. The design uses the frequency up-
conversion method for piezoelectric energy harvesting. Fan et 
al. [19] present a collection of energy from human lower limbs 
using the PEEH approach. The walking speed increases from 

2km/h to 8 km /h when the PEEH's output voltage increases. 
The work also states that up-conversion is possible by using 
ultra-low frequencies of human motions. Wang et al. [20] 
discuss the nonlinear PEEH from human motion and analyze 
the frequency method's effectiveness to check the optimal 
resistance. The work is demonstrated on the Treadmill by 
placing the EH device on the Human leg. The motion speed is 
varying based on the resistance value changes. The EH utilizes 
30.55 μW power at the 7 km/h speed. 

Wang et al. [21] present the PEEH using a Bionic Single 
electrode electronic skin unit. The Single-electrode 
piezoelectric nanogenerators (SPENG) is designed using 
PVDF non-fibers to maintain steady-state sensing. The SPENG 
overcome the drawbacks of the Single-electrode triboelectric 
nanogenerators (STENG) for electronic skins. Kim et al. [22] 
present the multi-directional PEEH with flexibility for Human 
motion. The PEEH design incorporates the 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) bump with PVDF material to 
maintain flexibility and access multidimensional inputs from 
human motion.  Kakihara et al. [23] investigate the PEEH from 
walking using PVDF materials. The work produces less than 
50 μW power with a kinetic energy of 500 μJ/s. Guido et al. 
[24] present the Aluminum Nitride (AlN) thin-film-based 
PEEH from human motion for the skin. The work is validated 
using the Finite Element Method (FEM) for electrical energy 
and mechanical deformation. Wu et al. [25] discuss the PE-
based spring pendulum oscillator for low-frequency vibration 
harvesting systems with multi-directional features, represented 
in Fig. 2(a). The device consumes the 13.29mW power at 
2.03Hz frequency, and it is applicable for low-power wearable 
applications.  Qian et al. [26] present the PE footwear-based 
EH, which provides the average power of 9 mW/shoe with a 
walking speed of 4.8km/h. The footwear EH consumes 28mW 
with an open-circuit voltage of 20V. The polydopamine (PDA) 
based PE pressure sensor is designed by Yang et al. [72], and it 
is represented in Fig. 2(b). The PDA uses barium titanate 
(BTO) with PVDF composite film for human motion 
monitoring by using 9.3V output Voltage. 

The applications of the PEEH using human motion are 
represented in Fig. 3. Smart Shoes, smart Textile, smart skin, 
Biomonitoring, and Implantable devices are the major 
applications of PEEH using human motions. Fig. 3(a) shows 
the PE-based shoulder straps [16] with backpack 
instrumentation for energy harvesting. The user (Human) and 
backpack are closely packed to improve the performance and 
harvest the energy. The PEEH module is fixed on the shoes 
[19] and analyzes the performance while running on Treadmill. 
The energy harvested results are displayed in the oscilloscope 
are represented in Fig. 3(b). The PENG-based electronic skin 
[21] is designed using a single electrode method shown in 
Fig. 3(c). 
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Fig. 2. PEEH Working Operations: (a) PE-based Spring Pendulum Harvester [25], (b) PDA based PE Pressure Sensor [72]. 

 
Fig. 3. Applications of PHEH: (a) Shoulder Straps [16], (b) Smart Shoes [19], (c) E-skin [21]. 

B. Triboelectric Energy Harvesting (TEEH) 
The recent works on the TE-based energy harvesters are 

discussed for human motion in this section. Wang et al. [27] 
present the triboelectric-based EH to sustain the power in 
portable electronic devices. The arch-shape-based TE 
nanogenerator (TENG) is designed to direct electricity between 
the thin metal film and polymer thin film. The TENG is 
demonstrated on a Mobile phone to charge the Lithium battery 
is shown in Fig. 4(a).  In addition, TENG [28] is used as a self-
power sensor and provides better energy efficiency than the 
TENG [27]. The Sliding based TENG is designed based on In-
plane charging separation (IPCS) method by Wang et al. [29]. 
The IPCS process is done using a relative sliding operation 
using two surface contacts. Fan et al. [30] present the Flexible 
nanogenerators for self-power electronics and also for EH. The 
hybrid nanogenerator mechanism is designed by using both PE 
nanogenerators (PENG) and TENG. Hybrid nanogenerators are 
used in many self-power devices and also for energy 
harvesting. In 8addition, that Hybrid generators using both 
PENG and TENG by Song et al. [31]. The work illustrated 
both wearable bio devices and bio-electronics. Wang et al. [32] 
present the TENG for EH from human motion or moving 
objects in non-contact and contact modes. The designed TENG 
supports freestanding features in the TE layer, which moves to 
and fro using external mechanical energy.  Huang et al. [33] 
discuss the all-fiber TENG, which has PVDF PE nanofibers for 
human walking and wearable devices. The human walking 
results are analyzed, and it consumes 2.1mW power with 210V 
maximum output voltage. Tang et al. [34] present the High-
performance TENG using the Liquid Metal electrode method, 
which provides instantaneous energy conversion with an 
efficiency of 70.6%, five times better than the Solid thin film-
based electrode method. Ha et al. [35] present the TE-based 
generators and sensors for wearable electronic devices with 
self-powered features. The generators like Planar, Micro-
patterned TEG, Multi-layered TEG, Rotary-type TEG are 
designed for Wearable devices like smart glass, watch=, smart 

band, smart ring, and smart lens.  Lin et al. [36] present the 
TENG-based body sensor network (BAN) system is used in 
heart-rate monitoring system of human body with the self-
power mechanism. Human walking is demonstrated, which 
consumes the power of 2.28mW with a conversion efficiency 
of 57.0%. Shen et al. [37] present the TENG for high -
Performance-based Bio-mechanical EH system with a 
Humidity resisting feature. This work is demonstrated on 
human movements for wearable electronics. The device works 
at an output voltage of 345V, current of 28μA with 55% 
relative humidity. 

Yu et al. [38] present the TEGN for textiles as power cloths 
using the Core-shell-Yarn method. The Textile based TENG 
work provides flexible, fashionable, comfortable features and 
is further used for large-scale textile manufacturing.  Chen et 
al. [39] present the TENG using Ultra-thin Flexible Single -
electrode method for Mechanical EH and instantaneous force 
sensing. Zhang et al. [40] discuss the stretchable electrode-
based TENG using Air cushion features for human motions. 
The work outputs are validated with Lighting LEDs, power 
supplies for the calculator, and a digital thermometer. Ding et 
al. [41] explain the operation of TENG with a large scale for 
human sleep monitoring. The device supports a flexible sensor 
with self-powered features for monitoring human sleep with 
high-power output and high sensitivity. Ning et al. [42] discuss 
the Single-electrode based TENG with Textile structure (TS) 
for Wearable electronics with self-powered features. The 
design works with a current of 22 μA and consumes the output 
voltage of 1050V. 

Song et al. [43] discuss the Smart bracelet-based TENG 
with high efficiency for portable electronics with a self-
charging feature. The device obtains the peak voltage of 305V 
and consumes 300.4 μW power with 69.3% energy efficiency. 
Xia et al. [44] present the milk-based TENG for EH using 
Human body motions. The work consumes 4.67mW of power, 
392V of peak voltage with a power density of 583.75μW /cm2 
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for food quality detection using the human arm. Wang et al. 
[45] present the skin-based TENG using transparent polyionic 
materials for human motion EH with highly flexible features. 
The design works consume the power of 1.12mW with an 
open-circuit voltage of 70V. Xiong et al. [46] discuss the 
Textile based TENG for Biomechanical EH with black 
phosphorous materials. The Textile-based TENG with 
Washable skin touched-actuated features is demonstrated, 
providing the 60V low Voltage from Cloth/skin and is used 
from human motion. Tian et al. [71] designed the TENG-based 
electrical stimulator, which supports osteoblasts differentiation 
and proliferation. The design is used for self-powered 
implantable devices and is shown in Fig. 4(b). 

The applications of the TEEH using human motion are 
represented in Fig. 5. Biomedical monitoring, Smart footwear, 
smart clothes, smart watch, smart skin are the major 
applications of TEEH using human motions. The human 
walking controlled wearable TENG [33] is designed using 
electrospun PVDF non-fibers, shown in Fig. 5(a). 

The Single electrode-based TENG is designed for wearable 
electronic devices, especially washable cloths [42] with self-
power features in Fig. 5(b). The self-powered smart bracelet 
[43] is designed using freestanding TENG, and it's shown in 
Fig. 5(c). Finally, the transparent polyionic skin [45] based 
TENG is designed for human motion energy harvesting with 
flexible features represented in Fig. 5(d). 

C. Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting (EMEH) 
The recent works on the EM-based energy harvesters are 

discussed for human motion in this section. Dai et al. [48] 
discuss the electromagnetic generator (EMG) with hip-
mounted features for EH using human motions. The amount of 
kinetic energy from walking and running is converted into 
electrical energy. The design consumes the open-circuit 
Voltage of 1V by consuming the 284 μW of power. Luciano et 
al. [49] present the EMEH for total knee prosthesis (TKP) of 
humans; the TKP works with internal loads to improve longer 
durations. The design consumes 1.7mw power for every 7.6s of 
walking by utilizing the 2V of Voltage. Zhang et al. [50] 
discuss the EMEH using coil arrays and magnets with 

magnetic springs for the energy generation from human 
motions. Dinuloyic et al. [51] present the EMEH system with 
rotational features. The design has multi-layer planar coils with 
magnets and a mechanical system for movement. The design 
consumes an 800mA short circuit current with an open-circuit 
voltage of 2V.   Quan et al. [52] present the EM-TENG with 
hybrid features for a self-powered electronic wristwatch. The 
watch is operated continuously for 456 seconds by charging the 
capacitor of 100 μF in 39seconds. Bendame et al. [53] discuss 
the springless vibration EH system using EM impact, which 
supports wide bandwidth with low-level vibrations. Niroomand 
et al. [54] discuss the EM-microgenerator with rotary features 
for EH using human motions. The design uses the open-circuit 
Voltage of 0.3V and consumes the 284 μW of power by 
performing normal walking. 

Geister et al. [55] present the nonlinear-based EMEH for 
wearable sensors with scaling effects. The design obtains the 
150mV of Root means square (RMS) output voltage and 
consumes the 530 μW of load power. Brunner et al. [56] 
discuss the EMEH system for the upper extremity of the 
human body. The EM-linear Generator for Upper Limb is 
represented in Fig. 6(a). The module generates the gyrating 
mass, which consumes the average power of 50 μW with an 
output power of 2.2 mw. Halim et al. [57-58] present the 
EMEH using the rotational eccentric mass method, as shown in 
Fig. 6(b). The design uses the Swing arm motion for energy 
generation by consuming 55 μW of average power. In addition 
to that, the other EMEH using sprung eccentric rotor is 
designed from human motion with pseudo-walking. This works 
61.3 μW power with 1 Hz frequency, which is greater than the 
upsprung rotor part.  Zhang et al. [59] present EMEH using the 
circular Halbach array Method from bearing motion. The 
design utilizes the rotational speed is varied from 600-1000rpm 
by consumes the average power of 50.8-131.1 mW with a 
harvested output voltage of 2.79 V-4.59 V. Fan et al. [60] 
present the EMEH using nonlinear two-degree freedom 
features for human body motions. The works are applicable for 
Ultra-low-frequency vibrations and consume 2.58mW of 
power with an output voltage of 0 to 5V. 

 
Fig. 4. TEEH Working Operations: (a) Arch Shaped TENG and its Results [27], (b) TENG based Implantable Stimulator [71]. 
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Fig. 5. Applications of TEEH: (a) Smart Shoes [33], (b) Smart Cloths [42], (c) Smart Watch [43], (d) Smart Skin [45]. 

 
Fig. 6. EMEH Working Operations: (a) EM-Linear Generator for Upper Limb [56], (b) Rotational EMEH for Swing-Arm Motion [57]. 

 
Fig. 7. Applications of EMEH: (a) Hip Mounted Leg [48], (b) Smart Arms [60], (c) Smart Wrist Watch [68], (d) Smart Shoes [69]. 

The applications of the EMEH using human motion are 
represented in Fig. 7. Biomedical monitoring, Smart skin, 
smart clothes, smartwatch, smart shoes are the major 
applications of EMEH using human motions. The Hip mounted 
leg [48] using an EM generator is designed to harvest the 
energy, represented in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b) shows the two-
degree of freedom (2-DOF) based EMEH is designed for 
human arm with ultra-low frequency vibrations. The smart 
wristwatch [68] is designed using flux-guided magnet stacks in 
EMEH and is shown in Fig. 7(c). Fig. 7(d) shows the Three-
degree of freedom (3-DOF) based human motion EMEH for 
smart shoes [69] using ferrofluid. 

The human body produces the energy harvested using three 
different techniques like PEEH, TEEH, and EMEH.  These 
EH's produces energy using specific human body parts and 
energy resource characteristics. The application (Smaller or 
big) requirements are categorized based on the amount of 

energy harvested. Many strategies are applied to produce the 
energy with the help of a human body for implantable and 
wearable devices [63-66]. The Summary of Wearable and 
implantable devices on the Human Body is tabulated in 
Table I. 

D. Comparison between Different Energy Harvesters 
The review of the recent works of bio-mechanical energy 

harvester systems on the Human body produces different 
applications, performance metrics, advantages, and limitations. 
The advantages and limitations of the different Energy 
harvesters on the Human body are summarized in Table II. The 
parameters like Power density usage, EH from human body 
parts, Usage of different methods, and recent development are 
summarized in Table III. Finally, the different energy 
harvesters produce the output power (W) and output voltages 
(V) using different human body parts and are summarized in 
Table IV. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF WEARABLE AND IMPLANTABLE DEVICE ON HUMAN BODY 

Human Body Part Wearable Device Human Body Part Implantable Devices 

Legs Smart Power shoes Brain Deep Brain Stimulator 

Legs Socks: sweat analyzer Muscle Muscle stimulator 

Body Microneedle: Blood analyzer Bladder Bladder pressure sensor 

Body E-skin: Man-machine interface Heart Symbiotic Cardiac Pacemaker 

Body Clothing: Smart Fabrics Aorta Blood pressure sensor 

Hand Wristband: Pulse sensor Stomach Vagus Pressure Stimulator 

TABLE II. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF DIFFERENT ENERGY HARVESTERS ON THE HUMAN BODY 

Methods Advantages  Limitations 

Piezoelectric EH 

Higher Power density; 
Produce Higher open circuit Voltages, Flexible and 
smaller in size, 
Highly sensitive to the applied strain 
Used for both Sensor technology and EH 

Produces lower current and high impedance, 
Less-efficient for lower-frequency designs, 
Need of unique materials, 
High-performance PE materials are hard but easily breakable 
Requires higher cost to produces Higher energy output, 

Triboelectric EH 

Easy Fabrication, 
Low-cost, flexible, scalable, 
wide selection of materials, 
Produce very high-power density, 
Produce Higher output Voltages, 
Free from maintenance cost 

The surface is rough and clean, 
Needs High voltage insulation, 
Initial understanding is limited, 
produces lower current density, 
Charge induction and polarity is depending on the material used 
Ambient Humidity causes the output performance 

Electromagnetic 
EH 

Produces higher output current 
Small size, Voltage requirement to run the 
operations is not required 

Produces the Lower output voltage, 
Less flexible, 
challenging to make smaller-scale magnet and coils, 
Integration with microsystem is complex, 
Caused by Vibrations (Amplitude, frequency) and damping factors 

TABLE III. DIFFERENT PARAMETERS SUMMARY OF DIFFERENT ENERGY HARVESTERS ON THE HUMAN BODY 

Parameters Piezoelectric EH Triboelectric EH Electromagnetic EH 

Power Density Wearables: 37 mW/cm2 
Implantables: 1.2 μW/ cm2 Wearables: -3 mW/cm2 Wearables: 507 μW/cm2 

Implantables: -4 μW/ cm2 

Human Body 
Parts 

Shoulder straps [16] 
Lower Limbs [19] 
Human Leg [20] [23] 
Electronic Skin [21] [24] 
Walking [23] 
Footwear [26] 

Shoe [33] 
Cloth [38] [42] 
Wrist Bracelet[43], Watch [61] 
Arm [44] 
Skin [45] 
Cloth/Skin [46] 

Hip mounted [48] 
Knees [ 49] 
Watch [52] [68] 
Walking [54] [58][62] 
Arm [60], Shoes [69] 
Leg and Arm [70] 

Methods 

Circuit Usage [17] 
Frequency up-conversion [18] 
Non-linearity [20] 
Spring pendulum oscillator [25] 

In-plane charging separation method [29] 
Liquid metal electrode [34] 
Core-shell structure method [38] 
Ultrathin flexible single-electrode [39] 
Air-cushion method [40] 

Spring-less system [53] 
Spring clockwork Method [50] [56] 
Sprung eccentric rotor [58] 
Circular Halbach array Method [59] 
Non-linearity [55] [60] 
Frequency up-conversion [70] 

Recent 
Developments 

Flexible and stretchable PENG, 
Nanocrystals Usage in PENG 

Nanocrystals Usage in TBNG, Flexible 
Generator, Cantilever-based TEG, Triboelectric 
Fabric [33] 

Flexible Generator 
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TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS SUMMARY OF DIFFERENT ENERGY HARVESTERS ON THE HUMAN BODY 

Methods Human body Part Output Power (mW) Output Voltage (V) 

Piezoelectric EH 

Shoulder straps [16] 
Human Leg [20] 
Electronic Skin [24] 
Footwear [26] 

45.6 
30.55 
0.0002 
28 

NA 
NA 
0.7 
20 

Triboelectric EH 

Shoe [33] 
Heart rate monitor [36] 
Cloth [42] 
Wrist Bracelet [43] 
Arm [44] 
Skin [45] 
Cloth/skin [46] 

2.1 
2.28 
NA 
0.3004 
4.67 
1.12 
NA 

210 
NA 
1050 
305 
392 
70 
60 

Electromagnetic EH 

Hip mounted [48] 
Knees [49] 
Walking [54] 
Upper limb [56] 
Arm [60] 
Shoes [69] 
Wrist Watch [68] 
Leg and Arm [70] 

0.284 
1.7 
0.416 
2.2 
2.58 
2.28 
0.203 
0.5 

2.5 
2 
0.3 
NA 
0 to 5 
0.5 
1.12 
0.24 

V. CHALLENGES  AND SOLUTIONS 
The critical challenges for different bio-mechanical energy 

harvesters from human motion are addressed from the review 
observations. 

• The PEEH produces very ultra-low frequencies around 
1 Hz from human motion; however, The PEEH 
operated with very high bandwidth, compensating 
human motions. In addition, the Ceramic based 
piezoelectric materials are rigid and stiff but easily 
breakable. Therefore, the Linear PEEHs are challenging 
to extract the average power from human complex or 
multidimensional motions. 

•  The TEEH faces mechanical impact issues, which 
cause many problems (Output performance degradation, 
Reduction in life span, and safety hazards) and device 
failure. The moisture and dust particles cause the output  

• Performance in the TEEH surface. So, there are chances 
to cause reliability, durability, and robustness issues. 
Humidity always affects the performance of the system. 
Washability issues, electrodes are not flexible in TENG 
operation, 

• The EMEH system naturally uses low-frequency-based 
devices, which is challenging to produce the maximum 
output power. In contrast, ultra-lower frequencies are 
produced from human motion and unsuitable for 
producing the energy from human body or motion. 
Integration is a big challenge in EMEH and also tricky 
to miniaturizing the system. The size and height of the 
EMEH are enormous. The EMEH system is not flexible 
in Nature. 

The possible solutions for the challenges and issues of the 
different biomechanical energy harvesters from human motion 
are addressed. 

• The Usage of microfabrication methods like MEMS-
based PEEH leads to produces in further progress the 

Nano PEEH to improve integration issues and output 
performance. In addition, the Cantilever beam designs 
are incorporated in PEEH to improve the flexibility in 
multidimensional motions. 

• The Multi-layered encapsulation technique improves 
the reliability and durability problems irrespective of 
the environmental conditions. In addition, the TE 
material abrasion is reduced by using liquid-solid 
contact in TEEH, which also improves the humidity 
issues. 

• The low-frequency-based springless oscillators are used 
in EMEH to improve the human motion energy 
harvesting from the ultra-low frequency range. 
Frequency-up conversion methods are adopted to 
improve the output power in the EMEH system 
(Spring-mass-damper system). Most of the researchers 
are using hybrid generators like EMEH with TEEH to 
reduce the size (miniaturization) and also improve the 
power output. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
In this manuscript, a detailed review of biomechanical 

energy harvesting from human motion is discussed. These 
biomechanical energy harvesters are mainly used in wearable 
and implantable electronic devices like smart shoes, 
smartwatches, smart skins, smart clothes, and many more. 
Harvesting the bi-mechanical energy from human motions is a 
challenging task.  Human movements like walking, arm 
movement, muscle exercise produces very low frequencies 
(<10 Hz.). The Bio-mechanical energy harvesters are 
categorized into three parts PEEH, TEEH, and EMEH. The 
working principles of the three above energy harvesters are 
discussed with mathematical equations. The recent progress 
and development of the Biomechanical energy harvesters are 
discussing in detail with applications. The advantages and 
limitations of the PEEH, TEEH, and EMEH are summarized. 
The performance metrics, recent development, and methods are 
summarized in detail with Tabulation. Lastly, the Bio-
mechanical energy harvesting system challenges and possible 
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solutions are addressed. In the future, incorporate the bio-
mechanical energy harvesters into the closed loop-bio 
electronic system with self-power features. 
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Abstract—The research purpose is to develop a performance 
enhancement in Incremental Eclat (iEclat) model by embedding 
Critical Relative Support (CRS) in mining of infrequent itemset. 
The CRS measure acts as an interestingness measure (filter) in 
iEclat model that comprises of i-Eclat-diffset algorithm, i-Eclat-
sortdiffset algorithm and i-Eclat-postdiffset algorithm for 
infrequent (rare) itemset mining. The association rule is 
performed to reveal the relationships among itemsets in a 
transactional database. The task of association rule mining is to 
discover if there exist the frequent itemset or infrequent patterns 
in the database and if any, an interesting relationship between 
these frequent or infrequent itemsets can reveal a new pattern 
analysis for the future decision making. Regardless of frequent or 
infrequent itemsets, the persisting issues are deemed to execution 
time to display the rules and the highest memory consumption 
during mining process. CRS-iEclat engine is proposed to 
overcome the said issues. Prior to experimentation, results 
indicate that CRS-iEclat outperforms iEclat from 54% to 100% 
accuracy on execution time (ET) in selected database as to show 
the improvement of ET efficiency. 

Keywords—Critical relative support; equivalence class 
transformation (Eclat); iEclat model; interestingness measure 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Association Rule is among the four (4) core domains in 

Data Mining. The rule or pattern generated determines the 
associations or similar structures among sets of items in the 
database transaction. Correlation or association allows the 
tendencies between one item and another item in one 
particular set of items in a typical dataset. The association rule 
implementation can be seen in market basket analysis to 
predict the potential item buying by customers, remedial 
medications for no vaccine disease, biological cells actions 
that constitutes to certain disease symptoms, offering banking 
or retail services [1-2]. There are two categories of item i.e. 
Frequent itemset (frequent occurring) and infrequent (rare 
occurring) itemset. Main contribution of frequent itemset is 
finding frequent correlation of items that constitutes to certain 
pattern in database transactions while infrequent itemset is 
finding the contradiction or peculiar or rare pattern. To 
determine either the itemset is frequent or infrequent, one 

threshold value must be set that is called minimum support 
(min_supp) or the maximum support (max_supp) where these 
values are pre-defined user settings. When the itemset is above 
min_supp, then it is considered as frequent itemset and vice 
versa. While frequent itemset discovers the normal operations 
i.e. buying types or disease occurrences, the rare itemset in 
contrast finds abnormal and peculiar association and 
correlation of abnormal itemsets. This abnormal consolidation 
may discover hidden or new findings that require for further 
attention by domain experts. Further investigation of the rare 
patterns generated would provide solutions for a significant 
difficulty through formulation in association rule mining 
algorithms. Setting of rare patterns depending upon certain 
predefined threshold value considering on lower than 
minimum occurrences of the itemsets from database 
transactions. 

The rest of the sections are organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the previous literatures, Section 3 illustrates the 
Eclat basic principles, Section 4 explains the design of iEclat 
model. Next Section 5 prescribes the experimentation settings 
while Section 6 discusses on the results achieved. Section 7 
summarizes the conclusions as well as future 
recommendations. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Regardless either mining data via frequent or infrequent 

association, the critical issues still remains on memory space 
consumption and data storage capacity [3-5]. To reduce 
memory and data consumption during mining process, the 
previous researches have made effort on the 2 searching 
strategy i.e. horizontal database record or breadth first 
searching [6] and vertical database record [7-8] or depth first 
searching. When the horizontal record drawback issues are 
subjected to storage and memory, thus contemporary works 
are then utilized on the vertical database for rules mining 
algorithms that are proposed in [8-10]. In ARM, the so-called 
state-of-the-art frequent/infrequent models are Apriori [1, 6] 
underlying on horizontal records. Meanwhile Eclat [9] and 
FP-Growth [14] are vertical database records practitioners. 
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To the best of our knowledge, Equivalent Class 
Transformation (Eclat) algorithm [8] outperforms because of 
its ‘fast’ intersection of its transaction-id-list to determine the 
minimum or maximum support threshold [9, 14]. The Eclat 
followers and the invariants are [9-13], [15-20], [22] and [26]. 

In response to its simple and quick method in finding the 
threshold value as the interestingness measure in mining, we 
have done an improvement in original Eclat where we have 
proposed Incremental Eclat (iEclat) model in our previous 
work [20], [22] and [26]. To continue, this research presents a 
deployment of Critical Relative Support (CRS) as the 
interestingness measure or filtering or pruning method in our 
Incremental Eclat (iEclat) model. Our proposed solution, 
CRS-iEclat algorithm is used in selected dense dataset to 
improve the performance of execution time. 

III. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ECLAT 
Eclat works in two-steps i.e. first, generate candidate 

itemsets during intersecting and second is pruning. In step 1, 
each i-itemset candidate is generated by (i-1)-itemset and the 
number of frequency occurrences (support) are calculated. If 
the support<threshold, then pruning/removing it, if not, then is 
frequent itemsets later is set to generate (i+1)-itemset. Because 
of its depth first searching, start with the frequent items in the 
item base 1-itemset, then move to 2-itemset, next is 3-itemset 
and continues until all the depths of itemset trees are visited. 
The four algorithms underlying in i-Eclat model are tidset [9], 
diffset [9], sortdiffset [12] and postdiffset [20, 22, 26]. 

A. Original Eclat (tidset) 
The i-itemset formulates when joining of (i-1)-itemset 

which have similar (i-2)-itemset, both (i-1)-itemsets are named 
as superclass itemsets of the i-itemset. Let {}, {ab} and {ac} 
are superclass of {abc}. To get rid of duplication, (i-1)-itemset 
are arranged in some order. For example, itemset {a, b, c, d, 
e} are arranged into alphabet order. Finding all 2-itemsets, 
items {a} is joined with {b,c,d,e} resulting into {ab, ac, ad, 
ae} then for the union of {b} with {c,d,e} resulting in {bc, bd, 
be}, similarly for {c} and {d}. Lastly, all candidate of 2-
itemsets {ab, ac, ad, ae, bc, bd, be, cd, ce, de} are formulated 
that later used for formulation of 3-itemsets. The union 
process continues to the higher depths of itemset trees and 
finish when all items in the itemsets are visited. These 
operations are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Example of Candidate Generation with {a,b,c,d,e}. 

B. Eclat (diffset) 
The dEclat (where d stands for different set or diffset) as 

referred in [9] is the process of finding the different in prefix 
items among 2 tidsets (tid of itemsets and its prefix). When 
finding prefix items that differs, the matching correlation 
(cardinality) of itemsets is lesser and fasten the intersecting 
process and reduce memory consumption because candidate 
itemsets is vastly reduced. Let equivalence class with prefix F 
contains the itemsets X and Y [7]. Let t(X) to be the tidset of 
X while d(X) to be the diffset of X. In tidset, t(FX) and t(FY) 
are formed in the equivalence class and to obtain t(FXY). 
When we check the matching correlation of t(FX)∩t(FY) = 
t(FXY). Much simpler in diffset where we formulate d(FX) 
instead of t(FX) and d(FX) = t(F) – t(X), , the set of tids in t(F) 
but not in t(X). Then it results in d(FY) = t(F) – t(Y). Hence, 
the frequency occurrences (support) of FX does not constitute 
to diffset size. Refer to diffset process illustration in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Diffset between Itemset A and B. 

C. Sortdiffset Algorithm 
Diffset sorting [12] tries to improve dEclat [9] during 

intersecting process. Sorting takes place where switching is 
done to the itemsets. But during switching, it happens when 
certain tidsets are not eligible for the switching condition, thus 
instead of diffset, but these tidsets remains. For example, if the 
equivalence class with prefix E consisting of itemsets Xi, 
intersection of EXi with all EXj with j>i is processed to 
achieve a new prefix EXi class and itemsets XiXj. EXi and 
EXj potential to be found in either tidset format or diffset 
format. If EXi is in diffset format and EXj is in tidset format, 
the d(EXi)∩t(EXj) = d(EXjXi). Relatively for each itemset, 
tidset format must appear before diffset format in the order of 
their equivalence class according to Sortdiffset algorithm. 

D. Postdiffset Algorithm 
Postdiffset [22, 26-27] is proposed to answer the 

suggestion that is made in [12] to use tidset format in the first 
level of looping for sparse database and later switch to diffset 
format. The second level onwards of looping is done in diffset 
(difference intersection set) between ith column and i+1th 
column before saving to database. For the first level looping, 
𝑋𝑖 ∩  𝑋𝑗R  is performed while in second level looping, only 
candidates itemsets that differ in Xi is considered in 
differentiating process of Xi – Xj. From Fig. 3, the 
min_support value is given in percentage of min_support 
value over 100 and multiplies with total of transaction records 
of each dataset. If the min_supp is lower, then it is set to be 
rare itemsets and vice versa. Next, in the first loop, if the 
itemset support >= to min_support (that is set), then, tidset 
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takes place in first looping and follows by diffset process in 
the second looping onwards between ith column and i+1th 
column before saving it to database. 

 
Fig. 3. Postdiffset Pseudocode. 

Critical Relative Support (CRS) is designed by [20] is a 
measurement to mine the critical least association rules. The 
range of CRS is between 0 and 1. The value that is mostly 
reached 1 is considered to be the most significant and critical 
rule. CRS value plays around between 2 threshold value (i.e. 
lowest support, α and highest support, β). Detail explanation 
of CRS is given in Definition 13. 

IV. DESIGN OF IECLAT MODEL 

A. Incremental Eclat (iEclat) 
To improve performance and accuracy of itemset mining, 

recent researches are focus towards parallel and incremental 
mining approach [21-23]. Incremental mining in a dynamic 
database is established with regards to the itemsets or records 
of transaction [24-25]. Incremental in itemsets means an 
additional of new items being added or deleted to the existing 
itemsets in database whereas incremental in records of 
transaction means the additional transactions to the existing 
database transaction. The basic definitions of incremental 
mining concept are as follows: 

Definition 1: (Incremental Database). Given a transaction 
itemset, T, and database, D and a sequence α. The support of 
D is denoted by supportD(α) is the frequency of items in D. 
When new data, δ is to be added to database D. Then D is said 
to be original database and δ is the incremental database. The 
updated database is denoted by (D + δ). 

Definition 2: (Incremental Records and Itemsets Discovery 
Problem). Given an original database D and a new increment 
to the D which is δ, for all frequent itemsets in database (D + 
δ) with minimum possible recomputation and I/O overheads. 
The length of frequent itemsets in the updated database (D + 
δ) is called Incremental Records. 

B. Critical Relative Support in i-Eclat 
In this phase, a CRS-iEclat model is designed. First step is 

to design a base model in vertical approach of infrequent 
pattern models such as CRS in iEclat-diffset, CRS in iEclat-
sortdiffset and CRS in iEclat-postdiffset. The enhancement of 
iEclat algorithm is required to suit for infrequent pattern 
mining. The completion of these steps produces an 

enhancement of iEclat model called as CRS-iEclat-diffset, 
CRS-iEclat-sortdiffset and CRS-iEclat-postdiffset format. 

The outcomes are first, the embedded CRS definition in i-
Eclat algorithm, second is the completion of incremental 
algorithm in CRS-iEclat-diffset, CRS-iEclat-sortdiffset and 
CRS-iEclat-postdiffset. Third, the completion of all artefact’s 
compilation in the proposed hybrid algorithms. 

Definition 3: (Least Items). An itemset X is called least 
item if (𝑎 <= 𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑋) <= 𝑏) where a and b is the lowest and 
highest support, respectively. The set of least item is denoted 
as. 

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 =  {𝑋 € 𝐼 | 𝑎 <=  𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑋)  <=  𝑏} 

Definition 4: (Infrequent Items). An itemset X is called 
infrequent item if (𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝑋)  <=  𝑏)  where b is the highest 
support. The set of infrequent item is denoted as. 

 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 =  {𝑋 € 𝐼 | 𝑠𝑢𝑝 (𝑋)  <=  𝑏} 

Definition 5: (Critical Relative Support). A CRS is a 
maximum of relative frequency among itemset and their 
Jaccard similarity coefficient. The value of Critical Relative 
Support denoted as CRS and. 

𝐶𝑅𝑆 =  𝑚𝑎𝑥[(𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝐴𝐴)/𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝐵𝐵)), ((𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝐴𝐴
⟶ 𝐵𝐵)/(𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝐴𝐴) + 𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝐵𝐵) − 𝑠𝑢𝑝(𝐴𝐴 ⟶ 𝐵𝐵)))] 

The CRS value is ranging from 0 to 1, getting the results 
of multiplication of the highest value either antecedent support 
and divide by the consequence or otherwise with their Jaccard 
similarity coefficient. The measurement value refers to the 
level of CRS between combination of the both Least Items and 
Infrequent Items to be set as antecedent or consequence. 

The architecture of CRS-iEclat is diagrammed in Fig. 4. 
From all infrequent items will be passed to the first pruning 
process, getaway G1. G1 is set with the CRS value. To set G1, 
total transaction records are scanned to be multiplied with the 
percentage of user-specified relative value of min_sup, 
max_sup and min_conf (minimum confidence) value. Once 
the value is obtained, only candidate of infrequent itemsets 
that passed the G1 value will be processed either through 
Eclat-tidset, Eclat-diffset, Eclat-sortdiffset or Eclat-postdiffset 
algorithms in Eclat engine. Second pruning process, getaway 
G2 takes place. Getaway G2 plays an important role in each 
itemset prior to generating frequent association rules where, 
filtered infrequent itemset is written to text file. Candidate 
itemsets are directed to hard disk storage, so that the resource 
of memory storage is automatically reduced to enable the 
processing and executing of full datasets. 

 
Fig. 4. CRS-iEclat Architecture. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 

A. Setup 
In this phase, the proposed hybrid model will be 

implemented by converting all algorithms, data structures and 
measures into PHP-MySQL programming in a relational 
database management system (RDBMS) platform. The 
outcome is the completion of the workable prototype to mine 
infrequent AR. 

B. Dataset 
The retrieval of benchmark datasets is obtained from 

(Goethals, 2003) in a *.dat file format. The two (2) category of 
datasets are dense (i.e. a dimension with a high probability 
that one or more data points is occupied in every combination 
of dimensions) and sparse (i.e. a dimension with a low 
percentage of available data positions filled). The datasets 
descriptions are illustrated in Table I. 

TABLE I. DATABASE SOURCE 

Dataset Description 
Chess lists the chess end game positions for king vs. King and rook 

Mushroom contains different attributes of 23 species of gilled 
mushrooms in the Agaricus and Lepiota family 

The category of datasets is dense (i.e. a dimension with a 
high probability that one or more data points are occupied in 
every combination of dimensions). The overall characteristics 
of benchmark datasets is tabulated in Table II. 

TABLE II. DATABASE CHARACTERISTICS 

Database  #Size 
(KB) 

#Length 
(attribute) #Item #Records 

(transaction) Category 

Chess 334 37 75 3196 Dense 
Mushroom 557 23 119 8124 Dense  

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Performance of two dense datasets are measured based 

upon the formula in (1). The example of percentage of 
reduction ratio of execution time (ET) in 𝐵𝐵 as compared to 
execution time (ET) in 𝐴𝐴 is calculated based on (1) that 
determines the outperform percentage of 𝐵𝐵. 
(𝐸𝑇 𝑖𝑛 𝐴)−(𝐸𝑇 𝑖𝑛 𝐵)

2𝐸𝑇 𝑖𝑛 𝐴
𝑥100             (1) 

We reveals the experimentation with only taking 50% 
min_supp threshold for iEclat engine whereas in CRS-iEclat, 
we take 30%, 40% and 50% of min_supp, min_conf and 
max_supp value respectively that we have tested for only 3 
algorithms which are diffset, sortdiffset and postdiffset 
algorithms since tidset algorithms consistently to response in 
highest execution time both in iEclat as well as CRS-iEclat 
engine. Fig. 5 plots the graph of full chess dataset running in 
iEclat algorithm and the proposed CRS-iEclat algorithm. The 
CRS-iEclat outperforms iEclat engine in chess for diffset with 
99% while in sortdiffset and postdiffset it shows 100% 
outperformance towards lesser execution time. Meanwhile, 
CRS-iEclat outperforms iEclat in diffset, sortdiffset and 
postdiffset with 54%, 66% and 79% respectively for 
mushroom dataset. 

 
Fig. 5. Evaluation of ET between CRS-iEclat Vs iEclat Engine. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The research proves that the more increment in itemset 

(column) resulting in the more usage of memory as compared 
to the increment of records of transaction. This is due to the 
increment of itemsets produces the higher cardinality of 
intersection between each item that needs to be conducted in 
vertical mining. That is why the much higher execution time 
can be seen in chess despite mushroom dataset. Our work also 
confirmed that when CRS measure is adopted in the filtering 
of support-confidence of our iEclat model, the execution time 
has drastically reduced. Either iEclat or CRS-iEclat engine, 
the performance of both engines is actually depending upon 
the nature of dataset itself when testing in diffset, sortdiffset 
and postdiffset algorithms. However, both engines conform 
that among these three algorithms, postdiffset outperforms 
other two algorithms by certain order of magnitude in all 
selected datasets. This research has proved that with CRS used 
as the value-added interestingness measure and filtering 
(pruning) in original iEclat engine, the performance is 
significantly improved in mining of infrequent itemsets. For 
our future work, the remaining test would undertake other 
FIMI dense datasets such as connect and pumbstar or sparse 
datasets such as retail or T10I4D100K to observe the 
performance of CRS-iEclat algorithm. The consistency of 
results obtained is important in determining the robustness of 
this model in mining process. 
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Abstract—Content based image retrieval (CBIR) systems is 
a  common recent method for image retrieval and is  based 
mainly  on two pillars extracted features and similarity measures. 
Low  level image presentations,  based on colour, texture and 
shape  properties are the most common feature extraction 
methods used  by  traditional CBIR systems. Since these 
traditional handcrafted  features require good prior 
domain  knowledge, inaccurate  features used for this type of 
CBIR systems may widen the  semantic gap and  could lead to 
very poor performance retrieval  results. Hence, features 
extraction methods, which  are  independent of domain knowledge 
and have automatic  learning capabilities from input image 
are  highly useful. Recently,  pre-trained deep convolution neural 
networks (CNN) with  transfer learning  facilities have ability to 
generate and extract  accurate and expressive features from 
image data. Unlike  other  types of deep CNN models which 
require huge amount of data  and massive processing time  for 
training purposes, the pre- trained CNN models have already 
trained for thousands of  classes of large-scale data, including 
huge  images and their  information could be easily used and 
transferred. ResNet18  and  SqueezeNet are successful and 
effective examples of pre- trained CNN models used recently in 
many  machine learning  applications, such as classification, 
clustering and object  recognition. In this  study, we have 
developed CBIR systems  based on features extracted using 
ResNet18 and SqueezeNet  pre- trained CNN models. Here, we 
have utilized these pre-trained  CNN models to extract two 
groups of features  that are stored  separately and then later are 
used for online image searching and  retrieval. 
Experimental  results on two popular image datasets  Core-1K 
and GHIM-10K show that ResNet18 features  based on  the CBIR 
method have overall accuracy of 95.5% and 93.9% for  the two 
datasets, respectively, which  greatly outperformed the  traditional 
handcraft features based on the CBIR method.  

Keywords—Pre-trained deep neural networks; transfer 
learning; content based image retrieval 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The great development of digital computers and 

various  smart devices, in addition to the large and  steady 
increase in  the different storage media, led to a considerable 
increase in  digital images and  other types of multimedia 
components.  The large amount of multimedia, especially 
digital images,  are  used in many fields of medical treatment, 
satellite data  and remote sensing, digital forensics and 
digital  evidence [1,   2]. The large and rapid increase of the size 
of the digital  content of images relies basically  on retrieving 
these images  from their various sources so that they can be 

used in the  specific field or  application. The content-based 
image retrieval   (CBIR) method is one of the modern and 
effective ways  to  retrieve images from various image 
repositories, as well as  from the web. CBIR is defined as the 
process of image  retrieval by extracting some useful 
information from  their  low-level features or contents, such as 
colour, texture and  shape, or other level of characteristics.  The 
efficiency and  effectiveness of any content-based image 
retrieval (CBIR)  system depends on the  extracted features 
because it will be  used as numerical values in calculating 
similarity between the  query  submitted by the end user and all 
the images stored in a  repositories or data storage [3]. One of 
the  main challenges  facing any content-based image retrieval 
(CBIR) is the  semantics gap, which is defined  as missing or 
lost information  as a result of representing or capturing an 
image using an  imaging device and  the human vision system 
(HVS) used to  perceive that image. This semantics gap that 
exists  between  the visual information captured by the imaging 
device and  HVS can  be reduced either by including domain or 
field- specific knowledge or by using some 
machine  learning  techniques to be trained and act like HVS  .   
There has  been a great  development in the last decades in 
machine  learning techniques and methods; these 
techniques  have  proven successful in being used in many areas 
of  application, such as classification, clustering as 
well  as  information retrieval. Many machine learning 
methods  have achieved great success and good results  in many 
studies  related to image retrieval. The main reason for that 
success is  the availability of large  amounts of images and pre-
classified  data in addition to the high computing capabilities 
of  modern  computers. The convolutional neural network 
(CNN)  is a group of nonlinear transforming processes that 
have  the  ability to learn  from the input data. These networks 
learn  different features, especially image features.  It 
uses  small  squares of the input data, and then it applies a set 
of  operations of filter scanning for the  input pixel  values, 
known  as convolutional operations. Deep convolutional 
neural  networks are  used in many  applications related to 
digital  image processing, such as image 
clustering,  image  classification and pattern  or object 
recognition. On the  other hand, these convolutional 
neural  networks require huge  data,  computational resources 
and processing time. Pre- trained deep learning neural  networks 
are the latest developed  methods of convolutional neural 
networks that have been  applied recently and  have 
demonstrated high accuracy and  good results in many areas of 
research. The superior ability  of  pre-trained networks are the 
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result of their training on large- scale images for a large number 
of classes.  This facility  enables users to benefit from the 
advantage of pre-training  and the transfer learning  concept in 
various processes of  classification or feature extraction. These 
pre-trained CNN models,  such as  AlexNet, GoogleNet, 
SqueezeNet and ResNet-18,  have been applied for solving 
many problems, such as  pattern  recognition, computer vision, 
natural language  processing, and medical image classification. 
Due to  the  success and good performance of this type of neural 
network,  in this study we propose the CBIR method that is 
based on  the two popular types of these networks  in extracting 
features,  which will be used to retrieve images through their 
content  .    The remainder of this  study is organized as follows: 
Section 2  refers to related studies and state-of-art methods 
and  approaches used in the area  of CBIR, while Section 3 
presents  and explains our proposed methodology in more 
detail.  Results and findings are reported  and    discussed in 
Section 4,  while in Section 5 we summarize and conclude our 
study.  

II. RELATED WORK 
Image retrieval is an old research problem of which the 

idea is  to retrieve images like the user’s query  from the image 
data  repository. The traditional method used for this process, 
which  is known as text  based image retrieval (TBIR) has 
used  keywords associated with each image. These 
keywords  are  designed and indexed manually and later used to 
search  for similar images. There are many  drawbacks in this 
method,  including the human effort to design the keywords, 
cost and  time, which is extremely  labour intensive, in addition 
to the  low accuracy and efficiency of the retrieval process 
because it  relies  on searching for index words and not the 
content of the  images. Moreover, this traditional method does 
not  enable the  developers to describe the meanings and 
semantics of images  content in databases,  especially those that 
contain a large  number of images. All of the previous 
limitations led to  dispensing  with this old method and replacing 
it with the new  and modern method, which is known as 
content- based image  retrieval (CBIR) [4, 5]. In this modern 
method of image  retrieval, low level image  representations are 
used in the  comparison or similarity process. These 
representational  properties or  features are extracted directly 
from the images.  In most content-based image retrieval 
(CBIR)  systems, the  lowest content representations of the 
query image are  compared against the  representations of all the 
images in the  database, and then the most similar images are 
retrieved.  The  most common visual properties used in this 
method are  the characteristics of colour, texture, and shape [6-
8]  . The  colour feature is one of the most used characteristics 
in  retrieving images in CBIR. The colour  is one of the 
best  distinguishing features at lower-level visual features of 
CBIR.  The colour is also one of  the effective, robust, and easy-
to- implement properties and requires less storage capacity 
[9].  The  histogram is one of the best methods of 
representing  colours that can be used in CBIR [10]. The 
researchers  in [11]  have designed the CBIR systems using the 
global colour  histogram method and they achieved 
acceptable  results. The  Hue Saturation Value (HSV) colour 
space representation is  useful and has better retrieval 
results  compared with the  default Red Green Blue (RGB) 

colour space [12]. The texture  descriptor is the second most 
widely  used features  representation space in CBIR. The gray-
level co-occurrence  matrix (GLCM) [13] is the  popular method 
used to extract  many useful texture features, such as 
uniformity, correlation,  contrast  and entropy [14]. Features 
learning algorithms based  on convolutional neural 
networks   (CNNs)  have  become  popular and widely used in 
recent years, due to their  capabilities and  powerful in 
many  disciplines in general and in  image processes in 
particular due to  their  accuracy and 
good  performance  in  retrieval tasks [15]. One major  drawback 
that  faces this type of new generation of neural networks  is 
their  need  of huge training data, which is not available 
across  various domains of knowledge [16]  .  Due to this 
training  limitation, the latest generation of pre-training CNN 
is  found  to fit the needs for  well-trained CNNs and has highly 
accurate  results. These pre- training CNN models have the 
ability to transfer  their  knowledge because they were trained 
on  big-scale  annotated natural image data collections 
in  ImageNet [17]  and it was  successfully applied in many 
image processing  application area [18-22].    There are three 
different methods  that could be used to obtain the benefits and 
utilized the  power of  these pre-trained CNN and transfer their 
learning  capabilities. These methods are feature  extraction, 
using their  architectures with proper needed tuning and, lastly, 
we can  train some  layers of  the model while freezing  others. In 
this  study we utilize the pre-trained CNN and propose the 
content-  based image retrieval method based on the features 
extracted  using their pre-trained architecture. The   contributions 
of this  study can be summarized as  follows:  

• To utilize the ResNet-18 and SqueezeNet pre-trained 
CNN  model for  feature extraction  from images 
collections.  

• To develop a retrieval method based on extracted 
features and Euclidean distance similarity  measures for 
CBIR.  

•  To enhance the retrieval process  and compare  the 
performance of our proposed method with some 
other  state-of- the- art  methods.  

III. METHODOLOGY 
The proposed method of this study consists of two phases 

or  processes − offline process and online  process − as shown 
in  Fig. 1. In the offline process, the pre-trained CNN model 
is  used for feature extraction  while the online phase 
is  responsible for end user query manipulation and 
retrieval  results. The pre- trained deep CNN models consist of 
many  layers that apply their learning process in 
an  incremental  manner and execute many subsampling 
and  convolutions process. Here, SqueezeNet and 
ResNet18  pre- trained deep CNN models are used for feature 
extraction, and  the features vector is saved in the 
features  database to be  used later for a similarity calculation. 
The online phase is the  most important phase in which  the 
extracted features  generated in the previous step is used instead 
of the image  itself for matching and  similarity computation, 
and then the  top similar images are retrieved to the end user. 
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Fig. 1. Main Framework of CBIR. 

A. SqueezeNet Pre-trained CNNs for Features Extraction 
SqueezeNet is a simple and effective pre-trained 

CNN  architecture with acceptable performance, and it  has 
had  successful usage recently. This model consists of 68 
layers  and it requires a 227x227x3 size  input image [23]. After 
each  image is set to the required size, the process in this 
model  goes  through 14 convolutions processing block elements 
with  different rescaling and resampling operations,  as shown 
in  Fig. 2. Finally, a total of 1000 features are extracted and 
saved  into a separated database for  future use by the next 
online  similarity and ranking process.  

B. ResNet18 Pre-trained CNNs for Features Extraction 
The second pre-trained CNN model used here is ResNet-

18, a  convolutional neural network that consists of   18  layers 
deep  that was  developed by [24]. Both this model and the 
previous  model are trained on  more  than a million images from 
the  ImageNet  database [17]. This wide-range training process 
is  very  important for the transfer learning process as 
we  mentioned earlier. A total of 512 features are 
extracted  from  the last fully connected layer, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The number  of convolutional blocks and size of  each 
block are also shown  in Fig. 3. The group of features extracted 
here is saved again  for a further  similarity calculation process.  

C. Visual Features based on Color and Texture Descriptors 
In this method, a total of 18 colour features are 

extracted  from each image using six colour moments. 
Each  colour  image is converted from the RGB colour space to 
HSV colour  representation, and then six features  are extracted 
from each  channel. For the texture descriptor, four functions 
are used to  extract texture  features using the gray-level co-
occurrence  matrix (GLCM). Again, by using three channels of 
HSV, a  total  of 12 features are combined with the previous 18 
colour  features into a single vector of 30 features. The 
retrieval  performance of these features is used as a based result 
to  compare with our proposed method  results and findings. 
The  finding and performance of the features extracted by 
the  previous two pre- trained CNN models and this group of 
traditional  features are analyzed and compared at the next 
section. 

D. Similarity Measure 
The group features are extracted from both pre-trained 

deep  CNN models, and traditional colour and  texture 
features  vectors are stored in separated databases to perform 
the  similarity measures, which is  considered an important 

online  phase for the retrieval process. For this purpose, this 
study  uses  Euclidean distance that is considered the 
standard  similarity coefficient used by many related studies 
[25].  For  the  two images vectors X and Y of numeric values, 
the  similarity measure is calculated using the 
following  equation.  

[∑ (xi − yi)2n
i ]

1
2. 

where n is the number of dimensions of the X and Y vectors. 

 
Fig. 2. SqueezeNet Model for Feature Extraction. 

 
Fig. 3. ResNet18 Model for Feature Extraction. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Images Datasets 
For the experiments and evaluation of our proposed 

method,  the study uses two of the most known  image datasets. 
These  two datasets were used widely in many studies related 
to  CBIR and their recent  usage found in [26]. First dataset 
is  Corel-1K [27] and has a total of 1000 images divided into 
ten  categories  with 100 images for each class. The resolution 
of  images is 256×384 or 384×256 pixels. GHIM-10K [28] 
is  the  second dataset used here; it consists of 10000 images 
divided  equally into 20 classes with 500  images with a 
resolution of   300×400 pixels or 400×300 pixels. The second 
image dataset  is 10 times larger, and it  has more challenges 
than the previous  one, since it contains more classes with a 
larger number of  images.  Samples from both datasets are 
shown in Fig. 4 and  Fig. 5, where a single image from each 
class has been  taken.  

B. Performance Evaluation 
Recall and precision are two performance measures used 

here.  These two metrics could be used for  evaluation of 
any  retrieval model, especially the CBIR model. The 
performance  based on these metrics  could compute at any point 
of the top  retrieved image, but for simplicity many 
researchers  calculated their  results at the top ten retrieved 
images. The  general formula for these metrics is shown in 
the  following  equations. 

Recall =
number of relevant images retrieved

total number of retrieved images
 

Precision =
number of relevant images retrieved

total number of relevant images
 

C. Results and Discussion 
In this study, three different retrieval methods are 

developed  and their results and findings are  evaluated. The 
result of each  experiment is reported; tables and figures of their 
findings are  illustrated, as we will  show in the coming 
paragraphs. The first  retrieval method is based on traditional 
colour and  texture  features, which is considered the based 
model before  the revolution of deep convolution models. 
These  traditional  image descriptors are wide image descriptors 
that have been  used for CBIR for many years  and have good 
performance  results if followed and combined with some 
enhancement  techniques  such as relevance feedback or 
expansion  processes. The second and third retrieval methods 
are based  on   SqueezeNet and ResNet18 features, respectively. 
For all  our experiments, a random 10 images from each  image 
class  are selected for user queries and then average recall 
and  precision at the top 10 retrieved images  are calculated. 
The  overall results of the Corel-1K images database for the 
three  retrieval methods are  shown in Table I. CL and GLCM 
refer  to the first method since we use the colour 
moment  functions  for colour features and the GLCM method 
for  texture features spaces. In this table, recall and 
precision  for  each of the 10 classes as well as the average 
values for the  two metrics are shown. A fast inspection of  these 
values  illustrated that the two pre-trained CNN models 

outperformed  the traditional colour  and texture based retrieval 
method.  Bolded cell values in both tables are used to represent 
the  highest value of average precision of each class  among 
the  three retrieval methods, proving that ResNet18 has 
better  retrieval  results compared with SqueezeNet, as well as 
the  traditional feature based retrieval method. For the GHIM-
  10K  images database, which is considered more challenging; 
our  two pre-trained CNN models also have 
better  retrieval  performance. For all 20 classes, ResNet18 has 
many highest  retrieval values for xx classes  out of 20 classes 
and moreover,  the overall average recall and precision 
outperformed the  SqueezeNet  and the traditional method. The 
final result for  this images database is shown in Table II. 
More  analytical  results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for both 
image  databases. These two figures related images 
are  retrieved in  different top values (from 5 to 100) with 
precision values. The  higher location of ResNet18  plotted lines 
  proved that the  good performance for these features 
outperformed the based  model. Finally, visual retrieval 
performance in  terms of top  image retrieved for each query 
image for some selected  classes for both images 
databases,  show that ResNet18 has  the best achievement. It 
was success to retrieve all correct  images from the retrieved top 
10 images as  shown in Fig. 8.  Part (a) of this figure represents 
the top retrieved images for  the Bus class of the GHIM-10K 
dataset. Seven out of ten  images are successfully retrieved 
using CL and GLCM  features, compared with 10 out of 10 
images retrieved using  both ResNet18 and the SqueezeNet 
based model, as shown in  part (b). Another example is shown 
in part (c), (d) and (e) for  the   Bikes  class,        7   out of 10 and 9 out 
of 10 d are  retrieved  for GLCM   and SqueezeNet, while all 10 
images are retrieved  using   the  ResNet18 model. Part (f)  of 
Fig. 8 also represents the  top   retrieved images of Core-1K 
images. For the   Dinosaurs    class, our  proposed pre-trained 
models and CL and  GLCM   traditional model have successfully 
retrieved all top   10  images. This is due to the simplicity of 
images of this class  as its colour and   texture properties are very 
clear  and simple. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Samples Images from Corel-1K Dataset. 

 
Fig. 5. Samples Images from GHIM-10K Dataset. 
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TABLE I. AVERAGE RECALL AND PRECISION FOR COREL-1K DATASET 

Class 
CL and GLCM SqueezeNet Features ResNet18 Features 

R P R P R P 

Africa 0.038 0.38 0.087 0.87 0.097 0.97 

Beach 0.037 0.37 0.056 0.56 0.077 0.77 

Building 0.051 0.51 0.077 0.77 0.089 0.89 

Buses 0.072 0.72 0.1 1 0.1 1 

Dinosaurs 0.1 1 0.1 1 0.1 1 

Elephants 0.042 0.42 0.1 1 0.1 1 

Flowers 0.086 0.86 0.1 1 0.1 1 

Horses 0.071 0.71 0.096 0.96 0.099 0.99 

Mountains 0.037 0.37 0.087 0.87 0.098 0.98 

Food 0.029 0.29 0.091 0.91 0.095 0.95 

       

Mean 0.0563 0.5630 0.0894 0.8940 0.0955 0.9550 

TABLE II. AVERAGE RECALL AND PRECISION FOR GHIM-10K DATASET 

Class 
CL and GLCM SqueezeNet Features ResNet18 Features 

R P R P R P 

Fireworks 0.0124 0.62 0.0188 0.94 0.02 1 

Buildings 0.0064 0.32 0.0152 0.76 0.0196 0.98 

Walls 0.0052 0.26 0.015 0.75 0.0182 0.91 

Cars 0.0052 0.26 0.02 1 0.02 1 

Flies 0.0074 0.37 0.016 0.8 0.0198 0.99 

Mountains 0.0042 0.21 0.0134 0.67 0.0188 0.94 

Flowers 0.0072 0.36 0.019 0.95 0.02 1 

Trees 0.0098 0.49 0.018 0.9 0.0192 0.96 

Green Grounds 0.0126 0.63 0.0178 0.89 0.0176 0.88 

Beaches 0.0052 0.26 0.0142 0.71 0.0174 0.87 

Aeroplanes 0.0074 0.37 0.0176 0.88 0.0198 0.99 

Butterflies 0.007 0.35 0.0172 0.86 0.019 0.95 

Forts 0.0058 0.29 0.0144 0.72 0.0156 0.78 

Sunsets 0.0138 0.69 0.0186 0.93 0.02 1 

Bikes 0.0064 0.32 0.0194 0.97 0.02 1 

Boats 0.0058 0.29 0.02 1 0.02 1 

Ships 0.0048 0.24 0.0162 0.81 0.0184 0.92 

Chickens 0.0074 0.37 0.0188 0.94 0.02 1 

Insects 0.0068 0.34 0.014 0.7 0.0138 0.69 

Horses 0.0062 0.31 0.0176 0.88 0.0184 0.92 

       

Mean 0.0074 0.3675 0.0171 0.8530 0.0188 0.9390 
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Fig. 6. Average Precision vs Number of Images Retrieved for Corel-1K 

 
Fig. 7. Average Precision vs Number of Images Retrieved for GHIM-10K. 

 
Fig. 8. Samples of Top Retrieved Images for some Classes from Corel-1k and GHIM-10K Datasets. 
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From visual inspection as shown in Fig. 8, the 
good  retrieval  performance of pre-trained  CNN models for 
these  most  challenging GHIM-10K dataset images is clearly 
proved.  There are similar best results in  terms of top  retrieved 
images  found in other classes for both  datasets such as 
Elephants and  Flowers classes of Corel-  1K and  Sunsets and 
Boats of GHIM-  10K dataset images.  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we implemented and tested the CBIR 

method  based on features extracted from two different pre-
 trained  deep CNN models. CBIR models based on SqueezeNet 
and  ResNet18 models are developed  and tested on multi-
class  digital images datasets (Core-1K and GHIM-10K) and 
their  results  were compared with traditional CBIR, based on 
colour  and texture features descriptors. The study  achieved 
the  average retrieval precisions of 89.40% and 95.50% for 
Corel-  1K and 85.30% and 93.90% for  GHIM-10K, 
using  SqueezeNet and ResNet18 respectively, which 
clearly  outperformed the CBIR  model based on colour and 
texture- based features. Our average precisions of the ResNet18 
based  CBIR  method are increased by 39.20% and 
56.55%,  compared with colour and texture based CBIR for 
Core-  1K  and GHIM-10K, respectively, which was 
clearly  considered to be effective and has the 
best  retrieval  performance. Our retrieval performance results 
of  ResNet18 have better performance compared  with 
the  SqueezeNet based CBIR method, and this could be due 
to  accurate extracted features, compared  with the large 
number  of features extracted by the SqueezeNet pre-trained 
CNN  model. For future  efforts, other popular pre-trained 
CNN  models could be used for feature extraction purposes, 
which  could  achieve better performance after proper and 
required  tuning processes for their architectures.  
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Abstract—Cloud computing is a vital paradigm of emerging 
technologies. It provides hardware, software, and development 
platforms to end-users as per their demand. Task scheduling is 
an exciting job in the cloud computing environment. Tasks can 
be divided into two categories dependent and independent. 
Independent tasks are not connected to any type of parent-child 
concept. Various meta-heuristic algorithms have come into force 
to schedule the independent tasks. In this, paper a hybrid HC-
CSO algorithm has been simulated using independent tasks. This 
hybrid algorithm has been designed by using the HEFT 
algorithm, Self-Motivated Inertia Weight factor, and standard 
Cat Swarm Optimization algorithm. The Crow Search algorithm 
has been applied to overcome the problem of premature 
convergence and to avoid the H-CSO algorithm getting stuck in 
the local fragment. The simulation was carried out using 500-
1300 random lengths independent tasks and it was found that the 
H-CSO algorithm has beaten PSO, ACO, and CSO algorithms 
whereas the hybrid algorithm HC-CSO is working fine despite 
Cat Swarm Optimization, Particle Swarm Optimization, and H-
CSO algorithm in the name of processing cost and makespan. 
For all scenarios, the HC-CSO algorithm is found overall 4.15% 
and 7.18% efficient than the H-CSO and standard CSO 
respectively in comparison to the makespan and in case of 
computation cost minimization, 9.60% and 14.59% than the H-
CSO and the CSO, respectively. 

Keywords—Crow search algorithm (CSA); cat swarm 
optimization (CSO); H-CSO algorithm; HC-CSO algorithm; heft 
algorithm; SMIW (self-motivated inertia weight); independent 
tasks; particle swarm optimization (PSO); QoS (Quality of Service); 
virtual machines (VMs) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
At present, the IT industries having cloud infrastructure are 

providing on-demand services to their customers [1][2]. These 
services may include hardware storage, memory, software, 
applications development at remote locations [3]. To fulfill 
these services, cloud service providers provide virtual 
machines to the users in order to execute their tasks. It is 
necessary to map all the tasks on each virtual machine carefully 
to optimize the performance of the cloud [4][5]. A service level 
agreement needs to be signed by the user and the service 
provider. According to that agreement various QoS (Quality of 
Service) parameters need to be decided before starting a 
service. These QoS may be budget, deadline of all tasks, 
security, throughput, etc. Quick execution of all tasks is highly 
demanded [5]. Task scheduling always remains a burning topic 
of research in cloud computing due to its NP-Hard properties 
[6][7]. The most critical problem of a cloud is to schedule the 

tasks to the perfect resources [8][9]. The cloud service 
providers apply many techniques to reduce the makespan and 
cost of tasks scheduling. There may be two kinds of scheduling 
techniques: independent scheduling and dependent scheduling. 
In the case of dependent scheduling, the tasks are 
interconnected with each other in the form of a workflow. In 
independent scheduling the tasks are not dependent on each 
other; they are autonomous as per their nature [6]. Further, the 
scheduling policy can be classified into two categories static 
scheduling and dynamic scheduling. In static scheduling, the 
amount of the data is known before execution but in the event 
of dynamic scheduling, the amount of the data is not known 
[10]. Scheduling is an important issue to increase the 
performance of a cloud. Many scheduling meta-heuristic 
methods have entered the Information Technology market. For 
example, Ant Colony Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, 
Particle Swarm Optimization, Gravitation Search Algorithm, 
etc. [11]. In this research, various algorithms have been utilized 
and these are described as: 

1) HEFT – The HEFT algorithm [10] is having two 
phases: setting a task priority and selecting a virtual machine. 
In the priority phase, the HEFT sets the ranks of all the tasks. 
In the virtual machine selection phase, the HEFT calculates the 
earliest finish time of all tasks on the VMs. After this in HEFT, 
the tasks are set in decreasing order of their ranks and assign to 
virtual machines. 

2) Crow Search Algorithm – The CSA algorithm [8] is 
another meta-heuristic technique. This algorithm has been 
developed by considering the real behavior of the Crow bird. 
The Crow is one of the most intelligent birds in this universe. 
Its memory is very sharp and it can easily remember the thing 
for a long time. One of the characteristics of the Crow is to 
steal the food of other birds by chasing them cleverly. Based 
on the above characteristic, the algorithm has been designed by 
A. Askarzadeh in 2016. According to the author [12], there are 
two states of the CSA algorithm, and both states are combined 
in equation 1. 

𝑋𝑖,𝑖𝑡𝑟+1 =

 �𝑋
𝑖,𝑖𝑡𝑟+1 + 𝑟𝑖 ×  𝑓𝑙𝑖,𝑖𝑡𝑟 × (𝑚𝑗,𝑖𝑡𝑟 −  𝑋𝑖,𝑖𝑡𝑟)  𝑟𝑗 ≥  𝐴𝑃𝑗,𝑖𝑡𝑟

𝑎 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛               𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
     (1) 

Where 𝑟𝑖  and 𝑟𝑗  are random variables between [0 – 1], fl 
denotes the flight length of the Crowi, and 𝐴𝑃𝑗,𝑖𝑡𝑟  is the 
awareness probability of the Crowj at the itr iteration. 
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 In the first state, the local searching is taking place 
whereas in the second state the global searching (random 
searching). If the awareness probability is less than or equal to 
the rj variable then the global searching will be done otherwise 
local searching will be executed. The searching also depends 
on flight length (fl), a small value of fl will lead to local search. 
In above equation 1, it is also assumed that the Crowi will 
follow the victim Crowj and steal its food. 

3) Cat Swarm Optimization – The CSO algorithm was 
designed by Chu and Tasi in the year 2006 based on two 
properties of a real cat, i.e. resting and hunting modes [13]. In 
the seeking mode, the cat moves freely in a random manner 
and remains alert. In the case of tracing mode, the cat has full 
of energy and moves towards the prey with high eagerness. 
Both the modes are described in detail in [14]. The pseudo-
code [26] of the Cat Swarm Optimization is given in Fig. 1. 

Cat Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

1. Randomly initialize Cats of Size N 
2. While Termination Condition Do 
3. Distribute Cats into Tracing Mode and Seeking Mode as per 

MR Flag 
4.     For K = 1 to N  
5.         Evaluation Cat Fitness 
6.         If CatK is in Seeking Mode Then 
7.             Execute Seeking Mode 
8.        Else 
9.             Execute Tracing Mode 
10.        End If                                                                   
11.     End For 
12. End While 

Fig. 1. Pseudo-Code of Standard Cat Swarm Optimization. 

4) H-CSO Algorithm – This algorithm was formulated by 
using the HEFT algorithm original Cat Swarm Optimization, 
and the SMIW method. The SMIW method is given in the 
methodology adopted section in detail. 

 The flaws of the H-CSO algorithm are observed and the 
work has been done to overcome those limitations by inserting 
a local searching part of the standard Crow Search Algorithm 
[25]. Basically, the H-CSO algorithm is a hybrid of standard 
CSO, HEFT algorithm, and SMIW method. Some drawbacks 
of the H-CSO are described as: 

• The H-CSO algorithm has poor local searching 
capacity. Although, the outrange drawback of the 
velocity formula of the tracing mode of the standard 
CSO has been removed in the H-CSO using the SMIW 
method. 

• Due to the resting of Cats for a maximum time in the 
seeking mode of the H-CSO, it gets frozen in the local 
fragment. 

The objective of this research is to simulate the HC-CSO 
[25] algorithm for independent tasks and make comparisons 
with H-CSO and other existing standard algorithms. The 
remaining information is specified in the methodology adopted 
section. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as: In Section II 
related work has been presented. Section III is describing the 
methodology adopted and the simulation setup is explained in 
Section IV. Simulation results are discussed in Section V. Final 
Section VI is representing the conclusion and future scope of 
this research. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In this section, a study of various scientists is described. A 

hybrid CSO algorithm using the Simulated Annealing and 
Orthogonal Taguchi was designed by the scientists in [3]. The 
result analysis highlighted that the proposed method performs 
efficiently than MGA, MOACO, and MPSO for various QoS 
parameters. A task mapping approach using the PSO and Eagle 
Strategy was designed in [4]. The simulation results indicate 
that the proposed procedure is improved than the original PSO 
and other existing methods like RALBA, NMT-FOLS, etc. A 
joint task scheduling and resource placement policy was 
designed in the paper [5]. The makespan, degree of imbalance, 
resource utilization, and cost are improved using the newly 
designed policy as compared to existing GSO and GA 
methods. A new method named MHO was designed for task 
scheduling and load balancing in [6]. The proposed method 
having two phases MHOS-S and MHO-D were found better 
after results analysis as compared to other meta-heuristic 
methods. A new model for task allocation to virtual machines 
has been proposed in [8]. The experimental results summarized 
that the proposed ICSA algorithm reduced the makespan, 
waiting time, response time, and flow time as compared to 
FCFS and PSO methods. A Binary PSOGSA method was 
developed for the load balancing and task scheduling in the 
cloud in paper [11]. It is a bio-inspired load balancing 
algorithm used to manage the virtual machines for the load 
balancing issue. The outcome analysis demonstrated that the 
proposed method is efficient than originally developed Bin-
LB-PSO and other techniques. An Average-Inertia Weight 
CSO algorithm (AICSO) was proposed in [14]. The simulation 
demonstrated that the AICSO is having a good convergence 
rate as compared to the standard CSO and ICSO algorithms. 
The authors proposed a cloud scheduling strategy named 
Genetic Algorithm-Chaos Ant Colony Optimization [15]. The 
proposed algorithm is optimal as compared to the ACO. A task 
scheduling strategy was designed using the PSO algorithm in 
the research paper [16]. The proposed method is a combination 
of Dynamic PSO and Cuckoo Search. It was identified by the 
results that the proposed algorithm worked fine than the 
original PSO. An adaptive cost-based method was developed in 
[17]. The proposed method was proved better by the simulation 
results in terms of various resources utilization like memory, 
bandwidth, CPU utilization, etc. A PSO-oriented load 
balancing method was proposed in [19]. The proposed method 
was designed by using a load balancing technique and was 
analyzed with traditional Round-Robin, the present PSO and 
load management method. The results were discussed by the 
authors and the new introduced technique was found efficient 
for balancing the cloud load. The paper [20] described that an 
improved PSO was developed using a discrete position 
updating strategy and the Gaussian Mutation operation. The 
proposed algorithm outperformed the existing algorithms. The 
researchers modified the PSO in [21] to overcome the problem 
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of slow convergence. The proposed PSO having dynamic 
inertia weight worked fine for cost reduction as compared to 
the existing IPSO, PSO-ACO, and standard ACO algorithms. 
An IPSO algorithm was proposed for task mapping on virtual 
machines in [22]. The process was achieved by splitting the 
coming tasks into many batches. The author in experiments 
summarized that the Improve PSO was efficient than existing 
Round-Robin, Honey Bee, and Ant Colony algorithms. A 
multi-objective CSO technique was framed in paper [23]. It 
was observed by the analysis of the results that the proposed 
MOCSO is very effective than MOPSO for better makespan, 
cost, etc. A CSO algorithm based on heuristic scheduling was 
introduced in the paper [24]. The results of this paper depicted 
that the proposed Cat Swarm Optimization worked better than 
the existing PSO. 

From the above study, the main key points are found as 
follows: 

1) The ACO algorithm is having a poor global search 
characteristic, due to that the convergence of the ACO is poor. 
The standard CSO jumps out from the search space due to the 
unbalanced tracing mode’s velocity formula. 

2) The PSO algorithm is famous for global searching and 
superior to the ACO for scheduling purposes. 

3) The CSO algorithm is superior to the PSO due to its 
better convergence than PSO, but it gets trapped in local 
optima due to the resting behaviour of numerous cats in 
seeking mode. 

4) H-CSO algorithm improved than the CSO but it may 
get trapped in the local search or in tracing mode while 
increasing the number of iterations. 

III. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED 
To overcome the research gaps of the H-CSO described in 

the literature review section, a new algorithm has been 
designed named HC-CSO [25]. In the H-CSO, a local search 
portion of the CSA technique has been fused with the CSO. 
This technique balances the seeking and tracing modes which 
improve the searching capacity of the HC-CSO algorithm. The 
pseudo-code of the HC-CSO algorithm is given in Fig. 2. 

As said earlier the HC-CSO method is a hybridization of 
the H-CSO and the Crow Search Algorithm’s local searching 
portion. It has also been told earlier that the H-CSO is a 
combination of HEFT (described in the introduction section) 
and Self-Motivated Inertia Weight. The SMIW method is 
shown in equation 2. 

𝛾 =  𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 × exp �−𝑐 × � 𝑖𝑡𝑟
𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 

�
𝑐
�            (2) 

Where, 𝛾 is a weight factor inserted in tracing mode of the 
CSO whereas𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and 𝑐 are constant factors greater than 1 
i.e. 2.0. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2 the local search portion of the CSA 
technique has been joined into the HC-CSO procedure. The 
functioning of the HC-CSO method is well-defined step by 
step as follows: 

1) All the parameters are initialized at the beginning of the 
algorithm. 

Some parameters used in the pseudo-code of the HC-CSO 
algorithm are: fl, rK, VK, c, 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥, c1, MR flag, and number of 
iterations. The flight length of the crow is represented by the 
symbol fl. The Local and Global searching of the Crow Search 
Algorithm may be decided by the flight length. Flight length 
(fl) less than 1 is used for local searching, so, it has been set to 
0.5. rK and r1 are random numbers between [0, 1]. VK is the 
initialized velocities of the cats. c and 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 are constant values 
that are set to 2. MR flag (Mixing Ratio) is set randomly [0.2-
0.3] which means 20-30% of the cats are distributed in the 
tracing mode and rests are distributed in the seeking mode. 

After this, the HEFT will calculate the rank based on the 
average execution time of all independent tasks and will 
arrange them as per their ranks. 

2) If the solution is optimized at the beginning then, the 
algorithm will be terminated immediately and returned the 
solution else the population produced by the HEFT algorithm 
will be given for local searching via the CSA algorithm (as 
shown in line number 17 of pseudo-code). 

3) The population generated by the CSA local search 
method will be handed over to the H-CSO algorithm for local 
as well as global searching via seeking and tracing modes. The 
cats are distributed in the seeking and tracing modes as per the 
Mixing Ratio (MR) parameter as described above. If the 
present CatK is caught in the seeking mode then, the seeking 
mode will be executed otherwise the tracing mode will be 
processed. 

4) In seeking mode, the S number of copies of the cats will 
be generated. Here, all cats are evaluated by the fitness 
function and the best cat is picked up randomly among various 
copies. After this, the current CatK will be replaced by the best 
cat. 

5) In tracing mode, the velocity of the current CatK is 
updated by the modified velocity equation using the SMIW 
method (given in line number 28 in pseudo-code). Then, the 
position of the current CatK is updated. Now, the evaluation of 
the Cats is taken place and the best cat is found out. 

6) The best cat is saved in the memory. 
7) This practice is sustained until the criterion is not met. 

In the end, the optimum solution is returned from the memory 
in the shape of the optimum result (Best Cat). 
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       HC-CSO Algorithm 

       Input (Tasks (T1, T2, T3 … Tn), Virtual Machines (VM1, VM2, VM3 … VMm) 
       Output (Optimal Makespan and Cost of n Tasks on m VMs) // Mapping of tasks 
        
       BEGIN PROCEDURE 

1.  Initialize fl (flight length), rK, (velocity factor) VK, c, 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥, Coefficient c1, r1, MR flag, and no. of iterations 
 /* Calculate Rank of independent tasks using HEFT Algorithm */ 

2.  Feed the tasks in HEFT 
3.  For Each Task in List Do 
4.      Calculate average execution time of all VMs 

         5.           If Task t i  is the last Task Then 
         6.               Rank value of t i  = its average execution time 
         7.           Else 
         8.               ranku (t i) = WAvgi + Max tj  ͼ succ (t i ) (CAvgi j   + ranku (t j)) 
                           Where WAvgi is average execution cost 
                           Succ (t i) is set of immediate successor of task t i  
                           CAvgi,j  is average communication cost 
         9.           End If      
        10.      End For 
        11.      Assign Tasks to VMs according to HEFT Rank 
        12.      If Solution not Optimized Then 
        13.            Generate a set of Crows by the Population generated by HEFT of Size N 
        14.            While No. of Iterations not Exceeded Do 
        15.               For K=1 to N 
        16.                 Update the positions by the following equation :      //  Do local search 
        17.                      𝑋𝐾,𝐷 =  𝑋𝐾,𝐷 + 𝑟𝐾 × 𝑓𝑙𝐾,𝐷 × �𝑀𝐿,𝐷 −  𝑋𝐾,𝐷� 
                                   Where, 𝑋𝐾,𝐷 is current position of CrowK, 𝑟𝐾 is uniformly distributed random number [0, 1] 
                                   𝑓𝑙𝐾,𝐷 is flight length (less than 1 i.e. 0.5) of the CrowK at current iteration 
                                   𝑀𝐿,𝐷 is present best location of CrowK in Dimension D 
        18.                 Feed the population generated by Local CSA in H-CSO     // Do local and global search 
        19.                 Assign the velocity VK to each Cat 
        20.                 According to Mixing Ratio (MR) flag Distribute Cats to Seeking and Tracing Modes 
        21.                 If current CatK  is in Seeking Mode Then 
        22.                     Generate S (SMP) Copies of CatK and Spread them in D Dimensions where each Cat has a velocity (VK, D) 
        23.                     Evaluate the Fitness value of all Copies and Discover Best Cats (XBEST, D) 
        24.                     Replace Original CatK with the Copy of Best Cats (XBEST, D) 
        25.                 Else If current CatK is in Tracing Mode Then 
        26.                     Compute and Update CatK velocity by following equations: 

        27.                          𝛾 =  𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 × exp �−𝑐 × � 𝑖𝑡𝑟
𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 

�
𝑐
� 

                                       Where, 𝛾 is a weight factor calculated by Self-Motivated Inertia Weight method 
                                       𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑐 are constant factors greater than 1, both are set as 2.0 
        28.                          𝑉𝐾,𝐷 =   γ × 𝑉𝐾,𝐷 + �𝑐1 × 𝑟1 × � 𝑋𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑇,𝐷 −   𝑋𝐾,𝐷�� 

                     Where, D = 1, 2, 3, …, M. 
                     c1 is acceleration coefficient, r1 is random number in the range of [0, 1] 

        29.                     Update the position of every dimension of CatK by using following equation: 
        30.                          𝑋𝐾,𝐷 =  𝑋𝐾,𝐷 + 𝑉𝐾,𝐷 
        31.                     Evaluate Fitness of all Cats and find out Best Cats (𝑋𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑇,𝐷) having Best Fitness 
        32.                 End If 
        33.                 Update Best Cats (XBEST, D) in Memory 
        34.               End For 
        35.            End While 
        36.      End If 
        37.     return (Optimal Solution) 
       END PROCEDURE 

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code of Meta-Heuristic HC-CSO Algorithm.
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IV. SIMULATION SETUP 
 For simulations of the independent tasks a computing 

machine was opted to have the configurations as Processor – 
Intel ® Core ™ i3-5005U 2.0 GHz speed, RAM – 4 GB, Hard 
Disk Drive – 1 TB, and Machine OS – Windows 10. 

A. Parameters 
For experimental tests, a PowerDatacenter was generated 

having the formation as number of Hosts - 1, RAM – 25 GB, 
Each VM MIPS – 1000, Storage – 1 TB, and Bandwidth – 
5000 bps. The cloud nature is heterogeneous and all details are 
displayed in Table I. 

B. Cost Plan 
The cost plan for independent task scheduling is 

summarized in Table II. These charges will be applicable to the 
customer for using the datacenter services [27]. 

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

PowerDatacenter 

Parameters Values 

Number of Hosts 1 

System Architecture x86 

VMM Xen 

OS Linux 
Number of Cloudlets 
Cloudlets Length Type 

500-1300 Independent 
Random Length (300-700) 

Numbers of VMs 3, 5 and 8 

CPU (PEs Number) 1 

RAM per VM 512-1024 MB 

Bandwidth 500-1000 bps 

Processing Elements per VM 500 – 1000 MIPS 

Image Size 10000 MB 

Policy Type Time Shared 

PSO 

No. of Particles 100 

Max. Iterations 300 

Weights C1 and C2 1.5 

Standard CSO and H-CSO 

No. of Cats 100 

Max. Iterations 300 

Weights (C1) 1.5 

r1and rk (Random Variables) [0, 1] 

Mixed Ratio Percentage Random Range [0, 1] 

HC-CSO 

No. of Cats 100 

Max. Iterations 300 

Weights (C1) 1.5 

r1(Random Variable) [0, 1] 

Mixing Ratio (MR) Percentage Random Range [0, 1] i.e. 0.2-0.3 

fl (Flight Length) 0.5 

TABLE II. COST PLAN (IN INDIAN RUPEES) 

Resource Processor RAM Storage Bandwidth 

Size 500-1000 MIPS 512 MB Unlimited 1000 bps 

Cost Rs. 3.00 per 
processor 

Rs. 0.05 per 
MB Rs. 0.1 Rs. 0.10 

per MB 

C. Dataset Used 
In the simulation studies, a group of 500, 800, and 1300 

independent tasks having random lengths were opted and 
submitted to the VMs for execution. 

D. Performance Metrics 
The performance metrics taken for this research are 

described below: 

1) Makespan: The makespan [18] is stated as the 
maximum finished time occupied for the accomplishment of 
the last task in a set. It is the utmost generally used and very 
important parameter to map the performance of any algorithm 
in task scheduling. The makespan is calculated by the formula 
specified in equation 3. 

Makespan = max (CTi) ti∈tasks            (3) 

Where, CTi is the completion time of taski 

2) Computation cost: The computation cost should be as 
less as possible; this is not only the demand of customers but; 
the industries also want the same to stay in the competitive IT 
market. The computation cost can be computed by equation 4. 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑀𝐹+𝐶𝐹
2

             (4) 

Where, MF is Movement Factor and CF is the Cost Factor 

𝑀𝐹 = 1
𝑁𝑜.  𝑜𝑓 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠/𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 

�∑ �𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑖𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑀

�𝑉𝑀𝑥
𝑥=1 �      (5) 

𝐶𝐹 = ∑ �𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 × 𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠
𝑉𝑀 × 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

�𝑉𝑀𝑥
𝑥=1           (6) 

Equations 5 and 6 are utilized for the scheming of the total 
computation cost which is represented in equation 4. 

3) Fitness function: Equation 7 is displaying how to 
calculate a fitness function that has been used in this research 
paper. It is used to check the optimization at various levels as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

𝐹𝑋 =  1
𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 × 𝑉𝑀𝑗

 �∑ ∑ 1
𝑉𝑀

 𝐶𝑃𝑈 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑖𝑗

𝑉𝑀𝑗
𝑗=1

𝐷𝐶𝑖
𝑖=1 +

𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑗

+ 𝑀𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑗

+ 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑗

�         (7) 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 Previously, the HC-CSO algorithm was tested with 

scientific workflows [25]. Now, a set of three scenarios with 
500-1300 independent tasks and a flock of 3, 5, and 8 VMs 
have been set in the CloudSim tool for the results analysis. The 
HC-CSO is compared with the PSO, CSO, and H-CSO 
algorithms. The simulation results in terms of makespan are 
shown in Table III. All algorithms were executed many times 
and the average results are displayed in the form of the 
makespan for each algorithm. 
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TABLE III. MAKESPAN ESTIMATION (IN SEC) 

Scenarios VMs PSO CSO H-CSO HC-CSO 

Scenario - 1 
500 Tasks 

3 240.13 231.42 224.74 213.02 

5 225.29 213.27 203.89 195.24 

8 181.09 174.18 165.27 151.23 

Scenario – 2 
800 Tasks 

3 425.35 417.21 401.93 387.54 

5 310.17 301.07 287.35 281.75 

8 279.85 263.17 255.03 243.29 

Scenario – 3 
1300 Tasks 

3 722.13 712.28 697.13 681.08 

5 580.43 553.89 530.87 513.13 

8 452.24 437.23 433.11 400.39 

Fig. 3, 4, and 5 are representing the virtual machines at the 
x-axis and makespan at the y-axis. 

Fig. 3 is representing that for 500 independent tasks the 
HC-CSO algorithm is performing better than standard PSO, 
CSO, and H-CSO algorithms on all 3, 5, and 8 VMs. This is 
because the convergence of the HC-CSO method has been 
improved due to better local searching and a balanced velocity 
factor by inserting the SMIW method. 

In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the makespan is improved in 
the case of the HC-CSO method. In the case of 800 
independent tasks, the HC-CSO method performs better than 
the PSO, CSO, and H-CSO algorithms due to a better 
exploration and exploitation rate and it is possible due to the 
integration of the CSA algorithm in H-CSO. 

 
Fig. 3. Makespan Assessments for 500 Independent Tasks. 

 
Fig. 4. Makespan Assessments for 800 Independent Tasks. 

 
Fig. 5. Makespan Assessments for 1300 Independent Tasks. 

Fig. 5 is justifying that the HC-CSO outperforms the PSO, 
H-CSO, and CSO with all flocks of VMs for 1300 independent 
tasks. The makespan is reduced due to better convergence of 
HC-CSO and a decent stability between seeking and tracing 
mode due to the collaboration of the CSA. 

Table IV is briefing the cost consumptions for the 
execution of each algorithm with each scenario. 

It can be seen that the virtual machines and cost are 
depicted at the x-axis and y-axis separately in Fig. 6, 7, and 8. 

Fig. 6 is demonstrating that the cost is reduced by the HC-
CSO algorithm with respect to all sets of VMs in the case of 
500 tasks. Here, the HC-CSO is outperforming other 
algorithms depicted in Fig. 6 due to choosing of the best VM 
among all at a right time while mapping the independent tasks. 

TABLE IV. COST CONSUMPTIONS (IN INDIAN RUPEES) 

Scenarios VMs PSO CSO H-CSO HC-CSO 

Scenario - 1 
500 Tasks 

3 23.89 22.21 21.03 19.05 

5 30.23 28.20 27.52 28.29 

8 37.29 36.09 35.47 34.27 

Scenario – 2 
800 Tasks 

3 41.13 38.33 37.08 33.51 

5 50.88 47.29 44.13 40.11 

8 65.58 62.13 59.15 54.01 

Scenario – 3 
1300 Tasks 

3 70.03 67.51 64.53 59.24 

5 93.08 87.87 82.35 75.17 

8 117.13 113.25 103.89 85.87 

 
Fig. 6. Cost Assessments for 500 Independent Tasks. 
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Fig. 7. Cost Assessments for 800 Independent Tasks. 

 
Fig. 8. Cost Assessments for 1300 Independent Tasks. 

In Fig. 7, the performance comparison is done with 800 
independent tasks on a flock of 3, 5, and 8 VMs. The HC-CSO 
algorithm won the race for reducing the cost as compared to 
the PSO, CSO, and H-CSO methods. It is due to the 
improvement of tracing mode by Self-Motivated Inertia 
Weight. The CSA gives the capacity of load adjustment to the 
HC-CSO algorithm in a better way by picking the best 
available virtual machine. 

The HC-CSO algorithm is again working fine with 1300 
tasks and a group of 3, 5, and 8 VMs. This can be observed in 
Fig. 8. The Cost is optimized here due to the good rate of task 
migration between under-loaded and over-loaded virtual 
machines. This happens because the HC-CSO algorithm is 
keeping a better global seeking property and local searching is 
improved by the CSA procedure. The outranged issue of the 
traditional Cat Swarm Optimization has been removed in the 
HC-CSO as well. 

In the end, it is stated that the HC-CSO method has beaten 
all other techniques like PSO, H-CSO, and the traditional CSO 
concerning the makespan and computation cost due to better 
convergence, and the improved tracing mode. The Cats do not 
come out of the search space after inserting the SMIW method. 
The Self-Motivated Inertia Weight controls the velocity 
formula in tracing mode. So, it doesn’t matter whether the 
search space is small or large. The CSA algorithm improves 
the exploration and exploitation of the H-CSO algorithm. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
The cloud computing area is a burning topic of research 

nowadays. Many scientists have worked with GA, ACO, PSO, 
and CSO. It was seen that the CSO worked well in the name of 
makespan and processing cost. The scientists worked with 
dependent as well as independent tasks. The related work 
showed that the Cat Swarm Optimization worked better in 

many areas of cloud computing. In this research, a new 
algorithm named HC-CSO was utilized for experiments. This 
algorithm is a hybridization of three algorithms: HEFT, CSA, 
and H-CSO. The H-CSO was developed by the HEFT and 
SMIW formula. 

After simulation, it was observed that the HC-CSO method 
outperformed the other techniques like the H-CSO, PSO, and 
CSO. The hybrid algorithm HC-CSO worked better with three 
scenarios having 500, 800, and 1300 independent tasks on 3, 5, 
and 8 virtual machines. After inclusion of all scenarios, it 
showed an overall 4.15% efficacy for makespan with 
minimization of 9.6% cost in comparison to the H-CSO and 
9.60% efficacy with makespan for minimization of 14.59% 
cost than the CSO. The reason behind this good performance is 
the integration of the CSA algorithm in H-CSO. Also, the 
SMIW method controls the tracing mode velocity factor. This 
makes a check over the cats to escape out of the search space. 
It saves time as there is no need to initialize the velocity of the 
cats again and again. 

This study proves that the HC-CSO technique is a 
generalized one as it has been tested on a different set of 
independent tasks. In the upcoming time, the HC-CSO 
algorithm can be tried for other objectives like energy 
consumption, resource utilization, load balancing, etc. Also, it 
can be applied in other areas of technology. 
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Abstract—Recently, web attacks in general and defacement 
attacks in particular to websites and web applications have been 
considered one of major security threats to many enterprises and 
organizations who provide web-based services. A defacement 
attack can result in a critical effect to the owner’s website, such 
as instant discontinuity of website operations and damage of the 
owner’s reputation, which in turn may lead to huge financial 
losses. A number of techniques, measures and tools for 
monitoring and detecting website defacements have been 
researched, developed and deployed in practice. However, some 
measures and techniques can only work with static web-pages 
while some others can work with dynamic web-pages, but they 
require extensive computing resources. The other issues of 
existing proposals are relatively low detection rate and high false 
alarm rate because many important elements of web-pages, such 
as embedded code and images are not processed. In order to 
address these issues, this paper proposes a combination model 
based on BiLSTM and EfficientNet for website defacement 
detection. The proposed model processes web-pages’ two 
important components, including the text content and page 
screenshot images. The combination model can work effectively 
with dynamic web-pages and it can produce high detection 
accuracy as well as low false alarm rate. Experimental results on 
a dataset of over 96,000 web-pages confirm that the proposed 
model outperforms existing models on most of measurements. 
The model’s overall accuracy, F1-score and false positive rate are 
97.49%, 96.87% and 1.49%, respectively. 

Keywords—Website defacement attacks; website defacement 
detection; machine learning-based website defacement detection; 
deep learning-based website defacement detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Defacement attacks to websites and web applications are a 

type of web attacks that modify the content of web-pages and 
hence change their looks and feels [1][2]. According to the 
statistics on the Zone-h.org website, about 500,000 websites 
have been defaced worldwide in 2020 and this number is 
almost 200,000 websites in the first 5 months of 2021 [3]. Fig. 
1 and Fig. 2 are defaced screenshots of the portal of AI Dhaid 
city, United Arab Emirates and the website of Nongkla district, 
Thailand in June, 2021 [3]. According to the messages left on 
the web-pages, AI Dhaid city’s portal was defaced by the 
“B4X ~ M9z” hacking group and Nongkla district’s website 
was attacked by the “s4dness ghost” hacking group. 

There have been a number of known reasons that websites, 
web-portals and web applications were defaced. However, the 

major cause is critical security vulnerabilities exist in websites, 
web-portals and web applications, or their hosting servers, 
which allow hackers to carry out defacement attacks 
[1][2][4][5]. XSS (Cross-Site Scripting), SQLi (SQL injection), 
inclusion of local or remote files, improper account and 
password management and no-update software are the most 
common and critical security vulnerabilities existed in 
websites, web-portals and web applications. 

A defacement attack to a website can cause serious 
consequences to the owner of the website. The defacement 
attack can immediately interrupt the normal operations of the 
website, damage the reputation of the owner and cause possible 
data losses. All of these problems may lead to big financial 
losses. Due to the wide spreading and severe consequences of 
defacement attacks to websites, web-portals and web 
applications, many measures and tools have been researched, 
developed and deployed in practice to defend against these 
attacks [6][7][8]. Existing countermeasures to website 
defacements can be divided into three groups: 

• Group (A) consists of measures and tools to scan and 
fix security vulnerabilities in hosting servers and web 
applications, such as Acunetix Vulnerability Scanner 
[9], App Scanner [10] and Abbey Scan [11]; 

• Group (B) includes tools to monitor and detect web 
attacks, such as VNCS Web Monitoring [12], Nagios 
Web Application Monitoring Software [13], Site24x7 
Website Defacement Monitoring [14] and WebOrion 
Defacement Monitor [15]; 

• Group (C) comprises of solutions to detect website 
defacement attacks. Typical solutions in this group will 
be discussed in detail in Section II. 

Solutions to detect defacement attacks in Group (C) can be 
based on simple and complex techniques. Some solutions 
based on simple techniques can only work with web-pages that 
have static content or stable structures. Some other solutions 
based on complex techniques can work with dynamic web-
pages, however they require intensive computing powers. 
Moreover, low detection rate and high false alarm rate are 
other issues with current proposals, which limit their 
applicability in practice. In order to address these issues, this 
paper proposes a website defacement detection model using the 
combination of text content and image features of web-pages, 
which belongs to Group (C). The main aim of the proposal is to 
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increase the detection accuracy as well as to decrease the false 
alarm rates. The proposed detection model can work well with 
both static and dynamic web-pages. In the proposed model, 
first text features are extracted from HTML content of web-
pages using a tokenizer and image features are extracted from 
web-pages’ screenshots. Then, deep learning techniques, 
including BiLSTM [16] and EfficientNet [17] are used to 
construct two component detection models using text and 
image features, respectively. The Late fusion method is used to 
combine the detection results of component detection models 
to produce the final result. 

 
Fig. 1. The Portal of Al Dhaid city, UAE was Defaced in June, 2021. 

 
Fig. 2. The Website of Nongkla District, Thailand was Defaced in June, 

2021. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents some closely related works; Section III describes the 
proposed combination detection model, and data 
preprocessing, model training and detection steps; Section IV 
shows experimental results and discussion; and Section V is 
the conclusion of the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 
As mentioned in Section I, a number of techniques, 

solutions and tools in Group (B) and Group (C) for monitoring 
and detecting website defacements have been proposed. 
However, we limit our survey on some closely related 
proposals of Group (C) in the scope of this paper. Group (C) 
consists of defacement detection solutions, which are based on 
simple and complex techniques [7]. Defacement detection 

solutions based on simple techniques include checksum 
comparison, DIFF comparison and DOM tree analysis of web-
pages [7]. These techniques are relatively simple and fast. 
However, they are only work well with web-pages that have 
static content or stable structures. That means, solutions based 
on simple techniques cannot be used effectively for detecting 
defacement attacks on dynamic websites and web applications, 
such as online shops or discussion forums. On the other hand, 
defacement detection solutions based on complex techniques 
use complicated methods, such as statistics, generic 
programming and machine learning to construct detection 
models. These methods are generally more complicated, slower 
and computationally intensive. Nevertheless, solutions based 
on complex techniques can be used effectively to monitor and 
detect defacement attacks for both static and dynamic web-
pages. Specifically, existing proposals selected to review 
include Kim et al. [18], Bartoli et al. [19], Davanzo et al. [20], 
Hoang [6] and Hoang et al. [7][8]. 

Kim et al. [18] proposed a statistical method for monitoring 
and detecting website defacement attacks. The proposed 
method uses 2-gram technique to build a “profile” from the 
training dataset of normal web-pages. Fig. 3 describes the 
defacement detection flow proposed by Kim et al. [18]. The 
proposed method is implemented in two phases: the training 
phase and the detection phase. To construct the “profile” in the 
training phase, the HTML content of each web-page in the 
training dataset is vectorized using 2-gram substrings and their 
corresponding appearance frequencies. Based on experiments, 
300 2-grams with the highest appearance frequencies are 
selected to represent a web-page for the defacement detection. 
In the detection phase, the monitored web-page is first 
downloaded, and then its HTML content is vectorized using 
the processing technique done for training web-pages. Then, 
the vector of the monitored web-page is compared with the 
vector of the corresponding web-page in the “profile” to 
compute the similarity score using the cosine distance. If the 
calculated similarity score is less than a pre-defined detection 
threshold, an attack alarm is fired. The detection threshold is 
generated initially and then updated periodically using an 
algorithm for each web-page. The proposal’s major advantage 
is it can create and adjust dynamic detection thresholds and 
thereby it can theoretically lower the false alarms. However, 
the method's major drawbacks are: (i) for web-pages with 
frequent changed content, the periodic adjusted thresholds may 
not be suitable and therefore the approach still generates more 
false alarms, and (ii) it requires extensive computing resources 
for the dynamic threshold adjustment for each monitored web-
page. 

 
Fig. 3. Defacement Detection Flow Proposed by Kim et al. [18]. 
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Bartoli et al. [19] and Davanzo et al. [20] proposed to use 
genetic programming techniques to construct the profile for 
detecting website defacement attacks. In order to collect web-
pages’ data, in the first step, they use 43 sensors in five groups 
for monitoring and extracting the information of monitored 
web-pages. In the next step, the collected information of each 
web-page is converted to a vector of 1,466 elements. The 
proposed approach is implemented in two phases: the training 
phase and detection phase. In the training phase, the 
information of normal working web-pages are collected and 
vectorized to build the detection profile using genetic 
programming techniques. In the detection phase, the 
information of the monitored web-page is collected, vectorized 
and then compared with the detection profile to find the 
difference. An attack alarm is fired if any significant difference 
is found. The method's major issue is that it requires highly 
extensive computing resources for building the detection 
profile due to large-size vectors of web-pages and expensive 
genetic programming techniques are used. 

Hoang [6] proposed to use traditional supervised machine 
learning techniques for constructing website defacement 
detection models. Fig. 4 presents the proposed method’s 
detection phase. In the proposed approach, HTML code of each 
web-page is vectorized using n-gram and term frequency 
techniques. The proposed method uses an experimental dataset 
of 100 normal web-pages and 300 defaced web-pages for 
training and testing. Experimental results on different scenarios 
using Naïve Bayes and J48 decision tree machine learning 
algorithms show that the proposed method produces high 
detection rate and low false alarm rate. However, the main 
disadvantages of Hoang [6] are (i) the experimental dataset is 
relatively small, which reduces the reliability of results and 
(ii) the method only processes the HTML code of web-pages 
while other important components of web-pages, such as 
JavaScript code, CSS code and images are not processed. 

In order to address issues in Hoang [6], Hoang et al. [7] 
proposed a website defacement detection model using the 
combination of the signature-based and machine learning-
based techniques. Fig. 5 shows the proposed approach’s 
detection phase in three steps. In the first step, the signature-
based detection component looks for pre-defined attack 
signatures in HTML code of the monitored web-page in order 
to improve the processing performance for known defacement 
attacks. In the next step, the machine learning-based detection 
component classifies the web-page using a classifier built in 
the training process. Finally, the integrity of embedded files in 
the web-page are validated using the hashing method. 
Experiments using a dataset of 1200 normal web-pages and 
1200 defaced web-pages show that the proposed model 
achieves high detection performance. Although the 
combination model validates the integrity of embedded files in 
web-pages, the hashing-based technique can only work with 
static embedded files. 

 
Fig. 4. Detection Phase Proposed by Hoang [6]. 

 
Fig. 5. Detection Phase Proposed by Hoang et al. [7]. 

In a further expansion of previous works [6][7], Hoang et 
al. [8] proposed a multi-layer model for website defacement 
detection. Fig. 6 describes the proposed model’s detection 
phase in several consecutive steps. In this multi-layer model, 
the machine learning-based integrated model is used to detect 
defacement attacks for text components of web-pages, 
including HTML, JavaScript and CSS code. For embedded 
images in web-pages, the hashing technique is used for 
integrity checking. Experiments confirm that the multi-layer 
model can detect defacement attacks effectively on text 
components of web-pages. However, the proposed model’s 
defacement detection on embedded images of web-pages is 
limited because only hashing-based integrity checking is used. 
For many web-pages, embedded images are crucial elements. 
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Fig. 6. Detection Phase Proposed by Hoang et al. [8]. 

In summary, the issues of existing solutions for website 
defacement detection are as follows: 

• Solutions based on simple techniques, such as 
checksum, DIFF comparison and DOM tree analysis 
can only work with static web-pages; 

• Some solutions require extensive computing resources 
because of using highly complicated detection models 
[19][20]; 

• Some solutions have a high level of false alarms and the 
detection performance depends heavily on the selection 
of detection thresholds [18]; 

• Some solutions can only process text content of the 
web-pages. Other important web-page elements, 
including embedded JavaScript, CSS and image files 
are not processed or processed using simple techniques, 
such as hashing-based integrity checking [6][7][8]. 

In order to address the above-mentioned issues, this paper 
proposes a combination model for website defacement 
detection. The proposed model aims at increasing detection 
accuracy and reducing the false alarm rate using the 
combination of text and image features of web-pages. The 
reason that text and image features are selected because they 
are the most important elements of many web-pages. In the 
proposed model, text features are extracted from pure text 
content of web-pages and image features are extracted from 
screenshot images of web-pages. Although a screenshot image 
of a web-page is not truly equivalent to the web-page’s 
embedded images it provides the true layout and look & feel of 
the web-page. Therefore, web-pages’ screenshot images are a 
suitable input for the defacement detection. Deep learning 
techniques, including BiLSTM [16] and EfficientNet [17] are 

used to build two component detection models using text and 
image features, respectively. The detection results generated by 
the component detection models are combined using the Late 
fusion method to produce the final detection result. 

III. PROPOSED COMBINATION MODEL 

A. Introduction to the Combination Model 
The proposed combination model for website defacement 

detection is implemented in two phases: (i) the training phase 
and (ii) the detection phase. The training phase as shown in 
Fig. 7 consists of the following steps: 

• Preparing the training dataset: The training dataset 
includes a subset of normal web-pages and another 
subset of defaced web-pages. For each web-page in the 
training dataset, the page HTML code is first 
downloaded from its URL, then the pure text content is 
extracted and then the page’s screenshot is captured 
using a set of tools; 

• Preprocessing the data: The set of extracted text and 
page screenshots are processed to extract text and image 
features for the training of component detection models; 

• Training: The preprocessed text subset is used to train 
the Classifier No. 1 using BiLSTM algorithm and 
preprocessed image subset is used to train the Classifier 
No. 2 using EfficientNet algorithm. BiLSTM and 
EfficientNet algorithms will be discussed in next 
section. 

The detection phase as described in Fig. 8 includes the 
following steps: 

• Retrieving data of the monitored web-page: From the 
monitored web-page’s URL, the page HTML code is 
downloaded, then the text content is extracted and then 
the page’s screenshot is captured; 

• Preprocessing data: the web-page’s text content and 
screenshot image are processed to extract features for 
next step; 

• Classification: Preprocessed text content is classified 
using Classifier No.1 and preprocessed screenshot 
image is classified using Classifier No. 2; 

• Aggregating the detection results: The output results of 
Classifier No.1 and Classifier No. 2 are combined using 
late fusion method to produce the final detection result 
that is the monitored web-page’s status of either normal 
or defaced. 

 
Fig. 7. The Proposed Combination Model: Training Phase. 
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Fig. 8. The Proposed Combination Model: Detection Phase. 

B. Data Preprocessing 
The text content collected from web-pages is processed to 

extract text features for the model training. In which, each web-
page’s text content is converted a vector using the processing 
procedure as follows: 

• The text content is tokenized into a set of words. Next, 
each word is mapped to a positive integer. In this paper, 
the Tokenizer technique supported by Google 
Tensorflow [21] library is used for word segmentation; 

• In the set of words tokenized from the text content, the 
first consecutive 128 words are selected to be the input 
for the BiLSTM. 128 words are chosen because the 
amount of information obtained is just sufficient for the 
model computation, which makes the model training 
converge faster and reduces the requirements of 
computational resources. In addition, the selection of 
consecutive words ensures the BiLSTM algorithm not 
to omit information thanks to the relationship among 
adjacent words. 

On the other hand, the screenshot images are processed 
using the following steps: 

• The collected screenshot images are converted to the 
standard size of 224x224 pixels to be the input for the 
EfficientNet algorithm; 

• The value of each pixel of screenshot images is 
converted to a value in the range of [0, 1]. This is an 
important step that makes the model training converge 
faster because neural networks usually process small 
weighted values [17][22]. 

C. Training, Detection and Measurements 
1) Model training using BiLSTM and efficientnet: The 

preprocessed datasets of text content and screenshot images 
are used to train two component detection models, in which 
the text dataset is trained using BiLSTM algorithm and the 
image dataset is trained using EfficientNet algorithm. BiLSTM 

algorithm is an extension of LSTM (Long-Short Term 
Memory) algorithm. BiLSTM is considered more suitable 
with the processing of text data because it can predict the 
relationship among words at a longer distance. Therefore, it 
can limit the information omission [16][23]. Fig. 9 describes 
the structure of the BiLSTM used in this paper. BiLSTM 
structure consists of an Embedding layer, a SpatialDropout 
layer and a Bidirectinal(lstm) layer. The last Dense layer uses 
the Softmax function to compute the probability for predicting 
the web-page to be normal or defaced. 

EfficientNet is currently considered one of the most 
powerful CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) architectures 
in the field of image classification [17][22][24]. Based on the 
model zooming technique, EfficientNet is capable of achieving 
high image classification accuracy while it requires significant 
lower computing resources compared to previous architectures 
of neural networks [24]. For example, the smallest EfficientNet 
(B0) with only 5 million parameters has better classification 
performance than the famous ResNet50 model with 23 million 
parameters [24]. EfficientNet can significantly reduce the 
number of training parameters to gain the high efficiency by 
using MBConv blocks introduced in MobileNetV2 network. 
Furthermore, EfficientNet has the efficient zooming ability by 
balancing the model quantities: the depth, width, and resolution 
of the network [24]. 

With the above advantages of EfficientNet, the transition 
learning based on EfficientNet B0 network is selected for 
constructing the model for image classification to detect 
defacements using screenshot images in this paper. Fig. 10 
shows the EfficientNet structure used. The EfficientNet 
network is stripped of the last fully-connected layer and 
replaced by fully-connected layers that classify the web-page’s 
screenshot image as normal or defaced. The Batch 
Normalization technique is used to speed up the model 
convergence and partly prevent overfitting. 

 
Fig. 9. BiLSTM Algorithm Structure. 
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Fig. 10. EfficientNet Algorithm Structure. 

2) Detection of defacement attacks: As discussed in 
section III.A, the detection phase consists of two detection 
layers based on two component detection models using text 
content and screenshot image of the web-page. The Late 
fusion method [25] is used to combine the detection results of 
the two component detection models. Late fusion allows to 
merge learned decision values with the following 
mechanisms: averaging, polling, or a learned model, etc. The 
advantage of this approach is that it allows different models to 
be used on different methods thus giving more flexibility. In 
addition, since each model gives its own prediction it is easier 
to deal with models that do not produce results [25]. This 
paper uses the soft voting method that is to calculate the 
average of the prediction probabilities produced by BiLSTM 
and EfficientNet component detection models. 

3) Performance measurements: We use 6 measurements 
to measure the detection performance of the proposed 
detection model. The measurements include: PPV (Positive 
Predictive Value, or Precision), TPR (True Positive Rate, or 
Recall), FPR (False Positive Rate), FNR (False Negative 
Rate), F1 (F1 score) and ACC (Overall Accuracy). These 
measurements are calculated using the following formulas:  

𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

              (1) 

𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

              (2) 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁

              (3) 

𝐹𝑁𝑅 = 𝐹𝑁
𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑃

              (4) 

𝐹1 = 2𝑇𝑃
2𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

              (5) 

𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

             (6) 

in which, TP, FP, FN, TN are model’s output parameters of 
the confusion matrix given in Table I. 

TABLE I. THE TP, FP, FN AND TN IN THE CONFUSION MATRIX 

  Actual Class 

  Defaced Normal 

Predicted 
Class 

Defaced TP (True Positives) FP (False Positives) 

Normal FN (False Negatives) TN (True Negatives) 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Collection of the Experimental Dataset 
The experimental dataset consists of a subset of normal 

working web-pages and a subset of defaced web-pages. 
Normal working web-pages are extracted from the list of top 1 
million ranking websites listed by Alexa [26]. Defaced web-
pages are downloaded from Zone-h.org [3]. The data collection 
procedure is carried out as follows: 

• From each web-page’s URL, its HTML code is 
downloaded and saved to a HTML file using a self-
developed toolset written in JavaScript and run on 
NodeJS server; 

• The screenshot image of the web-page is taken and 
saved to an image file using the Selenium WebDriver 
integrated in a web browser. 

The collected main dataset includes: 

• 57,134 HTML files and 57,134 screenshot image files 
retrieved from normal working web-pages. These files 
are labelled as 0 (normal); 

• 39,100 HTML files and 39,100 screenshot image files 
retrieved from defaced web-pages. These files are 
labelled as 1 (defaced). 

The main dataset is randomly divided into two parts: 

• The train-set is 80% of the main dataset for training to 
construct the detection model. The train-set also 
consists of a text subset for the training of Classifier 
No. 1 and an image subset for the training of Classifier 
No. 2; and. 

• The test-set is 20% of the main dataset for the model 
validation. The test-set also includes a text subset for 
the validation of Classifier No. 1 and an image subset 
for the validation of Classifier No. 2. 

The ratio between the normal and defaced web-pages in the 
train-set and test-set is equivalent to that of the main dataset. 

B. Experimental Results 
We have carried out several experiments using train-set and 

test-set as described in Section IV.A on the following website 
defacement detection models: 
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• Models proposed by Hoang [6] using Naïve Bayes and 
decision tree algorithms; 

• Hoang et al. [7] using the random forest algorithm; 

• The proposed model with 3 options: (1) model based on 
EfficientNet using screenshot image features only, (2) 
model based on BiLSTM using text features only and 
(3) model based on the combination of BiLSTM and 
EfficientNet using text and screenshot image features. 

Table II provides the experimental results on six 
measurements of ACC, F1, PPV, TPR, FPR and FNR for 
different defacement detection models, including: 

• The first three lines of the table are the results of 
previous models based on Naïve Bayes [6], Decision 
Tree [6] and Random Forest [7]; 

• The last three lines of the table are the results of the 
proposed models: EfficientNet (Image) is the 
component model based on EfficientNet using 
screenshot image features only, BiLSTM (Text) is the 
component model based on BiLSTM using text features 
only, and BiLSTM+ EfficientNet (Text+Image) is the 
combination model with 2 independent detection sub-
models using both text and image features. The late 
fusion method is used to combine the detection results 
of two independent detection sub-models to generate 
the final result. 

C. Discussion 
Based on the experimental results given in Table II, we 

have some comments as follows: 

• It is clearly that component detection models based on 
BiLSTM or EfficientNet using text or image features 
produce much better detection results than previous 
models [6][7] using the same dataset on most 
performance measurements. For example, the overall 
accuracy (ACC) of BiLSTM (Text), EfficientNet 
(Image), Random Forest [7], Decision Tree [6] and 
Naïve Bayes [6] are 96.75%, 93.05%, 89.03%, 84.73% 
and 74.69%, respectively; 

• The combination model based on deep learning 
techniques (BiLSTM and EfficientNet) outperforms 
previous models based on traditional machine learning 
techniques, including those based on Random Forest 
[7], Decision Tree [6] and Naïve Bayes [6]. 

• The combination model (BiLSTM+EfficientNet 
(Text+Image)) that processes both text and image 
information of web-pages achieves significant higher 
detection accuracy (ACC and F1) than that of the 
individual component detection models of BiLSTM 
(Text) and EfficientNet (Image). Specifically, the ACC 
and F1 of the combination model, and component 
models based on BiLSTM and EfficientNet are 97.49% 
and 96.87%, 96.75% and 95.91% and 93.05% and 
91.41%, respectively; 

• The combination model also reduces considerably the 
false alarm rates, including both the false positive rate 
and the false negative rate, compared to the individual 
component detection models. The FPR and FNR of the 
combination model, and component models based on 
BiLSTM and EfficientNet are 1.49% and 4.01%, 1.49% 
and 5.83% and 5.81% and 8.62%, respectively; 

• The BiLSTM (Text) model gives better detection 
performance than that of the EfficientNet (Image) 
model. However, because embedded images are 
important elements of many web-pages, the component 
model based on EfficientNet plays an important role in 
the combination model in terms of improving the 
detection accuracy as well as lowering down the false 
alarm rates; 

• The major shortcoming of the combination model and 
its component models is that they require high level of 
computational resources for the training phase to 
construct the detection models because expensive deep 
learning and image processing techniques are used. 
Nevertheless, the training process can be done offline 
and it does not cause any issues to the monitoring and 
detecting defacement attacks for web-pages using the 
constructed models. 

TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT WEBSITE DEFACEMENT DETECTION MODELS 

                                                           Measurements 
 Detection Models ACC F1 PPV TPR FPR FNR 

Naïve Bayes [6]  74.69 75.79 61.45 98.87 41.47 1.13 

Decision Tree [6] 84.73 77.89 92.75 67.13 3.51 32.87 

Random Forest [7] 86.03 79.92 94.28 69.35 2.81 30.65 

EfficientNet (Image) 93.05 91.41 91.44 91.38 5.81 8.62 

BiLSTM (Text) 96.75 95.91 97.72 94.17 1.49 5.83 

BiLSTM+EfficientNet (Text+Image) 97.49 96.87 97.76 95.99 1.49 4.01 
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V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a website defacement detection model 

based on the combination of component models that process 
text content and screenshot images extracted from web-pages. 
The proposed combination model increases the detection 
accuracy as well as reduces the false alarm rates thanks to its 
ability to simultaneously process two main elements of web-
pages, including text content and screenshot images. The deep 
learning techniques, including BiLSTM and EfficientNet 
algorithms are used to build the component detection models. 
The Late fusion method is used to merge the results of the 
component detection models to create the final detection result. 
Experiments on a dataset of 96,234 web-pages (57,134 normal 
web-pages and 39,100 defaced web-pages) confirm that the 
proposed combination model gives significant higher detection 
performance than previous models. In addition, the 
combination model also has higher detection accuracy and 
lower false alarm rates than the individual component models. 

In the future, we continue our research to improve the 
combination model on two issues: (i) to further increase the 
detection accuracy and decrease false negative rate, and (ii) to 
reduce the requirements of computational resources for the 
model training and especially for the model detection in order 
to make it higher applicability in practice. 
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Abstract—Diabetes is a non-communicable disease that has a 

death rate of 70% in the world. Majority of diabetes cases, 90-

95%, are of diabetes cases are type 2 diabetes which is caused by 

an unhealthy lifestyle. Type 2 diabetes can be detected earlier by 

using examination that contains diabetes-related parameters. 

However, the dataset does not always contain complete 

information, the distribution between positive and negative 

classes is mostly imbalanced, and some parameters have low 

importance to the decision class. To overcome the problems, this 

study needs to carry out preprocessing to improve detection 

precision and recall. In this paper, propose an approach on 

dataset preprocessing, which is applied to diabetes prediction. 

The preprocessing approach consists of the following process: 

missing value process, imbalanced data process, feature 

importance process, and data augmentation process. The data 

preprocessing process uses the median for missing value, random 

oversampling for imbalanced data, the Gini score in the random 

forest for feature importance, and posterior distribution for data 

augmentation. This research used random forest and logistic 

regression as classification algorithms. The experimental results 

show that the classification increased by 20% precision and 24% 

recall by applying proposed method and random forest method 

compared to without proposed method and random forest 

method. 

Keywords—Diabetes mellitus; data preprocessing; data 

augmentation; random forest; classification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Quoted from the 2016 WHO data, 70% of total deaths in 
the world are caused by diabetes, and 90-95% of diabetes cases 
are type 2 diabetes, which is mainly preventable because it is 
caused by an unhealthy lifestyle [1]. Diabetes mellitus is a 
chronic metabolic disorder caused by the pancreas not 
producing enough insulin or the body unable to use the insulin 
effectively [2]. In Indonesia, according to Basic Health 
Research (RisKesDas) in 2018 [2], people with diabetes from 
2013 to 2018 increased gradually, where 6.9% of Indonesia 
population is diabetic. 69.6% of those with diabetes were 
undiagnosed, and 30.4% diagnosed. Meanwhile, in 2013, 5.7% 
were diabetic. As many as 73.7% of these people with diabetes, 
were undiagnosed and 26.3% were diagnosed. This data shows 
that diabetes mellitus is a dangerous disease since it can lead to 
various complications of other diseases, such as heart disease, 
kidney failure, stroke, and even paralysis and death [2]. 

The prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM), based on a 

doctor's diagnosis in the population aged ≥  15 years, is 

increased to 2% based on the report of Basic Health Research 

(RisKesDas) 2018 [2]. The largest DM sufferers are in the age 
range of 55-64 years and 65-74 years [2]. In 2018, the 
percentage of DM sufferers for female (1.8%) and male (1.2%) 
[2]. As for domicile areas, the percentage of DM sufferers in 
urban areas (1.9%) than in rural areas (1.0%) [2]. The highest 
estimate number of DM cases in Indonesia will occur in 2030, 
with a total population of 21.3 million [2]. Based on Basic 
Health Research (RisKesDas) diabetes data [2], undiagnosed 
patients can be detected beforehand. Diabetes detection could 
be performed by a doctor based on blood sugar and insulin 
levels or conducted automatically based on individual medical 
checkup data. 

Prediction of diabetes diagnosis using data can determine 
whether the patients have diabetes or not. There are several 
studies that discussed diabetes diagnosis prediction based on 
data. Besides Pima Indian dataset [3-17], there is also data 
from Luzhou [4], Irvine [18], Kashmir [19,20], online 
questionnaire [21], and dr. Schorling [9,21]. There are various 
classification methods on diabetes diagnosis prediction like 
random forest, J48, naïve bayes (NB), support vector machine 
(SVM), logistic regression, neural network (NN), and K-
Nearest Neighbors. 

The explanation of paper contributions taken from some of 
the shortcomings of previous research is applied to diabetes 
prediction. In [8] discusses the process of missing value using 
the median in general and feature selection using this 
importance index and permutation importance index. Paper 
[10] discusses the problem of imbalanced data using general 
random oversampling. In [23] discusses data augmentation 
techniques for the problem of imbalanced data using a gaussian 
distribution. 

In this paper, the contribution is firstly to replace the value 
of outliers using median for every six rows, secondly for 
imbalanced data using oversampling technique namely 
Random Oversampling by combining three imbalanced 
features, third for the selected feature process using feature 
importance technique in random forest model with Gini index 
value, fourth for data augmentation process using posterior 
distribution technique where latent data (Y) uses Karya Medika 
data. Comparison of the contribution of this study with several 
other studies can be seen in Table I. This paper aims to 
improve the precision and recall outcomes in diabetes 
prediction using data preprocessing. 
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

Author 
Missing 

Value 

Imbalanced 

Data 

Feature 

Selection 

Data 

Augmentation 

[8] Yes No Yes No 

[10] No Yes No No 

[23] No No No Yes 

This 

Study 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In previous studies, the classification and prediction of DM 
with Pima Indian data have been carried out using several 
machine learning methods. However, only a few studies 
discussed about preprocessing on Pima Indian dataset. The 
problem of missing value is discussed in a limited number of 
papers [8,13,14,15,17]. The problem of imbalanced data 
[10,11,17] and of feature selection [5,9,10,14] have been 
discussed too. Several models have been used in data 
preprocessing, such as missing value using median [8], 
Interquartile Range [13,14], mean [15], and Naive Bayes [17]. 
In imbalanced data, there is Synthetic Minority Over-sampling 
[10,11], Random Oversampling [10], and Adaptive Synthetic 
Sampling [17]. Meanwhile, in feature selection, there is 
Principal Component Analysis [5,9], Maximum Relevance and 
Minimum Redundancy [5], Fisher Discriminant Ratio [9], 
Analysis of Variance [9], Information Gain [10], and forward 
backward [14] models. 

According to several prior studies on diabetes prediction, 
important factors that contribute to classification accuracy are 
imbalanced data, the presence or absence of missing values, 
and features that affect the results [4,7,11,13-17,19-22]. In 
addition, paper explains that data augmentation can improve 
the accuracy of diabetes prediction [23]. Data augmentation is 
an algorithm used to augment the observed X data with a 
quantity of Y, referred to as latent data [24]. In the Pima Indian 
dataset, imbalanced data occurs in the class label. Imbalanced 
data is a problem related to the performance of learning 
algorithms faced with underrepresented data, and the slope of 
the class distribution is severe [25]. The missing value is a 
problem that replaces the null value in a variable [9]. The 
maximum limit for missing value varies from 5-10% and 50% 
[26]. Feature selection is an important problem in machine 
learning since it gets the most informative features [9]. 

III. METHODS OF RESEARCH 

To improve the precision and recall outcomes in DM 
prediction analysis, this research proposed data preprocessing 
on the binary classification of DM type 2. Fig. 1 shows the 
proposed system diagram performed in this study whilst Fig. 2 
shows the proposed system in more detail. 

A. Dataset 

This study used two different diabetes datasets, namely 
Pima Indian and Karya Medika. Kumar et al. provides Pima 
Indian dataset description [14]. 

For data augmentation, other data with the same 
characteristics with the Pima Indian data were used. In this 
paper, this research used datasets of DM from Karya Medika in 
January to April 2020. This dataset was taken from an 
individual sample of Indonesians from the Slawi region, 
Central Java with a sample size of 630 and has nine features 
include class labels. In Karya Medika dataset also has 
problems with preprocessing. Table II shows the dataset of 
Karya Medika, where the body mass index (BMI) value can be 
obtained using the formula (1). The BMI formula was used 
during the data augmentation process, which will become a 
new feature called BMI. 

     
       (  )

       (     )        (     )
            (1) 

Table III presents a baseline of two different datasets, 
which used as a comparison. Same characteristics found in 
these two datasets are glucose level, diastolic blood pressure, 
BMI, age, and class types. 

Table IV presents the features of missing values. Pima 
Indian has more outliers than Karya Medika dataset. 

Table V compares features with an imbalanced value of 
two different datasets, where Karya Medika has more 
imbalanced features than Pima Indian. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed System Diagram. 
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Fig. 2. Proposed System Diagram in Detail. 

TABLE II. KARYA MEDIKA DATASET 

No Attribute Description Unit Attribute Type 

1 Glucose mg/dl Numeric 

2 Male (1) or Female (0) - Nominal 

3 Systolic Blood Pressure mmHg Numeric 

4 Diastolic Blood Pressure mmHg Numeric 

5 Height Kg Numeric 

6 Weight cm Numeric 

7 Age Year Numeric 

8 Fasting (1) or No-Fasting (0) - Nominal 

9 Diabetes (1) or No-Diabetes (0) - Nominal 
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TABLE III. DATASETS STATISTIC COMPARISON 

Dataset Number of Observation Number of Feature Continuous Feature Binary Feature Categorical Feature Class Type Classes 

Pima Indian 768 8 8 0 0 Binary 2 

Karya Medika 630 8 6 2 0 Binary 2 

TABLE IV. MISSING VALUES COMPARISON 

Dataset Feature of Missing Values 

Pima Indian Pregnancies 14% Glucose 0.65% 
Diastolic Blood Pressure 

4.5% 

Skin Thickness 

29.5% 

Insulin 

48.6% 

BMI 

1.4% 

Karya 

Medika 

Systolic Blood Pressure 

10.63% 

Diastolic Blood Pressure 

10.63% 
Height 8% Weight 7.46% Age 4.4% 

TABLE V. IMBALANCED DATA COMPARISON 

Dataset Feature of Imbalanced Data 

Pima Indian Diabetes (268) No Diabetes (500) 

Karya Medika Male (264) Female (366) Fasting (452) No Fasting (178) Diabetes (290) No Diabetes (340) 

B. Outliers Identification and Replacement 

In this process, identifying each dataset is whether each 
feature has a null value, as represented in NaN/{}/0. After 
determining the outliers, the value is calculated. The process of 
replacing the null value with a statistical method or machine 
learning model is carried out. This process can be referred to as 
missing imputation. In this study, the missing imputation 
process uses the median value. The median value is chosen 
since it only takes the middle value in the calculation process 
without considering other values. In this step, this research aim 
to find the median value with an even number of data because 
the imputation process will be carried out every six rows. 

C. Data Balancing 

In this step, this research uses the random oversampling 
(ROS) method, which will carry out the oversampling process 
for minor data to increase percentage. The ROS method was 
chosen because the data problem used occurred imbalanced in 
the minority class, which was suitable to use the oversampling 
method. Applying a re-sampling strategy to the pre-processing 
data process to obtain a more balanced data distribution is an 
effective solution to the imbalance problem [27]. ROS method 
also involves randomly duplicating samples from a minority 
class and adding them to the training dataset [27]. The process 
will also see the imbalanced ratio, which calculates the data set 
from two certain classes. The imbalanced ratio then can be 
calculated using formula (2) [12]. 

(                                   )           (2) 

where, instance minority is the number of distributions of 
label class that is less, while instance majority is the number of 
distributions of label class that is more. So, to find the 
imbalanced ratio based on [12], namely, the distribution of 
minority divided by the distribution of the majority. 

Table VI shows the imbalanced ratio in the two datasets of 
this study. The imbalanced ratio has a scale of 0-1, where if the 
result is close to the value of 1, then the class has only a few 
imbalanced data. 

TABLE VI. IMBALANCED RATIO IN DATASET 

Dataset Feature Imbalanced Ratio (%) 

Karya 

Medika 

Gender 0.72 

Fasting or No Fasting 0.39 

Class Label 0.85 

Pima Indian Class Label 0.53 

D. Feature Selection 

There are three feature selection techniques: univariate 
selection, feature importance, and correlation matrix with heat 
maps [28]. In this paper, this research performs the feature 
importance technique to solve predictive analysis problems 
[29]. This technique is carried out to provide a score for each 
feature against the label class, whether it has high or low 
attachment. 

       ∑     
               (3) 

where c is the number of values in the target attribute 
(number of classification classes) and P is the sample portion 
for the class i (diabetes and no diabetes). 

In this paper, the feature importance technique uses the 
random forest model. Therefore, the calculation process uses 
the Gini function, as shown in equation (3) in the random 
forest model. The value of c is two classes, namely diabetes or 
no diabetes. Then Pi is the sample size for diabetes and no 

diabetes. 

E. Data Augmentation 

This study proposed other techniques in addition to using 
oversampling techniques on class balance problems. The 
proposed technique is data augmentation. This study uses data 
augmentation for the problem of lack of varied samples in the 
Pima Indian dataset, which will be done with additional data 
using dataset Karya Medika. The data augmentation process 
will provide a way to increase inference based on the posterior 
distribution [24]. The posterior distribution is shown in 
formula (4). 
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           (4) 

where P(ϑ|Y) denotes the posterior density of parameter ϑ 
given the dataset Pima Indian observation, P(ϑ|Z,Y) denotes 
the predictive density of the Karya Medika data Z given Pima 
Indian, and P(ϑ|Y,Z) denotes the conditional density of ϑ given 
the data augmented X=(Y,Z) namely augmented posterior [24]. 

This study will augment data from Pima Indian using 
Karya Medika data to produce data augmented (X) containing 
feature characteristics with similarities in both datasets. This 
study calculates the relative difference using equation (5) to 
calculate the increase in the original data changes with 
augmentation data. 

    (
                                   

               
)                 (5) 

where Result Augmentation (RA) is the result after the 
Pima Indian dataset augmentation process with Karya Medika 
dataset. Result Original (RO) is the result before the dataset 
augmentation process is carried out. 

Relative Difference (RD) is a measure that shows the 
percentage increase when an enlarged data set is used 
compared to the original data [23]. The instance value used 
from Karya Medika dataset for augmentation is 100%. 

F. Classification 

This process is data classification using supervised machine 
learning methods, namely random forest (RF) and logistic 

regression (LR), to see the precision and recall. This process 
also separates training data from data testing. This study split 
the dataset to train and to test dataset with the ratio of 75:25. 
Both models have been widely applied with success in various 
disciplines for classification and regression purposes [30]. The 
Random Forest used is entropy, as shown in equation (6), 
where c and Pi have been described above. 

        ∑           
              (6) 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section will discuss the results of the proposed method 
and analyze the results. Three experiments were conducted 
separately. First, using the Pima Indian dataset by applying the 
preprocessing algorithm and then conducting classification. 
Second, using the Karya Medika dataset by applying the 
preprocessing algorithm and then conducting classification. 
Third, using the augmented dataset by applying the 
preprocessing algorithm and then conducting classification. 

As shown in Table VII, the Pima Indian dataset by 
applying the proposed preprocessing was compared to the 
original preprocessing increased by using RF and LR 
classification methods. In Karya Medika dataset by applying 
preprocessing proposal was compared to original preprocessing 
increased by using RF classification method compared to LR 
classification. The results indicated to be different in the Karya 
Medika dataset with the oversampling process of three features 
using LR experienced a decrease in precision of 7% and F1 
score of 1% compared to the original data. 

TABLE VII. RESULTS 

Dataset Preprocessing Classification 

Result 

Precision 

Diabetes (%) 

Recall Diabetes 

(%) 

F1-Score 

Diabetes (%) 

Pima 

Indian 

Original 
Random Forest 

(RF) 

70 53 61 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 1 Features Imbalanced 

(Class Label), Gini Index Rank 9 Features 
83 88 86 

Original Logistic 

Regression 

(LR) 

77 55 64 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 1 Features Imbalanced 

(Class Label), Gini Index Rank 9 Features 
78 74 76 

Karya 

Medika 

Original 

Random Forest 

(RF) 

88 83 85 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 3 Features Imbalanced 

(Gender, Fasting, and Class Label), Gini Index Rank 9 Features 
98 99 98 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 1 Features Imbalanced 

(Class Label), Gini Index Rank 9 Features 
92 98 95 

Original 

Logistic 

Regression 

(LR) 

88 81 84 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 3 Features Imbalanced 

(Gender, Fasting, and Class Label), Gini Index Rank 9 Features 
81 84 83 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 1 Features Imbalanced 

(Class Label), Gini Index Rank 9 Features 
91 84 87 

Augmen

ted Data 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 1 Features Imbalanced 

(Class Label), Gini Index Rank 5 Features 

Random Forest 

(RF) 
94 96 95 

Median every six rows, Random Oversampling 1 Features Imbalanced 

(Class Label), Gini Index Rank 5 Features 

Logistic 

Regression 

(LR) 

82 67 74 
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In augmented datasets increased by using RF classification 
method when compared with the Pima Indian original dataset 
and original dataset of Medika Works. Different results in 
augmented datasets using LR classification method when 
compared to the original dataset of Karya Medika experienced 
a decrease in results. However, if augmented datasets using LR 
classification method compared to the Pima Indian original 
dataset experienced an increase in results. 

So, for the overall RF classification experimentation is 
superior to LR by applying the proposed method of 
preprocessing. This happens because the LR classification 
performed better when the number of noise variables was less 
than or equal to the number of explanatory variables. 
Therefore, if the LR classification results were going to be 
improved, it was necessary to note the importance of each 
variable used. 

Based on augmented dataset results, it showed that Karya 
Medika data was able to make the predicted results of DM in 
the Pima Indian dataset increase. However, the Pima Indian 
dataset was unable to make the DM prediction results in the 
Karya Medika dataset increase. The F1 score showed that after 
the imbalanced data method was applied, the results for the 
minority class increased. Precision and recall results show that 
the importance of preprocessing the dataset in advance to 
improve the predicted results of diabetes mellitus. 

For the most important preprocessing process to improve 
diabetes detection results is missing value and balancing class. 
This is because the missing value process is a built-in problem 
in which the data used there is a value of 0/NaN/{} in which 
the value must be replaced with a guess of value, if the missing 
value is not executed then there will be an error during the 
classification process. Meanwhile, the process of balancing the 
class has a great influence on the results of diabetes detection 
because the ratio of the class of diabetes used as a sample tends 
to be less than the class that is not diabetic. This is evident after 
the process of balancing the class of classification results 
obtained has increased significantly. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the implementation and analysis, it 
can be concluded that this study on the preprocessing process 
can improve the precision and recall results of the random 
forest classification model. The results indicate that the 
classification method using a random forest is superior to 
logistic regression. The proposed preprocessing method can 
also be applied to the other augmentation result data from two 
different datasets by looking at the data characteristics. For the 
most important preprocessing process to improve diabetes 
detection results is missing value and balancing class. Data 
augmentation can also improve the precision and recall results 
of each original data. This study found that the data quality 
used is better for Karya Medika dataset than Pima Indian. 

Further works need to be conducted by adding some other 
parameters to the data with samples such as insulin levels, 
history of diseases suffered, family history of people with 
diabetes or not, and other parameters related to diabetes. In 
addition, further studies can also be done using other medical 
data such as patient data on cancer, heart disease, stroke, and 

others, or using other combinations of machine learning 
models in any preprocessing or classification process. 
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Abstract—The evaluation of sediment quality is a relevant 
topic that involves the analysis of various parameters that are 
altered by natural or anthropogenic causes. Therefore, the Grey 
Clustering method provides an alternative to evaluate sediment 
quality. In the present study, the sediment quality of the 
Chontayacu river watershed was evaluated considering the 
results of the monitoring of twenty-three points carried out in the 
early evaluations by the Environmental Impact Evaluation 
Agency (OEFA by its Spanish acronym). These twenty-three 
points were separated into three blocks considering the 
monitoring points upstream of the Uchiza town center and the 
Chontayacu Alto and Chontayacu Bajo hydroelectric plants. 
Seven parameters were analyzed: As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Hg and Zn, 
which were compared with Canadian sediment quality standards 
for the protection of aquatic life. The results of the assessment 
showed that all points in the Chontayacu River were classified as 
having unlikely adverse biological effects from heavy metals. 
However, a quality ranking was established between the points of 
each block where it was found that points P3, P4 and P17 
correspond to the lowest values for the high CH, low CH and CP 
Uchiza blocks respectively. Finally, the results obtained will 
provide integrated information for decision making by the 
competent authorities in Peru, as well as indicate the level of 
sediment contamination that should be taken into account for the 
proposal of hydroelectric projects that influence sediment 
transport and entrainment. 

Keywords—Grey clustering; sediment quality; watershed 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The Chontayacu River is a tributary of the left bank of the 

Huallaga River, belonging to one of the main basins of Peru 
due to its great water resource potential [1]. This river has 
potentially exploitable areas for hydroelectric purposes because 
there are no demands for water use, knowing that the few 
economic activities are limited to agriculture, livestock and 
forestry, therefore, the waters flow naturally without being 
exploited [2]. However, from an early evaluation of sediment 
quality, high concentrations of some heavy metals have been 
observed, which may be due to natural processes or 
anthropogenic factors [3]. 

The Chontayacu River originates in the eastern foothills of 
the Andes Mountains, above 4,000 m above sea level, flowing 
through the Aurecchico and Pumahuanunga Rivers, which 
converge at approximately 3,600 m above sea level, giving rise 
to the Chontayacu River up to the town of Uchiza, at 1,180 m 
above sea level. Along its course, the river receives 

contributions from numerous tributaries, the main ones being 
the Chonas, Lucmabamba and Frijol rivers on the right bank 
and Crisnejas on the left bank [4]. The sediment quality 
evaluation will be carried out from the upper part of the Santa 
Rosa de Oso hamlet to the jurisdiction of the Crisnejas hamlet 
(Blanco river), both belonging to the Chontayacu river basin. 

During the development of the evaluation, the Grey 
Clustering method was used, which is mainly used to verify 
whether or not the study objects belong to predetermined 
classes so that they can be treated differently, i.e., classifying 
them according to their characteristics [5]. Therefore, the 
center-point triangular whitenization weight functions (CTWF) 
method was applied because it allows us to classify objects into 
definable classes, called Grey Classes [6]. 

Therefore, the specific objective of this study is to classify 
23 points, divided into 3 major blocks of the Chontayacu River 
basin, based on Canadian Sediment quality levels for the 
protection of aquatic life [7], using the Grey Claustering 
method [15] based on triangular center-point whitening 
weighting functions (CTWF). 

In the present study, Section II provides information on the 
literature reviewed. Section III details the CTWF method. 
Then, in Section IV, the case study is described, followed by 
the results and discussions in Section V. Finally, conclusions 
will be presented in Section VI. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Kejian and Min (2014) [9], applied the Grey Clustering 

method to evaluate the sediment quality of the coastal ocean of 
Jiangsu, central China. They established 3 grey clusters, 
between clean, low and high contamination for 39 coastal 
sediment samples. The evaluation results indicate that the 
surface sediment quality of the northern branch of the Yangtze 
River is comparatively better, while the quality of the 
abandoned yellow river mouth of Jiangsu province is the worst 
with the highest pollution. When analyzing the underlying 
reasons, pollutants discharged into the sea due to the increase 
of industrial and agricultural activities contributed to the 
pollution. Therefore, it is recommended to improve from the 
source to protect the marine ecosystem of the coastal area. 

Delgado et al. (2017) [8], evaluated the water quality of the 
Santa river basin according to the parameters established by the 
Ministry of Environment in Peru, using the Grey Clustering 
method with triangular weight functions (CTWF). Monitoring 
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data from the Peruvian National Water Authority of 2013 were 
used, where they analyzed twenty-one monitoring points in the 
Santa river basin. The results showed that 47.6% of the 
monitoring points presented good water quality for 
consumption by the population; 33.3% moderate water quality 
for consumption by the population; and 19.1% of the points 
presented low water quality for consumption by the population. 
The gray grouping method showed interesting results and 
could be applied to other studies on water quality or 
environmental quality in general. 

According to Quanz et al. (2020) [10], they conducted an 
ecological risk assessment (ERA) to determine the potential 
effect of human activities and industries within an aquatic 
ecosystem on sediments using the Canada-Ontario Decision-
Making Framework for Assessment of Great Lakes 
Contaminated Sediments (COA) method. Historical data (1996 
to 2005) from South Baymouth were examined to determine 
contaminants of potential concern, especially bioaccumulative 
metals from a comparison with sediment quality standards 
(SQG). The results show that although the sediments presented 
negligible potential for ecological risk and did not require any 
remedial management action, this case study highlights the 
strengths of using COA for this IAS, but also highlights 
weaknesses that included unclear linkages between the cause 
and effects of aquatic contaminants. 

III. METHODOLOGY 
In this section we describe the Grey Clustering method [15] 

based on triangular center-point whitening weighting functions 
(CTWF), which has been used to evaluate sediment quality in 
the Chontayacu River, a tributary of the left bank of the 
Huallaga River [1], which is described as follows: first identify 
the monitoring points "m", then define the sediment quality 
parameters "p" and finally define the Grey Classes "g", 
according to the sediment quality monitoring values. 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑗 =
(𝑖 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑚; 𝑗 = 1,2, . . . ,𝑝) . The steps of the Grey 
Clustering method in CTWF [15] are presented in Fig. 1. 

Step 1: Determination of focal points 

The criteria ranges are divided into three grey classes and 
the center points are calculated based on the Canadian 
Sediment quality levels for aquatic life protection [7]. 

Step 2: Sizing of standard data and monitoring data 

For the calculation of the dimensioned standard values, the 
parameters of the sediment quality "p" and the Grey Classes 
"g" are established, which form the following matrix  𝐴 =
 [𝐴𝑖𝑗;  𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑝;  𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑔] ; in that sense, it is 
normalized (𝑃𝑖𝑗) for each criterion. The normalized value is 
calculated by (1). 

𝑃𝑖𝑗 =
Aij 

� Aij /𝑔 
g

j=1

              (1) 

For the calculation of the dimensioned monitoring data, the 
parameters of the sediment quality "𝑝"  and the monitoring 
points "m" are established and form the following matrix 𝑀 =
 [𝑀𝑖𝑗;  𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑝;  𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀] , which is normalized 
(𝐾𝑖𝑗) for each criterion. The normalized value is calculated 
by (2). 

𝐾𝑖𝑗 =
𝑀𝑖𝑗 

� Aij /𝑔 
g

j=1

              (2) 

Step 3: Determination of the triangular functions and their 
values 

The grey classes use as reference the Canadian Sediment 
quality levels for aquatic life protection [7], which gave us the 
data to measure the sediment quality in this research, these 
quality levels gives us 3 quality levels for each parameter so 
there will be 3 functions for each parameter. The new sequence 
of center points is 𝜆𝜆1 , 𝜆𝜆2  and 𝜆𝜆3 . For 
class  𝑔 =  1,2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 3 ;  𝑗 =  1, 2, . . . ,𝑝  for an observed 
value 𝑥𝑖𝑗. The calculation of the CTWF is shown using (3) – 
(5); and Fig. 2 shows the plot of the triangular functions. 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗1(𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑗) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 1 ,        𝑥 ∈ �0, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗1�

𝜆𝑗
2−𝑥

𝜆𝑗
2−𝜆𝑗

1 , 𝑥 ∈ �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗1, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2�

0,       𝑥 ∈  �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2, +∞�

            (3) 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗2(𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑗) =

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧  

𝑥−𝜆𝑗
1

𝜆𝑗
2−𝜆𝑗

1 ,        𝑥 ∈ �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗1, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2�

𝜆𝑗
2−𝑥

𝜆𝑗
2−𝜆𝑗

1 , 𝑥 ∈ �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗3�

    0, 𝑥 ∈  �0, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗1� ∪ �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗3, +∞�
                             

           (4) 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗3(𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑗) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ 𝑥−𝜆𝑗

2

𝜆𝑗
3−𝜆𝑗

2  ,     𝑥 ∈ �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗3�

 0,               𝑥 ∈  �0, 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2�
     1, 𝑥 ∈ �𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗3, +∞�

            (5) 

 
Fig. 1. Grey Clustering Method Diagram. 
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Fig. 2. Whitenization Functions. 

Step 4: Determination of the weights for each criterion 

The weights of each criterion known as Clustering weight 
(nij) is determined based on the dimensionless standard data, 
where Pij represents these, which were calculated in (1), to 
establish the values of nij will take into account the parameters 
of the sediment quality "p" and the Grey Classes "3" where 
(i=1,2, ..., p; j=1,2,3), the weights of each criterion are 
calculated by (6), as follows: 

nij =
1
Pij

� 1
Pij

p

x=1

              (6) 

Step 5: Determination of the Clustering Coefficient 

The values of the whitenization functions (𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
𝑔�𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑗� ) are 

determined by (3) – (5) and the weights of each parameter 
(𝑛𝑖𝑗) are calculated by (6). Once these calculations are defined, 
the Clustering coefficient is calculated by (7). 

𝜎𝑗𝑗
𝑔 = ∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗

𝑔𝑝
𝑗𝑗=1 (𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑗) × 𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑗             (7) 

Step 6: Results using the max. Clustering Coefficient  

With the results obtained in the previous step, the 
maximum values of each sampling point classified by blocks 
are selected, with which it is identified which areas contain 
unlikely, occasional or frequent biological effects; it is 
calculated by (8): 

𝑚𝑎𝑥�𝜎𝑖
𝑔� = 𝜎𝑖

𝑔∗              (8) 

IV. CASE STUDY 

A. Description of the Context 
The analysis of sediment quality was carried out in the 

Chontayacu River located in the micro-watershed of the 
Chontayacu River, belonging to the district of Cholon, 
province of Marañón, department of Huánuco. It is located in 
the upper basin of the Huallaga River, which has a total area of 
89 416 km2 in the northeastern part of Peru, on the Atlantic 
slope [1], being the main tributary of the most important basin 
in northern Peru, which is represented in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Huallaga River Basin Location. 

B. Definition of Objects of Study 
For the evaluation of sediment quality in the upper 

Huallaga river basin, 23 points classified in three blocks 
(Upper Chontayacu Hydroelectric Plant, Lower Chontayacu 
Hydroelectric Plant and Uchiza Village Center), obtained from 
the early environmental assessment report on the future site of 
the upper and lower Chontayacu hydroelectric project and 
surrounding areas, in the district of Cholon, province of 
Marañón, department of Huánuco[3], were collected. These are 
detailed in Table I and represented in Fig. 4. 

C. Definition of Evaluation Criteria 
The evaluation criteria for the present study are determined 

by the Canadian Sediment Quality Standards for the Protection 
of Aquatic Life [7], which are presented in Table II. 

D. Definition of Grey Classes 
The Grey classes established for sediment quality 

assessment are three and are based on the Canadian Sediment 
quality levels for the protection of aquatic life [7], which are 
presented in Table III. 

  

1 

0 
x 

y 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗1 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗2 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗3 

𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗3 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗2 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗1 
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TABLE I. MONITORING POINTS OF THE EARLY EVALUATIONS CARRIED OUT BY OEFA 

Block Point EAT Code Description This North 

Central 
Hydroelectric 
Chontayacu 
High  
(CH-ALTO) 

P1 SED-RChon1 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 0.7 km upstream from the confluence with the 
Susto river and the Santa Rosa de Oso hamlet. 

311828 9047095 

P2 SED-RSust1 
Point located on the Susto river, approximately 20 m upstream 
from the Susto bridge and 100 m before the confluence with the 
Chontayacu river. 

312476 9047252 

P3 SED-RChon2 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu River, 
approximately 0.5 km before the confluence with the Oso River, 
near the Santa Rosa de Oso hamlet. 

313311 9047400 

Central 
Hydroelectric 
Chontayacu 
Under 
(CH-BAJO) 

P4 SED-RChon3 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 1 km before the confluence with the Esperanza 
river. 

314222 9047247 

P5 SED-RChon4 Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 950 m before the confluence with the Aragán river. 316141 9048347 

P6 SED-RArag1 
Point located on the Aragán river, approximately 50 m upstream 
from the Aragán bridge and 120 m before the confluence with the 
Chontayacu river. 

316987 9048655 

P7 SED-RChon5 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 320 m before the confluence with the Santillan 
river. 

317794 9048774 

P8 SED-RSanti1 
Point located on the Santillan river, approximately 50 m upstream 
from the Santillan bridge and 250 m before the confluence with 
the Chontayacu river. 

318259 9048862 

P9 SED-RYana1 
Point located on the Yanajanca river, approximately 250 m before 
the confluence with the Chontayacu river, near the Cocalito 
hamlet. 

321126 9047235 

P10 SED-RChon6 
Point located on the Chontayacu river, near the Cocalito hamlet, 
approximately 200 m before the confluence with the Yanajanca 
river. 

321046 9047585 

Center 
Village  
Uchiza 
(CP-Uchiza) 

P11 SED-RChon7 Point located on the Chontayacu river, at the Nueva Galilea 
hamlet, before the confluence with the Ollas river. 323344 9047364 

P12 SED-ROlla1 
Point located approximately 20 m upstream from the Ollas bridge, 
at the Nueva Galilea hamlet and before the confluence with the 
Chontayacu river. 

323620 9047530 

P13 SED-RSAna1 
Point located on the Santa Ana river, approximately 20 m from the 
Santa Ana bridge and 100 m before the confluence with the 
Chontayacu river, at the Nueva Unión de Santa Ana hamlet. 

326359 9048903 

P14 SED-RChon9 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, before the 
confluence with the El Ají river, near the Nueva Unión de Ají 
hamlet. 

327152 9049557 

P15 SED-RPAle1 
Point located on the Puerto Alegre river (Pólvora river), 
approximately 350 m before the confluence with the Chontayacu 
river and downstream of the Puerto Alegre bridge. 

329942 9051224 

P16 SED-RChon10 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 2 m from the Puerto Alegre bridge and 500 m 
before the confluence with the Pólvora river. 

329085 9051345 

P17 SED-RChon12 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu River, 
approximately 200 m before the confluence with the San Antonio 
River, near the San Antonio de Padua population center. 

330951 9051803 

P18 SED-RChon13 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 200 m before the confluence with the Camote river, 
downstream of the San Antonio de Padua population center. 

332382 9053919 

P19 SED-RChon14 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 
approximately 200 m after the confluence with the Blanco river, 
near the Blanco river hamlet. 

332871 9054988 

P20 SED-RChon15 
Point located on the left bank of the Chontayacu river, 100 m 
before the confluence with the Camote river, near the Crisnejas 
Base of the Peruvian Army. 

333810 9055880 

P21 SED-RCamo1 
Point located on the Camote River, approximately 500 m before 
the confluence with the Chontayacu River, at the Crisnejas Base of 
the Peruvian Army. 

333544 9055269 

P22 SED-RCamo2 
Located on the Camote river, approximately 300 m before the 
confluence with the Chontayacu river, near the Blanco river 
hamlet. 

332617 9054011 

P23 SED-RChon16 Point located on the Chontayacu river, approximately 2 km 
downstream from the confluence with the Crisnejas river. 335740 9056944 
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Fig. 4. Location of Sediment Quality Monitoring Points in the upper 

Huallaga River Basin. 

TABLE II. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR SEDIMENT QUALITY 

Notation Criteria Units 

C1 As mg/kg 

C2 Cd mg/kg 

C3 Cr mg/kg 

C4 Cu mg/kg 

C5 Pb mg/kg 

C6 Hg mg/kg 

C7 Zn mg/kg 

TABLE III. SEDIMENT QUALITY LEVELS FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
AQUATIC LIFE 

Criteria 
Biological effect 

Unlikely Occasional Frequent 

As (mg/kg) 5.9 <5.9-17>  
Cd (mg/kg) 0.6 <0.6-3.5> 3.5 

Cr (mg/kg) 37.3 <37.3-90>  
Cu (mg/kg) 35.7 <35.7-197>  
Pb (mg/kg)  <35-91.3> 91.3 

Hg (mg/kg) 0.17 <0.17-0.486> 0.486 

Zn (mg/kg)  <123-315>  

E. Calculations using the CTWF Method 
The calculations for the case study based on the gray 

clustering method (CTWF) are shown below: 

Step 1: Determination of focal points 

Based on the Canadian Sediment quality levels for the 
protection of aquatic life [7], the central values of the 
parameters to be analyzed are obtained, which are presented in 
Table IV. 

Step 2: Sizing of standard data and monitoring data 

The dimensionless values of the standard data calculated 
for each criterion according to the Canadian Sediment Quality 

Levels for the Protection of Aquatic Life [7] were determined 
through (1). These values are presented in Table V. 

Similarly, based on data from the early environmental 
assessment report on the future site of the upper and lower 
Chontayacu hydroelectric project and surrounding areas, in the 
district of Cholon, province of Marañón, department of 
Huánuco (OEFA, 2017), the dimensioned values of the 23 
monitoring points established for each criterion and separated 
by blocks were obtained using (2). These values are presented 
in Table VI. 

Step 3: Determination of the triangular functions and their 
values 

The triangular bleaching functions of the three grey classes 
for each parameter were obtained by replacing the values in 
Table IV in (3) – (5). As an example, the Clustering functions 
established for Arsenic are presented below. 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
1 �

1  ,        𝑥 ∈ [0,0.515]
1−𝑥

1−0.515
,   𝑥 ∈ [0.515,1]

0, 𝑥 ∈ [1, +∞⟩
            (9) 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
2 �

𝑥−0.515
1−0.515

 ,        𝑥 ∈ [0.515,1⟩
1.485−𝑥
1.485−1

,   𝑥 ∈ 〈1,1.485〉
0             𝑥 ∈ [0,0.515] ∪ [1.485, +∞⟩

         (10) 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
3 �

𝑥−1
1.485−1

  ,        𝑥 ∈ 〈1,1.485〉
1,   𝑥 ∈ [1.485, +∞⟩

0 , 𝑥 ∈ [0,1]
          (11) 

TABLE IV. CENTRAL VALUES OF SEDIMENT QUALITY LEVELS FOR 
CANADA 

Criteria 
Biological effect 

Unlikely Occasional Frequent 

As (mg/kg) 5.9 11.45  
Cd (mg/kg) 0.6 2.05 3.5 

Cr (mg/kg) 37.3 63.65  
Cu (mg/kg) 35.7 116.35  
Pb (mg/kg)  63.15 91.3 

Hg (mg/kg) 0.17 0.33 0.486 

Zn (mg/kg)  219  

TABLE V. STANDARD DIMENSIONLESS VALUES OF SEDIMENT QUALITY 
LEVELS FOR CANADA 

Notation Criteria Unlikely Occasional Frequent 

C1 As 0.515 1 1.485 

C2 Cd 0.293 1 1.707 

C3 Cr 0.586 1 1.414 

C4 Cu 0.307 1 1.693 

C5 Pb 0.554 1 1.446 

C6 Hg 0.518 1 1.482 

C7 Zn 0.562 1 1.438 
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TABLE VI. DIMENSIONED DATA OF THE MONITORING POINTS ESTABLISHED IN THE CASE STUDY 

Block Point 

Criteria 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 

As Cd Cr Cu Pb Hg Zn 

Hydroelectric Power Plant 
Chontayacu Alto 

P1 2.62 2.54 0.70 0.15 0.00 22.99 0.34 

P2 0.44 1.79 0.30 0.17 0.00 15.00 0.27 

P3 2.18 3.08 0.76 0.17 0.00 29.15 0.34 

Hydroelectric Power Plant 
Lower Chontayacu 

P4 2.18 2.87 0.77 0.17 0.00 34.45 0.37 

P5 1.83 2.70 0.72 0.18 0.00 31.71 0.35 

P6 0.03 2.45 0.31 0.36 0.00 22.96 0.37 

P7 1.83 2.75 0.76 0.15 0.00 26.04 0.36 

P8 0.03 1.15 0.06 0.05 0.00 13.63 0.20 

P9 2.18 0.13 0.54 0.19 0.00 29.30 0.40 

P10 2.45 0.09 0.69 0.20 0.00 30.40 0.37 

Uchiza town center 

P11 1.66 0.09 0.50 0.15 0.00 22.47 0.31 

P12 0.16 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.00 27.87 0.26 

P13 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.00 20.06 0.18 

P14 1.92 0.08 0.63 0.20 0.00 26.95 0.36 

P15 0.17 0.08 0.06 0.02 0.00 46.34 0.13 

P16 2.45 0.12 0.62 0.21 0.00 31.40 0.41 

P17 2.36 0.14 0.69 0.23 0.00 34.76 0.45 

P18 2.01 0.09 0.59 0.19 0.00 29.42 0.37 

P19 2.01 0.07 0.58 0.17 0.00 24.39 0.34 

P20 1.48 0.05 0.47 0.15 0.00 24.91 0.30 

P21 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.00 27.41 0.11 

P22 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.00 20.03 0.11 

P23 2.18 0.08 0.59 0.20 0.00 30.49 0.36 

Step 4: Determination of the weights for each criterion 

The values of the weights of each criterion evaluated were 
calculated using (6); the results are presented in Table VII. 

Step 5: Determination of the Clustering Coefficient 

The values of the clustering coefficients were calculated 
using (7) established in this study for the 23 monitoring points. 
The results of five monitoring points selected among the three 
blocks under study are presented in Table VIII. 

Step 6: Results using the max. clustering coefficient 

Finally, we selected the maximum values of the Clustering 
coefficients calculated using (8), with which we determined the 
biological effect presented by each monitoring point, which 
were separated by blocks, the results are presented in Tables 
IX, X and XI, where each maximum value was highlighted for 
its better appreciation. 

TABLE VII. WEIGHTING OF EACH CRITERION EVALUATED IN THIS STUDY 

Notation Criteria Unlikely Occasional Frequent 

C1 As 0.123 0.143 0.146 

C2 Cd 0.216 0.143 0.127 

C3 Cr 0.108 0.143 0.153 

C4 Cu 0.206 0.143 0.128 

C5 Pb 0.114 0.143 0.150 

C6 Hg 0.122 0.143 0.146 

C7 Zn 0.112 0.143 0.151 
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TABLE VIII. CLUSTERING COEFFICIENTS FOR FIVE MONITORING POINTS 

Block Point Criteria C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Results 

Chontayacu Alto 
Hydroelectric Power 
Plant 

P1 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
1(X) 0.00 0.00 0.72 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.510 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
2(X) 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.040 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
3(X) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.419 

Chontayacu Bajo 
Hydroelectric Power 
Plant 

P4 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
1(X) 0.00 0.00 0.56 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.492 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
2(X) 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.063 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
3(X) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.419 

P5 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
1(X) 0.00 0.00 0.67 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.505 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
2(X) 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.047 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
3(X) 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.419 

Uchiza Village Center 

P12 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
1(X) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.878 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
2(X) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
3(X) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.146 

P13 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
1(X) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.878 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
2(X) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗
3(X) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.146 

TABLE IX. RESULTS OF THE MAXIMUM SELECTED VALUE OF THE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS IN THE CH - CHONTAYACU ALTO 

Chontayacu Alto Hydroelectric Power Plant 
Points Unlikely Occasional Frequent 
P2 0.662 0.000 0.273 
P1 0.510 0.040 0.419 
P3 0.495 0.060 0.419 

TABLE X. RESULTS OF THE MAXIMUM SELECTED VALUE OF THE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS IN THE CH - CHONTAYACU BAJA 

Chontayacu Bajo Hydroelectric Power Plant 
Points Unlikely Occasional Frequent 
P9 0.756 0.000 0.292 
P10 0.728 0.036 0.292 
P8 0.662 0.174 0.174 
P6 0.646 0.011 0.273 
P5 0.505 0.047 0.419 
P7 0.494 0.061 0.419 
P4 0.492 0.063 0.419 

TABLE XI. RESULTS OF THE MAXIMUM SELECTED VALUE OF THE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS IN THE CP-UCHIZA 

Uchiza Village Center 
Points Unlikely Occasional Frequent 
P12 0.878 0.000 0.146 
P13 0.878 0.000 0.146 
P15 0.878 0.000 0.146 
P21 0.878 0.000 0.146 
P22 0.878 0.000 0.146 
P11 0.756 0.000 0.292 
P19 0.756 0.000 0.292 
P20 0.756 0.000 0.292 
P18 0.754 0.002 0.292 
P23 0.754 0.002 0.292 
P16 0.748 0.010 0.292 
P14 0.743 0.017 0.292 
P17 0.728 0.037 0.292 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. About the Case Study 
Tables IX, X and XI show that the 23 points studied have a 

low probability of generating adverse biological effects to 
aquatic biota due to heavy metals for the three blocks 
established (CH-High, CH-Low and CP-Uchiza). In addition, 
we can point out that points P2, P9 and P12, which correspond 
to the highest values of clustering coefficients for the blocks 
CH High, CH Low and CP Uchiza respectively, represent very 
little bioavailability of heavy metals (As, Zn, Cu, Cd, Hg, Pb, 
among others) [11] in sediments. On the contrary, points P3, 
P4 and P17 present the lowest clustering values for each block, 
giving them greater importance due to their environmental 
implications, which will be explained in Fig. 5, 6 and 7. 

In relation to the results, we must pay attention to the CP 
Uchiza block because the Clustering coefficient values are the 
highest in that block compared to CH-High and Low, and also 
because it is near the Uchiza locality with a high density of 
inhabitants. 

 
Fig. 5. Plot of Max. Monitoring Points for the Block (Chontayacu Alto 

Hydroelectric Power Plant). 

According to Fig. 5, the following hierarchy is observed: 

P2 > P1 > P3 

Point P3 was sampled near the Santa Rosa de Oso hamlet, 
this population could have agricultural lands and pastures but 
upstream of their housing areas [12], which usually make use 
of fertilizers being a source of finding moderate and high 
concentrations of heavy metals such as Pb, Cr, Zn, As and Cd 
in soils and sediments, which could affect points P1 and P2. As 
a result of the scarce natural vegetation in the study area [2], 
soils can release heavy metals that flow through runoff flows, 
either in particulate or dissolved form, and can accumulate in 
sediments downstream of the river [13]. 

In addition, points P1 and P2, which are located exactly on 
the Chontayacu River, receive water from the upper part of the 
basin, where there are about 13 population centers 
approximately 11 km away, which carry out subsistence 
activities such as livestock, forestry and agriculture [2]. 
Likewise, this zone has little to moderate precipitation. 
However, in order for there to be a greater accumulation of 

toxic elements such as heavy metals in the sediment due to 
their transport or dragging, it is necessary to have heavy 
precipitation, thus generating rainfall runoff, as suggested by 
some studies [14]. 

 
Fig. 6. Plot of Max. Monitoring Points for the Block (Chontayacu Bajo 

Hydroelectric Power Plant). 

Fig. 6 shows the following hierarchy in relation to the 
clustering coefficient: 

P9 > P10 > P8 > P6 > P5 > P7 

Points P8, P9 and P10 show the highest values, mainly due 
to the increase in precipitation in the area [2], which removes 
deposited sediments and the presence of the Santillan and 
Cocalitos hamlets, respectively. These populations would be 
carrying out activities typical of the area, producing non-point 
sources of natural and anthropogenic origin that contribute to 
the increase in the concentration of heavy metals in sediments 
[3] at points P4 and P7. As part of the comprehensive 
ecological risk assessments in other rivers, the same problem 
of metal accumulation (Cu, Pb, Zn, Cr and Cd) [15]has been 
observed in nearby areas and the ecological impact [16]on 
aquatic biota, especially on the river's benthic communities 
[17]. 

On the other hand, point P5 also has a low value and is 
located in an intermediate zone of anthropogenic areas (grazing 
areas, livestock and farming activities and agriculture [2]), it 
may be affected by the geomorphology of the basin, which has 
varied slopes that could drag or accumulate sediments[18]. 
Regard, it is important to note that sediment entrainment can 
increase during periods of floods and high precipitation, which, 
together with agricultural activities [19] reduce the 
concentrations of As, Cd, Zn, among other metals. However, 
moderate concentrations of heavy metals may also be due to 
natural processes such as erosion, biological activity and 
volcanic emissions [3]. 

According to Fig. 7, we observe the following hierarchy of 
the Clustering coefficient values: 

P12=P13=P15=P21=P22>P11=P19=P20>P18=P23>P16>P14
>P17 

In relation to the present block, we observed that it is the 
most sensitive section due to the proximity to the Uchiza 
population center with a population of 21 285 censused for the 
year 2017 [20]. Therefore, the bioaccumulation of heavy 
metals in fish and aquatic biota [21] should be carefully 
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monitored due to sediment transport as a result of the increase 
in precipitation recorded in the Uchiza station, in addition this 
section has little slope which facilitates the disposal of 
sediments [2]. On the other hand, as the results indicate, there 
is very little probability of generating an adverse biological 
effect, this is due to the fact that the metals under study have 
been analyzed in an integrated manner, being found in the 
ranges of low to moderate biological contamination in the short 
term [22]. But the accumulated risk could exceed the 
acceptable levels of toxic elements over a longer period [21]. 

On the other hand, hydroelectric power plant reservoirs 
have serious sediment accumulation problems [23], and their 
cleaning and treatment is complicated by the accumulation of 
heavy metals [24], and if the upstream sediment flow is not 
properly managed. Then water outflows could affect the health 
of the aquatic ecosystem located downstream, and several 
ecotoxicological studies [25] on organisms, mainly fish, even 
endanger the health of nearby populations, such as those in the 
Uchiza population center. 

On the other hand, the retention of solids produced by 
reservoirs, which mainly belong to hydroelectric projects, 
modifies the transport of nutrients and organic matter [26]. The 
reduction in the granulometry of suspended sediment and the 
modification of the water regime leads to the transport of fine 
sediments [27], which may include heavy metals or others, 
resulting in the armoring of the riverbed and a modification of 
the river habitat that may endanger aquatic life as well as the 
riverbeds. 

 
Fig. 7. Plot of Max. Monitoring Points for the Block (Centro Poblado 

Uchiza). 

In relation to other studies [9], the Grey Clustering method 
was able to determine sediment quality in Jiangsu province, the 
results show serious contamination, pointing to the agricultural, 
energy and mining industries as the source of contamination. 

B. About the Methodology 
Unlike all the statistical methods that are traditionally used, 

Grey Clustering is a method that considers uncertainty in its 
analysis, which when performing the integration of the 
indicators in its evaluation; with respect to environmental 
pollution, it can be seen that there is a big problem regarding 
the high uncertainty presented in its different sources of 
pollution [28]. It can be evidenced that in the part of the 
contamination generated by the sediments produced by the 
different industrial activities [9], at the time of making their 
calculations they do not consider them synergistically, which 
indicates that their analysis is not the most appropriate. 
However, this method allows us to calculate in an appropriate 
way to classify and adequately evaluate the quality of 
sediments at an early stage of a project proposal. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Sediment quality in the Chontayacu river basin was 

evaluated using the Grey Clustering method, which classified 
the 23 monitoring points according to each separation block. 
The results obtained will provide integrated information for 
decision making by the competent Peruvian authorities, as well 
as indicate the level of sediment contamination that should be 
taken into account for the proposal of hydroelectric projects 
that influence sediment transport and entrainment. 

There are few studies on the application of the Grey 
Clustering method for the early evaluation of sediments from 
quality standards. It turns out to be very effective because it 
integrates several contamination parameters, as well as the 
consideration of uncertainty within the analysis. 

Finally, for future research, it is necessary to establish 
standard values for measuring sediment quality according to 
the geomorphology of each river in Peru, in order to improve 
the results of the Grey Clustering method. Likewise, research 
should be proposed to use the Grey Clustering method for 
sediment evaluation in areas with mining activities, 
hydrocarbons, large-scale agricultural activities and mainly in 
hydroelectric power plants, in order to measure the 
effectiveness of the method with respect to this environmental 
component. 
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Abstract—Gujarati is the language used for everyday 

communication in the state of Gujarat, India. The Gujarati 

language is also officially recognized by the constitution and the 

government of India. Gujarati script is based on the Devanagari 

script. An idiom is an expression, phrase, or word that has a 

different meaning from the literal meaning of the words in it. 

Idioms represent the cultural heritage of Gujarati language. 

Idioms are used in Gujarati language for effective 

communication and convey of an accurate message. No Machine 

Translation System does the accurate translation of Gujarati 

idioms to English or any other language. Different idiom phrases 

can be generated by adding diacritic(s) as well as suffix to the 

root or base form of the idiom. Many forms of single idiom make 

automatic idiom identification as well as machine translation 

more challenging. This paper focuses on the design and 

implementation of diacritics and suffix-based rules for dynamic 

phrase generation and detection of idioms of Gujarati language. 

This implementation helps in identifying Gujarati idiom present 

in any possible form in the Gujarati text. The obtained results 

with the execution of 7050 different Gujarati idiom phrases yield 

an accuracy of 99.73%. The results are encouraging enough to 

make the proposed implementation useful for Natural Language 

processing tasks related to Gujarati language idioms. 

Keywords—Diacritic; Gujarati; idiom; machine translation 

system (MTS); natural language processing (NLP); suffix; unicode 

transformation format (UTF) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine translation is the sub-field of Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) which is also a sub-field of Artificial 
intelligence (AI). Natural language processing is the study of 
any language by analyzing its structure and morphology.  
Natural language processing is challenging as different 
language has different grammatical structure. Vocabulary is 
important for the enrichment of the language. Idioms also 
contribute to the enrichment of the language. Idioms give 
impetus to the language. The idiom is an incomplete phrase as 
part of a sentence. 

The people of Gujarat state are known as Gujarati. Idioms 
are the invaluable heritage of Gujarati language and for 
Gujarati people. Idiom in which a word or phrase becomes 
specific rather than its literal meaning. An idiom is in which a 
word or phrase becomes a specific meaning rather than its 
literal meaning. Gujarati idioms represent the customs, 

manners and beliefs of the people of Gujarat who speak 
Gujarati language. Gujarati idioms are the adornment of 
Gujarati language.  Gujarati idioms are spoken in day-to-day 
communication and understood by every Gujarati. 

When the speaker uses idioms, the listener is likely to 
mistakenly understand the literal meaning of the words if they 
do not already know the metaphor. Usually, idioms cannot be 
translated properly by any machine translation system. In most 
cases, the meaning changes when the idioms are translated into 
another language or it becomes misleading. In the Gujarati 
language, a particular idiom may have one or more forms or 
phrases. For the correct translation of Gujarati idioms into any 
other language, detection of all idiom forms or phrases is a 
very crucial task. 

A. Gujarati Script 

There are more than 46.1 million speakers of Gujarati 
language in the world. Gujarati is the 26th most spoken native 
language in the world [1]. Gujarati script is a script closely 
related to Devanagari script. It is a syllabic alphabet (abugida), 
in which every consonant carries the inherent vowel. Its 
principles are similar to Devanagari script principles [2]. It is 
distinguished from Devanagari script by not having a 
horizontal bar for its letter forms [3]. The Gujarati script is 
used to write the Gujarati language of Gujarat state in India. 
Gujarati language consist three different types of character: 34 
independent consonants, 13 independent vowels and dependent 
vowel signs [3-5]. 

B. Gujarati Idioms 

An idiom is a common phrase whose meaning is different 
from its literal meaning of the word. It is widely used and it has 
its popular meaning. For the correct translation of Gujarati 
idioms, identification of different forms of idioms from the 
input text is important. In Gujarati language, different and valid 
forms of idioms are possible by adding one or more specific 
diacritics marks to the base or root form of the Gujarati idiom. 

For example, હાથ અ „hath aap‟ is the base or root form of 
Gujarati idiom. It‟s one meaning is “to help” in English 

language. From root form હાથ અ, other valid idiom forms 

like હાથ અલૉ „hath aapvo‟, હાથ અી „hath aapi‟, હાથ 

અીન „hath aapine‟, હાથ અપ્મૉ „hath aapyo‟, હાથ અરૉ 
„hath aapelo‟ etc. can be generated. Identification of all 
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Gujarati idiom phrases is concentrated here. Surrounding 
words are important for the idioms having more than one literal 
meaning in Gujarati language [6-9]. But the dynamic 
generation, as well as identification of all Gujarati idiom forms 
from the base form of the idiom, are focused here only. 

C. Diacritics 

Diacritic or accent is a mark which is added to a word that 
changes its function, sense or pronunciation. A diacritical mark 
is attached to a letter or word to show appropriate stress or 
sound [10]. Diacritic marks are more common in Gujarati 
language. Diacritics can be inserted below, before, after or 
above to a letter or word. In Gujarati language, every 
consonant carries the natural vowel. Diacritic vowel signs are 
added after, before, above, or below a consonant. Table I 
shows the diacritics for Gujarati language [11]. 

D. Gujarati Idioms with Diacritics 

Gujarati language is rich in its morphological structure. 
Even single idiom has many possible forms. For example 

ભથીાક અ „methipak aap‟ is the base form of bigram idiom. 
Its English translation is “to beat”, but the same idiom can be 
used by many ways in the Gujarati sentences. After applying 

all diacritics to base idiom ભથીાક અ „methipak aap‟, other 

possible forms are generated like ભથીાક અા, ભથીાક 

અપ, ભથીાક અી, ભથીાક અ,ુ ભથીાક અ,ૂ ભથીાક 

અ, ભથીાક અ,ે ભથીાક અૉ, ભથીાક અ, ભથીાક 

અ,ં ભથીાક અ,ૃ ભથીાક અ,ૅ ભથીાક અૈ, ભથીાક 

અો, ભથીાક અ,ઁ ભથીાક અઃ, ભથીાક અ,ૄ ભથીાક 

અ  .But these many forms of idioms are not used in 
sentences. Commonly idiom forms used in sentences are 

ભથીાક અી, ભથીાક અ, ભથીાક અૉ .Other forms are 

also possible like ભથીાક અીન, ભથીાક અપ્મૉ, ભથીાક 

અલા, ભથીાક અરૉ. So rules are needed to generate 
different idiom phrases or forms that can be used in sentences. 

E. Unicode Transformation Format (UTF) 

The Unicode standard is based on ISCII-1988 (Indian 
Script Code for Information Interchange). The Unicode 
Standard encodes the Devanagari characters, as well as the 
same layout, is followed for Gujarati language [3]. Unicode or 
Universal Transformation Format is a variable width character 
encoding. It is capable of all valid code points in Unicode. It is 
a superset of American Standard Code of Information 
Interchange (ASCII). UTF goes beyond 8-bits and supports all 
languages in the world. 

TABLE I. DIACRITICS FOR GUJARATI LANGUAGE 

ા  

ā 

િા 

i 

ા  
ī 

ા  
u 

ા  
ū 

ા  
E 

ા  
ai 

ા  
o 

ા  
au 

ા  

ṁ 

ા  

   

ા  
Ē 

ા  
Ō 

ા  ા  

ા  

ḥ 

ા  
rī 

ા  

  
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents the literature review related to the study of Gujarati 
morphology, diacritic identification methods, stemmer, and 
Gujarati idioms; Section III covers the methodology in which 
diacritics and suffix based rules are generated for dynamic 
idiom generation; it also describes proposed algorithm steps to 
identify the different Gujarati idiom phrases within the input 
text.  In Sections IV and V, experiments with results, analysis, 
and observations are discussed; finally, the conclusion part is 
discussed in Section VI. 

II. RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW 

Various projects have been carried out for the study of 
different languages and their machine translation, but the scope 
of this paper is Gujarati language and related to idioms only. 

Rakholia et al. [11] implemented diacritic identification and 
extraction Technique for Gujarati language using an 8-bit 
Unicode Transformation Format. They designed an 
independent tokenization algorithm for diacritic extraction 
from Gujarati documents. They claimed 99.58% accuracy in 
diacritic extraction. 

Sheth et al. [12] proposed a stemmer called Dhiya for 
morphological level analysis for Gujarati language. They used 
inflections of Gujarati text and created rule sets and tested 
stemmer performance using EMILLE corpus. They claimed 
92.41% accuracy of stemmer. 

Patel et al. [13] proposed a hybrid morphological analyzer 
paradigm model for Gujarati language. They applied a 
supervised approach and used partial stemmer for the 
generation of word forms based on language-dependent rules. 
They built a manual dictionary of root words, classified words 
and covered 5000 nouns. 

Baxi et al. [14] developed a morphological analyzer for 
Gujarati language using a hybrid combination of knowledge-
based, statistical-based and paradigm-based approach. They 
claimed 92.34% accuracy with a knowledge-based hybrid 
model and 82.84% accuracy with a statistical hybrid model. 

Fashwan et al. [15] proposed rule-based method for 
detecting the case ending diacritics but it was for modern 
standard Arabic texts. They applied morphological analysis, 
part of speech, syntactic analysis and word relation as well as 
position. They experimented with both morphological and 
syntactic processing levels for handling diacritization problem. 

Dan et al. [16] described the languages that use diacritical 
characters and difficulty in recovery of missing diacritics. They 
evaluated and described a system for automatically recovering 
the missing diacritics in documents in the Romanian language. 
They suggested recovery suggestions for possible changes for 
Romanian diacritics. 

Rakholia et al. [17] implemented a rules-based technique to 
identify stop words from the Gujarati text. They presented 11 
rules to identify a complete list of Gujarati stop words. They 
applied an automatic and dynamic approach to identify stop 
words from Gujarati documents and claimed 94.08% average 
accuracy. 
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Research works involving Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) of Gujarati language have been presented for MTS for 
Sanskrit-Gujarati pair [18], comparison of morphologically 
analyzed words [19], bilingual dictionary implementation [20], 
constituency mapper [21], classification [22] and information 
retrieval [23]  to name a few.  

Based on this literature review and the analysis based on 
Gujarati diacritics, no researchers have identified various idiom 
forms from the input text using the rule-based diacritics 
insertion technique. No researchers have applied diacritics and 
suffix based rules on idiom base form to generate all possible 
idioms. Some researchers have experimented on diacritization 
but using different languages other than the Gujarati language. 
Some of the researchers have applied various techniques for 
creating rule-based stemmer and diacritics identification 
methods.  

The proposed model deals with the Gujarati idioms and 
their possible forms of idioms. Due to many phrases or forms 
of Gujarati idioms, the detection of Gujarati idioms within 
input text is a challenging task. The proposed model detects all 
Gujarati idioms present in the text by generating and searching 
all possible forms of particular idiom within the text. The 
proposed model applies dynamic phase generation for the 
detection of Gujarati idioms using diacritics and suffix-based 
rules. All available machine translation systems encounter 
problems in translating Gujarati idioms. Idiom detection helps 
the researchers‟ community in translating the Gujarati idioms 
into any language. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In Gujarati language, distinct 3240 n-gram Gujarati idioms 
were collected. But in Gujarati language, one idiom can be 
used in many ways i.e. one specific idiom may have many 
forms or phrases. Rules are generated and applied on idiom 
base form to generate all possible forms of idioms. So for the 
generation of idiom forms, the base idiom form is stored in the 
database and all possible forms of idioms are generated 
dynamically by inserting diacritics and suffix to the base idiom 
form by applying defined rules. This implementation is used to 
identify any forms of Gujarati idioms within input Gujarati 
text. 

A. Rules Generation 

Rules are generated and applied for n-gram idioms where 
n>=2. For bigram or 2-gram idioms, rules are applied on the 
2nd word only and various idiom forms can be generated. For 
trigram or 3-gram idioms, rules are applied on 3rd word only 

and many idiom forms can be generated. For example, હાથ 

અ „hath aap‟ is the bigram idiom root form, so diacritic rules 

are applied on 2nd word અ „aap‟ only; whereas ક્કર ભાયી 

જલ „akkal mari jav‟ is the trigram idiom root form, so diacritic 

rules are applied on 3rd word જલ „jav‟ only. In general, for n-
gram idiom where n>=2, then many idiom forms can be 
generated by applying rules on last word of idiom root form. 
For 1-gram idioms as well as some n-gram idiom(s), different 
forms of idioms are not applicable. 

Following Rules are identified to generate possible idiom 
forms from the given base form of n-gram idiom. 

1) Rule 0: Root or base form only 

For instance, idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟, the same 
form is used in sentences as an idiom. So no diacritics need to 

be added on root verb યાખ. 

2) Rule 1: Root form + Diacritics 

For instance, idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟, root verb is 

યાખ „rakh‟. Based on Table II, after adding single diacritics, 

possible other forms of idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟ are 

18: ધ્ધય યાખા, ધ્ધય યાપખ, ધ્ધય યાખી, ધ્ધય યાખ,ુ ધ્ધય 

યાખૂ, ધ્ધય યાખ, ધ્ધય યાખ,ે ધ્ધય યાખૉ, ધ્ધય યાખ, ધ્ધય 

યાખં, ધ્ધય યાખ,ૃ ધ્ધય યાખ,ૅ ધ્ધય યાખૈ, ધ્ધય યાખો, ધ્ધય 

યાખઁ, ધ્ધય યાખઃ, ધ્ધય યાખ,ૄ ધ્ધય યાખ  .Out of these 18 
generated forms, 05 common idiom forms used in Gujarati 

sentences are ધ્ધય યાખા, ધ્ધય યાખી, ધ્ધય યાખ,ુ ધ્ધય 

યાખ, ધ્ધય યાખૉ .Other 13 idioms forms are ignored as they 

are not used in general. By adding extra diacritics ંં; other 02 

commonly used forms are generated as ધ્ધય યાખા ંand ધ્ધય 

યાખું. 

TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF DIACRITICS INSERTION TO LETTER ત „T‟ AND 

WORD આગ લાગ „AAG LAG‟ 

Sr.  

No 
Diacritics 

Example  

ત + Diacritics 

Example  

અગ રાગ + Diacritics 

1 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

2 િા િત આગ લ િગ 

3 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

4 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

5 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

6 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

7 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

8 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

9 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

10 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

11 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

12 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

13 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

14 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

15 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

16 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

17 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  

18 ા  ત  આગ લ ગ  
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3) Rule 2: using suffix   and diacritics 

Root form + લ + Diacritic(s) 

Example: for idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟, યાખ ‟rakh‟ 
is the root verb form. Based on Table II, possible other forms 

of idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟ are 18: ધ્ધય યાખલા, 

ધ્ધય યાખપલ, ધ્ધય યાખલી, ધ્ધય યાખલ,ુ ધ્ધય યાખલ,ૂ 

ધ્ધય યાખલ, ધ્ધય યાખલ,ે ધ્ધય યાખલૉ, ધ્ધય યાખલ, 

ધ્ધય યાખલ,ં ધ્ધય યાખલ,ૃ ધ્ધય યાખલ,ૅ ધ્ધય યાખલૈ, 

ધ્ધય યાખલો, ધ્ધય યાખલઁ, ધ્ધય યાખલઃ, ધ્ધય યાખલૄ, ધ્ધય 

યાખલ  .Out of these 18 generated forms, 04 common idiom 

forms used in Gujarati sentences are ધ્ધય યાખલા, ધ્ધય 

યાખલી, ધ્ધય યાખલુ, ધ્ધય યાખલૉ .Other idioms forms are 
ignored for considering rules generation. 

By adding extra diacritics ંં; other 02 commonly used 

forms are generated as ધ્ધય યાખલાં and ધ્ધય યાખલુ.ં 

Root form + લ   + Diacritic ંા   + Diacritic ંં 

For idiom ધ્ધય યાખ,  

ધ્ધય યાખ   + લ   + ંા   + ંં   = ધ્ધય યાખલાં 

Root form + લ   + Diacritic ંુ   + Diacritic ંં 

For idiom ધ્ધય યાખ,  

ધ્ધય યાખ   + લ   + ંુ   + ંં   = ધ્ધય યાખલુ ં

4) Rule 3: using suffix ય and diacritics 

Root form + ોં   + મ   + Diacritic(s) 

Example: for idiom ધ્ધય યાખ, યાખ is the root verb form. 

Common forms of idiom used in sentences are 5: ધ્ધય યાખ્મા, 

ધ્ધય યાખ્માં, ધ્ધય યાખ્મ,ુ ધ્ધય યાખ્મુ,ં ધ્ધય યાખ્મૉ 

યાખ   + ોં   + મ   + ંા   =યાખ્મા 

યાખ   + ોં   + મ   + ંા   + ંં  =યાખ્માં 

યાખ   + ોં   + મ   + ંુ    =યાખ્મ ુ 

યાખ   + ોં   + મ   + ંુ   + ંં   =યાખ્મું 

યાખ   + ોં   + મ   + ંૉ   =યાખ્મૉ 

5) Rule 4: using suffix ન and diacritics 

Root form + Diacritic ંી + ન + Diacritic ં 

Example: for idiom સસંાય ભાડં „sansar mand‟, possible and 

common forms of idiom used in sentences are સંસાય ભાંડીન 
„sansar mandine‟ 

ભાંડ + ંી + ન + ં  = ભાંડીન 

6) Rule 5: using suffix લ and diacritics 

 Root form + Diacritic ં + ર + Diacritic ંા 

 Root form + Diacritic ં + ર + Diacritic ંૉ 

Example: for idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟, Possible 

and common forms of idioms used in sentences are: ધ્ધય 

યાખરા „adhdhar rakhela‟, ધ્ધય યાખરૉ „adhdhar rakhelo‟ 

યાખ + ં + ર + ંા = યાખરા 

યાખ + ં + ર + ંૉ = યાખરૉ 

7) Rule 6: using two suffixes and diacritics 

Root form + લ + Diacritic ંા + ભ + Diacritic ંા  

Root form + લ + Diacritic ંા + ભ+ Diacritic ંા + 

Diacritic ંં 

Example: for idiom ધ્ધય યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟, Possible 

and common forms of idioms used in sentences are: ધ્ધય 

યાખલાભા‘adhdhar rakhvama‟, ધ્ધય યાખલાભા ં „adhdha 

rakhvaman‟ 

યાખ + લ + ંા + ભ + ંા   = યાખલાભા 

યાખ + લ + ંા + ભ + ંા + ંં  = યાખલાભા ં

8) Rule 7: using diacritic  ે,  suffix   and diacritics 

Root form + ં + લ + Diacritic(s) 

Root form + ં + લ + ંા 

Root form + ં + લ + ંી 

Root form + ં + લ + ંુ 

Root form + ં + લ + ંુ + ંં 

Root form + ં + લ + ંૉ 

If the last word of root form is યહ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are યહલા, યહલી, યહલુ, યહલુ,ં 

યહલૉ 

9) Rule 8: using diacritic ા , suffix and diacritics 

Root form + ંા + લ 

Root form + ંા + લ + ંા 

Root form + ંા + લ + ંા + ંં 

Root form + ંા + લ + ંી 

Root form + ંા + લ + ંુ + ંં 

Root form + ંા + લ + ંૉ 

Root form + ંા + મ + ંુ + ંં 

If the last word of root form is બય „bhar‟, then possible 

common forms of idioms used in sentences are બયાલ, બયાલા, 

બયાલાં, બયાલી, બયાલુ,ં બયાલૉ, બયામુ ં

10) Rule 9: using diacritic ા , suffix and diacritic(s) 

For the last word of base idiom form is જ „j‟ 

Root form + ંૉ   + ઈ 
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Root form + ંૉ   + લ   + ંા 

Root form + ંૉ   + લ   + ંા   + ંં 

Root form + ંૉ   + લ   + ંી  

Root form + ંૉ   + લ   + ંુ  

Root form + ંૉ   + લ   + ંુ   + ંં 

Root form + ંૉ   + લ   + ંૉ  

If the last word of root form is જ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are જૉઈ, જૉલા, જૉલાં, જૉલી, 

જૉલ,ુ જૉલુ,ં જૉલૉ 

11) Rule 10: For the last word of base idiom form is જ 

‘jav’ [Exception rule] 

If the last word of root form is જલ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are જલૉ, જલુ,ં જલ,ુ જલી, 

જલાં, જલા, ગમૉ, ગમુ,ં ગમ,ુ ગમાં, ગમા, ગઈ 

12) Rule 11: For the last word of base idiom form is થ 

‘thav’ [Exception rule] 

If the last word of root form is થલ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are થલૉ, થલુ,ં થલ,ુ થલી, થલાં, 

થલા, થમૉ, થમુ,ં થમ,ુ થમાં, થમા, થઈ 

13) Rule 12: For the last word of base idiom form is ખ  

‘khaav’ [Exception rule] 

If the last word of root form is ખાલ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are ખાલૉ, ખાલુ,ં ખાલ,ુ ખાલી, 

ખાલાં, ખાલા, ખાધી, ખાધાં, ખાધા 

14) Rule 13: For the last word of base idiom form is લે 

‘lev’ [Exception rule] 

If the last word of root form is રલ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are રલૉ, રલંુ, રલુ, રલી, રલા,ં 

રલા, રીધંુ, રીધુ, રીધાં, રીધા 

15) Rule 14: For the last word of base idiom form is બેસ 

‘bes’ [Exception rule] 

If the last word of root form is ફસ, then possible common 

forms of idioms used in sentences are ફસી, ફસલૉ, ફસલુ,ં 

ફસલ,ુ ફસલી, ફસલા, ફઠૉ, ફઠંુ, ફઠુ, ફઠી, ફઠા,ં ફઠા 

Table III shows all rules generated for inserting diacritics 
and suffix to root idiom form. Rule 0 is the original root form 
of idiom stored in the database. All rules from Rule 1 to Rule 9 
are applied to all root forms of idioms. Rule 10 to Rule 14 are 

exception rules for idioms whose root form ends with જલ „jav‟ 

થલ „thav‟ ખાલ „khaav‟ રલ „lev‟ ફસ „bes‟. 

B. Proposed Model 

To store the idiom database, MySQL was used for database 
software. PHP was used as a scripting language for the 
development platform. Visual Studio Code was used as an 
editor to write PHP coding.  XAMP was used for the cross-
platform local web server for the implementation of the model. 

 Step 1: Data collection: A total of 3240 distinct Gujarati 
n-gram idioms were collected from different books and 
websites. 

 Step 2: Pre-processing step: Except for 1-gram idioms, 
wherever applicable, the root form of each Gujarati 
idiom is generated; so diacritics and suffix can be added 
dynamically to the root form to generate various 
possible idiom forms. 

 Step 3: Idiom database generated that contains idiom 
column in which root or base form of the idiom is 
stored once for each idiom. Idiom database contains 
root form idiom column with corresponding literal 
Gujarati meaning column for each idiom. 

 Step 4: Accept input as text containing Gujarati 
idiom(s). Input text may contain any number of n-gram 
Gujarati idioms. 

 Step 5: The algorithm searches all n-gram idioms from 
the input text by comparing input text with the idiom 
column of the idiom database. 

 Step 6: Proposed algorithm generates all possible forms 
of idiom(s) for specific n-gram idiom. The algorithm 
uses the rules created and shown in Table III and 
generates all possible forms of idioms. 

 Step 7: Generated various idiom form(s) are compared 
with the idiom form entered within the input text. If 
matching idiom form is found in the input text, the 
algorithm displays its possible literal meaning(s) in the 
Gujarati language; otherwise, it displays the text or 
idiom form as it is. 
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TABLE III. COMMON POSSIBLE IDIOM FORMS GENERATED USING RULE-0 TO RULE-14 

Sr.  No Rule Description Example for  ધ્ધય યાખ  ‘adhdhar rakh’ Remarks 

1.  Root Idiom  ધ્ધય યાખ Rule 0 

2.  Root Idiom +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખા 

Rule 1 

3.  Root Idiom +  ા  +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખાં 

4.  Root Idiom +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખી 

5.  Root Idiom +  ંુ ધ્ધય યાખુ 

6.  Root Idiom +  ંુ + ંં ધ્ધય યાખંુ 

7.  Root Idiom +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખ 

8.  Root Idiom +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખૉ 

9.  Root Idiom +  વ +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખલા 

Rule 2 

10.  Root Idiom +  વ + ા  + ા  ધ્ધય યાખલાં 

11.  Root Idiom +  વ +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખલી 

12.  Root Idiom +  વ +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખલુ 

13.  Root Idiom +  વ +  ા  + ા  ધ્ધય યાખલું 

14.  Root Idiom +  વ +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખલૉ 

15.  Root Idiom +  ા  + ય + ા  ધ્ધય યાખ્મા 

Rule 3 

16.  Root Idiom +  ા  + ય + ા  + ા  ધ્ધય યાખ્માં 

17.  Root Idiom +  ા  + ય + ા    ધ્ધય યાખ્મુ 

18.  Root Idiom +  ા  + ય + ા   + ા  ધ્ધય યાખ્મું 

19.  Root Idiom +  ા  + ય + ા   ધ્ધય યાખ્મૉ 

20.  Root Idiom +  ા  + ન + ા  ધ્ધય યાખીન Rule 4 

21.  Root Idiom +   ા  + લ + ા  ધ્ધય યાખરા 
Rule 5 

22.  Root Idiom +  ા  + લ +  ા  ધ્ધય યાખરૉ 

23.  Root Idiom+ વ+ ા  +મ + ા  ધ્ધય યાખલાભા 
Rule 6 

24.  Root Idiom+ વ+ ા  +મ + ા  + ા  ધ્ધય યાખલાભાં 

 Rule Description Example for  ભાનભાં યહ Remarks 

25.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ભાનભાં યહલા 

Rule 7 

26.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ભાનભાં યહલી 

27.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ +  ા  ભાનભાં યહલુ 

28.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ +  ા  + ા  ભાનભાં યહલું 

29.  Root Idiom + ા  +  વ +  ા  ભાનભાં યહલૉ 

 Rule Description Example for  ગું બય Remarks 

30.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ ગું બયાલ 

Rule 8 

31.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ગું બયાલા 

32.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  + ા  ગું બયાલાં 

33.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ગું બયાલી 

34.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  + ા  ગું બયાલું 
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35.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ગું બયાલૉ 

36.  Root Idiom + ા  + ય + ા   + ા  ગું બયામું 

 Rule Description Example for  ાણી જ Remarks 

37.  Root Idiom + ા  +  ઈ ાણી જૉઈ 

Rule 9 

38.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ાણી જૉલા 

39.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  + ા  ાણી જૉલાં 

40.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ાણી જૉલી 

41.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા   ાણી જૉલુ 

42.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  + ા  ાણી જૉલું 

43.  Root Idiom + ા  + વ + ા  ાણી જૉલૉ 

EXCEPTION RULES 

Sr.  No Rule Description Possible forms of idioms used in sentences Remarks 

44.  If last word of Root Idiom is જવ „jav‟ જલૉ જલું જલુ જલી જલાં જલા ગમૉ ગમું ગમુ ગમાં ગમા ગઈ Rule 10 

45.  If last word of Root Idiom is થવ „thav‟ થલૉ થલું થલુ થલી થલાં થલા થમૉ થમું થમુ થમાં થમા થઈ Rule 11 

46.  If last word of Root Idiom is ખ વ „khaav‟ ખાલૉ ખાલું ખાલુ ખાલી ખાલાં ખાલા ખાધી ખાધાં ખાધા Rule 12 

47.  If last word of Root Idiom is લ વ „lev‟ રલૉ રલું રલુ રલી રલાં રલા રીધું રીધુ રીધાં રીધા Rule 13 

48.  If last word of Root Idiom is  બ સ „bes‟ 
ફસી ફસલૉ ફસલું ફસલુ ફસલી ફસલા ફઠૉ ફઠંુ ફઠુ 

ફઠી ફઠાં ફઠા 
Rule 14 

IV. RESULTS 

There is no automated tool available to measure accuracy in 
Gujarati language. The help of 2 or 3 linguists was taken, 
particularly for manual verification of results. Obtained results 
are recorded manually side-by-side to calculate accuracy. 
Individual idiom with their possible and valid forms is 
analyzed and tested each form for accuracy. For example, 

different forms of root form તયસ ખાલ „taras khav‟ and હાથ 

અ „hath aap‟ are tested. The literal meaning of Gujarati 

idiom તયસ ખાલ is દમા ફતાલલી „daya batavavi‟ in Gujarati 
and „showing kindness‟ in English. 

INPUT TEXT=તયસ ખાલી તયસ ખાલા 

FINAL OUTPUT=દમા ફતાલલી દમા ફતાલલી 

INPUT TEXT=હાથ અ હાથ અલૉ હાથ અી હાથ અીન 

હાથ અપ્મૉ હાથ અરૉ 

FINAL OUTPUT=ભદદ કયલી ભદદ કયલી ભદદ કયલી ભદદ કયલી 

ભદદ કયલી ભદદ કયલી 

For experiments, overall 7050 different valid idiom phrases 
or forms were entered as input text and tested for results. Only 
19 idiom forms were not correctly identified, whereas 7031 
idioms forms were correctly identified by proposed system. 
The accuracy obtained for the correct identification of the 
Gujarati idiom(s) from the Gujarati text was 99.73%.  Idiom 
phrases or forms which were not correctly identified due to 

similarity in their root forms; for example જાભી જલુ ં „jami javu‟ 

and જાભી જલી „jami javi’ both are distinct idioms with 

distinct literal Gujarati meaning but their root forms are same 

જાભી જલ „jami jav‟. Other error issues were due to inclusion of 
comma, hyphen, space, non-breaking space between words for 
n-gram idioms where n>=2. 

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

Some observations, results and language ambiguities came 
out during the experimentation. 

1) Applied algorithm generates possible forms from the 

root idiom stored in the database. For example, ન્ન ાણી ઝય 

થઈ જલ „anna pani zer thai jav‟ is the root form stored in the 

database and it generates various forms and successfully 

identifies all forms like ન્ન ાણી ઝય થઈ જલા, ન્ન ાણી ઝય 

થઈ જલા,ં ન્ન ાણી ઝય થઈ જલુ,ં ન્ન ાણી ઝય થઈ ગમા, ન્ન 

ાણી ઝય થઈ ગમુ ંetc entered as input. 

2) However, all collected idioms i.e. idiom root forms are 

inserted in the database, if the idiom does not exist in the 

database then algorithm won‟t able to identify its various 

forms. Therefore the algorithm returns particular idiom form 

as it is in the text without its literal Gujarati meaning. 

3) For generating various idiom forms, algorithm inserts 

diacritic ા  at the end of some idioms root forms and generates 

various idiom forms. For example, રલ ુ and લેલુ,ં રલા and રલા,ં 

રીધુ and રીધંુ, રીધા and રીધા ં etc are generated from the idiom 

root form મ થ ે લે „mathe lev‟. This will help us in correcting 

any input spelling error of user and catches correctly all input 

idiom forms like ભાથ રલ ુ and ભાથ રલુ,ં ભાથ રલા and ભાથ 
રલા,ં ભાથ રીધુ and ભાથ રીધંુ, ભાથ રીધા and ભાથ રીધા.ં and 

displays Gujarati literal meaning જલાફદાયી ઉઠાલલી 
„javabdari uthavavi‟. 
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4) However, minimum and relevant rules are made; 

implemented algorithm may generate some general irrelevant 

idiom forms based on general examples. For example અધ્ધય 
યાખ „adhdhar rakh‟ root form will generate ધ્ધય યાખલુ, 
ધ્ધય યાખલુ,ં ધ્ધય યાખલૉ. These extra forms are generated 

internally and it doesn‟t affect the output at all. Same rule will 

generate relevant forms for ભાનભા ં યહ „akkad rah‟ root form 

like ભાનભા ંયહલુ, ભાનભા ંયહલુ,ં ભાનભા ંયહલૉ. 
5) For 1-gram or unigram idioms, all idioms are stored as 

it is with its literal Gujarati meaning in the database. For 

example, ઊંટલેદ „untvaid‟, ઝૉડ „jhod‟, ઢ „dh‟, પ્રજ્ઞાચકુ્ષ 
„pragnachakshu‟, મખ્ખીચૂસ „makhkhichus‟, રલ્ર ુ „lallu‟ etc 

are unigram idioms and are stored as it is in the database with 

its literal meaning in Gujarati language. 

6) For n-gram idioms (n>=2), where root forms are 

irrelevant or only a single idiom form is possible, the same 

idiom phrase is entered in the idiom database. For example, 

ટક ચંા દૉઢસૉ „atkal pancha dodhso‟ is 3-gram idiom 

and its different forms are irrelevant in Gujarati language. So 

અટકળ ચંા દૉઢસૉ „atkal pancha dodhso‟ as it is stored in the 

idiom database instead of its root form. Another example, 

પડમર ટટુ્ટ „adiyal tattu‟ is 2-gram idiom and its different 

forms are irrelevant in Gujarati language; so it is stored in the 

same form in the idiom database. 

7) The algorithm additionally identifies nested idiom i.e. 

idiom within idiom from the input text. For example, એક 
ઘાએ ફ કટકા થલા „ek ghaae be katka thava‟ input produces 

intermediate output તડ ન ે ફડ જ બ થ  „tad ne fad javab 

thavo‟; but તડ ન પડ is also idiom and its literal meaning is 

સ્પષ્ટ „spasht‟; so for input text એક ઘાએ ફ કટકા થલા, the 

final output is સ્ષ્ટ જલાફ થલૉ „spasht javab thavo‟. 

An idiom database containing 3240 distinct idioms was 
created and tested 7050 different idiom phrases or forms. An 
implemented algorithm can find out all possible idiom phrases 
within Gujarati text by applying 15 rules of Table III on idiom 
root form whose root form or idiom is present in the idiom 
database. Spelling errors in Gujarati idioms can also be 
rectified by the proposed model.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed model that identifies all valid Gujarati idiom 
forms within Gujarati text and returns their literal Gujarati 
meaning was successfully implemented. Dynamic generation 
and identification of all Gujarati idiom phrases are focused 
here. By the exhaustive in-depth study of 3240 Gujarati idioms 
and their 7050 different idiom forms, 15 rules are generated. 
These rules are used to insert diacritic(s) and suffixes to the 
base or root form of Gujarati idiom. These dynamically 
generated different idiom forms are used to identify any idiom 
phrase inside the text. If the particular Gujarati idiom root form 
is not present in the database, then model returns the idiom as it 
is. So an entire assemblage of idioms is required for the success 
of the model. It is noteworthy that the proposed approach is not 

just diacritic based but also uses suffixes like લ, મ and ન. 

Based on the results obtained from generating various 
possible idiom forms via rules implementation, it is advocated 

that the proposed rule-based system for generating various 
idiom forms is promising and worth implementation in the real 
world for the translation of Gujarati language idiom to any 
other language. Since Gujarati idioms are used in many forms 
in real life, all forms of idiom identification are challenging 
tasks for any machine translation system. The implemented 
rule-based system identifies most of the various forms of 
idioms. The proposed model opens the path for Gujarati idiom 
translation to any other language by finding all possible idioms 
forms within the input text. The task of context identification 
for multiple meanings idioms concerning the translation of 
Gujarati idioms is left for future scope. 
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Abstract—Digital Image Forensics is a growing field of image 
processing that attempts to gain objective  proof  of the origin and 
veracity of a visual image. Copy-move forgery detection (CMFD) 
has  currently  become an active research topic in the 
passive/blind image forensics field. There has no  doubt 
that  conventional techniques and especially the keypoint based 
techniques have pushed the  CMFD  forward in the previous two 
decades. However, CMFD techniques in general 
and  conventional  techniques in particular suffer from several 
challenges. And thus, increasing approaches  are exploiting  deep 
learning for CMFD. In this survey, we cover the conventional 
and the  deep learning  based CMFD techniques from a new 
perspective. We classify the  CMFD techniques into 
several  classifications according to the detection methodology, 
the detection paradigm, and the detection  capability . We discuss 
the  challenges facing the CMFD techniques as well as the ways 
for solving  them. In addition, this survey covers the evaluation 
metrics  and datasets commonly utilized for  CMFD. Also, we 
are  debating and proposing certain plans for future research. 
This survey will be  helpful for the researchers’  as it master the 
recent trends of CMFD and outline some future 
research  directions.  

Keywords—Image forensics; copy-move forgery detection 
(CMFD);   conventional techniques; deep learning  techniques 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital image forgery has already showed up in many 

disturbing forms and results in inestimable lose [1]. 
Digital  image forgery is characterized as changing the original 
semantic meaning of an image by adding or erasing some 
significant features of the image for malicious aims [2], [3]. 
Digital image forgeries can be classified into three  classes: 
Image Retouching, Image Splicing, and Copy-Move Forgery 
(CMF). Among the image forgery types, CMF is the most 
common and difficult forgery type . In CMF or image cloning, 
a part of an image (an authentic source region) is replicated and 
then pasted to another part of the same image (the forged 
region) [1], [4] in order to remove unwanted object or 
replicating desirable object [5]–[7]. Fig. 1 shows two examples 
of CMF where the cloned regions are marked with red  color. 
The term cloned regions is commonly utilized to refer to the 
forged region as well as its source region. 

To face the massive increase in image forgeries and its 
harmful effect, Digital image forensics (DIF) becomes an 

important area of recent research that verifies images 
reliability. DIF can be classified into passive and active 
techniques [7], [8]. Active forensic techniques require special 
hardware and software to embed authentication information 
such as digital watermark and digital signature into the image 
before distribution [7], [9]. To overcome such drawback, 
passive/blind forensic techniques are often used. Passive 
forensic techniques don't require any prior information about 
the image to be verified [10], [11]. This survey focuses on the 
passive forensic techniques proposed for copy-move  forgery 
detection (CMFD) because CMF is a very challenging and 
popular forgery type. It is hard to differentiate between the 
actual and tampered images [12]. As the forged region is 
picked from the image itself, image properties are consistent all 
over the image and the forged region will be undetectable by 
methods that look for features inconsistencies [13], [14]. To 
make detecting CMF more difficult, several geometric and 
post-processing operations are performed [15]. 

As shown in Fig. 2, CMFD techniques can be classified 
according to its detection methodology into: visual similarity 
based, tampering artifacts based, and hybrid based techniques. 
Depending on visual similarity  aims to specifically detect CMF 
and isn’t able to detect any other forgery type. It can localize 
the forged region along with its source region based on 
assessing their similarity. Other forgery detection techniques 
are based on the fact that image forgery could present 
tampering artifacts that can be utilized to reveal the forgery. 
Depending on tampering artifacts is considered a general 
detection methodology for various forgery types. Applying 
such methodology for CMFD is only able to localize the forged 
region without its authentic source region. There are some 
works that combine the two detection methodologies together. 
Such works are able to detect and localize the cloned regions 
and can discriminate the forged region from its source region. 

The CMFD techniques can be classified according to its 
detection paradigm into:  conventional techniques, deep 
learning techniques, and the hybrid techniques. Also, CMFD 
techniques can be classified according to its detection 
capability or outcome. The outcome of a CMFD technique 
could be: (a) classifying an image as original or tampered, 
(b) localization of the cloned regions at the pixel level if the 
image is forged, and (c) classifying the cloned regions as 
source region or forged region [16][17]. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of CMF. (a) CMF Image Processed by Noise Addition. (b) CMF Image  with Ggeometric Ttransforms. 

 
Fig. 2. Classification of the Passive  CMFD Techniques.  

Surveys such as [18]–[20] are recently proposed to 
summarize the CMFD techniques. Unlike previous surveys, we 
cover and organize the conventional techniques and the deep 
learning techniques for CMFD  according to several  aspects and 
with a new perspective. By analyzing the challenges facing 
CMFD along with the ways to solve them, a reader would be 
able to know the developing level of this field, and it also can 
inspire researchers to come up with new perspectives. In 
addition, we show how the performance of the CMFD 
techniques highly depends on the utilized dataset and the 
assessment mechanism. The rest of the survey is organized as 
follows. Section 2 presents the common procedure of the 
conventional CMFD techniques. Section 3 analyzes the 
challenges that face CMFD techniques and the solutions 

proposed to handle them.  Section 4 presents the deep learning 
based CMFD techniques. Sections 5 and 6 present the standard 
evaluation metrics and the common datasets being utilized in 
literature, respectively. Section 7 highlights the important 
findings of the survey and outlines some future research 
directions.  Finally, Section 8 concludes the survey. 

II. CONVENTIONAL CMFD TECHNIQUES 
Conventional techniques are mostly adopt the visual 

similarity based detection methodology [13]. The majority of 
the conventional CMFD techniques are extract features that 
represent the image regions and assess the similarity between 
different regions to reveal the cloned regions [21]. 
Conventional CMFD techniques can be mainly classified into 
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two categories: block based techniques, and keypoint based 
techniques [7], [17]. Conventional CMFD techniques have a 
common detection procedure that divided into three 
consecutive phases which are: feature extraction, feature 
matching, and forgery localization [17], [22]–[24]. 

A. Feature Extraction 
It is common to convert RGB images into gray scale and 

extracting the image features from the intensity channel [22], 
[25]. Block based CMFD techniques divide the input image 
into fixed size overlapping square blocks [15], [26]. Numerous 
descriptors have been utilized in literature to extract the blocks 
features, e.g., Intensity-based features are utilized in [27], 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients in [28]–[31], 
Principal component analysis (PCA) in [32], Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) [33], sector statistics [34], histogram of 
orientated gradients [35], Hu moments [36], [37], Local Binary 
Patterns (LBP) [38]–[41], zernike moments [42], [43], gaussian 
hermite moments [44], tetrolet features [45], tchebichef 
moments [46], blur moment invariants [47], polar complex 
exponential transform (PCET) moments [2], [48], etc. 

For keypoint based CMFD techniques, the feature 
extraction phase consists of two steps: features detection and 
the description step [13], [17], [22]. Feature detection is to 
localize a set of keypoints/regions inside an image that are 
stable for geometric transformation [26]. In the description 
step, keypoints are described by encoding its surrounding 
region. SIFT, and SURF are the most popular algorithms 
utilized in CMFD which are able to perform the features 
detection and description. On the other hand, Harris corner 
detector, the maximally stable extremal regions (MSERs), and 
maximally stable color region are algorithms that only perform 
the features detection. Utilizing such features detectors requires 
using other algorithms for the features description. 

B. Feature Matching 
Image blocks or keypoints with similar descriptors should 

be matched [17], [23]. The regions of matched pairs are 
possibly cloned regions [22]. One way to match image features 
is to apply a global threshold on the distance between 
descriptors as in [29], [31], [33], [35], [43], [45]. Two 
blocks/keypoints are matched if the distance between their 
feature vectors is smaller than a threshold. This threshold can 
fluctuate from zero to one. A threshold closer to zero yields 
fewer but more accurate matches [13]. However, this matching 
method obtains a low accuracy [24], [26]. So, the two nearest 
neighbor (2NN) test is a widely utilized matching method in 
keypoint based CMFD techniques as in [10], [13], [17], [21]–
[23], [49]. In the 2NN test, if the distance ratio between the 
nearest distance to the second nearest distance is less than a 
threshold, then the two keypoints are matched [26]. 

The 2NN test works well when a region is duplicated one 
time. As a result, the generalized nearest neighbor (g2NN) 
matching method is proposed to work when the region is 
cloned several times. The g2NN matching method iterates the 
2NN test until the distance ratio become greater than the 
specified threshold [4], [5], [9], [14], [25], [26]. However, 
some matched keypoints still can't be recognized by the g2NN 
matching method. Accordingly, the transitive matching is 
utilized in [50] to enhance the matching relationship. 

C. Forgery Localization 
In the forgery localization phase, the geometric transform 

between the matched pairs is usually modeled. Such modeling 
is helpful to eliminate any mismatched pairs as cloned regions 
are commonly localized when detecting certain number of 
matched pairs with the same geometric transform [44]. Then, a 
forgery decision process is performed at the image level to 
decide if the given image is tampered with CMF or not. 
Finally, a localization process at the pixel level is performed to 
locate the cloned regions within tampered images. 

In [30]–[32] the geometric transform between matched 
pairs is modeled by the shift vector between their coordinates. 
But, the shift vector concept is not suitable in case of rotation 
or scaling [44]. So, the geometric transform between the 
replicated regions is usually modeled by an affine homography 
[23]. Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) is a widely used 
technique for accurate estimation of the affine homography 
that leads to the minimum error even when high number of 
mismatched pairs are exist [4]. So, RANSAC is utilized to 
estimate the affine transform and to filter some mismatched 
pairs in [51]–[53]. In [10] the Helmert transformation is 
utilized instead of the affine transformation because of its low 
degree of freedom and low computational complexity. 

Several decision rules are utilized in literature to decide at 
the image level whether an image is tampered with CMF or 
not. In [27] The task of cloning detection is that of detecting 
two large similar regions bigger than an area threshold 
corresponds to certain percentage of the image size. The area 
threshold determines the smallest size of the cloned region to 
be detected. Large area threshold increase the misses while 
small values increase false alarms [28]. In [42] the forgery 
decision is specified if there are more than a particular number 
of matched pairs that meet the estimated affine transform and 
the similar regions are bigger than an area threshold. 

Some works such as [34], [54]–[56] are just localize the 
cloned regions by depicting the matched pairs as lines. While 
other works reveal the cloned regions at the pixel level [24], 
[57]. Block based CMFD techniques are commonly localize 
CMF at the pixel level by relatively simple steps. First, a black 
image is created with the same size as the suspected image. 
Then, the blocks correspond to the matched pairs are simply 
assigned other color [30], [46], [47]. But, keypoint based 
CMFD techniques don’t have good localization power of 
cloned regions [10] as matched keypoints don’t cover 
completely the cloned regions [52]. To solve this issue, Cloned 
regions are commonly localized by the following steps [17]. 
First, the transformation matrices between the cloned regions 
are estimated. Then, all image pixels are transformed forward 
and backward. Next, the similarity between the original image 
and the transformed images is assessed with the correlation 
coefficients that are invariant to illumination changes. After 
that, correlation maps are smoothed to reduce the noise and 
transformed to binary images with a fixed correlation threshold 
[1], [26], [58], [59]. Finally, small isolated regions are 
eliminated and holes are filled [13], [16], [24], [36]–[38], [41], 
[60], [61]. Such final post processing can be accomplished by 
morphological operations, specially designed filter as in [39], 
or an area threshold as in [37], [62]. 
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In [7], [8], [10], [49], [63] the cloned regions are localized 
by different methods rather than the common work 
flow  described previously. In [63] to localize the cloned 
regions; image registration through bi-cubic interpolation is 
utilized. In [8] the cloned regions are localized by region 
growing technique through Hu’s moments. In [49] cloned 
regions are localized based on multi-scale analysis and a voting 
process. Some works such as [7], [10] utilized the superpixels 
segmentation algorithms to localize the cloned regions. 

III. FORMULATION OF CHALLENGES 
This section analyzes the challenges that face the CMFD 

techniques  in general and provides a comprehensive survey on 
different strategies adopted by the conventional CMFD 
techniques to handle these challenges. Table I shows the 
phases of the conventional CMFD techniques and the 
challenges that face each phase along with the solutions. 

A. Geometric Transforms 
Geometric transforms such as scaling, and rotation are 

usually applied to the forged regions to fit the scene and to 
mislead the human eye. Scaling or rotating an image region 
introduces some changes in the pixels values due to the 
interpolation error. Block based techniques fail when large 
rotation and scale are operated on the cloned regions [26] 
because of the de-synchronization in searching of matched 
blocks [60]. Dividing the image into overlapping square blocks 

with static size isn’t able to detect CMF with large scaling and 
rotation regardless of whether the utilized features are scaling 
and rotation invariant. Utilizing circular blocks solves to some 
extent CMF with rotation. To handle CMF with scaling, 
adopting a pyramid model and performing the matching 
process across several scales are needed [42]. 

The majority of the keypoint based techniques are robust 
against geometric transformations, including large rotation and 
scale. But when utilizing a keypoints detector that wasn’t 
robust by nature to certain geometric transforms, it is essential 
to make it invariant to geometric transforms such as [64], [65]. 
In [64], [65] to make Harris corners invariant to scaling, stable 
points across a scale space are only identified. 

Conventional CMFD techniques such as [6], [13], [34], 
[62] tried to enhance its robustness against reflection because 
reflection needs special handling. In [34], [62] To detect CMF 
with flipping, a matching process between the feature vectors 
of the original image and the flipped image is performed. In 
[6], [13] a flip invariant SIFT descriptor is utilized in which 
each image keypoint is represented by two descriptors that 
reorganize the SIFT descriptor with both clockwise order and 
anticlockwise order. Among all the geometric transforms, 
deformation affect greatly the performance of the conventional 
CMFD techniques as it is a nonlinear transformation that can’t 
be modeled well by an affine model [13]. Dealing with 
nonlinear geometric transformations still needs to be explored. 

TABLE I. CONVENTIONAL CMFD TECHNIQUES: PHASES, CHALLENGES AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

Phases Challenges Solutions 

Feature Extraction 

Geometric Transforms   

Utilizing invariant features 

Multi scale analysis & matching 

Utilizing circular blocks 

Post Processing Operations Performing image enhancement before extracting features 

Dealing with Small or Smooth Cloned Regions 

Increasing the image contrast and resolution 

Utilizing hybrid keypoints detectors 

Lowering the contrast threshold 

Adopting small block size 

Combining keypoint based and block  based techniques 

Feature 
 Matching 

Image Continuity Avoid matching of neighboring features 

Handling Image Self-Similarity and Similar But Genuine 
Objects 

Enhancing discrimination  power of the descriptors 

Eliminating outlier matches 

Accurate estimation of the thresholds 

Accurate estimation and validation of the  geometric transformations 

The Matching High Computational Complexity 

Decreasing the image dimension and number of features 

Utilizing low dimensional and binary  descriptors 

Sorting and organizing the image features before matching 

Matching search space reduction 

Searching for approximate matching 

Un Consistent Matching Order Utilizing clustering or segmentation based  algorithms 

Forgery 
 Localization 

Dealing With Multiple Cloned Regions 
Performing clustering of the matched pairs 

Performing iterative  localization 

Discriminating Forged Region from its Source Region Utilizing hybrid detection methodology 
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B. Post Processing Operations 
Post processing operations are generally applied to make 

the detection of CMF harder to detect. The most utilized post 
processing operations are JPEG compression, image blurring, 
and noise addition [1]. CMFD techniques achieve better 
detection accuracy when the intensity of the post processing 
operation is minimal [16]. When handling low quality images 
or images with high noise, the performance of the CMFD 
algorithms is decreased because the pixel values are disturbed 
that result in less number of correct matched pairs, more false 
positives, and more false negatives [1], [34], [66]. 

Numerous conventional CMFD techniques tried to face 
image post-processing attacks. In [38], [39], [60] image is 
filtered by Gaussian low pass filter because the low frequencies 
are more steady to post processing operations. In [42] each 
image block is filtered by an adaptive wiener filter which can 
remove noise while preserving edges. In [67] the input image is 
enhanced before extracting the SIFT features. First, high pass 
filter (HPF) is applied. Then, Butterworth low pass filter 
(BLPF) is utilized for noise reduction. In [16], [29], [41] the 
stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is utilized to reduce the 
noise effect. Image blurring effect specially the performance of 
the keypoint based CMFD techniques [13] as a lot of keypoints 
are lost due to blurring. Dealing with blurring is similar to 
dealing with smooth or small cloned regions. Several solutions 
are reviewed in the next sub-section. 

C. Dealing with Small or Smooth Cloned Regions 
With small cloned regions, the performance of the CMFD 

techniques is  low because of insufficient number of correct 
matched pairs [34]. Block-based CMFD techniques usually 
adopt small block size for revealing small cloned regions. But, 
small block size can’t yield robust features [3] and results in 
large number of blocks that increases the computational cost. 
On the other hand, large block size decreases the 
computational cost but can’t detect small cloned regions [3], 
[44]. So, block-based CMFD techniques face a difficulty in 
selecting the suitable block size [3]. It is worth noting that 
block based CMFD techniques work well in smooth regions. 

Keypoint based CMFD techniques  fail to detect the forgery 
if insufficient keypoints are identified that results in 
insufficient correct matched pairs, and that is the situation 
when dealing with smooth or small cloned regions or when the 
input image is of low resolution [4], [68]. One way to extract 
more keypoints is to utilize hybrid/multiple detectors such as in 
[5], [9], [26]. Other works such as [15], [25] applied the 
keypoints detectors on the opponent color space rather than the 
intensity channel to get an adequate number of keypoints. 

Image keypoints are generally detected by applying certain 
contrast threshold [58]. Several works increase the keypoints in 
the whole image by simply lowering the contrast threshold of 
all images under investigation such as [9], [24]. As the suitable 
contrast threshold could varies from one image to another, 
other works tried to choose the suitable contrast threshold 
separately for each test image. In [17], [22], [23], [55], [69] 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is utilized to 
generate customized parameter values for each image. Several 
works such as [1], [4], [56], [66], [70], [71] increase the entire 

image contrast or resolution instead of decreasing the contrast 
threshold. In [70] single image super resolution algorithm is 
utilized to increase the image resolution. Similarly in [4] the 
image is up-sampled. In [1], [56], [66] the contrast limited 
adaptive histogram equalization algorithm is utilized to 
increase the image contrast. Similarly in [71] the dynamic 
histogram equalization method is utilized. 

Increasing the keypoints in the whole image by adopting a 
small contrast threshold has several drawbacks. Keypoints in 
the rough regions will increase quicker than in smooth regions 
[68] which is pointless. This phenomenon is called the non-
uniform distribution of the image keypoints [58]. Also 
adopting a small contrast threshold will trigger numerous 
unstable keypoints, and expand false matching possibility. 
More redundant keypoints are located at nearby locations and 
its corresponding descriptors are similar [24]. 

Several works such as [12], [52], [54], [58], [68] aim to 
overcome the non-uniform distribution of the image keypoints. 
In [58] the non-maximum value suppression algorithm is 
utilized. First, all possible keypoints are initially selected. 
Then, redundant keypoints are filtered out. In [68] the image is 
segmented into smooth and rough layers. Swarm intelligence 
algorithm is applied for each layer separately to find its 
customized parameter values. In [12], [52], [54] image is 
segmented into non-overlapping superpixels. The way of 
localizing the keypoints varies from smooth regions to texture 
regions to make keypoints uniformly covering the entire image. 
Other works such as [5], [71] process specific regions within 
the image to extract more keypoints and more matched pairs. 
In [5] any suspicious region that contains insufficient number 
of matched keypoints is up-sampled and re-examined. In [71] 
matched keypoints are grouped into regions. The obtained 
regions are scaled up instead of scaling up the entire image. 

As block based CMFD techniques work well in case of 
smooth regions, a combination of keypoint based and block 
based methods is proposed for effective CMFD as in [11], [61], 
[72]. In [11], [61] SIFT based method is utilized to detect 
forgery in rough regions. To detect forgery in smooth regions, 
Zernike moments are utilized in [61] while the Fourier Mellin 
transform (FMT) is utilized in [11]. In [72] to handle cloned 
regions with insufficient number of matched pairs, two regions 
centered on the keypoints location of each matched pair are 
obtained. These regions are examined by Zernike moments. 

D. Image Continuity 
Because of the continuity of images, the similarities of 

neighboring blocks/keypoints are high and hence are wrongly 
matched. Also in block based CMFD techniques, the image is 
usually divided into overlapping blocks. Blocks with an 
overlapping ratio are highly similar and wrongly matched. So, 
in [2], [28], [30], [32], [42], [47], [53], [60] matched pairs are 
removed if their spatial separation  is below a threshold. The 
spatial separation threshold defines the smallest spatial distance 
between the cloned regions to be detected [47]. The choice of 
the spatial separation threshold should consider its relationship 
with the image content and size [61]. 

Other solution avoids the selection of the spatial separation 
threshold by segmenting the image into non-overlapping 
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superpixels and requires that two image features are 
comparable if they are belonging to different superpixels [4], 
[58], [61], [73]. But, this solution isn’t able to detect CMF in 
case of two cloned regions are in the same superpixel [73]. 
Similarly in [3] the image blobs are detected utilizing DoG and 
BRISK keypoints in different blobs are only matched. 

E. Handling Image Self-Similarity and Similar But Genuine 
Objects 
The intrinsic self-similarity of natural images  is considered 

the other reason of wrong matching in addition to the image 
continuity [17]. In addition, images might have similar but 
genuine objects (SGO). CMFD techniques which are based on 
a simple hypothesis that similar regions in an image are often 
made by CMF are commonly produce false positives in images 
having SGO [64], [65], [74]. The ability to distinguish cloned 
regions from SGO is essential for a successful CMFD 
technique [64], [65]. In the next paragraphs, we discuss how 
the selected features, the matching method, and the choice of 
the thresholds can play a vital role to deal with image self-
similarity  and to distinguish cloned regions from SGO. 

The majority of the conventional CMFD techniques extract 
its features from gray scale images. But, some CMFD 
techniques such as [58], [75] perform the feature extraction 
phase in a certain color space to enhance its discrimination 
power and hence its performance. In [75] each color channel is 
considered separately. Matched blocks that are common in all 
color channels are considered as forged. In [58] OpponentSIFT 
is utilized for feature extraction. OpponentSIFT describes all 
the channels of the opponent color space utilizing SIFT. 

Texture descriptors are useful to differentiate between 
really cloned regions and SGO. Also, high dimensional 
descriptors are generally more distinctive. As a result, several 
works such as [52], [53], [57], [64], [65], [76] enhance its 
discrimination power and hence its matching performance by 
utilizing texture features or utilizing high dimensional 
descriptors. In [53] Image blocks are described by multiple 
LBP operators. In [76] two regions are verified as cloned if 
their GLCM contrast difference is below a threshold. In [57] 
SIFT descriptor is combined with the histogram of the reduced 
LBP. In [64], [65] LBP as well as DCT and SVD are utilized to 
describe the detected Harris keypoints. In [52] PCET is utilized 
to extract descriptors of the detected SURF keypoints. 

Cloned regions are commonly chosen from meaningful 
objects [26]. As a result, false matched pairs of intrinsic self-
similar regions are usually isolated and much more scattered. 
Based on such idea, several conventional CMFD techniques 
such as [47], [77]–[79] reduce the false matching rate basically 
by its matching process. In [47] two blocks are matched if its 
neighboring blocks are also matched to each other. The number 
of neighboring blocks to be checked for similarity defines the 
smallest size of the cloned region to be detected. In [77] a 
match is decided when the keypoints from an image and its k 
nearest neighbors are matched to that of the suspicious area. In 
[78] the matching process is done among objects rather than 
single point matching. In [79] clusters of keypoints are 
matched instead of single point matching. 

Other way to reduce the false matching rate is to adopt an 
outlier removal process of wrong matches after performing the 
matching process as in [45], [66]. In [66] the outlier matches 
are eliminated by combining the guaranteed outlier removal 
algorithm with the RANSAC algorithm. In [45] Fast outliers 
filtering method is utilized instead of RANSAC. But, such few 
outlier matches might correspond to a CMF with small cloned 
regions and should be further verified. 

Several conventional CMFD techniques utilize  the 
segmentation or the clustering methods to eliminate false 
matches [24]. The regions/clusters that contain a few matched 
pairs are discarded [14], [26], [50], [59]. The segmentation and 
the clustering based algorithms suffer from high time and space 
complexity [66]. Also it is hard to decide a segmentation or 
clustering algorithm and its associated parameters that are 
suitable for all images [24]. The superpixel segmentation 
algorithms are commonly utilized. The initial superpixel size 
has significant impact on the forgery detection performance. 
An appropriate initial superpixel size should consider the 
image size and content. In case of textured images, an initial 
superpixel size of low value should be utilized. While, a high 
value should be adopted as an initial superpixel size when 
dealing with simple images [54]. Many works have taken into 
account the image size and content  when selecting the initial 
superpixel size. But, no one has dealt with the fact that a single 
image could contain both a smooth part and a texture part and 
they should be segmented differently. 

Clustering based algorithms such as [10], [13], [49] aim to 
filter out false matches by adopting the geometric 
inconsistency idea. In [13] the slope of all lines connecting 
matched pairs is grouped in different clusters. Within each 
cluster, outlier matched pairs are removed if its locations are 
far from the cluster centroid location. In [10], [49] matched 
pairs are grouped into clusters dependent on the spatial 
separation among them and the angle of the line that connects 
them relative to the x-axis. Furthermore, in [10] the Helmert 
transformation is utilized to merge clusters with similar 
transformation parameters. Despite the fact that the hierarchical 
agglomerative clustering (HAC) is the common clustering 
algorithm utilized in CMFD, it is sensitive to outliers and 
noise. So, in [21], [51], [66], [71] the DBSCAN (density-based 
spatial clustering of applications with noise) is utilized. 

The thresholds related to the matching process acquire 
special significance in handling image self-similarity  and SGO. 
To decide an appropriate value of the matching threshold, a 
training phase is needed. But, the matching threshold may 
change from one image to another [53]. So, in [2] an 
appropriate matching threshold is estimated for each image 
utilizing PSO and the histogram of block similarities. After 
localizing suspected regions within an image, it is common to 
compute the correlation coefficient between the suspected 
regions. Then, a correlation threshold is utilized to differentiate 
really cloned regions from SGO. High value of the correlation 
threshold increases the misses’ rate while a low value increases 
the false alarm rate. Many works such as [17] have focused on 
selecting an appropriate value of the correlation threshold. In 
[17] customized correlation threshold is utilized to detect each 
image rather than utilizing a fixed threshold for all images. 
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It is essential to assess the accuracy of the estimated 
geometric transformation [5] as inaccurate estimation of the 
geometric transformation results in wrong localization of 
cloned regions. So, many CMFD techniques have focused on 
the accurate estimation and validation of the geometric 
transformation  such as [5], [13], [24]. In [24] a homography 
validation and inlier selection technique is proposed. For each 
correctly matched keypoints, the difference of the dominant 
orientations should be consistent with the estimated 
homography. In [5] inaccurate affine transformations are 
filtered by utilizing the Bag of Word idea. In [13] the affine 
transformation parameters are refined iteratively. 

F. The Matching High Computational Complexity 
Feature matching is the main phase that consumes time [2], 

[60] because of the huge number of image features and their 
high dimensional descriptors [80], [81]. Keypoint based 
techniques have a lower computation cost compared to the 
block based techniques because the number of keypoints for an 
image is generally smaller than the number of blocks [26], 
[82]. However, several keypoint based CMFD techniques try to 
increase the number of keypoints inside an image to handle 
small or smooth cloned regions. In this case, the computational 
complexity also needs to be reduced. 

One way to reduce the matching time is to decrease the 
number of image features to be extracted as in [15], [48]. In 
[48] the features are computed for only the fundamental objects 
rather than all the overlapping blocks of the image. In [15] 
Image is divided into MSERs. SIFT keypoints that aren’t 
belong to any MSER are excluded to reduce the matching cost. 
Decreasing image dimension results in a reduction of the 
number of features. In [42] high resolution images are scaled 
down. In [27], [37] the image is decreased in dimension by 
Gaussian pyramid. In [21], [32], [36], [51], [53] the wavelet 
transform is utilized. However, decreasing the number of 
image features reduces the performance of the CMFD because 
the high details in the image have been lost [21]. 

Low dimensional descriptors and binary descriptors are 
more desired for fast matching. As a result, several works such 
as [2], [21], [28], [46], [47] tried to decrease the matching time 
by reducing the descriptor length through SVD or PCA. As 
SURF descriptor has low dimensional space compared to 
SIFT, so matching SURF descriptors is fast [81]. Also, binary 
descriptors are favored for fast matching as they are matched 
quickly by simple XOR operation through the hamming 
distance [83]. As a result, the BRISK binary descriptors are 
utilized in [83]. Similarly in [84] The SIFT descriptors are 
binarized and matched to reduce the matching time. 

Several works tried to reduce the matching search space 
and decrease the number of comparisons needed by means of 
segmentation or clustering such as [3], [52], [80]. In [52] image 
regions are separated into texture regions and smooth regions. 
The image features are matched separately in smooth regions 
and in texture regions. In [3] the image background is 
eliminated prior to matching image features to speed up the 
matching process. In [80] image keypoints are grouped into 
clusters using the Fuzzy C means clustering technique. Each 
cluster center and its close keypoint are matched only to other 
clusters instead of matching all the image keypoints. 

To reduce the matching time, it is common to sort or 
organize the image features before matching [43]. For block 
based CMFD techniques, Lexicographic sort is a widely 
utilized sorting method that makes comparable feature vectors 
closer to each other. A feature vector will be checked for 
similarity with just a specific number of neighboring vectors 
[40]. For computational efficiency, some conventional CMFD 
techniques such as [7], [60] utilized approximate matching 
instead of exact matching. In [1], [55], [62], [66], [81] the best 
bin first search algorithm is utilized which is based on a variant 
of the KD tree to search for approximate nearest neighbor. It is 
common to use the Euclidian distance to calculate the distance 
between image descriptors. But for computational efficiency, 
the cosine similarity is utilized in [25], [73], [79]. 

G. Inconsistent Matching Order 
It is common to use RANSAC to estimate the geometric 

transform from the authentic source region to its forged region 
or vice versa. The estimation of the geometric transformation is 
order-dependent. If the geometric transform estimated from the 
source region to its forged region is 𝑇 , then the geometric 
transform estimated from the forged region to its source region 
is 𝑇−1. As a result, the matched pairs fed into RANSAC should 
have consistent matching order; otherwise they could result in 
erroneous estimation [24]. But in keypoint based CMFD 
techniques, keypoints are detected from the image without any 
spatial order. So, the matching process can't guarantee a 
consistent matching direction [24]. To solve this problem, the 
segmentation and the clustering based algorithms are utilized 
to facilitate a consistent matching direction from one 
region/cluster to the other region/cluster [24]. On the other 
hand, block based CMFD techniques aren’t suffered from this 
problem at all. 

H. Dealing with Multiple Cloned Regions 
Some conventional CMFD techniques such as [22], [23] 

aren’t able to handle images with multiple cloning. To handle 
images with multiple cloning, two issues should be considered. 
First, the adopted matching method should able to perform 
multiple matching if exist of the same block/keypoint. As 
mentioned before, matching methods such as G2NN and 
transitive matching are able to perform multiple matching. 
Second, the matched pairs may follow diverse geometric 
transformations in case of multiple cloned regions [24]. 

Multiple cloning is commonly handled through clustering 
the matched pairs and iterating the localization task [24], [26]. 
Clustering of matched pairs aims to group pairs that follow the 
same affine transformation [58], [70], [81]. In [24] the 
localization task runs in an iterative manner. In each iteration, 
RANSAC algorithm is utilized to estimate one affine 
homography using all the matched pairs from two contiguous 
local patches. In [26] the RANSAC algorithm is executed 
iteratively to estimate the transformation matrices. After each 
iteration, the inliers satisfying the previously estimated 
transformation are excluded from the next iteration. 

Clustering based algorithms such as [1], [14], [61], [70], 
[81] clustered the matched pairs by their location utilizing 
HAC. Especially in keypoint based CMFD techniques,   
clustering of the matched pairs based on their location has two 
drawbacks: (i) the inability to separate the cloned region when 
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cloned region is close to its source region and (ii) the difficulty 
to identify the cloned region as a single region, when it 
contains scattered keypoints [59]. To handle these drawbacks, 
in [58], [59] matched pairs are clustered using the J-Linkage 
algorithm based on  a transformation domain rather than the 
spatial domain. In J-Linkage clustering, a number of affine 
transformation hypotheses are generated randomly. Each 
matched pair is assigned to an initial cluster. HAC process is 
operated on the clusters. To reduce the computational cost of J-
Linkage clustering, image is segmented into superpixels in 
[58]. Then, the matched pairs are grouped based on the 
correspondence between the superpixels to produce a small 
number of initial clusters of the J-Linkage algorithm [58]. 

I. Discriminating Forged Region from its Source Region 
The majority of the CMFD techniques lack the ability to 

classify the cloned regions into source and forged regions . 
Providing this capability enriches the CMFD technique. 
Depending on visual similarity to reveal the cloned region 
can’t discriminate between the forged region and its source 
region. To provide such ability, detection of tampering artifacts 
should be integrated with the visual similarity based detection 
methodology as in [85]. In [85] a resampling based method is 
combined with SIFT based CMFD technique. The resampling 
based method  takes as input the matched pairs that highlight 
any cloned regions. If the resampling factor of a certain region 
is different from its neighborhood, it is considered as forged 
region. Otherwise, it is considered as source region. The 
resampling based method  fails to classify the cloned regions 
into source and forged regions  if the forged region hasn’t been 
modified geometrically. 

IV. DEEP LEARNING BASED CMFD TECHNIQUES 
Conventional CMFD techniques with handcrafted features 

experience three limitations [86]. First, these techniques have 
an identical structure comprises of three phases. Each phase is 
trained separately and has numerous parameters that are 
manually tuned [86]–[88]. Second, these techniques are mostly 
tuned to accomplish great performance on specific dataset(s) 
yet fail in other datasets [86]. Third, handcrafted features are 
usually have restricted discrimination power [89], [90]. 

Deep learning exhibits a major achievement in various 
recognition tasks. As a result, numerous researchers attempt to 
adopt deep learning for CMFD [91]. Selection of the 
appropriate parameters/thresholds is the most important 
problem that conventional CMFD techniques faced, but deep 
learning models are able to automatically learn the suitable 
features for CMFD [87], [92]. To build a CMFD system using 
deep learning, a large number of training samples is required. 
But, existing CMF image datasets are limited in size [93]. One 
way to handle this problem is adopting transfer learning or 
utilizing deep learning methods to only extract the image 
features within a block or keypoint based CMFD techniques. 

Transfer learning utilizes a pre-trained model for certain 
task and slightly re-train the model parameters with little 
training samples for other task [93]. These pre-trained models 
such as AlexNet, VGGNet, GoogLeNet, and ResNet are pre-
trained from enormous training dataset and have a powerful 
generalization power [93]. Several works such as [92]–[94] 

utilized AlexNet for CMFD because of its simple construction. 
In [92][93] Alex Net is utilized for CMF classification at the 
image level. The proposed method in [93] fails to handle 
realistic CMF because its model is trained with simple CMF 
samples. In [92] the SVM classifier is trained with the features 
obtained from the fully connected layer of Alex Net. In [94] a 
modified AlexNet architecture is proposed for classifying 
various forgery types at the image level. 

Several CMFD techniques such as [89], [95] utilized deep 
learning methods to only extract the image features within a 
block or keypoint based CMFD techniques. In [95] A block 
based CMFD technique in which Alex Net is utilized to 
describe the image blocks. In [89] GPU-based convolutional 
kernel network (CKN) is utilized to obtain local descriptors of 
the image keypoints. CKN is a deep convolutional network that 
combines neural networks with kernel methods. CKN aims to 
produce local descriptors that are invariant to various 
transformations. Also, in [89] the image is adaptively over-
segmented into superpixels utilizing an efficient CNN based 
technique which is called the convolutional oriented 
boundaries (COB). 

Adopting transfer learning or utilizing deep learning 
methods to only extract the image features have some 
drawbacks. CMFD techniques which utilize transfer learning 
are commonly deciding the forgery at the image level only. 
Also, CMFD techniques which utilize deep learning methods 
to only extract the image features aren’t end to end trainable. 
So, several synthesized datasets that incorporates an enormous 
number of images with its localization binary masks are 
proposed to manage an end to end training process of the CMF 
localization task [90], [96]. In the next subsections, several 
deep learning based CMFD techniques are reviewed and 
organized according to its detection methodology. All the 
presented techniques are end to end deep learning based 
systems which are trained using huge synthesized datasets. 

A. Visual Similarity Based 
Deep learning based CMFD techniques which reveal the 

CMF on the basis of visual similarity are commonly mimic the 
same phases of the conventional CMFD techniques. However, 
each phase is accomplished by deep neural network (DNN) 
layers. A customized DNN layers are utilized to perform the 
feature matching phase. As a result of relying on visual 
similarity to locate CMF, similar but genuine regions may be 
treated as forged regions by mistake [87], [97]. 

Deep learning models such as [86]–[88], [97], [98] aim to 
localize CMF on the basis of visual similarity. In [87], [88], 
[97], [98] feature extraction is performed through the VGG16 
architecture. BusterNet [87], [88] is considered the first end-to-
end DNN model that aims to localize CMF at the pixel level. 
Other works such as [97], [98] aim to enhance BusterNet. For 
feature extraction, BusterNet  utilized 4 blocks of the VGG16 
network along with four pooling layers while in [98] the  4th 
pooling layer is removed to obtain features with higher 
resolution. Additionally, atrous convolution is utilized in [97], 
[98] to increase the filters field of views. As contextual 
information isn’t captured well in BusterNet, the attention 
module is utilized in [97], [98] to capture contextual 
information, and enrich features.  For feature matching, 
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BusterNet  performed single level feature matching while in 
[97], [98] hierarchical feature matching is enabled by 
considering features of multiple levels. To produce the CMF 
localization mask, BusterNet utilized a deconvolutional 
network which incorporates bilinear up-sampling layers and 
inception modules. Atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) is 
utilized in [97], [98] to localize CMF with scaling operation by 
exploiting image features in multiple scales. The CMF 
localization mask is refined in [97] using a residual refinement 
network. In [86] three dense inception blocks are combined to 
extract multi scale highly rich features. Three matching maps 
are obtained to yield a coarser to fine feature matching and 
then they are integrated by the loss layer to localize the CMF. 

B. Tampering Artifacts Based 
Several deep learning based CMFD techniques depend on 

the detection of tampering artifacts to reveal forgery in general. 
One example of such tampering traces is the unnatural 
characteristics that may appear at the forged regions boundary 
[91], [96]. To achieve visual consistency in a forged image, it 
is common to edit the forged region by various operations. The 
presence of multiple editing operations inside an image is also 
considered as a forgery indicator [99]. Additionally, geometric 
transformations and interpolation are commonly applied to the 
forged regions which results in periodic correlation artifacts. 
The resampling features can be utilized to catch such periodic 
correlation in the frequency domain [96]. 

Utilizing deep neural networks for detecting tampering 
artifacts is a difficult task. Deep neural networks (DNNs) are 
usually provides feature maps that describe image content 
rather than the forgery traces. So, utilizing DNNs for forgery 
detection needs some sort of adaptation to learn richer features 
correspond to the tampering artifacts [93], [99]. To be specific, 
the training of DNNs for the forgery detection purpose should 
be based on an information that describe the local relationship 
between adjacent pixels [99]. Such information could be 
captured through fixed spatial rich model (SRM) filters as in 
[100], [101], or a constrained convolutional layer that learns 
the filters weights as in [98], [99]. 

Realistic forged images show high similarity between its 
authentic and forged regions. So, depending only on CNN 
based architecture or single feature type for forgery localization 
isn’t enough. In [91], [96] a hybrid model consists of LSTM 
network and CNN is utilized to localize three image forgery 
types:  copy-move, splicing, and removal.  As LSTM network is 
able to handle sequential and contextual information, in [91], 
[96] LSTM is utilized to learn the transition between the 
authentic and forged regions. In [91] the proposed model 
comprises of an LSTM network and 5 convolutional layers. 
Image patches are gone through the first 2 convolutional layers 
to output a low-level feature map which is divided into blocks. 
Then, these blocks are gone through the LSTM network. The 
later 3 convolutional layers will get the LSTM feature map and 
produce the forgery localization mask. In [96] the proposed 
model comprises of an LSTM network and encoder-decoder 
network. Image is divided into blocks which are described by 
the resampling features. The resampling features go through 
the LSTM network. The encoder consists of residual units 
accepts the whole image as input and produce the spatial 
feature maps with global context. The encoder features and the 

LSTM features are fused and taken as input to the decoder to 
produce the forgery localization mask. 

CNN networks are usually aim to classify an image into 
one of various classes by learning class-specific features. On 
the other hand, the Siamese network aims to discriminate 
various classes by learning more generic features along with a 
distance metric. The Siamese network comprises of twin sub-
networks processing two images in parallel to decide whether 
the two images are similar or not [99]. In [99] a deep Siamese 
network is utilized to detect several types of image level post-
processing operations that are usually aim to hide the forgery 
traces. Moreover, a forgery localization method is proposed in 
[99] by dividing an image into overlapping regions which are 
compared with each other through the Siamese network to 
decide whether the image regions are similarly processed or 
not. Image is considered as forged if its regions have different 
processing operations. 

Several works such as [90], [100], [101] adapted object 
detection or segmentation networks to localize three image 
forgery types: copy-move, splicing, and removal. In [100] 
Faster R-CNN network with two parallel streams: RGB stream, 
and noise stream is proposed. The RGB stream models the 
global visual tampering artifacts. SRM filters are applied to the 
image to extract local noise features which go through the 
noise stream to figure out any noise inconsistency. A bilinear 
pooling layer is utilized to fuse the two streams features and 
enrich the network training. Object detection networks such as 
R-CNN, and Faster R-CNN are able to localize the forgery 
using bounding boxes. For this reason, object segmentation 
networks such as Mask R-CNN and U-net are preferred to 
precisely localize the forgery at the pixel level. In [90] an 
improved Mask R-CNN network is proposed. For precise 
forgery segmentation, a sobel based edge agreement head is 
joined to the mask prediction  branch of the Mask R-CNN. In 
[101] a dense U-net based architecture is utilized. The image 
residual obtained by SRM filters is concatenated with the 
image pixels to enhance the learning process of the dense U-
net. Through multi-scale up-sampling and concatenation, the 
features in the convolutional network are moved to the 
deconvolutional network to exploit the contextual features 
intersection for improving the forgery localization. 

DNNs can easily localize splicing forgery utilizing the 
tampering traces [97]. But, this isn't the case in localizing CMF 
because  almost all image properties are highly consistent [97].  
So, in [100] the model's performance in detecting CMF is the 
worst compared to other forgery types. To handle CMF, a 
comparison mechanism between the image objects is needed. 
Also in [99] the experimental results provided for CMF 
localization isn’t enough. 

C. Hybrid Detection Methodology 
Discriminating forged region(s) from its source region(s) is 

favored task in forensic  investigations. CMFD techniques with 
hybrid detection methodology such as [88], [98] are usually 
aim to discriminate forged regions from its source region 
besides localizing them at the pixel level. BusterNet [88] is 
considered the first end to end DNN that is able to discriminate 
forged region from its source region besides localizing them at 
the pixel level. BusterNet consists of two parallel branches that 
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are fused together. One branch is responsible for localizing the 
forged region besides its source region based on  visual 
similarity. The other branch is responsible for localizing at the 
pixel level only the forged region within the entire image based 
on visual artifacts. It comprises of a CNN based feature 
extractor and a deconvolutional network. But, BusterNet  fails 
to discriminate the source region from its forged region  if any 
of its branches wrongly locate the regions. So, the proposed 
model in [98] solves this problem and proposing more faster 
network with less parameters than BusterNet. The proposed 
model in [98]  consists of two serial sub-networks. The first 
sub-network is responsible for localizing similar regions at the 
pixel level which will be cropped and transferred to the second 
sub-network as sub-images. The second sub-network follows 
the same structure of the constrained CNN and is responsible 
for deciding the class label of each sub-image if it is source 
region or forged region. 

V. EVALUATION METRICS 
The outcome of a CMFD technique could be classifying an 

image as authentic/tampered, or localization of the cloned 
regions within the image at the pixel level. Such localization of 
the cloned regions requires classifying each image pixel as 
authentic/tampered. In this way, any CMFD technique can be 
viewed as a classifier and its performance could be measured at 
the image level or at the pixel level. However, the pixel-level 
evaluation is the most accurate and reliable way. The standard 
evaluation metrics for CMFD techniques are mostly depending 
on some measures which could operate at the image level or 
the pixel level. These measures are: TP, FP, TN,𝑎𝑛𝑑 FN [106]. 
True Positive (TP) represents the No. of tampered 
images/pixels correctly recognized as tampered.  False Positive 
(FP) represent the No. of authentic images/pixels erroneously 
recognized as tampered.  True Negative (TN) represents the No. 
of authentic images/pixels correctly recognized as authentic.  
False Negative ( FN) represents the No. of tampered 
images/pixels erroneously recognized as authentic. 

From the above measures, different evaluation metrics can 
be computed at the image / pixel level as listed below [106]: 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑝) =  𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

             (1) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (𝑟)/𝑇𝑃𝑅/𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

           (2) 

𝐹1 =  2.𝑝.𝑟
𝑝+𝑟  = 2.𝑇𝑃

2.𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
             (3) 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝐴𝑐𝑐) =   𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁

            (4) 

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝐹𝑃𝑅) =   𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁

           (5) 

The performance of CMFD techniques can also be 
evaluated through the receiver operating characteristics (ROC). 
The ROC curve examines the effect of various thresholds on 
the prediction result by plotting the TPR against the FPR. 
However, it is common to convert the ROC curve into single 
value by computing the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The 

AUC value of certain classification system  represents its 
discrimination capability and hence facilitates the performance 
comparison of different classification system s [88]. 

As mentioned before, several attacks including the 
geometric operations and the post-processing operations are 
performed to make it difficult to detect the CMF. So, it is 
required to test the ability of the CMFD techniques to face 
these attacks. Such type of test is called the robustness test. In 
robustness test, the evaluation metrics mentioned above are 
usually measured for various attacks. Here comes the role of 
the evaluation datasets and how it covers various attacks. 

VI. THE CMFD DATASETS 
Many datasets are available for CMFD in which they vary 

according to some aspects such as the dataset volume, the way 
for expressing its ground truth, and the dataset complexity. 
Table II highlights the main CMFD datasets utilized in 
literature along with its main characteristics. 

The dataset volume is determined by the number of 
authentic (A) & tampered (T) images it contains, the images 
size, and the images format. In general, evaluating the 
performance of CMFD techniques using datasets with massive 
number of images obtains reliable measures at the expense of 
the time complexity. Images with high resolution could provide 
more details that facilitate the forgery detection task. On the 
other hand, low image size is preferred for fast computation. 
CMFD datasets with compressed images add some difficulty 
for the forgery detection task because of missing some details. 

The CMFD datasets commonly provide its ground truth at 
two levels: at the image level and/or at the pixel level. At the 
image level, each image should have a class label to indicate if 
it is authentic or tampered. Evaluating the pixel-level 
performance requires the presence of the ground truth 
localization masks. Not all the CMFD datasets provide binary 
masks that localize the cloned regions within the tampered 
images. But since most of the CMFD datasets provide the 
authentic images and its tampered images, it is possible to 
indirectly obtain the CMF localization mask through images 
subtraction followed by thresholding and morphological 
operations. This idea was adopted by the authors of [13] to get 
the localization masks for the CAISA dataset [107]. 

The dataset complexity is determined by the challenges it 
contains, attacks involved in creating the forged images, and 
the intensity of such attacks. The attacks include the geometric 
transforms and the post processing operations which are 
usually carried out in forged images. Also, the shape and size 
of the cloned regions greatly affect the detection performance 
of CMFD techniques. Small and irregularly shaped cloned 
regions poses a great challenge for CMFD techniques. 
Furthermore, images with multiple CMF pose other challenge. 
Several datasets are designed to intensively cover certain 
challenge(s). For example, the COVERAGE   [105] dataset is 
intensively introduce SGO regions. Also, the GRIP  [103] 
dataset introduced several small and smooth cloned regions. 
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TABLE II. SUMMARY OF THE CMFD DATASETS 

Dataset No. of 
images 

Size of 
images 

Format of 
images 

Shape of 
cloned 
region(s) 

Geometric 
transforms 

Post processing 
operations 

Existence 
of 
localization 
masks 

Other notes 

The CMFD datasets with single cloning 

MICC-F220 
[14] 

110 A + 
110 T 

722*480 to 
800*600 JPEG Square 

or  rectangular 

Scaling (S) 
& Rotation 
(R) 

Not exist Not exist Size of forged region = 1.2% 
of the entire image 

MICC-F2000 
[14] 

1300 A + 
700 T 2048*1536 JPEG Square 

or  rectangular S & R Not exist Not exist Size of forged region = 1.12% 
of the entire image 

SBU-CM16 
[102] 240 T 800*580 PNG/JPEG arbitrary 

shapes Only R 

Noise  addition 
(NA), 
JPEG  compression 
(JC), blurring (B) 

Exist 
Although the cloned regions 
vary from smooth to texture, 
they are not skillfully prepared 

GRIP [103] 80 A + 
3440 T 768*1024 PNG arbitrary 

shapes S & R NA & JC Exist 

Provide small / smooth CMF. 
The complete dataset is 
obtained by executing perl 
scripts. 

CMH [49] 216 T 845*634 to 
1296*972 PNG/JPEG arbitrary 

shapes S & R JC Exist  

CVIP [104] 70 A + 
970 T 

1000*700 
or 
700*1000 

BMP arbitrary 
shapes S & R Not exist Exist The forged region varies in 

size from small to large. 

COVERAGE 
[105] 

100 A + 
100 T 

400*486 
(on 
average) 

TIF arbitrary 
shapes 

S, R, and 
free form 

Illumination 
change Exist Have multiple SGO objects. 

Large size of forged region. 

The CMFD datasets containing multiple cloning  

MICC-
F8multi [14] 8 T 800*532 to 

2048*1536 JPEG arbitrary 
shapes S & R Not exist Not exist  

MICC-F600 
[14] 

440 A + 
160 T 

800*533 to 
3888*2592 JPEG/PNG arbitrary 

shapes S & R Not exist Exist  

FAU [106] 48 A 3000*2300 PNG/JPEG arbitrary 
shapes S & R NA, JC, 

downscaling Exist 

Cloned regions with varied 
size and texture are exist. 
Forgeries could be generated 
on demand through scripts. 

CAISA 
ITDE v1.0 
[107] 

800 A + 
451 
images 
with CMF 

384*256 JPEG Regular / 
Arbitrary 

S, R, and 
distortion Not exist Not exist Include images with CMF as 

well as splicing 

CAISA 
ITDE v2.0 
[107] 

7200 A + 
3274 
images 
with CMF 

320*240 to 
800*600 

JPEG / TIF 
/ BMP 

Mostly 
arbitrary 
shaped 

S, R, and 
distortion B Not exist Include images with CMF as 

well as splicing 

CoMoFoD 
small [108] 

5000 A + 
5000 T 512*512 PNG/JPEG arbitrary 

shapes 
S, R, and 
distortion 

NA, JC, B, 
Brightness 
change, Contrast 
adjustment, 
Color  reduction 

Exist 

Post processing operations are 
applied to the authentic images 
as well as the forged images. 
The forged region varies in 
size from small to large. 

CoMoFoD 
large [108] 

1500 A + 
1500 T 3000*2000 PNG/JPEG arbitrary 

shapes 
S, R, and 
distortion 

Same as 
CoMoFoD small Exist Same as CoMoFoD small 

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
Assessing the visual similarity for revealing the CMF is the 

most effective and common detection methodology. Such 
detection methodology can be implemented through the 
conventional techniques or the deep leaning techniques. 
Regardless of the implementation paradigm, the detection 
system usually consists of three stages as follows: feature 
extraction, feature matching, and forgery localization. Each 
stage suffers from certain challenges. In the feature extraction 
phase, it is required to deal with small, smooth cloned regions 
and low resolution images as well as the geometric transforms 

and post processing operations. In the matching phase, dealing 
with similar but genuine objects and reducing the false 
matching rate are of great importance. In the forgery 
localization phase, it is essential to deal with multiple cloning. 

Among the conventional CMFD techniques, keypoint 
based techniques and hybrid techniques have been proved to 
provide better performance than the block based techniques. To 
handle CMF with small or smooth cloned regions, there are 
two options: either integrating block based techniques with 
keypoint based techniques or covering the entire image by 
enough keypoints. There are several alternatives to acquire an 
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adequate number of keypoints covering the entire image such 
as utilizing multiple keypoints detectors, lowering the contrast 
threshold of the keypoint detector, and increasing the image 
resolution or contrast. Among all these alternatives, techniques 
that handle the non-uniform distribution of the image keypoints 
phenomenon are favored. 

The matching complexity is a fundamental problem with 
conventional CMFD techniques. Also, increasing the extracted 
features from an image to handle CMF with small/smooth 
cloned regions makes the matching complexity problem more 
difficult. Adopting low dimensional descriptors  can decrease 
the matching time but reduce the CMFD performance. On the 
other hand,  matching search space reduction or utilizing 
approximate matching are favored techniques for reducing the 
matching time. 

For accurate localization of cloned regions that avoid 
detecting SGO as cloned regions, it is important to utilize 
descriptors with high discrimination power, choose appropriate 
values of the thresholds, validate the estimated geometric 
transform and estimate it accurately. Conventional CMFD 
techniques are commonly utilizing clustering or segmentation 
techniques for different reasons: to eliminate false matching, 
facilitate consistent matching direction between the cloned 
regions, and localize multiple cloned regions. 

Although the conventional CMFD techniques have created 
many solutions to deal with different challenges, there are two 
problems that remain without an efficient solution. First, 
CMFD techniques aim to localize the cloned regions with high 
accuracy whatever the applied geometric and post processing 
operations. Also, in the same time the CMFD technique should 
have reasonable time complexity. There is a tradeoff between 
these objectives and a way to balance between them is needed. 
Second, several parameters are utilized in conventional CMFD 
techniques. A way to automatically choose customized values 
for these parameters that are suitable for each image is also 
needed. On the other hand, deep learning can find a solution to 
these two problems, as it is the best way to learn features as 
well as the classification task. 

Because of its massive learning power, deep learning 
techniques can overcome many of the challenges facing 
CMFD. Deep learning models are able to extract features with 
high description and discrimination ability. Such extracted 
features could be further enriched by adopting attention 
modules and utilizing the contextual information. Deep 
learning techniques have achieved an adequate level of 
invariance to geometric transformations, and post processing 
operation through the polling units and data augmentation. In 
addition, deep learning techniques achieve scaling invariance 

by adopting either the atrous spatial pyramid pooling  or the 
inception modules . Atrous spatial pyramid pooling  requires 
less number of parameters than the inception module. 
However, invariance to rotation and especially large rotation 
needs to be investigated. Deep learning techniques are 
commonly handle small cloned regions by performing multi-
level matching. In other words, the matching process is 
performed between the low level features of early layers as 
well as the high level features of subsequent layers. 

Although deep learning systems have several achievements 
in many areas, their use in the CMFD problem still needs more 
research to improve performance. In deep learning models, it is 
common to resize the training/testing images to specific size to 
fit the input layer. The effect of this resizing operation as well 
as the image resolution on the detection performance should be 
investigated. Some deep learning based models apply a 
preprocessing step to suppress the image content and highlights 
the relationship between image pixels to reveal the forgery. 
More preprocessing operations need to be investigated 
especially to resist against noise addition and blurring. 

Depending on visual similarity to reveal CMF could result 
in false alarms. Conventional CMFD techniques are usually 
verifying the suspected regions by assessing the geometric 
transform between them. While in deep learning based CMFD 
techniques such verification step is missed. It is true that 
relying on tampering artifacts to reveal CMF isn’t the best 
choice. But, combining it with the visual similarity based 
detection methodology helps to enhance the performance, 
reduce false alarms and discriminate forged regions from its 
source regions. Such hybrid training can be accomplished 
through deep learning from two streams: the image stream and 
the image residual stream. 

The most recent CMFD techniques are summarized in 
Table III. All the reported performance results are at the pixel 
level. In case of measuring the performance of certain CMFD 
technique with respect to several attacks, the reported 
performance result is expressed as a range. From Table III, we 
can find that the performance of most CMFD techniques isn’t 
mature enough, varies from dataset to another, and needs more 
enhancements. Some CMFD techniques are deceiving in terms 
of their efficiency as they were either evaluated with small 
subset of test images or evaluated under simple conditions. 
Detecting the forgeries in certain dataset may be more difficult 
than other dataset because some datasets include more 
challenges/attacks than other datasets. Also, it is common to 
have many datasets include certain challenge. But, the strength 
of applying such challenge could vary from one dataset to 
another. 
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TABLE III. SUMMARY OF THE RECENT CMFD TECHNIQUES 

Paper Details Performance Reviews 

Block based CMFD techniques  

[44] 

Overlapping square blocks division, Gaussian 
hermite moments, assess similarity through 
euclidian distance, RANSAC, Morphological 
opening. 

CoMoFoD small: 
𝐹1𝑝=[0.9555,0.8144] 
GRIP: 𝐹1𝑝= 0.9805 [Plain CMF] 
CVIP: 𝐹1𝑝= 0.9497 [Plain CMF] 

Pros: less sensitive to noise, able to detect 
small/multiple CMF. 
Cons: high time complexity, detect scaling only in 
the range [80% -140%], test with simple rotations. 

[45] 

Overlapping square blocks division, tetrolet 
features,  assess similarity through the absolute 
difference, Fast outliers filtering method, 
Morphological opening and closing. 

CoMoFoD small: 
𝐹1𝑝=[0.9564,0.8282] 
 

Pros: enhanced time complexity, able to detect small 
/multiple CMF. 
Cons: detect CMF only where scaling in the range 
[80% -135%] and the quality factor is 80 or more. 

[29] 
SWT, overlapping square blocks division, DCT 
mean features, similarity through euclidian 
distance, Morphological opening. 

CoMoFoD small: 
𝐹1𝑝=[0.941,0.834] 

Pros: adopting descriptors of reduced dimension. 
Cons: a tiny subset of the dataset has been utilized for 
evaluation, false alarms are exist. 

[46] 
Square blocks division, tchebichef moments, SVD, 
similarity through euclidian distance, 
Morphological opening. 

CoMoFoD: 𝐹1𝑖=  [0.9586-0.7786] 
Pros: adopting descriptors of reduced dimension. 
Cons: robustness test against geometric 
transformations was missed. 

[42] 
Image size reduction, Pyramid model construction, 
overlapping circular blocks division, zernike 
moments, KD tree, RANSAC. 

FAU: 𝐹1𝑖= 0.9717 
Pros: able to handle large scaling & rotation. 
Cons: slow, bad performance against noise addition, 
and small cloned  regions. 

[2] 
Circular blocks division, PCET+ SVD, similarity 
through euclidian distance, PSO optimization of the 
matching threshold. 

374 test images from CoMoFoD & 
CASIA: 𝐹1𝑖= [0.9913-0.8572] 

Pros: adopting descriptors of reduced dimension. 
Cons: fail to handle images with large smooth 
regions, small cloned regions, and large scaling. 

Keypoint based CMFD techniques  

[8] SIFT keypoints are described by Hu’s moments, 
Global threshold, Region growing. 

CoMoFoD small: 𝐹1𝑝=0.7672 
[Plain CMF] 

Pros: able to detect CMF with rotation/flipping. 
Cons: unable to detect small CMF. 

[5] 
Keypoints are detected by Harris-Laplace+Hessian-
Laplace+SIFT and described by SIFT, G2NN, 
RANSAC, Bag of Word 

FAU: 𝐹1𝑝=0.8022 [Plain CMF] 
MICC-F600: 𝐹1𝑝=0.7011 

Pros: able to detect small /multiple CMF. 
Cons: false alarms are exist which reduced the 
precision. 

[50] 
SIFT+LIOP, G2NN+transitive matching, Require 
matching density through SLIC superpixels 
segmentation, RANSAC 

FAU: 𝐹1𝑝=0.7442 [Plain CMF] 
Pros: able to handle cloned regions with few 
keypoints, enhance the matching relationship. 
Cons: the precision needs enhancement. 

[74] 
Keypoints are detected by SURF and described by 
RLBP, G2NN through Euclidean distance, 
Hierarchal clustering, RANSAC 

COVERAGE: 𝐴𝑐𝑐=  [0.705 - 0.645] 
CoMoFoD small: 𝐴𝑐𝑐= 0.701 
FAU: Acc = 0.833 

Pros: distinguish SGO regions from cloned regions. 
Cons: tested mostly without post processing 
operations. Only consider jpeg compression and 
blurring for the COVERAGE dataset. 

[11] 

Image is segmented into rough and smooth regions. 
In rough regions: SIFT + G2NN + HAC + 
RANSAC. In smooth regions: Fourier Mellin + 
Patchmatch. Morphological operations. 

FAU: F1i=[0.9697,0.7407] 
GRIP: F1i=0.9581 [Plain CMF] 

Pros: able to detect smooth /multiple CMF as well as 
CMF with large scaling/rotation. 
Cons: evaluation at the pixel level isn’t provided. 

[57] 
SIFT, the histogram of the reduced LBP, 2NN, 
RANSAC, Correlation coefficient computation, 
standard thresholding. 

MICC-F220: 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑖=0.9682 
CMH: 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑝= [0.9772-0.9766] 
CVIP: 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑝= [0.982- 0.9583] 
COVERAGE: 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑖=0.675 

Pros: combining the histogram of the reduced LBP 
with SIFT for enhancing the performance. 
Cons: not consider multi CMF, evaluated with 
datasets with minimal post-processing. 

Deep learning based CMFD techniques 

[88] 

BusterNet: DNN with two parallel branches. 
Mani-Det branch: VGG16, bilinear up-sampling 
layers, inception modules, binary classifier. 
Simi-Det branch: same as Mani-Det branch + Self-
Correlation, Percentile Pooling. 

CAISA ITDE v2.0: 𝐹1𝑝=0.456 
COVERAGE: 𝐹1𝑝=0.618 
CoMoFoD small: 𝐹1𝑝=0.493 

Pros: discriminate forged regions from its source 
regions. 
Cons: contextual information is lost, difficulty in 
detecting small cloned regions. 

[97] 

DNN with  single stream. 
VGG16, atrous convolution, attention module, 
hierarchical feature matching, ASPP, residual 
refinement network. 

CAISA ITDE v2.0: 𝐹1𝑝= 0.455 
COVERAGE: 𝐴𝑈𝐶=  0.8488 
CoMoFoD small: 𝐹1𝑝= 0.501 

Pros: Enrich the extracted features, the CMF 
localization mask is refined. 
Cons: Not distinguish well SGO regions from really 
cloned regions. 

[98] 

DNN with  two serial sub-networks. 
CMSDNet: VGG16, atrous convolution, double 
level self-correlation, attention module, ASPP.  
STRDNet: constrained conv. layer, 4 conv. groups, 
fully connected classification network. 

CAISA ITDE v2.0: 𝐹1𝑝= 0.538  
COVERAGE: 𝐹1𝑝=   0.677  
CoMoFoD small: 𝐹1𝑝=  0.511 

Pros: enhances the performance of BusterNet [88] as 
well as the computational time, able to discriminate 
forged regions from its source regions. 
Cons: The performance still needs enhancement. 

[86] 
End to end DNN. 
three dense inception blocks, hierarchical 
feature matching and post processing. 

CAISA ITDE v2.0: 𝐹1𝑝= 0.6429  
CoMoFoD small: 𝐹1𝑝=  0.441 
[averaged for several attacks] 

Pros: detect unseen forged regions through learning 
the correlations of multi scale dense features. 
Cons: bad performance for the FAU dataset. 

[89] 
Adaptive over segmentation by COB, keypoints 
detection using DoG, keypoints description using 
CKN, matching through KD tree, RANSAC. 

CoMoFoD small: 𝐹1𝑝=  0.6318 
[with no post processing] 

Pros: the processing time is reduced due to the GPU 
implementation of CKN and COB. 
Cons: scale invariance needs further enhancement. 

[95] 
Overlapping square blocks division, feature 
extraction using AlexNet, matching through global 
threshold, Morphological operations. 

GRIP: F1p=0.93 [Plain CMF] 
 

Pros: able to handle CMF with SGO regions and 
smooth cloned regions. 
Cons: robustness test was missed. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
In this survey, we have studied the CMFD problem in 

depth. We have categorized the CMFD techniques based on 
their detection methodology, their detection paradigm, and 
their detection capability. Different detection methodologies 
and paradigms have been analyzed and discussed regarding 
their advantages and disadvantages. Moreover, we have deeply 
examined the challenges that face the CMFD techniques in 
general and the conventional CMFD techniques in specific. 
Consequently, this survey gives an integrated and in-depth 
view of the CMFD techniques, challenges and recent trends. 

The CMFD is a very challenging problem and still an open 
research area. The majority of the CMFD techniques aren’t 
achieved yet good enough performance due to many 
conflicting challenges. In order ensure that a specific CMFD 
technique has achieved satisfactory results, it should be 
evaluated at the pixel level and evaluate its robustness against a 
wide range of challenges that might face the CMFD 
techniques. Consequently, additional work should be carried 
out to solve several conflicting  challenges and there is a great 
need to further investigate and employ diverse deep learning 
capabilities in tackling the CMFD problem. 
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Abstract—Most sentiment analysis models that use supervised 

learning algorithms consume a lot of labeled data in the training 

phase in order to give satisfactory results. This is usually 

expensive and leads to high labor costs in real-world applications. 

This work consists in proposing a hybrid sentiment analysis 

model based on a Long Short-Term Memory network, a rule-

based sentiment analysis lexicon and the Term Frequency-

Inverse Document Frequency weighting method. These three 

(input) models are combined in a binary classification model. In 

the latter, each of these algorithms has been implemented: 

Logistic Regression, k-Nearest Neighbors, Random Forest, 

Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes. Then, the model has 

been trained on a limited amount of data from the IMDB dataset. 

The results of the evaluation on the IMDB data show a 

significant improvement in the Accuracy and F1 score compared 

to the best scores recorded by the three input models separately. 

On the other hand, the proposed model was able to transfer the 

knowledge gained on the IMDB dataset to better handle a new 

data from Twitter US Airlines Sentiments dataset. 

Keywords—Sentiment analysis; hybrid model; long short-term 

memory (LSTM); Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment 

Reasoner (VADER); term frequency-inverse document frequency 

(TF-IDF); classification algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the massive use of social networks such as Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram, and dedicated platforms for sharing 
reviews and comments such as IMDB and Airbnb; it has 
become extremely difficult to track down published 
information, let alone extract relevant information such as 
reviews about a product or service, on the one hand, because 
of the abundance and variety of published data [1], and on the 
other hand because of the unstructured nature of the published 
texts, which makes it almost impossible to analyze them by 
classical computer methods [2]. 

The content produced by the social media community 
reflects one of the richest sources of data in terms of opinions 
and knowledge, and offers greater opportunities for 
businesses, governments, and society to extract valuable, 
expressive, and diverse knowledge, both in terms of the 
content itself and context-related knowledge [3]. Indeed, 
decision makers need to perceive how people feel about their 
services in order to improve the aspects that customers find 
unsatisfactory. Therefore, mining and analyzing the data left 
on these platforms with automated tools is crucial. 

Sentiment analysis is a field of analysis that aims to 
determine the opinion and subjectivity of people's criticisms 
and attitudes towards entities and its attributes from 
unstructured written text [4]. A multitude of sentiment 
vocabulary analysis methods have been proposed over the past 
decades. As an example, based on the emotional attributes of 
words, Turny [5] used a simple unsupervised classification 
learning algorithm to compute pointwise mutual information 
to measure sentence sentiment polarity. 

Wang et al. [6] proposed a topic-specific sentiment 
analysis method based on LSTM with attention mechanism, 
which focused on the features of different parts of the sentence 
through the attention mechanism, and achieved good 
performance on the task of classifying topic-specific 
sentiments. This work was conducted to address the problem 
that sentiment vocabulary generally changes with context 
information [7]. In [8] Pang et al. advocated for the first time 
the supervised learning model in sentiment classification, 
which performed significantly better than the traditional 
sentiment vocabulary-based parsing algorithms [9]. In 
addition, this study also pointed out that sentiment 
classification is more challenging than general classification 
tasks. 

Although the models analyzed in the existing literature, 
which are characterized by the diversity of different features, 
improve performance that can be evaluated by metrics such as 
accuracy, Recall and F1-score, these supervised models have 
been trained on a large volume of data and, therefore, require 
a lot of labeled data, which is usually costly and leads to high 
labor cost in real-world applications [10,11]. 

On the other hand, the use of an intuitive lexicon-based 
classification does not work well, unlike a simple text 
classification. The reason is that among the overwhelming 
number of reviews, there are reviews that do not contain any 
intuitively subjective words and yet express a strong opinion. 
Other reviews contain very pejorative words and express a 
positive opinion (and vice versa) [12]. 

The idea of our work is to propose a sentiment analysis 
model that uses a low volume of labeled training data, while 
obtaining satisfactory results. Our approach is to combine 
three sentiment analysis models; the Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) model, the Valence Aware Dictionary and 
sEntiment Reasoner (VADER) which is a rule-based 
sentiment analysis lexicon built on the wisdom of the crowd 
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and the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) weighting based sentiment analysis model. Each of these 
three input models returns a sentiment positivity score in the 
text to be analyzed. Then we included a classification model 
where each of the following five algorithms has been 
implemented: Logistic Regression, k-Nearest Neighbors, 
Random Forest, Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes. 
This classification model returns a binary result that indicates 
the sentiment experienced in the input text. 

Our model improved the Accuracy, Recall, F-Score 
obtained by the three input models used individually (LSTM, 
VADER and TF-IDF). In addition, its evaluation on data from 
a different field than the one that provided the training data 
indicates that it was able to transfer the knowledge gained on 
an IMDB dataset to better handle a new Twitter US Airlines 
Sentiments dataset. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Recurrent Neural Network and Long Short-Term Memory 

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are artificial neural 
networks that model the behaviors of dynamic systems using 
hidden states [13,14]. They have been the answer to most 
sequential data and natural language processing (NLP) 
problems for many years. This is because traditional neural 
networks take in a fixed amount of input data at a time and 
produce a fixed amount of output each time. In contrast, RNN 
do not consume all the inputs at once. Instead, they take them 
one at a time and in a sequence. At each step, the RNN 
performs a series of calculations before producing an output. 
The output, called a hidden state, is then combined with the 
next input in the sequence to produce another output. This 
process continues until the model is scheduled to terminate or 
the input sequence ends. 

However, a major shortcoming that affects the typical 
RNN is the problem of gradient disappearance/explosion. This 
problem arises during backpropagation through the RNN 
during formation, especially for networks with deeper layers. 
For this reason, the LSTM was proposed by Sepp Hochreiter 
and Jürgen Schmidhuber in 1997 [15]. 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a type of RNN 
architecture implementation that is faster and more accurate 
than standard RNN. Indeed, LSTM leads to many more 
successful executions and learns much faster. It also solves 
complex tasks that have never been solved by previous 
recurrent network algorithms and shows better performance 
for long range sequences than conventional RNN architectures 
[16,15]. 

LSTM has found its application in many fields that require 
sequential models, in this case NLP and especially in 
sentiment analysis. For example, Thomas et al. [17] modeled 
the LSTM neural network to find the sentiment of 
transliterated text that has become the language of social 
media websites such as WhatsApp, Facebook and Twitter. A 
transliterated dataset is collected using scrapping of different 
websites. A sample of 10,000 datasets was prepared. Two of 
the layers were created for training and testing the data. Their 
model was trained with 65 units and a learning rate of 0.01. 
This work was able to achieve an average accuracy of 0.8151. 

In order to solve sentiment analysis problems and improve 
the execution time, Zhixing et al. [9] proposed a fast sentiment 
analysis algorithm, called FAST-BiLSTM. The algorithm is 
realized by merging FastText and Bi-LSTM models. First, 
FastText has a fast speed for linear fitting and can generate 
pre-trained word vectors as a by-product. Second, Bi-LSTM 
uses the generated word vectors for training and then merges 
with FastText to perform full sentiment analysis. The results 
show that the temporal efficiency of the algorithm is improved 
by more than 30% and that FAST-BiLSTM can sufficiently 
extract contextual semantic information from texts. 

In a similar context, a new architecture is proposed by 
Soubraylu et al. [18] by combining long-term memory 
(LSTM) with word embedding to extract the semantic 
relationship between neighboring words, and weighted self-
attention is also applied to extract key terms from reviews. 
Based on the experimental analysis of the IMDB dataset, the 
authors showed that the proposed word-embedded self-
attention LSTM architecture achieved an F1 score of 88.67%, 
while the LSTM and word-embedding based LSTM models 
resulted in an F1 score of 84.42% and 85.69%, respectively. In 
[6], Wang et al. propose an LSTM that provides an attention 
mechanism to focus on different parts of the opinion sentence, 
given several aspects. Embedding of the aspect expression is 
taken into account with word sequence folding to assign 
attention weights with respect to a given aspect to each word. 

In order to propose software to extract Business 
Intelligence from SA using a modified LSTM algorithm by 
having a different activation function. Sreesurya et al. [20] 
analyzed the data using LSTM machine learning approach, 
evaluating the sentiments on a scale from -100 to 100. A new 
proposed activation function is used for LSTM giving the best 
results compared to the existing artificial neural network 
(ANN) techniques. In [21], Dhanalakshmi et al. propose an 
analytics system that collects employee comments from open 
forums and performs sentiment analysis using the RNN-
LSTM algorithm. In the sentiment analysis, the employee 
comments are classified as positive or negative so that the 
organization can identify the social sentiments of its brand and 
can take corrective actions to retain the employees. This paper 
also captures the performance of various models in training 
and predicting the employee feedback dataset and the models 
evaluated are logistic regression, support vector machine, 
random forest classifier, AdaBoost classifier, gradient 
amplification classifier, decision tree classifier and Gaussian 
Naive Bayes. The classification ratio and accuracy of each 
model are captured. When training the RNN-LSTM algorithm 
with a dataset of size 30k, the accuracy was 88%. 

LSTM networks have also shown good performances in 
various domains such as meteorology [22], finance [23,24], 
medicine [25,26], image description generation [27,28], 
motion prediction in video sequences [29,30] and machine 
translation [31,32]. 

B. Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner 

Lexicon and Rule-based Sentiment Analysis 

The specific nature of social media content poses serious 
challenges to applications of sentiment analysis due to its huge 
bias and big data nature [33, 34]. Indeed, traditional methods 
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of textual sentiment analysis are mainly devoted to the study 
of extended texts, such as news stories and full documents. 
Microblogs are considered short texts that are often 
characterized by large noises, new words, and abbreviations. 
Previous emotion classification methods generally fail to 
extract meaningful features and produce a poor classification 
effect when applied to the processing of short texts or 
microtexts [35]. 

Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner 
(VADER) is a rule-based lexicon and sentiment analysis tool 
that is specifically adapted to sentiments expressed in social 
media. VADER uses a sentiment lexicon which is a list of 
lexical features that are generally labeled based on their 
semantic orientation as positive or negative. 

VADER is based on a wisdom of crowds (WotC) approach 
[36] to acquire a valid point estimate of the sentiment valence 
(intensity) of each lexical feature. The VADER evaluation 
was conducted by ten independent human raters (for a total of 
over 90,000 ratings), leading to the adoption of 7,500 lexical 
features with valence scores that indicate the polarity and 
intensity of sentiment on a scale of -4 (Extremely negative) to 
+4 (Extremely positive) [34]. This work has shown that 
VADER's performance exceeds even individual human raters. 

VADER is sensitive to both the polarity and intensity (how 
positive or negative the sentiment is) of emotions, and it is 
adapted to the content of social networks that generally use 
informal writing (several punctuation marks, acronyms, 
emoticon, slang...). Indeed, some of the heuristics used by 
VADER to incorporate the impact of each subtext on the 
perceived intensity of the sentiment in the text are part of the 
writing style on social networks, in this case punctuation (such 
as the exclamation mark that increases the magnitude of the 
perceived intensity) and capitalization that emphasizes an 
important word for the sentiment in the presence of other non-
capitalized words [34]. 

The fact that VADER is a pre-trained model gives it an 
advantage with respect to users. For example, Borg et al. [37] 
examine sentiment analysis among customers of a large 
Swedish telecommunications company. The dataset consists 
of 168010 emails with no sentiment information available. 
Therefore, the VADER model is used together with a Swedish 
sentiment lexicon to provide an initial labeling of the emails. 
It is after the labeling provided by VADER that the content is 
used to train two Support Vector Machine models in 
extracting and classifying the sentiment of the e-mails. In 
another work, Valdez et al. [38] analyzed the average daily 
sentiment of 86,581,237 U.S. time-series tweets with the 
VADER tool to understand what themes emerge from a 
corpus of U.S. tweets about COVID-19 and whether the 
sentiment changes in response to the pandemic. In [39], Al 
Mansoori et al. attempted to assess criminal behavior on 
Facebook and Twitter, and effectively classify the collected 
data as negative, positive, or neutral in order to identify a 
suspect by performing sentiment analysis using the VADER 
model. The VADER model was also used by Scholz et al [40] 
to perform an integrated semantic analysis to provide the 
sentiment of tweets retrieved between 2008 and August 2018 

for the purpose of detecting tourism flows in the province of 
Styria in Austria. 

C. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency 

Statistical approaches such as machine learning and deep 
learning work well with numerical data. However, natural 
language consists of words and sentences. Therefore, before a 
sentiment analysis model can be created, text must often be 
converted into numbers. For this purpose, several approaches 
have been developed, such as Bag of Words, N-grams, 
Word2Vec and TF-IDF. 

The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) algorithm [41, 42, 43] is used to evaluate the importance 
of words in a textual corpus. The importance is proportional to 
the number of times the words appear in the document and 
inversely proportional to the frequency of words appearing in 
the corpus. Indeed, in a simple Bag of Words, each word has 
the same importance. The idea behind TF-IDF is that words 
that appear more frequently in one document and less 
frequently in other documents should have more importance 
because they are more useful for classification. 

TF represents the frequency of words, i.e. the number of 
times they appear in a corpus (Func 1). This consists in 
calculating the number of occurrences of the word out of the 
total number of words present in the corpus. 

𝑡fi= 
  

∑    
       (1) 

idfi=    
   

|{            }|
     (2) 

𝑡fidfi= 𝑡fi idfi       (3) 

IDF is the measure of the importance of the term in the 
whole corpus. It consists in calculating the logarithm of the 
inverse of the proportion of documents in the corpus that 
contain the term (Func 2). This consists in calculating the total 
number of documents contained in the corpus over the number 
of documents where the word is present. It is the logarithm of 
this result that constitutes the value of the IDF. 

The TF-IDF weight is calculated by multiplying the two 
measures (Func 3). Thus, the higher the weight, the more 
significant the word in question is within the corpus. 

The TF-IDF algorithm is often applied to texts for 
sentiment analysis. For example, Soumya et al. [44] 
performed sentiment analysis of Malayalam tweets using 
machine learning techniques. They used TF-IDF and Unigram 
with Sentiwordnet for training feature vectors of the input 
dataset, before classifying them using different techniques 
such as Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
and Random Forest (RF). In [45], Ullah et al. proposed an 
algorithm and method for sentiment analysis using both text 
and emoticons. The two modes of data were analyzed in 
combination and separately with machine learning and deep 
learning algorithms to find sentiments from Twitter-based 
airline data using several features such as TF-IDF, N-gram 
and emoticon lexicons. On the other hand, Ayo et al. [46] 
adopted an approach that proposes an improved hybrid 
integration with a topic inference method and an improved 
neural network for hate speech detection in Twitter data. The 
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proposed method uses a hybrid nesting technique that includes 
TF-IDF for word-level feature extraction and LSTM long-
term memory for sentence-level feature extraction. 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF OUR HYBRID SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

MODEL 

The objective of our study is to build a hybrid sentiment 
analysis model (Fig. 1) that is based on three input models: 

 A model based on the use of LSTM layer and which 
was trained on a corpus of labeled IMDB reviews. 

 The VADER lexicon which is a pre-trained model 
based mainly on the wisdom of the crowd. 

 A TF-IDF model that takes into account the importance 
of words in the text to estimate the sentiment. This 
model was also trained on the same dataset as the 
LSTM model. 

The scores calculated by these three models are then 
combined in a classification model that returns whether the 
sentiment of the input occurrence is positive or negative. 

A. LSTM Model 

LSTM is a class of powerful neural networks for modeling 
sequence data such as time series or natural language. An 
optimal use of LSTM layer requires the preparation of the text 
to be analyzed. This preparation consists of cleaning and 
filtering, followed by tokenization, then word embedding. The 
vector representation of the words in the sentence is the input 
to our LSTM model which uses Softmax as an activation 
function to produce a multi-class categorical probability 
distribution and the Cross Entropy loss function. 

1) Cleaning and filtering: Once the sentence to be 

evaluated is available at the input of our model, it is first 

cleaned in order to eliminate all occurrences that may bias the 

subsequent processing, such as multiple spaces or spurious 

characters like excessive successions of punctuation marks. 

The filtering operation was also carried out on the data 
used to train and test our model. This is an IMDB dataset 
containing 50,000 movie reviews for natural language 
processing, text analysis or binary sentiment classification 
[47]. 

2) Tokenization: Tokenization is a process used to divide 

text into single words (unigram) or combinations of successive 

words (n-gram). This operation also creates an index mapping 

dictionary using the vocabulary of all the words in the model 

training text. 
The N-gram model is widely used in computational 

linguistics to predict the next element in such a contiguous 
sequence of n elements from a particular sample of text. 
However, in our case, and in order to use the GloVe model, 
the text has been divided into one-word tokens. 

The resulting sequences have different lengths, and in 
order to handle both short and long criticisms, it is preferable 
that all entries have the same length. This length has been 
defined as the sequence length. This sequence length is 
identical to the number of time steps for the LSTM layer and 
is the maximum length calculated for a comment in the 
training corpus (1744 tokens). 

3) Word Embedding with GloVe: Word embedding is a 

class of approaches for representing words using a dense vector 

representation. It is an improvement over traditional bag-of-

words model coding schemes which consist in marking each 

word in a vector to represent an entire vocabulary. Since the 

latter is vast, then a given word will be represented by a large 

vector consisting mostly of null values. 

Semantic vector space models of the language represent 
each word with a real-valued vector. Vectors can be used as 
features in various applications, such as document 
classification [48] or named entity recognition [49]. Indeed, 
Word embedding improves text classification by solving the 
sparse matrix and word semantics problem.  

 

Fig. 1. Proposed LSTM, VADER and TF-IDF based Hybrid Sentiment Analysis Model.
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The two most common word integrations are: Word2Vec 
and GloVe.However, GloVe (Global Vectors for Word 
Representation), as its name suggests, is better at preserving 
global contexts because it creates a global co-occurrence 
matrix by estimating the probability that a given word co-
occurs with other words. 

GloVe is an unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining 
vector representations of words. Training is performed on 
global word-word co-occurrence statistics aggregated from a 
corpus, and the resulting representations have linear 
substructures of the word vector space [50]. 100-dimensional 
GloVe integrations of 400,000 calculated words were used. 

4) LSTM layer: When defining the LSTM layer, 256 

hidden units have been fixed. This layer is linked to a Softmax 

activation function. The Adam optimizer, which is one of the 

methods that compute the learning rate, known to work well in 

practice, and compares favorably with other adaptive learning 

algorithms has been used (Table I). 

5) Softmax layer: The softmax function is a function that 

transforms a vector of K real values into a vector of K real 

values that sum to 1. Whatever the values of the input, the 

softmax transforms them into values between 0 and 1, so that 

they can be interpreted as probabilities. 

Softmax is a generalization of logistic regression that can 
be used for multi-class classification. Many multi-layer neural 
networks end with a penultimate layer that produces real-
valued scores that are not properly scaled and can be difficult 
to work with. Here, the softmax is very useful because it 
converts the scores to a normalized probability distribution. 

In our case, the softmax layer outputs two probability 
scores that correspond to the positivity and negativity of the 
input sequence. 

Training and evaluation of the LSTM model 

From the 50,000 reviews available in the dataset, 5,000 
reviews were selected from the train set and 2,000 from the 
test set of our LSTM model. We checked that the number of 
positive reviews and the number of negative reviews in the 
dataset were balanced. Most of these reviews consist of 
several hundred words, and some reviews exceed a thousand 
words. The average number of words used in the reviews in 
the dataset is 1309. 

TABLE I. HYPER-PARAMETERS OF THE LSTM MODEL 

Hyper-parameter Value 

Input vocab size 1744 

Output embedding dimension 100 

LSTM layer internal units 256 

Optimizer Adam 

Loss Categorical Crossentropy 

Activation function Softmax 

B. VADER Lexicon 

VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment 
Reasoner) is a rule-based lexicon and sentiment analysis tool 
that is specifically adapted to sentiments expressed in social 
media. VADER uses a combination of a sentiment lexicon and 
a list of lexical features (e.g., words) that are generally labeled 
according to their semantic orientation as positive or negative. 

VADER produces four measures of sentiment from these 
word ratings. The first three, positive, neutral, and negative, 
represent the proportion of text that falls into these categories. 
The final metric, the composite score, is the sum of all lexicon 
scores that have been normalized between -1 and 1. 

It should be recalled that the VADER model is sensitive to 
punctuation and capitalization [34]. Therefore, special 
characters have not been filtered out and text has not been 
converted to lowercase in order to capture the full sentiment. 

Evaluation of the VADER model 

The VADER model was evaluated on the same test dataset 
used for the evaluation of the LSTM model (2000 opinion). 
The composite score was retained after normalizing it between 
0 and 1. 

C. TF-IDF Model 

The TF-IDF approach is used to create numerical feature 
vectors from text. It is a method very often used in text 
classification that gives information about the occurrence of 
words. 

1) Data pre-processing: As for the LSTM model, the 

targeted sentence is first cleaned to eliminate all unnecessary 

occurrences such as multiple spaces, strings of numbers or 

URLs... Then all the text is converted to lowercase so as not to 

have 2 different dimensions for the same word at the time of 

vectorization 

Stopwords have also been removed from the text. These 
are very common words in the studied language that do not 
bring any informative value for the understanding of the 
meaning of a document and corpus. In addition, they are very 
frequent and are part of the common vocabulary, which has 
the effect of significantly impacting the speed of the 
processing that follows. 

2) Tokenization and lemmatization: The same tokenization 

module used for the LSTM model is used for the TF-IDF 

model, i.e. the input texts have been segmented into tokens of 

one word each (unigram) before being lemmatized. 

Lemmatization refers to a lexical treatment of a text in 
order to analyze it. Stemming and lemmatization refer to text 
normalization in the field of natural language processing and 
are widely used in text mining. 

The difference between stemming and lemmatization is 
that stemming simply removes the last characters, which often 
leads to incorrect meanings and sometimes even misspellings, 
whereas lemmatization considers the context and converts the 
word into its canonical form recorded in the dictionaries of the 
relevant base language. 
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For our model, WordNet lemmatizer which uses the 
WordNet repository database to search for word lemmas has 
been used. Indeed, Wordnet [51] is a large lexical database, 
freely and publicly available for the English language, aiming 
at establishing structured semantic relations between words. 
Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into 
cognitive synonym sets (synsets), each expressing a distinct 
concept. The majority of WordNet's relationships connect 
words from the same Part Of Speech (POS). Among the 
features it offers is one of the oldest and most commonly used 
lemmatizers. 

3) TF-IDF vectorization: Unlike a Bag of Words (BoW) 

which converts text into a feature vector by counting the 

occurrence of words in a document without considering their 

importance, TF-IDF is based on the Bag of Words (BoW) 

model, which contains information about the most important 

and least important words in a document. 

In order to convert a collection of raw documents into a 
TF-IDF feature matrix, a vocabulary which only considers the 
first 500 terms classified by term frequency in the corpus has 
been built, and then removed terms that appear too frequently 
(in more than 50% of documents) or infrequently (in less than 
7 documents) (Table II). This allows us to ignore words that 
have very few occurrences to be considered significant, or 
conversely, too frequent in the corpus. 

4) Linear regression: Regression is a method of modeling 

a variable (called target) as a function of independent 

predictors (called features), where the algorithm involved tries 

to find causal relationships between the variables [52]. 

Since the TF-IDF feature matrix contains 500 dimensions, 
and each of these dimensions represents a relevance score of 
each word (tfidfi), our goal is to establish a regression model 
(Func 4) that will allow us to compute the relative weights (βi) 
to the 500 most significant words in the corpus with respect to 
the sentiment score (Scorei). 

Scorei = ∑    𝑡     
   
                (4) 

In this kind of application (sentiment analysis), it is rather 
classification models that are used and not regression models. 
However, the objective is not to calculate a binary score, but a 
continuous value (like the scores calculated with the LSTM 
and VADER models). These three scores will constitute the 
inputs of the final classification model (Fig. 1). 

In order to train the regression model, the same dataset as 
the one used for training the LSTM model (5000 reviews) was 
used. 

TABLE II. HYPER-PARAMETERS OF THE TF-IDF MODEL 

Hyper-paramter Value 

max_features 500 

min_df 7 documents 

max_df 50% of documents 

5) Feature scaling: Many machine learning algorithms 

work better or converge faster when the features are relatively 

similar in scale and close to the normal distribution, including 

linear regression. However, the output of our regression model 

gives prediction values outside the interval [0,1] (unlike the 

LSTM and VADER models). In order to help the features 

arrive in a more suitable form to the Classifier model, 

normalization of the prediction values of this output was 

performed. 

Evaluation of the TF-IDF model 

The TF-IDF model was evaluated on the same test set used 
to evaluate the LSTM and VADER models (2000 reviews). 
The evaluation scores of the three models (LSTM, VADER 
and TF-IDF) are used as reference values to compare them to 
the scores of our proposed architecture in this study. 

D. CLASSIFIER Model 

We recall that our objective is to combine the 3 models of 
sentiment analysis of the input with a classification model in 
order to improve the performance of predictions on the 
sentiment conveyed through the input text. Indeed, the LSTM 
model, which is part of the RNN, is distinguished by its ability 
to adapt to sequential data. The VADER model has proven its 
efficiency in the microblogging domain. Finally, the TF-IDF 
model is characterized by its ability to handle the most 
significant words in a document. A higher Accuracy and F1 
scores than those obtained by the three models used separately 
on the same data is expected. We also recall that the LSTM 
and TF-IDF models have been trained on IMDB review texts, 
while VADER is a pre-trained model. 

Our classification model contains three inputs that are 
directly related to the outputs of the LSTM, VADER and TF-
IDF models. The values of these inputs are continuous in a 
range of [0,1] and the output of the classification model 
returns a binary result (positive or negative) which is the 
prediction of the sentiment of the text of the full model input 
(Fig. 1). 

5000 random reviews have been selected from the dataset 
that are different from the training set and test set data used for 
the LSTM and TF-IDF models. We ran them through the input 
of our global model to obtain the predictions computed by the 
LSTM, VADER and TF-IDF models. Then we divided these 
results into two batches (75% for the train set and 25% for the 
test set), in order to train and evaluate our binary classification 
model, implementing each of the following five classification 
algorithms: Logistic Regression (LR), k Nearest Neighbors (k-
NN), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
and Naive Bayes (NB). 

The hyper-parameters of each of the classification 
algorithms used were manipulated to have the best possible 
evaluations for our data set. Table III gives an overview of the 
most important hyperparameters that were applied to our 
classification models. 
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TABLE III. MOST IMPORTANT HYPER-PARAMETERS APPLIED TO THE 

ALGORITHMS IMPLEMENTED IN THE CLASSIFICATION MODEL 

Algorithme Hyper-parametre Value 

Logistic Regression Inverse of regularization strength 1 

k Nearest Neighbors Number of neighbors 13 

Random Forest 
Number of trees in the forest 

Maximum depth of the tree  

19 

4 

Support Vector 

Machine 

Regularization parameter 

Kernel type 

1 

Linear 

Naive Bayes Var smoothing 1e-09 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Evaluation of the Binary Classification Model 

The binary classification model is the block that returns 
the final result of the sentiment experienced in the input text 
of the full model. Its three inputs come from the three input 
models (LSTM, VADER and TF-IDF). Table IV lists the 
Accuracy of each classification model following its evaluation 
on the test data. 

TABLE IV. ACCURACY EVALUATED FOR THE ALGORITHMS IMPLEMENTED 

IN THE CLASSIFICATION MODEL 

Model Accuracy 

Logistic Regression 0.888 

k Nearest Neighbors 0.868 

Random Forest 0.876 

Support Vector Machine 0.884 

Naive Bayes 0.868 

B. Evaluation of our Model with IMDB Dataset Data 

In the following, the results obtained using the proposed 
architecture will be exposed. In order to better identify the 
performance improvement that it has allowed, the complete 
model was evaluated on the same test set that evaluated the 
LSTM, VADER and TF-IDF models separately. 

Fig. 2 shows mean micro-averaged for the model by 
implementing the five different algorithms in the model 
Classifier. Table I shows that after training the LSTM model, 
its evaluation on the test set gave an accuracy of 0.829 and an 
F1 score of 0.835. As for the VADER model (which is a pre-
trained model), its evaluation on the same testset gave an 
accuracy of 0.723 and an F1 Score of 0.766. With the TF-IDF 
model, an accuracy of 0.789 and an F1 score of 0.792 have 
been obtained. Between these three basic models, it turns out 
that the LSTM model shows higher scores in terms of 
accuracy, Recall and F1 score. 

Table V displays the performance metrics (Accuracy, 
Recall and F1 score) of the 3 input models (LSTM, VADER 
and TF-IDF) on the IMDB test data. 

TABLE V. PERFORMANCE METRICS EXPECTED BY THE THREE INPUT 

MODELS ON IMDB DATA 

Model Accuracy Recall F1 Score 

LSTM 0.829 0.827 0.835 

VADER 0.723 0.675 0.766 

TF-IDF 0.789 0.803 0.792 

 

Fig. 2. AUC of the Proposed Model by implementing the different 

Classification Algorithms when Predicting Sentiment on IMDB Data. 

After training and evaluating our model using the five 
proposed classification algorithms, the performance metrics 
shown in Table VI have been obtained. 

TABLE VI. PERFORMANCE METRICS ACHIEVED BY OUR MODEL BY 

IMPLEMENTING THE 5 CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS ON IMDB DATA 

Model Accuracy Recall F1 Score 

Logistic Regression 0.878 0.882 0.881 

k Nearst Neighbors 0.841 0.824 0.842 

Random Forest 0.831 0.804 0.830 

Support Vector Machine 0.863 0.867 0.867 

Naive Bayes 0.860 0.855 0.862 

The evaluation scores obtained using our model is 
different depending on the classification algorithm used. 
However, whatever the algorithm, the scores are better than 
those obtained using the three models LSTM, VADER and 
TF-IDF separately, except for the F1 scores obtained using 
Random Forest (0.83) which is slightly lower than the F1 
scores obtained using the LSTM model (0.835), but higher 
than the F1 scores obtained using VADER and TF-IDF 
(respectively 0.766 and 0.792). 

The average Accuracy obtained using our model using the 
5 classification algorithms separately (0.854) is 9.517% higher 
than the average Accuracy obtained using the three models 
LSTM, VADER and TF-IDF (0.780%), and the average F1 
score obtained using the full model (0.856) is 7.363% higher 
than that obtained using the three models separately (0.797) 
(Table VI). 
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It should be noted that the Logistic Regression model 
offers a better Accuracy (0.878) compared to the accuracy 
obtained with the three models LSTM, VADER and TFIDF 
(respectively 0.829, 0.723 and 0.789), i.e. 5.91% higher than 
the accuracy obtained with LSTM which is the best score 
recorded among the 3 initial models. Logistic Regression also 
offers a better F1 score (0.881) which is 5.51% higher than the 
F1 score of LSTM (0.835) (Table VII). 

 

Fig. 3. Representation of the Evaluation Metrics on IMDB Data. 

Overall, Fig. 3 shows that our model gave the best 
performance using the Logistic Regression, k-NN, SVM and 
Naive Bayes models. The Random Forest model on the other 
hand gave a slightly lower F1 score than the LSTM model, but 
still outperformed VADER and TF-IDF. 

TABLE VII. RELATIVE IMPROVEMENT RECORDED BY EACH 

CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM COMPARED TO THE BEST SCORES DISPLAYED 

BY THE INPUT MODELS ON THE IMDB DATA 

Model 
Accuracy 

improvement 
F1 Score improvement 

Logistic Regression +5.91% +5.51% 

k Nearst Neighbors +1.44% +0.83% 

Random Forest +0.24% -0.59% 

Support Vector Machine +4.10% +3.83% 

k-Means +3.74% +3.23% 

Mean +9.51% +7.36% 

C. Evaluation of our Model with Data from the Twitter 

Dataset 

The proposed model has also been evaluated on a US 
Airlines Sentiments Twitter dataset available on Kaggle [53]. 
This is a set of labeled tweets that was posed as a binary 
classification problem. The dataset contains 14427 unique 
texts that were used as a test set for our models. 

It should be noted that the structure of the data 
encompassed in this dataset is different from that of the IMDB 
movie review dataset. On the one hand, the tweets contain text 
that is too short (with an average of 104 words, compared to 
1309 words for the IMDB reviews), and on the other hand, 
due to the nature of the topic being reviewed, the vocabulary 
used most likely contains words that our LSTM and TF-IDF 
models never saw during training. 

Fig. 4 shows mean micro-averaged for the model by 
implementing the five different algorithms in the model 
Classifier. Obviously, the performance of the LSTM and TF-
IDF models has dropped considerably. Indeed, the accuracy 
score and the F1 score of the LSTM model are respectively 
0.66 and 0.67. For the TF-IDF model, these scores are 
respectively 0.667 and 0.637. On the other hand, the VADER 
model showed almost the same scores as for the IMDB data 
(Table VIII). 

 

Fig. 4. AUC of the Proposed Model by Implementing the different 

Classification Algorithms when Predicting the Sentiment on the Twitter US 

Airlines Sentiments Data. 

TABLE VIII. PERFORMANCE METRICS DISPLAYED BY THE 3 INPUT MODELS 

ON THE US AIRLINES SENTIMENTS TWITTER DATA 

Model Accuracy Recall F1 Score 

LSTM 0.660 0.541 0.670 

VADER 0.720 0.591 0.723 

TF-IDF 0.667 0.556 0.637 

However, the Accuracy score of our model remains higher 
than that of the LSTM, TF-IDF and VADER models (0.767, 
0.8, 0.747, 0.754 and 0.773 for Logistic Regression, k Nearest 
Neighbors, Random Forest, SVM and Naive Bayes 
respectively). The same is true for the F1 score of the three 
models Logistic Regression, k-NN and Naive Bayes which are 
respectively 0.733, 0.75 and 0.746 (Table IX). 

TABLE IX. PERFORMANCE METRICS ACHIEVED BY OUR MODEL BY 

IMPLEMENTING THE FIVE CLASSFICIATION ALGORITHMS ON THE TWITTER US 

AIRLINES SENTIMENTS DATA 

Model Accuracy Recall F1 Score 

Logistic Regression 0.767 0.813 0.733 

k Nearst Neighbors 0.800 0.762 0.750 

Random Forest 0.747 0.695 0.683 

Support Vector Machine 0.754 0.797 0.717 

Naive Bayes 0.773 0.847 0.746 
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The average Accuracy obtained using our model using the 
five classification algorithms separately is 12.58% higher than 
the average Accuracy obtained using the three models LSTM, 
VADER and TF-IDF, and the average F1 score obtained using 
the full model is 7.26% higher than that obtained using the 
three models separately (Table X). 

 

Fig. 5. Representation of Evaluation Metrics on US Airlines Sentiments 

Twitter Data. 

If the VADER model which displayed the best scores 
(Accuracy=0.72 and F1 score=0.723) is taken as a reference, 
then we can notice that the proposed model recorded an 
improvement in accuracy and F1 score (respectively 11.11% 
and 3.73%) using the k-NN algorithm. 

TABLE X. RELATIVE IMPROVEMENT RECORDED BY EACH 

CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM COMPARED TO THE BEST SCORES DISPLAYED 

BY THE INPUT MODELS ON THE DATA AFTER THE EVALUATION OF OUR 

MODEL ON THE TWITTER US AIRLINES SENTIMENTS DATA 

Model 
Accuracy 

improvement 
F1 Score improvement 

Logistic Regression +6.52 +1.38 

k Nearest Neighbors +11.11 +3.73 

Random Forest +3.75 -5.53 

Support Vector Machine +4.72 -0.83 

Naive Bayes +7.36 +3.18 

Mean +12.58 +7.26 

Fig. 5 clearly illustrates that our model performed well 
(compared to the three input models), in this case if our 
classifier model implements the Logistic regression, k-NN and 
Naive Bayes algorithms. 

V. DISCUSSION 

According to the results obtained, the proposed model 
shows better performances in terms of accuracy and F1 score, 
and which can exceed the performances of the best among the 
three input models (LSTM, VADER and TF-IDF) by 5.91% 
for accuracy and 5.51% for F1 Score. This peak was obtained 
by implementing the Logistic Regression algorithm in our 
Classifier model and by evaluating our model on the IMBD 
dataset, knowing that the training data also comes from this 
same dataset. 

On the other hand, when the proposed model has been 
evaluated using the Twitter US Airlines Sentiments dataset, 
the performance obviously decreased, but it remains globally 

more advantageous than those obtained using the three input 
models. Indeed, we were able to record a higher accuracy 
score of 11.11% and a higher F1 score of 3.73% using the k-
NN algorithm. These comparisons were made with respect to 
the highest Accuracy and F1 scores that were displayed by the 
VADER model (0.72 and 0.723, respectively). 

It would be useful to recall that the structure of the US 
Airlines Sentiments Twitter dataset is different from the 
IMDB movie review dataset in terms of text size and 
vocabulary used. However, our model managed to display 
better scores compared to the three input models (LSTM, 
VADER and TF-IDF). 

This improvement could be explained by the combination 
of the different techniques used in the three input models. 
Indeed, LSTM is more adapted to sequential data such as time 
series, speech and text [16]. VADER is a pre-trained lexicon 
focused on the wisdom of the crowd and mainly adapted to 
microblog data [34]. TF-IDF, on the other hand, takes into 
account the presence of the most significant words in a textual 
corpus [41]. We can therefore conclude that the combination 
of these three basic models through a classification model has 
allowed this performance improvement by capturing each of 
the different features of the input text according to their 
operating mode. 

On the other hand, considering that most machine learning 
algorithms are based on the assumption that the training 
dataset and the test dataset belong to the same descriptor space 
and follow the same probability distribution [19], our model 
was able to transfer the knowledge gained on an IMDB dataset 
to better process a new US Airlines Sentiments Twitter 
dataset. Although the scores obtained are not very high, they 
are still much better than those obtained by the LSTM, 
VADER and TF-IDF models separately. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The content created by users of social media (such as 
Twitter, Facebook or Instagram) and dedicated platforms 
(such as IMDB or Airbnb) reflects one of the richest sources 
of data in terms of opinions and knowledge. The data they 
encompass offers great opportunities for companies to extract 
valuable and expressive knowledge. For this reason, a field 
like sentiment analysis, which seeks to determine the opinion 
and subjectivity of people's reviews from unstructured written 
text, is growing rapidly. 

Although for more than a decade, many sentiment analysis 
models have been proposed, they are generally data-intensive 
and computationally expensive. Indeed, most of these models 
generally require a huge amount of training data to achieve 
satisfactory performance metrics, namely, accuracy and F1 
score. 

The objective of our study is to propose a hybrid sentiment 
analysis model based on three basic models, namely, LSTM, 
VADER and TF-IDF. Each of these models captures different 
specifications of the same text. These models are then 
combined in a classification model where each of the 
following five algorithms has been implemented: Logistic 
Regression, k-Nearest Neighbors, Random Forest, Support 
Vector Machine and Naive Bayes. The output of our model 
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delivers a binary score that reflects the sentiment of the input 
text. The proposed model was trained on 5000 IMDB movie 
reviews and then evaluated on other reviews from the same 
dataset, then it was evaluated on Twitter US Airlines 
Sentiments which has a different structure in terms of text size 
and vocabulary used. 

The results suggest that, depending on the classification 
algorithm implemented, our model displays higher Accuracy 
and F1 scores than those achieved by the three basic models. 
Indeed, with Logistic Regression, an improvement of 5.91% 
for the Accuracy and 5.51% for the F1 Score on the evaluation 
data of the IMBD dataset has been noted. These scores were 
calculated with respect to the best performances achieved by 
the three basic models. 

After evaluating our model on the US Airlines Sentiment 
Twitter data, an overall decrease in performance has been 
noted. However, the performance of the model is still much 
higher than those recorded by the three basic models. Indeed, 
we were able to record a higher accuracy score of 11.11% and 
a higher F1 score of 3.73% using the k-NN algorithm, which 
indicates that our model was able to transfer the knowledge 
acquired on an IMDB dataset to better process a new US 
Airlines Sentiments Twitter dataset. 

As a perspective, it would be interesting to improve the 
proposed model by implementing a BiLSTM model based on 
self-attention in order to capture the polarity of a whole 
sentence that may contain several term-aspects. Such an 
improvement would have a significant impact on the 
evaluation metrics, namely the accuracy and the F1 Score. 
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Abstract—Efficient Data dissemination in VANET is still the 

challenge because of variable speed of vehicles, road conditions, 

frequent fragmentation etc. In this article a selective forwarding 

data dissemination scheme using exit time differences in vehicles 

for highway lanes scenario is proposed that focuses on the 

solution of broadcast storm, less coverage, transmission delay 

and reliable data delivery. Our approach is selecting multiple 

forwarding nodes to increase coverage in less delay. In this 

article road lanes concept is used to identify the moving node 

direction. Redundant regions and zones technique in proposed 

approach is reducing the processing of parameters at significant 

extents. Simulation of proposed approach is done using NS2 and 

SUMO. Output of implementation is compared with 

unidirectional flooding, KB_Selective, and LT_Selective 

techniques. Result analysis shown that the proposed technique is 

much efficient and it increases the rate of coverage up to 23%. 

Also it reduces the delay up to 18% in data delivery ratio. This 

methodology also improves the performance of system by 

increasing the throughput and reducing the collision rate in 

comparison with other methods. 

Keywords—Broadcasting; disseminations; exit time; highway 

lanes; relay nodes; vehicle speed; vehicular ad hoc networks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The networks of moving vehicles are used to disseminate 
important information among vehicles which includes safety 
related information, driving support, entertainment, and other 
mobile commercial services using wireless communication. 
Communication through vehicular ad hoc network provides 
the facility of managing and monitoring the traffic services for 
improvement and maintaining the flow of vehicles on road [1]. 
VANETs have a fast changing topology where nodes 
(vehicles) are moving at high and variable speeds in various 
directions. Such networks are categorized in self-organising 
networks that can disseminate data with or without requiring 
any fixed infrastructure [2], [3]. Communication is possible 
when the vehicles involve in network are differ from normal 
vehicles. Vehicles in vehicular ad hoc networks are enabled 
with On Board Unit (OBU). OBU is special hardware in the 
form of embedded circuit board or ICs that has collection of 
sensors with processing capabilities to connect the other 
vehicle in the range. When vehicles are connected to other 
vehicles then it can transmit or receive the information or 
vehicles are able to exchange signal and related information in 
the form of packet transmission [4]. There is another 

important fixed unit along road side named as Road Side Unit 
or RSU. When RSU communicate with vehicles through their 
OBU then this is vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) 
communication. RSU temporarily stores the details of all 
vehicles in its range. This unit can connect to cloud, fog or 
other internet servers to send and receive information to and 
from other systems as per requirement. This is Infrastructure 
to Infrastructure (I2I) communication [5]. Periodic beacons 
are used to exchange the traffic-related information with OBU 
to aware the drivers of other connected vehicles for traffic and 
other related conditions [6]. RSUs also exchange information 
periodically for updating databases. As vehicles have radar at 
both front and rear side so it can communicate with vehicles 
moving in any directions [7]. Alert can be seen on display 
units or can be felt through vibrations, sounds or any other 
type of alarming options [8]. Fig. 1 is showing the typical 
VANET scenario consists of OBU enabled vehicles, RSUs, 
Cloud or other internet server. Remaining article is arranged 
as follows: Section 2 contains brief overview about data 
dissemination. In Section 3 the related work is explained 
followed by proposed methodology in Section 4. Section 5 
includes experimental setup and comparison of results with 
existing schemes. Sections 6 and 7 presents conclusion and 
future scope of our approach. 

 

Fig. 1. Basic Vehicular ad HOC Network Scenario. 
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II. VANET DATA DISSEMINATION 

As in Vehicle to Vehicle communication, vehicles are 
moving with variable speeds and directions, it is very difficult 
task to deliver data at proper time that is, the time when the 
data is valued for receiver for example there is no use of 
information received by a vehicle user regarding traffic 
support like jam due to road accident when vehicle already 
reached there and hang up in traffic [9]. This is the problem of 
discovering and distributing information quickly to nodes. 
Data dissemination is challenging because vehicular network 
changes rapidly, variables speed vehicles, different road 
conditions, frequent fragmentation or others parameters [10]. 
The process of delivering the data or information to other 
vehicles or nodes in distributed wireless network is called as 
data dissemination. Proper dissemination schemes are helpful 
in delivery of data to desired number of vehicles at in proper 
time [11]. This also helps in reducing the data congestion and 
traffic. Different characteristics of vehicular ad hoc networks 
like variable speeds, types of mobility models, communication 
flow etc. creates networking complications, which requires the 
solution for efficient and effective dissemination protocol 
[12]. Vehicles create a dynamic scenario due to variation in 
speed and therefore very short life span in several lanes. Many 
researchers proposed various schemes for improving the 
dissemination process between vehicles that can be 
categorized as infrastructure, broadcast and geocast [13]. RSU 
is basic requirement for infrastructure based schemes. In 
broadcast based the sender forward information to all nodes in 
network while in geocast, nodes are belongs to zone of 
relevance [14]. Some basic data dissemination schemes are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. FBasic Dissemination Schemes in VANET. 

Broadcasting the information for dissemination in vehicles 
may create the problems like broadcast storms and network 
congestion. Another problem that arise during VANET data 
dissemination is the disconnected networks problem which 
mostly occurs in areas having sparse traffic that is, less 
number of connected vehicles are available for information 
transfer [15]. This problem of disconnected network may 
leads to loss of data or information before reaching to actual 
receiver or desired number of receivers. Many researchers 
worked on these problems and proposed solutions. We are 
discussing some in next section of the article. 

III. RELATED WORK 

Tian et al. [16] introduced Traffic Adaptive Data 
Dissemination (TrAD) Protocol that defines concept of a 
directional cluster which includes the vehicles around the 
sender whose direction of movement is same as of sender. 
There is a coordinator in the cluster which is the vehicle or 
node at the intersection whereas breaker is the vehicle which 
is about to leave the cluster. This scheme was supporting 
broadcast storm reduction and based on forwarding technique 
but there was more delay due to high processing at the 
intersections of roads in urban scenarios. Geocast based 
Information - Centric Opportunistic Data Dissemination 
scheme was proposed by Leal et al. [17] which classifying 
messages as periodic beacons and event driven messages 
named as Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) and 
Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENM). 
In this the probability of retransmission of a message keeps on 
decreasing with distance of the vehicle from the event 
location. Density-based Gossiping protocol tries to address an 
issue of Geographic Gossiping Protocol which was not as 
much supportable as proposed in areas with non-uniform 
distribution of vehicles. Nikolovski et al. [18] proposed Delay 
Tolerant and Predictive protocol (DTP-DDP) of 
Dissemination, focused mainly to overcome from broadcast 
storm problem by reducing number of rebroadcasting. 
Message strength or power was computed for every received 
message and if it is less than 12 % then it immediately 
rebroadcast the message, assuming that it is very far from 
sender or it may be at transmission boundary of sender. For 
message having power more than the threshold, decision was 
based on distance and direction of receiver node with respect 
to event location which involved lots of processing and 
computing. This may produce delay in further broadcasting of 
information. Retransmission decision based on number of 
times of message received by node, in defined time duration is 
introduced by Bakhouya et al. [19] named as adaptive and 
decentralized approach (AID). Assumption behind this was 
that, in case of dense network of vehicle message can be 
forwarded from many other vehicles, so better to drop the 
message instead of further forwarding. This theory will help in 
reducing the congestion in network in dense network but not 
as much effective as proposed in sparse network due to 
overhead created for retransmission decision. Costa et al [20] 
introduced beacon based DDRX protocol for data 
dissemination in urban scenario that is depends on vehicle 
network density for TMS related applications claiming in 
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overhead reduction and less delay by creating a graph of 
connected vehicles up to 2 –hop network. To have knowledge 
of 2-hop vehicles before transmission of information may 
produce delay which can be high in urban traffic. Ali et al. 
[21] introduced an infrastructure less scheme for data 
broadcasting was fully based on position of vehicles and 
clusters for emergency messages in high dense scenarios of 
vehicles. Vehicle’s information like positions, speed and 
moving direction was exchanged using periodic beacons 
signals. Based on these parameters a node may be the cluster 
member or not. If a node was cluster member then only it 
would be the part of relay node selection process otherwise 
not. In distributed traffic management systems, Costa et al. 
[22] introduce a protocol for efficient data dissemination by 
selecting the best relay node for sending traffic management 
services messages to cover maximum nodes with less 
overhead and transmission delay. In selecting the relay node 
every vehicle must have knowledge of 1 and 2-hop 
neighbours, this may introduce delay in coverage. A 
probability based broadcasting approach for safety related 
messages was given by Sospeter et al. [23] named as Effective 
and Efficient Adaptive Probability Data (EEAPD) 
Dissemination. Information forwarder decision was based on 
the vehicle (source node) to vehicle distance, vehicle density 
and direction of message. Relationship between number of 
vehicles (vehicle density) and particular road segment is 
defined by a metric called redundancy ratio which was not 
highly effective in urban scenarios. Adaptive Data 
Dissemination Protocol (AddP) was introduced by Oliveira et 
al. [24], focusing on reliability of safety message 
dissemination. It was a multi-hop broadcast protocol where 
rebroadcasting was reduced through aggregation of data and 
network coding. A relay or forwarding node selection was 
based on local vehicle density and distance (from neighbour’s 
nodes) involves huge processing at each node and may led to 
delay in dense networks. Baiocchi et al. [25] proposed Timer-
Based Backbone Network (TBN) protocol. Forwarding or 
Rebroadcast decisions were taken using Monte Carlo 
algorithm for randomization method. As the approach was 
beacon-less and time based, therefore there were chances to 
not forward important information due to network delay or 
other after timer expired. Liu et al. [26] proposed an approach 
based on maximum flooding. This was an effective solution 
towards data dissemination but cannot handle the dense 
network due to broadcast storm as the focus was on mostly on 
maximum coverage. Chaqfeh et al. [27] proposed another 
approach to solve the congestion problem in heavy traffic 
during data transmission among vehicles, based on the 
concept of relay node selection but they have still not 
considered some other parameters which can solve the 
problem of broadcast storm more efficiently. Further the 
technique based on probability during flooding was proposed 
by Gutiérrez-Reina et al. [28] for data dissemination in 
VANET, but the problem of delay in coverage was still 
persists and overall throughput was not up to the mark as 
proposed in dense network due to less rate of coverage. 
Qureshi et al. [29] proposed cluster based approach for 
vehicular data dissemination. Making clusters of networks to 
process the information for dissemination was one of the 
efficient technique but to handle the cluster members and 

other overheads there is quite more processing was required 
on account of which an important and urgent information may 
have to suffer. With this survey we found that still the speed 
and lane of vehicles were rarely used by researchers which 
could be important parameters in dissemination process. These 
parameters may have important role in solving the problems 
or issues by broadcast storm like coverage, delay, collision 
etc. In section 4, we are proposing an effective solution in 
such relay networks where information from one network, is 
pass on to another using relay nodes. We have used speed as 
important parameter that covers some technical gaps and 
problems in relay node selection or selective forwarding 
approaches. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In the highway scenario of vehicular ad hoc 
communication, number of lanes is an important parameter 
that can be used in assignment of direction of moving vehicles 
and helps in the process of relay nodes selection effectively. 
Number of lanes, L on highway or highway lanes may vary as 
per the regions, states and countries, and always are even in 
number as in (1). 

     : 16 mod 2 0Lanes L L and L               (1) 

 In our proposed technique we are assuming maximum 16 
lanes. Periodically values of basic parameters like position, 
speed and lane number for every vehicles in 1-hop will 
exchange with each other. Nodes maintain the dynamic record 
of received coordinates of neighbor’s and start the grouping of 
these records into the same or other direction vehicles with 
respect to itself. It has been assumed that vehicles on highway 
are either moving from left to right or right to left. Depending 
on direction of moving of source vehicles (NSOURCE), other 
nodes in the transmission range of source will considered as 
same or opposite direction moving vehicles. Fig. 3 shows the 
vehicles scenario of proposed 1-hop neighbors of NSOURCE 
(black car moving right) and respective mapping to regions 
according to moving directions in 8 lanes. 

 

Fig. 3. Directions and Regions Mapping with respect to Source (Black Car). 
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If source is moving left then the defined procedures in later 
subsections of this article will change accordingly. We are 
separating all 1-hop neighbors into four regions that is, region 
1, region 2, region 3 and region 4 with respect to source node. 

A. Direction Assignment Process (DAP) 

Direction assignment process of proposed technique is 
assigning directions with respect to source vehicle for each 1-
hop vehicles in source transmission range; procedure 
Direction_Assign doing the work of direction assignment at 
NSOURCE using the exchanged records of parameters. 

Procedure: Direction_Assign (NLIST, L_ID, L) 

 

After assignment of moving direction and using the 
position of vehicles, source node divides the ranged vehicles 
into the set of same and opposite directions from itself; having 
confidence in that the vehicles moving away from the source 
will provide faster coverage as compared to the vehicles 
moving towards source. Keeping this belief and to reduce 
processing, vehicles are divided into Rejection and Selection 
zone. Vehicles belongs to rejection zone will not include in the 
selection process for relay candidate. Flow of working 
approach is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Flow of Proposed Working Approach. 

B. Region Assignment Process (RAP) 

After assigning the direction of moving of nodes at 
NSOURCE, region assignment of vehicles is performed. Various 
regions for proposed approach are defined as follows: 

Region 1 ϵ Vehicles moving left and away from NSOURCE. 

Region 2 ϵ Vehicles moving left and towards from NSOURCE . 

Region 3 ϵ Vehicles moving right and away from NSOURCE . 

Region 4 ϵ Vehicles moving right and away from NSOURCE. 

Assignment of each 1-hop vehicle to respective region 
with respect to source is carried out by below procedure. 

Procedure (at NSOURCE): Region_Assign (NLIST) 

 

C. Zones Selecting and Rejecting Process (ZSRP) 

Next to RAP for 1-hop moving vehicles with respect to 
source the system proceed to select the best relay node. In our 
work we are selecting two relay nodes instead of one to cover 
maximum area in less time. For this we are considering an 
important parameter that is speed of moving vehicles. This 
parameter is not focused in most of the earlier researches. In 
this approach with the help of speed of moving vehicle we are 
efficiently selecting the forwarder nodes from selection zone. 
In almost all previous approaches the farthest node from 
source was considered as the relay node but here we are also 
considering the node just behind the farthest node in both 
directions. It could possible that the node just behind farthest 
node may leave the transmission range of source first because 
of speed difference, it may overtake farthest node within the 
range itself. 

This leave time computation can applied to all the nodes in 
selection zone but we are not calculating that, assuming that 
there is less probability of existence of node which have less 
leave time in comparison with farthest or behind farthest node. 

1. for each N in NLIST  

2.  if Loc_Base(NLOCATION) ϵ [(X < XSOURCE ) AND 

(Y > YSOURCE )] 

3.  Region1[ ]← N 

4.  A1_NSOURCE[ ]←N 

5. else if Loc_Base(NLOCATION) ϵ [(X > XSOURCE ) 

AND (Y > YSOURCE )] 

6.  Region2[ ]← N 

7.  T1_NSOURCE[ ]←N 

8. else if Loc_Base(NLOCATION) ϵ [(X > XSOURCE ) 

AND (Y < YSOURCE )] 

9.  Region3[ ]← N 

10.  A2_NSOURCE[ ]←N 

11.  else Loc_Base(NLOCATION) ϵ [(X < XSOURCE ) 

AND (Y < YSOURCE )] 

12.  Region4[ ]← N 

13.  T2_NSOURCE[ ]←N 

14.  return { Region[ ], T1_ NSOURCE[ ], A1_ 

NSOURCE[ ], T2_ NSOURCE[ ], A2_ NSOURCE[ ]} 

Input:1-hop Node list (NLIST) in source 

transmission range, Lane number of each 

neighbor (L_ID), Number of lanes on 

highway (L) 

Output: Assignment of directions to 1-hop nodes 

1. for each {Ni ϵ NLIST} do 

2.  if L_ID <=│L/2│ 

3.  ML[ ] ← Ni // Moving Left Assignment 

4. otherwise, 

5.  MR[ ] ← Ni // Moving Right Assignment 

6. return {ML[ ], MR[ ]}  
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Also if such vehicle exists then also the coverage by 
farthest or behind farthest node will be more as these nodes 
will be in early contact to 2- hop nodes. 

Including computation of leave time for each node will 
increases overhead and processing which may introduce delay 
in coverage. Fig. 5, showing the representation of such nodes 
on x-y coordinate system. Here we are assuming that NSOURCE 
is at (0, 0) in red colour. Green nodes are the relay candidates 
and their remaining distances from source are represent by 
R1d1, R1d2 in region 1 while in region 3 they are represents 
by R3d1 and R3d2. Vehicles in region 2 and region 4 belongs 
to rejection zone, so they are not considered for relay 
candidate and marked in black colour. Following possible 
cases occurs for rejection zone vehicles according to the 
source moving direction as in (2) and (3). 

Case I:            , ,SOURCEdir N MR pos N x y x y     
 

      (2) 

Description: If any vehicle selected as forwarding node 
and belong to either (-x, -y) or (x, y) region when source 
moving towards positive x, then it would covers mostly those 
vehicles which are already in the range of source only. Node 
selected as relay, will forward the information as soon as it 
received and to cover the region outside the source 
transmission range will take some time by such nodes even 
having the minimum time of leave (ttl). 

Case II:            , ,SOURCEdir N ML pos N x y x y     
 

        (3) 

Description: If any vehicle selected as forwarding node 
and belong to either (-x, y) or (x, -y) region when source 
moving towards negative x, then also it covers mostly the 
vehicles which are in the range of source and have already the 
information. 

Remaining distance, let for green node in Fig. 6, is 
|AC=BD=RKdK |in region K. Position of this node is represents 
as [(-x, y) ~ |x|, |y|)]. Transmission range of source (T) creating 
a circle of radius T. Also OD=|x| and CD=AB=|y|. Therefore 
value of RKdK and remaining time to leave (ttl) from source 
range are computed using (4) and (5) respectively.  

 

Fig. 5. Representation of 1-hop Nodes on x-y Coordinate System. 

 

Fig. 6. Computation of Remaining Span from Source Transmission Range. 

  2 2(| |) | |K PR d T y x              (4) 

         _*K P FARTHEST BH FARTHEST Kttl R d V or V
          (5) 

K is region number and    , _P FARTHEST BH FARTHEST   

D. Relay Nodes Selection Process (RNSP) 

This subsection is explaining the process vehicle detection 
which will cover the next network earliest. RNSP is selecting 
two relay or forwarder nodes: relay_node1 and relay_node2 in 
opposite directions from selection zones. The procedure is 
considering both farthest and behind the farthest vehicles in 
selection zones based on the assumption that the behind 
vehicle may leave the range first covering more vehicles 
outside the range of source in less time. So the aim of RNSP is 
vehicle detection which will leave the transmission range of 
source early between farthest node and behind the farthest 
node, in both regions having vehicles moving away from 
source. For this leave time calculation, speed and distance 
between these vehicles are obtained using global positioning 
system and other parameters exchanged periodically and 
stored in local database of nodes. Fig. 7 shows the steps of 
RNSP procedure. 

 

Fig. 7. Steps for RNSP. 
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Algorithm: RN_Election 

 

E. Notation List 

Table I is showing the list of notations and their 
interpretation used in our proposed methodology. 

TABLE I. NOTATIONS LIST 

Notations Interpretation 

L Number of Lanes 

V Vehicle speed 

t Time instant 

L_ID Unique identification number of lane 

NSOURCE Source node or vehicle 

NLIST 1-hop neighbors list of NSOURCE 

MR[ ] Set of Nodes moving right with respect to NSOURCE 

ML[ ] Set of Nodes moving left with respect to NSOURCE 

Loc_Base Local database of each node 

T1_ NSOURCE [ ] Set of vehicles from region 2, moving towards NSOURCE 

T2_ NSOURCE[ ] Set of vehicles from region 4, moving towards NSOURCE 

A1_ NSOURCE[ ] 
Set of vehicles from region 1, moving away from 

NSOURCE 

A2_ NSOURCE[ ] 
Set of vehicles from region 3, moving away from 

NSOURCE 

Distance_R1[ ] Distance of all nodes ϵ Region 1 from NSOURCE 

Distance_R2[ ] Distance of all nodes ϵ Region 3 from NSOURCE 

R1FARTHEST Farthest vehicle in region 1 from NSOURCE 

R1BH_FARTHEST Vehicle behind R1FARTHEST 

R2FARTHEST Farthest vehicle in region 3 from NSOURCE 

R2BH_FARTHEST Vehicle behind R2FARTHEST 

R1d1 Span remains to exit from source range by R1FARTHEST 

R1d2 Span remains to exit from source range by R1BH_FARTHEST 

R2d1 Span remains to exit from source range by R2FARTHEST 

R2d2 Span remains to exit from source range by R2BH_FARTHEST 

ttl Remaining time to exit from source transmission range 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Simulation Environment 

Proposed work is carried out in NS-2 environment with the 
supporting tools SUMO and MOVE. For comparing and 
analysis of results we have assigned the speed randomly to 
moving vehicles in the range of 20 mph to 80 mph. For better 
analysis we are taking the average of values obtained in 10 
simulations. Various simulation parameters taken are shown in 
Table II. Work has been extended to real time highway 
fragment of radius 3 km using OpenStreetMap. Working 
approach has been examined in the terms of simulation 
duration and rate of flow of vehicles or vehicle density. Result 
of proposed work is compared with selective flooding, 
unidirectional flooding and selective forwarding proposed by 
Farooq et al. [30] and Pradhan R. [31]. Farooq et al. proposed 
unidirectional flooding and selective flooding based on 
knapsack problem (KB_Selective) of weight and profit 
assignment for optimal (maximum profit) solution. Pradhan R. 
proposed selective dissemination technique based on leave 
time (LT_Selective) calculation of nodes to select the 
forwarding node. 

B. Metrics 

 Receiver Ratio (RR): Receiver ratio in (6) is the ratio of 
number of nodes received (NR) the message transmitted 
by source to the total number of nodes (N) available in 
the region of interest for n simulations. More the value 
of this means more the coverage of nodes on highway. 

1

n R

s

N
RR n

N

 
  
 

              (6) 

 Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): This metric supports the 
trustworthiness of network and defined as the total 
number of packets successfully delivered from the total 
packets transmitted in source node range. High the PDR 
produces the reliability of network and belief on 
moving nodes. 

1

_
n
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            (7) 

 Wait Time (WT): Wait time is defined as the amount of 
time taken by transmitted message (D) to reach at every 
node in the region. High waiting time is not acceptable 
in network for important and time bound information. 
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             (8) 

Step 1: Relay Candidate Identification in Region 1 

For each N ϵ A1_ NSOURCE do 

Distance_R1[N]=│pos(N) – pos(NSOURCE)│ 

R1FARTHEST=Max(Distance_R1[]) 

Distance_R1[ ]←│Distance_R1[ ] \ R1FARTHEST │ 

R1BH_FARTHEST=Max(Distance_R1[]) 

Step 2: Relay Candidate Identification in Region 3 

For each N ϵ A2_ NSOURCE do 

 Distance_R2[N]=│pos(N) – pos(NSOURCE)│ 

 R2FARTHEST=Max(Distance_R2[]) 

 Distance_R2[ ]←│ Distance_R2[ ]\R2FARTHEST │ 

 R2BH_FARTHEST=Max(Distance_R2[]) 

Step 3: Leave Time (Exit) Calculation 

 ttl1=R1d1*V[R1FARTHEST] 

 ttl2=R1d2* V[R1BH_FARTHEST] 

 ttl3=R2d1* V[R2FARTHEST] 

 ttl4=R2d2* V[R2BH_FARTHEST] 

Step 4: Relay Nodes Identification in Source Network 

 if tt1<=ttl2 

relay_node1 ← R1FARTHEST 

 else  

relay_node1 ← R1BH_FARTHEST 

 if ttl3<=ttl4 

relay_node2 ← R2FARTHEST 

 else  

relay_node2 ← R2BH_FARTHEST 

 return (relay_node1, relay_node2) 
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 Collision Ratio (CR): Collision ratio is the total number 
of collided packets (PC) to the total number of nodes in 
the network for given duration of time. 

   
1

_
n

C

s

Avg CR P N n


              (9) 

 Throughput: This parameter is used to find the 
efficiency of network by computing the size of total 
message received (R) per unit time as shown in (10). 

 
1

t

i

Throughput R t


            (10) 

C. Simulation Parameters 

The simulation parameters and their corresponding values 
considered for proposed scheme are listed below in Table II. 

TABLE II. PARAMETERS USED FOR SIMULATIONS 

Item Values 

Distance 3 km 

Number of lanes 8 

Simulation time 300 seconds 

Number of simulations 10 

Vehicle speed [20 – 80 ] mph 

Transmission range 400 m 

Message size 1 KB 

MAC Layer 802.11p 

Traffic rate [100-400 ] vehicles/hr 

Simulation framework NS 2.35 

Mobility Simulator SUMO 0.32 

Map tool OpenStreetMap 

D. Simulation Results 

This sub-section includes the results and analysis of 
simulation based on various parameters as we discussed 
earlier. Fig. 8 to 12 shows the effect on parameters behaviour 
with the simulation time by keeping maximum constant 
number of vehicles (300) in simulation for 300 seconds. As 
the proposed approach selecting two relay nodes in each 
direction of moving therefore we are considering half of total 
vehicles moving left and remaining half are moving right. 
That means 150 vehicles in each direction. 

Table III represents the values of metrics with simulation 
time and comparison graphs for same are shown in Fig. 8-12. 
In the beginning of simulation less number of packets 
generated for transmission and hence most of them are 
successfully delivered to destination nodes but as the time 
increases more number of packets are transmitted which 
increases the collision and congestion. The variation in 
packets delivery is shown in Fig. 8. Results show that 
proposed technique is doing far better in comparison to others. 

Variation in throughput at early phase of simulation is not 
changing rapidly. As the time increases it decreases speedily 
in each round of simulation. This is due to decrease in packet 
delivery and increases in retransmission. Fig. 9 shows the 

performance for throughput and it is found that proposed 
approach is giving better results in comparison to others. 

Fig. 10 shows the result of coverage of information among 
nodes. Comparing to others proposed method is covering the 
network in approximately 4 min, while the others are covering 
up to 80 % to 90 % region in this duration. Though the vehicle 
density is constant and collisions are increasing the coverage 
is still reaching to 100 % because of packets delivery to some 
nodes and such nodes are further applying the approach to find 
the forwarding nodes. These selective forwarders increase the 
coverage and also transmit message to the nodes which 
haven’t received the packets in previous transmission. 

 

Fig. 8. Simulation Result for Packet Delivery Ratio versus Time. 

 

Fig. 9. Simulation Result for throughput versus Time. 

 

Fig. 10. Simulation Result for Receiver Ratio versus Time. 
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TABLE III. RESULT TABLE WITH SIMULATION TIME 

Time (Sec) 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 

PDR 

Proposed 78.532 76.547 75.006 72.637 70.837 68.541 65.903 62.041 59.821 54.971 

Unidirectional 75.554 72.827 69.214 67.803 64.443 62.53 58.71 57.196 51.62 47.645 

KB_Selective 75.981 73.443 71.106 69.719 66.369 63.237 61.264 58.304 53.71 48.064 

LT_Selective 76.054 74.106 72.083 69.54 65.112 64.224 63.12 59.17 55.34 50.146 

Throughput 

(KBps) 

Proposed 26.78 25.96 24.85 23.57 21.73 19.42 17.05 14.56 12.41 9.75 

Unidirectional 20.75 19.06 18.51 16.87 14.92 12.78 9.72 6.67 4.96 3.37 

KB_Selective 21.96 20.77 20.06 18.41 15.71 13.64 10.32 8.51 6.33 4.97 

LT_Selective 23.48 22.69 21.87 19.68 15.38 13.23 11.22 9.28 7.41 5.79 

Receiver_Ratio 

(%) 

Proposed 61.219 64.296 69.451 76.145 81.781 85.116 91.407 98.391 100 100 

Unidirectional 50.612 53.437 58.295 62.805 65.457 69.421 74.103 78.306 82.116 87.362 

KB_Selective 56.221 58.234 62.143 67.224 71.361 75.104 80.224 85.849 90.244 95.361 

LT_Selective 59.753 63.68 69.758 73.842 75.886 80.731 87.221 91.784 96.576 99.748 

Collision_Ratio 

(Avg) 

Proposed 0 0.4 1.1 1.8 2.5 3.2 4.2 5.8 8.6 11.4 

Unidirectional 0 0.6 1.4 2.4 3.2 5.4 6.2 8.5 12.9 16.3 

KB_Selective 0 0.9 1.8 2.6 3.5 5.8 6.4 8.7 11.7 15.9 

LT_Selective 0 0.7 1.4 2 2.8 4.1 5.8 7.2 10.4 15.3 

Wait_Time 

(Avg_Delay) (ms) 

Proposed 92.812 96.173 101.44 112.67 121.86 134.58 152.38 175.18 210.12 248.6 

Unidirectional 95.059 101.29 109.73 119.54 138.58 164.28 187.28 221.15 266.51 321.41 

KB_Selective 98.561 104.13 110.54 121.71 136.15 155.07 178.41 206.04 244.64 304.18 

LT_Selective 96.43 100.04 107.08 116.84 133.09 150.69 170.3 195.46 229.83 278.42 

Due to increases in transmission and retransmission of 
packets with the simulation time collision increases. As the 
nodes in network is almost constant therefore collision ratio is 
directly depends only on number of collided packets in 
defined duration. Fig. 11 shows the collision ratio for selective 
time duration in 10 simulations and it is less for our proposed 
work as compared to others. 

Average wait time in milliseconds has been recorded for 
various simulations. This delay is increases in each simulation 
for every method because the network congestion increases. 
Packet retransmission is one of the major reasons for same. 
Also increase in nodes increases the delay. Deviation in delay 
or wait time with the increase in simulation time is shown in 
Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 11. Simulation Result for Collision Ratio Versus Time. 

 

Fig. 12. Simulation Result for Wait Time Versus Time. 

Further the analysis was done on the basis of node density 
in ad hoc network. Now we are varying the number of 
vehicles in the network from 40 to 400 vehicles per hour for 
simulation time. Recorded metrics are given in Table IV and 
performance comparisons for considered schemes are shown 
from Fig. 13 to 17. 

With the increase in the node density in the network the 
average packet delivery ratio (PDR) is decreased. Reason for 
such type of changes in PDR is, data packets to be transmitted 
are increased with increase in number of vehicles. Tendency 
towards collision or loss of packets will increase which led to 
decrease in overall effective packet delivery ratio for 
simulation duration. Also in the proposed work PDR 
decreases but still it is performing much better as compared to 
others as shown in Fig. 13. 
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TABLE IV. RESULT TABLE WITH NODE DENSITY 

Node Density 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 

PDR 

Proposed 91.09 90.24 89 87.56 85.91 83.99 81.81 79.41 76.7 73.66 

Unidirectional 84.06 82.96 81.53 79.82 77.89 75.68 73.02 70.18 67.18 63.21 

KB_Selective 85.23 84.03 82.67 80.99 79.19 77.03 74.5 71.8 68.8 65.01 

LT_Selective 86.45 85.5 84.21 82.71 80.96 78.91 76.45 73.77 70.8 67.12 

Throughput 

(KBps) 

Proposed 0.97 0.9388 0.9019 0.8623 0.8196 0.7729 0.7235 0.6714 0.6141 0.5549 

Unidirectional 0.88 0.8311 0.781 0.7232 0.6634 0.6012 0.5361 0.4687 0.3996 0.3282 

KB_Selective 0.9 0.8574 0.812 0.7623 0.7071 0.6482 0.5869 0.5225 0.4554 0.3861 

LT_Selective 0.94 0.9014 0.8603 0.8117 0.7594 0.7016 0.642 0.5818 0.5183 0.4525 

Receiver_Ratio 

(%) 

Proposed 81.63 83.304 85.006 86.77 88.568 90.413 92.319 100 100 100 

Unidirectional 75.28 76.564 77.875 79.222 80.59 81.974 83.395 84.837 86.304 87.774 

KB_Selective 78.63 79.958 81.347 82.813 84.306 85.813 87.36 88.921 90.504 92.096 

LT_Selective 80.09 81.517 82.956 84.424 85.916 87.447 89.031 90.653 92.334 94.096 

Collision_Ratio 

(Avg) 

Proposed 2.043 2.883 4.003 6.273 9.353 13.493 18.753 25.073 32.543 41.073 

Unidirectional 3.153 4.513 6.603 10.543 15.413 21.673 28.653 36.523 46.363 57.633 

KB_Selective 2.761 4.011 6.071 9.751 14.321 20.291 26.901 34.191 43.231 53.641 

LT_Selective 2.523 3.543 5.263 8.313 12.253 17.373 23.183 30.043 38.173 47.633 

Wait_Time 

(Avg_Delay) (ms) 

Proposed 97.44 101.56 108.02 116.77 127.85 142.6 160.43 182.49 210.38 244.93 

Unidirectional 116.84 125.51 136.7 152.34 173.46 202.15 243.82 298.78 364.02 435.66 

KB_Selective 111.71 119 128.08 141.87 159.79 180.97 207.85 244.02 286.83 342.5 

LT_Selective 107.27 113.68 122.67 135.12 150.99 169.41 193.15 224.37 262.8 312.08 

 

Fig. 13. Simulation Result for Packet Delivery Ratio versus Node Density. 

With the increase in vehicle density, throughput of 
network is decreases because every node is not receiving the 
packets and also new nodes are continuously entering in 
network will cause the increase in network traffic for data 
packets. Therefore with the highest node density there will be 
least throughput. Our work is giving better result compared to 
other in simulation duration for network throughput with the 
variation in number of vehicles per hour as shown in Fig. 14. 

Fig. 15 shows the fast coverage of information by 
proposed approach with the increase in node density compared 
to other approaches. Our methodology is delivering data 
packets by covering all the nodes in approximate 240 sec 
while others not. 

 

Fig. 14. Simulation Result for throughput versus Node Density. 

 

Fig. 15. Simulation Result for Receiver Ratio versus Node Density. 
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It is obvious that number of collisions will increase with 
the increase in vehicle density but how much efforts can be 
applied to reduce the collision ratio is more important. A 
better performance of our algorithms in comparison to others 
on collision ratio with the increase in node density has been 
shown in Fig. 16. Initially the collision ratio is not increasing 
rapidly. When node density increases to around 300 vehicles 
per hour there is growth in collision ratio for all approaches 
but minimum for our proposed approach. 

 

Fig. 16. Simulation Result for Collision Ratio versus Node Density. 

Average delay for all simulations durations is increasing 
with the increase in node density of network. Average delay is 
approx. 90 milliseconds when we have taken minimum node 
density of 40 vehicles per hour. Up to density of 200 vehicles 
per hour, average delay is not increasing rapidly but after that 
it increases exponentially as shown in Fig. 17. Recorded 
values of simulations show the better performance for delay 
metrics in our proposed approach. 

 

Fig. 17. Simulation Result for Wait Time versus Node Density. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this article of proposed work for selective forwarders 
from 1-hop we can conclude that the performance for all 
metrics is better from other three approaches. Here the 
approach of choosing either farthest or behind the farthest 
node moving in similar direction based on their exit time 
calculation from source transmission range is providing 
effective reduction in overall delay and increase in throughput 
of network. Filtering of vehicles using region assignment also 
reducing the overall time taken by approach to select relay 

nodes. Overall transmission range of source is divided into 
regions and when vehicle entered in this range, it has been 
allotted to a particular region. During relay node selection if 
the vehicle belongs to rejection zones then it will not be the 
part of relay selection process. Therefore overhead for 
selection has been reduced effectively and this led to increase 
in system performance and approach is quite faster in relay 
node selection. Selective schemes for data dissemination give 
better results compared to unidirectional in the dense traffic. 
Various features of designed approach are, it covers the 
network rapidly, reducing the number of retransmissions and 
effectively reducing the average delay. Finally the proposed 
novel approach providing efficient and effective data 
dissemination in infrastructure less vehicle to vehicle 
communication. 

Proposed technique of data dissemination can be further 
extended for comparison with some more type of similar 
approaches with different parameter values. Also the work can 
be extended to include the technique of cluster with head and 
members instead of regions creation and assignment. Proposed 
work may be examined for urban and infrastructure based 
scenarios with other parameters. Further scope in proposed 
approach to work on rank based message transmission where 
the priority can be assigned as per emergency, critical or 
important information. 
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Abstract—Spirulina platensis and other microalgae are now 

being considered in the different fields of research. It is due to 

the former’s endless potential let alone, its high protein content. 

That is why, a stable demand of microalga production is now 

necessary. To achieve a high-protein spirulina, its cultivation 

using closed algal cultivation requires monitoring and 

maintenance of the bio-environmental factors and parameters 

affecting its growth to provide a stable and efficient production 

of microalgae. Meanwhile, laboratories that culture spirulina 

determine its cell count through manually counting the cells 

under a microscope – a tedious work. This establishes the need to 

construct a device that cultivates spirulina with maintaining and 

cell counting capabilities. Thus, the proponents developed a 

culturing device that has three main systems. The first system is 

tasked to maintain the bio-environmental parameters, such as 

the pH level, temperature, and light. The second system on the 

other hand speaks of the cell counting system through ImageJ’s 

Image Processing. This system verifies the cell count and growth 

through counting the filaments of the spirulina. Lastly, a 

corresponding Android application, which was developed using 

Firebase and Android Studio, displays real-time values of the 

culture’s parameter. Results show that the device was able to 

stabilize its parameters. Also, red LEDs exhibited 28.43% higher 

approximate cell count than red-blue LEDs. With this, the 

quality of the Spirulina that was produced throughout the study 

was improved.  Lastly, the use of ImageJ’s image processing 

feature showed no significant difference with manual counting. It 

also releases the results multiple times faster than the manual 

counting. Thus, being a better alternative to manual cell 

counting. 

Keywords—Spirulina platensis; ImageJ; image processing; 

closed algal cultivation; parameter monitoring; firebase 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spirulina is a blue-green microalga that grows in alkaline 
lakes. Because of its high protein content, this microalga can be 
widely used in pharmaceutical, aquaculture as feed, and as a 
source of biofuel. That is why, it is currently in great interest 
[1]-[2]. Spirulina is now produced in large batches and is 
cultured in either open or closed systems. Open systems 
usually use ponds, while closed systems are in any container 

that has controlled parameters. Major disadvantages of open 
ponds are the contamination of the culture and the changing 
condition of the environment. Closed systems, on the other 
hand, has the defense for contamination. Essential parameters 
such as temperature, pH level, and oxygen level can also be 
monitored using closed systems [3]-[6]. Insufficient monitoring 
of the culture results to lower production of the aquaculture, 
technological solutions such as data monitoring using Internet 
of Things (IoT) devices and platform provides real-time 
tracking of the essential parameters [7]. Aeration is necessary 
for the maintenance of these parameters especially to the 
homogeneity of the light absorption of the culture. Also, 
aeration ensures that the nutrients are scattered all throughout 
the culture. As for the temperature, it is maintained by 
submerging the container to a pool of water, by using heat 
exchanger, or by spraying the outside of the container with 
water. Light is the most important parameter in culturing 
spirulina [8]. Since Spirulina platensis is under the phylum 
cyanobacteria, it is photoautotrophic. It utilizes the process 
photosynthesis in making own food [9]. 

Spirulina platensis cell counting is usually done in 
laboratories through a „cell counting chamber‟ called 
Hemocytometer [10]. It is simple, direct, and cheap but it is 
also laborious and time consuming because of Spirulina 
platensis unusual cell shape and cell suspension making this 
method susceptible for human errors. 

The amount of the spirulina obtained after the farming is 
important. It is desired to have great amount of spirulina 
produced in one cycle of culturing. It is also settled that the 
counting and the detection of Spirulina cells are extremely 
tedious to be done manually. From these, the implementation 
of image processing is considered since image processing as a 
means for cell counting proved its effectivity in numerous 
studies [11]. One of the main applications of digital image 
processing is estimating the total number of a specific object in 
each image. 

The study investigates the contribution made by the 
microscopic vision system and the light of the closed 
cultivation system in the measurement of the cell density of 
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Spirulina platensis. It also identifies the extent of the proposed 
vision system in capturing the microscopic image of the 
spirulina and determining its cell count. Specifically, it aims to 
(1) build a device with maintenance and correcting system; (2) 
create a vision system that captures images of samples then 
counting the cells; and (3) create an Android application for the 
real-time monitoring of the parameters using IoT platform. 
Lastly, this device that counts the filaments is a great help for 
the spirulina farmers to save time and to have accurate cell 
counts is what the research is aimed at. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A study by Aquino et al. [12]-[13] also measured, 
monitored, and corrected parameters essential in culturing 
Spirulina platensis. Their system also has a vision system that 
comprises of a camera and a sampling cube. Artificial neural 
network was trained and then used as an algorithm in analyzing 
the algal concentration. The detection and correction system in 
[13] were adapted in this past study [12], except for the 
dissolved oxygen parameter, vision system and the algorithm 
that were used in their image processing. Thus, said vision 
system was improved and the algorithm was also changed. 
Additional one difference between the past study [12] and this 
one [13] is the visualization of data. This study made use of an 
Android application that displays the data and their graphical 
representation for each parameter. 

In [14], this study incorporates temperature, UV intensity, 
and water turbidity sensors, microcontroller, and cloud services 
for their spirulina culturing system. It also made use of the IoT 
platform and the Android app to acquire, visualize, and 
monitor data gathered within the smart micro farm.  This study 
used ThingSpeak as database and MIT Appinventor to create 
their application. It also focused on the implementation of IoT 
and Android application. Parameters were only measured, not 
corrected. 

A study in [15] uses an optical sensor unit that is 
responsible for measuring cell concentration and changes of 
the physiological status in the culturing system in real-time. 
This optical sensor was made up of three laser diodes different 
wavelengths. This study also developed a graphical user 
interface (GUI) in their control station. Environmental 
conditions, such as temperature, were controlled using this 
control station. The real-time data sent to the control station 
using Ethernet. The optical sensor unit in [14] utilizes flow 
cytometry, so air pump was used to acquire culture to pass 
through the unit. Culture passing through the pump might not 
get enough light and it might get stuck on the surface of the 
tube, affecting the flow rate. Their GUI and control system are 
not portable because they are attached to the system. Lastly, a 
study by Niangoran et al. [16] concludes that using red light in 
the culture produced more biomass than any other color of 
light. 

To obtain a high protein alga, three key parameters such as 
pH level, temperature, as well as light should be considered. 
Previous works only took one or two parameters into account. 
Thus, in this paper, monitoring the said three key parameters 
were considered to prove that the said parameters were 
necessary in producing a greater growth of the microalgae. 
Moreover, a device that can ease the cell counting system was 

developed in this study. Through an algorithm which is 
purposely designed for scientific image processing. This image 
processing technique was made with ImageJ; furthermore, 
implementing the IoT concept with Firebase and Android 
Studio made monitoring and data acquisition easier. Because 
both is in real-time and can be done remotely. 

III. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING 

APPROACHES 

The prior works of Spirulina culturing system [12]-[13] had 
a monitoring, measuring, and correcting features. However, 
they were not IoT-enabled. Thus, they cannot be monitored nor 
controlled via the Internet. Meanwhile, the two different 
culturing system‟s parameters [14], [17] can be measured and 
monitored through the Internet but not corrected.  An IoT-
based Spirulina [18] and microalgae [19]-[20] culturing system 
where its parameters can be monitored and corrected through 
the Internet were developed but the growth of the algae was 
measured using turbidity value [18] and microalgae biomass 
[19]-[20], respectively. The said limitations are summarized 
and listed as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. EXISTING APPROACHES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS 

 
[12] [13] [14] [17] [18] [19] [20] 

IoT   ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Parameter 

Monitoring 
✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Parameter 

Correction 
✔ ✔   ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Growth  

Monitoring 
✔ ✔   ✔ ✔ ✔ 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the entire system. The 
culturing device has three main parts: the culturing system, the 
vision system, and the android application. The culturing 
system is responsible for the monitoring and maintenance of 
the parameters. Monitoring includes temperature and pH 
sensors. Data from the measured parameters will be sent to the 
Arduino and if the values of the parameters are out of the 
desired range, maintenance takes place by correcting the 
parameters. The Arduino opens or closes maintenance through 
a relay. The Arduino is also connected to the Raspberry pi 
which is responsible for sending data to the cloud. The 
Raspberry pi and cloud were also included in the android 
application as well as its interface. The application displays the 
data from the parameters and their graphs, including the cell 
counted from the vision system for the real-time monitoring. 
Finally, the vision system where the cell counting occurs is 
fitted in a small black box where the extracted 0.1 ml sample 
using a sterile syringe is transferred in a petri dish and is placed 
inside the platform of the vision system. After three images are 
taken per sample using a fixed hand-held microscope camera, 
the images are then processed, and cells are counted using 
ImageJ‟s morphological processes. 

Fig. 2 on the other hand, shows the process of maintaining 
the parameters. Maintenance system starts off with the sensors 
simultaneously reading the pH level and temperature of the 
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culture. The data gathered will be verified if it is in the ideal 
range. If the parameters, either pH or temperature were in the 
ideal range, the current data is sustained. However, if it is not 
in the ideal range, certain amount of chemical needed to 
maintain the system will automatically be added to the culture. 
If the pH level read is higher than the ideal range, Phosphoric 

acid will be added to the system. If it is lower, sodium 
hydroxide will be added. Likewise, if the temperature read is 
higher than the ideal range, the maintenance system will run 
the cooling fan. And if it is lower, the maintenance system will 
run the heater. This process will repeat unless the ideal range is 
maintained. 

 

Fig. 1. The Block Diagram of the System. 

 

Fig. 2. Parameter Maintenance Flow Chart. 
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Fig. 3. ImageJ‟s Image Processing Steps: (a) Obtained Image in Binary, (b) 

Image after Gaussian Blur, (c) Thresholding, (d) Canny Edge Detection, (e) 

Counting of Detected Filaments. 

Fig. 3 shows the functions done in the images and the 
counting of the filaments by the ImageJ‟s image processing. 
The images are initially evaluated by ImageJ‟s edge detection. 
This was done to effectively determine the location of the 
filaments present in the sample image with minimal error rate. 
Furthermore, the method used was Particle Analysis. This was 
utilized because it detects the edges with precision. The process 
began by converting the acquired image to binary. The 
thresholding is done twice to clearly detect the filament edges. 
The image should also pass through Gaussian blur. In this case, 
the sigma is set to 2. Then, run the Canny edge function. 
Lastly, through the output image of the Canny edge wherein it 
detected the cells in the image, is the analysis of the image by 
counting the identified particles. 

Fig. 4 shows the isometric view of the device. It is made 
from a half-inch thick marine plywood and the edges were 
finished with aluminum angle bar. The wood box is C-shaped, 
and the aquarium is placed in the middle. At the top part of the 
box, above the aquarium, is where the electronic circuits, air 
pump, peristaltic pumps, and the power supply lie. They are 

fixed in a piece of acrylic so that they do not move easily. 
There is also a small hole that acts as a passage of wires. The 
back part houses the vision system and the two wash bottles. 
This part is for the tall components. The bottom part is a 
drawer. This drawer serves as a storage for the essential tools 
in culturing Spirulina, such as the syringe, the sampling dishes, 
and the plankton net. Moreover, Fig. 5 shows the actual device. 

 

Fig. 4. The Design of the System. 

 

Fig. 5. The Assembled Prototype. 

Furthermore, the results obtained in this study were 
statistically evaluated. T-test was applied to determine if there 
is a significant difference in using a different color of LED as 
artificial light in culturing Spirulina platensis. 

At the same time, regression analysis was utilized to 
determine the growth rate of Spirulina under different artificial 
lighting treatment over time. 

(a)                            (b) 

(c)                           (d) 

(e) 
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The exponential analysis is given as: 

y=αeβx                         (1) 

Where: 

y = Cell count 

α = equation coefficient 

β = growth rate 

x = number of days past 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The culture prepared for this study was composed of 80% 
culture medium and 20% inoculum of pure Spirulina platensis. 
Three parameters were assessed for the constructed cultivation 
system. These are the temperature, the pH level, and the 
lighting. The constructed closed cultivation system underwent 
a 7-day test run to evaluate the parameter‟s functionality. The 
plotted graphs below would show the measured temperature 
and pH level obtained from the cultivating system for 7 days. 

Fig. 6 shows the obtained temperature of the microalgae 
during the 7-day run. The system maintained the temperature 
within the specified target range of 29 to 32 degree Celsius. 
The starting temperature of the culture was 25.5°C and it 
progressively reached the specified range for the parameter‟s 
maintenance optimal range. The monitored temperature 
contains numerous changes but is still at the applicable set of 
temperature. 

Fig. 7 proves that the device maintained the pH level of the 
culture during the test run. The culture began with a pH level 
of 7.28 because the water that was used for the culture was 
distilled. As it progresses, the culture‟s pH level immediately 
rose to the parameter‟s target optimal range which was 
between 8.5 and 9.5. Since then, the said parameter has been 
maintained. It also showed stability and it did not exceed the 
desired alkalinity for the microalgae. 

Moreover, the vision system was programmed to 
automatically capture images of the sample using the 
Raspberry Pi, which will then be followed by detecting and 
counting the filaments on the captured image, as seen in Fig. 3. 
Furthermore, to determine its acceptability, 31 microscopic 
Spirulina images were assessed as the initial samples evaluated 
using ImageJ‟s particle analysis to effectively determine the 
location of the filaments present in the sample image. The 
samples were obtained using a sterile syringe and were placed 
in a sampling dish. 

The obtained data from the vision system that uses 
ImageJ‟s Image Processing techniques were compared with 
manual counting of the filaments. T-test of two samples 
assuming equal variances was used for the statistical analysis 
of the system as shown in Table II. This was utilized to verify 
if the mean of the methods used would show a significant 
difference. And in turn, the result showed that the methods 
have no significant difference with each other. Since the 
obtained p-value is equal to 0.0729, which is greater than the 

significance level that is 0.025. Hence, the proponents have 
concluded that there is no significant difference between the 
methods. Thus, the constructed vision system which utilizes 
ImageJ plugins can be considered as an alternative in counting 
the filaments of the Spirulina platensis. 

 

Fig. 6. Temperature of the System during the 7-day Test Run. 

 
Fig. 7. pH Level of the System during the 7-day Test Run. 

TABLE II. T-TEST VALIDATION FOR THE VISION SYSTEM 

 
Count (Manual) Count (ImageJ) 

Mean 37.16129032 33.77419355 

Variance 54.13978495 52.58064516 

Observations 31 31 

df 60 

t Stat 1.825511902 

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.036450873 

t Critical one-tail 1.670648865 

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.072901747 

t Critical two-tail 2.000297822 

Decision Accept H01 

Interpretation No Significant Difference 
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The proposed system was compared with a previous study 
[12]-[13] to verify which set-up yields better growth of 
Spirulina platensis as shown in Table III. The former has been 
re-enacted with the same conditions except that this experiment 
uses 20% of inoculum. The medium used for each culture was 
SOT (Society of Toxicology) culture media. On the other hand, 
the bio-environmental factors such as pH level and temperature 
were monitored. Meanwhile, previous studies [12]-[13] proved 
that the culture‟s Dissolved Oxygen (DO) level remained on its 
ideal range which was 10-25 mg per liter. Thus, this study did 
not monitor the DO level of the culture anymore. The cultures 
were also aerated to obtain homogeneity in light absorption. 
This study uses Red LEDs as artificial lighting whereas the 
past study uses a Red-blue LEDs. For the vision system, to 
determine the cell count of the culture, the previous study used 
RGB analysis using Artificial Neural Network, while this study 
opted to made use of the microscopic image analysis using 
ImageJ. Furthermore, IoT implementation and Android 
application were implemented in this study, whereas the 
previous study did not. 

The experimental setup also proved that Red-only LED 
helps increase the cell count of the Spirulina platensis culture 
compared to the previous research‟s Red-Blue LED setup. 
During its Lag phase, the Red-only displayed an early increase 
in growth as it progresses through the week resulting in a clear 
gap having a 28.43% more cell count per ml compared to Red-
Blue on the seventh day. Fig. 8 shows the cell count for each 
light setup for 7 days. 

Fig. 9 and 10, on the other hand shows the regression 
analyses for the two methods of artificial lighting. The growth 
rate of the Red LED is 0.388 while the Red-blue LED has 
0.3021. The Red LED had 28.43% higher growth rate than the 
Red-blue LED. 

Table IV shows the t-test for the comparison of Red-only 
and Red-blue LED. The p-value 0.02 is less than the 0.05 
significance level. The decision is to reject the null hypothesis, 
which states that the color of LED used in culturing Spirulina 
does not affect its cell count. This means that there is a 
significant difference between the two means. 

TABLE III. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PREVIOUS WORK AND THE 

PROPOSED WORK 

 
Previous work 

[12], [13] 
This work 

Inoculum 10% 20% 

Culture Medium SOT SOT 

Bio-environmental factors 

(pH and Temperature) 
Monitored Monitored 

Dissolved Oxygen Yes No 

Aeration Yes Yes 

Artificial light color Red-blue Red 

Growth rate 30.2% 38.8% 

Vision System 
RGB analysis using 

ANN 

Microscopic image 

analysis using ImageJ 

IoT implementation No Yes 

Android application No Yes 

The Android application was able to obtain the data from 
the pH and temperature sensors. These sensors are connected 
to the Arduino using Raspberry Pi.  Correspondingly, the 
Android application was programmed to fetch the upcoming 
data and to display the latest recorded entry the database has 
received per parameter. In turn, the accumulated data were 
presented into the developed application in graphical and 
numerical forms. These are shown in Fig. 11. 

 

Fig. 8. Approximate Cell Count. 

 

Fig. 9. Regression Analysis of Spirulina Platensis using Red LED. 

 

Fig. 10. Regression Analysis of Spirulina platensis using Red-Blue LED. 
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TABLE IV. T-TEST FOR THE LIGHTING TREATMENT TO BE USED IN 

CULTURING SPIRULINA 

Test Statistic: -2.511 

Pearson’s r: 0.934 

P-value: 0.02 

Decision Reject H01 

Interpretation Significant 

      
(a)   (b) 

Fig. 11. Parameter Data in (a) Graphical and (b) Numerical form in 

Spirulinapp. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed closed algal culturing system successfully 
and effectively maintained the parameters to its optimal level.  
Its maintenance system was consistent in keeping the 
parameters in their respective ideal range. The culture which 
was illuminated using red LED obtained more cell count than 
the ones with red and blue LED. This, in turn, improved the 
quality of the Spirulina that was produced throughout the study 
proper. 

Since no significant statistical difference between the 
implemented ImageJ‟s image processing and the manual 
counting and the ImageJ-based vision system‟s counting took 
less than 10 seconds, the implemented ImageJ feature became 
a good substitute for counting cells manually. Lastly, the 
Android application was a great help for the cultivators since it 
showed convenience in monitoring the necessary parameters. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

For future work, this study can be applied to other 
aquaculture systems especially other species of microalgae 
which requires an optimal range of bio-environmental factors 
to greatly improve its growth. Furthermore, the automation of 
collecting samples is advised as it can limit the frequency of 
opening the system, reducing the contamination of the culture. 
Improvement or alternative for the device‟s camera is also 
advised to further improve the sample‟s image resolution and 

quality. As for the IoT implementation, data encryption and 
improvement of the Android application‟s GUI is advised for 
security and quality of life. Lastly, it is advised to increase the 
images to be assessed by the system and the timeframe in 
conducting the study since microalgae are species that need 
proficiency and precision in cultivating. 
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Abstract—Phishing is a most popular and dangerous cyber-

attack in the world of internet. One of the most common attacks 

in cyber security is to access the personal information of internet 

users through “Phishing Website”. The major element through 

which hacker can do this job is through URL. Hacker creates an 

almost replica of original URL in which there is a very small 

difference, generally not revealed without keen observation. By 

pipelining various machine learning algorithms, the proposed 

model aims to recognize the important features to classify the 

URL using a recursive feature elimination process. In this work 

the data set of various URL records has been collected with 112 

features including one target value. In this work a Machine 

Learning based model is proposed to identify the significant 

features, used to classify a URL, the wrapper method recursive 

feature elimination compares different bagging and boosting 

machine learning approaches .Ensemble algorithms, Bootstrap 

Aggregation Algorithms, Boosting and stacking algorithms are 

used for feature selection. The proposed work has five sections: 

work on the pre-processing phase, finding the relation between 

the features of the dataset, automatic selection of number of 

features using Extra Tree Classifier, comparison of the various 

ensemble algorithm and finally generates the best features for 

URL analysis. This paper, designs meta learner with XG BOOST 

classifier as base classifier and achieved an accuracy of 93% Out 

of 112 features, this model has performed an extensive 

comparative study on feature selection and identified 29 features 

as core features by performing URL analysis. 

Keywords—Recursive feature elimination; principal component 

analysis; standard scalar transformation; eXtreme gradient 

boosting classifier; correlation matrix 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The world of digital suffers a lot from cyber security 
attacks. The phishing attack can be handled based on source 
code or URL or image. This research designed the model based 
on URL features. These URL features are further classified 
into 4 sub categories. The sub categorization is represented in 
the below Fig. 1. 

With the increase of E-commerce applications, cyber-
crimes are also increasing rapidly [1]. To solve this issue, 
researchers are focusing on the detection of phishing websites 
using Machine Learning and Deep Learning techniques. The 
dataset contains 112 attributes but all the attributes may not be 
important. This research tries to find the most important 
attributes that can determine whether it is a phishing website or 
not. Some of the websites access are marked as unauthorized 

by Google but it is difficult to identify all the unauthorized 
sites by Google search engine. In order to prevent those types 
of sites, the model compares the every component of the URL 
to mark it as “Phish Website” [7]. 

 

Fig. 1. Classification of URL based Features. 

In the proposed research, the feature selection to detect the 
phishing website is solved using the ensemble algorithms. 
Ensemble algorithms are popular for their robust results and it 
designs the meta learners by combining the weak learners, 
which performed on the same dataset. There are three popular 
ensemble techniques. The algorithms are as follows. 

1) Bootstrap aggregation algorithms: Bootstrap 

Aggregation is also known as “Bagging”, in which execution 

of weak classifiers occurs concurrently (or) in parallel. In this 

method, a sample randomized subset is generated from the 

entire dataset. The traditional algorithms suffer from high 

variance. To solve this problem, a component known as 

“estimator” is added, which is used to create a random sub 

sample based on the classifier passed. 

2) Boosting algorithms: In this type of algorithms, 

classifiers of same type are combined sequentially to generate 

a new model. In general, it solves the problem of label 

incorrectness, which is defined by the one or more models. 

Boosting also, address the problem of high variance by 

generating the output of various classifiers and then the 

average of their predictions are taken into account. It also 

plays an vital role in reduction of bias. 
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3) Stacking algorithms: It is more advanced than bagging 

and boosting algorithms because it combines heterogeneous 

classifiers rather than homogenous. It also designs a model in 

such way that it combines a meta learners with base learners. 

In these algorithms, after every iterations, it applies meta 

model based on the output generated by the previous iteration. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [8] Mehmet Korkmaz et al. analyzed URL features by 
comparing the performance of the model using three different 
datasets and eight machine learning algorithms. This model has 
analyzed every part of the URL for detection of fake website. 
The model has recognized 58 features as important features in 
URL analysis. 

Among all the algorithms, Random forest has given best 
performance on all the three datasets. 

In [2] M Somesha et al, proposed an efficient deep learning 
techniques in which URL’s are passed as the input to the model 
and features are extracted from the selenium testing tool. The 
major components of extraction are: 

a) Obfuscation Features: These are features are 

extracted from the URL itself. In general, there are 5 types of 

features as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. OBFUSCATION FEATURES 

S.NO Feature Name 

1 Number of dots in host name 

2 @symbol in URL 

3 URL Length 

4 IP presence 

5 HTTPS presence  

b) Hyperlink-based Features: These features are 

extracted from the code snippet of the HTML page. Among 8 

features, this model has identified six features as important to 

design the concept of information gain. 

c) Third-Party-based Features: These features are 

extracted from the search engines and assisting devices. In this 

type of features, Alexa has obtained highest information gain. 

In information gain, it assumes that every feature is dependent 

on class label and all other features are independent of other 

features. Every feature is allocated with rank and the ranks 

less than the threshold value are ignored. 

In the next step, the model splits the data into trained and 
cross validated data. The model had designed a multi feed 
forward network, with five DNN layers with hyper parameters. 
In this design, weight values are considered randomly. A 
Recurrent Neural Network as LSTM is designed to find the 
relation between the extracted. LSTM is good at handling the 
vanishing gradient problem. To avoid long term dependencies, 
LSTM has designed three gates with every gate has its own 
equation. A CNN with eight layers are designed with back 
propagation method to classify the URL as suspicious or not. 

In [3] Paulius Vaitkevicius et al. conducted a comparative 
study on various machine learning algorithms and designed a 
unified ranking model for the detection of phishing website. 
During the training phase, the model has implemented a cross 
validation process with setting of hyper parameters and also it 
has the solved the problem of memorizing the data by 
decreasing the number of weak learning algorithms. Similarly, 
at the same time, overfitting and underfitting issues are handled 
by defining the high bias and high variance. Welch’s T-test, 
compare the accuracies generated by the two classifiers and 
compute the statistical difference. Based on the accuracies 
produced, each classifier has assigned a unique value. Finally, 
the model has given unique ranking depending on the related 
work and libraries used. 

In [9] Jitendra Kumar et al. proposed five classifiers for 
detecting phishing websites. Among these random forest and 
decision tree classifiers are given almost the same accuracy. 
Author used regular expressions to extract the components 
from the URL. The author has mainly focused on the three 
important features namely, URL based features, page based 
features and domain based features.  The data are randomly 
distributed for forming training and testing dataset. 

In [4] Ammar Odeh et al. designed a Multi-Layer 
Perceptron by considering the URL features. On the extracted 
features, performed selection, combination of ranking and 
single attribute evaluation is performed. Later, a subset from 
these features is generated and is passed as input to the neural 
network. In this, model is designed with fixed values of hyper 
parameters and has obtained an accuracy of 93.7%. 

In [5] Yazan A et al, proposed AI meta learners combined 
with base algorithm known as “Extra Tree Classifier”. The first 
meta learner is “ABET”, this process is carried for 100 
iterations and later normal distribution is performed. After 
training the classifier, it generated a hypothesis and computed 
the error rate. For every iteration, it updated the weight value 
and checked whether the threshold value 0.5 is satisfied or not. 
For the entire generated hypothesis, it computed the argmax 
function. The second meta learner is “RoFET”, in which the 
dataset is randomly divided into five subsets, with each 
containing six features. It created a new dataset by using the 
bootstrap induction. The newly constructed dataset generated 
coefficients with the help of sparse rotation matrix. It generated 
class confidence to determine the class label of each record. 
The third meta learner is “BET”, 150 iterations are performed 
over the training dataset and a new dataset is generated by 
inducer for base algorithm. Argmax concept is applied to find 
the most frequent predicted class label of the record. The fourth 
meta classifier is “LBET”, all the weights are initialized to 1/n, 
where n is number of records in the dataset. The probability 
estimators are initialized as 0.5. For all the 100 iterations, 
calculated the weight based probability estimators, then fitted 
the least square regression function to the weights and updated 
the values of the weight. Summation of all the classifiers are 
used to predict the class label.  Out of these 4 meta classifiers, 
LBET has performed better with 97.5% accuracy. 
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In [6] Waleed Ali et al. proposed PSO based feature 
weighting approach by encoding the features in a particle. The 
position and velocities are generated randomly to calculate the 
fitness of the function. The major goal of the fitness function is 
to update the local and global values by checking the threshold 
values regularly. After reaching the termination condition, it 
generates the optimal weights of all the features. Based on the 
weights, important features are considered for classification 
process. These features are passed as input to the five 
traditional machine learning algorithms and one neural network 
algorithm. The model has compared all the six algorithms in 
terms of all evaluation metrics and stated that back propagation 
neural network has achieved highest accuracy. 

In [10] Suleiman Y. Yerima et al, designed 2-layer CNN 
and 3-layer CNN to detect the phishing websites. The 2- 
layered architecture contains one convolution and one max 
pooling layer. The flattened data is transferred to the eights 
units of neurons that are activated with the help of ReLu 
function. To prove the efficiency, author has constructed the 
network with different number of neurons and has achieved 
96.6% accuracy for 64 neurons. In the 3-layered architecture 
additional max pooling layer is added and has achieved 97.1% 
accuracy for 64 neurons.  This model clearly depicted that with 
the increase of layers and neurons, the accuracy of the model 
also increases. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this research, the major focus is to reduce the number of 
features for classifying a URL as phishing website or not. This 
research work is organized into five sections: Section 1 
describes the pre-processing, Section 2 describes the process of 
finding the relation between the features of the dataset using 
correlation and principal component analysis (PCA), Section 3 
describes the automatic selection of number of features using 
Extra Tree Classifier, Section 4 compares the bagging and 
boosting algorithms on the number of features generated using 
the pipeline mechanism and Section 5 generates the best 
features based on the best algorithm generated in Section 4. 

The feature engineering helps the model to construct the 
explanatory attributes which plays a vital role in training the 
model. The major goal of feature selection is to reduce the 
computation time of the complex models. The process of 
feature engineering is illustrated in the Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Feature Engineering Framework for Detection of Phishing Websites. 

A. Pre-Processing 

The process of cleaning and transforming the data is known 
as “Pre-processing”. A dataset with missing and inconsistent 
values leads to the poor performance of the model. The dataset 
used in this research contains 112 features (Table VII in 
Appendix A) and all the features are numerical values. Used 
wrangling process to deal with missing and inconsistent values 
to reduce the computational time, the data should be normally 
distributed. Normal distribution is achieved by applying 
standard scalar mechanism. 

The equation is 

   
 [ ]  

 
              (1) 

Where, 

A[i] , represents attribute(columns) of ith  index 

 , represents the mean 

 , represents the standard deviation 

After applying standard scalar mechanism, for further 
processing of the model, the dataset is divided into 80% 
training data and 20% testing data. 

B. Dependency between the Features 

Implementing correlation function and PCA functions to 
find the relation among the features of the dataset. In 
correlation, the coefficient r, is denoted by 3 possible values [-
1, 0, 1], which indicates negative, no relation and positive 
relation. In this research, Pearson method is implemented, 
which tries to draw a best fit line between the features. The 
calculation of Pearson coefficient is represented in the 
equation 2. 

   
   ∑     
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Where, 

np, represents number of pairs. 

Ai, A j, represents attribute values of corresponding 
indexes. 

After applying PCA on our dataset, the result is observed as 
followed (the attributes whose coefficient value, PC is less than 
0.95 and self-denoting correlation values are ignored) Table II. 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) creates a linear 
relationship among the attributes. The explained variance 
measures as rank in terms of PCA. It iterates from 1 to n 
components specified in the algorithm. It is a two-step process 
in which first one calculates the covariance matrix and second 
one computes the Eigen values, Eigen vectors for the 
covariance matrix. This proposed research made the threshold 
for covariance as 0.90 and obtained 20 features as important 
features. The results are tabulated in Table III. 
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TABLE II. PEARSON COEFFICIENT VALUES IN CORRELATION MATRIX 

S.No Attribute 1 Attribute 2 
PC 

Value 

1 qty_percent_url qty_percent_params 0.950514 

2 qty_equal_url qty_and_params 0.960387 

3 qty_and_params qty_equal_params 0.966137 

4 tld_present_params qty_at_params 0.967140 

5 qty_plus_params qty_questionmark_params 0.969952 

6 qty_plus_params qty_exclamation_params 0.969952 

7 qty_equal_url qty_equal_params 0.970317 

8 qty_equal_directory qty_asterisk_directory 0.974202 

9 qty_hashtag_params qty_plus_params 0.976315 

10 qty_slash_directory qty_slash_url 0.977222 

11 qty_equal_directory qty_tilde_directory 0.978526 

12 qty_equal_params qty_params 0.979225 

13 qty_equal_directory qty_and_file 0.980746 

14 qty_and_directory qty_equal_directory 0.982878 

15 qty_questionmark_directory qty_equal_directory 0.983013 

16 qty_asterisk_directory qty_and_directory 0.986722 

17 qty_exclamation_params qty_questionmark_params 0.987444 

18 qty_asterisk_directory qty_and_file 0.988919 

19 qty_dollar_directory qty_asterisk_directory 0.988919 

20 qty_tilde_directory qty_and_directory 0.991102 

21 qty_comma_file qty_asterisk_directory 0.991163 

22 qty_percent_file qty_percent_directory 0.991288 

23 qty_and_directory qty_dollar_directory 0.993309 

24 qty_and_file qty_tilde_directory 0.993309 

25 qty_dollar_params qty_questionmark_params 0.993776 

26 qty_exclamation_params qty_space_params 0.993776 

27 qty_dollar_directory qty_and_file 0.995510 

28 qty_hashtag_directory qty_and_directory 0.995562 

29 qty_dollar_file qty_tilde_directory 0.995562 

30 qty_plus_directory qty_and_file 0.997758 

31 qty_space_file qty_dollar_directory 0.997758 

32 qty_and_directory qty_and_file 0.997778 

TABLE III. EXPLAINED VARIANCE MEASURE OF PCA 

S.No Explained Variance  Ratio 

1 0.40925027 

2 0.16526287 

3 0.05252565 

4 0.03512697 

5 0.03213711 

6 0.02153855 

7 0.02043802 

8 0.01887185 

9 0.01696678 

10 0.01528985 

11 0.01430187 

12 0.01369579 

13 0.01319472 

14 0.01253416 

15 0.01178374 

16 0.01158423 

17 0.01125422 

18 0.01058307 

19 0.01013929 

20 0.0098498 

C. Automatic Selection of Number of Features 

In this research, an ensemble technique known as “Extra 
Tree Classifier” is implemented. This model constructs 
unpruned decision trees and it considers majority voting to 
predict the class labels. It follows reverse approach to decision 
trees and random forest; it tries to fit the decision trees 
generated by the dataset. The algorithm has three hyper 
parameters, change of which may lead different evaluations. 
The hyper parameter k, determines the attribute selections, n-
min determines the output noise average and m determines 
variance level. To evaluate the model, repeated stratified cross 
validation is performed. This research paper has opted repeated 
cross validation because in K-fold cross validation, because of 
the random distribution of the data, every time it is executed, 
and the output values may vary. To reduce this noisy data 
problem, in the proposed model the repeated cross validation, 
performs the same task for multiple times and the average of 
all the executions is taken into account. The number of models 
generated and executed is shown in the equation 3. 

Number of models generated= k*r                (3) 

Where, 

k, represents K-folded cross validation 

r, represents number of repetitions 
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Algorithm 1: Explore Number of Features 

Input: Phishing Dataset, D 

Output: Accuracy for 2 to n-1 features   

Start  

    Step 1: Load the dataset, D 

    Step 2: number_features=111 

    Step 3: create an empty dictionary, models 

    Step 4: for i 1 to  number_features: 

             a. call ExtraTreeClassifier(max_features=i) 

             b. append to the models 

   Step 5: cvrepeatedstratifiedcrossvalidation() 

   Step 6: scorescross_val_score() 

   Step 7: for names, model in models.items(): 

   Step 8: print scores 

Stop  

D. Comparative Study 

Bagging and boosting algorithms are identified as powerful 
ensemble algorithms. Pipelined four ensemble algorithms to 
study the performance of an algorithms on the number of 
features generated by the Extra Tree Classifier among them 
three are boosting algorithms and other is bagging algorithm 
with meta base estimator each algorithm is illustrated. 

1) Bagging with meta base estimator: This model fits the 

randomly generated subsets to the base classifiers. The 

average predicted values of all the models generated by the 

subsets are taken in to consideration and the outcome is 

predicted based on the majority voting. The random subsets 

are generated based on the estimator specified in the model. In 

this research, the estimator considered is “Logistic 

Regression”, which is better to draw the relationships between 

nominal, interval and ordinal data. The base classifier 

considered is “Decision Tree Classifier”, in this at every node 

to split the data, it takes number of conditions into 

consideration. Using the concept of divide and conquer, the 

decision tree recursively partitions the data. The splitting of 

the data is taken care by the parameter, information gain. 

Here, the information gain is computed by subtracting the 

weighted sum node impurity of two child nodes from the node 

impurity of the parent node. The node impurity defines the 

homogeneity of the labels to which it belongs to. 

2) Adaptive boost (AdaBoost) classifier: This algorithm 

trains the model sequentially by correcting the errors 

generated by the previous models. In this classifier, initially 

every record is assigned with a random weight (Generally, it is 

considered as 1/n, where n represents number of record in the 

dataset). A decision tree is constructed and is used to classify 

the records. The predictive labels generated by the decision 

tree are compared against the actual class labels of the training 

dataset. This comparison gives the results of correctly and 

incorrectly classified records. This misclassified data weights 

summation is assumed as error rate and theses errors are 

corrected by increasing the weights of incorrect decisions and 

decreasing the weights of correct decisions. This process is 

repeated continuously until correct predictions are made. 

3) Gradient Boosting (GBM) Classifier: It is almost 

similar to AdaBoost classifier but it specifies the target values 

to the next model generator. The target value always depends 

on the rate of variation among the prediction models. If the 

error rate is high the target value is set to high otherwise it is 

set to low. The error value is determined by the gradient 

coefficient in the loss function. The loss function in this 

algorithm is considered as mean square error, the objective of 

this algorithm is to minimize it. It always tries to bring the 

error rate close to zero. 

4) eXtreme Gradient BOOSTing (XGBOOST) Classifier: 

It is an extended version of gradient boosting algorithm. The 

major goal of this algorithm is to increase the computational 

power of the system and optimize the performance of the 

model as minimum as possible. All the trees construction 

occurs concurrently in this model. This parallelism improves 

the CPU utilization time. 

Algorithm 2: Recursive Feature Elimination with pipeline 

Architecture 

Input Phishing Dataset, D 

Output Accuracies of different machine learning algorithm 

Start  

Step 1:  Load the Dataset, D 

Step 2: create a two dimensional matrix, ID store all the 

columns except the target column 

Step 3: create a one dimensional matrix, DDstore the target 

column  

Step 4: ID_train, DD_train, ID_test,DD_testsplit the dataset 

Step 5: Update the ID_train and DD_train with the standard 

scalar values and fit the transformation  

Step 6: alg=get_alg() 

Step 7: create two empty lists, res and name 

Step 8: for n,m in alg: 

             a. scoeval_alg(m,ID_train,DD_train) 

             b. append sco value to the res list  

             c. append n to the name list 

             d. print the mean of scores, mean(sco) and names n 

Stop 
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The feature selection has done using filtering methods, 
wrapper methods and embedded methods. In this research, the 
popular wrapper method known as “Recursive Feature 
Elimination” (RFE) is implemented. In this method, different 
classifiers are applied on the same model to find the number of 
important features. Initially, RFE considers all the features as 
important and it starts constructing subset by eliminating the 
unwanted features. RFE ranks the features based on their 
importance. The features with least absolute value are 
removed. 

Procedure for get_alg(): 

1) create an empty list, algorithms 

2) add logistic regression with decision tree classifier as 

meta estimator to pipeline 

3) add adaboost algorithm to pipeline 

4) add XGBoost classifier to pipeline 

5) add Gradient Boosting classifier to pipeline 

Procedure for eval_alg(m, ID_train,DD_train): 

a) call the repeated cross validation function 

b) call the cross evaluation score function 

E. Generation of Best Features 

The best features are obtained by passing XGBoost as 
estimator to the recursive feature elimination algorithm and 
number of significant features are 29. Support and rank are 
achieved for all the features. 

Algorithm 3: Recursive Feature Elimination with 

XGBOOST Estimator 

Input Phishing Dataset, D 

Output Accuracies of different machine learning algorithm 

Start 

   Step 1:  Load the Dataset, D 

   Step 2: create a two dimensional matrix, ID store all the 

columns except the target column 

   Step 3: create a one dimensional matrix, DDstore the target 

column  

   Step 4: ID_train, DD_train, ID_test,DD_testsplit the 

dataset 

   Step 5: Update the ID_train and DD_train with the standard 

scalar values and fit the transformation  

   Step 6: Call RFE() method with XGBoostClassifier as 

estimator. 

   Step 7: fit the train data to the RFE() method 

   Step 8: for i0 to len(D): 

            Print support[i], rank[i]   

Stop 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this work the algorithms are good enough to find the 
significant features useful for classification process. The 
feature selection is based on their accuracy score and score for 
every feature is tabulated in Table IV.When the accuracy is 
calculated for all 111 features, it is observed that accuracy is 
more i.e., 94 % accuracy when the number of features are 29 
and are tabulated in table new. The accuracy scores are plotted 
in Fig. 3. In the below graph, x-axis represents the number of 
features and y-axis represents the accuracy. 

TABLE IV. ACCURACY VALUES OF EACH FEATURE 

Feature 

Number 

Accuracy 

Score 

Feature 

Number 

Accuracy 

Score 

Feature 

Number 

Accuracy 

Score 

Feature 

Number 

Accuracy 

Score 

Feature 

Number 

Accuracy 

Score 

1 0.921 24 0.933 47 0.937 70 0.936 93 0.934 

2 0.927 25 0.934 48 0.936 71 0.936 94 0.934 

3 0.922 26 0.935 49 0.937 72 0.938 95 0.935 

4 0.925 27 0.934 50 0.937 73 0.938 96 0.935 

5 0.927 28 0.928 51 0.937 74 0.937 97 0.935 

6 0.926 29 0.940 52 0.936 75 0.933 98 0.934 

7 0.923 30 0.933 53 0.939 76 0.936 99 0.935 

8 0.923 31 0.936 54 0.937 77 0.935 100 0.935 

9 0.927 32 0.932 55 0.940 78 0.937 101 0.934 

10 0.931 33 0.935 56 0.937 79 0.935 102 0.935 

11 0.928 34 0.935 57 0.938 80 0.932 103 0.933 

12 0.926 35 0.937 58 0.936 81 0.932 104 0.933 

13 0.927 36 0.936 59 0.940 82 0.933 105 0.937 

14 0.926 37 0.935 60 0.936 83 0.935 106 0.934 

15 0.930 38 0.936 61 0.935 84 0.937 107 0.935 

16 0.933 39 0.935 62 0.936 85 0.936 108 0.935 

17 0.929 40 0.934 63 0.937 86 0.934 109 0.934 

18 0.932 41 0.937 64 0.935 87 0.936 110 0.936 

19 0.933 42 0.936 65 0.935 88 0.934 111 0.934 

20 0.930 43 0.937 66 0.937 89 0.935   

21 0.932 44 0.938 67 0.937 90 0.937   

22 0.930 45 0.933 68 0.937 91 0.936   

23 0.930 46 0.939 69 0.935 92 0.937   
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Fig. 3. Features Accuracies Plot. 

On the selected number of features, four different 
algorithms are passed to the recursive feature elimination and 
the accuracies are tabulated in Table V, and the comparative 
study is plotted in Fig. 4. 

TABLE V. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM ACCURACIES 

S.No Algorithm Name Accuracy 

1 Logistic Regression (LR) 89.8 

2 Ada Boost(Ada) 90.0 

3 XGBoost 93.0 

4 Gradient Boost (gbm) 92.8 

 

Fig. 4. Comparative Study on Selected Features. 

The XGBoost classifier identifies the top 29 features and 
remaining is allocated with different ranking. The results are 
tabulated in Table VI. 

TABLE VI. RANK AND SUPPORT VALUES FOR THE FEATURES 

Feature 

Number 
Feature Name Support Rank 

Feature 

Number 
Feature Name Support Rank 

1 qty_dot_url True 1.000 57 qty_percent_directory True 1.000 

2 qty_hyphen_url True 1.000 58 directory_length True 1.000 

3 qty_underline_url True 1.000 59 qty_dot_file False 69.000 

4 qty_slash_url True 1.000 60 qty_hyphen_file False 43.000 

5 qty_questionmark_url False 3.000 61 qty_underline_file False 41.000 

6 qty_equal_url False 2.000 62 qty_slash_file False 39.000 

7 qty_at_url True 1.000 63 qty_questionmark_file False 37.000 

8 qty_and_url True 1.000 64 qty_equal_file False 6.000 

9 qty_exclamation_url False 11.000 65 qty_at_file False 10.000 

10 qty_space_url False 13.000 66 qty_and_file False 12.000 

11 qty_tilde_url False, 15.000 67 qty_exclamation_file False 14.000 

12 qty_comma_url False 17.000 68 qty_space_file False 34.000 

13 qty_plus_url False 24.000 69 qty_tilde_file False 35.000 

14 qty_asterisk_url False 19.000 70 qty_comma_file False 16.000 

15 qty_hashtag_url False 21.000 71 qty_plus_file False 33.000 

16 qty_dollar_url False 25.000 72 qty_asterisk_file False 18.000 

17 qty_percent_url False 4.000 73 qty_hashtag_file False 20.000 

18 qty_tld_url False 5.000 74 qty_dollar_file False 22.000 

19 length_url True 1.000 75 qty_percent_file True 1.000 

20 qty_dot_domain True 1.000 76 file_length True 1.000 

21 qty_hyphen_domain False 38.000 77 qty_dot_params False 48.000 

22 qty_underline_domain False 40.000 78 qty_hyphen_params False 50.000 

23 qty_slash_domain False 42.000 79 qty_underline_params False 52.000 

24 qty_questionmark_domain False 47.000 80 qty_slash_params False 54.000 

25 qty_equal_domain False 49.000 81 qty_questionmark_params False 56.000 

26 qty_at_domain False 51.000 82 qty_equal_params False 58.000 

27 qty_and_domain False 53.000 83 qty_at_params False 60.000 

28 qty_exclamation_domain False 55.000 84 qty_and_params False 62.000 

29 qty_space_domain False 57.000 85 qty_exclamation_params False 64.000 

30 qty_tilde_domain False 59.000 86 qty_space_params False 66.000 

31 qty_comma_domain False 61.000 87 qty_tilde_params False 68.000 

32 qty_plus_domain False 63.000 88 qty_comma_params False 28.000 

33 qty_asterisk_domain False 65.000 89 qty_plus_params False 7.000 

34 qty_hashtag_domain False 67.000 90 qty_asterisk_params False 23.000 
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35 qty_dollar_domain False 44.000 91 qty_hashtag_params False 46.000 

36 qty_percent_domain True 1.000 92 qty_dollar_params False 36.000 

37 qty_vowels_domain True 1.000 93 qty_percent_params True 1.000 

38 domain_length False 27.000 94 params_length False 26.000 

39 domain_in_ip False 29.000 95 tld_present_params False 9.000 

40 server_client_domain True 1.000 96 qty_params False 8.000 

41 qty_dot_directory True 1.000 97 email_in_url True 1.000 

42 qty_hyphen_directory True 1.000 98 time_response True 1.000 

43 qty_underline_directory True 1.000 99 domain_spf True 1.000 

44 qty_slash_directory False 71.000 100 asn_ip True 1.000 

45 qty_questionmark_directory False 73.000 101 time_domain_activation True 1.000 

46 qty_equal_directory False 72.000 102 time_domain_expiration False 31.000 

47 qty_at_directory False 70.000 103 qty_ip_resolved True 1.000 

48 qty_and_directory False 30.000 104 qty_nameservers True 1.000 

49 qty_exclamation_directory False 32.000 105 qty_mx_servers True 1.000 

50 qty_space_directory False 74.000 106 ttl_hostname True 1.000 

51 qty_tilde_directory False 76.000 107 tls_ssl_certificate True 1.000 

52 qty_comma_directory False 78.000 108 qty_redirects False 75.000 

53 qty_plus_directory False 80.000 109 url_google_index False 77.000 

54 qty_asterisk_directory False 82.000 110 domain_google_index False 79.000 

55 qty_hashtag_directory False 83.000 111 url_shortened True 1.000 

56 qty_dollar_directory False 81.000     

V. CONCLUSION 

This proposed model of feature engineering, trained the 
dataset in split ratio of 80% and 20%. This model evaluates the 
correlation matrix values and principal component analysis 
values. The values don’t specify the relation between the 
features clearly. While comparing PCA values and filter values 
with wrapper methods we found more clarity between the 
features in terms of exploratory and performance by using 
wrapper methods.  The proposed developed algorithm eXtreme 
Gradient finds the important features among all the existing 
112 features. The major reason for selecting the XGB 
classification algorithm is when meta classifier i.e., the bagging 
algorithm, Ada Boost (Ada), XGBoost (XGB), and Gradient 
Boost (gbm) classifiers are applied, the XGB algorithm has 
achieved an accuracy of 93%. The Ensemble based recursive 
feature elimination mechanism constructs a subset, by 
eliminating the weak features. RFE identify significant feature 
with minimum number so good classifier is designed. 
Recursive feature elimination is developed by combining Meta 
classifier with base classifier and decision tree as a bagging 
algorithm. The most significant features are highlighted under 
the column support on the basis of the rank values. All the true 
values in support column are considered as significant values, 
these significant features has accuracy value as 1.000. The 
bagging algorithm, Logistic regression obtained 89.8% 
accuracy whereas boosting algorithms achieved more than 90% 
accuracy apart from all XGBoost gave 93.0% accuracy to  
retrieve the features to detect  Phishing websites. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLE VII. DATASET USED IN RESEARCH WITH 112 FEATURES 

Feature Number Feature Name 

1 qty_dot_url 

2 qty_hyphen_url 

3 qty_underline_url 

4 qty_slash_url 

5 qty_questionmark_url 

6 qty_equal_url 

7 qty_at_url 

8 qty_and_url 

9 qty_exclamation_url 

10 qty_space_url 
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11 qty_tilde_url 

12 qty_comma_url 

13 qty_plus_url 

14 qty_asterisk_url 

15 qty_hashtag_url 

16 qty_dollar_url 

17 qty_percent_url 

18 qty_tld_url 

19 length_url 

20 qty_dot_domain 

21 qty_hyphen_domain 

22 qty_underline_domain 

23 qty_slash_domain 

24 qty_questionmark_domain 

25 qty_equal_domain 

26 qty_at_domain 

27 qty_and_domain 

28 qty_exclamation_domain 

29 qty_space_domain 

30 qty_tilde_domain 

31 qty_comma_domain 

32 qty_plus_domain 

33 qty_asterisk_domain 

34 qty_hashtag_domain 

35 qty_dollar_domain 

36 qty_percent_domain 

37 qty_vowels_domain 

38 domain_length 

39 domain_in_ip 

40 server_client_domain 

41 qty_dot_directory 

42 qty_hyphen_directory 

43 qty_underline_directory 

44 qty_slash_directory 

45 qty_questionmark_directory 

46 qty_equal_directory 

47 qty_at_directory 

48 qty_and_directory 

49 qty_exclamation_directory 

50 qty_space_directory 

51 qty_tilde_directory 

52 qty_comma_directory 

53 qty_plus_directory 

54 qty_asterisk_directory 

55 qty_hashtag_directory 

56 qty_dollar_directory 
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Abstract—This paper investigates the extent to which 

Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) contributes 

academically and pedagogically to the performance of students 

majoring English as a Foreign Language (EFL). The paper’s 

main objective is to explore the extent to which CALL is effective 

in developing the linguistic and communicative competence of 

EFL students in the skill of reading. This paper uses both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches in the process of data 

collection. As an empirical study, the sample in this study was 47 

students studying English at Prince Sattam bin Abdulaziz 

University. The participants were classified into two groups: 

experimental and control; each of which has been assigned 

specific reading activities. The experimental group has been 

allocated technological learning, by means of using the computer 

programs of Snagit
TM

, Screencast; whereas the control group has 

been assigned traditional learning, i.e. without using computer. 

Results revealed that the use of CALL has more positive effects 

on the learning outcomes of the experimental group than those 

pertaining to the control group. This, in turn, accentuates the 

fact that the use and application of CALL into EFL contexts 

improves the students’ learning outcomes concerning the skill of 

reading. The study recommends further integration of computer 

software into the designation of the different EFL courses. 

Keywords—CALL; EFL students; Saudi university context; 

language skills; reading; Snagit
TM

; screencast; performance; 

effectiveness 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The overwhelming use and application of CALL 
(computer-assisted language learning) significantly influences 
the process of teaching and learning in all fields and 
disciplines in general, and in teaching and learning English as 
a foreign language (EFL) in particular. The employment of 
computer technologies in learning has caused unprecedented 
advancement beyond the limits of traditional and conventional 
sources of knowledge [1], [2]. The interest in digital 
technologies shapes all aspects of life; education is no 
exception. Educational technology dominates the process of 
learning and teaching EFL courses in the Saudi universities, 
specifically in recent years. This computer technology exceeds 
the boundaries of knowledge to the extent that contributes to 
the education of language skills and linguistic courses [3], [4]. 

As one innovative manifestation of technological 
advancement in learning, computer-assisted language learning 
(henceforth, CALL) is not intended to replace the traditional 
classroom instruction; however, its main concern is to enhance 

the performance of learners as well as to offer them further 
benefits on learning [5]. Students can easily use these 
computer software and applications in their learning 
regardless of time and place. They can use the different CALL 
programs to improve their linguistic competence and 
performance in the various language skills, including writing, 
reading, listening, speaking, vocabulary, etc. [6], as well as to 
practice their English language via specific interactive 
activities that can be followed by immediate feedback 
monitoring their linguistic progress [7]. 

CALL is a learning approach, whose theoretical, applied 
and pedagogical frameworks allow the use and application of 
computer programs and computer-based resources in teaching 
and learning English [8]. CALL is a technological system that 
can assist in not only the learning and teaching EFL courses, 
but also in improving the linguistic and communicative 
competence of EFL students [9]. According to [10], CALL is 
a computer program that is principally devised and developed 
to target educational purposes manifested in offering 
instructional help and support for both students and teachers in 
learning and teaching English. This program has been under a 
constant process of development since it has firstly been 
introduced to the field of learning and teaching EFL courses. 
Such a development has shifted the focus of this program from 
a simple digital program focusing on textbooks to very 
advanced digital programs that serve to grant students the 
opportunity of not only to learn English through the use of 
computer, but also to create and develop their own learning 
styles and outcomes. Crucially, the popularity CALL software 
has nowadays is due to the prominent impact of the 
information communication technology (ICT) that dominates 
both society and education [11], [12]. CALL provides both 
synchronously and asynchronously types of learning in a way 
that enables students to learn in a cooperative environment 
and to create communicative activities in pairs and in group 
[13]. 

In the Saudi educational system, CALL has relatively been 
a novel concept for many years because learning EFL is 
limited in practice and is confined to the classroom. Recently, 
CALL is introduced into EFL classes, particularly in Saudi 
universities. Nowadays, one can notice the application of 
CALL programs to almost all Saudi universities to the extent 
that some of these institutions have an independent course 
entitled CALL, as is the case for Prince Sattam bin Abdulaziz 
University, the setting where this study was conducted. This, 
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in turn, reflects the interest of applying and using computers in 
the educational process, and also demarcates a shift towards a 
technological education that covers all educational fields. 
Crucially, this fast digital shift is accompanied with an 
incessant process of training for instructors and students to 
ensure that they are up-to-date with the latest developments of 
technology. This paper, therefore, tries to explore the impact 
of using CALL software on the performance of EFL students 
in terms of learning the skill of reading at Prince Sattam bin 
Abdulaziz University. In so doing, this article can be 
perceived as an empirical study that targets to test EFL 
students‟ attitudinal behaviors towards the use of CALL 
programs and the way it influences their linguistic 
performance as well as their learning outcomes. 

A. Research Questions 

Based on the abovementioned introduction as well as the 
main purpose of the study, this article tries to answer the 
following overarching research question: 

1) To what extent is the application of CALL software 

effective in learning the skill of reading in the Saudi university 

context? This research question constitutes a number of 

subsidiary questions that are further sought to be answered 

throughout this paper. These are as follows: 

a) How does the use of CALL in the skill of reading 

activate autonomous learning and contribute to students‟ 

learning independence? 

b) To what extent can learning outcomes of EFL 

students in the skill of reading be influenced via using CALL 

programs? 

c) Does the use of CALL software in EFL courses 

increase students‟ learning motivation and curiosity? 

B. Research Objectives 

The answer of the aforementioned research questions 
comprises the main objectives of the current study: 

1) To explore the extent to which the use of CALL 

software is effective in EFL classes within Saudi university 

context. 

2) To shed light on the way learning outcomes concerning 

reading skill can be improved by the use and application of 

CALL software into EFL courses. This is accompanied with 

demonstrating the discrepancy in learning outcomes arrived at 

by the application of CALL software and those achieved by 

traditional instruction. 

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: 
Section II presents the general theoretical background of the 
study, in which a brief account of the nature of CALL is 
provided; in this section some previous studies pertinent to the 
application of CALL software to EFL classes are also 
reviewed. Section III offers the methodology of the study, 
wherein data collection and description, research design and 
setting, participants, research instruments, and analytical 
procedures are provided. In Section IV, the results of the study 
elicited from the collected data are demonstrated. Section V is 
dedicated to discussing the results in relation to the findings of 
previous studies relevant to the contribution pertaining to the 

current paper. Section VI concludes the article and 
recommends further studies in the field. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) 

CALL, the result of the Information Age as well as the 
information communication technology, is a method of 
teaching and learning a foreign language [10]. Beatty [14] 
offers a definition for CALL, in which he states that it is a 
digital tool of teaching and learning English, wherein a 
computer is utilized in the process of education by a learner in 
order to improve his/her language. For [14], CALL is a tool 
whose dynamic functionality serves to facilitate the process of 
teaching and learning in a way that enables teachers to create 
innovative techniques in teaching the different language skills, 
including reading, writing, listening, speaking, vocabulary, 
etc. 

According to [15], CALL motivates the online discourse 
environment on the part of both teachers and students. It helps 
learners present, develop and defend their ideas concerning 
specific topics. In today‟s EFL settings, CALL has become the 
feature of almost all linguistic programs applied to EFL 
courses [8]. Despite the fact that the use and/or application of 
CALL varies from one user to another, it is obvious that it 
fosters autonomy in the process of learning on the part of 
students [3]. This anticipated independent environment of 
learning, according to [16], is manifested in some procedures 
pertaining to self-directed learning that enables learners to set 
their personal perspectives in learning in a way that guarantees 
autonomous learning of some language skills outside the 
classrooms. As such, by employing CALL programs, students‟ 
performance can be evaluated in terms of the different skills of 
language they are supposed to learn. Significantly, self-
directed procedures in the process of learning serve to create 
pedagogical awareness on the part of learners and help them 
highlight their strengths as well as weaknesses during the 
process of learning [17]. 

Due to the rapid development in the computer technologies 
the whole world witnesses nowadays, using CALL software 
has occupied considerable significance in numerous studies, 
theoretically and empirically, that are concerned with learning 
and teaching EFL courses [18-22]. These studies shed light on 
the effective role of computers as digital tools assisting and 
facilitating a better educational environment, wherein learners 
feel motivated towards the realization of their educational 
goals, for example, [23] emphasizes that computers not only 
offer restrictive activities accompanied with simple graphics, 
but also provide further complicated activities that allow the 
integration of videos, sounds, animation and communication 
in today‟s world. This, in turn, functions to develop a better 
educational atmosphere that increases the motivational attitude 
of learners towards EFL learning. 

In their attempts to assess the performance of students in 
terms of the application of CALL software to EFL classrooms, 
and the way this is activated by the learners‟ motivation, some 
researchers have clarified the reasons why computer 
technologies in general, and CALL software in particular play 
a significant and influential part in improving students‟ 
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performance concerning the different skills of language [24-
29]. These studies list a number of reasons that revolve around 
the following ideas: (i) the availability of independent and 
autonomous learning; (ii) the proper accessibility to work with 
new digital tool of learning, which can replace the traditional 
tools of learning; (iii) the opportunity to have immediate 
services, such as reviewing and editing, as well as immediate 
feedback; (iv) the varieties in language learning activities, 
practices, and materials that are often missed in the traditional 
learning; and (v) computers can effectively foster learning of 
language skills in times and places where human performance 
in such skills proves to be inadequate. 

According to [30], the educational and pedagogical 
advantages gained as a result of applying and using CALL 
software have been observed in the different skills of 
language, including the productive skills (writing and 
speaking), the receptive skills (reading and listening), and the 
other skills of language (vocabulary and grammar). Now, the 
question is: if various computer technologies contribute to the 
different skills of language, to what extent does the application 
of CALL software in the skill of reading influence the 
performance of learners in the Saudi EFL contexts? This is the 
core concern of this article. 

B. Previous Studies 

Much research has been conducted on the use and 
application of CALL software in learning and teaching 
English as a foreign language [31-39]. For example, Moras 
[40] investigated the effectiveness of using CALL programs 
and the Internet in EFL teaching in Brazil. Moras‟s study 
showed the interest of the English language teachers in the use 
of computers in teaching their courses to students. The study 
revealed that CALL programs have an influential role in 
directing the teaching and learning process from a teacher-
dependent towards student-independent process. This, in light 
of Moras‟s study, emphasizes the effective contribution CALL 
software provides for teaching and learning EFL courses. 

The same results have been reported by [41], who also 
explored the extent to which CALL is effective in teaching 
and learning English in the American EFL context. This study 
supports the application of communication technology, 
including computers, the Internet and the educational software 
to the teaching and learning process, and concluded by 
confirming the contributive part CALL programs play in 
acquiring English as a foreign language. The same 
contributive effectiveness of the use of communication 
technology and CALL software in learning and teaching EFL 
courses in Georgia, USA was also reported by [42]. 

In another study, [43] addressed the Online Writing Labs 
(OWLs) as a featured function of CALL within EFL contexts. 
They proposed what they termed as „product approach‟, which 
offers help for learners in the skill of writing. They maintained 
that this approach provides learners with certain resources to 
enhance their writing skill, by offering advices, including 
grammatical structures, vocabulary, text structures, reference 
style, cohesion, coherence, etc. For [3], the accessibility of the 
different CALL features and word-processing packages, such 
as hypertext, multimedia and hypermedia serve to help 
learners convey their ideas in the skill of writing. 

Concerning the skill of reading, [44] argued that the use of 
CALL software allows non-linear reading via hypertexts, 
wherein learners can access other linked texts, highlight 
documents and construct their own interpretation and insights 
into the text under readership. They added that computer 
technologies in this case can provide learners with different 
reading aids that contribute to the general understanding of the 
reading texts and also increase the motivational attitude of 
students towards this skill. These technological tools 
constitute a variety of multimedia aids, including photographs, 
graphics, sound, animation, video, as well as other links to 
dictionaries and glossaries that serve to foster the process of 
learning the skill of reading and enhance students‟ 
performance [23]. 

In the Saudi EFL context, [45] investigated the possibility 
of integrating CALL in the education process by exploring the 
perceptions and attitudes towards using CALL in English 
among Saudi secondary EFL teachers. Alshumaimerie [45] 
used a sample from King Saud University constituting 183 
participants to test their attitudes concerning the use of CALL 
into classroom instruction. The study revealed positive 
attitudes towards the integration of CALL as a digital tool in 
the teaching process, and clarified that the successful 
implementation of the information technology represented in 
CALL entirely depends on the attitudes of teachers and 
educators and contributes significantly to the whole process of 
teaching EFL courses. 

In the same vein, Al-Mekhlafi [46] discussed the 
effectiveness of introducing CALL into EFL classes at 
preparatory schools. The study attempted to test the 
hypothesis of whether or not the use of computer increases the 
students‟ exposure to language, as well as the effect of this on 
the performance of students. The findings of Al-Mekhlafi‟s 
study showed that students who use computers in learning 
display better learning outcomes than those learn by 
traditional classes. The findings of this study accentuate the 
fact that the application and use of information technology, 
and more specifically CALL in EFL contexts is highly 
contributive to the process of learning and teaching. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design and Setting 

This study is an empirical one conducted on students at the 
department of English, College of Science and Humanities, 
Prince Sattam bin Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia. The 
study constitutes two groups: experimental group and control 
group. Each group is assigned specific reading activities. The 
experimental group undergoes some reading activities 
technologically by the use of the two computer programs 
SnagitTM and Screencast; whereas the control group is 
assigned the same reading tasks by means of a traditional 
method of learning, that is, without the use of any computer 
programs. The study was conducted in the second semester of 
the academic year 2020-2021 and lasted for eight weeks. 
Interestingly, the department of English at Prince Sattam 
University teaches a course entitled „Computer-Assisted 
Language Learning‟, also abbreviated as CALL. This, 
therefore, facilitates the task of researchers in supervising and 
monitoring the study in its different stages, given the fact that 
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the two researchers are affiliated and work at the same 
institution. The existence of CALL as an independent course 
in the department of English also helps in the management of 
the whole study for two reasons. First, the reading activities 
required for the analytical purposes are naturally incorporated 
into the delivered elements of the course; and, second, it 
guarantees the avoidance of any artificiality bias, either in the 
procedures adopted in the study or the data collection 
procedures. 

B. Participants 

The participants in the current study were 47 level-seven 
Saudi students who are studying English as a foreign language 
at Prince Sattam University. All participants were aged 19-21, 
and were studying CALL as an obligatory course in the 
department of English. Among the participants were 36 
female students (67%), while 11 participants were males 
(23%). The participants were divided into two groups: an 
experimental group constituting 24 students and a control 
group including 23 students. 

C. Research Instruments 

Two research instruments were used in this study. The first 
was an interview, in which participants were directly asked 
about their experiences concerning the use of computers and 
CALL programs in their study of the different courses, the 
time they spend using computer every week, the availability of 
the computer sets, and the accessibility of the internet services 
during their study. The second research instrument was a 
questionnaire designed to test the participants attitudinal 
behaviors concerning using computer and computer programs 
in reading, the different activities they are assigned in this 
skill, and the way they perceive computer programs in the 
learning the skill of reading. The questionnaire consisted of 15 
items with a 5-point Likert scale, including the response 
categories of: strongly agree, agree, no idea, disagree, and 
strongly disagree. The two instruments were employed to 
investigate the impact of using CALL on the performance of 
EFL students at Prince Sattam University. 

Importantly, the study used version 11.1 on Windows of 
the program SnagitTM. This computer program is run by 
TechSmith Corporation and serves to help users capture the 
elements they see on their computer screens. This includes 
capturing a text, a video, an image, etc. One option of 
SnagitTM is called Snagit Editor, through which users can edit 
their captures and/or sharing them with any person and at any 
time. This option also helps users save their captures in 
various formats, including PDF, GIF, JPG, and EPS, insert 
them into different types of documents, including Word, 
PowerPoint or Excel, and share them through YouTube, 
Screencast, Facebook, Twitter and so forth. As for the 
Scrrencast, it is a computer program which enables users to 
record, save, and share any activities on their computer 
devices. This program also allows users to comment on each 
other‟s files and/or documents, which, in turn, serves to 
facilitate and support the process of interaction among users. 
The activities conducted via Screencast may include screen or 
webcam activities or both, and recorded activities may also be 
saved and shared as video file. 

D. Research Procedures 

The research procedures adopted in this study comprise 
two paralleled strands. The first is confined to the control 
group, whereas the second is dedicated to the experimental 
group. The procedural strands constitute three stages: pre-, in-, 
and post- process. The pre-process stage is a preparatory stage 
which offers general orientation to the two groups concerning 
the assigned reading tasks. The in-process is confined to the 
assigned reading tasks themselves pertaining to the two 
groups. This stage comprises three sub-stages: pre-reading, 
while-reading, and post-reading. The post-process is dedicated 
to the interpretation of results in terms of the assessment of 
participants‟ performance, either those who used CALL in 
conducting the required reading activities or those completed 
the activities traditionally, that is, without the use of computer 
programs. Importantly, when dealing with the experimental 
group, further specific procedures are applied. These include: 
(i) designing a questionnaire as well as an interview to provide 
the information concerning the experience of participants in 
dealing with computer programs in studying English as a 
foreign language; (ii) allowing the experimental group to 
conduct the activities by means of using the two computer 
programs of SnagitTM and Screencast, while the control group 
is only allowed to do the reading tasks assigned to the 
experimental group without using computers; and 
(iii) demonstrating the results elicited from the questionnaire 
and the interview after conducting the assigned tasks. After 
the completion of the three stages, a general interpretation of 
the results elicited from the research instruments used in the 
study is provided. In this stage, the obtained results are 
discussed in terms of the performance of the sampled 
participants. Results are also compared with previous studies 
approached the same topic. Significantly, the two groups were 
assigned the reading comprehension of one short story titled 
Enter Dragoon, written by Thomas Hardy in 1900. The 
assigned reading tasks are listed in Tables I and II. 

TABLE I. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (CONTROL GROUP) 

Control group  

Stage Manifestations Procedures Learning tools 

Pre-

process  

Reading 

orientation 

-Preparing the group 

participants towards the 

assigned tasks 

Traditional 

learning; no use 

of computer 

programs 

In-

process 

Pre-reading 

activities 
- Brainstorming 

While-reading 

activities 

- Identifying main 

themes in the text 

- Highlighting 

ideological words in the 

text 

- Classifying the 

characters in the text 

Post-reading 

activities 

- Answering some 

comprehension 

questions on the text 

Post-

process 

Results 

interpretation 

- Assessing participants‟ 

performance  
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TABLE II. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES (EXPERIMENTAL GROUP) 

Experimental group  

Stage Manifestations Procedures Learning tools 

Pre-

process  

Reading 

orientation 

-Preparing the group 

participants towards the 

assigned tasks 

Technological 

learning; using 

computer 

programs of  

SnagitTM and 

Screencast 

In-

process 

Pre-reading 

activities 
- Brainstorming 

While-reading 

activities 

- Identifying main themes 

in the text 

- Highlighting ideological 

words in the text 

- Classifying the 

characters in the text 

Post-reading 

activities 

- Answering some 

comprehension questions 

on the text 

Post-

process 

Results 

interpretation 

- Assessing participants‟ 

performance  

IV. RESULTS 

This part demonstrates the results obtained from the 
questionnaire and the interview pertaining to the experimental 
group. The results pertinent to the control group were only 
used to compare those of the experimental group in the 
discussion section. This is because the core concern of the 
study is to monitor and explore the impact of using CALL on 
the performance of EFL students, which necessitates the 
analytical focus to be on the experimental group rather than on 
the control one. 

A. The Interview 

TABLE III. PARTICIPANTS‟ EXPERIENCE ON USING COMPUTER 

Question Experience degree 

 
Low Moderate High Total 

N. % N. % N. %  

To what extent do 

you generally use 

computer in 

learning English as 

a foreign 

language? 

4 16.6 19 79.1 1 4.16 24 

To what extent are 

you experienced in 

SnagitTM and 

Screencast?  

22 97.5 1 4.16 1 4.16 24 

Have you ever 

practiced reading 

comprehension by 

using any 

computer 

technologies? 

15 62.5 7 29.1 2 8.32 24 

TABLE IV. PARTICIPANTS‟ RESPONSES CONCERNING TIME SPENT ON 

COMPUTER 

Question 
Less than 5 

hours 
5-8 hours 

More than 

8 
Total 

How many hours 

have you spent in 

learning by means 

of computers per 

week? 

N. % N. % N. % 

24 

13 54.1 7 29.1 4 16.6 

As indicated from Tables III and IV, the majority of the 
participants in the experimental group expressed positive 
attitude concerning the extent to which they use computers in 
learning English as a foreign language. 19 (79.17%) out of 24 
participants have a moderate experience in terms of the use 
and/or applications of computer in the process of learning. 
This indicates that they are technologically familiarized to 
assign various reading activities by means of any 
technological tools. In question No. 2 which addresses the 
experience of the participants in the experimental group with 
regard to the use of the computer programs of SnagitTM and 
Screencast, a very high percentage of the participants display a 
negative attitude. Most of them (97.5%) emphasized that they 
have a poor experience concerning the two programs used in 
this study. This indication in question No. 2 is accentuated by 
the participants‟ responses to question No. 3, in which the 
majority of them (62.5%) stated that their experience in terms 
of using computer technologies in reading is low, whereas 
(29.16%) of them expressed a moderate degree in dealing with 
computer technologies when they read texts.  The results 
obtained from Table III can be attributed, in one way or 
another, to the results displayed in Table IV, wherein 
experimental participants are asked about the number of hours 
they spend in learning by means of computer. In this regard, 
(54.18%) of the participants stated that they spent less than 5 
hours per week in learning via computer; (29.16%) spent 
between 5 and 8 hours, whereas only (16.66%) learn via 
computer for more than 8 hours per week. Here, the general 
indication is that the majority of the participants have positive 
attitude concerning the use of computer in learning in general; 
however, they have a negative attitude towards the application 
of specific computer programs into the process of learning in 
general and the skill of reading in particular. This further 
explains the rationale for selecting the skill of reading rather 
than the rest of other language skills to be the core concern of 
this study. 

B. The Questionnaire 

Table V shows the participants‟ response concerning their 
attitudinal perception of the use and application of CALL 
software in the skill of reading, and the effect of this on their 
linguistic competence and performance. 
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TABLE V. PARTICIPANTS‟ RESPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

No. Statement SA A 
No 

idea 
D SD Mean 

  Percent % 

1 I prefer to read texts via computer more than via textbooks. 20.83 66.67 4.17 4.17 4.17 3.96 

2 Reading via computer increases my learning curiosity.  25.00 54.17 4.17 8.33 8.33 3.79 

3 I think that using computer to practice reading is a waste of time. 4.17 8.33 4.17 70.83 12.50 2.21 

4 Using computers increases reading chances. 16.67 62.50 12.50 4.17 4.17 3.83 

5  Reading via computer saves time. 29.17 58.33 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.04 

6  Computers enhance my reading skills in a positive way. 41.67 45.83 .00 8.33 4.17 4.13 

7  Computers offer immediate feedback on my reading. 16.67 54.17 8.33 8.33 12.50 3.54 

8 I understand texts well when I use computer in reading.  20.83 66.67 4.17 8.33 .00 4.00 

9 Reading through computer develops my learning independence. 29.17 58.33 .00 8.33 4.17 4.00 

10 
I can check the meaning of difficult words via online dictionaries when I read via 

computer. 
25.00 54.17 .00 8.33 12.50 3.71 

11 Reading via computer hinders my comprehension of texts. 4.17 20.83 4.17 54.17 16.67 2.42 

12 I prefer visual and audible information when I read via computer. 33.33 45.83 .00 12.50 8.33 3.83 

13 Using computer programs in reading facilitates the various reading activities. 25.00 58.33 .00 8.33 8.33 3.83 

14 Using computer in reading increases my motivation towards learning. 37.50 50.00 4.17 8.33 .00 4.17 

15 I prefer to continue using computer to learn the different language skills. 33.33 54.17 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.08 

Note: SA (Strongly Agree); A (Agree); SD (Strongly Disagree); D (Disagree) 

As displayed in Table V, the questionnaire clarified one 
general fact: the attitudinal positivity in terms of the two 
response categories of strongly agree and agree. This, in turn, 
functions to emphasize the very positive attitude towards the 
use and application of computer and computer programs into 
learning the skill of reading. Responses in the above 
questionnaire indicate that a unanimous number of 
participants appeared to have high level of consent concerning 
using computer programs in reading. Through a simple 
observation of the questionnaire‟s items, one can identify five 
main points, all of which test the participants‟ attitudes in 
terms of the use of computer in reading. These are 
(i) preference of reading via computer and the intention to 
continue this in future (items 1,15); (ii) learning curiosity 
(items 2, 4); (iii) learning motivation (item 14); (iv) learning 
autonomy (item 9); and (v) improving reading skills (items 5, 
6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13). These besides two negative items (3, 11), 
which were intentionally included in order to verify whether 
or not the participants read the questionnaire‟s items while 
completing it. 

Concerning the preference to use computer in reading as 
well the intention to continue using it to learn the different 
skills of language in the future, a very high percentage 
(20.83% for strong agreement and 66.67% for agreement) of 
the participants expressed their agreement that they prefer to 
practice reading by means of using computer. In terms of 
learning curiosity, the participants appeared to have a positive 
attitude (25% and 54.17% for strong agreement and agreement 
options, respectively) that their learning curiosity is improved 
when they use computer to read any texts. This attitudinal 

positivity is subsequently accentuated by the participants‟ 
response regarding item 4, wherein they stated that reading via 
computer serves to increase the chances of reading. 

With respect to learning motivation, participants‟ 
responses also showed that they are highly motivated towards 
reading when they use computer (37.50% and 50% for the 
response categories of strongly agree and agree, respectively). 
This is statistically reflected by the high mean of (4.17) for the 
questionnaire item No. 14. The same positive attitude has also 
been reported regarding learning autonomy, where (29.17%) 
and (58.3%) of the participants expressed their agreement in 
response to item No. 9. They emphasized that the use of 
computer in reading helps them feel autonomous. The learning 
independence can be ascribed to the freedom they have when 
they practice reading; there is not control from teachers, no 
feeling of shyness to commit mistakes, and, therefore, they 
feel that what they do is entirely their own work. They further 
stated that using computer in reading offers them immediate 
feedback on their reading. 

As for the questionnaire items addressing the improvement 
of the skill of reading, they were responded positively by the 
participants. This has statistically been reported by the high 
mean these items have shown (4.04, 4.13, 3.54, 4.00, 3.71, 
3.83, and 3.83 for the items 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, respectively). 
Participants expressed their agreement that using computer in 
reading saves their time and helps them comprehend the 
reading texts in an easy way. They also agree that through the 
use of computer they can browse both visual and audible 
information pertinent to the text they are assigned to read. 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The results showed that the use and application of CALL 
software positively influences the performance of EFL 
students at Prince Sattam bin Abdulaziz University. This 
effectiveness is clearly clarified from the responses of the 
experimental group to the interview and the questionnaire, as 
well as the observable discrepancies in performance between 
the control group and the experimental group in terms of the 
fulfillment of the reading tasks assigned to the two groups. It 
is analytically observed that the participants of the 
experimental group showed higher level of performance in 
conducting the assigned tasks than that of the control group. 
This performance discrepancy can be ascribed to the different 
technological aids participants in the experimental group had 
by means of using computer in reading the assigned novel. 
More specifically, and unlike the control group, the 
experimental group managed to identify the main themes in 
the novel, highlight the ideological words in the text, and 
classify the characters in the novel in an easy, accurate and 
fast way.  They also managed to answer all the comprehension 
questions on the reading text. This is successfully arrived at 
because they were assigned to use the two computer programs, 
namely SnagitTM and Screencast, which added more 
effectiveness to students‟ performance in reading. The 
participants in the control group, on the other hand, did not 
manage to meet all the assigned reading tasks, either in quality 
or in quantity. That is, they spent much time in order to 
achieve the targeted tasks and fail to fulfill some of the 
activities, such as answering some of the comprehension 
questions listed on the novel. They also reflect low degree of 
performance when they were asked to recognize the 
ideological weight of some words from the text, or to classify 
some of the characters and themes in the novel. 

The analysis also demonstrated that the impact of CALL 
on the performance of the students in the experimental group 
may be attributed to some factors. First, the employment of 
computer programs in reading have positively contributed to 
students‟ performance in terms of accessibility regardless of 
time and place, variability of presentation, speed, accuracy, 
flexibility of use and control, and information reciprocity 
among users. These elements are often missed if the process 
of reading is conducted traditionally, i.e. without the help of 
computer. Second, reading via computer makes students feel 
free from any pressures that may cause them to be shy or 
reluctant in doing the tasks assigned to them. They become 
information-seekers rather than information-receivers, as is 
the case with their counterparts in the control group. Third, the 
use of computer in reading develops the feeling of 
independence on the part of students in a way that makes them 
create their own education environment, as well as to feel 
autonomous and in complete control over the whole process of 
their learning. Fourth, the use of SnagitTM and Screencast 
enables students in the experimental group to capture texts, 
images, videos related to the reading text, and to edit files, 
save them in particular format, and sharing them with their 
groupmates in a fast and accurate way. Fifth, computers allow 
experimental students to get immediate feedback on what they 
read, either in terms of answering specific questions on the 
assigned reading text or in relation to correcting and verifying 
mistakes. The majority of these factors were missed with the 

control group, which, in turn, emphasizes the reason why 
computer has a great influence on the performance of EFL 
students. Significantly, the above findings correlate with many 
previous studies, such as [31-35], [47- 49].These studies have 
acknowledged the positive impact of computer in learning 
English as a foreign language. 

It is also evidenced from the results that the use of 
computer technologies in general and the two computer 
programs of SnagitTM and Screencast in particular serve to 
foster autonomous learning.  These technological tools enable 
students to shape and reshape their educational contexts in a 
way that further serves to increase their curiosity and 
motivation towards learning. They also help them create an 
interactive type of communication, which influences their 
performance positively. This also goes in conformity with a 
number of previous studies, including [50-53] whose findings 
have emphasized the positively constructive impact of 
computers on the performance of EFL students. 

A further interpretation pertinent to the impact of CALL 
software on the performance of EFL students concerning the 
skill of reading is the possibility of integrating visual and 
audible activities, such as those provided by SnagitTM and 
Screencast into the reading process. This is also anticipated to 
increase the learning motivation on the part of students and, 
thus, enhances their performance. This reconciles with [54] 
and [55], who highlighted the beneficial impact of the visual 
and audible sources on not only the skill of reading, but also 
on the other language skills, including writing, listening, 
speaking, and vocabulary. Crucially, the use, integration and 
application of CALL software in EFL classes have a very 
positive influence on the performance of Saudi EFL students, 
and greatly affect their learning outcomes. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper investigated the impact of CALL software 
represented by the programs of SnagitTM and Screencast on the 
performance of Saudi EFL students at Prince Sattam bin 
Abdulaziz University concerning the skill of reading. The 
study attempted to test the hypothesis that the use of CALL 
software contributes positively to the performance of EFL 
students, and enhances their learning outcomes. The analysis 
clarified that there are many differences between the two 
groups in terms of the activities and tasks allocated for each 
one. Unlike the control group, participants in the experimental 
group managed to meet nearly all the required reading tasks in 
a fast, accurate and interactive way, which accentuates the 
constructively positive influence computer has on learning the 
skill of reading. The analysis further demonstrated that the use 
of CALL software in EFL classes increases students‟ 
motivation and curiosity towards learning, and develops a 
feeling of independence that serves to foster autonomous 
learning. 

Finally, this paper recommends further studies that may 
meet its limitation, by extending the analytical scope as well 
as the sample to cover other universities within the Saudi EFL 
context. These studies can explore the impact of CALL 
programs on the performance of EFL students concerning 
courses other than those dealing with the skills of language. 
For example, to assess and evaluate the performance of EFL 
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students, who study drama, poetry, phonology, syntax, etc. 
These studies are anticipated to reveal findings different 
and/or similar to those approached in this paper or in any other 
studies whose core concern is language skills. Crucially, 
extending the research focus of using CALL in EFL contexts 
to include all EFL courses (i.e., not only language skills) 
might contribute to the fields of applied and computational 
linguistics. 
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Abstract—Person-reidentification (Re-ID) is one of the tasks 

in CCTV-based surveillance system for verifying whether two 

detected objects are the same person or not. Re-ID visually 

matching one person or group in various situations obtained 

from different cameras or on the same camera but at different 

times. This method replaces the task of surveillance through 

surveillance cameras that was previously carried out 

conventionally by humans because it is prone to errors. The 

challenge of Re-ID is the pose of varied objects, occlusions, and 

the appearance of people who tend to be similar. Occlusion issues 

receive special attention since the performance of Re-ID can 

decrease due to partial occlusion. This can occur because the re-

identification process relies on features of the person such as the 

color and pattern of clothing. The occlusion resulted in the 

feature not being caught by the camera resulting in a re-

identification error. This paper proposed to overcome this 

problem by dividing the image into several parts (partial) and 

then processed in different neural network (NN) but with the 

same architecture. The research conducted is applying the CNN 

algorithm with the Siamese network architecture and applying 

the contrastive loss function to calculate the similarity distance 

between a pair of images. The test results show that the partial 

process obtained an accuracy of 86%, 77%, 68%, and 56% for 

occlusion data of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%. This accuracy is 

three to five percent higher than images without partial. 

Keywords—CCTV; CNN; video-surveillance; NN; contrastive-

loss 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s surveillance cameras are common in public places 
such as shopping centers, airports, schools or offices. This 
technology has been used widely in applications related to 
vision such as video surveillance. With a surveillance camera, 
every event captured by the camera can be monitored or stored 
by the operator; therefore it can be analyzed if needed. 

One application of video surveillance is for criminal 
problems. Often a criminal investigator needs to find out where 
certain people appear based on pictures taken by the camera 
[1]. However this is not without problems. Relying on human 
intervention performance for surveillance of more than one 
cam- era requires expensive and inaccurate costs. The operator 
assigned to monitor more than one camera and carry out a 
manual matching process, is prone to errors. In addition, 
human performance is determined subjectively based on the 
experience of each operator therefore it can lead to differences 
in performance between operators  [2]. To handle this problem, 

monitoring activities are carried out by computers using the 
person re-identification (Re-ID) method. 

Re-ID is the process of matching certain people through 
different cameras [3]. Unlike identification which aims to get 
the identity of the object identified, the purpose of Re-ID is to 
match the same person on different cameras or at different 
times but on the same camera [4]. The first stage of Re-ID is to 
detect people on the camera, which is then followed by 
identification. The identification stage is the most important 
stage of Re-ID, since at this stage it is concluded whether the 
person is the same person or not. 

The challenge of Re-ID is the pose of varied objects, 
occlusions, and the appearance of people who tend to be 
similar [3]. Occlusion issues receive special attention since the 
performance of Re-ID can decrease due to partial occlusion. 
This problem is difficult to overcome since some parts of the 
body of people are covered by other people or objects in the 
environment [5]. On the other hand, performing a process of 
matching between detected images with a large number of 
images requires a long computational time [6]. 

Therefore, in this paper, the problem of partial occlusion at 
the re-identification stage can be dealt by dividing the image 
partially so that people can still be recognized even though 
some attributes are blocked from the camera. The image is 
divided into three parts, namely the head, body, and legs and 
then each part will be trained on a different neural network. 
This partial process can improve the accuracy of the data by 
occlusion [7]. Then the reidentification process uses the 
Siamese Network algorithm. The Siamese Network algorithm 
as a feature extraction is better in terms of accuracy compared 
to other methods, since this model has identical network layers 
and fewer datasets. The last layer of the Siamese Network as a 
layer to find the value of similarity between two objects with a 
distance function [8]. Siamese Network uses contrastive loss as 
a function of distance that is able to distinguish between 
objects in pairs [6]. 

Overall, this paper provides following major contributions: 
(1) Proposed a new strategy to apply partial regions division in 
Siamese Network based on human body proportion. (2) Utilize 
constructive loss for matching two difference objects. 
(3) Provide more detail investigation regarding to the effect of 
partial occlusion on person re-identification problem. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Some research on Re-ID has been done in recent years with 
various methods to overcome various problem. Ku et al. in 
2018 doing research on Re-ID based on features extracted with 
CNN and manually selected [4]. In 2017, Gu et al. combined 
DPM and SVM for person reidentification [1]. J Liu et al. in 
2017 proposed method a novel multi-part compact bilinear 
convolutional neural network (CNN) model, which consists of 
a bilinear CNN and two part-networks aiming to learn the 
global features and the finer local features simultaneously [9]. 
However, these method weak against occlusion since occlusion 
can block images from camera so that features from images 
can’t be extracted. Another research about Re-ID for overcome 
occlusion problem was carried out by Song et al in 2017 by 
dividing the image into three equal parts [7] and Liu et al in 
2017 by dividing the image into four parts with overlapping 
[10] then processed in a separate neural network. 

Dividing the image into several parts of the same size 
allows an occlusion that blocks one part will have a significant 
impact on other parts because no part is prioritized. Based on 
previous research, our proposed method will modify images 

partial process by dividing images into three parts based on 
human body proportion consisting of head, body, and leg. This 
research also proposes the process of determining which parts 
are considered priority or have more features based on 
accuracy during the training process. Thus, occlusion that 
occurs in parts that are not a priority will not have a significant 
impact on the results of re-identification. 

III. THE METHOD 

The system aims to re-identify human objects on the 
surveillance camera. This system implements the siamese 
network algorithm which is partially processed in each sub-
region to overcome the occlusion problem in Re-ID. The 
research flow consists of data collection, pre-processing, 
feature extraction with CNN, similarity measurement with 
contrastive loss, and testing. While the design of the built 
algorithm is divided into two algorithms (i.e training and 
testing). The details of these stages will be explained in the 
following subsections. 

 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Proposed Method for Training Stage. 

 

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Proposed Method for Testing Stage. 
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Fig. 1 and 2 show the design of the training and testing 
algorithm. In the training algorithm, the two images are 
extracted using an identical CNN architecture [11]. The 
features obtained will be calculated using a loss function. This 
process will be carried out continuously until certain conditions 
or iterations. Each subregion is processed separately. The 
model produced at the training stage will be used at the testing 
stage. In the testing phase, the test image pair feature will be 
extracted using the trained model. Then the feature distance of 
this image pair will be calculated using the Euclidean Distance. 

A. Data Collection 

The dataset used in this research was obtained from 
CUHK03 dataset [12]. In the CUHK03 dataset there are 1360 
identities and 13164 images, consisting of manual crop images 
and automatic detection. Fig. 3 shows the example of CUHK03 
dataset. 

B. Preprocessing 

The input image will be divided into several sub-regions 
then resize so that both images have the same resolution as 
shown in Fig. 4. Later each of these sub-regions will be 
processed separately on different neural networks. The purpose 
of this stage is to avoid occlusion. The image will be divided 
into eight sub-regions vertically with the same size. The 
division of these eight sub-regions is based on the proportion 
of human body height that is equal to the height of the human 
head itself [13]. 

C. Feature Extraction using CNN 

Feature extraction is the process of extracting features such 
as colors and textures from person images. CNN is the 
algorithm used in the process of extracting this feature. The 
CNN architecture design used is shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 5 is an initial design that will be used in this study 
adopted from Liu dan Huang (2017) [10]. Overall the 
architecture consists of two inception modules, one 
convolution layer, and one fully connected layer. The first 
Inception module consists of 16 convolution kernels of 5 5 
and 16 kernels of 3 3. The resulting map feature will be 
combined with input followed by 2 2 max pooling. The 
second inception module similar as the first inception module, 
except the convolutional kernel sizes are 3  3 dan 1  1. 
Different kernel sizes in the two inception modules aim to 
extract features from different resolutions. The last convolution 
layer consists of 16 kernels of 1 1 aims to reduce the depth of 
feature maps. 

D. Similarity Measurement using Contrastive Loss 

Similarity measurement is a function that provides the real 
value of the calculation results of the similarity between two 
objects. Similarity measurement is done to calculate the 
distance of similarity between a pair of person’s images. The 
contrastive loss function used in this research will calculate the 
distance between images. The architecture of constrastive loss 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

Contrastive loss can measure the distance between two 
images [6]. This function will encourage similar images to 
have a close distance and different images have at least an 

ecludian distance of a predetermined margin [14]. Contrastive 
loss is defined as follows: 

    
 

 
      

 

 
                             (1) 

where l is image label, m is margin, and D is Euclidean 
Distance of pair images. The output of this process is float 
value. The smaller number produced shows the closer 
similarity distance between two images and vice versa. 

 

Fig. 3. Selected Samples of CUHK03 Dataset [12]. 

 

Fig. 4. Preprocessing Illustration. 

 

Fig. 5. The Proposed CNN Architecture. 

 

Fig. 6. Contrastive Loss Architecture. 
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In addition to contrastive loss, there is one other loss 
function that can be used, namely triplet loss. Training with 
triplet loss is done by comparing the baseline vector (anchor 
image) with a positive vector (truth image) and a negative 
vector (false image), so that three images are needed as input 
[15]. By applying a margin between pairs of faces with the 
same identity and faces with different identities, triplet loss 
keeps faces of the same identity closer than faces of different 
identities in the embedding space as in Fig. 7. 

Triplet loss is defined as follows: 

                                          (2) 

Where d(A,P) is distance between anchor and positive 
images, d(A,N) is distance between anchor and negative 
images. 

E. Testing 

The testing phase is the stage of evaluating the performance 
of the proposed algorithm. This stage will compare the 
performance of the proposed method with a model without a 
partial process. The measured performance is the ability of the 
model in reidentifying data with occlusion. This data is an 
augmentation image with occlusion of 20%, 40%, 60%, and 
80%. Occlusions are randomly placed at the top or bottom of 
the image. An example of an occlusion image is shown in Fig. 
8. 

Test image using CUHK02 and RAiD dataset. CUHK02 
was collected at the Chinese University of Hong Kong using 
two cameras. Overall, this dataset has 7,264 images consisting 
of 1816 identities [16]. RAiD dataset was collected at the 
Winstun Chung Hall of UC Riverside. It is a four camera 
dataset with two indoor and two outdoor cameras. The cameras 
are numbered as 1, 2, 3 and 4 where cameras 1 and 2 are 
indoor while cameras 3 and 4 are outdoor. 43 people walked in 
these camera views resulting in 6920 images. Among the 43 
persons 41 people appeared in all the 4 cameras whereas 
person 8 is not present in camera 3 and person 34 is not present 
in camera 4 [17]. However only 250 images were used at the 
test stage. 

 

Fig. 7. Triplet Loss Illustration. 

 

Fig. 8. Example Data with Occlusion. 

F. Concatenate 

Concatenate is a process that is done in the testing phase. 
Concatenate will combine each distance from each sub-region 
(i.e., head, body, and leg). Each sub-region has a different 
probability based on the accuracy value obtained after the 
model has been trained; the higher accuracy of the sub-region, 
the greater probability of the sub-region. Each distance and 
probability value from each sub-region will be multiplied then 
added to obtain the final score. The next step is to determine 
the threshold obtained during the training process. Two images 
that have a final score below the threshold will be summed up 
as the same person. The process of determining probabilities 
and final scores is shown in the following equation: 

   
    

∑     
 
   

              (3) 

where pi is a probability of each sub-region dan acci is an 
accuracy of each sub-region. While the process of determining 
the final score is shown in the following equation: 

  ∑        
 
                (4) 

where D is final distance between pair images, di is 
distances of each sub-region, dan pi is probability of each sub-
region. Finally, the process of determining the image based on 
the threshold is shown in the following equation: 

      {
                    

                      
          (5) 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

At the training phase the model has been determined 
several hyperparameters that are considered optimal, namely 
batch size 32 and Adam optimizer. Large batch size (more than 
512) decreases the quality of the model [18]. This is measured 
by the ability of the model to generalize data. While Adam's 
optimizer provides better performance in reducing error values 
compared to other optimizers such as SGD, AdaGrad, and 
RMS [19]. 

A. Loss Function Testing 

As mentioned before, there are two common loss functions 
in Siamese network, namely, contrastive loss and triplet loss. 
This test aims to compare the performance of two loss 
functions and analyze the effect of margin parameters on 
training results. Margin defines the radius around the 
embedding space of the sample so that different sample pairs 
only contribute to the loss function if the distance between the 
sample pairs is within the margin [14]. The results are shown 
in Table I. 

Table I shows that there is a significant difference between 
the two loss functions. Contrastive loss obtains a smaller loss 
value and higher accuracy in the train and validation data for 
every margin value except the margin value 3 for triplet loss, 
but requires a longer training time than triplet loss. This is 
because in contrastive, each data consists of two images and a 
label, while in triplet each data consists of three images, 
namely anchor, positive, and negative. Every two data on 
contrastive is equal to one data on triplet so contrastive loss 
requires a longer training time than triplet loss. 
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TABLE I. RESULTS LOSS FUNCTION TESTING 

Loss 

Function 
Margin 

Loss Value 
Acc  

Time 

(minutes) Train Validation 

Contrastive 

Loss 

1.0 0.016 0.075 92.3 30:40 

2.0 0.036 0.222 94.5 29:12 

3.0 0.062 0.487 93.9 29:18 

Triplet Loss 

1.0 0.019 0.271 88.6 17:59 

2.0 0.045 0.821 89.2 17:59 

3.0 0.071 0.787 89.6 17:58 

 

Fig. 9. Training Results Graph. 

Fig. 9 shows that there is overfitting in both loss functions, 
but the contrastive loss has decreased consistently in each 
epoch for the data train. Meanwhile, in the validation data, the 
value of margin 2 shows a decreasing graph that is more 
consistent than margins 1 and 3. In the triplet loss test, in 
addition to obtaining a loss value that is greater than the 
contrastive loss, the loss value does not consistently decrease. 
As shown in equations (1) and (2), if the resulting loss value is 
negative, then the value will be normalized to zero. This results 
in the loss of some of the information in the data. For example, 
data with a loss value of -2 has a more significant similarity 
between anchor and positive images or a significant difference 
between anchor and negative images than data with a loss 
value of -1. However, with the normalization of the negative 
value to zero, it causes the two data to be considered the same. 
This has resulted in overfitting in the triplet loss test. Even 
though contrastive loss also applies the same normalization, as 
previously mentioned, if two data in a contrastive are equal to 

one data in a triplet, so that when normalization occurs, the 
contrastive only loses information on one data, namely the 
distance between two images is the same, while in a triplet it 
will lose information. Information on the distance between the 
two data, namely, the distance of the anchor image - positive 
and the image anchor - negative. 

Furthermore, in the margin parameter, the margin value of 
2 gives the best results. Reidentification process can work well 
if applied to objects with the same class. As previously 
explained, the purpose of the margin is to keep the image pair 
actually consisting of the same object (person and person 
object) so that the image pair that has a distance greater than 
the margin will not contribute to the loss function or will be 
ignored. A margin value that is too small to make a small 
difference between the two objects will be ignored and will not 
contribute to the loss function, while a margin value that is too 
large will cause a pair of objects that are far enough apart to 
have an impact on the loss function because they are still 
within the margin radius even though the object is a objects of 
different classes (person and non-person objects). The impact 
on this loss function will affect the backpropagation process 
and parameter weight updates so that an incorrect margin value 
will reduce accuracy even though the loss value obtained is 
smaller. It can be concluded that contrastive loss with a margin 
value of 2 gives the best results. 

B. Model Training 

Each sub-region that has been divided will be trained to 
obtain a model that will be used at the testing stage. The 
training process uses 50 epochs. This stage also compares the 
performance of the architecture used with the Adaptive Spatial 
Feature (ASF) architecture [7] and Multi-part Compact 
Bilinear CNN (MCBCNN) Architecture [9] using the same 
dataset and parameters. Loss value and training time obtained 
as shown in Table II. 

The test results in Table II show that the ASF architecture 
requires the longest training time while the MCBCNN 
architecture requires the shortest training time. The length of 
time training is influenced by the number of parameters being 
trained. The ASF architecture has 289,470,848 parameters, 
while the proposed architecture has 89,160,288 parameters, 
and the MCBCNN architecture has 31,931,664 parameters. 
The number of parameters that must be trained makes the ASF 
architecture have the longest training time followed by the 
proposed architecture and the MCBCNN architecture. 
Meanwhile the training chart for each epoch is shown in 
Fig. 10. 

TABLE II. CNN ARCHITECTURE TEST RESULTS 

Architecture 
Loss 

Training Time 
Train Validation 

Proposed 0.2076 0.2095 07:07:58 

ASF 0.1167 0.2503 07:23:43 

MCBCNN 0.3550 0.6209 04:27:07 

(a) Contrastive Loss (b) Triplet loss. 

Margin:1.0 Margin:1.0 

Margin:2.0 

Margin:3.0 

Margin:2.0 

Margin:3.0 
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(a) Proposed Architecture. 

 
(b) ASF Architecture. 

 
(c) MCBCNN Architecture. 

Fig. 10. Loss Train and Validation. 

Fig. 10 shows a gradual decrease in the loss value as the 
epoch increases both in the data train and validation for each 
architecture. However, in Fig. 10(a), it can be seen that there is 
no big difference between the train data and validation. Thus, 
the inception module applied to the convolution layer with the 
aim of extracting features from different resolutions proved to 
be able to overcome overfitting. 

Fig. 10(a) shows the ASF architecture obtains the lowest 
loss value and the highest accuracy for the data train. In 
addition, there is also a decrease in the loss value as the epoch 
increases, but there is a large difference between the train and 
validation data so that it can be concluded that the ASF 
architecture is overfitting. One of the causes of overfitting is 
because each convolutional layer only uses one type of kernel 

with a small number of feature maps so that the features that 
can be extracted are limited. If you look at other CNN 
architectures that are sequential like VGG16 [20], there are 64 
feature maps in the first and second convolution layers, as well 
as 512 feature maps in the last three covolution layers so you 
can still extract many features even though you only use one 
kernel type at each convolution layer. 

C. Testing on Occlusion Data 

Testing on occlusion data uses a model that has been 
previously trained and implemented on occlusion data as 
shown in Fig. 11. This test will also compare the proposed 
partial process with the partial process in Adaptive Spatial 
Feature (ASF) [7] and Body Structure Based Triplet CNN 
(BSTCNN) [10] using same dataset and parameter. ASF and 
BTCNN partial process show in Fig. 11. 

Using a trained model, each sub-region obtains the 
accuracy, as shown in Table III. 

The results of the accuracy of each sub-region in Table III 
show the body parts represented by sub-region two in the 
proposed partial process and ASF obtained higher accuracy 
than other parts since this section has more features such as 
motifs and clothing colors. The foot sub-region has the lowest 
accuracy of the three partial processes, since the colors and 
motifs that tend to be similar between one identity and another 
make not many features that can be extracted in this sub-
region. Based on the accuracy in Table III, using equation (3) 
the probability of each sub-region is obtained as shown in 
Table IV. 

      
   (a)         (b) 

Fig. 11. (a) ASF; (b) BSTCNN Partial Process. 

TABLE III. ACCURACY OF EACH SUB-REGION 

Sub-Region 

Accuracy (%) 

Proposed ASF BSTCNN 

1 82 85 88 

2 92 89 82 

3 76 87 85 

4 - - 71 
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TABLE IV. PROBABILITY OF EACH SUB-REGION 

Sub-Region 

Probability 

Proposed ASF BSTCNN 

1 0.328 0.351 0.270 

2 0.368 0.367 0.251 

3 0.304 0.281 0.261 

4 - - 0.220 

The probability value in Table IV is a reference in 
determining the distance between a pair of images. The final 
distance of a pair of images is calculated based on the distance 
and probability value of each sub-region using equation (4). 
The accuracy of each partial process on occlusion data is 
shown in Table V. 

Table V shows that the proposed partial process has higher 
accuracy than other partial processes or images without partials 
on all occlusion data. Image without partials still obtained 
higher accuracy than partial ASF and BSTCNN processes at 
20% occlusion, but the subsequent occlusion obtained the 
lowest accuracy compared to others. This is because the greater 
of occlusion in the image, the fewer features that can be 
extracted because some features are lost due to the occlusion. 
The occlusion of one part of the image will greatly affect the 
calculation of the distance in the image without partial because 
all images are extracted using the same model. Unlike the 
image without partials, in the partial process each image will 
be divided into several sub-regions and processed separately 
using each model, so that the occlusion of one sub-region with 
a small probability value will not have a big impact on the 
calculation of the distance of a pair of images. 

TABLE V. ACCURACY OF OCCLUSION DATA 

Occlusion (%) Partial Process Accuracy (%) 

20 

Without Partial 82 

Proposed 86 

ASF 81 

BSTCNN 81 

40 

Without Partial 73 

Proposed 77 

ASF 74 

BSTCNN 73 

60 

Without Partial 65 

Proposed 68 

ASF 68 

BSTCNN 66 

80 

Without Partial 51 

Proposed 56 

ASF 55 

BSTCNN 53 

 

Fig. 12. Accuracy of Occlusion Data. 

As shown in Fig. 12, the proposed partial process gets 
higher accuracy since dividing the image according to the 
proportions of the human body. The sub-region of the body 
that has the highest accuracy has a higher probability value as 
well because this section contains important features such as 
color and pattern of clothing. Two other partial processes 
divide the image by equal size. The small difference in 
probability values between sub-regions makes this partial 
process not much different from images without partial 
processing. Overall, partial processing has been shown to 
improve accuracy in occlusion data compared to images 
without partial processing. 

D. Analysis and Discussion 

The results in Table V show that the proposed method 
obtained better accuracy than other methods and succeeded in 
increasing the accuracy compared to the model without partial 
processing. However, there are still some weaknesses in 
proposed method. 

Fig. 13 shows the error that occurs in the re-identification 
of the same pair. Part-2 and part-3 which are parts of the body 
and legs get a distance below the threshold value, while part-1 
which is part of the head gets a distance above the threshold 
since there is occlusion in that part. In some cases, the 
proposed method cannot re-identify if there is occlusion in all 
parts of one of the sub-regions or sections. This occlusion 
makes the distance from the sub-region far above the threshold 
so that it affects the concatenate process. 
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Fig. 13. Example Error Due to Occlusion. 

 

Fig. 14. Example Error due to Similar Feature. 

Similar features between two images with different 
identities can also cause errors. Fig. 14 shows an error due to a 
similar feature, namely color. Part-2 and part-3 get a smaller 
distance than the threshold, which means that the two images 
are the same identity even though the image is a different 
identity. This error occurs since both objects are wearing red 
and black clothes. In addition, the legs-part of the two objects 
use pants which tend to be similar and the background in this 
part is gray. 

Another factor that can cause re-identification errors is the 
difference in camera angles in recording images. Fig. 15 shows 
a pair of images of people with the same identity but taken by 
different cameras. Part-1, part-2, and part-3 get a distance 
greater than the threshold. The error in calculating this distance 
is caused by different feature conditions due to different 
camera angles. For example in part-2, there is a difference in 
the area of the blue bag object between the left and right 
images. Another example in part-1, a significant difference in 
the background of the object can affect the distance calculation 
because this part is also processed during feature extraction. 

 

Fig. 15. Example Error due to taken by Different Cameras. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper introduced the partial Siamese network 
method using CNN as a feature extraction and contrastive loss 
as a function of distance in overcoming occlusion in person re-
identification. The CNN architecture used consists of two 
inception modules, one convolutional layer, and a fully 
connected layer. This architecture is proven to be able to get 
better performance than the other two architectures using the 
same dataset and parameters. In the testing phase, the distance 
of each sub-region will be multiplied by the probability value 
then added to obtain the final distance. An image pair that has a 
distance less than the threshold will be considered as a person 
with the same identity and vice versa. Overall, the proposed 
method is proven to be able to improve the accuracy of 
occlusion data compared to images without partiality, and two 
partial processes. In the future, several image enhancement 
methods [21] will be applied before the dataset is processed in 
a neural network so that it can overcome reidentification errors 
due to similar features. 
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Abstract—The concept of a smart city is still debatable and 

yet gives attention to every country around the globe to provide 

their community with a better quality of life. New ideas for the 

development of a smart city have always evolved to enhance the 

quality, performance, and interactivity of services. This paper 

presents a model of a smart city based on the comparison of the 

chosen smart cities in the world and used the model to validate 

the requirements for the transformation of an urban district to a 

smart city. The proposed model for a smart city in this paper 

focuses on two major components, which are by utilizing IoTs 

(Internet of Things) in forming a model for a smart city and 

incorporating culture diversity. The relationship of components 

and culture influence are the foundation of designing the model 

of a smart city. In this research, the model of a smart city has 

been validated based on the requirements analysis from the 

survey instrument and the results show that the average mean of 

each element used is more than 4 out of 5. The model of a smart 

city can be used as a guideline for transformation of an urban 

district to a smart city. 

Keywords—Smart city; Internet of Things (IoTs); requirements 

analysis; survey instrument 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The smart city development has been growing over years, 
with the concept highly debated in all countries. A smart city is 
the answer to the rise of globalization of cities by managing 
and implementing ICT (information and communication 
technology) in all dimensions of the city such as infrastructure, 
mobility, governance, buildings, health and education. A smart 
city has become a competition between countries to serve the 
best for its citizens. The development has become dilemmas 
for the governance as it is a long-term process, which requires 
a lot of hard work between public and private sector. A smart 
city [1] is defined as a city that has components for smart such 
as smart citizen, smart infrastructure, smart building, smart 
governance, smart transportation, smart technology, smart 
health care and smart energy. A smart city does not necessarily 
have all these components to label as smart but depends on the 
cost and availability of the technology. 

The components of smart city have been discussed by 
many researchers such as in [1 - 5]. However, as far as the 
research on smart city, no smart urban district model has been 
formed yet. Therefore, the design of smart urban district model 

is important leading to a research question on how to design a 
smart urban district model. To answer this research question, 
the objectives of the research is to design a smart urban district 
model and to validate the model based on the survey 
instrument so the model can be used as a guideline for the 
transformation of an urban district to a smart city. 

This paper discusses the validation of requirements for a 
model of a smart city. Survey instruments are used to validate 
the model.  The survey consists of questionnaire, interview and 
observation at research area. The questionnaire is divided into 
five sections which are demographic data, awareness of a smart 
city, elements of a smart city, impact of forming a smart city 
and culture influence towards a smart city with the purpose to 
ease the researcher to analyze the data. Interviews and surveys 
are conducted to people who live within the research area. The 
data has been collected and analyzed using Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In Malaysia, Putrajaya has been proposed as a first smart 
city in Malaysia. Seven domains have been considered as 
important elements to make Putrajaya as a smart city [2]. These 
seven domains are highlighted in Fig. 1. 

From Fig. 1, smart transportation and mobility are the first 
domain for making Putrajaya as a smart city by adopting an 
intelligent traffic management system [3]. Smart home and 
environment ensure the residents of Putrajaya safety, which 
include intelligent environments by utilizing Internet of Things 
(IoTs) such as Wi-Fi, CCTV, and RFID. 

The architecture of smart city has been discussed in [4]. 
From the architecture that have been suggested in [4], there are 
four requirements which are infrastructure, IoTs, environment 
and culture as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the architecture 
proposed in [4], the model of smart city has four elements, 
which are infrastructure, IoTs, environment and culture 
elements. Infrastructure consists of hospital, school, recreation 
park and library while IoTs consists of WSN Wifi, CCTV, 
Smart Parking and RFID. Meanwhile, environment consists of 
waste management, renewable resource energy, waste 
management and recycling program and lastly, culture element 
consists of prayer place and town hall.

This work was supported by Minister of Higher Education (MOHE) 

under Fundamental Research Grant Scheme (FRGS) under grant Vote No 

FRGS/1/2018/ICT04/UTHM/01/1. 
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Fig. 1. Putrajaya Smart City Framework [2]. 

 
Fig. 2. The Architecture of a Smart City [4].
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The proposed architecture in [4] was drawn from various 
studies such as [5] and [6]. Table I shows the summary of 
elements that have been cited by various researchers. The 
details clarifications are explained. 

TABLE I.  SUMMARY OF ELEMENTS 

Elements References 

Infrastructure [5], [6], [7], [8] 

IoTs [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] 

Environment [12], [13], [14] 

Culture [14], [15] 

A. Infrastructure 

Infrastructure has positively affected the smart city. The 
population growth has adapted to cities’ services and 
infrastructures that tension to their limits and scalability. To 
build a smart city, the long-term scalability in term of housing, 
accessibility, transport system and sustainable growth should 
have taken into consideration in order to make a better life. 
Infrastructure in a smart city surround by the evolvement of all 
aspects of modern-day life such as transportation, healthcare, 
entertainment, work, business, social interactions, and 
governance [5 - 7]. 

Infrastructure defined broadly as the systems that provide 
water, energy, food, sheleter, transportation, communication, 
waste management and public spaces [6]. Khatoun et al. [7] 
stated that for sustainability and accessibility the development 
and growth from a city, the resource management such as 
safety and security, environment and transport, educational 
facilities, tourism and citizen’s health are important to provide 
efficiency of urban life. 

B. IoTs 

The main engine for a smart city delivery is its technology. 
The technology drives the ICT and IoTs to make it more 
immersive and permissive. IoTs work amazingly in 
heterogeneous devices to communicate among those platforms 
to support smart city’s vision in maximal exploits in 
communication. 

IoTs links physical devices such as computer, sensors, 
electronics equipped with sensors connected to the internet and 
network connectivity enabling them to communicate [8]. 
Gartner [9] mentioned the IoTs units installed based will reach 
20.8 billion by 2020 resulting in massive amount of data which 
will further highlight the security, customer privacy, storage 
management, and data centric network challenges. 

Chang et al. [10] stated that the growing ubiquity and 
emerging applications of IoTs, especially in urban centres will 
enhance the usefulness of such systems to transform the 
manner in which social entities like individuals and 
organisations such as schools, healthcare, families, and 
community groups to interact with one another and their 
physical environment. IoTs connect everything together via the 
internet through specific protocols for information exchange 
and communications, achieving intelligent recognition, 
location, tracking, monitoring, and management. By 
interconnecting physical and virtual worlds with huge amounts 

of electric devices distributed in houses, vehicles, streets, 
buildings, and many other public environments, it can help in 
various kinds of services for both citizens and administrators 
[11]. 

C. Environment 

Zygiaris [12] stated in his paper there is 7 layers for smart 
city conceptual model and of them is the green city layer that 
should practice in taking other alternative energy for city 
planning, water conservation, green transport practices, green 
building policies and CO2 reduction. 

Tangauay et al. [13] included environment element in their 
dimensions of sustainable development of a smart city. To 
correspond to the concept of a quality of life, he studied 
indicators for sustainable development in an urban setting. 
They found that environmental challenges such as water 
pollution, soil contamination and air pollution can 
discontinuities the structural changes of the place. 

Environment linked with natural resources and energy such 
as renewable energies, waste management and water 
management. Waste management focused on collecting, 
recycling, and disposing waste in correct ways; water 
management to analyze and manage the quantity and quality of 
water through hydrological cycle; renewable energy which 
exploits the natural resources that are regenerative such as heat, 
water and wind power [14]. 

D. Culture 

A smart city rarely related with the culture of a city. Most 
researchers [5, 6, 8, 9] are mostly focus on other elements 
without taking culture element into consideration. Culture can 
build a city in term of raising the quality of life which 
encourage celebration in a way expressing creativity and show 
the individual identity and enhance or preserve the 
community’s sense of place. Public involvement in exploiting 
the culture and attractiveness of a city’s cultural heritage can 
facilitate in maintaining the attractive of a city [14]. 

Allam and Newman [15] highlighted that a smart city 
usually focused on ICT without taking cultural values into 
deliberation as it holds the legacies of the city. Their research 
proposed a framework that requires culture into consideration 
along with governance elements. Culture can contribute vitally 
to the economic growth as most visitors are attracted to one’s 
cultural events. They also said the potential culture factor can 
revamp the urban areas. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this study, we have conducted an interview in the 
domain of the area. An interview is widely used in conducting 
research which requires a face-to-face interaction between an 
interviewee and an interviewer. An interview occurs when an 
interviewer asks one or more participants in general, open 
ended questions and record their answers [16]. Interviews are 
beneficial for getting the information behind a participant’s 
experiences or knowledge. According to Giacoppo [17], 
interviews are also useful for pinpoint any potential areas for 
more detailed analysis. 
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A. Preliminary Study 

A questionnaire is defined as a document containing 
questions and other types of items designed to solicit 
information appropriate to analysis [18]. During preliminary 
study, questionnaire design, questionnaire validation, pilot 
study, instrument reliability test, sample size population has 
been performed. After the collection of data, questionnaire 
response rate has been calculated. The questionnaire was 
designed based on closed-ended questions. Five-point Likert-
Type scale [19] is used for this questionnaire to determine the 
degree of agreement of the respondents with the statements. 
They are Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree and 
Strongly Agree. 

Creswell [20] recommended that studies which involved in 
making questionnaires and interview must run a pilot study to 
modify the instruments based on feedback of small pool of 
respondents. A pilot study aims to reveal and eliminate the 
weakness of questionnaires [21]. A set of questionnaires were 
designed based on information from related prior studies which 
had investigated the elements of a smart city. The pilot study 
was carried out to examine each element and to test the 
feasibility of questionnaires. This study is necessary to verify 
the elements in the questionnaire whether they are reliable and 
free of errors. Therefore, for this study, the researchers had sent 
a set of questionnaires to 30 respondents for them to answer for 
the pilot study. 

Reliability test is used for evaluating the reliability of the 
questionnaire based on Cronbach’s alpha [22]. Table II shows 
the results for testing the reliability of the questionnaire. 

TABLE II.  INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY 

Factor Cronbach’s alpha No. of Items 

Infrastructure 0.938 4 

IoTS 0.877 4 

Environment  0.891 4 

Culture 0.940 2 

Based on Table II, the Cronbach’s alpha is greater than 0.7 
for each element, hence the questionnaire is acceptable. 

For the validation of the requirements for the model of a 
smart city, a total of 400 questionnaires were distributed in Sri 
Gading. From the total, only 391 questionnaires were received, 
and 374 questionnaires are able to be used. The remaining 
questionnaires cannot be used because of incomplete answers 
and missing information in several areas. Table III shows the 
questionnaire response rate for this study. 

TABLE III.  QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE RATE 

Description Frequency 

Total Distributed Questionnaire 400 

Total Received 391 

Percentage of Response Rate 97.75% 

Usable Questionnaires 374 

Adjusted Response Rate 93.5% 

B. Data Analysis 

During the data analysis phase, data preparation that 
involves screening, checking missing data, suspicious response 
rate, outliers, and normality have been analysed. Data 
preparation performed to determine how to assign the numeric 
scores to the data. Before the process of analysing the data can 
be done, cleansing the data is important to ensure data is free 
from any error. Screening, checking missing data, suspicious 
response rate, outliers and normality are steps in preparing a 
valid data. The data is screened to detect and delete any kind of 
undesired data. The data were coded with characters and 
numbers and the responses were key in manually using SPSS. 
After that, the missing data is checked to overcome any error 
before proceeding with data analysis. SPSS is used to check the 
missing data. The result found that 0.431% is missing 
responses. Research analysis is acceptable if the neglecting 
responses with missing values are less than 10% [21]. 

The suspicious response rate has been identified for all 
dataset. The result found out that there is no suspicious 
response rate and can be considered error free. Suspicious 
response rate is the identification of the response pattern by the 
respondents which mark similar answer for all questions [22]. 
Outliers are to state the error rates and substantial distortions of 
parameter and statistic estimates when using either parametric 
or nonparametric tests [23]. This step was achieved by 
examining each individual construct using standard score. To 
analyze outliers, standardized Z-scores is created for the 
variables and the values are examined. If the Z-scores ranged 
between -3.29 and +3.29, it indicates no outliers [22]. Table IV 
shows the result of outliers analyzation. The Z-scores range is 
between -3.29 and +3.29, thus, no outliers are found in this 
dataset. Therefore, the data set is free from error. 

TABLE IV.  OUTLIERS 

Construct Max Min Outliers 

Infrastructure 2.90 0.94 No 

IoTs 3.16 0.97 No 

Environment  3.21 1.14 No 

Culture 2.66 1.11 No 

Normality is used to regulate whether the data is well-
modelled according to normal distribution. Holmes et al. [23] 
suggested that each construct item needs to be analyzed for 
their normalization. Value of skewness and kurtosis function 
estimate the symmetry and peak of data distribution. We tested 
our questionnaire for this and the standard error of skewness is 
0.203 and the value of standard error of kurtosis is 0.403. The 
skewness for a normal distribution is zero, and any symmetric 
data should have a skewness near zero. Thus, this shows that 
standard error of skewness and kurtosis is not too far from 
normal distribution. 

IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The results based on the survey instrument are discussed in 
this section. Descriptive statistics are used to illustrate the data 
in two ways which are demographic frequencies and 
descriptive statistics and variables. The data has been analysed 
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using statistical software, SPSS. Table V shows the 
demographic information obtained from the questionnaire. 

Table V also shows the statistic of demographic 
frequencies of the respondents. A total number of 374 
questionnaires were analyzed after eliminating the 
uncompleted data. Based on Table V, the respondents’ 
characteristics include gender, race, occupation, income and 
residency. These characteristics were considered to provide in-
depth understanding of the respondents. 

Based on Table V, most of the respondents are dominated 
by females by 223 (59.6%) and 151 are males (40.4%). Most 
of them are Malay which 344 (92%), followed by Chinese is 
19 (5.1%); Indian is 3 (9%) and others 4 people (2%). Most of 
them aged between 41 to 50 (31%); 24.3 % from age 31 to 40, 
23.3 % from age over 50 years old followed by 12.8% for aged 
between 21 to 30 and 8.6% from under 20 years old. For 
occupation, respondents mostly are from private sector (37.2%) 
followed by self-employed (25.1%), not employed (17.9%) and 
10.2% employed as government servant. Most respondents 
have income more than RM4000 and respondents with no 
stable income are 24.3%. Based on the survey, most 
respondents are from Sri Gading whom has stayed in for more 
than 10 years lead by 57% followed by 6 to 10 years (29.7%). 

Descriptive statistics are represented to measures the 
tendency and frequencies of each item. Table VI shows the 

results obtained from the survey questionnaire. The results 
show the percentage for each layer of the proposed model of a 
smart city that has been shown in Fig. 2. 

Based on Table VI, the descriptive statistics, and variables 
for four elements of a smart city are summarized for its mean 
value. Table VII shows the mean for each layers of the 
proposed model of a smart city. The average mean for 
infrastructure is 4.24; IOTs is 4.21; Environment is 4.30 and 
Culture is 4.15. 

Based on Table VII, the mean of distribution is greater than 
4 out of 5. Hence, this verified the requirements of the model 
of a smart city model based on Table VII. That is, firstly, a 
smart city should have infrastructure which consists of 
hospital, school, recreation park and library. Secondly, IoTs 
installation in the smart city such as Wi-Fi, CCTV, Smart 
Parking and RFID are needed as well. Thirdly, environment 
should also be recognized as one of a smart city element that 
includes waste management, renewable resource energy, water 
management, and recycling program. Lastly, the culture 
element is considered as well such as prayer places and a town 
hall. The urban district should have these four elements in 
order for the urban district to be transformed into smart city as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

TABLE V.  DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Item Categories Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Gender 
Male 151 40.4 40.4 40.4 

Female 223 59.6 59.6 100.0 

Race 

Malay 344 92.0 92.0 92.0 

Chinese 19 5.1 5.1 97.1 

Indian 9 2.4 2.4 99.5 

Others 2 0.5 0.5 100.0 

Age (years) 

Under 20 32 8.6 8.6 8.6 

21-30 48 12.8 12.8 21.4 

31-40 91 24.3 24.3 45.7 

41-50 116 31.0 31.0 76.7 

>50 87 23.3 23.3 100.0 

Occupation 

Government 38 10.2 10.2 10.2 

Private Sector 139 37.2 37.2 47.3 

Self-employed 94 25.1 25.1 72.5 

Student 36 9.6 9.6 82.1 

Not employed 67 17.9 17.9 100.0 

Income (RM) 

100-1000 70 18.7 18.7 18.7 

1001-2000 103 27.5 27.5 46.3 

2001-3000 59 15.8 15.8 62.0 

3001-4000 18 4.8 4.8 66.8 

>4000 33 8.8 8.8 75.7 

No income 91 24.3 24.3 100.0 

Residency  

< 1  18 4.8 4.8 4.8 

1-5 32 8.6 8.6 13.4 

6-10 111 29.7 29.7 43.0 

>10 213 57.0 57.0 100.0 
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TABLE VI.  RESULTS BASED ON SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Elements Items Strongly Agree (%) Agree (%) Neutral (%) Disagree (%) Strongly Disagree (%) 

Infrastructure 

Hospital 44.65 39.84 14.17 0.80 0.53 

School 43.65 43.85 11.23 0.80 0.53 

Recreation Park 33.69 54.01 8.82 3.21 0.27 

Library 38.50 48.65 10.43 1.87 0.53 

IoTS 

WSN WiFI 44.25 44.26 9.63 1.07 0.60 

CCTV 41.44 47.33 9.63 1.07 0.53 

Smart Parking 40.37 43.58 13.90 1.34 0.80 

RFID 32.62 47.33 15.78 3.48 0.80 

Environment 

Waste Management 39.57 47.33 11.50 0.80 0.80 

Renewable Resource Energy 33.96 48.13 16.04 1.34 0.53 

Water Management 41.44 47.33 9.63 1.07 0.53 

Recycling Program 40.47 48.66 9.09 0.80 1.07 

Culture 
Prayer Place 38.77 43.58 14.71 1.87 1.07 

Town Hall 34.76 45.99 16.31 2.41 0.53 

 

TABLE VII.  THE MEAN FOR EACH ELEMENT 

Elements Items Mean 
Average 

Mean 

Infrastructure 

Hospital 4.27 

4.24 
School 4.29 

Recreation Park 4.18 

Library 4.23 

IOTS 

WSN WiFI 4.28 

4.21 
CCTV 4.28 

Smart Parking 4.21 

RFID 4.07 

Environment 

Waste Management 4.24 

4.30 
Renewable Resource Energy 4.14 

Water Management 4.28 

Recycling Program 4.26 

Culture 
Prayer Place 4.17 

4.15 
Town Hall 4.12 

V. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION 

The comparison of smart city model between Dubai, 
Brisbane, and Putrajaya had been made by reviewing some 
papers from various sources such as [2, 3, 4, 5, 24, 25]. 

Dubai as the fastest growing city has amazed the world by 
their vigorous movement towards an intelligent city. Dubai 
built its history in socio-economic, leading regional paradigm 
of digital transformation and sustaining the status of the city as 
a global hub. In six dimension of Dubai, Dubai municipalities 
has highlighted several elements such as health, infrastructure, 
transport, piped water, sanitation, electricity, road 
infrastructure, and building [24]. 

Brisbane is another example of a smart city. Brisbane is the 
second city in the world to implement a digital transformation 
strategy. With an eye towards a better city, Brisbane has 
introduced a smart, connected city concept for the purpose of 
delivering a more liveable, sustainable, and prosperous city. In 
the last few years, Brisbane municipality realised the 
opportunities of Brisbane in becoming an economic city that 
deliver the right environment for economic purpose in 
investment, collaboration, and growth. In order to do so, 
Brisbane [25] has presented six characteristics of its smart, 
connected city. Brisbane city council has highlighted transport, 
water, energy, telecommunications, waste management, social 
infrastructure, green space, and key district as main elements of 
Brisbane Smart City. 

Meanwhile, Putrajaya is in progress of becoming the first 
smart city in Malaysia with the inclusion of Internet of Things 
(IoTs) and other information and communication technology 
(ICT) innovations as the main feature in building a global city. 
Putrajaya has a vision of transforming itself into a Green City 
by the year of 2025 [2]. In order to achieve the objective of 
becoming a smart city, Smart Putrajaya has highlighted the 
elements of Communication, Street & Compound Lighting, 
Facilities Management, and Waste Management System as the 
main features in developing a smart city. 

The urban district should have four elements in order to be 
transformed into a smart city as shown in Fig. 2. Table VIII 
shows the results of transformation of urban district (in the case 
of Sri Gading) into a smart city. 

Based on Table VIII, Sri Gading has few elements that can 
be considered to be a smart city. However, elements such as 
hospital, library, CCTV, smart parking, RFID, renewable 
resource energy and a town hall building are needed in order to 
transform Sri Gading into a smart city. This kind of elements 
can be used as recommendations to higher authorities in order 
to transform Sri Gading into the future of a smart city. 
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TABLE VIII.  THE COMPARISON OF EACH ELEMENT 

 Elements 
Sri 

Grading 
Smart City 

Infrastructure 

Hospital No Yes 

School Yes Yes 

Recreation Park Yes Yes 

Library No Yes 

IoTs 

Wi-Fi Yes Yes 

CCTV No Yes 

Smart Parking No Yes 

RFID No Yes 

Environment 

Waste Management Yes Yes 

Renewable Resource Energy No Yes 

Water management Yes Yes 

Recycling Program Yes Yes 

Culture 
Prayer Place Yes Yes 

Town Hall No Yes 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper discussed requirements analysis for validation of 
transforming the urban district to a smart city. The results for 
the validation of requirements based on survey instrument are 
very promising. Based on the results, most respondents agreed 
that infrastructure, IoTs, environments and culture are the four 
vital elements for a model of a smart city. For future work, the 
model of a smart city presented in this paper can be used as a 
guideline for transformation of an urban district to a smart city. 
Recommendation can be made based on the guideline whether 
the city can be transformed into a smart city or not. 
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Abstract—Information and communications technology (ICT) 

is prevalent in almost every field of industrial production and 

manufacturing processes at present. A typical industry network 

consists of sensors, actuators, devices, and services to connect, 

track, and manage production processes to increase performance 

and boost productivity. The SEMI Equipment Communications 

Standard/Generic Equipment Model (SECS/GEM) is SEMI's 

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) protocol for equipment-to-host data 

communications. It is the most popular and profoundly used 

M2M communication protocol operating in the manufacturing 

industry. With Industry 4.0 as a guiding factor, connectivity to 

business networks is required for accessing real-time data 

whenever and wherever needed.  This openness of connectivity 

raises security concerns as SECS/GEM protocol offers no 

security, which endangers exposing the manufacturing 

industries' business secrets and production processes. This paper 

discusses the key processes involved in SECS/GEM 

communications and how potential attackers can manipulate 

these processes to obtain illegal or unauthorized access. The 

experiments' results indicate that the SECS/GEM processes are 

entirely vulnerable to numerous attacks, including DoS attack, 

Replay attack, and False-Data-Injection-Attack. Thus, the future 

direction involves developing a prevention mechanism that aims 

at securing the SECS/GEM processes in the industrial network. 

This study's findings are useful as preliminary guidance for the 

infrastructure owners to plan for appropriate security measures 

to protect the industrial network. 

Keywords—SECS/GEM; cybersecurity; industry-4.0; machine-

to-machine communication; industrial internet of things (IIoT) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few decades, technological advancements 
have progressed so rapidly that we have reached the fourth 
industrial revolution called Industry 4.0, commonly termed as 
the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) or smart manufacturing 
[1]. Cyber-physical structures have been accoladed to map the 
physical world into a virtual one with the advent of the 
technological revolution. Cybersecurity, robotics, cloud 
computing, 5G networks, big-data analysis, machine learning, 
Internet of Things (IoT), and additive manufacturing are the 
prime developments of this modern-day technology, which 
bring forth groundbreaking changes in the life of individuals, 
society, industry as well as economy [2]. Industry 4.0 is vying 
for enhanced connectivity, machine learning, real-time data 
collection, the interaction between machine-to-machine on 
novice mechanisms, automation and advanced robotics, 

increasing industrial productivity, and modernizing the 
production process. Even though businesses, companies, and 
organizations are entirely different in scale and scope, they all 
face the same problem, i.e., the need for connectivity and real-
time insights through manufacturing processes, products, 
material movement, and resource utilization for timely decision 
making [3]. 

Historically, manufacturers have been more concerned with 
protecting their Operational Technology (OT) environment, 
often almost entirely neglecting Information Technology (IT) 
security. The perpetrators are fully informed of this negligence 
and realize how easy it is to infiltrate and hack industrial 
networks. In accordance with the awareness that important, 
confidential information such as product types, product recipes, 
material details, system configurations, comprehensive 
equipment logs, equipment's communication patterns, etc., is 
held valuable by industries and thereby opens up an 
increasingly attractive prospect for threat-actors. Hackers and 
threat-actors have realized that the supply chain is a large and 
complex process with ample vulnerabilities, and therefore it is 
the perfect environment for attempting an attack to infect 
numerous suppliers and organizations at a massive scale. 

Recent incidents of security breaches and cybercrimes have 
reached the epidemic stage in the manufacturing industry, 
rendering the manufacturing industry the most vulnerable and 
targeted sector by attackers [4]. According to EEF, a recent 
survey reveals that 48 percent of manufacturers have been 
subject to a cybersecurity incident at any point, and half of 
those firms have suffered financial losses or market disruption. 
Another study carried out by Cybersecurity Ventures has 
identified that cybercrime will cost corporations worldwide 
$10.5 trillion a year by 2025, up from $3 trillion in 2015 [5], 
while manufacturing has been catching up quickly in recent 
years, as can be seen in the Verizon Data Breach Investigation 
Report 2019, which detailed 352 incidents, 87 among 
manufacturers. The Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Company (TSMC) computer virus attack was Taiwan's biggest 
information security infringement in its history. It fully 
exposed the information security weaknesses at production 
plants as the manufacturing industry embraces the fourth 
industrial revolution, or industry 4.0, with increasing 
automation and data exchange [6]. 

This work embodies an overview of SECS/GEM standard 
and uncovers lacunas in SECS/GEM, which eases launching of 
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attacks on factory equipment with the help of attacks like 
False-Data-Injection attack (FDIA), Replay attack, Denial of 
Service (DoS) attack. This paper, therefore, includes a brief 
explanation of the relevant aspects of the SECS/GEM standard 
in order to fully comprehend the mechanics of these 
cyberattacks on industrial networks. 

This paper is arranged into the following sections: A brief 
literature review of security features of popular industrial M2M 
communication protocols is covered in Section 2. 
SECS/GEM's overview and connection establishment 
processes are explained in Section 3. Attacks on SECS/GEM 
processes are discussed in Section 4. Scenarios, attacks, and 
experimental results are discussed in Section 5. The conclusion 
and future outlook are provided in Section 6. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Within the landscape of Industry 4.0, cybersecurity plays a 
leading role in preventing the loss of companies' 
competitiveness. However, when seen in the perspective of the 
industrial automation industry, cybersecurity has concentrated 
more on protecting corporate and operational perimeters, i.e., 
restricting unauthorized access to the industrial network. There 
are numerous messaging communication protocols for IIoT 
and industrial communications such as SECS/GEM, OPC UA, 
CoAP, DDS, MQTT, and many more. Industry 4.0 has brought 
these protocols under the spotlight once again. Most of these 
protocols have limited security features. A brief discussion on 
security features offered in the above-mentioned M2M 
protocols is provided in the following sub-sections. 

A. Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is an 
open-source messaging protocol developed by IBM for 
resource-constrained devices (i.e., devices having limited 
computational power, memory, storage, and battery backup). It 
adheres to the publish/subscribe interface paradigm and 
performs well in networks where communication requirements 
are less than optimal such as high latency with low bandwidth. 
It keeps bandwidth requirements to an absolute minimum, 
works ridiculously well with unstable networks, and is best 
suited for machine-to-machine (M2M) communications.  
MQTT is undoubtedly regarded as a de facto IoT normative 
protocol, and research on the offensive and defensive solutions 
to MQTT has attracted substantial interest from academia and 
industry for analysis on security issues [7]. 

The condition under which the MQTT protocol operates by 
default [18] can easily be linked to nearly all security concerns 
that occur. Since MQTT is meant to be lightweight, it does not 
encrypt the header or payload but rather exchanges data as 
plaintext, which is obviously a security problem. Thus, 
encryption must then be used as a separate function, such as by 
Transport Layer Security (TLS), which increases the 
computational overhead on the resource-constrained devices. 
Most MQTT brokers provide authentication support through 
the use of the Link control message. A few security solutions 
have been proposed to address MQTT's security concerns 
[8][9][10]. 

B. Open Platform Communications – Unified Architecture 

Open Platform Communications – Unified Architecture 
(OPC-UA) is an M2M communication protocol developed by 
OPC Foundation for Industrial Automation [11]. OPC UA is 
built to ensure security and thus offers a wide variety of core 
security features, including authentication, integrity, 
confidentiality, and authorization. It provides different 
protection modes, such as no security, integrity only, integrity 
and confidentiality, as well as security policies predefining 
encryption and signature cryptographic algorithms for the 
establishment of secure communication. Depending on the 
message protection mode, the client chooses a security protocol 
to secure the messages exchanged during the handshake. 
Notably, one of the seven security policies available offers 
little security, and two have been discarded because of 
cryptographic primitives that are now vulnerable. Overall, OPC 
UA offers industrial automation with strong security features 
[12]. 

C. Constrained Application Protocol 

Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), as specified in 
RFC 7252[13], is an Internet Application Protocol specifically 
designed for resource-constrained devices and constrained 
networks [14]. It functions HTTP-like and follows REST-
Architecture, and runs over User Datagram Protocol (UDP). To 
secure communication, CoAP does not use TLS since it runs 
over UDP, which is an insecure transport protocol, so DTLS is 
used by CoAP instead of using TLS as a security solution. 

CoAPS is a security-enabled variant of the CoAP protocol, 
which is based on a TLS protocol with modifications needed to 
operate over unreliable UDP connections. Some of the TLS 
enhancements include features whereby CoAPS retains the 
connection in the event of missed or out-of-order packets and 
prevents link termination (i.e., teardown) as it is done in CoAP. 
There is a probability of retransmitting handshake messages as 
an example. With the exchanging of client and server 'hello' 
messages, the handshaking mechanism is quite similar to the 
one in TLS, but with the additional possibility for a server to 
send a verification query to ensure that the client sends its 
'hello' message from the authentic source address. This added 
functionality helps in preventing DoS attacks. 

D. Data Distribution Service 

Data Distribution Service (DDS) [15] is an M2M protocol 
that follows the publish/subscribe pattern, and it is specifically 
designed to allow efficient, high-performance, interoperable 
data exchange for real-time systems. DDS can run on both TCP 
and UDP, so a security mechanism provides two distinct 
options for DDS. The security combination may be either TCP 
with TLS or UDP with Datagram Transport Layer Security 
(DTLS), depending on the underlined transport protocol. Both 
TLS and DTLS are not designed for constrained devices; thus, 
they incur too much computational overhead and are not 
suitable for a constrained environment. In order to solve the 
issue, OMG's proposed DDS security specifications describe a 
robust security architecture that is considered lightweight and 
acceptable for the IoT device. 
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Unlike all protocols mentioned above, SECS/GEM does 
not provide any security features. High-Speed SECS Message 
Services (HSMS) is a SECS/GEM's transport communication 
protocol and runs over TCP. It lacks security. Henceforth, data 
is not encrypted by any encryption algorithm. Moreover, 
credentials and certificates are not required for connection. 
Furthermore, validation of the connecting party is not carried 
out. However, obfuscation is applied to the data through the 
data packaging binary encoding process, which makes it 
incomprehensible for humans. 

To our knowledge, no one has previously assessed 
SECS/GEM in terms of security features. In this paper, we 
have extensively analyzed the mechanism of SECS/GEM and 
have identified weak points that may be problematic if not 
patched in time would undoubtedly lead to catastrophic 
consequences, including financial and business losses. 

III. SECS/GEM PROCESSES AND CONNECTION STATES 

SEMI (Semiconductor Equipment and Material 
International) is an association enjoying membership of more 
than two thousand companies worldwide. It deals with 
materials, services, and equipment required by the 
manufacturing industries. The SECS/GEM standard has been 
widely adopted in semiconductors, surface mount technology, 
electronics assembly devices, photovoltaic, and solar cell 
industries. SEMI has published several different specifications 
that coordinate communication between the host and the 
factory machinery, including E4, E5, E30, and E37. SEMI 
communication standards are collectively known as 
SECS/GEM. The SECS/GEM protocol is an industry-standard 
that is widely in operation across several industries worldwide 
[3][16][17]. It acts as a backbone of the semiconductor 
industry and is heavily used in the world's leading enterprises, 
including Intel, Samsung, TSMC, IBM, Qualcomm, 
Broadcom, UMC, SK Hynix, Micron, TXN, Toshiba, NXP, 
proving as a de facto communication protocol and control 
system since years[18]. 

High-Speed SECS-II Messaging Service (HSMS) serves as 
a transport protocol for SECS/GEM communications in 
industrial networks [19][20][21].  The HSMS protocol is 
derived from Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP). It utilizes virtually the same methods of forming a 
link as specified in RFC-793 but with minor essential 
modifications [22]. In accordance with the guidelines 
prescribed in RFC 793, either side of the communication link 
can initiate a request to create the connection. However, the 
HSMS protocol limits the standard practice of the formation of 
connections as defined in the RFC; and distinguishes two 
distinct types of connection modes, namely active and passive.  
The devices configured in passive mode act as a server, open a 
port, and listen for incoming connections, while the 
responsibility of initiating a connection request is destined to 
the devices configured in active mode. Upon a successful 
connection has been formed between the two communicating 
entities (i.e., host and equipment), HSMS protocol passes 
binary encoded SECS-II messages. The HSMS protocol keeps 
the connection alive, and data moves back and forth until either 
or both entities are purposely rendered offline (i.e., firmware or 
software updates, add/remove machines in the production line, 

maintenance, etc.). The HSMS message format is shown in 
Fig. 1, and a brief overview of the HSMS header fields is 
discussed in Table I.  HSMS messages are packed in binary 
format and are transported as byte streams, where the first four 
bytes of the message are used to calculate the overall message 
length. The minimum and maximum size of a message carried 
out over an HSMS protocol is 10 bytes and 4.3 gigabytes, 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 1. HSMS Message Structure. 

TABLE I. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF HSMS HEADER FIELDS ALONG WITH 

POSSIBLE VALUES 

Bytes Field Description  

0-1 
Session 

ID 

- Provides an association by reference between control 

messages and subsequent data messages 

2 
W-Bit & 

Stream 

- - Contains 0 or status code for control messages 

- - When SType=0, it contains W-bit and Stream 

number for data messages 

3 Function 
- - Contains 0 for control messages 

- - When PType = 0, it contains SECS-II function 

4 PType - Contains 0 for SECS-II messages 

5 SType 
- - 0 for data messages 

- - 1-9 (8 is unused) for control messages 

6-9 
System 

Bytes 

- - Contains a unique value for each transaction 

- - Same value for both Primary and its associated 

secondary (response) message 

A. SECS/GEM Message Types 

SECS/GEM messages are broadly divided into two 
categories, (1) control messages and (2) data messages. Control 
messages are used by the HSMS protocol for connection and 
link management. The SType header field of HSMS protocol 
may have values 1,3,5 and 9 to perform operations select.req, 
deselect.req, linktest.req, and separate.req, respectively. Each 
request message is acknowledged with a succeeding even 
number value for the paired control message except the 
separate.req, which does not require acknowledgment. In 
addition to the aforementioned control messages, there is an 
additional control message named reject.req with SType=7. 
This control message is used in response to any valid HSMS 
message received which is not supported by the receiver of the 
message or which is not valid at the time when that message 
was received [23] (for example, an HSMS message whose 
SystemBytes value is invalid or it does not match with any 
open transaction). 

B. SECS/GEM Connections States 

In order to establish a connection with equipment, it is 
important to understand the SECS/GEM connection state. 
There are two states at the fundamental level, NOT-
CONNECTED and CONNECTED. As the name indicates, in 
the NOT-CONNECTED state, either an entity is listening on a 
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TCP port and waiting for incoming connection establishment 
requests, or all previously established connections have been 
terminated. Either way, an entity in a NOT-CONNECTED 
state does not engage in any communication. Upon a 
successful TCP connection establishment with the host, 
equipment enters the CONNECTED state. Two sub-states 
named NOT-SELECTED and SELECTED are in the 
CONNECTED state. The entities await the request for the 
HSMS link establishment upon entering the CONNECTED 
state. 

Once the HSMS control message for the connection 
establishment is received, the entity enters the SELECTED 
state. Only when entities have reached the SELECTED state 
are the actual SECS-II messages and control messages 
exchanged between the two communicating entities. Fig. 2 
depicts the HSMS State Model. 

 
Fig. 2. HSMS Connection States. 

C. HSMS Communication Processes 

SECS/GEM messages exchanged between the host and 
equipment are highly important in order to control and monitor 
the equipment. In a normal communication mode, either side of 
the connection can request data. Upon receiving a request 
message, the target entity would reply with generated data for 
the specific request. SECS/GEM communication is carried out 
on HSMS protocol, which has a fixed header format and 
structure. If the SType field of the HSMS header in any 
message is 0, it means the message is a data message; 
otherwise, it will be considered a control message. 

1) Connection establishment process: Fig. 3 represents the 

different SECS/GEM communications processes. The entity 

configured in active mode (i.e., usually host) must send a TCP 

request to the equipment entity that is typically configured in 

passive mode in order to initiate communication. Upon 

receiving a response from the equipment, the host will send an 

acknowledgment, and a TCP connection will be formed 

between the two communicating entities (i.e., Fig. 3(a)). The 

equipment will enter into the CONNECTED state at this point 

and wait for the establishment of an HSMS connection. At this 

stage, the host will request for the HSMS link establishment, 

and the equipment will respond to that message and change its 

state from NOT-SELECTED to SELECTED. Now, the link is 

complete and ready for the exchange of SECS-II messages 

(Fig. 3(e)). The process of creating TCP and HSMS 

connections is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). 

2) Connection management process: The connections in 

industrial networks are kept alive for several days or even 

weeks. There are possibilities that there is no communication 

carried out for a certain period of time between the two 

entities; therefore, it is required to test the connectivity 

beforehand. Fig. 3(d) illustrates a scenario when such an 

inactive period is detected when there is no communication 

between the two entities. The control messages linktest.req and 

linktest.res are exchanged periodically based on timer T3 value 

in order to keep the connection alive. 

3) Connection termination (tear-down) process: Two ways 

to teardown a link are specified by SECS/GEM specifications, 

i.e., by sending deselect.req or separate.req control messages. 

The difference between these two messages is that without 

waiting for an acknowledgment, separate.req abruptly 

disconnects the connection. Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(f) demonstrate 

the teardown phase of the connection. 

 
Fig. 3. SECS/GEM's Connection Establishment, Control and Data Message 

Processes. 

IV. CYBERATTACKS ON SECS/GEM 

Numerous cyber-attacks, such as DoS attack, Replay 
attack, spoofing attack, side-channel attack, covert-channel 
attack, False-Data-Injection-Attack, etc., can be launched on 
industrial networks[24] where SECS/GEM is used for M2M 
communications. However, this study focuses on DoS attack, 
replay attack, and FDIA. Fig. 4 depicts a typical industrial 
machines network layout and production line on the shop-floor. 

 
Fig. 4. A Simplified and Generalized OT Industrial Shop-Floor Network. 
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The first step that should be taken in order to carry out a 
successful attack on any network is to analyze network activity 
and communication patterns. A huge amount of data is usually 
generated by SECS/GEM-enabled machines, and this data is 
exchanged in plaintext and without any authentication. Fig. 5 
shows the pattern of 20 hours of communication between a 
host and equipment that occurred in a production environment 
(for protection and privacy purposes, the organization's name 
and the machine's specifics are not discussed here). 
SECS/GEM messages are paired as primary and secondary 
messages, where request messages, and secondary messages 
are associated reply messages. Each primary message is 
usually responded with an associated secondary message (i.e., 
S6F11/S6F12 represents the pairing of Primary/Secondary 
messages), as shown in Fig. 5. It is important to note that a 
primary message can be sent at any time by both sides of the 
connection, and therefore it is essential to keep a record of the 
most recent SystemBytes value for a successful attack. The 
information presented in Fig. 5 also reveals that the preparators 
might not have yet carried out any successful attack on the 
industrial network; the intruders may still have the ability to 
effectively intercept data and steal sensitive product 
information by merely observing data shared between the host 
and the equipment. 

A. Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attack 

In industrial communication networks, DoS is 
characterized as a particular cyberattack in which attackers try 
to ensure that access to the intended users is either temporarily 
or permanently inaccessible for the desired service or resource. 
There are numerous ways to achieve a DoS attack in 
SECS/GEM communications. For example, the perpetrators 
may capture and forge a bogus message of a legitimate 
host/equipment and send a deselect.req message to terminate 
the communication link. Upon using the port stealing 
mechanism, the attack-actors may perform a man-in-the-
middle attack and then initiate the DoS attack, in which case 
the host will never know the connection is terminated [25]. 

We have exploited the HSMS's control messages to launch 
a DoS attack. We used the control message separate.req in this 
study to execute a successful DoS attack on HSMS 
communications. As discussed in the previous section, an 
HSMS message with SType=9 is used to terminate HSMS 
communications immediately. With the exception of the SType 
value, separate.req control message is identical to the 
Deselect.req message. Its purpose is to end HSMS 
communications immediately and without exception or 
notifying the host. No response or acknowledge message is 
required. 

Fig. 6 illustrates in detail how a DoS attack on SECS/GEM 
communications is carried out. As it happens in most cases, the 
preparator scans the network and passively tries to determine 
the nodes that are listening on port 5000, which is usually used 
for HSMS communications. The attacker captures and 
monitors the network traffic and captures the most recent reply 
message sent from the target machine. It is important to note 
that the chances of a successful attack carried out on response 
messages are higher than request messages because it usually 
takes a while to request another set of data in quick succession. 

 
Fig. 5. Typical SECS/GEM Interaction Pattern as seen on a Factory 

Machine. 

The DoS attack in Fig. 6 follows the same analogy, and the 
attacker waits for a linktest.req and linktest.res pair of 
messages exchanged between the host and equipment. At this 
stage, the attacker would intercept any control message (ex. 
linktest.res), modify header field SType=9 (which represents 
separate.req message) and increment SystemBytes value by 1 
to launch DoS attack. The attacker may send these messages to 
both host and the equipment, which will teardown connections 
between the host and the equipment abruptly. The received 
message is considered legitimate because there is no 
mechanism available in SECS/GEM to validate the authenticity 
of the received separate.req message. The attacker may 
periodically or at random time intervals launch a replay-attack 
to converge it as a full-fledge DoS attack. Both the host and the 
equipment will remain unaware of the attack. The attacker then 
can send a connection establishment request on port 5000 to 
equipment to hold the connection. During this time period, the 
legitimate host would remain disconnect and unable to 
reestablish the communication link as SECS/GEM is a point-
to-point communication protocol and only allows one active 
connection at a time. 

 
Fig. 6. Scenario of Capturing, Intercepting & Attacking SECS/GEM 

Communications. 
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Alternatively, by using TCP's RST flag to tear down the 
TCP connection established between the two communicating 
entities (i.e., host and the equipment), we were able to launch a 
DoS attack on SECS/GEM communications successfully. The 
equipment would change its status back to a NOT-
CONNECTED state when it detects the broken TCP 
connection, and it would start listening for new incoming 
connection requests on the specified port address (i.e., usually 
5000). At this stage, the attacker would establish a connection 
on the open port and hold a connection for an unspecified time. 
During this time frame, any attempt of connection 
establishment by the legitimate host will be ignored by the 
equipment. In our experiments, we witnessed that a simple 
application such as NC (a.k.a., Netcat) running on an attacker's 
machine suffices the requirement to establish a TCP 
connection with the equipment. This is because HSMS 
communication starts after successfully establishing a TCP 
connection (i.e., three-way handshake). We also found that the 
equipment continued to send requests for the HSMS link 
establishment to the attacker machine that simply did not 
respond to any of the equipment's messages. However, during 
this attack, the attacker held the TCP session, and the 
equipment will not accept any other connection until the 
current session expires. Hence, the attacker is able to hold the 
connection and disrupt the communication between a host and 
equipment as long as it is desired. 

The DoS attack can also be launched on SECS/GEM 
communications using data messages. This is true because the 
HSMS standard limits HSMS connection to process messages 
as 1Hz, that is, one message per second. The attacker can send 
any data messages during this time to throttle that equipment's 
processing capabilities. Fig. 7 indicates the effective injection 
of the Separate.req message occurred in the HSMS connection 
establishment between the host and equipment, and 
subsequently, the equipment terminated the connection. 

 
Fig. 7. The Successful Injection of Separate.Req Attack Message. 

Detecting a DoS attack is difficult to traceback as it is never 
initiated by a rogue device; often, they are carried out by the 
footprints of a legitimate device from within the network. 

B. Replay Attack 

SECS/GEM messages exchanged between the host and 
equipment are highly important in order to control and monitor 
the equipment. In a normal communication mode, either side of 
the connection can request data. Upon receiving a request 
message, the target entity would reply with generated data for 

the specific request. SECS/GEM communication is carried out 
on HSMS protocol, which has a fixed header format and 
structure. If the SType field of the HSMS header in any 
message is 0, it means the message is a data message; 
otherwise, it will be considered a control message. Irrespective 
of the message type, an attacker may sniff the message and 
replay it with a changed payload to inflict damage or interrupt 
the overall production.  HSMS has a sequence number field in 
its header called SystemBytes, which is monotonically 
increased for each transaction. A pair of request and response 
messages from host and equipment or vice-versa is called a 
transaction, and each transaction is identified with a unique 
sequence number (header field SystemBytes). However, each 
successive transaction will have a successive number of the 
previous transaction. This predictability enables attackers to 
launch a replay attack by just modifying SystemBytes contents. 
The replay attack would be devesting for the overall 
communication and may bring down overall communication, 
or it may adversely impact the equipment's behavior. 

Upon receiving a connection establishment request, the 
attacker may intercept any control message (ex. select.res), 
modify header field SType=9 and increment SystemBytes 
header fields by 1 to launch a replay-attack, which will 
teardown connection between host and the equipment abruptly. 
The attacker may periodically or at random time intervals 
launch a replay-attack to converge it as a full-fledge DoS 
attack. Both the host and the equipment will remain unaware of 
the attack. At this stage, it will be very difficult to trace out 
such an attack on the equipment side; however, the careful 
investigation at the host will reveal that no such teardown 
command was initiated from the host, which will ultimately 
unfold the truth that the equipment was under DoS attack. 

C. False Data Injection Attack  

Originally in the smart grid domain, the definition of 
FDIA[4] was first introduced. Although the term sounds 
normal, it indicates that an intruder exploits sensor readings in 
such a way that undetected errors are inserted into state 
variables and calculated results. FDIA is not limited to the 
manufacturing industry only; cyber-criminals are involved in 
leveraging related attacks in other application areas such as 
healthcare, financial institutes, defense. Thus, FDIA has been 
one of the highest priority problems to contend with within 
today's highly perilous cyber world of dynamic adaptive 
systems. 

Cyber-criminal can launch FDIA and inject falsified data 
into blind-trusted communication occurring between two 
SECS/GEM entities. The receiving entity cannot differentiate 
between a legitimate and a bogus message, and it will process 
it nevertheless. The impact and intensity of the falsified data 
injected depend on the purpose of the attack; however, it can be 
imagined that under such attack and ill-intention data injected 
into the production system might disrupt the overall processing 
or at least will undermine the quality of the product. 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section, the various attacks are launched on different 
SECS/GEM communication processes carried out between a 
host and equipment. The details of hardware specifications are 
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shown in Table II, and the Testbed attack scenario is illustrated 
in Fig. 8. The SECS/GEM communication has been started 
between a host and equipment E2 in production Linen. 

The experiments were conducted to observe the 
SECS/GEM behavior during various attacks. The Python 
implementation of SECS/GEM host and equipment was used 
to emulate SECS/GEM entities' behavior and functionality. 
The necessary code level changes have been adapted to mimic 
the attack behaviors in the host-side of the emulator. In order to 
successfully carry out cyber-attacks on SECS/GEM 
communications, it is important to eavesdrop and capture the 
packets while in transit and then modify them to launch attacks 
such as DoS attack, replay attack, and FDIA. For this purpose, 
the Python-based Scapy tool is used to capture, modify, and 
transmit forged packets to the target entity [26]. The attacks 
were repeated 30 times for each attack scenario, and results 
were measured for each process. The equation (1) below is 
implemented to measure the ability of the SECS/GEM 
processes in preventing the attacks carried on SECS/GEM 
communications [27]: 

ATTACKSR = 1 – F / N              (1) 

where, ATTACKSR represents the specific attack's success 
rate, N represents the number of times forged messages are 
injected, and F signifies the specific attack type failed a 
number of times. According to the ATTACKSR definition, it 
was found that if ATTACKSR is 1, this means that the attack is 
successful. Nevertheless, if ATTACKSR is 0, this indicates that 
the specific attack on the SECS/GEM process can be 
susceptible to DoS. Table III illustrates the experimental results 
of each experiment conducted on SECS/GEM's processes, such 
as control messages and data messages. 

Based on Table III, the results revealed that the 
SECS/GEM communication is completely vulnerable to cyber-
attacks. Following are our findings: 

 The key issue with SECS/GEM protocol is that it does 
not provide any security mechanism to guard against 
cyber-attacks; thus, all data and control messages can 
be intercepted and tampered with by attackers, and it is 
up to the mercy of attackers to determine whether to 
initiate an effective attack by any manner they want. 

 SECS/GEM messages are packed in the binary-
encoded format to achieve high data density with little 
overhead. However, these messages are still readable 
and can easily be intercepted and converted into 
plaintext. Binary encoding thus does not offer any 
safeguard against attacks or hinders attackers from 
extracting meaningful information. 

 The communication can be initiated by any 
host/equipment or rouge machine anytime without any 
validity or verification of the legitimacy. There is no 
authentication mechanism to check the legitimacy of 
the originator of the message. 

 SECS/GEM offers a method to assess the freshness of 
the message by using SystemBytes; however, the 
SystemBytes value is monotonically incremented, and 
therefore it is simpler to estimate the next potential 

value from the current value. As a result, the receiver 
of the message cannot discern whether a message has 
been altered just by analyzing the contents of 
SystemBytes. 

 SECS/GEM messages are paired as primary and 
secondary messages. Primary messages are request 
messages, whereas secondary messages are reply 
messages. SECS/GEM messages are binary encoded 
and exchanged in plaintext; however, they are still 
readable, and there is no way to detect if the messages 
are modified while in transit. 

 Messages are not encrypted; therefore, the entire 
communication is susceptible, and the attacker can 
easily profile communication details and steal valuable 
information and business secrets. 

TABLE II. TESTBED DEVICES AND THEIR SPECIFICATIONS 

Device 

Role 
Specifications OS 

Host 
CPU: Intel(R) Ci7-9750H @ 2.60GHz x 8 

RAM: 24 GB 
Win10 

Equipment 
CPU: Intel® Ci7-3770M @ 3.4GHz x 8 

RAM: 8 GB 
Win10 

Attacker 

PC 

CPU: Intel(R) Ci3-330M @ 2.13GHz x 2 

RAM: 8 GB 

Ubuntu 

2020.3 

Switch Cisco Catalyst 2960 Fast Ethernet - 

 
Fig. 8. Testbed Environment: An Attack Scenario. 

TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Attack  

Type  

Message 

Type 

Experiment 

Count[N] 

Attack 

Failure[F] 
ATTACKSR 

DoS 
Control 

TCP[RST] 

20 

20 

0 

0 

1 

1 

Replay 
Control 

Data 

20 

20 

0 

0 

1 

1 

FDIA 
Control 

Data 

20 

20 

0 

0 

1 

1 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

SECS/GEM has been seen as the cornerstone to 
semiconductor industries, and it has been in profound use since 
its inception. It aims to provide machine-to-machine 
communication, and it provides instantaneous (i.e., real-time) 
insights of factory equipment for effective decision making and 
performance boost up. SECS/GEM messages are binary 
encoded and exchanged plaintext without any authentication 
and encryption. As SECS/GEM does not offer any security 
mechanism, all these messages are subject to cyberattacks. The 
experimental results revealed that the SECS/GEM processes 
are vulnerable to cyberattacks. Therefore, there is a need for a 
comprehensive security framework that prevents these 
cyberattacks and offers authentication, confidentiality, and 
integrity for secure and reliable communication. The 
authentication mechanism will ensure that messages are 
exchanged between legitimate SECS/GEM entities. The 
integrity mechanism will ascertain that the contents within 
messages are not altered during transit, and the confidentiality 
mechanism will ensure that the messages are not readable 
while in transit. Our future direction is focused on all these 
issues and will provide a complete security framework that will 
protect SECS/GEM communications from cyberattacks 
discussed in this paper. 
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Abstract—Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) aims to 

extract significant aspects of an item or product from reviews 

and predict the sentiment of each aspect. Previous similarity 

methods tend to extract aspect categories at the word level by 

combining Language Models (LM) in their models. A drawback 

for the LM model is its dependence on a large amount of labelled 

data for a specific domain to function well.  This work proposes a 

mechanism to address labelled data dependency by a one-step 

approach experimenting to decide the best combinatory 

architectures of recurrent-based LM and the best semantic 

similarity measures for fostering a new aspect category detection 

model. The proposed model addresses drawbacks of previous 

aspect category detection models in an implicit manner. The 

datasets of this study, S1 and S2, are from standard SemEval 

online competition. The proposed model outperforms the 

previous baseline models in terms of the F1-score of aspect 

category detection. This study finds more relevant aspect 

categories by creating a more stable and robust model. The F1 

score of our best model for aspect category detection is 79.03% in 

the restaurant domain for the S1 dataset. In dataset S2, the F1-

score is 72.65% in the laptop domain and 75.11% in the 

restaurant domain. 

Keywords—Aspect category detection; language model; 

semantic similarity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The first task in Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) 
is to detect aspects of an item or product from reviews and 
categories each aspect into a specific group. There are 
different methods to detect aspects; namely, language rule 
methods or LM, sequential methods, topic model methods, 
deep learning methods, and hybrid methods, which are the 
combination of the above methods [1]. We have seen exciting 
outcomes in various NLP tasks in recent years using these 
emerging models [2]–[5]. Regardless of the existing 
techniques, the most crucial point in any Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) task is to find a way to make machines 
understand language or text. 

Deep learning techniques automate the process of 
representation learning in multi computational layers. These 
techniques have enabled researchers to improve state of the art 
for many NLP tasks such as Sentiment Analysis (SA) [6], [7] 
significantly and in other domains (image, speech, etc.). A 
drastic advancement happened in the text representation, and 
many LMs were developed, such as Word2Vec [8], deep LM 
[9], [10]. However, these emerging LMs have not yet fully 
addressed aspect category detection, mainly because there is 
no study to design experiments assessing the effect of 

different recent advanced LMs on the specific task of aspect 
category detection. This work hypothesis is that a general deep 
LM can be used for any specific task in NLP. As [11] states, 
using a pre-trained LM is better than starting a model with 
random weights therefore Deep LM is used as a form of 
transfer learning in this work. The task of a simple LSTM-
based LM is to predict the next word in a large corpus. Instead 
of learning from scratch using random weights, the 
representation created with the proposed LM can be a better 
starting point for another LM. Then, it can be used for a 
specific task in a more related domain. 

On the other hand, previous ABSA methods tend to extract 
aspect terms and categories them in two separate steps. Also, 
they set model threshold values and seed words for aspects 
categories manually. Domain-specific models are often not 
practical for this task. Various semantic similarity measures 
were proposed in the literature such as WordNet, NGD, 
Cosine and Soft Cosine. A few works utilize these semantic 
similarity measures to extract aspect categories in one phase; 
however, all works performed word-level similarity 
measurement. Recent works find the semantic similarity of a 
pair of text [12], [13] at the sentence level. But there is a lack 
of investigation addressing the effect of semantic similarity 
measures for the aspect category detection task at sentence 
level in the literature. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as 
follows. First, this study presented a mechanism based on two 
semantic similarity measures and two standard LMs. The 
proposed mechanism is based on sentence-level similarity 
measurement, which extracts aspect categories in one step. 
The best combination of recurrent language and semantic 
similarity measures is investigated. This helps the researchers 
to find the best recent options for semantic similarity measure 
and neural LM for this task. Second contribution is that the 
model developed based on the above mechanism works in one 
step instead of two steps by utilizing semantic similarity 
measures at both word and sentence level and identifies aspect 
categories related to implicit aspects, mainly because of using 
the neural LM and still working in two different areas without 
any labeled data. The model works without setting seed words 
for each aspect category. The last contribution is solving the 
problem of setting several thresholds manually. The model 
proposed by current study set the thresholds automatically 
without any human intervention. Therefore, the model has 
reduced the amount of manual human intervention by 
removing the need for seed words and automatically setting 
thresholds. The proposed similarity score model is able to 
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fine-tune to any new domain by only adding pre-known aspect 
categories for the new domain and more related domain 
reviews without any labeled data. 

This paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, the 
literature for aspect category detection is reviewed. Section 3 
proposed a new model based on existing deep LM and 
semantic similarity measure. The experiment and result 
discussion on the dataset of this study is presented in Section 
4. Finally, the study is concluded in Section 5. 

II. BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

There are many current works that focus on Language 
Rules Models [14]–[17]. These effective syntactic LM still 
have room for improvement. However, it is challenging to 
design a set of rules to perform well due to natural languages‘ 
flexibility. It also appears from the review that researchers 
mostly focused on extracting the aspect term instead of aspect 
category. Aspect category detection is similar to explicit and 
implicit aspect extraction and then grouping under one 
category.  Explicit aspects are those that one can find the 
aspects clearly stated as nouns or noun phrases in a review, for 
example,‘ picture quality‘ in ―The picture quality of this phone 
is great.‖ Implicit aspects are not clearly stated in a review but 
are implied indirectly, for example, ‗price‘ in ―This laptop is 
so expensive‖. There are language rule models in the literature 
that extract implicit aspects. These models‘ problem is that 
they always need to extract an explicit or implicit aspect term 
to group them under one category. The above causes several 
category names creation for one unique category in new 
datasets. In other words, there are no predefined standard 
categories that one can assign aspect terms to those categories. 
They cannot identify aspect categories directly from a review 
text. However, most of these model does not group the 
extracted terms into predefined categories in the literature 
[16], [18]. For the aspect category detection model to be 
practical, one crucial step is to propose a model that works in 
fewer steps. 

Until recently, a few studies [15], [19] attempted to extract 
aspect categories directly from review text in a single step 
using language rule methods. The intermediate task of aspect 
term extraction is required for most models [16], [20], [21] 
However, it is hard to use these models on new datasets since 
manual tuning of various thresholds is required [15], [22]. 
Another problem of recent models is that they need to find 
some synonyms for each aspect, in which the result depends 

on the selection of these synonyms words. They need these 
lists for every aspect and for every domain, which is a time-
consuming activity. Various manual thresholds setting 
required for new datasets in the models that use similarity to 
predefined categories [15], [19]. 

The number of models focused on implicit aspect 
extraction increased in recent years. While aspect category 
detection can handle the implicit aspects and explicit aspects, 
it is much harder to extract implicit aspects with aspect term 
extraction. Sequential supervised models [23], [24] are better 
than language rule models to extract implicit aspects. These 
models‘ problem is that they need lots of labeled data, which 
is not easy to get for each area and domain separately. Again, 
for the aspect category detection models to be practical, the 
models must work in multiple domains or at least easy to 
apply or transfer to any new domain. Sequential and Modern 
deep learning models cannot work in different domain or need 
lots of training data in each domain [25]–[29]. Topic models 
on the other hand are too statistical centric which this study 
can hardly find improvement for it. 

This study continues [19] for the model not to use any 
labeled data. The difference is that, instead of clustering and 
getting the similarity of a cluster with aspect categories, this 
study utilizes a representation from sentence-level deep LM. 
The proposed model does not require any seed words to be set 
for each aspect category anymore. There is a recent similar 
work in the literature solving the same issue. [30] rely on the 
similarity of sentence words and some seed aspects utilizing 
Word2Vec, Glove and Fastext. They state that their model 
performs the same as recent neural models for aspect 
extraction with a less computational cost. Their model is very 
similar to our similarity score model. However, the approach 
of finding more than one aspect category for a sentence is not 
explained clearly. 

We have performed a comparison to prove the novelty of 
the proposed model. The state of the art is summarized via 
Table I. 

The limitations of the previous models are summarized in 
the last column. The main limitations are first they perform 
the task of aspect category extraction in two separate phases; 
second, they need labeled data in every domain; third, only the 
word level similarity is performed, lastly, they need to set the 
parameters manually. 
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TABLE I. ASPECT CATEGORY DETECTION MODELS 

Method of aspect 

category detection 

Steps of 

aspect 

category 

detection 

Author Dataset Domain Result (average) Limitation 

Language rule 

(Dependency relation 

+ similarity) 

2 
Garcia et al. 

(2014) 

SemEval 

2015 

Laptop 

Restaurant 

Hotel 

F-score aspects category: 

Laptop: 24.94 

Restaurant: 41.85 

Acc. Sentiment: 

Laptop 68.38 

Restaurant 69.46 

Hotel 71.09 

- Cannot find implicit aspects 

and sentiment. 

-It cannot detect context 

orientation of opinion word. 

Language rule (Graph 

based) 
1 

Schouten et 

al. (2017) 

SemEval 

2014 
Restaurant F1-score:67.0 

-Needs to set synonym words 

for every aspect. 

-Lots of parameter setting is 

required. 

Language rule 

(Similarity) 
1 

Ghadery et 

al. (2018) 

 

SemEval 

2014 
Restaurant F1-score:76.98 

-Needs to set synonym words 

for every aspect. 

-Word level similarity is 

performed 

Language rule 

(Similarity) 
2 

Gaillat et al. 

(2019) 
SE-2015 

Financial 

Microblogs 
Accuracy: 42.5 

The Word2Vec model is 

trained on the Google news 

corpus 

-Word level similarity is 

performed 

Language rule 

(Lexicon based) 
2 

Alqaryouti 

et al. (2019) 

Dataset of 

(Alqaryouti et 

al. 2019) 

government 

smart apps 

Aspect category detection: 

Precision   Recall     F-score 

92.63.        84.03       88.12 

Sentiment Accuracy: 

93.01% 

Intermediate task of aspect 

term extraction is required. 

Deep Learning (Auto-

encoder with 

attention) 

1 
He et al. 

(2017)* 

Citysearch 

corpus 

BeerAdvocate 

Restaurant 

review 

beer review 

F1-score: 

Restaurant: 79.25 

Beer: 73.56 

-It is domain dependent. 

Needs large labeled data. 

Deep Learning 

(LSTM) 
1 

Ma et al. 

(2018) 

 SemEval-

2015 
Restaurant 

Aspect extraction: 

F1-score: 0.75 

Sentiment detection 

Acc. 74.11 

It is domain dependent. 

Needs large, labeled data. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

A group of similarity techniques emerged with the advance 
of text representations in language rule methods to extract 
aspect categories were summarized in Table I. Nevertheless, 
only one of these models perform the task in one single step. It 
is also hard to use these models on new datasets since manual 
tuning of various thresholds is required. Another problem of 
these models is that they need to find some synonyms for each 
aspect which the result depends on the selection of these 
synonym words. They need these lists for every aspect and for 
every domain, which is a time-consuming task. All these 
methods utilize the word level similarity measure. 

Distributed representation of sentences and neural LMs are 
a good source of semantic similarity measurement in the 
literature. To the best of our knowledge, combining the 
sentence similarity measurement techniques and deep LMs 
have not been addressed for the aspect category detection task. 
Considering that deep learning model that used in the 
literature for this task are supervised and domain-dependent, 
this study aims to propose a mechanism for aspect category 
detection using sentence similarity measurement and 
recurrent-based LM without using labeled data. 

The author in [31] defines recurrent language model where 
an input vector sequence x = (x1, . . . , xT) is passed through 
weighted connections to a stack of N recurrently connected 

hidden layers to compute first the hidden vector sequences hn 
= (hn1 , . . . , hn T) and then the output vector sequence y = 
(y1, . . . , yT). Each output vector yt is used to parameterize a 
predictive distribution Pr(xt+1|yt) over the possible next 
inputs xt+1. The first element x1 of every input sequence is 
always a null vector whose entries are all zero; the network, 
therefore, emits a prediction for x2, the first real input, with no 
prior information. 

The hidden layer activations are computed by iterating the 
following equations from t = 1 to T and from n = 2 to N. W 
terms denote weight matrices in equation below. Wihn is the 
weight matrix connecting the inputs to the nth hidden layer, 
Wh1h1 is the recurrent connection at the first hidden layer, 
and so on. The b terms denote bias vectors, and H is the 
hidden layer function. Given the hidden sequences, the output 
sequence is computed as follows: 

  
                       

    
 ) 
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  ̂     ∑      
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where ƴ is the output layer function. The objective 
function is cross entropy error as the sum over the entire 
vocabulary at time-step t. |V| is the vocabulary size. 

         ∑                ̂

   

   

  

The entire network therefore defines a function, which is 
parameterized by the weight matrices, from input histories 
x1:t to output vectors yt. The output vectors yt are used to 
parameterize the predictive distribution Pr(xt+1|yt) for the 
next input. Network direction, layers and variation can be 
experimented to find the best combination for the LM. 

Based on the above discussion and limitations discussed in 
previous section, there are two general problems in this study. 

1) Lack of utilizing existing recurrent-based LMs and 

experiment on finding the best combinatory architectures of 

LMs and the best semantic similarity measures for aspect 

category detection task. 

2) Lack of aspect category detection model for fetching 

aspect categories without the intermediate task of aspect 

(explicit and implicit) term extraction using no labeled data. 

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The idea to extract the most related aspect category is that 
with a suitable vector representation of a sentence and pre-
known aspects both, a comparison can be performed to find 
the similarity. The data sets of this study include a list of 
aspect categories for each area. Even if the list is not available, 
people usually talk about these aspects found in online review 
websites. These pre-known aspects are a good source of 
detecting other aspects with similar meanings. Therefore, a 
pre-trained Word2Vec LM is used for training. Then, another 
LM is trained on top of the initial LM with Amazon product 
review dataset in fourteen areas at the sentence level, and then 
the model is fine-tuned for the in-domain dataset which is on 
laptop, restaurant and hotel. Fine-tuning means training an 
existing model with a new dataset or continuing the current 
LM training with more data. Fine-tuning in deep learning 
model means only the model architecture or weights of the 
model is used in a new model. In this study the initial layers 
are frozen, not to change the weights of the pretrained LM and 
top layer are trained. This approach has been used in recent 
LMs [10], [32]. In this study, the existing Skip-gram LM is 
fine-tuned with a new dataset and LSTM-based LM is fine-
tuned by freezing the initial layer and continuing the training 
with the more related dataset. 

Once the specific LM is trained, the sentence 
representation that is created can be used for any NLP task. 
Therefore, for any piece of text a meaning that this LM creates 
can be represented. This information is a good source for 
comparing texts. Texts or sentences with similar meaning are 
close in space. The sentence representation of the final LM is 
used to extract aspect category detection by comparing the 
representation of a list of aspects with each review in our in-
domain dataset. Therefore, for this LM, the unlabeled S1 and 
S2 datasets, the list of our aspect categories, a piece of text 
with meaning and dataset M, is appended. The second and 

final LM representation will be used to get the semantic 
similarity of review text and aspect categories. Fig. 1 shows 
the proposed idea in action. The first LM from left is famous 
Skip-gram LM which has been pre-trained on Google News. 
The second LM is the same Skip-gram LM that was fine-tuned 
on Amazon review dataset (A) with 14 areas and S1 and S2, 
which are laptop, restaurant, and hotel area. The third and 
fourth LMs are LSTM-based LMs which simply predicts the 
next word. The unlabeled datasets S1 and S2 and dataset A are 
appended. 

The bidirectional form of LSTM is used for the LM. This 
study does not use the LM for text generation; therefore, 
predicting the next word in both directions is useful for getting 
better representation of words and sentences. The network is 
fed with representation of each word in the string that is 
gained from the training. The model is used for aspect string 
set (A) and sentence string set (S). Aspect string and sentence 
string is defined as follow: 

                  

              

Where xj, xaj are vector representation of each word in 
sentence and aspect string respectively which is gained from 
the LSTM LM. After freezing the model, maximum, 
minimum, average and last cell representation are 
concatenated to define each sentence vector (hj) and each 
aspect vector (haj).  If the Soft Cosine similarity of hj with any 
of aspects vector (haj) is more than a specific threshold then 
the candidate aspect is remained, otherwise it will be ignored. 
Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two 
vectors of an inner product space that measures the cosine of 
the angle between them. The Soft Cosine of two vectors is 
introduced by Sidorov et al. (2014). They propose to modify 
the calculation of cosine similarity taking into account 
similarity of features. They named the traditional cosine as 
―hard cosine‖, which ignores similarity of features. Given two 
vectors of attributes, a and b, the Soft Cosine can be derived 
by using the following formula: 

                  
∑∑       

 
     

√∑∑    
  

     √∑∑    
  

     

 

 

Fig. 1. Fine-tuning LM for the Specific Domain. 
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To speed up, get rid of for loops and reduce the 
complexity, vectorization is used for the implementation of 
similarity measurement. Instead of using each sentence and 
aspect vector at a time to measure the Soft Cosine similarity, 
vectorization gets a whole set of sentence and aspect vectors 
as matrix and compute the similarity of two matrices. 
Sentence matrix H and aspect matrix Ha is defined as follow, 
where n and m are the number of samples in sentence set (S) 
and aspect set (A) respectively: 

                    

   [                  ] 

If the similarity surpasses a specific threshold, the model 
adds it to aspect set one. The similarity score model has two 
modules of deep and non-deep learning. The deep learning 
module is explained above. Fig. 2 shows the process of this 
model. This model finds the best result with a simple linear 
search. A score function is used to calculate a similarity score 
for each category in our dataset. 

  

Fig. 2. Similarity Score Model Process. 

The similarity score is a combination of the deep and non-
deep learning score. Let |pos| be a set of all nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, and adverbs of a given sentence x and |aspect| be a 
set of our pre-known aspects. The similarity of the non-deep 
learning part for one aspect category of the given sentence is 
calculated from the maximum Soft Cosine similarity of that 
category to all words of that review after pos-tagging, which 
this work named it |pos|, is shown in Equation 1. Let h and ha 
be the sentence and aspect representation that is taken from 
our LSTM based LM for the same given sentence and aspect 
respectively. The similarity of the deep learning part for this 
aspect category is calculated from the Soft Cosine similarity 
of h and ha. Equation 3 shows the calculation of this score. 
Also, both similarity scores are calculated using sigmoid 
function on deep and non-deep learning similarity result same 
as our first model as in equation 2 and 4. Our final score is 
calculated with the interpolation of second score within the 
first score as shown in equation 5. 

V. EXPERIMENT 

Previous sections presented our models for aspect category 
detection. This section explains about the dataset that is used 
in this study and discusses the evaluation method for this task. 
We are interested in producing a sentence representation that 
keeps the sentiment of several aspects from different areas. 

Therefore, this study chooses the Amazon product review 
dataset (A) introduced in [33]  as a training corpus to learn the 
distributed representation of the sentences. This dataset 
contains over 82 million product reviews from May 1996 to 
July 2014, amounting to over 38 billion training bytes. The 
second dataset is the dataset of SemEval 2014 competition 
task 4 (S1). 

A. Baselines 

The model is compared to the state-of-the-art models for 
aspect category detection. To have a fair comparison, the 
comparison partners should be aspect category detection 
models with no labeled data. Also, they should work on a 
multi-domain dataset. But due to lack of enough similar work 
for this task, this study shall compare the model with nearest 
work available. The models are compared with seven 
baselines. These baselines are for aspect category detection 
and not for aspect term extraction. Two baselines are on S1, 
three baselines are on S2 and one baseline is on both datasets. 
The following subsections describe about these baselines 
separately. Language rule baselines are presented in 
subsections a, b and c. Deep learning baselines including the 
winner of SemEval 2015-task 12 is remined in sub section d. 
The result of aspect category detection is presented in these 
works either as a direct task or as a subtask of aspect term 
extraction. 

The first baseline is V3 [20] is a language rule model on 
both S1 and S2 that does not need labeled data. They use a 
similar implementation of [34] on SemEval 2014 task 4 
dataset to extract aspect terms first and then compare with the 
category words using the similarity measure. The category 
with the highest similarity measure is then selected if it 
surpasses a manually set threshold. And d is SemEval 2014 
task 4 baselines. 

|pos| = p1, ......., ps  

|aspect| = a1, ......., ak  

                    
   

(         (     ))          (1) 

                
                

                
             (2) 

                                           (3) 

                
                

                
             (4) 

                                             

(5) 

Spreading activation is the second baseline. [15] developed 
a model called spreading activation that does not need labeled 
data. They used some seed words and co-occurrence matrix of 
words to create a digraph for aspect category detection using 
association rule mining. The similarity baselines are the 
closest baselines to our model since they try to find the 
similarity of a given sentence to some pre-known categories. 
The baseline is [19] model. They use similarity of average 
word vectors to pre-known aspect categories. They cluster 
sentences and use the closest cluster‘s similarity to a given 
sentence as different similarity measurement. Our model is 
very similar to [19]. The difference is instead of averaging the 
word embedding of all the words in a sentence; the sentence 
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embedding is gained from the LSTM based LM. Also, instead 
of clustering sentences to get the second similarity 
measurement to the pre-known aspect categories, sentences 
are POS-tagged. The similarity of each selected word to the 
pre-known aspect categories is calculated. 

One of the deep learning baselines is SemEval 2015-task 
12, NLANGP [35], on S2. They used feedforward network 
with sigmoid to train binary classifiers for each category in the 
training set. Another recent deep learning baseline is [36]. 
They proposed an LSTM base model which combines implicit 
and explicit knowledge. The model adopted a sequence-
encoder and a self-attention mechanism to calculate and 
incorporate common-sense knowledge into LSTM-based 
model to jointly extract aspect categories and predict 
sentiment for them. 

B. Result and Discussion 

The developed models can solve the problems that we 
discussed in the previous models. Both models use no labeled 
data. They performed the aspect category detection in one 
single step. The models can identify aspect categories for 
implicit aspect as well. 

Cosine is the most common similarity measurement 
method, and Soft Cosine is an improvement over it. There are 
also modern LMs in the literature which Word2Vec and 
LSTM-based LMs are most common among them. We 
compare the F1-score of aspect category detection using two 
similarity measurement method, namely Cosine and Soft 
Cosine and two LMs, namely Word2Vec and recurrent base 
LM, with a few architecture differences on S1 and S2 
respectively. Soft Cosine with two layers Bi-LSTM initialized 
with Word2Vec trained on Amazon dataset shows better 
performance than other combinations by scoring F1 score of 
76.25 for Laptop and 75.11 for Restaurant. Therefore, this 
combination is used for the rest of the comparisons with 
baselines of this study for aspect category detection. 

The comparison is done comparing the baselines F1 score 
for aspect category detection in two domains. Consider that 
the similar work in the baselines, [15], [19], need to set a large 
number of seed words for each aspect category. The result is 
undoubtedly related to choosing the right list of seed words. 
The model of this study does not need to choose a set of 
synonyms for each aspect category. Also, this model sets the 
similarity threshold automatically which makes it more robust 
and applicable to different datasets and areas. The F1-score 
results of dataset S1 and S2 are presented in Tables II and III 
on S1 and S2, respectively. Since there is no work in the 
baselines reported on the S1 laptop dataset; therefore, the 
presented results for S1 are only on the restaurant domain. 
Also, no work is reported to the author‘s knowledge on the 
aspect term or aspect category detection performance on the 
hotel domain on the S2 dataset. The presented results are from 
baseline‘s reported results, which have been explained in this 
study‘s scope. The result on S1 shows that the similarity score 
model performs better than the unsupervised language rule 
baseline V3 and only outperform by two supervised baselines. 
V3 is suitable to extract explicit aspects, but it performs so 
poorly when it comes to implicit aspects.  Because the dataset 

is full of implicit aspects, its performance is lower than the 
similarity score model. This fact is more precise about the 
results on S2, and the reason is that most of the reviews 
contain implicit aspects.  The similarity score model performs 
better than Ghaderi [19]. The model uses the average word 
vectors from pre-trained Word2Vec on Google news to 
represent each sentence, while for the similarity score model, 
the LSTM based LM is trained on a large related review 
dataset (A) to get the representation for sentences. 

As presented in Section 4.3, 77% of the aspect categories 
are related to implicit aspect in this dataset. This number is 
83% in S2. Therefore, the model can find explicit aspects and 
many of the implicit aspects in two different domains. The 
result also shows that the similarity score model is more stable 
than the baselines in various domains. As stated above a 
drawback of [19] and Spreading activation models is that the 
models need a set of manually pre-known aspect seeds for 
each category. They reported the result on S1 only. The 
number of aspect categories for laptop domain is 70. In this 
study, the work is replicated on the restaurant area for S2 
dataset but not on laptop area because the seed data is not 
available for this area. To develop their model, one needs to 
generate an extensive list of seed words for 70 aspect 
categories which is not available in this study. 

To find the best threshold alpha for the similarity score 
model a linear search is performed. Fig. 3 shows the 
sensitivity of the similarity score model to different 
thresholds. It shows that the optimum value for alpha is 
around 0.75 for laptop domain, about 0.70 for restaurant 
domain and around 0.65 for hotel domain. 

Because of the high number of aspect categories in each 
domain, the results of classifiers NLANGP Toh & Su (2015) 
and Ma et al. (2018) are lower than similarity score model. 
Another drawback of these models is that they need a large 
number of labeled data to improve their performance on any 
dataset and domain. 

TABLE II. ASPECT CATEGORY DETECTION F1-SCORE RESULTS ON S1. 

Model/dataset Restaurant 

V3 60.20 

Spreading activation 67.0 

(Ghadery et al., 2018) [18] 76.98 

Similarity score model 79.03 

TABLE III. ASPECT CATEGORY DETECTION F1-SCORE RESULTS ON S2. 

Model Laptop Restaurant 

V3 24.94 41.85 

NLANGP 50.86 62.68 

(Ma et al. 2018) [34] 69.85 75.00 

(Ghadery et al., 2018) [18] - 73.96 

Similarity score model 72.65 75.11 
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Fig. 3. Best Alpha Thresholds for our three Areas. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This study presented a new mechanism based on recurrent-
based LM and semantic similarity measure for aspect category 
detection. A new model for aspect category detection was 
proposed, combining the above mechanism with existing 
language rules to extract aspect category in one step. The 
proposed similarity score model sets the similarity threshold 
automatically with a linear search. The f1-score results are 
presented for aspect category detection and compared with the 
baselines of this study on two datasets of S1 and S2. The work 
shows the priority of the proposed model compares to 
baselines on both datasets. 

Unsupervised deep LMs may be effective in other NLP 
tasks since the context of previous and next sentences in a 
review affects the aspect category detection of the whole 
review. A direction for future is to work on review level 
instead of sentence level and extract all aspect categories of a 
given review. Also, one can investigate the best approach to 

replace ambiguous words in the review. For example, in a 
review with two sentences ―the sushi is one of the best. You 
will find it delicious if you try it‖. One can do dependency 
parsing to find out that ‗it‘ relates to Sushi in the sentence and 
replace ‗it‘ with sushi. 
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Abstract—Vision is one of the most important human senses, 

as visually impaired people encounter various difficulties due to 

their inability to move safely in different environments. This 

research aimed to facilitate integrating such persons into society 

by proposing a robotic solution (Robot Assistance) to assist them 

in navigating within indoor environments, such as schools, 

universities, hospitals, airports, etc. according to a prescheduled 

task. The proposed system is called the smart robot assistant for 

visually impaired persons (SRAVIP). It includes two subsystems: 

1) an initialization system aimed to initialize the robot, create an 

environment map, and register a visual impaired person as a 

target object; 2) a real-time operation system implemented to 

navigate the mobile robot and communicate with the target 

object using a speech-processing engine and an optical character 

recognition (OCR) module. An important contribution of the 

proposed SRAVIP is the user-independent, i.e. it does not depend 

on the user, and one robot can serve unlimited users. SRAVIP 

utilized Turtlebot3 robot to realize SRAVIP and then tested it in 

the College of Computer and Information Sciences, King Saud 

University, AlMuzahmiyah Campus. The experimental results 

confirmed that the proposed system could function successfully. 

Keywords—Mobile robot; robotics; robot assistance; and 

visually impaired persons 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At present, a large number of persons have various physical 
impairments. The World Health Organization (WHO) has 
evaluated that according to examination in 2019 approximately 
2.2 billion people worldwide live with a form of vision 
impairment, among which 36 million people are blind [1]. 
Visual impairment is a noteworthy issue that prevents from 
moving freely. Such people usually require the assistance of 
unimpaired individuals to identify and follow a target direction 
or to provide guidance while passing stairs and turns. Most 
visually impaired individuals cannot determine their path freely 
in an unfamiliar zone. 

In general, there are many tools and ways to help the blind 
people: 1) Traditional ways, e.g. Help by other people, White 
Stick, and Guide dogs; 2) Technical-based such as Wearable 
device and Navigation Robot. 

The recently introduced technologies, such as Blind Stick, 
have facilitated them to move freely; however, the 
implemented procedures are deemed insufficiently reasonable 
and practical. At present, the rapid technical development has 
enabled introducing many types of robots, such as ones 
intended for the commercial use and delivery. In addition, there 

are several applications in hospitals and hotels, for example, a 
DoorDash robot employed to deliver food to customers via an 
application [2]. The other type of robots includes those that are 
similar to humans, such as Sofia designed by the company 
Hanson Robotics1. These robots have been developed to learn 
and adapt to human behavior. Other types of existing robots 
inhibit various features: they can behave independently, 
identify their way to specific locations in the buildings, and so 
on. 

This study aimed to assist the blind people to reach their 
target (classroom in schools/universities, and gates in airports) 
using a robot-based solution. Therefore, a solution that utilizes 
robotics to assist visually impaired individuals is developed. 
Robot-based solutions can be applied to assist visually 
impaired and blind people to walk and move in various 
environments, such as schools, universities, hospitals, airports, 
shopping malls, etc. For example, when a visually impaired 
person enters an airport, a mobile robot can be utilized to 
enable navigation to a required gate according to the boarding 
ticket information. As the other example, we can consider the 
situation in which a robot can assist a student in navigating to a 
target classroom according to the timetable. The concept of 
robotic assistance should be grounded on understanding the 
needs of visually impaired individuals. In the present study, we 
focus on a task of navigating a visually impaired person to a 
predefined location within a particular indoor environment. 

In the future, we are planning to enhance the proposed 
SRAVIP system by adding more features such as fingerprint or 
face recognition, supporting Arabic languages, and enabling 
remote maintenance. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, the related literature review is presented. The 
proposed system structure is outlined in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we describe the experimental setup and discuss the 
obtained results. The discussion is provided in Section 5. And 
the conclusion provided in section6. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Several systems and techniques have been proposed to 
assist visually impaired persons by means of a wearable 
device, a smart cane, or a robotic assistant. 

                                                           
1
https://www.hansonrobotics.com/sophia/ 

*Corresponding Author  
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A. Wearable Devices 

Wearable devices have been incorporated in various 
modern techniques to assist visually impaired people. In [6], a 
smart assistant called Tyflos has been proposed to assist while 
walking, navigating, and working in an indoor environment. 
Tyflos consists of seven main elements: a pair of glasses, 
vision cameras, laser range scanner, microphone, portable 
computer, ear speaker, and a communication system. Two 
optical cameras are implemented to capture 3D images of a 
target environment. The system can operate in a continuous 
mode that registers the information about the environment in 
video format, converts it into verbal descriptions for each shot, 
and provides a user with obtained description. Alternatively, as 
an assistant describing the environment upon a user request, 
the system provides an ability to investigate surroundings 
through verbal communication. 

Lee Y. and Medioni [3] have proposed a vest-type gadget 
with an embedded RGB-D camera for real-time navigation 
with obstacle avoidance (Fig. 1). Here, the RGB-D camera is 
used to capture the depth imagery data, and traversability is 
implemented to identify free and occupied spaces (obstacles). 
Directions, such as "Go straight" and "Stop" are provided to a 
user by means of four micro vibration motors on a vest. 

One more system that employs a similar vest differently 
has been proposed in [4] that is implemented as a stereo vision 
system for visually impaired systems (Fig. 2). Using a visual 
odometer and feature-based metric-topological and 
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), the system 
generates a 3D map representation corresponding to the 
vicinity of a user that can be utilized for obstacle detection and 
traversability map development. 

 

Fig. 1. RGB-D Camera [3]. 

 

Fig. 2. Robot Vision [4]. 

In [16], the researchers have constructed a model aimed to 
control movements, perceive protests, and maintain a distance 
from obstacles in an indoor environment for visually impaired 
individuals. The framework comprises a module with a 
headset, a camera, a marker, an inertial estimation unit, and 
laser sensors mounted on a user's chest (Fig. 3). 

Communication between the system and users is 
established through speech recognition and synthesis modules. 
The laser sensors registered the data required to maintain a safe 
distance. The camera is utilized to capture scenes and send it to 
the system for navigation or recognition. 

Bai and Wang [5] have developed a low-cost wearable 
device aimed to assist visually impaired persons in navigating 
and avoiding obstacles based on the dynamic subgoal strategy. 
The device is composed of an ultrasonic rangefinder, a depth 
camera, a fisheye, an earphone, a pair of see-through glasses, 
and an embedded CPU board. The visual SLAM is utilized to 
define a virtual trajectory based on the depth and RBG images. 
The device identifies a short path by applying the A* algorithm 
to a point-of-interest. However, the problem associated with 
this device is that ultrasonic sensor data may vary depending 
on weather, which may lead to misdirection (Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 3. Photo of the Prototype [16]. 

 

Fig. 4. Navigation Device [5]. 
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B. Smart Cane 

Visually impaired individuals may encounter numerous 
dangers that may threaten their security, as there are multiple 
regular things in their surroundings that may act as 
obstructions. Therefore, an inside framework presented in [7] 
is considered as a powerful arrangement between a several 
segments used at the stage of capturing and handling the data 
that are then utilized to define the path and transmit route 
messages to a user while moving in an inner zone. This 
framework contains key apparatuses including a white stick 
equipped with different lights, two infrared cameras, a portable 
computer with a product application to manage the whole 
framework, and a cell phone to convey the route data to a user 
through voice messages (Fig. 5). 

Navigating indoor environments for visually impaired 
persons is usually difficult; therefore, in [8], the authors have 
proposed a system that can assist blind people in identifying 
the best path to arrive to a target destination. This system 
implies embedding RFID tags within paths and capturing them 
by a RFID reader using a cane antenna (Fig. 6). 

In [9], a system called AKSHI has been proposed to assist 
visually impaired people in walking. The system has been 
implemented using Raspberry Pi, a GSM module, ultrasonic 
sensor, RFID tags, and a reader. The RFID reader is attached to 
the bottom of the cane. In the middle of the cane, an ultrasonic 
sensor has been mounted; the box containing Raspberry Pi 2, 
GPS, and GSM modules has been mounted above the sensor. 
Moreover, a mobile application to track the user location has 
been developed. However, the problem associated with this 
system is that the utilized sensor cannot function accurately in 
dirty or muddy environments. 

Muñoz and other authors [10] have proposed a system 
using Tango devices within a mobile computing platform and 
have implemented a method for obstacle detection based on 
TSM-KF using RGB-D camera. The automated map 
generation process has been established by developing an 
indoor map editor to parse a CAD model of an architectural 
floor map, as well as implementing a smart cane as a human-
machine interface and communication tool. 

C. Robotics 

The authors in [11] have proposed a suitcase-shaped 
navigation robot called Cabot to assist visually impaired 
persons in navigating to a target destination and avoiding 
obstacles. It comprises a stereo camera, a LIDAR sensor, a 
tactile handle, a portable computer, batteries, a motorized 
wheel, and a clutch. It can be used to receive feedback from a 
handle and to provide the information about the required 
direction. However, it does not consider dynamic elements. To 
enable a robot to move and recognize a target environment, 
many techniques and algorithms have been used [17-23]. A 
specific framework has been proposed in [12]. Here, the RGB 
and depth images are employed to achieve the purpose. The 
scheme represented in Fig. 7 can be used to understand the 
general structure of this proposed framework, which can be 
divided into two sequential stages: the offline work stage 
including the establishment of the structure and the electronic 
stage in which the model is applied to identify a target item 
according to the predefined map. 

 

Fig. 5. Components of the Navigation System [7]. 

 

Fig. 6. Navigation Device Attached to a user with a Headphone and a Cane 

with a Buil-in RFID Antenna [8]. 

 

Fig. 7. Structure of the Proposed System [11]. 

Jalobeanu [13] has developed a framework based on a 
Kinect sensor to map indoor environments. This framework 
combines a grid map based on the truncated signed distance 
function with a particle filter used in a real-time mode. This 
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framework exploits the noisy depth data and can be used to 
increase the field of view by establishing virtual views from 
local maps. In [14], the researchers have combined the LIDAR 
and sonar sensors. Such multi-sensor combination techniques 
have been applied to identify objects while performing SLAM. 
In the case when various sensors are used to analyze a similar 
obstacle, they can confirm the obtained information and 
improve the estimation precision of each other. Kumar [15] has 
proposed a robotic navigation system including two 
controllers. The first one is intended to compute the path from 
the current position to a target point without considering 
potential obstacles. The other controller is based on fuzzy logic 
and is utilized to deal with obstacles by processing the input 
from a laser sensor and then sending the output to the robot 
aiming to avoid the identified obstacle. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this study, we developed a system called SRAVIP aimed 
at integrating visually impaired persons into society. To do 
this, we attempted to construct a mobile robotic solution 
intended to assist such persons in walking and navigating in an 
indoor environment. SRAVIP is aimed at assisting the blind 
people to reach the target location (such as classrooms in 
schools/universities or gates in airports) using a robotic 
solution, as presented in Fig. 8. The proposed SRAVIP has the 
following structure: 

1) Initialization system (Offline) 

a) Map Construction: establishing a map of a target 

environment; 

b) User Registration: registering a user in the system. 

2) Real-time operation system (Online) 

a) Robot Navigation and Path Planning: navigating the 

robot; 

b) User Interface: communicating with a user (through 

a speech-processing engine or an OCR system). 

An important contribution of the proposed SRAVIP is the 
user-independent, i.e. it does not depend on the user, one robot 
can serve unlimited users. In this section, we provide an 
overview of the proposed system and discuss the interaction 
between its components, explaining each component in detail. 

A. System Initialization 

This phase is implemented to initialize the system. It 
includes two steps: constructing the map of a target 
environment and registering users in the system. 

 Map Construction 

First, we execute system/robot initialization by determining 
where a mobile robot is located with respect to the surrounding 
environment (using simultaneous localization and 
mapping). Enabling the robot to move from the current 
location to the destination one according to the predefined 
map, we utilize an encoder, an IMU sensor, and a distance 
sensor to avoid obstacles. We will employ a 2D occupancy grid 
map (OGM) to construct the map based on the distance 
information obtained using the sensors and the pose 
information of the robot itself (Fig. 9). Finally, the system 
saves the map. 

 

Fig. 8. The Core Components of the Proposed System. 

 

Fig. 9. System Initialization Diagram. 

 User Registration 

In this step, the robot operator registers the information 
about a user manually in the database of the target organization 
(school, university, airport, etc.). When the registration is 
completed, the robot can identify a user when he or she 
requires assistance in reaching the target destination by using 
ID scan or speech commands. 

B. Real Time Operation 

This phase is online and is intended to perform robot 
navigation, path planning, and user interaction (Fig. 10). 

After a user interacts with the robot through telling the ID 
number or presenting the ID card, the robot can identify the 
user and retrieve the information about this user from the 
database (a student timetable or a flight information). Then, it 
identifies the target location and specifies the current one 
according to the predefined map of the building. The target and 
current locations and the map serve as the inputs into the path-
planning algorithm. The robot defines a path aiming to avoid 
obstacles and to identify the shortest route. Then, the robot 
initiates moving along the defined path. At this time, even if an 
unexpected obstacle is suddenly detected, the robot will be able 
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to avoid it and to proceed moving to the target destination. 
During the movement, the current location of the robot is 
identified with respect to its environment using simultaneous 
localization and mapping. If the robot reaches the destination, 
it will go back to its initial location; otherwise, it continues 
executing the localization steps to proceed with the operation. 
When the robot reaches the initial location, it stops; otherwise, 
it continues executing the robot localization step. 

 

Fig. 10. Flowchart of the Real Time Operation Phase. 

IV. SRAVIP IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, we describe the implementation of the 
proposed SRAVIP, which consists of two parts: the first part is 
the initialization of the system (offline), and the second part is 
real-time operation (online). In SRAVIP, we have utilized 
Turtlebot3 and then, we have tested the proposed system 
within the College of Computer and Information Sciences, 
King Saud University, AlMuzahmiyah Campus. 

Turtlebot3 has the following features: Raspberry Pi 3 
Model B and B+; a laser distance sensor (LDS) is a 360 LDS-
01. We have modified it mounting a camera to facilitate 
recognizing a university card and a microphone for speech 
recognition. We have utilized a robot operation system (ROS) 
as a robotic platform. ROS is an open-source robotics software 
platform. In addition, we have employed Gazebo and RViz 
simulations. 

A. Offile Implementation System Initialization Phase 

1) Map construction: We construct the map using the 

gmapping package, implementing the laser-based 

simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technique to 

create a 2D occupancy grid map (Fig. 11). 

 

Fig. 11. Building Map of a Corridor of the College. 

2) User registration: In the user registration step, we 

employ MYSQL as relation database management system to 

register users in the system. The entity relationship (ER) 

diagram is illustrated in Fig. 12. 

 

Fig. 12. ER Diagram of Blind Registration. 

B. Real Time Operation (Online) 

In this part, we implement the interaction between a user 
and the robot either by scanning a university card through the 
OCR system or using the speech recognition system to identify 
the university ID number. The real time operation modules 
include two main steps: user interaction and robot 
navigation/path planning. 
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1) User interface implementation: In this section, we 

explain the details of how a user interacts with the robot 

through the developed user interface (UI). To enable this 

option, we have implemented the code in Python. In UI 

(Fig. 13), a user has two options: to provide a user ID card so 

as to identify the ID number by means of the optical character 

recognition (OCR) system from the database, or to say the ID 

number so that the robot could detect it through the speech 

recognition module. If the user is registered in the system 

correctly, the id number appears on the screen. 

We implement UI using the tkinter package, the standard 
Python UI available in the tk graphical user interface toolkit. 

 

Fig. 13. Robot GUI. 

2) OCR implementation: Optical character recognition 

(OCR) is a technology that can be used to extract the ID 

number based on a student card. To do this, we have 

implemented several stages, as illustrated in Fig. 14, using 

various libraries. The first library is NUMBY that allows 

generating arrays and data-followed processes. Then, we have 

employed TensorFlow library using a neural network trained 

on 500 images. Lastly, we utilized the OpenCV library 

intended for executing clustering operations. 

 

Fig. 14. Flowchart of the OCR System. 

3) Speech recognition implementation: Speech 

recognition includes several stages described in Fig. 15, the 

most important step is to represent the relationship between 

the language units of speech and voice signals. The other 

module is used to match linguistic modeling sounds with 

number sequences to allow distinguishing between numbers 

that look similar. Using the speech recognition module, the 

system allows recognizing the ID number pronounced by a 

user. If the user is registered in the system, the ID number is 

processed using the database and is represented on the system 

screen. According to the ID number, the user data and 

schedule are extracted from the database, and the robot 

navigates the user to the target location. 

 

Fig. 15. Flowchart of the Speech Recognition System. 

4) Robot navigation and path planning: Using the 

constructed map and after the student loaded from the 

database, SRAVIP can define the class coordinates and 

automatically save them in a text file. Thereafter, the system 

can process them to set up a coordinate target for navigation, 

and the robot automatically executes path planning to move 

from the initial location to the requested one. After the robot 

reaches the target location, it returns to the initial point. 

V. SRAVIP EXPERIMENT AND TESTING 

We tested the SRAVIP system within the simulation 
environment established in College of Computer and 
Information Sciences, King Saud University, AlMuzahmiyah 
Campus. In the experiment, we considered the two possible 
scenarios of the interaction between the proposed system and 
users. In the first scenario, experiment participants utilized the 
OCR system, and in the second scenario, the speech 
recognition system was employed. The experiment procedure 
was specified as follows. When the participant entered the 
college building from the main gate, the robot could be found 
on the right side of the door, and this location was fixed for a 
robot as “Home Adder.” The first scenario implied utilizing the 
OCR system (Fig. 16). In the beginning, participant A had to 
demonstrate the university card (Fig. 17) to the robot so as to 
extract the student ID number. 

 

Fig. 16. Flowchart of the Experimental Scenarios using OCR and Speech 

Recognition. 
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Fig. 17. Extraction of a University ID Number using the OCR System. 

Thereafter, the system was able to gain the information 
about the student schedule and define the coordinates of a 
target class for this user. Then, the coordinates were processed 
by the robot navigation system (Fig. 18). 

Fig. 18(a) shows that the robot at the Home Adders 
location and waiting for the path to the target class (Fig. 18(b)) 
to be generated by the robot navigation system. Then, the 
student goes to his class with assist from the robot (Fig. 18(c)), 
finally, the robot automatically returns to home address to be 
able to serve other students. 

 

a) Robot at the “Home Adders” 
Location. 

 

b) Generated Path to the Class 98. 

 

 

c) Navigation and Path Planning to the Class 98. 

Fig. 18. Robot Navigation System used in the First Scenario. 

The second scenario considered employing the speech 
recognition system (Fig. 16). In this case, participant B told the 
university number to the robot for extraction and identification 
of the user information from the database using the speech 
recognition technology. After that, the system was able to load 
the information about the student schedule and coordinates of a 
target class for this user. Then, the coordinates were employed 
by the robot navigation system to construct a trajectory 
(Fig. 19). 

Fig. 19(a) shows that the robot at the Home Adders 
location and waiting for the path to the target class (Fig. 19(b)) 
to be generated by the robot navigation system. Then, the 
student goes to his class with assist from the robot (Fig. 19(c)), 
finally, the robot automatically returns to home address to be 
able to serve other students. 

 
a) Robot at the “Home Adders” 

Location. 

 
b) Generated Path to the Class 98. 

 

c) Navigation and Path Planning to the Class 97. 

Fig. 19. Robot Navigation System used in the Second Scenario. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

As we have seen in the literature review, several systems 
and techniques have been proposed to assist visually impaired 
persons by means of a wearable device, a smart cane, or a 
robotic assistant. All those solutions are user-dependent 
solution, and work as one to one solution. It means that one 
device only can be used by one blind person. An important 
contribution of the proposed SRAVIP is the user-independent 
property, i.e. it does not depend on the user. It is one to many 
solutions, i.e. one robot can serve unlimited number of users. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In the present paper, we proposed a robotic solution to 
assist visually impaired people to walk and navigate within 
various indoor environments, such as schools, universities, 
hospitals, airports, etc. according to a prescheduling task. An 
important contribution of the proposed system is the user-
independent property, i.e. it does not depend on the user, it is 
one to many solutions, i.e. one robot can serve unlimited 
number of users. While the previous solutions work as one to 
one solutions. It means that one device only used by one blind 
person. 

The proposed system called a smart robot assistant for 
visually impaired persons (SRAVIP) was composed of two 
subsystems: the initialization module and the real-time 
operation one. We employed Turtlebot3 to implement the 
proposed system. Then, we tested it in many scenarios within 
the College of Computer and Information Sciences, King Saud 
University, AlMuzahmiyah Campus. The experimental result 
indicated that the proposed system could be utilized 
successfully. In the future, we are planning to enhance the 
proposed SRAVIP system by enabling remote maintenance, 
adding more features such as fingerprint or face recognition, 
speech recognition, and supporting different languages such as 
Arabic. 
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Abstract—The Player and Avatar attachment help to 

motivate a student to strengthen their engagement in gameplay. 

The different types of avatar designs deployed in a game have an 

impact on students' engagements. The avatars are designed with 

different roles, wherein each role offers varying motivational 

effects on students' engagement. Several research in human and 

computer interaction have assessed user engagement and user 

attention in a computer or system application as well as in 

gameplay.  Among the usual approaches to assess user 

engagement are using questionnaire and eye-tracking. 

Investigating the possible use of these approaches in determining 

the player and avatar attachment, particularly the attachment 

that associated with the various avatar designs and their effect on 

students' engagement are inconclusive and remains untapped. 

Essentially, studying students' engagement and attention 

perception while learning enriches one's comprehension about 

engagement in the education segment. As such, this study 

proposes a new model of player and avatar attachment based on 

the students' engagement and focus attention on the gameplay of 

digital educational games (DEGs). The model is developed 

follows a stepwise approach consisting component identification, 

relationship of the components, model development, and model 

validation. Several components were scrutinized, summarized, 

and developed into the model proposed in this study. A 

significant attachment can determine the avatar design that may 

influence a student's engagement in gameplay. Hence, this study 

offers several constructive recommendations for future avatars in 

game design for education purpose, which may validate the 

user's engagement based on his or her focus attention. 

Keywords—Avatar; engagement; attention; digital educational 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The player-avatar attachment (PLAVA) in gameplay refers 
to the relationship developed between a player (student) and 
his or her in-game virtual representation, which is the 
representation also known as an avatar [1, 2]. A player 
develops a relationship with the avatar via in-game 
engagement, particularly when one is having fun while 
learning [1] as he or she indulges in the game activities [2]. 
Research conducted by Kim et al. [3] shows that the degree of 
attachment is one of the predictors that identifies a positive 
relationship that brings identification between a player and the 
in-game character (avatar). Such positive relationship 
motivates players in sustaining their engagement in gameplay. 

Previously, several studies had researched the effects of 
player and avatar attachment, relationship, and user 
engagement in gameplay and in learning in an educational 
game (i.e. [4 - 8]).  However, among the studies, the approach 
to synchronize the different types of avatar designs and their 
effect on student's engagement in learning was not explored 
extensively. Thus, it remains under research. Moreover, to 
extend the study of the player attachment and in-game 
engagement, engaging this research with an eye-tracker can 
contribute to visual attention perception while learning Digital 
Educational Games (DEGs). 

As in previous research by Mohd Tuah et al. [6], Banks & 
Bowman [7], and Hwang & Mamykina [9], they had 
summarized a spectrum of avatar design in a game. This 
spectrum varies from actual human design to abstract human 
design. Each of the design spectrum is exploring different roles 
of an avatar in gameplay, such in [5, 6, 8]. As such, the 
following question is posed: Can students' engagement and 
their attention toward their avatar design and roles be modelled 
in defining PLAVA in the context of DEG gameplay? 

Therefore, in this study, we developed a Player-Avatar 
attachment model by implementing avatar design types and 
their roles adapted to learning on DEGs. We developed the 
model to demonstrate how the player, which is a student, and 
avatar attachment can affect the way they engage based on 
visual attention in a game. The visual attention is modelled 
based on the eye-tracking metrics, which can precisely quantify 
the user's attention and gaze. Hence, enrich understanding of 
engagement in learning. We aim to investigate the Player and 
Avatar attachment effects on each avatar design to the avatar 
roles in gameplay. The significant attachment will determine 
which type of designs could influence the student's engagement 
in a game and how visual attention can validate the result. This 
research provides a constructive recommendation for future 
Avatar's game design in education and validates user's 
engagement based on the user's focused attention. 

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. The 
next section presents the background study of the avatar 
design, roles, the player and avatar relationship, and the user 
engagement evaluation. Following the literature is the method 
used to develop the model, in which the processes involved in 
model development and validation are discussed in detail. 
After that, this paper presents the proposed model in the result 
section, as well as the outcome of the model validation study. 

This work is funded by a research grand under Universiti Malaysia Sabah 

(grant no: SLB0198-2019) 
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Moving on, the evaluation study plan is described to future 
endeavor. Finally, a summary of this study and the concluding 
remarks are presented. 

II. BACKGROUND STUDY 

An avatar denotes the representation of a player in a 
gameplay. Notably, an avatar is the resemblance of a player in 
a virtual setting [1] with its human quality and features [1, 5 - 
6]. Avatar designs exist in varying forms of humanism, such as 
in iconic form, cartoonish, or a combination of designs 
between them. For instance, Kao and Harrel [5] found that 
three avatar designs; scientist avatar (i.e., Einstein), athlete 
avatar (i.e., Michael Jordan), and shape avatar (i.e., square, 
hexagon, etc.), had influenced both game performance and 
game experiences in educational games. The scientist avatar 
emerged as the most significant avatar in science, technology 
and mathematic educational game. This finding is consistent 
with the criteria of an effective role model in boosting 
academic performance, particularly for competent, in-group 
member, and success domains. Banks & Bowman [7] outlined 
four categories of avatar designs (object, 'me' (oneself), 
symbiote, and the social other) to determine the social 
relationship between a player and his or her avatar in the 
gameplay. Upon validating the merged metric for player avatar 
interaction, the study identified four essential factors 
(emotional investment, anthropomorphic autonomy, 
suspension of disbelief, and sense of player control) that 
dictated the player–avatar interaction. Another study classified 
the avatar designs into several characters, including lifelike, 
human cartoon, medium human-like, hybrid, and abstract 
characters [6]. These classifications of anthropomorphic 
characters enable designers to develop more significant 
interactions for individuals in promoting a long-term 
relationship. Hence, this study investigated the various types of 
avatar designs that affected the players' engagement in 
gameplay. 

Several studies have examined the effects among PLAVA, 
relationship, and user engagement in gameplay [7 – 8, 10]. The 
player-avatar relationship signifies how a player perceives and 
responds to social interaction as if the player has a real social 
relationship with the avatar [7]. This social relationship is built 
while being engaged in a particular environment. Studies based 
on Human-Computer Interaction such as in [8, 11 – 13] 
perceived being engaged as the amount of time users spend 
doing their work (add, use or manipulate the content) or 
interacting with other users on the application/software/system. 
The social relationship between players and their avatar 
denotes the way players perceive themselves toward their 
online version (avatar) [10]. In the context of this present 
study, the amount of time indicates a series of temporal 
interaction a player spends in gameplay. 

Temporal interactions exist when players spend time 
toward completing the assigned tasks or achieving the goal of 
the game. In this sense, when players are attached to their 
avatar, they tend to develop a social relationship and a sense of 
immersion in the gameplay [3]. The PLAVA is materialized 
when players recognize and respond to their avatar as though 
they are connected, similar to the social attachment established 
in the gameplay [7]. When playing, the player and its avatar are 

considered as a 'unified person'. A positive 'unified person' 
yields a high level of engagement. This notion emphasizes the 
sense of being attached to an avatar that can significantly affect 
the user's experience and enjoyment in the game [3 - 5]. 

In light of students' engagement and their avatar attachment 
in digital educational games (DEGs), several studies have 
assessed the player-avatar correlation in learning [14 - 16]. 
Game-based learning on DEGs makes a formal learning 
environment into a fun and enjoyable situation within the 
digital setting. According to Qian and Clark [17], use of games 
in classroom is integral to enhance students' motivation in 
learning. Similarly, Huizenga et al. [16], who studied the 
perception of teachers on DEGs in a classroom, revealed that 
DEGs increased both engagement and motivation amongst 
students in learning. Therefore, DEGs sustain engagement 
amongst students throughout the learning process, while 
simultaneously increasing their cognitive skills after several 
attempts playing the game [17]. Following All et. al. [18], this 
not only improves the learning effect, but also achieves the 
learning outcomes stipulated in each DEG. These studies 
disregarded the effect of each avatar design on students' 
engagement in learning. Therefore, more studies are called to 
determine avatar designs that may establish better attachment 
with the players, so as to make learning activities fun. 

Despite the various types of avatar designs in educational 
games, avatars typically represent a student's self-
representation [14] or as a tutor or a virtual teacher [19]. The 
use of avatar should not be restricted to the representation of a 
user, but should cover specific roles to encourage social 
interaction, including as a customization tool [20], as an in-
game strategy [9], or as a personal identification [6, 8, 15]. As 
a customization tool, users may freely customize their avatars 
based on the purpose and the rules of the game [1]. For 
instance, players can change the appearance of their avatar 
(e.g., shirt, shoes, hair, eyes, nose, etc.), or add accessories to 
the avatar (e.g., bag, umbrella, skateboard, etc.). Meanwhile, 
for an avatar as an in-game strategy, the avatar appearance can 
be part of the game strategy to gain a winning point or to 
achieve the goal of the game [9]. The best avatar may be 
selected by the player to deal with the challenges in the game. 
Avatar with a stronger character (bold, fierce, and muscular) is 
usually chosen in strategizing the gameplay. Framing the 
player’s real-life situations can also be part of gaming 
strategies for personal improvement and motivation [21]. In 
personal identification, the players may integrate their 
personalities with the avatar [16, 22], but limited to the options 
available in the game. 

Further exploration into the type of avatar design yields its 
significant impact on a player's engagement, which reflects a 
reliable 'unified person' deployed in DEGs. A 'unified person' 
indicates the attachment between a player and its avatar, which 
is significantly connected to the DEG gameplay. Past studies 
had assessed engagement among players through their avatar in 
gameplay using questionnaires [7 - 8]. The questionnaire has 
been applied to collect individual perceptions on the use of 
games for particular purposes. This method captures important 
information concerning engagement and can further support 
one's perception toward his or her engagement in a gameplay. 
Another viable measurement tool is eye-tracking. In this 
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method, the players' engagement with their avatar and 
environment is measured through visual attention perception, 
thus making this tool particularly useful for DEGs. In this case, 
it is for the purpose of learning using DEGs. 

The eye-tracking method gathers a user's behaviour by 
tracking the eye movement in a natural interaction setting [23]. 
Several studies had applied the eye-tracking technology to 
examine the effects of graphics [24], reading [22], and recently, 
DEGs in young children [25]. Several indicators, including 
fixation duration, total number of fixations, and time-to-first-
fixation, are grounded measures of attention paid to objects of 
interest [26]. Visual attention or focused attention refers to the 
attention span during interaction and how one loses track of 
time when interacting in a given environment [11]. One gets 
absorbed when one has full concentration on mental activities 
while ignoring the rest [11]. By deploying this eye-tracking 
method, visual attention is measured using fixation-based 
metrics, as detailed in [27]. The metrics refer to the attention 
that spans in a certain duration associated with intensive facial 
expression and eye movements [22]. Analyzing the fixation 
duration on a defined Area of Interest (AOI) in DEG 
environment determines if an avatar design has an impact on 
the relationship with and on the behavior of a student's 
gameplay engagement. The longer a player focuses on the 
defined AOI from the fixation duration, the more information 
can be captured if the fixation duration is linked with the 
player's engagement behavior. In studying the effect of 
PLAVA on a user's engagement, it is essential to investigate 
the correlation between the type of avatar design and its related 
roles in the game. 

This paper proposes a player-avatar attachment (PLAVA) 
model. The model is developed to assess the impact of PLAVA 
on the player's interaction with varying avatar designs and their 
designated roles in gameplay. Following the player's 
interaction, a significant attachment can determine the type of 
avatar designs that may influence his or her engagement in a 
game. The model is composed of two aspects, as mentioned 
earlier, namely avatar design types and avatar roles in learning 
using DEGs. In the model, the relationship between player and 
avatar is perceived through the components of engagement and 
attention. The component of engagement is modelled to 
understand the player's perception toward his or her connection 
with the avatar. The model incorporates the engagement 
component derived from questionnaires developed by [7] and 
[11]. Meanwhile, the attention component is retrieved from 
visual attention attributes and eye-tracking metrics, in order to 
precisely quantify the attention and gaze of the users. Hence, 
the student's perceptions toward engagement are supported by 
their visual attention data captured using the eye-tracking 
method. The data input can enrich the understanding of 
engagement in learning. Lastly, this study provides several 
constructive recommendations for future avatars in game 
design for education purpose, besides validating the users' 
engagement based their focused attention. This study 
significantly contributes to the body knowledge pertaining to 
creative content in DEGs and eye-tracking technology. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In the model development, a step-by-step approach was 
followed to ensure the applicability of the model whether in 
research or in practice. However, when developing the model, 
it is deemed necessary to confirm the significance of each 
components identified in the model. The model development 
processes will be explained in detail followed by the 
explanation of expert review studies in validating the proposed 
model. 

A. The Model Development Process 

A stepwise approach was adopted to develop the proposed 
model. In the initial step, the development process began with 
component identification. In this process, variables related to 
the PLAVA, as well as students' engagement and attention, 
were identified, analyzed, and refined by reviewing articles 
published since a decade ago (2010-2020). Articles published 
in the area of human-computer interaction and educational 
games were incorporated. There on, details of the sought 
components were scrutinized after considering the importance 
and the relevance of each article. After identifying all the 
components, each component and sub-component had been 
defined. Defining both the scope and the purpose of each 
component can be plausibly helpful in model creation. 

In the second step, input and output variables for each 
component were listed. By doing so, potential relationships or 
connections among the variables were further explored to 
develop the model. In particular, this step determined the flow 
and link between input and output of the components. As for 
the third step, the selected components and the inter-connection 
among the components were embedded to build the conceptual 
model for this study. In the final step, a validation study was 
conducted to validate the idea and concept of the model. Fig. 1 
illustrates the model development process. 

 

Fig. 1. The PLAVA Model Development Process. 
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B. Component Identification 

Prior studies have excluded the engagement component in 
PLAVA in light of avatar roles. Most of the past studies had 
looked into agency as a tool to measure engagement [3, 5]. In 
view of this, the agency has been linked with the user's sense of 
agency with autonomy toward body ownership. Several 
considerations must be weighed in to measure the level of 
engagement based on PLAVA, including the method and the 
motivation of measurement. For instance, Hookham [13] had 
identified many strategies deployed to measure engagement in 
a series of game field and categorized them into interviews, 
focus groups, questionnaires, as well as direct and indirect 
observations. Meanwhile, Doherty et al. [12] classified the 
methods in a more structured and explicit manner. They 
categorized the methods of measuring engagement into two; 
subjectivity- oriented and objectivity-oriented. Subjectivity-
oriented refers to perception and usually adopts the 
questionnaire as a tool, such as the User Engagement Scale 
(UES) [11] and the Game Engagement Questionnaire (GEQ) 
[28]. The UES is a tool that evaluates engagement in a setting 
of information search, system application or video games 
environment. Meanwhile, GEQ is used to specifically measure 
the impact of engagement on playing video games. As for 
objectivity-oriented, it is a measurement of engagement 
without directly questioning the users. For example, the 
electroencephalography (EEG) is applied to trace the behavior 
displayed by users in exerting action/transaction, as well as the 
eye-tracking method [25]. The methods were adopted based on 
the study purpose; either to comprehend the fundamentals of 
engagement, to design engagement and practice it, or to 
implement the components of engagement in system 
development [12]. 

Focused attention is one of the attributes used to measure 
the level of user engagement in gameplay. It refers to the feel 
of being absorbed in the game during interaction and how they 
lose track of time when interacting [11]. The feeling of being 
absorbed happens when users completely concentrate on 
mental activities while ignoring the rest [11]. In most 
engagement measurement tools, such as GEQ [28] and UES 
[11], focused attention is measured in accordance with the 
users' perceptions of their concentration and loss of time in 
their gaming experiences. The tools weigh in users' subjectivity 
measures. These perceptions, nonetheless, may be further 
comprehended when they are quantified using other methods, 
such as the eye-tracking method. 

On the other hand, attachment had been assessed in past 
studies based on the effect of players' game experiences, 
interaction, and enjoyment. A study using the PLAVA model 
by [7] contended that there are other significant elements in the 
model, namely sociality and character attachment. Sociality 
includes emotional investment, anthropomorphic autonomy, 
suspension of disbelief, and sense of control. Banks & 
Bowman assessed all these components to measure the extent 
of players' sense of themselves in gameplay in terms of agency, 
presence, and engagement. These components are applicable to 
DEGs as well. The attachment that a player has to an avatar 
can significantly affect physical presence, emotional presence, 
and narrative presence, particularly when the environment 
involves avatar customization [3]. As reported in [3], the 

attachment established between a player and an avatar can 
significantly affect enjoyment as well. 

A study by Mohd Tuah [29] modelled the motivational 
design of avatar based on its role in gameplay. The roles are 
inclusive of a player's profile identification or in-game 
character. For profile identification, players may set their 
profile by selecting the available avatar as their affiliation and 
also as their in-game character. The players are allowed to 
choose their preferred avatars to represent themselves in the 
gameplay. The relationship established between the player and 
the avatar is based on the avatar roles in the game. 
Nevertheless, the model excluded other method(s) to validate 
the relationship. Apparently, the application of avatar, at some 
point, will effectively motivate the users, thus engage the 
players. However, this engagement varies depending on the 
condition and the environment where the avatar is applied – if 
the avatar is designed in 3D/2D model or if it is merely a flat 
image or if it is animated with the variation of avatar design 
types. Table I lists the variation of avatar design types reported 
in past studies. The interpretation of avatar types are as 
follows: 1) human character (lifelike or cartoonish), 2) hybrid 
(unrealistic human mix between human and animal design), 
and 3) abstract human form design. 

On another note, DEG is also a part of serious games; 
whereby in a healthcare environment, DEG is used mainly to 
assist patients in learning and comprehending their condition, 
as well as for health self-management. For example, Hwang 
and Mamykina [9] applied DEGs to encourage a healthier 
lifestyle. They used an avatar as the player's representation that 
changed based on the choices of high- or low-calorie snacks 
intake. The players (patients) eventually learnt about nutrition 
intake and its impact on their body. Their study revealed that 
DEGs could significantly affect the healthcare environment on 
a larger scale. 

TABLE I.  SUMMARY OF AVATAR DESIGN TYPES 

Article 
Human lifelike 

character 

 Abstract Human 

Form Design 

[31] 

Real 

Human 

Image 

(1) 

High 

(anthropomor

phism) 

(2) 

Medium 

(anthropomor

phism) 

(3) 

Low 

(anthropomorphism) 

(4) 

[5] 
the scientist avatar 

(1) 

athlete avatar 

(2) 

shape avatar 

(3) 

[7] 
Me (oneself) 

(1) 

Symbiote 

(2) 

Object 

(3) 

social other 

(4) 

[6] 

Human 

lifelike 

character 

(1) 

human 

cartoon 

character 

(2) 

medium 

human-like 

character 

(3) 

hybrid 

character 

(4) 

abstract 

character 

(5) 

[4] 

Human (high 

anthropomorphism) 

(1) 

Robot (high 

anthropomorphism) 

(2) 

Block-like (low 

anthropomorphism 

(3) 

[30] 

Realistic 

humans 

(1) 

Humanoid 

machine 

(2) 

Unrealistic 

human 

(3) 

Abstract human 

form 

(4) 

[19] 

Kinect-

Video 

(Human) 

(1) 

Human-

Model 

(2) 

Robot-Model 

(human-

robot) 

(3) 

Hybrid (Real 

Human + Robot) 

(4) 
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Hence, investigating the aspect of engagement based on 
avatar types and roles using the platform of DEGs can shed 
light on the personal avatar effects, as well as the best way to 
deliver them. In DEGs, it is integral to identify the learning 
outcome of the game, which serves as a measurable indicator 
in determining the player's achievement. 

Following the above discussion, several components were 
identified as the factors in modelling the PLAVA in light of 
students' engagement and attention in DEGs. The components 
include avatar designs and roles in DEGs; player's 
demographic, learning outcome, and engagement – attention; 
aesthetics appeal; perceived usability; reward; character 
attachment; and sociality. 

C. Definition of Components 

Based on the processes exemplified above, the definition of 
each component is as follows: 

 The avatar design – It denotes the avatar and its roles. 
Notably, the avatar and its roles can affect the way a 
player engages in the DEG environment. This 
component specifies the selection of avatar type and its 
implementation in the games, as described previously 
for avatar design roles. 

 The learning outcome – each educational game has its 
learning outcome to be achieved at the end of the game. 
Learning outcomes provide further insight into the 
relationships among the engagement components 
(attention, character, aesthetic usability, and rewards), 
particularly on the significance of the attributes in 
achieving the learning outcome of the games. 

 The engagement – This component is about measuring 
the engagement of the players in DEGs. Several 
measurements can be considered, including 1) character 
attachment and sociality adopted from Banks & 
Bowman [7], 2) game engagement scale by O'Brien et 
al. [11], and 3) focus attention using the eye-tracking 
method to extract fixation-based data. 

D. Interconnection among the Components 

The PLAVA is interrelated between the setting fixed for the 
DEG environment and the components that determine the 
players' engagement in the DEG. The DEG environment takes 
into account three sub-components, namely player's 
demographic profile, learning outcome, and avatar design. 
These three components are interrelated to strongly justify the 
DGE environment. The determined learning outcome can 
influence the selection of avatar type and design. One with 
vital gaming skill and knowledge in the context of games 
environment can positively affect the PLAVA or vice versa. 

In determining the engagement among students, several 
measurement factors are inter-related to each other. As defined 
earlier, the engagement components include measuring avatar 
attachment with sociality, game engagement, and focus 
attention. For avatar and game, the measurement tool is survey-
based tools to measure PLAVA and the player's engagement 
with DEGs. To further support the survey data, fixation-based 
data were incorporated to assess engagement. By using the 
fixation-based data, which were gathered from the eye-tracking 

method, the players' focus attention was calculated and 
compared with the survey data. 

E. Model Development and Validation 

Following the component identification and their 
intercomponent relationships, the conceptual model was 
developed, as presented in the result section. In the 
development stage, the focus was on refining the flow of the 
components, particularly on how the components interacted 
with each other. Several attempts to formulate the model were 
made via idea brainstorming and discussions. The final 
developed model was then agreed upon after considering all 
issues discussed in this paper. As we discussed earlier, the 
developed model requires validation. Next, this paper explains 
the validation studies conducted in this study. 

1) Validation study with expert review: Insights from 

research experts will be beneficial in validating the model. 

Conducting an expert review will helps to uncover the model 

limitations, uncertainties and problems that might not detected 

from the literature [32]. Thus, an expert review is planned and 

conducted to validate the model. For that, this study employed 

a focus group discussion. The focus group discussion is 

mainly to get further feedback on the developed model and the 

developed games as well as to put in place the future work 

related to the model. We asked these experts to identify any 

components that ambiguous and related comments for 

adjustments to improve the model. From this expert review 

studies, it helped the authors to answer some questions and 

rectified the misconceptions during the model development 

stage. 

2) Participant and design: We conducted a focus group 

discussion to the experts in the field. The review studies were 

participated with five experts. A minimum of five experts are 

plausible to find average proportion of problems in heuristics 

evaluation [33]. The five experts are identified based on their 

expertise in the field of human-computer interaction, 

especially in user experiences, educational games, and 

aesthetics. All identified experts agreed to participated. 

The review session is designed to be conducted via online 
meeting. The experts are invited to participate in the study via 
email. Once they agreed, details and materials of the meeting 
are sent to them for further action. Their consent to the studies 
is collected via email prior to the meeting. During the session, 
procedures of the discussion especially related to question-and-
answer session were briefed beforehand. After the briefing, 
introduction to the model is presented followed by the 
discussion. The online meeting lasts two hours. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. The Player and Avatar Attachment Model 

After analyzing the related components and synthetizing 
the relationships among the components for PLAVA in DEGs, 
the conceptual model for this study was built. Fig. 2 illustrates 
the proposed conceptual model for this study. 
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Fig. 2. The Player-Avatar Attachment Model. 

In the PLAVA model, the DEGs environment involved 
with avatar type, avatar design roles, DEGs learning outcomes, 
and student’s demographic. For engagement, it involved with 
attention, character attachment and sociality, and game 
engagement. From the PLAVA model, the main hypothesis is 
the avatar type (humanoid (x)) applied as (avatar design roles 
(y)) has positively affected the way a player engages in DEGs. 
Whereby x is a human character, hybrid design, and abstract 
design. Variable y is the identification and in-game character. 

Meanwhile, as of the engagement, the PLAVA model has 
incorporated the elements to measure the player's engagement 
effect of the avatar in DEGs. Following the proposed model, it 
is assumed that the selected indicators have an integral role in 
defining the PLAVA within the context of DEG gameplay. 
Hence, the validation study in this area could address each 
component embedded in the PLAVA Model, so as to 
determine the effect of all the model components on the 
players in DEGs gameplay. 

B. Result of the Expert Reviews 

Five experts participated in the review studies. The 
demographic of the experts is summarized in Table II. The 
distribution of experts is appropriate considering their years of 
experiences, field of expertise, and the employment status. 
Three main questions were asked during the session. 

1) What do you think about the model? 

2) Do you find any ambiguous components in the model? 

3) Do you have any comments to improve the model? 

We analyzed the findings for the first question and 
summarized them in Table III. For the first question, findings 
in Table III show that all experts had agreed that the element of 
engagement and attention were the main factors in defining 
player attachments towards their avatar and the games. These 
factors were consistent with the reviews of engagement and 
attention in the component identification section in this paper. 
Two experts find that demographic component does not totally 
matters in the model. However, the other three experts 
contended the demographic is needed to analyze the player's 
perspective based on their background. Thus, the demographic 
component remains in the model. Therefore, based on the 
analysis of first question, the experts mutually have accepted 
the proposed model. 

TABLE II.  EXPERT DEMOGRAPHIC 

Demographic No 

Gender 

Female 3 

Male 2 

Age 

35 - 40 3 

40 - 45 2 

Employment Status 

Senior Lecturer 3 

Researcher 1 

Post-Doctorate 1 

Field of Expertise 

User experiences 2 

Educational games 2 

Aesthetics 1 

Years of experiences in the field 

3 - 5 1 

6 - 9 3 

10 and Above 1 

For the second question, there were a consistent remark 
from the experts on two issues that need further clarification. 
The issues are: 1) if the model should adopt all the items or 
adapt only some items accordingly, and 2) which type of avatar 
designs should be used to assess PLAVA and which avatar 
should be planned comprehensively. For the first issue, the 
PLAVA model incorporated all measurement items derived 
from Banks & Bowman [7] and O'Brien et al. [11]. In total, 30 
(five items for each factor) items were used in the PLAVA 
model. As for the avatar type of design, five avatar designs 
were implemented (real human character, human cartoonish, a 
mix design between human and animal design, hybrid design 
(between animal and abstract design), and abstract design). 
These avatar designs were retrieved from [6]. 

TABLE III.  EXPERT PERSPECTIVE ABOUT THE PROPOSED MODEL 

Component 
Experts Agreement 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 

DEGs Environment 

Avatar Type / Design √ √ √ √ √ 

Avatar Design Roles √ √ √ √ √ 

Learning Outcomes √ √ √ √ √ 

Demographic x x √ √ √ 

Engagement 

Character Attachment 

Sociality 
√ √ √ √ √ 

Attention (focus attention) √ √ √ √ √ 

Aesthetic appeal, focus 

attention, perceived usability, 

rewards 

√ √ √ √ √ 
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As of the third question, the comments were mainly 
discussing about the evaluation study. Two important points 
were highlighted in planning and conducting the evaluation 
study. One is associated with the completeness of the games, 
while the second is about the eye-tracking experimental setup. 
Game completeness is important to avoid bias. Bias may result 
from a player's confused state, mainly because instead of 
responding about the engagement, the player's responses could 
be influenced by the game usability. The second point is linked 
with the eye-tracking method. A step-by-step procedure should 
be outlined prior to the experiment. 

As a result, the plan for the evaluation study is as follows: 
Two different games were installed to imply each one of the 
two different avatar roles (customization and personal 
identification). Each game deployed all the avatar types in the 
gameplay. Thus, with the two conditions (roles) and five 
variables (avatar types), ten sets of games were prepared to 
perform the evaluation study. The students were required to 
play each game for 20-30 minutes. In the end, they would have 
to reach a specific goal as the point of achieving the learning 
outcome(s) of the game. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Using Player-Avatar attachment as a method to define 
which avatar design and what roles that can be used to develop 
a sustainable engagement and attention in the DEG's gameplay 
require a careful attention. In general, having a well-presented 
avatar can help to boost a player's motivation to engage in the 
gameplay. However, the type of avatar design that can offer 
optimum attachment in DEG gameplay remains untapped. In 
order to understand the student's engagement in learning, 
methods other than the self-reflecting/preferences 
questionnaire tool should be employed. Essentially, the mixed 
method is bound to enrich the findings. One may further 
explore the player's visual attention by using the eye-tracking 
method. Upon combining these varying methods, there is high 
potential to develop an all-comprehensive PLAVA for future 
DEG design. Hence, this paper proposes a model for players 
(student) and their in-game avatar attachment in the context of 
DEG gameplay. The attachment could improve students' 
engagement in many different ways. By determining the avatar 
design type that can influence the PLAVA in DEG gameplay, 
suitable avatar designs may be applied for educational games 
in the future. For future work, an evaluation experiment will be 
performed to assess the PLAVA using the game that was 
created for this purpose. The design of the evaluation 
experiment will be derived from the validation study 
performed in this paper. Overall, ample opportunities are 
present for an avatar to serve as a significant social model for 
effective learning via game. 
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Abstract—Securing a nation is more complicated in modern 

days than how it was decades ago. In the era of big data, massive 

information is constantly being shared in cyberspace. Online 

rumours and fake news could evoke negative emotions and 

disruptive behaviours that possibly can jeopardize national 

security. Real-time detection and monitoring of unsettling 

emotions and potential national security threats should be 

further developed to help authorities manage the situation early. 

Text in the online news could be weighted with emotions that 

possibly lead to a misunderstanding that can affect national 

security and trigger chaos. Thus, understanding the emotion 

included in the online news and the relationship with national 

security is crucial. Kansei approach was determined as a 

methodology capable of interpreting human emotions towards an 

artefact. This research explores the emotion assessment using 

Kansei for text in online news and summarized the emotion 

variable factors that are likely to have a relationship with an 

individual state of mind towards one of the national security 

elements which are political security. The result determines that 

the identified variables of factors were “Frustrated,” Consent,” 

Resentful” and “Attentive”. This gives an understanding of the 

significant effect of people's emotions represented in the text for 

political security elements. 

Keywords—Online news; kansei; national security; political 

security 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increased use of the Internet by the community due to 
the development and advancement of information technology 
enables the utilisation of social networks on the digital media 
platform. According to the statistic of internet user‟s data by 
“statista” which is one of the well-known data statistic 
websites,  in the early year of 2021, there are more than 4 
billion active internet users across the world. People are 
connected in cyberspace via various types of existing social 
networks such as blogs and online news that create massive 
online data. Online news reports various types of issues that 
occurred in the country and world near to real-time and may 
have a potential risk of national security if not being 
monitored. National security is essential to maintain the 

survival of the nation and also a critical factor in ensuring 
national sovereignty through the use of economic power, 
diplomacy, power projection and political power. Threats 
related to national security need to be constantly monitored to 
retain the stability of a country. Moreover, with today‟s 
advancement in technology, mass information sharing has 
become one of the threats to political security. 

Political security is one of the most significant elements of 
national security as it plays a major role in securing the nation's 
political institution from any threats that can weaken national 
security. Political institution stability plays a crucial role in 
sustaining community unity and upholding the rule of law in a 
country. The necessity for economic development, social 
harmony and the supremacy of the law is political stability. 
The rise of political issues can make the political environment 
unstable and indirectly poses a threat to the state of national 
security. 

Personal convictions based on feelings and sensations are 
capable of influencing public sentiment than objective 
evidence [1]. Negative information in the news decreases 
positive effects due to the influence of negative effects on an 
emotion such as increased sadness, worries and anxiety [2]. To 
further understand the relationship between emotion in the text 
broadcasted in online news, this study proposed the application 
of the Kansei philosophy approach to evaluate human emotions 
toward artefacts in form of text gathered from online news. 
Kansei approach is mainly being utilised in the business and 
product services domain to obtain users feedback and 
emotional reaction [3]. However, there is a limited study being 
done in the national security domain using this approach. This 
support our research objective which is to assess emotions in 
national security elements from the online news text, focusing 
on political security. This study surveys the emotions laid in 
the online news text by evaluating the sample‟s reaction 
towards the text found in the online news. This research will 
contribute to understanding emotion that exists in online news 
text and its relationship with political security. 
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As for the following sections, it is organized as follows. In 
the second section, we give a detailed explanation of the 
background studies. For the next sections, we stated the 
overview of emotion assessment for online news using the 
Kansei approach for national security and also discussed the 
details of the methodology for the assessment of emotion in 
National Security elements. In Section IV, we present the result 
and findings of the experiment that had been executed. In the 
final section, as the conclusion, we summarize the main points 
of this research paper and discuss the future work plan for this 
research. 

II. BACKGROUND STUDIES 

A. Security Elements and Political Security 

National security is a very important feature as a protection 
control for any country [4]. There are several national security 
dimensions including economic growth and development, the 
structure of the economic process, welfare of citizens, 
variability of climatic conditions, preservation of natural 
resources and political stability [5]. Balzach discussed eight 
elements of national security which are military security, 
political security, cybersecurity, human security, homeland 
security, economic security, environmental security, energy 
and natural resources security [4]. Meanwhile, other 
researchers discussed that there are two basic elements in 
national security, namely, military and non-military. Military 
security is the competency of a nation to defend itself or 
intercept military aggression from the outside. The non-
military element encompasses political security, cybersecurity, 
food security, economic security, human security, energy and 
natural resources security, environmental security, border 
security and health security [6], [7]. 

The concept of national security has been explained by 
emphasising that politics is one of four major national security 
dimensions [8]. Political security focuses on the stability of 
institutions and governments. Robert Mandel stated that 
political security is a concern with the organisational stability 
of the state's systems of government and the ideologies that 
give them legitimacy [9]. The role of political security in 
national security is important since political security acts as a 
defender in defence of the nation from any form of political 
oppression that can affect national security. Political 
oppression can lead to an unvisitable event such as a riot and 
civil war, which can disturb the unity of people [10]. To avoid 
these events, there is a need to ensure that the political state is 
in a stable environment and able to increase the quality of 
political security. 

Political stability becomes a vital interest for national 
security because there are several threats that come from the 
political aspect which can harm the nation and weaken the state 
political security such as violations of the rule of law caused by 
tensions between communities. Thus, the good stability of the 
political security can strengthen the national security. A study 
in India underlined that national security needs to be viewed in 
political security terms to protect and promote national security 
goals and objectives [11]. 

Threats that can shake the country's political security 
stability are political violence, technology, and political 

upheaval, which possibly threaten the country's peace. 
Nowadays, the political issue can be easily expanded in 
cyberspace because of the sophisticated use of the Internet that 
can pose a threat to the political atmosphere of the country 
[12]. 

B. Online News and Emotions related to National Security 

Elements (Political Security) 

Digital media such as Twitter and Facebook provide 
cognitive, affective and behavioural communication platforms 
that allow individuals to communicate collaboratively [13] and 
offer news and data mobilisation to individuals and allow them 
to share their views with many others, enabling them to 
participate in public engagement [14]. 

In the field of national security, the study of fear and anger 
in the political dimension found that these emotions can affect 
political behaviour and public opinions [15]. The relationship 
between emotion and the elements of national security can also 
be seen through human reactions towards environmental 
security issues. For example, „hope‟ is an emotion that is 
shown by individuals with pro-environmental behaviours in 
relation to their feelings towards climate change policies [16]. 
The attachment of emotion can also be found in cybersecurity. 
Nowadays, cyberspace has become one of the potential threats 
to the country‟s national security through the spread of fake 
news and hate speeches [17], especially when people believe 
and spread them. This is a concern for national security 
because it could harm the entire nation [18]. The relationship 
between emotion and hate speech in cyberspace is undeniable 
because cyberspace has an emotionally rich nuance and space 
where people can share their feelings, emotion, and thoughts 
[19]. 

A study also shows that national security can be 
strengthened by monitoring text that is being shared online 
because in the current online system, information is mostly 
displayed in text form [20] and words can reveal information 
like individual preferences, thoughts, emotions, and 
behaviours. A large amount of textual data has been generated 
because it is typical for an individual or persona to express 
emotion in words or text in cyberspace [21]. 

C. Kansei Approach 

Kansei is a Japanese term for the sensibility and emotions 
that individuals have about a product or the environment [22]. 
Kansei can relate sensitivity, feeling and emotion. A study by 
Khairul discussed the application of Kansei Engineering in 
developing the Kansei Information Security Assessment 
(KISA) for developing a framework for user‟s emotional 
assessment in the security domain, which employed the Kansei 
Engineering methodology in assessing human emotion factors 
in the designs and implementations of information security 
policies [23]. Other studies had used the Kansei approach in 
assessing the concept of trust in the information security 
domain by analysing the emotion of positive and negative that 
can influence the concept of trust [24]. 

Also, another research has been done focusing on user‟s 
rage assessment for information security by using Kansei 
Engineering methodology. The artefacts were utilised as the 
specimen to evaluate the rage emotion on chatbot [25]. The 
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research had shown that the Kansei approach could also be 
utilised on other applications or research related to the 
assessment of emotion including the information security 
domain. This supports the present study in implementing 
Kansei for political security related emotion assessment. 

III. EMOTION ASSESSMENT FOR ONLINE NEWS USING 

KANSEI APPROACH FOR NATIONAL SECURITY 

In this work, we proposed that Kansei can be utilised as an 
approach to measure users‟ emotion in a text from the online 
news where the result can show the relationship between 
emotion and the national security elements. We utilised the KJ 
Method to determine the KW for the national security domain. 

A. Conceptual Model for Relationship between the National 

Security, Physical Segment and Psychological Segment 

Kansei‟s most common approach involves an evaluation 
activity using a pre-defined artefact accompanied by a 
statistical analysis of data. Kansei approach can evaluate the 
relation of emotion towards the artefact according to the 
research objectives. Many traditional methods seek to 
generalise such sensitivity through an average assessment of 
subjects. Relationships are formed between the average Kansei 
judgments and the specimen attributes [26]. 

The measurement approaches in Kansei are divided into 
physical and psychological segments. Eight elements of 
national security discussed by Balzacq are military security, 
political security, cybersecurity, human security, homeland 
security, economic security, environmental security, energy 
and natural resources security [4]. The additional elements 
discussed by [6], [7] are food security, border security and 
health security. The elements of national security are defined as 
the physical segment. The physical segment consists of 
stimulus in form of artefact. In this research, the artefacts are 
the sample of text from the online news. 

Kansei evaluation is important to obtain users‟ evaluation 
in national security. The attribute set is defined as an emotional 
descriptor or Kansei Word (KW) that is taken from a noun or 
an adjective. This method has been used in many studies 
related to the characterisation of human emotions for various 
purposes of science such as analysis of emotional video 
material, emotional effects on viral video, digital learning 
content and retrieval of images [27]. KW is a word that can be 
used to represent a user's emotions. Generally, the selection of 
KW is made based on the literature review, experts‟ advice and 
magazine. The use of Kansei Word was follow up in the 
domain of research [28]. The use of the Kansei approach is to 
convey the psychological feelings of a product or an 
environment assembled with it. Fig. 1 shows the conceptual 
model for the relationship between the national security 
elements defined by Balzacq, Bahadur and Thakuri and Kshetri 
with actions stimulated by senses generated by psychological 
elements. The emotional elements are cited from research by 
[24] which are emotion, motivation, appraisal and perception. 

 

Fig. 1. Conceptual Model for Relationship between National Security 

Elements, Physical Segment and Psychological Segment. 

Human mental states such as behaviour, act, expression and 
impression, is addressed by the psychological segment that can 
be measured using self-reporting systems such as the Different 
Emotional Scale (DES), the Semantic Differential (SD) scale 
or the free labelling method [25], [29]–[32]. Also, several 
methods using sensory measures including the SD have been 
used to determine the accuracy of Kansei objects represented 
by KW. 

B. Emotion Assessment using Kansei 

This section focuses on the related processes in Kansei 
evaluation measurement that was executed to measure the 
relationship between the emotion and the text in the online 
political news. Our focus for this study is political security 
which is one of the elements of national security. The Kansei 
evaluation measurements are based on responses gathered 
using the Kansei Checklist, a form of a questionnaire that 
includes emotional keywords or known as Kansei Words (KW) 
[33]. The evaluation was done in four phases. Phase 1 is 
Instrument Preparation, Phase 2 is the Establishment of Kansei 
Words (KW), Phase 3 is Kansei Evaluation Procedure and 
Activity, and Phase 4 is Kansei Result Assessment. The 
methodology for the assessment of emotion in national security 
elements focusing on political security used in this research is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Methodology for Assessment of Emotion in National Security 

Elements. 

1) Phase 1: Instrument preparation: This step determines 

the instruments which are the Kansei artefacts and the subjects 

that will be used in research. Artefacts include the text in the 

online news that have a relationship with national security 

elements etc., whereas subjects are people that have an 

understanding of national security. In this study, the Cadet 

officers at the National Defence University are our subjects. 

2) Phase 2: Establishment of kansei words: Kansei Word 

(KW) is used for the concept of perception in the chosen 

product or research domain. The selected Kansei Word should 

be related and capable of defining the domain for this study. 

For this study, the focus domain is national security. 

Significant words in online news that were presumed to give 

an impact on the state's national security was taken into 

consideration while establishing the KW[34]. To develop the 

list of KW related to national security, the KJ method, also 

known as part of the affinity diagram was used. KJ method 

was founded by Jiro Kawakita as a tool for grouping and 

summarising emotional keywords into their group preferences 

[28]. The purpose of the affinity diagram is to assess the group 

members as they are related to the choice of research domain 

[35]. The key idea behind the KJ method is to organise ideas. 

Various methods are used for creative thinking, such as 

brainwriting, mind maps, and spatial hypertext. KJ method is a 

part of the creative thinking methods, which involve 

brainstorming and structuring the idea [36]–[38]. The KJ 

method could also be utilised for any mechanism because it is 

a universal method [39]. 

Based on the Kansei affinity cluster methodology used by 
[40] we implemented this phase in three steps which are: i) the 
initial study step; ii) the exploratory study step, and iii) the KJ 
application step. The first step was required to emphasise the 
national security domain as a reference to generate the KW. 
This phase acquired a common type of results. This is because 
the key point for the idea is related only to the general idea of 
the national security domain. It was viable as the first action in 
this research method. The initial KW would be generated 
according to the national security domain. The process of 
synthesising the initial KW was done by referring to the 
literature on national security and experts. 

The second step required human participants. It utilised the 
results of the initial set of words from the first step. Experts in 
national security and psychology were recruited to brainstorm 
KW for the national security domain. Next, multiple processes, 
cross-searches, and review of synonyms and antonyms from 
dictionaries and glossaries were performed to make sure that 
all possible KW for the national security domain has been 
gathered during this phase. A literation process was also 
conducted for this phase until all possible KW have been 
searched and identified. The second step was conducted with 
all possible lists of KW. 

In the third step, participants were recruited to perform an 
activity based on the KJ Method. The participants are the Cadet 
officers at the National Defence University, who have the 
knowledge and exposure to national security. To start the 
experiment in a controlled environment, each KW was written 
down on a piece of card or paper. Each word was displayed on 
a large surface and arranged in random ways for the 
participants to sort according to their understanding of the 
national security concept. 

This clustering session required a facilitator that acted as a 
guide for the participants. The participants were required to 
search for two words that have a relation with each other and to 
put the linked words together. Other words that were not 
related were placed aside. The main priority was for words that 
have a similar relation. If a word has other aspects of relation, a 
new group was created and the word was set in that group. This 
repetitive process was considered done when the participants 
have finished arranging and putting all words together 
according to their relationships. Words that did not belong to 
any group were excluded from these groups and the 
participants put the word into a new group. Each of these 
words has its headers. 

Once the participants have completed the word grouping, a 
header was assigned to each group. The participants had to 
develop a question between participants to create the header for 
the words that represented the group. This phase was 
concluded with precise keywords that could help the discussion 
run smoothly. This session could also begin by creating the 
header first and then word listing and grouping each word that 
has a relationship with the existing header. Participants need to 
discuss and decide on the need to create a super header, where 
the super header will act as a parent to one header or more. 
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Lastly, the participants had manually evaluated the words 
that have been grouped under each header. Then, they were 
required to check the final diagram to confirm that the headers 
and groups were represented according to their right cluster. 

3) Phase 3: Kansei evaluation procedure and activity: 

After determining the KW for national security, Kansei 

evaluation was conducted using the KW for national security. 

For this phase, we choose political security, the elements of 

national security as the focus of our Kansei Evaluation. To 

accomplish the objective, the Kansei assessment for this study 

was carried out with 20 participants selected to took part in the 

tests. The activity was conducted in two separate sessions. 

There were 10 people involved in the first session and another 

10 people for the second session. For phase 3, a set of stimuli 

focusing on the political security element was prepared. 

a) Stimuli: Stimuli was produced from 30 sample texts 

from political news from various news platforms in Malaysia. 

The selection process took the most time and effort to 

complete before finalising the number of sample texts. There 

were several steps taken in examining the sample texts. The 

first step was looking for the digital platform news that is 

popular among societies in Malaysia, such as “The Star,” 

“New Straits Times,” and “Malaysiakini.”  The second step 

was searching for news that focuses on the aspects of politics 

in the chosen news platform. The next steps were to select and 

examine certain texts in the chosen political news. The text 

samples were defined in regard to certain control parameters 

and the prerequisite for matching the domain research. The 

procedure was repeated for each chosen news platform. The 

precision of the text sample specimen has to be considered 

when finalising the text sample. All 30 sample texts were 

collected since the assessment focused on text features that 

only require textual material to be displayed and evaluated by 

the participant. Examples of sample text are shown in Fig. 3. 

b) Participants: 20 people were recruited for the 

evaluation and the experiments were performed in Malaysia. 

These participants were from the state security field. 

Participants preferred not to have a visual disability problem 

and agreed to see textual visualisation that may contain harsh 

words. Participants comprised 11 men and 9 women aged 

between 19 and 30 years. Subjects were asked to respond to 

questioners on the basis of their feelings for each of the text 

samples displayed in front of them. 

 

Fig. 3. Examples of Sample Text. 

c) Procedure: The people who took part in all sessions 

participated in their own will and were allowed to self-report 

their emotional reactions on the assessment sheet. The 

evaluation began with a briefing on consent statements and 

guidance for the participants. For each of the 30 sample texts, 

a checklist containing KW adapted from an affinity cluster for 

national security in political security aspects was added. 

Kansei Checklist was created to measure emotions after the 
KW was defined. Kansei Checklist was represented as a sort of 
a questionnaire that consists of KW. Fig. 4 shows the sample of 
Kansei Checklist Evaluation forms containing a checklist of 25 
KW for each sample text that was distributed to all participants 
to prevent response bias. The order of the Kansei words for 
each sample text was in a random arrangement. 

The participants were asked to complete Kansei word 
ratings in conjunction with their emotional reactions to the 
sample text. Participants gave ratings on their feelings after 
viewing each sample text in the shape of a 5-degree bipolar of 
semantic differential (SD). The semantic differential method 
developed by Osgood is a common scaling device for 
quantifying subjective consumer emotions [41].  The purpose 
of the semantic differential approach is to provide quantitative 
support to encourage users to provide an objective assessment 
of the specimen's psychological value. This involves 
descriptive scales with adjectives to assess the similarity or 
difference between subjects. A semantic differential of 5 points 
was used in this present analysis because these scales appear to 
be more easily interpreted by respondents than more point 
score methods. Fig. 4 shows that the Kansei checklist 
established was arranged in a 5-point semantic differential 
scale and consisted of 25 KW. The rating scale was (1=" not at 
all; "5=" very much”). Each session lasted for 1 hour; before 
moving to the next sample text, the participant was given 5 
minutes to complete the rating, and similar instructions were 
given for all 30 sample texts. 

4) Phase 4: Kansei result assessment: The final phase is 

the Kansei assessment result discussed in the next chapter. 

 

Fig. 4. The Sample of Kansei Checklist. 
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IV. RESULT AND FINDINGS 

A. Result on Kansei Affinity Diagram 

Kansei most common approach involves an evaluation 
activity using a pre-defined artefact accompanied by a 
statistical analysis of data. Kansei approach can evaluate the 
relation of emotion towards the artefact according to the 
research objectives. Many traditional methods seek to 
generalise such sensitivity through an average assessment of 
subjects. Relationships are formed between the average Kansei 
judgments and the specimen attributes [34]. The measurement 
approaches in Kansei are divided into physical and 
psychological segments. 

Eight elements of national security discussed by Balzacq 
are military security, political security, cybersecurity, human 
security, homeland security, economic security, environmental 
security, energy and natural resources security [4]. The 
additional elements discussed by [6], [7] are food security, 
border security and health security. The elements of national 
security are defined as the physical segment. The physical 
segment consists of stimulus in form of artefact. In this 
research, the artefacts are the sample of text from the online 
news. 

The results from the initial study were then used in the 
exploratory study as a reference for experts to derive more 
Kansei Words and to perform cross-checks from the glossaries. 
The number of Kansei Words from the initial study has 
increased from 41 to 236, which included “embarrassment”, 
“loathing”, “apprehension”, “appalling”, “despair”, 
“woefulness”, “horrified”, “shock”, “relief”, and “bitter”. 
Identified Kansei Words is shown in Table I. 

After utilizing the KJ method to organise these KWs into 
“affinity groups”, eleven clusters were created by Cadet‟s 
students who participate in this study. The compiled KW in 
each cluster was developed into a dictionary of emotion based 
on national security, as shown in Table II. The clusters are 
political security, economic security, border security, 
cybersecurity, human security, energy and natural resources 
security, environmental security, military security, food 
security, health security and personal security. 

TABLE I.  IDENTIFIED KANSEI WORDS 

References Kansei Words (KW) 

[42] Trust, Empathy, Hope 

[43],[44]  Fear  

[44] 
Anger, Hatred, Contempt, Shame, Guilt, Envy, Love, Care, 

Pity, Anxiety 

[45] 

 

Helplessness, Interest, Sadness, Depression, Disgust, 

Worry  

[46] Doubt  

[47] Grief  

[48] Alarm, Cautious, Disengaged, Doubtful, Dismissive 

[49] 

Calmness, Optimism, Tolerance, Prosperity, Ease, 

Conformity, Concern, Stiffness, Disquietude, Upset, 

Confidence Nervousness, Sympathy, Aggression 

TABLE II.  KANSEI AFFINITY CLUSTERS BASED ON NATIONAL SECURITY 

Cluster Kansei Word 

Political security 

Contempt, Questioning, Resentful, 

Embarrassment, Resentment, Rejection, Hatred, 

Downhearted, Disgruntled, Cynical, Anger, 

Disbelief, Rejecting, Pissed, Enraged, Fear, 

Dejection, Agony, Wrath, Tolerance, Irritated, 

Aversion, Eagerness, triumph, contentment, 

Satisfaction, Adoration, Affection, Attraction, 

Compassion, 

Economic security 

Bargaining, Peeved, Distracted, Interest, 

Perplexed, Loathing, Neglect, Impatient, Dislike, 

Irritation, Grief, Shaky, Envy, Care, 

Disappointment, Scary, Aggravation, Misery, 

Insult, Stress, Guilt, Trust, Anxiety 

Border security 

Afraid, Scared, Anguish, Worry, Distrust, 

Apprehension, Off Guard, Frightened, Beastly, 

Exasperation, Ferocity, Bitterness, Hate, 

Apprehensive, Enthusiasm 

Cybersecurity 

Trouble, Insecurity, Anxious, Disturbed, 

Astonished, Suspicious, Unsure, Confuse, 

Sceptical, Denial, Doubt, Concern, Frustrated, 

Appalling, Rage, Spite, Gloom, Disapproving, 

Furious, Nervousness 

Human security 

Joyful, Irritable, Dismay, Offended, Love, 

Calmness, Upset, Sad, Happy, Optimism, 

Humiliation, Ease, Proud, Angry at self, Disgusted 

with self, Scornful, Disquietude, Confident, Bold, 

Daring, Annoyed, Vengefulness, Jealousy, 

Despair, Regret, Nervous, Horrify, Insulted, Irate, 

Contentment 

Energy and natural 

resources security 

 

Depression, Distress, Empathy, Blue, Disgust, 

Torment, Devastating, Jittery, Blameworthy, 

Conformity, Mortification, Annoyance, Revulsion, 

Isolation, Mad, Woefulness 

Environmental 

security 

 

Alarm, Concerned, Cautious, Disengaged, 

Doubtful, Dismissive, Helplessness, 

Uncomfortable, Hope, Hurt, Sadness, Horrified 

Military Security 

Hostility, Terror, Chaotic, Goosebumps, Suffering, 

Pride, Terrify, Strong, Hostile, Stiffness, Petrified, 

Shock, Fury, Defeat, Serenity, On Edge, 

Alienation, Mistrust, Aggravated, Vengeful, 

Gloomy, Panic, Grieve, Amazed, Astonished, 

Thrill, Exhilaration 

Food Security 

Relief, Unhappy, Vindictive, Depressed, 

Unhappiness, Outrage, Dread, Desperate, 

Melancholy, Grouchiness, Grumpiness, 

Desolation, Satisfaction, Pleasure 

Health Security 

Pity, Displeasure, Lost, Prosperity, Confidence, 

Delighted, Hopeless, Excitement, Disappointed, 

Compassion, Amusement, Reluctant, Grouchy, 

Disdain, Hesitant, Agitated, Edgy, Nauseated, 

Tenderness, 

Personal security 

Fearless, Infuriated, Safety, Surprise, Moody, 

Lonely, Contrary, Bitter, Shame, Cold Feet, 

Loneliness, Hysteria, Horror, Satisfaction, 

Inhibited, Sorrow, Remorse, Relaxed, Cheerful, 

Guilty, Ashamed, Hopelessness, Miserable, 

Dissatisfied with self, Alone, Timid, 

Sentimentality 

From the result in Table II, we found out that 25 KW were 
clustered and listed in the affinity cluster of keywords under 
the political security aspects. The KW for political security 
included “fear, compassion, contempt, disbelief,” which 
describe the political perception and emotions of people based 
on political security aspects of national security. The results 
from this procedure are shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Kansei Words for Political Security Element. 

B. Result from the Kansei Assessment 

This sub-section discusses the analysis performed over the 
result obtained from the experiment. First, the validity of the 
test was validated by the Cronbach Alpha reliability test. Next, 
the correlation of the Kansei words towards the sample text 
was analysed. The result was analysed using PCA and FA. 
PCA and FA is a statistical method that is able to construct a 
well-organised Kansei space with the selected Kansei words 
for specific purposes. The statistical analysis that comes from 
PCA and FA can give clear explanations and visual output. It 
also contains a descriptive graph that is easy to be analysed and 
understood. It also directly translates numerical data into useful 
information. For example, radar plots and profiles for Kansei 
words can be used to check similarities among words. 

PCA is an abbreviation from the word Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). It is a commonly used 
multivariate technique that helps to understand the underlying 
data structure. This method in the preference matrix was 
resolved into a set orthogonal preference dimension 
represented both Kansei words and artefact. The KWs were 
represented in the first two principal components, giving a 
visual representation of the semantic space. The located Kansei 
words (the responses) was shown on a scatterplot with the first 
principal components displaying similarly perceived responses. 

Factor Analysis or abbreviated as FA, is helpful to direct 
the process of concept mapping by clustering the Kansei 
Words into smaller groups. FA is a technique of statistical data 
reduction used to observe the variability of correlations in 
random variables or minor differences in random variables that 
are then compared. This reduction is important as the level of 
any attribute is influenced by the effects of other attributes. 
Usually, FA may reduce the data level of different attributes to 
some important degrees. Inductive analysis can be done 
through factor analysis. The outcome is evaluated by 
measuring a coefficient of correlation between each variable 
and another variable. The FA is often used to analyse Kansei's 
study concept and psychological structure due to the data 
structure generated from the data collection. 

In this research, reliability analysis was performed to 
expose the reliability and efficacy of the Kansei Checklist 
survey questionnaire. A high-reliability coefficient value 
means that the Kansei Checklist survey questionnaire is 
reliable. The accuracy of the results from the survey carried out 
over various lengths was evaluated. To test internal accuracy, 
the Cronbach alpha of the Kansei Checklist was determined. 
Cronbach's alpha is the statistic commonly used today to 
estimate internal consistency. It explains that alpha is 
maximised when each item on a scale shares a common 
variance with at least some other items on the scale [50]. 
Several reports suggested that the benchmark value for 

Cronbach‟s alpha of 0.70 above is acceptable; nevertheless, 
0.80 or higher is preferred. 

Based on Fig. 6, this study yielded a Cronbach's total alpha 
value of 0.969, which is greater than the 0.7 typical benchmark 
value. The reliability of the Kansei checklist was verified by 
this. 

 

Fig. 6. Reliability Analysis. 

This research focused on the impact of the emotion in the 
text on political news. Thus, for this research, the evaluation 
was done by PC loading because it can help in representing the 
evaluation between the Kansei words and specimen; first, the 
visibility of distributed emotions across the semantic space is 
studied to deliver an indication that the assessment of emotions 
is effective. Effective evaluation is needed to explain the 
importance of the data on emotion to further evaluate 
operations. It can be shown from Fig. 7 that there was a decent 
distribution of KW on both axes, suggesting an efficient 
evaluation of emotion. After that, the emotional structure axes 
were observed. 

The plot reveals the emotions that generated large negative 
loads of the first PC (x-axis), which were led by 'Satisfaction.' 
The field on the left side of the chart corresponded to those 
emotions. On the other side, emotions generated by large 
positive PC loads were "Rejection,” “Embarrassment" and 
"Downhearted." Also, the dense section at the most right of the 
semantic space was presented by them. Then, this axis was 
named as the 'Emotional' axis. From there, it can predict those 
variables with high score values on this component, which 
have a higher sense of emotion. 

 

Fig. 7. Result of PC Loading. 
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For the second component loading (y-axis), emotions that 
have larger positive loading were “Attraction” and 
“Adoration”. The emotions on the side larger negative loadings 
were “Questioning,” “Anger,” and “Cynical.” The research 
identified this PC as the 'Acceptance' axis. Low-score factors in 
this component were more toward having high acceptance 
characteristics and vice versa. 

FA was used to recognise important Kansei factors for the 
emotion of sample texts in political news that could affect the 
unity of people and state national security. FA is widely used to 
extract the psychological structure of the emotional component 
that constitutes the fundamental principle of the study domain 
[51].  Based on statistical data, FA demonstrates a reduction 
technique to explain variability among observed random 
variables in terms of unobserved random variables called 
factors. To reduce the number of complex variables and 
enhancement the interpretation of variables, FA was performed 
by the Varimax rotation. This was accomplished by analysing 
the contribution of variables after the rotation of varimax. 
Kaiser introduced the Varimax rotation in 1958, which then 
became the most common rotation approach for simplifying 
the understanding of variables [52]. This research used the 
average assessment value between specimens to find the 
factors. Table III summarises the contributory variable 
outcomes. 

TABLE III.  FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULT 

Factor 

Contribution and Accumulated Contribution 

Contribution (%) 
Accumulated contribution 

(%) 

1 38.920 38.920 

2 20.760 59.680 

3 19.029 78.709 

4 7.299 86.008 

Table III shows that the first factor explains 38.920% of the 
result, which represents the majority of the key factor 
contribution and has a significant impact on Kansei words. 
20.760% of the data were explained by the second factor, while 
the third factors have a small factor contribution of the 
19.029% and the fourth factor has a small percentage 
contribution of 15.09%. The first factor alone constituted 
38.920% of variability, while the second variable described 
60.759% of the variability. 

The inclusion of the second factor was assumed 
considerable; thus, much of the data may be clarified by the 
first two factors. Whereas Factor 3 and Factor 4 contributed 
78.709% and 86.008%, correspondingly. Slight segments of 
the third factor and the fourth factor were considered to be 
significant since they can be summed as the contribution rate 
that represents all the data results. The results of factor loading 
in ascending order are shown in the following Table IV. The 
result classified a big value of variables into groups. This data 
needs to be analysed to help to clarify the emotional 
connection towards the sample texts. Variables with a higher 
score are considered important factors. 

TABLE IV.  THE FACTOR LOADING OF THE 25 VARIABLES USING FOUR 

FACTORS 

Variables/ 

Adjectives 

Factors 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

Rejection 0.910    

Hatred 0.883    

Embarrassment 0.878    

Enraged 0.858    

Disbelief 0.837   . 

Downhearted 0.798    

Wrath 0.783   . 

Agony 0.757    

Fear 0.734    

Cynical 0.721    

Questioning 0.713    

Disgruntled 0.710    

Irritated 0.699    

Aversion 0.678    

Anger 0.665    

Attraction  0.948   

Adoration  0.913   

Compassion  0.870   

Triumph  0.862   

Contentment  0.802   

Contempt   0.880  

Resentment   0.810  

Satisfaction   -0.649  

Tolerance    0.796 

Eagerness    -0.680 

The structure of KW can be seen and observed in the 
analysed findings of this research. This research defined the 
value of 0.7 as average. However, a slightly lower score can 
also be known as a substantial concept [53]. From Table IV 
above, it is clear that the significant factors for a sample text in 
political news specimens were defined by 4 factors. The list of 
content in the first factor included “Rejection,” “Hatred,” 
“Embarrassment,” “Enraged,” “Disbelief,” “Downhearted,” 
“Wrath,” “Agony,” “Fear,” “Cynical,” “Questioning,” 
“Disgruntled,” “Irritate,” “Aversion,” and “Anger.” This 
research labelled this Kansei space as “Frustrated.”' The second 
factor consists of “Attraction,” “Adoration,” “Compassion,” 
“Triumph,” and “Contentment.” This research labelled this 
Kansei space as “Consent.” The third factor included 
“Contempt,” “Resentment,” and “Satisfaction.” This Kansei 
space was labelled as “Resentful.” 
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After that, the fourth factor involved “Tolerance” and 
“Eagerness.” This research labelled this Kansei space as 
“Attentive.” When labelling all the factors or deciding the term 
for Kansei space, this research followed the standard practice 
in Kansei of choosing representative terms that one would 
believe and effectively characterise the group of factors or 
Kansei space. There was no conditional decision for this since 
there was no correct or incorrect judgment of the chosen 
keywords. As long the chosen keywords can be parameters that 
match the variable of the group factors. 

These four variables together accounted for 86.008% of the 
total results. The outcome result from the FA proof that the 
Kansei concept for sample texts from political news was 
structured by four factors. The four factors were “Frustrated,” 
Consent,” Resentful,” and “Attentive.” 

The first two factors with more than 59.680% of data 
variance are important concepts for texts in political news 
emotional concepts. The result indicates that Factor 1 was the 
most important Kansei concept for text in political news since 
it consists more than the percentage value of data variance that 
influences the result. Meanwhile, Factor 2 contained fewer 
correlations than Factor 1 but could be defined as potential 
variables against the factor. 

The insertion of the third and fourth factors tended to be 
significant, even if the contribution was lower for these two 
factors, which was 19.029% and 7.299%. This research agreed 
to preserve the third and fourth factors because of the 
importance of the KWs toward the sample text specimens. 
These two factors could be adding as an important concept of 
text in political news, which could be used as supporting 
factors for the main factors above described by the first and 
second factors. Although the first and second variables may 
have been concluded as major significant Kansei concepts, 
other factors should be used to support the comprehension of 
the emotion towards the political news that could impact the 
people and state national security. 

It can be observed from the above results that the text in 
political news influences people's emotions. The sample texts 
in political online news used as an artefact for this research 
produced emotional feedback and most likely toward negative 
views. From the data analysis, it can be understood that the 
type of word in the text has a significant influence on a 
particular emotion. This research managed to conclude four 
labels of emotions that have a significant relationship with 
political security elements in the national security domain. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This research explored the utilization of Kansei approach as 
a methodology to assess texts in online news that touch on 
national security issues and try to understand the relationship 
between the text and emotion that may affect the political 
stability in national security. This study has therefore adopted 
the KJ method in finding the KWs emotion words for national 
security to test the emotional response toward the subjects. 

This research has shown four important factors that 
established Kansei's basic concepts for text in political security 
elements that could impact the state national security. 
“Frustrated,” Consent,” Resentful” and “Attentive” were the 

identified variables of factors. Consequently, these four 
variables were likely to give a high level of political 
understanding, awareness and effect on the individual‟s state of 
mind in regard to the political issues. This analysis selected 
text on various news platforms including “the Star” and “News 
Strait Times” online newspaper. This research selected texts on 
political issues with the text viewing and reading experience; 
the subjects reacted to it with mixed opinions that consisted of 
negative and positive reactions. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This research is an ongoing study that shows the pilot result 
regarding people's emotions extracted from text in political 
online news. Emotions of human beings are influenced by what 
they see and depends on how the eyes and brain are 
functioning together to generate the reaction. The results of this 
study can be utilised as a foundation to understand the 
relationship between emotion and political knowledge from 
textual representations in digital media. Our next step is to 
perform activities with a larger group of participants to obtain 
more comprehensive data for the analysis. The process of 
evaluating the respondents‟ results needs to be carefully 
managed especially during the process of entering the data into 
the data analysis software. It is to prevent the unmatching and 
wrong results. Other than that, the limitation of this study is the 
result was only referred to the emotion words in the text 
without specific emotion weight value being determined. 
Given the importance of the weight score for each word in 
opinion mining, the mechanism to determine the weight score 
is also essential, thus, an extended study can be done to 
identify and analyse the method that can be implemented to 
measure the weight of the emotion word that is related to 
national security. Furthermore, a detailed analysis including a 
thorough assessment and evaluation of emotion is required for 
expanding the research outcomes. The results also can be 
utilised to establish national security dictionary that can be 
utilised for opinion mining. 

For future work, we are planning to investigate and observe 
people emotions in the text that are being published on other 
digital platforms such as social media by using the Kansei 
approach. The research will help to understand more areas on 
national security elements in cyberspace with any type of 
digital platform. Also, potential future research will be the 
adoption of automation of Kansei approach using machine 
learning technique for the development of dictionary for 
national security domain to be used in opinion mining. 
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Abstract—Parallel to the advancement of practical use cases 

in computers, the trend toward collaborative ontology 

engineering is accelerating. Both domain experts and ontologists 

must collaborate in collaborative ontology engineering processes. 

However, the bulk of domain experts are not computer experts 

(i.e. lawyers, medical doctors, bankers, etc.). Question and 

Answer on Linked Data (QALD) is a suggested method for non-

computer domain experts to engage with the ontology increments 

as they evolve. Existing QALD methods and systems, on the other 

hand, have a number of drawbacks, including significant setup 

requirements, domain dependence, and user discomfort. As a 

result, a new QALD algorithm and QALD system designed with 

the usage of First Order Logic (FOL) are presented in order to 

address the shortcomings of current QALD mechanisms. The 

suggested FOL based, QALD mechanism was tested 

quantitatively and qualitatively over three distinct ontology 

increments. This experiment had an overall acceptance rate of 79 

percent from all stakeholders. 

Keywords—First order logic; linked data; ontologist; iterative 

framework 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ontology increment verification using QALD is critical for 
evaluating the correctness and relevance of a given ontology 
increment. Existing QALD methods, on the other hand, have a 
number of flaws that will be discussed in this article. 

Both domain experts and ontologists must work in unison 
and with mutual understanding during collaborative ontology 
engineering [1]. Specialists in certain domains will help 
ontologists by sharing their specific domain expertise (i.e. 
COVID-19, Criminal Law, Aquaculture, etc.) [23]. On the 
other side, ontologists will conceive and build ontologies 
using the information collected from domain experts [24]. 
Thus, the information contained in the resultant ontology will 
become both human and machine readable [2], thereby 
allowing for an unbounded wide variety of application 
options. 

However, the process of developing an ontology is 
iterative and incremental [3]. At the conclusion of each cycle, 
the ontologists will generate an ontology increment. Domain 
experts must then evaluate the ontology increment generated 
by the ontologists. When information is transferred from 
domain experts to ontologists, there is a possibility of 

misinterpretations and ambiguities that result in cognitive 
glitches. As a result, it is possible that the ontologists do not 
always replicate the precise cognitive interpretations conveyed 
by domain experts. Because neither ontologists nor domain 
experts are ontologists. Consequetly, there are many ways for 
knowledge errors to result in an incorrect schematic 
conceptualization at the ontology level. This might be 
hazardous if such ontologies were to be published directly into 
the production environment and produced illogical outcomes 
[4, 25]. QALD is a favored method for bridging this 
knowledge gap between domain experts and ontologists. 
Effectively built QALD systems may significantly aid domain 
experts in their ontology augmentation evaluation process. As 
a result, domain experts and ontologists may collaborate to 
debate and implement necessary improvements to the 
ontology increment under review [5-7]. 

However, current QALD systems have a slew of problems 
and restrictions that limit their potential. The bulk of them 
have a complicated technical curve that excludes non-
computer domain experts such as bankers, attorneys, medical 
practitioners, and marketers from eligibility. it is not possible 
[8-10]. Therefore, this study introduces a new domain 
specialist-friendly, domain- and schema-independent, 
configuration-free algorithm to aid the QALD process in a 
more effective manner. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

SPARQL or SQWRL querying capabilities are a high-
level capabilities that cannot be acquired overnight. Even if 
that barrier is resolved, an individual cannot construct a valid 
SPARQL or SQWRL query without first understanding the 
schematic structure of the corresponding ontology increment. 
To understand the schematic structure of an ontology 
increment, one must be familiar with the semantic web's 
fundamental notions, such as triple concepts, data and object 
properties, and individuals. All of them are extra and 
unnecessary costs for domain experts, which may demotivate 
their participation [8-10]. However, in collaborative ontology 
engineering, the domain experts' participation in evaluating 
ontology increments is critical [2]. The following Table I 
summarizes an evaluation of various recently implemented 
QALD systems and their shortcomings. 
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TABLE I. EXISTING QALD SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

QALD Tool Deficiency 

Neural Machine 

Translation [6] 

-Training for the deep learning technique takes 

about 20 days. 

-Assemble and organize the domain-specified 

dataset. This is a vast overhead. 

-The accuracy of the SPARQL queries produced by 

the deep learning model is insufficient. Results that 

are ambiguous. 

-Because the dataset is required, the tool's whole 

operation is domain-dependent, since domain-

independent datasets are not feasible. 

Schema-Agnostic 

QALD [5] 

-Using similarity assessment logic, SPARQL 

queries are generated based on the contents of the 

natural language query. 

-Accuracy is very low. Results that produces tempt 

to be very ambiguous. 

Question and 

Answering on Linked 

Data (QALD) [11] 

- The QALD tool is statically associated with a 

single ontology. It is incompatible to work with all 

other ontologies. 

-Extremely domain-specific. But the requirement is 

for domain independency  

Regular Language to 

SPARQL questions 

[12] 

-Based on the tool's domain-specific rule sets.  

-Generates numerous SPARQL queries, even for a 

single purpose. 

-Extensive operational overhead and extremely low 

precision. 

ORAKEL [13] 

-Protracted period of domain-specific setup 

utilizing the FrameMapper program. 

-Intense human interaction throughout the setup 

process. 

In addition to that, an assessment of some of the latest 
existing QALD algorithms was conducted as depicted in 
Table II. 

TABLE II. EXISTING QALD ALGORITHM ANALYSIS ACCORDING 

QALD Algorithm Deficiency  

SPE Algorithm [14] 

-An extensive domain-specific configuration effort 

needs the intense involvement of domain experts. 

-It is necessary to create predefined question and 

response pairings. 

Conversational 

Question and 

Answering (CQA) 

with BERT [15] 

This is accomplished via the use of a sophisticated 

machine learning model that has been trained on 104 

languages. The BERT architecture is not suitable for 

querying linked data using SPARQL or SQWRL. 

Visual Genome and 

Visual Question 

Answering [16] 

-This is based on the visual genome dataset and a 

deep neural network trained on it. As a result, it is 

statically bound to a domain. 

QA Optimization 

pipeline Algorithm 

[17] 

-Frankenstein Framework is the basis for this 

algorithm. It is intended for the purpose of 

determining the optimum QA pipeline from 360 

configurations and is not tailored to QALD needs. 

Template-Based 

Question and 

Answering [18] 

-Defining templates is a time-consuming manual 

process that needs significant human participation. 

-Additionally, each specified template is domain-

specific. 

As shown in Tables I and II, the current QALD methods 
have a number of drawbacks. The primary weakness of 
current QALD methods is as follows: 

1) Domain-dependence. 

2) Schema dependence. 

3) Extensive effort required for manual configuration. 

4) Inconvenience to the user. 

The purpose of this study is to develop a more user-
friendly, domain- and schema-independent QALD method 
that does not need knowledge of SPARQL or SQWRL to 
verify ontology increments. Additionally, this is free of 
lengthy manual setup procedures. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The research methodology used in this study is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

After numerous brainstorming sessions with ontologists 
and domain experts, the nature of the issue and the importance 
of resolving it were justified. Following that, a systematic 
evaluation of the most recent available tools and algorithms 
was performed to identify unsolved gaps. Thus, the objective 
of "need for a more user-friendly QALD method for verifying 
ontology increments" was created.  Finally, the brainstorming 
findings resulted in the introduction of the following 
algorithm. As shown in Fig. 2, the suggested method is 
divided into four distinct stages. 

The algorithm's first phase is responsible for extracting 
information from the associated ontology increment file. The 
corresponding ontology increment files may be in OWL (Web 
Ontology Language) or RDF (Resource Description 
Framework)format. To begin, this method requires a file 
containing the ontology increments. Phase I will extract and 
store the knowledge in a relational database. Below is a 
representation of the pseudocode for phase-I execution. 

 

Fig. 1. Research Process. 
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Fig. 2. Phases of the Algorithm. 

Phase-I - [Knowledge Extraction] 

Start 

Upload relevant RDF / OWL file of the ontology increment to be 

verified. 

Conduct format verification as either RDF or OWL. 

According to the verified format, trigger the relevant RDF / OWL 

extraction logics. 

While [ Until EOF ] 

 Extracts class info from the ontology increment file. 

  [i.e.  Inheritance class info / Disjoint class 

info…] 

 Extract property associated info from the ontology 

increment file 

  [i.e. Data / Object properties] 

 IF [INDIVIDUALS Exists] 

  Extract INDIVIDUAL specific object and data 

properties 

 End IF 

 Store extracted info in the relevant relations of the database 

Schema without violating mapping sequences. 

End While  

End 

The portion of the code snippet associated with the 
practical implementation of the pseudocode phase -I is 
depicted in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Implementation of the Phase-I of the Pseudocode. 

Phase II is in charge of creating the FOL (First Order 
Logic) version of the ontology increment by accessing the 
database's relevant knowledge embeddings. This will be 
completely automated, with no human intervention required. 
The pseudocode below illustrates the execution of Phase II. 

Phase-II - [Auto-generation of the First Order Logic 

Knowledge base] 
Start 

ArrayList<String>  folStoreArr=new ArrayList<> () // To store FOL 

elements 

Connection con=DriverManager.getConnection(ConnectionString) // 

DB connection 

Statement stmt=con.createStatement() 

ResultSet rs=stmt.executeQuery(“select count(*) from table”) // 

Deriving the count of tuples from the relation  

 

While(rs.next()) 

 Extract semantic element from the DB table. 

 Determine the type of the semantic element 

  [Either data/object property, class relationship 

etc..] 

 

* / Organization of semantic elements to be presented in the First 

Order Logic (FOL) format /* 

 

 Initialize identification flags accordingly for conditional 

formatting of the values retrieved from the table. 

 Check the semantic type of the extracted element and re-

write it in the appropriate standardized FOL format.   

 folStoreArr.  Add  //Append all semantic elements re-

formatted into its FOL version, one by one 

End While 

 FileWriter fw=new FileWriter(“prologue.pl”) 

 BufferedWriter bufferedWriter = new BufferedWriter(fw); 

 bufferedWriter.write(Iterate through the contents stored in 

folStoreArr); 

End 
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The portion of the code snippet associated with the 
practical implementation of the pseudocode phase II is 
depicted in Fig. 4. Similarly, the autogenerated first-order 
logic (FOL) version of the inspecting ontology increment is 
depicted in Fig. 5. This FOL version of the inspecting 
ontology increment is completely autogenerated as an 
outcome of phase II of the algorithm. 

Phase II transforms the RDF/OWL file's semantic 
components to a standardized FOL format series. For instance, 
among the specified standard format series are the following: 

1) Classes are converted as:= “Class(Class Name)”. 

2) Inheritance relationships are converted as:=” 

Inheritance(Child Class, Parent Class)”. 

3) Disjoint relationships as :=” Disjoint(Class-1, Class-2)” 

4) Individuals as:= ”Individual(Class Name, Object 

Name)” 

5) Data Properties as:=”dProp(Individual, 

d_prop_1_name, d_prop_1_value, Domain). 

6) Object Properties as:=”oProp(Individual-

1,obj_prop_name, Individual-2, Domain, Range). 

 

Fig. 4. Implementation of Phase II of the Pseudocode. 

 

Fig. 5. Auto-Generated FOL Version of the Ontology Increment. 

The relevant values retrieved and stored in the RDBMS, 
which was accomplished in phase I, will be replaced with the 
associated parameter values accessible in the gerenated 
standardized FOL rules displayed earlier. These standardized 
FOL rules along with the replaced parameter values will be 
utilized for the  autogeneration of the  FOL file as shown in 
Fig. 5. Therefore, the phase II of the algorithm converts the 
entire contents of the ontology increment into it`s respective 
FOL format. The algorithm's third phase is responsible for 
locating the FOL components that correspond to the plain 
language queries. Here, domain experts may immediately ask 
the necessary queries in English, obviating the requirement for 
SPARQL or SQWRL literacy entirely. The following 
pseudocode illustrates the execution of Phase III. 

Phase-III - [Natural Language Query Mapping] 
Start 

Accept natural language (i.e.  English) user query. 

Activate Part of Speech Tagging (POS) for the user query 

classification. 

Derive POS sequences for the user query. 

Locate positioning of various lexicons and special terms and 

update flag variables accordingly to classify the user query. 

Remove all prepositions, modal verbs, pronouns. Nouns and 

Verbs will only be remaining. 

 

Locate the nouns and verbs of concern by executing a 

verification prologue query on the generated prologue 

knowledge base (i.e. Fig. 5) 

 

Eliminate all unnecessary nouns and verbs after the prologue 

verification. 

 

IF [Verified nouns / verbs .  Has Both Domain && Range] 

 Segment those as object properties. 

End If 

Else If  [Verified nouns/verbs.  Has Only a Domain && No 

Range] 

 Segment those as data properties 

End If 

 

Derive the structure of the user query by analyzing the POS 

pattern sequences of the flag variables updated. 

Map the POS pattern sequence of the flag updation with 

respective prologue query generation rules. 

 

Generate appropriate chained prologue query 

Locate the missing elements. 

 

Execute it on the FOL knowledge base. 

End. 

The code snippet below (i.e. Fig. 6) illustrates the 
categorization and updating of flag variables depending on the 
Part Of Speech (POS) of the user inquiry. This technique can 
be used to extract particular requests for data or object 
attributes from a natural language-based user inquiry. The 
following figure (i.e. Fig. 7) illustrates the updating of POS 
sequence-specific flag variables and the creation of chained 
prologue queries. The chained prologue query structures are 
parameterized in this section. An appropriate parameterized 
chained prologue query will be initiated based on the POS 
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sequences in the natural language user inquiry. At the 
moment, specified parameterized prologue query structures 
mapped to the user query's POS sequences are capable of 
extracting nearly all object and data property queries. 

 

Fig. 6. User Query Classification and Property Extraction. 

 

Fig. 7. Part of Speech Tag Pattern Specific Parameterized Chained Prologue 

Queries. 

Phase IV is in charge of processing the output in natural 
language (i.e. English) and ensuring that it is readily 
understandable by domain experts. The pseudocode below 
illustrates the execution of Phase IV. 

Phase-IV - [Results Processing] 
Start 

    Use StringBuilder to append all returned results with “\n” as the 

delimiter. 

    Split the appended output by the delimiter “\n” 
    Return the result in Natural Language (i.e.  English) 

End 

 

Fig. 8. Natural Language Interrogation on Ontology Increment. 

The QALD interface designed is shown in Fig. 8 above. 
The user just has to enter the desired question in English and 
click the query button. Then, as visible, the relevant findings 
will be presented in natural language. 

Let us attempt to understand the execution of this 
algorithm using a simple real-world scenario. Assume you 
have been given a university ontology increment that includes 
information of professors who teach various courses. Thus, the 
domain expert may simply ask the query in plain language 
(i.e. English) to verify that correct mappings are included to 
the ontology increment. 

For instance, who teaches Financial Accounting? 

After completing the first levels of processing, the 
aforementioned English question will be converted into its 
new structure as teach [ VERB ] "Financial Accounting" [ 
NOUN ]. Thus, a simple Prologue verification query on the 
phase II-generated 'Prologue. pl' file will validate "teach" as an 
object property and "Financial Accounting" as a data property. 
Because "teach" is a property of an object, it will have both a 
domain and a range. However, "Financial Accounting" will 
have a domain-exclusive scope. Due to the axiomatic 
difference between object and data, properties can readily be 
distinguished with a simple IF condition. Thus, extracted 
knowldge elements may be represented as follows using the 
specified standard FOL representation rules: 

dProp(Individual, d_prop_1_name, “Financial 

Accounting”, Domain). 

Likewise, teach can be represented as:- 

oProp(Individual-1,” teach”, Individual-2, Domain, 

Range) 

As per the question asked our concern is to find a 
person.  Therefore, we can negate the unnecessary fields of the 
prologue query as mentioned below. 
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dProp(Individual,_, “Financial Accounting”, _). 

oProp(Individual-1,” teach”, Individual-2, _, _) 

Henceforth, a chained prologue query can be formulated 
as: 

dProp(X,_," Financial Accounting 

",_),oProp(Y,"teach",X,_,_),dProp(Y,B,Z,_). 

Once the above-chained prologue query is executed in the 
fact base following conclusions can be derived. 

dProp(X,_," Financial Accounting ",_) →  X (Individual) => 

”Subject-1”   

After, assign the result to the second prologue query. 

oProp(Y,"teach",Subject-1,_,_) → Y(Individual)=>”Lect-1” 

Henceforth, assign the result to the third prologue query. 

dProp(“Lect-1”,B,Z,_). 

Hence, B represents the data property names and the Z 
represents the data property values. 

The algorithm's fourth step allows for the formatting and 
representation of returning results as cleaned string outputs, 
resulting in the names of individuals who teach Financial 
Accounting. 

According to Lampa's comprehensive experiment report 
[19], prologue searches are straightforward and close to 10 
times quicker than SPARQL or SQWRL queries. The primary 
reason for this is because the Prologue reasoning engine uses a 
backtracking search technique to explore the fact base in 
search of necessary axioms. SPARQL requires the generation 
of a parse tree after finding the ontology's schema, which is a 
highly complicated and resource-intensive operation [20]. As 
a result, our SPARQL-free natural language interrogation 
technique represents a major addition. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The algorithm described above was exposed in three 
distinct ontology increments, one for COVID-19, one for 
aquaculture, and one for criminal law. This experiment 
included a total of fifteen stakeholders. Nine were domain 
experts, while the remaining six were professional ontologists. 
The appendix of this article contains snapshots of the three 
ontology increments used in this experiment. We did not go 
into detail on such ontology increments since they are outside 
the scope of this article. 

The evaluation workflow for the suggested new algorithm 
is depicted in Fig. 9. This suggested evaluation workflow took 
into account both quantitative and qualitative perspectives. 

Prior to it, the operationalization phase was accomplished. 
We prepared a list of open-ended questions regarding the 
study's goals. Operationalization entails matching 
questionnaire items to the research objective [21]. This 

guarantees that the questionnaire's questions elicit highly 
relevant and consistent answers. The following is a collection 
of open-ended questions that correspond to the assessment's 
study aim: 

1) Have you been informed of the NLI processes that are 

currently in place? 

2) In comparison to them, what are the favorable 

characteristics of this mechanism that you identified? 

3) Do you believe it will ease the ontology increment 

verification function? 

4) Could you expand on how this would ease the 

inspectors' work? 

5) What flaws did you discover in the suggested 

verbalization mechanism? 
Both ontologists and domain specialists were shown a 

specially created synoptic video clip about the research as part 
of the pre-warm-up setup. This phase acts as a retrospective, 
summarizing the major findings of the research performed by 
the evaluation's stakeholders. This was done prior to the 
formal commencement of the assessment process in order to 
clear up any remaining questions about the procedure. 

A face-to-face interview series with nine domain experts in 
criminal law, COVID-19, and aquaculture was done during 
the controlled interview session. The five questions outlined 
above served as the basic foundation for the nine domain 
experts' interviews. All controlled interview sessions were 
videotaped to aid in subsequent analysis. All participants gave 
their previous permission and consent to the recording, which 
was utilized only for research purposes and not for personal 
benefit. 

 

Fig. 9. Evaluation Workflow. 
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During the thematic extraction process, all recorded 
interviews were transcribed into textual format. Following 
that, the research team iteratively analyzed the transcribed 
texts for numerous turns. The data gathered over the course of 
the repetitive study were categorized into a few broad themes. 
At the outset of the research, new themes developed rapidly; 
however, as the study progressed to the ninth transcription, the 
development of new topics slowed significantly, while the 
same motifs reappeared repeatedly. This characteristic was 
identified as approaching saturation. 

The extraction of themes facilitated the identification of 
the most intriguing aspects of the research. It was difficult to 
elicit all important views simply via quantitative procedures. 
As a consequence of the qualitative phase, which was 
conducted through controlled interview sessions, important 
user insights were identified. 

Following that, we created a series of closed-ended 
questions to extract more information on the highlighted 
themes. This enables us to focus our attention on particular 
subjects while simultaneously emphasizing their numerical 
importance. Fig. 10 illustrates the process of extracting 
quantitative stakeholder views using a customized rating grid. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Very 

Poor 

Fairly OK – Major 

Revisions 

Good & Acceptable – 

Minor Revisions 
Exceptional 

Fig. 10. Close-Ended Response Grid. 

The four questions below were given in a closed-ended 
manner, with respondents invited to evaluate their level of 
agreement with the quantitative inspection criteria. 

1) SPARQL / SQWRL is not required, and interrogations 

may be initiated using plain language (i.e. English). 

2) Addresses needs for on-demand, ad-hoc knowledge 

verifications. 

3) Operations are domain and schema-independent and 

configuration-free. 

4) The retured findings were accurate. 

5) How would you evaluate the tool support's NLI 

assistance? 

The mean answer scores received from nine domain 
experts from three distinct domains and the ontologists 
participating in this research are summarized in Table III. 

The following Table IV summarizes the qualitative 
interpretations elicited during the controlled interview session. 

TABLE III. AVERAGED RESPONSE SCORES FROM DOMAIN SPECIALISTS 

Natural 

Language 

Interrogation  

[ NLI ] 

Law 80% 

COVID-19 76% 

Aquaculture 83% 

Averaged 79% 

TABLE IV. QUALITATIVE RESPONSE SYNTHESIS 

Natural 

Language 

Interrogation  

[ NLI ] 

-Completely automated, configuration-free operation that is 

domain and schema agnostic. 

-Assists with ad-hoc, on-demand consolidation analysis 

during ongoing discussions 

-Eradicates technological obstacles associated with 

SPARQL or SQWRL 

-Comprehensible user inquiries expressed in natural 

language by domain specialists (i.e., English) 

-Perfect for arbitrary knowledge verification in real-time. 

- Returned findings are readily understandable and precise 

The iterative framework was utilized as the last stage of 
the assessment process to keep the emphasis on the research 
objective. Iterative framework [22] is well-established 
method for evaluating the effectiveness of rationally 
accomplishing research objectives. Three different but 
connected questions control the iterative framework's 
functioning. Each part must provide reflective proof. Table V 
summarizes the discussion of iterative framework 
measurements. 

TABLE V. ITERATIVE FRAMEWORK ASSESSMENT 

Steps in 

Iterative 

Framework 

Reflective Evidence 

01    

What are the 

data telling me? 

Quantitative Metrics: As shown in Table III above, 

various domain-specific qualitative opinion ratings were 

utilized to verify the efficacy and operational effectiveness 

of the developed QALD algorithm. It had yielded 

favorable outcomes. 

 

Qualitative Evaluation: The QALD algorithm was 

experimentally assessed with the involvement of 

stakeholders who participated to the development of the 

ontology increments. Precision, usability, and "technical 

help offered" were all cited as critical characteristics of the 

returned findings. Additionally, as indicated in Table IV 

above, the themes of stakeholders' reflective views were 

documented. 

The entire research yielded acceptable findings in both the 

quantitative and qualitative experimental stages. 

02   

What do I want 

to know? 

Need for a domain specialist friendlier QALD mechanism 

for the ontology increment`s arbitrary  verification 

03  

Is there a 

dialectical 

relationship 

between step 01 

& 02? 

The QALD method was exposed to multiple ontology 

increments in three different domains throughout the 

quantitative assessment phase. Quantitative matrices were 

utilized to evaluate the overall efficacy of the QALD 

algorithm in each of these tests, and it was apparent that 

the overall operation was a success. 

Throughout the qualitative assessment process, the views 

of stakeholders were analyzed thematically, and the 

distilled findings are summarized in Table IV. 

The quantitative and qualitative assessment stages were 

both completed successfully. 

 

As a consequence of the iterative framework's reasoning, 

it is feasible to infer that the connection between stages 01 

and 02 is positive and acceptable, indicating the 

effectiveness of the newly suggested QALD algorithm. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

QALD mechanisms will be very helpful throughout the 
collaborative ontology engineering process for doing ad-hoc 
verifications of the knowledge embeddings contained in the 
ontology increments. As previously mentioned, mutual 
understanding between domain experts and ontologists is 
critical for the successful development of applied ontologies. 
Domain experts, on the other hand, such as medical 
physicians, attorneys, bankers, and marketers, are not 
computer specialists fluent in SPARQL, SQWRL, or Semantic 
principles. Thus, establishing English-language-based QALD 
mechanisms will be critical for domain experts to 
communicate successfully with ontologists and accomplish 
their assigned tasks. 

As previously stated, current QALD methods have a 
number of flaws, as shown in Tables I and II above. As a 
result, this study proposes a new algorithm that addresses 
those problems by enabling domain- and schema-independent, 
configuration-free QALD intervention. The proposed method 
was evaluated in three distinct domains and produced 
successful results with an overall of 79% acceptance from the 
involved stakeholders, as shown in Tables III, IV, and V. 
Therefore, it may be characterized as a new and important 
addition to the field of semantic technologies. In the future, it 
is planned to test the algorithm's effectiveness across a variety 
of other areas and to incorporate the chatbot capability to 
further enhance human-computer interaction views. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Fig. 11. Ontology Increment for Aquaculture Domain. 
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Fig. 12. Ontology Increment for Criminal Law. 

 

Fig. 13. Ontology Increment for COVID-19. 
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Abstract—Facial expression detection has long been regarded 

as both verbal and nonverbal communication. The muscular 

expression on a person's face reflects their physical and mental 

state. Using computer programming to integrate all face curves 

into a categorization class is significantly more important than 

doing so manually. Convolutional Neural Networks, an Artificial 

Intelligence approach, was recently developed to improve the 

task with more acceptance. Due to overfit during the learning 

step, the model performance may be lowered and regarded 

underperforming. There is a method dropout uses to reduce 

testing error. The influence of dropout is applied at convolutional 

layers and dense layers to classify face emotions into a distinct 

category of Happy, Angry, Sad, Surprise, Neutral, Disgust, and 

Fear and is represented as an improved convolutional neural 

network model. The experimental setup used the datasets namely 

JAFEE, CK48, FER2013, RVDSR, CREMAD and a self-

prepared dataset of 36,153 facial images for observing train and 

test accuracy in presence and absence of dropout. Test accuracies 

of 92.33, 96.50, 97.78, 99.44, and 98.68 are obtained on Fer2013, 

RVDSR, CREMA-D, CK48, and JAFFE datasets are obtained in 

presence of dropout. The used features are countably large in the 

computation as a result the higher computation support of 

NVDIA with the capacity of GPU 16GB, CPU 13GB and memory 

73.1 GB are used for the experimental purposes. 

Keywords—Convolutional neural network (CNN); facial 

emotion recognition (FER); dropout; FER 2013; CREMAD; 

RVDSR; CK48; JAFFE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The face expressions connect to emotions; they are 
essential identifiers for human sentiments. Most of the time, a 
person's facial expression is a nonverbal means of expressing 
emotion, and it may be used as tangible proof of human state. 
Human–computer interaction, psychiatric observations, 
intoxicated driver recognition, and lie detection are all viable 
uses facial emotion recognition. 

The convolutional layers which act as a backbone for 
classification with artificial intelligence in several applications 
few of them are cancer detection [1], Brain Tumor 
Segmentation, Object detection [2], and crowd counting [3]. 
The CNN takes input facial image data, modify it using 
kernels, and then transmit the outputs to the next convolution 
layer. The final CNN layer's output is flattened and sent into 
the Feed Forward Neural Network for categorization into an 
emotion class.  The learning stage entails training the model, 

while the evaluation stage entails putting it to the test and 
determining the acceptance percentage. Due to the impact of 
overfitting, it is more likely that the training phase is more 
fitted implies reduction of the test accuracy. By avoiding 
overfitting [4], the under described model expresses a research 
direction of reaching higher accuracy of facial emotion 
recognition. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2, Related Studies and Motivations; Section 3, 
Research Method; Section 4, Result and discussion; and 
Section 4, Conclusion. 

II. RELATED STUDIES AND MOTIVATIONS 

Image is a set of pixels represented by the function        
such that the scalar quantity of an image's            
      and                  is equivalent to the amount 
of energy emitted from the location where the image was 
captured. Assume that         denotes a continuous variable 
picture that is transformed to a digital image in the form of 
       with   {            } and   {           
 } Here M, N are the length and breadth of the digital image 
[5]. 

       (
               

   
                   

) 

CNN is a Deep Learning method that can take an image as 
input, assign importance of learnable weights and biases to 
distinct aspects in the image, and distinguish one from the 
other. When compared to other classification methods, the 
amount of pre-processing required by a CNN is significantly 
less. While basic techniques need hand crafted of filters, CNN 
can learn these filters or characteristics with enough training 
[6] and successfully capture the Spatial and Temporal 
dependencies in a picture. Due to the reduced number of 
parameters involved and the reusability of weights, the 
architecture performs superior trained to better recognition of 
the image. The goal of the CNN is to compress the images into 
a structure that is easier to process while preserving important 
elements for a successful prediction. By retaining picture 
features, the CNN's flow from layer to layer minimises the 
dimension. Different kernels and pooling layers of CNN can 
accomplish this task. The residue left over after a few 
repetitions of the previous stages is fed into the dense layer for 
categorization according to the need and model specification. 
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Current techniques largely focus on face study while 
keeping the surrounding intact, resulting in a variety of 
redundant and erroneous features that hamper CNN training. 
Happy, Angry, Sad, Surprise, Neutral, Disgust, and Fear are 
the seven basic face emotion classes that the model learns 
during learning stage. Recently [7] [8], researchers have 
achieved remarkable progress in facial expression 
identification with higher number of classes [9], leading to 
advancements in neurology and applied mathematics, etc that 
are boosting research in the field of facial expression further. 
Moreover, advances in computer vision and machine learning 
have made emotion recognition more accurate tools of 
classification. 

Dropout changed the idea of learning all the weights in the 
network in each training cycle to learning a proportion of the 
weights in the network. This problem is solved by addressing 
overfitting [10] in networks with many neurons, which are then 
associated with weights. Regularization was an important study 
topic prior to Dropout. Regularization approaches in neural 
networks, such as L1 and L2 weight penalties, are introduced. 
These regularizations, however, did not entirely alleviate the 
overfitting problem [11]. 

Co-adaptation is a key challenge when learning networks 
with high neurons. If all the weights are learnt at the same time 
in such a network, it is likely that certain connections will be 
more predictive than others, As the network is trained 
repeatedly in this case, the stronger connections are learned 
more, while the weaker ones are ignored. The traditional 
regularization, such as the L1 and L2, could not avoid this. The 
reason for this is that they also regularize depending on the 
connections' prediction abilities. As a result, they approach 
determinism in selecting and rejecting weights. As a result, the 
strong become stronger and the weak become weaker. 

The researchers Nitish Srivastava et al. [10] extensively 
studied the impact of dropout and concluded that increasing the 
size of the neural network would not help. As a result, neural 
networks' size and accuracy have been limited. Dropout is a co-
adaption strategy that can help to avoid these problems. 

As seen below, there are numerous examples of major 
contributions in this field in the literature. 

With the CK48 [12] and FER2013 [13] datasets, 
Mollahossei [14] proposed CNN for FER [13] obtained 93.2% 
and 61.1% accuracy, respectively. Using the CK48 dataset, 
[15] investigated the impact of data pre-processing prior to 

training the network on emotion categorization and found that 
it improved accuracy by 96.76%. Using the CK48 [12] dataset, 
[16] used the notion of action units and achieved 97.01% 
accuracy. [17] suggested a unique architecture based on Sparse 
Batch normalization, estimating the model's accuracy at 
95.24% for JAFEE [18] and 96.87% for the CK48[12] dataset. 
Using the FER2013[13] database, Agrawal et Mittal [19] 
investigated the influence of adjusting CNN parameters on 
classification results and found a 65.23% average accuracy 
without dropout and 65.77% with dropout. The author in [20] 
used the datasets JAFEE [18] and CK48 [12] to train the 
model, achieving 95.23 % and 93.24 % accuracy, respectively. 

Similar tests with datasets CREMAD [21] & RVDSR [22] 
were done by researchers [23] with accuracy notes of 65%, 
58.33%, [24] 52.52%, 47.11 %, [25] 74.0 %, 67.5 % and [26] 
62.84% only for CREMAD [21] dataset. 

III. RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Proposed CNN Model 

The convolutional neural network proposed in this section 
is an optimal framework that contains layers namely an input, 
an interleaved Z grouped convolutional, a batch normalization, 
a polling, a fully connected, a dropout, a flatten and a dense 
that forward to an output layer at the end. The fully connected 
layer is resulted after slicing the convolutional, batch 
normalization and max pooling layers that are connected 
through a cross-layer connection as shown in the Fig. 1. 

The input image to the proposed framework is a three-
dimensional array with dimensions       where  ,   are 
spatial dimensions and   is the channel whose value is 1 as 
gray scale images are considered as input,   It is used to 
perform the convolution operation and     plays the role of 
activation function. The output of the convolutional layer is 
represented as follows. 

      
           

     (     
 ) 

    (∑         
 

       
  )                      (1) 

Where as     
   represents the weight matrix between the 

feature space of          hidden layer that belongs to   and 
feature space of        hidden layer which belongs to  . 

         
  is     feature plane of         ,       

  represents 

    feature space of the hidden layer        and         
  

represents the     feature space of hidden layer     . 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed CNN Architecture. 
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The output of the convolution layer obtained from Equation 
1 is given to the Batch normalization layer where the batch of 

inputs is represented as     {            
 } and the mean of the 

batch is given as. 

 [    
 ]   

 

 
 ∑     

   
                (2) 

And the variance of the batch is 

   [    
 ]   

 

 
 ∑      

   [    
 ]   

              (3) 

    
  

  
    

   *    
 +

√   [    
 ]  

             (4) 

Where     
  

 represents the normalized values 

After calculating mean, variance, and normalized values. 
The output of the batch normalization layer is given as 

        
          

         
                     (5) 

        
  represents     feature space of        hidden 

layer,          
  represents the batch normalization of layers 

   feature space of sample   

The output of the Batch normalization layer is fed as an 
input to the max polling layer in which fixed step sized feature 
space is used. The output of the polling layer is calculated by 
the following equation. 

      
             {        

 }                   (6) 

In the proposed model a convolutional layer, a Batch 
normalization layer, and a Max Polling layer forms one fully 
connected layer. And the output of the fully connected layer is 
given to dropout layer where some of the neurons will be 

removed before going to the next fully connected layer.       
  

is the output of a fully connected layer and will be given as 
input to the dropout layer. The output of the dropout layer is 
calculated as given below. 

      
     (( [    ]       [    ])       

 )    

                   (7) 

 [    ]  is the weights associated to layer     , 

    [    ] amount of dropout applied on layer     ,       
  

is the output of fully connected layer and    It is called 
Hadamard product. 

The above process is repeated for all the fully connected 
layers of the proposed convolutional neural network model and 
the fully connected form of the proposed model which is also 
called flattening is given as mentioned below. 

      
        

       
       

           
              (8) 

The binary string                             represents a 

crossover indicator which indicates the cross-layer connection. 
For example            says that all        
convolution, batch normalization, polling, dropout which forms 
a fully connected layer are connected to the final fully 
connected layer which is also called as flatten layer, the 
representation            says that only the first one is the 

fully connected layer and the remaining are normal 
convolutional layers and the representation            
says that there are no fully connected layers and all the layers 
in the network are just convolution layers. For the proposed 
model in this paper          that says that we have a fully 
connected layer followed by a convolutional layer which was 
followed by a fully connected layer again. After performing 
flattening operation resulted from Equation 8 is fed as an input 
the dense layer in which Relu activation function is used 
followed by dropout layer which was again followed by a 
dense layer where the output is obtained. SoftMax function is 
used in the final dense layer to classify the output. 

         
       (                   

  )            (9) 

         
  denotes the output of the first hidden layer, 

     represents the number of hidden neurons used in the 
dense layer,         says the Relu Activation function is used 

here for activating the neurons and       
  is nothing but the 

output of the flatten layer or final fully connected 
convolutional layer. 
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 )        (10) 

       
  is the output of the dropout layer after the dense 

layer,     is the activation function,  [    ]  and     [    ] 
are respective weights assigned and the amount of dropout 
applied. And, finally the output of the last dense layer where 
the classified output is obtained as given below. 
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  is the final output of the proposed convolutional 

neural network,      represents the total classes to classify, 
           is the SoftMax activation function. 

For the sample l, the optimization model that was propose 
uses the formulas given below to calculate the activation of all 
Convolutional, Batch Normalization, Max Polling, Fully 
connected, Dropout, Dense layers. 
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B. The effect of Drop Out on FER Classification 

Dropout is a process of dropping a %age of connection 
with probability (1-p). The Expectation with dropout       is 
represented as: 

      
 

 
   ∑       

    
             (12) 

where   is a dropout rate:   ~ Bernoulli(p). 

The Bernoulli(p) satisfy the properties listed below. 

If  is a random variable with Bernoulli distribution, then: 

                                (13) 

The probability mass function   on this distribution, over 

possible outcomes  , is. 

       {
                          
              

 

                        {   } 

                          {   }        (14) 

Lemma 1: Dropping network connections increases 
generalization over non-dropout. 

Let a weight    is associated in between two consecutive 

hidden layers of p and q with absolute Mean Square Error E for 
a neural network. The projection for respective connections is 
represented as  

       
   

    
                   (15) 

       is the parameter that control the Connection [27] 
with high projection improves the generalization of the Neural 
network. The generalization potential of the network with 
normalization is represented as 

   ∏                         (16) 

Where   is the normalized view of the       . 

After few of the connection dropped the generalization of the 

neural network measured as 

   ∏                                 (17) 

                                  (18) 

                   (19) 

As can be seen from the equation above, dropping 
connections can result in a high degree of generalization. 

Theorem 1: With every rise in hidden layer, the frequency 
of activation neuron falls. 

To simplicity, the number of hidden layers is an even and it 
is  . An adaptive probability density function [28] for any 
hidden layer                is defined as: 
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it is cleared from above two equations that min and max 
ranges in between 0 and 1 is          , Hence Proved. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

A. About Datasets 

For experimentation six different datasets are considered 
namely FER2013 [13], RVDSR [22], CREMAD [21], CK48 
[12], JAFFE [18] and own dataset each of which consists of 
gray scale images of dimensions 48 x 48. For own dataset 
images and videos are collected from different web resources, 
all the images are converted to gray scale and resized to 48x48, 
the videos are converted to frames and preprocessed manually 
by considering only those frames which are of good. FER 
2013[13] and own dataset consists of images belonging to 
seven different classes namely Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, 
Neutral, Sad and Surprise, whereas CREMAD [21] and 
RVDSR [23] datasets consist of images belonging to six 
different classes namely Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Neutral, 
and Sad. FER 2013[13] consists of 35557, RVDSR [22] 
consists of 61,673, CREMAD [21] Consists of 61,309 
CK48[12] and JAFFE [18] consists of 3540 and 3406, own 
dataset consists of 36,153 images, respectively. RVDSR [22] 
and CREMAD [21] datasets consist of videos of different 
expressions, all the videos are converted to frames. While 
converting the videos to frames, only the frame for every 
second is considered, after which the images are resized to 
48x48 and taken for experimentation. The details of the images 
in the dataset are given in Table I. 

TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASETS USED FOR EXPERIMENTATION 

No of Images 

Per Category 

Name of the Dataset 

Fer2013 CREMA-D RVDSR JAFFE CK48 

Happy 8989 9861 10887 448 621 

Sad 6077 8835 9814 496 336 

Angry 4953 10672 9612 486 540 

Disgust 547 9298 11223 464 531 

Fear 5121 11576 10112 512 336 

Surprise 4022 NA NA 472 996 

Neutral 6198 11067 8914 528 216 

Total Images 35887 61309 61673 3406 3540 
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B. About Experimentation Setup and Resources 

As the datasets consists of a huge number of images, 
implementation on the systems with general configuration will 
take more time. So, the support of Kaggle cloud platform was 
taken for performing the implementation that has the NVDIA 
GPU support of 16GB, CPU support of 13GB and memory 
support of 73.1GB, respectively. 

B. Experimentation 

The implementation is done on the four datasets mentioned 
above in which three cases were considered. In Case 1, a 
Convolutional Neural Network model where the dropout layer 
was included in between the fully connected layers and after 
the flattening layer was considered. After the flatten layer, the 
dropout layer was added in between two dense layers. The 
amount of dropout percentage applied in between the fully 
connected layers is 0.25, whereas in between the dense layers 
is 0.5. Along with dropout l2. Kernel regularizer and l2. Bias 
regularizer of 0.01 and 0.01 were added to the convolutional 
and dense layers. Each fully connected layer consists of a 
convolutional layer, batch normalization layer and a max 
polling layer. Three fully connected layers, three dropout 
layers, one flatten layer and two dense layers are used to 
construct the model. 

In Case 2, the same Convolutional Neural Network with 
slight modifications is used. In this case will have a dropout 
layer only between the denser layers and no dropout layers 
were used in between the fully connected layers. 0.5 is the 
dropout percentage applied in between the dense layers, l2. 
Kernel regularizer and l2. Bias regularizer are used in the same 
way as Case1. Whereas in Case 3 no Dropout layers were used, 
and the remaining considerations are the same as in Case 1 and 
Case 2. The total parameters used by the proposed 
convolutional network are 32,115,718 out of which 32,115,078 
are trainable parameters and 640 are non-trainable parameters. 
The detailed description of the results obtained for all the three 
cases on the respective datasets is given in the tables and 
figures given below. An observation from the results after 
experimentation is overall performance of the model has been 
increased after using dropouts in between fully connected 
layers as well as dense layers and the over fitting and under 
fitting problems normally a CNN Model has been outshined by 
using dropouts, l2 kernel and bias regularization techniques. 

Fig. 2(a) to 2(f), 3(a to 3(f), 4(a) to 4(f) and 5(a) to 5(f) 
shows the Model Accuracy on FER 2013, RVDSR, CREMAD 
and own datasets in all the three cases which were explained 
above. Fig. 2(a) and 2(b), Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), 
and Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) gives the Model Accuracy and loss in 
the case where dropout is used in between convolutional layers 
and in between dense layers, Fig. 2(c) and 2(d), Fig. 3(c) and 
3(d), Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) and Fig. 5(c) and 5(d) gives model 
accuracy and loss in the case where dropout is used only after 
flattening the layer, i.e., between dense layers whereas Fig. 2(e) 
and 2(f), Fig. 3(e) and 3(f), Fig. 4(e) and 4(f) and Fig. 5(e) and 
5(f) gives the model accuracy and loss of the case where 
dropout is not considered. It is observed that the case where 
dropouts are considered produced high accuracy and low loss 
when compared to other cases. The detailed description of 
Train and Test Accuracies, Train and Test Loss, Macro-

average of Precision, Recall and f1-score, Weighted-average of 
Precision, Recall and f1-score are given in Table II to Table V. 
All the Experiments are done with 50 Epochs. 

 
(a). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout on FER 2013 

Dataset. 

 
(b). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout on FER 2013 Dataset. 

 
(c). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten 

Layer on FER 2013 Dataset. 

 
(d). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten Layer 

on FER 2013 Dataset. 
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(e). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model without Dropout on FER 2013 

Dataset. 

 

Fig. 2. (f). Model Loss of the Proposed Model without Dropout on FER 

2013 Dataset. 

 
(a) Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout on RVDSR Dataset. 

 
(b). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout on RVDSR Dataset. 

 
Fig 3(c). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after 

Flatten Layer on RVDSR Dataset. 

 
(d). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten Layer 

on RVDSR Dataset. 

 
(e). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model without Dropout on RVDSR 

Dataset. 

 

Fig. 3. (f). Model Loss of the Proposed Model Without Dropout on RVDSR 

Dataset. 
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(a). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout on CREMA-D 

Dataset. 

 
(b) Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout on CREMA-D Dataset. 

 
(c). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten 

Layer on CREMA-D Dataset. 

 
(d). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten Layer 

on CREMA-D Dataset. 

 
(e). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model without Dropout on CREMA-D 

Dataset.

 

Fig. 4. (f). Model Loss of the Proposed Model without Dropout on CREMA-

D Dataset. 

 
(a). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout on Own Dataset. 

 
(b). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout on Own Dataset. 
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(c). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten 

Layer on Own Dataset. 

 
(d). Model Loss of the Proposed Model with Dropout only after Flatten Layer 

on Own Dataset. 

 
(e). Model Accuracy of the Proposed Model without Dropout on Own 

Dataset. 

 

Fig. 5. (f). Model Loss of the Proposed Model without Dropout on Own 

Dataset. 

Table VI gives the performance comparison of proposed 
CNN model over the existing work done and found that the 
proposed model obtained a better performance when the 
datasets Ck48, JAFFE, FER 2013, RVDSR, CREMAD and 
Own dataset are considered for evaluation. 

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE MENTIONED THREE 

CASES ON FER2013 DATASET 

Performance Measure Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Train Accuracy 99.32 99.38 99.74 

Test Accuracy 92.33 89.61 89.24 

Train Loss 0.0728 0.3908 0.2572 

Test Loss 0.3248 0.7305 0.6737 

Macro Avg of Precision 0.94 0.91 0.91 

Macro Avg of Recall 0.93 0.90 0.91 

Macro Avg of f1-Score 0.93 0.90 0.90 

Weighted Avg of Precision 0.93 0.90 0.90 

Weighted Avg of Recall 0.92 0.90 0.90 

Weighted Avg of f1-Score 0.92 0.89 0.89 

Time Taken Per Epoch 9 Sec 10 Sec 10 Sec 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE MENTIONED THREE 

CASES ON RVDSR DATASET 

Performance Measure Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Train Accuracy 95.58 95.08 95.39 

Test Accuracy 96.50 95.29 95.16 

Train Loss 0.23 0.39 0.43 

Test Loss 0.24 0.37 0.41 

Macro Avg of Precision 0.96 0.95 0.94 

Macro Avg of Recall 0.95 0.94 0.94 

Macro Avg of f1-Score 0.95 0.94 0.93 

Weighted Avg of Precision 0.95 0.94 0.93 

Weighted Avg of Recall 0.94 0.93 0.93 

Weighted Avg of f1-Score 0.94 0.93 0.92 

Time Taken Per Epoch 55 Sec 56 Sec 57 Sec 

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE MENTIONED THREE 

CASES ON CREMAD DATASET 

Performance Measure Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Train Accuracy 95.53 97.73 99.03 

Test Accuracy 97.78 95.81 96.09 

Train Loss 0.1978 0.4428 0.3676 

Test Loss 0.1508 0.4995 0.4418 

Macro Avg of Precision 0.97 0.96 0.96 

Macro Avg of Recall 0.97 0.96 0.96 

Macro Avg of f1-Score 0.97 0.96 0.96 

Weighted Avg of Precision 0.97 0.96 0.96 

Weighted Avg of Recall 0.97 0.96 0.96 

Weighted Avg of f1-Score 0.97 0.96 0.96 

Time Taken Per Epoch 123 Sec 125 Sec 126 Sec 
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TABLE V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE MENTIONED THREE 

CASES ON OWN DATASET 

Performance Measure Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Train Accuracy 90.52 86.86 89.91 

Test Accuracy 92.45 89.68 89.19 

Train Loss 0.6938 0.9604 0.4292 

Test Loss 0.7083 0.9764 0.5534 

Macro Avg of Precision 92 89 89 

Macro Avg of Recall 92 89 89 

Macro Avg of f1-Score 91 89 88 

Weighted Avg of Precision 92 89 88 

Weighted Avg of Recall 92 89 88 

Weighted Avg of f1-Score 91 88 87 

Time Taken Per Epoch 43 Sec 45 Sec 47 Sec 

TABLE VI. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED CNN MODEL 

WITH EXISTING WORK DONE 

Name of The Author 

Datasets 

Used 

Percentage 

of Test 

Accuracy 

Proposed 

Model Test 

Accuracy 

Mollahosseini et al. [14] CK48 93.2 

FER2013: 

92.33 

CK48:  

99.44 

JAFFE: 

98.68 

CREMAD: 

97.78 

RVDSR: 

96.50 

 

Mollahosseini et al. [14] FER 2013 61.1 

Lopes et al. [15] CK48 96.76 

Mohammadpour et al. 16] CK48 97.01 

Cai et al. [17] JAFFE 95.04 

Cai et al. [17] CK48 96.87 

Agarwal et al. [19] FER 2013 65% 

Deepak jain et al. [20] JAFFE 95.23 

Deepak jain et al. [20] CK48 93.24 

Rory Beard et al. [23] CREMAD 65 

Rory Beard et al. [23] RVDSR 58.33 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

It is demonstrated in the proposed method that the use of 
dropout handled overfitting, resulting in a 3.09 percent gain in 
test accuracy in the category of CNN Model that uses dropout 
in fully connected convolutional layers and a 0.37 percent gain 
in test accuracy in the other category of CNN Model that uses 
dropout in dense layers using FER2013 dataset. Also, it has 
been noticed that there is a significant improvement of test 
accuracy for other datasets namely JAFEE, CK48, RVDSR, 
CREMAD and a self-prepared. Some FER recent 
developments in the literature were compared to the proposed 
model and found to be greater due to the implementation of 
dropout, as shown in Table VI. 

The future scope of this paper will be to investigate the 
trade-off between overfitting and underfitting for FER by CNN 
models and developing mathematical models for managing a 
percentage of overfitting and or underfitting to achieve higher 
accuracy. 
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Abstract—Flexible online programmes and learning are 

gaining popularity as a means of educating students. It can also 

facilitate the delivery of knowledge to pupils, as well as 

facilitating the learning process. The purpose of this study was to 

investigate Online Learning Challenges following the Covid-19 

pandemic outbreak in Malaysia. This study employs the 

qualitative and Fuzzy Delphi Method in collecting the data. In 

the qualitative research phase, open-ended questions were 

distributed to 118 participants, while in the Fuzzy Delphi phase, 

expert questionnaires were distributed to 7 experts in the field of 

study. Qualitative data were analysed using Atlas-ti software, 

whereas Fuzzy Delphi data was analysed using Fudelo 1.0 

software. The qualitative study discovered that students confront 

seven significant challenges: internet coverage, mental fatigue, 

learning devices, environmental disturbance, pedagogical 

challenges, lack of motivation, and social interaction.Meanwhile, 

the fuzzy Delphi analysis of the expert consensus of the theme is 

at a reasonable level. The overall expert consensus agreement 

findings exceed 75%, the overall value of the threshold (d) is 0.2, 

and the -cut exceeds 0.5. The study provides important insights 

into online learning issues and the fields for further 

improvement. This study also discusses the avenue for future 

research by future researchers for more significant benefits and 

contributions to knowledge in general. 

Keywords—Online learning; COVID-19; outbreak; fuzzy delphi 

method; expert consensus 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The transition from the non-digital period to the digital era 
occurs at a frenetic pace in this century. Digital changes are not 
a new phenomenon; they have been a constant presence in 
universities for several years [1]. With current changes, the 
demand for technical components is increasing and pervading 
numerous sectors, most notably in the higher education sector. 
Whether we like it or not, adapting to online technology, the 

Internet, and new media is regarded as a critical prerequisite of 
this current era. The digital transformation of higher education 
institutions is an issue that must be dealt with by various 
stakeholders in education. It is incumbent to universities to 
equip potential professionals to address difficulties and propose 
solutions to apply ICT in every field of life [2]. Digital 
transformation can be perceived as a summary of all the digital 
processes needed for the transformation, equipping universities 
with the opportunity to implement digital technology optimally 
[1-3]. This process includes adequate strategic preparation, 
trust creation, process reflection, merging and strengthening all 
participating parties, mutual collaborative and organisational 
knowledge [3]. In light of this, researchers believe that 
technological mastery, readiness, preparedness, and expertise 
are all essential when dealing with technology-centered 
learning. However, as service providers, certain parties, such as 
educational institutions, must consider a number of factors in 
its implementation. The purpose of learning is to equalise 
knowledge, but if technology is the cause of knowledge 
delivery dropouts, then technology's function in higher 
education is underutilised. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Online Learning 

Today's new generation, lives in a sophisticated and rapidly 
expanding technological community that is in sync with 
current technology. The current generation expects a new set of 
learning standards based on technology, new learning styles, 
and new modern ways [4-5]. After the Covid-19 outbreak, 
educational institutions throughout the world have felt startled. 
This leads most schools to turn to alternate teaching instead of 
halting learning sessions. Based on the current situation, online 
learning is the best option to continue learning. 
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Online learning refers to online learning where teachers and 
learners teach and learn, using suitable learning platforms [6]. 
Online learning includes online training, e-learning, web 
learning, cyber learning, computer education or network-based 
instruction [7]-[4]. In 2010, about 30% of higher education 
registration was expected to be done online. [8]-[4]. By 
providing opportunities for working parents, adult learners, and 
students who are unable to attend classrooms, online education 
produces a diverse student population. This means that online 
learning is essential for student achievement today, and higher 
education institutions should provide programmes that meet 
their students' needs [9]. 

B. Online Learning Challenge in Post Covid Outbreak in 

Malaysia 

The global outbreak of covid-19 had a tremendous 
influence on all sectors of the world. The economy and 
education are two significant sectors that have been severely 
impacted by the pandemic. Following the spread of this 
pandemic, many educational institutions were closed, and 
teaching and learning activities were halted immediately. Many 
universities around the world have digitalized their activities in 
order to completely comprehend the critical requirements for 
this current condition [10]. Even if the educational institution is 
closed to physical learning activities, this approach should be 
implemented for continuous educational institutions. When 
compared to the previous concentration on face-to-face and 
physical learning, the integration of virtual learning activities 
began to be fostered consistently. To some extent, social 
distance instruction is detrimental to the learning process. From 
this point on, all educational institutions began to explore for 
alternatives in continuing teaching and learning activities. 
Online learning is one of the options that can be adopted [10]. 

Malaysia is also among those hit by the pandemic. 
Following the outbreak of the pandemic, the entire school 
system was shut down. Many institutes of higher learning 
continue to engage in online teaching and learning activities 
today. However, in today's world, many educators prefer face-
to-face learning activities [11]. In Malaysia, which has a 
diverse demographic, there are various challenges in the 
implementation of this OLL. The hilly terrain, remote areas, 
villages, and no internet coverage is a daunting challenge in the 
implementation of OLL [11]. Similarly, [12] it's 
been discovered that face-to-face classroom instructions were 
perceived as an obstructive pupil environment, and that its 
structure could be stressful and daunting. 

Many studies have been conducted in Malaysia related to 
the challenges in implementing online learning in Malaysia. 
Meanwhile, [13], it's noted that in Malaysia, there is a 
significant disparity in internet coverage between urban and 
rural areas. At the same time, the data shows that users in the 
city account for 70% of all users. This disparity reflects a 
disparity in learning styles between urban and rural residents, 
since students in urban regions are more likely to use the 
Internet for learning than students in rural areas. This creates 
conflict because rural people miss out on information as a 
result of limited internet connectivity [14]-[15. [16] stated that 
most Malaysian universities embrace blended learning in 
tandem with face-to-face learning. This provides students with 

reassurance because it is vital to combine face-to-face teaching 
approaches with online learning. However, the shift to more 
online-focused teaching techniques causes students to feel 
apprehensive and overwhelmed by abrupt shifts, a lack of 
preparation, and hasty implementation. 

Furthermore, for people who are poor and who reside in 
rural areas, the learning environment at home to conduct OLL 
is an issue [17]. Fast access, electronic learning tools, internet 
data, and a conducive environment are all essential for OLL 
sessions [18]. This, however, makes it difficult for those living 
in rural and isolated places to gain access to educational 
information. Students and professors face considerable 
challenges as a result of OLL. According to the head of the 
University of Malaya Association of New Youth, most students 
struggle and are frustrated with online learning because 
professors tend to provide more assignments than lectures [19]. 
If there are any concerns or questions, students are unable to 
interact actively and directly with the professor [20]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The research used a qualitative descriptive approach to 
understand the challenges in online learning among higher 
education students in Malaysia. Qualitative research employs a 
subjective, systematic approach to exploring and describing 
student barriers, which might highlight new themes [21]. 
Researchers employed this approach to explore and describe in 
depth the phenomena, obstacles, and challenges encountered 
by students when conducting online learning activities during 
the Covid pandemic 19. Furthermore, using the Fuzzy Delphi 
method, the researchers triangulated the data with expert 
agreement analysis to confirm the factors and challenges of 
students adopting online learning. The Fuzzy Delphi technique 
is ideal for reaching agreement on an issue or study [22]. 

A. Data Collection 

The data collection process in this study used an open-
ended questionnaire distributed to 118 students of higher 
learning institutions in Malaysia. All these questions are 
distributed using google Forms. The distribution of questions 
to participants were conducted via online. Before the 
researcher distributed the questionnaire, the researcher 
contacted the study participants to obtain their consent. Once 
the study participants agreed, the researcher provided a link to 
the study questions for them to answer. Most of the study 
participants answered the questions well, and the researcher 
analysed the answers based on the feedback sheet obtained. 

B. Participants 

The study participants involved in this study were 
undergraduate students from several public universities in 
Malaysia. A total of 118 undergraduate students in public 
universities were distributed links containing open-ended 
questions. The selection of study participants was made by 
purposive sampling. All participants provided excellent 
cooperation, and answers were received from participants in 
the shortest possible time using electronic media to facilitate 
participants to answer the research questions. Meanwhile, for 
the phase of obtaining expert agreement, the researcher 
distributed expert questionnaires to nine experts skilled in this 
field of study (refer to Table I). 
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TABLE I. LIST OF EXPERTS 

Expert list Field of expertise Institution 

2 Professors  
 Higher 

education 

 Public 
University 

2 Assct. Professor  
 Educational 

multimedia 

3 Senior lecturers 
 Information 

Technology  

2 Lecturer  ICT  
 Private 

university 

C. Data Analysis 

The data analysis of this study is divided into three parts. 
The first part was descriptive data analysis to collect 
participants profiling data. Data were analysed using SPSS 
version 20. Analysis of participants profiling such as gender, 
university and field of specialisation were collected. The 
second part contains data analysis of open-ended questions to 
obtain feedback and comments from study participants. 
Content analysis was then carried out on open-ended 
questionnaires to assess student comments and identify 
common patterns among written answers [23]. Content 
analysis involves the process of coding written answers (open-
ended) into the form of patent categorisation obtained from 
participants' responses [24]. The last section covers the data 
triangulation phase through expert agreement on elements or 
themes extracted from open-ended questions. Fuzzy Delphi 
data were analysed using Fudelo 1.0 software in obtaining 
expert agreement. 

Meanwhile, for Fuzzy Delphi analysis, the researcher used 
the Fuzzy Delphi method analysis by using the following 
formula, which contains some specific steps: The first step is in 
determining the linguistic scale by transforming all linguistic 
variables into fuzzy triangles (fuzzy triangular numbers). This 
stage also entails translating the language variables by adding 
fuzzy numbers [25]. The Fuzzy triangular number reflects m1, 
m2 and m3 (m1, m2, m3). The m1 value is the lowest value, 
the m2 value is the acceptable value, and the m3 value is the 
maximum value. The second step involved the Determination 
of Linguistic Variables and Average Responses. This method is 
known as the identification of each fuzzy number's constant 
answer [26]. The third step involved the determination of the 
threshold value "d". Distance is measured using the formula for 
each fuzzy number m = (m1, m2, m3) and n = (m1, m2, m3):  

       
2 2 21

, 1 1 2 2 3 3
3

d m n m n m n m n      
 

 . 

The fourth step involved identifying the alpha-cut aggregate 
level of fuzzy assessment. It is involved by adding a fuzzy 
number for each item. The calculation and determination of 
fuzzy values are using the formula: Amax = (1) ⁄4 (m1 + 2m2 + 
m3). The fifth process known as defuzzification process, by 
uses the formula Amax = (1) ⁄4 (a1 + 2am + a3). If the 
researcher uses Average Fuzzy Numbers or average responses, 
the resulting score number is a number that is in the range of 0 
to 1 [27]. In this process, there are three formulas, namely: i. A 
= 1/3 * (m1 + m2 + m3), or; ii. A = 1/4 * (m1 + 2m2 + m3), or; 
iii. A = 1/6 * (m1 + 4m2 + m3). Α-cut value = median value 
for ‗0‘ and ‗1‘, where α-cut = (0 + 1) / 2 = 0.5. If the resulting 
A value is less than the α-cut value = 0.5. According to [28], 
the alpha cut value should exceed 0.5. It is supported by [29], 

who stated that the α-cut value should be more than 0.5. The 
last step is the ranking process by selecting defuzzification 
values based on an expert consensus, where the most 
significant position is the one with the highest value [30]. 

IV. STUDY‘S FINDINGS 

In this section, the researcher will describe the study's 
findings based on three phases of data analysis. Phase one is 
the descriptive analysis of participants who participated in this 
study. The second phase is the qualitative data analysis (Open-
ended question) and the third phase is the data triangulation 
phase using Fuzzy Delphi Method. 

A. First Phase Finding (Descriptive Analysis) 

Table II shows the distribution of participants' gender data. 
57% (50) of respondents were male, while 57% (68) were 
female.  

B. Second Phase Finding (Qualitative) 

In this section, the researcher will describe the qualitative 
findings (open-ended). In the results of the analysis, several 
themes can be inferred by the researcher based on the 
responses received from the participants. The themes are 
summarised in the Table III. 

TABLE II. PARTICIPANTS 

Gender Total participants Percentage 

Male 50 43% 

Female 68 57% 

TABLE III. THEME AND PARTICIPANTS RESPONSE SUMMARY 

Theme  Participants responce 

Internet 
coverage 

 "I don't really care about the class, my only problem 
is the internet coverage is very bad in my place" (P1, 
19,29,90) 

 "It's a bit difficult for me to join this ODL class, 
because in my house the internet coverage is not very 
good" (P18) 

 "This covid ge class is quite challenging, because it is 
made online. My problem is that the internet is not 
very good in my area" (P28,29) 

 "I hope that covid 19 ends soon, I can't stand this 
OLL class anymore, because the internet problem in 
my place is very critical, know that I am in the 
village, not on campus" (P60, 17,35,67) 

 "I prefer face -to -face classes, because it's easier. If I 
don't like online classes, because internet coverage 
often bothers me. Sometimes it's ok and sometimes it's 
bad, it's hard" (P87, 78,89,79) 

Mental 
fatigue 

 “Sometimes I feel tired with this online class, because 
I sit in front of the screen without doing anything for 
a long time, boring” (P46, 67, 89, 93) 

 “My brain is tired, because I prefer face to face. 
When sitting online in front of the screen, it feels like 
it's useless and tiring. as if we were talking alone” 
(P98, 17.6,90) 

 “If the class is ok, it's ok. sometimes the class is not 
ok, I will feel tired, boring”. (P20,P68, 75,99) 

 I feel uncomfortable and sometimes feel tired, 
exhausted. more comfortable face to face (P112, P92) 

Learning 
Device 

 "I share the device with other siblings. It's a bit 
difficult to manage my class" (P8,9,17.26) 

 "This device is also a problem, because I need an ok 
device. But I have a laptop, but when I'm at home I 
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have to share it with my siblings sometimes." 
(P74.98,101,102) 

 "During class, I had to use a mobile phone because I 
could access it outside the house because at home I 
had access to it was a bit poor. (P22,16,81,90) 

Environme
ntal 
disturbance
s 

 "During Covid, I studied at home, so there were a lot 
of disturbances, noisy, sometimes my younger siblings 
bothered me, I had to do my homework and so on" 
(P15,17, 28, 29, 65) 

 "My biggest challenge is the environment because I 
sit at home around the campus. When I am at home, 
there are many challenges, siblings, noise and so on. 
(P1, 16, 90, 87, 102) 

 "I can study anywhere, only if there is a disturbance 
that is a bit difficult for me. Noise disturbance, 
environmental disturbance bothers me (P18,19, 35, 
78, 98) 

 "It's really challenging to use this OLL, because when 
we don't study on campus, the atmosphere will be 
different. If there is a lot of disturbance at home, it's 
noisy, not conducive and so on" (P15,19,76,87,90,94) 

Pedagogica
l Challenge 

 "Learning online is ok for me, only if the lecturer 
doesn't teach using fun lessons, I'm so boring" (P16, 
78, 87,65, 90) 

 "The challenge for me is if the class is not interesting, 
I'm lazy to join the class, sometimes I'm silent and I 
don't pay much attention to lectures" (P1, 16, 45, 
54,67) 

 "I will join the class and give help if the class is 
interesting" (P90,101, 67, 57) 

 "If the lecturer does not provide interesting materials 
and presentations during the lecture session, it is 
difficult for me to give full concentration. I really 
want to concentrate if the class is not interesting". 
(P13, 25, 17, 47,39) 

 "I hope the lecturers prepare well for teaching, add 
activities online. Most lecturers only use one method, 
so it's hard for me to pay attention" (P78,89,95) 

Lack of 
Motivation 

 "It's really challenging when it's OLL. Since covid 
happened suddenly, I initially lost weight and 
motivation because it happened suddenly" 
(P16,18,90,104) 

 "I will lose motivation and interest if the class is not 
interesting even more when it is this covid season" 
(P15,18,78,67,90) 

 "I'm very tense right now, because studying online. 
Actually online is ok because it's flexible, but when 
there are distractions and troubles I lose motivation 
and interest in learning" (P15,18,26,58,89,90) 

Social 
interaction 

 "The challenge I feel is to interact with my friends 
because we live in different places, so it's hard to 
talk" (P67,78, 90, 100, 107) 

 "When there are group assignments, it's a bit difficult 
to discuss, everything is online. Sometimes there are 
those who can't cooperate for various reasons. It's 
difficult for me" (P17, 26,57,89) 

 "I really lose motivation when there are distractions 
and obstacles. I am frustrated because when online 
class, it requires a device, good Internet. I live in the 
village, coverage problems, gadgets and others make 
my mood disappear. Sometimes I feel depressed" 
(P13, 47, 78, 89) 

 "I'm ok with this online class. It's just that sometimes I 
lose my mood and motivation when there are 
unavoidable interruptions such as internet coverage, 
insufficient data, etc. All this makes me stress" (P4, 9, 
17, 78, 91) 

The bolded threshold value is over 0.2 (> 0.2) as a result of 
the data analysis (refer to Table IV). This indicates that there 
are opinions of experts which are either inconsistent or 
inconsistent on some issues only. However, all themes average 
values.

suggest a threshold value (d) < 0.2, which is 0.06456. If the 
average threshold value of (d) is less than 0.2, the item is 
agreed upon by the experts [31]-[32]. Meanwhile, the total 
percentage of the expert agreement is 93% greater than (> 
75%) for the fulfilment of the expert agreement terms of this 
item. Furthermore, all defuzzification value of Alpha-cut value 
exceeds α-cut = > 0.5 (average fuzzy responses). The alpha cut 
value should be higher than 0.5 [33]-[34] and discarded if less 
than 0.5. The analysis results demonstrate that all of the OLL 
challenges have been agreed upon by the qualified experts. The 
elements approved by the agreement of the experts are 
prioritised, as indicated in Table V. 

TABLE IV. FUZZY DELPHI ANALYSIS RESULT 

Result

s     
Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4 Item5 Item6 Item7 

Expert

1 

0.0513

2 

0.0769

8 

0.1218

9 

0.0064

2 

0.0128

3 

0.0128

3 

0.1090

6 

Expert

2 

0.1218

9 

0.0192

5 

0.0064

2 

0.0641

5 

0.0705

7 

0.0705

7 

0.0641

5 

Expert

3 

0.0513

2 
0.2117 

0.0513

2 

0.0641

5 

0.0705

7 

0.0128

3 

0.1090

6 

Expert

4 

0.0513

2 

0.0192

5 

0.0064

2 

0.1090

6 

0.0128

3 

0.0128

3 

0.0641

5 

Expert

5 

0.1218

9 

0.0769

8 

0.0064

2 

0.0641

5 

0.0128

3 

0.1026

4 

0.0641

5 

Expert

6 

0.0641

5 

0.0192

5 

0.0064

2 

0.0064

2 
0.2181

1 

0.0705

7 

0.0064

2 

Expert

7 

0.0513

2 

0.0769

8 

0.0064

2 

0.0641

5 

0.0128

3 
0.2181

1 

0.0641

5 

Expert

8 

0.0641

5 

0.0192

5 

0.0513

2 
0.2245

3 

0.0128

3 

0.0705

7 

0.1090

6 

Expert

9 

0.1667

9 

0.0962

3 

0.0513

2 

0.0641

5 

0.0128

3 

0.0705

7 

0.0641

5 

TABLE V. FUZZY SUMMARY 

Statistics 
Item

1 
Item2 Item3 

Ite

m4 
Item5 Item6 

Item

7 

Value of the 

item 

0.08

268 

0.06

843 

0.034

22 

0.0741

3 

0.048

47 

0.07

128 

0.07

27 

Value of the 

―D‖ construct 
0.06456 

Item 

< 0.2 
9 8 9 8 8 8 9 

% of item  

< 0.2 

100

% 
88% 100% 88% 88% 88% 

100

% 

Average of % 

consensus 
93% 

Defuzzification 
0.92

8889 

0.86

667 

0.921

11 

0.8788

9 

0.877

78 

0.87

778 

0.88

889 

Rank 1 6 2 4 5 5 3 

Status 
Acce

pt 

Acc

ept 

Acce

pt 
Accept 

Acce

pt 

Acc

ept 

Acc

ept 
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V. DETAILED FINDING 

In this section, the researcher will describe in detail the 
findings of the study of both phases of the study, namely the 
qualitative phase and data triangulation phase using expert 
consensus (Fuzzy Delphi). After analyzing the qualitative data 
(open-ended), the researcher summarized the findings to seven 
main themes based on the responses from the participants of 
this study, as stated in Table III. Then the researcher 
triangulated the data by obtaining expert consensus using the 
Fuzzy Delphi method. The results show that the main factor of 
the OLL challenge theme based on expert rankings (see 
Table V) as follow: 

A. Internet Coverage Factor 

As we know, the implementation of OLL requires good and 
robust internet coverage. If coverage cannot be adequately 
provided, the OLL teaching implementation process cannot be 
carried out well and effectively because the primary medium of 
OLL is the Internet. In Malaysia, not all students during Covid 
19 have good (internet access). Most students are in rural areas 
where internet coverage is not as good as in urban areas. This 
shows the imbalance of the digital divide between urban and 
rural areas [35]-[11]. [13] Reported that in Malaysia, there is a 
huge gap between urban and rural areas pertaining to the issue 
of internet coverage. Concurrently, the data shows that users in 
the city account for 70% of all users. This gap reflects a 
disparity in learning styles between urban and rural residents, 
since students in urban areas are more likely to use the Internet 
for learning than students in rural areas. This creates conflict as 
rural communities miss out on information due to poor internet 
access problems [35] As [36] stated in his study in South 
Africa, it shows an unbalanced gap between urban and rural 
(undemocratic citizenry). In addition, [37]-[38], the response as 
socio-demographic inequalities raised by rural students lags 
compared to urban students who are more comfortable with 
better internet access. In addition, the absence of inadequate 
facilities for high-performance internet technology has also 
contributed to a significant problem [39]. This is a difficult 
challenge because the internet facilities in some places are 
unstable, problems with internet quota, and a lack of 
smartphones [39]. There are also difficulties pertaining to 
streaming or downloading huge size video lecture files with 
Internet connections and insufficient bandwidth. Rural students 
commonly complain about difficulties with live streaming of 
conferences and attending virtual conferences [40]. Students 
with little or no socio-economic potential to buy broadband 
connections are more prone to fall behind or face extra 
obstacles to meet others during Online Learning [41]. Based on 
the descriptions and findings, some respondents stated that 
internet coverage was the biggest challenge for them in 
following OLL classes. Apart from that, the experts also 
acknowledged that internet coverage is an issue in the 
Malaysian context, especially in rural areas. 

B. Learning Device 

One of the requirements in the implementation of online 
learning is a learning device. Most lecturers or teachers will 
use laptops, mobile phones, tablets, and other gadgets as the 
main medium, so electronic gadgets become mandatory in 
OLL. Based on the researcher's findings, the learning device is 

a constraint among students (see Table III). They face 
problems such as lack of devices, sharing devices with siblings 
and devices that do not support certain applications. "I share 
the device with other siblings. It's a bit difficult to manage my 
class" (P8, 9, 17.26), "This device is also a problem, because I 
need an ok device. But I have a laptop, but when I'm at home I 
have to share it with my siblings sometimes." (P74.98, 
101,102). In the context of Malaysia, not all individuals in 
society can own electronic gadgets in large numbers. Some 
families with many children need to share electronic gadgets 
with their children to join OLL—as such, owning gadgets for 
learning is indeed a big challenge in some societies. This is 
supported by the opinion [42] that online learning entirely 
depends on technological equipment and the Internet. 
Lecturers, teachers and students with bad Internet connectivity 
are subject to access denial of internet learning. The reliance on 
online learning and the supply of technology equipment was a 
major problem for institutions, lecturers and students. 

C. Social Interaction 

In implementing this OLL, many challenges will be faced 
by both lecturers and students. In the context of students, it 
must be more challenging because the lecturer only teaches and 
gives input, assignments and others. Hence, in the context of 
students, OLL has a significant impact on social interaction 
between students and other friends in the class. Students 
usually need to interact with others at the tertiary level, 
especially when creating assignments and presentations. To 
complete assignments and presentations, they need to interact 
and discuss with each other. However, the constraints in terms 
of the Internet and the difficulty of face-to-face discussions 
present a significant barrier to students. As a result of the 
analysis, the researcher found that students expressed such 
problems "The challenge I feel is to interact with my friends 
because we live in different places, so it's hard to talk" (P67,78, 
90, 100, 107), "When there are group assignments, it's a bit 
difficult to discuss, everything is online. Sometimes there are 
those who can't cooperate for various reasons. It's difficult for 
me" (P17, 26, 57, 89), "I really lose motivation when there are 
distractions and obstacles. I am frustrated because when online 
class, it requires a device, good Internet. I live in the village, 
coverage problems, gadgets and others make my mood 
disappear. Sometimes I feel depressed" (P13, 47, 78, 89), "I'm 
ok with this online class. It's just that sometimes I lose my 
mood and motivation when there are unavoidable interruptions 
such as internet coverage, insufficient data, etc. All this makes 
me stress" (P4, 9, 17, 78, 91). This data shows that aspects of 
social interaction have an impact on students. As [43]-[44] 
agreed that in the online course, it was emphasized that 
students are physically far from college, as these often 
influence student success and experience so that students 
cannot utilize or consider the resources and interactions 
available to them. A lack of social interaction with peers makes 
students feel isolated and online learning seem impersonal 
[44]. The researcher also has concluded that online interaction 
could reduce the extent of communication asynchronously; 
however, those who take traditional classes can be assessed 
successfully, with substantial delays in receiving answers. 
Likewise, the absence of face-to-face and social interaction 
found the online teaching as a disadvantage in the classroom 
environment. 
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D. Environmental Disturbance 

Environmental challenges will exist if the surrounding 
environment presents disturbances and threats to individuals. 
In implementing OLL, students and lecturers will be at home 
or certain designated places while implementing teaching and 
learning sessions. Most of the students during their MCO will 
be in their respective homes along with other siblings. They 
will face a tight schedule of implementation of their respective 
cells. Environmental disturbances such as noise disturbances, 
siblings, homework and the learning environment become a 
threat and constraint. As a result of the analysis, the researchers 
found that the environmental aspect is also a major challenge 
in students undergoing the OLL process. They admit, ―During 
Covid-19, I studied at home, so there were many disturbances, 
noisy, sometimes my younger siblings bothered me, I had to do 
my homework and so on‖ (P15, 17, 28, 29, 65), ―My biggest 
challenge is the environment because I sit at home around the 
campus. When I am at home, there are many challenges, 
siblings, and noise and so on.‖ (P1, 16, 90, 87, 102), ―I can 
study anywhere, only if there is a disturbance that is a bit 
difficult for me. Noise disturbance, environmental disturbance 
bothers me‖ (P18, 19, 35, 78, 98), ―It is challenging to use this 
OLL because when we do not study on campus, the 
atmosphere will be different. If there is much disturbance at 
home, it is noisy, not conducive and so on‖ (P15, 19, 76, 87, 
90, 94). However, [45] acknowledges that students will feel 
disturbed by noisy noise, and locations with a bad environment 
disturb students‘ emotions. Disruptions and disturbances, 
however, are not only problematic to understand. Although 
orientation away from study activities may have implications 
for student learning, it can also be helpful to prevent cognitive 
overload of working memory [46]. 

E. Pedagogical Challenge 

To get a quality teaching session, good pedagogy and 
andragogy aspects need to be given attention. If this aspect is 
not given special and robust attention and preparation, the 
teaching sessions are conducted without focus or attention and 
attraction from the students. Lecturers who teach also need to 
be prepared to present a good style and pedagogy to attract 
students' attention. Not only technology issues are related to 
innovation, but new educational pedagogy also arises. Online 
learning means the methods utilized for one-to-one classes are 
revised [47]. As a result of the shortcomings shown in the 
teaching methods, it makes students to become bored and not 
interested in following the teaching classes. The results of the 
analysis made by the researcher, the study participants 
admitted as follows, "Learning online is ok for me, only if the 
lecturer does not teach using fun lessons, I am so boring" (P16, 
78, 87,65, 90) "The challenge for me is if the class is not 
interesting, I am lazy to join the class, sometimes I am silent 
and I do not pay much attention to lectures" (P1, 16, 45, 54,67), 
"I will join the class and give help if the class is interesting" 
(P90,101, 67, 57), ―If the lecturer does not provide interesting 
materials and presentations during the lecture session, it is 
difficult for me to give full concentration‖, "I want to 
concentrate if the class is not interesting". (P13, 25, 17, 47, 39) 
& "I hope the lecturers prepare well for teaching, add activities 
online. Most lecturers only use one method, so it is hard for me 
to pay attention". Many students admit that one thing that 

makes it a challenge for them to join the classes is that the 
learning taught is not interesting. In addition, the class is 
conducted online, so this aspect becomes a turning point for 
those who are not interested in participating in the class. The 
provision of unattractive teaching materials, poor pedagogy 
causes this problem to occur in online classrooms. Indeed, [48] 
stated that online learning requires lecturers to change their 
mindset from face to face learning to learning technology. [49] 
Said that "as online learning continues to grow, a lot of us 
recommend that we think differently about our pedagogy and 
move beyond face-to-face imitation". Based on this data, a 
good and solid pedagogical aspect is essential to attract 
students. Students acknowledge that if the teaching methods 
are not good and interesting, it causes them to be less interested 
and become a big challenge for them to stay and join the class 
consistently. 

F. Lack of Motivation 

Motivation is a natural thing that human beings need to do. 
If there is no motivation and less in oneself, it leads to human 
reluctance to do something. Things involving this motivation 
are also a big challenge among students to participate in online 
learning classes (OLL). In the context of students in Malaysia, 
lack of motivation is a matter of cause and challenge; this is 
related to their confession such as "It's really challenging when 
it's OLL. Since Covid-19 happened, I initially lost weight and 
motivation because it happened suddenly" (P16, 18, 90, 104), 
"I will lose motivation and interest if the class is not interesting 
even more when it is this Covid-19 season" (P15, 18, 78, 67, 
90), "I'm very tense right now, because studying online. 
Actually online is ok because it's flexible, but when there are 
distractions and troubles I lose motivation and interest in 
learning" (P15, 18, 26, 58, 89, 90). Participants admitted that 
one of the reasons for the lack of motivation was that online 
classes had to be conducted in a hurry due to the outbreak of 
Covid-19. In addition to the rush and lack of careful planning 
towards OLL, it was causing students to feel less motivated 
and less enthusiastic. In addition, external disturbances and 
problems involving OLL are also a cause of loss of motivation 
among students. [50] Stated that one of the things that can 
motivate students towards OLL is to design exciting learning. 
However, [51] declared that online learning requires interaction 
between students and lecturers online without face-to-face 
interaction. So, student content must be rigorous, exciting and 
able to motivate students. If this does not happen, then the class 
will not be able to be implemented properly and will not 
motivate the students. Meanwhile, [52] [53] highlighted 
motivation and engagement for an online learning environment 
as the contextual interest and activities and information that 
maintain students' attention depend on the situational interest. 
However [54] further recommended that students must get help 
suited to their requirements in order to reduce their worry and 
uncertainty. The literature and the support of previous 
researchers' opinions show that the lack of motivation 
acknowledged by higher education students in Malaysia is 
supported by previous literature. Based on this description and 
theme, the researcher concluded that the lack of motivation is 
one of the main challenges in implementing OLL among 
higher education students in Malaysia. 
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G. Mental Fatigue 

Mental health needs to be taken into account in creating an 
excellent emotional atmosphere during the teaching and 
learning process. Mental health needs to be taken into account 
in forming an excellent emotional atmosphere during the 
teaching and learning process. Mental fatigue will lead to 
difficulties in shaping situations, emotions and catalysts to the 
learning mood. This study's data revealed a great challenge 
among students in dealing with OLL, i.e. mental fatigue for 
some reason. Their confession is recorded as follows: 
―Sometimes I feel tired with this online class, because I sit in 
front of the screen without doing anything for a long time, 
boring‖ (P46, 67, 89, 93) ―My brain is tired, because I prefer 
face to face. When sitting online in front of the screen, it feels 
like its useless and tiring. As if we were talking alone‖ (P98, 
17.6, 90), ―If the class is ok, it's ok. Sometimes the class is not 
ok, I will feel tired, boring‖. (P20, P68, 75, 99) & I feel 
uncomfortable, and sometimes feel tired, exhausted. More 
comfortable face to face (P112, P92). This acknowledgement 
indicates that they acknowledge being tired, useless and 
exhausted of interacting online. In the view of researchers, 
online learning should be fun and easy. However, these 
external things and disturbances cannot be controlled and 
sometimes burden students who cause mental fatigue. The 
average student admits being tired and exhausted with online 
classes is not due to that online, but due to things that bother 
them, such as internet data, environmental disruption, other 
assignments, etc. In addition, in Malaysia, not all students have 
good internet access, especially in rural areas, so it is a factor 
of mental fatigue and a big challenge. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

To conclude, this study aimed to explore the online 
learning challenge in the Malaysian Higher education setting. 
The open-ended question was given to students who were 
undergoing online learning during the Covid-'19 MCO. As a 
result of the responses received from them, the researchers 
analysed and formed specific themes in identifying the 
challenges faced by students in undergoing online learning in 
Malaysia. The responses received by the researcher were 
internet coverage factor, mental fatigue, learning device, 
environmental disturbance, pedagogical challenge, lack of 
motivation and social interaction. These challenges become an 
essential contribution of the study that will consider certain 
parties in formulating online learning policy, then try to 
overcome them to maximize learning better. In addition, with 
this disclosure, those who provide teaching input, such as 
lecturers in institutions of higher educations, need to pay 
attention to the existing weaknesses and improve them so that 
the learning system and knowledge transfer can be done better. 

VII. GUIDELINE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This study has certain limitations. This study focuses on 
students in public universities in Malaysia. Future studies could 
focus on private universities in Malaysia as well as elsewhere. 
In addition, this study uses qualitative methods and data 
triangulated with the Fuzzy Delphi Method, and future studies 
can be conducted using quantitative methods by testing the 
variables produced in this study. In addition, this study used 
open-ended questions and distributed online because there 

were certain constraints to meet face to face with participants. 
Future studies can be explored in more detail, using interviews 
in-depth, and data can be obtained in more depth and 
interesting. Other aspects of teaching methodologies, 
institutional capabilities and lecturer efficacy can be studied in 
more depth in future studies. 
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Abstract—Today's busy lifestyle often leads to frequent stress, 

the accumulation of which may lead to severe consequences for 

humans. Smartwatches are widely distributed and accessible, 

and as such deserve intelligent solutions that deal with the 

processing of such collected data and ensuring the improvement 

of the quality of life of end-users. The goal of this research is to 

create a stress detection technology that can correctly, constantly, 

and unobtrusively monitor psychological stress in real time. Due 

to the importance of stress detection and prevention, many 

traditional and advanced techniques have been proposed likewise 

we provide a unique stress-detection technique that is context-

based. Due to the importance of stress detection and prevention, 

many traditional and advanced techniques have been proposed. 

In this research, a novel approach to designing and using a deep 

neural network for stress detection is presented. To provide a 

desirable training environment for network development, an 

open-source data set based on motion and physiological 

information collected from wrist and chest-worn devices was 

acquired and exploited. Raw data were analyzed, filtered, and 

preprocessed to create the best possible training data. For the 

proposed solution to have wide use value, further focus was 

placed on the data recorded using only smartwatches. 

Smartwatches are widely distributed and accessible, and as such 

deserve intelligent solutions that deals with the processing of such 

collected data and ensuring the improvement of the quality of life 

of end-users. Finally, two network types with proven capabilities 

of processing time series data are examined in detail: a fully 

convolutional network (FCN) and a ResNet deep learning model. 

The FCN model showed better empirical performances, and 

further efforts were made to select an optimal network structure. 

In the end, the proposed solution demonstrated performance 

similar to state-of-the-art solutions and significantly better than 

some traditional machine learning techniques, providing a good 

foundation for reliable stress detection and further development 

efforts. 

Keywords—Fully convolutional neural network; stress 

detection; smartwatch; data pre-processing; semi-supervised 

learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The definition of stress emphasizes that it is a natural 
phenomenon that occurs when an organism tries to adapt to a 
life problem, life challenge, event, or situation. In that sense, 
stress is any negative reaction of the organism that occurs due 
to an attempt to adapt the organism to some sudden or 
unpleasant influence. It is commonly manifested by mental or 
physical suffering. As one type of emotion, stress is, 
unfortunately, an almost everyday phenomenon in people's 
lives, and as such, it has always been a complex challenge for 

its prevention, analysis, and monitoring. There are three main 
features that make measuring stress a difficult and worthwhile 
topic to investigate. The stress is quite subjective as it has a 
stimulus that initiates the stress response in one individual may 
not initiate it in another. In addition, the ground truth for stress 
detection is difficult to define because of the high subjectivity 
and ongoing nature of the stress process, defining the onset, 
length, and severity of a stress event is challenging. 
Furthermore, stress cannot be directly measured as its reaction 
is made up of physiological, behavioral, and emotional 
components [1, 2]. Therefore, wearable devices can directly 
measure a portion of the physiological reaction (e.g., increased 
heart rate, increased sweating rate, etc.). However, there are no 
direct ways to measure the other two components of the stress 
response (behavioral and emotional reaction). With the 
advancement of technology and many approaches to the 
treatment of stress data, artificial, and intelligent approaches 
for solving this issue have emerged. Some interesting research 
on different methodologies for treating emotions and even 
stress data can be seen in [1-5]. Using various previously listed 
papers and conducted research, hidden knowledge and 
unknown data patterns can be found. Even predictions of 
stressful events can be generated in an accurate manner. 

The motivation for this new research is based on the 
wearable stress and affects detection (WESAD) data set from 
the University of California Irvine (UCI) machine learning 
repository, which was publicly introduced and presented for 
the first time in [6]. WESAD data, a collection of curated 
databases, are maintained by the UCI and freely available to 
the worldwide machine learning community. In [6] is included 
research that examines motion and physiological information 
acquired from the chest and wrist-worn devices while worn by 
15 participants (12 male and three female participants), with an 
average age 27.5 years. Examined WESAD data includes three 
different affective states: neutral, stress, and amusement. 
Furthermore, in [6] is presented the classification linear 
discriminant analysis (LDA) model for processing data that 
achieved an F1-score accuracy of 91%. Another complete 
approach by the same author from [6] of identifying and 
labeling affective states is presented in [7]. Applicability of the 
WESAD data set is shown in a few other research papers, 
where the authors tried to achieve improved accuracy 
performances by exploiting different intelligent algorithms. For 
example, in [8], only wrist sensor measurements from the 
WESAD data set are exploited, highlighting that wrist data 
measuring techniques are non-intrusive and widely available 
for acquiring. The research [8] uses three different machine 
learning models (i.e., logistic regression, decision tree, and 
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random forest) without any previous feature engineering 
processes. The best performances were achieved with the 
random forest model, achieving an accuracy between 88% and 
99%, depending on the exploited feature. The article [9] 
examines if stress can be reliably detected only by using sensor 
data from a smartwatch. For experimental purposes, the 
authors used only wrist WESAD data and demonstrated 
satisfactory stress detection accuracy by using three different 
models: LDA, quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), and 
random forest. Once again, as in [6], LDA showed the best 
performances. The research of [9] is also valuable from the 
perspective that it provides insights into what combination of 
different sensors can provide the most useful data for stress 
detections, highlighting the next three measuring devices: heart 
rate (HR) sensors, blood volume pulse (BVP), and skin 
temperature (ST) sensors. The most recent state-of-the-art 
research for automated stress detection in real life [8], [9] 
suggest an approach that employs a chest sensor. In their 
method, they first fine-tune their machine-learning model in 
the lab before applying it in real-world situations with certain 
simplifications, such as excluding times of moderate to high 
activity. They propose smartwatches as a source of 
physiological data in the future, as well as improved handling 
of physical activity and adding context information in the 
process of stress detection. All of these concerns are addressed 
in this research effort by using a source of physiological data is 
a wrist gadget. This used to recognize the user's activity by 
utilizing a machine-learning technique to analyze the 
acceleration data from the wrist device. This model is using a 
real-world contextual information in the machine-learning 
process to increase the method's effectiveness. Furthermore, we 
study the problem of stress detection under laboratory settings 
first, using an off-the-shelf wrist gadget outfitted with bio-
sensors, and then apply the derived laboratory knowledge to 
real life, using data obtained entirely in the wild. In addition to 
laboratory expertise, real-world context information is 
collected to ensure that the approach may be effectively 
applied to real-world data. The context information is 
necessary to distinguish between real-life psychological stress 
and the various circumstances that cause comparable 
physiological arousal (e.g., exercise, eating, hot weather, etc.). 

Unlike in [6, 8, 9], in [10] are applied deep learning (DL) 
techniques are applied in [10] to provide desired results in 
processing the WESAD data set. The DL model is designed to 
possess the ability to receive data from network inputs with 
different sampling rates. For that purpose, four different 
classification sub-models are proposed, each processing a 
single input with a specified sample rate and making individual 
predictions on its output. Final classification values are 
calculated by applying the fusion mechanism and applying the 
random forest model to generate all sub-models' predictions. 
Fundamental information about the fusion mechanisms can be 
acquired in [11]. Another recent study based on DL techniques 
in processing the WESAD data is presented in [12], where self-
supervised learning (SSL) methodology was used to augment 
the initial data. This paper is different from the others listed 
here because it used an additional three data sets in pair with 
the WESAD data set and exploited only the electrocardiogram 
(ECG) feature. The methodology in [12] includes two main 
learning steps: unsupervised and supervised. In the 

unsupervised part of the model, its goal was to detect and 
recognize previously applied data transformations without 
introducing any pre-defined labels and creating the features. In 
the second part, a transfer learning approach from [13] was 
used for the supervised classification of affective states by 
using previously created features. Another study that is based 
on applying SSL techniques to the WESAD data set is 
presented in [14]. The paper uses a "pretext task" to train the 
model without using labeled data, where it must be determined 
whether the raw data and the wavelet transformations are 
temporally aligned. The proposed model in [14] is evaluated in 
two ways: using a linear classifier on top of the SSL 
component and assessing the number of used samples for the 
supervised learning process. The first evaluation approach 
includes a direct comparison of the features created by SSL 
with the features designed with expert knowledge, as in [6]. 
The second one is based on every participant's feedback, where 
they were individually asked to interactively provide input 
information when they field stress. The algorithm utilized this 
feedback information to classify stress for every subject of 
examination. This approach is possible only if an intelligent 
model does not require an extensive database with labeled data 
and can learn from very few provided labels. Another paper 
that proposes an efficient semi-supervised network architecture 
for classification purposes is presented in [15]. The highlighted 
advantages of the model are its good applicability to big data in 
medical diagnosis. One interesting fact of the model from [15] 
is that it can be applied in processing structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured data at the same time. 

The goal of the novel research in this paper is to propose an 
intelligent framework for stress detection by using only wrist 
dana acquired from a smartwatch. By reviewing previously 
introduced papers [6, 8, 9, 10, 12], it can be concluded that the 
current stress detection methodologies suffer from two 
significant deficiencies: 1) common usage of highly intrusive 
ECG and electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors that are not 
available to a broad public and 2) difficulties in getting high 
quality and reliable data due to the complexity of reading 
affective state values from appropriate sensors. As in [9], this 
research will also seek to avoid intrusive sensors for collecting 
data and will focus only on wrist sensors available on 
commercial smartwatches. Additionally, good practices in 
work with SSL models in treating the WESAD data from [12, 
14] will be used as a starting point for developing a novel SSL 
methodology. A review of exploited methods for collecting, 
processing, and evaluating data collected by wearables 
(smartwatches and bands) is presented in [16]. It provides 
useful insights into techniques for intelligent algorithms’ 
practical applicability while operating with wearable sensing 
equipment. It is also shown that HR sensors, galvanic skin 
responses, and body temperature sensors should be of leading 
interest in collecting data when devices are restricted to 
smartwatches. 

In [17], another modeling effort of the WESAD data set is 
presented that includes both feature engineering and DL 
techniques for processing the data. It was proven that the 
combination of multiple deep neural networks could provide 
high performances with an average of 97.2% recall and 97.7% 
precision within all examined classes. The proposed solution's 
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downside is the high complexity and significant computation 
costs caused by utilizing one separate network for processing 
data of one single sensor. Information from all the networks is 
finally concatenated, and final classifications are produced. 
One other DL application for stress and affect detection is 
presented in [18]. The approach utilizes recurrent neural 
networks and provides high-accuracy results, with 97.5% of 
accurately detected values. 

Another approach to human stress level examination is 
presented in [19]. The influence of the urban environment 
causes stress, and the article is of interest for new research, 
bearing in mind that the data are collected only by using the 
wrist devices. Thirty people participated in the study, and the 
raw unlabeled data was recorded during the 30 h of the 
experiment. The data format is suitable for our future self-
supervised training procedure, and this experiment will further 
be explained in following sections. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The previous section presented the summation of different 
intelligent approaches in treating the multimodal WESAD data 
set. The main goal in all these approaches was data 
classification and predictions of the stress conditions of 
involved participants. Introduced state-of-the-art research was 
used as an initial foundation for designing a novel intelligent 
solution in the domain of stress detection and was presented in 
the following parts of this research paper. 

To start with an in-depth analysis of the proposed solution, 
the examined data was presented first. Included WESAD 
features represented physiological and motion data recorded 
from both chest and wrist-worn devices. The following 
biological parameters were examined: BVP, electrocardiogram, 
electrodermal activity, electromyogram, respiration, body 
temperature, and three-axis acceleration. The data included 
expert features crafted by using widely established 
physiological knowledge and medical procedures that are 
mostly utilized to interpret respiration results and the heartbeat 
rate. Furthermore, the dataset contained information about 
three different affective states of participants (neutral, stress, 
and amusement), which represented the most critical 
parameters for this research. However, it should be highlighted 
that the stress conditions were restricted to public speaking 
exercises, and no other types of stress causes were analyzed. 
This is the primary deficiency of utilized data, considering that 
a model trained on this data might not perform at a desirable 
level on the general population. Besides the WESAD features, 
the previously introduced article [19] represents an essential 
base for additional data. It includes three different and 
associated open-source data sets that provide more than 50 h of 
raw Empatica E4 wrist measurements were used in this 
research for the semi-supervised learning phase. Furthermore, 
the specific Empatica E4 wrist device from [19] is of central 
importance for new research because it was used in our 
laboratory environment and in the original WESAD 
experiment. This implies that it was possible to combine or 
compare the measurement results from the described research 
with the measurement results in this study, ultimately leading 
to an accurate and reliable evaluation of the novel model. 
Besides building intelligent applications on the WESAD data 

set, many independent attempts were made to analyze emotions 
and extract meaningful insights from collected data of 
emotional parameters [20‒22]. In [20, 21], different techniques 
were used to recognize various emotions, understand these 
emotions, and understand the overall reasons for their 
occurrence. Additionally, in [22], the Deep Multi-Net CNN 
Model was used for violence recognition in video surveillance. 
In this paper, another emotional state that caused violent 
behavior was examined, but not by using internal human 
conditions and measurement of biological parameters, but by 
using recorded participants' video shots. 

Finally, based on the previously introduced articles, it was 
concluded that there were few studies based on utilizing DL 
techniques on wrist data wearables. This research tried to fill 
the observed scientific gap and propose a new approach based 
on the combination of a DL algorithm with a semi-supervised 
learning mechanism. The methodology focused on the 
following four phases: data exploration and preparation, design 
and tuning of suitable DL models, application of prepared 
models on the optimized data set, and evaluation of 
performances and analysis of obtained results. In the next 
section, the first phase and applied exploratory data analysis 
are presented on the research data. 

III. EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 

Seventeen subjects (persons) participated in the original 
WESAD research, where they were labeled S1 to S17. This 
analysis is based on the WESAD data collection, which is 
freely available to the public. It comprises data collected from 
17 individuals using the Empatica wrist-worn gadget. This 
gadget has accelerometers (ACC) as well as sensors for 
measuring skin temperature (ST), electrodermal activity 
(EDA), blood volume pulse (BVP), heart rate (HR), and heart 
rate variability (HRV). WESAD incorporates data from the 
chest-worn RespiBAN device, as well as questionnaires linked 
to participants' moods during the data collection session, in 
addition to E4 data. However, due to unreliable sensor results 
acquired in two cases, S1 and S12, these two specific subjects 
were removed from the research data in this paper. The rest of 
the data were used for building the required experimental data 
sets. Exploratory data analysis in this research was performed 
by using subjects S2 to S10 from the WESAD database as the 
features of the training set. The remaining subjects were 
assigned to the test and validation sets. With the purpose of 
preparing the data optimally for future DL processing, the 
initial data were treated in the following way. At first, the 
responses of all wrist sensors were aligned at the same timeline 
f = 700Hz. Moreover, all recorded sensor data from all 
included subjects were merged, and the overall data set was 
created accordingly. The data exploration phase was performed 
exclusively on the training data consisting of 40 million data 
rows. Keeping in mind that this research's main focus was 
stress detection, training data was initially analyzed from the 
perspective of the types of information within the set and the 
influence they could individually have on the stress feature. For 
the beginning, Fig. 1 graphically represents all subject 
activities that are registered during the measurement phase and 
saved to the training data set. 
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Fig. 1. The Share of Individual Activities within the Training Set. 

It is easy to conclude by examining Fig. 1 that the utilized 
data set is imbalanced from the stress feature's perspective: 
Only 11% of training data is associated with stress occurrence. 
However, the quantity of the stress data expressed through time 
is 4 h, which should be sufficient material for a future model's 
training. Moreover, 3% of data are explicitly labeled by the 
data set authors as invalid and are to be removed from further 
work. Another question that should be answered concerning 
the research goal is which sensor and which recorded features 
have the most correlation to the stress status. For that purpose, 
correlation analysis was performed, and graphical results are 
presented in Fig. 2. It can be concluded from the figure that the 
acceleration and electrodermal activities (EDA) have the most 
correlation with the stress feature, recorded both on wrist and 
chest devices. This agrees with the intuitive and judgmental 
conclusions that stress generally causes an increase in 
breathing rate, chest acceleration, and sweating. 

In the next phase of the data analysis and pre-processing, 
the outlier removal technique was performed. Each sensor was 
pre-defined with acceptable ranges of values, and measured 
values outside of these ranges were deleted and replaced by the 
closest valid values. Table I presents all needed information 
about exploited features and defined ranges. 

 

Fig. 2. Correlation Analysis of Training Data Set Concerning the Stress 

Feature. 

TABLE I. EXAMINED SENSORS AND RELATED FREQUENCIES 

Sensor 
Sampling 

frequency (HZ) 

Cutoff 

frequency 
Defined range 

Chest acceleration 700 70 

X: [0;2]  

Y: [-0.5;0.5].  

Z: [-2:2] 

Chest ECG 700 70 [-1;1] 

Chest EMG 700 70 [-0.5;0.5] 

Chest EDA 700 2 [0;18] 

Chest temperature 700 0.5 [30:36] 

Chest respiration 700 2 [-10:10] 

Wrist acceleration 32 16 

X: [-100;150] 

Y: [-75;75]  

Z: [-75:100] 

Wrist BVP 64 32 [-200;200] 

Wrist EDA 4 2 [0;5] 

Wrist temperature 4 2 [28;36] 

Further, when working with environmental and real sensor 
measurements, the occurrence of noise is a common situation. 
Generally, any sensor signal is divided into two parts: a signal 
component that includes valuable information and a random 
noise component. In order to remove the noise component, a 
low-pass filter was utilized to remove the noise frequencies and 
undesirable data. The filtering procedure was performed as 
follows: a specific cutoff frequency was selected for each 
sensor, which represented the sensor's highest meaningful 
frequency values. The cutoff frequencies were selected by 
visual inspection of the signals, and their numerical values 
were provided in Table I. Next, a second-order Butterworth 
low-pass filter with the four corresponding cutoff information 
were utilized to process the signal. The example of successful 
filtering of one of the examined features is presented in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. An Example of Original and De-noised Signals of the Chest 

Temperature Feature. 

IV. APPLICATION OF THE FULLY CONVOLUTIONAL 

NETWORK TO STRESS DETECTION TASKS 

To design a model useful to a broad audience and 
applicable to almost any interested party, the training processes 
of neural network models focused only on using smartwatch 
WESAD data (wrist data). Following [9], all other sensor data 
from the initial data set that are not widely available in 
commercial smartwatches (like EDA sensors) were removed 
from the training data. For programming purposes, popular 
Python environments TensorFlow and Keras were used. 
Finally, a Google cloud machine with Nvidia K80 GPU was 
exploited to provide optimal computational power. 
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For research purposes, an FCN and a ResNet DL model 
from [23] were used for binary classification of baseline and 
stress states of the subjects. These models proved reliable and 
capable of a quality prediction of time series, especially the 
FCN model, a simple but effective model for time series 
classifications as shown in Fig. 4. Both networks were based 
on convolution layers, where the main difference between the 
two was in the number of layers: FCN was designed with 3, 
while ResNet possessed nine convolution layers. In general, a 
convolutional layer is a linear layer, like any other dense layer. 
However, the convolution layer structure was adapted for work 
with temporal information, which provided faster processing 
and improved accuracy of time series in comparison to a dense 
layer. In addition to these two types of networks, good results 
in DL analysis for emotion detection were presented [24]. 

After three convolutional layers of FCN, a global average 
pooling and the final SoftMax layer continued. At the end of 
each convolution, a batch normalization layer influencing 
training and convergence performances was applied. The main 
batch parameters, feature maps and striding, were tuned with 
special attention. Feature maps affected the total number of 
neurons within a network, while striding influenced how the 
network processed and sampled the time series data. The best 
empirical performances were achieved to combine four, two, 
and two strides for each of the three convolution layers of 
FCN. This combination was applied to the structure of the 
network. Feature maps layers 1 to 3 were selected by following 
the procedure from [23], and the following configuration was 
utilized: 64, 128, 256. The approach from [23] was also applied 
for selecting an Adam optimizer learning rate equal to 0.001, 
which was the default configuration for FCN. Two hundred 
and fifty learning epochs were specified, and the model that 
showed the best performances on the validation set was 
selected. Finally, ReLU activation functions [25] were chosen 
for building artificial neurons and DL models. Another 
approach to optimizing network parameters for a neural 
network-based emotion recognition framework was presented 
in [26]. 

 

Fig. 4. Simplified Diagram of FCN Model. 

For evaluation purposes, Leave-one-out cross-validation 
(LOO) from [27] was performed. The LOO experiment was 
performed on 15 folds, where for each tested subject, the data 
was trained on 12 other subjects, and two additional subjects 
were used for building the validation set. For example, if the 
test data was defined as S2, validation data variables were 
randomly selected to be S3 and S5, and all other variables were 
used for the training data set. By utilizing this kind of approach 
of treating acquired data, 15 different data sets were created 
through the experimental phase, and they allowed 15 different 
testing environments for the proposed intelligent algorithm, 
providing robust and reliable results in the end. 

Different configurations of FCN and ResNet models were 
tested on the prepared training data, and it was observed that 
FCN was significantly faster (8 min) than ResNet (1h 30 min), 
and additionally, it performed better on processing the data 
(accuracy on examined sample: 81%‒77%). The specific 
model configuration was selected by comparing achieved 
performances after a fixed number of epochs versus choosing 
the best model on the validation set. It was experimentally 
shown that the second approach provided more reliable 
performances, so the main testing parameter of the selection 
process was achieved on the validation set. 

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

In Fig. 5, the model performances for each examined 
subject are presented. An in-depth review of the achieved 
performances of the proposed model is presented in Table II. 
Metrics within the table can be explained as follows: 
accuracy—the number of correct classifications over total 
samples; balanced accuracy—the average of the proportion 
corrects for each class individually; F1—a harmonic average of 
precision and recall for the ―stress‖ class; WEIGHTED-F1—
similar to F1, this is an averaging of the ―stress‖ and the ―non-
stress‖ class; area under curve (AUC)—a classification metric 
not impacted by class imbalance; precision—true ―stress‖ 
detection overall stress detections; recall—true ―stress‖ 
detections of overall stress samples. 

Summarized results from Table II and the overall 
classification results of this research are presented in Table III. 
The average accuracy of the proposed model is approximately 
0.85, while for the same training conditions, a conventional 
naive classifier achieved an accuracy of 0.78. Achieved results 
compares with the results from [8], where smartwatch data was 
also used. It is shown that the model from [8] provided slightly 
better accuracy from the model in this research (0.874 in 
comparison to 0.85). On the other hand, they performed 255 
different runs during the training process of their model 
compared to only 15 performed runs in this research. It can be 
concluded that the proposed model in this research 
demonstrated satisfactory prediction performances with a small 
number of training cases. Furthermore, it should be reliably 
assumed that the model will likely further improve 
performance by providing additional training data and test 
cases and making additional tuning attempts. 
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Fig. 5. Model Performances per each Examined Subject. 

TABLE II. ACCURACY PER SUBJECT 

Subject 
Accur

acy 

Balanc

ed 

Accur

acy 

F1 

Wei

ghte

d F1 

AUC 
Preci

sion 

Reca

ll 

S2 0.87 0.85 0.73 0.88 0.92 0.67 0.8 

S3 0.81 0.67 0.5 0.8 0.86 0.61 0.43 

S4 0.92 0.82 0.78 0.91 0.99 0.96 0.65 

S5 0.8 0.87 0.68 0.82 0.98 0.52 0.99 

S6 0.85 0.75 0.63 0.85 0.89 0.69 0.57 

S7 0.91 0.91 0.81 0.91 0.96 0.72 0.91 

S8 0.81 0.66 0.47 0.79 0.8 0.64 0.37 

S9 0.86 0.7 0.56 0.84 0.82 0.82 0.43 

S10 0.81 0.66 0.49 0.79 0.85 0.69 0.38 

S11 0.85 0.78 0.67 0.85 0.9 0.67 0.67 

S13 0.81 0.69 0.53 0.8 0.87 0.58 0.48 

S14 0.82 0.63 0.4 0.79 0.87 0.82 0.27 

S15 0.82 0.71 0.57 0.82 0.8 0.64 0.51 

S16 0.9 0.92 0.81 0.9 0.97 0.7 0.96 

S17 0.84 0.73 0.62 0.83 0.87 0.76 0.52 

Averaged 0.85 0.76 0.62 0.84 0.89 0.7 0.6 

TABLE III. IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVED RESULTS 

Metric FCN 

Accuracy 0.85 

Recall ―baseline‖ 0.92 

Precision ―baseline‖ 0.89 

F1 score ―baseline‖ 0.90 

Recall ―stress‖ 0.59 

Precision ―stress‖ 0.68 

F1 score ―stress‖ 0.63 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research, a deep convolutional neural network 
model for stress detection was proposed. The model was 
implemented by exploiting only commercial smartwatch data 
because of the desire to provide a broad audience with a 
universal intelligent solution. Stress is a major issue in 

today's society, with both social and economic consequences. 
The results show that these works have a high accuracy for 
identifying stress. However, because stress levels in everyday 
life can differ considerably from stress levels generated in 
laboratory conditions, daily life studies have gained 
popularity in the scientific community. Another important 
reason why everyday life stress detection studies are more 
appealing to researchers is because consumers do not desire 
intrusive measuring techniques employed in laboratory 
settings. Inconspicuous wearable gadgets can be used to 
assess stress levels in everyday life without disturbing the 
users. We covered open research issues for everyday life 
stress detection in this part, and there is still space for 
development in this area. Furthermore, the accuracies of 
stress detection methods in everyday life are significantly 
lower than those in laboratory conditions. The ultimate goal 
of stress detection is to create a high-accuracy scheme in 
everyday life by conquering unsolved difficulties and 
employing emotion management strategies to reduce the 
users' stress. 
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Abstract—In this age of information technology, it has 

become possible for people all over the world to communicate in 

different languages through social media platforms with the help 

of machine translation (MT) systems. As far as the Arabic-

English language pair is concerned, most studies have been 

conducted on evaluating the MT output for the standard 

varieties of Arabic, with fewer studies focusing on the vernacular 

or colloquial varieties. This study attempts to address this gap 

through presenting an evaluation of the performance of MT 

output for vernacular or colloquial Arabic in the social media 

domain. As it is currently the most widely used MT system, 

Google Translate (GT) has been chosen for evaluating the 

reliability of its output in the context of translating the Arabic 

colloquial language (i.e., Egyptian/Cairene Arabic variety) used 

in social media into English. With this goal in mind, a corpus 

consisting of Egyptian dialectal Arabic sentences were collected 

from social media networks, i.e., Facebook and Twitter, and then 

fed into GT system. The GT output was then evaluated by three 

human translators to assess their accuracy of translation in terms 

of adequacy and fluency. The results of the study show that 

several translation problems have been spotted for GT output. 

These problems are mainly concerned with wrong equivalents, 

inappropriate additions and deletions, and transliteration for 

out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, which are mostly due to the 

literal translation of the Arabic vernacular sentences into 

English. This can be due to the fact that Arabic vernacular 

varieties are different from the standard language for which MT 

systems have been basically developed. This, consequently, 

necessitates the need to upgrade such MT systems to deal with 

the vernacular varieties. 

Keywords—Colloquial Arabic; Google translate; machine 

translation evaluation; reliability; social media 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Arabic is a diglossic language. For many years, however, 
writing used to be confined to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) 
which was and still considered by some to be more prestigious 

[1]. With the development of social media networks and 
platforms, however, millions of users in the Arab world have 
been using their vernacular and colloquial dialects in 
expressing themselves. In other words, social media networks 
have given legacy to the colloquial forms of Arabic [2]. 
Millions of Arab users are using these forms in reflecting on 
different issues and there is an increasing demand from 
institutions and individuals for translating a lot of this stuff. 
Political agencies, manufacturers, branders, and researchers are 
often concerned with understanding what people say and think 
about. It is impossible for human translators to meet these 
translation needs of institutions and individuals. 

In response to these needs, various machine translation 
(MT) systems including Google Translate, Microsoft 
Translator, Amazon Translate, Bing Translator have been 
developed. Despite the effectiveness of these systems in 
providing reliable translation services, many questions are still 
raised concerning the accuracy and quality and thus reliability 
of MT systems of Arabic social media [3]. This can be 
attributed in part to the lack of evaluation studies of the 
performance of MT systems with Arabic social media [4]. 
Therefore, this study seeks to address this gap in the literature 
through the evaluation of Google Translate Arabic into English 
translation of Arabic social media language. The rationale 
behind choosing Google Translate for the current study is that 
Google Translate is the most widely used MT system for 
Arabic-English translations. 

Data from Facebook and Twitter will be collected for the 
purposes of the study. Length and representativeness issues 
will be considered. Manual evaluation methods will be used for 
evaluating the performance of Google Translate. The rest of 
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a brief survey of 
the evaluation studies of Google Translate. Section 3 describes 
the methods and procedures of the study. Section 4 reports on 
the results of the translation of Google Translate of the selected 
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data. Section 5 is a discussion and interpretation of the results. 
Section 6 concludes the paper with suggestions for further 
research. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Omar, et al. [5] argue that social media platforms 
accommodate colossal varieties of dialectal communications of 
Arabic. Such inclusion of different varieties has necessitated a 
wide use of automatic translation on social media networks. 
Irrespective of the purpose that pushed towards this type of 
translation, which can be economic or political, etc., this study 
is concerned with the reality that machine translation is heavily 
counted on in social media, amongst these is Google Translate. 
Zantout and Guessoum [6] illustrate that Arabs who are unable 
to interact or use English have lesser chance to be familiar with 
50% of the content of the Web. This explains the reason that 
people in the Arab world resort to using machine translation. 
They further pinpoint the fact that it is momentous to use 
machine translation as it allows access to the technological 
advances happening in the world. 

Zughoul and Abu-Alshaar [7] deduce that machine 
translation, also known as automatic translation, is a process 
that involves statistical approaches of using “rules and 
assumptions to transfer the grammatical structure” from one 
source language into another target language. Machine 
Translation can be defined as “the application of computers to 
the task of translating texts from one natural language to 
another” [8]. Machine translation has been developed in the 
field of computer science and it has been deemed of great value 
to a number of areas where technological endeavours are 
aspired for [9]. The future of machine translation, especially in 
the light of unprecedented development of social media tools, 
is booming. This has been stressed by Technology Review 
cited in [7] that “Universal translation is one of 10 emerging 
technologies that will affect our lives and work in 
revolutionary ways within a decade”. Indeed, the Arab world is 
now open to all tools of social media and Arabic language is 
one of the languages that is available on Google Translate and 
other machine translation systems. Zantout and Guessoum [6] 
state that the Arab world is in shortage of human translators 
that make it follow the technological advances the world 
witnesses. This situation has increased the pressure of heavily 
relying on machine translation in order for the Arab people to 
keep up to date with the renovation of knowledge in all 
disciplines. 

The process of translating knowledge or information is 
challenging and tedious. It could be deemed time-consuming 
when done by human translators. Penrose [10] cited in [11] 
explains that the idea of machine translation is that it imitates 
human minds. Given the fact that a human mind can perform 
complicated and sometimes enigmatic tasks, then it is possible 
to construct a machine that can perform this duty in an 
accelerated manner. This requires uploading all linguistic 
knowledge into software with constant input of information. In 
fact, technology has made it possible for people to 
communicate in different languages through social media 
platforms with the help of machine translation systems. The 
need to real-time translators in immediate exchange of 
interactions in business or socio-political situations has 

lessened; even though, the faults of the machine could be 
insurmountable. This is what this study is dealing with, as it 
attempts to present an evaluation of machine translation output 
in relation to Arabic through social media texts with special 
focus on Google Translate. This study assumes that the Arab 
people are able to interact and exchange information among 
cultures and across the globe without being knowledgeable of 
the target language; nonetheless, they are able to manage their 
messages through.  In this respect, and in relevance to our 
argument, Hadla, et al. [12] argue that “most of the people with 
Arabic as their mother tongue use dialects in their 
communications at home”. However, such use is even greater 
on social media, we argue. In fact, many studies have been 
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness, accuracy and 
reliability of machine translation, but before we visit those 
studies, it is relevant and crucial to explore Google Translate 
system, being the one that is mostly used on such platforms. 

Google Translate was introduced in 2006 and is considered 
one of the most popular machine translation systems. It is 
highly used by most people all over the world [13]. Sherman 
[14] states that Google Translate is a statistical, phrase-based 
machine translation (PBMT) model. Later in 2016, it was 
updated with a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) model. 
NMT is a sophisticated method that outrates statistical methods 
[15]. Cheng [16] mentions that NMT employs a neural network 
that deals with input through various layers before it goes out. 
It uses deep learning techniques that results in quicker 
translation outcomes [17]. This enhancement of Google 
Translate is marked with both high-quality processing of 
translation and speed. It is stated that NMT uses algorithms 
that are capable of comprehending the linguistic rules in a way 
that outperforms the old statistical approach [16]. Mahmood 
and Al-Bagoa [13] illustrate that Google Translate translates 
more than 100 billion words per day to support 107 languages 
and more than 500 million people use it. Mahmood and Al-
Bagoa [13] further explain that Google Translate can translate 
full web pages, spoken languages, text images, render 
handwritten pattern and can also provide pronunciation and 
read out translations. 

However, with such high-tech in-built introduction to 
Google Translate, it has been under constant evaluation by 
translation studies scholars. In this research, we try to describe 
the reliability of the system by using social media texts. It is 
worth mentioning that there have been a number of studies, 
including Arabic, evaluating the quality of Google Translate 
translations. Hadla, et al. [12] show that there are three main 
categories used in the process of evaluating machine 
translation systems: human evaluation, automatic evaluation, 
and embedded application evaluation. In this section, we 
explore a number of studies related to human evaluation and 
automatic evaluation. Alkhawaja, et al. [17] say that the 
product of machine translation can be evaluated by human 
translators who have access to both the source and target 
languages. They evaluate a text in terms of adequacy, fluency, 
accuracy and cognition. They can also compare two outputs of 
machine translation to scrutinize the differences and similarity 
between them.  The literature exhibits that there are a quite 
number of evaluation studies carried out on Google Translate; 
however, research in Arabic remains decent in this area. 
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Al-khresheh and Almaaytah [18] use Google Translate to 
evaluate the translation of English proverbs into Arabic in a 
small-scale study. They compared the output of the machine to 
a translation done by students. This study concluded that the 
translation of Google Translate was inaccurate in terms of 
rendering syntactic and lexical patterns. It can be argued that 
the structure of proverbs is a challenge to the machine at the 
moment. In a similar vein, Hadla, et al. [12] used non-
proverbial Arabic sentences in their study to evaluate and 
compare the outcomes of Google Translate and Babylon. They 
used a corpus of 1033 sentences in these two machine systems 
and compared them to model translations. The results of their 
study indicated that Google translate outperformed Babylon on 
grounds of precision and accuracy. Further, their findings 
concur Al-khresheh‟s in that the system was incapable of 
handling Arabic sayings and proverbs.  The ungrammatical 
structure that Google Translate unintelligibly produces is 
usually related to wrong word order, mispositions of verbs in 
the sentences, lexicosemantic slips and probably incorrect 
tense concordance [17]. Inaccuracy of Google Translation 
output was also evident in a study conducted by Hijazi [19] 
who evaluated the translation of English into Arabic legal texts. 
It could be argued that the newly introduced NMT update of 
Google Translate would produce more accurate results when it 
comes to legal texts. Hijazi‟s research was in 2013, three years 
before the update which was in 2016. It is recommended that a 
new research comparing legal texts by using machine 
translation and Neural Machine Translation is conducted to 
offer better highlights on the accuracy and adequacy of 
meaning. 

Al-Dabbagh [20] conducted a study to evaluate the quality 
of Google Translate in relation to Arabic texts. The study uses 
a variety of text types: journalistic, economic and technical. It 
showed that the translation outputs of Google Translate have 
been marked with grammatical and textual blunders and 
sometimes lexical inaccuracies. The outcome of Google 
Translate, as pointed out by Al-Dabbagh [20], sometimes 
appears to be incomprehensible to readers. Moreover, the 
effect of Arabic from/into English translation as per Google 
Translate has been measured to indicate that there is no 
consistent frequency of flaws [12]. Discrepancies of Google 
Translate between Arabic appeared, as well, on verb 
constructions. In a detailed study on the translation of Arabic 
verb via Google Translate, Carpuat, et al. [21] detect that the 
position and the order of the Arabic verb seem to be altered by 
Google Translate. This, in fact, is in line with Alqudsi, et al. 
[22] who find that the production of Google Translate seemed 
literal and fallacious. Further, Jabak [23] concludes that in the 
light of Arabic/English automatic translation, the output of 
Google Translate is marked with “inadequacy, ineffectiveness 
and defectiveness”. 

Evaluation studies of Google Translate in other languages 
is abundant; nonetheless, the machine is relatively new and on 
constant development and improvement. Aiken [24] indicates 
that recent results of Google Translate assessment are highly 
encouraging. He mentions that the quality of the machine has 
been enhanced scoring “3.694 (out of 6) to 4.263, nearing 
human-level quality at 4.636” (p. 253). Aiken [24] offers 
further improvement statistics in these language combinations 

of Google Translate: “English to Spanish (87%), English to 
French (64%), English to Chinese (58%), Spanish to English 
(63%), French to English (83%), and Chinese to English 
(60%), for an average improvement of 69% for all pairs”. The 
figures in Aiken‟s study are based on a study conducted by 
Wu, et al. [25] titled Google‟s Neural Machine Translation 
System: Bridging the Gap between Human and Machine 
Translation, which investigates the neural machine translation 
system. 

As indicated, the literature reveals that the enhancement of 
Google Translate yielded more accurate results. Thus, this 
study explores Arabic social media texts to evaluate translation 
adequacy and fluency in order to reach a verdict on the 
system‟s reliability. It goes without saying that translation 
could be perfect in different stylistic constructions. However, 
we attempt to evaluate the closeness of the output of Google 
Translate to a logical human translation that reads fluent with 
adequate and accurate meaning. Social media language holds 
the impression of the heavy use of dialects that Arabic is 
renowned with. It will be interesting to see how the system is 
flexible in handling dialects with less counterpart phrases 
stored in it. The study seeks to explore whether Google 
Translate algorithms can construct a meaningful written 
utterance with probably less processing data. Puchała-
Ladzińska [11] reports that the accuracy of Google Translate 
could differ among languages as he states that “English and 
Spanish works very well, but translating between English and 
Japanese is not nearly as effective”. This study will look at this 
harmony by seeing if the dialectal nature of social media works 
well with English on Google Translate. 

III. METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Thirty passages with variation in document length were 
randomly selected. These included short, middle, and long 
passages. Short passages (1-10) were about 1000-1200 
characters. Middle passages (11-20) were about 2000-2400 
characters. Long passages (21-30) were about 3600-3900 
characters. This corpus-based study aims to evaluate the 
dialectal Arabic-English translation of the social media content. 
Dialectal Arabic is a spoken phenomenon that makes it hard to 
find written material in the slang language except in the social 
media platforms. Hence the corpus consisted of dialectal 
Arabic sentences, mainly Egyptian (Cairene) Arabic collected 
from monolingual Arabic Facebook and Twitter comments on 
posts covering wide spectrum of genres including sports, 
religion, and politics. Data were filtered and comments which 
are completely or mostly made up of MSA words were 
eliminated. Only comments mostly composed of dialectal 
words were retained. The sentences were fed into Google 
Translate and the translation outputs were evaluated by the 
three evaluators specialized in translation for the potential 
errors of translation. Errors were, then, analyzed and classified 
according to their type. A graded rubric was designed by the 
researchers to guide the evaluation work of the three 
annotators, as seen in Table I. 

Evaluators were asked to highlight the error they come 
across in the process of their evaluation. Table II details the 
evaluators‟ estimation of each of the passages included in the 
corpus. 
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TABLE I. A GRADED RUBRIC FOR TRANSLATION EVALUATION 

Point Criterion description 

1.0 

The passage exhibits major sematic, syntactic and pragmatic 

errors that render incomprehensible meaning(as compared to the 

ST) 

2.0 

The passage exhibits major sematic, syntactic and pragmatic 

errors that render partially comprehensible meaning. (as 

compared to the ST)  

3.0 

The passage exhibits slight sematic, syntactic and pragmatic 

errors that render mostly comprehensible meaning. (as compared 

to the ST) 

4.0 

The passage exhibits no sematic, syntactic and pragmatic errors 

that render completely comprehensible meaning. (as compared to 

the ST) 

TABLE II. GOOGLE TRANSLATE SCORES BY THE ANNOTATORS 

Passage 

No. 
Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3 Average  

1.  2 2 3 2.3 

2.  2 2 3 2.3 

3.  3 3 2 2.6 

4.  3 2 3 2.6 

5.  3 3 3 3 

6.  2 2 3 2.3 

7.  3 2 2 2.3 

8.  2 2 2 2 

9.  2 3 3 2.6 

10.  3 3 3 3 

11.  2 3 2 2.3 

12.  1 1 2 1.3 

13.  2 1 2 1.6 

14.  2 2 2 2 

15.  2 2 3 2.3 

16.  2 1 1 1.3 

17.  2 3 2 2.3 

18.  2 1 2 1.6 

19.  1 1 2 1.3 

20.  1 1 1 1 

21.  1 2 2 1.6 

22.  2 1 1 1.3 

23.  2 1 2 1.6 

24.  2 3 2 2.3 

25.  1 1 2 1.3 

26.  2 1 1 1.3 

27.  2 3 2 2.3 

28.  2 1 2 1.6 

29.  2 1 2 1.6 

30.  2 2 2 2 

A summary of the results can be seen in Table III. 

TABLE III. A SUMMARY OF THE EVALUATION RESULTS 

Passages  Score average 

Short passages TABLE IV. 2.5 

Middle passages TABLE V. 1.7 

Long passages  TABLE VI. 1.69 

Overall average  TABLE VII. 2.0 

The evaluation of the MT quality is inspired by some more 
general criteria. Adequacy and fluency are the general 
parameters against which machine translation is assessed; the 
former is about conveying ideas contained in the source text or 
how accurate the translated text as compared with the source 
text. The latter is concerned with the grammaticality of the 
target text [26, 27]. Likewise, Popović [28] argues that the 
quality of the MT outputs is always assessed against three 
quality norms: adequacy, comprehensibility and fluency. The 
bilingual standard of adequacy is concerned with the accuracy 
of conveying the meaning of the source text to the target text. 
The monolingual criterion of comprehensibility deals with the 
extent to which a reader is able to understand the resultant 
translation without having to go back to the source text. 
Fluency reflects how much the translated text adheres to the 
structural system of the target language. Fluency and adequacy 
are described by Koehn and Monz [29] as the most widely 
employed as manual evaluation metrics. As thus, evaluation of 
the MT translation in terms of semantic, syntactic and 
pragmatic features seems to be a kind of breaking down of 
these more holistic terms of adequacy, comprehensibility and 
fluency. Accordingly, evaluators were asked to assess each 
sentence along two phases. The first is monolingually-directed 
in which the target text was assessed for comprehensibility. 
The second phase compared the two texts to examine the 
accuracy of rendering the source text into the target text. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

Three annotators were given the selected passages to judge 
in terms of their adequacy and fluency quality. A rubric of five 
points was prepared by the researchers to guide annotators. The 
annotators were asked to comment on the salient problematic 
elements they come across in the outputs that render the 
translation defective. Annotators pinpointed different types of 
errors that affected the quality of the Google Translate 
performance. They spotted many errors covering the lexico-
semantic, syntactic and pragmatic levels.  Table IV details the 
number and of each error category as identified by the 
evaluators. 

TABLE VIII. ERROR TYPES AS IDENTIFIED BY THE ANNOTATORS 

Passages 

Error types  

Total Lexico-

semantic 
Syntactic  Pragmatic  Other  

Short passages 

(1-10)  
18 16 23 7 64 

Middle passages 

(11-20) 
22 19 26 11 78 

Long passages 

(21-30) 
25 21 27 13 86 
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The lexcio-semantic errors are proliferent in the Google 
Translate (GT) outputs. For example, in the following 
example: 

ST ًَ٘إى شاء هللا الرد ُ٘نْى ْٗم الْقفَ هغ ًِاءٕ الدّرٍ الرهضا 

'in sha' allh alradu hayikun yawm alwaqfih mae naha'i aldawrih 

alramdanih 

GT 

Output  

God willing, the response will be on the day of the endowment with 

the end of the Ramadan session 

Translating “الْقفة‟ alwaqfah with “endowment” which 
denotes “to furnish with an income” is a reprehensive example 
of a semantic error as the proper translation that conveys the 
propositional content of the phrase is “the eve of the feast”. 
Similarly, the choice of “session” to translate “ٍالدّر” aldawrah 
is a manifestation of lexical and semantic error as the word 
used in the output means “a meeting” whereas the intended 
meaning is “tournament”.  One more instance of semantic 
errors, which annotators highlighted, is in the following output: 

ST  لوا حاجه بتضحكو على جمهوركم بأى وال هتعم الفاضًوهللا العظٌم انت كالم على
 كالم
wallah aleazim 'ant kalam ealaa alfadi wala taemaluu hajah 
bitadhuk ealaa jumhurikum ba'aa kalam 
 

GT 
Output 

By God Almighty, you are talking about the empty space, and you 
will not do anything by laughing at your audience with any words. 

In this example, Google Translate transferred the formulaic 
expression of “ٖاًث مالم ػلٔ الفاض” 'ant kalam ealaa alfadi into 
“talking about the empty space” which constitutes a major 
semantic problem severely affecting the meaning and distorting 
the connotations of the source text. The literal translation of 

 bitataeibu nafsikum into “how tired you are” is بتتؼبْ ًفسنن
another example of the lexico-semantic problems faced in 
Google Translate translations. 

The syntactic problems or the errors related to structure and 
the word order of the sentence appeared now and then in the 
machine translation outputs. Sometimes they follow from the 
semantic errors; however they can also occur independently 
from the semantic errors.  In the following output, syntactic 
errors appeared coupled with the semantic problem. 

ST محدش مودٌنا ف داهٌه غٌرك انت ي جرجٌري 
muhadash mwdina f dahyh ghyrk 'ant y jrjyri 
 

GT 

Output 

No one, Modena, Dahia, other than you, you are watercressers 

In this example, the system failed to recognize/identify the 
meaning of “َُ٘هْدٌٗا ف دا” Mwdina f Dahyh as it mistakenly 
identified it as referring to named entities that should be written 
capitalized. This creates semantic and syntactic problems. The 
semantic content of the source utterance is not conveyed to the 
translated text bringing about a meaningless sentence. This 
semantic error is intertwined with a syntactic one as the 
sentence is missing a necessary verb and a predicate. The 
sentence has another instance of synchronous semantic-
syntactic error occurring in the second half of the sentence 
when the system uses the plural form of watercressers to refer 
to the second person singular pronoun “you”. The use of the 
word “watercressers” as the English equivalent of the Arabic 
word” جرج٘رٕ  ” jrjyri is semantically wrong since it is used 
here to refer to the name of the post author(with some 

phonological modification) with the purpose of mocking him. 
Another example to show the association of semantic errors 
with the syntactic one is found in the following output: 

ST 
ّهللا الْاحد م غ٘رر الزهالل هش ػارف ماى ُ٘القٖ الضحل ف٘ي   

wallah alwahid m ghyrr alzamalik msha earif kan hilaqi aldahk fyn 
GT 

Output 

By God, the One M changed Zamalek, I don‟t know where I would 

have laughter 

Using the indefinite pronoun” the one” as the subject of the 
sentence and at the same time using the first person singular 
pronoun “I” to refer to it is an example of syntactic 
malfunction not to mention the structurally incorrect use of the 
definite article “the “before it. The subject “الْاحد‟  alwahid 
meaning “one “ refers to the author of the comment who is the 
speaker  and as thus  should be referred to using the first person 
pronoun “I” . The sentence should be restructured to be “By 
God, I don‟t know without Zamalek,….” This syntactic issue 
seems to be based on a semantic problem as the system failed 
to convey the propositional content of “م غ٘رر الزهالل” m ghyrr 
alzamalik  which is a prepositional phrase meaning “without 
Zamalek”. 

The pragmatic errors, which reflect insensitivity to the 
contextual and cultural aspects of the text, popped out 
persistently in the translation outputs. Take for example, the 
following outputs: 

ST اذا بلٌتم فاستتروا ٌا اخً اختشً علً دمك 
ya 'akhi akhtashi ealiun damak 'iidha balaytum fastatiruu 

GT 

Output 

My brother, fear for your blood If you bleach, then take cover. 

In this output, the system rendered the Arabic formulaic 
expression  اختشٖ ػلٖ دهل akhtashi ala damak to “fear for your 
blood “which is a word for word translation that misses 
important cultural dimensions. It is an idiomatic expression 
used to implicate the illocutionary force of blame or rebuke. It 
is better to be translated into the functional equivalent of 
“shame on you” or “you should be ashamed of yourself”.  
Another bad word choice is that caused by lack of diacritics. 
The word   بل٘تنis identified by the system as meaning “wear 
away” when the intended meaning is taken from the Arabic 
word   َٖ  bulia to mean “be afflicted” which means “if you are بُل
afflicted by or find it indispensable to commit shameful things 
you should do this privately or secretly not in public”. The best 
equivalent is another proverb in English which says “Don't 
wash your dirty linen in public”. Here is another manifestation 
of the occurrence of pragmatic ambiguity in the GT 
translation‟s output: 

ST 
 بتجٌبو مراره منٌن تتفرجو ع الحجات دي
bitajibu mararih mnyn tatafaraju e alhajat di 

GT 
Output 

Btjebo bitterness from where you look at these pilgrimages 

In this example, the system was not able to translate” بتج٘بْ  ”  
bitajibu and identified it as a named entity causing a syntactic 
error that produced a distorted meaning. The literal translation 
of   بتج٘بْ هرارٍ هٌ٘ي bitajibu mararih mnyn is a sign of a 
pragmatic issue which should be transferred so that it reflects 
the illocution of surprise or disbelief. As the expression is an 
idiomatic one in Arabic, it is better to be translated by another 
English equivalent idiom, if possible, to give similar 
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connotation and convey the intended speech act. The best 
functional equivalent in English is “how on earth you have the 
patience to “. The last part of the ST ٕالحجات د is translated by 
GT system as “these pilgrimages” and not “these things”. This 
is due to the fact that sometimes the spelling form “الحجات” is 
used in colloquial Arabic to mean “things” but it is used in 
Modern Standard Arabic to refer to the plural form of the word 
“pilgrimage”. The standard Arabic form for “things” is الحاجات 
alhaajat. 

The addition to or deletion of words from the translation 
output is also an issue that can affect the translation quality 
especially with regard to the deletion. Deletion might 
jeopardize the appropriate convey of the full connotation of the 
utterances of the source text. Izwaini [30] came across similar 
cases of word deletion and suggested that such deletion might 
result in awkward translation. Numerous cases of deletion 
occurred in the translation of the comments with negative 
influence on meaning. Take the following example: 

ST ّهللا الؼظ٘ن اًث مالم ػلٔ الفاضٖ ّال ُتؼولْا حاجَ بتضحنْ ػلٔ جوِْرمن بأٓ مالم 

wallah aleazim 'ant kalam ealaa alfadi wala taemaluu hajah 
bitadhuk ealaa jumhurikum ba'aa kalam 

GT 

Output 

By God Almighty, you are talking about the empty space, and you 

will not do anything by laughing at your audience with any words. 

In this example there are two instances of addition which 
has no equivalent in the source text; the first is the addition of 
the word “space” which is semantically wrong as it does not 
convey any propositional content and at the same time caused 
severe semantic ambiguity. The second instance is the addition 
of the preposition “by” that refers to the means through which 
something is done, a meaning not meant in this context and not 
included in the source text as a lexeme. For deletion, here is an 
example: 

ST  ٗا ػن بتتؼبْ ًفسنن لَ٘ هش بتقْلْ أى الدّرٕ أفضل هي افرٗق٘ا 

ya em bttebw nafsikum lih msh btqwlw 'ana aldawria 'afdal min 
'afriqia 

GT 

Output 

Oh, how tired you are, why don't you say that the league is better 

than Africa?  

In this example, the word”ػن” em to mean buddy is deleted 
which causes the meaning to lose an important pragmatic 
connotation that show the informality of the communication 
and  that the addresser and the  addressee are mostly strangers. 
The addition of the question word “how” is not supported in 
the source text bringing about semantic ambiguity and 
conveying meaning which is neither said nor meant by the 
writer. 

V. DISCUSSION 

This small-scale exploration of the MT‟s translation quality 
of the social media content revealed a wide range of errors that 
covered the Lexical, syntactic and pragmatic levels affecting 
the overall translation performance and rendering unintelligible 
outputs in most cases. This is in line with Jabak [23] who, 
albeit focused on MSA, challenged the validity of the GT 
system and advocated human intervention. Al-khresheh and 
Almaaytah [18] noted that the polysemous vocabulary and the 
difference in grammar caused the GT to face multitude of 
difficulties that affected the translation quality. Likewise, Al-
Dabbagh [31] disclosed that English-Arabic translation of 
varied text types via Google Translate produced the full range 

of errors from the lexical level up to the contextual level. Omar 
and Gomaa [32] questioned the reliability of GT due to the 
many errors surveyed that relate to different lexical, structural, 
and pragmatic types of errors. Hadla, et al. [12] highlighted the 
tendency of MT systems including Google Translate to 
translate literally overlooking the pragmatic aspects. Hijazi 
[19] concluded that GT was unable to produce accurate 
translation to legal texts and that this kind of genre presented 
high difficulties lexically and syntactically. The system could 
not provide the readers with a general idea about the translated 
texts. 

In the same vein, Jabak [23] revealed that GT is not a valid 
tool to translate from Arabic to English as its outputs lack 
accuracy due to the many sematic and syntactic errors 
committed which necessarily needs human intervention. 
Abdelaal and Alazzawie [33] used Google Translate to render 
informative news from Arabic to English to pinpoint the most 
common errors committed by the system. Results referred to 
two types: omission and bad word choice. Ali [34] revealed 
that three MT systems, namely, Google Translate, Microsoft 
Bing, and Ginger, performed insufficiently. Google translate 
came last in terms of accuracy. The study again highlighted the 
need for human post editing. However, given this stress on the 
necessity of a human role in translation, the question that poses 
itself in this regard is the feasibility of human intervention in 
this almost real time communication which means that the 
luxury of post editing and human interference is not possible. 

The reason of this inherent poor quality of Google 
Translate is mostly due to the distant relation between Arabic 
and English in terms of their linguistic systems and underlying 
cultures, which makes MT highly challenging for GT [22, 23]. 
The challenges faced by the MT system due to this linguistic 
distance touch a wide scope of linguistic performance 
including the orthographic, semantic, syntactic and pragmatic 
levels [35-38]. The difference in lexical schemes between the 
two languages including phenomena like homophony [33] 
polysemy, and multiword expressions ([39] mainly lend 
themselves well to the lexico-semantic problems.  The 
difference between the two languages with regard to the 
grammatical rules governing the structuring of sentences 
causes syntactic issues that constitute major challenges for 
Google Translate bringing about defective translation [18]. 

Orthography is another challenge that affects the GT 
performance. One manifestation of this challenge is the one-
letter words in Arabic. Such words are so scarce in Arabic and 
they are mostly prepositions. They are always joined to the 
next words and as thus never appear as distinct words in the 
Arabic sentence structure. Examples are (ك) „like‟, (ب)‟ 
with‟.in addition, there are some imperative verbs that are 
reduced to one letter like (ق)‟protect‟ and (ع) „beware”. For 
dialectal Arabic, the lack of standardized orthographic system 
leads to variation in orthographic representations/ resulting in 
an absence of uniformity concerning the writing system [40]. 
These one-word letters constituted barriers to the GT system as 
it failed to correctly process many instances of these one-letter 
words (peculiar to dialectal Arabic) occurring in the comments. 

The lack of unified writing systems for vernacular Arabic 
means that within the one dialect the same words can be 
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written in a variety of ways and spelled as it comes [41]. In 
other words, people‟s writing of the dialectal Arabic follows 
dialectal pronunciation, and ,as thus,  lacks standard spelling 
conventions [42]. The system failure to address the challenge 
of improvised encoding of the dialectal language was clear in 
many examples of the comments translated by the study. 

Orthography also affects the MT system‟s processing of 
lexemes. For example, when diacritical marks are added many 
of the semantic and lexical problems are solved. This is clear in 
translating “بل٘تن” and “حاجات” in the example shown earlier. 
Similarly, poor named entities recognition seems more evident 
in Arabic posing high challenge on the MT systems. Examples 
of the system‟s inability to address such challenge are the 
incorrect translation of “ْبتج٘ب‟ and “داُ٘ة” detailed in the 
examples. This is actually due to the fact that Arabic writing 
system doesn‟t have the uppercase and lower case letter 
conventions found in English [39]. 

Degree of Dialectness of the source text is an important 
challenge that determines the effectiveness of the MT systems. 
Habash, et al. [43] break down dialectness into four levels 
which each has a degree of impact on the performance of GT 
system. They categorize dialecteness along a continuum with 
the extremes of pure MSA and Pure dialectal. The other two 
levels cover the mixed cases between the two extremes. The 
pure dialectness and the code switching between MSA and the 
Arabic dialect cause the system to work relatively improperly 
and render defective translations. In this regard, Omar and 
Gomaa [32] argue that the degree of colloquialism determines 
how accurate and reliable machine translation is due to the 
elastic nature of the dialectic coding system lexically or 
syntactically. 

The contextual and cultural dimensions play a vital role in 
determining the MT quality. Drawing on information 
previously mentioned in the text is a context sensitive skill that 
relates to pragmatics. Pragmatics is concerned with how a 
language user can mean more than what s/he says. Pragmatics 
presupposes that the referential meaning of the utterance 
should be seen in light of the contextual aspects so as to be able 
to capture the speaker /writer‟s intention which often goes 
beyond what is said. Linguistic elements by themselves are not 
enough to carry the full-fledged meaning intended. Pragmatics 
is about the implied meaning which is not carried through 
words or the indirect meaning that can be derived from the text 
and context. “When it comes to translation, the key issue is 
how to capture indirectness in human communication and how 
to invest the resources available in both languages when 
rendering it” [44]. What is explicitly expressed in the ST can 
be faithfully transferred into the TT. However, this might 
create a pragmatic ambiguity resulting from not clarifying 
elements in the context. The pragmatic ambiguity constitutes 
the most common error type in the current study compared to 
the other lexico-semantic and syntactic error types. Notably, in 
most cases of semantic and syntactic errors, a pragmatic 
ambiguity ensues as a result. 

It is worthy to note that reviewing the studies that explored 
the MT performance concerning literary texts [32, 44, 45] and 
proverbs genre [18, 45, 46] have common denominator with 
social media texts. Though different in their type of texts, they 

all agree in that high degree of cultural aspects exists in them 
that determine the translation quality. This makes human 
intervention through post editing necessary. Malika [45] 
reaffirms this argument that: 

The cultural context of proverbs and poetry is of major 
importance, and since this context is out of reach for the 
machine, the outcome is stylistically ambiguous and culturally 
inappropriate translations. When the source language and the 
target language belong to two different families, like Arabic 
and English, the outcome is what Gellerstram called 
“Translationese ” i.e., awkwardness and ungrammicality [45]. 

It is worthy to note that the Machine translation systems 
have their tools to deal with aforementioned challenges to 
produce as accurate translation as possible. However, the point 
is not as concerned with the availability of such tools as it is 
with the quality and compatibility of such tools. Following are 
a brief exploration of the specific processing techniques needed 
to improve the translation quality of the MT systems. 

The lexico-semantic problems persist in the translated 
outputs despite the existence of  word sense disambiguation 
(WSD) techniques .This might be  logical due to the special 
case of the Arabic morphological system as characterized with 
being highly inflectional [47] and the unique orthographic 
system of Arabic with its loose and nonconventionalized 
scheme of writing [48]. The morphological and orthographic 
systems of the Arabic vernacular languages seem to be even 
more complicated and pose more challenge. Existing word 
sense disambiguation‟ (WSD techniques need to be honed and 
even more Arabic-compatible techniques that address the 
unique features of Arabic should be developed. 

The Out of vocabulary (OOV) words stood out clearly in 
the translated outputs in two instances to disclose the system 
failure to engender accurate translation. These out of 
vocabulary words always appear in the translated output as 
transliterated words. Meereboer [49] confirms that an inherent 
weakness in any machine translation system is Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) words which is supposedly not to be 
included in the training data. Translating from morphologically 
rich languages to another less rich ones often leads to the OOV 
words [50]. Aqlan, et al. [51] argue that these missing or 
unknown words are caused by the highly inflected words 
peculiar to the Arabic language .As a matter of fact, with low 
resource languages that have  limited parallel data, out of 
vocabulary (OOV) words are more likely to happen [52]. 
Dealing with this challenge should be based on the type of the 
missing words. According to Gujral, et al. [52], unknown 
words fall under three categories; “named entities, borrowed 
words, compound words, spelling or morphological variants of 
seen words or content words unrelated to any seen word” [52]. 
This challenge was addressed via different techniques [43, 50]. 

In addition, for optimal translation out of the system, 
morphological segmentation schemes need to be developed to 
cover the wide complex variation in the morphological 
behaviour of the dialectal Arabic. Some of the errors 
committed by the system, especially concerning the out-of-
vocabulary, are likely to be due to the failure of the system to 
discover the different possible morphological variants that can 
associate specific roots. Some words, which the system failed 
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to recognize and produced as out of vocabulary, were fed again 
to the system with different morphemes and the system was 
able to recognize and interpret these words.  in their study of 
the Semitic language of Tigrinya, Tedla and Yamamoto [53] 
call for developing new morphological segmentation models 
that fit the highly inflected nature of their language, a thing 
which is applicable to Arabic as belonging to the same 
language family. 

It is clear from the examples shown that some of the 
resultant problems are brought about by the poor boundary 
recognition of the system. The sentence boundary detection is 
the foundational first step for natural language processing. 
What follows is that more work is needed to hone the sentence 
boundary detection tools to address the complicated sentence 
structure of the typical social media communication. The social 
media content is primarily composed of non-punctuated stream 
of words which essentially presents a seemingly 
insurmountable challenge that so often hinders the system from 
executing properly. Systems need more training to be able to 
address the inherent flurry sentence boundaries of the social 
media communications. In their investigation of the sentence 
boundary detection for social media texts, Rudrapal, et al. [54] 
concluded that the current systems are limited in terms of 
sentence boundary detection and highlighted the needs for 
more advancements in this regard to capture the peculiarities of 
the coarse nature of social medial contents. They explained that 
the language of the social media texts “tend to be full of 
misspelled words, show extensive use of home-made acronyms 
and abbreviations, and contain plenty of punctuation applied in 
creative and non-standard ways. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Several studies have been conducted on evaluating the 
performance of a number of MT systems, including Google 
Translate (GT), for the Arabic-English language pair. 
However, while most studies were focused mainly on the 
modern standard form of Arabic, very few studies handled the 
translation of Arabic dialects or the so-called colloquial Arabic 
or vernaculars. The current study has attempted to address this 
gap through evaluating the performance of automatic 
translation of the colloquial forms of Arabic in the social media 
networks and platforms, including Facebook and Twitter. In 
the current age of information technology social media is 
extensively used by people across the globe to communicate in 
different languages with the help of MT systems. GT, which is 
the most widely used MT system for the Arabic-English 
translation, has been chosen for evaluating the reliability of its 
output in the context of translating Arabic social media 
language into English. The evaluation has been carried out 
manually by human translators who assessed the accuracy of 
translation in terms of adequacy and fluency. The evaluators 
spotted a number of errors on the lexico-semantic, syntactic 
and pragmatic levels, which rendered the translation 
unintelligible in most cases. Most of the texts investigated were 
translated literally by GT, which resulted in inappropriate 
translation in the TL output. This literal rendition resulted in 
wrong equivalents, inappropriate additions and deletions, and 
transliteration for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. 

This poor quality of GT output can be attributed to a 
number of reasons, most important of which is the distant 
relation between Arabic and English in terms of their linguistic 
systems. The difference in the linguistic system between both 
languages gives rise to a number of linguistic challenges 
including polysemy, homophony and multi-word expressions. 
Another similarly important reason is the peculiar nature of 
Arabic which is generally described as morphologically rich 
and syntactically free. This complex nature of Arabic, 
commonly known as a highly inflected language, poses great 
challenges for the computational processing of the language for 
NLP applications, including machine translation. A third 
reason which is particularly related to the vernacular varieties 
used in social media is the lack of a standardized orthographic 
system which consequently leads to variation in orthographic 
representations. This means that in colloquial Arabic the same 
words can be written in a variety of ways as they follow 
dialectal pronunciation and do not adhere to standard spelling 
conventions. 

In order to overcome the problems encountered in the GT 
output of Arabic social media texts, NLP techniques, such as 
morphological analyzers, part-of-speech (POS) taggers, 
syntactic parsers and word sense disambiguation (WSD), 
systems need to be enhanced and even more Arabic-compatible 
techniques that address the unique features of Arabic should be 
developed, particularly for processing the Arabic vernacular 
varieties. 

The current study is an attempt to shed light on the 
problems facing MT in the context of Arabic vernacular 
varieties used in social media. The study was focused on 
evaluating one MT system, i.e., GT, in this regard. Further 
studies are still needed in the area of machine translation of 
dialectal Arabic. One such study can address the translation of 
vernacular Arabic by a number of MT systems and compare 
and contrast between the outputs of the systems under 
investigation to uncover more problems and suggest possible 
solutions. 
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Abstract—Compression of data in traditional relational 

database management systems significantly improves the system 

performance by decreasing the size of the data that results in less 

data transfer time within the communication environment and 

higher efficiency in I/O operations. The column-oriented 

database management systems should perform even better since 

each attribute is stored in a separate column, so that its 

sequential values are stored and accessed sequentially on the 

disk. That further increases the compression efficiency as the 

entire column is compressed/decompressed at once. The aim of 

this research is to determine if data compression could improve 

the performance of HBase, running on a small-sized Hadoop 

cluster, consisted of one name node and nine data nodes. Test 

scenario includes performing Insert and Select queries on 

multiple records with and without data compression. Four data 

compression algorithms are tested since they are natively 

supported by HBase - SNAPPY, LZO, LZ4 and GZ. Results 

show that data compression in HBase highly improves system 

performance in terms of storage saving. It shrinks data 5 to 10 

times (depending on the algorithm) without any noticeable 

additional CPU load. That allows smaller but significantly faster 

SSD disks to be used as cluster’s primary data storage. 

Furthermore, the substantial decrease in the network traffic is an 

additional benefit with major impact on big data processing. 

Keywords—Column-oriented data stores; data compression; 

distributed non-relational databases; benchmarking column-

oriented databases 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main factors that put pressure on the centralized 
relational model and play a key role in the development of 
NoSQL DBMS are: Volume, Velocity, Variety and Agility [1]. 
Volume and Velocity are referred to the possibility of 
management of big sets of data that is generated with high 
speed and should be processed fast. Variety is the existence of 
various structures and formats of data (structured, semi-
structured and unstructured). Agility is the likelihood of an 
organization reacting to changes in the business [2]. 

Usually, the relational database management systems are 
seen as the best possibility of data storage, data retrieval and 
data processing. Regardless, the constant growing needs of 
scalability and the emerging needs for specific applications 
posed various challenges to the conventional relational 
databases [3,4]. For example, the continuous growth of user-
generated data led to an increase in the types (structured, semi-
structured and unstructured) and the volume of the data that 
has to be stored and processed. In practice, the fast growth in 
the volume of the data created a big problem for the 

conventional databases that require a pre-known defined 
schema of the data, based on relations. In fact, the pre-known 
schema became inadequate in many different scenarios. 

The desire to meet this challenge led to the creation of 
NoSQL DBMS [2,5]. For the purposes of the distributed 
databases, NoSQL is defined in [6] as follows: NoSQL is a set 
of ideas and concepts that allow for fast and efficient 
processing of datasets with an emphasis on performance, 
reliability and speed. One of the challenges for the users of 
NoSQL is that there are a large number of different 
architectural data models to choose from (key-value, column-
oriented, document-based, graph stores). 

Compression of data elements in traditional database 
management systems significantly improves system 
performance by [7,8]: (1) decreasing the size of the data, (2) 
increase the productivity of input/output operations by 
reducing search time, (3) reduction of data transfer time in the 
communication environment (less data is transferred to the 
computer network) and (4) increasing the relative speed of the 
input-output buffer. For requests that are limited in terms of 
data input or retrieval speed, the CPU load resulting from the 
decompression is offset by I/O system improvements at the 
operating system level. All this has a significant effect when 
working with large amounts of data. 

In the column store, each attribute is stored in a separate 
column, so that the sequential values of this attribute are stored 
sequentially on disk [4,9]. This data model provides more 
opportunities for improved performance as a result of applying 
algorithms to compress data elements compared to row-
oriented architectures. In the column-oriented model, the use of 
different compression schemes that encode multiple values at 
once is natural. In tuple-oriented systems, such schemes do not 
work well because the individual attribute is stored as part of 
the whole tuple, so combining the same attribute from different 
tuples together into one value will require some way to "mix" 
tuples. 

The main objective of the current research is to test the 
capabilities of a small-sized cluster when performing the 
operations Insert and Select to Hbase. The operations are 
performed with and without the supported Hbase compression 
algorithms. This article aims to observe the behavior of the 
cluster when performing the experiments. 

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews some 
related research. Section 3 presents column-oriented data 
model properties. Section 4 outlines the nature of Hbase. 
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Section 5 presents the conducted experiment. Finally, in 
Section 6 the authors make conclusions and offer ideas for 
further research. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many authors are doing extensive research on the topic of 
data compression in Hbase and are proposing some additional 
algorithms and strategies for optimization of the compression 
process. 

To avoid the hot-spot issue in the Regional Servers, the 
authors in [10] are proposing sorting of the data before the 
compression. Another part of the proposed solution is the 
usage of different compression algorithms for different data 
types. 

In [11] the authors are overviewing some common 
compression algorithms and through experiments are 
comparing the methods. The results from these experiments are 
used for the decision of how to compress a particular data 
column. As a result, they propose an architecture for query 
executor. The authorsalso pay attention to the order of the 
columns. 

A short survey of data compression techniques for column-
oriented databases is presented in [12]. The results show that 
the LZO and Snappy compressions have comparable 
compression rates and speeds. 

An analysis on compression of data, presented in relational 
format is done in [13] resulting in the authors proposing a 
strategy for compressing similar data together. The authors are 
noting that the traversal strategy has a significant impact on the 
compression ratio. 

The compression algorithms of Hbase are considered in 
[14]. A series of experiments are conducted and several aspects 
are analyzed - used memory, CPU utilization, network 
utilization and disk space usage. The results show that the 
usage of some form of compression is beneficial when dealing 
with large clusters and large jobs. In terms of query time 
execution, Snappy is the best performing algorithm. 

III. COLUMN-ORIENTED DATA MODEL PROPERTIES 

The systems based on column families are important 
architecture models of NoSQL data because they can easily 
expand (scale horizontally) while processing big volumes of 
data. Column-oriented data models can be viewed as one 
multi-dimensional table (Table I), to which queries can be 
made using the primary key. In this type of data storage, the 
key can be the identifier of the row (Row ID) and the name of 
the column. The first dimension of the table is the RowKey, 
which denotes the row of the physical storage of the data in the 
table. The second dimension is the column family, which is 
similar of the attributes in the relational data model. The third 
dimension is the qualificator of the column. In theory, every 
column can have an unlimited number of qualificators. The 
fourth dimension is the timestamp which is automatically 
assigned and represents the moment of the cell creation in 
nanoseconds. The structure of the key can be seen in the 
following manner: 

The advantages of column-oriented systems are as follows 
[1,2,5,9]: 

 A high degree of scalability – in essence, column-
oriented systems have the property of scalability, which 
means that when there is a high intensity of data 
addition, more general-purpose nodes have to be added 
to the cluster. With a good design of the cluster can be 
achieved a linear relation between the way the data is 
expanding and the number of the needed nodes. The 
main reason for this relation is the manner in which the 
Row identifier and the column names are being used 
when identifying a cell. With the maintenance of a 
simple interface, the system which works in a 
background mode, can distribute the queries between a 
large number of nodes without the need of performing 
any merge and join operations. 

 A high degree of availability – by building a system that 
is easily scalable, the need for data duplication arises. 
Because column-oriented systems use effective 
communication, the replication cost is low. The lack of 
join operations allows the storage of individual portions 
of the column matrix on remote servers. This means 
that if one of the nodes that contain some of the matrix 
data, falls, and the other nodes will provide the services 
to these cells. 

 Easy data addition – the column-oriented model does 
not require a pre-detailed design before the data 
insertion begins. The column names should be known 
prior to the insertion, but the identifier of the rows and 
the column qualifiers can be created at any given 
moment. 

Improved data compression – storing data from the same 
domain increases the locality of the processing and thus 
improves the degree of data compression (especially if the 
attribute is sorted). The requirements for the transfer speed in 
the computer network are further reduced when transferring 
compressed data. The coefficient of the compression is higher 
in the column-oriented data storages as the sequential values 
that are being stored in the column are from the same data type, 
while the neighboring attributes in the tuple can be different 
types. When every value in the column has the same size, the 
speed of decompression can be high, especially when taking 
into account the super-scalar properties of today’s processors. 
The columns can be further sorted which in turn will increase 
the potential of compression. The compression methods used in 
the column-oriented systems improve the CPU performance by 
allowing data manipulators to work directly on the compressed 
data without having to decompress. 

TABLE I. KEY STRUCTURE IN COLUMN-ORIENTED SYSTEMS 

Key  

Row-ID 
Column 

family 

Column 

qualifier 
Time stamp Value 
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IV. HBASE OVERVIEW 

Apache HBase (http://hbase.apache.org) is a distributed, 
fault-tolerant, column-oriented database modeled after 
Google's Bigtable [15]. Similarly, as Bigtable is built on top of 
the Google’s distributed file system, HBase relies on the data 
storage provided by the Hadoop’s distributed file system 
(HDFS). It is an open-source software, written in Java. Its 
primary goal is to provide random, fast (real-time) read/write 
access to very large tables (containing billions of rows and 
millions of columns) running on clusters of cheap commodity 
servers. 

As a non-relational database, it does not rely on SQL to 
access the data; however the Apache Phoenix project [16] 
offers an additional SQL layer on top of HBase, and a JDBC 
driver that allows external JAVA applications to communicate 
with the database. Furthermore, data are accessible through 
Java API, REST API and Avro or Thrift gateway APIs. 

HBase features linear horizontal scalability, strictly 
consistent reads and writes, automatic failover support between 
RegionServers, data compression, in-memory operation, and 
Bloom filters on a “per-column” basis as implemented in 
Bigtable [10]. 

HBase is a widely deployed database, used by large number 
of companies, ranging from IT giants (Facebook, Twitter, 
Yahoo!, Adobe, Meetup, OCLC – WorldCat’s data storage, 
and others) to smaller companies and research projects. Before 
2018 Facebook fully relied on HBase to store private messages 
(multimedia content) exchanged through “Messenger”. Then 
they switch to MyRocks - Facebook’s open source database 
project that integrates RocksDB as a MySQL storage engine 
[17]. Twitter uses HBase as a distributed backup of their 
production database (implemented in MySQL). Benipal 
Technologies utilizes a 35-node HBase cluster that holds over 
10 billion rows with hundreds of datapoints per row. They 
compute over 1018 calculations daily using MapReduce 
directly on HBase. 

Data compression is a method that is used to improve the 
performance and reduce the storage space. Hbase supports four 
different compression algorithms, which can be directly 
applied on the ColumnFamily. That includes SNAPPY [18], 
LZO [19], LZ4 [20] and GZ [21] compressions. When creating 
a table every ColumnFamily is defined separately meaning that 
some families can have a compression algorithm applied to 
them and some may not. Using a compression algorithm can 
lead to a significantly reduced storage space as it is seen from 
the conducted experiments. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

A. Experimental Environment and Dataset 

A cluster of 10 servers is being used to conduct this 
experiment. A Name Node having two CPUs: Intel Xeon 
Silver 4110, 8 cores and a total of 32 threads, and 64GB RAM; 
9 data nodes – each data node have one CPU Intel Xeon E-
2124, 4 cores and 4 threads, and 16GB RAM; and 1 additional 
server, having the same technical specifications as the data 
nodes, that is not being featured in the cluster but is located in 
the same network as the cluster. 

Every experiment consists of a Python code that initiates an 
Insert or Select queries to the Name Node. The python code is 
developed with the help of some additional Python libraries 
and packages. Most important of which is the HappyBase 
library. HappyBase is a library, developed on the ThriftPy2 
Package. Essentially, the ThriftPy2 is used to establish the 
connection between the cluster (more precisely - the Name 
Node) and the client. All of the test scenarios are being 
performed from the additional server, the one that is located in 
the same network but is not featured in the cluster. 

The data that is being sent and retrieved to the server 
consist of over 4 900 000 different sensor measurements. The 
description of the dataset can be seen in Table II. 

TABLE II. DATASET DESCRIPTION 

Attribute Column Family 

house_id house:mac 

date_time house:datetime 

ch1_watts to ch3_watts ch:1 to ch:3 

temp readings:temp 

gas_reading readings:gas 

appliance_1 to  

appliance_10 

app:1 to 

app:10 

While performing the experiment the sequential data 
transmission from the sensors is stimulated, as can be expected 
in real-life scenarios. Therefore, all of the Insert tests are done 
in the manner of several thousand queries being sent to the 
server instead of performing a single Load Dump. We strive to 
test the capabilities of the cluster as close to real-life situations 
as possible. Nevertheless, the experiments are performed in an 
almost sterile environment, as the cluster does not handle any 
additional tasks while inserting and selecting the data. 

B. Comparative Experiment on Query Execution Time 

1) Insert queries: The Insert Test Cases are done under 

the following conditions: 

 The table that will store the row is created at the 
beginning of the test. 

 The number of the versions of the cells is left at the 
default value – three. 

 A total of fifteen Insert tests cases are performed – three 
tests without any compression and twelve tests with 
compression (four compressions multiplied by three 
times). 

 Every test is performed with 200 000, 400 000, 600 
000, 800 000 and 1 000 000 different queries send to 
the server. 

The inconsistent manner of the insert query execution is 
notably visible in these tests. The number of requests per 
second is around 400 to 430. That difference is small enough to 
be considered insignificant. Fig. 1 shows the number of 
requests per second, per compression in detail. When inserting 
200 000 rows, the LZO Compression, the SNAPPY 
compression and the control test without compression behave 
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in similar manner. The GZ and LZ4 compressions are a 
fraction slower. The insertion of 400 000 rows is similar 
regardless of the chosen compression and starting from the 600 
000 and upward clearer differences in the execution time and 
the number of requests per second can be observed. What 
makes an impression are the spikes in the LZO compression 
and the test without any compression. In the tests with 800 000 
and 1 000 000 rows, the cases without compression and the 
LZO compression behave best, respectively. 

2) Select queries: The select test cases are performed on 

the same tables that have been created when conducting the 

Insert experiments. Meaning that the select queries are 

performing full table scans on the compressed data. For every 

combination of dataset and compression, a total of three test 

scenarios are done – querying 25%, 50% and 75% of the data. 

Fig. 2 shows the execution time of the conducted tests. Almost 

every compression is behaving as expected – with the increase 

of the queried rows, the execution time increases linearly. 

LZO is the only compression that does not follow this 

behavior – it has some notable spikes when selecting 150 000, 

300 000 and 450 000 rows. A possible explanation of that can 

be the locality of the data and it is worth a further 

examination. 

C. Comparative Experiment on Physical Storage 

The physical storage of the data (the Persistent Memory) is 
also an area that is worth looking into. The column-oriented 
systems are characterized by improved data compression. 
Moreover, that can be seen in Fig. 3 in which it is obvious that 
the tests run with no compression are taking up a lot of 
physical memory on the cluster. Tables with more than 1 000 
000 rows can be as large as 1GB. Fig. 4 shows the physical 
memory of the data without the outlier – the tests with no 
compression. In this figure, the difference between the four 
compressions is more distinguishable. 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of Insert Operation. 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of Select Queries. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of Physical Memory for all Test Cases. 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of Physical Memory for the Compression Tests. 
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The GZ compression is clearly the most sparing of the four, 
storing 1 000 000 rows in little more than 100MB; in other 
words, 10 times less than the insertion without compression. 
The GZ compression is followed by SNAPPY compression 
and the LZ4 compression is the one that takes up most storage 
space. 

D. Comparative Experiment on Number of RegionServers 

The number of the RegionServers is another indicator that 
is taken into consideration. It confirms the benefit of using data 
compression algorithms. Although the difference in the number 
of RegionServers when using compression and not, is small, it 
does affect the whole performance of the cluster when inserting 
and selecting multiple records. The number of the occupied 
RegionServers while inserting rows without compressions is up 
to two for more than 600 000 inserted rows, while using any 
compression results in one reserved server every time. 

E. Cluster CPU Load 

Fig. 5 shows the load of the Cluster CPU while performing 
400 000 insert queries. The left part of the figure shows the 
CPU load of the cluster when insert data without any 
compression and the right part shows the CPU with the LZO 
compression. Clear from the figure is that regardless of the 
used compression, or the lack of, the CPU is loaded the same. 

Fig. 6 denotes the data transferred through the HDFS with 
and without any compression. The left side of the figure is the 
insertion of 400 000 rows of uncompressed data and the right 
side – the same number of rows with LZO compression. As 
expected, the compressed data is less and therefore the I/O 
operations on the HDFS are less. What makes an impression is 
that regardless of the data that is being transferred and the 
additional processed linked to the compression, the time of the 
whole insert operation is almost even. 

 

Fig. 5. Cluster CPU Load.

 

Fig. 6. HDFS I/O. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The aim of this research is to determine if data compression 
could improve the performance of HBase, running on a 
Hadoop cluster, consisted of one name node and nine data 
nodes. After performing a series of experiments, we can 
conclude that: 

 Data compression highly improves system performance 
in terms of storage saving. It could shrink data 5 to 10 
times (depending on the algorithm) without any 
noticeable additional CPU load. 

 The substantial decrease in the network traffic could 
have a significant positive impact on large clusters with 
many data nodes or in clusters with higher data 
replication factors. 

 The GZ algorithm achieves the highest compression 
ratio from all four applied algorithms. 

 The cluster does not need any additional computational 
resources or CPU time to compress or decompress data, 
as it was expected. 

 Regardless of the used compression, or the lack of it, 
the time for inserting and selecting thousands of rows 
does not change in noticeable manner. Neither the 
requests per second. When running the experiments, the 
active nodes’ CPU load was less than 20%. All these 
measurements may suggest that there is some kind of 
limitation setting in the Thrift server or in the ThriftPy2 
package. Further research and analysis are needed. 

In future, we plan to extend our work and: 

 Find a way to increase the number of processed requests 
per second. Obviously not the hardware is the limitation 
factor in the present experiments. 

 Add more sources of data and simulate a parallel cluster 
usage from multiple clients. 

 Increase the replication factor and analyze how data 
compression impacts the cluster performance in that 
case. 
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Abstract—Recent advancements in drone technology are 

opening new opportunities and applications: in various fields of 

life especially in the form of small drones. However, these 

advancements are also causing new challenges in terms of 

security, adaptability, and consistency. Small drones are proving 

to be a new opportunity for the civil and military industries. The 

small drones are suffering from architectural issues and the 

definition of security and safety issues. The rapid growth of the 

Internet of things opens new dimensions for drone technology 

but posing new threats as well. The tiny flying intelligent devices 

are challenging for the security and privacy of data. The design 

of these small drones is yet not matured to fulfill the domain 

requirements. The basic design issues also need security 

mechanisms, privacy mechanisms, and data transformations. 

The aspects like intrusion and interception in the domain of the 

Internet of Drones (IoD) need to be investigated to make these 

timely drones more secure and more adaptable. In this paper, we 

have used intelligent machine learning approach to design an IoT 

aided drone. This approach will provide intelligent cyber security 

system which will help in detecting network security threats 

using Blockchain. 

Keywords—Drone technology; security; internet of things; 

internet of drones; machine learning; blockchain 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet usage is increasing as a powerful tool nowadays 
because of its unlimited benefits and applications. It is a global 
trend in which computers and devices are interconnected 
through some predefined rules and standards. Day-to-day 
information is carried by these communication networks over 
the internet. Nowadays, Internet of Things (IoT) is the most 
widely used network among all networks [1]. IoT is an 
interconnection of devices that are using the internet to share 
their information. These devices can be small household objects 
or can be large industrial machines that are communicating to 
perform their operations. IoT devices can be used to monitor 
objects, the performance of machines, bank transactions as well 
as industrial tasks [2, 3]. There are 90 million IoT objects by the 
end of 2020 which can be 25 billion in 2021[4]. These IoT 
objects can communicate intelligently with other devices by 
consuming low energy. Fig. 1 shows the impact of IoT devices 
on different areas of life. The manufacturing and health sector 
has the major share of IoT devices. IoT is most widely used in 
smart cities, surroundings observing, health, commerce, 
inventory, and business administration [5]. 

The main issue with IoT objects is security and privacy. 
Security means provide authorized access to information and 

protecting it from unauthorized users. Security includes 
confidentiality and integrity. IoT-specific security issues include 
cyber-attacks. With the advancement of technology, security 
challenges are growing day by day. Cloud technology has 
increased the risk of unauthorized access to information [6]. 
This Research [7] Identified cyber security challenges of IoT 
networks and other sources such as software, hardware, data, 
and applications. Attacks associated with IoT networks include 
transmission protocol disaster, denial of service, jamming, 
spoofing, and messaging attacks. 

The advancement of technology and expansion of the 
economy allows the use of drone technology in many areas of 
life [8]. Drone technology provides several advantages and 
benefits for human beings. It helps in day-to-day activities as 
well as the military and monitoring of weather. However, 
several privacy and safety concerns are associated with their 
advantages [9]. At the same time, it also provides openings for 
cyber-criminals to eavesdrop on drone communication for 
harmful purposes. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) were used 
in the past with major security threats and extortions. These 
devices were also used for harmful attacks on communication 
which increases the chances of distorted warfare. The Internet 
of Drone Things (IoDT) [10] or Internet of Drones (IoD's) [11] 
are emerging concepts towards smart commercial drones that 
can be used for precision agriculture, product delivery, security 
purposes, etc. 

 

Fig. 1. Financial Influence of IoT Devices. 
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A major challenge in drone security is the generation of 
heavy computation and communication load for drones and 
other IoT devices [12]. The execution of computation-intensive 
and latency-sensitive security procedures becomes tough to ask 
for heavy drone data streams due to limited resources of drones 
such as limited memory, restricted computation, limited radio 
bandwidth, and limited battery resources. A secure 
authentication procedure for Drones and other IoT devices to 
identify the secure nodes and mitigate the identity-based attacks 
such as spoofing, etc. [13]. A robust access control method is 
required to prevent the unauthorized need to access the IoT 
resources [14-17]. A secure offloading technique is required that 
enables drones to perform computational-intensive tasks while 
interacting with the storage resources of the server and other 
edge devices [11]. 

Currently, there is no efficient platform exists for secure and 
smart industrial drones. Previously, industrial drones are being 
flown with a camera and a GIS sensor without having any 
platform support for drone security and data privacy, which 
could result in hacking of drones, and interception or loss of 
drone data [18]. Secure drone flight and privacy of drone data 
are needed to provide safe and secure surveillance of smart 
buildings. Additionally, machine intelligence (such as machine 
learning) support is also needed for drone data analytics along 
with the support of mobile and Web apps to visualize and 
disseminate the results [11]. There is a need to investigate and 
design a secure and intelligent mechanism for the authentication 
procedure for IoT devices, access control method, and secure 
offloading [19]. 

In the modern architectures of drones, the industrial drones 
are transmitting raw sensor data directly to a cloud platform 
whereas, the telecommunication channels are not secure. Here, 
absence of platform support for secure drone data transmission, 
the possibility exists that a drone with a security hole may be 
left unattended. A mechanism to manage and upgrade drone-
side security and data privacy is necessary. Previously, machine 
learning has been used to provide secure mechanisms for 
wireless networks. However, there is a need for blockchain and 
machine-learning-based intelligent security systems to provide a 
secure channel for data transmission to the edge side for drones. 
Previously, blockchain is being used in IoT systems for secure 
authentication of devices [20], but the security mechanism for 
secure access control and secure offloading is still an open 
challenge. 

This study will play a significant role in making these tiny 
flying devices intelligent, smart, and secure. However, the 
absence of a platform to ensure security and intelligence for 
these small drones is a bottleneck that makes it difficult to use 
these tiny drones for commercial, business, or industrial 
purposes. The proposed research will improve the basic design 
of small drones to ensure safety from cyber security threats, 
data privacy threats, and data interception threats. The proposed 
research is presenting an improved layered architecture that 
adds new layers from the implementation of security 
mechanisms and data analysis mechanisms in the traditional 
architecture of drones. Such, layered architecture will help to 
handle security and data analytics separate from the other 
conventional operations of drone handling mechanisms. 
Additionally, the proposed improvement in layered architecture 

will not only help in simple implementation but also will 
support easy regeneration for future enhancements. 
Furthermore, the secure drone flight and privacy of drone data 
will help in providing safe and secure surveillance of smart 
buildings and the raw-sensors data will safely reach IoT Hub for 
detailed data analytics. Finally, the support for machine 
intelligence (such as machine learning) will help in improved 
drone data analytics along with the support of mobile and Web 
apps to visualize and disseminate the results. 

The rest of the paper can be organized as follows: Section 2 
explains the research methodology of this research. Section 3 
discusses the result and discussion based on the proposed 
methodology. Section 5 mentioned the conclusion and future 
work of this research. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This research mainly focused to improve the basic design 
drones in order to ensure the security threats of drones such as 
data interception, data privacy and common cybersecurity 
threats. In the proposed approach, new layers are added in the 
layer architecture to help the implementation of security and 
data analysis mechanisms in the traditional drone’s architecture. 
The improvement of layer architecture will support the easy 
regeneration for future enhancements. Fig. 2 shows the addition 
of security and privacy layer with the updating in the data 
processing layer through the components of machine 
intelligence. 

A. Drone Layer 

The first layer of industrial drones is the drone layer where 
camera needs to attach with the mini drone or quadcopter. In 
this layer, smart sensors are used such as altitude sensor, radar, 
GPS sensor and camera. The purpose of this layer to sense, 
record and transmit the recorded information y drones to the 
next layer. DJI phantom 3 drone are deployed that consist of 
communication link and custom remote controller. 

B. Edge Processing Layer 

This layer forwards the IoT raw data and drone data to the 
security and privacy layer where it verify the data come from 
authenticated devices. The IoT gateways are used in this layer 
for wireless communication that provides a fast transmission of 
the information. This layer is responsible for data flooding, 
protecting and cashing. For the purpose of cloud 
communication, it uses the Azure IoT gateway. 

C. Security and Privacy Layer 

This layer is responsible to provide the authentication to the 
devices and secure the access control through the machine 
learning algorithms. In this layer, some privacy threats are 
occurred such as physical, behavior and location privacy threat. 
Third party is secretly monitored and capture the drone 
information that effects the personal information of someone 
compromised. In behavior privacy, the unauthorized person can 
monitor someone’s activities and behavior. Threats using 
location privacy involves to capture the location by authorized 
persons. These threats can be managed through the protocols 
and authentication schemes. Furthermore, machine learning 
algorithms are used by device authentication to alert and detect 
the security attacks. 
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Fig. 2. Proposed Architecture. 

D. Device Connection Layer 

The security and privacy layer play an vital role to provide 
the communication link to a cloud based IoT Hub at the base 
station and new module is added in this layer for security 
automation and orchestration which ensures the connection 
between the authenticated devices. In the IoT network, message 
passing between cloud system and IoT devices is allowed by the 
IoT hub. IoT security and devices is provided by Blockchain 
mechanism in real-time. 

E. Data Processing Layer 

In order to analyze the drone data in stream, IoT hub data is 
passed to the data processing layer. In this layer, two new 
modules are developed such as machine intelligence that carried 
out the intelligent data analysis and data hub service that helps 
in simple and smooth cloud data storage. Naïve Bayes model 
are used in this layer that is intelligent machine learning 
algorithm. Flight data of drone is used for training and testing. 

F. Data Storage Layer 

Drones generate the data storage results for the cloud-based 
NoSQL database. It contains the IoT sensors data with the drone 
and network information. The purpose to use NoSQL database 
provides less storage schema of information that makes easily 
retrieve and access data in a short time. 

G. Data Visualization Layer 

This layer allows the monitoring of data with multiple 
services and tools. In our proposed work, Microsoft Azure 
services are used for storage and hub services. The data 
visualization layer shows the predictions made by proposed 
intelligent model about the security level of a drone and 
identified with the intelligent Naïve Bayes model. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, results produced by the model as well as the 
experiment are explained. The performance is evaluated using 

precision, recall, and cost which are arithmetical methods to 
estimate performance. This experiment is performed on real-
time data of drones, KDD’99 dataset. The proposed machine 
learning model such as Naïve Bayes is applied for good 
performance. 

A. Naïve Bayes Model Results 

The proposed Naïve Bayes model provides an overall 
accuracy of 96.3%. The confusion matrix of the trained Naïve 
Bayes model depicts true and predicted classes of data provided 
to the model as shown in table 6.2. Class precision for the DOS, 
Jamming, and Spoofing category is 96%, 99%, and 93% 
respectively. Similarly, class recall is also shown in the 
confusion matrix for three categories. Fig. 3 shows the drone 
routing id and route length information. 

 

Fig. 3. Trip Id and Trip Length of Drone. 
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In the graph, trip id is plotted on x-axis and route length of 
drone is plotted on y axis. Blue and red lines represent this 
information in a line graph. 

Fig. 4 shows the trip id, pattern id and stop length of DJ 
phantom 3 drone which is used in the experiment. Fig. 5 shows 
the true positive and false positive rate in training dataset. Fig. 
5(a) shows the histogram and 5(b) shows the ROC curve of this 
training data. -15 is used as a threshold value to separate the 
normal communication from the malicious traffic. 

 

Fig. 4. Drone Flight Information. 

 

Fig. 5. Threshold Categorization of Training Data i.e. (a) Histogram, (b) 

ROC. 

Fig. 6 shows the training data categorization with -64 
threshold value. This training data is generated by the 
experimentation. Fig. 6(a) shows the histogram and 6(b) shows 
ROC cure. The ROC curve for the spoofing attach identification 
is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 6. Threshold Categorization of Training Data with -64 Threshold Value. 

 

Fig. 7. Spoofing Attack Identification ROC Curve. 

The confusion matrix for the Naïve Bayes classifier 
indicates the accuracy of the proposed machine learning 
algorithm shown in Fig. 8. True classes are shown as columns 
and predicted classes are shown as rows. Classification of data 
is performed by using three classes DOS attack, Jamming, and 
Spoofing. In this classification process, 96.3% accuracy is 
achieved which is the best for the cyber security decision-
making process. 
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Fig. 8. Confusion Matrix for Naive Bayes Classifier. 

 

Fig. 9. ROC Curve for Intrusion-Detection Model. 

In Fig. 9, the ROC curve of our proposed Naïve Bayes 
model is shown the number of true positive instances and the 
number of false-positive instances predicted by the Naïve Bayes 
model. True positive cases are shown on y and false-positive are 
shown on the x-axis. The area under ROC is 0.996. Fig. 10 
shows the Roc curve for multiple cyber-attacks. 

 

Fig. 10. ROC Curve for Multiple Cyber Attacks. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposes IoT-based cyber-security of drones 
using the Naïve Bayes algorithm. This model uses IoT sensors 
data, drones, and network information to generate patterns of 
security levels and identified the security attacks using these 
patterns. With this pattern, the model was able to identify 
attacks in the dataset. This model is tested with two datasets and 
achieves higher accuracy in real-time security attack detection. 
The accuracy achieved by the model is 96.3% which is higher 
and acceptable as compared to previous machine learning 
approaches. Precision recall and cost are calculated to estimate 
the performance. The Naïve Bayes model works by predicting 
items using two layers of processing in which independence 
between information items is assumed which shows a drawback 
in this suggested model. In the future, this problem will be 
addressed using a more efficient algorithm. 
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Abstract—There are several varieties of respiratory diseases 

which mainly affect children between 0 and 5 years of age, not 

having a complete report of the behavior of each of these. This 

research seeks to conduct a study of the behavior of patterns in 

respiratory diseases of children in Peru through data mining, 

using data generated by the health sector, organizations and 

research between the years 2015 to 2019. This process was given 

by means of the K-Means clustering algorithm which allowed 

performing an analysis of this data identifying the patterns in a 

total of 10,000 Peruvian clinical records between the years 

mentioned, generating different behaviors. Through the grouping 

obtained in the clusters, it was obtained as a result that most of 

the cases in all the ages studied, they presented diseases with 

codes between the range of 000 and 060 approximately. This 

research was carried out in order to help health centers in Peru 

for further study, documentation and due decision-making, 

waiting for optimal prevention strategies regarding respiratory 

diseases. 

Keywords—Respiratory diseases; data mining; cluster 

algorithms; K-Means algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of technologies has played an important role in the 
health sector, providing benefits that contribute to the fight 
against diseases. This context the use of data mining makes the 
processing and distribution of data more feasible, optimizing 
time, labor and costs [1]. Gathering large amounts of data to 
enable decision-making and strategic guidance is crucial for the 
analysis of the health situation in Peru [2]. According to [3], 
the health care industry in Peru is moving towards a 
personalized care model supported by new technologies to 
improve management and quality of service. Some of the 
processes where ICT has been implemented are telemedicine, 
remote diagnosis, informative applications, databases, cloud 

computing, etc.; however, more work still needs to be invested 
to close the existing gaps [3], [4], as the need to analyze big 
data and the analysis of population health is not yet fully 
covered. 

Respiratory diseases have been mutating considerably over 
the years, causing the lack of a complete report of the behavior 
of these diseases for their proper prevention. According to 
MINSA and CDC [2], higher incidence rates were shown in 
children under 5 years of age with respect to acute respiratory 
infections and pneumonia between 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. 

The situation of the health sector in Peru with respect to the 
use of data mining as a predictive tool is not many, although 
there are technological initiatives, such as regulating electronic 
medical records, or creating information systems that help the 
processes of health entities, there are still things to be done. 

In the research [5], a prediction of academic performance 
was performed by data mining, through the use of three 
techniques, obtaining that using data mining it was possible in 
82.87%, to make predictions of the academic performance of 
entrants in a timely manner. 

Identifying that respiratory diseases are one of the main 
causes of mortality in infants in Peru, especially in children 
under five years of age [2], [6]-[8], the project aims to analyze 
population data to identify patterns of respiratory diseases in 
infant patients. The aim of this research is to generate results 
that will reveal the behaviors associated with respiratory 
diseases in children from 0 to 5 years of age, and may help 
health centers in Peru to create prevention strategies regarding 
respiratory diseases that are more frequent in infants and thus 
achieve a decrease in the number of deaths. 
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II. THEORETICAL BASIS AND RELATED WORK 

A. Respiratory Diseases 

The upper respiratory tract includes the nose, mouth, nasal 
passages, pharynx and larynx, and the lower respiratory tract 
includes the trachea, main bronchus and lung (Fig. 1). 

This whole system directs the inhalation of the outside air 
into the lungs for breathing to take place. An acute respiratory 
tract infection that we will call for research as "respiratory 
disease", [9], [10] is an infectious process it is an infectious 
process that occurs within the airways, either upper or lower. 

One of the most common causes why most people tend to 
get sick and attend the environment are upper respiratory tract 
infections, which produce variable symptoms ranging from 
runny nose, sore throat, cough, shortness of breath and lethargy 
[9], being one of the main ills afflicting preschool children 
[11]. 

B. Classification of Respiratory Diseases 

These are classified as upper respiratory tract infections 
(SSRIs) and lower respiratory tract infections (ITRI), the most 
common being SSRIs, which compromises the airways, 
starting from the nostrils, larynx, sinuses and middle ear [9], 
[11], [12]. 

C. Pattern Recognition in Respiratory Diseases 

Respiratory diseases generally present a pattern (standard 
or model) of behavior by which a physician can diagnose 
whether a patient is suffering from this condition as either a 
lower respiratory tract infection or an upper respiratory tract 
infection. 

D. Data Mining 

According to [13], [14], data mining is a process of 
extracting useful information by analyzing big data. Data 
mining is the process of knowledge discovery by analyzing 
interesting patterns that large amounts of data to be analyzed 
have in common (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 1. Airway Components [9]. 

 

Fig. 2. Knowledge Discovery Process [13]. 

E. Clustering Algorithms 

These algorithms aim at clustering data according to their 
classification (see Fig. 3), with the objective of finding the set 
of patterns for an efficient representation that characterizes the 
presented population [14]-[16]. 

The most widely used clustering algorithm is K-Means due 
to its good scalability with the use of data fulfilling 
initialization, assignment and update steps [15], [17]. 

 

Fig. 3. K-Means Algorithm [18]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The research is of the applied correlational type since it 
attempts to establish a degree of association between the 
variables under study. 

The method of analysis and synthesis will be used in the 
development of the research. The methodology that was 
implemented allows having an order and an adequate 
procedure to carry out the respective analysis and to be able to 
obtain the adequate results that are desired for this research 
work. 

A. Population 

The health sector is one of the sectors that generate large 
volumes of information and data capture of their patients. The 
population to be taken into account for this research was 
10,000 Peruvian clinical records between the years 2015 to 
2019, for cluster analysis, from which the variables extracted 
were type of disease, year, age, case number and gender. 
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B. Data Processing and Analysis Technique 

After evaluating and critiquing the data to ensure accuracy 
and reliability, we proceeded to debug unnecessary data, using 
appropriate statistical tools, using software such as Ms Excel 
and Clementine v 11.1. 

1) Methodology processes 

a) Obtaining databases: The extraction sources 

searched were from the Sergio E. Bernales Hospital, Daniel 

Alcides Carrion Hospital, WHO, research articles, MINSA, 

SISPRO, UNICEF and Red Cross, the sources were qualified 

according to some selection criteria that are associated with 

data quality, to finally define the variables taking into account 

the altitude, city of origin, amount of CO (carbon monoxide, 

EPS, stratum, date, date of measurement of air quality, 

inhabitants, mortality rate, amount of NO2 (nitrogen dioxide), 

maximum temperature, minimum temperature and average 

temperature obtained. 

b) Obtain the data analysis tool to be used: The data 

analysis tool to be used is searched, in this case the 

RapidMiner tool was chosen. 

c) Apply the databases in the analysis tool: The data 

obtained from the extraction sources are applied within the 

data analysis tool. 

d) Apply the search algorithms: In order to identify 

behavioral patterns within the databases applied in the analysis 

tool, for this reason, a Clustering algorithm is selected to run it 

in RapidMiner. 

e) Perform the search for data to identify patterns of 

behavior in these diseases: The algorithm is run on the data to 

be analyzed in the data analysis tool. 

f) Obtain the search results: The results obtained from 

the search in the data analysis tool for the identified patterns 

are extracted. 

g) Documentation of the results obtained: 

Documentation is made according to the results obtained from 

the data analysis tool. 

C. Design 

This section will show the design of how the data is 
handled through the information point of view with its 
corresponding diagrams, according to the data model proposed 
by TOGAF. 

1) Data architecture design: To identify the aspects for 

the appropriate use of data, it is proposed to use the TOGAF 

framework which provides methods and tools that facilitate 

decision making in conjunction with data mining [19]. 

2) Selection of clustering algorithms: After performing an 

evaluation for an optimal selection of the clustering algorithm, 

based on two types of clustering, partition-centered and 

hierarchical, the K-Means algorithm was chosen. This 

algorithm was in charge of the development of the partitions at 

the same level to then group the data according to their 

category. For this research, four clusters were taken into 

account according to the distribution made by the K-Means 

algorithm, which allowed the analysis and distribution of the 

data according to the established parameters. 

3) K-Means clustering algorithm: The process of this 

algorithm was applied in RapidMiner. Normalization, 

clustering, performance, de-normalization and new model 

application components were used to develop the process (see 

Fig. 4). To begin with, a Ripley-Set is taken that contains the 

data to be analyzed and then sent to the normalization, which 

is responsible for matching the data values for uniformity 

between them and thus achieve a correct execution of the 

algorithm. The normalized table is then sent to the clustering 

process for the execution of the k-means algorithm, and at the 

same time the un-normalization process is executed to return 

the table to its normal values to be sent to the application of a 

model. 

After the execution of the clustering algorithm, it is sent to 
the performance process which measures distances with respect 
to its centroids. This process is necessary for a better grouping 
of each cluster with respect to its variables. Finally the 
normalized table and the cluster model go through the model 
aggregation process so that the results are performed on the 
original data values in a normalized way. 

 

Fig. 4. Process for the K-Means Clustering Algorithm. 
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IV. RESULTS 

A. Cluster Graph 

The graphs that show the grouping of each of the variables 
in the clusters generated by the analysis tool are presented. 

1) Cluster vs disease graph: The graph is distributed 

according to the number of clusters according to the disease 

code (see Annexure 1). 

 

Fig. 5. Graphical Representation of Cluster vs Disease. 

2) Cluster vs year graph: The graph is distributed 

according to the number of clusters according to the range of 

years analyzed 2015-2019. 

 

Fig. 6. Graphical Representation of Cluster vs Year. 

3) Cluster vs age graph: The graph is distributed 

according to the number of the cluster according to the age 

range analyzed from 0 to 5 years old. 

 

Fig. 7. Graphical Representation of Cluster vs Age. 

4) Cluster vs. gender graph: The graph is distributed 

according to the number of clusters according to gender: male 

(0) and female (1). 

 

Fig. 8. Graphical Representation of Cluster vs Gender. 

5) Cluster vs. number of cases graph: The graph is 

distributed according to the number of the cluster according to 

the cases analyzed. 
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Fig. 9. Graphical Representation of Cluster vs. Number of Cases. 

Graph of the distribution of the number of cases in each 
cluster. 

 

Fig. 10. Graphical Representation of the Number of Cases in each Cluster. 

B. Cluster Analysis 

1) Cluster 0: The following cluster has a total of 2,426 

records, associated with 115 types of diseases analyzed for 

this cluster, with a total of 59,345 cases distributed in each of 

the types of diseases (see Fig. 9 and 10 section cluster_0), 

between the ages of 3 and 5 years (see Fig. 7 section 

cluster_0), with the majority being 5 year old children and 

with 51% male and 49% female (see Fig. 8 section cluster_0). 

This cluster presented a lower incidence in the type of 
disease "CHRONIC RHINOPHARYNGITIS" resulting in 
0.09% with a total of 88 cases for the ages of 5 years between 
female and male gender. It is observed that in the year 2017 in 
children aged 4 and 5 years there is a greater number of the 
disease type “ASTHMA, NOT SPECIFIED”, occupying 19% 
compared to the other years analyzed, being mostly of male 
gender. For the years 2018-2019 it is observed that there was a 
significant decrease decreasing the number of cases by 39% for 
female gender and 41% for male gender. 

Regarding “TRACHEAL AND BRONCHIAL DISEASES, 
NOT CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE” represents 25.3% being 
present in the entire range of years studied 2015-2019 being 
present in the years from 3 to 5 years in both genders, 
observing an exponential growth increasing by 69.68%. 

2) Cluster 1: The following cluster has a total of 2,520 

records, associated with 112 types of diseases analyzed for 

this cluster, counting a total of 59,345 cases distributed in each 

of the types of diseases (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 section 

cluster_1), between the ages of 0 to 5 years (see Fig. 7 section 

cluster_1) corresponding to the years 2017-2019 (see Fig. 6 

section cluster_1). 

In the present cluster, it was identified that the least present 
type of disease is 126 with 0 cases reported in 2019. Likewise, 
it is observed that the type of disease with more presence is 
"OTHER ALLERGIC RHINITISES", with a total of 8112 
cases being 46.72% of female gender and 53.98% of male 
gender being present in all the evaluated ages, being the year 
2018 its peak. 

There is a similarity with cluster 0 with respect to the 
gender variable, where the male gender represents 49.5% of the 
cases analyzed and 50.5% the female gender. 

3) Cluster 2: The cluster has a total of 2509 records, 

associated with 116 types of disease analyzed for this cluster, 

counting a total of 59,345 cases distributed in each of the 

types of diseases (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 section cluster_2), 

between the ages of 0 to 2 years (see Fig. 7 section cluster_2) 

between the years 2015-2019 (see Fig. 6 section cluster_2), 

where the types of disease grouped together correspond to 

codes 047 to 176 and 184 according to Annex 1, within this 

cluster it was identified that the least present disease are 057 

and 058 (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 section cluster_2). 

There is a similarity with cluster 0 with respect to the 
gender variable, where the male gender represents 50.29% of 
the cases analyzed and 49.71% the female gender (see Fig. 8 
section cluster_2). 

4) Cluster 3: The present cluster has a total grouping of 

2,541 records associated with 115 types of diseases for this 

cluster, counting a total of 59,345 cases distributed in each of 

the types of diseases (see Fig. 9 and 10 section cluster_3), 

between the ages of 0 to 5 years (see Fig. 7 section cluster_3) 

corresponding to the years 2015-2017 (see Fig. 6 section 

cluster_3), where disease codes 000 to 119 correspond 

according to Annex 1, within this cluster it was identified that 

the least present diseases are those of code 112, 114, 116, 117, 

118 and 119 finding a lower amount of data in the year 2018 

with 0.47% and in the year 2019 0.07% of data was found. 

There is a similarity with cluster 0 with respect to the 
gender variable, where the male gender represents 50.13% of 
the cases analyzed and 49.86% the female gender (see Fig. 10 
section cluster_3). 

V. DISCUSSION 

The results obtained from the clusters after the application 
of data mining in child patients aged 0 to 5 years, through the 
discovery of patterns in respiratory diseases in the period 2015 
- 2019 (see Fig. 5, 6, 7 8, 9 and 10), were relevant for decision 
making. 
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After performing the analysis to the results of cluster 0 it 
could be identified that there was an exponential growth of 
"Diseases of the trachea and bronchus, not elsewhere 
classified", starting with 2572 cases in 2017, reaching with 
3819 cases by 2019. If promotion and prevention strategies 
will be implemented for the coming years then many future 
cases in children 0-5 years old would be avoided. 

After analyzing the results of cluster 1, it was possible to 
identify that if prevention plans had been applied during the 
period 2017-2018, the 334% increase in cases of "Other 
allergic rhinitis" for children between 0 and 5 years of age, 
where the female population was the most affected, would 
have been avoided. 

According to the results of cluster 2, if measures are taken 
for prevention in ages 0 to 2 years for diseases with codes 047 
to 176 and 184 (Annex 1), then the number of cases and 
affected would begin to decrease, this is because these diseases 
mainly affect this segment of the population. 

After analyzing the results of cluster 3, it was possible to 
identify that diseases such as 112, 114, 116, 117, 118 and 119, 
and the other diseases from codes 000 to 119 had little 
presence in recent years for this number of cases. This is 
understood to mean that preventive measures are being taken 
with respect to these diseases; however, they are not sufficient 
since these diseases are still frequent despite their decrease. 

Different behaviors were obtained through the grouping 
obtained in the clusters generated, with the result that most of 
the cases in all ages presented diseases with codes between the 
range of approximately 000 to 060. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Data mining models based on algorithms are suitable for 
the prediction and description of the relationships that exist 
between indicators or variables, for the identification of 
patterns within the analysis of the results, optimizing the 
processing of large amounts of data. The management of these 
data allowed structuring them and subsequently converting 
them into information by means of RapidMiner. 

The implementation of the K-Means algorithm allowed 
taking different metrics for the evaluation of the functionalities 
with respect to the classification of clustering algorithms, 
which by means of graphical representations identifies the 
behavior of the data to subsequently make decisions about the 
generation of future prevention programs in Peruvian health 
centers. 

The aim of this research is to demonstrate the great help 
that can be provided by models that show a pattern of patient 
behavior and serve as a basis for redirecting resources in the 
Peruvian health sector. This data extraction allows future 
research to be carried out. 
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ANNEXURE 1 

Nomenclature of disease variable codes is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  TABLE OF DISEASES 

Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Code 

INFLUENZA WITH PNEUMONIA, DUE TO INFLUENZA VIRUS 

IDENTIFIED. 
000 

INFLUENZA WITH OTHER RESPIRATORY MANIFESTATIONS, 

DUE TO INFLUENZA VIRUS IDENTIFIED 
001 

INFLUENZA, WITH OTHER MANIFESTATIONS, DUE TO 

VIRUSES OF THE IDENTIFIED INFLUENZA. 
002 

INFLUENZA WITH PNEUMONIA, UNIDENTIFIED VIRUS. 003 

INFLUENZA WITH OTHER RESPIRATORY MANIFESTATIONS, 

UNIDENTIFIED VIRUSES. 
004 

INFLUENZA WITH OTHER MANIFESTATIONS, UNIDENTIFIED 

VIRUSES. 
005 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO ADENOVIRUS. 006 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS. 007 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO PARAINFLUENZA VIRUS. 008 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER VIRUSES. 009 

VIRAL PNEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. 010 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO STREPTOCOCCUS PNEUMONIAE. 011 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE. 012 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO KLEBSIELLA PNEUMONIAE. 013 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO PSEUDOMONAS. 014 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO STAPH. 015 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO GROUP B STREPTOCOCCALS. 016 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER STREP. 017 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER GRAM-NEGATIVE AEROBIC 

BACTERIA. 
018 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE. 019 

OTHER BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA. 020 

BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. 021 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO CHLAMYDIA. 022 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED INFECTIOUS 

MICROORGANISMS. 
023 

BACTERIAL PNEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. J160 - 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO CHLAMYDIA. 
024 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO CHLAMYDIA. 025 

PNEUMONIA DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED INFECTIOUS 

MICROORGANISMS. 
026 

BRONCONEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. 027 

LOBAR PNEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. 028 

HYPOSTATIC PNEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. 029 

OTHER PNEUMONIA, UNS SPECIFIED MICROORGANISM. 030 

NEUMONIA, NOT SPECIFIED. 031 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO MYCOPLASMA PNEUMONIAE. 032 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE. 033 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO STREP. 034 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO COXSACKIE VIRUS. 035 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZAE. 036 

Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Code 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO STREP. 037 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO COXSACKIE VIRUS. 038 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO ECHO VIRUS. 039 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED 

MICROORGANISMS.  
040 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS, NOT SPECIFIED. 041 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO ECHO VIRUS.  042 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED 

MICROORGANISMS.  
043 

ACUTE BRONCHITIS, NOT SPECIFIED. 044 

UNSOFIED ACUTE LOWER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION 045 

VASOMOTOR RHINITIS 046 

ALLERGIC RHINITIS DUE TO POLLEN. 047 

OTHER SEASONAL ALLERGIC RHINITIS. 048 

OTHER ALLERGIC RHINITIS. 049 

ALLERGIC RHINITIS, UNS SPECIFIED. 050 

CRONICA RHINITIS.  051 

CRONICA RHINOPHARYNGITIS.  052 

CRONICA PHARYNGITIS.  053 

CRONICA MAXILLA SINUSITIS. 054 

CRONICA FRONT SINUSITIS. 055 

CHRONOIC ETHMOIDAL SINUSITIS. 056 

CHRONIC SPHENOIDAL SINUSITIS. 057 

PANSINUSITIS CRONICA. 058 

OTHER CHRONIC SINUSITIS.  059 

CHRONIC SINUSITIS, NOT SPECIFIED.  060 

NASAL CAVITY POLYPO.  061 

PARANASAL SINUS POLYPOID DEGENERATION. 062 

OTHER BREAST POLYPS PARANASALS.  063 

NASAL POLYPO, NOT SPECIFIED.  064 

ABSCESS, FURUNCULO AND ANTRAX OF THE NOSE. 065 

CYST AND MUCOCELE OF THE NOSE AND SINUS 

PARANASAL.  
066 

DEVIATION OF NASAL SEPTUM.  067 

HYPERTROPHY OF NASAL CORNETS. 068 

OTHER SPECIFIED DISORDERS OF THE NOSE AND 

PARANASAL BREASTS.  
069 

CRONICA TONSILLITIS.  070 

TONSIL HYPERTROPHY. 071 

ADENOID HYPERTROPHY.  072 

HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS WITH ADENOID 

HYPERTROPHY.  
073 

OTHER CHRONIC DISEASES OF TONSILS AND ADENOIDS. 074 

CHRONIC TONSIL AND ADENOID DISEASE, NOT SPECIFIED. 075 

PERIAMIGDALINO ABSCESS.  076 

CHRONIC LARYNGITIS. 077 

CHRONIC LARYNGOTRACHEITIS. 078 
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Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Code 

VOCAL CORD AND LARYNX PARALYSIS. 079 

VOCAL CORD AND LARYNX POLYPO. 080 

VOCAL CORD NODULES. 081 

OTHER VOCAL CORD DISEASES. 082 

LARYNX EDEMA. 083 

LARYNX SPASM. 084 

LARYNX STENOSIS. 085 

OTHER LARYNX DISEASES.  086 

RETROPHARYNX AND PARAPHARYNX ABSCESS. 087 

OTHER ABSCESSES OF THE FARINGE. 088 

OTHER PHARYNGE DISEASES.  089 

HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION OF THE UPPER 

RESPIRATORY TRACT, SITE NOT SPECIFIED. 
090 

OTHER SPECIFIED UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT DISEASES.  091 

UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT DISEASE, NOT SPECIFIED. 092 

BRONCHITIS, NOT SPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC.  093 

BRONCHITIS CRONICA SIMPLE.  094 

BRONCHITIS CRONICA MUCOPURULENTA. 095 

SIMPLE AND MUCOPURULENT MIXED CRONICA 

BRONCHITIS.  
096 

CHRONIC BRONCHITIS NOT SPECIFIED.  097 

MACLEOD SYNC. 098 

PANLOBULAR EMPHYSEMA. 099 

CENTROLOBULAR EMPHYSEMA. 100 

OTHER TYPES OF EMPHYSEMA. 101 

EMPHYSEMA, UNSPECIFIED. 102 

CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE WITH 

ACUTE LOWER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION, 

UNSPECIFIED 

LOWER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION. 

103 

CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE WITH 

ACUTE EXACERBATION, UNSPECIFIED. 
104 

OTHER SPECIFIED CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY 

DISEASES. 
105 

CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE, 

UNSPECIFIED. 
106 

ASTHMA PREDOMINANTLY ALLERGIC. 107 

NON-ALLERGIC ASTHMA. 108 

MIXED ASTHMA. 109 

ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIED. 110 

STATUS ASTHMATICUS. 111 

BRONCHIECTASIS. 112 

COAL WORKERS' PNEUMOCONIOSIS. 113 

PNEUMOCONIOSIS DUE TO OTHER SILICA-CONTAINING 

DUSTS. 
114 

SIDEROSIS. 115 

PNEUMOCONIOSIS, UNSPECIFIED. 116 

BYSSINOSIS. 117 

AIRWAY DISEASE DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED ORGANIC 118 

Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Code 

DUSTS. 

FARMER'S LUNG. 119 

VENTILATOR PNEUMONITIS DUE TO AIR CONDITIONER 

AND HUMIDIFIER. 
120 

PNEUMONITIS DUE TO HYPERSENSITIVITY TO OTHER 

ORGANIC DUSTS. 
121 

PNEUMONITIS DUE TO HYPERSENSITIVITY TO UNSPECIFIED 

ORGANIC DUSTS. 
122 

BRONCHITIS AND PNEUMONITIS DUE TO INHALATION OF 

GASES, FUMES, VAPORS AND CHEMICALS. 
123 

UPPER RESPIRATORY INFLAMMATION DUE TO 

INHALATION OF GASES, FUMES, VAPORS AND CHEMICALS, 

NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED. 

124 

OTHER ACUTE AND SUBACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS 

DUE TO INHALATION OF GASES, FUMES, VAPORS AND 

CHEMICALS, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED, FUMES, 

VAPORS AND CHEMICALS. 

125 

CHRONIC RESPIRATORY DISORDERS DUE TO INHALATION 

OF GASES, FUMES, VAPORS AND CHEMICALS. 
126 

OTHER RESPIRATORY DISORDERS DUE TO INHALATION OF 

GASES, FUMES, VAPORS AND CHEMICALS. CHEMICAL 

SUBSTANCES. 

127 

UNSPECIFIED RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS DUE TO 

INHALATION OF GASES, FUMES, VAPORS AND CHEMICALS. 
128 

PNEUMONITIS DUE TO ASPIRATION OF FOOD OR VOMIT. 129 

PNEUMONITIS DUE TO ASPIRATION OF OILS AND 

ESSENCES. 
130 

PNEUMONITIS DUE TO ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOLIDS AND 

LIQUIDS. 
131 

ACUTE PULMONARY MANIFESTATIONS DUE TO 

RADIATION. 
132 

CHRONIC PULMONARY AND OTHER MANIFESTATIONS DUE 

TO RADIATION. 
133 

DRUG-INDUCED ACUTE INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISORDERS. 134 

CHRONIC DRUG-INDUCED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISORDERS. 135 

RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS DUE TO OTHER SPECIFIED 

EXTERNAL AGENTS. 
136 

RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS DUE TO UNSPECIFIED 

EXTERNAL AGENTS. 
137 

ADULT RESPIRATORY DISTRESS SYNDROME. 138 

PULMONARY EDEMA. 139 

PULMONARY EOSINOPHILIA, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED. 140 

ALVEOLAR AND ALVEOLOPARIETAL CONDITIONS. 141 

OTHER INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASES WITH FIBROSIS. 142 

OTHER SPECIFIED INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASES. 143 

INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE, UNSPECIFIED. 144 

GANGRENE AND NECROSIS OF THE LUNG. 145 

LUNG ABSCESS WITH PNEUMONIA. 146 

LUNG ABSCESS WITHOUT PNEUMONIA. 147 

MEDIASTINAL ABSCESS. 148 

PYOTHORAX WITH FISTULA. 149 

PYOTORAX WITHOUT FISTULA. 150 

PLEURAL EFFUSION NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED. 151 

PLEURAL EFFUSION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED 

ELSEWHERE. 
152 
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Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Code 

PACHYPLEURITIS WITHOUT ASBESTOSIS. 153 

SPONTANEOUS PRESSURE PNEUMOTHORAX. 154 

OTHER SPONTANEOUS PNEUMOTHORAX. 155 

OTHER PNEUMOTHORAX. 156 

PNEUMOTHORAX, UNSPECIFIED. 157 

CHYLOTHORAX. 158 

HEMOTHORAX. 159 

OTHER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS OF THE PLEURA. 160 

PLEURAL INVOLVEMENT, UNSPECIFIED. 161 

TRACHEOSTOMY MALFUNCTION. 162 

ACUTE PULMONARY INSUFFICIENCY FOLLOWING 

THORACIC SURGERY. 
163 

ACUTE PULMONARY INSUFFICIENCY FOLLOWING 

EXTRATHORACIC SURGERY. 
164 

CHRONIC PULMONARY INSUFFICIENCY FOLLOWING 

SURGERY. 
165 

MENDELSON'S SYNDROME. 166 

SUBGLOTTIC STENOSIS FOLLOWING PROCEDURES. 167 

OTHER RESPIRATORY DISORDERS FOLLOWING 

PROCEDURES. 
168 

Respiratory Diseases 

Diseases Code 

UNSPECIFIED DISORDER OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, 

CONSEQUENTIAL TO PROCEDURES 
169 

ACUTE RESPIRATORY FAILURE. 170 

CHRONIC RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY. 171 

RESPIRATORY INSUFFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED. 172 

DISEASES OF THE TRACHEA AND BRONCHI, NOT 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED. 
173 

COLLAPSED LUNG. 174 

INTERSTITIAL EMPHYSEMA. 175 

OTHER DISORDERS OF THE LUNG. 176 

DISEASES OF THE MEDIASTINUM, NOT ELSEWHERE 

CLASSIFIED. 
177 

DISORDERS OF THE DIAPHRAGM. 178 

OTHER SPECIFIED RESPIRATORY DISORDERS. 179 

RESPIRATORY DISORDER, UNSPECIFIED. 180 

RHEUMATOID LUNG DISEASE (M05.1†). 181 

RESPIRATORY DISORDERS IN OTHER DIFFUSE CONNECTIVE 

TISSUE DISORDERS. 
182 

RESPIRATORY DISORDERS IN OTHER DISEASES 

ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED. 
183 

PACHYPLEURITIS WITH ASBESTOSIS. 184 
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Abstract—Chaotic systems with complicated characteristics of 

ergodicity, impredictability as well as sensitivity to beginning 

stages are commonly utilized in the world of cryptography. A 2D 

logistic-adjusted-sine (LS) map is implemented in this article. 

Performance assessments reveal superior ergodicity as well as 

unpredictable and even a broader spectrum of chaotics than 

numerous previous chaotic maps. This research also develops a 

2D-LS-based image encryption system and proposed LS-IES. 

The notion of diffusion as well as confusion is properly complied 

with enabled encryption functions. Research outcomes as well as 

security analyses demonstrate that LS-IES can swiftly encrypting 

different parameters in various images with a great resistance 

towards security threats. 

Keywords—Image encryption; ergodicity; logistic sine map; 

security; privacy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays the advancement within digital technology as 
well as communications infrastructure, yet more digitized 
information is produced constantly communicated across 
networks, containing all sources of material in world [1]. 
Digital pictures include a common two-dimensional (2D) 
piece of content, typically contains a lot of information. The 
following are two illustrations: A image of a battleship can 
communicate not just about their dimensions as well as arms 
but rather about its geographical position as well as combat 
operation: a personalized photograph may sometimes indicate 
how it appears corresponding, and therefore its estimated 
physical state. As the digital image can hold significant 
indistinguishable content, image cybersecurity is becoming 
increasingly attractive. Picture encrypted among many types 
of image security methods is a visible means of changing a 
valuable actual image into something like an encrypted image 
that is not known as well as noise-less[2]–[4]. 

A digitized image is treated as dichotomous sequence as 
well as encrypted to most established systems including 
cryptographic benchmark as well as enhanced cryptography 
specification, as that of best technique among the encryption 
algorithm. Therefore, pixel consists usually 8 or even 
additional bits but there can be considerable association 
amongst consecutive frames. The significant correlation can 

persist while encoding a digital file in terms of binary 
sequence despite incorporating pixel characteristic as well as 
encryption effectiveness can still be relatively low. 
Consequently, various image-encoding systems were offered 
by numerous sorts of approaches, including magical cube [5], 
wavelet transform [6], [7], wave disturbance [8]and chaotic 
maps [9]–[12], in view of specific features of digitized 
images. As several scholars have indicated highlighted, 
although since mid-nineties numerous characteristics of chaos 
theory comparable to those encryption [13]–[16], analytical 
solutions were frequently utilized in image-based encryption 
but were extremely appropriate towards cryptography [17]–
[19]. Whenever chaotic schemes are utilized in visual 
cryptography, the trustworthiness of privacy preservation 
depends heavily heavily onto performance of chaotic 
classifications implemented. For certain chaotic 1D processes, 
its chaotic cycles are very basic as well as completely 
predictable. After some data is collected, certain strategies can 
be used to approximate individual starting states [20]–[23]. 

The chaotic classification that has a straightforward 
nonlinear characteristic makes it easy to exploit appropriate 
image encryption technique [24]–[28]. A high-dynamic 
chaotic scheme feature complex chaotic conduct then are hard 
to anticipate future unpredictable orbits. Furthermore, 
technologies even have certain drawbacks, including difficult 
identification of problems as well as significant installation 
costs [5]. This study presents a novel, chaotic characteristics 
two dimensional map, with incorporation of logistics as well 
as sine map in terms of 2D LS-IES. Logistic map is used to 
regulate entrance of Sine map then afterwards expands their 
amplitude level between one dimensional to two dimensional. 
The assessments of efficiency demonstrate 2D-LS to be more 
chaotic, more ergodic as well as unpredictable than other 
current chaotic maps. This work also uses 2D-LS to create a 
2D-LS image encryption technique (LS-IES). The confusion 
as well as diffusion are performed around pixel level. 
Simulation findings as well as security analyses demonstrate 
the LS-IES can randomly encrypted numerous photographic 
files (image) thus it is strongly able to prevent malicious 
activities. 
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The remaining article proceeded at the section-based 
descriptions such as: Section II provides preliminaries about 
complex chaotic functions. Section III described the proposed 
concept about 2D LS-IES. Section IV is discussed with 
incorporated simulation and experimental setup of 2D LS-IES. 
Section V is illustrated with security analysis and comparative 
study of 2D LS-IES and at last concludes with Section VI. 

II. PRELIMINARIES ABOUT CHAOTIC FUNCTIONS 

The preliminaries about the chaotic functions in terms of 
one dimensional and two-dimensional functions including 
logistic as well as sine map represented as following: 

A. Logistic Maps 

The logistic function is a discreet analogue of something 
like logistic equation involving increasing population [29]. A 
logistic map is expressed quantitatively as following Eq. (1), 

 1   4 1  i i iX Kx x                (1) 

where K is well inside [0, 1] domain and logistic function 
is K [0.89,1], the logistic function declared within this rage is 
chaotic in nature. 

B. Sine Maps 

If function of sine has intakes that lie inside [0, π] region, 
their outcomes occur inside [0, 1] target area. Sine map is 
constructed through translating their parameters at [0, 1] as 
generating sine function. It has been characterized as 
following Eq. (2), 

 1   D Si iX in x               (2) 

Here variable D is set to factor D [0, 1]. The complex 
chaotic sequence of Sine map is formally noticeable in nature 
such as D [0.87, 1]. 

C. Logistic Adjusted Sine Map 

Here incorporating the 2D-LS algebraic formulation 
including each two well-known chaotic function such as 
logistic as well as sine as following Eq. (3): 
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              (3) 

When variable ζ [0, 1] is assigned to [0, 1]. 2D-LS is 
constructed using logistic as well as sinus mapping. The 
logistic polynomial xi (1 − xi) is initially normalized by 
something like a coefficient of ζ as well as supplied through 
Sine map insight. The frequency field is again stretched 
between 1-diamention and 2-diamention. 2D-LS 
simultaneously affects two parameters as well as outcome 
couples (xi+1, yi+1) spread over the 2D phase plane. That has 
an additional significant action thus its results are harder to 
gauge comparing other Sine as well as Logistic Mapping. 

III. 2D LS-IES IMAGE ENCRYPTION 

Employing 2D-LS, this part establishes a different LS-IES 
image encryption system, wherein cryptographic keys are 
being utilized to establish a minimum 2D-LS configuration to 

produce chaotic S matrix. Confusion as well as diffusion 
algorithms are useful to periodically adjust pixel placements 
as well as to alter number of pixels. The confusion as well as 
dispersion activities a single image can be encoded in a bunch 
of high randomized encrypted images. Fig. 1 shows the entire 
design of LS-IES. 

 

Fig. 1. The Concrete of 2D LS-IES Image Encryption. 

A. Generation of Key 

The generalization ability among the chaos-oriented 
encryption technique must ≥ 2100 to withstand the assault by 
brute force [30]. We have a cryptographic key of 232 bits, K = 
{X0, Y0, α, m, β, £} to meet this criterion as well as adjust it to 
the construction of the LS-IES. It comprises of four pieces, 
whereas β, £ are two interfering intensities (X0, Y0, α) as well 
as m are the interfering parameters. The activities of confusion 
as well as diffusion are adjusted onto pixel level. These 
protected findings seem to have the same formatting as both 
the actual pictures. LS-IES can therefore be used to digitized 
photos about any source. 

B. Confusion through Bit Manipulation 

The characteristics of confusion which demonstrates the 
number of outcomes would vary sensibly mostly on 
confidential key [31], [32]. The confusion of bit arbitrarily 
shifts pixel coordinates inside the image based on current 
chaotic binary sequence. 

TABLE I. BIT MANIPULATION ALGORITHM 

Confusion through Bit manipulation algorithm 

Input Image I with chaotic sequence S and size of element K×L 

Output G operated result 

 H initiated matrix of size K×L 

 f=         

 for i =1: K 

 for j=1: L 

 a= (i-1) L+ j 

 ab=Bin (a, f) 

 Hi,j =Joint(Si,j, ab,Ii,j) 

 end 

 end 

 H=SortH(H) 

 H=SortC(H) 

 G=FetEnd (H1:K 1:L, p) 
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Table I is explained about the processing algorithm in the 
certain steps, initially it takes input parameter in terms of 
original image with complex chaotic sequences S with the size 
of K×L. The whole algorithm is incorporated and generated 
with the confusion outcomes from the optimized bit 
manipulation process from the algorithm. 

C. Diffusion through Bit Manipulation 

The diffusion possessions showed that perhaps encrypted 
message must be highly responsive to unencrypted changes, 
meaning where each bit inside encrypted data can be altered 
with about fifty percent likelihood of occurrence [31], [32]. 
LAS-IES employs earlier pixel as well as a chaotic complex 
matrices S component to modify within contemporary pixel. 
The alteration through one pixel can be extended throughout 
the image sequence during computations within the proposed 
setup. Assume complex chaotic matrices S as well as 
confusion outcome G for bit manipulation algorithm are K × 
L, so that diffusion for bit manipulating is defined as 
following Eq. (4): 
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Whereas U recognizes as a consequence of bit diffusion 
manipulating, sign of ⊕ is bitwise XOR function. The 
methodology of decryption of whole portion is to perform 
reverse procedure stated as following Eq (5): 
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           (5) 

After the confusion as well as diffusion of bit manipulating 
with separate complex chaotic vectors, a single original image 
can indeed be scrambled into an unidentifiable cipher-image 
matrix. The proposed concept at the entire setup recognizes 
that excellent diffusion as well as confusion effects can be 
achieved because premise of diffusion as well as confusion 
has been achieved. A high encrypted communications 
performance may be achieved as LS-IES requires only bit-
level confusion in addition broadcast techniques. This has 
strong noise resistance or information leakage assault 
dependability. LAS-IES can indeed capture entire image 
having good graphical fidelity whenever an encrypted image 
contains turbulence or certain loss of data. 

IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION 

We estimate the benefits of image encryption and it is 
supposed to encrypt various aspects of digital photos (Image 
data) using unpredictable cipher images. Mostly with the 
encryption credentials (key) can such a cipher picture to be 
deciphered successfully. This report outlines the LS-IES 
measured data as well as evaluates their dependability. We 
utilize R2018a MATLAB to construct LS-IES as well as 
deploy it to several digital image formats hereunder. Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3 demonstrated the grayscale image simulated results. 
Using Fig. 2, we can also see that LS-IES may encrypted 
images (as mentioned A to C and A‟ to C‟) with a uniformly 
distributed to randomized cryptographic images. With the 
right equipment (Keys), the actual pictures can also be totally 
reconstructed. As illustrated in Fig. 2(A‟ to C‟) and Fig. 3(E‟ 
to G‟) the histograms of the underlying gray image as well as 
it is distributed randomly. In such scenarios, the intruders have 
difficulties accessing statistical data. The simulation work 
organized in the ecosystem which is Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-
4030U CPU @ 1.90 GHz personal computer, Microsoft 
Windows 10 pro with 8GB RAM. Since individually 
encryption procedure is equally composite towards diverse 
undisclosed keys, LS-IES is technically more robust in 
contradiction of adversarial attack. 

 

Fig. 2. Image  Encryption Outcomes for the Cameramen Image. 
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Fig. 3. Image Encryption Outcomes for the Meeting Image.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

This subsection shows effectiveness of its encryption 
algorithm to examine secure communication of LS-IES as 
well as its capacity to withstand conventional safety threats. 
The entire experimental setup is used gray scale test image 
from „Miscellaneous' image dataset of USC-SIPI [33]. We 
compared this with other published state-of-the-art mechanism 
in the similar field of image encryption to highlight its benefits 
of LS-IES. Several simulation findings were used for the 
comparison of published data and cited that article with the 
references as mentioned at the reference section for the more 
clarity. 

A. Histogram Analysis 

Histogram is a homogenous as well as significantly 
separate histogram diagram only for idealized encrypted 
images, therefore prevents the adversary from getting 
significant evidence in the epidemiology including its 
encrypted images. This experiment showed histograms of the 
actual picture as well as encrypted image in Fig. 2(A‟, B‟ and 
C‟) and Fig. 3(E‟, F‟ and G‟). Fig. 2 (B‟) and Fig. 3(F‟) 
demonstrates how cipher image histograms are consistent; 
those are unique histograms of actual pictures. These contains 
uniformly characteristics as a flat representation of cipher 
images. This encryption algorithm suggested about the 
enhanced and successfully avoidable any kind of statistical 
attacks. 

B. Correlation Analysis 

Throughout this investigation the actual as well as 
encrypted images have been picked by random means for the 
correlation testing of 1000 combinations of consecutive 
frames and afterwards coefficient of correlation have been 
computed in terms of directional such as horizontal (H), 
vertical (V) and diagonal (D). The coefficient of determination 
computation procedure incorporated from Eq. 6-11, whereas x 
and y indicate the gray values of consecutive frames. 
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Table II reveals that perhaps the correlations of 
unencrypted images are near 1; the encrypted images are near 
0 that further confirms that the methodology implemented 
removes the interaction amongst neighboring pixels of 
unencrypted images. 

TABLE II. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT ON EXPERIMENTED IMAGES 

Image 
Plain Images Encrypted Images 

H V D H V D 

5.1.14 0.8890 0.9186 0.8730 0.0040 0.0031 -0.0048 

5.1.12 0.9649 0.9423 0.9289 0.0060 -0.0020 -0.0040 

5.1.09 0.9280 0.9081 0.9121 -0.0049 -0.0030 0.0018 
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C. Differential Attacks 

The demonstration of the differential attack is based on 
two premium criteria such as number of pixels change rate 
(NPCR) as well as unified average changing intensity (UACI). 
These two are key factor to distinguishing about the 
differential attacks exist at any image during the image 
encryption methods. These two are mythically demonstrated 
on Eq. 12 to 14 as following: 
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in which C1(i, j) signifies cipher picture value of each 
pixel. C2 (i j) indicates encrypted image value of the pixel 
where actual picture modifies its pixel values. 

The received outcomes of Table III, the NPCR and UACI 
from the image dataset demonstrated about the efficacy of the 
used encryption methodology. It is acknowledging that the 
output of the NPCR is approaching towards hundred and 
UACI is reaching one-third of the hundred. This is also 
justifying about the withstand of any type of differential 
attacks with the utilization of 2D LS-IES mechanism. 

D. Entropy Analysis 

The entropy of any image is fundamentally recognized 
towards reflecting picture information uncertainty. Basically, 
the entropy quality of information is determined via formula 
15. The highest entropy value is 8 if probability among gray 
levels is precisely same. Entropy can be computationally 
obtained through Eq. (15) which is as followed: 

     
255

2

1

logi i

i

Z r P r P r


 
           (15) 

Whereas Z(r) is the calculated information entropy of 
experimented images and its probability as shown by P(r). 
Table IV is illustrated optimize setup with the produced 
information entropy which are experimentally comes through 
dataset images. 

E. Key Analysis 

The generalization ability among the chaos-oriented 
encryption technique must ≥ 2100 to withstand the assault by 
brute force [30]. We have a cryptographic key of 232 bits, K = 
{X0, Y0, α, m, β, £} to meet this criterion as well as adjust it to 
the construction of the LS-IES. 

F. Comparative Study 

This section is illustrated efficiently of proposed outcomes 
and compared with earlier well-known published state-of-art 
methods on Table V. After comparison, we found that our 
proposed 2D LS-IES method is comparatively satisfactory in 
terms of result generated by 2D LS-IES methodology. 

TABLE III. NPCR AND UACI VALUES OF ENCRYPTED IMAGES 

Images NPCR UACI 

5.1.14 99.59 33.30 

5.1.12 99.49 33.31 

5.1.09 99.60 33.32 

TABLE IV. ENTROPY OF THE EXPERIMENTED IMAGES 

Images 5.1.14 5.1.12 5.1.09 

Plain image 7.3321 6.6050 6.6027 

Encrypted  7.9985 7.9945 7.9956 

TABLE V. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 2D LS-IES 

Methods Image  Key Entropy NPCR 
Correlation 

Coefficient 
UACI 

Proposed 5.1.14 2232 7.9985 99.59 0.0031 33.30 

[34] 5.1.09 2232 7.9971 99.66 -0.0017 33.30 

[35] 
512×512 

[3] 
2256 7.9991 99.6212 0.0015 33.4406 

[36] Lena 2279 7.9969 99.62 NA 33.50 

[37] 
512×512 

[3] 
2256 7.9996 99.6383 0.0010 33.3516 

[38] Lena 2312 7.9993 99.60 0.0020 33.4754 

[39] Lena 2262 7.9993 99.62 0.0023 33.46 

[40] 5.1.09 2512 NA 99.6185 0.0593 33.45 

[41] 5.1.09 2224 7.997 99.60 -0.00033 33.45 

[42] 5.1.09 2256 7.9026 99.6094 NA 33.5253 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This research initiated a unique 2D-LS chaotic. The 
logistical map's outcome is used to alter associated sine map 
insight, and after that transition period is extended to one 
dimension to two dimensions. A variety of empirical 
techniques and its examination have been offered to indicate 
why 2D-LS has greater ergodicity as well as chaotic spectrum 
compare to all those current one dimension as well as two-
dimensional cryptosystems. This research is also suggested an 
innovative image encryption system named LS-IES utilizing 
2D-LS. It has two fundamental characteristics, including 
misunderstanding over bit manipulation as well as diffusion 
through bit manipulation. Uncertainty as well as dispersion are 
accomplished at bit scale to reach the confusion as well as 
diffusion premise. Research outcomes as well as security 
concern have shown that LS-IES can easily encrypts many 
picture formats with producing high security randomized 
cryptographic images. For the future work, this work can carry 
with different types of images and some improved encryption 
methods in terms of critical security with medical healthcare 
systems. 
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Abstract—Emotions have a key role in Feedback analysis to 

provide a good customer service, the main seven emotions are 

Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Neutral, Sad and Surprise. There 

are several advantages, an efficient Facial Emotion Recognition 

model can help us in self-discipline and control over the drivers, 

while they are driving the vehicle. Low resolution and Low-

reliable images are main problems in this field. We proposed a 

new model which can efficiently perform on Low resolution and 

Low-reliable images. We created a low resolution facial 

expression dataset (LRFE) by collecting various images from 

different resources, which contains low resolution images. We 

also proposed a new hybrid filtering method, which is a 

combination of Gaussian, Bilateral, Non local means filtering 

techniques. Densenet-121 achieves 0.60 0.68 accuracy on fer2013 

and LRFE respectively. When hybrid filtering method is 

combined with Densenet-121, it achieved 0.95 accuracy. Similarly 

Resnet-50, MobileNet, Xception models performed effectively 

when combined with the hybrid filtering method. The proposed 

convolutional neural network(CNN) model achieved 0.65 

accuracy on fer2013 dataset, while the existing models like 

Resnet-50, MobileNet, Densenet-121 and Xception obtained 0.60 

0.57 0.60 0.52 accuracies on fer2013 respectively. The proposed 

model when combined with hybrid filtering method achieved 

0.85 accuracy. Clearly the proposed model outperforms the 

traditional methods. When the hybrid filtering method is 

combined with the CNN models, there is significant increase in 

the accuracy. 

Keywords—Facial expression recognition; deep learning; 

filtering techniques; convolutional neural network; emotion 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The raw data consists of noise like random variation of 
brightness or color information, removing noise from the 
images drastically improves the performance of the facial 
emotion recognition models. To eliminate noise from images 
there are many denoising techniques such as gaussian blur, 
bilateral filter, non-local means filtering. Gaussian Blur helps 
in blurring the edges and reducing the contrast, but it reduces 
the details [1]. Bilateral Filter decreases the noise by 
preserving the edges by replacing the intensity of pixels with 
weighted average of intensity from surrounding pixels [2]. 
Gaussian Filter, Bilateral Filter and other traditional filtering 
techniques can remove image noise, but the image structure 
information is not retained enough. Non Local Means 
Filtering averages neighbours with similar neighbourhoods, 
with much greater clarity and smaller extent loss of detail 

post-filtering. The limitation of this technique is, efficiency is 
slightly lower when compared to traditional techniques. The 
computation complexity is quadratic in number of pixels in 
the image, so it is expensive to apply. To speed up the 
execution many techniques were designed, one such technique 
is fast Fourier transform, it determines the similarity between 
two pixels by speeding up the algorithm by factor of 50 and 
also maintains the quality of result [3][4]. 

When compared grayscale images with RGB images, 
grayscale images achieves more accuracy in object 
recognition field. The other benifit of using grayscale images 
is, cost of computation will decrease [5][6]. Due to continuous 
gradient updating, overfitting is one of the basic issues in 
neural networks. This results in poor performance of the 
neural network model [7]. For a deep learning model to 
perform well, it needs a large amount of samples. Gathering 
more number of samples or large dataset might be expensive, 
so an possible way is, to automatically generate new samples, 
this process is called data augmentation. Data Augmentation is 
used to improve neural network model performance by 
decreasing data bias and improving the model generalization 
[8]. Batch normalization is used to increase the stability of a 
neural network and allows us to use higher learning rates. For 
as much as dropout can decrease overfitting in a model, a 
batch normalized neural network can remove or reduce the 
overfitting [9]. The traditional way for training a CNN is via 
stochastic gradient descent [10]. Instead of decreasing the 
learning rate, increase the batch size during the training. This 
method shows identical performance with lesser parameter 
updates [11][12][13]. 

Haar feature-based cascade classifier is a machine learning 
approach, where the cascade function is trained on positive 
and negative images. This approach is useful in object 
detection in images [14][15]. The best way to distinguish a 
neutral facial emotion from other emotions is to check 
whether the person’s mouth is open or closed. If the mouth 
seems to open, then that it does not belongs to neutral Facial 
emotion. A lot of research is being done in mobile 
applications for Emotion recognition tasks. Even though the 
present mobile devices have enough memory and processing 
power, when compared to previous generation smart phones, 
we cannot directly use solutions from computer to smart 
phones in respect of facial emotion recognition [16][17]. 
Social robots are very much needed for the society, they can 
behave as consort for old people, help doctors during 
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operations. In facial emotion recognition mouth, eyes, 
eyebrows play a key role for emotion recognition, Gabor filter 
helps to obtain these features from an image [18][19]. 

Our major contributions in this research paper can be 
outlined as: (1) designed a novel convolutional neural 
network, Fig. 4 represents the proposed model architecture; 
(2) presented hybrid denoising method; (3) low resolution 
facial expression (LRFE) dataset is created for facial 
expression recognition; (4) compared with traditional 
methods. We applied various filtering techniques such as 
Average filtering, Median filtering, Gaussian filtering, Non 
local means filtering, Bilateral filtering and Hybrid denoising 
method to both FER2013 and LRFE dataset and compared the 
results. The Hybrid denoising method is presented by 
combining Gaussian, Bilateral and Non local means filtering 
techniques. The proposed model is compared with traditional 
methods, the batch size used in this research is 32 and trained 
for 100 epochs. Various techniques like dropout, L2 
regularization are used to avoid overfitting. We build a novel 
convolutional neural network because the existing methods 
are not working well on the test sets and are very large in 
size(more number of layers when) and taking more time to 
train them. So our proposed convolutional neural network 
overcomes all these problems. In section III proposed work we 
explained about the dataset used in this paper and the 
algorithm of the proposed model. Next, in experiment and 
result section, we pointed out all the experimental results 
along with graphs of all the techniques used. Table I outlines 
the description of FER2013 and LRFE datasets, respectively. 

TABLE I. OUTLINE OF FER2013 AND LRFE DATASET 

Category FER2013 LRFE 

Downloadable YES NO 

No.of emotions 7 7 

Gender FEMALE/MALE FEMALE/MALE 

No.of images 35887 6100 

II. RELATED WORK 

Zhiding Yu et al [20] proposed a method based on 
ensemble of three face detectors, followed by a classification 
module with ensemble of various convolutional neural 
networks. Each convolutional neural network model is pre-
trained and fine-tuned on Facial Expression Recognition 
challenge 2013 and SFEW 2.0, respectively. This method 
achieved 61.29% on test set of SFEW 2.0. Zhihao Zhang at al 
[21] designed a convolutional neural network to extract 
features from video clips and a feature matrix processing 
method is used for identifying the apex frame from such a 
long video. By combining feature extraction and feature 
matrix processing methods, the model achieved smaller Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE). Samira Ebrahimi Kahou et al [22] 
proposed a hybrid convolutional neural network (CNN) – 
recurrent neural network (RNN) method for facial expression 
recognition. Recurrent Neural Networks produced state-of-art 
performance on diverse set of sequence analysis tasks. The 
results show that higher recognition accuracy can be achieved 
by combining feature-level and decision-level fusion 
networks. 

Bing Feiwu et al [23] proposed a model, which can solve 
the problem of customizing the general model without the 
label information of the testing samples. The model resulted 
an improve in accuracy by 3.01% 0.49% 5.33% when tested 
on extended Cohn-Kanade (ck+), Radboud Faces Database 
(RaFD) and Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression set 
(ADFES) respectively. Shamim Hossain et al [24] designed a 
model for mobile application, which can detect the facial 
emotions with less computation, since a mobile device has 
limited processing power we need a model which can 
recognize facial emotions with computationally less 
expensive. The proposed model takes only 1.4 seconds to 
recognize one instance of emotion and obtained an 99.8% 
99.7% accuracies on JAFFE database and CK database 
respectively. Jia Deng et al [25] proposed conditional 
generative adversarial network approach to reduce the intra-
class variations. The proposed approach consists of a 
generator G and discriminators (Di, Da and Dexp). For 
learning the generative and discriminative representations, 
three loss functions were designed. But there is one limitation 
in this approach is that the model is trained individually for 
each different datasets, a model which is trained on a 
particular dataset may result in poor accuracy on another 
dataset. 

Hongli Zhang et al [26] designed a method based on 
convolutional neural network and edge detection for facial 
emotion recognition. For testing this they created a simulation 
experiment by combining the fer-2013 database with LFW 
dataset. The average recognition obtained by this method is 
88.56% and the train speed on the training dataset is 1.5 times 
faster than the traditional method. Yingying Wang at al [27] 
proposed a hybrid transfer learning model, which is based on 
Convolution Restricted Boltzmann Machine (CRBM) model 
and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model, since 
there are some content differences between the datasets during 
traditional transfer learning, which affects the classification 
performance of the model. In this model CRBM replaces the 
full connection layer in the CNN model. The added CRBM 
layer learns about the unique statistical characteristics of the 
target set. This helps in eliminating the content differences 
between the datasets. 

Ronak Kosti et al [28] presented “Emotions in context 
Database” (EMOTIC), this dataset contains images of people 
in context in non-controlled environments with 26 emotional 
categories. They trained a convolutional neural network model 
on EMOTIC dataset that can analyze the person and the whole 
scene to classify the emotion states. There model is able to 
make notable guesses on the emotion states, when the face of 
the person is not visible. Jianzhu Guo et al [29] created ICV-
MEFED dataset. It includes 50 classes of compound emotions 
(e.g., happy-disgusted and sadly-fearful) and labels that are 
evaluated by psychologists, since the labels that are obtained 
automatically by machine learning based algorithms could 
lead to inaccuracies. They have organized a challenge on the 
ICV-MEFED dataset at FG workshop 2017. After analyzing 
the top three methods, the experimental results indicate that 
pairs of compound emotions (e.g., happily-surprised vs 
surprisingly-happy) are more difficult to recognize. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Filter Description 

The main aim of our research is to compare the Facial 
Emotion recognition accuracy of Gaussian, Bilateral, Non 
local means, Average, Median, Hybrid denoising techniques. 
A hybrid denoising method is proposed by combining the 
Gaussian, Bilateral, Non-local Means denoising techniques. 
Guassian filter is a 2D convolution filter, which blur the 
image, helping in remove the noise. The only limitation with 
this technique is, the loss of image details is high when 
compared to other techniques. Bilateral is a non-linear 
filtering technique used to remove noise from the image by 
preserving the edges. The limitation of this technique is that it 
introduces false edges in the image. Non local means filter, 
unlike taking the mean value of a group of pixels, non local 
means takes a mean of all pixels and unlike other techniques 
which blur the image, non local means can restore the texture 
of image.Median filter is one of the non-linear digital filtering 
technique, used to remove the noise from the images. It 
removes the noise from the images by preserving the edges. 
For removing salt and pepper noise, median filter is most 
effective.Average filtering helps in removing the noise from 
the images by replacing each value with average of 
neighbouring pixels; decreases the intensity variation among 
neighbouring pixels. 

B. Dataset Description 

1) FER2013 dataset: This dataset contains nearly 35887 

images of various people facial expressions. It is a publicly 

available dataset, which enables to do research in the field of 

facial expression recognition. It contains both male and female 

gender images. The no. of emotions in fer2013 are seven 

(Happy, Sad, Neutral, Fear, Disgust, Anger, Surprise). This 

dataset is then divided in the ratio of 80:20 for training and 

testing purpose. Thus, the training and testing set contains 

28709 and 7178 images respectively. Fig. 1 shows the sample 

images of FER2013 dataset. 

2) LRFE (Low resolution facial expression) dataset: We 

collected images and videos from different resources 

belonging to seven different Facial Emotions (Anger, Disgust, 

Sad, Neutral, Fear, Happy, Surprise). All the videos are split 

into images and these images are organized into their 

respective directories based on the Facial Emotion. The 

dataset contains 35000 images belonging to seven different 

Facial Emotions. The raw images collected are of different 

formats (file extensions with .png, .gif, .tiff, .jpg). So we 

converted all the images with file extension other than .JPG 

into .JPG format. Next, we converted all the images into 

grayscale format from RGB format. After converting the 

images into grayscale, we resized all the images to 48X48 

pexels. Fig. 2 shows the sample images of LRFE dataset. 

3) Mixed dataset: Randomly various images from each 

emotion category are mixed together from FER2013 and 

LRFE dataset to form the mixed dataset. This dataset contains 

nearly 35000 images belonging to seven different facial 

expressions (Happy, Sad, Neutral, Fear, Disgust, Anger, 

Surprise). Later different types of denoising techniques like 

Bilateral, Non local means, Gaussian, Average, Median 

filtering are applied to all images. Fig. 3 shows the sample 

images of Mixed dataset. 

 

Fig. 1. Sample Images in FER2013 Dataset. 

 

Fig. 2. Sample Images in LRFE Dataset. 

 

Fig. 3. Sample Images in Mixed Dataset. 
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C. Algorithm 

Step 1: Input of image dataset containing seven different 
facial emotions. 

Step 2: Firstly, convert all the images into JPG format. 

Step 3: Secondly, convert all the RGB images into gray 
scale format. 

Step 4: Thirdly, re-size all the corresponding gray scale 
images to 48X48 pixels. 

Step 5:  Now, Assign labels to all the images after re-
sizing. 

Step 6: Split the dataset into 80:20 ratio for training and 
testing the model for classification of image. 

Step 7: Train the model on the training set and evaluate the 
model on the testing set. 

Step 8: Finally, output the classification of image based on 
the emotion expressed in the image. 

D. Model Architecture 

 

Fig. 4. Model Architecture. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

A. Performance on FER2013 Dataset 

The Table II (fer2013 dataset) is divided in the ratio of 
80:20 for training and testing purpose, the batch size is 32 and 
all the models are trained for 100 epochs. During model 
implementation, 80 percent of fer2013 dataset is used for 
training the model and remaining 20 percent is divided into 
validation and testing the model. 

Table III shows the accuracy and loss comparison of 
different deep learning models and proposed FerExpNet 
model on Fer2013 dataset. The proposed FerExpNet achieves 
an accuracy of 0.79 0.65 on training and testing sets of 
Fer2013 respectively. The results clearly indicate that the 
proposed FerExpNet is performing better than the state-of-
models on Fer2013 dataset. The state-of-art VGG variants 
VGG16, VGG19 obtained 0.60 0.53 accuracy on Fer2013 
dataset. The Xception model achieved only 0.52 accuracy on 
Fer2013 dataset, which makes it less efficient in Facial 
expression recognition, when compared with ResNet-50 and 
Densenet-121 on Fer2013 dataset. A mobile application 
efficient model MobileNet achieved 0.57 accuracy on Fer2013 
dataset. Among all the models implemented, Xception model 
is not performing better on Fer2013 for facial expression 
recognition. The results show that Xception model train 
accuracy is 0.53 and train loss is 1.29, indicating that it under-
performance on fer2013 for facial expression recognition. The 
latest EfficientNet-B7 obtained an 0.60 accuracy on Fer2013 
dataset. In Fig. 5(a), 5(b) and 5(d) we can see that train loss 
and test loss converges quickly, as the number of epochs 
increases the train loss and test loss decreases quickly. In 
Fig. 5(c), we can see that the Xception model is taking much 
more number of epochs to decrease the train loss and test loss, 
when compared to proposed FerExpNet model. In Fig. 5(e), 
we can see that the DenseNet121 model is taking much more 
number of epochs to decrease the train loss and test loss, when 
compared to proposed FerExpNet model The Fig. 5(f) shows 
the accuracy vs loss comparison graph of proposed FerExpNet 
model. After analyzing all the results, the proposed FerExpNet 
model is performing better than the existing state-of-art 
models on Fer2013 dataset for facial expression recognition in 
terms of accuracy and loss. 

Table IV shows the results of FerExpNet on Fer2013, 
when different filtering techniques are applied. We designed a 
novel Hybrid filtering method (HDM), which is a combination 
of Gaussian, bilateral and non-local means filtering 
techniques. When the proposed FerExpNet is combined with 
average filtering technique, the model achieved 0.70 accuracy 
on Fer2013 dataset. The proposed model without any filtering 
technique achieved 0.65 accuracy on Fer2013 dataset, there is 
a significant increase in accuracy after applying the average 
filter. When the proposed FerExpNet is combined with 
Gaussian filtering technique, the model achieved 0.65 0.55 on 
train set and test set of Fer2013, respectively. The accuracy of 
this approach is only 0.55 which is less, when compared to 
FerExpNet without filtering techniques, because when 
Gaussian filter is applied a lot of details in the images will be 
lost. When the designed hybrid filtering method (HDM) is 
combined with FerExpNet, the model achieved 0.87 0.85 
accuracy on train and test sets of Fer2013 respectively. There 
is a significant increase in both accuracy and loss, when 
compared to FerExpNet without filtering techniques. The 
results in Table IV show that the FerExpNet with hybrid 
filtering method is performing better than other filtering 
techniques on Fer2013 dataset. The Fig. 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) 
represents the comparison of accuracy and loss of various 
denoising techniques on proposed model when applied on 
FER2013 dataset, respectively. 
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TABLE II. OUTLINE OF FER2013 DATASET 

Dataset 
Name & No. of images in each emotion 

Happy Sad Angry Disgust Sad Surprise Neutral 

Fer2013 8989 6077 4953 547 6077 4002 6198 

TABLE III. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY AND LOSS OF VARIOUS MODELS ON FER2013 DATASET 

S.no Model Name Dataset Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Train Loss Test Loss 

1 VGG16 Fer2013 0.63 0.60 1.01 1.10 

2 VGG19 Fer2013 0.54 0.53 1.22 1.20 

3 Resnet-50 Fer2013 0.63 0.60 0.97 1.09 

4 MobileNet Fer2013 0.59 0.57 1.10 1.15 

5 Xception Fer2013 0.53 0.52 1.29 1.39 

6 EfficientNetB7 Fer2013 0.63 0.60 1.10 1.09 

7 DenseNet121 Fer2013 0.61 0.60 1.06 1.08 

8 FerExpNet Fer2013 0.79 0.65 0.69 1.07 

                              
(a)      (b)     (c) 

                        
(d)      (e)     (f) 

Fig. 5. (a) Accuracy and Loss of Resnet-50 on Fer2013 (b) Accuracy and Loss of MobileNet on Fer2013 (c) Accuracy and Loss of Xception on Fer2013. 

(d) Accuracy and Loss of EfficientNetB7 on Fer2013 (e) Accuracy and Loss of DenseNet121 on Fer2013 (f) Accuracy and Loss of FerExpNet on Fer2013. 
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TABLE IV. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY AND LOSS OF PROPOSED FEREXPNET ON FER2013 DATASET AFTER APPLYING VARIOUS FILTERING TECHNIQUES 

S.no Model Name Dataset Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Train Loss Test Loss 

1 FerExpNet_Average Fer2013 0.91 0.70 1.45 2.39 

2 FerExpNet_Median Fer2013 0.76 0.60 0.79 1.19 

3 FerExpNet_Bilateral Fer2013 0.80 0.65 0.69 1.09 

4 FerExpNet_Gaussian Fer2013 0.65 0.55 1.05 1.33 

5 FerExpNet_NonLocal Means Fer2013 0.79 0.65 0.71 1.09 

6 FerExpNet_HDM Fer2013 0.87 0.85 0.47 0.56 

                                        
(a)      (b)     (c) 

Fig. 6. (a) Accuracy and Loss of FerExpNet_Gaussian on Fer2013 (b) Accuracy and Loss of FerExpNet_NonLocal Means on Fer2013 (c) Accuracy and Loss of 

FerExpNet_HDM Means. 

B. Performance on LRFE Dataset 

The LRFE dataset is divided in the ratio of 80:20 for 
training and testing purpose, the batch size is 32 and all the 
models are trained for 100 epochs. During model 
implementation, 80 percent of LRFE dataset is used for 
training the model and remaining 20 percent is divided into 
validation and testing the model. 

Table V shows the accuracy and loss comparison of 
different deep learning models and proposed FerExpNet 
model on Low resolution Facial Expression (LRFE) dataset. 
The proposed FerExpNet achieves an accuracy of 0.95 0.71 on 
training and testing sets of LREF dataset, respectively. The 
results clearly indicate that the proposed FerExpNet is 
performing better than the state-of-models on LRFE dataset. 
The state-of-art VGG variants VGG16, VGG19 obtained 0.69 
0.66 accuracy on LRFE dataset. The MobileNet model 

achieved only 0.65 accuracy on LRFE dataset, which makes it 
less efficient in Facial expression recognition, when compared 
with Xception and FerExpNet on LRFE dataset. The Xception 
model achieved 0.69 accuracy on LRFE dataset, which is 
second best after the FerExpNet on LRFE dataset. The latest 
EfficientNet-B7 obtained an 0.65 accuracy on LRFE dataset. 
In Fig. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(d) we can see that train loss and test 
loss converges quickly, as the number of epochs increases the 
train loss and test loss decreases quickly. In Fig. 7(c) and 7(e) 
we can see that the Xception and DenseNet121 models are 
taking much more number of epochs to decrease the train loss 
and test loss, when compared to proposed FerExpNet model. 
The Fig. 7(f) shows the accuracy vs loss comparison graph of 
proposed FerExpNet model. After analyzing all the results, the 
proposed FerExpNet model is performing better than the 
existing state-of-art models on LRFE dataset for facial 
expression recognition in terms of accuracy and loss. 

TABLE V. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY AND LOSS OF VARIOUS MODELS ON LRFE DATASET 

S.no Model Name Dataset Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Train Loss Test Loss 

1 VGG16 LRFE 0.87 0.69 0.40 1.16 

2 VGG19 LRFE 0.84 0.66 0.47 0.96 

3 Resnet-50 LRFE 0.89 0.69 0.28 0.95 

4 MobileNet LRFE 0.85 0.65 0.40 0.98 

5 Xception LRFE 0.95 0.69 0.27 1.99 

6 EfficientNetB7 LRFE 0.79 0.65 0.71 1.09 

7 DenseNet121 LRFE 0.89 0.68 0.30 0.98 

8 FerExpNet LRFE 0.98 0.74 0.16 1.19 
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(a)      (b)     (c) 

                          
(d)      (e)     (f) 

Fig. 7. (a) Accuracy and Loss of Resnet-50 on LRFE dataset (b) Accuracy and Loss of MobileNet on LRFE dataset (c) Accuracy and Loss of Xception on LRFE 

dataset. (d) Accuracy and Loss of EfficientNetB7 on LRFE dataset (e) Accuracy and Loss of DenseNet121 on LRFE dataset (f) Accuracy and Loss of FerExpNet 

on LRFE dataset. 

Table VI shows the results of FerExpNet on LRFE dataset, 
when different filtering techniques are applied. We designed a 
novel Hybrid filtering method (HDM), which is a combination 
of gaussian, bilateral and non-local means filtering techniques. 
When the proposed FerExpNet is combined with average 
filtering technique, the model achieved 0.70 accuracy on 
LRFE dataset. The proposed model without any filtering 
technique achieved 0.65 accuracy on LRFE dataset, there is a 
significant increase in accuracy after applying the average 
filter. When the proposed FerExpNet is combined with 
Gaussian filtering technique, the model achieved 0.98 0.58 on 
train set and test set of LRFE dataset respectively. The 
accuracy of this approach is only 0.58 which is less, when 
compared to FerExpNet without filtering techniques, because 
when gaussian filter is applied a lot of details in the images 
will be lost. When the designed hybrid filtering method 

(HDM) is combined with FerExpNet, the model achieved 0.98 
0.95 accuracy on train and test sets of Fer2013, respectively. 
There is a significant increase in both accuracy and loss, when 
compared to FerExpNet without filtering techniques. The 
results in Table VI show that the FerExpNet with hybrid 
filtering method is performing better than other filtering 
techniques on LRFE dataset. The Fig. 8(a), 8(b) and 8(c) 
represents the accuracy and loss comparison of various 
denoising techniques on proposed model on LRFE dataset, 
respectively. 

C. Performance on Mixed Dataset 

Randomly various images from each emotion category are 
mixed together from FER2013 and LRFE dataset to form the 
mixed dataset. Later, the dataset is divided in the ratio of 
80:20 for training and testing purpose, the batch size is 32 and 
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all the models are trained for 100 epochs. During 
implementation, 80 percent of dataset is used for training and 
20 percent of dataset is used for validation and testing 
purpose. 

Table VII shows the comparison of various deep learning 
models and FerExpNet on Mixed dataset. This mixed dataset 
is created by mixing different emotions from Fer2013 and 

LRFE dataset into one directory. The dataset is then divided 
into training and testing sets in the ratio 80:20. The proposed 
FerExpNet achieved 0.96 accuracy on Mixed dataset. The 
state-of-art models like MobileNet, DenseNet and Xception 
achieved 0.91 0.95 0.92 accuracy on mixed dataset 
respectively. The results clearly show that the proposed 
FerExpNet is performing slightly better than the traditional 
methods on mixed dataset for Facial expression recognition. 

TABLE VI. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY AND LOSS OF PROPOSED FEREXPNET ON LRFE DATASET AFTER APPLYING VARIOUS FILTERING TECHNIQUES 

S.no Model Name Dataset Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Train Loss Test Loss 

1 FerExpNet_Average LRFE 0.91 0.70 1.45 2.39 

2 FerExpNet_Median LRFE 0.99 0.73 0.23 1.59 

3 FerExpNet_Bilateral LRFE 0.98 0.63 0.43 2.52 

4 FerExpNet_Gaussian LRFE 0.98 0.58 0.30 3.00 

5 FerExpNet_NonLocal Means LRFE 0.93 0.61 0.79 2.32 

6 FerExpNet_HDM LRFE 0.98 0.95 0.07 0.33 

                             
(a)      (b)     (c) 

Fig. 8. (a) Accuracy and Loss of FerExpNet_Gaussian on LRFE (b) Accuracy and Loss of FerExpNet_NonLocal Means on LRFE (c) Accuracy and Loss of 

FerExpNet_HDM on LRFE. 

TABLE VII. OUTLINE OF ACCURACY AND LOSS OF VARIOUS MODELS ON MIXED DATASET 

S.no Model Name Dataset Train Accuracy Test Accuracy Train Loss Test Loss 

1 FerExpNet Mixed 0.99 0.96 0.05 0.38 

2 MobileNet Mixed 0.95 0.91 0.16 0.28 

3 DenseNet Mixed 0.99 0.95 0.05 0.19 

4 Xception Mixed 0.95 0.92 0.23 0.38 

V. CONCLUSION 

A Novel optimized neural network on basis of 
convolutional neural network is proposed in this paper. We 
also designed a new hybrid filtering method, which is a 
combination of Gaussian, bilateral and non-local means 
filtering techniques. This hybrid filtering method is used for 
removing any noise present in the images. All the datasets are 
divided in the ratio of 80:20 for training and testing purpose. 
The proposed FerExpNet achieved 0.65 accuracy on Fer2013 

dataset and this model is performing better than the state-of-
art models on Fer2013. When the hybrid filtering method is 
combined with the proposed FerExpNet, the model achieves 
0.85 accuracy on Fer2013 dataset. There is a significant 
increase in the accuracy when hybrid filtering method is 
applied. The proposed FerExpNet obtained 0.74 accuracy on 
LRFE dataset, outperforming the existing models, similarly 
when the hybrid filtering method is combined with FerExpNet 
the accuracy increased to 0.95 on LRFE dataset. The results 
show that the proposed FerExpNet is performing better than 
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the existing models. The average time taken for each epoch on 
LRFE dataset is 1sec, similarly the average time taken for 
each epoch on Fer2013 is 5sec for FerExpNet respectively. 
The future work of this paper is to build a more sophisticated 
convolutional neural network model which can be integrated 
into a mobile device for wide use in real-world applications. 
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Abstract—Now-a-days, exploring underwater is a difficult 

activity to do and requires specialized equipment to explore it. 

Many studies so far have proven that bio-inspired robotic fish 

such as stingray robots have many advantages for use as 

underwater exploration. One of them is the manta ray which can 

show excellent swimming ability by flapping the pectoral fins 

with large amplitude. By studying the movement behavior of 

genus Mobula, the development of biomimetic robots has grown 

exponentially in recent years. But this technology requires 

expensive development costs, and the prototypes produced are 

heavy. Therefore, the development of low-cost bio-inspired 

Swimming Robot (SRob) using embedded controller with 

internet of things (IOT) is proposed and presented in this paper. 

SRob is designed with a small size and lightweight compared to 

other conventional swimming robots and is well equipped with 6 

servo motors, ADXL335 accelerometer 3-axis, 2 Lipo batteries 

7.4V, ESP01 Wi-Fi module and Arduino Mega. The RemoteXY 

app that works like a remote control will be connected to the 

Arduino Mega using the ESP01 Wi-Fi module to control servo 

motors and obtain readings of the sensors. Based on the 

experimental results, the servo motor used to produce flapping 

motion can be controlled precisely while producing a large 

amplitude of motion. In addition, the position control for the 

compact SRob can be realized and determined correctly while 

swimming in the water. 

Keywords—Stingray robot; angle of flapping motion; remote 

control; position control; compact SRob 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous studies have demonstrated that robots are 
particularly effective in medical [1], rehabilitation [2-7], rescue 
operations [8-10], automobiles, and manufacturing [11-12]. 
Robotics has been used in a variety of industries for many 
years and has provided humans with numerous benefits. 
Furthermore, as the internet has grown in popularity, more 
intelligent devices and systems have emerged. The concept of 
internet or web-based controls for robots and the home 
environment is still in its early stages. The Internet offers low-
cost communication routes and can be used for telephony. 
Many issues still need to be addressed before a viable real-
world application can be realized. Researchers across the world 
are interested in using the internet to control robots as part of 
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR). 

Manta rays are the world‘s largest and most intelligent rays. 
The swimming capabilities of the manta ray has recently 
attracted the interest of researchers around the world and 
focusing on its movement performance, maneuverability, and 
stability [13]. Relevant research has been conducted based on 
this movement pattern and prototypes such as fish robots have 
been developed. However, the previous research on this 
swimming robot only focuses on the design and propulsion 
performance in addition to its expensive production cost and its 
large and heavy size. 

Currently, many research studies have developed 
underwater vehicles fitted with propellers for use in 
challenging water environments. While it is easy to operate, 
there are some drawbacks on its movement mode such as loud 
noise, large scale, poor performance and even low speed 
maneuvers. There are also some underwater vehicles such as 
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) and Unmanned 
Underwater Vehicle (UUV) that rely heavily on the design of 
manta rays and are able to glide in water without human 
control. Both robotic vehicles are heavily equipped with 
various types of sensors and cameras to be able to collect 
various types of data while used in rescue operations or 
exploration in the water to find out the environmental 
conditions. 

Bio-inspired robotics provides biologists the equipment to 
study animal behavior and test beds for research and evaluation 
of biological algorithms for potential engineering applications 
[14]. Various studies involving animals including invertebrates 
and vertebrates have been conducted for different purposes. 
One of the research projects involving bio-inspired robots is 
used to answer simple biological questions or build classical 
mechatronic structures [15]. The development of swimming 
robot is particularly promising, not only as a testbed for 
learning how fish swim, but also for different underwater 
applications such as underwater discovery, patrol, and aquatic 
surveillance. Despite their appearance, current robotic fish are 
still substantially slower and less durable than their biological 
counterparts, necessitating further research into swimming 
mechanisms and control methods. Rajiforms are a type of 
underwater animal that have long wavy fins and they have a 
variety of swimming methods. The ray species that 
demonstrate this two-fin swimming method are manta rays 
with swinging flaps and stingrays with wavy movements. Rays 
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can make large deformations on the fins because their bodies 
have no bone structure. In particular, manta rays can produce 
large amplitudes of deformation with fast duration and large 
thrust [16]. 

The main objectives of this project are to develop the manta 
ray swimming robot (SRob) using Arduino and WiFi module, 
to control and monitor manta ray swimming robot using 
RemoteXY application and ADXL335 accelerometer and to 
evaluate the movement of manta ray swimming robot based on 
angle of servo motor. The scope of this project focuses on 
control system using embedded controller along with IoT for 
manta ray robot prototype while solving the problem of 
conventional swimming robots by developing lightweight 
prototype at low cost. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Although bionic manta ray research has progressed 
significantly in recent years, robot mobility still differs 
significantly from that of genuine manta rays. To begin with, 
most existing bionic manta rays use an oscillating propulsion 
mode, and the mechanical construction is typically simplified. 
A prototype‘s skeleton is usually built of stiff material. As a 
result, the majority of prototypes are rigid. Second, the bionic 
prototype‘s control algorithm cannot quite match the genuine 
movement of manta rays, especially during the transition 
between motor patterns. As a result, to improve control 
performance, a more robust and reasonable control algorithm is 
necessary. The bionic manta ray robot with flexible pectoral fin 
was proposed in response to the mechanical structure and 
motion control algorithm shortcomings of previous bionic 
manta rays [17]. The longitudinal structure of the pectoral fins 
was created using 3D printing technology and joined by 
flexible beams and metal wires. As a result, these pectoral fins‘ 
geometrical form was more akin to that of actual manta rays. 
CPG was used to recreate the mobility pattern of manta rays 
based on observations of their periodic movement. However, 
the prototype that was invented was still quite huge and heavy. 
The bionic manta ray robot is 48.5 cm long, 70.0 cm wide, and 
6.0 cm tall. It weighs 6 kg and has a maximum speed of 0.4 
m/s with a flapping frequency of 2.5 Hz. 

Alvarado et al. using a new method that can provide an 
advantage in its robotic stingrays, which are made of a soft 
material and only require one actuator per fin [18-21]. Chew et 
al. demonstrated a Robot Manta Ray prototype in which each 
fin‘s oscillatory motion is controlled by a single servo motor 
[22]. The fin is constructed with a leading-edge structure/spare 
that supports a flexible fin film material consisting of PVC film 
of uniform thickness, with a flapping fin frequency of 1.1Hz 
and a maximum speed of 1.783 BL/s. The replaced 
servomechanism was clamped above the water while the fin 
was flapping near the water surface to measure thrust created 
by a single fin. However, the effect of the water surface and the 
movement of the separated actuator may not be consistent with 
the robot manta ray, and the thrust performance of a Robo 
manta ray has not been evaluated using this measurement 
setup. 

Batoids achieve extraordinary mobility and propulsive 
performance thanks to their huge pectoral fins. The robot is 
made to move in an undulatory rajiform pattern. Because of its 

full autonomy, extended battery life, and wireless recharging 
capabilities, the design is under-actuated, simple, and sturdy, 
making it ideal for propulsive performance investigations. The 
robot has an overall length of 180 mm with a top speed of 0.93 
body length per second [23]. Based on the experimental results, 
both thrust and side forces are found to rise as flapping 
frequency and amplitude increase, but frequency effects are 
more obvious. The proposed robot designs greatest swimming 
speed is close to 1 BL/s. For the identical input parameters, 
side forces were greater than thrust forces for the geometry and 
swimming mode matched by the design [23]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic wiring diagram for controlling 
SRob. SRob has been equipped with various components, 
including 6 servo motors, an ADXL335 3-axis accelerometer, 
2 Lipo batteries, an ESP01 WiFi module, and an Arduino 
Mega, to achieve the desired movement and speed. On the 
hardware development side, AutoCAD 2017 was used to create 
the 3D design, while Fritzing was used to create the wire 
diagrams for the control system. The servo motor consists of 
three colors of wire that the black wire connects to the GND, 
the white or yellow wire connects to the pin and the red wire 
connects to the power supply. The servo motor requires a 
voltage of around 4.8V-6.0V. The speed of the servo motor 
stays 0.14sec / 60 degrees for 4.8V and 0.12sec / 60 degrees for 
6.0V. ADXL335 is an accelerometer sensor that works based 
on the principle of Piezoelectric effect. Each time the sensor is 
tilted, the ball will move in that direction due to the force of 
gravity. The wall is made of Piezoelectric elements and if 
every time the ball touches the wall, an electric current will be 
generated which will be interpreted in the form of a value in 
any 3D space. In addition, the ADXL335 will provide 
acceleration values on three axes and will provide three output 
values. The bandwidth of this sensor is adjustable as it has a 
single capacitor per axis. Analog interfaces are made to 
communicate with other devices such as Arduino. This 
accelerometer sensor requires a voltage of around 1.8 V to 
3.6 V. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic Wiring Diagram. 
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Serving as the brain for the SRob, the Arduino Mega 2560 
is one of the microcontroller boards used to control the 
movement of the swimming robot. This microcontroller has 54 
digital input and output pins where 15 pins can be used as 
PWM output. The ESP01 Wi-Fi module is a complete and 
standalone solution for Wi-Fi networks that can carry 
application services and connect SRob to the internet. This Wi-
Fi module is very important making the SRob can be 
controlled remotely and wirelessly. This feature makes it easier 
for the operator to control the movement of the SRob 
effectively without having to be in a hazardous environment. 
The ESP8266 high frequency clock is used to drive two Tx and 
Rx mixers provided by the internal oscillator and the external 
oscillator. The frequency of the floating crystal is 26MHz to 
52MHz. The ESP01 Wi-Fi module requires a 3.3V power 
supply and an ambient temperature of 25 degrees Celsius. 
Then, from the internet cloud, SRob will be connected directly 
to the RemoteXY application which serves as a remote control 
to navigate SRob from a smartphone. The control process starts 
from the power source which is the Lipo battery which will 
activate the microcontroller, sensor, and actuator. Then, the 
accelerometer will calculate the exact body force and angular 
rate so that the exact position of the SRob can be determined. 
Finally, the servo motor will be activated and will operate 
according to the instructions from the remote control whether 
moving forward, turning right, left, or turning 360 degrees. 

IV. CONTROL SYSTEM 

Fig. 2 shows the 3D design of the SRob. Each side of the 
main body is fitted with three servo motors that are used to 
generate thrust. These three servo motors have been set up to 
have different delays from each rotation and can produce large 
wave motion. Thus, this will allow the SRob to move forward 
or change direction turning to the right or left in a short time. 
The main body of the SRob is made of durable acrylic and has 
a specific weight that is suitable to make the SRob sink and 
float in water. This main body houses all the components 
including the Arduino Mega, ADXL335 accelerometer-3axis, 
Lipo battery, and ESP01 WiFi module. The pectoral fin 
material must be flexible and waterproof so that swimming 
movements can be produced smoothly. The height of the robot 
manta ray is 6 cm, width and length are 80 cm and 30 cm, 
respectively. 

 

Fig. 2. 3D Design of the SRob. 

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the SRob control system. 
After connecting all the parts together, the RemoteXY app 
must be connected to the Arduino Mega using WiFi to control 
all the servo motors. After that, the SRob can be activated on 
the smartphone, and at the same time, the accelerometer sensor 
will measure and calculate the axial position of the SRob. This 
will help the operator to know the initial position of the SRob 
before any operation is carried out. To control the movement of 
the SRob, there are five different types of modes have been set. 
The first mode is a command for the robot to stop. When the A 
button is pressed on the remote control using the RemoteXY 
application on the smartphone, all servo motors will turn off. 
The second mode is to move forward. When button B is 
pressed, all servo motors will be turned on and thrust will be 
generated making the SRob move forward. The third mode is 
to move forward to the right. When the C button is pressed, all 
servo motors on the right will be turned off causing only the 
left side to produce movement. The fourth mode is to move 
forward to the left. The same command as to the right is used 
but only the servo motor on the left will be turned off while the 
servo motor on the right will be turned on. Lastly is the fifth 
mode which is a 360˚ rotation round. When the E button is 
pressed, each side of the servo motor will produce the opposite 
direction so that the SRob can rotate up to 360˚. 

 

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the Swimming Robot (SRob) Control System. 
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V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 4 shows the speed of the SRob against time. From this 
graph, SRob takes 10 seconds to move forward 2 m in the pool. 
The maximum speed that can be reached by the prototype is 20 
m/s and takes 1 second to reach the maximum speed. Based on 
the graph, the data shows that the time increases when the 
speed reaches 1 second and remains the same up to 10 seconds. 
Fig. 5 shows the flapping motion angle relative to the time for 
moving forward produced by 6 servo motors. The angle for the 
servo motor to operate is between 70˚ to 110˚, while the 
difference value between the initial angle and the final angle is 
40˚. According to the findings of the research, improper angles 
result in imbalanced speed and movement. As a result, a 40-
degree angle was set on the microcontroller to achieve 
maximum speed and smooth movement. Based on this graph it 
is also found that the servo motor takes 0.75 seconds to 
complete one cycle. 

Fig. 6 shows the flapping motion angle relative to the time 
to move to the right. The three straight lines in this graph 
indicate the 3 servo motors on the right that are not energized 
while the three sinusoidal lines are the three servo motors that 
are energized on the left side of the SRob. When the C button 
is pressed, servo motor 1, 2 and 3 on the left will be actuated 
while the other servo motors are not activated. The graph also 
shows that a servo motor takes 0.45 seconds to complete one 
cycle compared to 0.75 seconds found in Fig. 5. This function 
is important to ensure that the SRob can turn right or left faster. 
Fig. 7 shows the flapping motion angle relative to the time to 
move to the left. This graph, like the method of turning to the 
right, includes three straight lines indicating that the three servo 
motors on the left are not powered and three sinusoidal lines 
indicating that the three servo motors on the right are 
energized. When the D button is pressed, the servo motor 4, 5 
and 6 on the right will be actuated while the other servo motors 
are not energized. 

 

Fig. 4. Speed of the SRob vs Time. 

 

Fig. 5. Angle of Flapping Motion vs Time for Moving Forward. 

 

Fig. 6. Flapping Motion Angle Relative to the Time to Move to the Right. 

 

Fig. 7. Flapping Motion Angle Relative to the Time to Move to the Left. 

Fig. 8 shows the flapping motion angle relative to the time 
to rotate 360˚. There are two sinusoidal graphs representing 
each servo motor for the SRob. To ensure that the SRob can 
rotate 360˚, the initial angle of the three servo motors on the 
right is set to 110˚, while the initial angle of the three servo 
motors on the left is set to 70˚. When the E button is pressed, 
the three servo motors on the right will undulate from 70˚ to 
110˚ while the three servo motors on the left will undulate from 
110˚ to 70˚. As a result, by setting the angle accurately, it will 
produce two sinusoidal graphs, and the SRob will be able to 
rotate at a fast and effective rate. Data for the position of the 
SRob were taken using an ADXL335 accelerometer sensor 
placed on the main body on the flat surface. Data is collected 
when the SRob is connected to WiFi using the ESP01 WiFi 
module. Due to the water vibration caused by the servo motor, 
the data for the x-axis and y-axis showed tiny difference values 
during the testing, whereas the z-axis had large values. 

 

Fig. 8. Flapping Motion Angle Relative to the Time to Rotate 360˚. 
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(a) Moving Forward. 

 
(b) Turning to Right. 

 
(c) Turning to Left. 

 
(d) Rotate 360˚. 

Fig. 9. SRob Position Graphs for x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis vs Time. 

Fig. 9 shows the SRob position graphs for x-axis, y-axis, 
and z-axis vs time for (a) moving forward, (b) turning to right, 
(c) turning to left, and (d) rotate 360˚. For the forward motion 
test, from 0 seconds to 6 seconds, there was a very large degree 
difference between the 3 axes. At 10 seconds, the positions of 
the SRob on the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis were 2˚, 1˚ and 2˚, 
respectively. As the SRob moves to the right, from the 8th to 
the 10th second, there is a very large difference of degree 
between the three axes. At 10 seconds, the positions of SRob 
on the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis were at 17˚, 21˚ and 4˚, 
respectively. 

Then, when the SRob moves to the left, starting at the 2nd 
to 9th second, there is a large degree of difference between the 
three axes. At 10 seconds, the positions of SRob on the x-axis, 
y-axis and z-axis were at 1˚, 2˚ and 1˚, respectively. Finally, for 
a 360˚ rotation, from the 1st second to the 4th second and from 

the 7th second to the 10th second, there is a very large degree 
of difference between the three axes. At 10 seconds, the 
positions of SRob on the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis were at 7˚, 4˚ 
and 4˚, respectively. From the observations during the 
experiments performed, due to the water vibration caused by 
the servo motors, the data for the x-axis and y-axis show small 
difference values during the testing, whereas the z-axis has 
large difference values. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The development of a low-cost bio-inspired swimming 
robot (SRob) with IoT can be summarized as follows. The first 
objective of this study is to develop the SRob swimming robot 
using Arduino and WiFi modules. The inexpensive and 
compact prototype has been successfully developed using a 
durable acrylic material and equipped with several essential 
components such as an Arduino Mega, six servo motors, a 
WiFi module, and an accelerometer sensor. Then, to control 
and monitor the SRob, the RemoteXY app was used on the 
smartphone as a remote control for the SRob. With this IoT 
feature, operator can control the SRob easily without having to 
be in a dangerous area. From the experimental results, it can be 
concluded that the z-axis has a small difference value of only 
4˚ compared to the x-axis and y-axis, which have a big degree 
difference of 17˚ and 21˚, respectively. By using an 
accelerometer sensor, the position and condition of the SRob 
can be determined effectively. Finally, the rotational angle 
range of the servo motor for fluctuate is between 70˚ and 110˚ 
and the maximum speed of the SRob that can be achieved is 20 
m/s. The soft fins‘ material characterization and design will be 
the subject of future research. Maneuverability will also be 
examined further. Furthermore, multiple navigation algorithms 
will be used to further investigate autonomy. 
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Abstract—A wireless environment is characterized by its 

dynamic nature, inherent uncertainty, and imprecise parameters 

and constraints. Network settings such as speed, RSS, network 

delays, etc. are inherently imprecise. Due to this vagueness, 

accurately measuring these network parameters in a wireless 

environment is a difficult task. As a result, a fuzzy logic approach 

appears to work best when used to design systems in such 

environments. Although conventional techniques based on 

precise values can be used to reduce transmission delay, they 

cannot produce intelligent and efficient transfer decisions that 

take into account all the constraints of the network. Thus, using 

one criterion only can lead to service disruption, unbalanced 

network load, and inefficient handoff. Therefore, to guide the 

Horizontal handover process in wireless networks towards 

making a better choice for VoIP in congested environments, we 

propose the integration of the Fuzzy-AHP and VIKOR method in 

SDN (Software Defined Networking) controller on several 

criteria (the signal-to-noise ratio plus interference (SNIR), packet 

loss, jitter, delay, throughput). However, the results of this work 

show that our contribution maintains a good quality of service 

for real-time applications. 

Keywords—SDN; QoS; WLAN; Handover; F-AHP; VIKOR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In an uncertain environment, multi-criteria decision-
making methods (MADM) consist of constructing a Global 
Preference Relation (optimal choice) for a set of alternatives 
(set of choices) evaluated by several criteria. 

Each decision-making problem has several alternatives 
that a decision-maker tries to filter or classify in a decision-
making process, also the attributes are essentially the criteria 
used to evaluate the alternatives. These attributes are grouped 
into attributes of cost and other benefits or risk. For example, 
mobile communication with a less noisy channel is 
advantageous, while the number of subscribers has a cost. 

Each attribute can have its unit. The normalization is 
necessary to eliminate the effect of the different units; it 
consists of transforming the values of the alternatives into a 
scale included in the interval [0 1]. To reflect the importance 
of the attributes, they are assigned a weighting factor either by 
the decision-maker or calculated with a mathematical method. 

MADM Problems can be formalized in matrix or vector 
form, where the columns and rows present the attributes 
(criteria) and the alternatives (choices). The elements of the 
matrix present the evaluation of the performance of the 

alternative against the attribute. For example, in the advantage 
attribute group (less noisy channel) alternatives with a higher 
score are preferred. In contrast, the cost attribute group 
(number of subscribers) alternatives with a low score are 
optimal. 

In this work the F-AHP method presents the importance of 
each criterion over the other with the elements of the pairwise 
comparison matrix. After fuzzification and defuzzification 
come to assign a weight to each criterion. 

Subsequently builds the selection matrix with the 
VIKORE method where the columns denote the weights of the 
criteria and the rows the choices (access point). Then calculate 
a coefficient which is used to classify the access points in 
order of importance. The values of the matrix are collected 
from OpenFlow access points in direct connection with the 
SDN controller. 

Based on this classification made by the SDN controller, a 
message containing the order of priority is sent to the mobile 
which requests the change of the access point. The latter 
proceeds to trigger the Handover towards the right choice. 
Hence, this work is an improvement to our contribution [1]. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The mathematical methods of multicriteria analysis can be 
grouped into two approaches: 

A. The Scalar Methods 

 Simple Additive Weighting method (SAW) [2]. 

Consists of weighting the different criteria of the multi-
criteria decision problem with real numbers called weights 
which represent the importance of each criterion in the 
decision process. Once the importance of the different criteria 
is quantified, the method chooses the action that minimizes or 
maximizes the weighted sum of the criteria. 

Mathematical formulation: 

Starting data 

m actions A1, A2, A3...Am. 

n criteria C1, C2, C3...Cn. 

Weight vector (W1, W2, ..., Wn) et Wj > 0. 
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       (  ), Quotient cardinal utility function. 

Represents the performance of each action on each of the 
criteria. 

Data transformation: 

1) Normalization of aij. 

2) Normalization of the weights. 

3) Implementation of the weighted sum method (1).  

 (  )  ∑      

 

   
    [   ]             (1) 

Single criterion for any action i. 

 Weighted Product Mode (WPM) [2]. 

 Similar to SAW, also called exponent weighting, the main 
difference is that we will have a multiplication instead of the 
addition. It allows comparing alternatives against several 
criteria. This comparison is made by dividing the values of all 
criteria by one of them and then multiplying those ratios. Each 
ratio is raised to the exponent equivalent to the weight of the 
corresponding criterion. 

Mathematical formulation (2): 

 (
  

  
)  ∏ (

   

   
)
  

 

   

                     (2)

Where N represents the number of criteria. 

m the number of actions (or alternatives). 

wj the weight of criterion j. 

Ak and AL two alternatives to compare. 

aKj and aLj the weights of the alternative Ak and AL 

Compared to criterion j. 

We can also calculate the overall weight of an alternative 
by the following formula (3): 

 (  )  ∏ (   )
    

 

   
                  (3) 

 Method of Weighted Metrics (MWM). 

Selects a vector of criteria that minimizes the distance to a 
reference solution R = (R1, ..., Rk). The vector R is either the 
ideal point or the reference solution fixed by the decision-
maker according to its preferences. 

 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [3]. 

Allows calculating an aggregate synthetic score based on a 
ranking and weighting of all the criteria considered in the 
decision. It consists of four stages: 

1) Establish the hierarchy of criteria and alternatives. 

2) Perform pairwise comparisons of the criteria, and 

estimate the weights of the criteria and the relative 

performance values of the alternatives concerning each 

criterion. 

3) Aggregate the weights and performance values for the 

alternative priority. 

4) Check the consistency of judgments to verify the result 
The limitation of this method is the instability of the 
classification of the different alternatives if the problem to be 
treated contains a large number of alternatives. 

 Analytical Network Process (ANP) [4]. 

It is an extension of the AHP and allows the consideration 
of the interdependence among and between the levels of 
criteria and alternatives. 

 Multi Attribute Utility Theory (M.A.U.T) [5]. 

Method developed in the late 1960s by Ralph Keeney and 
Howard Raiffa attempting to modelize the preferences of the 
decision-maker by a so-called utility function using different 
mathematical tools. These methods are often of the 
aggregation type, in the sense that the resulting utility function 
is often an aggregation of several “sub-functions,” which can 
be the objective functions of each criterion or a combination 
of two or more of them. 

 The Technique for the Order of Preference by Similarity 
of Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [6]. 

This technique proposed by [Yoon and Hwang, 1981] 
allows choosing the best solution which maximizes the profit 
criteria and minimizes the cost criteria. Firstly, it aims to 
reduce the number of disambiguation scenarios by discarding 
the dominated scenarios and, secondly, to rank the effective 
scenarios according to their calculated overall scores. 

TOPSIS can sometimes be used to replace AHP in the 
process of ranking alternatives. In other words, it often 
happens that the AHP is used to assign the weight of the 
selection criteria while the TOPSIS is applied to prioritize the 
selection alternatives. 

B. Ranking Methods 

 Elimination And Choice Translating Reality 
(ELECTRE I) [7]. 

This method of Bernard Roy, allows a partial aggregation 
through the construction of comparison relations of the 
performances for each pair of solutions. 

 Preference Ranking Organization METHod for 
Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE) [8]. 

Consists of establishing a process of numerical comparison 
of each action in relation to all the other actions. Thus it is 
possible to calculate the plus or minus optimal of each action 
compared to all the others. The result of this comparison 
allows the orderly classification of the actions. 

 VIKOR (VIsekriterijumska optimizacija i 
KOmpromisno Resenje) [9]. 

Multicriteria optimization and compromise solution: It is a 
ranking method for a finite set of alternatives and allows 
solving a discrete multicriteria problem with non-
commensurable (different units) and contradictory criteria. 
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III.  RELATED WORK 

In the context of our research, we can separate the work 
due to improving the Handover in three parts: 

A. Multi-Criteria or Multi-Attribute Decision-Making 

Algorithms (MCDM) 

R.Bikmukhamedov et al [10] evaluated the performances 
of SAW, GRA (Gray relational analysis) [11], TOPSIS and 
VIKOR algorithms, and they showed by simulations for the 
same criteria (RSSI, Available Bitrate and Cost) that VIKOR 
and GRA are optimal. 

The VIKOR method was developed under the name 
Dynamic VIKOR (D-VIKOR) by Xiaohong Li et al [12], it 
reduces time complexity by frequently evaluating dynamic 
attributes. This helps to minimize the Handover delay, 
otherwise the execution time. 

K. savita et al [2], carried out a comparative study between 
the two methods WPM and SAW for the attributes: delay, 
jitter and cost, to choose the best wireless network that offers 
minimal transmission delay. Without results, the judgment 
postulated on the performance of the WPM method remains 
useless. 

M.Alhabo et al [13], propose two modified TOPSIS 
methods to reduce the number of unnecessary handovers and 
radio link failure, plus improving the average throughput for 
each user. One integrates the entropy weighting of metrics 
(PE-TOPSIS), and the other integrates the weighting of the 
standard deviation (PSD-TOPSIS) to note the importance of 
each criterion (here the angle of movement, time of stay, the 
signal-to-noise ratio plus interference). The simulation is done 
with a constant mobility speed and random deviation angles. 
The results are evaluated in terms of the number of handovers, 
radio link failures, and average user throughput compared to 
the two network-controlled methods Handover and TOPSIS. 

Another implementation of TOPSIS was carried out by 
R.Abdullah and Z.Zukarnain [14], to select the most relevant 
wireless access technology (LTE, WiMAX, WLAN). Three 
types of priority are defined, namely equal priority, Mobile 
priority and Network priority. The simulation results prove 
that the network priority is better than the two other. 

B. The Fuzzy Logic Theory 

Network parameters such as delay, jitter, noise, effective 
throughput, etc. are generally imprecise and unpredictable, 
measurements are approximate and probabilistic. Therefore, 
fuzzy logic allows us to model this imprecision for each 
parameter by linguistic variables, that each variable 
corresponds to a membership function having a value in the 
interval [0,1]. 

Implementation of fuzzy logic made by A.Sadik et al. [15], 
aims to choose the best AP (access point) and reduce the 
handover delay. They chose the RSSI and the direction from 
the mobile node to the AP as selection criteria. 

The classification of the network for the desired 
application according to user preferences and also network 
parameters has been the research objectives of M. Krichna et 
al. [16]. The chosen method uses the concept of fuzzy logic in 

three steps, the first is the initiation phase of the Handover 
based on two parameters, QoS and the power of the signal 
(RSS), which are the inputs of FIS (Fuzzy Inference System) 
mamdani, the second is the preselecting phase which takes 
into account the speed of mobility and user preferences, 
finally the classification of WLAN, WIMAX and cellular 
networks based on the type of application chosen. 

M.sharma [17], had also introduced fuzzy logic (criterion: 
RSS, Bandwidth, Users Preference) to trigger the Handover 
towards choosing the optimal network between WLAN and 
WWAN. 

C. Fuzzy Logic Combined with MCDM Algorithms 

In heterogeneous wireless networks, mobile equipment is 
equipped with various wireless access technologies, to allow it 
to intelligently choose the one that offers the best quality of 
communication. F.kaleem et al. [18], has just proposed a 
combined technique in two steps. The first consists of 
estimating the need to trigger the Handover towards another 
technology based on the fuzzy multicriteria decision. The 
second is the selection of a target PoA (Point-of-Attachment) 
based on ranking algorithms, namely TOPSIS with AHP 
weighting, TOPSIS with F-AHP (Fuzzy AHP) weighting and 
FTOPSIS (fuzzy TOPSIS). The fuzzy system input parameters 
are, predicted RSS, mobility speed, the distance between 
mobile stations and PoA, and degree of QoS. the output of the 
system is the Vertical Handover Factor. The degree of QoS is 
calculated according to the class traffic type requirements 
currently used. According to the network parameters, the 
weights assigned to each class are calculated with the AHP or 
Fuzzy AHP method (throughput, jitter, delay, and packet loss 
rate). 

M.Alkhawlani et al. [19], implemented a decision-making 
system based on the combination of fuzzy logic and TOPSIS, 
for the choice between three types of networks. 

To remove the ambiguity, the criteria present the input of 
the fuzzy logic system. At the same time, the outputs of the 
latter, are the inputs of the MCDM TOPSIS system, which 
allows after construction of the decision matrix, weighting and 
determination of the best and worst value for each attribute by 
the max-min-distance method, to select the network that offers 
an optimal solution. The results are compared to each criterion 
with the proposed system. 

S. Zhang et al. [20], had suggested the Fuzzy GRA method 
for solving multicriteria problems. Fuzzy numbers are defined 
in triangular value intervals, criteria weighting and selection 
are calculated by the GRA method. 

In most research, the criteria weighting step is done with 
the AHP method or its Fuzzy-AHP Enhanced Version to 
determine the importance of each attribute. Drissi et al [21], 
evaluated the performance of the F-AHP method compared to 
AHP for different decision algorithms (MEW, SAW, VIKOR, 
TOPSIS) and different types of traffic. The results show better 
QoS by combining F-AHP with the VIKOR method. 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PROPOSED MODEL 

According to the comparison of previous research focused 
on maintaining a good quality of service in wireless networks, 
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the rest of this article proposes the management of 
multicriteria handover by the SDN controller based on the F-
AHP and VIKOR. The problem can be formalized as 
described in “Fig. 1”, where each access point calculates its 
parameters and sends them to the controller, which ranks them 
in order of QoS priority. 

 

Fig. 1. The Graphical Formalism of the Problem. 

The solution of the problem is divided into two stages: 

A. Weighting of Criteria by the F-AHP Method 

1) Creation of the pairwise comparison matrix “Table I”: 

The weighting vectors give more importance to the delays 

then the jitter and finally the loss of the packets, the 

throughput in the case of VoIP is not so important because the 

packets are small and can be transmitted at a low rate. 

2) Fuzzification “Table II”: creation of the fuzzy AHP 

pairwise comparison matrix. 

The fuzzy geometric mean value “Table III” is calculated 
by this formula (4) (Buckley 1985) [22]. 

   (∏    ̇

 

   
)

   

             (4) 

Product of two fuzzy numbers. 

 ̃   ̃  (        )  (        ) 

  (                 ) 

Criteria matrix  ̅  [   ] 

TABLE I. PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX 

Conversation  Packet Loss Delay  Jitter  Throughput 

Packet Loss 1 1/7 1/5 3 

Delay 7 1 1/3 7 

Jitter 5 3 1 7 

Throughput 1/3 1/7 1/7 1 

TABLE II. FUZZY AHP PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX 

Conversation 
Packet 

Loss 
Delay Jitter Throughput 

Packet Loss (1,1,1) (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/6,1/5,1/4) (2,3,4) 

Delay (6,7,8) (1,1,1) (1/4,1/3,1/2) (6,7,8) 

Jitter (4,5,6) (2,3,4) (1,1,1) (6,7,8) 

Throughput (1/4,1/3,1/2) (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1/8,1/7,1/6) (1,1,1) 

TABLE III. FUZZY GEOMETRIC MEAN VALUE RI 

Conversation     value 

Packet Loss (0.45, 0.54, 0.64) 

Delay (1.73, 2.01, 2.38) 

Jitter (2.63, 3.20, 3.72) 

Throughput (0.70, 0.29, 0.34) 

This formula (5) calculates the fuzzy weights for each 
criterion “Table IV”. 

      (             )
             (5)

Sum of two fuzzy numbers. 

 ̃   ̃  (        )  (        ) 

  (                 ) 

So 

(             )  (     1.73 + 2.63 + 0.70, 0.54 + 

2.01+ 3.20 + 0.29, 0.64 + 2.38+ 3.72+0.34)  

 = (5.51, 6.04, 7.08) 

(             )
   (

 

    
  

 

    
  

 

    
) 

TABLE IV. FUZZY WEIGHTS FOR EACH CRITERIA 

 Fuzzy geometric mean value    Fuzzy weights    

Packet Loss (0.45, 0.54, 0.64) (0.064, 0.089, 0.12)  

Delay (1.73, 2.01, 2.38) (0.244, 0.332, 0.431) 

Jitter (2.63, 3.20, 3.72) (0.371,0.530, 0.675)  

Throughput (0.70, 0.29, 0.34) (0.099, 0.048, 0.062)  

3) Defuzzification to get crisp numerical values 

“Table V”: The defuzzification method used here is center of 

area (CoA) (6). 

   (
     

 
)              

TABLE V. CRISP NUMERICAL VALUES 

 Weight    Normalised weight 

Packet Loss 0.137 
     

     
       

Delay 0.336 
     

     
       

Jitter 0.525 
     

     
       

Throughput 0.070 
     

     
       

Sum 1.068 >1 1 

B. Access Points Classification by VIKOR Method 

1st step: find the best “  
 ” (7) and the worst “  

 ” (8) 
value for each criteria j = 1, 2, …, n “Table VI”. 
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{(   (    )|       )   {(   (    )|       )  

        
        (7) 

  
  

{(   (    )|       )   {(   (    )|       )  

        
        (8) 

With i = 1,2,   m presents the alternatives (Access point). 

Where Mp and Mc are the sets of performance and cost 
parameters, respectively. 

2nd step: compute Si (9) and Ri (10) value for each access 
point “Table VII”. 
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 “Table VIII" shows the values (  ,    ) and (     ) 
which respectively present the minimum and maximum value 
of Si and Ri for each access point. 
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3rd step: compute    value (11) “Table IX”. 

      
     

      (   ) 
     

               (11)

where        

TABLE VI. BEST AND THE WORST VALUE FOR EACH CRITERION 

Weight                          

Criteria  Packet Loss Delay Jitter Throughput 

AP1 0.01 150 ms  30 ms  20 Mb/s  

AP2 0.03 100 ms  15 ms  15 Mb/s  

AP3 0.02 250 ms  20 ms  10 Mb/s  

Best (  
 ) 0.01 100 15 20 

Worst (  
 ) 0.03 250 30 10 

TABLE VII.    AND   VALUE FOR EACH ACCESS POINT 

Weight                                 

AP1 0 0,105       0 0,597       

AP2       0 0        0,1605       

AP3                         0,608       

TABLE VIII. ( S* , R*) AND (  ,    ) VALUE FOR EACH ACCESS POINT 

       

AP1 0,597       

AP2  0,1605       

AP3 0,608       

   ,    0,1605       

   ,    0,608       

TABLE IX. COMPUTE QI VALUE 

          Rank base on    

AP1 0,597             3 

AP2  0,1605         1 

AP3 0,608       0,756 2 

   ,    0,1605         

   ,    0,608         

Based on the calculated Qi values, the access points are 
ranked in order of QoS priority. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION, SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

Fig. 2 shows the algorithm implemented to manage 
Handover. The SDN controller periodically collects every 5 
seconds the information from the access points namely jitter, 
delay, packet loss and Throughput, on which it calculates the 
order of QoS priority for each access point. A mobile that sees 
a SNIR value below the threshold sends a request to the 
controller, which responds with the list of access points 
already classified. The mobile connects to the access point 
which offers a good quality of service. 

To evaluate our contribution, we tried to make a 
comparative study of two codecs G711 and G729, for a 
network architecture with SDN and other SDN based on F-
AHP and VIKOR methods. The following “Table X” shows 
some characteristics of the two codecs. 

TABLE X. CODECS CHARACTERISTICS 

Codec 
Bit Rate 

(Kbit/s) 

Link Utilization 

(Kbit/s) 
Delay (ms) Loss(%) 

G.711 64 87.2 0.125 7-10 

G.729 8.0 31.2 15 <2 

 

Fig. 2. The Proposed Model Flowchart. 
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Also, the simulation architecture “Fig. 3” is composed of 
three APs (access point) that support the OpenFlow v1.3 
protocol; thus, an SDN controller and a VoIPStreaming server. 
More than 20 nodes follow linear mobility with variable 
speed, and communicate progressively over time with the 
server. The simulator chosen for this experiment is OMNeT 
++ 5.5.1. 

Our controller is configured to perform both functions, 
classification of access points according to QoS priority and 
switching. The simulations are repeated ten times per 
experiment, and the results illustrated below present their 
averages. 

A. End-to-end Delay 

The end-to-end delay represents the propagation delay plus 
the delay introduced by the equipment, also the coding, 
decoding and packing time. 

The mobile no longer makes a blind choice without prior 
knowledge of the quality of service offered by the access 
points, the decision calculated and taken by the controller 
based on information collected periodically from them, then 
sent on request to the mobile. So, the time that will commit the 
motive for the calculation of the decision before the execution 
of the Handover is reduced. Also, the delay in processing 
packets by the access points is minimized. The controller is 
responsible for instructing the access points on how to route 
the packets to the recipient. This explains the results obtained 
“Fig. 4”, where the end-to-end delay was significantly reduced 
for both codecs by implementing our solution. In the case of 
the G729, the delay no longer exceeds 100 ms. While for 
G711 is limited to 200 ms. 

 

Fig. 3. Simulation Architecture. 

 

Fig. 4. Delay Comparison between SDN and SDN based F-AHP & VIKOR. 

B. Jitter 

It refers to the difference in end-to-end transmission delay 
between different packets of the same stream when 
transmitting from one system to another; hence, the reason for 
the results presented in the following figure “Fig. 5”. The 
SDN controller, which incorporates the multicriteria choice 
technique based on F-AHP and VIKORE produced good jitter 
values no longer exceeding 18 ms for the G711 codec, also 
note that the G729 codec is still more powerful than G711 and 
has values no longer exceeding 13 ms. 

C. Packet Loss 

Packet loss occurs when one or more data packets passing 
through a computer network cannot reach their destination. 
Usually in wireless networks, it is caused by data transmission 
errors, interference, very low radio power, or network 
congestion. The following formula (12) gives the percentage 
value of lost packets: 

PL % = 
                              

            
           (12) 

According to the results shown in “Fig. 6”, the G711 codec 
maintains its packet loss resistance with SDN technology 
based on multicriteria choice, it does not cross the 1% limits. 
Even for G729 in the worst cases, reached an acceptable value 
below 2%. 

D. Mean Opinion Score (MOS) 

Model E (ITU G.107) [23] provides a powerful means of 
evaluating and predicting the quality of calls in data networks. 
The calculated result of model E is a single scalar, called "R-
value", which is derived based on the delay and degradation 
factors of the equipment. Once the R value is obtained, it can 
be mapped to the estimated MOS, it ranges from 100 to 0, 
where 100 is excellent and 0 is poor. When the signal is not 
altered, the quality is perfect, we write (13): 

R = R0             (13) 

 

Fig. 5. Jitter Comparison between SDN and SDN based F-AHP & VIKOR. 

 

Fig. 6. Packet Loss Comparison between SDN and SDN based F-AHP & 

VIKOR. 
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In reality, the signal is influenced by the equipment and 
the constraints of the network, which degrades its quality from 
end to end (14). 

R = R0 – Id – Ie + A           (14) 

With: 

 Id is the end-to-end delay. 

 Ie impairment introduced by the equipment. 

 R0 Basic signal-to-noise ratio. 

 A Advantage factor. 

These values are related to data loss, jitter and delay, also 
the chosen codec. The choice of codec is a compromise 
between the desired quality of service and the ability of the IP 
infrastructure to deliver bandwidth and QoS parameters that 
will impact this quality. For example, the G711 codec offers a 
better quality of the channel since it does not perform any 
compression, therefore less delay and less sensitive to 
datagram losses. While other codecs like G729 and G723 
consume less bandwidth, allowing simultaneous calls to be 
made on the same segment, but introduce more delay due to 
compression. These are sensitive to datagram loss. SDN 
technology provides fair quality for the G729 codec and good 
for the G711 codec. Fig. 7 shows that the integration of our 
SDN solution based on F-AHP and VIKORE helps the mobile 
node to make a good decision and brought an improvement in 
audio quality. 

 

Fig. 7. MOS Comparison between SDN and SDN based F-AHP & VIKOR. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

SDN technology presents good quality in wired networks, 
contrary to a wireless architecture influenced by constraints of 
an unpredictable nature. To solve this problem, we tried to 
integrate the multi-criterion management of Handover by 
SDN controller based on F-AHP and VIKOR. 

The results showed a good quality of service for real-time 
applications, since the multi-criterion choice is based on a 
weighting technique which takes into account the fuzzy nature 
of the network parameters and also the importance of each 
criterion in relation to each other depending on the type of 
traffic chosen. 

The VIKOR classification method consumes less resources 
which generates flexibility in the decision, and decreases the 
time required to trigger the handover. The mobile node is in 
front of a safe choice, without leaning into computations that 
decrease battery power and also increase the handover trigger 
delay or packet loss. 

For large networks, it is possible to envisage processing 
distributed by several SDN controllers based on F-AHP and 
VIKOR. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we design a cellular automata (CA)-

based ROI (region of interest) image encryption system that can 

effectively reduce computational cost and maintain an 

appropriate level of security. The proposed image encryption 

system obtains a cryptographic image through three steps. First, 

a region of interest with high importance is extracted from the 

entire image using deep learning. We use the YOLO (You Only 

Look Once) algorithm to extract the ROI from a given original 

image. Next, the detected ROI is encrypted using the Chen 

system, a chaotic-based function with high security. Finally, the 

execution time is effectively reduced by encrypting the entire 

image using a hardware-friendly CA. The safety of the proposed 

encryption system is verified through various statistical 

experiment results and analyses. 

Keywords—Image encryption; cellular automata; YOLO 

algorithm; deep learning; Chen system; region of interest 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of information and communication 
technology has brought many changes in our society. Recently, 
with the emergence of new communication technologies such 
as the IoT (Internet of Things) and big data, various types of 
information are efficiently and conveniently transmitted and 
applied in various ways. The factory automation system 
improves productivity. It is possible to quickly and 
conveniently collect and utilize information using computers 
and mobile devices, and expand opportunities for social 
participation through SNS (social networking services). In 
addition, the demand for real-time data transmission has 
increased in applications such as medical service, the military, 
finance and education. And problems related to personal 
information protection such as personal information leakage 
and cyber terrorism are also frequently occurring. In particular, 
image security is an essential part of today's communication 
technology, and very important for safe transmission. 

Due to the recent epidemic such as COVID-19, many 
changes have occurred in the daily life of our society [1]. 
Changes in daily life such as real-time non-face-to-face online 
meetings, education, telemedicine, and online collaboration 
have increased traffic to the network and increased demand for 
real-time security of multimedia. Multimedia traffic, including 
video, audio and image content, is very large and has a very 
high correlation between pixels. Unfortunately, traditional 
cryptographic algorithms such as DES (Data Encryption 
Standard), AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), IDEA 
(International Data Encryption Algorithm) are suitable for text 

data, but not for images or video in real-time applications. 
Many techniques have been developed to protect images [2]. 

Among these technologies, image encryption is the most 
intuitive and effective method of converting an image into an 
unrecognizable image. Through this method, it is possible to 
prevent theft and illegal reading of personal images, and to 
prevent leakage of personal information when sending images. 

Chaos theory is a dynamic system that is very sensitive to 
time changes and initial conditions. Chaos theory can 
effectively generate a random sequence because a logical law 
exists even in a chaotic state that seems disorderly. The chaos-
based encryption system is the most used technology for image 
encryption due to its many advantages such as high 
randomness, complexity, sensitivity to initial conditions, and 
system parameters. The chaos-based image encryption 
algorithm was introduced by Fridrich [3], and many research 
results have been proposed over the past 20 years [2-16]. The 
chaos-based cryptographic algorithm is processed through two 
steps. The first step is a diffusion process that randomly 
changes pixel values using a random sequence generated based 
on a chaotic function. At this time, in order to obtain high 
security and reliable encryption image, an encryption system 
that is very sensitive to the key must be used. Another process 
is the confusion process, which effectively change the position 
of the pixels. This step is a necessary process to protect the 
image against unexpected noise generation or deletion attacks 
in the process of transmitting the encrypted image. 

X. Zhang et al. [7] designed an encryption system by 
introducing a bi-direction diffusion technique to compensate 
for the weaknesses of the image encryption method. In order to 
effectively perform permutations in the encryption stage, they 
proposed a method of wholly constructing permutations by 
combining small permutations. W. Zhang et al. [8] proposed a 
chaotic-based image cryptographic algorithm using both a 
chaotic cat map and a logistic map. They changed pixel planes 
to each other at the stage of changing the pixel position of the 
image. Tang et al. [9] proposed a method of an image 
encryption by dividing it into small blocks and encrypting the 
image using a chaos function. Zahmoul et al. [10] proposed an 
effective cryptosystem by designing a new chaos map based on 
the beta function frequently used in statistics and probability 
theory. They showed that the proposed beta chaotic function 
has higher sensitivity and security than other chaotic functions. 
Wang et al. [16] proposed the logistic-dynamic Arnold coupled 
logistic map lattice model. They used the proposed model as 
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the key sequence generator of the image encryption system. 
Their proposed encryption system uses a dynamic coupling 
method based on a logistic map, and then applies the Arnold 
coupled logistic map lattice based on the Arnold map proposed 
in [6]. 

Although the cryptographic algorithm based on the chaos 
function has a high level of security, it is based on 
mathematical calculations, which increases the calculation cost. 

In this paper, we design a CA-based ROI image encryption 
system that can effectively reduce computational cost and 
maintain an appropriate level of security. The proposed 
cryptographic system obtains a cryptographic image through 
three steps. First, an ROI with high importance is extracted 
from the entire image using deep learning. Next, the detected 
ROI is encrypted using a chaotic-based function with high 
security. Finally, the execution time is effectively reduced by 
encrypting the entire image using a hardware-friendly cellular 
automata. The safety of the proposed encryption system is 
verified through various statistical experiment results and 
analyses. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. YOLO 

YOLO (You Only Look Once) proposed by Redmon et al. 
[17] is a 1-stage detector suitable for real-time detection. 
YOLO is composed of one neural network, so it predicts the 
bounding box surrounding the object and the class probability 
of which class the object belongs to with one calculation for 
the entire image. YOLO has superior performance compared to 
the existing object detection model based on R-CNN. The 
advantages of YOLO are as follows: 1) Because it is a single 
neural network structure, the configuration is simple and fast. 
2) Because it learns surrounding information and processes the 
entire image, the background error is small. 3) Detection 
accuracy is high even for new images not seen in the training 
stage. Although it is less accurate than the state-of-the-art 
object detection model. But speed and accuracy are in a trade-
off relationship. In this paper we use YOLO to extract the ROI 
of the original image in this paper. 

B. Cellular Automata 

CA is a system for analyzing dynamic systems in discrete 
time and finite discrete space. Cells, the basic unit for storing 
states of 0 and 1, are connected in a certain shape, and the 
states of each cell are updated simultaneously by local 
interaction of cells by a given state transition function [18]. 
CAs are classified according to the shape in which each cell is 
arranged. If they are arranged linearly, they are called one-
dimensional CAs, if they are arranged in a plane, they are 
called two-dimensional CAs, and CAs arranged in a cubic 
shape are classified as three-dimensional CAs. Cells 
participating in the state transition of each cell are called 
neighbors. The most basic form is a 1-dimensional 3-neighbor 
CA with a radius of 1 relative to itself, and a CA with a radius 
of 2 including itself is called a 1-dimensional 5-neighbor CA. 
CA can effectively generate a random pattern with good 
randomness because it is connected to its neighbors by 
associative logic and its shape is composed of a regular 
arrangement. 

For this reason, CA is applied to cryptographic systems 
[19-22]. In CA, where the state transition rule applied to each 
cell of the CA is expressed by XOR logic, the state transition 
function can be expressed as a matrix. If the characteristic 
polynomial of the state transition matrix of a given CA is a 
primitive polynomial, the sequence generated by the CA 
becomes the maximum periodic sequence [23]. This CA is 
referred to as a one-dimensional 5-neighbor maximum length 
CA (FNMLCA). Eq. (1) is a state transition function of a one-
dimensional 5-neighbor CA. 

  
          

 ⨁      
      

        
  ⨁       

            (1) 

where   
  is the state of the ith cell at time t, and   

  
{   },                {   }. In this paper. we use a one-
dimensional symmetric FNMLCA in which              in Eq. 
(1) are all 1. One-dimensional symmetric FNMLCA can 
generate high-quality random sequences than 1-D 3-neighbor 
90/150 MLCA [23], and the diffusion rate is twice as fast. Fig. 
1 shows the structure of an 8-cell one-dimensional symmetric 
FNMLCA with the state transition rule <00111010>. Each 
element of the state transition rule is each              in 
(1). The characteristic polynomial for the state transition matrix 
in Fig. 1 is                   , and      is 
primitive. 

C. Chen System 

Chen system is a structure applied in chaotic dynamic 
control, synchronization, turbulence modeling and controlled 
weather model [24]. One of the chaotic dynamic system 
models, the Chen system, has similar properties to the Lorenz 
system. The Chen system can generate chaotic sequences 
sensitive to initial values. 

Since the sequence generated by the Chen system has very 
high randomness, the system is used in key generation of the 
OTP (one time password) cryptosystem and key image 
generation in the image encryption process. The Chen system 
is expressed as a system of third-order nonlinear differential 
equations as shown in (2). 

{

 ̇                            

 ̇              
 ̇                             

                (2) 

where a=35, b=3, c=28. Fig. 2 shows the attractor of the 
Chen system. 

 

Fig. 1. The Structure of 1-Demensional Sysmetric FNMLCA with 

Transition Rule <00111010> and Characteristic Ploynomial          
    . 
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Fig. 2. The Attractor of the Chen System. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In this section, we propose a 1-D FNMLCA-based ROI 
image encryption algorithm. The proposed algorithm consists 
of three steps. The first step is ROI detection for the original 
image, and the second step is the encryption of the ROI. 

The encryption of the ROI consists of shuffling the pixels 
of the ROI image and changing the pixel values using a 
sequence generated by the Chen system. Finally, the third step 
consists of encrypting the entire image. 

A. Detecting of the ROI 

YOLO divides the original image into     grids, and if 
there is an object in a grid cell, the grid cell detects the object. 
Assume that L bounding boxes are detected in the image [17]. 
The coordinates of the four vertices of the ith bounding box 
can be expressed as            ,            ,             and 

            , where           and          . The smallest 

rectangular area including all L boxes becomes the ROI. The 
four vertices              ,              ,              and 

              of the ROI are calculated as follows. 

          {               }               (3) 

          {               }               (4) 

          {               }               (5) 

          {               }               (6) 

Fig. 3 shows the process of detecting the ROI by detecting 
the bounding box using YOLO for the original image. 

B. Encryption of the ROI 

ROI encryption consists of shuffling pixel positions and 
randomly changing pixel values. First, pixel positions are 
shuffled using one-dimensional symmetric FNMLCA for ROI, 
which is the minimum area including all bounding boxes 
detected using YOLO. Unlike mathematical operation-based 
chaotic functions, one-dimensional symmetric FNMLCA is 
very efficient because it is easy to implement in hardware and 
can be implemented in hardware-friendly even when 
implemented in software. The one-dimensional symmetric 
FNMLCA    having        as the characteristic polynomial is 
synthesized by selecting the primitive polynomial        of 
degree n corresponding to the selected n. For effective 
synthesis,    is synthesized using the state transition function 
   of the one-dimensional 3-neighbor MLCA corresponding to 
     . 

 

Fig. 3. The Process of Detecting the ROI for the Original Image. 

A sequence generated using   and the initial state is 
arranged according to the size of the ROI, and row positions of 
the ROI are rearranged using the arranged sequence. Reorder 
the column positions in the same way for the shuffled ROI 
image in the row positions. In the same way, the row-column 
pixel shuffling process is repeated k times. To increase the 
security level, different     and initial values are selected for 
each round of color component and row-column shuffling of 
the ROI. 

The next step is to change the value of each pixel of the 
shuffled ROI image to an arbitrary value. Let the size of the 
ROI detected from the original image be    , where    and 
  are                 and                 from (3)-

(6). Using the selected initial value and Chen chaotic system, a 
sequence of size           is generated. In order to 
generate an efficient chaotic sequence in which the correlation 
with the initial value is removed, the values generated from the 
first to the 2000th are discarded and the values generated from 
the 2001th are used. The ith value               ) of 
the generated sequence is calculated using (7) to obtain an 
integer value               ) between 0 and 255. 

                                               (7) 

By rearranging the generated integer sequence   , a     
color key image with the same size as the ROI is created and 
XORed with the shuffled ROI image. 

C. Encryption of  the Entire Image 

After performing ROI encryption, the entire image is 
encrypted. Like the ROI image encryption process, the final 
encrypted image is obtained through a shuffling step that 
changes the pixel position and a diffusion step that randomly 
changes pixel values. 

In the entire image, areas excluding the ROI are generally 
less important than the ROI. Therefore, in the ROI image 
encryption process, since encryption was first performed using 
a function with high security strength, the entire image is 
encrypted with priority over performance speed rather than 
security strength. In the proposed system, the hardware-
friendly one-dimensional symmetric FNMLCA is used to 
speed up the shuffling process of pixel positions. And it is used 
to change pixel values for the entire image in the diffusion 
process. 

In the pixel shuffling step, the pixel shuffling process in 
row-column units is appropriately repeated in the same way as 
the shuffling process in the ROI encryption process. 

To generate a key image for changing pixel values, 
generate a sequence using FNMLCA and initial values that are 
appropriately large as much as the entire image size, and adjust 
the values to fit the range of image pixel values. For example, 
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if the color value of one pixel has values ranging from 0 to 255 
for each R, G, and B, the value generated through the state 
transition of one-dimensional symmetric FNMLCA is 
processed as mod 256 and XORed with the pixel value. Repeat 
for the R, G, and B color planes. 

D. Proposed FNMLCA-based ROI encryption Algorithm 

The FNMLCA-based ROI encryption algorithm proposed 
in this paper is performed through the following five steps. 
Among the main algorithms below, FNMLCA is used for the 
pixel shuffling step and the pixel value change step of the 
entire image. Algorithm 1 is a sequence generation function 
using FNMLCA, and Algorithm 2 is a pixel shuffling function 
using a sequence generated from FNMLCA. Algorithm 3 is the 
proposed main encryption algorithm. Algorithm 4 is a 
decoding algorithm. After performing ROI encryption, the 
entire image is encrypted. Like the ROI image encryption 
Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed ROI image 
encryption system in this paper. Table I shows the proposed 
ROI image encryption algorithm. 

In order to perform the ROI decryption algorithm, the 
sender needs to transmit the coordinates of the ROI together 
with the key to the receiver. And the ROI decoding algorithm 
performs the following processes: 

TABLE I. THE PROPOSED ROI IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM 

Algorithm 1 FNMLCA sequence generator 

1:  n is a number of cells 

2:     is a rule of FNMLCA 

3:     is a state vector of the CA at the time t 

4:  seq is a list [  ] 

5: def FNMLCA(  ,   , k): 

6:      for i in range(0, k): 

7:              (  //4)+(   //2)+(   ∧  )+(   *2)+(   *4) mod    

8:           seq.append(    ) 

9:      return seq 

Algorithm 2 FNMLCA shuffling 

1: P is the input image 

2: W is the width of the P 

3: H is the height of the P 

4: seq1, seq2 are sequences generated by Algorithm 1 

5: def shuffling(P, seq1, seq2): 

6:      S is the empty image with the size W H 

7:      for i in range(0, W}: 

8:           S[i, :]  P[seq1[i], :] 

9:      for j in range(0, H): 

10:          S[:, j]  P[:, seq2[j]] 

11:     return S 

Algorithm 3 ROI Encryption Algorithm 

Input : Original image 

Output : Encryption image 

1: Detect the ROI from the original image using the pre-trained  

YOLO algorithm. 

2:  Shuffle the ROI using FNMLCA (Algorithm 2). 

3: XOR the key image generated from Chen attractor with the 

shuffled 

ROI image. 

4: Shuffle the entire ROI-encrypted image using FNMLCA 

 (Algorithm 2). 

5:  Create a key image (KImg) with the same size as the original 

image  

using FNMLCA (Algorithm 1). 

6: XOR the image obtained in step 4 with KImg to generate  

a encrypted image. 

 

Fig. 4. The Block Diagram of the Proposed ROI Image Encryption System. 

 Step 1. After using FNMLCA to create a key image of 
the same size as the entire area (Algorithm 1), XOR it 
with the image to be decrypted. 

 •Step 2. Shuffle the image of Step 1 using FNMLCA 
(Algorithm 2). 

 Step 3. XOR the key image generated from Chen 
attractor on the received ROI coordinate area. 

 Step 4. Shuffle the ROI image using FNMLCA 
(Algorithm 2). The image obtained at this time is a 
decoded image. 

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND SECURITY ANALYSIS 

In this section, the results of statistical analysis are 
presented. Photographs of people in various forms were used 
as original images for simulation. Fig. 5 shows some of the 
original image samples of various sizes used in the experiment. 
For each original image, the serial number is subsequently 
referenced in the data representing the experimental results. 

The number in (∙) next to each image number is the width   

height of the image. 

A. Histogram Analysis 

In order to defend against statistical attacks, the encryption 
technique must uniformly spread the pixel values of a given 
image. Fig. 6 is an image encrypted by the proposed algorithm 
for each original image in Fig. 5. According to Fig. 6, the 
encrypted image cannot recognize the original image with the 
naked eye. Fig. 7 shows the histograms for the original image 
in Fig. 5 and the encrypted image in Fig. 6. Comparing the 
histograms for each original image and the encrypted image in 
Fig. 7, it can be seen that the histogram of the original image 
has a non-uniform color distribution that reflects the feature of 
the image. On the other hand, the histogram of the encrypted 
image shows all pixel values uniformly. 
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Fig. 5. Original Images and their Image Sizes. 

 

Fig. 6. Images Encrypted by the Porposed Algorithm for each Original 

Images. 

 

 

Fig. 7. The Histograms for Original/Encrypted Images. 

Therefore, it can be seen that the statistical characteristics 
of the original image are removed in the encrypted image 
through the histogram result. 

B. Correlation Analysis 

The image has a characteristic that the values of adjacent 
pixels are almost the same. Since a statistical attack can also 
use this characteristic, the encryption technique must ensure 
that the values of adjacent pixels vary. The correlation 

coefficient is used as a measure of the degree of relation 
between adjacent pixels in image encryption. The degree of 
correlation is between -1 and +1, and the closer to ±1, the 
higher the correlation, and the closer to 0, the lower the 
correlation. 

The correlation coefficient is calculated using (8) to show 
that the correlation between adjacent pixels has disappeared 
with respect to the image encrypted by the proposed method. 

    
∑      ̅      ̅  
    

√∑      ̅   
   √∑      ̅   

   

              (8) 

 ̅   ∑   
 
    ⁄ , X and Y are the values of two adjacent 

pixels in (8). Table II shows the correlation coefficients of 
pixels adjacent to each other in the horizontal, vertical, and 
diagonal directions of the original image and the encrypted 
image. 

TABLE II. THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF PIXELS ADJACENT TO 

EACH OTHER IN THE HORIZONTAL, VERTICAL AND DIAGONAL DIRECTIONS 

     Image         color Horizontal Vertical Diagonal 

Original 

image 1 

R 0.97972 0.98736 0.97314 

G 0.98040 0.98729 0.97318 

B 0.97956 0.98759 0.97295 

Encrypted 

image 1 

R -0.00422 -0.00824 0.00192 

G 0.00615 0.00269 -0.00280 

B 0.00085 0.00088 -0.00025 

Original 

image 2 

R 0.86795 0.85358 0.76400 

G 0.84946 0.83211 0.78305 

B 0.85573 0.84011 0.74209 

Encrypted 

image 2 

R 0.00704 -0.00400 0.00102 

G -0.00069 0.00819 0.00527 

B 0.01022 0.00596 0.01056 

Original 

image 3 

R 0.94519 0.95867 0.91887 

G 0.92337 0.94256 0.88494 

B 0.93120 0.94944 0.90104 

Encrypted 

image 3 

R -0.00118 -0.00328 -0.00008 

G -0.00642 0.00764 -0.00086 

B -0.00171 -0.00723 0.00518 

Original 

image 4 

R 0.98992 0.99155 0.98368 

G 0.99161 0.99385 0.98785 

B 0.99084 0.99327 0.98603 

Encrypted 

image 4 

R 0.00146 0.00259 -0.00012 

G -0.00111 -0.00268 0.00368 

B 0.00242 0.00373 -0.00660 

Original 

image 5 

R 0.96853 0.99446 0.95757 

G 0.98370 0.99730 0.97965 

B 0.97507 0.99589 0.96875 

Encrypted 

image 5 

R 0.00100 0.00062 -0.00220 

G -0.00712 -0.00571 -0.01348 

B 0.00328 -0.00475 0.00885 

Original 

image 6 

R 0.93681 0.95447 0.92919 

G 0.95735 0.96808 0.94631 

B 0.94541 0.95920 0.93359 

Encrypted 

image 6 

R -0.00012 0.00271 0.00157 

G 0.00115 0.00419 0.00538 

B -0.00051 0.00255 0.00153 
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The correlation coefficient was calculated from 2500 
samples randomly extracted from the image, and a more 
accurate correlation coefficient was calculated by calculating 
the average of the results of 300 repetitions. Also, correlation 
analysis can be expressed using a scatter plot. In Fig. 8, the 
scatter plots of pixels adjacent to each other in the horizontal, 
vertical and diagonal directions for the original image (image 
1) in Fig. 5 and the encrypted image for the original image are 
shown. It can be confirmed that the scatter of the original 
image has a high positive correlation, and it can be confirmed 
that the scatter of the encrypted image has a very low 
correlation. From the results of Table II and Fig. 8, it can be 
seen that the strong correlation between pixels of the original 
image has disappeared in the encrypted image by the proposed 
algorithm. Table III is a comparison of the correlation 
coefficients of images encrypted by the proposed method and 
other methods. 

 

 

Fig. 8. The Correlation Scatter Plots of Pixels Adjacent to each other in the 

Horizontal, Vertical and Diagonal Directions for the Original/Encrypted 

Image (Image 1). 

TABLE III. THE COMPARISON OF CORRELARION COEFFICENTS OF IMAGES 

ENCRYPTED BY THE PROPOSED METHOD AND OTHER METHODS 

Method Correlation coefficient 

Proposed 0.0006 

Kamal et al. [25] -0.0024 

Wade et at. [26] 0.0401 

Yang et al. [27] -0.0034 

Hua et al. [28] 0.0030 

B 7.56390 B 7.99975 

C. Entropy Analysis 

The uncertainty of the information should be increased by 
the encryption technology. In information theory, entropy is 
used as a measure of information uncertainty. Information 
entropy means the minimum average bit required to represent a 
given data. Entropy can be obtained from the distribution of 
pixel values of a given image. Calculate entropy using (9). 

       ∑               
    
                 (9) 

, where       is a probability distribution of a pixel value 
  . In a general 8(=n) bit format image, the maximum value of 
entropy is 8, and the maximum entropy means that the given 
information is uncertain. 

Table IV shows the entropies of the given original and 
encrypted images in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The encrypted images 
by the proposed encryption method have the entropies very 
close to 8. And Table V shows the comparison of entropy of 
images encrypted by the proposed algorithm and other 
methods. 

TABLE IV. THE ENTROPIES OF THE GIVEN ORIGINAL AND ENCRYPTED 

IMAGES 

Original  color Entropy Encrypt.  color Entropy 

image 1 

R 6.99289 

image 1 

R 7.99917 

G 7.18091 G 7.99932 

B 7.09116 B 7.99917 

image 2 

R 6.96075 

image 2 

R 7.99945 

G 6.93752 G 7.99953 

B 6.94867 B 7.99933 

image 3 

R 7.59813 

image 3 

R 7.99977 

G 7.71103 G 7.99978 

B 7.62290 B 7.99976 

image 4 

R 7.28923 

image 4 

R 7.99989 

G 7.61027 G 7.99986 

B 7.51687 B 7.99987 

image 5 

R 7.69426 

image 5 

R 7.99988 

G 6.85420 G 7.99989 

B 7.72390 B 7.99987 

image 6 
R 7.43362 

image 6 
R 7.99977 

G 7.70272 G 7.99973 
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TABLE V. THE COMPARISON OF ENTROPY OF IMAGES ENCRYPTED BY 

THE PROPOSED METHOD AND OTHER METHODS 

Method Entropy 

Proposed 7.9997 

Kamal et al. [25] 7.9973 

Wade et at. [26] 7.9422 

Zhong et al. [29] 7.9972 

Hua et al. [30] 7.9977 

D. Difference Analysis 

A differential attack is achieved through a selective 
plaintext attack. This is a way for malicious users to find 
vulnerabilities in cryptographic systems by using encryption 
and decryption using different keys. 

To be safe from this differential attack, the cryptographic 
system must be sensitive to even small changes in keys. PSNR, 
NPCR, and UACI are representative measures to analyze the 
sensitivity of cryptographic systems. The peak signal-to-noise 
ratio (PSNR) is the ratio between the original image and the 
encrypted image. The higher the PSNR, the smaller the 
difference between the two images. PSNR is calculated by 
(10). 

                  
                  (10) 

where the mean square error (MSE) is the mean squared 
difference between the original input image and the encrypted 
image. It is calculated in pixels by squaring the difference of all 
pixels and dividing by the total number of pixels. MSE is 
calculated by (11). 

    ∑ (         )
 

     ⁄               (11) 

where   and   are the width and height of the given 
image, and      and      are the pixel values of the 

cryptographic image encrypted with another key. 

Other metrics used to evaluate the cryptographic strength of 
image encryption algorithms with respect to differential attacks 
are NPCR and UACI. NPCR is a measure of the absolute pixel 
change rate between two images, and UACI is the average 
color intensity difference between the two images. For two 
cryptographic images   and    generated by different keys 
with only a 1-bit change, NPCR and UACI are calculated by 
(12) and (13). 

      
∑          

   
                   (12) 

      
∑                      

       
                     (13) 

where        is 0 for                  and 1 for 
                . Also,         and          are the pixel 
values for each position of    ,   , and   and   are the width 
and the height of   and   . 

Table VI shows the difference analysis results for the two 
images encrypted by the proposed method using different keys 
for the original images in Fig. 5. Here, the two keys used to 
encrypt each original image differ only by one bit. The results 
in Table VI are within the reference value range [32]. 
Therefore, the proposed image encryption system can 

sufficiently withstand differential attacks. Table VII shows the 
comparison of NPCR and UACI of images encrypted by the 
proposed method and several methods. 

E. Robustness Analysis against Data Corruption and 

Deletion Attacks 

Malicious attackers attempt several illegal activities when 
images are transmitted. In this process, abnormal noise data 
may be inserted and the image may be damaged. Therefore, 
cryptographic systems must be robust against variety of data 
corruption and deletion attacks. Fig. 9 is the result of 
decrypting the encrypted image with data corruption due to 
various reasons by the proposed algorithm. It can be seen that 
the original image is decoded without serious damage when the 
image in which one part is intensively lost is decoded in the 
proposed system. 

TABLE VI. DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS BETWEEN TWO ENCRYPTED IMAGES 

GENERATED USING DIFFERENT KEYS FOR EACH ORIGINAL IMAGES 

Image  color NPCR (%) UACI (%) PSNR 

image 1 

R 99.58724 33.49941 7.73394 

G 99.62847 33.50500 7.74525 

B 99.61632 33.43314 7.75461 

image 2 

R 99.62603 33.46946 7.74767 

G 99.61883 33.44007 7.77723 

B 99.59722 33.32345 7.75534 

image 3 

R 99.61255 33.48647 7.74219 

G 99.59920 33.48335 7.74559 

B 99.61688 33.47931 7.75331 

image 4 

R 99.60663 33.46790 7.74482 

G 99.61496 33.48184 7.74805 

B 99.60042 33.45623 7.74559 

image 5 

R 99.61692 33.46269 7.74720 

G 99.60322 33.46984 7.74805 

B 99.59699 33.49762 7.73960 

image 6 

R 99.60988 33.50102 7.73592 

G 99.61230 33.44299 7.75711 

B 99.60874 33.42345 7.75698 

TABLE VII. THE COMPARISON OF NPCR AND UACI OF IMAGES 

ENCRYPTED BY THE PROPOSED METHOD AND OTHER METHODS 

Method NPCR (%) UACI (%) 

Proposed 99.6096 33.4624 

Kamal et al. [25] 99.6223 33.4406 

Wade et at. [26] 99.6136 31.3253 

Yang et al. [27] 99.6122 33.4155 

Hua et al. [28] 99.6459 33.3797 

Zhong et al. [29] 99.606 33.456 

Hua et al. [30] 99.9974 33.2716 

Thanikaiselvan et al. [31] 99.5945 33.0644 
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Fig. 9. Decryption Result of the Encrypted Image with Data Loss. 

Therefore, the proposed encryption system can be said to 
be robust against data corruption and deletion attacks. 

F. Analysis of Keyspace 

In cryptosystems, the keyspace must be large enough to 
resist brute force attacks. The number of available keys in a 
cryptographic system determines the size of the keyspace. In 
the proposed encryption system, the initial value of the Chen 
system used to generate the key image in ROI image 
encryption is used as the key. And the cell size, transition rule, 
and initial vector of FNMLCAs used in the shuffling process of 
the ROI image and the whole image and the pixel value change 
process of the whole image are used as keys. 

The size n of the cell of FNMLCA is sufficiently large than 
8 which is the number of pixel bits of the image. At this time, 
the number of transition rules is    for each cell, so the total 
number of transition rules is      and the number of initial 
vectors is   . In this FNMLCA shuffling step, different 
FNMLCA and different initial vectors are selected in each 
color plane and in the row and column shuffling step, so the 
number of keys in one shuffling encryption process is        . 
Therefore, the number of keys used in the ROI image 
shuffling, whole image shuffling, and entire image pixel value 
change steps is                    when n=18. The initial 
number of Chen system used to generate a key image for 
changing the pixel value of the ROI image is         . 
Therefore, the size of the keyspace is large enough to be about 
                        when the size of FNMLCA is 18. 
Therefore, the proposed cryptosystem can sufficiently resist 
brute force attacks. 

G. Performance Speed Analysis 

The proposed encryption system can detect ROI faster than 
other deep learning models by adopting the YOLO model in 
the ROI detection process. Most of the chaotic map-based 
image encryption algorithms encrypt the entire original image 
using the chaotic map. However, the proposed method 
minimizes the algebraic operation by using the chaotic map 
only in the process of changing the pixel value of the ROI with 
high importance among the original image. This effectively 
reduced execution time while maintaining security over key 
areas of the image.  And by adopting the FNMLCA system for 
both the shuffling of the encryption system and the diffusion 
process for the entire image, the proposed system can be 
implemented in a hardware-friendly manner. The FNMLCA-
based encryption system uses only logical and shift operations. 
In particular, in the process of changing the position of the 
pixel during the shuffling process, it is very effective in terms 
of execution speed because it relocates the pixel position by 
row and column units rather than by pixel unit. For this 
experiment, we used Python 3.8 and Intel(R) Core(Tm) i7-

4770 CPU 3.40GHz on Windows 10 OS. The proposed 
algorithm is very fast enough to perform real-time image 
encryption. Table VII shows the execution time for each partial 
process in the process of encrypting the original images in 
Fig. 5 by the proposed algorithm. ROI detection time, ROI 
shuffling time, ROI diffusion process time, entire image 
shuffling time, and entire image diffusion process time are 
shown separately and the encryption execution time of the 
entire process is shown. In Table VIII, it can be seen that the 
ROI detection time for image 1 takes more than average time, 
the ROI detection time is very effective in most images, and it 
is very effective to perform the diffusion process using only the 
ROI using the Chen system. 

TABLE VIII. THE EXECUTION TIME FOR EACH PARTIAL PROCESS IN THE 

PROCESS OF ENCRYPTING ORIGINAL IMAGES OF VARIOUS SIZES 

 Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 

Image size (   ) 640 360 720 540 1024 768 

ROI size (   ) 123 122 519 274 173 592 

ROI detection (sec.) 1.0342 0.4336 0.4335 

ROI shuffling (sec.) 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 

ROI diffusion (sec.) 0.0781 0.6929 0.4699 

Entire image shuffling (sec.) 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 

Entire image diffusion (sec.) 0.4062 0.6774 1.3075 

Total encryption time (sec.) 1.6037 1.8351 2.2421 

 Image 4 Image 5 Image 6 

Image size (   ) 1080 1433 1080 1441 1024 768 

ROI size (   ) 348 798 468 1162 407 353 

ROI detection (sec.) 0.4233 0.5445 0.4692 

ROI shuffling (sec.) 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 

ROI diffusion (sec.) 1.3980 2.6088 0.6561 

Entire image shuffling (sec.) 0.0469 0.0781 0.0156 

Entire image diffusion (sec.) 2.8169 2.6400 1.2966 

Total encryption time (sec.) 4.7034 5.8870 2.4531 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we designed a new ROI image encryption 
system based on FNMLCA. The proposed algorithm can 
encrypt quickly in terms of speed, and at the same time, it can 
also increase security for high-value areas. The proposed 
algorithm detects ROI quickly by using YOLO among deep 
learning models, and because only the ROI image uses a 
chaotic map, it is effective in speed compared to other chaotic-
based encryption algorithms. In particular, the key sequence 
was effectively generated through the hardware-friendly 
FNMLCA. In the pixel shuffling process, the overall 
encryption speed is improved by performing shuffling in 
row/column units rather than pixels. In addition, to enhance 
security, the ROI image is shuffled twice at pixel positions and 
pixel values by the proposed encryption system. The security 
strength is strengthened because the replacement process is 
performed. We plan to apply it to video encryption in the 
future. 
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Abstract—Trust and transparency are significant facets that 

are much esteemed by charitable organizations in achieving their 

mission and encouraging donations from the public. However, 

after many high-profile scandals, the faith in charities is 

questionable, heralding the need for an increased level of 

transparency among such organizations. Fortunately, leveraging 

Blockchain technology in charities’ systems could help to rebuild 

the integrity of these organizations. This study aims to raise the 

level of integrity showcased by charities by creating a multi-point 

fundraising approach using smart contracts. The proposed 

system offers a transparent fundraising platform through its 

integration of charity organization evaluators. Various steps 

were deployed to satisfy the intended target. Firstly, the study 

investigated the potentials of Blockchain in improving the level of 

transparency. Secondly, a probing process was undertaken to 

choose a suitable platform as a server-side in the system. This 

process involved garnering salient features in Blockchain 

platforms based on the proposed system requirements. After the 

probing process, a Decision Support System (DSS) was utilized to 

investigate the most suitable Blockchain platform. Results 

garnered proved that the Ethereum platform is best for the 

proposed system. 

Keywords—Blockchain; smart contract; transparency; charity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The desire to help and to be of service to others is the 

nature of human behaviour. Donations to charities are one of 

the ways people help each other and this is positively reflected 

on the community. Charities play an essential role in fields 

like education, healthcare, and other social services [1]. In 

addition, all religions preach and encourage philanthropy, for 

instance, Islam makes it obligatory and calls it Zakat [2]. 

Trust and confidence are fundamental for charitable bodies 

to achieve their mission in getting donors and donations [3]. 

Higher trust levels could increase the amount of donations 

received by these charities [1]. However, after many high-

profile scandals, charities have been criticized for misusing 

donated money [4], and donors have begun to lose trust in 

charities; hence calls for more transparency have increased 

[5]. 

For instance, recent events and evidences show that public 

trust and confidence in charities in the UK has been damaged. 

As a result, the activities of individual charities could be 

limited, and the sustainability of the whole sector reduced [6]. 

The following figure is a survey has been done in North 

Ireland to explore the views on the charity sector; Fig. 1 shows 

a question related to transparency in charities. 

Fig. 1 shows that 92% of the people, who answered the 

survey, agreed on that charities should be transparent about 

how public donations are spent, and how important it is that 

charities must demonstrate how they benefit the public, while 

40% know how to find information about how charities are 

run. Also, only 32% know where they can find information 

about how charities are spending their money [7]. 

According to the facts and findings mentioned above, 

transparency is a crucial element in charity sector. Yet, it is 

one of the biggest vulnerabilities in the existing charity 

systems, as addressed in many studies [1], [3], [5], and [7]. 

Therefore, it should be enhanced. 

With the advent of blockchain, many studies suggested 

that blockchain has a great potential to benefit various sectors 

and industries such as education [8] and travel [9]. 

 Similarly, Blockchain is reputedly able to solve the 

transparency issues in charity systems [10]. Thus, leveraging 

blockchain technology in charity systems could help in 

rebuilding the image of charity. Hence, studies and researches 

are investigating different approaches to take the advantages 

of this technology. 

This study aims to tackle the transparency issue. 

Therefore, a donation system will be implemented to promote 

transparency in charitable organizations‘ campaigns by using 

smart contracts to hold donors‘ donations till it gets verified 

based on multi-point model to ensure that donations reach 

those who need help. The deployed smart contracts store on a 

suitable blockchain platform which will be selected after 

identifying the important features in blockchain platforms to 

get the ideal platform for charity systems. The system offers a 

transparent environment for all parties including charitable 

organizations, donors, recipients, and charity evaluator 

organizations. As well as, all transactions will be made 

through this system will be accessible and traceable for the 

public. 
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Fig. 1. General Attitudes towards Charities Regarding Transparency in 

North Ireland [7]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Blockchain technology can play a significant role in 

philanthropy to overcome many challenges. So, some studies 

have tried to utilize blockchain in a charity system. Firstly, 

Nor et al. [11] proposed Sadaqa system for disaster aid crowd 

funding. The system focuses on transferring funds to the 

people in need during the disaster using Ethereum smart 

contract to avoid problems of the modern day transactions 

related to transaction fees, potential fraud, absence of 

accountability, and transaction time. 

Secondly, Hu et al. [12] proposed a charity system using 

Ethereum smart contracts, they leverage Blockchain to 

improve the transparency in charities and increase the public 

trust, the system allows donors to vote on the request of a 

beneficiary to involve donors in fundraising and enhance 

transparency. 

Lastly, D. Jayasinghe et al. [13] built a Bitcoin payment 

system that can be used in both an offline environment via the 

existing GSM network, as well as, online environment to 

provide aid for people living in a challenging geographical 

environments with limited internet availability. 

Based on the abovementioned studies, this article will 

investigate the crucial features in blockchain platforms to find 

the most suitable platform for charity system, and then it will 

propose a blockchain charity system that relies on a new 

model concentrates on enhancing transparency; the model 

contains elements that have not been addressed in the previous 

studies. 

III. BLOCKCHAIN 

Blockchain technology has gained widespread attention in 

recent years, as it promotes trust and transparency. In 2015 a 

report by the UK Charities Aid Foundation [14] points out that 

for charities, Blockchain helps to increase transparency, 

openness and confidence while reducing transaction costs and 

providing new opportunities for fundraising. 

Blockchain can be identify as a public ledger, in which all 

transactions are stored in a chain of blocks; the ledger 

constantly grows when new blocks get approved and added by 

the network members [15]. 

 

Fig. 2. Blockchain Structure. 

Blockchain sorts and encrypts the information inside the 

block before adding the block to the chain. What makes the 

chain traceable is the blocks are linked with each other in the 

chain, giving each block encryption code called a hash [16]. 

Blockchain contains blocks where each block records 

transactions sent between users, hash code which is a unique 

code created when a new block is discovered, and a reference 

code of the previous block [17]. Fig. 2 illustrates how blocks 

are connected to form the Blockchain. Each block consists of 

transactions (Tx) that is represented in a hash number using 

Merkle tree, as well as other values such as hash value of 

previous block (N-1), timestamp, and nonce which is a 

random number that can be used just once, these values will 

be used to represent the hash value of the current block (N), 

and this hash will be stored in the next block (N+1). 

IV. KEY BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN FOR BUSINESS 

Nguten and Hoang [18] pointed out the key benefits of 

blockchain technology that makes it attractive for many types 

of businesses, the benefits are: 

1) Decentralized: blockchain networks are not controlled 

by a central party, which helps to avoid a single point of 

failure and take over the network by a small group of users. 

Users in Blockchain participate in a distributed network 

managed by consensus mechanism to reach the agreement on 

the network state. 

2) Transparency: All network participants can see the 

stored data; in other words, the data stored in a blockchain is 

visible to the public. 

3) Immutability: Once the data are stored in the 

Blockchain, it cannot be changed. 

4) Security and privacy: One of the important features in 

the Blockchain is the cryptographically secure mechanism 

because it helps in promoting privacy and security. 

Furthermore, users in the network use a public and private key 

for identification and verification. When a transaction occurs, 

a user can be easily verified by his digital signature. 

V. CHOOSING A SUITABLE BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM 

First of all, two crucial features have to be determined in 

the blockchain platform. The first step is to decide on the type 

of network, and then to decide whether Crypto-currencies is 

needed or not [19]. 

A. Network Type 

Data cannot be exchange without networks; therefore, 

networking plays an important role in any field related to 
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information technology. That is why there are vicarious 

network attacks such as mentioned by [20], [21], [22] , and 

[23]. 

With regard to the first step, there are three types of 

networks in blockchain: public network, private network, and 

consortium network. 

1) Public network: It's a permission-less or open network, 

not controlled by any organization, anyone can join the 

network, and all users are equal; they can read and write 

without any restrictions. These blockchain networks are 

considered as fully decentralized. Transparency is the most 

significant advantage of the public network. However, there 

are some disadvantages of Public Network and that includes 

slow transaction speed as compared to other networks, and 

scalability issue though some steps are already taken to solve 

this problem such as off-chain, examples of public network 

Bitcoin and Ethereum [24]. 

2) Private network: The second type of the blockchain 

network is the private or permissioned network; it is 

centralized or partially-centralized as compared to the public 

network; it is controlled by a single organization that has the 

permission to write in the ledger, read can be public or 

restricted by participants. The advantages of this network are 

the transaction speed, and it is considered more scalable than a 

public network; however, it is not transparent since a single 

organization controls it. An example of a private network is 

Heyperledger, one of the popular private network platforms 

[25]. 

3) Consortium network: It is a semi-private network 

owned and controlled by a preselected group of members. 

This group of members has permission to write in the ledger, 

and read can be public or restricted by participants, it is more 

secure and has better scalability; however, it is less 

transparent. Marco Polo platform is an example of a 

consortium network [26]. 

Each blockchain network has unique features to offer; 

therefore, choosing a suitable platform would rely on the 

system requirements, for a charity system transparency has the 

highest priority. Thus, the public network is ideal for 

organizations that thrive on trust and transparency. 

B. Crypto-Currency 

The second feature is to decide on the need for crypto-

currencies. It is a currency that only exists digitally, that 

usually has no central issuing or regulating authority but 

instead uses a decentralized system to record transactions and 

handle the issuance of new units, and that relies on 

cryptography to avoid counterfeiting and fraudulent 

transactions. 

The most important feature about crypto-currency is that it 

is not controlled by any central authority or a third party. It 

can be sent directly between two parties with minimum 

transaction fees and allow users to avoid the high fees that 

traditional institutions impose [13]. 

The crypto-currency was the first application of 

Blockchain presented by Nakamoto [27] in 2008 and it is 

known as Bitcoin. Since then, a lot of crypto-currencies have 

arisen, such as Ethereum, Tether, and many others. 

There are many benefits that can be gained from 

Blockchain that would positively affect the existing charity 

systems. As pointed in previous studies [13] and [14], the 

benefits that can be obtained from using crypto-currency are: 

1) Reducing transaction cost: One of the notable features 

of Blockchain is its low international transaction fees. 

2) Transaction speed: In Ethereum, once a user clicks on 

send, the transaction will broadcast immediately, it takes some 

time to get confirmed, the time can be determined based on 

the gas amount that users are willing to pay. 

3) Donation provisioning: Sending the donations to the 

recipient can be challenging in some cases. For instance, 

humanitarian financial aid distribution in war zones can be 

blocked if the country‘s bank system is subject to sanctions, 

Ethereum transactions can reach the recipient without needing 

to use any bank system. 

C. Smart Contract 

The third important feature is the smart contract. It is a 

computer program that allows the charity system to control the 

transferring of crypto-currencies and assets between users and 

these contracts are stored in a decentralized ledger. Many 

studies have suggested Smart Contract as a primary factor for 

charity system based blockchain [7], [10], and [13]. The first 

use of the smart contract was made by Ethereum [28]. 

It can also be defined as a set of instructions represented in 

computer code published on a distributed network that 

receives inputs, executes instructions, and provides outputs. It 

can enable a charity to over other features such as routine 

provisioning of donations, record keeping, donation requests 

to donors, and automatic audit reports of a charity activity 

[13]. 

D. Consensus Algorithm 

The fourth important feature that should be taken into 

account is consensus algorithm or mechanism which is the 

backbone of the Blockchain and the core element of any 

blockchain platform. It plays a vital role to ensure the 

network‘s security, integrity, and performance [18], and [29]. 

The most popular consensus mechanism is Proof of Work 

(PoW) that was first introduced by Nakamoto [27]. It relies on 

the computing power to distribute a new block among network 

peers. PoW is used by many platforms such as Bitcoin and 

Ethereum. The second popular consensus is Proof of Stake 

(PoS) that was created as an alternative to PoW mechanism 

because of the high energy consumption of PoW consensus; 

PoS relies on the participant‘s stake rather than computing 

power. Different protocols have been introduced PoS 

approach with slight differences; such as Ouroboros [30] and 

Casper by Ehereum [31], another study suggested combining 

POW and POS such as Proof of Activity (POA) [24]. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cryptography
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Furthermore, some platforms implement PoS, such as 

Peercoin, However, studies are still needed for more analysis 

and investigation for the Proof of Stake mechanism [29]. 

Thus, a specific algorithm will not be chosen, since it is 

currently under study, and it can be changed in the future. For 

example, Ethererum is planning to switch from PoW to PoS 

[31]. 

VI. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 

Choosing a suitable platform for any type of business is an 

essential step before implementing blockchain [19]. However, 

there are many varieties of available blockchain platforms 

with multiple features. This problem called Multi-Criteria 

Decision-Making (MCDM), which is defined by "making 

preference decisions (such as evaluation, prioritization, and 

selection) over the available alternatives that are characterized 

by multiple, usually conflicting attributes" [32]. To cope with 

this problem, Farshidi et al.‘s system [19] will be used. 

Farshidi et al.‘s system is called Decision Support System 

(DSS). The system formulates the Blockchain selected 

platform as an MCDM problem to find a suitable platform that 

supports the required features. They have extracted a set of 

blockchain features from online documentation of blockchain 

platforms. A list of the important features has been identified 

by researchers and experts. 

Based on the DSS they are other features that need to be 

taken into account along with the abovementioned features to 

get the most suitable Blockchain platform, however, they are 

not crucial as the mentioned features, but they can help to 

differentiate between platforms. The features are: 

1) Market positioning: It is measured by the Numerical 

feature like transaction speed, popularity in market and 

platform‘s maturity, and by Boolean feature, which is the 

number of innovations that platforms support, such as; 

Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence, etc. 

2) Capacity: It is measured by scalability technologies 

used, such as side-chains, Sharding, Plasma-chains, Off-chian-

state-channels and On-Chain Transactions. 

3) Development: It is measured by programming 

languages support, such as; Soildity, Python, JavaScripit, 

C++,.Net and Golang. 

4) Flexibility: It is measured by resilience technologies 

such as Sybil attack resistant, Spam-attack resistant, Quantum-

computing resistant, Instant transaction Finality, and Hard-

fork resistant. 

5) Integration: Which means a platform that can integrate 

with the other systems, and it is measured by Interoperability 

technologies that supported by the platform such as Atomic 

Swap, Cross-chain technology, Enterprise system Integration. 

The score will be indicated on a scale from 0 to 100, where 

0 represents the least suitable platform and 100 represents the 

most suitable platform. The following figure shows the result 

of the top 10 feasible platforms for the proposed system based 

on these features: 

 Network type: public network. 

 Smart contracts: yes. 

 Crypto-currencies: yes. 

 Consensus algorithms: Proof of Work or Proof of 
Stake. 

 Market Positioning: High Transaction Speed, High 
Maturity, High Popularity, High Innovation. 

 Programming languages support: Solidity, JavaScript 
and python. 

 Interoperability technologies: any (Not specified). 

 Scalability technologies: any (Not specified). 

 Resilience technologies: any (Not specified). 

 

Fig. 3. The Result for the Suitable Platform based on Decision Support 

System [19]. 

Fig. 3 shows that Ethereum scored 100, which is the 

highest score among other platforms; because it supports all 

the selected features. NEO is the second platform scored 93; it 

has a lower score than Ethereum, because it does not support 

all features. 

VII. ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS TO IMPROVE TRANSPARENCY 

As addressed above transparency issue in the current 

charitable organizations; and presented Blockchain as a 

solution that will help in tackling this issue. In addition to 

Blockchain other elements can be used, the following section 

discusses two important elements that can help in improving 

the transparency in charities. 

A. Monitoring Charitable Organization 

Evaluation and assessment of charitable organizations by 

another type of non-profit organization specialized in charity 

evaluation is one of the solutions to improve the transparency 

and give donors more confidence to contribute. This kind of 

organization called charity evaluator, and their job is ensuring 

that fundraising in charitable organizations is being organized 

and performed in a satisfactory manner and that the 

administration of the collected funds is adequate, one example 

on this organization is International Committee on 

Fundraising Organizations (ICFO) [33]. 
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Therefore, having a Charity Evaluator organization in a 

charity will help in improving transparency and encouraging 

donors to donate confidently. It will also provide an additional 

layer of assurance in the prevention and detection of misuse of 

donors‘ funds. 

B. Offering a Refund Option 

Donazzan, Erkal, and Koh experiment showed that 

offering a refund option has a positive impact on giving 

behaviour and increasing confidence [34]. Another 

experimental study also showed that offering a refund option 

could increase the contributions [35]. Therefore, offering a 

refund option in a charity system has a potential to increase 

the confidence and the amount of contributions. 

VIII. SYSTEM MODEL 

Fig. 3 displays system processes flow; the system‘s main 

processes accrue through two main pages login page that lead 

to the user profile and view campaigns page to view campaign 

details. 

 

Fig. 4. System Flow Diagram. 

According the Fig. 4, the system starts with two main 

processes, first login process for two types of user charitable 

organizations and evaluator organizations, they should login to 

interact with their campaign, to do so, they need the admin 

approval, if they received the approval, charitable 

organizations can create and deploy new campaigns on 

Ethereum network, and evaluator organizations can validate 

them. 

On the other hand, campaigns will be accessible to the 

public without the need for logging in, so that donors, 

beneficiaries, and visitors can view campaigns‘ details that 

have been created by charitable organizations. 

IX. THE DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM 

Fig. 5 illustrates the proposed system design; the system is 

a decentralized web application (Dapp), where the web 

application is (client side) that is connected to the Ethereum 

Network (server side) through web3 that allows the system to 

interact with the Ethereum network. Users are required to use 

Metamask Ethereum wallet in order to interact with the 

system smart contracts, donors however, can donate by using 

Metamask or any other Ethereum wallet. 

The Dapp will deploy the Campaign Factory smart 

contract once, so that the system users in particular the 

charitable organization can interact with this contract to 

deploy their campaigns. Additionally, the system will be able 

to track all campaigns that have been deployed through it. 

Dapp users and visitors can view details of all campaigns 

contracts that have been deployed by charitable organizations. 

Donors can send money to the contract directly without the 

need to sign up, whereas, Charitable Organization and Charity 

Evaluator Organization should submit their information and 

wait till their application gets approved by Administrator. 

Once the Charitable organization‘s application is approved, 

they can interact and create any number of campaigns they 

want through a predefined Metamask wallet address. On the 

other hand, Charity Evaluator organizations are responsible 

for monitoring and evaluating charitable organizations‘ 

performance and campaigns. 

Smart contract details with all transactions will be stored 

in the Ethereum blockchain network. Mysql database is used 

to store charitable organization and Charity Evaluator 

credentials and information. 

 

Fig. 5. Client Server System Architecture. 

 

Fig. 6. Use Case Diagram. 
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As shown in Fig. 6 they are four types of users in the 

proposed system: 

1) Administrator: the Administrator is responsible for 

accepting or rejecting users‘ applications, as well as deleting 

users. He can also terminate any campaign‘s contract if he 

feels that the campaign does not meet the requirements. 

2) Charitable organizations: this type of users has a 

profile; so, charitable organizations are required to provide 

information about the charitable organization‘s name, address, 

email, contact number, registration number, number of 

employees, mission and goals of the organization, in order to 

sign up to the Dapp. Then they need to verify their email 

address, upon which they will then be able to create new 

campaigns if their applications get approved by the 

Administrator. Charitable organizations‘ profile will be 

available and accessible to the public. 

3) Charity evaluator organizations: they are similar to 

charitable organizations in terms of the signup process; 

however, their job is overseeing and monitoring the charitable 

organizations‘ campaigns and evaluating their performance. 

4) Donors: they are not required to login in. Donors can 

send money through Metamask wallet or any Ethereum wallet 

to all campaigns‘ smart contract, and they also can get their 

money refunded any time during the lifetime of the campaign. 

X. SYSTEM‘S SMART CONTRACTS 

The proposed system has two smart contacts. 

A. Campaign Factory Smart Contract 

Campaign Factory is a smart contract that has been 

deployed before the launch of the Decentralized Application 

(Dapp). This is to enable the charitable organization to deploy 

their smart contract (Campaigns) through Campaign Factory. 

Therefore, Dapp will be able to track all campaigns that have 

been deployed by the charitable organizations. This contract 

has two functions: 

 To create a campaign: this function invokes by a 
charitable organization to create a new contract, the 
function‘s parameters are minimum target amount of 
Ether needed to finalized the campaign, originator 
Metamask wallet address, description about the 
campaign, campaigns parties‘ information, beneficiary 
wallet address, and the end date of the campaign. 

 To list deployed campaigns: the Dapp calls this 
function to display a list of all campaigns that have 
been deployed by charitable organizations. 

B. Campaign Smart Contract 

A charitable organization deploys this contract through the 

Campaign Factory smart contract; parties involved in this 

contract are Charitable Organization, Charity Evaluator, 

Donors and Beneficiary. Campaign smart contract shows 

information about the campaign and receives Ether from 

donors, as well as, holds donors Ether until all conditions 

stated in the contract are fulfilled. Later, it will allow a 

charitable organization to finalize its campaign; once the 

campaign gets finalized, the funds will be sent to the 

beneficiary. Once the campaign is completed, no one can 

interact with the finalized contract, and it will remain as a 

reference that stored all transaction and information. The 

Campaign contract performs the following functions: 

 Donate(): this function allows donors to donate for the 
campaign through the website application by using 
Meta mask Ethereum Wallet extension in the browser. 
When a user clicks on a donate button, the website will 
invoke the donate function from the Campaign smart 
contract, and Ether will be sent to the contract. 

 Receive(): this function gets called when the donors 
send money from any Ethereum wallet other than 
Metamask wallet. It allows the Campaign smart 
contract to receive Ether from anywhere. 

 Refund(): this function gives donors the right to get 
their money refunded at any time they want as long as 
the contract has not been finalized. 

 CharityEvaluatorApproval(): Any charity evaluator 
organization can execute this function, it will change 
the value of ApprovedByEvaluator from false to true, 
and this will indicate that a charity evaluator 
organization has approved the campaign. 

 BeneficiaryApproval(): Similar to the Charity 
Evaluator Approval function, beneficiary confirmation 
is also required; beneficiary only can call this function. 

 Finalize(): This function can be called only by contract 
originator (the charitable organization) in order to 
transfer the money to the beneficiary. 

 TerminatetheCampaign(): The contract originator or 
the Administrator can call this function. It sends the 
Ether back to donors and blocks any future interactions 
with this campaign. 

 VotetoTerminate(): The function can be called by a 
donor who has donated to the campaign to vote for 
termination of the campaign. 

 GetSummary(): This function gets called by the Dapp 
to display campaign details to the public. 

Note that Metamask Ethereum wallet is required for all 

parties if they want to interact with the deployed contract, 

except, contribution or sending money to the campaign can be 

either by Metamask or other Ethereum wallets. Campaign 

smart contract rules are: 

 Once the contract gets deployed, funds will be held in 
the smart contract in the Ethereum blockchain network 
till the campaign ends. 

 When the campaign ends, only a charitable 
organization can finalize the contract to transfer the 
funds to the beneficiary address. 

 A charitable organization cannot finalize the campaign 
without other parties‘ confirmation (Charity Evaluator 
and Beneficiary), should have passed campaign end 
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date, and the funds should reach the minimum amount 
of Ether. 

 During the lifetime of the campaign contract, donors 
can get their Ether refunded at anytime they want. 

 During the lifetime of the campaign donors can vote to 
terminate the campaign if they are not satisfied. If end 
date has already passed and 50% of the donors are not 
satisfied with the campaign the charitable organization 
(campaign originator) will not be able to finalize the 
contract, and they will be required to terminate the 
campaign. 

 If the campaign end date has already passed, and the 
contract‘s conditions are not fulfilled, a charitable 
organization or Administrator can refund Donors 
money by calling the termination function. 

 Once funds are sent successfully to the beneficiary, the 
campaign will not accept any new transaction, and no 
one can interact with it. However, all transactions and 
information will remain available and accessible to the 
public. 

 Charitable organization (campaign originator) and 
Administrator can terminate the campaign at any time, 
when they do so, consequently, funds will be sent back 
to donors and the campaign will not accept any other 
transactions. 

XI. MULTI-POINT MODEL 

Fig. 7 illustrates how the Multi-point approach has been 

applied in the campaign smart contract; the campaign should 

go through seven processes, each of which is designed for a 

certain player. 

For example when a charitable organization wants to 

finalize its campaign, the request through MetaMask wallet 

will be sent to the campaign smart contract in a transaction 

form to invoke the ‗finalize function‘. The campaign contract 

will first check if the sender ID is same as the contract 

originator ID to ensure that only the campaign originator 

(charitable organization) can finalize the campaign. It will 

then check if the campaign is validated by a charity evaluator 

organization, and verify that the beneficiary has confirmed the 

campaign and that 50% or more of donors are satisfied with 

the campaign. The campaign contract will then check if the 

campaign target is achieved and the campaign has reached its 

end date. Only when these conditions are met, will the 

transaction be confirmed and the campaign is finalized. 

As shown in Fig. 6 the first step is to check the campaign 

status. If the campaign is finalized by its originator, users will 

no longer be able to interact with the finalized campaign. They 

can however continue to read the campaign details. The 

important point of this approach is to ensure that before the 

campaign is finalized or completed, it has to go through Multi-

point campaign finalization process. This process would 

involve various parties in the fundraising process. 

 

Fig. 7. Multi-point Model. 

XII. SYSTEM INTERFACE 

The system pages will be shown in this section, the system 

is a Dapp. The following points and figures illustrate the 

system pages, the Dapp interface consists of: 

 Home page layout: Fig. 8 shows the home page of the 
Dapp. It is the first page that will be displayed for users 
- the first page that users will view in the website. 

This page provides a short description about Blockchain 

and Smart Contract, as well as the latest two campaigns run by 

charitable organizations are displayed. From the navigation 

menu, user can go to the campaigns, about us, login and sign 

up pages. 

 Campaigns page layout: as shown in Fig. 9 on this page 
users can check all campaigns that have been created 
by charitable organizations through the Campaign 
Factory smart contract. A list of campaigns will be 
displayed, consisting its campaign title, charitable 
name, short description about the campaign, and 
campaign status (to show if the campaign is 
completed). 

 

Fig. 8. Home Page Layout. 
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Fig. 9. Campaigns Page Layout. 

 About us page: This page includes system directors‘ 
personal information such as name and email address. 
This page is also accessible to the website visitors to 
enable them to get in touch with the board members 
should the needs arise. Fig. 10 shows this page layout. 

 

Fig. 10. About us Page Layout. 

 Signup page layout: Fig. 11 illustrates this page layout. 
On this page the two types of users allowed to sign up 
are the charitable organization and charity evaluator 
organization. Users are required to fill fields that are 
divided into four main sections; first section is login 
information which includes user email and password. 
The second section includes organization name, 
mission and goals (for charitable organization) and 
standards (for charity evaluator organization), number 
of employees, address, and the registration number of 
the organization. The third section is the contact 
information such as phone number, email, and website. 
In the last section users are required to enter theirs 
Ethereum wallet address. 

 Login page: as shown in Fig. 12 from this page users 
can access their accounts once their credentials are 
keyed in. The two fields that users are required to fill in 
are their email and password. If a user doesn‘t have an 

account yet, he/she should go to the sign up page 
through a hyperlink provided underneath the fields 
form, or through the menu bar to create a new account. 

 

Fig. 11. Signup Page Layout. 

 

Fig. 12. Login Page Layout. 

 Campaign details page: as Fig. 13 shows, this page 
displays all the details of a campaign; it is the main 
page of the Dapp since most of the interactions with 
the Campaign smart contract will take place on this 
page. Here, donors can donate to a campaign. The 
second section is used to show information about the 
originator of the campaign (charitable organization), 
which includes name and Ethereum address of the 
organization as well as a button to visit the 
organization‘s profile and a hyperlink to send users to 
the Etherscan to check its account. Details on the 
charity evaluator information are also displayed here. 
'Waiting for validation from evaluator' message will be 
prompted if the campaign has yet to be validated by a 
charity evaluator. The beneficiary information is 
shown at the bottom of the page: as who is/are the 
beneficiary/ies, their physical address along with their 
Ethereum address and a hyperlink to visit their account 
in the Ethereum network. Underneath the beneficiary 
information section, unhappy donors could claim for a 
refund and vote to cancel the campaign. In addition, 
campaign information is shown under the campaign 
image - campaign title, short description about the 
campaign, and campaign status (it will be funded if the 
campaign is still running and completed if the 
campaign is completed and does not accept a new 
transaction). The minimum amount of funding needed 
for this the campaign is displayed with a progress bar 
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to show the percentage of the campaign balance, and 
donors rating (if a donor had requested for a refund of 
his Ether and voted to cancel the campaign hence 
affecting the rating). The same page also displays the 
campaign details such as start and end date, campaign 
target (the minimum amount), campaign balance, 
number of donors, number of unsatisfied donors, 
campaign manager name and email, campaign 
Ethereum address, and campaign goals. 

Unlike the general users, the two types of logged in users 

(charitable organization and evaluator organization) can also 

see/access to the following buttons: 

1) Evaluator organization’s button: This button is for 

evaluator organizations to validate a campaign. 

2) Charitable organization’s button: Only charitable 

organizations can see this button to either finalize or terminate 

the campaign. 

 Charitable organization‘s profile: After a user has 
verified his account and logged in, he needs to wait 
until his account gets approved by the admin. If 
approved, new campaign button will be appeared on 
the user‘s page as it is shown in Fig. 14 and he will 
then be able to update certain information such as 
address, number of employees, phone number, contact 
email, missions and goals, and email. The user will 
also be able to see his campaigns and access it to 
finalize, terminate, or just check on the campaign 
status. 

 

Fig. 13. Campaign Details Page Layout. 

 

Fig. 14. Charitable Organization‘s Profile Layout. 

As shown in Fig. 15, if the user wants to create a new 

campaign, a new page will be opened. This page is only 

accessible to the charitable organizations. To create a new 

campaign, the user will furnish some relevant information on 

the campaign, i.e. title, short description about the campaign, 

minimum target needed to fulfil campaign goals, beneficiary 

Etherum address so that the funds will be automatically 

transferred to this account after the campaign is completed and 

finalized, campaign goals, beneficiary information, campaign 

manager information, and end date. 

 

Fig. 15. Create New Campaign Page Layout. 

The user must use his predefined Metamask address so 

that after clicking on the create button, his MetaMask wallet 

will pop up and display the transaction fee. Once the user 

clicks on the confirm button, only then will his new campaign 

be deployed in the Ethereum network. 

 Charity Evaluator Organization: as Fig. 16 shows the 
charity evaluator organizations‘ profile is very similar 
to the charitable organization. After a user verifies his 
account and logged in, he needs to wait until he gets 
the admin‘s approval. 
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Fig. 16. Charity Evaluator's Profile Layout. 

Similarly, when the user account gets approved, a 

campaign button will be appeared in his account and the user 

will be able to update certain information such as address, 

number of employees, phone number, contact email, 

standards, and email address. 

 

Fig. 17. Charity Evaluator Campaigns Page Layout. 

The user can also see those campaigns that have been 

validated by him as shown in Fig. 17. When the evaluator 

clicks on the campaigns buttons on the page, a list of 

campaigns will be displayed and the user can then access to 

information such as the campaign details and whether or not 

the campaigns are validated. 

XIII. TEST SYSTEM‘S SMART CONTRACT 

The Dapp contracts have been tested locally; Rinkeby 

Ethereum test network is used during the test to obtain virtual 

Ethereum tokens for donation and expenses required for the 

test. 

Infura provides a suitable entry point for the Rinkeby 

network. MetaMask wallet was used to store the Ethereum 

tokens and complete the corresponding transactions. At the 

same time, a Web3 instance completes the interaction between 

the website and the Ethereum network. Table I shows 

accounts and their balances that have been utilized for testing 

before the campaign is being deployed.  

The campaign includes a description of the campaign, 

goals, information about the Originator and the Beneficiary, 

end date of the campaign to notify the public that the 

Originator will be able to finalize the campaign after that date, 

it also displays the campaign balance along with all 

transactions that have been made and the minimum target 

amount needed to achieve campaign‘s goals (the minimum 

target for this campaign is 1 Ether). 

Table II illustrates all interactions with System contracts; 

the first transaction made by Originator to create a new 

campaign. 0.00141 ETH of the gas limit was used to execute 

the create function in the campaign factory smart contract. The 

second transaction was made by the Donor A to send 0.25 

Ether from his wallet to the testing campaign smart contract, 

the gas fee used to execute this transaction was 0.00012 Ether. 

Donor B also donated with Ether to the campaign at a 

different amount of 0.10 Ether. After that, the Originator tried 

to finalize the campaign, but the transaction failed because 

some requirements have not yet been fulfilled. 

TABLE I. ETHEREUM ACCOUNTS THAT HAVE BEEN USED FOR TESTING 

THE SMART CONTRACT 

Account Address Balance (ETH) 

Originator 
0x38e7be22eaFc465042f1b92c13D68

5342Bb034AC 
1 

Monitor 
0xbB1E68cE914f95b4aB86d81581Bb

25aB5C2B3402 
1 

Beneficiary 
0x4a6F69e31BE1a5A3E4d7A794ba7

6a2Ba71f9DB93 
0.0007 

Donor A 
0x21A1292D940090AB830eF88D0fb

1891F0A220596 
1 

Donor B 
0x0C69Ff3624c607Bc3Aca6BF8f2D

5f93bb3B4bDD3 
1 

Donor C 
0x2700556Ab9a1eb2D39c1D53C22b

40E5982671457 
1 

TABLE II. ALL INTERACTIONS WITH THE CAMPAIGN SMART CONTRACT 

Originator Action Message Notes 

Manager 
Create a new 

campaign 

Confirmed 

Transaction 
- 

Donor A 
Donate (0.25 

Ether) 

Confirmed 

Transaction 
Contract balance 0.25 Ether 

Donor B 
Donate (0.10 

Ether) 

Confirmed 

Transaction 
Contract balance 35.0 Ether 

Originator 
Finalize the 

campaign 

Failed 

Transaction 

Failed transaction: because the 

contract has not been 

confirmed and verified by the 

beneficiary and the monitor. 

Beneficiary Approval 
Confirmed 

Transaction 
- 

Originator Approval 
Confirmed 

Transaction 
- 

Manager Finalize 
Failed 

Transaction 

Failed transaction: the end 

date has not passed yet, and 

the target balance has not 

reached. 

Donor C 
Donate (0.65 

Ether) 

Confirmed 

Transaction 
Contract balance is 1 Ether 

Originator Finalize 
Failed 

Transaction 

Failed Transaction: because 

the end date has not passed 

yet. 

Originator Finalize 
Confirmed 

Transaction 

The contract finalized and the 

Ether sent to the beneficiary, 

no more interaction can be 

done. 
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The campaign includes a description of the campaign, 

goals, information about the Originator and the Beneficiary, 

end date of the campaign to notify the public that the 

Originator will be able to finalize the campaign after that date, 

it also displays the campaign balance along with all 

transactions that have been made and the minimum target 

amount needed to achieve campaign‘s goals (the minimum 

target for this campaign is 1 Ether). 

Finally, the originator was able to finalize the contract and 

transfer the money to the Beneficiary when all the 

requirements and conditions have been fulfilled. 

Table III presents the accounts‘ balance after the Testing 

Campaign has been finalized. All of the Testing Campaign‗s 

transactions with time and fees are recorded on Ethereum 

blockchain as shown in Fig. 18. The figure is taken from 

Etherscan website, a search engine that lets users look up, 

confirm and validate transactions on the Ethereum network. 

TABLE III. ETHEREUM ACCOUNT AFTER THE CAMPAIGN SMART 

CONTRACT IS FINALIZED 

Account Address Balance (ETH) 

Originator 
0x38e7be22eaFc465042f1b92c13D6853

42Bb034AC 
0.998501 

Monitor 
0xbB1E68cE914f95b4aB86d81581Bb2

5aB5C2B3402 
0.99997 

Beneficiary 
0x4a6F69e31BE1a5A3E4d7A794ba76a

2Ba71f9DB93 
1.000616 

Donor A 
0x21A1292D940090AB830eF88D0fb1

891F0A220596 
0.749872 

Donor B 
0x0C69Ff3624c607Bc3Aca6BF8f2D5f9

3bb3B4bDD3 
0.89988 

Donor C 
0x2700556Ab9a1eb2D39c1D53C22b40

E5982671457 
0.349902 

 

Fig. 18. Etherscan All Transaction Details. 

XIV. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

The study proposes the Multi-point approach to tackle 

transparency issue, in which the fundraising process should go 

through multi acceptance and specific conditions before it gets 

finalized. In other words, rather than having a campaign 

managed and controlled by one party, this approach involves 

other parties between the charitable organization and the 

beneficiary and empower them to improve the transparency in 

fundraising. Thus, that could help in strengthening the 

relationship between the charitable organization and donors. 

Furthermore, it will create a transparent environment that 

could affect positively on the charitable organizations and 

increase the quantity and amount of donations to charities, as 

well as boost donors trust. 

The biggest issue in the existing Dapps‘ campaigns is that 

they are fully controlled by one party which is the campaign‘s 

originator, so they can spend funds anytime and anywhere 

without any constraints. The proposed Dapp allows donors to 

play a significant role in the campaign. When the contract gets 

finalized by the originator the funds will be sent automatically 

to one direction (beneficiary address) that has already been 

defined in the campaign. 

In addition, existing Dapps do not offer refund option nor 

do they ensure that the donated funds are sent to the 

beneficiary. On the other hand, the proposed Dapp ensures 

that donors can get their money back at any time during the 

lifetime of the campaign. 

The Multipoint approach in fundraising is concerned about 

empowering donors and involving charity evaluator 

organizations in the fundraising, between a charitable 

organization and a beneficiary, in which, charity evaluator 

organizations are responsible for evaluating and monitoring 

charitable organizations‘ campaigns. With the presence of the 

charity organization evaluators who act as a party ensuring 

transparency and authenticity of a charity body, donors 

involved in the fundraising process are protected from 

fraudulent charities. Moreover, donors can evaluate campaigns 

and play a major role in the fundraising process. The Dapp 

interacts with two smart contracts: the Campaign Factory 

smart contract that uses for creating and tracking charities‘ 

campaigns, and the Campaign smart contract that creates by a 

charitable organization to receive and hold donors funds. 

Based on certain conditions such as the campaign status, 

charity evaluator‘s evaluation, and donor satisfaction, the 

smart contract determines whether or not the funds can be 

sent. Besides, all interactions (transactions) with the 

Campaign smart contract are accessible and traceable and they 

will be recorded in the Ethereum blockchain. 

Finally, based on the above discussion the Dapps‘s smart 

contract has been tested and has proven that it can deal with 

the lack of transparency issue in charity, in consequence, 

rebuild trust and confidence in charity. 

XV. CONCLUSION 

Many people have a passion for contributing to society, 

and they want to donate generously to charitable 

organizations. However, the lack of transparency in charity 

caused a trust issue. Transparency is essential in fundraising to 

maintain public trust, and should be the top priority for charity 

organizations. Therefore, the research proposed a Multi-point 
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approach based on the usage of Blockchain technology to 

overcome the transparency issue in charity. First, it 

investigated the potentials of Blockchain can improve 

transparency, and then it analyzed the important features 

related to Blockchain that should exist in the charity‘s 

Blockchain platform. The significant features are public 

network, crypto-currency, smart contract, and consensus 

algorithm. Finally, the system was tested and proved that it 

can enhance transparency. 
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Abstract—Controlled islanding is implemented to save the 

power system from experiencing blackouts during severe 

sequence line tripping. The power system is partitioned into 

several stand-alone islands by removing the optimal transmission 

line during controlled islanding execution. Since selecting the 

optimal transmission lines to be removed (cutsets) is important in 

this action, a good technique is required in order to determine 

the optimal islanding solution (lines to be removed). Thus, this 

paper developed two techniques, namely Modified Discrete 

Evolutionary Programming (MDEP) and Modified Discrete 

Particle Swarm Optimization (MDPSO) to determine the optimal 

islanding solution for controlled islanding implementation. The 

best technique among these two which is based on their 

capability of producing the optimal islanding solution with 

minimal objective function (minimal power flow disruption) will 

be selected to implement the controlled islanding. The 

performance of these techniques is evaluated through case 

studies using the IEEE 118-bus test system. The results show that 

the MDEP technique produces the best optimal islanding solution 

compared to the MDPSO and other previously published 

techniques. 

Keywords—Controlled islanding; modified discrete 

evolutionary programming (MDEP) technique; modified discrete 

particle swarm optimization (MDPSO) technique; minimal power 

flow disruption; power imbalance 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cascading failures that occur due to severe transmission 
line outages is the main contribution to power system blackout. 
This cascading event causes the system to form few unstable 
islands (unintentional islanding) that finally lead the system to 
lose its stability and experience a blackout. According to the 
blackout cases happened around the world, cascading failures 
is the main reason for the blackout occurrence [1]-[2]. 
Therefore, prevention on cascading failures which causes the 
unintentional islanding is important in order to save the system 
from total collapse. Therefore, controlled islanding is 
implemented for this purpose. Generally, controlled islanding 
is executed by disconnecting the selected islanding cutsets in 
order to forms few stable stand-alone islands. These stand-
alone islands are capable to operate independently and generate 

electrical power to consumers until the system back to its 
normal operating condition. The selected islanding cutsets 
must be optimal and do not cause the system to face any other 
instability issue after islanding implementation. However, the 
selection of optimal islanding cutsets is complicated as the 
search space of possible islanding cutsets is huge and increase 
proportionally when the system size increased. 

Numerous methods on controlled islanding have been 
proposed by previous researches in recent years [3]. Ordered 
Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDD) is one of the methods 
proposed to determine the proper islanding strategy for a power 
system network [4]-[5]. This method simplifies the huge 
possible islanding solution using node simplification technique. 
Another method namely slow coherency approach was 
proposed to find the suitable islanding cutsets by determining 
the weakest connection in the network [6]. This method further 
used in [7] which considers minimal number of line removed 
with minimal power flow and graph partitioning technique in 
[8]. Author in [9] further proposed the slow coherency with 
blackstart unit in each island formed during controlled 
islanding. Through this, the load and generation balance in 
each island can be achieved and restoration action can be 
planned if required. A linear programming technique namely 
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) which uses DC 
power flow equation is proposed in islanding cutsets 
determination in [10]. This method further improved using AC 
power flow in [11] for better feasible islanding solution 
determination. Another MILP technique for controlled 
islanding considering coherent groups of generators is then 
proposed in [12]. A Heuristic technique which utilizes the 
possible search technique to determine the best islanding 
solution is proposed in [13]. Other techniques, which are the 
meta-heuristic techniques for intentional islanding are 
proposed by authors in [14]-[15]. These techniques use BPSO 
[14] and AMPSO [15] to determine the optimal islanding 
solution using minimal power imbalance as their objective 
function. Another meta-heuristic technique is proposed in [16] 
which uses Tabu Search algorithm to determine the islanding 
solution using similar objective function as in [14],[15]. 
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Since determining the optimal islanding cutsets is 
imperative in controlled islanding, two discrete optimization 
techniques which are Modified Discrete Evolutionary 
Programming (MDEP) and Modified Discrete Particle Swarm 
Optimization (MDPSO) are developed and analysed in this 
paper. Minimal power flow disruption is used as the objective 
function in these techniques. The usage of this objective 
function helps to enhance the transient stability in each island 
by reducing the power flow change during islanding 
implementation [17]. The utilization of discrete optimization 
technique in this work is in line with islanding problem which 
is discrete in nature. This is because the selection of optimal 
islanding cutsets (line to be removed) involved with discrete 
value such as line 2-8, line 9-11 and line 12-13. The main 
objective of this paper is to select the best technique among the 
two developed techniques for controlled islanding 
determination. 

II. DEVELOPED TECHNIQUES 

In this paper, two different techniques, namely Modified 
Discrete Evolutionary Programming (MDEP) and Modified 
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (MDPSO) were 
developed and analysed for controlled islanding determination. 
The aim of this paper is to select the best technique that 
capable to find the optimal islanding solution with minimal 
power flow disruptions. 

There are four main stages involved in this work. In stage 
1, the power system network is modelled using the graph 
theory approach. This approach is vital to identify the 
transmission line connection during controlled islanding 
execution. Since the search space for possible islanding 
solution is huge, an appropriate initial solution is required in 
order to helps the discrete optimization techniques to find the 
optimal islanding solution. As such, suitable initial solution for 
controlled islanding is obtained using initialization based graph 
theory approach in stage 2. This initial solution is determined 
based on the specified constraints which are: i) number of the 
islands formed, and ii) coherent groups of generator. In this 
approach, the same coherent generators are grouped together 
and the numbers of total islands are represented by the total 
number of generators group. Next, the nearest adjacent nodes 
(next node) are grouped to the nearest coherent group and the 
process is continued until all line are assigned to their 
appropriate coherent groups. The initial cutsets are the line that 
located between the different coherent generator groups. 
Further explanation on the implementation of this approach can 
be found in [18]. 

In stage 3, the initial solution is then used to assist the 
discrete optimization techniques in determining the optimal 
islanding solution. The best technique which capable of 
determining better optimal islanding solution is identified and 
controlled islanding is further executed. Then, the load-
generation balance checking procedure will be performed on 
each island after intentional islanding execution. This checking 
is important in order to ensure that each island formed is 
balanced and capable to operate as a stand-alone island. In the 
case of any imbalance is detected, the load shedding scheme 
will be activated in stage 4. The voltage magnitude at each bus 
and the power flow at each line in all islands are checked and 

verified to ensure the voltage limit and line capacity is not 
violated. Fig. 1 shows the stages involved in the proposed 
technique. 

 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the Proposed Techqniue. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Controlled islanding is a discrete problem and the islanding 
solution is represented by the integer numbers such as line 3-6, 
8-9, 10-13 and 11-15. Therefore, the modified discrete 
optimization technique is utilized in this work. Two different 
modified discrete optimization techniques (MDEP and 
MDPSO) are developed in this work in order to determine the 
optimal islanding solution. This section describes the 
methodology adopted to develop the two controlled islanding 
techniques to obtain the optimal islanding solution. 

A. Modified Discrete Evolutionary Programming (MDEP) 

The Modified Discrete Evolutionary Programming 
(MDEP) is developed as one of the controlled islanding 
technique. The process involved in determining the optimal 
islanding solution using the MDEP technique is illustrated by 
the flowchart shown in Fig. 2. 

Based on Fig. 2, the initial solution obtained from graph 
theory approach is used as the initial populations (parents), xi in 
the MDEP technique. The objective function (minimal power 
flow disruption) is then calculated using the equation below: 

   { ( )  (∑     
     
   )}            (1) 
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Fig. 2. MDEP Optimization Technique. 

where Pa is the active power flow in the transmission line 
(cutsets candidate), and aline is the total number of cutsets that 
disconnected to forms the islands. 

Then, the mutation process starts by mutating the initial 
populations, xi to produce the new populations (offsprings), xi

„ 

using three different techniques. In the first technique, the 
mutation is carried out by mutating each cutset in a diagonal 
form, randomly from the possible transmission lines, ST as 
shown in Table I. The possible transmission lines, ST is the 
total number of transmission line, TL={TLp} in the system 
where p=1,2,3….total number of lines. 

TABLE I. MUTATION PROCESS OF MDEP TECHNIQUE IN TECHNIQUE 1 

 
Initial cutsets from 

graph theory approach 
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Zn 

1 
1st cutset is randomly 

changed 
ai1 Z2 X3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Zn 

2 
2nd cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 ai2 X3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Zn 

3 
3rd  cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 ai3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Zn 

4 
4th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 X3 ai4 Z5 Z6 Zn 

5 
5th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 X3 Z4 ai5 Z6 Zn 

6 
6th  cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 X3 Z4 Z5 ai6 Zn 

7 
nth cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 X3 Z4 Z5 Z6 ain 

According to Table I, each cutset from the initial solution 
(Z1, Z2… Zn) which is obtained from the graph theory approach 
is mutated and replaced by a random value, ain. For example, if 
the initial solution contains seven cutsets, the mutation process 
in technique 1 will produce another new seven mutated 
islanding solution. 

Taking into consideration that the initial solution might 
produce better optimal islanding solution with less or more 
number of cutsets, technique 2 and technique 3 are performed 
as shown in Table II and Table III. 

Once the mutation process involving the three techniques 
completed, the total new populations (mutated islanding 
solution) obtained from the mutation process above will 
undergo the constraints checking (desired number of islands 
and coherent groups of generators). Next, the objective 
function for each candidate in the new populations is calculated 
and stored. Then, the combination of the new populations with 
the initial populations is carried out and the best 20 
populations, xn with minimal objective function are ranked and 
selected for the next iteration. The process continues until it 
reached the maximum number of iteration specified. Finally, 
the 20 final best solutions, xb with minimal power flow 
disruptions are selected as the best possible islanding solution. 

TABLE II. MUTATION PROCESS OF MDEP TECHNIQUE IN TECHNIQUE 2 

 

Initial cutsets from 

graph theory approach 
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Zn 

1 
1st cutset is randomly 

changed 
ai1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 0 

2 
2nd cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 ai2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 0 

3 
3rd  cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 ai3 Z4 Z5 Z6 0 

4 
4th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 Z3 ai4 Z5 Z6 0 

5 
5th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 ai5 Z6 0 

6 
6th  cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 ai6 0 

TABLE III. MUTATION PROCESS OF MDEP TECHNIQUE IN TECHNIQUE 3 

 

Initial cutsets from 

graph theory approach 
Z1 Z2 … … Zn Zn+1 

1 
1st cutset is randomly 

changed 
ai1 Z2 … … Zn an+1 

2 
2nd cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 ai2 … … Zn an+1 

3 
3rd  cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 … … Zn an+1 

4 
4th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 … … Zn an+1 

5 
5th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 … … Zn an+1 

6 
6th  cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 … … Zn an+1 

7 
nth cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 … … ain ain+1 

8 
n+1th cutset is randomly 

changed 
Z1 Z2 … … Zn ain+1 

Start

Calculate objective function for each candidate in 

initial populations 

Set of initial populations (parents), xi

Mutate initial populations, xi to produce new 

populations (offspring), xi’

Rank and select the best 20 
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objective function 

iter= 

iter(max)?
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offspring, xi’

No

Yes

Yes

iter= iter +1

Best 20 optimal splitting 

solutions, xb with minimal 

objective function

No

Combine the initial populations, xi with the 

new populations, xi’

Generation 

and load 

balance meet?

Load flow analysis

Load shedding scheme  

Any bus 

violates the 

limit?

Final optimal islanding solution

No

Yes

Yes

No

End

Set initial populations, xi = xn

Any violation 

on the 

constraints?

Number of 

iteration = 1?

Yes

No

Transmission line  power flow 

analysis

Any line 

violates the 

limit?

Yes
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The first islanding solution from the final best solutions, xb 
is selected as the optimal islanding solution. Load flow 
analysis is then performed and the power imbalance criterion is 
checked on each island. In the case of any imbalance is found 
on any island, the load shedding scheme is executed in order to 
produce the balanced island. Once the power imbalance 
criterion is fulfilled, the voltage magnitude at each bus and 
transmission line power flow at each line is checked and 
analysed. If the voltage limit or line capacity in any islands is 
violated, the islanding solution is considered not feasible and 
the next optimal islanding candidate will be selected for 
evaluation. The islanding solution is considered an optimal 
solution if the power imbalance, voltage limit and line capacity 
are fulfilled. 

B. Modified Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (MDPSO) 

Another modified discrete optimization, namely Modified 
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (MDPSO) is developed 
to validate the performance of MDEP in determining the 
optimal islanding solution. The flowchart in Fig. 3 shows the 
process involved to obtain the optimal islanding solution using 
the MDPSO technique. 

 

Fig. 3. MDPSO Optimization Technique. 

Referring to Fig. 3, the initial solution obtained from the 
graph theory approach is used as the initial population, xi in the 
MDPSO technique. Then, the objective function (minimal 
power flow disruption) is then calculated for each candidate 
using the equation in (1). The initial pbest and gbest are 
determined and the mutation process is begun. The similar 

mutation techniques used in the MDEP technique is utilized in 
the MDPSO technique to produce new populations, xi’. Then, 
the constraints checking process for all the new populations are 
performed, similar to the MDEP technique. The objective 
function for each candidate in the new populations is then 
calculated and stored. The gbest is updated if a better objective 
function is found and the process continues until it reaches the 
maximum number of iteration. The new population, xi’ is used 
as the pbest for each iteration in this technique. 

The best possible islanding solution is selected as the 
optimal islanding solution and load flow analysis is further 
carried out. Then, the power imbalance (load-generation 
balance), voltage limits and transmission line capacity are 
checked and analyzed as performed in the MDEP technique. 
Finally, the optimal islanding solution which fulfilled these 
checking criteria is selected as the final optimal islanding 
solution in this technique. 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The IEEE 118-bus system is used to demonstrate and 
validates the developed MDEP and MDPSO techniques. This 
system consists of 19 generators and 186 transmission lines. 
This work uses the MATLAB R2015a on an Intel® Core™ i7-
5500U CPU at 2.40GHz with 8GB of RAM is used to code the 
developed techniques. 

A. Case I: IEEE 118-bus System 

In Case I, the controlled islanding is performed by splitting 
the system into two stand-alone island based on their coherent 
group of generators, G1 = {10,12,25,26,31} and G2 = 
{46,49,54,59,61,65,66,69,80,87,89,100,103,111} [9],[16]. The 
initial solution obtained using the graph theory approach is 
shown in Table IV. The initial solution of six cutsets with 
minimal power flow disruption of 100.164 MW is obtained in 
this case. Through the utilization of this approach, the huge 
possible combination of islanding solution (2no.of trans. line = 2186 ≈ 
9.808 x 1055) is reduced to five cutsets as an initial solution. 

The initial solution is then used in the MDEP and MDPSO 
technique to obtain the optimal islanding solution. The results 
are then compared with other published techniques as 
illustrated in Table V. It is observed that the MDEP technique 
provides a better optimal solution with minimal power flow 
disruption (81.4477 MW) as compared to MDPSO and other 
published techniques. 

TABLE IV. INITIAL SOLUTION FOR CASE I 

Initial Solution ∑Pdisrup (MW) 

19–34, 33–37, 30–38, 24–70, 71–72 100.164 

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL ISLANDING SOLUTION – CASE I 

Technique Optimal Islanding Strategy ∑Pdisrup (MW) 

Tabu Search 

[16] 

22-23, 23-25, 23-32, 33-37, 34-36, 34-

37, 34-43, 37-38, 38-65 
890.7296 

Controlled 

Islanding [9] 

24 – 70, 34 – 43, 38 – 65, 40 – 41, 40 

– 42, 71 - 72 
232.7722 

MDPSO 15 – 33, 19 – 34, 30 – 38, 23 – 24 83.7969 

MDEP 
15 – 33, 19 – 34, 30 – 38, 24 – 70, 24 - 

72 
81.4477 
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Mutate pbest to produce new 
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No
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Yes

Yes

No

Load flow analysis

Store and sort possible candidates based on 

minimum objective  function  

List of possible candidates 

(islanding solution )
Determine the pbest and gbest

Assign initial populations, xi = xn

Number of 

iteration = 1?

iter= iter +1

No

Yes

Any bus 

violates the 

limit?

No

Transmission line  power flow 
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Any line 

violates the 

limit?

Yes

No

Yes
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The optimal solution using MDEP technique is used to 
implement the controlled islanding solution which forms two 
stand-alone islands and the information of this execution is 
shown in Table VI. 

Referring to Table VI, the total generation, Pgen in both 
Island 1 and Island 2 are more than the total load demand, 
Pload. Therefore, the load shedding scheme is not required in 
both islands. Then, the voltage limit at each bus and power 
flow at each line are checked for both islands in order to ensure 
that the voltage limit and power flow capacity is not exceeded 
after controlled islanding execution. 

B. Case II: IEEE 118-bus System 

In Case II, the controlled islanding is performed by splitting 
the system into three stand- alone island based on their 
coherent group of generators, G1 = {10,12,25,26,31}, G2 = 
{46,49,54,59,61,65,66,69}, and G3 = {80,87,89,100,103,111}.  
The initial solution obtained using the graph theory approach is 
shown in Table VII. 

This initial solution is then used to assist the developed 
MDEP and MDPSO techniques to determine the optimal 
islanding solution. The results are then compared with other 
published techniques as illustrated in Table VIII. It is proved 
that the MDEP technique provides a better optimal solution 
with minimal power flow disruption (296.0604 MW) as 
compared to the MDPSO and other published techniques. 

TABLE VI. OPTIMAL INTENTIONAL ISLANDING SOLUTION FOR CASE I 

Islands Buses Info 
Active Power (MW) Load 

Shed 

(MW) Total Pgen Total Pload 

Island 1 1~32, 113~115, 117 1011.153 976.0 - 

Island 2 33~112, 116, 118 3363.901 43.0 - 

TABLE VII. INITIAL SOLUTION FOR CASE II 

Initial Solution ∑Pdisrup (MW) 

19 – 34, 33 – 37, 30 – 38, 24 – 70, 71 – 72, 78-79, 

77-80, 77-80, 80-81, 77-82 
314.9342 

TABLE VIII. COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL ISLANDING SOLUTION – CASE II 

Technique Optimal Islanding Strategy ∑Pdisrup (MW) 

Controlled 
Islanding [9] 

40 – 41, 40 -42, 34-43, 38-65, 71-72, 24-
70, 75 -77, 76-118, 69-77, 68-81 

385.8167 

MDPSO 
15 – 33, 19 -34, 30-38, 24-70, 71-72, 78-

79, 77-80, 77-80, 68-81, 77-82 
304.6849 

MDEP 
15 – 33, 19 -34, 30-38, 24-70, 24-72, 78-

79, 77-80, 77-80, 68-81, 77-82 
296.0604 

TABLE IX. OPTIMAL INTENTIONAL ISLANDING SOLUTION FOR CASE II 

I

slands 
Buses Info 

Active Power (MW) Load 

Shed 

(MW) Total Pgen Total Pload 

Island 1 
1~32, 113~115, 

117 
1011.153 976.0 - 

Island 2 33~78 116, 118 2173.212 2102.0 - 

Island 3 79~112 1192.906 1164.0 - 

The optimal solution using MDEP technique is used to 
implement the controlled islanding solution which forms three 
stand-alone islands and the information of this implementation 
is shown in Table IX. 

Referring to Table IX, the three islands formed in this case 
are balance in terms of power balance criterion. This is due to 
the fact that the total generation, Pgen in all three islands; 
Island 1, Island 2 and Island 3 are more than the total load 
demand, Pload. Therefore, load shedding scheme is not 
required in any of these islands. Once the power balance 
criterion is fulfilled, the voltage limit at each bus and power 
flow at each line are checked for all islands in order to ensure 
that the voltage limit and power flow capacity is not exceeded 
after controlled islanding execution. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper investigates two different techniques that 
developed to determine the optimal islanding solution. The 
effectiveness of the developed techniques, MDEP and MDPSO 
are evaluated through case studies using the IEEE 118-bus 
system. The results proved that the MDEP technique capable 
on determining the optimal islanding solution with minimum 
power flow disruption as compared to MDPSO and other 
published works in Case I and Case II, respectively. As such, 
MDEP technique is selected as the best technique to implement 
the controlled islanding action. This research emphasizes on 
obtaining the optimal islanding solution with lower power flow 
disruptions, as it helps to improve the transient stability in each 
island after the implementation of controlled islanding. 

In the future study, the implementation of controlled 
islanding taking into account the severe outages will be 
investigated and analyzed using the selected MDEP technique. 
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Abstract—This article solves the problem of developing a 

technology for supporting large information storages and 

organizing delimited user access to this information, which 

provides a service both for managing these objects and 

organizing access to these objects. Solving the problem will allow 

you to create a conceptual model with the allocation of basic 

entities among information objects and the establishment of 

relationships between them. It will also allow the development of 

technical documentation reflecting the results of the first stage of 

creating an information system: solving problems of syntactic 

and technical interoperability, developing a single interface, 

interacting with users, etc. In existing DL developments, as a 

rule, search and access to information are provided only through 

visual graphical interfaces. The task of the subsystem for 

integrating various digital resources is to provide other 

subsystems with a single interface for access to information 

stored in the data sources of the system. That is, any resource 

must be cataloged in a standard way, provided with metadata, 

access rules, and a unique identifier. To implement search 

functions outside of graphical interfaces, support for special 

network services and query languages is required. Ideally, all IS 

should support a single search profile and a single query 

language. 

Keywords—Information systems; digital library; metadata; 

collection; privilege; rights; administrator 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Information systems (IS) to support scientific and 
educational activities operate with various kinds of 
information, such as publications, digital documents, 
electronic collections, ontological descriptions, data arrays, 
logical descriptions, etc. As a rule, these resources, which are 
in demand by different groups of researchers, are inaccessible 
due to the impossibility of their search and identification. 
Semantic links between information resources increase their 
value and provide additional opportunities for information 

retrieval and identification. Data integrated into open semantic 
space is a body of knowledge about a certain subject area in 
the form of a semantic structure, based on which qualitatively 
new scientometric measurements and studies of the structural 
properties of the body of scientific knowledge become 
possible. 

The main purpose of the study is to develop a conceptual 
vision technology of using the digital library management 
system as a typical system for storing and accessing 
information resources and a description of the basic 
requirements for its implementation and operation. 

Information storage technology is a kind of integrated 
technology designed to implement procedures, methods, and 
means of storing and using a database complex in solving user 
problems. Large amounts of data can be stored on one or more 
servers. These arrays are usually called information storage 
[1]. 

Data presentation; As a subject area, the materials of the 
scientific heritage in the field of IT technologies were 
considered. In the information space, events, facts, and any 
other entities of the real world exist only in the form of 
documents. The document is the main object involved in any 
information system (IS). The main function of the document is 
informational, i.e. the ability to satisfy the information needs 
of a person. Many documents containing factual information, 
having the same physical structure and logical, informative 
purpose, form collections. Collections, according to [2], are 
characterized by their descriptions and descriptions of the 
structure of documents from which it consists, and represent a 
systematized collection of documents, united by some 
criterion of belonging, for example, by content, purpose, 
access method, etc. provided with meta description (metadata) 
under standards and data schemas. Collections can be nested 
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within each other, but one collection can only have one parent 
collection. Any document can be placed in several collections. 

Metadata is created in the process of explicit or implicit 
cataloging and corresponds to one or another generally 
accepted area. To extract metadata, algorithms are used for 
parsing the title page, extracting keywords in their absence, an 
algorithm for constructing an abstract, based on a graph 
connected to the text. The main catalog of information 
resources of the IS metadata server is built under the metadata 
schema. The developed schema takes into account the basic 
requirements of the Dublin Core metadata schema. In what 
follows, our metadata schema will be called internal. 

Data storage: For long-term storage of documents, the 
institutional repository Dspace [3] was used, due to its ability 
to expand the list of supported metadata, which allows it to be 
customized for different subject areas. To support the process 
of populating full-text databases, workflows and user 
interfaces were configured: the created metadata profiles were 
registered in the DSpace system. 

Data exchange: To implement the exchange of metadata 
between DSpace, under the extended profile, a service in 
XSLT was created that converts metadata schemas from the 
internal DSpace schema to the metadata server schema and the 
Dublin Core schema using qualifiers. The OAI service is also 
implemented, which periodically, in batch mode, under the 
schedule, synchronizes the metadata of the repository and the 
metadata server. To fill the main catalog of metadata under the 
created metadata schemas, controlled vocabularies from the 
reference block of the system are used [4, 27]. 

Environment functioning: Based on the use of Z39.50 and 
LDAP protocols. At the same time, mechanisms are provided 
for converting data from subject schemas to the abstract 
schema of the Z39.50 protocol. The virtual environment 
consists of a registry of objects and resources, the main 
Z39.50 servers, several functional modules, and a web 
interface with public and administrative sections for accessing 
various functions of the environment. For each source, a 
separate Z39.50 servers is installed, which transforms data 
from the source schema into an abstract data schema [5, 28]. 

Collecting data from external sources: The chosen 
technology of integration of the developed information system 
to support research on scientific heritage with a DD (digital 
depository) allows using any other DD implementations that 
support the OAI protocol. To work with external data centers 
that support the OAI protocol, service has been implemented 
that converts the Dublin Core metadata schema into the 
system's internal metadata schema. 

Metadata extracted from external data centers is also 
placed in the database of the digital library (metadata server). 
If this is possible for a specific DD, then the metadata is 
extracted in an XML schema with further transformation into 
a GOST schema. If the data schema of the external data center 
is unknown, then the metadata is converted from the Dublin 
Core-based schema to the GOST metadata schema. 

To integrate the digital library with external systems and 
applications using the OAI protocol, transformation services 
of the internal metadata schema are used, for example, in 

MARC XML 20 schema or RUSMARC, etc. If necessary, the 
same approach can be used to transform metadata into other 
schemas of the MARC family. 

Search for data: The functionality of searching for 
documents (information resources) is available to end-users in 
three ways: through the user interface of the information 
system (metadata server), through a specialized search service 
(for external applications), and the user interface of the 
DSpace DD [3]. However, in any case, the documents 
themselves are always stored in the DD, therefore, through 
whatever interface the user finds the document he needs, the 
document will be directly retrieved via the HTTP protocol 
from the DD. 

User access control: At all levels of user interfaces 
(metadata server, services, and DD), user access control to the 
resources of the information system is carried out based on 
identification information under the LDAP protocol. DSpace 
has built-in support for LDAP, and in programmed services 
and the metadata server, support is provided by the services of 
the information system. 

The proposed technology for supporting large information 
storages is based on the client-server architecture of the IS and 
meets the requirements described in [4]: {{1}}. 

 a unification of the process of exchange of scientific 
research results; 

 operating with data and documents integrated into an 
open semantic space; 

 provision of services for transforming heterogeneous 
resources that implement means of description, 
presentation, automatic linking of resources, as well as 
interaction with search and classification mechanisms 
by the needs of users. 

II. MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR DIGITAL LIBRARIES 

A. Administrative Collections 

The information system consists of objects - elementary 
units of documents, from documents - information units. 
Many documents containing factual information, having the 
same physical structure and logical, informative purpose, form 
collections. Collections are characterized by their descriptions 
and descriptions of the structure of documents from which it 
consists. 

A collection is a set of documents united by semantic 
attributes and having the same structure. 

A collection is a set of documents with a dedicated fixed 
structure, the content of which has the same thematic focus. 
From the point of view of unification of work with documents, 
we will represent the information system as a set of collections 
[6]. 

A collection is a common form of organization of 
information resources, which is determined by its parameters 
(style, attributes) and the structure of the documents included 
in it and is a systematized set of documents, united by some 
criterion of belonging, for example, by content, purpose, 
access method, etc., provided with meta description 
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(metadata) following data standards and schemas. The 
document is characterized by its parameters (style, attributes) 
and the structure of the objects of which it consists. An object 
is determined by the type of data (following the selected data 
schema) that it contains, the description of the properties and 
methods of the object. 

Metadata Server digital library management system 
(DLMS) contains an administrative (service) collection of the 
Main Catalog contains descriptions of the QDC metadata 
schema, extended with metadata and for MECOF compliance 
and descriptions of service metadata describing the structure 
of objects, user interfaces, associative links between 
documents, access lists to documents to differentiate access 
rights to the object by the rights of the actors (if desired, it can 
be extended with new metadata) [7]. 

Fig. 1 is represented by administrative collections: users 
(actors), sets of metadata schemas and access lists to 
documents (collections). 

A metadata schema is a set of metadata elements used, for 
example, to describe specific types of information resources. 
A set of metadata elements are defined by the DL super 
administrator that defines various schemes, from relatively 
simple text materials to more complex multimedia objects and 
DL collections, at the earliest stages of library creation, taking 
into account the needs of all potential users. However, over 
time, it can be expanded and the metadata schema will be 
adjusted to meet new requirements. 

The system operates with the following types of 
information objects - collections, documents, objects. 

From a functional point of view, information resources of 
a collection are divided into data (document) and metadata. 
Metadata is specially prepared, machine-readable, structured 
information about a resource, representing the properties that 
the resource has, the services that the resource provides. 

Collection metadata is a set of values of some of its 
properties and properties of information resources belonging 
to it. The specific functions of metadata and their composition 
can vary significantly, depending on the specifics of DL and a 
particular collection. In our case, the set of metadata is divided 
into the following classes, such as: unique (identifier (UID)), 
automatic (owner, record modification date), public 
(informational content of the record), and service 
(administrative metadata, access rights, user data, etc.) 
metadata. Accordingly, each of which is also subdivided 
according to the level of access: automatic, administrative, and 
public [8]. 

 

Fig. 1. Administrative Collection. 

The metadata system is the central logical component of 
any collection of documents. Collection metadata describes 
the properties of documents, sections, and the collection as a 
whole. Metadata describes the structure of the collection, 
determines the composition of the collection, and ensures 
correct interpretation and processing of the documents 
presented in it. Collection metadata also describes the 
structural properties of documents (types, relationships), their 
presentation formats, access control, resource content, 
information about authors, the collection's classification 
system, etc. 

Thus, the main element of the considered scheme is 
structural metadata (that is, formalized descriptions of the 
structure of stored information). It makes it easy to build a 
library with a distributed data warehouse: the connection 
between the warehouse and the system will provide meta-
descriptions of the warehouse data. 

The digital library management system is an information 
system that provides the development and administration of 
digital library systems, as well as the integration of software 
that offers advanced and specialized additional features. 

Fig. 2 shows a scheme for managing collections and 
documents in the electronic library management system. 

 

Fig. 2. Digital Library Management Systems. 

Main functions of the Digital Library Management 
System: 

 Access to resources-navigation through DL collections, 
query processing, location detection, extraction, 
resource transformation. 

 Resource management – creating new information 
objects and collections, adding, deleting, etc. 

 Metadata and dictionary management-creation, up-to-
date maintenance and development, the composition of 
metadata and dictionaries is determined by agreements, 
taking into account international standards. 
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 User management – their registration, registration of 
rights, personal information. 

 System administration – installation, configuration, 
recovery, maintenance, data security. 

B. Basic Concepts in Access Control 

Identification-assigning identifiers to users (unique names 
or labels) under which the system "knows" the user. In 
addition to user identification, user groups, system resources, 
and so on can be identified. Identification is also needed for 
other system tasks, such as event logging. In most cases, 
identification is accompanied by authentication [9, 10]. 

Authentication - authentication-verification of the identity 
of the user presented to them. For example, at the beginning of 
a session in the system, the user enters a name and password. 
Based on this data, the system performs identification (by user 
name) and authentication (by matching the user name and the 
entered password). 

Access control is a method of protecting information by 
regulating the use of all system resources. 

The identification and authentication system is one of the 
key elements of the infrastructure of protection against 
unauthorized access of any information system. 

The access model operates with the terms "entity", 
"subject", "object". 

Entity – any named component of the system being 
developed. 

A subject is an active entity that can initiate resource 
requests and use them to perform any operations. The subject 
can be a program running in the system or a "user" (not a real 
person, but the essence of the system). 

An object is a passive entity used to store or retrieve 
information. An object can be considered, for example, a 
collection, a document, etc. 

Access – interaction between a subject and an object, as a 
result of which information is transferred between them. 

Two fundamental types of access: a read-an operation that 
results in the transfer of information from the object to the 
subject; a write-an operation that results in the transfer of 
information from the subject to the object. 

The basis of the mandatory security policy of the system is 
the mandatory access control, which implies that: 

 all subjects and objects must be identified; 

 a hierarchy of information security levels is set; 

 each object of the system is assigned a level of 
protection that determines the value of the information 
contained in it – its level of availability; 

 each subject of the system is assigned a restriction 
level, which determines the level of trust in it – its 
access level; and 

 the decision to allow the subject to access the object is 
made based on the type of access and the comparison 
of the hierarchy of the subject and the object. 

The main purpose of the mandate model is to prevent 
access to resources of objects with a high level of access to 
objects with low-level access. 

In the model, objects and subjects are categorized 
according to the hierarchical mandatory access principle. 

The basis of this approach (the condition for its 
application) is the introduction of a hierarchy (implemented on 
any principles) of access objects and subjects and access rights 
within the compiled hierarchy [11,12.13]. 

The most typical solution is to introduce a hierarchy of 
access objects based on the level of confidentiality (public, for 
official use, no access, etc.) of the documents stored in them, 
and a hierarchy of access subjects based on their status. 

The introduced hierarchy of subjects and access objects 
allows you to enter permissions (formalize rights) to access 
resources, for example, after registration, the subject has 
access with minimal limited rights and privileges (search and 
view only open collections), the administrator (super 
administrator) of the upper zero levels has all rights and 
permissions, the first-level administrator inherits rights and 
permissions except for some (such as system collections, user 
data, etc.) and registers other low-level administrators, etc. this 
principle allows you not to violate the integrity of the system 
and save information in the system. 

The above can be illustrated as follows. Let the sets S = 
{S1..., Sk} and O = {O1..., Ok} be linearly ordered sets of 
access subjects (subject) and access objects (object), 
respectively. As an access subject Si, i = 1..., k is considered 
as a separate subject, and a group of subjects with the same 
access rights and privileges, respectively, as an access object 
Oi, i = 1..., k can also be considered as a separate object and a 
group of objects characterized by the same access rights to 
them. Let's introduce the following hierarchy of subjects and 
access objects: the larger the object's sequence number i, the 
fewer rights and privileges to system resources (documents), 
respectively, the smaller the subject's sequence number i, the 
more access rights to information it has. Let R = {R1..., Rn} 
(Rj, where j = 1..., n, (for example, view, edit, link, delete, 
etc.) be the set of access rights. Where each subject Si 
uniquely corresponds to Rj a set of rights (privileges) of a set 
of objects from Oi. For example, subject S1 owns the entire 
set of rights (privileges) from Rj and has access to all objects 
of Oi. That is, each subject or group of subject’s Si 
corresponds to a certain set of privileges (privileges) from Rj 
to certain objects Oi. Where the greater the ordinal number of 
the subject from i, the smaller the set of rights (privileges) 
from Rj, respectively, has fewer objects from Oi [14,15,16]. 

Thus, a mandatory access control mechanism is one of the 
possible ways to implement the principles of rights (powers) 
to control access to resources. The purpose of the mandate 
mechanism is to simplify the administration of the system, 
increase the level of protection of the document during its 
processing, and allows you to maintain the integrity of the 
system as a whole. 
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The basis of the principle of mandatory access control to 
resources, as noted, is the assignment of access rights of 
subjects to objects based on their authority. However, in 
general, several users (subjects) can have the same 
permissions at the same time, which are taken into account 
when assigning access rights, for example, several users have 
the same form of access to work with documents (when 
setting access control rules (privileges), a set of Rj must be 
assigned, as a result, these users (subjects) must have the same 
access rights, i.e. they can work with the same documents). 
However, the access rights of users (subjects) to documents 
may differ. Thus, the mandatory access control model 
implements a fully decentralized principle of organizing and 
managing the access control process. This approach provides 
the flexibility to configure the access control system in the 
database for a specific set of users and resources [17]. 

III. TECHNOLOGY OF STORAGE CREATION AND 

ORGANIZATION OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION RESOURCES 

The developed resource access control model uses a 
Mandatory Hierarchical Access Control Model. In which each 
subject has a set of rights (rules) in the system. Each right 
(rule), in turn, contains a set of privileges that grant access to 
certain resources. Using elements of the hierarchical access 
control model. This ensures the decentralization of the 
management of actors, i.e. the presence in the system of a set 
of administrators (actors who expose a set of rights (rules) to 
users) of different levels. A system administrator can delegate 
some of their authority to lower-level administrators. The 
system under development supports three main types of 
actors: actors, a group of actors, and others [18, 19, 20]. 

The actor – those subjects that are related to the system. 
Most of the actors in one form or another are users of 
information resources of the digital library. 

A group of actors is a set of actors that have some similar 
functions when interacting with information resources. And 
the rest are all registered users who only have access to public 
collections (search and view information). 

In the management of subjects, the following principles 
are used: 

1) Each subject (actor) is assigned classification levels 

(hierarchy levels), reflecting their place in the corresponding 

access to objects (collections, documents). 

2) Each subject has a set of rules in the system, which is 

determined by its status in the system being developed. Each 

of the rights, in turn, contains a set of privileges that grant 

access to certain resources (objects). 

3) Subjects belonging to a certain group inherit a set of 

rights of this group, i.e. the rights assigned to a group of 

subjects. 

4) Using elements of the hierarchical access control 

model. The use of this principle means the decentralization of 

user management, i.e. the presence in the system of many 

administrators (acting, granting rights to users) of different 

levels. A system administrator can delegate some of their 

authority to lower-level administrators. This approach allows, 

for example, to transfer the responsibility for managing the 

rights of lower-level entities to a higher level, thereby 

removing the burden from the system support service. 

5) A significant part of the rights of subjects is assigned 

by their status, or by the subject's belonging to a particular 

group. 

6) The access rights setting is separate from the settings 

for each of the resources. In other words, the system 

component that provides the administrator with an interface 

for editing access rights does not depend on the logic of the 

resources, including the set of resources itself. Similarly, the 

resources themselves do not directly depend on the logic of 

the access control system, which is accessed only by periodic 

requests to confirm that the current user has a particular 

privilege. 

To describe the operation of the digital library 
management system, you need to write out the main entities: 
service (system) collections, collections open for viewing, 
editing, and closed, metadata contains elements that are 
divided into the following classes: P-public (for example, DC 
metadata), A-automatic (owner and date of entry, 
modifications, etc.), S-service (access rights, class of the 
metadata element, access to the element, etc.), M-meta (link to 
pages (dictionary)), U-unique (resource identifier) and each 
class, in turn, has access to the element (P – all, S-super admin 
(0 - level), A - admins (1, 2-level).; and documents. 

Table I considered the set of privileges and rights of 
administrative collections divided into five stages. 

In addition to the above, the system has system and service 
collections such as the genre type of the resource 
(document_type), the data schema (privileges: view and add), 
user data - privileges (view), on which only the super 
administrator of the system has rights and privileges [21, 22]. 

Administrator-level privileges for editing the structure and 
contents of a collection depend on the attributes of the 
collection. 

If collection access is allowed, then everyone can search 
and browse the collection, otherwise only the administrator of 
this collection, the super administrator, and the 1st level 
administrator. 

The administrator can have access to different collections 
with different privileges to view and edit the collection and 
edit the records of the collection (documents) as shown in the 
table. 

In addition to the above, the system has system and service 
collections such as the genre type of the resource 
(document_type), the data schema (privileges: view and add), 
user data - privileges (view), on which only the super 
administrator of the system has rights and privileges [23]. 
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TABLE I. PRIVILEGES AND RIGHTS COLLECTIONS 

 Rights to collections 

Privileges open closed 

 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 

1. Collections         

1.1. Create a collection + +    +   

1.1.1. Collection data schema (from metadata) + +    +   

1.1.2. Document output in the collection + +    +   

1.1.3. Displaying (template) a document in a collection + +    +   

1.1.4. Sorting a document in a collection + +    +   

1.1.5. Structure of documents in the collection + +    +   

1.1.6. Description of the collection + +    +   

1.1.7. Collection Attributes         

1.1.7.1. Name of the collection + +    +   

1.1.7.2. Collection access (open for viewing, open for editing) + +    +   

1.2. Delete a collection + +    +   

1.3. Access to the collection (allowed) + +    + +  

1.4. Establish a link between collections         

1.4.1. Family relations (according to the content of the collection) + +    + +  

1.4.2. Establishing hard links (links) + +    + +  

1.4.3. Establishing a connection with the rubricator + +    + +  

1.5. Change         

1.5.1. Issuing a document in the collection + + +   + + + 

1.5.2. Displaying (template) a document in a collection + + +   + + + 

1.5.3. Sorting a document in a collection + + +   + + + 

1.5.4. The structure of documents in the collection + + +   + + + 

1.5.5. Description of the collection + + +   + +  

1.5.6. Change (attributes) + +    + +  

2. Metadata         

2.1. Create (add) an element + +    +   

2.2. Edit an item +     +   

2.3 Delete an item         

3. Document         

3.1. Create a document + + + + + + +  

3.2. Edit the document + + + + + + +  

3.3. Search and view the document + + + + + + +  

3.4. Delete the document + + + + + + +  

3.5. Importing a document + + + + + + +  

3.6. Exporting a document + + + + + + +  

3.7. Access to the document + +    +   

3.8. Change document properties         

3.8.1. Change the document owner + +    +   

3.8.2. Change the versioning of the document + + +   +   

3.8.3. Change the document template + +    +   

3.8.4. Restrictions on viewing the document (who can see the document) + + +   +   

4. Registration of administrators + + + +  +   

5. User Privileges         

5.1. Local network access + + +      

5.2. Access to registered users + + +      
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Administrator-level privileges for editing the structure and 
contents of a collection depend on the attributes of the 
collection. 

If collection access is allowed, then everyone can search 
and browse the collection, otherwise only the administrator of 
this collection, the super administrator, and the 1st level 
administrator. 

The administrator can have access to different collections 
with different privileges to view and edit the collection and 
edit the records of the collection (documents) as shown in the 
table. 

For each administrator or group of administrators in the 
system, according to the hierarchy level, a certain set of rights 
and privileges by default is granted to edit the collection and 
documents (as shown in the table). If necessary, the top-level 
administrator can add/remove privileges for editing collections 
and documents. For example, for an administrator who works 
only with documents, you can give meta description privileges 
for a collection for an individual collection, or for an 
administrator who works only with his records in a collection, 
grant editing privileges to all records of a particular collection 
[24, 25, 26]. 

Each administrator-level determines what rights are given 
to view and edit the collection and what privileges it has, 
that is: 

 permission to view the collection (documents); 

 permission to edit the collection, add, edit or delete 
objects; 

 permission to edit collection documents (create, modify 
and delete a document); 

 permission to change the order of collection objects; 

 permission to change the format of issuing collection 
objects; 

 permission to add a new object (metadata item); 

 Allowing registration of lower-level administrators. 

Table II shows the system of hierarchical levels of 
administration in the system. Administrator-level privileges 
for editing the structure and contents of a collection depend on 
the attributes of the collection. 

An administrator can have access to different collections 
with different privileges to view and edit collections and edit 
collection records (documents). Each collection (depending on 
the type) has a minimum required set of metadata. Depending 
on the level of administration, the collection administrator can 
define a collection metadata schema based on the available 
metadata from the main catalog [27, 28]. Description of the 
structure of privileges and rights of administrative collections 
is shown in Table III. 

TABLE II. THE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTS A HIERARCHICAL SIX-LEVEL 

SYSTEM (MANAGEMENT) OF ADMINISTRATION 

Admin 

Levels 
Has Access Works (Edits) 

0 
All collections, documents, 

schemas, dictionaries, etc. 

All collections systems and 

documents 

1 
All collections and documents 

except official ones 

All collections and 

documents except (service 

and system collections) 

2 
Only your own and open 

collections 

Structure (meta description 

of the collection), documents 

(templates, properties) of the 

collection record. 

3 Open collections 

Open collections (meta 

description of a collection), 

document structure, and 

records 

4 Open collections 

Only records of open 

collections (also, in some 

cases, it can work with the 

structures of individual 

collections and documents) 

5 Open collections 

Documents in open 

collections (only with their 

records) 

TABLE III. RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES FOR VIEWING EDITING THE 

STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE COLLECTION 

  Rights Privileges 

Collections  
Open for 

viewing, 

Search and view a 

collection 

Data schema 
Collection 

metadata 

Open for 

editing 

Add an item 

Edit an item 

Meta 

Description 

of the 

collection 

Collection 

Parameters, 

open for 

editing 

Change the collection 

structure, 

Change the order, 

Change the format of the 

document output, 

Add a new element. 

  
Open for 

viewing 

Viewing the collection 

structure 

Metadata 
Metadata 

Schema 

Open for 

viewing, 
Search and view an item 

  
Open for 

editing 

Add, Delete, Edit 

Search and view an item 

Document 
Documents in 

the collection 

Open for 

editing 

To create, 

Edit, 

Remove, 

Import 

Export 

Search and view 

  
Open for 

viewing 

Search and view a 

document 

 
Document 

Properties 

Open for 

editing 

Change the document 

owner, 

Change the document 

versioning, 

Change the document 

template 

Administrator 

Registration 
 Allowed 

Add an administrator 

Remove Administrator 
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The access rights (privileges) model also allows you to 
perform the following functions: 

 create system administrator accounts; 

 creating groups of system administrators with the same 
default privileges; 

 assigning access rights to collections and documents, 
both for groups of administrators and individual system 
administrators; 

 creating templates for access rights to documents of 
various types, both for groups and individual users; 

 assign access rights to the collection and document 
structures for the system administrator. 

Administrators can be grouped into groups of 
administrators, which are the following structures: 

 name of the group; 

 list of administrators; 

 a set of rights (privileges) for specific collections and 
documents; 

 a set of rights for document types [29, 30]. 

In Fig. 3, we discussed the scheme of access to 
administrative collections and its tasks. Administrator access 
depends on the level (hierarchy of administrators) of the 
administration and the attributes of the collection. As noted 
above, in the system, collections can be divided into 
Administrative and Content Collections. Each Content 
collection consists of documents. The document, in turn, 
contains Information Content, an Annotation, and a Link (that 
is, a pointer to the data warehouse (repository) where the full 
text is stored, to an archive file, a separate fragment (figure, 
table, etc.). The document also has a Meta Description, Genre 
Document Type, Versioning, and Record Owner. The meta 
description of the collection documents, in turn, has a 
Template, Structure, Rules for ordering and displaying the 
document. 

Document versioning is a document that corresponds to a 
certain stage (stage) of document development. Each version 
represents the state of the document at some point in time. 
Users can only view the full versions of the document. 
Document management is the process of tracking such 
information, ensuring, for example, that there is only one 
original copy of a document and that archived copies of all 
previous versions are stored in the order in which they appear 
[31, 32]. 

Abstract - A brief description of the document, explaining 
its content, purpose, form, and other features. Annotation, 
information about an object for which the main purpose is to 
annotate the "target" Resource (or its scope). Examples of 
such Annotation Objects include notes, structured comments, 
and links. Annotations help in interpreting the target resource, 
or about support or objections, i.e. more detailed explanations. 
A relationship is a relationship between an entity and what is 
associated with it. 

 

Fig. 3. System for Managing Administrator Access to Collections. 

Connections — This is what the Digital Library consists 
of. The relationships between the data are identified by the 
type of relationship and the direction. The nature of the type 
and direction of the relationship can be reflected by its name 
(named relationship, relationship characteristics). 
Relationships allow objects in one collection to link to other 
objects not only in a given system but also to other remote 
distributed systems. There are two types of communication 
(relationships): 

 Internal relationships – An order relationship between 
documents that builds a hierarchy of subordination in a 
collection, for example, a relationship of subordination 
between documents; 

 External relations – The relationship between 
documents regardless of the structure of subordination. 

A reference is an entry in a document that points to 
another part of that document or another document. A link can 
point to a data warehouse (repository) where the full text is 
stored, to an archive file, or a separate fragment (figure, table). 

Ordering rule – The system also arranges the list of 
documents according to certain weights that are assigned to 
the documents during the search. Cataloging implements the 
basic paradigm of organizing information and ensures its 
search by pre-defined criteria (for example, by list size, 
alphabetically) [33, 34]. 

The owner of the record is the actor who creates, modifies 
documents in collections, and establishes relationships 
between them. The owner of the document record is 
responsible for the storage, correctness, and presentation of 
the document by the users of the system. Also, the document 
may not belong to the system, i.e. its ―owner‖ may be another 
information system, and our system contains only its 
description or a link to this document. 

Attribute - A feature that characterizes an object or entity, 
its properties, a data descriptor that contains one of its 
characteristics (for example, name, type, access elements, 
presentation form, etc.). 

Structure - A fixed ordered set of objects and relationships 
between them (information about its logical division). 
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A template is a model for creating a collection document. 
The template stores a variety of elements that make up the 
basis of the document: the structure of the document together 
with the attributes assigned to them; document page 
parameters; a list of available styles; macros (a sequence of 
actions that automate working with the document); custom 
toolbars. Document template describes the basic structure of 
the document, which is processed and filled with real data by 
the filling function. To create a new collection, you must 
primarily use document templates to ensure that the 
documents are designed under the Organization's accepted 
style [35, 36]. 

Fig. 4 shows a picture of changing the characteristics of 
administrative colleges. 

Each available collection of the administrator contains a 
meta description as shown in Fig. 4 above (edit) and delete 
where it has the right to search for documents, view 
documents, enter a new document, and a meta description of 
the collection. In the meta description of a collection, you can 
change the order of objects (the document display rule), 
change the collection parameters (i.e., the attributes are closed 
or open for viewing and editing), change the format of object 
output (the collection structure), add a new object (add a 
metadata element), and edit the information in the collection 
(edit the document). 

Each available collections of the administrator contains a 
meta description, as shown in Fig. 5 above (edit) and delete 
where it has the right to search for documents, view 
documents, enter a new document and a meta description of 
the collection. 

Editing a document has a minimum set of privileges such 
as shown in Fig. 6: add (entering a new document, importing a 
new document), view (show), edit/edit (edit), establish a link 
(link) and delete a document (delete). Depending on the access 
of the collection and the structure of the collection itself, these 
privileges may be minimal. 

Collections: Persons in the collection of computer science 
training courses (persona_cat), Mixed learning: Key terms 
(term_cat), List of sections of the course "Modern problems of 
Computer Science" (temas_class) minimum set of privileges. 

 

Fig. 4. For Example, Admin Page. 

 

Fig. 5. Meta Description of the Collection. 

 

Fig. 6. For Example, Resources in the Computer Science Course Collection 

(publ_cat) contains the above Privileges. 

The system implements a hierarchical six-level system 
(management) of administration, as shown in Fig. 7. 

Each of the administrators also has the right to view open 
collections, register other lower-level administrators, and have 
all the rights and privileges of low-level administrators. 

This access control method allows you to control user 
access to information based on the status in the system. The 
use of this method involves determining the rights (rules) in 
the system. The concept of law (rules) can be defined as a set 
of actions and powers related to a certain type of activity. So, 
instead of specifying all the access types for each user to each 
object, it is enough to specify a set of object access rules. And 
users, in turn, specify their privileges [37]. 

Rights are a set of rules (rights) that determine what 
privileges and over what objects the user who is assigned this 
set will have. Rules that make up a set of rights can be 
permissive (allow acting on a certain group of objects) or 
forbidding (prohibit performing the corresponding actions). 

 

Fig. 7. Сollection Hierarchy. 
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A privilege is all possible actions of a user (administrator) 
to perform any actions about objects (collections and 
documents) of the system, which requires a certain 
differentiation of access to this action. In principle, it is 
possible to combine several such actions into one privilege, 
but only if this combination of the simplest actions is required 
in all possible situations. 

In other words, the user can perform different actions in 
different situations. The same set of rights (rules) can be used 
by several different users. In the system, a user can also have 
multiple rights (rules) at the same time. 

The main advantages of this access control model are: 

Easy administration – separation of rights (rules), 
privileges, and users allows you to split the task into parts: 
defining user rights and defining access rights to the object to 
perform certain functions. This approach simplifies the 
administration process since when changing the user's area of 
responsibility for objects, it is enough to change his previous 
rights (rules) and assign other appropriate ones for this 
situation [38]. 

Hierarchy of rights - the system of rights (rules) can be 
configured so that it reflects the real processes much more 
closely by building a hierarchy of rights. Each right (rule), 
along with its privileges, can inherit the privileges of other 
rules. This approach also significantly simplifies the 
administration of the system. 

The principle of least privilege allows the user to register 
in the system with the least rights, allowing him to perform 
limited tasks. Users who have multiple rights do not always 
need all of their privileges to perform a specific task. 

The principle of least privilege is very important to ensure 
the integrity of the data in the collection. It requires users to be 
given only those of the privileges allowed to it that it needs to 
perform a specific task. 

To do this, you need to find out the goals of the task, the 
set of privileges required for its execution and restrict the 
user's privileges to this set. Prohibiting user privileges that are 
not required to perform a certain task allows you to maintain 
the integrity of the data in the system [39]. 

Separation of responsibilities is one important principle in 
the access control system. The system of mandatory access 
control helps to solve this problem with maximum simplicity. 
The system of mandatory access allocation allows you to 
distribute the problems of sharing responsibility between 
administrators and privileged users of the system and provides 
a multi-stage security level of the entire system. 

The model consists of the following entities: users, sets of 
rights (rules), and privileges. A user is either a person or a 
program running on behalf of the user. This includes not only 
people but also external (relative to the digital library) 
software and hardware. 

Thus, the advantage of this model is the ease of 
administration: assigning users a set of access rights (rules). 
At the same time, it does not allow you to manage different 
parts of the system separately and even more so - to delegate 

such powers to any user - ensures the integrity of the system. 
This model combines the protection and restriction of rights 
applied to data, collections, and system collections designed to 
prevent their unwanted use. 

Classification of the hierarchy of entities and objects 
(resources) have rights and permissions (such as creating, 
editing, deleting, registering, controlling access, etc.) 

After identification and authentication, each Sk user 
(subject) is assigned a minimum set of rights (privileges) Rj to 
objects from the Oi (for example, search and view documents 
that are open for viewing). Further, depending on the work in 
the system or the status of the administrator (subject), the top-
level administrator grants the rights (privileges) to the 
corresponding level of administration to the corresponding 
objects, etc. or vice versa. This control method, as noted 
above, allows you to control the operation of the system and 
preserves the integrity of the system as a whole. Also, top-
level administrators give part of their authority to lower-level 
administrators and thus freeing themselves from a large load 
of work in the system [40]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The article is devoted to the history of the creation and 
description of the technological solutions used in the creation 
of the system. The article describes the architecture of the 
information system and the principles of integration with 
external sources, the rules for the representation and 
transformation of metadata, as well as the work with 
dictionaries that are used to systematize and classify 
information resources, and modeling the relationships between 
them. 

An important component of the EC is a digital repository 
or repository of digital objects, the main purpose of which is 
to store these objects with all their possible variants and 
versions. In a broader sense, a digital repository is not only a 
repository of digital objects but also a system that provides a 
service for both managing these objects and organizing access 
to these objects. The International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) has proposed the ISO-14721 (Open 
Archive Information System – OAIS) standard for organizing 
a system of long-term storage of information resources (a 
repository of digital objects) [8]. The reference model for the 
OAIS standard is a conceptual model based on the extended 
DublinCore data schema (Dublin Core, Dublin Core, DC), and 
is a set of metadata elements for representing the domain 
ontology. 
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Abstract—Information retrieval is the main task to extract 

relevant information from documents. Mostly, the information 

retrieval system is based on the keyword approach to extract the 

knowledge of relevant documents. The experiment shows the 

ontology can improve the result to overcome the weakness of 

keyword approach. Ontology implementation method is based on 

phrase formation and semantic relationships between words. 

This study tested 10 Malay documents using ontology to retrieve 

information. The results obtained were compared with the result 

obtained from manual information retrieval done by experts for 

precision and recall measure. In this study, there are three 

semantic relationships between words that are capable of 

expressing knowledge in documents. They are taxonomy 

relationship, attribute relationship and non-taxonomy 

relationship. The relationship of ontology can be formed by using 

taxonomy relationships algorithm, attribute relationships 

algorithm and non-taxonomy relationships algorithm based on 

the linguistic rules of the Malay language. The result of precision 

and recall for this experiment shows that the ontology approach 

can enhance the performance of information retrieval from the 

relevant documents. 

Keywords—Information retrieval; ontology; Malay text; 

taxonomy relationship; non-taxonomy relationship 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An increase in volume of documents will make the task to 
extract relevant information or knowledge complicated for 
users. Obstacles and challenges faced by users to obtain 
relevant and useful information increases with increased data. 
Information retrieval system helps users to retrieve a relevant 
document and rank them. Information retrieval is a process 
that extracts relevant document from an unstructured 
document that is meaningful to the user. There are four levels 
of processing in information retrieval. They are string 
processing, morphological processing, syntactic processing 
and semantic processing [1]. 

We need a data in order to process information and to 
stimulate knowledge. Data is referring to a fact that can be 
used in calculating, analysing or processing. The data then 
becomes information once it has been processed into a form 
that is useful and meaningful to the user. From the 
information, we can extract and synthesis more knowledge. 

There are some basic elements required in information 
retrieval systems which are document, query and related 
comparisons between document and query. Van Rijsbergen 
[2] has presented the process of information retrieval system 

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The information retrieval system will 
start from the input section, which is a query and a document. 
This query is an interaction between a user and a computer. 

The previous researcher also use knowledge representation 
approach to extract knowledge such as semantic nets, systems 
architecture, frames, rules, and ontology [3]-[6]. 
Understanding the limitations of keyword-based information 
retrieval, this study seeks solutions through knowledge based 
on documents using ontologies approach. It has been proposed 
that Malay documents develop ontologies so that knowledge 
representation of the document can be made. There are 
implicit relationships between words in the form of phrases, as 
well as semantic relations between words. These include 
taxonomic relationships, attribute relationships, and non-
taxonomic relationships, among others. Natural language 
processing is used to establish these semantic relations. They 
are based on the Malay linguistic rules. 

In this paper, we will discuss on the effectiveness of 
ontology approach in information retrieval. Ontology is a 
model that explains the world or a particular subject field that 
consists of a set of properties and a set of relationships 
between them. In 2001, Hendler defined ontology as ―a set of 
knowledge terms, including the vocabulary, semantic 
interconnections, and simple rules of inference and logic for 
some particular topic‖ [7]. Ontology approach in the search 
process between query and documents provide an interaction 
between machine and human. Ontology is also able to achieve 
a relationship between different types of semantic knowledge. 

 

Fig. 1. Information Retrieval Process. 

Recently, domain ontologies are also applied in data 
modelling and information retrieval using semantic-based 
approaches [8]. The ontology-based approach can improve a 
semantic gap between the documents and query. The main 
objective for ontology-based information retrieval is to get 
more accurate result of the query request by improving the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_(artificial_intelligence)
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interface between data and search requests. An ontology-based 
approach is more efficient in retrieval compared to the tf-idf 
weighting scheme and latent semantic indexing model [9]. 
Ontology-based semantic search is one of the search 
techniques based on the semantic or the meaning of query 
rather than the syntax of query, and helps to find more 
relevant information. In general, ontology can be described as 
in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows some of the ontologies in the 
construction domain. Ontology is very useful because it makes 
the knowledge in certain subject areas structured and literal. 
The knowledge can be reused and shared. Due to the richness 
of semantic information, ontology is widely used in 
knowledge management systems, artificial intelligence, data 
mining, knowledge engineering, natural language processing, 
question and answer systems, information extraction and 
information retrieval. Chi and Chen [10] used ontology and 
semantic law to infer knowledge from the characteristics of 
the news in the document. 

  The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the related work of ontology and Section III 
represent the Malay test collection. Then, Section VI will 
cover the methodology of the MyGenOntology. Section V 
presents and discuss the finding in this study. Section VI is the 
conclusion to the study. 

 

Fig. 2. Ontology. 

 

Fig. 3. Ontology of Construction Domain (Source: [11]). 

II. RELATED WORK 

Most traditional information retrieval systems based on 
conventional models use only a keyword for document 
representation. Studies in information retrieval to only 
keyword based on Boolean models and conventional vector 
spaces have reached a saturated level with small 
achievements. Users have difficulty finding the right 
keywords to get the information they want using Internet 
search engines such as Google and Yahoo. This difficulty is 
due to the indexing system used by the search engine. It is 
based on the keywords found in the document and not based 
on a concept published from the analysis of the content of the 
indexed document. However, some search engines have taken 
the initiative to improve the retrieval process by indexing 
phrases in documents based on the classification or category 
of phrase. These methods, however, have their limitations and 
do not provide encouraging results that fulfil the needs or 
wants of users, the study has change to semantic aspects that 
are expected to be able to improve document representation 
and further enhance relevant document retrieval. 
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The studies from semantic aspects using thesaurus, 
phrases, and taxonomies have been extensively reviewed. 
Although these techniques show improvements, it is still not 
enough to give high results in information retrieval. Later on, 
semantic studies are done based on ontology, whereby the 
representation of documents is based on knowledge 
organization. The results of this study show that the 
representation of documents based on ontology can improve 
the effectiveness and efficiency of information retrieval. 
However, most of these ontology-based documents 
representations are made limited to documents in specific 
domains and not in the general domain. 

Representation of a keyword-based cannot express the 
knowledge of the document. Words with the same meaning 
(synonyms) are not shown in the representation, while 
homonyms (words with different meanings) are not 
distinguished (polysemy). Sánchez [12] states that keyword-
based information retrieval models are unable to explain the 
relationship between phrase and weaknesses in linguistic 
phenomena such as polysemy and synonyms. Therefore 
keyword-based information retrieval systems are not able to 
find relevant documents effectively. Woods [13] stated that 
two main problems in traditional information retrieval 
techniques are morphological problems using stemming and 
semantic problems using query expansion techniques through 
synonyms. He further explained with the use of 
"subsumption" technology in which the phrase is arranged in a 
conceptual taxonomic structure and was tested with specific 
paragraph retrieval algorithm, it got better results when 
compared to the results of commercial search engine searches. 
Using this technology, experiments conducted by Woods [14] 
on 10 documents obtained a recall value of 38.6% and a 
precision value of 7.3% compared to the method tf.idf 
whereby the recall value is 14.8% and the precision value is 
2.9%. Yoon [15] who has conducted knowledge-based 
information retrieval research on specific domains, UMLS 
(―Unified Medical Language Systems‖) and SNOMED 
(―Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine‖) found that 
retrieval performance increased by 37% when compared to 
retrieval performance using traditional vector space. 

Research conducted by Yi [16] using ontology-based 
information retrieval among university students in the United 
States, got a recall average of 76% when compared to a 
thesaurus-based information retrieval system of only 43%. 
Research in the field of information retrieval and knowledge 
representation based on ontology is accelerating with the 
advent of semantic web technology. The purpose of semantic 
web is to make information in the unstructured web 
meaningful, understandable and can be processed by a 
computer. The backbone to the semantic web to realize this 
purpose is ontology. Kumar [17] used an ontology-based 
semantic indexing approach to show the gap and narrow 
between text-based websites and semantic websites by using 
ontology. In 2009, Muhammad [18] proved that stemming 
algorithm based on stemming order can improve precision and 
recall. A method based on semantic information can improve 
the effectiveness of retrieval compared to a method based on 
keyword. 

The methodology of ontology development consists of a 
set of principles, practices, processes, methods and activities 
developed to design, construct, evaluate and use ontology [7]. 
Several ontology development methodologies are reported in 
the literature. Generally, the development of ontology is made 
either fully automatic or semi-automatic. Most of the 
methodologies discussed in the literature use semi-automated 
methods with a focus on ontological development in specific 
domains. Uschold and King [19] have developed enterprise 
ontology for enterprise process modelling. The framework-
based methodology of Noy and McGuinness [20] consists of 
the elements which are identify the domain and scope of 
ontology, consider the reuse of existing ontology, name the 
important terms in ontology, define the classes and class 
hierarchy, define class properties and create class events. The 
methodology developed by Uschold and Gruninger [21] 
provides in-depth needs analysis methods and involves four 
steps which are identify the purpose and scope of ontology, 
build Ontology, assessment, and documentation. Darlington 
and Curley [22] used the methodology provided by Noy and 
McGuinness [20] and Uschold and Gruninger [21] to develop 
ontologies to support the process of obtaining engineering 
design requirements. From the Table I below, the precision 
and recall of ontology is increase from the previous ontology 
system [23]. 

TABLE I. PREVIOUS ONTOLOGY SYSTEM 

Ontology Precision Recall Accuracy 

Google 42.5 100 42.5 

Kngine 25 100 25 

UsWolfram-Alpha 30 100 30 

III. TEST COLLECTION (CORPUS) 

Language is an important element in research of 
information retrieval. There are various test collections that 
have been developed in different languages; Chinese language 
used by Di [24] in research of named entity recognition, a 
collection of Persian language tests developed by Ahmadi 
[25], and the collection of Malay language tests used by 
Sazali, Chekima and Sidi [26]-[28]. The example of Malay 
language used by Sazali is a classical Malay text as a 
collection document. 

This research will focus on the extraction from a Malay 
text. The texts are collection of Malay texts taken from Berita 
corpus. The corpus is collected from daily reports and 
common texts. The corpus is tagged, according to knowledge 
base. The system will automatically tag proper words 
according to its class. 10 documents are tagged from a sample 
of the report at the early stage. They are tagged with a coarse 
tagset consisting of four main different tags which are noun, 
verb, adverb and adjective. A linguistic study of Malay words 
and grammatical structures is required before extracting the 
most appropriate structures for common forms of Malay 
sentence. 
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There are three main systems in language, namely 
phonological, grammar and semantic systems [29]. 
Phonological systems are in terms of sound and intonation of 
language, grammar system is of formation of words and 
sentences, and semantic system focuses on the meaning 
contained in language. Grammar system is divided into two 
main components, which are morphology and syntax. The 
morphology of the Malay language is a study of two aspects 
of the language, namely, the process of formation and 
categorization of words, while the syntax Malay language also 
is a field of study that examines aspects related to Malay 
sentences [30]. Since language is a system that has a certain 
structure, careful analysis of its components needs to be 
carried out to get meaning from it. To extract meaning, this 
study focuses on the analysis in the field of morphology and 
syntax of each sentence in the document. 

In Malay language, the sentences have two main parts 
which are subject and predicate. Subject is the focused matter 
that is told or described while predicate is the description or 
story of the focused matter in the subject [31]. The subject 
section consists of Noun Phrases or other phrases that serve as 
Noun Phrases. The predicate section may consist of Noun 
Phrase (FN), Verb Phrase (FK), Adjective Phrase (FA) or 
Adverb Phrase (FSN). Ramli Md. Salleh [32] stated that in the 
Malay language, there are four sentence structure bases. They 
are the first phrase name (subject) + Noun Phrase (predicate), 
second phrase name (subject) + Verb Phrase (predicate), third 
phrase name (subject) + phrases Adjectives (predicate) and 
fourth Noun Phrase (subject) + Adverb Phrase (predicate). In 
short, construction verses in Malay language consist of four 
patterns as shown in Table II. 

TABLE II. BASIC SENTENCE PATTERN 

Pattern Subject Predicate 

1. FN + FN Othman guru sekolah (is a teacher ). 

2. FN + FK Syahirah sedang makan (is eating ). 

3. FN + FA 
Pemuda itu (that young 

man) 
rajin.( is diligent ) 

4. FN + FSN  Datuk (grandfather) di kebun.( is in a garden ) 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Document representation using ontology makes an 
information retrieval system more effective. This is because 
ontology can store meaning to words and is able to make 
inferences through the semantic relationship between words 
[33]. By enabling inference through hierarchy, ontology is one 
of the most popular and powerful tools in the representation of 
knowledge [34]. Ontology can also convert knowledge in 
unstructured texts into structured forms. This structured 
knowledge can be understood and processed by computers to 
be applied in various fields [35]. Therefore, there is a lot of 
research in the field of ontology development to enable 
knowledge to be shared and reused [36]. This is no exception 
in the field of information retrieval to find a more accurate 
document representation method to produce a more effective 
information retrieval system. 

This section will describe the methods for the development 
of automatic ontologies for Malay language documents in the 
general domain. The process will be conducted based on the 
Malay language system and its development process are 
combined in a prototype system. This system is called 
MyGenOntologi. The development of ontology involves the 
process of extracting ontological components from the text of 
a general domain without being guided by a pre-defined 
structure. The extraction system is based on the Malay 
language system and does not refer to any lexical dictionary. 
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the ontological components are as 
follows: 

 Concept - An entity or object whether it exists in reality 
or abstract. 

 Attributes - Characteristics or attributes that describe a 
concept or attributes that describe the identifier of the 
relationship between concepts. 

 Taxonomic Relationships - The hierarchical 
relationship between concepts. 

 Non-taxonomic relationships - Non-hierarchical 
relationships between concepts. 

Fig. 5 show a process of ontology development from texts 
document. The steps in the ontology development process are 
as follows: 

 Process and analyse documents. 

 Extract the phrase from the document. 

 Obtain concepts from documents and build taxonomic 
relationships between concepts. 

 Find the concept attributes and attributes to the 
relationship identifier between the concepts. 

 Find non-taxonomic relationships between concepts. 

 

Fig. 4. Ontology Components. 
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Fig. 5. Process of Ontology Development. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section discusses about the issue and the result of the 
ontology process. There are several errors during the analysis 
process especially in labelling, segmentation and word 
disambiguation [24]. These issues are related to the language 
of corpus. Mostly, the analysis of tagging or labelling will not 
achieve 100% result because there maybe are spelling errors 
or the dictionary used does not include certain words. Besides 
that, the errors may happen because the system cannot detect 
ambiguous words, or polysemy, and the context of its 
meaning. Another issue in information retrieval is pertaining 
to an element of semantic, such as the relationship between 
words or sentences. These issues can be resolved while 
improving an ontology or ruled based technique [35]. 

To identify the effectiveness of ontology quality that has 
been developed by the MyGenOntology system, the extraction 
of ontological components from a set of experimental tests 
consisting of 10 documents from three different online 
newspapers was carried out. In addition, the manual extraction 
of ontological components from the same set of experimental 
tests was also performed by five experts. These manually 
extracted ontology components are then compared to 
ontologies developed by the system. Taxonomic relationships 
show the hypernyms or hyponyms between concepts. The 
average of recall value is 88% and the precision value 
achieved is 79%, deeming the experiments conducted as 
successful. Overall, the recall interval value in percentage is 
[76,95] and the precision interval value is [62,93]. 
Comparison of recall value and precision value between 
documents can be seen more clearly using bar charts as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Taxonomic Relationship Recall and Precision Graph. 

The level of precision of the taxonomic relationship is 
lower than recall. This is because the system forms a 
taxonomic relationship from the content of the document and 
the relationship is not included in the list of manually created 
taxonomic relationships. This problem is due to the weakness 
during the phrase labelling process and the implementation of 
taxonomic law. The formation of incorrect compound phrase 
will affect the form of taxonomic relationships. For example, 
due to the absence of a comma after the word "beliau" (he) in 
the sentence ―Kata beliau rakyat di Bukit Gantang, Bukit 
Selambau dan Batang Ai juga...‖ (He said the people in Bukit 
Gantang, Bukit Selambau and Batang Ai also ...) from the test 
collection, the system has produced a phrase of ―beliau 
rakyat‖ (he people), thus forming a taxonomic relationship 
between concepts "beliau" (―people‖) with the sub-concept 
"beliau rakyat". In addition, the weakness of the labelling 
process is due to words that are polysemic. For example, the 
phrase, ―Kesemua pelajar cemerlang terbabit menerima wang 
tunai RM300, dua buah buku motivasi dan sijil penghargaan‖ 
(All the students received RM300 in cash, two motivational 
books and a certificate of appreciation) resulted in the wrong 
definition. In the sentence, the word "buah" (a) in the context 
of the sentence is a collective noun but has been labelled by 
the system as a noun word causing the system to form a phrase 
of "buah buku" (a book), thus forming a taxonomic 
relationship between the concept of "buah" (a) and the sub-
concept "buah buku" (a book). Although the recall result is 
high, there are also taxonomic relationships provided 
manually that cannot be detected by the system. This is due to 
several problems. The first problem is the labelling of phrase 
that are not in the dictionary, such as the taxonomic 
relationship between the concept of "litar"(circuit) and "litar 
tertutup"( closed circuit ). The word "litar" (circuit) was not 
found in the Malay dictionary causing the system inability to 
form the phrase "litar tertutup"(closed circuit). The second 
problem is the effect of the formation of a compound phrase 
of two words of the noun in ―Chor berkata, ia adalah antara 
langkah penambahbaikan dari segi pematuhan peraturan 
dan...‖. (Chor said, it was among the improvement measures 
in terms of regulatory compliance and‖.) The system has 
labelled ―segi pematuhan peraturan‖ (in terms of compliance 
and regulations) as a compound phrase, causing the taxonomic 
relationship between the concept of "pematuhan" 
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(―compliance") and the sub-concept of ―pematuhan peraturan‖ 
(compliance rules) to be undetected manually. Next problem 
is the grammatical weaknesses. This affects the retrieval of 
taxonomic relationships. The proper noun "orang kurang 
upaya" (disabled person) in the sentence "Katanya, 10 peratus 
lagi adalah untuk pelajar dari Sabah dan Sarawak manakala 10 
peratus lagi dikhaskan bagi kes tertentu seperti pelajar orang 
kurang upaya (OKU)" ("he said another 10 per cent was for 
students from Sabah and Sarawak while another 10 per cent 
was reserved for certain cases such as students with 
disabilities) was written in lower case at the beginning of the 
sentence. This causes the system failure to identify the concept 
of "orang kurang upaya oku"(disabled person) and cannot 
form a taxonomic relationship between "pelajar" ("student") 
and ―pelajar orang kurang upaya oku‖ (―disabled student). The 
formation of these incorrect taxonomic relations affects the 
degree of precision of taxonomic relations. 

Another process in the ontology development is the 
attribute relationship formation. Fig. 9 demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the formation of the relationship of concepts 
and attributes. It shows that the effectiveness is moderate with 
an average recall of 80% and the precision achieved is 54%. 
Overall, the recall interval value in percentage is [74,90] and 
the precision interval value is [29,69]. Comparison of values 
of recall and precision between documents can be seen more 
clearly using bar charts as in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Attribute Relationship Recall and Precision Graph. 

The precision value of the attribute relationship obtained 
from the tests conducted is low compared to the recall value. 
This is because the system tries to detect as many phrases as 
possible that will be attributes to the concept or action in order 
to increase recall. In general, the weaknesses and problems 
that affect the precision and recall of taxonomic relationships 
also affect the precision and recall of the relationship between 
concepts and actions with attributes. The weaknesses and 
problems that form incorrect compound phrase will form 
incorrect attribute relationships, in turn affecting the precision. 
For example, from the formation of compound phrase "negara 
tahun"(country year), it will produce an attribute relationship 
between the concept of "negara"(country). and the concept of 
"tahun" (year). The problem of labelling a compound phrase 
from a sequence of more than two nouns as in the sentence 
―...insiden kematian atau kecederaan orang tahanan berulang‖ 
(... incidents of death or injury of detainees are repeated‖) 

affects the precision of attribute relationships. This is because 
the system produces two nouns phrase namely "kecederaan 
orang" (injuries people) and "tahanan" (prisoner). This makes 
the attribute relationship between "insiden kematian" 
("incident death") and "orang tahanan" (prisoner) and the 
attribute relationship between "kecederaan" (injuries) and 
"orang tahanan" (prisoner) undetectable by the system. In the 
sentence ―chor berkata melalui semakan dan kajian yang 
teliti...‖, (Chor said through careful review and study ...) the 
formation of the compound phrase "melalui semakan" 
(through review") causes the system to not be able to form and 
detect the attribute relationship between "semakan"(review) 
and "teliti"(thorough). The normalization problem of the 
phrase also affects the precision of the test. In the sentence 
―Bagaimanapun, jelasnya, biasiswa yang ditawarkan kepada 
pelajar Sabah dan Sarawak adalah khusus untuk bumiputera 
sahaja‖ (However, he explained, the scholarships offered to 
Sabah and Sarawak students are specifically for bumiputera 
only), the phrase Sarawak is not normalized to "kepada pelajar 
sarawak" (to Sarawak students) causing the system unable to 
form and trace the attribute relationship between "ditawarkan" 
(offered) and "kepada pelajar sarawak‖ (to Sarawak students). 

The next process in the ontology development is the 
formation of non-taxonomic relationship. Fig. 8 illustrates the 
effectiveness of detecting non-taxonomic relationships 
between concepts with an average of recall value of 60% and 
the precision value achieved is 63%. Overall, the recall 
interval value in percentage is [38,88] and the precision 
interval value is [33,100]. Comparison of recall and precision 
between documents can be seen more clearly using bar charts 
as in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Non-Taxonomic Relationship Recall and Precision Graph. 

Non-taxonomic relationships involve the relationship of 
three phrases, which are two phrases of nouns and one phrase 
of verbs, as compared to taxonomic and attribute relationships 
involving only two phrases. The weaknesses and problems 
that affect the precision and recall of retrieval to taxonomic 
and attribute relationships from the process of formation of 
phrase will affect the precision and recall of non-taxonomic 
relationship. This is because the taxonomic relationship 
involves the relationship between the three phrases. The 
average recall of non-taxonomic relationships is (60%), lower 
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than the average recall of taxonomic relationships (88%) and 
attribute relationships (80%). However, the average precision 
of taxonomic relationship (63%) was higher than the average 
precision of attribute relationship (54%) but lower than the 
average prevision of taxonomic relationship (79%). This is 
because the rules of non-taxonomic relationship search are 
more limited than the rules of attribute relationship search. 

Based on the experiments conducted, it has been found 
that the cause of inaccuracy of non-taxonomic relationship 
retrieval is inherited from the factors of weakness and 
problems that affect the inaccuracy of taxonomic and attribute 
relationships. The problem of labelling phrase of nouns as in 
the sentence ―Adakah mereka mendapat keperluan nutrisi 
yang diperlukan?‖, (―Do they get the nutritional needs they 
need?) has caused the system to label "adakah mereka" (are 
they) as a noun phrase, causing the system inability to form a 
taxonomic relationship "mereka-mendapat-keperluan nutrisi" 
(they-get-nutritional needs). Instead, the system formed a 
taxonomic relationship "adakah mereka-mendapat-keperluan 
nutrisi" (they-get-the-nutritional needs). In addition to the 
aforementioned weaknesses and problems, this study also 
found certain sentence patterns that caused the system to form 
incorrect non-taxonomic relationships. The words from nouns 
and verbs are connected with the conjunction word "and". 
This can be seen in the sentence "Selain itu, pengalaman dan 
kreativiti guru-guru dalam..." (In addition, the experience and 
creativity of teachers in ..."). It causes the system to form a 
non-taxonomic relationship "pengalaman-kreativiti-guru-
guru" (experience-creativity-of-teachers). 

The results of the experiments found that the effectiveness 
of the taxonomic relationship between concepts is high with 
an average recall of 88% and average precision of 79%, the 
effectiveness of the concept relationship and action between 
attributes is moderate with an average retrieval of 80% and 
accuracy of 54%, and the effectiveness of non-taxonomic 
relationships between concepts is low with an average 
retrieval of 60% and an accuracy of 63%. Although the 
effectiveness of the detection of the components of ontologies 
derived from this experiment is not very high, it is still 
considered as a success and can be used as a basis for the 
development of ontology for Malay documents. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, there are some important findings have been 
found from this study. The findings provide a major 
contribution in the field of information retrieval to Malay 
documents which are development of detection and generation 
of taxonomic relations algorithm, attribute relationships 
algorithm and non-taxonomic relationships algorithm. 

Based on the result, it can be concluded that the 
representation of Malay documents using an ontology-based 
knowledge repository can help and support information 
retrieval. 
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Abstract—This paper describes a technique for addressing the 

issue of instability within force controller by developing a model 

of a bilateral master-slave haptic system that incorporates a 

Disturbance Observer (DOB) in a robotic simulation. The 

suggested modeling is used in conjunction with conventional 

controllers to be correcting undesired noise that occurs inside the 

working system of a particular joint of the youBot arm. To 

acquire the target position, the controller will additionally 

compensate for interference by changing its position response. 

Two tests were carried out to examine and compare the system’s 

feedback that employed the proposed approach and another 

system with the conventional and standard-setting. The 

experimental findings demonstrate the resilience of the suggested 

system, as the system integrated with observers is more precise 

and faster. All of the system feedbacks from conducted 

experiments are measured in the simulation platform. 

Keywords—Force and position controller; disturbance 

observer; simulated bilateral system; adaptive control; manipulator 

arm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In technology pieces of machinery, a bilateral control 
system and autonomous robot is cutting-edge technology that 
allows humans to engage with situations that are inaccessible 
to them, owing to that the location is situated distant or 
dangerous. Because the robot is small-scale in size and 
adaptable, it is simple to control and moved freely and easily. 
At the same time, it also transfers the haptic sense of an 
isolated place. Studies in [1] reviewed that this automation has 
been utilized in a variety of sectors, including telesurgery, 
autonomous teleoperation for sea and space operations as well 
as dealing with explosive or high radiation operations. Since 
the year of 1980, haptic technology has expanded and 
numerous researchers have explored studies on many parts 
including its working control system, machine learning, 
architectures, communication, and applications in many 
landscapes [2]. 

Regardless of how the bilateral control system‟s 
functionality is proved to behave superiorly with directly 
corresponds to its pair of manipulators or devices, it is vital to 
maintain its high feedback gains in both position and force 
control for acquiring transparency. Typically, to measure the 
amount of torque acting upon the motor of the manipulator 
link, force sensors are responsible for doing the calculations. 

However, the use of traditional approaches such as force 
sensors as part of the component as mentioned in [3] was 
appeared to be some limitations and disadvantages for the 

running system. Aside from the limited shelf life and costly 
price, it brings certain uncertainties, instability, and delays to 
the operating control system, including in robots [4]. Plus, to 
optimum the budget for purchasing the sensors, most works 
and studies focusing on upgrading the operationality of a 
premade assistive device like electronic joysticks, keyboards, 
data gloves, and custom-built manipulators [5]. These input 
devices communicate its direction and tasks of various aspects 
to the device it is controlling but never experiencing two sides 
tactile perceptions aside from its unilateral common vibration 
feedback based on onscreen actions. 

On the other hand, a simpler approach for a better 
framework of bilateral control system can be attained by using 
Disturbance Observer (DOB).  From past studies, the control 
action and feedback inside a bilateral control system may be 
improved up to 90% inaccuracy, compared to the standard 
system without DOB. As records, [6] observed that the prior 
system suffered around 25% to reach the ideal efficiency 
value. Following the implementation of DOB, contributes to 
the infallibility of the control process simultaneously and 
improving the response process within the system. This out-
turn should be prioritized in designing a function-based 
controller design deal for a bilateral control system. Plus, this 
control technique is practical and offers better capability as 
shown in [7] to the telerobotic and robot manipulator control 
system which has been validated and proved in past research. 

Considering the notion of programmable task handling and 
knowledge in controller design, this study presented an 
adaptive approach for bilateral control system design for 
industrial arm robots. KUKA youBot is chosen as the 
manipulator and also interfaces for creating a model of 
bilateral master and slave robotic control system as it has open 
interfaces that can use for various experiments and also a 
mobile industrial manipulator. Furthermore, the integration of 
adaptive design of force and position controller into the 
robotic arm bilateral system is expected to demonstrate the 
disparity and uniqueness when operating in an industrial 
robotic arm, in contrast to smaller and common assistive 
devices like being studied in [4] and [8]. 

In summary, the purpose of this work is to demonstrate the 
proposed idea of implementing the DOB technique into a 
bilateral master-slave control system and its relations with an 
industrial robotic arm. Section 2 goes into further detail on the 
approach and procedure used to carry out the experiments. 
Section 3 will show the data and information gathered from 
the experiment, which has been tabulated and plotted into 
multiple graphs. Following that, the feedback of the stated 
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system from the simulation of the bilateral master-slave arm 
manipulator is reviewed in Section 4. While in Section 5, 
conclusions and recommendations for forthcoming works are 
commented here. The study presented in this paper is limited 
to provide a way to design an adjustable system that is capable 
to improve the complexity and effectiveness of the bilateral 
control system on a robotic arm manipulator with a type of 
robust control tool (DOB). 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The whole workflow for this study can be visualized in 
diagram Fig. 1 below for a clear understanding of the work 
process and to illustrate the step-by-step activities. 

A. Modeling for Disturbance Observer (DOB) 

The primary objective of this project is to use a software 
simulation to create a simpler framework of a bidirectional 
master-slave haptic system on the industrial robotic arm. As 
discussed priorily in the introduction, a close loop system 
response carries noise and experiences delay in its operation. 
The robustness and sensitivity of the system are typically 
subpar and difficult to maintain. To address such an issue, an 
idea for incorporating a robust control tool into the close loop 
control systems is required. By eliminating uncertainty and 
undesirable information within the system, DOB 
implementation might increase system infallibility. 
Additionally, this technique facilitates robot navigation and 
task manipulation between the operator and target objects. 
Also, force measurement through a force sensor can be 
substituted with this observer due to the sensors' notable 
drawbacks [7]. On the other hand, using conventional 
controllers for the control system is insufficient due to certain 
limitations. 

In comparison to these common controllers, proportional 
derivative (PD) is very suitable to combine with DOB when 
designing a new framework control system for the bilateral 
robotic arm. In many engineering applications, DOB is widely 
approached in absence of a force sensor. Commercial force 
sensors are practically less robust, not cost-effective, and have 
limited bandwidth for sensing [8]. Hence, this intuitive robust 
control technique can estimate the disturbance force, Fdis, and 
calculate the compensatory current, Icmp, required to achieve 
robust motion control. Information estimated from the 
observer is used in conjunction with the input signal as 
feedback to reject any instabilities and achieve robust stability 
of providing high-accuracy readings for accurate tracking. To 
that end, the analogous system for (1) is depicted as a system 
block diagram in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 below. Fdis is composed of 
the following components: 

Fdis = Fext + Fint + Ffric + (M - Mn) s
2Xres + (Ktn – Kt) Ia

ref           (1) 

The disturbance force, Fdis equation is the result of a 
modeling error in the nominal mass, Mn, and thrust coefficient, 
Ktn. Under interactive force, Fint, the components examined are 
Coriolis term, centrifugal term, and gravity term. As a 
consequence, Fdis is calculated in the following manner using 
the low pass filter (LPF): 

      
    

      
                  (2) 

 

Fig. 1. The Work Process for the Study. 

 
Fig. 2. Disturbance Compensation by DOB. 

To put it another way, DOB assists the system in achieving 
solid acceleration control. Fig. 3 illustrates the block diagram 
of an acceleration-based position control system. 

 

Fig. 3. Robust Acceleration Control. 

Position controller, Cp is: 

Cp = Kp + sKv              (3) 

While the related position response is described as: 

      
  

  
(         )             (4) 

Equation (4) has been rearranged and converted into (5) as 

follows:  
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              (5)

The natural angular frequency, ωn is equal to √   or ½ Kv 

whereas the damping ratio, ξ can be adjusted to 1.0 to get a 
critical damping effect. 

B. Framework Design of Bilateral Master-Slave Control with 

DOB Based 

Following the integration of DOB into the system, the 
bilateral control system as a whole is illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
combination of the information from the said observer and the 
input signal produced feedback that compensates for any 
modeling error or interference that occurs. The total 
acceleration, ẍdif for position controller Cp in Differential 
Mode, and total force, ẍcom for the force controller Cf in 
Common Mode, are equated as in (6) and (7) for this master 
and slave bilateral paradigm. 

 ̈   
   

    ( )(  
      

   )            (6) 

 ̈   
   

    ( )(  
      

   )            (7) 

C. Simulation and Experiment Setup 

The work platform for this project is robotic simulation 
software. To determine if the proposed system is ideal and 
follows the rule of action and reaction in bilateral control 
systems, the simulation is performed in the Virtual 
Experimentation Platform (VREP), a 3D Robot Simulation 
Software with beginning parameters pre-configured similarly 
to in the actual environment. VREP software includes a pre-
configured KUKA youBot. 

The scene, models, and object attributes included therein 
are simple to manage and have a plethora of choices to be 
controlled and numerous functionalities. To implement the 
system's bilateral communication with a DOB-based robust 
control technique, KUKA youBot incorporates a model of the 
bilateral master-slave control system, as seen in Fig. 5. 

Both the Python command script and the remote 
Application Programming Interface (API) function are used to 
link the two robots to the system. Although youBot is a mobile 
robot with five ° of freedom and has multiple links, this study 
focused only on „Joint0‟ (the first joint located on the lower 
robot component). This is because to decrease the complexity 
of operating the haptic test and speed up the time required 
operating further joints and trajectory movement. Essentially, 
the setup and workstation for a bilateral master-slave robotic 
arm have been modeled in VREP. Fig. 6 illustrates the 
perspective view of the robot setup and environment utilized 
in each experiment. 

In general, both systems and robot settings are equivalent. 
Constant variables such as the starting position of Joint0 of 
both robots are fixed at 0°. The obstacle‟s mass placed 
alongside the slave is set to 500N. Throughout the simulation's 
execution for all experiments, the procedure is specified in 
flowchart Fig. 7 and presented in Fig. 8 and 9. 

In summary, this section discussed the modeling 
designations for the specified controller and introduced 
observer to the close loop system, new block diagrams for 
bilateral control master-slave system, and robot setup in 
VREP simulation staged for further experiments. Procedures 
and workflow for experiments have been described to provide 
insight into how the tests are conducted. 

 

Fig. 4. Block Diagram of the Bilateral System with the Construction of 

DOB. 

 

Fig. 5. Block Diagram of Master-Slave Control System with PID Controller. 

 

Fig. 6. Bilateral Robot Setup from Perspective view for Experiments. 
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Fig. 7. Steps in the Operation of Bilateral Control System Experiment. 

 

Fig. 8. Illustration A for Bilateral System Operation. 

 

Fig. 9. Illustration B for Bilateral System Operation. 

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

To demonstrate the second law of bilateral control system 
which is a total difference of position reading in master and 

slave must be equal to zero, the experiment was solely focused 
to prove on the differential mode law. Next, the purpose of 
this experiment is to observe whether the input feed carried by 
DOB can be used to improve the system‟s performance or 
reducing noise that occurs internally. PD controller is also 
paired with DOB for the proposed system. 

The findings from the simulation are portrayed in this 
section. Response from the DOB-based control system for the 
articulated bilateral arm manipulator is shown in this 
subsection in the form of tables and graphs. Each experiment 
is repeated three times with a different value set of variables. 
Kp and Kd are independent variables while the initial value of 
the robot joint is the controlled variable. Values for 
independent variables are shown in Table I below. These 
parameters are chosen using an experimental validation 
technique that involves selecting a range of the best acceptable 
values from a large number of trials ranging from low to high. 
Every value of variables was necessary to repeat thrice to get 
the mean value before plotting into graphs accordingly. 

TABLE I. ΩN , KP AND KD VALUES FOR DOB EXPERIMENT 

ωn Kp (ωn)
2 Kd (2ωn) 

1 1 2 

2 4 4 

5 25 10 

10 100 20 

20 400 40 

50 2500 100 

100 10000 200 

200 40000 400 

500 250000 1000 

A. DOB based for Force Control (Part A) 

The graphs in Fig. 10 to Fig. 18 illustrate the force 
readings at Joint0 recorded for both master and slave youBot 
arms. 

 

Fig. 10. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 1. 

Rerun simulation with different setup values of Kp, Kd  and type of  
mode 

Both robots will adjust to be in the same position automatically 
and stays 

Master robot arm will stop at the same position even though there 
is no obstacle in contact 

An obstacle will block slave arm from moving 

Slave robot will track the movement of master arm robot 

Master swings to the left according to where the external arm 
pushes  

Simulation starts, external arm will swing and exerted force on 
master arm robot 
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Fig. 11. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 2. 

 

Fig. 12. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for  ωn = 5. 

 

Fig. 13. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 10. 

 

Fig. 14. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 20. 

 

Fig. 15. Forces of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 50. 

 

Fig. 16. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for  ωn = 100. 

 

Fig. 17. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 200. 

 

Fig. 18. Force of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 500. 
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All graphs from Fig. 10 to Fig. 18 illustrate the feedback in 
torque reading on the single joint of both master and slave 
system in various parameter values, ranging specify at value 
ωn=1 to ωn=500. The graph line formed in blue color 
represents the torque reading for the master robot, while the 
orange line shows the torque reading recorded on the slave 
robot. The preset maximum torque value for Joint0 in both 
articulated robots is 8 Nm. In Fig. 10 to Fig. 14, when force 
reading in master increased to 8 Nm after being forced by the 
external manipulator, the reading value on the slave robot 
started to create series of progressive variations in the force 
reading. At this moment, the slave remains stationary from its 
initial position. This is because the value of gain Kp and Kd are 
relatively small and unfit to generate a working bilateral 
scheme. Although force exerted on master robot getting an 
increase for a brief period after the push, system on slave side 
considered the information feed from the other pair to be 
disregarded. The slave robot is unable to read the data that 
passes through, as reading is unstable and constantly 
changing. This situation also occurred after the external 
manipulator returned to its initial position and ceased pushing 
the master youBot arm ahead. Hence, torque readings for both 
master and slave are continually fluctuating and show no 
evidence of colliding or contacting with other external forces. 

Whereas the force reading in the slave improved and 
matched the force reading recorded in the master's as shown in 
Fig. 15 to 18. This is because, at t = 4s, the external arm began 
pushing the master youBot. After receiving information from 
its pair, the slave sensing the same applied force and move 
ahead as well for a certain period until obstructed by another 
block. Slave youBot instantly exerting a reaction force against 
the barrier and attempting to go forward. From the graph, the 
lines formed indicate that the master youBot arm applied its 
maximum torque of +8Nm to go further, while the slave 
youBot arm attempted to withstand the greater force applied 
by an external obstacle, resulting in a value of -8Nm in torque. 
The bigger gain values for the controllers demonstrate the 
connection between the magnitudes of the input and output 
signals at a steady state. For example, when the external 
manipulator returned to its position after 12s and ceased its 
8Nm push on the master robot, joint reading for both 
subsystems (master-slave robot) wavered and unstable. To 
improve the system stability, increasing the value of gain 
controller for both subsystems will cause the bilateral system 
to operate ideally and obey the bilateral law of the control 
system, as illustrated in Fig. 15 to Fig. 18 when the value of 
gain is respectively set at Kp = 2500 and Kd = 100, Kp = 10000 
and Kd = 200, Kp = 40000 and Kd = 400 and Kp = 250000 and 
Kd = 1000. Thus, whenever the force reads on Joint0 of the 
master is +8Nm, Joint0 on the slave will be giving a counter at 
-8Nm. 

B. DOB based for Position Control (Part B) 

For this experiment, position control is backed up by trials 
that demonstrate the DOB's capability to the bilateral system 
after being paired with the PD controller. Thus, graphs in 
Fig. 19 to Fig. 27 showed the position readings of both 
master-slave robots at specified Joint0. 

All graphs from Fig. 19 to Fig. 27 illustrates the feedback 
in position reading on the single joint of both master and slave 
system in various parameter values, ranging specify at value 
ωn=1 to ωn=500. Graph line formed in blue color denotes the 
reference angle or step input, while the green line signifies the 
position reading logged on master robot and red line denotes 
the joint position recorded on slave robot. The preset 
maximum torque value for Joint0 in both articulated robots is 
8 Nm and the position angle was initially set at 0° for both 
pairs of manipulators. Reading for the position of the master 
reaches a maximum around t >8.5s and is maintained until 
20s, looking from graphs in Fig. 18 to Fig. 23. 

 

Fig. 19. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for  ωn = 1. 

 

Fig. 20. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 2. 

 

Fig. 21. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 5. 
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Fig. 22. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 10. 

 

Fig. 23. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 20. 

 

Fig. 24. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 50. 

Individually, the position of the slave achieved maximum 
position angle at 51° in Fig. 23, 20° in Fig. 22, 15° in Fig. 21, 
and 5° in Fig. 20. After t > 5s, the slave's position grew 
slightly but no distinct disparity with the first three graphs. On 
the other hand, at t = 9s, the graph in Fig. 19 to Fig. 23 
showed that the position of the master topped across 70° and 
roughly reached 80° for Fig. 24. Different situations were 
observed from graphs 25, 26, and 27, respectively. Both 
robots swinging forth and back while steadily increase in their 
positions. It appears that the position readings at the master 
side continue to rise after an external force is exerted on the 
master robot. 

 

Fig. 25. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 100. 

 

Fig. 26. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 200. 

 

Fig. 27. Position of Master and Slave Arm vs. Time for ωn = 500. 

Meanwhile, the pattern of the graph in Fig. 19 to Fig. 21 
shows that the angle position expands slightly as being 
compared to the master because the value of the PD controller 
is insufficient to reach an overshoot or settling time. 
Following the increased value of gain, the position angle of 
the slave robot extended and advanced, peaked at 78° in 
maximum position with a stable condition as portrayed in 
Fig. 24 and 200° in unstable condition, formed in each graph 
in Fig. 26 and 27. Simultaneously, the position angle for the 
master robot began to converge with the slave's position, as 
seen in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25. 
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Reading of angle at Joint0 on slave robot according to 
Fig. 25 to Fig. 27 showed that it went further to catch up with 
the master's position, while the master robot is attempting to 
catch up with the slave's position as well. Delays between the 
two subsystems occurred during exchanging the data, which 
caused the angle to vary continuously. When ωn = 100, both 
robots were able to achieve the same position at 137° after 
fluctuating for about 13s. The position values of the master 
and slave exceeded the reference angle after the value of ωn is 
set at 50 to 500. Error value in position angle between master 
and slave and the reference angle is smallest, approximately -
5° as shown in Fig. 24 and largest (-125°) in Fig. 27. Table II 
summarizes the accuracy for values of ωn in the stated 
controller. 

TABLE II. ACCURACY FOR CONTROL SYSTEM WITH DOB 

ωn Kp (ωn )
2 Kd (2ωn) Accuracy (%) 

1 1 2 1.78 

2 4 4 6.49 

5 25 10 23.09 

10 100 20 53.79 

20 400 40 91.82 

50 2500 100 98.94 

100 10000 200 99.54 

200 40000 400 92.66 

500 250000 1000 95.31 

Three systems have an accuracy of greater than 95%. The 
system with ωn=100 has the best accuracy at 99.54%, 
followed by the system with ωn=50 at 98.94% and the system 
with ωn=500 at 95.31%. Although the last system acquired the 
highest accuracy, both robots swayed further before settling 
into the same position relative to one another. Meanwhile, 
there are two systems with an accuracy rate of less than 10%. 
The system has an accuracy of 1.78% when ωn=1 while 
another system with precision of 6.49% when ωn=2. 
Conferring to graph shape in Fig. 24, the optimal design for a 
control system with DOB based for position control is 
Kp=2500 and Kd=100 since both bilateral master and slave 
robot reached the same position fixedly after 11s, has a 
smaller error in steady-state, and attained a critical damped. 
For force control, the optimal design for a control system is 
the value of Kp=250000 and Kd=1000. Due to force readings 
recorded at Joint0 inside master and slave systems is indicated 
at zero for summation of torque and has the least feedback 
noise, as seen in Fig. 18. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Tables III and IV summarized the best values for 
controllers and observations made from the analysis in 
simulation and graph patterns from all experiments. 

Overall, this study successfully met all the objectives and 
was supported by two different experiments with a variety of 
different parameter sets to validate the system response. All 
results have been recorded and transformed into graphs to 
show the feedback pattern. The control system response with 

the proposed adaptive technique is also evaluated and 
discussed in form of accuracy, time delay, and settling time. It 
is shown that the adopted control technique as discussed by 
Jing et al., in [8] improves the stability and performance of the 
bilateral control system and is practical to apply in various 
systems including industrial robot simulations. The 
application of the observers by replacing the old-style force 
sensors on the robot control system has improved the 
dynamics inside the whole system, estimates the disturbance 
inside to improve the errors, and adjusting the input signal to 
achieve robust control motion, like the outcome of control 
system observed in [6]. 

TABLE III. SUMMARY FOR DOB IN COMMON MODE LAW 

Common Mode Law 

Best values Kp = 250000 and Kd = 1000 

Worst values Kp = 1 and Kd = 2 

Force reading 
Total in force between master and slave are equal to 

zero 

Force pattern More vibrations, not stable 

TABLE IV. SUMMARY FOR DOB IN DIFFERENTIAL MODE LAW 

Differential Mode Law 

Best values Kp = 2500 and Kd = 100 

Worst values Kp = 250000 and Kd = 1000 

Time delay +0.5s 

Overshoot 9.0s to 9.5s 

Accuracy 98.94% 

Position reading 
Difference in total position between master and slave 

are almost zero 

For future work, another control tool called Reaction Force 
Observer (RFOB) could be introduced to the framework 
design of the bilateral control system to improve enhances the 
system's feedback and resilience. RFOB is known to have the 
ability to subtract the system uncertainties from the DOB 
input. It cancels out disturbance signals such as gravity forces, 
viscous damping friction, or Coriolis forces within both the 
internal system and internal motor located at the robot joint. 
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Abstract—In the field of food production, it is an important 

and difficult job to maintain water sources for major population 

centres and reduce the risk of flooding, to forecast rainfall 

reliably and accurately. Accurate and genuine forecasts of 

rainfall on monthly and seasonal time scales help to provide 

beneficiaries with knowledge on the control of water supplies, 

farm forecasting and integrated crop insurance applications. 

Present rainfall prediction is the challenging task for the 

researchers and most of the rainfall prediction techniques are fail 

in accuracy. For this we propose a new effective hybrid approach 

for forecasting and classifying rainfall using the neural network 

and ACO method. The collected rainfall data were preprocessed 

by filling missing data and normalized by min-max 

normalization, the processed data is given to various classifiers 

for evaluating its performance. The performance of the existing 

and proposed models is compared. Performance comparison of 

existing feed-forward, cascade-forward and pattern recognition 

NN classifier and the proposed ACO+feed-forward 

backpropagation, ACO+ cascade-forward backpropagation and 

ACO+ pattern recognition NN classifier are done. The entire 

HNN forecasting protocol consists of pre-processing and 

choosing the input vector and maximising the number of hidden 

nodes using ACO and ANN modelling. 

Keywords—Pattern recognition; ant colony optimization; 

artificial neural network; rainfall prediction; feed-forward; 

cascade-forward; data processing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Precipitation, which is heavily dependent on space and 
time, is one of the most dynamic atmospheric systems. 
Knowledge of the rainfall phenomenon remains a challenging 
problem and it is also a vital job to efficiently and correctly 
predict rainfall, since it is important to preserve water supplies 
for major population centers in the food production sector and 
to minimize the risk of floods [1]. Reliable and true rainfall 
predictions help to provide beneficiaries with information on 
water supply control, farm planning and their integrated crop 
insurance applications on monthly and seasonal time scales 
[2,3]. In recent days, different methods have been suggested 
for rainfall prediction. These approaches, such as dynamic and 
empirical, are split into two different groups. General 
circulation models (GCMs) are usually based on the laws of 
physics and are a form of dynamic model used for climate 
forecasting [4]. 

GCM models, however, are highly complicated, so 
empirical models are often used to forecast monthly and 
seasonal precipitation during their usage in agricultural 
forecasting [5]. Predictive simulations are usually based on the 
theoretical relationships of predicate variables with various 
other predictors. The idea is to work out the spatial and 
temporal characteristics of past reports of rainfall and forecast 
variables in this system and to model expected rainfall. 
Traditional numerical model rainfall prediction approaches are 
carried out in order to test uncertain parameters by considering 
some kind of appropriate attribute through the application of 
regression or some other methods of data optimization [6]. The 
analytical techniques include statistical simulations and 
artificial neural networks [7,8]. Although ANN is the recipient 
of the simulation phase of the physical system, this model is 
not increased in terms of its precision as the time series is 
gradually non-stationary and when the hydrological function 
works on a broad time scale [9]. The pre-processing of input 
and output is achieved by normalization and function selection 
in order to deliver better performance in ANN models. 

In this paper we propose a new effective hybrid approach 
for forecasting and classifying rainfall using the neural network 
and ACO method. The collected rainfall data were 
preprocessed by filling missing data and normalized by min-
max normalization, the processed data is given to various 
classifiers for evaluating its performance. The performance of 
existing and proposed model is compared. Performance 
comparison of existing feed-forward, cascade-forward and 
pattern recognition NN classifier and the proposed ACO+feed-
forward backpropagation, ACO+ cascade-forward 
backpropagation and ACO+ pattern recognition NN classifier 
are done. The entire HNN forecasting protocol consists of pre-
processing and choosing the input vector and maximizing the 
number of hidden nodes using ACO and ANN modelling. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

With the support of the k-means algorithm, a two-step 
prediction model, mixed Neural Network, and neural network 
was proposed by Chatterjee et.al [10]. This contrasts the 
proposed model with the MLP-FFN classifier. The data source 
is the Dumdum meteorological station. The proposed model 
outperforms by achieving 84.26 percent accuracy without 
feature selection and 89.54 percent accuracy with feature 
selection. Graf et. al. [11] suggests a dual mix of discrete 
wavelet transforms and an artificial neural network for water 
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temperature forecasting. It is applied in Poland on the Warta 
River. The findings of the implementation showed that WT-
ANN models were used in measuring river water temperature. 
The combination of one-dimensional Convolutional Neural 
Network (Conv1D) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is 
suggested for regular rainfall prediction by M., a hybrid deep 
learning approach. Both I. Khanand R.aMaity [12] are then 
contrasted with Multi-Layered Perceptron (deep MLP) and 
another machine learning solution, Support Vector Regression 
(SVR), and the findings indicate that the hybrid Conv1D-MLP 
model is more efficient. The bootstrap aggregated 
classification tree-artificial neural network (BACT-ANN) 
model for predictive rainfall prediction is a hybrid model 
focused on artificial intelligence [13]. It is being introduced in 
the Langat River Basin of Malaysia. The stochastic secret form 
of Markov, which is non-homogeneous, is compared to 
(NHMM). The comparative findings suggest that the paradigm 
of BACT-ANN outperforms. With the assistance of the hybrid 
approach of two pre-processing techniques (Seasonal 
Decomposition and Discrete Wavelet Transformation) and two 
feed-forward neural networks (Artificial Neural Network and 
Seasonal Artificial Neural Network), Anh et.al., [14] proposes 
a monthly rainfall forecast-processing is performed, and the 
pre-processing performance is provided to the two-feed 
forward NN. The results of the success suggest that the wavelet 
transformation offers accurate forecasting of monthly rainfall 
along with SANN. For the prediction of typhoon precipitation 
and groundwater level change, a hybrid combination of 
artificial neural network (ANN) and multiple regression 
analysis (MRA) is proposed by Hsieh et. al. [15]. In the 
Zhuoshui River Delta, it is being introduced. An overall 
accuracy of 80% is obtained, and this technique is effective in 
predicting typhoons before they occur. Dhar et. al. [16] utilises 
the advantages of the deep neural network for weather 
forecasting. This is enforced by supplying the senses of DNN 
of such attributes such as temperature, relative humidity, 
vapour and friction. The output prediction result is accurate 
with respect to the input data given. Roshni et. al. has 
developed a Feedforward Artificial Neural Network (FFANN) 
and the hybrid WANN model to model spatio-temporal 
fluctuations in groundwater levels [17]. The efficiency of these 
hybrid models is calculated using goodness-of-fit. The 
experiment showed that the performance of the GT-WANN 
hybrid model Chen et al. [18]. The findings obtained from this 
experiment are evaluated and correlated with parameters of 
Root mean square error (RMSE), Nash Sutcliffe performance 
(NSE) coefficient and Pearson correlation coefficient (R). A 
Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO) and Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) to resolve limited optimization effects and 
local convergence [19]. It used three techniques, Elitist 
strategy, PSO strategy and GA strategy, and these strategies are 
added to the RBF-NN design. Compared to pure GA, the 
experiment is measured, and the outcome obtained has a 
greater ability to explore internationally and avoids premature 
convergence. He et al. invoked the X.A Hybrid Wavelet Neural 
Network (HWNN) model [20]. The artificial neural network 
(ANN) models for this HWNN have been combined with Multi 
Resolution Research (MRA), Mutual Information (MI) and 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). With 255 rain gauge 
stations, the HWNN experiment was conducted where positive 

results were obtained at inland stations in south-east and west 
Australia. C.C Young et al used a physically based and 
machine learning hybrid approach [21]. This physically 
dependent and machine learning hybrid method was used 
during severe typhoon incidents. This process was evaluated 
with a total data set of 1200 in terms of model calibration and 
validation for seven storms. The effects of the experiment were 
correlated mechanically with the hydrological model, the 
artificial neural network, and the vector support framework to 
predict hourly runoff discharges in the Chishan Creek basin of 
southern Taiwan. S has stimulated a hybrid artificial neural 
network. Asadi et al [22]. This experiment utilised data pre-
processing mixture methods, genetic algorithms and the 
Levenberg Marquardt (LM) algorithm and findings obtained 
from the hybrid artificial neural network relative to Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) and Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference 
System (ANFIS) models. A. Altunkaynak et al used the 
Combined Season Multilayer Perceptron (SAS-MP) and hybrid 
Wavelet Season Multilayer Perceptron (W-SAS-MP) [23]. 
SARIMAX (Seasonal Auto Regressive Combination Moving 
Average with exogenous input)-ANN model and wavelet-
ANFIS model used by V. Nourani et al. [24]. The effects of the 
Combined Season Multilayer Perceptron and hybrid Wavelet 
Season Multilayer Perceptron experiments were compared to 
CE values 0.911 and 0.909 as one-day prediction lead time and 
other CE values of 0.588 and 0.570 as five-day prediction lead 
time. The SARIMAX model is an ANN model that finds that 
the non-linear relationship between the fitted linear SARIMAX 
residuals is related to T. Creative Feed forward back 
propagation (FFBP) of T. The ANFIS theory and the key time 
series for the calculation of rainfall runoff discharges in 
Azerbaijan Partal et al. [25], Role of radial base and transition 
of wavelets. This Wavelet Neural Network has been used to 
assess daily precipitation predictions and offers expertise to 
model the function of the physical phase. 

A. Background Methodology 

1) Data transformation: Data transformation is the stage 

at which the data is converted into an appropriate form for its 

usage in data mining. As the first step, the data is converted 

from hard copy to soft copy. In the next step the tables that are 

separated for 24 stations are combined into one dataset. Here 

we have expressed rainfall in terms of 0 and 1. Zero is used if 

the amount of rainfall is lesser than or equal to 0.1mms and 

one is used if the amount of rainfall is greater than 0.1mms. 

Finally, the data is saved in CVS (Commas Separated 

Value) file format. 

2) Data pre-processing: The obtained data consists of 

some noise and there exists some lost data values and some 

unwanted data. So, our task here is to clean the data by 

removing the unnecessary information and by filling the lost 

data values. At this stage, a stable format for data model was 

constructed by adding the lost data, recognizing the duplicate 

data, and removing the bad data. This process makes use of 

PCA algorithm that takes care in replacing all the lost data 

values in the dataset. 

3) Feature selection: The collection of features is 

typically an important step in data processing prior to 
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implementing the learning algorithm. The decreased 

dimensionality of the attribute would lead to a better 

interpretation of the model and make it easy to use the various 

visualization tools, and it is a task in which all obsolete data 

and unnecessary information are found and extracted if 

possible. It helps to reduce the dimensionality of data and 

makes it easier and more effective for learning algorithms to 

operate. In the future classification, the precision of the 

findings will be improved. It determines the minimum set of 

attributes in such a way that the resulting probability 

distribution is identical to the initial distribution of the data 

groups.ACO dependent role collection is used here. 

4) Data normalization: One of the steps of data pre-

processing is data normalization. Normalization is introduced 

here. It is used because normalization is commonly assumed 

to enhance the precision and efficacy of mining algorithms 

with the intervention of distance measurements. Harmony and 

equilibrium between data must be created because the 

information must be standardized between 0 and 1. For 

normalizing our dataset Eq. (1) was used. Here, x represents 

the actual data, and Xmin represents the minimum value of the 

values of the original attribute, and Xmax represents the 

maximum value of the values of the original attribute. 

III. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

A. Artificial Neural Network 

The versions of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are 
used to solve immense real-world problems. The key benefit of 
ANN over conventional approaches is that the comprehensive 
processing steps in the mathematical form of the process 
formed in it do not need to be complicated in nature [8]. 

1) Feed forward backpropagation model: The most 

popular ANN model in hydrologic modelling is also known as 

multilayer feed forward neural networks (FFNN) with back-

propagation (BP) training algorithm (ASCE Task Committee, 

2000b; [22]). There are a set of layers in the FFNN Multilayer, 

like a sheet of data, one or two secret layers, and a layer of 

performance. These layers consist of artificial neurons that 

have contacts with all the neurons found in the next layer. The 

association between these artificial neurons is measured in 

terms of the weight meaning represented by the weight 

interaction. The Input signals spread layer by layer in the 

forward direction. The weight value relation is calculated by 

the weight of the input output and its input values and sums 

the output and transfers the sum product via a nonlinear 

transfer function to the result. To test relation weights and 

connection trends, this analysis uses the LM learning 

algorithm. The LM learning algorithm teaches multilayer 

FFNN by using the gradient descent technique to reduce errors 

between the actual output values and the goal values that 

modify the randomly selected weights of the nodes. To 

internally evaluate the weight weights, input and output are 

measured. The teaching loop fails if the errors are reduced or 

obey a different stopping condition. As a solution to the 

question of schooling, the entire combination of weights was 

added. The LM algorithm can be represented in the following 

equations (1). The feedback from each hidden layer neuron is 

produced by the input layer until the input vector (x1, x2, , 

xNI) is supplied to the input layer. 
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represents the activation function 

of hidden layer, hj denotes the neuron j output, wji denotes 
the weight given to input i by neuron j, and bj is the j-
neuron bias. The performance of the network is given by 
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shows the output layer activation  

function  and  NJ  denotes  the number of neurons in the hidden 
layer. For all entries, the computation procedure is repeated 

and produces an output vector yk .The training method 

entails weight changes using an iterative technique to lower 
the error between the expected and real performance of the 
network. Output is compared using the error function with the 
target output yk. The error is then propagated backwards from 
the output layer to the input layer to update the weight of each 
connection as follows: 

 1 1m m m m

k kj kjKj Kj
W WW W  

     

          (3) 

Where m denotes the degree of iteration, εk denotes the 
output layer's error word, η denotes the learning rate, and δ is 
a momentum vector that defines the effect on the current 
direction of travel of past weight shifts. 

2) Cascade forward model of back propagation: Cascade 

forward (CF) models mimic feed forward networks, but from 

the input to each layer to the successive layers, they have a 

weight relationship. In its ideal relationship, the ANN easily 

discovers the additional links needed to reinforce its alliance 

[26-31]. The CFBPNN model also looks like FFBPNN, which 

uses a weight-updating back-propagation algorithm, but the 

key symptom of this network is that all previous neuron layers 

are connected to another layer of neurons. The customized 

status can be accomplished by Tan-transformation sigmoid‟ s 

function. In predicting transformer oil parameters, the neural 

network cascade has improved efficiency. In this study, the 

CFBPNN model is used to estimate monthly rainfall. 

3) Pattern-recognition Neural network (PatternNet): The 

Pattern-recognition Neural Network (PatternNet), a special 

kind of FFBPNN, is used for pattern recognition and 

classification issues. Pattern Recognition NN (PatternNet) is a 

type of ANN that can be used for pattern recognition problems 

to evaluate the different classes of input data sets. It is 

essentially a supervised FFBPNN learning method, where 

binary values representing 1 representing the hereditary class 
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and 0 representing the hereditary class are the goal data. A 

specific type of FFBPNN which evaluates pattern recognition 

and classification problems is known as Pattern-recognition 

Neural network (PatternNet) belongs to ANN. It has 

objective to abstract the input data sets of various classes. The 

Pattern-recognition Neural network (PatternNet) has been 

trained by FFBPNN based on advanced learning for 

compressing target data as binary such 1‟s as defined inherited 

class and 0‟s as otherwise. 

4) Modified ACO-CS based optimized KNN classifier: 

There are many numbers of classification algorithm 

considered and observed for the implementation of rainfall 

prediction. It is the fact from the observation that neural 

networks give absolute results when compared with SVM, 

KNN and tree classifier. The major problem with KNN 

algorithm is the calculation and assumption of hyperparameter 

k. In case if k is kept smaller, then the algorithm will be 

sensitive to outliers, and if the k is chosen to be larger than the 

neighborhood may include too many points from other 

classes. Thus, selecting the value of k is the demanding task in 

using KNN algorithm. Optimum k is selected by ACO. In 

addition to this, cuckoo search algorithm is used to abandon 

the worst K in the process. This enhancement reduces the 

allocation time. By using logarithmic scale of evenly spaced 

the number of neighbors can be calculated approximately. 

The error in the classification is estimated to correctly 

estimate the value of k. Then the design of classifier with the 

estimated optimal nearest neighbor can be done. This 

increases the performance of the classifier. The training data 

comprises of Nv-𝑁-dimensional pattern. 

ALGORITHM 

Step 1: Select Number of neighbors by approximately 
evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale. 

Step 2: select k randomly by cuckoo search algorithm  

Step 3: for selected ant (k)Find classification error  

Step 4: update pheromone 

Step 5: update global best 

Step 4: design KNN classifier with global best (k)  

Step 5:  Train the model 

Step 6: Test the model 

Step 7: Validate the existing model 

The number of nearest neighbors is approximated with the 
help of evenly spaced log scale. Next the classification error is 
calculated by ACO with CS algorithm. In this way the optimal 
nearest neighbor is selected, that gives minimum error. Then 
the design of KNN is done with optimum number of nearest 
neighbors. Then the testing and evaluation phase is done. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The Proposed design methodology ensures the optimization 
of convergence behavior of neural network by implementing a 
method known as swarm-based intelligence method. The Main 
objective is to optimize neural network parameters to narrow 
down convergence by implementing ACO method. The 
Performance of this system can be improved by combining 
machine learning approaches with neural network. 

A. ACO Algorithm 

It emboldens the social actions of ants. There is no vision 
for world ants, but it has the potential to determine the shortest 
route between a food supply and their nest by using such 
chemical materials known as pheromones, which are expelled 
while passing on identical pathways for a phase of lesser 
ejection. Initially, step pheromone is initialized to 0. With this 
skill, actual ants determine the shortest paths where the shortest 
route leads to a higher rate of ant traversal over time and it 
will proceed before another shortest path is identified. For 
time optimization, the Pheromone update is used. Ant treats the 
number of classes in the training set as Ant. 

1) Ant colony optimization metaheuristic approach: The 

meta heuristic has the optimization problem with the 

combination of ant colony algorithm that has been formalized 

by Dorigo et. al. It has entire link graph such as G (V, E) to 

build an artificial ACO by traveling across, where V denotes a 

set of vertices and E denotes set of edges. This solution has 

been conducted from a set of components in graph built either 

by denoting components vertices or by edges. The Ant 

constructs a solution incrementally by moving from one vertex 

to another along the edge. The ACO meta heuristics is 

presented in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: The Ant Colony Optimization Meta heuristics  

Step1: Set parameters, initialize pheromone trails 

Step2: while Termination condition does not meet do 

Step3: Construct Ant solutions.  

Step4: apply Local search  

Step5: Update Pheromones 

Step6: end while 

The above algorithm will be combined with machine 
learning approach. 

B. Hybrid Neural Networks 

Choosing hidden node is the challenging task in NN. Here 
Ant colony optimization is used to select the optimized hidden 
node. Here each ant is initialized with different hidden node. 
Pheromones are initialized as zero. For each ant fitness is 
calculated (RMSE) and pheromone is updated, and the 
heuristic information received. In every iteration globel best 
also updated. By this optimal hidden node is chosen for 
proposed model. Feature extraction stage is like existing 
method which results as an optimized parameter that decides 
the rainfall. 
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PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Step 1: Data collection 

Step 2: processing of data 

     Step 3: Select optimum node using ACO Initialize    

                pheromone, no. of. Ants; For 1: number of ant 

        Train NN model with initialized parameter and 
validate it; Evaluate fitness function (RMSE); 

Update pheromone; 

If Ant fitness < global best fitness Update global best; 

Else 

Update global best; 

End if End for loop 

The Optimal number of hidden nodes 

Step 4: Develop a proposed model using optimal node  

Step 5: Train the model 

Step 6: Test the model 

Step 7: Validate and compare the proposed model with 
existing model 

The algorithm for the proposed methodology is given 
above. First step in this process is collection of rainfall data. 
Monthly rainfall of Andhra Pradesh is collected from Indian 
metrological department. Then the data is processed and 
missing data in the dataset is detected and imputed using PCA. 
Several pre-processing is done. To select the optimized node 
Ant Colony Optimization is used in proposed algorithm. Here 
each node is considered as ants. For every ant, NN model has 
been trained with initial parameters. Then the model has been 
validated. Then fitness function (RMSE) has been evaluated. 
Pheromone for each ant has been updated. Finally, global best 
has been updated by comparing ant fitness function. Now the 
optimal number of hidden nodes has been chosen. Next step is 
to develop the NN model with optimal number of hidden 
nodes. Here three type of NN model has been implemented, 
Feed forward backpropagation model, cascade forward 
backpropagation model and Pattern-recognition Neural network 
(Pattern Net). After success of developing the proposed model, 
it has been trained using training dataset and tested using 
testing dataset. Finally, the proposed model has been validated 
and compared with the existing model. Fig. 1 shows the flow 
chart of the ACO algorithm to determine the number of hidden 
nodes in ANN. 

In this section, new hybrid neural network (HNN) models 
are introduced by combining ACO with various models of 
neural networks. The entire HNN forecasting protocol consists 
of pre-processing and choosing the input vector and 
maximizing the number of hidden nodes using ACO and ANN 
modelling. The whole HNN mechanism is seen in the flow 
map (Fig. 2). Here three proposed algorithms are presented. 

In conventional methods the networks work on fully 
connected network topology, whereas in the proposed method 
the network nodes are optimized using the ACO algorithm. 
ACO optimizes the neural network based on the dataset. The 
ACO with Cascade Feed forward backpropagation increases 
the optimization process in addition to the nonlinear relation 

between input and output improvements. Here the incremental 
search of hidden layers is optimized using the ACO method 
computationally. 

In Pattern-recognition Neural network (PatternNet) the 
abstraction of the input data sets of various classes is correlated 
for pattern identification in the rainfall data. The Pattern-
recognition Neural network (PatternNet) -FFBPNN based on 
advanced learning for compressing target data to required class 
through the ACO algorithm. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow Chart of the ACO Algorithm to Determine the Number of 

Hidden Nodes in ANN. 

 

Fig. 2. Flow Chart of the HNN Model for Forecasting Monthly Rainfall. 
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V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

A. Data Set Taken 

The meteorological data that used in this research has been 
brought from Indian meteorological Department, based on 
previous 120 years data set calculation of Monthly Rainfall 
prediction made in Andhra Pradesh, India. 

B. Result and Discussion 

The experiments were performed using monthly rainfall 
data sets that are downloaded from Indian meteorological 
Department (IMD). Monthly rainfall for years 1901 to 2019 are 
taken for analysis. Data were preprocessed by filling missing 
data and normalized by min-max normalization. Then the 
processed data is given to various classifiers for evaluating its 
performance. The performance of existing and proposed model 
is compared. Table I gives the Performance Comparison of 
existing Feed-Forward, cascade-Forward and Pattern 
Recognition NN Classifier. Table II gives the Performance of 
proposed ACO+Feed-Forward, ACO+ cascade-Forward and 
ACO+ Pattern Recognition NN Classifier. Table III gives the 
comparison of existing and proposed model run time. In 
addition to the improved accuracy our proposed model also 
increases the speed of the network. Table IV gives the 
comparison of number hidden nodes used in existing and 
proposed model. Here optimized hidden node selected for 
network design is less than existing model. Hence memory 
required for proposed method is less than the existing method. 
Fig. 3 shows the chart for existing FFNN and proposed hybrid 
ACO+FFNN model. Here our proposed model gives good 
accuracy than existing one. Similarly, Fig. 4 shows the chart 
for existing CFNN and proposed hybrid ACO+CFNN and 
Fig. 5 shows the chart for existing patternnet and proposed 
hybrid  ACO+patternnet model. 

TABLE I. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF FEED-FORWARD, CASCADE-
FORWARD AND PATTERN RECOGNITION NN CLASSIFIER 

Parameters 

Feed -

Forward 

NN 

Cascade-

Forward 

NN 

Pattern 

Recognition 

NN 

Modified 

KNN 

Total (T) 40 40 40 40 

True Positive 

(TP) 
22 22 22 22 

False 

Negative 

(FN) 

0 0 0 0 

False Positive 

(FP) 
2 3 1 2 

True 

Negative 

(TN) 

16 15 17 16 

Precision 

(%) 
91.67 88 95.65 91.67 

Sensitivity 

(%) 
100 100 100 100 

Specificity 

(%) 
88.89 83.33 94.44 88.89 

Accuracy 

(%) 
95 92.50 97.50 95 

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED OPTIMIZED FEED-
FORWARD, CASCADE- FORWARD AND PATTERN RECOGNITION NN 

CLASSIFIER 

Parameters 
ACO+Feed 

-Forward NN 

ACO+Cascade- 

Forward NN 

ACO+Pattern 

Recognition 

NN 

Total (T) 40 40 40 

True Positive (TP) 22 22 22 

False Negative 

(FN) 
0 0 0 

False Positive (FP) 0 2 0 

True Negative 

(TN) 
18 16 18 

Precision (%) 100 91.67 100 

Sensitivity (%) 100 100 100 

Specificity (%) 100 88.89 100 

Accuracy (%) 100 95 100 

TABLE III. TIME COMPARISON OF EXISTING AND PROPOSED OPTIMIZED 

FEED-FORWARD, CASCADE- FORWARD AND PATTERN RECOGNITION NN 

CLASSIFIER 

Network Existing Proposed Method 

FFNN 3.116459 0.632611 

CFNN 0.977369 0.786527 

PATTERNNET 1.000454 0.812689 

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF HIDDEN NODES USED IN 

EXISTING AND PROPOSED OPTIMIZED FEED-FORWARD, CASCADE-FORWARD 

AND PATTERN RECOGNITION NN CLASSIFIER 

Network Existing Model Proposed Method 

FFNN 10 6 

CFNN 10 2 

PATTERNNET 10 4 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison Chart of Existing and Proposed Model 1. 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison Chart of Existing and Proposed Model 2. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison Chart of Existing and Proposed Model 3. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The paper presents the hybrid methods proposed using 
ACO and three neural network structures. The Hybrid Methods 
proposed were ACO+Feed-Forward backpropagation, ACO+ 
cascade-Forward backpropagation and ACO+ Pattern 
Recognition NN Classifier. The methods are designed by 
combining Neural Network and ACO Method. The 
performance of the existing and proposed models was 
compared, and the results were presented. It‟s been found that 
the proposed methods are better in performance when 
compared to the existing Feed-Forward, cascade-Forward and 
Pattern Recognition NN Classifiers. Real time data from 
meteorological department were used for testing and 
verification. Future work needs to focus on more accurate 
efficient rainfall prediction mechanism. 
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Abstract—Emerging tools such as Game Based Assessments
have been valuable in talent screening and matching soft skills for
job selection. However, these techniques/models are rather stand
alone and are unable to provide an objective measure of the
effectiveness of their approach leading to mismatch of skills. In
this research study, we are proposing a Theoretical Hybrid Model,
combining aspects of Artificial Intelligence and Game Based
Assessment in profiling, assessing and ranking graduates based on
their soft skills. Firstly, an Intelligent Controller is used to extract
and classify the graduate skill profile based on data findings
extracted using traditional assessment methods of self-evaluation
and interview. With motivation and engagement as a competitive
difference, an existing Game Based Assessment (OWIWI) is then
used to assess the soft skills of these graduates hence generating a
Graduate Profile based on results of the game. Moving forward,
a ranking technique is then applied to match the profile to
selected job requirements based on soft skills required for the
job and the graduate strength. Finally, a comparison analysis
is concluded based on the soft skills profile obtained before
employment (pre-employment) and objective measure feedback
of soft skills obtained after employment (post-employment) to
provide a validity check to study the effectiveness of the overall
Hybrid Model. Specifically, data obtained from this study can be
useful in solving issues of unemployment due to mismatch of soft
skills at the Higher Learning Institution level.

Keywords—Soft skills; artificial intelligence; intelligent con-
troller; game based assessment; graduate profile; hybrid model

I. INTRODUCTION

The graduate employment landscape has drastically trans-
formed in recent years. Attributing factors include the emer-
gence of technologically driven process, changing nature of
work environments as well as the diversified need of clientele
and globalization. Evident to this is the apparent change
in Talent Requirement of soft skills which is becoming a
crucial priority for long term job success and performance
comparatively to hard/technical skills. Soft skills or Human
skills as they are sometimes termed, are skills that facilitate
the work process of an organization. They are a “set of
achievement skills”’, understanding and personal attributes that
makes individuals more likely to gain employment and to
be successful in their chosen occupations. They were once
considered as value added but have become an integral com-
ponent to graduate employability, cutting horizontally across
all industries and vertically across all jobs [1]. Soft skills
are becoming hard requirements and no longer a ‘nice to
have’ but a ‘must have’ for graduates. Supporting this is the
study conducted by Stanford Research Institute and Carnegie

Melon Foundation involving Fortune 500 CEOs. It revealed
that individual soft skills accredit to 75% of getting and
maintaining a job successfully, while only 25% relies on hard
skills or technical knowledge [2].

On the contrary, amongst computing graduates, there is
still an obsession on technical skills which creates a false
divide that privileges these skills over soft skills. Soft skills
are being discounted, dismissed, disappearing and what more,
difficult to be assessed and identified. Assessment are used
to fit a maximum fit between employee’s qualities, the role
and the hiring organization. Traditionally, most established
assessment methods to evaluate soft skills remain align and
well and have been used over a century. Supporting this
is conclusive evidence from over 100 years of Industrial
Organization (I/O) Psychology together with meta-analyses,
support the validity of face to face interviews, personality
inventories, assessment centers, 360-feedback ratings, biodata
check, situational judgment test, and resume data in extracting
and assessing soft skills [3].

Nonetheless, today, with technological advancement and
the development of Internet, the prediction of data volume
growth to 40 zettabytes in 2020 [4], and the avalanche of size
and variety of applications, machines with intelligence algo-
rithms and design methods are required. These new methods
are used for filtering, extracting, classifying and assessing data,
thus assisting humans in effective decision making in selection
of potential talents. Adding to that, with data available via
various online platforms, vast amount of human behavior
data is generated from digital record consisting of individual
preference, values and reputation. Hence, these techniques
have become less intuitive, but more data driven, and evidence
based.

With motivation, engagement and innovation as a driving
factor, the use of Games in assessment has taken a fore-
front in hiring decisions of many organizations today. Various
form of gaming techniques namely Gamification, Game Based
Assessment and Serious Games have attracted the attention
of Human Resource practitioners. Relying on neuro- science
based Artificial Intelligence techniques, these games re-create
real world situation disclosing true candidate reactions. A form
of stealth assessment, these games are on the rise of adoption
as they solve traditional assessment challenges, namely faking
and social desirability attainment.

Today, many organizations are engaging third party game
assessment tools used in assessing their potential hires for
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Fig. 1. Hybrid Model - Domain of Coverage.

long term job success. Many of these services and are stand
alone and provide high quality data which reveals individual
traits, they achieve the intended objective of pre-assessing
the relevant soft skills required based on requirements of job
roles. However, these new tools and innovations, although
having revolutionized the way organizations identify, engage
and assess talents, many are stand alone and incomplete in
supporting the Human Resource functions of effective talent
selection. Furthermore, these assessments fail to justify the
validity, effectiveness and value of assessing the candidate’s
soft skills pre and post-employment. These individual tools
and innovations are unable to profile, validate and rank the
behavioral traits of candidates, matching the intended skills
required for the specified job leading to potential employment.

Present studies incorporating these tools/innovations have
not considered the assessment of the validity of traits obtained,
verified against the job performance, given a duration of
employment. Hence, the purpose of our research is to propose
a Theoretical Hybrid Model in filtering, assessing and ranking
Computer Graduates soft skills for employment selection. The
domains of coverage is as illustrated in Figure 1 above. The
objective of this Theoretical Hybrid Model is to propose an
improvement in soft skills assessment of graduate selection
enabling a effective job match.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The rise of Artificial Intelligence and automation is chang-
ing the job market in the 21st century. The importance of
soft skills amongst employers which identified 10 out of 16
21st century crucial proficiencies are related to employee soft
competencies [5]. There have been many research studies
that have provided the definitions and classifications of soft
skills. Patacsil and Tablatin terms them as behavioral elements
referring to the capability of how individuals perform a job
well as well as his/her level of performance [6]. Hurrell,
in his research study relates these skills to a vast range of
interpersonal and social qualities and competencies which are
deemed transferable across economic sections and industries
[7]. With reference to employability amongst young graduates
as noted by O’Reilly, these skills include Entrepreneurial
Skills, which includes the capacity to creatively deal with a
given problem, ability to work in teams, learning to learn,
effectively communicate with peers and superiors, adaptation
to different cultural settings, problem solving, management of

conflicts and endurance to deal with complicated or stressful
situations enabling them to successfully move from an aca-
demic setting to the labor market [8].

Soft skills sets are guided by taxonomies. Various soft
skills taxonomies are crucial in employment as well as talent
acquisition depending on specific domain of job requirements
and industries. In studies of job advertised on four online
portals in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia, findings
summarized on job title found Communication, Interpersonal,
Analytical and Problem Solving and Team Skills to be most
critical taxonomies. In a more related research study, a survey
concluded by [9] for entry level IS position (graduates),
conducted amongst Information Technology global employ-
ers, listed Intrapersonal/Interpersonal, Willingness to Learn,
Critical Thinking and Attitude as crucial soft skills. A study
conducted by [10] noted that the 10 commonly noted soft skills
related to jobs in the fields of Business and Computer Tech-
nology were Communication, Critical and Decision making,
Interpersonal, Negotiation, Problem solving, Self-confidence,
Self-management, Team work and Work ethics. On the local
front in Malaysia, [11] stated that soft skills that would need
to be assessed amongst graduates in Higher Education Insti-
tutions for work readiness include Responsibility, Positivity,
Time Management, Teamwork, Communication, Leadership,
Creative and Innovation . More specific toward this research
study of using games in assessing graduate employability
[12] elaborated on eight(8) soft skills that seemed to become
more and more relevant and prevalent in today’s demanding
working environment which include Resilience, Adaptabil-
ity, Flexibility/Willingness to Change and Decision making,
Teamwork, Learning Agility, Accountability and Integrity. This
skill taxonomy had been adopted to an online Game Based
Assessment (OWIWI) deployed by his team which has been
tested and deployed.

With reference to soft skills assessments, technological
advancements such as Big data, big spatial data [13], Artificial
Intelligence and Data Mining techniques have emerged revo-
lutionizing the way organizations identify, develop and engage
talents. [14] reported talent assessment in the human resource
world is shifting from the traditional methods of assessments
to a range of new, novel, efficient tools and techniques for
evaluating employee behavior making them less intuitive, more
evidence based and data driven. [15] study revealed that with
the development in machine learning algorithms, computer
based personality judgments are more accurate than those
made by humans. Table I lists some of the old and new
assessments techniques.

One such novel technique that motivates and engages
talents in the area of Human Resource assessment is the use
of Games. It is the process of enhancing services with moti-
vational affordance in order to invoke game-full experiences
and behavioral outcomes as noted in a research by [16]. [17]
further elaborates that, although interactive simulations have
been used in assessments and selection methods for decades,
efforts have been made to make them more game like hence
fun and attractive, thus encouraging/increasing engagement,
novelty, competitiveness and visually appeal making it difficult
to fake. This can be further supported in a recent study by
[18] that reported higher level of process satisfaction, fairness
and organizational attractiveness as compared to traditional
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TABLE I. OLD AND NEW TALENT ASSESSMENT METHODS AND TOOLS

Old Methods New Tools Dimension Assessed
Interviews Digital Interviews

Voice Profiling
Expertise, Social Skills, Motivation
and Intelligence

Biodata Supervi-
sory Ratings IQ

Big Data Past Performance, Current
Performance, Intelligence, Job
Related Knowledge and Big Five
Personality Traits or Minor TraitsSituational Judg-

ment Test Self-
Reports

Gamification

Self-Reports Social Media Ana-
lytics

Big Five Personality Traits and Values
(Identity claims)

Resume Professional Social
Networks

Experience, Past Performance and
Technical Skills and Qualifications

360 Crowdsourced Rep-
utation/Peer Ratings

Any personality Trait, Competencies
and reputation

methods. [19] and [20] too reported on the same points as
previously and in conclusion positively affects applicant’s job
pursuit behaviors towards an organization. [21] further reported
on game platforms being more realistic upon conducting a
research study that measured the effectiveness of using Epis-
temic Games as a stimulus medium in presenting SJTs. Here
is was stated that SJTs connected with other evidence based
assessment increases the measurable validity in predicting
job performance. In a more related study/findings by [12]
reported that converting a SJT (Situational Judgment Test) to
an adventure story with game elements confirms the construct
validity of the measure of Resilience, Adaptability, Flexibility
and Decision Making hence revealing positive results. In his
research a fully working game called OWIWI is used which
is also currently a readily available Game service provided by
the authors. This game is available at www.owiwi.co.uk.

A. Machine Learning Algorithm – Classification Techniques
for Skills

Machine Learning enables machines with algorithms in
place to learn and make data driven predictions. The self-
learning algorithms such as ANN and its modified forms [22],
[23] uses forms of statistics to draw models from large data
sets. In the domain of recruitment and selection, Machine
Learning Algorithms are used to create patterns from job
posts, applicants resume, social media activities and interview
response.

In the study done by [24] in employing Machine Learning
Technique to classify research’s self evaluated questionnaires
based on a set of pre-defined soft skills taxonomy for job
hire, it was noted that the feature selection task was chal-
lenging and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was
the best choice of classifying the skills taxonomy. Support
Vector Machine (SVM) type classification technique has been
much favorable and has visibly been applied in domains
of pattern recognition, face detection and spam filtering as
reported in study done by Allahyari [25]. Further findings
from survey compiled by [26] on different weighting methods
and classification techniques, reported that different techniques
perform differently depending on dataset (long and short).
A noted finding was a combination of KNN and TF- IDF
term weighting scheme performed well in several classifica-
tion algorithms. Adding to this, more specific to skills sets
pertaining to job hire, [27] looked into using Web Scrapping
and Machine Learning Technique for classifying skills required

for Big Data professions. Job posted online was analyzed and
a methodology was proposed. A semi-automated analytical
process using AI tools was used to review jobs posted.

B. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) used for
HR Recruitment and Selection

Neural Networks is a group of algorithms for machine
learning that deals with logic structure of how conclusions
will be drawn by humans and is a subset of machine learning.
Neuro Fuzzy Inference Systems was introduced by Jang [28]
which combines human like reasoning style of Fuzzy Systems
with the learning and connectionist structure of Artificial Neu-
ral Networks in 1993. Survey findings have noted that, Neuro
Fuzzy Inference Systems provide flexible and powerful uni-
versal approximations with the ability to explore interpretable
IF-THEN rules. The application of Neuro Fuzzy Inference
Systems has proliferated and have been evidently applied and
developed between the years 2000-2012 covering both social
and technological sectors. Applications and domains include
medical systems, economic systems, electrical and electron-
ics system, traffic control, student modelling system, image
processing and feature extraction, forecasting and predictions,
manufacturing and system modelling, enhancements and social
sciences.

Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) on the
other hand, is a superimposed Fuzzy Inference System over
a Neural Layer architecture, in which the Fuzzy Inference
Systems learns the training procedure in Neural Network and
upon that, behaves exactly as the Neural Network. Notably in
various research studies, the most common Adaptive Neural
Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) algorithms is the Tagaki-
Sugeno Fuzzy Model. Based on the Literature study surveyed
by [29] of Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS)
applications, it is widely used in the field of diagnostic control,
medical research and civil engineering. In another domain,
the study concluded by [30] presented a Neuro Fuzzy based
methodology to forecast short term stock trends during turbu-
lent stock market periods. The methodology was able to make
accurate forecast and results demonstrated solid and superior
performance in terms of percentage of forecasting accuracy of
stock market trend during crisis.

More specific in the domain of Human Resources, the
research concluded by [31], assist HR managers in the as-
sessment of employability of candidates during recruitment
process. Here, the employability level of candidates was able
to be computed based on three input values of Education,
Personal Development and Understanding Power using the
Sugeno type inference.

Trailing on, the development of an adaptive information
filtering system using Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference Sys-
tems (ANFIS) was done in the research study concluded by
[32]. The procedure of personnel assortment of candidates
was automated based on specific Human Resource criterion of
skills, vacancies and experience. A model theory was proposed
to determine job characteristics defined by experts and record
the ranking decisions made. The information obtained was
used to provide personalized information filtering system done
by analyzing user behavior on web history. Moving more
specific to a related research study, [33] focused on creating
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a framework for soft skill profile of jobseekers. Using the
Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System, it was aimed at supporting
the evaluation of PhD’s profiles by calculating the inference
rule and selecting the most performing soft skills to be
recommended to the HR Manager.

C. Ranking Technique used for HR Recruitment and Selection

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a Multi Attribute
Decision Making (MCDM) model, developed by Saaty [34].
It is a powerful and flexible weighted scoring decision making
process to help people set priorities, allowing the selection
of the best amongst the alternative based on several con-
flicting criteria [35]. It has been widely used in industrial
practice and academic research to solve multi-criteria decision
making [36]. Extending on this, Fuzzy AHP, an analytical
extension of AHP, allows for a more accurate description
of the decision making process where linguistic variables
and Triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFNs) are used for better
consistency and accuracy in decision making as reported in
the study done by [35]. Areas of application of this method
of problem solving have been concluded in Human Resource
Management of personnel recruitment and selection , network
pre-negotiation service evaluation, company inventory control
and classification, water quality management, selection of mea-
suring instruments for undergraduate engineering institution,
hydrogeology groundwater management and measurement of
object oriented software usability [35].

More specific, in the domain of Human Resource recruit-
ment, [35] research study applied a combination of Fuzzy AHP,
triangular Fuzzy Numbers (TFN) and linguistic variable to
improve human expert decision making for recruiting academic
staff of University. This study noted that Fuzzy AHP proved to
be more useful tool for solving multi-criteria decision problems
with inherent uncertainty and deviations in Decision Maker’s
opinions. In a study conducted by [36], in the automotive
industry in Pakistan, the use of AHP for supplier selection
based on ranking was proposed as a methodology. There were
noted reduction in incoming rejection of suppliers, however
aspects of service quality using this technique were difficult
to quantify. This led to the consider improved version of
AHP, which included Fuzzy AHP and Fuzzy TOPSIS. In
another study of ranking potential candidates for selection
of human resource conducted by [37], explored the use of
Linear Regression and Support Vector Regression. Here, in
the job application module, the candidates register and pro-
vides a twitter handle and fills an online CV. The emotional
aptitude evaluation module estimates the emotional findings
by extracting tweets based on the Big Five Personality model.
In the grading module, it combines the eligibility criteria from
CV and personality assessment from social handle and assigns
a relevance score.

In summary, the digital revolution has transformed Human
Resource assessments. No doubt traditional methods in pro-
filing and assessing soft skills remain reliable and valid given
many research findings, they have become outdated, mundane,
resource and time consuming. Hiring decisions today, are
moving towards being more data driven and evidence based.
Behaviors are recorded and unprecedented qualities of data are
available to quantify human potential given new technologies
in Human Resource assessment.

However, these new tools and innovations, although hav-
ing revolutionized the way organizations identify, engage
and assess talents, many are stand alone and incomplete in
supporting the Human Resource functions of effective talent
selection. Adding to this, these assessments fail to justify the
validity, effectiveness and value of assessing the candidate’s
soft skills pre- and post employment. These individual tools
and innovations are unable to profile, validate and rank the
behavioral traits of candidates, matching the intended skills
required for the specified job leading to potential employment.
Present studies incorporating these tools/innovations have not
considered the assessment of the validity of traits obtained,
verified against the job performance, given a duration of
employment. How similar or dissimilar were the traits as
compared to before (pre) and after (post) employment? Still
in a hypothetical stage due to many empirical unknowns.

III. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

A. Instrument and Dataset

In relation to this study, purposive sampling technique
using a total population sampling will be employed to identify
the respondents/informants of the study. The findings from
these data will be used to form a judgment analysis based
on this sampling techniques. With that, there will be three
groups of informants. The first group of informants will
be Graduates taking on their Internships from three private
Universities in Malaysia, respectively. The Internship timeline
varies between 3 and 6 months respective of the individual
Universities. The second group of informants will be Academic
Supervisors assigned to each internship graduate placement.
Individual interviews are conducted with each graduate in
evaluating and assessing their soft skills prior to the start
date of internship. The final group of information would be
the Industry Supervisors of hiring companies assigned to each
intern pertaining to their internship roles and responsibilities
in the respective companies.

This study is a descriptive research in nature as it seeks to
provide accurate descriptions of the characteristics of a grad-
uate in terms of their soft skill traits. With that, a descriptive
survey is designed for the Graduates to extract relevant soft
skills they possess through experience and their self-evaluated
strengths. These questions consist of open ended questions
that leads the graduates to reason on the eight(8) given skills
addressed in this research study. Feature engineering [38],
[39], [40], an important step in data science studies, will be
performed on the questionnaire attempted by the Graduates to
perform text pre-processing, extraction and classification.

The soft skills used for assessments are based on the eight
(8) skills adopted in the Game Based Assessment (OWIWI)
and adopted in the study done by [41] and [12]. These
soft skills include Resilience, Adaptability, Accountability,
Willingness to Change, Decision Making, Integrity, Resilience
and Teamwork. Supporting this would be the measure of
validity as highlighted in Table II for each skill. Internship
graduates have been selected for this study as that there is
careful assessment of their performance observed by both the
Academic and Industry Supervisor during the three/six month
internship period hence feedback can be obtained. With that,
the validity and effectiveness of the framework/model can be
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TABLE II. SOFT SKILLS MEASURES

Skills
Assessed

Definitions Construct Validity
Measures

Resilience. The developable capacity to rebound
or bounce back from adversity, con-
flict and failure or even positive
events, progress and increased respon-
sibility [42].

Scale by [43]

Adaptability. Related to change and how people
deal with it. People’s adjustment to
changing environment [44]

Scale by [45]

Willingness
to Change

A positive behavioral intention to-
wards the implementation of modifica-
tions in an organization’s structure, or
work and administrative processes, re-
sulting in efforts from the organization
member’s side to support or enhance
the change process [46]

Scale - HEXACO
Personality
Inventory [47]

Decision
Making.

The intellectual process leading to a
response to circumstances through se-
lection among alternatives [48].

[49]

Teamwork Extent to which a team member is able
to meet the team’s output goals, ,the
expectations of other members, or its
cost and time objectives [50].

Scale - Teamwork
Quality (TWQ )
[51]

Learning
Agility.

The willingness and ability to learn
new competencies in order to perform
under first-time tough, or different
conditions [52].

Scale - HEXACO
Personality
Inventory [53]

Accountability. Perceived expectation that one’s deci-
sions or actions will be evaluated by
a salient audience and that rewards or
sanctions are believed to be congruent
on this expected evaluation [54].

Scale - [55]

Integrity. It describes a set of beliefs and atti-
tudes and actions reflecting one’s per-
sonal values and morals [56].

Subscale
”morality/ethics”
[57]

ascertained given the completion of the internship duration i.e.
post-employment.

B. Graduate Profile – (Pre-Employment – Self Evaluation and
Interview)

As depicted in the Proposed Hybrid Model (Fig. 2), to
generate a Graduate Soft Skills Profile, input is obtained
from both Graduates and Academic Supervisors. Using the
advantage of traditional assessment strategies, graduates will
attempt a self-evaluation survey of their soft-skills whereby a
Machine Learning Algorithm will be used to classify relevant
soft skills according to the measures adopted thus generating a
Machine Learning (ML) vector of their soft skills. Parallel to
this, the Academic Supervisors would interview the graduates
assessing all eight soft skills again adopting the same measures
of validity consistently. Following this, an Intelligent Based
Controller with an Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS) mechanism will then be used to generate a final
Graduate Soft Skills Profile combining both the details of soft
skills obtained from the Graduate as well as the Soft Skills
Interview results obtained from the Academic Supervisor.

C. Graduate Profile (Pre- Employment - Game Based Assess-
ment)

As depicted in the Proposed Hybrid Model (Fig. 2), an
existing Game Based Assessment called OWIWI will be
used to generate the Graduate Soft Skills Profile. Adopting a
gamified Situational judgment Test (SJT) using various game

mechanics, the players (Graduates) are immersed into a gaming
environment assessing the pre-defined eight soft skills. Many
trials will await the players assessing these eight skills and the
players Situational judgment will be thoroughly tested. Each
player will receive eight separate scoring report of each of
the eight soft skills. The updated version of OWIWI 2.0 has
much improvements which include, a total of eight soft skills,
a redesigned User Interface with Progress Bar and Scenario
Titles. The soft skills assessed here are skills adopted as the
Taxonomy of study for this research study. Following this,
the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) methodological
approach will be adopted in ranking and decision making
of Graduates for selected jobs for recruitment. Upon this,
graduates are then classified to hired or not hired for the
job. Candidates who are hired are then fit for their Internship
tenure. Once the internship is completed, the HR/Industry
Supervisor then assess the graduates based on the same eight
soft skills providing a Graduate Profile (Post-Employment).

D. Comparison Analysis (Graduate Profile – Pre-Employment
VS Post-Employment)

A Comparison Analysis is performed to validate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed Hybrid Model. In achieving this,
both Pre-Employment Soft Skills Graduate Profile obtained
using the traditional method in Section III-B and the Graduate
Profile obtained in Section III-C via Game Based Assessment,
is compared with the Post-Employment Graduate Profile ob-
tained from the HR/Industry Supervisor upon completion of
Internship. The comparison of these profiles would justify the
effectiveness of the hybrid model.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The Youth unemployment rate in Malaysia has seen a
gradual increase between 2014-2018. Fresh graduate unem-
ployment is an issue in Malaysia with 11.3% reported amongst
Computing graduates. Two main attributing factor on unem-
ployment rates in Malaysia is mismatch of skills, job search
and recruitment, and shortage of relevant skills as reported
by the Ministry of Education and Department of Statistics
Malaysia. Today’s workplace, employers want their employees
to remain highly skilled and employable. However, based
on the Economic Report 2018, employers faced difficulty in
finding talent, primarily because of lack of required soft and
interpersonal skills as observed in literature study conducted
by [58]. The skills gap among graduates is however not limited
to Malaysia but is a global phenomenon.

Based on the QS Global Skills Gap in the 21st century re-
port, there is sizable and consistent disparity between employer
expectations and student skills based on insights provided by
11,000 employers and 16,000 students across the world. It is
noted that subject knowledge skills and technical skills are no
longer the determinant factor of employability; however, soft
skills are the crucial mechanism for long term job success.
With that, Higher Education Institutions (HEI) worldwide are
under pressure to produce the right fit among the employable
graduates [59].

Nonetheless, although soft skills are extremely valuable
and vital, the one thing machines can’t replace, assessing them
accurately is still an uphill task. Only 41% of companies have
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Fig. 2. Hybrid Model.

formal process in place to measure these skills. As noted in the
Global Work Trend 2019 report produced by LinkedIn, there
is a growing gap between the demands for soft skills and the
inability to identify them. No doubt many companies have
turned to Artificial Intelligence (AI) powered technological
solutions such as games, which are evidence based and data
drive to solve this issue, however, much has not been done
to assess the validity of these techniques with regards to post-
employment performance. This is further supported with many
research findings that have deployed games in assessment of
soft skills and with an gap of missing objective measures in
place to support the validity of such technique.

In solving this gap, this research work aims to explore
the proposal of a theoretical hybrid model to profile and
evaluate soft skills of computing graduates for employment.
The proposed theoretical hybrid model seeks to contribute to
an effective mechanism in filtering, assessing, and selecting
crucial soft skills amongst graduates thus able to validate the
effectiveness of both the traditional assessment techniques as
well as the game-based technique. Therefore, in achieving
this, this theoretical model proposes a combined assessment
of both the traditional assessment strategies of interview and
questionnaire as well as an existing game in providing a
graduate soft skills profile, respectively. In future work, when
implemented, a comparison analysis will be generated between
the profile obtained before employment (pre-employment) as
well as after employment (post-employment) to justify the
validity of the techniques adopted as an objective measure of
outcome. Hence, this study is limited to a theoretical proposal
and future work will look into implementing the model thus
evaluating the effectiveness of this study.

In summary, this model is intended to solve the problems
of unemployment amongst graduates, which reportedly among
many reasons is caused by mismatch of skills, recruitment,
and industry requirement/expectations. This is achieved with
the creation of a Graduate Profile, clearer verification of the
profile via assessment using Gaming technologies inculcating
motivation and engagement as well as ranking them based on
these skills with regards to job requirements put forth by the
hiring company. Further to this, data obtained from this study

can be input provided to respective Higher Learning institution
as a support mechanism to look into improving their curricular
framework emphasizing the industry need of essential soft
skills amongst their graduates for successful employment in
the 21st century.
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Abstract—This research work focuses on environmental care
based on the treatment of solid, organic and inorganic waste.
These inappropriate wastes cause deterioration of the environ-
ment and the ozone layer. This is why we are currently seeing an
abrupt change in climate and diseases caused by environmental
pollution. The objective of the research work is to perform a
system dynamics modeling for effective and efficient solid waste
management in Lima Peru, and thus contribute to the scientific
community to achieve a future vision for solid waste management.
The methodology used was system dynamics, which made it
possible to analyze and understand the behavior of a complex
solid waste system in a given time. In addition, vensim software
was used for system dynamics modeling, creating the causal
diagram and forrester diagram for solid waste management. The
results obtained are the system dynamics modeling proposed for
solid waste management, which were modeled from 2020 to 2030,
where by 2030 it will be reduced in favorable equilibrium to
23,066 tons. Thanks to this system dynamics modeling, society will
be made aware of the need to sort and use solid waste, in order
to reduce environmental pollution. Likewise, having a healthy
environment that will benefit health, agriculture and education
will benefit society as a whole.

Keywords—Causal diagram; environmental pollution; forrester
diagram; systems dynamics; vensim

I. INTRODUCTION

Solid waste management is a major problem worldwide
and 90 percent of cities are affected by population growth.
The inefficient process of industries, businesses and changing
patterns in living standards have increased the generation
of solid waste in cities and towns. Solid wastes are those
organic and inorganic wastes that are created by the process
of transformation, construction or implementation of goods
and services. If such solid waste is not handled correctly,
it generates environmental pollution and health hazards for
individuals [1].

Solid waste includes all waste from humans and animals.
From the following, it can be said that solid waste is the
consequence of life itself, in a direct way the production of
waste. There are several causes, such as improper placement of
garbage bins in the city. City Corporation’s inadequate waste
collection system. More specifically, people are not aware
enough to use garbage bins properly [2].

Coastal residents generate the largest proportion of Peru’s
garbage. In Lima alone, where the largest city is located, home
to well over 8 million people, an average of 2,123,016 tons of
waste is created each year. Each individual produces approx-
imately 0.61 kilograms per day, which implies a significant

increase in solid waste [3]. In Lima Peru in recent years, solid
waste has increased aggressively in all corners of the city [4].

Solid waste management is a chain that includes many
elements, including proper waste collection, organized trans-
portation, and trained personnel. Proper waste disposal lines
and fully automated monitoring systems, and awareness of
what the public should and should not do [5]. This is as
important as any other survival system in a city like Lima.
This paper describes how to use system dynamic modeling as
a decision support tool for waste management and planning of
the total amount of waste generated in Lima. With more than
9,000 tons, landfills are the most accepted solution for waste
disposal. However, improperly selected sites can have many
environmental, economic and ecosystemic impacts [6].

To know what a system dynamics is, first of all, This term
is often used, even if there are different exceptions. Just as we
speak of a system as a way of doing, then we mention that we
have a system to solve a problem and achieve a goal [7]. In
this way, system dynamics allows the behavior of a solid waste
system, how it behaves in a given time. of a solid waste system,
how it behaves in a given time. Likewise, system dynamics
makes a simulation in years and times and is based on 2 types
of diagrams, the casual diagrams and the forrester diagrams,
which have their origin in the general theory of systems.

The importance of the research is to contribute to the
scientific community to reach a future vision for solid waste
management. Under the modeling of a dynamic system. Since
there is a lot of pollution from the citizens in Lima Peru.

The objective of this work is to carry out a System
Dynamics modeling for the effective and efficient management
of solid waste in Lima, Peru.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section II the liter-
ature review was performed, in Section III the methodology,
in Section IV the results and discussions are shown, finally in
Section V the conclusions and future work are presented.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section cites solid waste treatment requirements pa-
pers and system dynamics modeling papers that continue
to engage in research and provides the resources needed to
address this work.

According to the author [8], exposes the problem related
to sanitary waste and the current management of solid waste
treatment. on the other hand, those that can be returned to
the production cycle are wasted, this is also known as the
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recovery industry. They represent a direct risk to health and the
environment and have hazardous properties such as toxicity,
flammability, chemical reactivity, corrosiveness, explosiveness,
reactivity, radioactivity.

On the other hand, the author [9], emphasizes that the
benefit of good solid waste management can be obtained from
many compus, since organic waste decomposes and turns into
methane, which is a greenhouse gas. It can also reduce waste
in the toilet and increase the service life. It also reduces soil
and water pollution.

Likewise, the author [10], synthesizes that informational
awareness is useful, since it makes waste segregation possible.
In the principles there are significant incidences in the propor-
tion of solid waste. As in sanitary landfills and in the prices
associated with the production, disposal and collection of solid
waste from households in urban regions.

In this category the author [11], indicates that it can be
seen that participants categorize firm waste into plastic, paper
and cardboard. In the preparation of products, they use plastic
with greater demand and less frequently cardboard and paper,
because in this virtual teaching environment the consumption
of this material by students has decreased, showing that from
home they are strengthening the ecological behavior and good
practices of environmental conservation.

Finally, the author [12], states that they have used the
systems dynamic model to analyze solid waste. It proposes a
long-term solution for new generations with an environmental
cultural program that promotes environmental care focused
on the recovery of natural resources. Providing education
to society based on system dynamics modeling, with casual
diagrams and forrester diagrams.

III. METHODOLOGY

The methodology used is system dynamics, which is a tool
for creating simulation models in vensim. This model is used
to help visualize temporal behavior in complex environments.
It is based on the identification of repetitive sequences in
instructions based on causal diagrams and forrester diagrams.
In order to develop correctly and thus achieve the objectives,
it is applied with formulas and equations shown, in order to be
able to run a good model of system behavior based on certain
periods. Fig. 1 shows the relationship of system dynamics,
consisting of the levels of decision, action and information.
They are related to decision functions, flow channels and
sources of information.

A. Causal Diagram

A causal diagram is one that is connected by an arrow that
shows the causal relationships and collaborations that variables
have with each other [13]. A negative (-) or positive (+) symbol
is added to the arrows to indicate the change generated in the
dependent variables when the variables change to independent
[14].

It is also known as a causal loop diagram, because, within
each type of loop, it turns in the same direction as the loop it
belongs to, and this could be clockwise or counterclockwise
[15]. It is worth mentioning that a correctly applied causal
diagram is beneficial for the construction and analysis of a

Fig. 1. Dynamic of Systems.

real system, since it can help in the planning and processes of
a system [16].

After the above mentioned causal diagram, we put into
practice with the following Fig. 2, which shows that, with
an increase in the population, there is a growth in the pro-
portion of waste produced.Similarly, as a result of systematic
collection, the proportion of garbage collection has increased.
The proportion of solid waste in landfills increases due to
the impact on the environment. It will increase pollution and
generate deterioration of the quality of life and population
growth.

The stress created by the growth, the proportion of waste
caused by the people, means that they must collect a larger
proportion of waste. This will make it possible to minimize
the proportion of waste, if there is a lower proportion of the
population for collection. This leaves us with little collection
capacity to cope with population growth and the waste that
everyone leaves behind simply because they live.

Fig. 2. Solid Waste Management System Causal Diagrama [1].

B. Forrester Diagram

In this section, the causal diagram seen in Fig. 1, already
once classified the resources that appear in changing state,
flows and auxiliaries. From the causal diagram was used to
make the Forrester Diagram, with the required data.
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In addition, the behavior of the solid waste system is being
analyzed through the causal diagram and the forrester diagram
using the data, equations and mathematical formulas of the
system that is being developed. Among the attributes that make
up the modeling of the system, there are also the well-known
feedback loops [17].

We use system dynamics to represent or transform the
interaction of these effects into dynamical systems that help
create the behavior. It assigns values and limits based on data
collected from existing systems, using formulas that describe
the type and strength of all interrelationships between sets of
changes.

Therefore, the vensim program was used to plot the interac-
tions of influence and by means of the forrester diagram of the
solid waste, the specifications of the mathematical equations
were provided [18]. Looking at the flow diagram and inventory
of Forester’s solid waste diagram in Fig. 3, the whole system
under study can be seen and some conclusions can be drawn.

First there is the fact that the three huge primitive feedback
loops are being suppressed. This provides clear guidance on
how to proceed if one part of the relevant change set has
changed. Not only does it affect other parts of the system,
but changes after some time will affect the same variable that
caused the change [19].

C. Equations

Table I shows in summary form the sets of equations of
the variables and parameters of the three level variables for
the system dynamics modeling results.

1) variable level: : They are those that assume an ac-
cumulation in time and vary with other variables of system
states, called flows. They characterize the pattern of the general
population, the amount of solid waste on the streets.

2) Variable flow:: Variable flow: they explicitly manifest
the alteration of the time units of the levels. The flow variable
feeds or decreases the grade, determining the variations in
levels. As well as birth variables, deaths, incoming waste,
recycled waste, uncollected waste and collection [20].

3) Auxiliary variables and constants:: They suggest chang-
ing help in the model and are based on collaborating with
the flow variables within the model and representing them
in graphs, with the following level variations of solid waste
modeling. Determined by variations in environmental quality,
leachate emission, gas emission, contamination, amount of
waste generated, source of income, recycling.

D. Data

Table II shows the data used in the forrester diagram for
the graphs of waste generated, total recycling. Also for the
controlled landfill waste graph that was made in the vensim
tool.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. About Modeling

The system dynamics model allows the behavior of a
complex system.To assist in decision making, whether tactical,

TABLE I. FORMULAS [1]

Variables Formulas
Variable
Level

-Population = Births - Deaths

-Amount of waste in the streets = IF THEN ELSE (Waste not collected
- Collection..
-Waste in controlled landfill = Incoming waste - Recycled waste.

Variable
flow

-Births = Population * Growth rate.

-Deaths = (life expectancy + Quality of life) * Population.
-Incoming waste = (Collection + Amount of waste collected) * (1 -
Utilization Rate).
-Recycled Waste = Waste in Controlled Landfill * Recycled Waste
Rate.
-Waste not collected = Segregation - Recycling - Waste collected.
-Collection = Quantity of collection equipment 2 * Truck capacity 2
* Collection frequency 2.

Auxiliary
and
constant
variables

-Collection = Amount of collection equipment 2 * Truck capacity 2
* Collection frequency 2.

-Emission of leachate = RANDOM UNIFORM (0.01, 0.1, 0.001).
-Contamination = (Leachate Emission + Gas Emission) * Waste in
Landfill.
-Quantity of waste generated = Population * Solid waste generation
rate-Sensitized population.
-Quantity of collected waste = (Number of collecting equipment *
Truck capacity * Collection frequency.
-Source of income = Average Price * Total recycled.
-Recycled = Segregation * Recycling rate.

TABLE II. DATA

Num Data
1 -Truck capacity = 2600
2 -Truck capacity 2 = 2600
3 -Average Price = 0.5
4 -Budget = 395000
5 -Realization rate = 0.2
6 -Growth rate = 0.013
7 -Solid waste generation rate = 1.17
8 -Recycling rate = 0.2Units: Kg / (day * person)
9 -Rate of Recycled Waste from the Dump = 0.09

strategic and policy design; how to act in a general system
to drive it towards the desired behavior. The structure of the
system dynamics modeling was built on causal diagrams and
forrester diagrams. From the variables and data required by
the system.

In addition, vensim software was used to create causal and
forrester diagrams for system dynamics modeling for solid
waste. Since Vensim is a software that allows simulation to
improve the system performance and model quality [21].

Fig. 4, 5 and 6 show the notation of the values of the three
scenarios, with their respective line graphs as: Equilibrium
scenario, which are the red lines and are numbered 2, favorable
scenario, which are the green lines and are numbered 3,
and unfavorable scenario, which are the blue lines and are
numbered 1.

In Fig. 4, the activity of the sub-variables is shown.
Residuals are unavoidable in all situations.The results of the
equilibrium scenario are used as a reference for the behavior of
the solid waste produced. As expected, the movement tends to
be greater than the balance in the opposite scenario. By 2022,
the volume of industrial waste will reach 12,270, tons. On the
other hand, the growth rate of waste generated tends to be low
in favorable scenarios. On the other hand, the growth rate of
waste generated tends to be low in favorable scenarios. 27.03
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Fig. 3. Solid Waste Management System Forrester Diagram[1].

tons in 2023.

Fig. 4. Waste Generated.

Fig. 5 below shows the behavior of the secondary variables
and waste recycling in each scenario. Here it can be seen that
solid waste generation has a direct impact on recycled waste.
The result of the balanced scenario serves as a benchmark for
the rest of the performance [22]. In the unfavorable scenario,
the behavior has a high growth trend, due to the growth of
waste, reaching 6,429.56 tons of recycled waste in 2024. In
the favorable scenario, the behavior has a trend that preserves
in a stable degree with respect to the Equilibrium scenario, the
rate of recycled hard waste will reach 2668 tons in 2024.

The following Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the variables
at the level of solid waste at the landfill in metropolitan Lima.
Here we will observe the behavior of the direct influence of the
waste generated and the waste recycled from the population.
In the unfavorable scenario, as expected, there is a growing
trend, where rigid waste in the landfill increases significantly.
Reaching 55,078 tons of waste by 2025. While in the favorable
scenario it has a less increasing behavior. Landfilled solid
waste is managed to be significantly reduced compared to the

Fig. 5. Total Recycling.

equilibrium scenario. By 2026, the amount of solid waste in
landfills will be 21,033 tons.

Similarly, by 2030, the proportion of solid waste will be
reduced in a favorable balance to 23,066 tons.

B. About the Methodology

For the discussion section, the tool comparison tables are
shown. Used for the development of a system. Depending on
the methodology applied in the work of the system. Table III
shows the comparison between two important methodologies.
System dynamics is a methodology for analyzing and mod-
eling the temporal behaviors of complex environments [23].
It is based on the identification of feedback loops between
resources, such as information and document delays in the
system. On the other hand, Design Thinking is a methodology
that considers exploration and thinking as fundamental as
intuition in solving problems.
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Fig. 6. Waste in Controlled Landfill.

TABLE III. DYNAMIC OF SYSTEMS-DESIGN THINKING

Dynamic of systems Design thinking
Allows entry and exit to a jurisdiction. You have creativity, elaboration, and

learning through trial and error.
Line of ordered products. & He con-
stantly works in multidisciplinary teams.
Maximum power and very good volume
of use. & Apply to achieve tangible and
consistent results.
Inventory management is very good be-
cause there is only one for each line See.
& It greatly enhances the competitive
strategy of companies.

Table IV shows the comparison of the Vensim and Powesim
studio software tools. Vensim is a simulation software devel-
oped by Ventana Systems. Primarily supports continuous sim-
ulation, with various agent-based and discrete-event modeling
capabilities [24]. On the other hand, we have the powersim
studio software, which is a fully equipped simulation model
development environment, which makes it easy for you to
create and perform analysis and simulation runs.

TABLE IV. VENSIM-POWERSIM STUDIO

Vensim & PowerSim studio
It is a simulation tool in which it sim-
ulates a dynamic model of systems. &
It is a software library, which is used in
applications that include simulation in
Windows applications.
Provides a simple way to create sim-
ulation models (diagrams, flowcharts).
& Create models and perform fully
equipped analysis.
It is useful to simulate a projection of
growth, population of certain markets.
& Provides multi-user simulation game
creation.

The comparison between the vensim software and the pow-
erSim studio is that both do system modeling. The comparison
between the vensim software and powerSim studio is that both
do systems modeling. That is why the comparison is made
that the vensim software allows to simulate and plot causal
diagrams and forrester diagrams, a case that powerSim studio
does not. In addition, the vensim software performs studies
and forecasts of different scenarios with sensitivity analysis,

using mathematical functions, such as data, equations and is
very dynamic, user-friendly and acceptable to the public, it
has many advantages. On the other hand, the powerSim studio
studio, while it is true that it is very old, also does modeling,
but it is a little more limited. That is why the comparison is
made to see why the vensim software was used more and why
not the other software that are similar to it, such as PowerSim
studio, stella among others.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, the system dynamics modeling allowed us
to have a holistic view of the problem and thus provide
a proposal for good management of solid waste from the
authorities in Lima, Peru, which were modeled from 2020 to
2030. Thanks to these system dynamics modeling showed that
environmental pollution will slowly reduce and will benefit
society to raise awareness and sort solid waste, so as to have
a healthy environment.

With respect to the methodology, system dynamics was
used to analyze and understand the behavior of solid waste.
Also, with the help of the vensim tool, it was possible to create
a simulation of the models based on the causal diagram and
forrester diagram for solid waste management.

One limitation of the research work is that it was not
possible to contact the authorities in order to interview them
about the solid waste problem and also to make a qualitative
analysis of it. As a future work, it is suggested that it
be complemented with a comparative study of the different
countries of South America with respect to solid waste. Also
explore the use of other modeling software such as Stella,
powersim and Dinamo.
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Abstract—The distance modality exponentially accelerated
the use of technological tools in times of pandemic. In this
context, educational institutions at all levels implemented actions
to strengthen teaching work through training. The present study
was carried out in the University of Sciences and Humanities
considering the distance teaching process that is based on three
dimensions: teaching strategy, resources and pedagogical mate-
rials, and evaluation. The study objective to analyze the distance
learning process in its 3 dimensions to propose solutions in virtual
teaching. The applied methodology was of a mixed approach;
that is, qualitative through focus group and quantitative through
student survey. The student population of 159 and a sample
of 113 with a confidence level of 95% and margin of error
5%.The result obtained in the focus group shows that teachers
have difficulties in the application of teaching strategies in the
virtual modality evidenced in the management of digital tools,
elaboration of rubrics to evaluate learning, and in the use of
resources and pedagogical materials. This is complemented with
surveys that show partial acceptance of teaching work in the
distance modality; that is, the teaching strategy has an average of
3,76 and standard deviation (S.D) ,63 and 58,41% agrees with the
teacher’s teaching strategy; likewise, the pedagogical resources
and materials dimension was obtained an average of 3,72 and
S.D ,74 and agrees 51,33%.Also in the evaluation, an average of
3,76 and S.D ,72 were obtained with a 55,75% according to the
way the teacher evaluates.The research work serves as input for
future curricular designs in the distance modality.

Keywords—Distance modality; evaluation; focus group; re-
sources and pedagogical materials; teaching strategy

I. INTRODUCTION

Distance education requires, in addition to resources, the
preparation of teaching and administrative staff, accessibility
and motivation of students for integrated learning based on ICT
[1]. In Peru the access to internet has been steadily increasing
these last years [2]. In March 2020, the first case of COVID-19
was detected in Peru, which led the central government to take
economic and political measures that impacted on the Peruvian
education, one of these being the suspension of classes at all
levels [3]. Likewise, the Ministry of Education (MINEDU)
established measures for distance education; so universities,
professors and students had to adapt to the new context [4].

Later, the University of Sciences and Humanities (UCH)
implemented the distance modality as an emergency measure.
In this context, it was evidenced that although the teaching staff
had experience and acceptance in the face-to-face modality,
they lacked the management of methodologies and strategies
at a virtual level [5]. Teachers had difficulty applying teaching
strategies, using resources and pedagogical materials, as well
as evaluating their students’ learning. For this reason, trainings
were carried out with teachers before classes began and during
the semester [6].

The trainings focused on the use of digital tools, such
as digital whiteboards, technological resources, among others;
thus also in the proper use of the MOODLE platform where
teachers upload their pedagogical resources and materials;
furthermore, at the university, teachers and students use Zoom
videoconferencing to interact in the teaching and learning
process [7]. Faced with the COVID-19 pandemic, institutions
have opted for virtual learning through the MOOC model that
focuses on the student (LCM) and the MOODLE learning sys-
tem. To increase the effectiveness of this process, a feedback
and evaluation system has been incorporated. Also, a series
of structures such as dialogues, videos, activities, learning
experience interactions and questionnaires.

From the problem presented, the following question is
formulated. What is the perception of the students, about the
teaching process, in the distance modality of the Professional
School of Systems Engineering and Informatics?

The objective of this research is to analyze the perception
of students about the teaching process in the distance modality,
taking into consideration the teaching strategy, the pedagogical
resources and materials and the evaluation, of the Professional
School of Systems Engineering and Informatics, through the
focus group and surveys with the students. This in order to con-
tribute to the continuous improvement and educational quality
of the university.In this sense, this research work is relevant
because it allows approaching teaching work in the distance
modality and contributing to the university community, since
it is specifically directed to the academic aspect. It also seeks
to propose new actions that enhance the teaching process and
the application of strategies in the distance modality
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The article presents the following structure: Section I, the
introduction, Section II presents the review of the Literature,
where the background is explained; In Section III, the method-
ology is exposed, detailing the steps to follow in each stage
of the process; then Section IV indicates the results obtained,
in Section V discussions, and finally, we have Section VI with
conclusions and future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In his research work, analyzes the consequences of mov-
ing from classroom teaching to distance learning during the
COVID-19 pandemic; where it emphasizes that the teaching
strategy and the evaluation system are different in these modal-
ities [8]. It also presents the contingency plans that were put
in place so that teaching is not affected. At the same time, he
emphasized the strategies to reduce student desertion, among
which stands out, having teachers who adapt to the distance
modality; For this reason, trainings were developed for teach-
ers in technological resources, virtual teaching strategy, among
others.

In his article, he conducted a survey of students who point
out that distance education has positive and negative aspects;
likewise, teachers must be trained in the teaching process and
in the use of educational platforms to face this new modality
[9].

In his study on education in times of pandemic points out
that teachers must enhance their technological and pedagogical
knowledge [10]. To do this, surveys were conducted with
students and teachers, reaching the conclusion that teachers
have to be able to innovate, reflect and transform their didactic
proposals in order to provide quality education.

The importance of the use of technological resources by
teachers, so that they can interact with their students in the
teaching process [11]. In the conclusions obtained, they high-
lighted that teachers must be trained in the use of educational
platforms and digital tools to reduce dissatisfaction on the part
of students in distance learning.

In addition, a study carried out on the perception of
students, in relation to learning in the distance and face-to-
face modality, was carried out by [12], with students from
the University of Indonesia. The results show that students
have a greater perception of face-to-face learning compared
to virtual learning. Among the aspects that stand out we
have: presence and social interaction and satisfaction. Despite
the results, the difference between both learning modalities
is not significant, since some students indicated that they
felt comfortable learning in the distance modality, because it
allowed them to innovate through technology.

The study carried out by [13], examines the attitudes of
Portuguese university students in the remote mode during the
COVID-19 pandemic. The surveyed students agree with the
teaching and evaluation methodologies in this new modality;
however, they feel the need for face-to-face classes for practical
and laboratory classes.

On the other hand, the study carried out by [14], aimed to
capture the teaching experiences in the process of transition
to virtual education in its early stages. To this end, a ques-
tionnaire was distributed to six groups of Swedish teachers

through Facebook groups on preparing teachers and schools
for distance education. The results indicate that there are four
fundamental pedagogical activities for this teaching modality:
teacher and school preparation, strategies for distance edu-
cation, pedagogical activities, and positive experiences and
challenges. It is concluded that distance education leads to a
rapid change that can become more complex; For this reason,
it is necessary to use technological tools, that is, to focus on
the available devices and applications, but the teachers lacked
previous experience; Likewise, activities such as communica-
tion, collaboration, exchange of learning materials, workload,
evaluation and exams were emphasized.

III. METHODOLOGY

The research was carried out at the University of Sciences
and Humanities in Lima, Peru and this presents a qualitative-
quantitative approach, of an exploratory-descriptive scope, not
experimental.Teaching at the university under study was syn-
chronous. The study variable is teaching with the 3 dimensions
(D) shown in Fig. 1. The dimensions come to disaggregate the
teaching variable.

A. Focus Group to Students

The focus group was carried out virtually (evidence in Fig.
2) and had the participation of nine students from the fifth to
the tenth semester of the Professional School of Systems and
Informatics, where the recording of the focus group and the
evidence of the photo It was with the consent of the students
and respecting the code of ethics of the university. The purpose
of the focus group was to collect information on the perception
of students in relation to teaching, from the dimensions of Fig.
1. The interview was structured, for which an eight question
guide was prepared, validated by experts in the field. In Fig.
3, the processes that were carried out in the focus group are
shown:

• Start: Those involved were identified: students, re-
searchers and the moderator of the interview. The
selected students were nine.

• Planning: The requirements for the focus group were
compiled and the activities and tasks to be carried out
on scheduled dates were defined.

• Execution: The implementation of the focus group was
directed to guarantee and ensure the event.

• Closing: The recording and writing of the report of
the Focus group was carried out.

B. Student Surveys

TABLE I. EXPERT JUDGMENT

Question Expert1 Expert2 Expert3 Percent
1 80% 85% 90% 85%
2 75% 80% 85% 80%
3 70% 90% 80% 80%
4 90% 90% 90% 90%
5 80% 80% 80% 80%
6 90% 90% 90% 90%
7 70% 90% 80% 80%
8 90% 90% 90% 90%
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Fig. 1. Teaching Dimensions.

Fig. 2. Focus Group to Students.

Fig. 3. Focus Group Process.

The student population of the Professional School of Sys-
tems and Informatics consists of a total of 159 students. Simple
random sampling was applied, obtaining as a sample (N) 113
students, with a confidence level of 95% and margin of error
of 5%. The survey link is: https://n9.cl/7at2k

The first three questions focus on the first dimension:
teaching strategy; From the fourth question to the sixth, the
second dimension was applied, which is pedagogical resources
and materials, and the seventh and eighth questions cover the
evaluation dimension. Likewise, the Likert scale from 1 to
5 was applied, with 1 strongly disagreeing, 2 disagreeing, 3
moderately agreeing, 4 agreeing, 5 strongly agreeing.

The content of the instrument was validated by expert
judgment, as shown in Table I, based on the following criteria:

• Drafting: The questions are clear and precise.

• Relevance: The questions asked are appropriate and
timely.

• Coherence: There is a logical coherence between the
dimensions and the questions asked.

• Understanding: There is a comprehensive
understanding of all questions.

To carry out the assessment, each criterion was sought to
have an interval of 25 points (one point equals 1 %) For
example: expert 1 placed 20 points on the first question to
write(20%), relevance 25% consistency 25% y understanding
10%; where the sum of them is 80 %. Then in Table I it is
placed 80% and so on until the entire table is filled with the
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scores that the other experts placed. After filling in the table,
the average of the last column is taken, obtaining as a result
84,375%. The general average must be greater than 75% To
give the content as Validated, therefore, it can be noted that
the instrument has been validated by expert judgment.

A pilot test was carried out with 16 students representing
10% o of the sample where no observations were found.
Likewise, the reliability and internal consistency test and
validation of the instrument shown in Table II were carried
out, obtaining Cronbach’s Alpha 0,921, which shows high
reliability, since its value is close to 1; on the other hand,
the validation was obtained using Factorial Analysis with the
Kaiser Meyer and Olkin (KMO) index, obtaining 0,753, thus
demonstrating that the scale is valid because it is greater than
0.5; likewise, in Bartlett, 0.000 was obtained, being less than
0,05. Therefore, the instrument is reliable and validated; all
this was done using the SPSS statistics 23 software.

TABLE II. RELIABILITY AND VALIDATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS

Cronbach’s Alpha KMO Bartlett
Reliability Validation Validation
It must be greater
than or equal to 0,7

It must be greater
than or equal to 0,5

It must be p less
than 0,05

0,921 0,753 0,000

IV. RESULTS

A. Analysis of the Data on the Focus Group

After the Focus Group recording, the video was observed
on several occasions. Likewise, the audio was transcribed
and then the most significant responses of the students were
underlined. Subsequently, the questions in rows and the refined
answers in columns were placed in a matrix.

In Fig. 4, the procedure for the analysis of the Focus Group
data is shown, through a flow chart, from the beginning, which
is the collection of data obtained from the recording, until the
closing, which is the writing after having passed for validation.

-Analysis by dimensions

1) Teaching strategy: In this dimension, three questions
were asked.

Question 1. Do you think that your teachers apply
techniques so that their classes are active?
The students stated that the teachers partially use the
techniques to make their classes active. The sections and
techniques that are carried out in distance classes must be
supported by tools to fulfill the objective of being more
dynamic teaching. However, they observe that teachers do
not use these tools adequately to motivate students and thus
be dynamic in their classes. According to the author [15], in
his research, classes become dynamic when they use digital
tools appropriately; so it is necessary to train in its use; that
is, university teachers should have more training so that their
classes are more active and motivating using digital tools as
a complement.

Question 2. Is interaction between students observed in
group work carried out by the teacher to improve their learn-
ing?

Fig. 4. Focus Group Procedure.

Students point out that interaction in group or collaborative
work is not what is expected. But if there are teachers who
use collaborative tools through Zoom, they have the option to
form groups with students and also chat; since, through these
means, teachers and students interact. According to the author
[16], is important that teachers know how to handle the Zoom
videoconference, such as the group room, so that their students
can carry out their work in class where the teacher plays the
role of mediator.

Question 3. Do you think that teachers make students be
participative and not passive in the development of the class?

According to the students, most of the teachers, at the
beginning, dictated as they did in the face-to-face modality, but
as they were trained they improved in the teaching process and
this made their students more participatory in the forums of
debates, in class sessions. Likewise, the majority of students
use mobile phones more than computers, which means that
teachers must develop strategies to promote the participation
of students from their cell phones. The author [17], in his
study indicates that the teacher must apply strategies so that the
students are more participative in the distance mode, based on
the use of virtual tools, since the students use various devices,
mainly mobile phones.

2) Resources and pedagogical materials: In this dimen-
sion, three questions were asked.

Question 4. How do teachers use the teaching resources in
their class session?

Students responded that teachers use visual and audiovisual
teaching resources such as videos, some virtual tools and the
Internet. The difficulty they present is that most of the students
use mobile phones and that is a limitation due to the little data
and time that they can use it for a class of several hours; as
well as, they have internet connectivity and stability problems.
According to the author of the article, distance learning allows
interaction from any space between the teacher and students, as
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well as between students; however, it is a complication for the
teacher of not having all the hardware and software accesses
to carry out a session of appropriate class using teaching
resources.

Question 5. What is your opinion about the use of digital
tools in the development of the class?

WhatsApp is the digital communication tool most fre-
quently used by teachers and students. They create groups for
classrooms and communicate to carry out tasks, tests to be
carried out and notices. Therefore, what must be done is to
bear in mind the rules of coexistence from the beginning on
the use of this tool. Online applications and tools in teaching
[18] they are fundamental, since the students partially use
the computer, and rather use mobile phones as their main
means, and communications are generally carried out through
WhatsApp.

Question 6. How do teachers use pedagogical resources in
the development of their classes?

Teachers use pedagogical resources with limitations, but
the materials are shared in the Moodle platform or virtual
classroom and these are used in synchronous classes. Likewise,
teachers use a digital blackboard, teach their students the use
of Google drive so that they can organize their information;
students also use information search engines. As for the tools
that the teacher has on the Moodle platform, these are used
during class, but they are not fully explored. The author
[19], points out that the students’ perception of the use of
technological resources is that it served as support in their
learning process and facilitated progress in the organization of
their knowledge.

3) Evaluation: In this dimension, two questions were
asked.

Question 7. Do you think that the teacher evaluates at the
beginning, development and at the end of his class session?

In classes, few teachers evaluate at the beginning of the
process and at the end of the class. Generally, they carry
out their classes according to the syllable; and some teachers
evaluate through the Moodle platform; while others use tech-
nological tools such as Mentimeter and Quizizz. The author
analyzes the use of LMS (learning management system),for
example Moodle,which is the platform used by the university
under study, pointing out that on this platform evaluations can
be carried out through questionnaires and other tools that the
platform offers, carried out by their teachers after having been
trained in the use of it.

Question 8. Do you think that teachers use the rubric
criteria appropriately in their evaluation?

For students, some teachers apply rubrics, but the vast
majority do not. Likewise, the teachers who use the rubrics
in their evaluation system in the exams, graded practices or
others do so in an inappropriate way, since they do not present
them to the students, nor do they explain them; Therefore,
the students do not know the criteria by which they will be
evaluated. The author [20], in his research, analyzes the use of
rubrics and their scores according to each criterion established
in the evaluation and disseminates this with his students as
they will be evaluated. In summary, the students point out the

need to train teachers in the management and elaboration of
rubrics.

B. About Student Survey

1) Analysis of the dimensions: In the dimension of teaching
strategy, 58,41% points out that teachers apply strategies with
a mean of 3,76 and S.D ,63 (see Fig. 5), however, a 17,70%
moderately agrees on the use of the teaching strategy.

Fig. 5. Dimension 1: Teaching Strategy.

Also, in Fig. 6, the 51,33% agrees on the use of pedagogical
resources and materials, that is, teachers upload their materials
to the virtual classroom and 18,58%, moderately agree. This
dimension has a mean of 3,72 with a standard deviation of, 74
which indicates that it is slightly above normal. El 55,75%

Fig. 6. Dimension 2: Resources and Pedagogical Materials.

agree that teachers partially use evaluation at the entrance,
process and exit of a class session. There is also 19.47 %
that moderately agrees, see (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Dimension 3: Evaluation.

2) Analysis by questions: Each question that was placed as
affirmations is analyzed (See Fig.1).

P1: Teachers apply techniques to make their classes dy-
namic

In the question about the techniques for active and dynamic
classes, an average of 3,72 was obtained and S.D of, 761. That
is, the teachers have partial acceptance; in addition, 28,32%
moderately agree, (see Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Analysis of Question 1.

P2: There is an interaction between students and teachers
through the zoom or others to carry out group work The
interaction between teachers and students through group work
such as the Zoom videoconference with its group work option
has an average of 3,88 and S.D of ,746 (see Fig. 9). It is also

observed that 56,64% agree

Fig. 9. Analysis of Question 2.

P3: Teachers get students to participate in class through
discussions and problems related to the subject

It is observed in Fig. 10, that a 54,87% it agrees. Although
it is true, there is some acceptance from the students, but not
in its entirety, since there is 26,55 % who moderately agree; In
other words, there are teachers who still carry out their classes
in a traditional way. This question has a mean of 3,70 and S.D
,789.

Fig. 10. Analysis of Question 3.

P4: Teachers use the didactic resources in their class
session (games, videos, visual organizers and others)

There is a 44,25 % who agree that teachers use didactic
resources in the class session. Of the 8 questions, it is the
lowest in percentages that agree. It has a mean of 3,58 and a
standard deviation of ,989 (see Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. Analysis of Question 4.

P5: Teachers use digital tools in the development of classes
(facebook, canva, whatsapp, youtube or others)

Fig. 12. Analysis of Question 5.

It is seen in Fig. 12. that less than 50 % agree that
teachers use digital tools in their class session, with a mean
of 3,69 and a standard deviation of, 897. There is a 7,96 %
that disagrees.

P6: Teachers use pedagogical resources in the development
of their classes (office projector, digital whiteboard, Google
drive, Excel, Word, academic Google or others)

The use of pedagogical resources by the teacher in their
class session is 48,67 % with a mean of 3,89 and a standard
deviation of ,870. There is a percentage of teachers, partially,
who use pedagogical tools as a complement in their teaching
(see Fig. 13).

Fig. 13. Analysis of Question 6.

P7: The teacher evaluates the learning at the beginning,
development and at the end of the class session (tests, forums,
feedback, forms, etc.)

The students state that the teachers agree with 52,21 % in
the learning evaluation. However, there is 7,08 % who disagree,
since it has a mean of 3,59 and a standard deviation of, 862,
(see Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Analysis of Question 7.

P8: Teachers use the rubric (evaluation criteria) to grade
students

In Fig. 15 it is observed that 54,87 % indicate that teachers
correctly apply their evaluation system with the use of rubrics
and 2,65% disagree with a mean of 3,93 and S.D, 776.

3) Box and whisker analysis: The 3 dimensions were
analyzed using box and whiskers from Fig. 16 and Table III.
The first dimension, which is the teaching strategy, the score
of the mean that is represented on the vertical axis and its
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Fig. 15. Analysis of Question 8.

TABLE III. PERCENTILE ANALYSIS

Dimension Percentile
25

Percentile
50

Percentile
75

Percentile
95

D1:Teaching strategy 3,33 4 4 4,66
D2:Educational resources
and materials

3,33 4 4,33 5

D3:Evaluation 3,25 4 4 5

median is 4, which represents quartile 2 of the 50th percentile
of 4, which coincides with quartile 3 of 75 with a value of
4; but it is observed in the whiskers that there is a symmetry;
Furthermore, extreme values are observed in the upper part,
where a mean score of 5 was obtained for 4 cases, and in the
lower part, a mean score of less than 2 was obtained, which
was only one case. In dimension 2, pedagogical resources and
materials, the median is also 4; but it is asymmetrical, since one
mustache is shorter than the other; Furthermore, it is observed
in the box that the highest concentration of the mean score is
found between quartile 2 of the 50th percentile with a value
of 4 and quartile 3 of the 75th percentile, taking the value of
4.33, since it is denser; In addition, 2 cases are observed in the
lower part that are extreme points to evaluate with a mean score
lower than 2. The evaluation dimension represents a symmetry
in the distribution of the mean score, this is validated by the
size of the mustache, its median is 4 coinciding with quartile
2 of percentile 50 of value 4 and quartile 3 of percentile 75
taking the value of 4. It also has extreme values both in the
upper and lower part that requires further evaluation. In the
upper part it has 4 cases with a mean score 5 and in the lower
part it has 4 cases with a mean score of 2 and 2 cases with a
mean score slightly higher than 2.

4) Confidence interval analysis (CI): It is shown in Fig. 17
and Table IV, the comparison of the mean D (mean dimension)
with the average of the scores with the 95% Confidence
Interval (95% CI) that is located in the vertical. A dispersion
is observed in all dimensions; having a lower lower limit in

Fig. 16. Boxes and Whiskers.

the mean D2 dimension (resources and pedagogical materials)
with 36,85 and an upper limit in the mean dimension 3
(evaluation) with 3,89. Likewise, it is observed that the mean
total dimension has a lower interval 3,62 and an upper limit
3,86 %, where dimension 1 is close to it, which is the teaching
strategy.

TABLE IV. CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR THE MEAN AT 95 % (95 % CI)

Dimension Lower
limit (95
% CI)

Upper
limit (95
% CI)

Median Mean S.D

D1 mean:Teaching strategy 3,64 3,88 4 3,76 ,63
D2 mean:Resources and
pedagogical materials

3,58 3,85 4 3,72 ,74

D3 mean:Evaluation 3,62 3,89 4 3,76 ,72
D total mean:Mean total
dimension

3,62 3,86 4 3,74 ,63

V. DISCUSSION

The analysis of the focus group and the student surveys
have allowed us to triangulate, cross and compare the stu-
dent’s perception qualitatively with the quantitative part about
teaching at the university.

The distance learning strategy has not allowed direct human
interaction between teachers and students, since face-to-face
teaching is different from distance learning [8]. Distance
learning, carried out at the university under study, is under
development, as it is focusing on training its teachers in the
proper use of digital tools. However, training alone does not
guarantee an education according to the pedagogical model
of the university. In other words, pedagogical guidelines are
required in distance learning. Likewise, the trainings oriented
to the methodology of the distance modality would help to
strengthen teaching. The author [9], states that training in
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Fig. 17. Confidence Interval Analysis.

digital tools and educational platforms should be developed.
However, in our study, information was obtained that teachers
should be trained not only in the use of digital tools but
also in distance learning strategies. Regarding the uses of
resources and pedagogical materials, students partially agree
that teachers use them appropriately; However, there are other
aspects that prevent the development of distance classes, such
as connectivity problems and limited access to the Internet,
and to this is added the fact that the majority of students use
mobiles that have limited connectivity. El autor [11], agree in
their results regarding that teachers should be trained in digital
tools to promote student learning. On the other hand, in the
dimension of the evaluation of the learning of the students,
the teachers presented limitations to evaluate in the distance
modality; but this was partially overcome with training and
the use of virtual classroom tools. In summary, the students
stated that distance education is partially accepted, since the
interaction between those involved is minimal, coinciding with
the author [12] in their conclusions, regarding the fact that
face-to-face teaching has a greater impact on the interaction
between student and teacher.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

After carrying out the qualitative and quantitative analysis,
we conclude that teachers must further strengthen the strategies
for teaching their classes, as well as the way to carry out
evaluations in the distance mode and make the appropriate
use of resources and educational materials. The pedagogical
aspect is different between face-to-face teaching and distance
learning, so the latter aspect should be strengthened. It is rec-
ommended to develop constant training not only in the use of
digital tools but also in the didactics of teaching strategies. The
connectivity problem and the internet have been limitations
in the teaching process and in the evaluation system, since
the majority of students used mobile computers and some
did not have cameras for evaluation. There was a difficulty
in the teamwork among the students to be able to carry out
their assignments, forums and group works of exposition. We

suggest as future work to carry out a comparative analysis of
distance, face-to-face and blended classes involving university
teachers and authorities. In addition, we also suggest to carry
out a study about the digital gap that exists among the students,
since internet connectivity problems emerged.
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Abstract—Globally, COVID-19 already emerged in around 170
million confirmed cases of infected people and, as of May 31,
2021, affected more than 3.54 million deaths. This pandemic has
given rise to numerous public health and socioeconomic issues,
emphasizing the significance of unraveling the epidemic’s history
and forecasting the disease’s potential dynamics. A variety of
mathematical models have been proposed to obtain a deeper
understanding of disease transmission mechanisms. Machine
Learning (ML) models have been used in the last decade to
identify patterns and enhance prediction efficiency in healthcare
applications. This paper proposes a model to predict COVID-19
patients admission to the intensive care unit (ICU). The model
is built upon robust known classification algorithms, including
classic Machine Learning Classifiers (MLCs), an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) and ensemble learning. This model’s strength in
predicting COVID-19 infected patients is shown by performance
analysis of various MLCs and error metrics. Among other used
ML models, the ANN model resulted in the highest accuracy,
97.9% over other models. Mean Squared Error showed that the
ANN method had the lowest error (0.0809). In conclusion, this
paper could be beneficial to ICU staff to predict ICU admission
based on COVID-19 patients’ clinical characteristics.

Keywords—Covid-19; ANN; ensemble learning method; predic-
tion; ICU admission; Saudi Arabia

I. INTRODUCTION

The 2019 coronavirus disease (COVID-19) emerged as
a global public health emergency on December 12, 2020,
affecting 220 countries worldwide. This disease is caused
by an extreme acute respiratory syndrome called coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2) [1, 2], first identified in Wuhan, China.
This new virus began to transmit rapidly globally, and the
WHO declared the epidemic to be International Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC), and soon after it
was declared a pandemic [3, 4]. Around 170 million confirmed
cases and more than 3.54 million deaths were registered
worldwide, with a Case Fatality Rate (CFR) of 2 as of May
31, 2020, [5]. In the same time interval, the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia has registered a lower CFR 1.7 similar to the
international clinical manifestation and risk factors of COVID-
19 [6, 7, 8].

Various prevention measures have been promoted, namely
encouraging the use of face masks, isolation, quarantine, lock-
downs, and travel bans promoted locally and by the World

Health Organization (WHO) [9, 10]. As soon as COVID-19
infections appeared in a few developed countries, COVID-
19 cases have been exponentially dispersed in developing
countries. All over the world, scientists have made incredible
efforts to cope with COVID-19; there are still many missing
puzzle pieces they do not understand about the disease [11].
For instance, asymptomatic cases [12] could be between 5
% and 80 %of individuals who test positive for COVID-19,
including children and young adults. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) stated that there are 11 common
symptoms for COVID-19 [13], yet many COVID-19 infected
patients did not develop vital sign abnormalities.

One of the most pressing questions about COVID-19 that
was not answered is how deadly COVID-19 is. It is challenging
to be confident about the death rate within a designated geo-
graphical area. Currently, between 0.02 % - 0.82 % of people
infected with the virus are estimated to die [14], although the
mortality rate could be lower if there are large numbers of
asymptomatic patients. While in Saudi Arabia, it is estimated
that there have been more than 7,362 death. Moreover, 1,438
critical cases have been recorded until March 2021, which is
depicted in Fig. 1.

The massive volume and the increasing velocity of COVID-
19 data pose an enormous challenge. Because they play a
crucial role in disease transmission, asymptomatic carriers and
healthcare workers should be given special consideration. The
recent rapid and exponential rise in the number of infected
patients has impelled accurate prediction models, for instance,
Artificial Intelligence (AI), for potential outcomes.

Machine Learning (ML) and self-learning concepts have
become tightly coupled terminology over the last decade.
ML models have been used to detect patterns and improve
prediction performance using statistical modeling. ML models
operate upon input data and empirical information without
direct programming. Probabilistic reasoning, trial and error,
and other computational-intensive methods are key players in
ML models [16].

ML has proved to be a major research area in the resolution
of many highly complex and advanced real-world problems
Rustam et al. [17]. These days, one of the main areas of
ML application is healthcare. For example, Petropoulos and
Makridakis [18] provided live projections with reported cases
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Fig. 1. Overview of Critical Cases Recorded in Saudi Arabia Until May 2021 [15].

of COVID-19. Grasselli et al. [19] also focused on predicting
the epidemic and the early response to COVID-19. In the
same way, these predictive systems can help manage current
scenarios to direct early interventions to manage these diseases
very efficiently.

There is a need for a novel model based on ML methods to
investigate and predict the severity of the asymptomatic carri-
ers and the possible death rate from the conditions mentioned
earlier. This paper aims to propose a model to predict COVID-
19 patients admission to the intensive care unit (ICU). The
model is built upon robust known classification algorithms,
including classic Machine Learning Classifiers (MLCs), Artifi-
cial Neural Network (ANN) and ensemble learning. The model
may use clinical characteristics of COVID-19 on a national
scale.

The contribution of this work is two-folded:

• This work presents a comparative analysis of multiple
MLCs that intended to process COVID-19 patients’
dataset in Saudi Arabia where an ANN and ensemble
learning method were identified as good models for
ICU admission prediction.

• This work serves as a starting point for the research
community to explore different ML classifiers for
better prediction of ICU admission.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section II
demonstrates a few related works in which MLCs have been
used for COVID-19 prediction. Section III describes the model
details along with the dataset description and the data analysis.
Section IV depicts the performance of the proposed model.
Section V sheds a light upon a further discussion, and Sec-
tion VI provides a conclusion and the future direction.

II. RELATED WORK

This section demonstrates the most popular MLCs and the
architecture of the proposed model.

This pandemic has led to various public health and socioe-
conomic concerns, highlighting the importance of unraveling
the disease’s evolution and predicting future dynamics. Various
mathematical paradigms have often played a significant part
in providing a deeper understanding of disease transmission
mechanisms, adding significant insights to controlling the
disease’s spread. Calafiore et al. [20] and Nesteruk [21]
have argued in favor of Mckendrick’s suggested Susceptible
Infectious Removed (SIR) disease model, and subsequently,
one of the family models for human-to-human transmission
is reasonably predictive. The Susceptible Exposed Infectious
Removed (SEIR) model was created with many variants to
forecast the possible dynamics of an outbreak. In a model that
is based on population, integrating such real-world dynamics
is still very difficult. Indeed, due to the lack of suitable
actual historical data, research and prediction could go wrong.
Instead, various models that focused on stochastic agents
have been used as effective methods for monitoring the fine-
grained effects of heterogeneous disease intervention policies
on multiple disease outbreaks [22, 23, 24, 25]. However, due to
the network structures’ time-varying existence, this method’s
consistency can be a critical problem.

For reported and unreported infections, Li et al. [1] sug-
gested an SEIR model after the virus’s outbreak, integrating
a meta-population framework, considering journeys between
major cities in China. Their research discovered that before
traveling was banned on January 23, 2020, about 86% of cases
went unreported in Wuhan. As per their estimate, about 55%
of asymptomatic spreaders were infectious on an individual
basis, resulting in 79% of newly infected cases. In Verity
et al. [26] later projected that about 63% of Italy cases were
under-reported by reviewing an updated SIR model. Applying
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the Susceptible-Infectious-Recovered-Deceased (SIRD) model
to a Chinese official’s statistics, Anastassopoulou et al. [27]
estimated the COVID-19 pandemic’s propagation dynamics in
Hubei, using linear regression to assess the parameters of the
model.

A more comprehensive SEIDIUQHRD1 model has been
proposed considering the above limitations of different proven
mathematical models, taking into account all potential in-
teractions, which can provide a more precise and stronger
short-term and long-term estimation of the future COVID-19
dynamic model. As of May 11, the early stage’s mathematical
model parameters have changed dramatically. However, due to
the strict containment measures and large-scale testing strategy,
the outbreak has improved in many countries [28]. Considering
the features of coronavirus infection reported by health orga-
nizations or quantitatively assessed in the literature, the model
parameters’ nominal values were considered [1, 26, 29, 30].

A few efforts aimed to provide a deeper understanding of
the disease’s spread and healthcare management aspects. ML
models’ capacity to predict the number of potential patients
affected by COVID-19 is shown by Rustam et al. [17]. In this
study, four typical forecasting models have been used to predict
the threatening factors of COVID-19, such as linear regression
(LR), minimum absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO), support vector machine (SVM), and exponential
smoothing (ES). The findings show that followed by LR and
LASSO; the ES performed best out of all the models used,
which performs well in predicting newly recorded incidents,
death rate, and recovery rate, while SVM performs poorly in
all projection scenarios given the available dataset.

The author in Iwendi et al. [31] provided a fine-tuned
method for the Random Forests (RF) algorithm boosted by
AdaBoost. This model uses the geographical, travel, health,
and demographic data of COVID-19 patients and calculates
the potential outcome of recovery or death. This study has a
94% accuracy and an F1 score of 0.86 for the used dataset.

Kutia et al. [32] attempted to break down consumer percep-
tions on China’s eHealth applications and Ukraine’s eHealth
platform, which subsequently generated bits of knowledge
and recommendations for refining an eHealth application (eZ-
dorovya) specifically for health information benefits.

The proposal by Ardabili et al. [33] presented a relative
analysis of ML and soft computing methods to forecast the
COVID-19 pandemic. These two models present essential
outcomes (i.e. multi-layered perceptron, adaptive network-
based fuzzy inference system) based on the complexity of work
that showed ML models were effective compared to their peers.

The study was given by Yan et al. [34], examining 404
infected patients’ blood samples in the Wuhan region of China
to classify critical predictive biomarkers of the seriousness of
the disease. Three biomarkers that predict individual patients’
survival with more than 90 % accuracy have been selected
through ML tools for this function: lactic dehydrogenase
(LDH), lymphocyte, and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein
(hs-CRP). In particular, relatively high levels of LDH alone
seem to play a crucial role in distinguishing the overwhelming

1SEIDIUQHRD stands for Susceptible-Exposed-Symptomatic Infectious-
Asymptomatic Infectious-Quarantined-Hospitalized-Recovered-Dead model.

Fig. 2. Calculating Distance between a New Data point and Finding Closest
Neighbors Through k-NN Classifier.

number of incidents that required immediate medication. This
finding was consistent with a current medical understanding
that various diseases, including pulmonary disorders (e.g.
pneumonia) are correlated with elevated levels of LDH, caus-
ing tissue breakdown. Overall, the authors proposed an exact
and operable formula for quickly predicting patients at the
highest risk, enabling them to prioritize and potentially lower
the mortality rate.

The research proposed by Pinter et al. [35] aimed to
construct a hybrid approach to ML to predict COVID-19
and uses Hungary-based data to exemplify its potential. To
forecast the time series mortality rate for infected individuals,
the adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
and multi-layered perceptron-imperialist competitive algorithm
(MLP-ICA) hybrid ML methods are recommended. The online
COVID-19 tracker suggested by Hamzah et al. [36] was used
to interpret world sentiment trends on the dissemination of
relevant health information and determine the political and
economic effect of the virus’s spread.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

This section demonstrates the most popular MLCs and the
architecture of the proposed model.

A. Background

1) k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN): k-Nearest Neighbors (k-
NN) is a simple supervised [16] ML model. It stores all input
data and computes the distance between each new data point
and all existing data points (i.e. neighbors). k-NN expects to
label a new data point in a class based on the closest data
points. Whenever many of the neighboring points become
the majority, they will be designated as a class [37]. Fig. 2
depicts an overview of the k-NN model. The distance between
a current data point and its neighbors is calculated as Eq. 1.

D (x, y) =

√
(x1 − y1)

2
+ (x2 − y2)

2
, (1)

where D is the distance between x and y points.

Although k-NN is known for its accuracy and user-
friendliness, it cannot tolerate multi-dimensional data with
multiple features [16].
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Fig. 3. Predicting the Class of a New Data Point using SVM Classifier.

2) Support Vector Machine (SVM): Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) is an MLC used to predict categorical-based
dataset decisions. SVM uniquely classifies data points by
filtering them into binary or multiclass variables. It maintains
a plane (i.e. hyperplane) to cover several dataset features. The
maximum margin will be calculated in each plane, and the
sides of the plane will be assigned to different classes. The
plane is also a reinforcement used for future data points to
be classified on either side of the plane’s sides. Fig. 3 shows
an overview of the SVM model. The maximum margin and
the data point classification are calculated as Eq. 2, where the
hypothesis function is h, vector x, and vector w.

h(xi) =

{
+1 if w.x+ b >= 0

−1 if w.x+ b < 0
(2)

Since SVM is useful in detecting complex relationships
between classes, it is less sensitive to outliers and anomalies
[16].

3) Decision Tree (DT): Decision tree (DT) classifier in-
tends to maintain a decision based upon learning a hierarchy
of if\else tests of each decision point within a hierarchy of
connecting nodes, starting from the root node to leaf node.
It navigates all possible tests within the hierarchy and finds
the most informative test of a target variable. Fig. 4 depicts
an overview of a DT model. Gini index and entropy criteria
are important measures to determine the optimum split of
the tree features and are calculated through Eq. 3 and Eq. 4,
respectively.

Giniindex = 1−
∑
j

p2j , (3)

where 0 ≤ Giniindex ≤ 1 and pj is the probability of class j.

Entropy = −
∑
j

pj · log2 · pj , (4)

where pj is the probability of class j.

Although DT is known to be used for classification and
regression tasks and tends to work well with completely
different scale features, it is over-fitting and may provide poor
generalization performance for models [37].

Fig. 4. Navigating Toward Optimum Split a the Tree Features through of DT
Classifer.

4) Random Forests (RF): Random Forests (RF) is a well-
known regression and classification model. RF encompasses
the collection of decision trees in which each tree could
override part of the dataset. RF averages each tree’s final
results at the end of the prediction process and finalizes it.
Fig. 5 provides an overview of the RF model.

Although RF surpasses the individual DT and its defi-
ciencies, handles vast datasets, and its training stage can be
rapidly executed in parallel, RF does not operate well on very
high-dimensional or sparse data. Moreover, it requires massive
computing resources for prediction tasks [37].

5) Artificial Neural Network (ANN): An ANN is an ad-
vanced ML model used to construct prediction models. It mim-
ics the slender projection’s structural function through human
brain nerve cells [16]. ANN has been seen as a generalization
of linear models, executing different processing segments to
reach a decision [37]. ANN consists of interconnected func-
tions, known as nodes, that interact with each other through
axon-like edges to maintain a network of nodes. Each input
node then passes information through the network’s edges to
the next layer of nodes. The model’s predicted output is com-
pared with the actual output, which is understood to be right,
using supervised learning. The expense’s magnitude defines the
difference between these two outcomes. Conventional neural
networks can be subdivided into input, hidden, and output
layers. Input (i.e. datasets’ points) is initially received through
the input layer, where the features are detected. The hidden
layer(s) will then analyze and process the input features, and
the final result will be shown as the output layer. The training
goal is to reduce the value of the cost until the estimation of
the model accurately reflects the correct output. One of the
main advantages of neural networks is that they can detect
the information contained in massive amounts of data given
adequate time for computing, data and careful tuning. Fig. 6
depicts an overview of the ANN model. The cost of an ANN
is calculated through the activation function as demonstrated
in Eq. 5.

ŷ = w[0] ∗ x[0] + w[1] ∗ x[1] + ...+ w[p] ∗ x[p] + b, (5)

where ŷ is the weighted sum of the input features x[0] to x[p],
and weighted by the learned coefficients w[0] to w[p].

It often takes a long time to train neural networks, es-
pecially large/strong ones. Besides, they require proper pre-
processing of the information. Also, they work best with
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Fig. 5. Averaging each DT’s Results to Arrive at the Final Class Through RF Classifier.

Fig. 6. Overview of ANN Classifier with Three General Layers, where xi

Represents an Input, wi is Corresponding Weight, b is bias, and f is the
Activation Function to be Applied to the Weighted Sum of the Inputs.

“homogenous data”, where all features have similar meanings
[16].

6) Ensemble Learning Method: Ensemble learning method
- advanced ML classification model - considers and tests more
than one ML model and finds the best model for input data to
combine ML models. The ensemble learning method integrates
various ML models into a single prediction using a complete
analysis data voting system. These two methods, together,
provide additional benefit over any homogeneous model. Fig. 7
depicts an overview of an ensemble learning method.

While the ensemble learning method performance exceeds
a single algorithm in many other homogeneous models, the
degree of complexity and sophistication of the method can
be a potential drawback. The ensemble learning method pro-
duces the same advantages as the single ML model, where
transparency and ease of interpretation are surrendered to the
accuracy of a more complex algorithm, such as RF, bagging

Fig. 7. Overview of an Aggregate of the Predictions of MLCs and the
Prediction of Predict the Class that Gets the Most Votes, where Pn

Represents Model Feature, Wn Represents Model Weight, and Pf

Represents the Majority Vote.

or boosting [16].

B. Proposed Model

The current rapid and exponential increase in the number
of infected patients has necessitated an accurate estimation
of suitable ML models’ potential outcomes. We propose a
novel model based on MLCs to investigate and predict the
severity of the asymptomatic carriers and the possible death
rate. The model entails various MLCs, including k-NN (refer
to Section III-A1), DT (refer to Section III-A3), RF (refer
to Section III-A4), SVM (refer to Section III-A2) and the
ensemble learning method (refer to Section III-A6). The model
uses a private dataset’s clinical characteristics in Saudi Arabia
(refer to Section III-B1). In addition, model performance has
been evaluated in terms of accuracy based on the confusion
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matrix [38]. The proposed model can be built from scratch
or by using the existing pre-trained models. Data acquired
from the hospital(s) will be separated into training and testing
clusters.

The proposed model architecture consists of five main
phases, namely data acquisition, pre-processing, feature ex-
traction, feature selection, and classification. An overview of
the proposed model is presented as Fig. 8, and the primary
taken stages are presented in Pseudocode 1.

Algorithm 1: Proposed algorithm to investigate and
forecast the incidence and the potential death risk of
the asymptomatic carriers.

Input: COVID-19 Positive Patients (CPP) Dataset
Output: Recovery from ICU, Recovery Without ICU,

Death
Extract features from CPP Dataset
Pre-process features
Normalize input dataset
Select feature from the dataset
Initialize datasettrain & datasettest
Train and validate (datasettrain, datasettest)
[Xtrain,Xtest,Ytrain,Ytest]
Initialize ML models
Input the readings to the model
Train the ML model
Test unseen input dataset
for each Fold in range (10) do

Evaluate Loss, Validation Loss
Evaluate Accuracy and Validation Accuracy
Evaluate Precision, F-Score, Roc Curve and

Confusion matrix
end

First, we acquired the private dataset in Saudi Arabia.
Second, pre-processing was performed on the acquired dataset,
and the entire health dataset was cleaned for prediction pur-
poses. Third, the model used Principle Components Analysis
(PCA) for feature selection and vital known classification
methods from the dataset. Then, the selected features were uti-
lized to train and test the MLCs. Finally, various classification
methods were used to classify testing data.

1) COVID-19 Positive Patients (CPP) Dataset: Across all
Saudi Arabian regions, a private COVID-19 Positive Patients
(necessitated) dataset [6] was collected between March 1,
2020, and March 31, 2020, with no exclusion criteria. The
diagnosis of COVID-19 was conducted based on the per-
formance of real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RRT-PCR) tests in a quantitative study undertaken at
the Saudi National Health Laboratory. The patients’ data were
stored at the Saudi Health Electronic Surveillance Network
Database (HESN)2 under the authority of the Global Center for
Mass Gatherings Medicine. The HESN contains demographic
characteristics, COVID-19-positive clinical, lab, and raw out-
come data in all Saudi Arabian regions. All efforts have been
made to preserve the data’s confidentiality and autonomy. A
study identification number was allocated to all subjects. In the
dataset, 12.5 % of all patients served in healthcare facilities,
and 17.3 % were asymptomatic.

2Site: https://hesn.moh.gov.sa/webportal/

Table I depicts an overview of the dataset, and Table II
presents an overview of the dataset features’ profile. The
dataset contains 18 numerical variables, 15 Boolean variables,
and 11 categorical variables. The dataset has 639 records with
44 features, and it contains demographic and clinical data for
live patients.

2) Data Pre-processing: Since the dataset was unbalanced,
there were many missing values, each variable was unique, and
data were imputed to handle the missing entries as necessary.
This dataset has three variable types: 1) Boolean, 2) numerical,
and 3) categorical. The “Outcome” feature was designated as
an independent variable, and the other features were designated
as dependent variables during the models’ training.“Outcome”
feature has three classes, namely “Active ICU or Recovery
with history of ICU”, “Death”, and “Recovery No ICU”. In
the dataset, we have a record of 639 patients. Out of 639
patients, 563 patients belong to the “Recovery No ICU” class,
65 patients belong to the “Active ICU or Recovery with history
of ICU” class, and only 11 patients belong to the “Death” class.
Due to shallow death cases in training data, sometimes the
classifiers cannot correctly predict the “Death” classes. The
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [39]
was applied to the whole dataset to deal with its unbalanced
nature. SMOTE aims to balance the dataset by oversampling
the minority class and duplicating the same entities without
any new information. After applying SMOTE to the dataset,
we have 563 patients in each class.

Boolean features (“Fever PRESENT”, “SoreThroat”,
“RunnyNose PRESENT”) entail “Yes” and “No” values
where “Yes” means the symptom was present and “No”
means the symptom was not present. In order to unify the
code system within the entries, we replaced the “Yes” with “1”
and “No” with “0” notations. In the “age 65” feature, there
were two entries, “1” and “2” where “1” means a person was
younger than 65, and “2” means a person was older than 65. In
this variable, “1” was replaced with “0” and “2” was replaced
with “1”. Empty entries in these variables are replaced
with “0” assuming that the symptom is not present. Other
Boolean variables (“any comorbidity”, “DM1”, “HTN1”,
“CRF1”, “cardiac1”, “asthma1”, “cancer immunodefecincy1”,
“C lungdisease”) used the binary code system “0” and “1”.
Therefore, they are left untreated in the pre-processing part.

Numerical features (“comorbidities”, “LOSdays”, “Smok-
ing”, “dayofExposureifknown”, “Incubation”, “Temperature”,
“HEART RATE”, “RESPIRATOR”, “SBP”, “DBP”, “SATU-
RATION”, “WHITE CELLS”, “CREATININE”, “LYMPHO-
CYTES”, “PLATELET”, “NEUTROPHILS”, “BLOOD”) en-
tailed missing values that were replaced with a median
of their corresponding variable. Besides, categorical features
(“ClassificationGroup”, “Gender”, “Nationality”, “Outcome”)
had some missing values that were replaced with others.
Other numerical features (“Myalgiaonset”, “GIsymptomson-
set”, “Headacheonset” entailed different scales that did not
contribute equally to the models fitting. The “MinMax” scaler
was applied to all these variables to scale the values on the
same scale and prevent the problems caused by these values.

Categorical features (“Myalgiaonset”, “GIsymptomsonset”,
“Headacheonset”) entailed intervals, for instance, “1 2” that
implied an individual read of a symptom occurred every two
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Fig. 8. Architecture of the Proposed Model to Investigate and Forecast the Incidence and the Potential Death Risk of the Asymptomatic Carriers.

TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF THE 2019 CORONAVIRUS DISEASE (COVID-19) POSITIVE PATIENTS (CPP) DATASET.

Feature Description Initial Value Null values(%) Datatype

InvID - - 0 Categorical
ClassificationGroup Epidemiological criteria Case, Contact 0 Categorical
ClientName - - 0 Categorical
Outcome or Outcome Modified Admission status outcome Recovery No ICU, Recovery

with history of ICU, Death
0 Categorical

LOSdays length of stay in days - 1.3 Numerical
HCW totalpop Patient’s occupation (Medical staff, Mili-

tary, others)
“0”, “1”, “2” 0 Categorical

comorbidities - - 0.2 numerical
any comorbidity Any comorbidity? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
morethan2comorbidities Two or more comorbidities? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
DM1 Diabetes? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
HTN1 Hypertension? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
CRF1 Chronic kidney disease? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
cardiac1 Heart diseases? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
asthma1 Asthma and chronic lung disease? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
cancer immunodeficiency1 immunodeficiency? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
C lungdisease Lung disease? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
Smoking Smoker? (Yes, No) 0.2 Categorical
age 65 Age Above 65? (Yes, No) 0 Categorical
Gender Patient gender Male, Female 0 Categorical
Nationality nationality Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Philip-

pines, Sudan, India, and many
others.

5.6 Categorical

SYMPTOMATIC Symptomatic? (Yes, No) 57.7 Categorical
Fever PRESENT Fever? (Yes, No) 38 Categorical
Cough PRESENT Cough? (Yes, No) 65.1 Categorical
SoreThroat PRESENT Sore Throat? (Yes, No) 77.6 Categorical
RunnyNose PRESENT Runny nose? (Yes, No) 85 Categorical
Headacheonset Headache frequency “0”, “1 1”, “1 2”, “1 3” 21.6 Categorical
Myalgiaonset Myalgia frequency “0”, “1 1”, “1 2”, “1 5” 21.6 Categorical
GIsymptomsonset GI symptoms frequency including abdom-

inal pain, vomiting, or diarrhea
“0”, “1 1”, “1 2”, “1 3”, “1 4” 21.6 Categorical

dayofExposureifknown - - 64.9 Numerical
Incubation - - 65.1 Numerical
Temperature oral temperature of 38◦ or higher - 58.5 Numerical
HEART RATE Heart beats per minute - 82.2 Numerical
RESPIRATORY number of breaths for an entire minute - 83.6 Numerical
SBP Systolic Blood Pressure - 82.3 Numerical
DBP Diastolic Blood Pressure - 82.2 Numerical
SATURATION Oxygen level - 59.9 Numerical
WHITE CELLS White cell count - 94.7 Numerical
CREATININE Creatine phosphate from muscle and pro-

tein metabolism count
- 96.9 Numerical

LYMPHOCYTES lymphocyte count of less than 1,500 per
1Mio. m3

96.4 Numerical

PLATELET Platelet counts in the blood - 94.8 Numerical
NEUTROPHILS White blood cell type level - 95.6 Numerical
SEVERITY Patients’ conditions “0”,“3” 0 Categorical
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TABLE II. PROFILE INFORMATION OF THE CPP DATASET

Feature Min. Max. Mean Std. devi-
ation

LOSdays 0 60 7.71 9.59
comorbidities 0 5 0.47 0.87
age computed 0 84 36.59 15.57
dayofExposureifknown 1 30 8.5 6.30
Incubation 1 30 7.21 6.12
Temperature 0 39.1 37.05 2.37
HEART RATE 63 125 89.82 14.19
RESPIRATORY 14 30 19.87 2.48
SBP 60 188 125.12 17.22
DBP 57 116 75.03 10.46
SATURATION 69 100 96.68 3.63
WHITE CELLS 0 17 6.53 3.96
CREATININE 0 145 64.55 43.63
LYMPHOCYTES 6.3 58.1 24.43 13.00
PLATELET 107 572 246.52 92.53
NEUTROPHILS 1.37 93.4 48.68 32.52

TABLE III. SAMPLE OF CONFUSION MATRIX

Actual class

P N

Predicted class P TP FP

N FN TN

days. There were some empty entries in these variables, and
they were replaced with the median of each variable.

“Client name” and “InvID” are removed because these
variables have no role in classification.

C. Experimental Setup

In this work, the ML methods were executed using Python
programming language (version 3.7) in Google Colaboratory
(Colab)3. Colab is a web-based platform intended to run
python code and customized for AI and data analysis tasks.
Colob provides on-demand computing services for ML-related
tasks. The following specifications were used: CPU (Intel
Xeon 2.20 GHz, family 6, Model 79), RAM (1 GB), and
Storage (Google Drive with 69 GB), including all the necessary
libraries: Pandas, sklearn, NumPy, Seaborn, SciPy, Keras,
ELI5, and TensorFlow.

D. Performance Evaluation Metrics

To accurately predict ICU admission depending on multiple
COVID-19 symptoms and patients’ clinical characteristics,
accuracy is vital. A comparative analysis has been conducted
between MLCs and the ensemble learning method for COVID-
19 infected patient classification in this study. Based on the
confusion matrix parameters, “accuracy”, “precision”, and “f-
score” will be calculated to investigate the accuracy of the
proposed approach. The confusion matrix is represented in
Table III.

A few notations are used within the evaluation metrics.
True Positive (TP ) is the number of true positives classified
by the prediction model. True Negative (TN ) is the number
of true negatives classified by the prediction model. False
Positive (FP ) is the number of false positives classified by

3Site: https://colab.research.google.com/

the prediction model. False Negative (FN ) is the number of
false negatives classified by the prediction model.

1) Accuracy: The accuracy predictor is the ratio between
the total accurate predictions (TP + TN + FP + FN ) and
the total data points of the classifier. Accuracy defines the full
variety of correct predictions laid out in percentage. Eq. 6
calculates Accuracy as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (6)

where 0.0 < Accuracy < 1.0

2) Precision: The ratio of the True Positive (TP ) samples
to the sum of the True Positive (TP ) and False Positive (FP )
samples is equal to the precision predictor. Precision is outlined
because of the entire range of correct positive predictions
portrayed in percentage. Eq. 7 calculates Precision as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(7)

3) F Score: The F score is defined as the harmonic mean
of precision and recall of the model. Eq. 8 calculates F Score
as follows:

F score = 2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(8)

E. Error Metrics

We calculated four error metrics: Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), Relative Squared Error (RSE), Mean Absolute Error
(MAE), and Relative Absolute Error (RAE).

1) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): RMSE determines
the mean of the magnitude of the error. Eq. 9 calculates RMSE
as follows:

RMSE =

√∑n
i=1(pi − ai)2

n
, (9)

where a is the actual target, and p is the predicted target.

2) Relative Squared Error (RSE): RSE compares the sum
of errors of the model compared to a simple predictor (using
the average). Eq. 10 calculates RSE as follows:

RSE =

∑n
i=1(pi − ai)

2∑n
i=1(ā− ai)2

(10)

3) Mean Absolute Error (MAE): MAE measures the av-
erage of all the absolute errors. Eq. 11 calculates MAE as
follows:

MAE =

∑n
i=1 |pi − ai|

n
(11)

4) Relative Absolute Error (RAE): RAE calculates the
square root of the relative squared error. Eq. 12 calculates RAE
as follows:

RAE =

∑n
i=1 |pi − ai|∑n
i=1 |ā− ai|

(12)
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED MODEL WITH THE RELATED
MODELS

ML Architecture Accuracy (%)

Pal et al. [40] 77.6
Tang et al. [41] 87.5
Yan et al. [34] 90
Iwendi et al. [31] 94
Proposed 97.93

TABLE V. OVERVIEW OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS OF
VARIOUS MLCS AND THE ENSEMBLE LEARNING METHOD

Classifiers Accuracy Precision AUC F-Score

k-NN 0.87968 0.889014 0.7997 0.86935
SVM 0.94872 0.949557 0.9115 0.94746
DT 0.88166 0.882669 0.8138 0.87966
RF 0.96647 0.96691 0.9358 0.96585
ANN 0.9783 0.97937 0.9508 0.97778
Ensemble learning
method 0.94675 0.949887 0.9048 0.9445

IV. RESULTS

This section demonstrates our results from the constructed
ML models and the associated evaluation metrics.

A. Comparative Analysis of Various Classifiers

We presented an evaluation of the proposed model for
COVID-19 predictive models with the related methods pre-
sented in [40], [41], [34], and [31] in Table IV. The pro-
posed model provided 97.93% accuracy, while the comparative
models attained an average accuracy of 87.28%, so that the
proposed model showed a 10.7% performance gain.

We measured various performance metrics of the used
classifiers: Accuracy, Precision, Area Under the ROC Curve
(AUC), and F-score. We calculated ANN’s results by com-
paring them with the outcomes obtained from MLCs and the
ensemble learning method. We divided the COVID-19 dataset
using the beforementioned classifiers into 30% of the dataset
for the testing mode and 70% of the dataset for the training
mode. All the classifiers’ execution time took 0.03 seconds,
except ANN, which took 45 seconds.

The performance of the ML methods was calculated and
is shown in Fig. 9 and portrayed in tabular form in Table V.
Accuracy, Precision, AUC, and F1-score scores of all the
classifiers are represented in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13,
respectively.

Using MAE, RMSE, RAE, and RRSE, the error rate of
each predictor was calculated and shown in Fig. 14 or Table VI.
In Fig. 15, Fig. 16, Fig. 17, and Fig. 18, the different error rates
obtained for different classifiers are shown, respectively.

MAE is used to calculate the average absolute difference
between the expected and the observed set of values, given that
the weight of each difference is the same. The following figure
shows that ANN gives the lowest error at 8%, whereas the
decision tree is 42%, SVM is 17%, and RF is 13%. Therefore,
the ANN model provides a 92% match to actual values with
8% error, while RF provides an 87% match to actual values
with only 13% error. The MAE graph is shown in Fig. 15.

TABLE VI. DIFFERENT ERROR METRICS GIVEN BY VARIOUS MLCS AND
THE ENSEMBLE LEARNING METHOD

Classifiers MAE RMSE RAE RRSE

k-NN 0.3452 0.5875 0.2912 0.7247
SVM 0.1755 0.419 0.1382 0.5168
DT 0.426 0.6527 0.3294 0.8051
RF 0.1341 0.3662 0.1 0.4518
ANN 0.0809 0.2844 0.0618 0.3508
Ensemble learning
method 0.1598 0.3997 0.1323 0.493

RMSE also calculates the median magnitude of the vari-
ations as MAE (i.e. errors). The square root of the mean of
the square deviations is RMSE. As RMSE is more suitable
than MAE, the ANN model has 28% RMSE, indicating a 78%
accurate classification of COVID-19 ICU recoveries, death,
and recoveries with 28% error, while RMSE falls between 39%
and 60% of the remaining ML models. The RMSE graph is
shown in Fig. 16.

RAE is the same as RRSP, which is determined by dividing
MAE by the simple classifier error received. The smaller the
value of RAE, therefore, the better the prediction. Fig. 17
shows that the proposed ANN method attained 6% of RAE, a
superior RAE value.

RRSP provides the forecasts’ squared error relative to every
data value’s mean. It gives more accurate results than simple
classifiers by normalizing the values obtained from the simple
classifiers (e.g. k-NN or ANN). RRSP divides the total squared
error by splitting it with ASE (absolute squared error) obtained
from the simple classifiers. Furthermore, the error is minimized
by producing a normalized value square root. As shown in
Fig. 18, the ANN model exceeds 35%, while other classifiers
are greater than RRSE.

The different proposed methods (k-NN, SVM, DT, ANN,
RF, and the ensemble learning method) for classification on the
CPP dataset yields 87.96%, 94.87%, 88.16%, 97.83%, 96.64%,
and 94.67%, respectively. The accuracy of various ML and
the ensemble learning methods was ensured compared to the
evaluation of classifier error rates by Table VI, as it considers
the relative significance of each factor found in the study. Thus,
the ANN model provides greater precision than other variants
on the CPP dataset by alleviating data inconsistencies.

Table VII shows the p-values obtained using the student
test while examining possible significant differences by various
pairs of classifiers. We calculated p-values between MLCs
against each other, and then calculated p-values between MLCs
and the ensemble learning method. By comparing the ANN
and k-NN classifiers, the p-values are smaller than 0.05, by
which there was no significant difference (i.e. rejecting the null
hypothesis). Comparing ANN, RF and the ensemble learning
method, the p-values are smaller than 0.05, by which there was
no significant difference (i.e. rejecting the null hypothesis).

However, when we compare ANN and SVM against RF,
the p-values are larger than 0.05, by which there was a
significant difference (i.e. accepting the null hypothesis). When
we compare k-NN and SVM against RF, the p-value is smaller
than 0.05, by which there was no significant difference (i.e.
rejecting the null hypothesis). When we compare k-NN and
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Fig. 9. Comparison of Performance Analysis of Various MLCs and the Ensemble Learning Method.

Fig. 10. Accuracy Scores of Various MLCs and the Ensemble Learning
Method.

Fig. 11. Precision Score of Various MLCs and the Ensemble Learning
Method.

Fig. 12. AUC Scores of Various MLCs and the Ensemble Learning Method.

Fig. 13. F-Score Scores of Various MLCs and the Ensemble Learning
Method.

Fig. 14. Different Error Metrics Given by Various MLCs and the Ensemble
Learning Method.
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Fig. 15. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) Analysis of Individual MLCs and the
Ensemble Learning Method.
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Fig. 16. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) Analysis of Individual MLCs and
the Ensemble Learning Method.

TABLE VII. P-VALUES OF VARIOUS CLASSIFIER SCORES

Algorithms t-test p value

ANN - k-NN 3.191458 0.012775
ANN - SVM 0.910476 0.38918
ANN - DT 2.106662 0.06822
ANN - RF -0.81257 0.439975
ANN - Ensemble learning method 3.191458 0.012775
k-NN - SVM -2.80261 0.023105
k-NN - DT -1.06956 0.316024
k-NN - RF -4.12081 0.00334
k-NN - Ensemble learning method 0 1
SVM - DT 1.596006 0.149154
SVM - RF -2.15321 0.063458
SVM - Ensemble learning method 2.802612 0.023105
DT - RF -2.99951 0.017085
DT - Ensemble learning method 1.069559 0.316024
RF - Ensemble learning method 4.120807 0.00334
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Fig. 17. Relative Absolute Error (RAE) from Various MLCs and the
Ensemble Learning Method.
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Fig. 18. Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE) from Various MLCs and the
Ensemble Learning Method.

DT against the ensemble learning method, the p-value is larger
than 0.05, by which there was a significant difference (i.e.
accepting the null hypothesis). Similarly, the null hypothesis
was accepted, and there was a significant difference when
comparing SVM against RF. When comparing SVM with the
ensemble learning method, the p-value was less than 0.05, by
which there was no significant difference (i.e. rejecting the null
hypothesis). Finally, when we compare DT’s p-value with RF
and RF with the ensemble learning method, the null hypothesis
is rejected, so there is no significant difference among them.
However, when comparing DT with the ensemble learning
method, the null hypothesis was accepted.

V. DISCUSSION

Early COVID-19 prediction could help reduce healthcare
systems’ enormous burden by diagnosing patients with it. In
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Fig. 19. Heatmap of Correlation Coefficient of CPP Dataset Features.

this study, k-NN, SVM, DT, RF, ANN, and the ensemble
learning methods were constructed to predict patients’ ICU
admission with a CPP dataset for Saudi Arabian residents.
Accuracy, Precision, AUC, and F-score were used to measure
all models’ performance.

Fig. 19 demonstrates various characteristics, including
clinical conditions (fever, cough, sore throat, runny nose,
headache, myalgia), GI symptoms, and blood work indicators
(oxygen saturation, immune cells, creatinine, lymphocytes,
platelet, neutrophils) and others, against the ”Outcome“ fea-
ture, which is an independent variable. Besides, commodities
increase “LoSdays” and “Severity”. Also, “age 65” correlates
with “commodities”. It was not expected that there would be
no correlation between smoking and “LoSdays” or “Severity”.

The feature importance for the dataset is shown for ANN
and the ensemble learning method in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21,
respectively.

From Fig. 20, the ANN model indicated that “LOSdays” is

the most important feature among all the dependent features,
while some clinical characteristics, such as “Myalgiaonset”
or “Headacheonset”, are the least important features of the
dataset. From Fig. 21, the ensemble learning method indicated
that a patient’s occupation and “LOSDays” are the most
important features among all the dependent features of the
dataset, while some clinical characteristics, such as cough or
hypertension, are the least important features.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Non-clinical methods, for instance, ML models, have been
utilized as an alternative means for diagnosis and prognosis.
In this study, a model was proposed to predict COVID-19
patients admission to the ICU was established with the CPP
dataset using MLCs and the ensemble learning method in
Saudi Arabia. The models were trained with 70% of the
training data and tested with 30% of the data remaining.
In terms of precision, the model developed with ANN was
the best model among all models with 97.83%. This study
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Fig. 20. Feature Importance Computed from ANN that was Fitted to CPP Dataset.

Fig. 21. Feature Importance Computed from the Ensemble Learning Method that was Fitted to CPP Dataset.

shows how it is possible to develop, validate, and use ML
Predictive COVID-19 infection models as tools for ICU ad-
mission prediction. The models developed would potentially
be vital in the battle against COVID-19 in healthcare. Future
work will compare the current ML models against another
prediction model, for instance, Ada boost. The developed
models could be incorporated into decision–support systems
for semi-autonomous diagnostic devices with rapid screening
and diagnosis of possible outbreaks.
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Abstract—The article presents a solution to the problem
of not recognizing the O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithm by the
operating system and the problem of using digital certificates
generated using the O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithm and O’zDst
1106:2009 algorithm. These algorithms were adopted in 2009.
But these algorithms are still not recognized by the operating
system. For other cryptographic algorithms used in Windows,
cryptographic service providers have been developed that provide
cryptographic operation functions to other software. These cryp-
tographic service providers do not support the above algorithms.
From here it becomes necessary to develop the cryptographic
provider supporting the O’zDSt 1106:2009 hashing algorithm and
the O’zDSt 1092:2009 signature algorithm. But to work with
digital certificates, one cryptographic provider is not enough.
Special extensions are also required to encode and decode digital
certificate data. Therefore, the development of an extension for
cryptographic providers is given. Also, for managing digital cer-
tificates and key lifecycle, a method of integrating cryptographic
providers with Windows Active Directory Certificate Services is
presented. Developed cryptographic providers are composed of
3 types of providers such as hash provider, signature provider,
and key storage provider. The architecture of the key storage
provider, a method for secure storage of cryptographic keys,
as well as key access control are proposed. The description of
the O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithm and the implementation of the
functions of the Key storage provider interface are shown.

Keywords—O’zDSt 1106:2009 hashing algorithm; the O’zDSt
1092:2009 signature algorithm; active directory certificate services;
digital certificate; key access control; key storage provider

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic digital signature technology is widely used to
ensure the integrity and identification of the owner of an elec-
tronic document. Presently in Uzbekistan, tools and methods
that allow using O’zDst 1092:2009 signature algorithm do
not provide document signing, signature validation and key
management, through standard interfaces such as CryptoAPI,
Cryptography Next Generation API [1] and PKCS [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6]. This raises the problem of using the O’zDst
1092:2009 algorithm in information systems, such as not
recognizing the O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithm by the operating
system, working with digital certificates generated using the
O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithm and O’zDst 1106:2009 algorithm.
In Windows, cryptographic service providers are used to
work with digital certificates, signing an electronic document,
checking the digital signature. Starting with Windows Vista,
Microsoft is offering a new Cryptography Next Generation
API (CNG API) [1] to perform cryptography operations for
applications. Microsoft provides several CNG providers that
work with CNG API.

The list of CNG providers developed by Microsoft is shown
in Table I.

TABLE I. THE LIST OF CNG PROVIDERS DEVELOPED BY MICROSOFT

CNG Provider Description

Microsoft Primitive Provider

It supports the following functions:
hashing with SHA1, SHA256, SHA384,
SHA512, MD2, MD4, MD5 algorithms;

signing and signature verification with RSA,
DSA and ECDSA algorithms;

symmetric encryption and decryption with AES,
DES, 3DES, DESX, RC2 and RC4 algorithms;

asymmetric encryption and decryption with RSA
algorithm;

key exchange with DH and ECDH algorithms;
random number generation.

Microsoft Software Key
Storage Provider

It performs operations on key pairs, especially
persistent keys. It creates, exports, imports,

deletes and stores key pairs. Key pairs generated
by the Microsoft Primitive Provider are not

persisted, so the Software Key Storage Provider
is used for persistent keys.

Microsoft SSL Protocol
Provider

It performs key management operations in SSL
and TLS. It is used to establish a secure

connection using SSL and TLS on Windows.

Microsoft Smart Card Key
Storage Provider

It is used to store keys and digital certificates on
smart cards. It creates, exports, imports, deletes,

and stores key pairs as Software Key Storage
Provider, but unlike it stores keys on smart cards.

Microsoft Key Protection
Provider

It provides secure storage of keys. Also it allows
you to protect content to a group in an Active

Directory forest.

Vendors such as “CryptoPro”, “Infoteks”, “Validata”,
“Signal-COM” and “Lissi-Soft” develop CNG providers that
support both algorithms of international standards and Russian
cryptographic algorithms.

CNG providers such as CryptoPro CSP, ViPNet CSP,
Signal-COM CSP, Validata CSP, Lissi CSP, Tumar CSP and
AVEST CSP support GOST R 34.11-94, GOST 34.11-2012,
GOST R 34.10-2001, GOST 34.10-2012 and GOST 28147-89
algorithms. In addition AVEST CSP supports STB RB 1176.1-
99, STB RB 1176.2-99, STB 34.101.18-2009, STB 34.101.31-
2011, STB 34.101.45-2013, STB 34.101.47-2017 and STB
34.101.50-2019 algorithms.

CNG also offers a mechanism for implementing a new
cryptographic algorithm in the operating system. For each al-
gorithm, a separate cryptographic provider is developed, which
is registered in the system for a certain class of algorithms.
To manage cryptographic keys of digital signature algorithm,
the tools, that supports this algorithm, are required. Only some
digital signature algorithms support such tools. These tools can
be hardware or software.Some implementations of hardware
key management provide hardware-level key management ca-
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pabilities; signing and signature verification is performed in
software.

Key management tools allow you to automate the process
of using keys in information systems, such as generating,
storing, exporting, importing, destroying keys, encryption and
decryption with a key, and key access control. Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) provides cryptographic key management
[7]. PKI is a collection of services for managing keys and
digital certificates of users, systems and networks.

PKI uses public key cryptography to identification of
electronic exchange participants, control the integrity of in-
formation.

A Certificate Authority (CA) is main part of the PKI that
issues a certificate to validate the rights of users or systems
requesting. It creates the certificate and signs it using the CA
private key. Another important part of PKI is the Certificate
repository. Certificate repository is a store of valid certificates
and certificate revocation lists (CRLs). Applications check the
validity of the certificate using the CRL in the repository.

PKI performs the following main functions:

1) Registration is the process of collecting information
about a user and verifying its authenticity.

2) Certificate Issuance. Once the CA has signed the
certificate, it is issued to the applicant and/or sent
to the certificate store. CA affixes a validity period
to the certificates, thus requiring periodic renewal of
the certificate.

3) Certificate Revocation. A certificate can become in-
valid before expiration for various reasons: the user
has left the company, changed his name, or if his
private key has been compromised. Under these cir-
cumstances, the CA will revoke the certificate by
entering its serial number on the CRL.

4) Key Recovery. A PKI function that allows to recover
data or key.

5) Key and certificate Lifecycle Management - main-
tenance of certificates in PKI, including renewal,
recovery and archiving of keys.

All international PKI standards are based on the ITU-T
X.509 standard [8], which defines the format of the digital
certificate and CRL.

In CNG to manage keys, the key storage providers are
used. Windows provides Active Directory Certificate Services
(ADCS) for working with key store providers. ADCS is
PKI system for Windows clients. ADCS by default works
with signature algorithms such as RSA[9], Diffie Hellman
(DH)[10], [11], Elliptic Curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH)[12] and
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [13].

Only a key storage provider is not sufficient to per-
form cryptographic operations. The CNG provides the fol-
lowing types of providers for this purpose: hash provider,
cipher provider, asymmetric encryption provider, random num-
ber generator provider, secret agreement provider, signature
provider, key derivation provider. Applications interact with
CNG providers through CNG routers that provide CNG APIs
[14]. The CNG API is divided into two groups:

1) BCrypt API – CNG Cryptographic Primitive Func-
tions for cryptographic operations such as hashing,
signing and signature verification, random number
generation, encryption, asymmetric encryption, key
derivation;

2) NCrypt API – CNG Key Storage Functions for work-
ing with cryptographic keys and CNG SSL Provider
Functions.

Each type of algorithms has its own type of CNG router.
Several CNG providers can be implemented for the algorithm.

The organizational structure of this article is as follows.
Section 2 refers to related work. Section 3 provides a descrip-
tion of the O’zDSt 1092: 2009 signature algorithm, such as
key pair generation, signing, and verification process. Section 4
provides the system architecture of the created ARH Primitive
provider and ARH Key Storage provider. Section 5 presents
the OIDs of the algorithms and the main parameters of the
algorithms. Section 6 describes the implementations of the Key
Storage provider interface functions. Section 7 describes the
implementations of the Provider extension interface functions.
The results will be presented and discussed in Section 8.
Finally, Section 9 contains the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

A review of Microsoft’s next-generation providers and the
analysis of their supporting algorithms, types of providers
were discussed in [15]. Windows default CNG providers do
not support signature algorithm O’zDSt 1092:2009 [15]. The
design and implementation of the key storage provider, which
provides management keys’ life cycle, were discussed in [16].
But the detailed description and integration with the Active
Directory certification service has not been discussed. K. Lee
and others [17] analyzed the possible vulnerabilities of the
CNG library. The structures, functionality, and security issues
of CNG have been discussed in [18], [19]. Cryptographic mod-
ules are not only developed as a cryptographic provider. The
design and implementation of such elliptic curve cryptographic
electronic signature systems were discussed in [20], [21],
[22], [23]. But such cryptographic modules are not compatible
with CNG, and therefore such solutions are not suitable for
new custom algorithms. The development of a cryptographic
provider for the hashing algorithm and the encryption algo-
rithm was considered in the work [24]. It proposes a method
of applying the symmetric algorithm O’zDSt 1105:2009, and
the hashing algorithm O’zDSt 1106:2009 to ensure the confi-
dentiality of electronic documents in MS Office. The authors
of [25] discussed the development of a cryptographic provider
that supports the CryptoAPI interface. They gave a detailed
review of the cryptographic transformations of the encryption
algorithm O’zDst 1005:2009, presented the architecture and
modules of the CryptoAPI provider that they developed. But
the CryptoAPI is already being replaced by a more advanced
CNG API.

The above works analyze CNG libraries, the security of
their key storage, provide a review of CNG API, discuss the
development of the Key storage provider and the CryptoAPI
provider. But the application of the new algorithm presented in
this article in ADCS was not provided, and the problem of not
recognizing digital certificates based on the O’zDSt 1092:2009
signature algorithm has not been resolved.
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Therefore, we created CNG providers that support the
above algorithms and provider extensions to address the issue
of Windows digital certificates not being recognized. This
article presents the architecture of these providers, describes
the functions and modules, and proposes a solution to the
problem of unrecognizing digital certificates.

III. THE FIRST SIGNATURE ALGORITHM OF THE O’ZDST
1092:2009 STANDARD

O’zDSt 1092:2009 is the State Standard of Uzbekistan. The
standard includes two algorithms for creating and verifying an
electronic digital signature. In this article, the first algorithm
of the standard is discussed.

A. Definition

The following definitions are defined in the algorithm:

M– message to be signed, represented in binary code,
arbitrary finite length; p – module, prime number, for software
cryptographic module p < 21023;
q – a prime number that is a factor (prime factor) of p − 1,
where 2254 < q < 2256;
R – a natural number, parameter;
(x, u) – a pair of integers – the private key of the signature
algorithm;
(y, z) – a pair of integers – the public key of the signature
algorithm;
(r, s) – a pair of integers – the signature value of M ;
H(M) – hash function that computes the hash value of M ;
md – mode of signing; for the mode with a session key
md = 1, and for the mode without a session key md = 0.
R1 – an integer number – the control key
y1 – an integer number – the session key

B. Special Operations

X\e (mod p) - the operation of raising the base x to the
power e modulo p with the parameter R. For example, for
e = 41.

x\41(mod p) => x\32+8+1(mod p) =
(((((x\2)\2)\2)\2)\2 ∗ ∗(x\2)\2)\2 ∗ ∗x(mod p).

where x\2(mod p) ≡ x(2 + xR)(mod p).

X ∗ ∗Y (mod p) – the operation of multiplication of two
integer numbers modulo p with parameter R. It is defined as
follows:

X ∗ ∗Y mod p ≡ X + (1 +XR)Y mod p (1)

‘

X\−1 – the operation of the modular inverse of an integer
X modulo p with parameter R. It is defined as follows:

X\−1 ≡ −X (1 +XR)
−1

(mod p) (2)

C. Key Generation

Algorithm 1 uses a one-way function in a group with a
parameter, which is used in multiplication, exponentiation, and
group inversion. Each user of Algorithm 1 has a private key
and a public key:

1) (x, u) - private key numbers, randomly or pseudo-
randomly generated integers satisfying the condition
1 < x, u < q;

2) (y, z) - public key numbers calculated by the formula:

y ≡ g\x(mod p) (3)

z ≡ g\u(mod p) (4)

where g is a private or public parameter, which is an
integer, calculated according to the formula:

g ≡ h(p−1)/q(mod p) (5)

where: h < p – is a natural number satisfying the
condition gω (modp) ≡ 0, ω in the range of values
1, . . . , q if and only if ω = q

D. Sign Process

Input parameters: M,md, x, u,R1

Output: if (md = 0) {r, s}, else {r, s, y1}

Step 1: m = H(M), c = x

Step 2: k = H(m+ (1 +mR)c)

Step 3: if (k = 0) then c = c+ 2 and go to Step 2.

Step 4: T ≡ g\−k(mod p) with parameter R

Step 5: r ≡ m+ (1 +mR)T (mod p)

Step 6: if (r = 0) then k = k + 1(mod p) and go to Step
4.

Step 7: s1 ≡ k − rx(mod q)

Step 8: if (s1 = 0) then k = k+1(mod p) and go to Step
4.

Step 9: s ≡ s1u
−1(mod q)

Step 10: if (md = 0) then return {r, s} as signature values,
else go to Step 11.

Step 11: r1 ≡ R1 + (1 +RR1)r(mod q)

Step 12: if (r1 = 0) then k = k + 1(mod p) and go to
Step 4.

Step 13: x1 ≡ (k − suR1)r
−1
1 (mod q)

Step 14: if (x1 = 0) then k = k + 1(mod p) and go to
Step 4.

Step 15: y1 ≡ gR
\x1

1 (mod p) with parameter RR1.

Step 16: return {r, s, y1} as signature values.
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E. Signature Verification Process

Input parameters: M,md, {y, z}, r, s; and y1 if md = 1

Step 1: m = H(M)

Step 2: if L(s) ≤ L(q) and L(r) ≤ L(p) then go to Step
3 else signature is not valid

Step 3: z0 ≡ z\s(mod p) with parameter R

Step 4: r′ ≡ r(mod q)

Step 5: y2 ≡ y\r
′
(mod p) with parameter R

Step 6: z1 ≡ z0 + (1 + z0R)y2(mod p)

Step 7: y3 ≡ z1 + (1 + z1R)r(mod p)

Step 8: if (md = 0) and (m = y3) then signature is valid
else if (md = 0) and (m = y3) then go to Step 9, else if
(m ̸= y3) then signature is not valid;

Step 9: g3 ≡ z1R
−1
1 (mod p)

Step 10: s1 ≡ sR1(mod q)

Step 11: r1 ≡ R1 + (1 +RR1)r
′(mod q)

Step 12: z2 ≡ z +R−1
1 (mod p)

Step 13: y4 ≡ y1(mod p)

Step 14: z3 ≡ z
\s1
2 (mod p) with parameter RR1

Step 15: y5 ≡ y
\r1
4 (mod p) with parameter RR1

Step 16: g4 ≡ z3(1 + z3RR1)y5(mod p)

Step 17: if (g3 = g4) then signature is valid else signature
is not valid

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Applications for working with cryptographic keys use the
key storage provider, for symmetric encryption they use the
cipher provider, for hashing data they use the hash provider,
for signing and verifying the signature they use the signature
provider, etc. In turn, the key storage provider uses the signa-
ture provider to generate, export and import keys, sign data and
verify the signature. To encrypt data with simmetric algorithms
it uses the cipher provider, to compute a hash value of data,
it uses the hash provider. Therefore, a key storage provider
and a custom algorithm provider were developed to integrate
with ADCS. The custom algorithm provider implements three
interfaces: hash interface for algorithm O’zDst 1006:2009,
signature interface for algorithm O’zDst 1092:2009 and cipher
interface for algorithm O’zDst 1005:2009. The architecture of
the developed system consists of four main parts (Fig. ??):
ARH Primitive Provider – the custom algorithm provider, ARH
Key Storage Provider – the key storage provider, Provider
extension – the extension module of provider, PKCS #11 -
a module that implements the functions of the PKCS #11
interface and cryptographic algorithms.

V. MAIN PARAMETERS

The following constants are defined for the algorithms:

“ARH Primitive Provider” – the name of the custom
algorithm provider

“ARH Key Storage Provider” – the name of the key storage
provider

“O’zDSt 1092:2009 Alg1” – the name of the 1st algorithm
of the O’zDst 1092:2009 standard

“O’zDSt 1092:2009 Alg2” – the name of the 2nd algorithm
of the O’zDst 1092:2009 standard

“O’zDSt 1006:2009 Alg1” – the name of the 1st algorithm
of the O’zDst 1006:2009 standard

“O’zDSt 1006:2009 Alg2” – the name of the 2nd algorithm
of the O’zDst 1006:2009 standard

“O’zDSt 1005:2009 Alg1” – the name of the algorithm of
the O’zDst 1005:2009 standard

“O’zDSt 1106:2009 Alg1/1092:2009 Alg1” – the name of
the double algorithms “O’zDSt 1092:2009 Alg1” and “O’zDSt
1106:2009 Alg1”

“O’zDSt 1106:2009 Alg2/1092:2009 Alg2” – the name of
the double algorithms “O’zDSt 1092:2009 Alg2” and “O’zDSt
1106:2009 Alg2”

1.2.860.3.15.1.1.1.1 – the OID of the 1st algorithm of the
O’zDst 1092:2009 standard for sign

1.2.860.3.15.1.1.1.1.1 – the OID of test parameters of the
first algorithm of the O’zDst 1092:2009 standard for sign

1.2.860.3.15.1.1.2.1 – the OID of the 2nd algorithm of the
O’zDst 1092:2009 standard for sign

1.2.860.3.15.1.1.2.1.1 – the OID of test parameters of the
second algorithm of the O’zDst 1092:2009 standard for sign

1.2.860.3.15.1.3.1 – the OID of the 1st algorithm of the
O’zDst 1006:2009 standard

1.2.860.3.15.1.3.1.1 – the OID of test parameters of the
first algorithm of the O’zDst 1006:2009

1.2.860.3.15.1.3.2 – the OID of the 2nd algorithm of the
O’zDst 1006:2009 standard

1.2.860.3.15.1.3.2.1 – the OID of test parameters of the
second algorithm of the O’zDst 1006:2009

1.2.860.3.15.1.1.1.2.2.1 the OID of the double algorithm
“O’zDSt 1106:2009 Alg1/1092:2009 Alg1”

1.2.860.3.15.1.1.2.2.2.2 the OID of the double algorithm
“O’zDSt 1106:2009 Alg2/1092:2009 Alg2”

The OIDs of algorithms and parameters are registered with
the operating system.

VI. IMPLEMENTING KEY STORAGE PROVIDER
INTERFACE FUNCTIONS

The following functions are implemented according to the
requirement for the key storage provider interface:
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Fig. 1. The System Architecture.

• GetKeyStorageInterface function

• Key storage provider interface functions:
◦ OpenProvider
◦ OpenKey
◦ CreatePersistedKey
◦ GetProviderProperty
◦ GetKeyProperty
◦ SetProviderProperty
◦ SetKeyProperty
◦ FinalizeKey
◦ DeleteKey
◦ FreeProvider
◦ FreeKey
◦ FreeBuffer
◦ Encrypt
◦ Decrypt
◦ IsAlgSupported
◦ EnumAlgorithms
◦ EnumKeys
◦ ImportKey
◦ ExportKey
◦ SignHash
◦ VerifySignature
◦ PromptUser
◦ NotifyChangeKey
◦ SecretAgreement
◦ DeriveKey
◦ FreeSecret
◦ KeyDerivation

The GetKeyStorageInterface function is used by the CNG
router to get the address of the Key storage provider in-
terface functions. The function takes the name of the key
storage provider as an input parameter. An object of the
NCRYPT KEY STORAGE FUNCTION TABLE structure is
returned as an output parameter, which stores the addresses of
the key storage provider interface functions. Later, the GNG
router uses it to call interface functions of the Key storage
provider.

The OpenProvider function is called by the CNG router
when an application establishes a connection to the key storage
provider. The function takes the name of the key storage
provider as an input parameter and returns the handle of the
provider. This handle serves as an identifier for the current
connection. Also, this handle is used as an input parameter in
many interface functions. The function initializes a provider
object of type ALPKSP PROVIDER and returns provider ob-
ject addresses as handle of the provider.

ALPKSP PROVIDER struct:

t y p e d e f s t r u c t ALPKSP PROVIDER
{

ALP OBJECT HEADER Header ;
/ / t h e s i z e o f t h e o b j e c t
/ / and magic number

DWORD dwFlags ;
LPWSTR pszName ;
/ / t h e name o f t h e p r o v i d e r

BCRYPT ALG HANDLE hAlgor i thm ;
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/ / t h e ha nd l e o f t h e
/ / ARH Key S t o r a g e P r o v i d e r

LPWSTR p s z C o n t e x t ;
/ / c o n t e x t

} ALPKSP PROVIDER
t y p e d e f s t r u c t ALP OBJECT HEADER
{

DWORD cbLength ;
/ / t h e s i z e o f t h e o b j e c t

DWORD dwMagic ;
/ / magic number

}
ALP OBJECT HEADER

The CreatePersistedKey function is called by the CNG
router when generation of a key pair is required. It takes
as input parameters the handle of the provider, the name
of the algorithm, the name of the key, the type of key
{ AT KEYEXCHANGE the key is a key exchange key,
AT SIGNATURE the key is a signature key, 0}, as well as a
flag indicating the key of the current user or the local computer.
If the key was created for the current user, then the user who
created the key can use this key. In the case of a local computer,
the key can be used by all users of the local computer. This
method is often used in service applications. The function
initializes a key object of type ALPKSP KEY. The function
will not generate key pair, it starts the key generation process
of the key pair. Typically, after calling the CreatePersistedKey
function, the SetKeyProperty function is used to specify the
length of the key, and the value of other parameters. The key
generation process ends with a call to the FinalizeKey function.
To generate the key pair, the CreatePersistedKey function uses
the ARH Primitive Provider through the signature interface
and calls the GenerateKeyPair function.

Syntax of the ALPKSP KEY struct:

t y p e d e f s t r u c t ALPKSP KEY
{

ALP OBJECT HEADER Header ;
PALPKSP PROVIDER hAlgo r i tm ;
DWORD dwKeyBitLen ;
BOOL i s F i n i s h e d ;
/ / whe ther t h e key i s f i n a l i z e d

BCRYPT KEY HANDLE hPubl icKey ;
/ / t h e ha nd l e o f p u b l i c key

BCRYPT KEY HANDLE h P r i v a t e K e y ;
/ / t h e ha nd l e o f p r i v a t e key

DWORD d w E x p o r t P o l i c y ;
/ / t h e e x p o r t p o l i c y f l a g

DWORD dwFlags ;
/ / {NCRYPT MACHINE KEY FLAG ,
/ / NCRYPT OVERWRITE KEY FLAG}

LPWSTR pszKeyName ;
/ / t h e name o f t h e key ( key f i l e )

DWORD dwKeyUsagePolicy ;
/ / t h e key usage p o l i c y

DWORD dwLegacyKeySpec ;
/ / t h e t y p e o f t h e key
/ / {AT KEYEXCHANGE , AT SIGNATURE , 0}
/ / e n c r y p t e d p r i v a t e key b lob
PBYTE p b P r i v a t e K e y ;
DWORD c b P r i v a t e K e y ;

/ / hash v a l u e o f p i n
PBYTE pbPinHash ;
DWORD cbPinHash ;
/ / ha nd l e t o c r y p t o g r a p h y
/ / p r o v i d e r s needed t o per form
/ / o p e r a t i o n s w i t h t h e key .

BCRYPT ALG HANDLE h B C r y p t P r o v i d e r ;
/ / s e c u r i t y d e s c r i p t o r t o be
/ / s e t on t h e p r i v a t e key f i l e .

DWORD d w S e c u r i t y F l a g s ;
PBYTE p b S e c u r i t y D e s c r ;
DWORD c b S e c u r i t y D e s c r ;
NCRYPT UI POLICY BLOB * p k e y U I P o l i c y ;
LIST ENTRY P r o p e r t y L i s t ;
/ / l i s t o f p r o p e r t i e s .

} ALPKSP KEY ;

The FinalizeKey function is called by the CNG router
when an application needs to complete the key pair generation
process. The function takes as input parameters the handle of
the provider, the handle of the key. This function sequentially
calls ARH Primitive Provider signature interface functions
such as FinalizeKeyPair and ExportKey. The function encrypts
the key blob and stores it on disk. If a pin code is specified,
then the key is encrypted using the formula (6):

Ke = E(Kp,Kb) (6)

Kp – the encryption key, Kb – the generated private key,
E – the O’zDst 1105:2009 encryption algorithm.

The encryption key Kp calculated using the formula (7):

Kp = H(H(H(pin))) (7)

pin – the pin code value, H – the O’zDst 1106:2009 hash
function.

If the pin code is not specified, then the private key is
encrypted using the CryptProtectData function.

The “system” and “hidden” attributes are set for the key
file. If the key is applied to the local computer, full permission
on the key file is assigned to the System account and the
Administrators group, otherwise, to the current user account.

The GetProviderProperty function is used by the CNG
router when an application needs to determine the value of
the Key storage provider properties.

The GetKeyProperty function is used by the CNG router
when an application needs to determine the value of the key
properties. The function takes the handle of the key, property
name as input parameters and returns the attribute value as an
output parameter.

The SetProviderProperty function is used by the CNG
router when an application needs to set the value of the Key
storage provider properties.

The SetKeyProperty function is used by the CNG router
when the value of the key attributes needs to be set. The
function accepts the handle of the key, the attribute name, the
new value of the attribute as input parameters.
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The OpenKey function is called by the CNG router when
an application opens an existing key. The function accepts as
input parameters the handle of the provider, the key name, the
key type, a flag indicating whether the key is for the current
user or the local computer. The function initializes the key
object of the ALPKSP KEY type from the key file.

The DeleteKey function takes the handle of the key as an
input parameter, deletes the key file from persistent storage,
and also destroys the key object.

The FreeProvider function is called by the CNG router
when an application closes the current connection to the
key storage provider. The function takes the handle of the
provider as an input parameter, frees the memory occupied
by the provider object, which was created when calling the
OpenProvider function. It closes the session with the pkcs11
module.

The FreeKey function takes the handle of the key as an
input parameter and destroys the key object.

The FreeBuffer function takes a buffer address as an input
parameter and frees memory.

The Encrypt function encrypts a block of data. The function
uses the ARH Primitive Provider.

The Decrypt function decrypts the data block. The function
uses the ARH Primitive Provider.

The ImportKey function imports the key that is exported
by the ExportKey function. The function takes a key blob, a
key blob type {BCRYPT PUBLIC KEY BLOB – public key
blob, BCRYPT PRIVATE KEY BLOB – private key blob} as
input parameters, and returns the handle of the key. If the key
blob type is BCRYPT PRIVATE KEY BLOB, then it saves the
key to a file. The function initializes a key object of type
ALPKSP KEY.

The ExportKey function exports the key. The function takes
as input parameters, the handle of the key, the key blob
type, and returns the key blob through the pbOutput output
parameter. The public key blob consists of the key identifier,
key version, OID of the key, algorithm parameter values, and
public key parameters. The private key blob consists of the key
identifier, key version, OID of the key, algorithm parameter
values, public/private key.

The SignHash function is used by the CNG router when an
application needs to sign data. The function takes the handle
of the key, a hash value as input parameters, and returns
the generated signature. The function uses the ARH Primitive
Provider.

The VerifySignature function is called by the CNG router
when the signature needs to be verified. The function takes
as input parameters the handle of the key, a hash value, the
signature to be verified, and returns the verification result. The
function uses the ARH Primitive Provider.

To integrate CNG providers with Windows Active Direc-
tory Certificate Services, they must be registered with the CNG
router.

Therefore, the ARH Primitive Provider is registered to the
hash, signature and cipher interface.

The ARH Key Storage Provider is registered to the key
storage provider interface.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRATION FUNCTIONS

The Provider extension is developed to work with digital
certificates. It implements the following callback functions:

The function
PFN CRYPT EXPORT PUBLIC KEY INFO EX2 FUNC
encodes and exports the public key blob. The function takes the
handle of the key, an encoding type {X509 ASN ENCODING,
PKCS 7 ASN ENCODING}, the public key as input
parameters, and returns an object of type
CERT PUBLIC KEY INFO, which contains information
about the public key. The function uses the ARH Key Storage
Provider.

The function
PFN IMPORT PUBLIC KEY INFO EX2 FUNC decodes
the public key algorithm identifier and imports the key. The
function uses the ARH Primitive Provider.

The function
PFN CRYPT SIGN AND ENCODE HASH FUNC signs and
encodes the hash value. The function takes the handle of the
key, encoding type, signature algorithm identifier, signature
parameters, OID of the double algorithm, hash algorithm iden-
tifier, hash value as input parameters and returns the created
signature. The function uses the ARH Primitive Provider.

The function
PFN CRYPT VERIFY ENCODED SIGNATURE FUNC de-
codes the signature and verifies the signature. The function
takes as input parameters the type of encoding, the address
of an object of type CERT PUBLIC KEY INFO, which con-
tains the public key, the OID of the signature algorithm, the
identifier of the signature algorithm, signature parameters, the
identifier of the hash algorithm, hash value, the signature to be
verified, and returns the verification result. The function uses
the ARH Primitive Provider.

These callback functions are called by the operating system
to decode the algorithm OID fields in the certificate and to
validate the certificate.

The provider extension is registered in the system using the
CryptRegisterOIDInfo function to encode and decode the data
of the digital certificate generated using the O’zDst 1092:2009
algorithm and O’zDst 1106:2009 hash algorithm.

VIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

After registering CNG providers and provider extension,
the Windows ADCS is installed and configured to work
with the O’zDst 1092:2009 signature algorithm and O’zDst
1106:2009 hash algorithm.

Registered algorithm OIDs are located in the registry under
the path HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\
Microsoft\Cryptography\OID\EncodingType 0\
CryptDllFindOIDInfo.

A Windows registry key is created for each algorithm OID.
For example: [HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\
Microsoft\Cryptography\OID\EncodingType 0\
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CryptDllFindOIDInfo\1.2.860.3.15.1.1.1.2.2.1!4]
“Name” = “O’zDSt 1106:2009 Alg1/1092:2009 Alg1”
“Algid” = dword:ffffffff
“ExtraInfo” = hex:fe,ff,ff,ff
“Flags” = dword:00000001
“CNGAlgid” = “O’zDSt 1106:2009 Alg1”
“CNGExtraAlgid” = “O’zDSt 1092:2009 Alg1”

This registry key is created for the double algorithm(hash
and signature algorithm) used in certificates. The key name
includes the OID of the algorithm.

The registered provider extension functions are located in
the registry under the following paths, respectively:

1) HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Cryptography\OID\EncodingType 1\
CryptDllExportPublicKeyInfoEx2;

2) HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Cryptography\OID\EncodingType 1\
CryptDllImportPublicKeyInfoEx2

3) HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Cryptography\OID\EncodingType 1\
CryptDllSignAndEncodeHash

4) HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\
Cryptography\OID\EncodingType 1\
CryptDllVerifyEncodedSignature

For each OID of the signature algorithm and dual
algorithm, a key is created in the registry under the paths
listed above. For example: [HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\
SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Cryptography\OID\EncodingType
1\CryptDllVerifyEncodedSignature\1.2.860.3.15.1.1.1.2.2.1]
“Dll” = “C:\Program Files\ARHCrypto\ARHCNG\provext64.dll”
“FuncName” = “ARHVerifyEncodedSignature”.

“ARHVerifyEncodedSignature” is the name of the
PFN CRYPT VERIFY ENCODED SIGNATURE FUNC
function implemented in the provider extension.

Registered providers are in the path
HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Control
\Cryptography\Providers.

The comparison results by supported algorithms of Mi-
crosoft CNG providers with the created CNG providers are
shown in Table II and Table III.

TABLE II. THE COMPARISON RESULTS OF MICROSOFT SOFTWARE KEY
STORAGE PROVIDER AND ARH KEY STORAGE PROVIDER

Functions
Microsoft

Software Key
Storage Provider

ARH Key Storage
Provider

Generate, export/import, use
and delete of key pairs of
RSA, DSA and ECDSA

algorithms

+ -

Generate, export/import, use
and delete of key pairs of

O’zDSt 1092:2009 algorithm
- +

PIN based Authentication - +
Machine key type support + +

User key type support + +
Kernel mode(using from

drivers) + -

User mode + +

TABLE III. THE COMPARISON RESULTS OF MICROSOFT PRIMITIVE
PROVIDER AND ARH PRIMITIVE PROVIDER

Functions Microsoft
Primitive Provider

ARH Primitive
Provider

Hashing with SHA1,
SHA256, SHA384, SHA512,
MD2, MD4, MD5 algorithms

+ -

signing and signature
verification with RSA, DSA

and ECDSA algorithms
+ -

symmetric encryption and
decryption with AES, DES,

3DES, DESX, RC2 and RC4
algorithms

+ -

asymmetric encryption and
decryption with RSA

algorithm
+ -

key exchange with DH and
ECDH algorithms + -

random number generation + +
signing and signature

verification with O’zDSt
1092:2009 algorithm

- +

hashing with O’zDSt
1106:2009 algorithm - +

symmetric encryption and
decryption with O’zDSt

1105:2009 algorithm
- +

Kernel mode(using from
drivers) + -

User mode + +

CNG providers, developed by Russian companies, work
with their national algorithms, they also do not support O’zDSt
1092:2009, O’zDSt 1105:2009 and O’zDSt 1106:2009 algo-
rithms.

A new certificate request has been created to test the
system. Then a certificate is issued on request through ADCS.

The certificate content:

—–BEGIN CERTIFICATE—–
MIIDjDCCAtOgAwIBAgITLwAAAAc1JEX561oNaAAAAA
AABzAPBgsqhlwDDwEBAQICAQUAMBAxDjAMBgNVBA
MTBWFscENBMB4XDTIwMDgyMjExMTc1NloXDTIxMDg
yMjExMjc1NlowQTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVoxDTALBgNV
BAoTBE5VVXoxIzAhBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWFG1yLnJ1aGls
bG9AZ21haWwuY29tMIIBMDAlBgkqhlwDDwEBAQEwGA
YKKoZcAw8BAQEBAQYKKoZcAw8BAwEBAQOCAQUAB
IIBABQyfDPMWddMPpIIuRPC22IxhjlUw3ciPb2ugMQUsF8
ooshYXQyzkkL00BI8LQwmTEWcQJdGihZC0CCM+0KUYS
4A3aJbpjhnSWmkmE+v9gTfVUgUzdkA2uDcN4njUFJrSN7jz
/Fyo+IZutDze732QaIxC3ENwOkDtxNOsN/b//v/C6b7K/T0qsO
3LlJ1eH5VNF+rUdA9Ya9bRaLWzWE5UJGHz1NYJpSqld0R
8u6ft5Oo/lFPWWJH/S1qc1ku/tMw693Z8pVC4EzPzfJAyIsEO
V9O1KOkSKNJSI3wrE26pwZ8KDGkkWkC6WBwOxWMsu
IlbyHziNDuGdN6tyAUcBzbzbOjgfwwgfkwDgYDVR0PAQH/
BAQDAgSQMB0GA1UdDgQWBBREVPgsiLr5lss6Y5+uOR
w/An/jPzAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBRBN7Hcr4RnJBtxH/f0i9d/
riFMTzA+BgNVHR8ENzA1MDOgMaAvhi1maWxlOi8vLy9
XSU4tN09FUkhLTFJDOUEvQ2VydEVucm9sbC9hbHBDQS
5jcmwwWQYIKwYBBQUHAQEETTBLMEkGCCsGAQUF
BzAChj1maWxlOi8vLy9XSU4tN09FUkhLTFJDOUEvQ2Vy
dEVucm9sbC9XSU4tN09FUkhLTFJDOUFfYWxwQ0EuY3J
0MAwGA1UdEwEB/wQCMAAwDwYLKoZcAw8BAQECAg
EFAAOBoQAhs9NcO8eECJIE8wmHlsNwL0HPB1aXpUolgk
NmN0mF8wpqFFRi90YREVsC3Kg/lTDy79yYNMZ8yRQ3Te
tE0Aj+w9n8T7THf9okYPDYE6xl4N+K4DQi+YulGyuPpzpLQ
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Remr35snqXQj92KTJ8cgkkLjde5avD9V0eGVKKPNVPd4u5/
9wQPAoxn9sIiS1NuOwliwuyunVaVd6JgcyFC7Syq
—–END CERTIFICATE—–

By default Windows cannot verify the integrity of the
certificate and cannot recognize the OID algorithms (Fig. ??,
Fig. ??).

Fig. 2. Unrecognized Certificate.

Fig. 3. Unrecognized Certificate Details.

This certificate is recognized by Windows that has both the
ARH Primitive Provider and the ARH Key Storage Provider
installed (Fig. ??, Fig. ??).

Fig. 4. Certificate Details.

Fig. 5. Certification Path.

IX. CONCLUSION

The architecture of the custom algorithm provider and
key storage provider was provided. The description of the
key storage provider interface functions was discussed. The
implementation of the key storage provider interface func-
tions was presented. The ARH Primitive Provider has been
developed which implements the signature interface, the hash
interface and the cipher interface, and also supports the O’zDst
1105:2009, O’zDst 1106:2009 and O’zDst 1092:2009 algo-
rithms. The ARH Key Storage Provider has been developed,
which implements the key storage provider interface. The
ARH Key Storage Provider provides secure storage, use,
export and import of national signature algorithm keys. The
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ARH Key Storage Provider supports storage, export/import of
signature keys in PKCS#7 and PKCS#8 formats, as well as
generation of PKCS#10 requests for a digital certificate via
the CertEnroll API. The description and implementation of
the ADCS integration functions were provided.

The developed system solves the problem of not rec-
ognizing digital certificates generated based on the O’zDst
1106:2009 and O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithms. The CNG
providers included in Windows by default do not address this
issue.

The solution to the problem allows users to verify the
integrity of the certificate generated based on the O’zDst
1106:2009 and O’zDst 1092:2009 algorithms. This, in turn,
allows users to verify the integrity of data and documents
signed with the private key of the certificate.

The methods proposed here can be used to apply other
signature algorithms that are not supported by the Windows
by default.

In addition, these CNG providers provide the ability to
use these algorithms in existing information systems that work
with other CNG providers. Because they already work with the
CNG API to perform cryptographic operations. Sometimes this
is achieved with just a few system settings, as a result, it is
very easy to apply different algorithms in the system without
additional costs and resources.
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Abstract—Head Pose Estimation has always been an essential
part for many applications such as autonomous driving and driv-
ing assist systems and hence performance optimization provides
better performance as well as lower computing and power needs
that allows us to run such applications over embedded devices
inside these systems. In this article we present an implementation
over a Single board computer for a new system of 3D Head pose
estimation that estimates the Head pose of a person in real-
time for applications such as Driver monitoring systems, Drones,
Gesture recognition and tracking devices. The system is developed
over a single board computer (SBC) that is suitable for very low
powered applications, it only utilizes the data provided through
the IR camera sensor to estimate both the Head and camera pose
without any need for external sensors. This system will combine
methods that include traditional image processing techniques for
image projection, feature detection, key point description and 3D
pose estimation along with Machine Learning techniques for face
detection and facial landmarks detection.

Keywords—Head Pose Estimation; real-time; face detection;
face landmarks localization; single board computing; SBC; GPU
optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Realtime head pose estimation is a critical problem for
many applications in the current industry. Applications such as
autonomous driving where it provides assistance for the driver
to monitor his attentiveness and drowsiness. This technique can
also be used to provide real-time face recognition for tracking
and monitoring systems on low cost boards, it can support fu-
ture work in gesture and facial impressions recognition. In this
approach we target the detection of head pose to support many
applications like Driver monitoring systems, tracking drones,
Gesture controls and augmented reality. This information is
needed to detect the focus point and the concentration of the
monitored person as well as to compensate for his motion to
take the proper action accordingly. Our approach is to provide a
system that is supposed to utilize low power profile consuming
less than 10 watts while maintaining real-time operation.

As an example in a driver monitoring system, the driver
assist camera need to check if the driver is concentrating on
the road ahead or if he noticed the road signs and provide
assistance and alerts, It can also support if he is trying to
take a turn it can detect if he checked the side mirrors and
that he is aware of the vehicles behind and his surroundings.
Another example is in drone systems where it can be controlled
by gestures and detect real gestures targeting the drone and
not to be confused with fake gestures as part of his normal

behavior by detecting the pose is front facing the drone. It
can be used for video surveillance systems where it’s always
tracking and centered over certain person and needs to provide
a good follow up for his face.

Our proposed system is supposed to address these kind of
applications taking into consideration the challenges imposed
when using limited low cost hardware capabilities and provide
low power consumption.

While several Head pose estimation techniques exists with
very high accuracy like the state of the art Face Alignment
technique of V. Kazemi[1], X. Zhu and D. Ramanan’s method
[2] and others, these methods among others all focus on
the accuracy and discard other aspects like performance and
efficiency, these two aspects depending on the application that
the model is needed for can be considered as a limitation
like in our situation for the use case of the use inside a very
small single board computer board to be installed inside a
low powered application. This is where our model comes in
hand as we will discuss we can achieve higher computational
efficiency from these models without sacrificing the accuracy.

There are several approaches and techniques to address the
same problem, either by using full AI methods, Geometric
methods, Tracking methods and lastly the Hybrid methods
which combines multiple methods together.

In our system, we will follow the Hybrid method approach
which is based on Geometric method with additional tracking
algorithm. This shall provide robust pose estimation specially
in case of tracking a moving person or using a movable camera.
The tracking method will provide information that comes to
hand to support in recovery from failure and in occlusion. Our
proposed system will be based on a normal geometric method
with a layer of Kalman filter to provide a tracking method on
top of our geometric analysis.

In this paper we will present our proposed head pose
estimation technique illustrated in Fig. 1 which consists of Face
detection, Facial landmarks detection, Head Pose Estimation
and Kalman filter. We will be discussing the problem definition
of 3D head pose estimation in Section II followed by a survey
analysis for the proposed techniques on the building blocks
such as Face detection, Facial landmarks detection and Point to
point mapping techniques as well as the different proposals and
their challenges in the real-time manner showing the reliability
of such system in Section III. Later on in Section IV we
will discuss our new system and the hardware environment
used in a production grade system specifying our selected
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Fig. 1. A Block Diagram to Describe the Building Blocks of our Proposed System.

techniques and showing the relation between each phase with
an illustrative algorithm and images for each phase. In Section
V we will discuss our results and compare to the most famous
state of the art techniques to provide a good insight of the
performance and finally will concluded our research in Section
VI.

II. 3D HEAD POSE ESTIMATION

Pose estimation is a very popular topic in computer vision.
It’s problem definition is to find the extrinsic parameters of the
camera matrix which are as following:

[
R3∗3 T3∗1
01x3 1

]
4∗4

R & T represents the extrinsic parameters which transforms
the coordinate system from 3D world coordinates to 3D camera
coordinates. This means the Yaw, Pitch and Roll angles of the
object in the 3D world coordinates system can be transformed
to the camera coordinates system using linear equations give
by:

[
X
Y
Z

]
= R

[
U
V
W

]
+ t

It also incorporates the usage of a 3D model to map the
2D detected points on the image plan over a 3D plan so
that we can get the U, V & W 3D world coordinates. Using
this method to find the extrinsic parameters in real-time for
human’s head R and T matrices to estimate the pose. Our
system needs to utilize the geometric method where it needs to
find the 2D coordinates of specific points in any human’s head,
This means we need to find the face from within the image
frame and then find the pre define points in this image frame.
These preselected points are needed to be mapped to the 3D
model using point to point perspective for a generic Human
head. In order to do so, the system needs first to do Face
Detection, followed by Landmarks localization for these pre
selected points, given these points we shall use PnP and solve
for Pose Estimation, this workflow can be illustrated from
Algorithm 1. Other methods are also applicable to combine
steps together to find the 2D coordinate of these points.

Algorithm 1 Head Pose Estimation Geometric Method

Require: Camera Intrinsic parameters Cam Mat
Require: Face Detector Model FD model
Require: Facial Landmark detection Model FL model
Require: Head Model Reprojection Matrix RP Mat

while New image frame do
img ← imageframe
Faces← FD model(img)
if Length(Faces) > 0 then

for Face in Faces do
Landmarks← FL model(Face)
SolvePnP (RP Mat, Landmarks, Cam Mat)
R vec, T vec← SolvePnP
R Mat = Rodrigues(R vec)
Pose Mat[Face]← R Mat, T vec

end for
end if

end while

III. REALTIME HEAD POSE ESTIMATION CANDIDATE
TECHNIQUES

While our primary goal is to find a robust yet real-
time solution to the Head pose estimation problem based
on the Geometric approach we selected, several techniques
were suggested to achieve the best computational performance
without sacrificing accuracy. The geometric approach consist
of three main parts that may be combined in technique consists
of a single model or the general technique of a standalone
model for each stage, these stages are as follows:

1) Face Detection Technique.
2) Facial Landmarks Localization Technique.
3) Point to Point perspective for Head pose estimation.

A. Face Detection Technique

Here we discuss different techniques for face detection
from within the image, the purpose of this step is to identify
the face and return a bounding box identifying the location of
the face within the image as illustrated in Fig. 2. If a face
is detected, it’s location will further on be supplied to the
Facial landmarks detector for further processing, most of face
detection approaches are based on machine learning models
that are trained on object detection.
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Fig. 2. A Face Detection Sample of the Hybrid Algorithm using MMOD
Technique[6].

The first proposed technique was the well known Haar
feature-based cascade classifiers which was proposed by Viola
and Jones [3][4], this technique consists of three main stages
Haar features acting as the convolution kernel and plenty of
these features are calculated, then selection process over these
feature to provide with relevant and informative features and
discard the week features using adaptive boosting technique.
The classifier is the combination of the strong features. This
technique provides good accuracy and has good computing
efficiency but suffers greatly under occlusion and non-frontal
faces.

Another proposed technique is using the Histogram of
Oriented Gradients, the HOG method for face detection is
based on the same concept of object detection as depicted
by the well known pedestrian detection technique ‘Histograms
of oriented gradients for human detection’ [5], the HOG
descriptions using sliding windows are extracted for positive
and negative samples then used for training a linear SVM,
of course the sliding windows and multiscale windows are
used to detect objects within the image frame regardless of
their location and scale then we suppress the non-maxima
bounding boxes as we will end up having multiple detection
for the same object. While HOG method provides better per-
formance than the Haar cascade classifiers method in terms of
occlusions, non-frontal facing and illumination invariance, it’s
still computationally expensive as sliding windows techniques
are usually expensive specially when we are doing operations
like gradient calculations in HOG yet still faster in and offers
superior performance than that of the previous Haar cascade
classifiers.

Another technique like Max-Margin object detection [6]
for HOG CNN based features was taken into consideration,
This technique is known to be slower than the HOG method
but provides superior performance in facial detection in cases

of occlusion and hard detection cases.

While there are many more techniques that contributes to
the same issue like TinyFaces, DSFD [7] and ASFD and many
others that perform great in terms of multiple faces detection
with various benchmarking datasets like WIDER [8] and
FDDB [9] yet this increased accuracy for detection of multiple
faces is irrelevant to our application as we only need to detect
single face, also they are much more computational intensive
than that of our system can’t provide. These previous methods
are concerned for face detection only, there are also techniques
that can do extra task, in particular some techniques can do
both the face detection as well as landmarks localization,
these techniques shall be taken into consideration against the
previously suggested alternatives for face detection integrated
with the face landmark detection techniques altogether for fair
judgment, for this we will discussing them in the next section
with face landmark detection.

B. Facial Landmarks Localization Technique

Face landmarks detection is the last step before Head pose
estimation to detect the preselected points in Human’s face,
it starts by providing the algorithm with location of the face
within the image frame bounded by a box as in Fig. 2, the
model then processes this bounding box to provide the location
of some points in the face as in Fig. 3 where we can identify the
eye, eyebrows, nose, mouth and jawline if needed. There are
many datasets that differentiates between the facial landmarks.
Our selected dataset was based on iBUG dataset “a semi-
automatic methodology for facial landmark annotation” [10],
[11], [12], this base dataset contains 68 landmark points and
it’s created from several other datasets including the LFPW
[13], HELEN [14] and other datasets which results in 7674
images in total, these images were annotated using a semi-
automated annotation process, this provides a vast number of
training and testing data that are very rich in variations in
conditions and imposes more challenging situations for the
proposed techniques.

Another notable mention is the HELEN dataset [14] that
originally provides 194 localization points as facial landmarks
instead. It consists of 2000 images for training and 330 for
testing. Usually more localization landmark points translates
to better accuracy, but also this comes at the cost of computa-
tional needs during technique’s inference operation in runtime.
Among the vast proposals of face landmarks localization
techniques we have the ensemble of regression trees V. Kazemi
and J. Sullivan’s technique [1], this technique was claimed to
have one millisecond performance per image, this technique
provides good benchmarks compared to many state of the
art techniques, we put this among our proposed solution for
this reason however, they didn’t mention the Hardware used
to benchmark their claimed computational needs. Another
technique was proposed by S. Ren LBF technique [15] which
claims to reach 3000 fps while providing better results by
utilizing the concept of local binary features search instead
of using a global one over the whole image frame which
provides better error rate when validated over the two datasets
of our choice. Other techniques that can do multiple operations
like the one introduced by Multi-task Cascaded Convolutional
Neural Networks MTCNN technique[16], this technique can
directly identify the face and also do five point facial landmarks
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Fig. 3. Facial Landmarks Localization Output using our Proposed Method.

detection, this technique stands out in real life results for both
face detection and Landmarks localization but it’s five land-
mark points only which will not provide enough information
for applications such as drowsiness behavior or emotion state,
it’s also performing much worse in terms of computational
needs as it provides less than one fps thus can’t be utilized
for real-time operations for low power applications, another
suggested technique is proposed by Zhu and Ramanan [2], this
technique does all, the face detection, landmark localization
and the pose estimation which is quite very useful as it sums
up all the stages for pose estimation, yet still it has huge
cost in terms of computational need as they claim it takes
40 seconds per image to provide high accuracy compared to
the commercial existing solutions.

C. Point to Point perspective for Head Pose Estimation

Lastly, Point to Point perspective needed to calculate head
pose estimation. At first we need to compensate for scale
variation by using the size of the face box according to
the face detection algorithm, afterwards we need to have
an estimated 3D model for the face in order to map each
facial 2D point to it’s corresponding 3D face model, this
mapping is needed to find the Head Pose from this 2D-3D
correspondence. Many proposed methods exist for such called
perspective point problem (PNP), one of the methods is based
on Levenberg-Marquardt optimization another which provides
higher efficiency is the Effective PNP method [17] and lastly
is a method using the direct least square solutions for PNP
[18] which provides better accuracy and error rates without
sacrificing real-time operation than the previous two methods.
Other approaches exist that rely on noise free points Like
P3P and P4P approaches but they proven not suitable for our
application as they provide inaccurate results when there are
higher noise in these selected points. After estimating the Pose,
we apply Kalman filter for further filtering the output in order

to have a smooth transitions and better correlation between
each frame and the preceding which reflects real life behaviors.

IV. SINGLE BOARD IMPLEMENTATION FOR 3D HEAD
POSE ESTIMATION

A. Our Proposed System

Aiming to target real-time performance on a production
ready solution we selected a well known and stable platform
that supports low power applications with industry grade per-
formance and capabilities that also supports easy expandability.
Our Selected control board is Jetson Nano board provided by
Nvidia depicted in Fig. 4. This system specifications are illus-
trated in Table I. It’s constructed of a Quad-core ARM Cortex-
A57 MPCore processor along with NVIDIA Maxwell GPU
with 128 NVIDIA CUDA cores to support image manipulation
and model inference functions included in our algorithm. This
single board computer (SBC) module consumes less than ten
Watts with all peripherals connected. This board is 69.6 mm x
45 mm in size which is smaller than a credit card in size which
makes it very suitable in small low powered applications, to
have imagination about how low is it’s power consumption,
When installed in any product, Our system’s power needs is
less than the tenth of the power needed by the smallest motor
installed in a small drone, it’s almost the same power consumed
by a toy DC motor. This proves how efficient it can be used
in low-powered embedded applications.

TABLE I. NVIDIA JETSON NANO MAIN SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS.

CPU Quad Core ARM Cortex A-57 1.43GHz

GPU 128 Maxwell Cores

Memory 4 GB 64 bit LPDDR4 25.6 GB/s

Storage 16GB eMMC

Camera 12 MIPI CSI-2 DPHY 1.1 lanes 1.5Gbps

Peripherals PCIE USB3.0 SDIO SPI SysIO GPIOs I2C

Power
Consumption 5 Watt or 10 Watt modes

This board runs Linux operating system environment,
this allows us to use many libraries such as OPENCV and
DLIB[19], also models that are built using Caffe, Pytorch or
TensorFlow. This is amazing feature to run a lot of variations
as well as building our custom models.

The rest of our system is constructed of a single IR
camera sensor accompanied by IR LED lights to provide
good illumination for the image and to prevent distraction
and confusion with no additional sensors are used in our
system. This camera sensor supports frames of resolution
up to 1,920x1,080 for 30 frames per second with scalable
viewing angle and focus. This system is supposed to provide
the rotation matrix parameters Yaw, Pitch and Roll for both
the head pose in case of movement. The camera is assumed
to have a constrained range of motion around all three-axes
assuming that no sudden far jumps can happen so that there
will always be a correlation between a frame and it’s preceding
one.

As illustrated earlier, Our system shall consist of several
stages as shown in Fig. 1, Each stage contribute to our problem
definition as shown in Algorithm 1. We expect that the human
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Fig. 4. NVIDIA Jetson Nano Production Module.

will have a front facing camera with a constrained movement
that majorly will be facial facing but encounter change in yaw,
pitch and roll angles. Our system will perform all the stages
on video stream in real-time manner to provide robust tracking
of the Head’s pose using the Hardware we presented. We split
the system into these three main stages where we can address
each at a time:

1) Initialization.
2) Our Head Pose Estimation System.
3) Tracking Kalman Filter.

B. Initialization

As mentioned earlier our system consists of a single camera
sensor, this sensor is like any camera needs to be calibrated,
this calibration process is needed to find the intrinsic param-
eters of the camera sensor whish is done using checkerboard
method [20], the checkerboard method measures the intrinsic
parameters in terms of focal length and the principal point,
also it measures the extrinsic parameters, these data is used
to build the calibration matrix needed later on in both the
Camera and Head pose estimation, the extrinsic parameters
defines the 3-D location of the camera with respect to the world
coordinate which are used to translate from the 3-D camera
coordinate system to world coordinate system, the intrinsic
parameters is used in the transformation from 2-D coordinate
system in the image to the 3-D camera coordinate system,
lastly camera distortion matrix can also be calculated which
can be used in correcting image distortions like radial and
tangential distortions but they are not mandatory.
This step is done for a single camera sensor at the first setup
and these values later on to be used as standard configuration
for the system, they need to be done for autofocus sensors
and provide some kind of look up table or through equation
as these parameters are dependent on the focal point.

C. Our Head Pose Estimation System

Geometric method of head pose estimation as we discussed
earlier constitutes of 3 main parts, Here we will state our
selected techniques from the ones we suggested earlier and
in Section V we shall see comparison of it’s performance and
how our selected techniques compares to others.

Using a real-time video stream, we shall feed our face
detection algorithm on a frame by frame basis based on Max-

Margin object detection [6] method, This method provides
more robust results than the other two methods in field tests,

This method is supposed to be slower than HOG method
however, using GPU accelerated implementation of this
method it performed great in our test that somehow surpassed
the other approaches due to it’s higher accuracy. MMOD
method provides two points representing the bounding box for
the head location which is suitable to be provided to our own
custom model of head landmarks detection needed for face
alignment problem.

Max-Margin Object detector technique is a generic tech-
nique that’s trained over face detection dataset FDDB [9],
the MMOD uses similar approach to HOG in building HOG
descriptors using sliding window classification method and
utilizing random projection based locality sensitive hash for
determining which bin the calculated HOG descriptor belongs
to, this projection process is less in computational cost than the
original HOG method, yet the whole process is more expensive
due to the sliding window operation. This method was selected
to elevate the accuracy of face detection as it’s the corner stone
of the Head pose estimation to correctly identify the head from
within each image frame.

In the other hand, for the facial landmarks localization
technique, we build our own custom model to be used which
is based on the ensemble of regression trees similar to V.
Kazemi’s [1] but with a modification in the set of facial
landmark points, this approach was done over three phases
to get the best computational efficiency without sacrificing
the accuracy. The first phase is to select feature points that
gives us relevant information regarding our needed aspects
as shown in Fig. 5 where it illustrates the most important
landmarks that provides comparable results according to 68
Landmarks Dataset, Fig. 5b shows our selected points are
those that describes eye lid opening, head orientation and
mouth contour, which are the points that contributes mostly
to the drowsiness behavior, emotional state, and has higher
impact on determining face orientation. Secondly analyzing the
impact of each model parameter on the overall performance
of the model and selecting the optimum range for these
parameters. The last phase is to do parameter optimization
over 150 combinations of the selected ranges for each model
parameter and calculate metrics for overall accuracy over both
train and test data, training and inference speed and lastly
size, these metrics are used for comparative analysis with the
original models as well as other alternative solutions.

Lastly, Point to point perspective, we used the direct least
square PNP [18] which provides both accuracy and real-time
operation. This function is already implemented in OPENCV
library and can be used directly by providing it the Model
points and the corresponding points from the previous step of
Facial landmarks localization. Solving this PnP problem we
get our R vec and T vec which constitutes the pose matrix

D. Tracking Kalman Filter

Kalman filter named after Rudolf E. Kálmán is a modeling
technique used for predicting the next state from the history
of previous data. This technique is widely used in cases of
trajectory and motion planning as well as signal processing
algorithms as it provides robustness to statistical noises and
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(a) Original 68 Facial Landmark Points based on the 300-W Dataset[10], [11], [12].

(b) Our Model’s Selected set of Facial Landmarks.

Fig. 5. Our Proposed Selected Set of Facial Landmark Points Compared to
the Original 68 Landmark Points[10], [11], [12].

sudden abrupt changes that are not following the trajectory
pass according to the previous state. In it’s simplest form,
it follows linear equations however, this filter contains many
complex variations and can predict the state of 2D, 3D and
more complex non linear equations states with many variations
like Extended Kalman filter, unscented, Hybrid and many other
variations. Here in our applications we used the simple form of
Kalman filter to predict the pose estimation to provide it as the
simplest for of tracking algorithm to the head pose. We firstly
start by constructing the Kalman filter and then by starting
the application we feed the filter with data after each phase
until the filter converges and then it shall provide filtration
from occlusion and drop or incorrect data during operation for
sudden short periods of time.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experimental test we will show how each of the
Face Detection and Facial Landmarks localization techniques
perform in respect of Realtime operation and accuracy of
detection. Also we will be showing the Benchmark results of
them compared to each other in terms of error rate to show
how accurate each technique shall perform.

For the Face detection operation we will be comparing
between Viola and Jones technique [3] [4], HOG technique[5]
and Max-Margin object detection [6] technique in terms of the
speed of inference and error rate as depicted in Fig. 6. Our
diagram shows how each technique compares to each other

in terms of speed and accuracy of detection. Our accuracy
of detection method is according to FDDB metrics of the
ROC curves based on continuous score method for the True
positive rate at 1000 False positive samples threshold. Our
results indicate that the FaceDetection process is the bottle
neck of the whole algorithm as the frame rate are much lower
than the other parts of the algorithm.

Haar Cascade HOG MMOD GPU
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Fig. 6. Comparison between the three Proposed State of the Art Face
Detection Techniques in terms of Accuracy and Performance as Frames Per

Second.

In terms of Face landmarks localization, in Fig. 7 we
show how our reduced feature points technique performance
is compared to the original S. Ren LBF technique and V.
Kazemi ERT technique using our hardware configuration. We
will apply same approach of V. Kazemi’s technique where
only 31 points are selected instead of the full 68 landmark
points of the 300-W dataset in order to maximize speed without
sacrificing accuracy.

This illustrated accuracy is calculated using 1000 images
from testing dataset in addition to 6674 from the training
dataset of combined datasets including iBUG dataset [10],
[11], [12], LFPW [13] and HELEN [14] for testing purpose
using the same criteria as described by V. Kazemi. Calculation
of the accuracy was done using their provided function of
DLib library, this function calculates the distance of each
landmark to the ground truth position, this value is divided
by the interocular distance to get the normalized distance of
the landmark. Using the average of this normalized distance
we can get the error and hence the accuracy as depicted in our
diagram. Our technique shows very good results compared to
other techniques while on a larger dataset with much more
sparse training and testing data. As illustrated in Fig. 8, We
showed a sample of images from the three datasets we used
AFW, HELEN, IBUG and LFPW where multiple faces are
detected correctly with different poses and lighting conditions
as well as immunity to different occlusion types and glasses
wearing yet there are certain scenarios that the system fails in
either identifying the face or to locate the landmarks correctly,
this normally happens in very minor situations when it’s in a
very acute pose, or when the occlusion is severe that eliminates
crucial parts of the face and makes it hard to detect the
distinctive facial features.

Also using AFLW2000-3D dataset [21] which is 2000
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Face Landmarks Localization Techniques between our
Custom Model Versus the well known Models of LBF [15] and V. Kazemi

[1] in Terms of Performance and Accuracy of Detection.

image can be used for 3D face alignment evaluation, our
system which is based on DLib approach with reduced number
of points showed Mean average error of 16 degrees versus 9
of the Ground Truth landmarks.

Our benchmarking tests of the full system performs with
total frame rate around five frames per second for sampling a
640x480 monochrome image which is very good performance.
This is done utilizing only the GPU of our evaluation board,
leaving the Quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 almost free for other
application threads that will utilize the output of this algorithm.
This leaves more room for further parallelization, optimization
and off loading to the Quad-Core CPU if needed.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a real-time full system for head pose esti-
mation for embedded infrared camera sensor, that’s capable
of compensating for the motion of the camera and provide
the 3D Head pose estimation accordingly. We presented our
new system including the techniques of Face detection, Facial
landmarks localization and Point to point mapping that are
optimized for operation over embedded low powered devices
that has limited computational abilities. We also presented the
challenges in each step as well as the possible techniques that
are suitable for our applications presenting our own modifica-
tion for the Face landmark localization technique showing both
speed and accuracy of operation. Lastly we presented the pose
estimation calculations and Kalman filter for smoothing out
fluctuations and better tracking. As for the future direction, Our
model can be enhanced to use the detected facial landmarks of
the human and analyzes his drowsiness and detect this facial
emotions and provide further more information beyond the
pose estimation.
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Fig. 8. Sample of the Output from our used Datasets to show Immunity to Partial Occlusion, Lighting Conditions, Wearing of Glasses and Different Poses
with the Last set Showing Scenarios of a Negative Result.
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Abstract— The Internet of Things is one of the most interesting
technology trends today. Devices in the IoT network are often
geared towards mobility and compact in size, thus having a
rather weak hardware configuration. There are many light weight
protocols, tailor-made suitable for limited processing power and
low energy consumption, of which MQTT is the typical one.
The current MQTT protocol supports three types of quality-
of-service (QoS) and the user has to trade-off the security of
the packet transmission by transmission rate, bandwidth and
energy consumption. The MQTT protocol, however, does not
support packet storage mechanisms which means that when the
receiver is interrupted, the packet cannot be retrieved. In this
paper, we present a broker-less SIP-MBA Platform, designed for
micro-service and using gRPC protocol to transmit and receive
messages. This design optimizes the transmission rate, power
consumption and transmission bandwidth, while still meeting
reliability when communicating. Besides, we implement users and
things management mechanisms with the aim of improving secu-
rity issues. Finally, we present the test results by implementing
a collect data service via gRPC protocol and comparing it with
streaming data by using the MQTT protocol.

Keywords—Internet of Things (IoT); gRPC; Single Sign-On;
brokerless; micro-service; MQTT; message queue; security

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Internet of Thing (IoT) applications have
grown and applied in most fields such as smart city, health-
care, supply chains, industry, agriculture, etc. According to
estimates, by 2025, the whole world will have approximately
75.44 billion IoT connected devices [1]. Timothy et al. [2]
claimed that the IoT system architecture consists of 5 layers
in order from low to high: Things, Connect, Collect, Learn
and Do.

Specifically, the Things layer is the class of actuators to
control physical devices or sensors to collect environmental
parameters. The Connect layer connects devices with applica-
tions and users. The Collect layer is responsible for aggregating
the data returned by the Things layer devices. Finally, Learn
layer is used to analyze data to give suggestions to Do layer in
response to received data. Eventually, the Things and Connect
layers are the two most important ones because these provide
the input data for the upper layers.

The Things layer consists of devices in the IoT which
have limitations in network connectivity, power, and processing
capabilities [3]. Therefore, the question is how can we optimize
the processing capacity and power consumption of the devices,
while still have to meet some requirements of communication
speed as well as the confidentiality of information on transmis-
sion lines. This problem is determined by the protocol itself
within the Collect class.

For interfaces in constrained networks, MQTT and CoAP
are proposed to use [4]. We found that MQTT protocol had
faster Packet transmission and creation time twice as fast as
CoAP protocol. Besides, for developers of low bandwidth and
hardware configuration devices, MQTT is the most preferred
protocol [5]. Comparison of energy consumption, Mart et al.
[6] found that the MQTT protocol consumes less energy than
CoAP. For the above reasons, in this paper, we evaluate the
aspects of power consumption, hardware capacity capacity as
well as security risks (security risks) present of The platforms
use the MQTT protocol.

The MQTT protocol uses a publish / subscriber [7] ar-
chitecture, with the MQTT broker at the center. The MQTT
subcriber (client), connects to the broker and sends messages
to topics. Brokers rely on topic for packet routing, meaning
that subscribers who subscribe to a topic receive all messages
sent to that topic. This means that when the MQTT broker
crashes, the whole system will be affected.

The MQTT protocol has four levels of QoS, ranging from
0 to 21 and these QoS levels are related to the level of
confidence in the transmission of the packet (QoS has the
lowest confidence level and QoS-2 has the confidence level.
highest reliability). According to the article [8], the ratio of
packet loss and packet transmission rate of QoS-0 level is
highest. However, according to the article [9], the energy
consumption of the QoS-0 level is only about 50% of the
QoS-2 level and the communication bandwidth of QoS-0 is
also lower than that of QoS-2. The MQTT protocol runs
on TCP [10] and each TCP connection can only make one
request and one response. This means that in order to send a
message at the QoS-2 level, each client in the system using

1https://mqtt.org/
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MQTT must make four TCP connections [11]. This results in
systems using MQTT consuming a lot of bandwidth and the
device’s hardware processing capabilities. In addition, by using
a publish / subscribe architecture, in order for subscribers to be
ready to receive incoming messages on topics, the subscriber
must maintain a persistent connection to the MQTT broker.
The time to keep connection is determined by the parameter
keep alive. Article [12] has shown that the shorter the keep
alive cycle, the higher the energy consumption. On the other
hand, according to the article [13], MQTT was created for
transmission purpose. Therefore, it does not provide message
storage capability and does not guarantee the order of the
message when it reaches the receiver. These are also two
important issues that need to be considered as the weaknesses
of the system using MQTT.

In terms of security, the current MQTT protocol only pro-
vides identity, authentication and authorization for the security
mechanism [14] but is very simple. Therefore, there are a lot of
security risks. Lundgren et al. [15] indicates that we can obtain
data by subscribing to any topic of the MQTT broker that is
public on the internet - a serious security risk. If the attacker
subscribes to MQTT topics with the client ID, the victim will
experience a denial of service status and all information sent
to the victim is passed on to the attacker - a serious risk
factor [16]. Regarding the Authentication mechanism, MQTT
supports authentication by username and password pairs, but
the authentication mechanism is optional and not encrypted.
The MQTT client authenticates itself by sending the username
and password plaintext in the CONNECT package. Attacker
attacks are made easily by blocking packets [14]. Zaidi et al.
[17] survey of Shodan, the world’s first IoT search engine
for Internet-connected devices, found that there were 67,000
MQTT servers on the public Internet with most of them not
authentic. MQTT has support for Authorization mechanism
to access specific topic based on access list (ACL). This
access list must be predefined in the configuration file of the
MQTT broker and we must restart the MQTT broker service
if we want to apply the new access list configuration. This
is inconvenient and difficult to scale especially for systems
with billions of devices and these devices may only have
the authority to take action for a specified period of time on
specific topics. Access control and authorization are a major
challenge [18].

In this paper, we summarize the weaknesses of platforms
using MQTT protocol, such as bandwidth issue, hardware
processing power, power consumption, no message storage
mechanism, and security risks. Since then, the paper proposes
the SIP-MBA Platform model to use brokerless architecture
to limit the weaknesses of brokered architecture. Our SIP-
MBA Platform is designed in micro-service, devices and
services communicate directly with each other by peer-to-
peer communication model for fast communication speed. In
the system architecture, we also added message queues to
store messages when communicating between services, helping
to ensure that when a service fails, it is still possible to
receive messages during recovery. The communication process
of the components in our SIP-MBA Platform will take place
proactively, without requiring a constant connection to reduce
energy and bandwidth consumption. To do this, we use gRPC
as the communication protocol between devices and services.
This work presents a method of combining gRPC and Oauth to

complement the Authentication and Authorization mechanism
for SIP-MBA Platform. Besides, we introduces a management
model of users and things and channels information to prevent
denial-of-service attacks and impersonation of participating
systems.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
provide knowledge about the technology used in this work.
Section 3 discusses related work. In Section 4, we introduce
our proposed system Architecture and in Section 5 is software
architecture. Section 6, we implement Collect data service -
this is the most important service in our architecture. Section
7, we discuss our test results. In Section 8, we conclude the
paper and discuss the potential future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. gRPC and http/2

gRPC2 (general-purpose Remote Procedure Calls) is an
open-source high performance framework of Remote Proce-
dure Call Protocol (RPC) developed by Google. gRPC is
built on http/2 protocol. Improvements in http/2 over previous
versions allow for better and more efficient http performance
connections. One of the most important features of http/2 is
multiplexing, which sends and receives multiple packets in a
single connection. The activity comparison between http/1.1
and http/2 is shown in Fig. 1:

gRPC has four types of communication as follows [19]:

• Unary: Similar to traditional client-server communi-
cation. The client sends a request to the server, waits
for the server to process it, and then returns the results
to the client.

• Server streaming: In this mode, the client sends a
request to the server and then waits for the server to
return a stream of data. The client read messages from
that stream until no more messages are returned. The
order of messages for each stream is guaranteed to be
the same between client and server.

• Client streaming: Similar to Server streaming RPCs,
in this type, the client is the side that sends the data
stream to the server, the server read the stream and
perform the necessary processing, and then return the
data to the client.

• Bi-direction streaming: This is the type of method
where the data is sent in a stream from both client and
server directions, the data stream in both directions is
independent of each other, and the client and server
can process that streamed data independently. That
means when the client sends a message to the server,
the server can process it to perform a certain task
(while still receiving other messages) and send the
result back to the client (while the client is still sending
another message).

B. Oauth Protocol and Single Sign-On

Oauth basically is an authentication mechanism that en-
ables third-party applications to be authorized by the user

2https://grpc.io/
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Fig. 1. The Activity Comparison between http/1.1 and http/2 [19].

to access the user’s resources located on another application.
Oauth version 2.0 is an upgrade of Oauth version 1.0, an
authentication protocol that allows applications to share a
portion of resources with each other without the need to
authenticate via username and password as the traditional way.
That helps limit the hassle of having to enter a username,
password in too many places or register too many accounts
for many applications that the user cannot remember all.

In Oauth, there are four basic concepts 3:

• Resource owners: are the users who have the ability
to grant access, the owner of the resource that the
application wants to get.

• Resource servers: are the places which store resources,
capable of handling access requests to protected re-
sources

• Clients: are third-party applications that want to access
the shared resource of the owner (i.e. prior to access,
the application needs to receive the user’s Authoriza-
tion).

• Authorization servers: are the authentications that
check the information the user sent from there, grants
access to the application by generating access tokens.
Sometimes the same Authorization server is the re-
source server.

3https://oauth.net/2/

Token is a random code generated by the Authorization
server when a request comes from the client. There are two
types of tokens, namely the access token and the refresh
token. The former is a piece of code used to authenticate
access, allowing third-party applications to access user data.
This token is sent by the client as a parameter in the request
when it is necessary to access the resource in the Resource
server. The access token has a valid time (e.g., 30 minutes,
1 hour), when it expired, the client had to send a request to
the Authorization server to get the new access token. Whereas,
the latter is also generated by Authorization server at the same
time with accessed token but with different function. Refresh
token is used to get the new access token when it expires, so
the validity period is longer than the access token.

Single Sign-On (SSO) is a mechanism that allows users
to access multiple applications with just one authentication.
SSO simplifies administration by managing user information
on a single system instead of multiple separate authentication
systems. It makes it easier to manage users when they join or
leave an organization [20]. SSO supports many authentication
methods such as Oauth, OpenID, SAML, and so on.

III. RELATED WORK

A. Brokerless Architecture

Alif Akbar Pranata et al. [21] build a water quality mon-
itoring system according to brokerless pub/sub architecture.
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The paper uses two nodes including: relay node (publisher)
to collect data from sensor and gateway node (subscriber)
to receive data from relay node and send information to
server. The paper uses Zigbee to send and receive messages
in communication at close distances. However, the paper does
not give methods to expand the system as well as security
mechanisms.

Lam et al. [22] presented an architecture that combines
MQTT broker and kafka message queue to connect different
IoT service providers. This architecture allows individual ser-
vice providers to communicate with each other easily without
changing the existing architecture too much. In addition, Lam
et al. [23] also evaluates power consumption, transfer speed,
communication reliability, and security when using a combina-
tion of MQTT broker and kafka message queue. With Kafka’s
capabilities, we don’t need to trade off transmission speed
and reliability for power consumption (this is related to QoS-
0 and QoS-2 levels). Moreover, these authors demonstrated
an architecture that combines MQTT broker, Single Sign On,
and kafka message queue [24]. This combination allows no
need to trade-off speed and reliability when communicating
with power consumption (this is related to QoS-0 and QoS-2
levels) while still ensuring security. of the system.

B. Oauth and Internet of Things

Paul Fremantle et al. [18] demonstrated using Oauth to
enable to enable access control via the MQTT protocol.
The results of the paper show that IoT client can fully use
Oauth token to authenticate with MQTT broker. This indicates
that Oauth is not only suitable for web application but also
applicable for low hardware devices. The paper demonstrates
implementing the Web Authorization Tool to create the access
token, then embedded it (embedded) MQTT client. In addition,
the paper presents the combined implementation of Oauth and
MQTT for internal communication between MQTT broker
and MQTT client. However, the paper uses RESTful over
HTTP/1.1 to transfer the packet. This can be a waste of
bandwidth and energy of IoT devices as discussed in Intro-
duction. In our paper, we will use Oauth in conjunction with
Single Sign-On to build into a service responsible for device
authentication. Devices will communicate with this service
through gRPC to take its advantages.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The SIP-MBA Platform is designed in a micro-service
architecture to ensure the system is horizontal scale that is
shown in Figure 2. The architecture consists of three layers
namely the Things layer, the Server layer and the User layer.
Each class has components that play a different role.

The Things layer includes physical devices capable of col-
lecting data from the environment (pH, temperature, humidity,
etc.). After the collection process, the data are transferred to
the Server layer according to the gRPC protocol. Things layer
also receives a control command from the User layer or from
the data processing service of the the Server layer to control
the behavior of Things based on the information it collects.

The Server layer consists of micro-services that handle the
following tasks:

• Collect data service: collect data from the (authenti-
cated) things in Thing Layer. In addition, the collect
data service also passes control commands from users
or data processing service to things.

• SSO service: is responsible for authenticating things
and users according to the Oauth protocol.

• Objects management service: allows to manage users
and things participating in the system.

• Control service: allows the user to command control
of things.

• Data processing service: analyze collected data to re-
spond to users, store system logs and issue commands
to control things according to pre-set triggers.

• Message Queue: is responsible for transporting mes-
sages interacting between services within the Server
layer.

Finally, the User layer uses the Internet of Things service.
Only users authenticated by the SSO service can interact with
the Server layer.

V. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

To meet the goals set out by the SIP-MBA Platform, we
provide several definitions of the components participating in
the system and their interactions.

A. Users

Users are people who use IoT services. By constructing
a user hierarchy model tree with the child’s user parent id
value equal to the parent user’s username, our SIP-MBA
Platform allows the creation and management of multiple
levels of users without being bounded. The term depends
on the characteristics of the organization. This tree-modeled
user hierarchy makes the SIP-MBA Platform suitable for
companies, especially when authorizing a specific user or
changing the operation state for a series of child users at the
same time w.r.t crashes (only ACTIVE users can request access
token). User information is generated when a user registers to
use an IoT service or is created by the parent user and provided
to his or her child user.

Each user has a unique user id value that conforms to the
standard UUID4 and is managed by the Objects-management
service. When issuing commands to manipulate things, the user
must pass in the access token obtained from the Single Sign
On service. This token is authenticated by the Single-Sign-
On service. In this way, we have enhanced the authentication
mechanism, the authorization mechanism for the user as well
as minimized the risk of a denial-of-service attack when a
hacker impersonates a user repeatedly sending control com-
mands.

B. Things

Things represent information about physical devices or
applications owned by the user. To create things, the user that
owns the things will have to pass in his valid Oauth token.

4https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4122
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Fig. 2. SIP-MBA Platform as Micro-service Architecture.

Fig. 3. The User and Thing Initialization Processes.

After creating things, users must embed their access token into
things. Embedding the access token is out of the scope of this
paper. Only things that own a valid access token communicate
with the Collect-data service. Similar to the user, this way to
create device management information, helps increase security
and reduce the risk of denial-of-service attacks.

C. Communication Workflow

1) Initialization workflow: As mentioned in Sections V-A
and V-B, a user must be registered to use the Internet of
thing service. After registration, the user makes a request
for access token with username and password information.
The system will return the user access token and refresh the
token according to the Oauth standard. The user then performs
registration of the thing by passing in his access token. The

Fig. 4. Data Collection Process.

access token is authenticated by the SSO service. Finally, the
Objects-management service will enable the creation of things
information. The thread process initializes the user and thing
as shown in Fig. 3

2) Data collection process: Things first send their access
token to the SSO service. If the access token is authenticated
by the SSO service then the thing is allowed to stream data to
the Collection service. The collection service collects the data
and passes it to the message queue. Other services like Data
processing service access the data stream through the message
queue. Thing after completing streaming data will disconnect
from the Server layer and go to sleep to save energy. The
protocol used in the Collect data process is gRPC. Process
collect data is presented in Fig. 4

3) Control workflow: The user can issue commands to
control the thing remotely by sending the access token and
command to the Control service. The access token is authenti-
cated through the SSO service. If the access token is valid, the
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Control service forward the command to the Message Queue.
Ultimately the collection service sends this command to things.
The protocol used in the Control process is gRPC. The entire
procedure is shown in Fig. 5

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Database

In this paper we deploy the most important service is
the collection data service, the remaining components will
be present in our upcoming paper. The deployment model is
shown in Fig. 6

The deployment model consists of two components. Firstly,
the Raspberry Pi module plays the role of Thing in the System
Architecture presented in Section 2. Raspberry Pi is a small
computer packed with powerful hardware capable of running
the operating system and installing many applications on it.
With a price of only a few tens of dollars, Raspberry is
currently the most prominent mini computer today. Initially,
the Raspberry Pi Foundation developed the Raspberry project
with the main goal of teaching computers to children and
creating a cheap tool (only a few tens of dollars) for students
to study and study. Currently, Raspberry Pi is commonly used
in IoT systems because of its powerful processing capabilities,
multitasking and exceptionally low cost. The second is Collect
data service deployed on an Amazon EC2 server. The roles of
the components are as follows:

• Raspberry Pi Module is responsible for collecting data
from sensors and sending to the server via gRPC
protocol.

• Collect data service is a service deployed on the
server, in charge of receiving data sent from the client
through the gRPC protocol.

The configuration of the two components is shown in Table
I

VII. EVALUATION

A. Environment Setting

After implementing the Collection data service, we set up
a script to test the performance of the SIP-MBA Platform.
This scenario tests the message delivery speed of a broker-
less architecture, uses the gRPC protocol with a brokered ar-
chitecture, and uses the MQTT protocol. The two of scenarios’
source code is shown in our Github repository for collection
data service5 and MQTT streaming 6. The testing scenarios
are shown in Fig. 7.

We set up two test environments consisting of two Rasp-
berry Pi modules and two Amazon EC2 Servers with similar
configurations. The Raspberry Pi-1 and Server-1 pair imple-
ments the Collect data service and uses the gRPC protocol
to transmit the packet. The Raspberry Pi-2 and Server-2 pair
respectively deploy the MQTT client, the MQTT broker and
use the MQTT protocol to transmit packets.

5https://github.com/thanhlam2110/iot-platform-collect-data-service
6https://github.com/thanhlam2110/mqtt-streaming

B. Message Delivery Speed Test Case

We perform a rate test of one million packets that are an
integer between 1 and 1,000,000 on both test environments and
record when the message was sent and when it was received.
In our test, each sender message follows this structure “hello +
i” with i comes from 1 to 1.000.000 For the environment using
MQTT protocol, we perform the test with two levels of QoS-0
and QoS-2. The tests were performed 3 times and averaged.
The results of the process obtained are shown in Table II

From the results noted in the Table II, we found that
SIP-MBA Platform uses a broker-less architecture and gRPC
protocol that has a much faster message delivery speed than
systems using brokered architecture and MQTT protocol.
Particularly in the case of MQTT QoS-2, Raspberry module
can only send 65423, 65534 and 65672 messages, the MQTT
broker hangs and does not continue to receive messages. This
makes sense because gRPC runs on an http/2 protocol that
allows sending and receiving messages with multiple packets
in a single connection. Finally, gRPC is also a peer-to-peer
communication instead of a broker like MQTT protocol.

C. Broken Connection Test Cases

In addition, we also have taken test scenario with broken
connection between publisher and subscriber. We compare
number of receive messages in case with and without using
SIP-MBA platform when occurred broken connection. The test
model is shown in the Fig. 8.

The test result show that, in case without using SIP-MBA
platform, subscriber only receive one message - the newest
message that publisher send when occurred broken connection.
This is the retain function of MQTT protocol. When we
enable retain flag, MQTT broker is ability to keep only newest
message that publish by publisher. This message is received
by subscriber after it reconnects to MQTT broker9. However,
when using SIP-MBA platform, subcriber can receive all
message that published by publisher. This is ability of kafka
message queue therefore the system is guaranteed lost data.

D. Future Work

To develop a larger scenario and increase the number of
devices/users authorized quickly, other security issues such as
security, privacy, availability for objects are still the challenges.
For the security aspect, further works will be deployed in
different scenarios like healthcare environment [25], [26], [27],
cash on delivery [28], [29]. For the privacy aspect, we will
exploit attribute-based access control (ABAC) [30], [31] to
manage the authorization process of the SIP-MBA Platform
via the dynamic policy approach [32], [33], [34]. Finally, we
will apply the blockchain benefit to improve the availability
issues [35], [36], [37].

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the model of the SIP-MBA Plat-
form in a broker-less and micro-service architecture. We use
gRPC as the medium of communication to take advantage of
its advantages. Besides, we also offer a solution to supplement

9http://docs.oasis-open.org/mqtt/mqtt/v3.1.1/os/mqtt-v3.1.1-os.html
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Fig. 5. Control Workflow.

TABLE I. CONFIGURATION OF THE RASPBERRY PI MODULE AND COLLECT DATA SERVICE

CPU RAM
Raspberry Pi (module 3B) Broadcom BCM2837, ARMv8 (64bit) quad-core, 1.2 Ghz RAM 1GB
Collection Data Service (Server) 1vCPU RAM 1GB

Fig. 6. The Collect Data Service Operators.

Fig. 7. The Scenarios of Communication Speed between gRPC and MQTT.

TABLE II. RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE (SECONDS) COMPARISON
BETWEEN TWO SCENARIOS (I.E., GRPC VS MQTT(QOS-0; QOS-2)).

Sending time gRPC MQTT (QoS-0) MQTT (QoS-2)
1st 55s 266s can’t complete test
2nd 53s 268s can’t complete test
3rd 57s 272s can’t complete test

Average 55s 267s can’t complete test

Fig. 8. Number of Receive Messages when System Recover after Broken
Connection Issue.

the security mechanism for the system using Single Sign-On
and Oauth. We also add a message queue system that stores
and transports packets between services within the system.
This ensures that when a service is not available, the message
is still not lost. In the future, we will develop the remaining
services and build a complete SIP-MBA Platform.
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Abstract— Internet of Thing (IoT), currently, is one of the
technology trends that are most interested. IoT can be divided
into five main areas including: Health-care, Environmental, Smart
city, Commercial and Industrial. The IoHT-MBA Platform is
considered the backbone of every IoT architecture, so the optimal
design of the IoHT-MBA Platform is essential issue, which should
be carefully considered in the different aspects. Although, IoT
is applied in multiple domains, however, there are still three
main features that are challenge to improve: i) data collection, ii)
users, devices management, and iii) remote device control. Today’s
medical IoT systems, often too focused on the big data or access
control aspects of participants, but not focused on collecting
data accurately, quickly, and efficiently; power redundancy and
system expansion. This is very important for the medical sector
- which always prioritizes the availability of data for therapeutic
purposes over other aspects. In this paper, we introduce the
IoHT Platform for Healthcare environment which is designed
by microservice and brokerless architecture, focusing strongly
on the three aforementioned characteristics. In addition, our
IoHT Platform considers the five other issues including (1) the
limited processing capacity of the devices, (2) energy saving for
the device, (3) speed and accurate of the data collection, (4)
security mechanisms and (5) scalability of the system. Also, in
order for the IoHT Platform to be suitable for the field of health
monitoring, we also add realtime alerts for the medical team. In
the evaluation section, moreover, we describe the evaluation to
prove the effectiveness of the proposed IoHT Platform (i.e. the
proof-of-concept) in the performance, non-error, and non affected
by geographical distance. Finally, a complete code solution is
publicized on the authors’ GitHub repository to engage further
reproducibility and improvement.

Keywords—Internet of Health Things (IoHT); microservice;
brokerless; gRPC; kafka; single sign-on; RBAC

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Thing (IoT) applications, currently, are
increasingly diverse including smart city, healthcare, supply
chains, industry, agriculture, etc. It is estimated that the number
of IoT-connected devices worldwide will increase to 43 billion
by 2023, three times that of 2018 [1]. Investments in IoT
technology are expected to grow at 13.6% per year until
2022 [1], of which, the rate of IoT adoption in the healthcare

sector accounts for 20%, second only to smart city with the
density of 29% [2]. However, the IoT apps still have three
main evaluation issues, namely: response time (27%), energy
consumption (18%) and realiability (14%) [2]. Iot Platform is
an intermediary system that acts as a glue to attach devices
to users. Therefore, the IoT platform development optimizes
the three aforementioned issues is very vital since it is a
platform with all the more advanced features. There are many
architectures for the IoT Platform, the most popularity is build
in the five-layer architecture from low to high, namely Things,
Connect, Collect, Learn and Do [3]. We found that the the main
evaluation factors of IoT correspond to the design requirements
of the three classes of Things, Connect and Collect.

Things (the physical devices) collect data directly or per-
form an action based on a control command from the user. The
device is designed to fulfill the mobility requirements, hence
it has limited power, processing capacity and bandwidth [4].

Connect includes tailored protocols that are suitable for
the hardware and networking capabilities of the Things layer.
Pratim et al. [5] evaluated the pros and cons of 9 protocols
being applied for IoHT including: MQTT, CoAP, HTTP,
XMPP, AMQP, RESTful, Websocket, SMQTT and DDS. In
which, DDS (Data Distribution Service) protocol satisfies two
criteria of response time and reliability. DDS uses M2M com-
munication and brokerless architecture suitable for medical
devices. However, the paper also points out the weakness of
DDS is its low security and lack of support for many types of
programming languages, especially python. Beside, the paper
has not evaluate an assessment of the energy consumption of
DDS compared to the rest of the protocols.

Collect layer is the collection software to collect data
generated by Things through the Connect class. Therefore, the
Collect layer architecture is determined by the protocol used
in the Connect. This paper considers the brokering architecture
at Collection layer with the MQTT protocol used in Connect
layer, as this protocol is commonly used in IoT frameworks
(including IBM, Amazon and Microsoft) [6]. The MQTT
protocol uses a publish / subscriber architecture [7], with the
MQTT broker at the center. The MQTT subscriber (client),
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connects to the broker and sends messages to topics. Brokers
rely on topic to route the packet, meaning that subscribers
who subscribe to a topic will receive all messages sent to
that topic. This can easily lead to a single point failure [8]
at the central broker location. Besides, MQTT is created for
transmission purposes. Thus, MQTT broker does not provide
message storage capabilities and does not guarantee the order
of messages when it reaches the receiver [9]. Finally, it also
considers the weaknesses of brokering architectures using
MQTT.

From the analysis of evaluation criteria and the three most
basic functional layers of all IoT platforms, this paper focus
on giving a new platform built on brokerless and microser-
vice architecture for the healthcare environment (a.k.a IoHT-
MBA Platform). We build the brokerless architecture on the
Collection class using the gRPC protocol on the Connection
class. Similar to DDS, the gRPC protocol also uses M2M
communication and a brokerless architecture. However, gRPC
supports more programming languages, which is convenient
for developers. Also, gRPC consumes lower CPU and RAM
compared to other IoHT protocols such as MQTT, CoAP,
XMPP. The brokerless architecture does not have a central
broker to coordinate topic-based messages, but instead is a ser-
vice that communicates directly with the device to collect data.
Collected data will be transferred to storage and distributed
to advanced processing services (the function equivalent of
Learn and Do classes). Besides, our IoHT-MBA Platform is
designed based on the microservice architecture, ensuring fault
tolerance, scaling horizontally, and ensuring the availability
and capacity of the system as introduced in [10]. In addition, to
ensure the security of the system, we also build a management
model of the components participating in the IoHT-MBA Plat-
form such as users and things. The management model is built
according to Role-base Access Control (RBAC) architecture
combined with hierarchical management of users according to
the model tree.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2
and 3, we provide the knowledge of the technology used and
the work involved, respectively. Section 4 introduces the IoHT-
MBA Platform and we build a prototype system to verify the
effectiveness in Section 5. Section 6, we discuss the evaluation
outcomes. Finally, Section 7 concludes the summarize and
discusses further work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. gRPC and http/2

gRPC1 (general-purpose Remote Procedure Calls) is an
open-source high performance framework of Remote Proce-
dure Call Protocol (RPC) developed by Google. gRPC is
built on http/2 protocol. Improvements in http/2 over previous
versions allow for better and more efficient http performance
connections. One of the most important features of http/2 is
multiplexing, which allows us to send and receive multiple
packets in a single connection. gRPC supports a variety of
programming languages and is fully compatible with embed-
ded devices [11]. This protocol provides four communication
types as follows:

1https://grpc.io/

• Unary: Similar to traditional client-server communi-
cation. The client sends a request to the server, waits
for the server to process it, and then returns the results
to the client.

• Server streaming: In this mode, the client sends a
request to the server and then waits for the server to
return a stream of data. The client read messages from
that stream until no more messages are returned. The
order of messages for each stream is guaranteed to be
the same between client and server.

• Client streaming: Similar to Server streaming RPCs,
in this type, the client is the side that sends the data
stream to the server, the server read the stream and
perform the necessary processing, and then return the
data to the client.

• Bi-direction streaming: This is the type of method
where the data is sent in a stream from both client and
server directions, the data stream in both directions is
independent of each other, and the client and server
can process that streamed data independently. That
means when the client sends a message to the server,
the server can process it to perform a certain task
(while still receiving other messages) and send the
result back to the client (while the client is still sending
another message).

B. Kafka Message Queue

Kafka2 is a distributed messaging system. It is capable of
transmitting a huge number of messages in realtime. In the case
that the receiver has not received the message, this message is
still stored on the message queue and the disk to achieve the
safety transaction.

The Kafka architecture includes the four main components,
namely producer, consumer, topic, and partition. Kafka pro-
ducer is a client to publish messages to topics. Data is sent to
the partition of the topic stored on the broker. Kafka consumers
are clients that subscribe and receive messages from topic,
consumers are identified by group names. Many consumers
can subscribe to the same topic. Data is transmitted in Kafka
via the corresponding topic, when it is necessary to transmit
data for different applications, it is possible to create many
different topics. Partition is where to store data on the specific
topic where each might have one or more partitions. On each
partition, the data is stored permanently and assigned an ID
called offset. Besides, a set of Kafka server (a.k.a broker and
the zookeeper) is a service to manage the brokers.

C. OAuth and Single Sign-On Protocol

Oauth is an authentication mechanism that helps third party
applications be authorized by the user to access the user
resource located on the other application. OAuth version 2.0,
an authentication protocol, is an upgrade version of OAuth
version 1.0 and allows the applications to share a portion of
resources with each other without provides the username and
password as the traditional approach. That limits the hassle of
having to enter the username, password in too many places or

2https://kafka.apache.org/
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register too many accounts or applications. In OAuth includes
four concepts3.

• Resource owners: are users who have the ability
to grant access, the owner of the resource that the
application wants to collect.

• Resource server: a place to store the resource (re-
source), capable of handling access requests to pro-
tected resources.

• Clients: are third-party applications that want to ac-
cess the shared resource as of the resource owner.

• Authorization server: authenticates, checks the infor-
mation the user sent from there, grants access to the
application by generating access tokens. Sometimes
the authorization server is the resource server as well.

The token is a random code generated by the Proxy server
when a request comes from the client. There are second type
tokens which are i) access tokens and ii) refresh tokens. An
access token is a code used to confirm access, allowing third-
party applications to access user data. This token is sent by
the client as a parameter in the request when needing access to
the resource server’s resource. The access token has a certain
valid time (e.g., 30 minutes, 1 hour). When this expires, the
client must request the proxy server to get the new access
token. Although the refresh token is also generated by the
proxy server simultaneously as the access token but differs
in functionality. The refresh token is used to get a new access
token when it expires, hence the longer duration than the access
token.

D. Zabbix

Zabbix4 is an open source that support to solve system
monitoring issues. Zabbix could monitor network parameters,
server status and data in real time. Zabbix offers the ability to
set alarm thresholds and send alerts to subscribers via email,
SMS or telegram, etc.

III. RELATED WORK

A. IoT Architecture for Healthcare

Maktoubian et al. [12] has built an architecture that allows
data collection from medical devices. This architecture collects
data based on a combination of the MQTT protocol and
the Kafka Message Queue. In addition, the architecture also
performs big data analysis using Apache Spark. We appreciate
the use of Kafka as it allows for secure data transmission.
However, the use of MQTT protocol and brokering architecture
brings many weaknesses as we discussed in Introduction. In
addition, MQTT has 3 levels of Quality-of-Service (QoS) from
0 to 2. Selecting these QoS levels is a trade-off between relia-
bility of packet transmission (rate of loss on the transmission
line), transmission rate and energy consumption. The QoS-
0 level has the fastest transmission rate but has the lowest
reliability [13], the opposite is the QoS-2 level. According to
the article [14] the energy consumption of the QoS-0 level is
only about 50% of the QoS-2 level. The report also did not

3https://oauth.net/2/
4https://www.zabbix.com/

specify the level of MQTT QoS that the system uses. In terms
of security, the article mentioned security risks, but did not
specify how to fix it.

Taher et al. [15] building an IoT-cloud system to collect
and process medical data. The system by the authors has full
features, however, operating based on the MQTT protocol,
there are many weaknesses in the security mechanisms [16]
and the brokering architecture [8] that may cause single point
failure.

Partha Pratim Ray [17], builds medical data collection
system based on websocket and HTTP. However, according
to Bansal et al. [5], websocket requires more RAM and HTTP
header is a big challenge for low hardware devices. Besides,
security aspect has not been considered.

Ha Xuan Son et al. [18] has built an emergency system
for the patient. The system launched by the authors applies
Blockchain technology on Hyperledger fabric platform with a
strong focus on access control. However, the authors have not
describe the collecting data method from patients. Moreover,
the authors did not mention a specific architecture, so they
cannot prove the scalability of the system. Also, the paper
did not provide any evaluation on the processing speed of the
system.

B. Microservice and Brokerless Architecture for IoHT

Jita et al. [19] developed an in-home medical care system
(IHMCS), a system designed in a highly available and scalable
micro service architecture. The system also uses blockchain
to enhance security. However, in the implementation part, the
system uses Zetta IoT Platform - a platform that uses HTTP
and RESTful protocols to perform the communication process
with the device. These two protocols are not suitable for
devices with low hardware [5].

Martino et al. [20] provided a review of the most common
architectural solutions available (i.e. pros and cons) to shape
an IoT system, ranging from already standardized architecture
to commercial ones. In healthcare fields, some studies [21],
[22], [23] claimed the field of public healthcare using a
service oriented architecture modeled as a multi-agent and
multi-type policy system. Besides, these papers emphasized
the importance of microservice in healthcare but it has not
been clarified as a major contribution.

Di Zeng el at. [24] has launched research on medical
systems according to micro service and brokerless architecture.
This is a fairly complete functional system that a health care
system must have and ensure scalability. However, the authors
only give a research model but have not deployed the system.

Lam et al. [25] presented an architecture that combines
MQTT broker and kafka message queue to connect different
IoT service providers. This architecture allows individual ser-
vice providers to communicate with each other easily without
changing the existing architecture too much. In addition, Lam
et al. [26] also evaluates power consumption, transfer speed,
communication reliability, and security when using a combina-
tion of MQTT broker and kafka message queue. With Kafka’s
capabilities, we don’t need to trade off transmission speed
and reliability for power consumption (this is related to QoS-
0 and QoS-2 levels). Moreover, these authors demonstrated
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an architecture that combines MQTT broker, Single Sign On,
and kafka message queue [27]. This combination allows no
need to trade-off speed and reliability when communicating
with power consumption (this is related to QoS-0 and QoS-2
levels) while still ensuring security. of the system.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The proposed platform is designed according to microser-
vice and brokerless architecture including three layers, namely,
Things layer, User layer and Platform layer as shown in Fig.
1. The Things layer (physical device) the devices implement
two independent services: collection data service (client) and
control service (client). The former is responsible for streaming
data collected from the environment according to a predeter-
mined cycle to the collection data server (server) at the IoHT-
MBA Platform. This data stream is only performed when the
client is authenticated and checked the things’ role by the
Single Sign On service. The latter receives control commands
from the control service (server) through the message queue
system.

The user class (user group) registered to use the IoHT
service. The user has the right to control and monitor the
device state through the Control service (server), which will
be performed after going through the authentication phase and
verifying phase (i.e. the user’s role) by the Single Sign-On
service. Besides, the users can manage device information
(for instance create / delete / disable / active) as well as
manage their child users (for instance register / disable / active)
through the Object Management Service. The information for
managing the thing and the user is stored in the database
and the Single Sign-On service also relies on this information
to authenticate and verify the permissions of the Things and
Users.

IoHT platform (system load balancer) includes Message
Queue Service (MQS), Data Processing Service (DPS). MQS
is in charge of routing the control packet from the Users to
the Things and the data collected from the Things layer. Also,
it stores messages going through the IoHT-MBA Platform,
ensuring that when a service fails, it can still receive messages
after recovery. Whereas, DPS does data analysis in depth. DPS
is in charge of analyzing data according to medical parameters
predetermined by IoHT service provider and as the input of
Zabbix server. The Zabbix server system allows the user to
configure the warning thresholds (a.k.a. the trigger) that sends
notification to the user via the telegram-bot when the data
output of the data processing service hits the threshold. For
example, the user can configure to send the notification when
the patient’s heart rate reaches over 140bmp in 5 minutes. This
post focuses on the three layers of things, connect and collect
so we are temporarily using Telegram as the third party to send
the notification to users.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

The article implementing the services outlined in the pro-
posal section includes: collection data service5, single sign on
service6, control service7, message queue service8 and object

5https://github.com/thanhlam2110/collection-service-new
6https://github.com/thanhlam2110/service-sso
7https://github.com/thanhlam2110/user-control-service
8https://github.com/thanhlam2110/tcp-kafka-producer

management service9. The deployment model and interaction
between the symbolic services in Fig. 1 is as follows: (1a-
7a) collect the data handler and send the notification, (1b-5b)
control the device flow, (1c) manage the object.

The collect data stream details are shown in Fig. 2.
Things collects data from sensors and periodically sends them
back to the IoHT-MBA Platform (sending data periodically
to help save energy). The collection data service (client)
on things creates a single gRPC connection that both sends
token credentials, role checks, and streaming data. This is
the advantage that gRPC brings, discussed in Section 2.1
(process 1a). The collection data service (server) passes the
token and role information to the single sign on service
(process 2a), the test result is returned (process 3a). If things
is authenticated and has a valid role, it will start streaming
bulk of collected data, whereas Collection data service (server)
will close gRCP connection. Data received by the Collection
data service (server) will be sent to the Kafka Message Queue
(process 4a) and forwarded to an in-depth analysis at the Data
Processing service (process 5a). Data after being analyzed later
will be monitored by Zabbix server (process 6a). The user has
also set the notification threshold on the Zabbix server. When
data read by the Zabbix server hits the threshold, it sends an
notification to the user via Telegram-bot (process 7a).

Details of flow control are shown in Fig. 3. User
sends information about the access token, thingID and
control command to the Control service server (process
1b). The control service server will pass the above information
to the Single Sign-On server to authenticate the user through
the token, check the users’role based on the control command
submitted by the user and check if the user owns it. On the
other hand it is assigned the thing based on thingid (process
2b). The test result is returned to the Control service server
(process 3b), if it is valid this service sends the control
command to the Message Queue (process 4b). The Control
service (client) deployed on Things opens a gRPC connection
to read all the control commands in a pre-set cycle (process
5b).

Object flow is simply we provide APIs for users to interact
with the database. The Single Sign-On service will also use the
data stored here to authenticate and verify the roles of users
and things.

We apply RBAC model in conjunction with Single Sign-
On to provide role-based authentication and authorization
for Things and Users. However, the concepts of user roles
and things are different. We define the users’ role including
permissions that affect the thing and child user such as: create
or delete thing/assign or unassign thing (for another user) /
control thing / active or disable child user. Whereas things’
roles are related to their services; for instance things are
capable of collecting 3 information such as: heart rate, blood
pressure and coordinates. If the thing don’t have role “heart
rate”, it could not allowed to send this data to the IoHT-MBA
Platform, although still collected and stored locally. While if
it have role “blood pressure” and “coordinates”, it could
send blood pressure and coordinates data to the IoHT-MBA
Platform. These role of things only set by the owner user.

9https://github.com/thanhlam2110/object-management-service
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Fig. 1. IoHT-MBA Platform Proposal.

Fig. 2. Collection Data and Send Alert Flow.

This allows you to be flexible and proactive in sharing their
information.

We implement the user management by model tree with
the child user’s user_parent_id field equal to the parent
user’s username. This allows our IoHT-MBA Platform to be
flexibly applied to the business of performing hierarchical HR
management. A parent user can DISABLE all of their child
users (via user-status values) on the fly.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Environment Setting

Our IoHT-MBA Platform is designed by microservice ar-
chitecture. To perform the evaluation, we deploy these services
to the Amazon EC211 platform with each service equivalent to
a virtual machine with 1GB RAM and 1 vCPU configuration.
For the device, we deploy collection data service (client) and
control service (client) on the Raspberry Pi 3 model B+12

module with Broadcom BCM2837, ARMv8 (64bit) quad-core,
1.2 GHz and 1GB RAM.

11https://aws.amazon.com/
12https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/
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Fig. 3. The Control Flow.

B. Round Trip Time Test Cases

We measure Round Trip Time (RTT) from the moment
things are streaming data to receiving it at Message Queue.
We also look at the error rate (number of messages lost out of
total messages). In addition, we also create EC2 VMs with a
configuration equivalent to the Raspberry Pi model B + module
in different geographical areas (except in Vietnam deployed
on the real module) to simultaneously assess the impact of
the site location. the delay time and error rate when streaming
data Measured results are shown in Table I. The measurement
results show that when we only deploy evaluation on low-
profile servers, the processing time is completely unaffected
by geographical distance. We realize that the data transfer rate
is very fast and the error rate is 0, which is very suitable when
applying the IoHT-MBA Platform for medical applications. All
messages are received in full and in order. By using gRPC
which allows sending multiple messages on one connection,
we achieve very fast transfer speed while still satisfy the whole
process of checking and validating before streaming data as
described in Section 5.

C. Broken Connection Test Cases

Also, we have taken test scenario with broken connection
between publisher and subscriber. We compare number of
receive messages in case with and without using IoHT-MBA
platform when occured broken connection. The test model is
shown in the Fig. 4.

The test result show that, in case without using IoHT-MBA
platform, subscriber only receive one message - the newest
message that publisher send when occurred broken connection.
This is the retain function of MQTT protocol. When we
enable retain flag, MQTT broker is ability to keep only newest
message that publish by publisher. This message is received
by subscriber after it reconnects to MQTT broker13. However,
when using IoHT-MBA platform, subcriber can receive all
message that published by publisher. This is ability of Kafka
message queue therefore the system is guaranteed lost data.

D. Future Work

To develop a larger scenario and increase the number of
devices/users authorized quickly, other security issues such as

13http://docs.oasis-open.org/mqtt/mqtt/v3.1.1/os/mqtt-v3.1.1-os.html

Fig. 4. Number of Receive Messages when System Recover after Broken
Connection Issue.

security, privacy, availability for objects are still the challenges.
For the security aspect, further works will be deployed in
different scenarios like healthcare environment focusing on the
smart care approaches [28], cash on delivery (CoD) [29], [30].
For the privacy aspect, we will exploit attribute-based access
control (ABAC) [31], [32] to manage the authorization process
of the IoT Platform via the dynamic policy approach [33], [34],
[35]. Besides, we will apply the blockchain benefit to improve
the availability issues [18], [36], [37]. Finally, we have a plant
to develop data processing service to analyze the collected
data.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the model IoHT-MBA Platform
according to brokerless and microservice architecture. The
scope of articles is oriented towards architecture that meets the
most basic requirements and satisfies the top three evaluation
criteria of IoHT Application, namely response time, energy
consumption, and realibility. The microservice and brokerless
architecture allows us to scale the system horizontally, while
also ensuring availability, which is crucial in real systems.
We take advantage of gRPC’s advantages to define the data
collection protocol. We also added the message queue system
to store and transport packets between services within the
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TABLE I. THE TEST RESULT

Location Factor 1000 5000 10000 50000 100000
N.California RTT(s) 3.30 14.02 26.17 132 261.38

Error(%) 0 0 0 0 0
Stockholm RTT(s) 3.27 14 26.05 131.55 261.5

Error(%) 0 0 0 0 0
Ho Chi Minh city RTT(s) 3.15 13.65 25.66 130.51 260.66

Error(%) 0 0 0 0 0
Sydney RTT(s) 3.19 13.72 25.8 131.05 261.15

Error(%) 0 0 0 0 0

system. This ensures that when a service is not available,
the message is still not lost and does not cause errors for
the whole system. In addition, we also offer a solution that
complements the security and decentralization of users and
things through the RBAC model using Single Sign-On and
OAuth. IoHT-MBA Platform is an open system, when we
ensure a fast, accurate and energy-efficient data collection
platform, developing advanced application layers using these
data will be advantageous. more for developers. In the future,
we will upgrade the platform’s authentication and authoriza-
tion mechanism by using Attribute-based Access Control to
accommodate the increasingly complex nature of controlling
things and users participating in the IoHT-MBA Platform.
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Abstract—Virtual reality refers to the technology used to
create multi-sensory three-dimensional environments that can be
navigated, manipulated, and interacted by a user. This paper’s
objective is to categorize the most common areas that use virtual
reality (VR) for managing pain (psychological and physical).
To our knowledge, this is the first survey that summarizes all
of these areas in one place. This paper reviews the conducted
studies that used VR for psychological treatment, especially with
phobias. Also, this paper summarizes the current literature on
using virtual reality interventions for managing acute, chronic,
and cancer pain. Based on the review, virtual reality shows great
potential for controlling acute pain - such as pain associated
with burn wound care. However, limited studies only investigated
the impact of using virtual reality on patients with chronic
pain. The findings indicated that VR distraction has a great
impact on pain and distress related to cancer and its treatments.
This paper also discusses the challenges and limitations of the
current research. Notably, the identified studies recommend
VR distraction as a promising adjunct for pain reduction and
psychological treatment. However, further research needs to be
conducted to determine under what conditions VR distraction
will provide more analgesic effects.

Keywords—Virtual reality; mental health; cancer pain; distrac-
tion; pain management

I. INTRODUCTION

Pain is a sensory and emotional experience, which affects
negatively physical, mental, and social function [1]. The def-
inition of pain - according to the International Association
for Study of Pain (IASP) [2], is “an unpleasant sensory
and emotional experience associated with actual or potential
tissue damage or described in terms of such damage”. Most
hospitalized patients experience pain, which can be acute or
chronic [3]. Acute pain is associated with an injury to the body
and developed slowly or quickly. It can last for a few minutes
to six months and goes away when the injury heals. On the
other hand, chronic pain persists for more than six months
beyond the expected time for recovering [4]. Another type of
pain that occupies a separate category is cancer pain, patients
with cancer frequently suffer from pain related to the disease
itself and/or pain caused by treatment such as chemotherapy,
radiation, and other painful procedures [5]. Cancer pain has
components of both acute and chronic, this makes experts of
pain categorize it in a separate class [6]. Managing the pain
associated with painful medical procedures is still one of the
greatest challenges in health care. Accordingly, it is valuable
for all health care institutions to understand the benefits of
managing pain during these medical procedures.

The most commonly used approach to manage pain is

the pharmacological methods relying largely on opioids [7].
However, the analgesic effects of these methods diminish with
repeated use and may cause many unwanted physical side
effects and different types of mental disorders [8], [9]. There-
fore, researchers pay great attention to non-pharmacological
methods as alternatives for managing pain related to painful
medical procedures [8]. Non-pharmacological approaches in-
clude physical methods (e.g. positioning, pressure, hot and
cold treatments) and cognitive-behavioral methods (e.g. guided
imaginary, relaxation techniques, and distraction activities such
as music, reading, and video games) [10], [11], [12].

Recently, distraction is the most common method of non-
pharmacological techniques for pain management. Distraction
is an effective technique that diverts the attention of patients
away from painful stimuli to decrease the experienced pain
[10]. Melzack and Wall [13] explained the logic of why
distraction reduces pain by presenting the gate control theory.
Their theory states that the perception of pain will be reduced if
the patient is well distracted. Due to the efficacy of distraction
interventions, there is a growing interest to propose more
immersive and interactive distraction interventions, such as
using VR for pain control.

VR refers to technology that involves immersive and in-
teractive three-dimensional (3D) computer-generated environ-
ments. VR systems have two main characteristics: immersion
and presence [14]. Immersion strongly depends on the VR
system’s interface and display [15]. VR presence depends on
the user’s perceived value of seeing, hearing, touching the
virtual world. Presence makes users feel while being in the
virtual world as if they were in a real-world [16]. VR systems
use multi-sensory to enhance the immersive experience. The
multi-sensory embeds sensors in HMD to control users’ virtual
visual and audio content based on users’ head position [17].
During the last years, VR distraction gains massive popularity
as an alternative for pain management. Accordingly, many
successful trials have been conducted for managing pain during
painful medical procedures [18] as well as the treatment of
many psychological disorders such as phobias [19].

Previous reviews of research have presented many con-
trolled investigations of the effectiveness of VR distraction for
managing pain. However, none provided the most common
areas in health care that use VR distraction. To this aim, we
categorize for the first time the major areas that use VR inter-
ventions for pain management and treatment. This will help to
determine the main characteristics of the conducted studies
to be considered in future research. This survey indicated
two main categories based on the type of pain: psychological
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and physical. Through the article, a literature review of the
conducted studies that used VR for the treatment of many
types of phobia was provided. Also, presents the effect of using
VR distraction for managing acute, chronic, and cancer pain.
Moreover, we present the key findings of these studies and
limitations that need more research work.

Through the following sections, our paper summarizes the
clinical use of VR interventions for managing pain and psy-
chological treatment. Section 3 includes the literature review
on using VR for many mental health treatments especially
phobias. Research studies that were conducted to measure the
effect of using VR for acute pain management are presented
in Section 4. Then Section 5 presents the research papers that
studied the impact of VR on patients with chronic pain. Section
6 summarizes the research studies which were performed for
managing cancer pain. Finally, the challenges and limitations
of using VR distraction in health care along with conclusions
are included in Section 7 and 8, respectively.

II. METHOD OF SURVEY

This survey aims to summarize and highlight the most com-
mon areas that use VR interventions for pain management. To
this aim, literature searches of web-based scientific databases
were conducted to include studies that used VR for managing
physical pain as well as including studies that used VR for
treating many psychological disorders (phobias). In this survey,
we restrict the searches to include studies that use different
ways of investigating the efficacy of VR distraction. We were
interested to include the studies that used VR distraction under
different model designs (within or between-subjects). Also,
we included studies that used different conditions where VR
distraction was used alone or was compared with at least one
alternative intervention or no-treatment control condition in
reducing pain. We selected these studies of different settings to
show that VR distraction is a promising tool for managing pain.
A broad literature search of the IEEE Xplore, Science Direct,
Google Scholar, Scopus, and MedLine databases as well as an
examination of other reviews in this area. We performed the
search using as main terms “virtual reality distraction”, “pain
management”, “VR for cancer”, and “chronic”.

In addition, there were no date restrictions to be able
to search all citations in each database. We include all the
retrieved studies that investigated the impact of immersive
VR distraction during painful medical procedures. Also, the
reference lists of all retrieved papers were reviewed to identify
other relevant articles. We excluded the studies in which it was
not possible to identify how VR was used and failed to be used
in comparative data. The studies in this survey are organized
into the following four groups, according to the type of pain:
(a) psychological pain; (b) acute pain; (c) chronic pain; and
finally (d) cancer pain. A total of 39 studies were analyzed
and included in this survey (see Fig. 1).

III. VIRTUAL REALITY FOR MENTAL HEALTH

The standard methods used for mental health treatment are
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and Vivo exposure ther-
apy. CBT is a type of talking therapy that aims to help patients
learn some strategies for dealing with their phobia. On the
other hand, patients in Vivo will face a feared object, situation,

Fig. 1. Summary of the Included Studies.

or activity in real life. Vivo type of treatment is impractical,
difficult, and sometimes dangerous. Recently, VR technology
provides an alternative solution for Vivo exposure, with better
safety and cost-effective characteristics. In this section, we will
focus on the most common types of phobias; fear of heights
(acrophobia), flying phobia (aerophobia), and social phobia,
and review the conducted VR studies for treating them. Table
I summarizes the characteristics of the included studies.

A. VR for Acrophobia Treatment

Since the mid of 1990’s many studies were conducted to
explore the effect of using VR interventions to treat acrophobia
[33]. Rothbaum et al. [20] conducted one of the studies in
this area, involving twenty participants, who suffered from
acrophobia. Through the study, participants were assigned
to treatment using VR exposure therapy against the waiting
list. Participants in VR therapy experienced three different
conditions for eight weekly sessions. Three different self-
reported questionnaires were used to measure the VR treatment
impact. Only ten participants completed the treatment sessions.
The results from all assessment measures indicated that there
was a significant reduction in means of all questionnaire scores
for the VR group.

Valuable results from the conducted studies in the 90s
opened the door for further research in this era. After a
few years, another acrophobia study was conducted by Em-
melkamp et al. [21] to compare VR exposure against Vivo
exposure therapy. Thirty-three patients participated in the ex-
tended study and were divided randomly into two equivalent
groups: the VR group and the Vivo group. All participants
attended three sessions of treatment per week, each session
lasted for one hour. Both groups showed improvements in
anxiety and avoidance even after 6 months of follow-up.
Results from this study revealed that the two types of therapy
showed a significant improvement in anxiety and avoidance.
The VR therapy was found to be more effective concerning
the attitudes towards heights questionnaire. The main finding
from this study is that VR treatment had the same effect as
Vivo exposure.

Research studies started to focus on investigating whether
the type of VR may affect its analgesic effect. Krijn et
al. [22] conducted a study to compare the effect of using
different types of VR exposure on thirty-seven patients with
acrophobia. Participants were partitioned randomly into three
groups: (1) VR group (using HMD), (2) VR group (using
CAVE), or (3) control list group. The treatment included
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TABLE 1. KEY FEATURES OF STUDIES USED VR FOR MENTAL HEALTH TREATMENT

Study Sample No.Sessions Conditions Findings Disorder Treated

Rothbaum et al. [20] 20 students
mean 20 years

8 sessions VRE* / WL* Acrophobia decreased for VR compared
to WL

Acrophobia

Emmelkamp et al. [21] 33 patients
mean 43 years

3 sessions
6 months follow up

VRE / Vivo No differences in anxiety and avoidance
for VR and Vivo

Acrophobia

Krijn et al. [22] 37 patients
mean 50.6 years

3 sessions
6 months follow up

VRE(HMD)/
VRE(CAVE)/
WL

Acrophobia reduced for both VR groups
with no differences in effect between
them

Acrophobia

Suyanto et al. [23] 10 patients
21-25 years

4 tests VRE Reduced acrophobia when use VR ex-
posure therapy

Acrophobia

Freeman et al. [24] 100 patients
mean 30 years

6 sessions
4 Weeks follow up

Automated VR / C* Automated VR reduced acrophobia
compared to C

Acrophobia

Donker et al. [25] 74 patients
18-65 years

9 sessions
3 months follow up

VRE / WL Acrophobia decreased consistently with
the challenge presented in self-guided
VR exposure

Acrophobia

Rothbaum et al. [26] 49 patients
mean 40 years

8 sessions
6-12 months follow up

VRE / SE* / C VRE and SE were equally effective
greater than C

Aerophobia

Muhlberger et al. [27] 45 patients
25-65 years

1 sessions
6 months follow up

VR-mot*/VR-no-
mot*/CBT*

VR treatment reduced aerophobia com-
pared to CBT

Aerophobia

Rothbaum et al. [28] 83 patients
mean 40 years

8 sessions
6-12 months follow up

VRE/ SE/ WL VRE and SE were equally effective
compared more than WL

Aerophobia

Tortella-Feliu et al. [29] 60 patients
mean 36 years

6 sessions
one year follow up

VRE/ CAE-T*/
CAE-SA*

Three treatment conditions were equally
effective

Aerophobia

Klinger et al. [30] 36 patients
18-65 years

12 sessions VRE / CBT VRE was more effective than CBT Social phobia

North et al. [31] 16 students 5 sessions VRE / C VRE reduced social phobia compared to
C

Social phobia

Kampmann et al. [32] 60 patients
mean 37 years

10 sessions
3 months follow up

VRE/ Vivo/ WL VR was effective in treating social pho-
bia

Social phobia

*VRE-virtual reality exposure; WL-waiting list; C-control; SE-standard exposure; VR-mot–VR motion simulator; VR-no-mot–VR without motion simulator;
CBT-cognitive behavioral therapy; CAE-T–computer aided exposure with a therapist; CAE-SA–self-administrated computer aided exposure;

three 1.5 hour sessions. Gradually, participants who used VR
were exposed to four different virtual environments. Using
a (0-10) scale, patients rated their anxiety during exposure
therapy. Results from self-reported questionnaires such as the
acrophobia questionnaire showed that both groups (1 and 2)
significantly improved compared to the third group. Also, there
was no notable difference in results between groups (1) and
(2). These results proved that VR therapy using an HMD had
the same impact as using the CAVE.

According to the encouraging benefits of VR, there is an
ongoing body of research to explore its treatment capabilities.
Recently, ten patients aged (21-25) years participated in a study
that integrated VR with Kinect to evaluate the efficacy of VR
for reducing acrophobia [23]. The virtual system used in the
study was a simulation game called “Acrophobia Simulator”.
The game included three different stages where difficulty was
increased gradually. Participants experienced the VR applica-
tion using Google cardboard. After the VR experience, the
application was assessed using the state-trait anxiety inventory
measurement. According to the results, patients reported a
decrease in anxiety levels and an increase in improvements
towards heights.

A year later, Freeman et al. [24] conducted another study
to investigate whether VR technology can be used to auto-
mate acrophobia. One hundred patients participated and were
divided randomly into two groups the automated VR group
and the control group. The VR intervention used was “Now
I Can Do Heights” which was developed for use without the
help of any therapist. The treatment using VR included six
sessions over two weeks with a VR experience last for 30
minutes. Many different measurements were used to assess the
VR experience and data were collected. The results indicated a

significant decrease in anxiety and acrophobia scores for those
who used VR compared to the control group.

Recently, another clinical study was conducted to inves-
tigate the efficacy of using fully self-guided VR therapy
delivered via low-cost VR hardware [25]. Totally seventy-
four patients aged (18-65) years who suffered from acro-
phobia symptoms participated. Participants were randomized
into two groups either the VR group or the wait-list group.
Participants experienced a VR system called “Zerophobia”,
which consisted of six animated modules that differed in the
engaging level. The VR therapy started from module three
and the time range among modules was between 5 and 40
minutes. The game included a series of tasks with increasing
levels of challenge (5 levels). The study included around
nine sessions over three weeks. In case of decreasing anxiety
levels, participants can experience VR in a standing-up fashion.
A different set of questionnaires were used to assess the
experiment. The results showed that a linear pattern existed
between the anxiety score and the difficulty experienced at
each level of the game (most reduction of anxiety occurred
during level five). Moreover, it was shown that this fully self-
guided application can be effectively used in the home setting.

B. VR for Aerophobia Treatment

Other several experimental studies also found encouraging

results when used VR for treating aerophobia. In one study,
conducted by Rothbaum et al. [26] forty-nine patients with
aerophobia participated and randomly were assigned to one of
three groups. The groups were: (1) a VR group that used a
virtual airplane, (2) a standard exposure group who used an
actual airplane, or (3) a waiting list group with no treatment. In
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VR exposure patients experienced flying in a virtual airplane
with different weather conditions, where the standard group
experience actual flying using a stationary plane. Both groups
(1) and (2) showed a significant improvement compared to
the waiting list control with no notable differences between
the same two groups. According to the 12 monthly follow up,
results showed that the short-term VR treatment had a lasting
effect with no need for relapse sessions.

Later on, one study was conducted to investigate the
efficiency of one session VR treatment by Muhlberger, Wiede-
mann, and Pauli [27]. Forty-five patients with aerophobia
participated and were randomly partitioned into three cognitive
treatment groups: VR exposure with motion simulation (VR-
mot), VR exposure without motion simulation (VR-no-mot), or
cognitive treatment alone. All participants received cognitive
therapy for 50 minutes. Both VR groups (VR-mot and VR-no-
mot) used an HMD and experienced four VR flights with a 5-
10 minute break between flights. Post-treatment and 6 months
follow-up, results showed that there was a reduction in fear of
flying for both VR exposure groups in contrast to the cognitive
treatment group. The results of the two VR exposure groups
were also compared and recorded that motion simulation didn’t
improve the treatment effects.

After the success of their previous research, authors Roth-
baum et al. [26] conducted another study on eighty-three
patients [28]. Randomly, participants were divided into three
groups (1) therapy using VR (VRE), (2) therapy using standard
Vivo (SE), and (3) waiting group (WL). The treatment duration
lasted for six weeks including eight individual sessions. Over
the first four sessions, both VRE and SE groups received the
same treatment techniques and methodology. For the remaining
sessions, the VRE group experienced VR exposure therapy and
on the other hand, the SE group received the Vivo exposure
therapy. Many self-reported questionnaires such as fear of
flying inventory (FFI) were used to assess this clinical trial.
Results indicated that there wasn’t a significant difference
between both VRE and SE groups. However, both groups sig-
nificantly differed from the WL group. Also, after the follow-
up period, the conducted analysis revealed that participants in
both VRE and SE groups were more likely to fly (12.7) times
over the WL group.

Another study was conducted to compare the efficacy of
using VR exposure therapy against computer-aided therapy
[29]. Sixty patients with aerophobia were eligible to participate
in the study. The participants were randomly assigned to either
(1) VR exposure therapy, or (2) computer-aided exposure
with therapist (CAE-T), or (3) self-dependent computer-aided
exposure (CAE-SA). Treatment using VR exposure included
different scenarios with different situations gradually increased
in difficulty through sessions. Therapists attended all CAE-T
exposure sessions, where patients received six sequences of
different tasks and were asked to rate fear at the end of each
sequence. The final group received the same treatment as the
CAE-T group except it was self-administrative. Results showed
that there was no significant difference between the three
treatment methods, they were equally effective in reducing
the fear of flying disorder. Also, this study suggested that
the therapist rule can be excluded during computer-based
treatments.

C. VR for Social Phobia Treatment

Through last years, VR also helps people who suffered
from social anxiety disorders. VR Therapy is promising for
these patients as it provides different situations that are difficult
to be handled in real life. Klinger et al. [30] conducted a study
to compare VR therapy to cognitive therapy with thirty-six
patients participated. Participants in the VR therapy attended
45 min sessions for 12 weeks where the VR intervention in-
cluded four different scenes. After each session, all participants
from both groups performed some tasks in vivo for practicing.
Results indicated that patients treated using the VR therapy
significantly improved as well as those in the cognitive group.

According to the considerable efficacy of VR therapy,
another study was conducted with sixteen students who par-
ticipated and were assigned to either the VR therapy group or
the comparison group [31]. The VR therapy included a virtual
environment for public speaking with a virtual wooden stage
and a speaker’s stand. A microphone attached to the HMD
was used for speaking and generating the simulated echo in
the hall. On the other hand, a simple VR scene was used to
treat participants in the comparison group. Also, participants
were motivated to control their fear using either visualization
methods or self-exposure conditions. Both groups attended 10-
15 min sessions for five weeks. Results indicated that anxiety
symptom significantly reduced for those who used the VR
intervention in contrast to the comparison group.

Kampmann et al. [32] conducted a study to investigate
the effect of using VR exposure therapy for social phobia
treatment. Sixty participants were divided randomly into three
groups: (1) VR exposure therapy (VRET), (2) Vivo exposure
therapy (iVET), and (3) waiting group. Participants during
the VRET treatment sessions received different one-to-one
and group situations to reduce their social anxiety symptoms.
On the other hand, participants in Vivo exposure experienced
real-life situations. Information from the statistical analysis
revealed that both VRET and iVET improved compared to
the waiting list group. However, results indicated that iVET
is more efficient than VRET. This was because participants in
iVET experienced a variety of social situations compared to
VRET. So, this study suggested using the same situations with
all active groups to be able to generalize results. Other several
VR interventions were developed and effectively used to treat
other types of phobia such as fear of driving [34], [35], [36]
and fear of spiders [37], [38], [39].

Notably, VR-based treatments for different mental health
problems have observed positive findings. The results of the
presented studies showed that VR therapy is as effective as
Vivo therapy. However, VR therapy has many key features
over Vivo; it is a stable application, cheap and controlled, can
be used repeatedly, can experience difficult situations safely,
and provide more confidentiality. Also, findings indicated that
using HMD or CAVE to deliver VR therapy resulted in an
equal treatment impact, but HMD VR is cheap, easy, and more
appropriate compared to the CAVE VR. Another key issue
revealed from the controlled studies is that VR therapy is more
effective than cognitive-behavioral therapy. Finally, as the cost
of VR software and hardware has decreased, VR therapy may
become increasingly available.
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IV. VR FOR ACUTE PAIN MANAGEMENT

VR provides a unique distraction with multisensory, im-
mersive, and interactive environments. Therefore, VR is ef-
fectively used in various types of health care applications
especially for managing pain associated with different medical
procedures. A lot of research studies have been conducted to
explore the relationship between immersion and VR distraction
effects. The findings of these studies reported that VR is a
promising alternative for managing acute pain related to burn
wound care and other routine medical procedures. Through this
section, we will present the literature on using VR distraction
interventions for managing acute pain. We will focus on
presenting the conducted studies for reducing pain in patients
with severe burn pain and other types of routine medical
procedures (see Table 2).

A. VR for Burn Pain Management

Wound care after burn injury is one of the most painful
medical procedures. In favor of wound healing, it is required to
repeat the procedure of wound care dressing changes regularly.
Treatment of severe burns usually includes tanking sessions,
which required the removal of old bandages and dead skin in
a hydro tank, then taking a dose of antibiotics and putting a
new bandage. Patients with severe burns can also experience
extreme pain due to physical therapy exercises, which play
an important role during treatment and afterward. This may
discourage patients especially children from complying with
their physical therapy [55]. VR technology gains a growing
interest as an alternative for managing pain in adolescents
with burn injuries, as indicated by many successful controlled
studies with children and adults [56].

Hoffman et al. [40] investigated the effect of using VR
for severe burn pain management. The study included eleven
patients aged (9-40) years who suffered from severe burns and
required burn wound dressing changes in a hydrotherapy tank.
To ensure safety, the study was conducted using a custom
fiber optic VR system suitable for water use. The virtual
environment used in the study was “SnowWorld” [57], which
is the first environment designed for distracting burn patients.
The 6-minutes wound care session for each patient is divided
into two equivalent portions. During one portion, the patient
used VR distraction for pain relief. The patient spent the
other portion of the session without any distractor. Randomly,
patients were assigned to one of two conditions: VR-first or
VR-last. All patients reported that while being in VR they
spent less time thinking about pain. Besides, patients with
severe pain intensity showed a reduction of pain by (41%)
while being in VR compared to the control condition. The
study results indicated that VR distraction has a great impact
on reducing pain associated with the wound care procedure.

Kipping et al. [41] through another study demonstrated the
effectiveness of using VR system “off-the-shelf” with adoles-
cents undergoing burn wound care. The main research ques-
tions included whether “off-the-shelf” VR is more effective
than the standard distraction, besides investigating the impact
of using VR on wound care procedures length. The randomized
controlled trial included forty-one adolescent participants aged
(11-17) years. Patients were assigned to one of two groups:
the VR group (VRG) or the standard distraction group (SDG).

The trial ensured applying the same medical procedures with
all participants and to be conscious during their wound care
dressing change. According to the results from the nursing
staff, patients in the VR group experienced less pain during
wound care dressing compared to the other group. Concerning
the length of treatment, participants who used VR required a
lower time for the dressing process (10 minutes) against (12
minutes) for the standard group.

In a related study, thirty adolescents aged (10-17) years
participated and were divided into three groups: VR active
distraction (SnowWorld VE), passive distraction (watching a
movie) and standard care [42]. To include patients with facial
burns, the VR group used a helmet device with a tripod instead
of using the HMD. To assess pain Adolescent Pediatric Pain
Tool word-graphic rating scale (APPT-WGRS) measurement
was used [58], which is a 100-millimeter line word graphic
scale to rate pain scores. The results showed that the VR
distraction group reported a significant reduction in pain in
contrast to the other two groups. Besides, the only group that
reported a decrease in pain perception during burn wound care
compared to pre-procedure pain was the VR distraction group.

Brown et al. [43] used a multi-model VR inspired inter-
vention titled “Ditto” with manual control. The Ditto medical
device is suitable for children aged (3-12) years and is used
to distract the child during medical procedures by using
interactive games or stories. The child in the preparatory phase
of the device should know details of the medical procedures
to reduce his fear and distress. Participants in this study were
assigned to either the Ditto distraction group or the standard
practice group. Before and immediately post to the burn wound
care process, data from physiological measures and other
scales were recorded. Results showed that patients receiving
Ditto distraction recovered faster than those in the standard
group by an average of two days. Moreover, self-reported pain
and anxiety in pediatric patients who used Ditto decreased
compared to the other group.

Overall results from the conducted studies showed that
VR is an effective tool for reducing pain in burn patients.
These results along with the availability of VR technology
have motivated authors to investigate whether low-cost VR
distraction will be effective as well. One study with inex-
pensive Oculus Rift goggles was on a boy aged eleven years
during his occupational treatment [44]. He suffered from severe
electric and flash burns on different parts of his body. For
three consecutive days, he received three treatment sessions
included one 20-minute session with no VR, then one with
VR, and finally a session with no VR. The patient reported
less pain perception and reduced discomfort, besides feeling
more fun during physical therapy when used VR. Another
related study was conducted to evaluate the effect of using
inexpensive VR technology on patients with burn injuries [45].
Ten adult patients from an outpatient clinic participated in this
study during their burn wound care procedure. Both patients
and providers completed a satisfaction survey that summarized
their experience with VR. Results proved that distraction using
inexpensive VR technology is effective during burn wound care
and/or dressing changes.

Through the last two decades, enormous studies showed
that VR has great potential for managing pain associated with
burn care procedures in both adolescents or adults. However,
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TABLE 2. KEY FEATURES OF STUDIES USED VR FOR ACUTE PAIN MANAGEMENT

Study Sample No.Sessions Conditions Findings Pain Type

Burn Injury
Hoffman et al. [40] 11 patients

9-40 years
1 session VR* / C* VR reduced extreme burn pain com-

pared to C
Burn injury

Kipping et al. [41] 41 patients
11-17 years

Not provided VR / SD* Mean pain scores for SD was higher
than VR

Burn injury

Jeffs et al. [42] 30 patients
10-17 years

1 session VR/ PD*/ SC* The mean pain scores for PD was the
highest

Burn injury

Brown et al. [43] 75 patients
4-13 years

Not provided Ditto / SD Pain and anxiety levels for Ditto were
lower than SD

Burn injury

Hoffman et al. [44] A boy
aged 11 years

3 sessions VR+SC / SC VR reduced pain intensity and pain un-
pleasant compared to SC

Burn injury

Ford et al. [45] 10 patients
mean 40 years

1 session VR Inexpensive VR is also effective during
burn wound care

Burn injury

Khadra et al. [46] 15 patients
2 months-10 years

1 session ProVR* ProVR was an effective in reducing pain
in children ≤ 4 years

Burn injury

Hoffman et al. [47] 48 patients
6-17 years

4 sessions VR / C Children’s worst pain decreased when
used VR

Burn injury

Routine Procedures
Gold et al. [48] 57 patients

8-12 years
1 session VR(HMD)/

VR(Desktop)/
SD/ C

VR via HMD is more effective than the
other three groups

Blood draw

Gold et al. [49] 20 patients
8-12 years

1 session VR / SC SC felt pain of IV* placement four-times
greater than VR

IV placement

Piskorz and Czub [50] 38 patients
7-17 years

1 session VR / C Pain and stress during blood draw re-
duced with VR

Blood draw

Hoffman et al. [51] Two patients
51-56 years

1 session VR / SD / C VR reduced dental pain compared to
other groups

Dental

Furman et al. [52] 38 patients
mean 45 years

1 session VR / SD / C VR provided an analgesic effect greater
than SD and C

Dental

Aminabadi et al. [53] 120 patients
4-6 years

3 sessions VR / C VR decreased pain and anxiety com-
pared to C

Dental

Tanja-Dijkstra et al. [54] 69 patients
mean 33 years

1 session AVR* / PVR* / C AVR increased presence more than
PVR, AVR achieved the least aware of
the surroundings

Dental

*VR-VR distraction; C-control; SD-standard distraction; PD-passive distraction; SC-standard care; ProVR-projector-based VR
AVR–active VR; PVR–passive VR; IV–intravenous

using VR to control pain in children aged less than 4 years
has not been studied as much. One pioneering study was
conducted by Khadra et al. [46], which used a projector-based
VR system to distract children suffered from burn injuries.
Fifteen children with ages ranged from two months to ten years
were participated. The research group developed a 3D video
game called “Bubbles” to be used in the study. The difficulty
level of the game was consistent with the child’s age. The
game was started once the wound care session was started.
This projector-based VR distraction was combined with the
standard care medications. The VR experience involved only
one session and the pain was assessed through five time
periods. Results proved the feasibility and acceptability of the
proposed VR system for managing procedural pain in children
less than 4 years.

Many burn patients who have burns on their heads can’t
receive the VR intervention using an HMD. To solve this issue,
a recent study was conducted and used for the first time a new
portable water-friendly VR system especially for patients with
severe burns [47]. The study included forty-eight patients aged
(6 - 17) years. The study used a within-subject design where
each patient experienced either VR or control conditions for
five minutes during the same wound care session. The order
of receiving the conditions was randomized. Patients played
“SnowWorld” during the VR proportion, while received the
standard wound care in the other proportion. The study used
the graphic rating scales (GRS) to keep track of the worst

pain, pain unpleasantness, and time spent thinking about pain.
Post to the wound care session, each patient rated the pain
intensity experienced in both conditions. The patient’s worst
pain score significantly decreased from (8.52) during standard
care to (5.10) while using VR. For pain unpleasant score, it
was decreased from (6.40) during the standard care against
(3.47) while using VR. Also, patients spent less time thinking
about pain when using VR.

B. VR in Routine Medical Procedures

Stress and anxiety in pediatrics are common symptoms
associated with most hospital procedures especially needle-
related procedures. VR offers a great opportunity for dis-
tracting patients during routine painful medical procedures
[59]. Gold et al. [48] conducted a trial including fifty-seven
participants aged (8-12) years to explore the effect of using VR
distraction during the procedure of blood draw. Children were
divided into four groups: (1) perceiving VR using an HMD, (2)
perceiving VR using a desktop, (3) standard distraction, or (4)
control group. For achieving visual occlusion, all participants
received blood draw by passing their arm through a wall. Many
self-reported and observational scales were used to assess
pain before and post to the procedure. Results showed that
participants in the HMD based VR group reported a reduction
in pain compared to the other three groups. Also, children
reported less pain during the procedure when used the HMD
VR compared to the other two distraction groups. The same
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author performed another randomized control trial on twenty
children requiring intravenous (IV) placement [49]. Randomly,
children were assigned to one of two groups: (1) VR group,
or (2) standard care group. For participants who received VR,
the experience started 5 minutes before the IV placement and
lasted for 5 minutes after. On the other hand, a local anesthetic
spray was used with participants in the standard control group
without receiving any VR intervention. The results showed that
the children who used VR didn’t report any increase in pain
after the IV placement compared to a four-time increase for
the other group.

Lately, many authors have designed a VR game with
difficulty levels adjusted with the child’s age. Also, they
used the concept of multiple object tracking (MOT) in their
game hence attracting most of the child’s attention. The study
involved thirty-eight patients aged (7-17) years during their
blood draw in a clinic for pediatric [50]. Participants were
partitioned into two groups: (1) VR group, or (2) control group.
Children in the VR group started using the VR intervention just
before the blood draw and continued until after the procedure
was finished. On contrarily, children in the control group didn’t
receive any distraction during the blood-draw procedure. Both
groups were asked to describe their blood draw experience
and provide a report that included stress level and pain score.
Results indicated that there was a significant reduction in pain
for participants who used VR compared to the standard control
group. Those who used VR reported a (59%) reduction in pain
intensity score against the other group.

VR’s unique characteristics also attracted authors to inves-
tigate its efficacy in controlling the pain related to different
dental procedures. Many controlled studies demonstrated the
impact of using VR on dental pain. Hoffman et al. [51]
conducted a study involving two dental patients to explore
the analgesic effect of VR. Each patient received his dental
treatment under three different situations: (1) VR distraction,
(2) standard distraction, or (3) control condition. Both patients
spent an equal interval of time in each condition, besides
the order of conditions was random. Both patients rated their
pain intensity and provided the time spent thinking about the
medical procedure. Patient 1 reported a mild pain score (1.2)
during VR compared to severe pain (7.2) during the other
conditions. On the other hand, patient 2 reported no pain
score (0.6) during VR against mild pain (3.3) in the standard
condition and moderate pain (4.4) during the control condition.

In a close study, thirty-eight dental patients participated and
each one experienced three different treatment conditions: (1)
VR distraction, (2) watching a movie, or (3) control condition
[52]. The sequence of treatment conditions for each patient
was chosen randomly. During the study, participants were
asked to report their pain intensity and unpleasantness level
using the visual analog scale (VAS). The mean VAS scores
for VR, standard, and control groups were (1.76 vs 2.57 vs
3.95) respectively. Results also revealed that both distraction
conditions (VR and watching a movie) led to a significant pain
reduction in comparison with the control condition.

To date, a few research studies were conducted to in-
vestigate the impact of VR on children with dental pain.
Aminabadi et al. [53] presented one study to explore the effect
of using VR technology for distracting pediatric patients during
dental treatment. The study included one hundred and twenty

children aged (4-6) years partitioned randomly into two groups.
The treatment procedure included three sequential sessions
where all children in both groups received fluoride therapy
in their first session. During the second session, groups 1 and
2 received restorative treatment procedures with and without
VR respectively. Finally, the third session included the same
treatment procedures as the second session with exchanging
groups 1 and 2 conditions. To assess pain intensity a “Wong
Baker FACES” scale was used and measured after each session
for both groups. Results demonstrated that VR interventions
can be used successfully to decrease pain severity and anxiety
during dental procedures. For both groups, the pain intensity
scores were lower when using VR ( group1: 1.89, group2:
2.05) compared to sessions without VR (group1: 3.00, group2:
3.05).

The valuable benefits of using VR for dental pain reduction
motivated other authors for further research. Another study was
conducted including sixty-nine adult patients, randomly they
were assigned to one of three conditions: active VR, passive
VR, or control [54]. Besides, at the beginning of the study
participants were divided into two groups according to their
dental anxiety (high and low). A simulated dental area was
established with heart rate measured during the treatment and
blood pressure measured immediately after finishing. Partici-
pants in the active VR group reported a higher presence (mean
6.21) against (mean 5.16) for the passive VR group. Also,
results showed that distraction from VR could influence the
patient’s memory after the treatment sessions ended.

As a whole, the presented studies in this section showed
that VR distraction is an effective adjunct for controlling
pain during burn wound care and routine medical procedures.
Due to the nature of burns, a lot of studies used specially
designed hardware to deliver VR. However, the findings of
these studies supported the analgesic effect of VR on pain
reduction. Besides, low-cost VR proved to be effective and
hence may become more affordable. Also, VR distraction was
used safely and effectively with children less than four years.
Furthermore, studies indicated that the impact of interactive
VR was greater than the passive one. Finally, immersive VR
distraction showed a reduction in pain than non-immersive VR.

V. VR FOR CHRONIC PAIN MANAGEMENT

Unlike acute pain, the duration of chronic pain starts
from six months and continues after the expected period of
recovery [4]. Chronic pain may include chronic headache,
back or limb pain, and also complex regional pain syndrome.
Despite the large number of studies that support the efficacy
of VR for reducing acute pain, limited was conducted for
the use of VR with chronic pain [60], [61]. In one pilot
study, Sato et al. [62] investigated the effect of using VR
for reducing complex regional pain syndrome in adults. Five
adult patients aged (46-74) years with complex regional pain
syndrome participated and experienced a non-immersive VR
system along with mirror visual feedback. The study included
four to eight outpatient sessions. Results indicated that four
out of the five patients reported (50%) less pain. The authors
recommended conducting further research studies with larger
samples to be able to generalize these results.

Another study was conducted to explore the use of VR
as an alternative therapy for reducing chronic pain [63].
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Participants were forty patients aged (22-68) years exposed
to a 15-minute VR session using an HMD. The pain scores of
patients were measured before and during the VR experience,
but not after the experience was completed. To assess pain,
data from self-reported measures, heart rate, skin temperature,
and pain intensity rates were collected. Patients reported that
their pain ratings significantly decreased while exploring the
VE (mean pain score approximately 0.8) compared to the
control condition (mean pain score approximately 2.3). Results
from the study suggested that VR can be effectively used for
reducing chronic pain.

Jones, Moore, and Choo [64] conducted a study on thirty
patients aged at least 18 years to investigate the impact of using
VR applications for controlling chronic pain syndromes. The
patients who participated in the study were exposed to a VR
experience for five minutes. The VR application used in the
study was called “COOL!”, and there were two ways to deliver
VR one using HMD and the other using DeepStream 3D
Viewer. Participants were asked to assess their pain intensity
prior to, during, and after the VR session using the 0-10
numerical rating scale. Participants reported a decrease in pain
intensity by (60%) from pre-session during VR session, and
a decrease in pain intensity by (33%) from pre-session to
immediately after the VR session was completed.

The same author continued his research by conducting
another study to answer the question previously posed in [64].
The research question was about whether longer VR sessions
will result in a larger analgesic effect when used repeatedly
with chronic pain. This pilot study included ten patients aged at
least 18 years old primarily diagnosed with one of the chronic
neuropathic pain types [65]. Participants delivered three 20-
minute VR sessions (COOL! intervention) in three consecutive
weeks. The 0-10 numerical rating scale was used to measure
the pain severity experienced by patients before, during, and
immediately after the VR session. Patients reported significant
analgesia during and immediately after the VR session with
decreased pain intensity (65% reduction during VR session and
(45%) after the session). Overall, based on the results from the
presented studies, VR interventions can be effectively used for
controlling chronic pain [66].

VI. VR FOR CANCER PAIN MANAGEMENT

Cancer patients usually experience pain as a common
consequence of both the disease and its treatment. Today,
chemotherapy is the leading cancer treatment. However, phys-
ical symptoms such as fatigue, pain, sleep disturbances, and
other symptoms frequently start during the administration of
chemotherapy sessions. As a result, cancer patients frequently
suffering from distress, depression, and helplessness leading to
incomplete treatment with decreasing chances of recovery. VR
distraction interventions showed great potential in decreasing
pain related to common painful cancer procedures whether
diagnostic or treatments (see Table 3).

Many studies have been conducted to investigate the usabil-
ity and analgesic capabilities of VR for reducing cancer pain.
Schneider and Workman [67] performed a study on eleven
children aged (10-17) years during receiving their chemother-
apy session. This study included three different VR scenarios:
Magic Carpet, Seventh Guest, and Sharlek Holmes. Children

used the VR application for 5 minutes before the chemotherapy
session to get familiar with it. The VR experience continued
until the end of the session and then the VR headset was
removed. Most of the children preferred the seventh guest
scenario because its graphics were clear, easy to use, and
included little instructions used. Results indicated that (82%)
of the children preferred treatment with VR compared to
previous chemotherapy treatments and they are interested in
using VR in future treatments.

There is a scientific concern about the influence of VR on
time perceived by patients during receiving their chemotherapy
treatment. Many studies proved that experiencing VR interven-
tions during receiving the chemotherapy treatment decreased
the amount of perceived treatment time compared to the actual
elapsed time. In one study, twenty adult women aged (18-55)
years participated during their chemotherapy session for breast
cancer [68]. This study used a within-subject design where
each participant experience VR therapy and control conditions.
Randomly, participants were divided into two groups (A and
B). The difference between the two groups was whether
exposed to the VR intervention in the first treatment session
or the second. During the session without VR, participants
were provided with different standard care methods. This study
included three different VR scenarios: sea diving, walking
in a museum, and solving a mystery. The symptom distress
(SDS) and revised piper fatigue (PFS) scales were used to
assess pain in this study. The lowest scores of the two scales
(SDS: 16.6 and PFS: 1.85) occurred immediately after the
chemotherapy session while using VR. Besides, the patients
reported a lower estimated time duration while using VR (42
minutes) compared to the actual treatment time (67 minutes).
No significant changes in both measures were reported after
two days of follow-up. These results showed that using VR
technology resulted in a significant reduction in symptom
distress and fatigue during chemotherapy treatment.

Cancer patients essentially use ports and venous puncture
of a vein for delivering chemotherapy. Gershon et al. [69]
performed a study on fifty-nine children aged (7-19) years
during their port access procedure. Children who participated
were divided into three treatment groups including (1) distrac-
tion using VR group, (2) standard distraction group, or (3)
control group. Both groups (1 and 2) experienced the same
intervention called “Virtual Gorilla” [75] where the VR group
used an HMD and the standard group used a computer monitor.
For 5-minutes before the port access process, participants
in groups (1 and 2) started using their distractors, while
the control group did nothing. According to the information
provided by the pulse rate measurement, there was a notable
difference between all groups during the port access procedure
(VR: 96.3, standard: 103.8, and control: 110.3). Depending
on that study’s finding, distraction using the illusion of VR
has potential benefits in reducing pain during painful medical
procedures.

Schneider and Hood [70] conducted another study that
conformed the findings from [68]. This study included one
hundred and twenty-three adult patients who suffered from dif-
ferent types of cancer. The authors used the same methodology
and assessment measures as in their previous study. Partici-
pants reported that while using VR, they perceived a lower
estimated time (47 minutes) against the actual chemotherapy
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TABLE 3. KEY FEATURES OF STUDIES USED VR FOR CHRONIC AND CANCER PAIN MANAGEMENT

Study Sample No.Sessions Conditions Findings Pain Type

Chronic
Sato et al. [62] 5 patients

46-74 years
6 session VRMVF* VRMVF reduced chronic pain by more

than 50%
Chronic pain

Wiederhold et al. [63] 40 patients
22-68 years)

1 session VR* VR reduced level of pain and anxiety Chronic pain

Jones et al. [64] 30 patients
35-79 years

1 session VR VR decreased the sensation of chronic
pain

Chronic pain

Jones et al.[65] 10 patients
at least 18 years

3 sessions VR Reduction in pain ratings occurred using
VR

Chronic pain

Cancer
Schneider and Workman [67] 11 patients

10-17 years
1 session VR VR improved the chemotherapy treat-

ment session
Cancer pain

Schneider et al. [68] 20 patients
18-55 years

2 sessions VR / C* VR reduced the distress and fatigue of
chemotherapy

Cancer pain

Gershon et al. [69] 59 patients
7-19 years

1 session VR / SD* / C Lower ratings of pain when using VR Cancer pain

Schneider and Hood [70] 123 patients
mean age 54 years

2 sessions VR / C VR reduced the perceived time of
chemotherapy

Cancer pain

Nilsson et al. [71] 42 patients
8-15 years

1 session VR / C Non-immersive VR provided a decrease
in observational pain

Cancer pain

Schneider, Kisby, and Flint [72] 137 patients
at least 18 years

2 sessions VR / SC* VR led to an underestimation of
chemotherapy duration

Cancer pain

Birnie et al. [73] 17 patients
8-18 years

1 session VR VR increased sense of presence and
hence reduced pain

Cancer pain

Sharifpour et. al [74] 30 patients
mean age 14.8

8 session VR / C A significant reduction in pain scores
for the experimental groups against the
control group

Cancer pain

*VRMVF–VR mirror visual feedback; VR–VR distraction; C–control; SD–standard distraction; SC–standard care

treatment time (58 minutes).

Nilsson et al. [71] conducted a study to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of using a non-immersive VR application for reducing
pain during different needle-related procedures. Forty-two chil-
dren and adolescent patients aged (5-18) years who were di-
agnosed with one of the childhood cancers participated during
receiving their therapy. The participated subjects were divided
into two groups, the first used a VR distraction intervention and
the second didn’t receive any distraction. The VR application
used was a 3D game called “The hunt of the diamonds”, which
presented on a desktop monitor rather than using an HMD. To
assess the observational pain experienced by the participants,
the FLACC scale was used [76]. The FLACC pain scores for
the VR group did not increase during the medical procedure
compared to the control group. With respect to the heart rate
scale, there was no significant difference between the two
groups. The results of the interviews conducted with patients
who used VR recommended that the VR application should
be consistent with the patient and the medical procedure.

Another related study was conducted to explore the in-
fluence of many variables such as age, gender, and other
variables on time perceived by cancer patients during receiving
their chemotherapy while using VR applications [72]. Patients
participated aged at least 18 years old and diagnosed with
breast, colon, or lung cancer. Randomly, participants received
the VR distraction intervention during either the first treatment
session or the next. During the treatment session without VR,
patients received any type of standard care techniques. The
anxiety and fatigue ratings were assessed before and post to the
two conditions (VR and standard care). Also, the researcher of
the study recorded the estimated time perceived by each patient
while using VR and compare it with the actual treatment time.
According to the results, there was a significant reduction in

time perceived by patients with an average of 23 min with
breast, 12 min with colon, and less than 4 min with the lung.

Again another study proved that using VR technology
during needle-related procedures offered promise for pain
and distress reduction [73]. The study included seventeen
participants aged (8-18) years who suffered from cancer and
their treatment required the insertion of an implantable venous
access device (IVAD). The study included three cycles for
testing the usability of VR distraction capabilities and the
participants were assigned to one of these cycles. Participants
in the first cycle, experienced the VR application before their
IVAD insertion to guarantee the application safety and if it
may result in any side effects. While through cycles 2 and 3,
participants were exposed to the VR application while inserting
their IVAD device. After procedure completion, which lasted
for 5 to 10 minutes, all participants were required to have
a 5-min interview to evaluate the functionality of the VR
distraction intervention. Concerning the baseline pain and
symptoms scale which is a 0-10 numeric scale (0-no pain,
10-high pain), (70%) of patients reported no pain and (29%)
reported mild to moderate pain intensity. Both nursing staff
and patients reported that the distraction from VR has great
potential in decreasing pain and distress related to the IVAD
access procedure.

Recently, another study was conducted to assess the effi-
cacy of using VR therapy for reducing chemotherapy-related
pain symptoms [74]. The study included thirty adolescents
with different types of cancer. Using a between-subject design,
participants were randomly assigned to (1) the experimental
VR group or (2) the control group. The experimental group
received VR for 30 minutes once a week for two months.
On the other hand, the control group didn’t experience any
distraction interventions. Participants in VR watched a VR
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movie that included a journey to the depths of the ocean
and deliver it using a Samsung gear headset. Different pain
measurements were used to assess the perceived pain. Also,
these data were maintained after two intervals of follow-up (7
days and 1 month). Results indicated a significant reduction in
pain intensity and anxiety scores for the VR group compared
to the control group. This is another study to prove that VR
technology had a significant positive effect on patients with
cancer pain.

The findings of the controlled studies we discussed in this
section indicated the efficacy of VR distraction in reducing
chronic as well as cancer pain. Chronic pain is a common
health problem that needs effective distraction techniques
for managing. However, limited research studies have been
conducted for exploring the effect of using VR in chronic pain.
The presented studies provided the efficacy of using VR for
a short time duration. As chronic pain is persistent, there is a
need to investigate the effect of usage for repeated and long
time durations. So, VR distraction can be used successfully
with patients in their homes. Also, more research on exploring
the duration of the analgesic effect of VR is important. Chronic
and cancer pain share a common limitation, their studies
neither compare VR with other distraction techniques nor
control conditions. Comparing VR with other distractions is
valuable to adjust the VR applications accordingly to obtain
higher analgesic effects. Moreover, most of the cancer studies
used a within-group design. Using the between-group design
will help to ensure the efficacy of VR distraction. Finally,
patients with cancer increase every day, and cancer pain is
combined with many emotional and behavioral problems that
need to be managed effectively. VR distraction may become
an essential tool for managing and reducing cancer pain.
According to all studies mentioned in this survey and others
which can be found in [77], [78], VR technology proved to
be a promising distraction tool with unique characteristics for
controlling pain associated with different medical and clinical
procedures.

VII. DISCUSSION

We categorized the most common areas that use VR
technology for managing pain as shown in (Fig. 2). Based on
the referred studies in this survey and other identified reviews,
we found that VR can be used in one of two directions. The
first one is using VR in many psychological treatments, while
the other is using VR for reducing physical pain. The most
well-known area in psychology that makes benefits from the
illusion of VR is treating phobias, and there is continuing
research to generalize using it. On the other hand, VR is
effectively being used for controlling many types of physical
pain: 1-acute, 2-chronic, and 3-cancer pain. Also, growing
research studies is being conducted to investigate deeply the
analgesic effect of VR for managing physical pain. One day,
VR will be used widely in many applications that assist the
healthcare sector.

According to the presented studies, we found that all
studies in psychological treatment used specially designed VR
environments and an HMD to deliver VR. For studies that
used VR during burn wound care, many of them utilized a
“SnowWorld” environment [40], [42], [44], [47], and others
used specially designed VR environments [41], [43], [45],

[46]. All of the studies for burn wound care used specially
designed HMD to experience VR, except for one study that
used normal HMD [45] and excluded patients with face
and/or neck burn injury. The HMDs of type i-glasses were
commonly used to deliver VR during dental procedures [51],
[52], [53], [54], and other routine medical procedures used
normal HMD [48], [49], [50]. All routine medical procedure
studies used specially designed environments, except [51] used
“SnowWorld” system. The other category of studies that used
VR for chronic pain management used specially designed VR
environments and an HMD to deliver VR [62], [63], [64],
[65]. Only one study used a non-immersive computer-based
VR system [62]. Variations of VR hardware were used with
cancer patients during receiving their chemotherapy treatment.
Some used the i-glasses HMDs [67], [68], [70], [72], while
[69], [73], [74]used normal HMD, and [71] used a standard
personal computer. All of these studies used specially designed
VR environments. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the VR hardware
and software used in the presented studies.

The main challenge found is that the observations can’t be
generalized. For each pain type, each study used a different
procedure with different settings along with different sample
sizes. This is why we can’t generalize the results from the
conducted studies. The results of controlled studies showed
that VR technology has the potential in treating different types
of phobias. Most of these studies indicated that VR therapy
has the same analgesic effect as Vivo therapy [21]. However,
VR therapy is considered a stable application, cheap, and con-
trolled. Also, it can be used repeatedly, can experience difficult
situations safely, and provide more confidentiality. These fea-
tures can encourage conducting more research to support using
VR therapy. Also, studies that compared VR(HMD) against
VR(CAVE) revealed that they are equally effective [22]. With
the decreasing cost of VR technology, VR(HMD) will be
cheap, easy, and more appropriate compared to VR(CAVE).
Another key issue reported from the controlled studies is that
VR therapy is more effective than cognitive-behavioral therapy
[30].

Besides, many considerable issues were found in the
presented studies. First of all, most of the research studies
involved a small number of participants [23], [40], [45], [46],
[62], [65], [67]. So, further research studies with a larger num-
ber of participants have to be conducted to confirm the efficacy
of VR distraction in managing pain. Another issue, most of the
studies depended on self-reported scales or observational scales
to assess pain related to the medical procedure [24], [32], [49],
[70]. To ensure a reliable assessment of pain, future studies
should use other physiological or behavioral measures along
with subjective ones. When designing a future VR study, it is
valuable to consider comparing the effect of using VR against
other standard distraction techniques [20], [31], [40], [64],
[68]. Comparing VR therapy with other distraction techniques
will help to determine the appropriate mechanisms of using
VR interventions that will result in the most distraction effect.
Moreover, future studies should develop new VR applications
consistent with the patient’s pain threshold and the pain type
[65], [47]. Consequently, these applications will ensure the best
analgesic effect of VR distraction.

A scientific research question about using VR for managing
pain is that the VR analgesic effect could decrease due
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Fig. 2. VR for Pain Management in Healthcare.

to repeated use. To investigate this issue, few studies were
conducted and showed that the effect of using VR interven-
tions was not lost across repeated exposures [79], [80], [81].
However, more research is needed to ensure these findings.
Thus, further research studies with a larger sample size along
with applying VR intervention repeatedly are required to
investigate the benefits of using VR for long-term treatment
[45], [68], [72], [71]. Other scientific questions that need more
investigation in future studies include whether VR therapy will
effectively distract patients especially children during longer
medical procedures [50] and if longer VR sessions will be
more effective than the shorter ones [64].

Several studies have reported that VR technology has a
promising ability to reduce acute pain. VR distraction provides
an effective alternative for reducing pain during burn wound
care and routine medical procedures. Despite using different
types of VR hardware with burn patients [44], [46], the
findings indicated the effectiveness of VR in reducing pain.
Besides, using low-cost VR technology proved to be effective
for managing pain. Hence VR distraction may become more
available [45]. Also, VR distraction was used safely and
effectively with children less than four years [46]. In contrast,
few studies assessed the effect of using VR with chronic pain.
The presented studies proved the efficacy of using VR for a
short time duration [63], [64]. Further research is needed to
investigate the effect of using VR distraction repeatedly and
for long time durations [64], [65].

Pain from cancer is different; it is complex and has
multidimensional sensory, affective, cognitive, and behavioral
components [82]. Cancer-related pain can result from the
disease itself, medical treatments such as chemotherapy and
radiation therapy, and needle procedures such as blood draws,
port access, and lumbar punctures [83], [84]. Also, as a result
of chemotherapy patients experience some physical symptoms
such as nausea, anxiety as well as depression, helplessness,
and difficulty in concentrating [85]. To date, most cancer-
related pain can be effectively managed using pharmacological
and non-pharmacological strategies [86]. However, emotional
and behavioral problems such as sleep disorders, procedural
distress, restriction of social activities, and depression still
need to be controlled especially for children with cancer
[84]. VR provides a multisensory three-dimensional experience
that diverts the attention of the patient away from painful
stimuli. Recent advances in software and hardware besides cost

reductions made VR promising for managing pain and other
emotional problems related to cancer [87]. Another direction
of research for VR distraction that may produce more analgesic
effects is integrating VR distraction with Cognitive behavioral
therapy. To our knowledge, few studies investigated the effect
of integration [27], [88]. So, future research studies may
consider this direction that that may increase the impact of
VR distraction.

Our findings are consistent with previous reviews, which
have shown that VR is effective in managing different types
of pain. In sum, VR has emerged as a powerful non-
pharmacological treatment intervention. According to the pre-
sented studies, effective VR distraction can be achieved using
several resources and different settings. So, today VR is being
used in numerous medical applications to help treat many psy-
chological disorders and control pain. Despite the promising
results indicated from the literature, we found that there is no
study focused on investigating the impact of different visual
parameters on human perception in VR. It is highly demanded
to conduct further research to determine the visual effects that
perceive most of the patient’s attention and in turn provide
more distraction and more pain tolerance. Finally, to ensure
the effectiveness of the used VR application, more research is
needed to determine how VR works to reduce the experienced
pain and what is the best form of VR that provides a much
analgesic effect.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Nowadays non-pharmacological analgesics including VR
have great potential in managing pain related to different health
care problems. This survey showed that VR technology is
quickly gaining attention as a promising alternative for dis-
tracting patients during painful medical procedures. All studies
presented in this survey have investigated the impact of using
VR in controlling pain (acute, chronic, or cancer) experienced
by adults or children. Findings from the presented studies
showed that using any type of distraction is better than no
distraction. In addition, interactive distraction is more effective
than passive distraction. With VR distraction interventions,
results indicated that high technology equipment provides
much more immersion and presence than low technology, so
pain intensity significantly decreased. So, the more quality of
the VR system, the more analgesic effect occurs.
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TABLE 4. VR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EQUIPMENT FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENT

References VR Software Equipment VR Hardware Equipment

Acrophobia

Rothbaum et al. [20] Special designed environments (footbridges, balconies, and elevator) HMD

Emmelkamp et al. [21] Special designed environments (a mall, a fire escape, and a roof garden) HMD

Krijn et al. [22] Special designed environments (a mall, a fire escape, a roof garden,and a building site) HMD & CAVE

Suyanto et al. [23] A special designed game ( Acrophobia simulator) HMD

Freeman et al. [24] A special designed application (Now I can do heights) HMD

Donker et al. [25] A special designed application (ZeroPhobia) HMD

Aerophobia

Rothbaum et al. [26] A special designed virtual airplane HMD

Muhlberger et al. [27] A special designed simulated flights HMD

Rothbaum et al. [28] A special designed virtual airplane HMD

Tortella-Feliu et al. [29] A special designed virtual flight software 5D Technologies HMD

Social phobia

Klinger et al. [30] Four special designed environments HMD

North et al. [31] A special designed software to generate a fearful public speaking situations HMD

Kampmann et al. [32] A special designed virtual social environments (one-to-one and group situations) HMD

TABLE 5. VR HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EQUIPMENT FOR PHYSICAL PAIN REDUCTION

References VR Software Equipment VR Hardware Equipment

Burn Pain

Hoffman et al. [40],Jeffs et al. [42]
Hoffman et al. [44],Hoffman et al. [47]

SnowWorld VR system A special designed VR system
(VR helmet mounted to articulated arm )

Kipping et al. [41] Chicken LittleTM and Need for SpeedTM games A special designed VR system
(off-the-shelf VR system)

Brown et al. [43] DittoTM intervention An immersive hand-held device (Ditto)

Ford et al. [45] Eight special designed environments Sunny peak VR headset

Khadra et al. [46] A special designed Bubbles video game A special designed VR system
(a projector-based VR system)

Routine Procedures

Hoffman et al. [51] SnowWorld VR system i-glasses HMD

Furman et al. [52],Aminabadi et al. [53]
Tanja-Dijkstra et al.[54]

A special designed VR environment i-glasses HMD

Gold et al. [48],Gold et al. [49]
Piskorz and Czub [50]

A special designed VR environment HMD

Chronic Pain

Sato et al. [62] A special designed virtual environment Non-immersive computer-based VR system

Wiederhold et al. [63] A special designed virtual environment HMD

Jones et al. [64],Jones et al.[65] VR application called COOL Oculus Rift DK2

Cancer Pain

Schneider et al. [67], [68], [70], [72]

A special designed VR environments

i-glasses HMD

Gershon et al. [69],Birnie et al. [73] HMD

Nilsson et al. [71] Non-immersive computer-based VR system

Sharifpour et. al [74] VR movie Samsung Gear VR

Moreover, few studies have identified that the VR analgesic
effect did not diminish during repeated use. Besides, patients
reported a shorter time perception during the treatment when
using VR distraction. One study has suggested that longer
VR sessions have a much more analgesic effect than shorter
sessions. In conclusion, VR emerges as a valuable distraction
tool with unique characteristics suitable for reducing pain
associated with different painful medical procedures. Also, this
survey demonstrated that VR interventions were effectively
used for treating different psychological problems such as
phobias. Finally, with advances in using VR in many health
care applications, patients may need fewer opioids during

painful procedures and also may need a fewer number of
treatment sessions.
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Abstract—Small and massively imbalanced datasets are long-
standing problems on medical image classification. Traditionally,
researchers use pre-trained models to solve these problems,
however, pre-trained models typically have a huge number of
trainable parameters. Small datasets are challenging for them
to train a model adequately and imbalanced datasets easily
lead to overfitting on the classes with more samples. Multiple-
stream networks that learn a variety of features have recently
gained popularity. Therefore, in this work, a quad-stream hybrid
model called QuadSNet using conventional as well as separable
convolutional neural networks is proposed to achieve better
performance on small and imbalanced datasets without using any
pre-trained model. The designed model extracts hybrid features
and the fusion of such features makes the model more robust on
heterogeneous data. Besides, a weighted margin loss is used to
handle the problem of class imbalance. The QuadSNet is trained
and tested on seven different classification datasets. To evaluate
the advantages of QuadSNet on small and massively imbalanced
data, it is compared with six state-of-the-art pre-trained models
on three benchmark datasets based on Pneumonia, COVID-19,
and Cancer classification. To assess the performance of QuadSNet
on general classification datasets, it is compareed with the best
model on each of the remaining four datasets, which contain
larger, balanced, grayscale, color or non-medical image data.
The results show that QuadSNet handles the class imbalance
and overfitting better than existing pre-trained models with much
fewer parameters on small datasets. Meanwhile, QuadSNet has
competitive performance in general datasets.

Keywords—Medical image classification; convolutional neural
networks; class imbalance; small dataset; margin loss

I. INTRODUCTION

Typically, a huge amount of data is needed to train the
neural networks for natural and medical image classification.
However, along with the scarcity of sufficient samples, gener-
ally, the medical image datasets are massively imbalanced and
they possess very limited positive cases. Thus, to obtain high-
performance results by incorporating small and imbalanced
datasets is a very perplexing task. In recent years, researchers
have tried various algorithm-level and data-level methodolo-
gies to handle such challenges.

The algorithm level approaches have evolved since the
reemergence of deep learning. Transfer learning [5], few-shot
learning [18], zero-shot learning [6], Siamese networks [8],

network ensembles [4] and most recent algorithms based
on generative adversarial networks [2] have been applied to
small and imbalanced datasets. The algorithm level approaches
commonly rely on pre-trained models. Despite decent signs of
progress, the pre-trained models orthodoxly use millions of
parameters and complex architecture to achieve competitive
results, which appear to be enormous for a small dataset to
train a good model.

Along with the issue of a small dataset, the class imbalance
is another challenge. Overmuch parameters of pre-trained mod-
els typically lead to overfitting if the classes are imbalanced.
Weighting class labels is a very prevalent technique in handling
class imbalance. The weighted class label approach produces
better results when the model is trained with a suitable loss
function and optimization method.

The data level approaches are mainly based on data
augmentation, oversampling and undersampling. In medical
image processing, conventional data augmentation techniques
are sometimes problematic. For instance, a chest X-ray image
traditionally depicts the heart at the lower left side, but when
the image is augmented with a mirror effect, it will depict
the heart at the right side of the chest. Similarly, effects of
filliping, zooming, or rotation may change the meaning of a
medical image completely. Hence, efficiently designed deep
learning models and algorithms may be a superior option for
medical image processing.

However, despite good performance, data and algorithm
level approaches tend to use very complex models with a large
number of parameters. According to [3], recent hybrid models
using multiple streams and feature fusion have produced
competitive results for small and highly imbalanced datasets.
In this work, the algorithm level approaches are followed and a
quad-stream hybrid model, called QuadSNet, with separable as
well as conventional convolutional neural networks is proposed
to classify medical images on small and imbalanced datasets.

The performance of QuadSNet is evaluated together
with the state-of-the-art pre-trained models, including
DenseNet121 (DN) [12], InceptionV3 (IN) [25],
MobileNet (MN) [11], ResNet50 (RN) [9], VGG16 (VG) [24]
and Xception (XC) [7]. The proposed model QuadSnet is
trained and tested on six medical image datasets and one
famous MNIST handwritten digits dataset. QuadSNet is
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intended to handle the problem of class imbalance with
weighted margin loss on small datasets. Consequently, out of
these seven datasets, the three smallest and most imbalanced
medical datasets are used as benchmarks to compare the
performance of QuadSNet with pre-trained models. For
comprehensiveness, two of the three benchmark datasets are
grayscale and one is colored. Other than the three benchmark
datasets, the remaining four datasets are used to analyze the
performance of QuadSNet on the larger, balanced, grayscale,
color or non-medical image data.

The proposed technique could well handle the challenges of
small datasets and class imbalance using a less complex model.
Competitive results are obtained by using a fewer number
of trainable parameters than most state-of-the-art pre-trained
models. The feature fusion technique makes QuadSNet robust
on a range of data. The training data size, type of images,
number of classes and number of samples in each class are
controlled with QuadSNet at an agreeable level.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the proposed QuadSNet model and its architecture in detail
is discussed. Section III presents a clear demonstration of the
datasets, training procedure and experimental results. The best
results in all the tables are in bold. Discussion and conclusion
are in the end.

II. THE PROPOSED QUADSNET

The proposed QuadSNet model uses a quad-stream ap-
proach, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Out of the four streams, two
streams use conventional convolutional neural networks [16],
denoted as CS1 and CS2, and two streams use separable
convolutional neural networks [7], denoted as SS1 and SS2,
respectively. Each stream is based on blocks, whose detailed
design is depicted in Fig. 1.

Each of the streams, CS1, CS2, SS1 and SS2, consists
of four blocks. The design of the streams helps them to
extract different features because of dissimilar kernel sizes
and different forms of convolutional mode. Due to such a
technique, the model becomes wider rather than deeper, and
a wider approach helps to reduce the number of trainable
parameters without losing accuracy. Features extracted from
each stream are concatenated to make a fusion of the learned
features. The model learns various features simultaneously.
Therefore the training time is drastically reduced.

Separable convolutional neural networks are faster than
conventional convolutional neural networks because of their
depth-wise and point-wise feature extraction mechanism [7].
They perform fewer multiplications during operation than
conventional convolutional neural networks. Therefore, both
types of convolutional neural networks in are used in the
model to make it faster and more robust. Model functions in
a conventional manner as any convolutional neural network
may operate. Thus, the quad-stream approach helps the model
to learn features simultaneously on a single input image.

A. Feature Representation and Fusion

Formally, FCS1, FCS2, FSS1 and FSS2 are represented
as the extracted features of the streams CS1, CS2, SS1 and
SS2 respectively. The features FCS1 and FCS2 are generated

through conventional convolutional neural networks, whereas
FSS1 and FSS2 are the features generated through the streams
of separable convolutional neural networks. The CS1 and
SS1 streams use the kernel size of 3 × 3 for conventional
convolutional layers and separable convolutional layers re-
spectively, and use 2 × 2 for maxpooling layers. Similarly
the CS2 and SS2 streams use the kernel size of 5 × 5 for
conventional convolutional layers and separable convolutional
layers, respectively, and 2× 2 for maxpooling layers.

The features generated by CS1 and CS2 are concatenated
into Fcs. Likewise the features obtained through the streams
SS1 and SS2 are concatenated into Fss. Finally the features
Fcs and Fss are concatenated into Ftotal, as shown in Equa-
tion 1.

Fcs =

(
FCS1

FCS2

)
,Fss =

(
FSS1

FSS2

)
,Ftotal =

(
Fcs

Fss

)
(1)

The feature fusion in Ftotal is eventually average-pooled to
retain effective features and shrink the size of feature vectors.

B. Micromanagement of Over-fitting

The model handles over-fitting at the micro-level on each
block of the model. Each block includes a dropout layer and
a batch normalization layer. The dropout layer uses a fixed
value of 0.3. The batch normalization layer depends upon two
important parameters, momentum and epsilon. The momentum
parameter is set to 0.99 and the ϵ is set to 0.0001.

Other than the block-level dropout layers, there is a dropout
layer after the average-pooling layer as well. Customarily the
dropout layers using a value more than 0.5 in medical image
classification are not considered in best practices. Therefore,
it is purposefully kept at 0.3.

C. Margin Loss

The margin loss [28] with dynamic weights is adopted
to handle the class imbalance and unnecessarily instant over-
fitting of the model due to a smaller training set. Preliminary
experiments showed that the margin loss performs better than
the cross-entropy loss. Therefore, the margin loss is opted to
be used, as represented in Equation (2).

Γκ = Tκmax(0,m+ − ∥νκ∥2) +

λ(1− Tκ)max(0, ∥νκ∥2−m−)
(2)

In Equation (2) κ = 1 if κ class is present, m+ = 0.9,
m− = 0.1 and λ = 0.5 is down-weighting. Here νκ represents
the feature vector with κ number of classes. The proposed
model can be used not only for binary classification but also for
multi-class classification. Therefore κ can be any finite discrete
number. The values of m+, m− and λ dynamically handle
the value of total loss Γκ. Ultimately the loss is minimized
gradually by controlling the imbalance among the κ classes.
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the QuadSNet Architecture. There are Four Streams and Each Stream Contains four Individual Blocks.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

The proposed QuadSNet model and six state-of-the-art pre-
trained models are trained and tested on six different types
of medical datasets and one non-medical image dataset. For
convenience, the seven datasets are symbolically, named, as
Θ1, Θ2, ..., up to Θ7 and the six pre-trained models as DN,
IN, MN, RN, VG and XC, respectively.

1) Brief description of datasets: Each of the datasets in
the list serves a unique purpose because of images’ types
and classes’ degree of balance. Most datasets are imbalanced
other than Θ7, the MNIST dataset. Table I illustrates details
of the datasets. The Θ1, Θ2, and Θ3 are used as the bench-
mark datasets. Dataset Θ1 consists of chest X-ray images
in grayscale. Similarly, Θ2 consists of CT-scan images in
grayscale. Dataset Θ3 is a colored dataset because of the
dermoscopic images. As two of the benchmark datasets are

TABLE I. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATASETS. DR: DIABETIC
RETINOPATHY

Symbol Dataset #Samples
Θ1 Pneumonia Classification 10855
Θ2 COVID-19 Classification 746
Θ3 Skin Lesion Classification 3297
Θ4 DR Classification on Fundus Photographs 18632
Θ5 DR Classification on OCT Data 84484
Θ6 Malaria Cell Classification 27500
Θ7 MNIST Handwritten Digit Classification 60000

grayscale and one is colored, the models have a fair chance of
depicting efficacy. The QuadSNet and each of the six pre-
trained models are trained on these datasets. The obtained
results are then compared and analyzed comprehensively.
Three benchmark datasets are described as follows:

1) Pneumonia (Θ1): Θ1 is a chest X-ray dataset
for pneumonia classification [14]. This dataset is
officially available at
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https://www.kaggle.com/paultimothymooney/
chest-xray-pneumonia/.

2) COVID-19 (Θ2): Θ2 is about COVID-19 (the data is
from CT-scans) [29] and it is officially presented at
https://covid-ct.grand-challenge.org.

3) Cancer (Θ3): Dataset Θ3 is RGB dataset based
on dermoscopic images for skin lesion classifica-
tion [26]. The dataset is a random subset of the
dataset present at https://challenge2019.isic-archive.
com/data.html.

Other than benchmark datasets, QuadSNet is also trained
on Θ4, Θ5, Θ6, Θ7 to test its capabilities on a variety of image
data. A brief description of the remaining datasets is presented
as follows:

1) DR Classification on fundus photographs (Θ4): Θ4

is a relatively larger dataset than Θ1, Θ2 and Θ3; it
is based on color fundus photographs. The data is
officially presented at
https://www.kaggle.com/c/
diabetic-retinopathy-detection/data.

2) DR Classification on OCT images (Θ5): Θ5 is the
largest dataset among all the datasets and it is mas-
sively imbalanced due to the very high number of nor-
mal samples and the smaller number of diseased sam-
ples [14]. It is a multi-class classification data based
on OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography) images of
the retina of diabetic patients. This dataset contains
four classes, called Choroidal Neovascularization
(CNV), Diabetic Macular Edema (DME), DRUSEN,
and Normal. This dataset is officially hosted at https://
www.kaggle.com/paultimothymooney/kermany2018.

3) Malarial Cell Classification (Θ6): Θ6 is for Malarial
cell classification. It is a balanced dataset [23]. This
dataset is officially available at https://lhncbc.nlm.
nih.gov/publication/pub9932. This dataset contains
two classes based on Malarial and Non-Malarial cell
images.

4) Hand Written Digit Classification MNIST (Θ7): This
dataset is based handwritten digits [17] from 0 to 9.
The dataset Θ7 is used to investigate the capabilities
of QuadSNet on non-medical image datasets. Offi-
cially this dataset is present at http://yann.lecun.com/
exdb/mnist/.

The main objective of using the seven different datasets
is to analyze the diversity of the QuadSNet on a variety of
image data. A few of the datasets are smaller and imbalanced
except MNIST. The selected datasets are based on colored or
grayscale images. Hence QuadSNet is tested accordingly.

B. Training and Testing

The QuadSNet and pre-trained models are trained and
tested on a Windows 10 PC equipped with NVidia Gforce
GTX 1060, having 16 GB of RAM, Intel Ci7 64 bit processor.
All the simulations are performed on Keras with Tensorflow at
the backend. The pre-trained models are individually trained
on each of the three benchmark datasets.

Essential supplements and parameters, for instance, the
learning rate γ = 0.0001, the optimizer, batch size β = 32,

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF QUADSNET WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART
PRE-TRAINED MODELS IN TERMS OF THE TRAINABLE PARAMETERS

Abbr. Model #Trainable parameters
DN DenseNet121 8,062,504
IN InceptionV3 23,851,784
MN MobileNet 4,253,864
RN ResNet50 25,636,712
VG VGG16 138,357,544
XC Xception 22,910,480
QN QuadSNet 5,235,944

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a) The Final Training Accuracy (A) and Validation Accuracy (∆A)
of QuadSNet on all Datasets, (b) The Final Training Loss (Γ) and Validation

Loss (∆Γ) of QuadSNet on all Datasets, (c) The Final Training Accuracy
(A) and Validation Accuracy (∆A) Curves for Θ1, Θ2 and Θ3 of Different

Models and (d) The Final Training Loss (Γ) and Validation Loss (∆Γ)
Curves for Θ1, Θ2, and Θ3 of Different Models.

momentum µ = 0.009, and input image size has been kept
the same for all the models, including QuadSNet. Adam [15]
optimizer has been used throughout the training. The models
have been trained up to their maximum potential to nullify any
unfairness.

Fig. 2 shows the training accuracy (A), the validation
accuracy (∆A), the final training loss (Γ), and the validation
loss (∆Γ) of the QuadSNet model on all the datasets. The
distribution of individual datasets into train, validation, and test
sets has been kept identical for all the models. The QuadSNet
model has been trained on all the datasets, whereas the pre-
trained models have been trained only on the three benchmark
datasets.

IV. DISCUSSION

The training accuracy A and the validation accuracy ∆A of
the pre-trained models and QuadSNet, as presented in Figure 2,
exhibit the upshot of training with margin loss. As in this paper
the weighted margin loss is used, it noticeably helps to control
the effect of imbalance and scarceness of data with the help
of QuadSNet. QuadSNet is trained from scratch. Therefore the
micromanagement of over-fitting at the block level assists the
model to handle it instantaneously.

The pre-trained models traditionally are trained on Ima-
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geNet [10], which is mostly based on natural images. In the
transfer learning approach, the intended dataset and type of
images play a vital role in a model’s performance. If the results
produced by pre-trained models are studied, datasets Θ1 and
Θ2 were much easier because of precise edges and object-like
structures. Whereas dataset Θ3 looks harder for the models to
extract features due to the lack of natural objects like features.

The same conditions of pre-trained models apply to Quad-
SNet as well. Therefore it yields higher accuracy on datasets
Θ1 and Θ2 than on dataset Θ3. The massive advantage of
QuadSNet over pre-trained models in feature extraction is the
fusion of multiple features obtained from various streams. Such
features are rich due to different convolution techniques and
different sizes of the kernels. The streams in QuadSNet are
based on both separable and conventional convolutional neural
networks; therefore, the features can be complementary with
each other and contribute to the model’s accuracy on diverse
data. Therefore, QuadSnet achieves a reasonable accuracy on
heterogeneous image data.

A. Experimental Results

The systematic analysis of the experimental results of
QuadSNet and the pre-trained models after the training reveals
a massive difference between the number of trainable param-
eters. Table II shows the details about the number of trainable
parameters for each of the models. QuadSNet and MobileNet
have the fewest trainable parameters, which are about one-fifth
of the average parameters.

Traditionally accuracy is not considered as a better perfor-
mance metric for medical image classification on imbalanced
data, therefore, sensitivity, specificity and F1 score are used.

All the datasets are distributed in three portions (Training,
Validation and Test). The main objective is to analyze the
performance of QuadSNet in comparison with pre-trained
models on imbalanced and smaller datasets. Therefore, the
chosen three benchmark datasets, Θ1,Θ2 and Θ3, are the
smallest and most imbalanced among the seven datasets.

The performances of pre-trained models and QuadSNet
on Θ1, Θ2 and Θ3 are depicted in Table III. It can be
concluded that QuadSNet achieves the best performance in
all the benchmark datasets at almost all the metrics.

Except for the six state-of-the-art pre-trained models,
QuadSNet is compred with some of the latest publications on
each of the datasets which have better performance on the
particular dataset. The results can be observed from Table IV.
Each of the compared methods is designed for a particular dis-
ease. QuadSNet exhibits competitive accuracy, specificity and
sensitivity in comparison with existing works. Most existing
works listed in Table IV utilize pre-trained models having a
huge number of parameters and use data augmentation tech-
niques, whereas QuadSNet produces comparable results with
a few trainable parameters and without any data augmentation.
The dataset Θ7 is a non-medical image dataset. Therefore the
results based on accuracy are compred only.

B. Limitations of the Study and Future Work

The proposed model has been thoroughly tested on the
datasets described in Section III-A1. However, the proposed

TABLE III. THE PERFORMANCE OF PRE-TRAINED MODELS AND
QUADSNET ON Θ1 , Θ2 AND Θ3 DATASETS

Dataset Model Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy F1 Score
DN 0.978 0.875 0.920 0.915
IN 0.987 0.792 0.865 0.846

MN 1.000 0.926 0.960 0.958
Θ1 RN 0.924 0.771 0.830 0.809

VG 0.990 0.952 0.970 0.969
XC 0.929 0.912 0.920 0.919
QN 0.990 0.971 0.980 0.980
DN 0.877 1.000 0.891 0.934
IN 0.956 1.000 0.964 0.977

MN 0.926 1.000 0.938 0.961
Θ2 RN 0.867 1.000 0.881 0.928

VG 0.961 0.949 0.959 0.974
XC 0.987 0.892 0.964 0.976
QN 0.962 1.000 0.969 0.980
DN 0.932 0.734 0.817 0.810
IN 0.711 0.796 0.738 0.785

MN 0.867 0.807 0.838 0.848
Θ3 RN 0.985 0.504 0.552 0.305

VG 0.887 0.804 0.846 0.853
XC 0.809 0.793 0.802 0.821
QN 0.937 0.917 0.928 0.945

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF QUADSNET WITH SOME OF THE LATEST
STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON Θ1 , Θ2 AND Θ3 , Θ4 , Θ5 , Θ6 AND Θ7

DATASETS. SEN: SENSITIVITY, ACC: ACCURACY

Datasets Author Sen Spe Acc

Θ1 Rahman et al. [22] 0.990 0.970 0.980
QN 0.999 0.970 0.981

Θ2 Li et al. [20] 0.826 1.000 0.976
QN 0.960 1.000 0.977

Θ3 Kassem et al. [13] 0.798 0.970 0.943
QN 0.937 0.910 0.945

Θ4 Wan et al. [27] 0.880 0.950 0.900
QN 0.995 0.858 0.915

Θ5 Li et al. [19] 0.960 0.980 0.970
QN 0.960 1.000 0.990

Θ6 Masud et al. [21] 0.970 0.940 0.970
QN 0.959 0.923 0.940

Θ7 Ali et al. [1] — — 0.990
QN — — 0.999

model has not been tested on 3-D medical image data, which
may impact the performance. Similarly, the proposed model
has not been tested in multi-input or multi-output settings
where multiple tasks are performed simultaneously. In the
future, the QuadSNet’s efficacy may be tested on multimodal
or 3-D medical image data.

V. CONCLUSION

Compared with popular image datasets such as ImageNet
for classification, medical datasets are usually small and
class imbalance. This work introduces a new model called
QuadSNet that can effectively handle over-fitting and class
imbalance on small datasets without using transfer learning
and data augmentation to handle such issues for image data.
In general, QuadSNet outperforms the pre-trained models in
terms of sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and F1 score on
three medical benchmark datasets. Additionally, QuadSNet has
competitive results compared to several state-of-the-art works
focusing on a certain disease, demonstrating the effectiveness
of the model. QuadSNet exhibits efficacy on a variety of
datasets, including grayscale and color images. Due to the
ability to handle diverse data, QuadSNet has the potential of
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becoming a universal model for medical image classification
on small datasets. This paper uses margin loss only, but
QuadSNet can be trained and tested using other loss functions
to analyze its effectiveness.
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Abstract—Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) is one of
the promising techniques for parameter optimization of deep
learning. Because Adam is an adaptive learning rate method and
easier to use than Gradient Descent. In this paper, we propose a
novel randomized search method for Adam with randomizing
parameters of beta1 and beta2. Random noise generated by
normal distribution is added to the parameters of beta1 and
beta2 every step of updating function is called. In the experiment,
we have implemented binary tree-structured LSTM and adam
optimizer function. It turned out that in the best case, randomized
hyperparameter tuning with beta1 ranging from 0.88 to 0.92 and
beta2 ranging from 0.9980 to 0.9999 is 3.81 times faster than the
fixed parameter with beta1 = 0.999 and beta2 = 0.9. Our method is
optimization algorithm independent and therefore performs well
in using other algorithms such as NAG, AdaGrad, and RMSProp.

Keywords—Adaptive moment estimation; gradient descent; tree-
structured LSTM; hyperparameter tuning

I. INTRODUCTION

Optimization is involved in many deep learning algorithms.
Analytical optimization is the basis of design algorithms.
Neural network training is the most challenging problem of
all the many optimization fields.

Among the hyperparameters to tune, learning rate is one
of the most difficult because it drastically affects model
performance. In general, the momentum algorithm can handle
and mitigate the problem of being highly sensitive to some
directions in parameter space. Adopting a separate learning
rate for each parameter and these learning rates make sense
about the directions of sensitivity.

Adaptive optimization is the algorithm to adapt the learning
rate of model parameters based on many incremental or mini-
batch based methods. Naturally, the choice of which algorithm
to use is an unavoidable question. However, the algorithm
selection much depend on the user’s familiarity. In this paper,
we will follow the assumptions below.

Hypothesis 1. There is no theorem or algorithm to determine
which adaptive optimization is the best.

Then, as long as the optimal algorithm cannot be deter-
mined, we need to invent a method that can be commonly
used to refine any algorithm. Parameter randomization is the

promising approach to develop a speeding up procedure which
is the adaptive optimization independent.

Hypothesis 2. According to Hypothesis 1, no optimization
algorithms will be able to prove their own superiority over
another algorithm.

Concerning the solution for Hypothesis 2, we propose the
novel method concerning randomized hyperparameter tuning
of adaptive moment estimation optimizer. The thrust of this
paper is that the proposed method is adaptive optimization
independent.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, three basic
and popular algorithms are introduced: AdaGrad, RMSProp,
and Adam. In Section III of related work, we introduce the
related works of recurrent neural networks, recursive neural
networks, LSTM, and adaptive optimization algorithms. In
Section IV, we discuss the proposed method based on the
binary tree of LSTM, linear activation unit, and constrained
breadth-first search. In Section V, we discuss the research
methodology for improving backpropagation, recurrent neural
networks, and adaptive optimization algorithm. Experimental
results are shown in Section VI. Our randomized hyperparam-
eter tuning method is applied for Adam. In Section VII, we
provide insights into the current situation of the research efforts
of hyperparameter optimization. Then we conclude our paper
in Section VIII.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. AdaGrad

AdaGrad [18] algorithm adopting the learning rates with
gradually changing them in proportion to the square root of
the sum of all the historical squared values of the gradient.

s← s+▽θJ(θ) (1)
θ ← θ − η▽θ J(θ)⊘

√
s+ ϵ (2)

In equation (1), the square of gradients is accumulated
into the vector s. Each Si calculates the squares of the partial
derivative of the cost function corresponding to the point to the
parameter θi. In the case that the cost function is steep along
the ith dimension, sı will get larger and larger at each iteration.
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Parameter sı will get larger and larger at each iteration as long
as the cost function is steep along the ith dimension,

Equation (2) is almost identical to one of Gradient Descent.
However, there is one big difference. That is, the gradient
vector is scaled down by a factor of

√
s+ ϵ.

AdaGrad is called an adaptive learning rate because Ada-
Grad decays the learning rate so that the learning rate for steep
dimensions is faster than gentler slopes. The parameters of
AdaGrad decrease rapidly in their learning rate corresponding
to the largest partial derivative of the loss. On the other hand,
the parameters decrease in their learning rate with the small
partial derivatives. As a result, if the learning process has
the more moderately directions of parameter space, the effect
whole becomes greater.

B. RMSProp

RMSProp [19] algorithm improves AdaGrad to perform
better in the nonconvex setting. AdaGrad is designed to
converge with changing the gradient accumulation into an ex-
ponentially weighted moving average. Generally, a nonconvex
function is used to train a neural network. The learning trajec-
tory eventually reaches a region that is a locally convex bowl
after the trajectory goes through many different structures.
RMSProp has advantages compared with AdaGrad in the point
that AdaGrad slows down rapidly and consequently finished
never converging the global optimum.

For doing this, the RMSProp accumulates only the gradi-
ents from the most recent iterations.

s← βs+ (1− β)▽θ J(θ)⊗▽θJ(θ) (3)
θ ← θ − η▽θ J(θ)⊘

√
s+ ϵ (4)

In equation (3), exponential decay is used. The decay rate
β is typically set to 0.9. Except for very simple problems, this
optimizer almost always performs much better than AdaGrad.
In fact, it was the preferred optimization algorithm of many
researchers until Adam algorithm came around.

C. Adam

Adam [20] is an adaptive learning rate optimization al-
gorithm. The name Adam derives from the phase Adaptive
moments. Adam can be described as a variant on the hybrid
of momentum and RMSProp with some important distinctions.
Adam incorporates momentum directly as an estimation value
of the first-order moment. The first-order moment is called
as exponential weighting. Adam adopts momentum and bias
corrections. Momentum is used in combination with rescaling,
which have a clear theoretical motivation. Bias corrections are
used to estimate both first-order moments and second-order
moments to account for their initialization at the origin.

III. RELATED WORK

Recurrent neural networks [1], or RNNs are feedforward
neural networks for processing sequential data by extending
with incorporating edges that span adjacent time steps. In
general, RNNs suffer the difficulty of training by gradient-
based optimization procedures. Local numerical optimization

includes stochastic gradient descent or second-order methods,
which causes the exploding and the vanishing gradient prob-
lems [13][14][15]. Werbos et al. [11] propose the backprop-
agation through time (BPTT), which is a training algorithm
for RNN. BPTT is derived from the popular backpropagation
training algorithm used in MLPN training [12]. Derivatives of
errors are computed with backpropagation over structures [6].

Recursive neural networks are yet another representation of
the generalization of recurrent networks by using a different
form of computation graph. The computation graph adopted
in recursive neural networks is a deep tree instead of the
chain-like structure of RNNs. Pollack [2] proposes recursive
neural networks. Bottou [3] discuss the potential use of the
recursive neural network in learning to reason. In [4] and [5],
recursive neural networks are more effective in performing
on different problems such as semantic analysis in natural
language processing and image segmentation.

There is a long line of research efforts on extending
the standard LSTM [7] in order to adopt more sophisticated
structures. Tai et al. [8] and Zhu et al. [9] tree-structured
LSTMs extended from chain-like structured LSTMs by adopt-
ing branching factors. They demonstrated that such extensions
outperform competitive LSTM baselines on several tasks such
as semantic relatedness prediction and sentiment classification.
Furthermore, Li et al. [10] show the effectiveness of tree-
structured LSTM on various tasks and situations in which tree-
like structure is effective.

Boris Polyak proposes Momentum optimization with ter-
minal velocity [21]. In 1983, Yurii Nesterov proposes Nesterov
Momentum Optimization (NAG) [22]. NAG adopts the gradi-
ent of the cost function which is not measured in the local
position but slightly ahead in the direction of the momentum.
RMSProp [19] is an improved version of AdaGrad. RMSProp
extends AdaGrad by accumulating the gradients from the most
recent iterations. Adam [20] is based on the idea of both
Momentum optimization and RMSProp. Adam keeps track of
an exponentially decaying average of past gradients and an
exponentially decaying average of past squared gradients.

Santa (Stochastic Annealing Thermostats with Adaptive
Momentum) [23] is an adaptation method of Adam and
RMSprop by leveraging MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo)
methods. In GD by GD (Gradient Descent by Gradient De-
scent) [24] is based on the idea that the optimization algo-
rithm is a learning problem, and the optimization structure is
determined by learning. They also propose LSTM optimizer.

In Adam, RMSProp, exponential decay by exponential
moving average was adopted. However, it has been reported
that when the gradient in that mini-batch disappears imme-
diately due to exponential decay, consequently, Adam and
RMSProp does not converge to the optimal solution. Therefore,
AMSGrad [25] is an improved version of Adam that prevents
important gradient information from disappearing immediately.

In Adam, the adaptive learning rate is efficient for fast
learning, but even after learning has progressed, the validation
error is not well converged due to high volatility in the learning
rate. On the other hand, in SGD, which uses a fixed learning
rate, the final validation error can be reduced, but it takes too
much time to get to that point. Concerning these drawbacks,
AdaBound and AMSBound were proposed as optimization
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Fig. 1. True-structured LSTM with Arbitrary Branching Factor.

methods as the combination Adam in the beginning and like
SGD, in the end, [26].

As we have introduced in this section, adaptive optimiza-
tion algorithms are constantly evolving, but there is still no
theorem or algorithm to judge which algorithm is the best.
Even one of the latest algorithm of [26] has not proven to be
superior to everything else.

IV. PROPOSAL MODEL AND METHOD

A. Binary Tree of LSTM

The Tree-LSTM is a generalization of long short-term
memory (LSTM) networks to tree-structured network topolo-
gies, introduced in [9]. Here, the core design concept intro-
duces syntactic information for language tasks by extending
the chain-structured LSTM to a tree-structured LSTM.

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of two kinds of LSTM
network structures. The upper side of Fig. 1 shows a chain-
structured LSTM network. The lower side of Fig. 1 depicts
a tree-structured LSTM network with an arbitrary branching
factor. It is shown that Tree-structured LSTM has a good
performance in the case that the networks cope with the com-
bination of words and phrases in natural language processing
[8].

Recursion is a fundamental process in any different modal-
ities. It is associated with many phases. A recursive procedure
and hierarchical structure is formed commonly indifferent
modalities. Also, recursion is a core technique for traversing
the binary tree. Fig. 2 depicts the representation of binary-tree-
LSTM with the unary operator. A binary tree is a tree whose
elements have at most two children.

If each element in a binary tree includes only two children,
these two children are typically called as the left and right
child. In the case of the forward computation of a S-LSTM
memory block, it is represented in the following equations.

Fig. 2. Binary-tree-LSTM with Unary Operator.

Fig. 3. Implementation of Linear Activation unit by Object-oriented
Programming Language. The base Class of Function has the Inheritance of

FunctionLinear.
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L
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hflh
R
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+WL
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L
t−1 +WR

cfrct−1R+ bfr) (7)

xt =WL
hxh

L
t−1

+WR
hxh

R
t−1 + bx) (8)

ct = fLt ∗ cLt−1 + fRt ∗ it ∗ tanh(xt) (9)
ot = σ(WL

hoh
L
t−1 +WR

hoh
R
t−1 +Wcoct + bo) (10)
ht = ot ∗ tanh(ct) (11)

Here, σ is the element-wise logistic function. σ is adopted
to restricts the gating signals to be in the range of [0, 1].
fL and fR denotes the left (L) and right (R) forget gate. b
is biased, and W is the weighting matrices of the network.
Finally, the sign * is a Hadamard product which is also called
element-wise product.
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More importantly, equation (14)-(20) consists of a binary
operator. Therefore, this equation can be represented as a
binary tree. A binary tree is a fundamental data structure
in different modalities. In binary tree, the elements have at
most two children. We typically name them the left and right
children because each element in a binary tree can have only
two children, In computation, a binary tree consists of nodes,
where each node contains a L(“left”) reference, a R(“right”)
reference, and a data element. The topmost (or bottommost)
node in the tree is called the root node.

Algorithm 1 recursive function

1: variable→ generator → backward(grad)
2: while i ≤ variable→ generator.inputs size() do
3: nv = variable→ generator.inputs()
4: if nv = isGetGrad then
5: this→ backward(nv.get())
6: end if
7: end while

B. Linear Activation Unit

Fig. 3 depicts our implementation of a linear activation unit
for the reverse-mode auto diff of linear activation. In artificial
neural networks, a node’s activation function defines the output
of that node given an input or set of inputs. The input-output
model is defined as follows:

f(x) = ψ ∗ (
n∑

i=0

wi ∗ xi + b)

Here, ψ is an activation function such as Tanh and RELU.
Class FunctionLinear implements the function of

∑n
i=0 wi ∗

xi + b. The notation of *creator is the pointer to the function
which generates its variable. For example, FunctionLinear
outputs r which is equal to

∑n
i=0 wi ∗ xi + b and is passed

to FunctionTanh. The creator of variable r is FunctionLinear.
Fig. 3 also illustrates the detailed implementation of the
inheritance of functions and variables of tree-structured LSTM.
Inheritance in the middle of Fig. 3 enables us to define classes
for modeling relationships among types by sharing what is
common and specializing only on that which is inherently
different. Its derived classes inherit members defined by the
base class. We can use derived class without change. Deriving
class do not depend on the specifics of the derived type.
Those operations redefine those member functions depending
on its type, specializing the function to take into account the
peculiarities of the derived type. Consequently, a derived class
may define additional members beyond those it inherits from
its base class.

C. Constrained Breadth-first Search

As we discussed in Section I-B, a tree-structured LSTM
graph is generated for each mini-batch. Fig. 4 depicts the
model of a few tree-structured LSTM graphs for mini-batches.
As usual, a breadth-first search (BFS) is applied for the recur-
sive search of the tree structure. However, other procedures on
our model, such as loss, MSE (Mean-Square Error), and Tanh
should be skipped before the program reaches the LSTM tree,
as shown in the lower-left side of Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Constrained Breadth First Search.

We modify the recursion algorithm as shown in Algorithm
1. Broadly, the breadth-first search is an algorithm for the
traversal of tree (or graph) data structures. BFS begins at the
tree root. It then searches all of the neighbor nodes at the
present depth before it proceed to the nodes at the next depth.

Algorithm 2 Constrained model traversal

1: if v → lastopt ̸= NULL∧ → opt = ∗v → lastopt then
2: ∗v → is last backward = true
3: end if
4: if if(v → is last backward ̸= NULL ∧ ∗v →
is last backward = false then

5: return
6: end if
7: back propagation()

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Truncated Backpropagation through Time

Backpropagation through Time, or BPTT, is a specific
application of backpropagation in neural networks for coping
with sequence to sequence data like a time series. A recurrent
neural network has one input each time step and predicts one
output. Conceptually, BPTT performs by unrolling all input
time steps, as shown in Fig. 5. In each time step, BPTT has
one input time step and one copy of the network st , and one
output ot. Errors are then calculated and accumulated for each
time slot with w.

Fig. 5 has outputs at each time step. The network is
rolled back up, and the weights are updated. BPTT would be
impractical in an online manner because its memory footprint
grows linearly with time.

Truncated Backpropagation Through Time (TBPTT),
which is an online version of BPTT, is proposed in [16].
TBPTT works analogously to BPTT. But, the sequence is
calculated one-time step at a time periodically. The BPTT
update is performed back for a fixed number of time steps.
In [16], the accumulation stops after a fixed number of time
steps. Truncated BPTT performs well if the truncated chains
are effective in learning the recursive target functions.
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Fig. 5. Back Propagation through Time. It Works by Unrolling All Input
Time Steps.

B. LSTM

Long short-term memory (LSTM) [7] is a family of re-
current neural networks. Like other recurrent neural networks,
LSTM has feedback connections. Concerning the memory cell
itself, it is controlled with a forget gate, which can reset
the memory. unit with a sigmoid function. In detail, given a
sequence data x1, ..., xT we have the gate definition as follows:

ft = σ(Wfhht−1 +Wfxxt + Pf ∗ ct−1 ∗ bf ) (12)
it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + Pi ∗ ct−1 ∗ bi) (13)

gt = tanh(Wgxt + Ught−1 + bg) (14)
ct = itΘgt + ftΘct−1 (15)

ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + Po ∗ ct + bo) (16)
ht = otΘtanh(ct) (17)

where ft is forget gate, it input gate, ot output gate and
gtinput modulation gate. Particularly Pf , PiPo indicates the
peephole weights for the forget gate. The peephole connections
introduced in [17] enable the LSTM cell to inspect its current
internal states. Then, the backpropagation of the LSTM at the
current time step t is as follows:

δot = tanh(ct)δht (18)
δct = (1− tanh(ct)2)otδht (19)

δft = ct−1δct (20)
δct−1 = ftθδct (21)

δit = gtδct (22)
δgt = itδct (23)

C. Adam

Adam [20] stands for adaptive moment estimation. Adam
optimization is the hybrid based on the ideas of momentum
optimization and RMSProp. In Adam, momentum optimization
keeps track of an exponentially decaying average of past
gradients. On the other hand, RMSProp keeps track of an
exponentially decaying average of past squared gradients.

m← β1m− (1− β1)▽θ J(θ) (24)
s← β2 ∗ s+ (1− β2)▽θ J(θ)⊗ J(θ) (25)

m← m

1− βt
1

(26)

s← m

1− βt
2

(27)

θ ← θ + ηm⊘
√
s+ ϵ (28)

As far as steps 1, 2 and 5, Adam is closely similar to both
momentum optimization and RMSProp.

The only difference is that instead of an exponentially
decaying sum in momentum optimization and RMSProp, step
1 of Adam computes an exponentially decaying average rather
than an exponentially decaying sum. Actually, these decaying
sums are equivalent except for a content factor.

Steps 3 and 4 are technically specific detail. In steps 3
and 4, m and s are initialized at 0 at default. Then, m and
s will be biased towards 0 at the starting phase of training.
Consequently, steps 3 and 4 will help boost m and s in the
early phase of training.

VI. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we describe the experimental results of the
training and generating a sine wave. In the experiment, we
use a workstation with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4
(2.10GHz) and 252G RAM.

Adam uses the moving average of gradient mt as well as
vt, which is the squared moving average adopted by RMSProp
and AdaDelta.

mt = β1 ∗mt − 1 + (1− β1)gt (29)
vt = β2 ∗ vt − 1 + (1− β2)g2t (30)

Optimization problem requires the search for good hyper-
parameters. The hyperparameters are variable to decide. The
cost to be optimized is the validation set error. For evaluating
our method, we generate a sin wave with random noise by
the normal distribution. Then, we apply curve fitting to the
generated sin wave.

For hyperparameter tuning, we use three test scenarios. In
first case, we set the parameter β1 and β2 fixed to 0.9 and
0.999. In second case, we set the parameter β1 ranging from
0.89 to 0.91 and β2 ranging from 0.9985 to 0.9995. Finally,
we set the parameter β1 ranging from 0.88 to 0.92 and β2
ranging from 0.9980 to 0.9999.

Fig. 6, 7, and 8 are the results of the curve fitting of three
test cases. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of validation loss of
three test cases. It turned out that test case 3 with the parameter
β1 ranging from 0.88 to 0.92 and β2 ranging from 0.9980
to 0.9999 has the best performance. The plot of test case 3
decreases rapidly comaware to the other two cases.

The results in Fig. 9 suggest that early stopping may be
applicable. Early stopping is another approach to regularize
iterative learning algorithms, including Adam and Gradient
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Fig. 6. β1 = 0.9/β2 = 0.999.

Fig. 7. β1 = 0.89− 0.91/β2 = 0.9985− 0.9995.

Descent, to stop training immediately after the validation loss
reaches out a minimum value. In other words, leveraging early
stopping, we control and terminate training as soon as the
validation loss falls to a minimum. Early stopping is a simple
and powerful regularization technique.

Table I shows the validation loss of three test cases. At
step 5 with epoch size 750, elapsed time of the third case with
β1 ranging from 0.88 to 0.92 and β2 ranging from 0.9980 to
0.9999 is 0.0493266. The elapsed time of 0.0493266 is 1.81
times faster than the second case and 3.81 times faster than
the first case.

Fig. 8. β1 = 0.88− 0.92/β2 = 0.9980− 0.9999.

TABLE I. COMPARISON OF THREE TEST CASES

Elaplse time in epoch=750 (sec)
0.9/0.999 0.89-0.91/0.9985-0.9995 0.88-0.92/0.9980-0.9999

1 0.392805 0.155601 0.140308
2 0.310886 0.130887 0.0976786
3 0.259277 0.113318 0.0733389
4 0.219546 0.100228 0.059955
5 0.187943 0.0893164 0.0493266

Fig. 9. Validation Loss with Parameter β1 and β2 Changed.

VII. DISCUSSION

In the process of discussing a series of optimization algo-
rithms, a question now arises - which algorithm should one
choose?

Schaul et al. [27] presents a comparative study of a
large number of optimization algorithms across a wide range
of learning tasks. According to this, although the series of
optimization algorithms with adaptive learning rates such as
RMSProp and AdaDelta works fairly robustly, no single best
algorithm has emerged.

On the other hand, the drawback common to most hyperpa-
rameter optimization algorithms is the need for a training ex-
periment to run before they can retrieve any information from
the experiment. A more sophisticated (automated) random
search is usually much less efficient than a manual search by a
human practitioner. Partly because the set of hyperparameters
is often completely pathological. Broadly, in this context, the
choice of which algorithm to use largely depends on the user’s
familiarity with the algorithm.

Generally, adaptive optimization algorithms are recom-
mended. However, Ashia C. Wilson et al. [28] pointed out that
AdaGrad, RMSProp, and Adam generalize poorly on some
datasets. According to this, it follows that we may stick to
other alternatives such as Momentum optimization or Nesterov
Accelerated Gradient as long as researchers have a better
understanding of this issue. In this situation, we can conclude
that our method is helpful and practical because our method
is optimization algorithm independent.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) is one of the promis-
ing techniques for parameter optimization of deep learning.
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In this paper, we propose a novel random search method for
Adam with randomizing parameters of β1 and β2. Random
noise generated by normal distribution is added to the param-
eters of β1 and β2 every step of updating function is called.
In the experiment, we have implemented binary tree-structured
LSTM and adam optimizer function.

There have been lots of research efforts on algorithms
which each seek to address the challenge of optimizing deep
models by adapting the learning rate for each model parameter.
However, there is currently no consensus on which algorithm
is best to choose. Our method of randomized hyperparameter
tuning is an optimization method independent. Therefore, our
method can be applied for various kinds of algorithms such as
NAG, AdaGrad and RMSProp, and so on. Updating function
is called. In the experiment, we have implemented binary tree-
structured LSTM and adam optimizer function. It turned out
that in best case, randomized hyperparameter tuning with β1
ranging from 0.88 to 0.92 and β2 ranging from 0.9980 to
0.9999 is 3.81 times faster than the fixed parameter with β1
= 0.999 and β2 = 0.9. We can conclude that adding random
noise to the fixed-parameter of β1 and β2 is effective and
reasonable compared with a naive manual search.
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Abstract—Chaotic maps are non-convergent and highly
sensitive to initial values. The applications include secure digital
identity in distributed systems. Face and fingerprint biometric
templates are subjected to hyper-chaotic map leading to
encrypted image. Encrypted image is fed as an input to
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence. Dimensionality of
generated DNA sequence is reduced by hashing. The
intra-variation for a subject is measured with inter-quartile
range. Image set with minimal variation value is identified for
selecting the consistent image of a subject. 256 bit Key is
generated from the consistent image. Generated key is reduced
to 128 bits by eliminating subject specific outliers and
redundant values. User specific features are extracted for both
the traits using ResNet 50 convolutional neural network and
are fused by addition. Final key is bound to feature vector by
permutation function and time taken towards key binding is
estimated with benchmark database SDUMLA-HMT. Outcome
reveals that time taken for key binding varies between 45ms
and 58ms for an image of size 80 MB.

Keywords—Chaotic systems; DNA sequences; cryptographic
techniques; Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN); key binding

I. INTRODUCTION

Securing biometric template by binding it with
cryptographic key is known as key binding. Fuzzy vault and
fuzzy commitment are two well-known approaches in key
binding. Helper data is generated during enrollment phase
and decrypted to retrieve key in authentication phase. Sutcu
et.al (2007) proposed a new framework to bind cryptography
keys with signature biometric using correlation filters.
Results shows that smaller size images reduces the security
and EER for recognition is 0.08%. Christian Rathgeb et al.
(2011) developed a key binding system using fuzzy
commitment scheme with iris biometric. Implementation
states that for128 bits key FAR is less than 0.01%. Daniel et
al. (2016) designed a method using function minimization for
key binding with iris biometric and proved False acceptance
rate is 0.0% for 256 bits key.

Biometric encryption is the technique of binding
cyptographic key to a biometric template. The encryption
procedure generates cryptographic key from biometric trait
and finally template or key is retrieved for authentication [1],
[2].The rapid growth of online transactions, multimedia
communications, realtime applications, cloud technologies,
etc. entails additional security meant for data protection.
Safeguarding digital image against malicious threats is an
enormous challenge in distributed networks [3]. Several

approaches such as cryptographic algorithms, passcodes, etc.
are currently available to secure digital image in real time
applications [4]. However, the above mentioned techniques
fail to differentiate between legitimate user and an attacker
who has fraudulently acquired the passcode [5]. Several
studies confirm that biometric encryption is resistant to
multiple attacks and as such is highly recommended for
verification and authentication [6].

Biometric authentication offers an innovative approach to
key security which bestow direct connection between
passcode and key [7]. The secured template must satisfy
properties such as diversity, revocability, security and
accuracy. Individual traits are incredibly imperative and
eminent; therefore the templates should be protected using a
highly secure technique [8]. In the past, several methods
have been advanced using cryptographic techniques and
cancelable biometrics to develop template security [9].
Revocable and non-invertible transformations are executed to
obtain cancelable biometrics [10].

Biometric image have high resolution, high redundancy
and strong correlations among adjacent pixels and occupies
large storage space, as a result of which bio- metric image
cannot compete with traditional encryption methods. We are
looking to develop a system where the image is sensitive to
even slight changes made to initial conditions, pseudo
randomness, etc. Chaotic systems meet these obligations of
the encryption system [11]. Strong parallel computing
technique is realized by DNA sequences [12] and multimodal
biometrics is brought to bear to increase the security level.
The different forms of multimodal biometrics available are
multi-sensor, multi-instance and multi-algorithmic, etc.
Multimodal biometrics is used in several applications [8].
Accuracy is enhanced as various fusion techniques are used
to pool multiple traits, is highly reliable and provide
heightened security such that even if one trait fails, another
trait can be used for authentication [13]. Multimodal
biometrics is impenetrable to attacks and is used in several
applications where high level of security is desired [14].

The key generated using chaotic maps and DNA
sequences are extremely secure and effective [15]. Strength
of the key is assessed using several security tests, such as
histogram, key space, key sensitivity, correlation and
information entropy analysis [16]. Implementation results
results illustrate that the algorithm enhances security and is
resistant to multiple attacks.
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II. CHAOTIC MAP

Chaotic maps have a virtuous property of randomness
and acute sensitivity to initial conditions. Chaos help to
intersperse the original data prohibitively which is highly
invertible and therefore is best suited for image encryption.
Chaotic sequence is generated by scrambling pixels either by
substitution or diffusion etc. Numerical methods such as
phase diagrams method, Lyapunov index method, power
spectral method, etc. are harnessed to magnify complexity in
chaotic system [15]. Some of the widely used chaotic maps
for encryption are Logistic chaotic map [17], sine map [18],
cosine map, baker map, tent map, Lorenz map [19], Chens
map [20]. Several chaotic maps are pooled together to form
multidimensional chaotic maps [21]. 1D Logistic chaotic
system is defined in equation (1) and 2D Logistic chaotic
system is designated in equation (2).

X(n+ 1) = f(x) = µXn(1−Xn))
whereµϵ(0, 4), Xnϵ(0, 1), n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(1)

The results of the proposed system prove that when 3.56994 <
µ <= 4 the system is chaotic.

X(i+ 1) = µ1xi(1− xi) + γ1y
2
i

y(i+ 1) = µ2yi(1− yi) + γ2(x
2
i + yixi)

(2)

when “2.75 < µ1 <= 3.4, 2.75 < µ2 <= 3.45, 0.15 <
γ1 <= 0.21, 0.13 < γ2 <= 0.1”,two sequences in the region
[0, 1] are generated which is chaotic. The multidimensional
chaotic system such as 3D or 4D chaotic system is designed
by combining three or four 1D chaotic system. Equation (3)
describes sine map chaotic system [22]:

X(n+ 1) = f(x) = µ5isin(πXn) (3)

where µ5iϵ(0.87, 1) are parameters. Equation (4) describes
cosine map chaotic system and Equation (5) describes
baker’s map chaotic system [23].

X(n+ 1) = f(x) = µ6cos(π|Xn − 0.5|) (4)

where µ6 = 0.98.
(x(n+ 1, )y(n+ 1)) =

{ (xn/p, pyn) 0 < x ≤ p
((xn − p)/(1− p), (1− p)yn + p) p < x ≤ 1

(5)

where p = 0.5 for standard bakers map.Equation (6) describes
tent map,

x(i+ 1) = Fp(xi) =

{
xi/p ifxi ≤ p
(1− xi)/(1− p) ifp < xi

(6)

where pϵ(0, 1) is a control parameter.Equation (7) describes
Lorenz chaotic map [19],{

xi = σ(yi − xi)
yi = σxi − yi − xizi
zi = xiyi − βzi

(7)

where xi, yi, zi are first time derivatives,σ = 10, σ = 28, β =
8/3. Equation (8) describes Chen’s chaotic map,


ṗ = a(q − p)
q̇ = −pr + dp+ cq − s
ṙ = pq − br
ṡ = p+ k

(8)

where a, b, c, d, k are system parameters. when
a = 36, b = 3, c = 28, d = 16 and−0.7 ≤k≤ 0.7 the system
behaves hyper chaotic by generating four chaotic sequences.
Equation (9) describes 4D nonlinear hyper chaotic system
[24], { (x1) = a1x1 + a2x4 − x2x3

(x2) = −a3x1 + a4x2 + b1x1x3

(x3) = a5x3 + b2x1x2 + b3x1x4

(x4) = a6x2 + a7x4 − b4x1x3

(9)

where ai < 0, i = 1, 2, 3. . .7, bi > 0, xjϵR, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Equation (10) describes 5D hyper-chaotic maps [25],

{ x1 = a(x2 − x1) + x2x3x4

x2 = b(x1 + x2) + x5 − x1x3x4

x3 = −cx2 − dx3 − ex4 + x1x2x4

x4 = −fx4 + x1x2x3

x5 = −g(x1 + x2))

(10)

where “a, b, c, d, e, f, g” are system control parameters.when
“a = 30, b = 10, c = 15.7, d = 5, e = 2.5, f = 4.45, g =
38.5”,the system generates five choatic sequences and behaves
hyperchaotic [26].

Chaotic maps are classified based on properties and
complexity of the system. Logistic chaotic map is less
complex and highly efficient system with linear and
non-linear dynamic function. Spatiotemporal is highly
dynamic in nature, which improves complexity during
cryptography process. Efficiency is also enhanced during
encryption and decryption. Hyper chaotic is highly random
which generates more Lyapunov components. Based on the
number of Lyapunov components the complexity of the
system is decided. The system which is non-linear and hyper
chaotic, generates an highly chaotic image.

III. DNA CODING SEQUENCES

DNA sequence has four nucleic acid bases such as
“Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T)”
in which A and T, G and C are complement to each other.
Based on the similarity and uniqueness of complementary
properties, DNA and binary values are related together [27].
In binary 0 and 1 are complementary, similarly 00 and 11,
01 and 10 are complementary pairs in DNA encoding.
Pairing mode of DNA base and binary is given in Table I.
About c44c

1
2 = 8types of pairing rules are available.

Maximum length of DNA sequence is 4 for each pixel in an
image. When C,A, T,G are denoted as 11, 00, 01, 10 and

TABLE I. DNA ENCODING
A T C G

Rule 1 00 11 10 01
Rule 2 00 11 01 10
Rule 3 11 00 10 01
Rule 4 11 00 01 10
Rule 5 10 01 00 11
Rule 6 01 10 00 11
Rule 7 10 01 11 00
Rule 8 01 10 11 00
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TABLE II. DNA ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
+ A C T G - A C T G
A C A G T A C G A T
C A C T G C A C T G
T G T C A T G T C A
G T G A C G T A G C

TABLE III. DNA COMPLEMENTARY RULE
Original base A C T G
Complementary base T G A C

for 8 bit grey images, the DNA sequence length is 4 (e.g.
10101101 is encoded in to DNA sequence GGCT). DNA
addition and DNA subtraction [Table II], DNA
complementary [Table III], DNA XOR rule [28] and DNA
XNOR rule [29] [Table IV] are shown below.

TABLE IV. DNA XOR AND DNA XNOR
XOR A G C T XNOR A C T G
A A G C T A C A G T
G G A T C T T G C A
C C T A G C A C T G
T T C G A G T G A C

IV. ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES

Biometric template protection is performed by feature
transformation or biometric cryptosystem. There are few
feature transformation techniques which are salting and
non-invertible transform whereas biometric cryptosystem
includes key binding and key generation [17], [30].

The properties of template protection are, there should be
no cross matching across databases, able to reproduce new
template based on same biometric data, computationally hard
to obtain original template. The cryptosystem techniques used
for template protection are Fuzzy vault, Fuzzy commitment,
shielding function etc. Chaotic maps and DNA sequences are
also used for image encryption which generates highly secured
image. Few methods are discussed below.

Zhang et al, proposed a method with three round
scrambling-diffusion structure. Hill matrix permutation is
computed based on hyper-chaotic chen’s chaotic values and
scrambles the pixel position [27]. DNA coding rules are used
as key for ‘F’ function of fiestal network and finally image
encryption is obtained by XOR operation of previous pixel.
This method effectively resists plaintext attack, differential
attack and statistical attack. Chakraborty et al, proposed a
system with josephus traversing and mixed chaotic map [31]
. Traversing scrambles the plain image followed by diffusion
which includes four 1D chaotic maps. Finally XOR operation
is performed to obtain the encrypted image. This method is
resistant to several security attacks. Fu et al, proposed a
method using CML chaotic system for scrambling and DNA
complementary rule for generating encrypted image. Analysis
proves that this system is safe and effective [32].

Li et al., proposed a method where initially Bit level
scrambling and pixel level scrambling is performed. Using
5D hyperchaotic system and DNA XOR coding rule is
applied to generate image encryption [25]. The above method
is proved to be highly secured and reliable. Ye Tian et al.,

proposed a method using CT cascade map, NC map and
DNA encoding rule. Chaotic maps are used for scrambling
S-box followed by DNA addition and XOR operation to
generate encrypted image. Results of the proposed system
handles several security analysis and are resistant to attacks.

The image encryption algorithm with DNA masking,
SHA-2 and Lorenz system developed by Zhang et al. [27]
have high key sensitivity, large key space, which enhances
the security against statistical attacks and exhaustive attacks.
The results show that the algorithm improves encoding
efficiency. Secured image encryption algorithm was
developed by combining logistic and spatiotemporal chaotic
systems along with DNA encoding technique and the system
was proposed by Wang et al. [22]. The experimental results
show that the proposed system enhances security to various
attacks such as brute-force attack, statistical attack and
differential attacks. The algorithm based on Lorenz and
Chen’s chaotic systems with Dynamic S-boxes was proposed
by Ahmad et al. [24]. The results show that the proposed
scheme is resistant to several attacks and have very good
efficiency. A new 1D chaotic system for image encryption
was designed by Chai et al. [33]. To enhance the security
level, several 1D chaotic maps are combined and the
proposed system results show that the scheme is resistant to
various attacks. The DNA encoding along with chaotic
systems generates 192 bit key, which was implemented by
Wu et al. [34]. The proposed system results show that the
image is highly chaotic and resistant to several security
analyses. The 4D hyper chaotic system with DNA sequence
was proposed by Maddodi et al. [35]. The system provides
hyper chaotic sequence, which is pseudo random in nature.
The chaotic sequence is converted in to DNA sequence and
the image blocks are diffused. The proposed system
implementation states that the system is capable of handling
known-plaintext and chosen-plaintext attacks.

V. EXISTING KEY GENERATION TECHNIQUES

There are several key generation techniques using chaotic
systems and DNA sequences where few are discussed in this
section. Fu et al [36] developed key stream sequence as shown
in equation (11). The logistic chaotic map is used to generate
permutation and substitution key stream sequences. Al et al
[37] introduces the scheme that takes a master key of 320
bit and produces a group of sub keys with length 32 bit, 128
bit using tent chaotic map as shown in equation (12). Chai
et al [38] and Al et al [39] proposed SHA256 key generation
sequences for initial values of 2D logistic-adjusted-Sine-map
and Lorenz chaotic system. The initial values are expressed as
8-bit blocks and four 52 bit sequences as shown in equation
(13) and equation (14). Li et al [29] proposed four pairs 48 bit
key sequences generation using chaotic logistic map and DNA
substitution method as shown in equation (15). Abanda et al
[21] generated the secret key made of two triplets of initial
values and a coefficient. The secret key uses mixed chaotic
maps of Colpitts and Duffing Oscillators.

pkm = pos(pkm) + (1 +mod(sig
(abs(psm, α), ((len(imgdata)− 1)− pos(pkm))))

(11)
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where pkm is the permutation key stream sequence.

key(i) = concat(SK, Chao, compkey , Chao(i+1)) (12)

where SK is the SubKey,compKey is the complement of
SK, Chao,Chao(i + 1) is the chaotic keys from the Tent
map.

K = K1,K2...K32subjectto”K(i, 0),K(i, 1),K(i, 7)”
(13)

where K(i, j), i denotes the ”character number” and j is the
”bit number” in Ki.

xh = digits(x0 − floor(x0), 52) (14)

where x0 is the initial secret key and xh is the key value
generated.

b1b2b3b4. . . b12
(b1b2b3b4)XOR(b5b6b7b8)XOR(b9b10b11b12)
r1r2r3r4

(15)

where r1. . . r4 are four pairs of 48 bit key sequences.

VI. PRE-TRAINED DEEP NETWORKS

The convolutional neural network has several architectures
which are pre-trained to solve complex problems [40]. The
pre-trained models uses a benchmark dataset to achieve the
solution [41],[42].

A. LeNet5

The LeNet5 architecture model [43] was developed for
identification of handwritten character recognition. This
mainly concentrates on automatic learning than
hand-designed heuristics. The architecture comprises of 7
Layers with three convolutional layers (C1, C3, C5), two
sub-sampling layer (S2, S4) and one output function (F6).
The number of trainable parameters and connections are
given in the Table V.

TABLE V. ENTROPY ANALYSIS
Layers Trainable Parameters Connections
C1 156 304
S2 12 5880
C3 1516 151600
S4 32 2000
C5 10612 48120

F6 represents the Euclidean Radial Basis Function units
(RBF) in the output layer. Each RBF output is calculated as
given in equation (16),

yi =
∑
j

(xj − wij)
2 (16)

where xj is the state of unit j, wij is the weight of the
respective input function. The pretrained model used MNIST
database with 60000 parameters which gives error rate 0.95%
without deformation and dropped to 0.8% with distortion.

B. ImageNet

ImageNet architecture model [44] was developed for
classification of images. This architecture comprises of eight
layers with five convolutional layers (C1 –C5) and three fully
connected layers (F1-F3). The input image size is
224× 224× 3, F1- F3 have 4096 neurons each. The model
uses stochastic gradient descent with batch size of 128
examples, momentum of 0.9 and weight of 0.0005 for
training and weight is updated as in equation (17).

vi+1 = 0.9 · vi − 0.0005.ϵ · wi − ϵ · ⟨dL|dw|wi⟩Di (17)

Where ”i is the iteration index, v is the momentum variable,ϵ
is the learning rate, ⟨dL|dw|wi⟩Di is the average over ith
batch Di of the derivative with respect to w, evaluated at wi”.
The network is trained for 60 million parameters in the entire
architecture. GPU trains the model for ILSVRC-2010 dataset
with error rate 17.0%

C. GoogleNet

GoogleNet architecture model [45] was developed with
deep convolutions for classification and detection with
increased accuracy rate. The network comprises of 22 layers
deep with accuracy 0.6%. GoogleNet used 5 million (V1)
and 23 million (V3) parameters used in the network.
ILSVRC 2014 database is used with error rate of 6.67%.

D. ResNet

Residual network was mainly developed for deeper
networks [46]. Research concludes that adding more layers
may degrade the final performance of the system. Residual
blocks are implemented with residual function and are placed
in the intermediate layers of a block. Residual function helps
to adjust the input feature map for high quality features.
When the distinct feature extraction is not required, the
weight of the residual function is reduced to zero.

Residual network was enhanced by increasing the
network’s width (channel depth) and is considered as the
most effective way of expanding the capacity of the entire
network as shown in Fig. 1. This was implemented in
ResNet34 architecture and ResNet50 architecture [47].

Fig. 1. Residual Model.

where WL is the weight layer, R is the relu function, x is
the input and F (x) is the residual function.

ResNet50 model replaces each two layer residual block
with a three layer bottleneck block as shown in Fig. 1. The
residual layer uses 1x1 convolutions in the implementation,
which reduces and subsequently restores the channel depth
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as shown in Fig. 2. when calculating the 3x3 convolution the
computational load is significantly reduced. It uses “25 million
parameters” with 80% accuracy rate.

Fig. 2. ResNet50 Feature Extraction.

E. ResNeXt

The architecture of ResNeXt [48] is an extension of the
deep residual network. In this network the standard residual
block is replaced by one of the Inception models. The
block’s input is represented into a series of lower (channel)
dimensional representations where convolution filters are
applied before merging the results. The implementation is
done using 8 GPUs with a mini batch size of 128. There are
about 25 million parameters used for implementation.

F. DenseNet

Within the dense block, both the feature map and input are
concatenated.

Dense block => Feature map ∼
input of each successive layer

Features are reused within the network by concatenating
feature-maps learned by different layers. When the features
of different layers are concatenated the efficiency is
improved. Variation in the input of subsequent layers
increases. DenseNet [41] is capable to work with very small
output channel depths by reducing the number of parameters.
The parameters used for implementation is 40 million with
3.46% error rate.

VII. PROPOSED KEY GENERATION TECHNIQUE

Key generation procedure combines chaotic theory and
DNA sequence as shown in Fig. 3. The procedure for key
generation is stated below

Step 1: Input two Images and convert in to equal binary
blocks. Consider I1andI2 are input images and divide the
images in to two blocks B1, B2.

Step 2: Beta chaotic map sequence is generated with initial
values [x1, x2, c1, c2, b1, b2, k]arechosen.

Step 3: The blocks are converted in to scrambled images
using chaotic sequence values |p, q, z, r|

Step 4: The scrambled images are encoded using DNA
addition.

Step 5: The complement value is generated using DNA
complement.

Step 6: The blocks are combined and SHA 256 is applied
to generate the fixed size key for encryption.

Step 7: Outliers are eliminated in the key sequences and
finally only one key is accepted.

Key generated is highly sensitive to initial parameters, more
efficient and resistant to several attacks.

A. Pre-processing Techniques

Zhang et al used global bit scrambling to generate binary
sequence [49]. Ahmad et al applied the size of the resultant
matrix obtained after chaotic map sequences to resize the
image [24]. Girdhar et al converted the image to fixed size
blocks for pre-processing and scrambling is performed using
chaotic sequences [19]. The proposed system uses arnold
chaotic map for scrambling input images.

B. Beta Chaotic Map

Ahmad et al used Beta chaotic map which is determined
from beta function which has high chaotic behavior [24] .
The mapping is polynomial and is given in equation (18).
chaotic map generates four chaotic map sequences. The
variables generated in the chaotic sequence have high
randomness with two positive Lyapunov exponents.

x(n+ 1) = k ∗ β(xn;x2, p, q) (18)

where p = b1+ c1 ∗a and q = b2+ c2 ∗a with b1, c1, b2 and
c2 are constants. The parameter is used to control amplitude of
the beta map and denote the bifurcation parameter. The beta
function is given in equation (19).

Beta(xn;x2, p, q) =

{
((x− x1)/(xc − x1))

p,
((x2 − x)/(x2 − xc))

qifxϵ|x1, x2|
0 otherwise

(19)

Original Image 1

Original Image 2

scrambledImage1

Scrambled Image 2

Fig. 3. Encrypted Images.
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Algorithm 1: Key generation
1: The input from database folder of face and fingerprint is

read.
2: im1 is the image from face database folder and im2 is

the image from fingerprint database folder.
3: The input image is resized and stored it in B1 and B2.
4: The binarized values of the input images are stored in to

bim1 and bim2.
5: The chaotic variables are initialized to

a = 0.8, x1 = −1, x2 = 1, k = 0.85, b1 = 5, c1 = 1,
b2 = 3, c2 = −1.

6: Beta chaotic map values are calculated for i← 0 to n do
p← b1 + c1 ∗ a;
q ← b2 + c2 ∗ a;
z ← ((p ∗ x2) + (q ∗ x1))/(p+ q);
r ←

((B1(i)−x1)/(z−x1))p∗((x2−B1(i))/(x2−z))q;
B1(1 + i)← k ∗ r;

7: Images are scrambled using chaotic variable values for
inc← 1 to num1 do

for row ← 1 to rown do
for col1← 1 to coln do

nrowp← row;
ncolp← col;
for ite← 1 to inc do

newcord←
[11; 12] ∗ [nrowpncolp];

nrowp← newcord(1);
ncolp← newcord(2);

newim1(row, col)←
im1((mod(nrowp, rown) +
1), (mod(ncolp, coln) + 1));

8: Repeat step 7 to get newim2 by scrambling
9: Image1 is encoded using DNA addition

bases←′ ATGC ′;
scbin1← im2bw(newim1);
for k ← 1 to length(scbin1) do
index← 2 ∗ scbin1(k) + scbin1(k + 1) + 1;
result1((k + 1)/2)← bases(index);

10: Repeat step 9 to encode image2 using DNA condition
11: Compute DNA complement for encoded image1 for

o← 1 to length(result1) do
if result1(o) =′ A′ then

l1(o) =′ T ′;
if result1(o) =′ G′ then

l1(o) =′ C ′;
if result1(o) =′ T ′ then

l1(o) =′ A′;
else

l1(o) =′ G′;

12: Repeat step 11 for encoded image2
13: Call SHA256 for image1 and image2

im1sha256← uint8(l1)
im2sha256← uint8(l2)
Key ← im1sha256 + im2sha256

14: Intraclass variation of keys function is called
15: Outlier elimination function is called
16: Final key is accepted after eliminating outliers

C. Key Generation

Beta chaotic map is highly sensitive to its parameters, has
strong chaotic behavior, more efficient and resistant to several
attacks. The proposedkey generation procedure is shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Key Generation.

D. Scrambling Techniques

Liu et al. used permutation and substitution to obtain
scrambled sequence. Input bits are transformed to output bits
using S-boxes and P-boxes. The key introduced in each
round is derived from beta chaotic map [15].

Zhan et al applied global bit scrambling technique to
generate binary sequence [49]. Here 1D binary sequence b0

contains binary digits where each digit represents intensity
value of each pixel. kx is the hyper-chaotic sequence in
ascending order. b0 is scrambled with kx sequence as shown
in equation (20). The author in [30] experimented with
shuffling algorithm and substitution algorithm to rearrange
the pixels. Assume m*n is the length of the input binary
sequence, ai is the shuffling sequence, diis the sequence
after shuffling. Equation (21) explains shuffling sequence. Li
et al experimented with pixel level scrambling [25] as shown
in equation (22) and bit level scrambling as shown in
equation (23).

b1i = b(k
x
i )

0iϵ[1, 8m ∗ n] (20)

d(ai) = ci1 ≤ i ≤ m ∗ n (21)

If F is the m×n substitution matrix, B is the resultant matrix
after shuffling and then substitution is performed as shown in
equation (24).

FoB = Gij|Gij = Fij +Bij(mod256) (22)
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q
′
(i, j) = q(i

′
, j

′
), q(i

′
, j

′
) = q(i, j) (23)

where “q
′
(i, j) is the scrambling image positioned at

(i, j), q(i
′
, j

′
)and q(i, j)are the original image positioned at

(i
′
, j

′
) and (i, j), i = 1, 2, . . .m, j = 1, 2, . . . n.”. Equation 24

shows the circular shift operation.

CS(r) = circshift[Q
′
(r), LSB(k

′

3(r)), k
′

3(r)] (24)

where “circshift[u, q, v] means v−bit cycle shift on the
binary sequences u. LSB(z) means the least bit of z. A right
cycle shift or a left cycle shift will be decided by q =1 or q
=0.”

Fig. 5. Scrambling.

Arnold transform [28] is used in our proposed method for
scrambling as shown in Fig. 5, because it is a reversible map
without any attractor. Therefore, this transform is best used for
scrambling and generalized 2D transform is shown in equation
(25).

(x(n+ 1)y(n+ 1)) = ((ab)(cd))(xnyn)modN (25)

Where “a,b,c,d are positive integers and gcd(ad-bc,N)=1“.

E. DNA Coding

In the proposed system, DNA addition and DNA
complement is used for encoding as shown in Fig. 6. For
example, if the pixel of an image is 82 and 174, the
equivalent binary sequence is 10100100 and 10101110.
According to DNA encoding rule-1, we obtain CCGA and
CCTC. Additionally, after applying DNA addition we get
CCAA and applying complement rule the final encoded
value is GGTT. DNA addition operation is implemented by
Li et al [26] and Kumar et al. [50] proposed a system to

obtain the encrypted sequence. Zhan et al used DNA
addition, DNA complement rule and DNA XOR between the
hyperchaotic sequence and DNA sequence [49]. The
sequence generated in the proposed system gives a robust
encryption performance. Li et al. used DNA operations rules
to diffuse gray images [29]. The DNA operations (XOR,
XNOR, +, -) are executed randomly as shown in equation
(26) to obtain transitional images.

op = [x3] + 1

pr
′
= propKIe

pg
′
= pgopKIe

pb
′
= pbopKIe

(26)

where op is the selected DNA operation, pr, pg, pb are plain
image, pr

′
, pg

′
, pb

′
are transitional images. Zheng et al.

implemented DNA addition and XOR rule to obtain
encrypted image [51].

Fig. 6. DNA Coding.

F. SHA 256

Hashing is one of the widely used common cryptographic
techniques due to its high security, uniqueness and integrity.
It generates unique 256 bit (32 byte) signature for text which
can be used as a key. In our proposed system, DNA encoded
blocks of two images is combined and SHA-256 algorithm is
implemented to obtain a key for encryption.

G. Intra-class Variation of Keys

After the generation of keys for all the traits, intra-class
variation between the samples is calculated which is depicted
in Fig. 7. The steps followed for intra-class variation of keys
are as follows:

Step 1: Each column values are subtracted with the adjacent
column to check the similarities between the samples of same
class.

Step 2: All the column values are sorted and outliers are
calculated based on zeros in the column values.

Step 3: The sample which has more zeros are considered
as a class with more similarity therefore the sample is given
low priority for selecting the final key.

Step 4: The above step is repeated for all the samples and
the sample with minimum zero count is given high priority
and the sample is used for selecting final key.
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Step 5: Outliers are removed for the selected sample and
final key is generated.

Algorithm 2: Intraclass variation
1: Each trait values are arranged column wise
2: for i = 1 to 12 do

for j = 1 to 7 do
Aj = Aj −Aj+1

if i==7 then
Aj = Aj −A1

3: for i = 1 to 84 do
Sort(A)

Fig. 7. Intraclass Variation of Keys.

H. Outlier Elimination

Outliers are patterns in the data which is not defined with
the actual range of data values. Outliers are classified as
point Outliers and contextual outliers based on the
distribution of data points. The individual data, which is
identified as distinct compared to rest of data, the instance is
known as point outlier. If the data is distinct to a specific
context then the data is a conditional outlier (or contextual
outlier). The specific context is referred as either contextual
attributes or behavioural attributes.

Outlier Detection using Indegree Number (ODIN) is the
one of the outlier detection scheme proposed by Hautamaki
et al. [52] that works based on local density. ODIN method
is generally used for cluster thinning by removing vectors
that are overlapping with other regions. Overlapping between
clusters happen with the assumption that the regions are of
low density. All the higher density regions grouped near the
cluster centroid. The outlyingess of xi is given in equation
(27).

OLi =
1

ind (xi) + 1
(27)

where “ind(xi) is the indegree of the vertexxi, i.e. the number
of edges pointing to xi”.

The outlyingness factor for each vector by finding the
minimum distance to centroid dmax as shown in the equation
(28).

dmax = max
i
{∥xi − cpi

∥} , i = 1, . . . , N (28)

The outlyingess of xi is given in equation (29),

oi =
∥xi − cpi∥

dmax
(29)

where xi is the vector, cp is the centroid and dmax is the
distance. The factors that are responsible for an outlier, in the
dataset are normalized to the scale [0, 1]. The vector with
greater value is considered as an outlier. The proposed system
uses Interquartile Range technique as shown in Fig. 8. The
outliers in the key generated are calculated by considering,
that the outliers lie either on the first quarter or on the last
quarter of the given data after sorting the key values. The final
key generated is shown in Fig. 9. The steps followed are

Step 1: The point furthest from the mean of data is
calculated.

Step 2: IQR is calculated by finding the difference between
the mean of the upper quartile(q2) and mean of the lower
quartile(q1).

Step 3: The fence is calculated using the formula, F=1.5 *
IQR

Step 4: Lower bound and upper bound are calculated.

LB=q1 – F, UB=q2+F

Step 5: The values between the lower bound and upper
bound are accepted for the final key.

Step 6: The accepted key size should not exceed 128 bits.
If the size of the key is greater than 128 bits, steps 3 to step
5 are repeated.

Fig. 8. Outlier Elimination.
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Algorithm 3: Outlier elimination
1: Upper quartile(Q2) and lower quartile(Q1) are calculated

using the given formula,

Q1 =
1

16
Σ16

1=1ki

Q2 =
1

16
Σ32

i=17ki

2: Inter Quartile Range is calculated using Q1 and Q2
IQR = Q2−Q1

3: Upperbound(UB) and lower bound(LB) are calculated,

LB = Q1− F,UB = Q2 + F

4: The values between the upperbound and lowerbound are
considered for Final key is LB <= Key <= UB

5: if Final key > 128 bits then
Repeat Step 2 to 4 till the key is 128 bits

Fig. 9. Final Key.

I. Feature Extraction using CNN

ResNet increases the seed of training the deep networks,
reduces the number of parameters by increasing the depth of
the networks instead of widening the network, helps to
vanish Gradient problem and gives high accuracy in network
performance.

During the training period some neuron can die and cause
information loss which is known as Gradient problem. The
above problem is rectified by using residual network, by
mapping non-linear function H(x) to F(x) which is defined as
H(x) – x. The output of the second layer adds F(x) to x and
carries important information to the next layer (Relu).
Therefore, information loss is reduced and no gradient
problem in ResNet. Increasing the depth of the network may
result in bias problem but ResNet avoids negative outcomes,
increases accuracy, fast training of the network while the
network depth increases. ResNet is classified in to three
models, 50, 101, 152 based on the depth of networks. The
feature extraction analysis using CNN for Resnet50 network
is shown in Fig. 12.

Algorithm 4: CNN Feature Extraction
1: Multimodal sample images are read
2: The sample images are divided for testing and training
3: The pre-trained ResNet-50 network is loaded
4: Features are extracted from the deeper layer of a

pre-trained network
5: The training features are used to train the classifier
6: The accuracy level is calculated

Fig. 10. Resenet 50 Analysis.

J. Key Binding Technique

The feature extraction is performed using Resnet 50 CNN
as shown in Fig. 10. The training features are extracted for
both the traits and fused using additive operation to get the
original vector. The generated key of the respective trait is
embedded with the original vector using random permutation
function. The permutation function used is randi which returns
the array of integers from discrete uniform distribution on the
given interval. X = randi ([iminα 1max] , sz 1, szn) Random
positions are generated with respect to the key size in the
original template vector. Now the random position values are
replaced with the key value. Final image is the key embedded
within the template as shown in Fig. 11. The steps followed
for key binding are,

Step 1: Original fused vector of face and fingerprint is
loaded.

Step 2: Random positions are generated using permutation
function.

Step 3: The key values are replaced to the random positions
of the original vector.

Step 4: The key is now embedded with the biometric
template.
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Algorithm 5: Key binding
1: V - Original vector, imin, imax - min and max position

of V, SZ1,SZN - min and max position of Key, K - Key
2: index = randi([imin,imax], SZ1,SZN)
3: V(index) = K
4: New vector (NV) = embedded image

Fig. 11. Key Binding.

VIII. SECURITY ANALYSIS FOR KEY

A. Key-Space Analysis

The iterative procedure of checking all possible keys to
find the decryption key is known as Key space analysis. The
proposed system ensures that the key generated is 256-bit hash
value and reduce to 192 bits, which handles Brute force attack
effectively.

B. Key Sensitivity Analysis

The perfect image encryption key should be sensitive so
that the key will be highly secured and inaccessible by hackers
easily. The minor change in initial parameter of the chaotic
system will alter the entire key because of which the generated
key in our proposed system is highly sensitive. A small change
in the parameter results in a large variation in the encryption
process. The variation measures the sensitivity of the generated
key.

C. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis measures the performance of image
encryption system. The encrypted image histogram is
different from the original image histogram so that the
hacker will not be able to get the original image through
encrypted image histogram.

D. Pixel Correlation Analysis

The adjacent pixels correlation in both original and the
encrypted image either horizontally or vertically or
diagonally is known as correlation co-efficient analysis as
shown in equation (30). When the similarity between the
original and encrypted image is less, then the value of
correlation coefficient is low. The values obtained by
calculating Correlation coefficient shows that the system is
capable of handling statistical attacks. Table VI gives the

correlation values of the proposed system with the existing
techniques.

r =

∑
m

∑
n

(
Amn −A

) (
Bmn −B

)√(∑
m

∑
n

(
Amn −A

)2)(∑
m

∑
n

(
Bmn −B

)2)
(30)

where A = mean 2(A), and B = mean 2(B)

TABLE VI. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Image Reference Correlation
Pepper Ref.1 0.2650
Lena Ref.2 0.0214
Lena Ref.3 0.0015
Lena Ref.5 -0.0012
Lena Proposed system -0.0044

1) Differential Analysis: The sensitivity of the encrypted
image is determined by Differential analysis. Minor variation
in the original image gives more impact on the encrypted
image. “Number of pixels changed between the original and
the encrypted image is calculated using NPCR [number of
pixels change rate]”. It gives the ratio of the two encrypted
images when there is a slight variation in the input image.
NPCR is calculated as given in equation (31). Table VII
gives the NPCR analysis of the proposed system with the
existing techniques.

NPCR =

∑
i,j D(i, j)

M ∗N
∗ 100 (31)

Where, “D is the auxiliary matrix which is created when
C1(i, j) = C2(i, j), thenD(i, j) = 0, otherwise D(i,j) = 1”.

TABLE VII. NPCR ANALYSIS
Image Reference NPCR
Pepper Ref.1 99.62
Lena Ref.2 99.60
Lena Ref.7 99.48
Lena Ref.5 99.50
Lena Proposed system 99.51

The calculation of the average intensity between the same
cipher images is known as “unified average change intensity
[UACI]”. When the values are high, the parameters shows that
the minor variation in original image gives more impact in
encrypted image. UACI is calculated as given in equation (32).
Table VIII gives the UACI analysis of the proposed system
with the existing techniques.

UACI = 1/(MxN)[(i = 0)(M − 1)(i = 0)(N − 1)|C1(i, j)
−C2(i, j)|/255]100

(32)

TABLE VIII. UACI ANALYSIS
Image Reference UACI
Pepper Ref.1 34.26
Lena Ref.2 33.44
Lena Ref.7 28.45
Lena Ref.5 35.65
Lena Proposed system 33.16
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2) MSE: The mean square error value between the
decrypted image(I2) and plain image (I1). If there is more
data loss the value is high or the value is low. The formula is
given in equation (33).

MSE = 1/(MxN)(i = 1)M (J = 1)NI1(i, j)− I2(i, j)
2

(33)

3) PSNR: “PSNR [Peak Signal to Noise Ratio] is used to
test the quality of the attacked encrypted image”. The formula
is calculated as given in equation (34).

PSNR = 10xlog10((255x255)/MSE)(dB) (34)

E. Information Entropy Analysis

The robustness of encrypted image is verified by
information entropy analysis. For an image, 8 bit length
random system is generated and entropy of both images are
calculated as given in equation (35). When the “Entropy
value of cipher image is approximately 8 then the system is
proved to be resistant to entropy analysis”.

H(x) = −(i = 1)n(x(i)logp(x(i)) (35)

Where, “x is a set of symbols, n is the total number of symbols,
x(i)ϵx, p(x(i))is the probability of x(i)in x”. Table IX gives
the entropy value of the proposed system with the existing
techniques.

TABLE IX. ENTROPY ANALYSIS
Image Reference Entropy
Pepper Ref.1 7.9993
Lena Ref.2 7.9993
Lena Ref.3 7.9994
Lena Ref.5 7.9982
Lena Proposed system 7.7795

F. Time Analysis of Key Binding Technique

Biometric template of 80MB size is considered for the
experiment. Result shows that the time taken for key binding
of several template varies from 40ms to 58ms as shown in
Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Time Taken for Key Binding.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An innovative algorithm has been proposed for key
generation and key binding. Results prove that the key
generated is highly secured as intraclass variations are
applied to remove outliers and takes less time for key
binding. The proposed system uses chaotic, DNA and CNN
concepts and implemented using Matlab R2019b. The
database used is SDUMLA-HMT which is a multimodal
biometric of face and fingerprint with 106 traits of 96
samples each. The above work can be enhanced for touchless
real-time biometric samples and measure the performance of
the system.
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Abstract—The ability of dynamic reconfigurability, quick
response and ease of deployment has made Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs), a paramount solution in several areas such as
military applications. Flying ad-hoc network (FANET) is a net-
work of UAVs connected wirelessly and configured continuously
without infrastructures. Routing on its own is not significant, but
the mobility sequence of a UAV in FANETs is a more significant
factor and an interesting research topic. The routing protocols
gives us a certain and better perception of routing structure
for FANETs. In this paper, routing protocols such as Ad-hoc
On-Demand Vector (AODV), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR),
Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA), Geographic
Routing Protocol (GRP) and Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR) are compared using performance parameters such as
number-of-hops, packet loss ratio, throughput, end-to-end delay
and throughput. The mobility models like Pursue Mobility Model
(PRS), Semi-Circular Random Movement (SCRM), Manhattan
Grid Mobility Model (MGM) and Random Waypoint Mobility
(RWPM). The evaluation is carried out with three scenarios
including one sender node and one receiver node, all senders one
receiver and all senders all receivers are considered for above
protocols and mobility models. For all evaluation scenarios, the
performance of OLSR is the most efficient among the five routing
protocols under four different performance parameters due to
its proactive nature which makes the routing information up to
date with the help of MPR (Multi Point Relay) in the network,
resulting in the reduction of routing overhead in the network.

Keywords—Flying ad-hoc network (FANET); mobility models;
adhoc routing protocols; OPNET; Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs)

I. INTRODUCTION

Current development in UAVs is offering different oppor-
tunities at reasonable price. As a result, the ability of dynamic
reconfigurability, quick response and ease of deployment has
enabled UAVs to be a paramount solution in several applica-
tions [1][2]. Although UAVs are advantageous, high mobility
is essential for the networks which need adequate control over
UAVs. FANETs belong to an important class of UAVs, where
many UAVs are connected in ad-hoc manner. UAV networking
was given a new terminology due to modernization of Internet
of Things (IoT), but it has the same functioning as Internet
of Drones (IoD) shown in Fig. 1. IoD is a layered network
control architecture for coordinating unmanned aerial vehicles
to control airspace for navigation services.

As opposed to the traditional (MANET), the main feature
of FANET is the highly dynamic scenario, which signifies
that nodes move in higher mobility and in the meantime the
network topology changes more quickly, so protocols under
such circumstances are more challenging.The main advantage

of the FANET networks is not to depend on a physical
infrastructure; each node will be able to access the nodes
through its closer resources, trusting the cooperation and
collaboration of the other nodes and this get through them
to their destination. Typical examples are applications that
range from networks in the armed forces, to the applications of
business, to reach the applications in case of natural disaster or
terrorist acts. FANET network will offer services like absence
of centralization, ability to configure networks automatically,
3D mobility, ability to exploit the resources of a working group
and comfort. The important research concerns are whether
MANET routing protocols are suitable for FANET, which
performs better in high dynamic scenarios and the effect of
nodes mobility on network performance.

The stability of Ad-Hoc networks [4] is compromised due
to inadequate protocols. We can achieve improved efficiency in
the passage of information in time and quality but achieving
transparency is challenging. The end user does not have to
make a different connection type according to the type of
network (fixed or mobile) to extend them to a greater number
of users [5]. In addition, due to wireless and dynamic nature
of Ad-hoc networks, there is packet loss due to transmission
error.
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Fig. 1. A Summary of Internet of Drones (IoD) Application Services [3].

FANETs are a group of UAVs that can perform the different
functions without human service. It is a network without
infrastructure that has an autonomous set of mobile nodes that
collaborate together to share information [6]. These mobile
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nodes can be constituted in any network topology as router
through wireless communication. It has the ability to connect
to the Internet or the cellular wireless network [7]. Each device
in a FANET has the freedom to fly freely in all directions and it
can alter its connections to other nodes constantly. Each node
must forward traffic not related to itself. Consequently, and
because of this it can function as a router [8]. FANET topology
continues to change due to the mobility of the UAVs, it make
them less secure networks. To overcome the threats it is crucial
to use some security technologies in the network. For an ad-
hoc network, not every node could be within the transmission
reach between them, therefore nodes are compelled to forward
network traffic on behalf of other nodes. For instance, we
can contemplate a simple scenario, two nodes, a sender node
(S) sends data to the destination node (D), which is three
jumps away, and the data traffic will arrive at its destination.
The procedure of forwarding network traffic from sender to
destination is called routing. FANETs can assist networks
which are operated to enable wireless connectivity in the places
where deployment of physical infrastructure is hard or costly.

During the research in modeling FANET networks, it was
possible to verify the importance of protocol evaluation. There
is a need to model FANETs and analyze the performance
of proactive and reactive routing protocols. Due to several
applications, FANETs have captivated several research insti-
tutions and automotive industries. The main problem is the
implementation of a proper routing mechanism as the result
of various issues. Routing on its own is not significant, but
the mobility sequence of a UAV in FANETs is also a more
significant factor. Ad-Hoc routing protocols are categorized
into many different classifications, one of which is topology
based. It is analyzed that these routing protocols gives us
a better perception for routing structure of FANETs. The
evaluation of routing protocols is required using different
mobility models for FANETs.

The main objective of this paper is to introduce FANETs
and compare existing routing protocols (OLSR, AODV, DSR,
TORA and GRP) and mobility models (RWPM, MGM, SCRM
and PRS) for FANETs. The performance parameters include
end to end delay, packets loss ratio, number of hops and
throughput. The affect of speed over network performance is
also evaluated. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
A detailed literature review is provided for routing protocols
and mobility models in Section II. The Section III comprises
of performance evaluation. Section IV draws conclusion with
future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Wireless networks are formed by connecting radio trans-
mitters to electronic devices (computers, smartphones, bal-
loons, drones, etc.), with the support of a central access point
to manage the network. Wireless standards include detailed
requirements for the data link layer, physical layer and medium
access control (MAC) regarding terminology introduced by
IEEE 802.11 standards. There are many essential character-
istics of wireless networks including high mobility, flexible
communication system, simplicity and scalability.

Generally, The wireless network is divided in two classes
based on their infrastructure as can be seen in Fig. 2. A

network that has fixed base stations is called infrastructure-
based network. These networks accommodate coordination
among the mobile UAVs [9]. Infrastructure-less networks does
not have any well defined infrastructure. They are a group
of dynamically situated UAVs that keep the interconnections
among UAVs by changing topology.
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Adhoc Network 
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Fig. 2. Wireless Network Classifications.

The background of Ad-Hoc networks is related to the
creation of the PRNET (Packet Radio Network) by the DoD
(US Department of Defense) in 1972. The aim was to connect
a network of computers to provide packet exchanges to mobile
elements used in the battlefield e.g soldiers, aircraft, etc. The
current proliferation of portable devices and the diffusion of
wireless technology have permitted ad-hoc wireless networks
to thrive. Moreover, interest in communication among ad-hoc
wireless networks has raised consistently [9]. Ad-hoc network
can be formed when you want to exchange data in the absence
of a centralized access point (access point): the network is
formed “spontaneously”. The advantage of being free from any
infrastructure constraints helps these networks in obtaining an
intrinsic ease and speed for installation [10]. Each node of ad-
hoc network can act as a router. A node, instead of directly
sending the packets to the recipient node, can route the packets
to another node within its radio visibility.

In air-to-air wireless communications, UAVs are connected
to each other in ad-hoc manner. These UAVs are independent
of any restriction on transmission ranges between them [14].
In air-to-ground-wireless communications, UAVs can extend
their connectivity by communicating with infrastructures and
improve quality of service [15]. In this paper, we have focused
on air-to-air communication i.e infrastructure-less protocols.
MANETs are a self-configuring infrastructure-less network [9].
Each device can relocate without restriction within network.
Vehicular Ad-Hoc network is a derived class from MANETs
(As shown in Table I). In VANET, vehicles are connected
via wireless communication. VANET is a distributed and self-
formation network [11]. VANET can create new systems to
provide safety and comfort in toll-tax payment to save time.
FANETs can be described as a group of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles, which communicate with each other without the
need of any access point, while at least one among the group
acts as the server or satellite. These are automated systems,
which don’t involve any human input for their basic operations
[12]. All activity of the network including the discovery of its
topology or the sending of messages is carried out by the nodes
that integrate it. This type of network has arbitrary topology.
The main consequence of this mobility is that links can be
formed and broken frequently, which implies that the network
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TABLE I. THE MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MANETS, VANETS, AND
FANETS [13]

Types
Parameters MANET VANET FANET

Node
Mobility

Low
Compactness

Medium
Compactness

High
Compactness

Mobility
Model Random Regular

Regular
for
pre

determined
paths

Node
Density Low Medium Very Low

Topology
Change Slow Average

Speed Fast

Radio
Propagation

Model

Near to
earth (2D)

Near to
earth (2D)

Over to
earth (3D)

Power
Consumption

Energy
efficient
protocols

Not
required

Energy
efficacy
for mini
UAV &

small UAVs
Computat

ional
Power

Limited Above
average

Above
average

must be self-organized. The path between an origin and a
certain destination that crosses several intermediate nodes can
be modified and When this happens, the network must be able
to re-organize itself to establish new path in least possible time.
This functionality requires that each member of the network
will be able to forward data on behalf of other members act as
a router. The nodes of a FANET network have components or
associated factors that must be considered when carrying out
an efficient routing. These factors include auto configuration,
bandwidth, distance, energy, routing path, partitions/unions,
speed and variation in the routing path. The FANET networks
are based on the concept of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) where peers
are mostly UAVs.

The routing protocols can be classified into five ma-
jor categories including static routing, position-based routing
and Hierarchical routing, position-based routing, swarm-based
routing, hierarchical routing and topology-based routing. Static
routing protocols follow a static routing table loaded in the
UAV’s during the mission which cannot be changed further.
The protocols cannot update the table dynamically in case
of failure so they are not suitable for dynamic networks.
Static protocols are further categorized in swarm intelligence
and topology based routing protocols. Swarm based routing
protocols are inspired from behavior of natural organisms.
The algorithm in swarm intelligence is motivated by the
behavior of different insects such as ants, bees, fireflies and
fish etc. Swarm intelligence based algorithms offer efficient
solutions for UAVs. The authors in [17] [18] presents Bee
Ad-Hoc and APAR. Position based routing protocols establish
route between UAVs using their geographical locations. Each
UAV can use either hierarchical position, grid position or
reactive position service. The examples include Delay Tolerant
(DTN), Non-DTN and Heterogeneous Protocols [19]. The
hierarchical protocols are other set for routing solution for
FANET, which are founded in accordance with addressing the
network scalability problem where the network contains of
numerous clusters of different mission zones. The hierarchical
protocols for FANET include clustering algorithm and mobility
prediction clustering. In the clustering algorithm the network

includes over many clusters. Every cluster has a cluster head
(CH). All nodes in the cluster can directly communicate with
cluster head. This type of model may generate improved
performance of outcomes when the number of UAVs is higher
and the mission range is large [20]. The mobility prediction
algorithm can solve this issue by making cluster updates
frequently. It uses a tree structured prediction algorithm [21].

The topology-based routing protocols are classified into
reactive, proactive and hybrid routing. Reactive Routing is
suitable for FANETS in the discovery of a path between
nodes which is unavailable for UAVs. This kind of routing
also leads to high latency. Multicast Ad hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector (M-AODV) is an example of reactive routing
[16]. Proactive routing tables are constantly shared periodically
among nodes to assure availability of routing paths among
UAVs. For example OLSR, Directional Optimized Link State
Routing Protocol (D-OLSR), Cartography Enhanced OLSR
(CE-OLSR) and DSDV [16] belong to this category. Hybrid
routing solves the high latency problem of reactive protocols.
The examples of this type are Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol
(HWMP), GRP and TORA.

This paper is committed to the most critical topology-
based routing protocols recommended for FANETs namely
AODV, DSR, TORA, GRP and OLSR. AODV was introduced
as an evolution of DSDV. It deals with sequence numbers
and routing tables. It also provides on-demand routing as it
saves information of nodes that intervene in data transmission.
This protocol keeps all routes in cache memory when they are
required and discard them when they are not needed [22] [23].

The DSR protocol follows routing at source. The nodes
having a destination maintains cache to save list of nodes in
this path. The methods such as detection and route mainte-
nance are responsible to provide updates as new routes are
learnt. It has on demand features but it is not table-driven.
The UAV sends a packet to specify the route. The entire
path information is put in the packet by the source [23]. It
differs from table-driven and link-state routing. It collects the
addresses of all the middle nodes between itself and the desired
destination when finding routes.

The TORA protocol follows link reversal routing. It main-
tains a directed graph from source to destination without
presence of any cycle. The network load is minimized in
TORA and it keeps the shortest route. It is considered an
efficient protocol because it does not saturate network traffic
unnecessarily [25] [26]. If a node wants to know the path to
destination, it will broadcast a query packet that propagates
until it reaches a node having path to destination or the recip-
ient node. The responding node is served by a User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) that will add its weight and broadcasts it to
allow all intermediate nodes to know about this modification.

GRP detects the location of nodes using global positioning
system to obtain information about network. The route is
discovered by source node and transfers data from source
to destination using route. This concept is referred as hybrid
routing protocol. There are several methods to find out the
location of network nodes such as GPRS and GPS, etc.
[24]. The transmission in this protocol is dependent on the
neighbors located at one hop distance and destination node.
The data is forwarded using greedy forwarding and face-2
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TABLE II. FANET APPLICATIONS USING DIFFERENT MOBILITY
MODELS [13].

Application
Class

Mobility
Model

Scenario
Description

Search and
rescue

MGM
SRCM
RWPM

Random exploration on
a definite target zone.

Scanning in a circular area
Each UAV chooses the scan
pattern in random location

Traffic and
urban

monitoring

MGM
SRCM

Surveillance of city roads
Patrolling of a crash event

before the rescue team reaches
Survey and
Patrolling SRCM Surveillance of a target

Target
tracking

Pursue
(PRS)

Crime tracking
Pursuing of a critical

moving target
SRCM: Semi-Random Circular Movement,

PR: Pursue mode; MGM; Manhattan Grid Mobility,
RWPM: Random waypoint model

routing perimeter [21][23].

The OLSR protocol keeps the information about network
in a table format in every node. Whenever a change take
place in network, it triggers an update broadcast to inform all
nodes about it. Consequently, it may cause packet overhead
that affect throughput, energy and bandwidth of network. The
main advantage is that each node is aware about routes to
destination all the time without any route discovery mechanism
but it faces performance issues in case of high mobility or large
network size [26]. It utilizes hello, interface declaration (MID)
and topology information control messages for its working.

The mobility models for FANETs are divided into four
classes including MGM, RWPM, PRS and SCRM. MGM
utilizes grid path topology (Fig. 3) and introduces a probable
approach that whether a vehicle will keep on moving in same
direction or change it [15]. In this model, the UAVs can move
around in vertical and horizontal angles only. Although this
model offers flexibility to change direction but puts geographic
restrictions on node mobility. It is suitable in only a few UAVs
scenarios.

In RWPM model, UAV begins movement by waiting in a
place for a few times. Once it finishes, it selects a new random
speed and location within a specified region [27]. This process
is repeated with a short break everytime. Fig. 4 elaborates this
model.

In PRS mobility model, the UAVs tracks a target which can
be elaborated using this relation: Newlocation = oldplace+
randomvector + acceleration[target − oldplace]. The ac-
celeration specifies the movement of UAVs in direction of
specified target [28]. The random vector is an offset to measure
movement of individual UAV. Fig. 5 shows detail of his model,
we can see the randomness of all UAVs is controlled to
maintain tracking.

SCRM is different from RWPM model due to its prede-
termined flight plan [29]. The route is hexagon in this model.
The aircraft is placed in different locations within a square
area and desired object is chosen as shown in Fig. 6. In this
way, information is collected for simulating UAV’s in curved
movement scenarios (Table II).

III. FANET SIMULATION MODEL

In this section, a detailed discussion is provided on avail-
able network simulators and our choice of simulator for
experimentation. The design of FANET simulation model is
elaborated. The evaluation and performance techniques are
also presented. Three different scenarios are considered for
performance evaluation.

A. Network Simulators

Before starting with the design of the network model, a
search for network simulators was carried out to design and
simulate network models in several viewpoints. The available
softwares include MATLAB, OMNeT ++, NS-3, GNS3 and
OPNET Modeler, which are well-known simulators in the area
of telecommunications networks. NS-2 and NS-3 are open
source programs. GNS-3 is open source but with graphic
development. Few platforms are licensed but there are student
versions that allow their use free of cost. For the OPNET
simulation tool, it is commercial, and the source code is not
open to everyone. However, OPNET has a broad integrated
development environment to design and simulate network
models. To carry out experimental evaluation, OPNET Modeler
has been adopted based on the Microsoft Windows platform.
The protocols available in the library are reactive, proactive
and hybrid as compared to other commercial simulators. The
OPNET Modeler simulation platform has several parameters in
communication system environments especially wireless com-
munications. For this work, FANET is evaluated for different
routing protocols. OPNET provides graphical user interfaces
known as editors to catch the specifications of installed net-
works, equipment, and protocols. The three essential editors
are project, node and process editors. The network parameters
to be measured are delay and performance. These are sub-
stantially affected by the algorithms of the routing protocols.
Therefore, the parameters play a vital role in finding a suitable
routing protocol for FANETs [30]. OPNET Modeler users
can make customized models and simulate several scenarios.
It is object-oriented and ensures a hierarchical approach to
model communication networks. The performance parameters
for FANETs include delay, throughput, packet hop count and
packet loss using proactive and reactive routing protocols.

B. Design of FANET Model

The simulation scenarios are designed on the OPNET
Modeler platform with help of different FANET network
configuration parameters. The parameters such as profile,
mobility and application configuration, wireless server and
work stations are used in network design. Only 2D scenarios
are discussed here. The selected protocols are AODV, DSR,
TORA, OLSR and GRP. For the tests, OPNET simulator was
used. Test scenarios were generated in area of 1500x2000
meters, in which 15 nodes were randomly arranged and the
speed of nodes was set to 5 and 40 m/s. Furthermore, mobility
models chosen were PRS, MGM, RWPM and SCRM. The
nodes generated CBR traffic (Constant Bit Rate). The evaluated
metrics are delay, transmission failures, packet hop count and
throughput. There are other previous works where comparison
tests were carried out between ad-hoc routing protocols. The
traffic corresponding to the routing protocols will have a high
priority so that routes can be formed more quickly. For this
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Fig. 3. A Manhattan Grid Topology with Two-Way Roads.

Fig. 4. A Random Waypoint Model.

Fig. 5. An Example of a Pursue Mobility Model.

modification, we will use the IEEE 802.11n standard, which
allows the use of quality of service in wireless networks.

Fig. 6. An Example of a SCRM Model.

Fig. 7. The Relative Ranking of Routing Protocols in Scenario 1.

C. Performance Evaluation

The present study has focused on the performance evalua-
tion on the basis of mobility, congestion and the reliability of
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Fig. 8. The Relative Ranking of Routing Protocols in Scenario 2.

the route of the routing algorithm used to establish communi-
cations. The mobility model defines the speed, start time and
stop time of nodes in network. The trajectory of movement was
selected as 2000 meters at maximum. It is essential to perceive
the mobility configuration to estimate mobility model of nodes.
The movement of UAVs is controlled with parameters such as
start and stop time, pause time and speed. The experiments are
designed in such a way that performance of routing protocols
is assessed using different mobility models in one sender
one receiver, one sender all receivers and all senders and all
receivers scenarios. A comparison is also performed among all
routing protocols.

1) Scenario #1: One sender to one receiver situation:
In our simulation parameter (One to one) in scenario 1, the
numbers of UAVs are 15 and have fixed sender/receiver. The
time taken of the simulation is 600 seconds, CBR traffic and
data payload of 1024 bytes/packet. All routing protocols are
evaluated and compared using performance parameters.

The simulated results show that shown in Fig. 7 indicate
comparative ranking of routing protocols in our simulation
results. It show that routing protocols can differ related to
mobility model. The comparative ranking relies on the UAV
speed because of the existence of the mobility that indicates
frequent link failures. Each routing protocol plays an important
role when link fails. Unlike OLSR, AODV and DSR, the Hy-
brid protocol GRP shows stable performance for all mobility
models. TORA shows high delay and packet loss ratio in most
scenarios. The algorithm of TORA keeps the “direction of the
next destination” for packet forwarding. As a result, the source
node follows downstream paths to the destination between
several nodes. This will not be utilized if source node does
not require path information before any topological changes.

2) Scenario # 2: All sender to one receive : In scenario
2 simulation, 15 nodes can be sent traffic to the base station.
The speed of UAVs fluctuates between 5 and 40 m/sec. The
simulation time is 600s, data payload of 1024 bytes/packet and
CBR traffic.

Fig. 8 provide detailed results for scenario 2. The Reactive
(AODV) and the Hybrid (GRP) have the same record with all
existing mobility models. TORA shows higher delay in most
scenarios.

3) Scenario #3: All senders to All receiver situation:
In simulation scenario 3, the numbers of UAVs are 15 and
every node can be treated as a source, destination, or routing
node. The duration of simulation is 600 seconds, and traffic
type considered is CBR. Regarding performance of different
mobility moadels as shown in Fig. 9, we find that DSR and
TORA have comparatively the lowest throughput. Finally, it is
found that OLSR performs best in terms of throughput. It can
be noticed that GRP and AODV are similar to each other in
values fortunately.

Fig. 9. The Relative Ranking of Routing Protocols in Scenario 3.

Now, we evaluate all mobility models based on perfor-
mance parameters including delay, throughput, drop ratio and
number of hops. Fig. 10 (a) shows performance of all protocol
for PRS mobility model. It shows average result of all three
scenarios mentioned above. Using PRS mobility model, TORA
shows high delay and number of hops. MGM mobility model is
evaluated in Fig. 10 (b). DSR routing protocols takes more time
for end-to-end transmission and number of hops as compared
to other protocols but provides maximum throughput and least
packet drop ratio. AODV routing protocol takes minimum
time for transmission and number of hops are slightly less
than DSR, drop ratio is higher than DSR but less than other
protocols which results in lesser throughput than DSR but
higher throughput as compared to other protocols.

Using RWPM mobility model, DSR routing protocol out-
performs other protocols as shown in Fig. 10 (c). Whereas
after DSR, AODV performs really well. DSR has maximum
throughput and least packet drop ratio although delay and
number of hops a bit higher than other protocols.

Fig. 10 (d) shows performance of all protocol for SCRM
mobility model. It shows average result of all three scenarios
mentioned above. Using SCRM mobility model, DSR and
AODV show high throughput. AODV shows minimum end-
to-end delay and DSR shows minimum packet drop ratio.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Depending on the simulation results, the effect of node
movement on performance is higher than the effect of node
speed on performance. OLSR (proactive protocol) and GRP
(hybrid protocol) are stable, TORA (hybrid protocol) is vul-
nerable and AODV/DSR (reactive protocols) are moderate in
nature. It is noticed that node mobility results in rapid topology
changes which affects network performance more than speed.
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(a) Performance Evaluation of all scenarios with PRS 
Mobility Model 

 

(b) Performance Evaluation of all scenarios with 
MGM Mobility Model 
 

  
(c) Performance Evaluation of all scenarios with 
RWPM Mobility Model 

(d) Performance Evaluation of all scenarios with 
SCRM Mobility Model 

 
Fig. 10. Performance Evaluation of Different Mobility Models and Routing Protocols.

Each mobility model undergoes topology changes differently.
Among four mobility models, SCRM is the most competitive
in high-speed environments. OLSR outperforms using MGM
and PRS mobility models than other mobility models. While
designing routing protocols, it is wise to make appropriate
improvements on existing ones according to specific needs.

In addition, we discussed routing protocols along with
their working and limitations. We also have provided a brief
qualitative review of the aforementioned routing protocols on
the basis of significant parameters. All these factors affect the
performance of FANETs. We also have provided a simulation-

based study of the topology-based routing protocols.

There are specific restrictions of FANETs because of its
characteristics such as dynamic topology, security, limited
bandwidth and UAVs management. One other problem is
routing in swarm behaviour within FANETs. Because they
work with each other to create a network, how they interact to-
gether also has importance in communication. The future work
involve routing protocol depending on the swarm intelligence
which will be helpful in setting efficient routing protocols for
FANET environment in 3D − space mobility of UAVs.
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Abstract—Now-a-days, the use of web portals known as job
boards for publishing job offers by recruiters has grown consid-
erably. The candidates in their turn, apply to the job positions via
the job boards. Since the opportunities are available on a wide
range and the job application process is fast and straightforward,
the data flow is transformed to large-volume data sets which
are hard to handle. Most companies tend to automate the
candidate selection process that aims to match the job offers
with suitable resumes. In this paper, we propose a supervised
learning approach to classify the job offers and CVs shared in
the recruitment sites in order to enhance automatic recruitment
process. We used natural language processing techniques for job
offers and CV preprocessing. Next, we used word embeddings
and deep neural networks to train two models, the first one
categorizes recruitment documents based on job skills, and the
second one predicts the expertise degree class. The experiment
results show that our proposal is very efficient.

Keywords—IT recruitment; word embeddings; deep neural net-
works; text classification; natural language processing

I. INTRODUCTION

Recruitment is the process of searching and selecting
personnel for job positions in the staff of a company [1].
The use of the internet for recruitment purposes has known a
prominent increase [2]. The appearance of job boards has made
the advertising process easier and more cost-less compared
with the old method that uses journal papers and magazines.
Furthermore, these job boards provide more advanced services
along with publishing job offers for recruiters and candidates
curriculum vitae. With the swift development of Information
and communication technologies, these portals now support
the automatic matching between candidates resumes and their
corresponding job offers [3]. The advantages that offer the
e-recruitment encourage the companies recruiters and job
seekers to upload more data that could be hard to process.
Consequently, the data classification task is highly required in
order to minimize the effort of handling vast data flows.

The job offer and candidate resume are unstructured tex-
tual documents that could have multiple formats. Thus these
documents need a delicate process before applying the ma-
chine learning algorithms for achieving the classification task
[4],[5]. The first phase in this process is the preprocessing
task that aims to reduce the multiple forms of words in
order to extract relevant features to feed the classification
algorithms. Therefore, it reduces the dimensionality of the
resulted features, which is an essential part of building an

efficient model [6]. The features extraction is a vital part of
the whole process, that has a direct impact on the classification
model accuracy and performance. The classical model of
document representation is the bag of words(BOW), which has
many drawbacks regarding the features vector dimensionality
and the model accuracy since it ignores the semantics and the
contextual relations between the words [7].

Word embeddings presentations carry the semantic mean-
ings beyond the words in textual documents. In 2013, Mikolov
et al. proposed the word2vec model [8] that has been widely
used in the text processing fields such as sentiment analy-
sis, translation and document summarization, etc. Word2Vec
consists on two learning models continuous bag of words
(CBOW) and Skip-gram[9]. The CBOW model predicts the
current word according to the context words, while Skip gram
model predicts the surrounding context words according to the
given word.

The IT sector is dynamic and booming in terms of employ-
ment, and an essential economic factor, source of national and
international development. This sector is growing and evolving
rapidly, that’s why we have chosen to provide an effective
solution to facilitate the processing of ‘CV’ applications and
recruiters job offers. We have decided to address two essential
points in the recruitment process, the first being the candidates
talent related to the technical skills that they use. The second
concerns the degree of expertise related to their experience
and other knowledge and academic orientations that distinguish
them from others.

In this paper, we propose a solution for text classification
using deep neural networks and word embeddings for textual
documents in the IT recruitment domain. We aim to classify
these documents according to two levels, the first one concerns
professional skills and the second is about the degree of
expertise. These levels are combined to divide the huge IT jobs
databases into smaller subsets to make their processing more
easier. For instance, if we have a corpus of 1000000 CVs and
9 classes in the first level and 4 for the second. Thus using our
method will allow us to process only 27000 (≈ 1000000/(9×4)
considering that the sets are equivalent) to retrieve CVs from
the corpus.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the background. Section 3 contains the preliminaries
to understand the rest of the paper. Section 4 presents the
methodology. Section 5 details and discusses the experiments.
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Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Text Classification using Machine Learning

The objective of text classification is to assign a textual
document into a set of predefined classes basing on its content.
Classification is a supervised learning task where the machine
uses labeled data to recognize hidden patterns to classify new
documents. Several works have used the traditional techniques
of machine learning in text classification combining the SVM
(Support Vector Machine) algorithm with the TF-IDF weight-
ing method for documents representation [10],[11] and [12].
Many other works have proposed machine learning based solu-
tions; in [13],[14], the authors used the KNN algorithm and the
Naive Bayes probabilistic representation for classifying the text
documents. While [15] proposed a technique to enhance the
document representation basing on the Naive Bayes method,
which estimates the conditional probabilities of Naive Bayes
using a deep feature weighting method for text classification.

B. Text Classification using Word Embeddings

Many works have integrated word embeddings based on
contextual information for reliable representation instead of
using the classical bag of words to classify text documents
[16]. The authors in [17] used the deep neural networks meth-
ods with pre-trained word embeddings for enhancing Turkish
text documents classification. Both of [18] and [19] proposed a
solution based on an optimized TF-IDF along with word2Vec
for text representation and convolutional neural networks to
train the classification model. While [20] use convolutional
neural networks on top of pre-trained word vectors for several
sentence-level classification tasks. The authors of [21] present
an approach that uses topic models based on LDA and word
embeddings to represent documents in text categorization
problems.

C. Text Classification in the Recruitment Field

Text classification is a vital task in the recruitment process;
many techniques have been proposed to precisely classify job
seekers resumes, and job offers into the right categories. In [22]
paper, the authors presented a machine learning-based solution
for binary classification to identify IT job offers on the world
wide web. In [23], the authors proposed a deep neural network
model for classifying personal basing on competency analysis
in the human resources field. The authors in [24] and [25]
proposed a text classification method basing on the personality
traits in the recruitment domain. [26] proposed a solution
for classifying job applicants documents into 27 categories
using convolutional neural networks; Since it is hard to obtain
resumes, they used free job description snippets for training the
model then apply it to the candidates resumes. [27] presented
an ontology-based solution for job offers classification, along
with [28] that used the same technique for text classification
to assist job hazard analysis. In [29], the authors proposed a
solution aiming to identify the job skills in a textual document
using recurrent neural networks. This method predicts if a word
is a skill or not based on its context in the text.
The research works discussed above provide some solutions
for textual documents classification in the recruitment process.

While they give priority to the relevance of the technological
choices and the implementation methods, they lack a business
oriented model compared to our solution. Indeed, our proposal
is efficient in terms of the chosen technologies and meets the
recruitment process requirements.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Problem Definition

In this paper, we propose a solution for job offers and
candidate CV classification under a set of predefined cate-
gories. Let D = {x1, ..., xn} the set of job offers/CV and C =
{c1, ..., ck} the list of the categories. The classifier estimates
probability distribution over categories, and the probability of
the correct category should be the highest. The input of the
classifier is the training data which is a finite sequence of
{(x1, c1), ..., (xn, ck)} pairs from D×C. While the output of
the classifier is a function f : D → C that predicts c ∈ C for
new samples from D.

B. Word Embeddings

The word embeddings presented by [30] is a way to repre-
sent the words in textual documents that consist of extracting
the contextual relationships between them. This model maps
the words or phrases into a low-dimensional continuous space
where each dimension represents a specific context. Thus the
similar words will have similar vectors. Figure 1 shows an
example of the spatial representation of five words according
to three contexts.

One of the significant advantages of this model is to deal
with dimensionality. As we said before, each word in the
text is mapped to a point in a real continuous m-dimensional
space that we choose beforehand. Contrary to one-hot encoded
feature vector methods such as N-Grams, bag of words, and
TF-IDF, the resulted feature vector is enormous. For example,
if the corpus size is 100000, and we want to represent a
sentence of 5 words, our feature vector will be a 100000-
dimensional one-hot encoded vector where only five indexes
will have 1.
The words embeddings models can be divided into two cate-
gories:

• Count-based methods

• Predictive methods

In count-based models, the semantic similarity between words
is obtained by counting the co-occurrence frequency. Techni-
cally, we deduce the related words using the co-occurrence
matrix. In the predictive models, the word vectors are gener-
ated using the predictive ability, i.e., by minimizing the loss
between the target word and the context word. Thus the related
word vectors are close to each other in space.

C. Deep Neural Networks (DNN)

Generally, the neural network is a technology built to
simulate the activity of the human brain in pattern recognition
through various layers of simulated neural connections. ‘Deep
learning’ is used to describe those networks which represent a
specific form of machine learning where technologies use as-
pects of AI that seek to classify and order information in ways
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Fig. 1. Special Representation of Words According to Textual Contexts.

that go beyond simple input/output protocols. Mathematically,
Deep neural networks are defined as a tuple (L, T,Φ) [31]:

L = {Lk|k ∈ {1...K}} (1)

where L1 is the input layer, LK the output one and the other
layers are called hidden layers.

T ⊆ L× L (2)

is the set of connections between layers

Φ = {ϕk|k ∈ {2...K}} (3)

is the set of functions for each layer (non-input layer)

Each layer Lk consists of sl neurons, each one is associated
with two variables: uk,l and vk,l for recording its values
before and after an activation function, respectively. There are
many activation functions in the literature like the Binary Step
function, Linear function, Sigmoid function, Than function
and Relu function which is the most popular one for deep
neural networks. Except for inputs, every neuron is connected
to neurons in the preceding layer by pre-trained parameters
such that for all k and l:

uk,l = bk,l +

sk−1∑
h=1

wk−1,h,l · vk−1,h (4)

Where :

• wk−1,h,l is the weight of the connection between the
h-th neuron of layer k-1 and the l-th neuron of layer
k.

• bk,l the bias for neuron sk,l

• vk−1,h the result of the activation function for uk−1,l

For each input, The DNN assigns a label, that is, the index
of the node of the output layer with the largest value uk,l.
Figure 2 shows the structure of a deep neural network with 4
layers.

Fig. 2. Example of DNN Composed by 4 Layers.

IV. METHODOLOGY

Figure 3 shows the overall proposed architecture. The sub-
sections below give all details about each module. In the first
sub-section, we describe the labeling process that we use for
each model training phase. In further sub-sections, we explain
in detail the two models used in the last two sections.
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Fig. 3. The Overall Proposed Architecture.

A. The Process of Labeling Job Offers using Job Profiles

In IT recruitment, the job offer is a half structured textual
document. It is composed of two parts; the first part is the
job header, a set of information about the position, such as
the type of contract, the salary, etc. The second part is the job
description containing the free text that describes the employer
needs, such as job qualifications, technical skills, etc. Most job
boards share the same structure as the published job offers.
Figure 4 shows an example of a job offer captured from
Monster.com

Our work consists of a supervised multi-labeled text clas-
sification that takes the training data set with its labels as
inputs. Therefore, we utilized the tagging concept using the job
profiles to assign the correct labels to text data captured from
the job boards. The tagging concept is the process of labeling
short textual descriptions or key-words(tags) to information
objects [32]. Table I shows some examples of tags that we use
for each classification level.

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF USED TAGS FOR LABELS ASSIGNMENT

Model 1 Model 2
Labels Big data Web development engineer Manager
Tags Big data - Hadoop Front end - Back end engineer Manager

Hdfs - Spark Full stack engineering Director
Web developper

We used only the tags that are very representative to avoid
any ambiguity in the labeling process. For instance, we used
key technologies or IT domains as tags to refer to a category.

B. Preprocessing Step

To preprocess the textual data, we used the traditional
method in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [33], [34]:

• Tokenization: This step aims to transform our textual
data into a set of distinct words (tokens)

• Stop word removal: After dividing the text into
words, we remove the stop words which do not carry
any sense using a predefined list of those words.

• Stemming: We transform the terms to their stems
to unify the document units and reduce the corpus
vocabulary size that we will construct in the next step.

These various text preprocessing steps are widely used for
dimensionality reduction in the first level. It also helps to
enhance the quality of data to promote the extraction of
meaningful insights from it.

C. Features Extraction

Generally, the features extraction step in text classification
aims to transform a list of words that we extract from the
corpus into numerical vectors usable by a classifier. To min-
imize the vector dimension, we used a predefined list of IT
technology fields and their synonyms that we obtained from a
domain ontology. Thus we can unify the representation of all
the technology fields in the textual corpus. For example, we
represent the terms ‘BI’, ‘Business Intelligence’ and ‘Decision
Support System’ as the same concept ‘BI’; Consequently, it
reduces the vector dimension due to the large number of those
concepts in the IT recruitment. We can certainly find several
open source ontologies such as O*net, ROME, and ESCO.
Technically, we used O*net to create a sub-graph of the IT
domain fields concepts with their synonyms.

The next step is building the corpus vocabulary, in which
every word (token) is indexed based on its frequency in this
corpus. Thus we transform each job offer from the corpus
to a sequence of integers that correspond to the vocabulary
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Fig. 4. Example of a Job Offer.

indexes. Since we will use the sequential deep neural networks
for training the models, we use sequence padding to ensure
that all sequences have the same length. Fig. 5 illustrates the
feature extraction process.

D. Model 1: Job Offer Classifications According to Job Com-
petencies

Job competencies are a set of abilities, knowledge, and
skills needed to fill a job position or a role within a work
environment. In addition to the work experiences that candi-
dates achieve, Those competencies are learned and developed
through academic studies. According to IBM corporation, job
competencies are categorized as follows:

• Core competencies

• leadership management/business interpersonal

• Job functional competencies

• Job technical competencies

• Technical - task specific

In our context, we will focus on the last two types of compe-
tencies. Job technical competencies are the set of knowledge
and skills related to the technologies of the IT domain. In
contrast, task-specific competencies are the set of missions to
perform in a specific role in the IT domain.

As we said before, the published job offers contain a free
text part in where the recruiters specify the job requirements
needed to fill a given post in his company. We use this data
from our corpus to train the first model to classify the new job
offers and CVs according to their skills and competencies in
the IT domain.

E. Model 2: Job Offer Classifications According to Expertise
Degree

In IT recruitment, the degree of expertise of a profile is
related to the experience acquired and the employee tasks

nature. Thus it is considered as a critical parameter to rank
the IT recruitment job offers and candidates. In our paper, we
divided these degrees into four separated degrees :

• Technician:The technician role is considered as the
primary level in IT recruitment. Generally, its aca-
demic course does not exceed the Bachelor’s degree.

• Engineer: The engineering level may require an ad-
ditional academic degree compared to the technician;
in the IT field, an engineer is oriented to be more
autonomous in performing tasks. This degree also
requires the mastery of many technical and personal
skills.

• Project chief: This level is more privileged than the
others; the project chief manages the cycles of IT
projects, so he has many responsibilities requiring
more advanced personal skills.

• Manager/Consultant: This degree gathers advanced
technical, personal, and leadership skills. Managers
and Consultants are also experimented with compared
to the other levels.

In the IT recruitment field, there are so many ways to classify
these roles according to expertise. Thus we focus on finding
decisive differences between the chosen ones to train an
efficient model for this level.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the data set that we used to train
the proposed models and discuss the experimental results.

A. Data Set

We went through a data capture phase to construct a corpus
of job offers and CVs documents from the IT recruitment
domain. We have gathered job offers published on the job
boards and the recruitment portals using web scraping tools
and techniques. We targeted job offers for two reasons :
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Fig. 5. Features Extraction Steps.

• The job offers are widely available and free compared
to candidate CVs which are rarely published and
shared on job boards; Consequently, it is challenging
to create a CV corpus.

• The job offers are published according to a job profile
that we use to define the class for supervised learning;
whereas, the CVs contain a set of job profiles that the
candidate achieved in his career.

We gathered about 10 000 documents from E-recruitment
sites that share french job offers. Therefore, our tests concern
French language. We preprocessed those documents following
the steps explained in section IV.B above.

In the next step, we focused on filtering the job offers by
removing the redundant ones. Then we filter the job offers
having job profiles that don’t contain the tags which makes
the process of labeling more difficult. Table II and Table III
describe the data that we used to train the two models.

TABLE II. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SET USED TO TRAIN MODEL
1

Class Number of job offers
Web/software development 1115

Network engineering 1061
Embedded software engineering 796

Testing engineering 758
Business intelligence 740
Big data development 635

Data science 396
Information systems management 307

Database administration 245
Total 6053

To evaluate the two models performance, we split the data
set for each of them as follows:

• Train set : 60 %

• Validation set : 20 %

• Test set : 20 %

TABLE III. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SET USED TO TRAIN MODEL
2

Class Number of job offers
Technician 437
Engineer 4486

Project chief 1635
Consultant/Manager 1554

Total 8112

B. Experimental Results

To implement the solution, we used the Python language
for implementing and evaluating our algorithms on an HP
4540s computer with an Intel i5 CPU running at 3.20 GHz
with Ubuntu 18.04 (64-bit) and 8GB of RAM.
We used the NLTK library for the NLP tasks and the OWL-
Ready2 to browse the IT ontology in the features extraction
step. We trained the deep learning models using the KERAS
toolkit. Our DNN models are composed of an embedding layer
in the input. Then, two hidden layers with dropout ones to
avoid overfitting.

The Table IV shows the two models performance using the
accuracy, recall and f-score measures.

TABLE IV. MODEL 1 AND 2 PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Model 1 Model 2
Accuracy 90.41 % 82.93 %

Recall 85.85 % 75.10 %
F-Score 88.07 % 78.82 %

The confusion matrices for job offers classification are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for model 1 and 2 (resp.)
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Fig. 6. Resulted Confusion Matrix for Model 1.

Fig. 7. Resulted Confusion Matrix for Model 2.

The results of the job offers classification show a good per-
formance regarding the two models. They prove the relevance
of the optimal choices that we made. The confusion matrix
from figure 6 tells us that the minimum precision value for
model 1 is 61 % for the “big data” class, which is justified
by the complexity of the IT recruitment field. For example,
in some cases, we can confuse a “data scientist” and a “big
data developer” given a large number of technical skills in
common. Concerning model 2, the confusion matrix from Fig.
7 shows us a low precision for the “manager” degree, which
is predictable given few the job offers used for training the
models.

In the implementation phase, we have tried multiple meth-
ods for textual classification in the recruitment process. First,
we have trained a word2Vec model to catch similarities for
the job offers corpus. We have also used the pre-trained
model Glove for word embeddings. In both cases, the first
results obtained with the Keras embedding layer outperform
the other methods. The specific context of IT recruitment helps
in semantic relationships capture with the deep neural network
embedding layer. However, to train an embedding model, a
large volume of data is necessary, which is not available in our
case. In general, the pre-trained Glove model works well for
text classification, but our solution concerns a specific context
of words.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a technique for CV and job
offers classification to facilitate their processing in massive
data flows. We used the deep learning networks combined with
word embeddings to build two efficient models. The first one
aims to categorize CV and job offers according to the technical
competencies in the IT domain, while the second one classifies
these documents basing on the required or the recommended
expertise degree.

The tests have shown that the constructed models give
efficient results in terms of classification measures. We have
well described the data set used in the results section, to show
the efficiency of the models in such a complex context.

For future work, we plan to increase the classification
classes number to have more subsets of the massive data;
therefore, we gain additional performance in their processing.
In addition, we aim to apply this solution to several other
business sectors other than the IT field.
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Abstract—The principal curvatures, eigenvalues of the shape
operator, are an important differential geometric features that
characterize the object’s shape, as a matter of fact, it plays
a central role in geometry processing and physical simulation.
The shape operator is a local operator resulting from the matrix
quotient of normal derivative with the metric tensor, and hence,
its matrix representation is not symmetric in general. In this
paper, the local differential property of the shape operator is
exploited to propose a local mean value estimation of the shape
operator on triangular meshes. In contrast to the stat-of-art
approximation methods that produce a symmetric operator, the
resulting estimation matrix is accurate and generally not symmet-
ric. Various comparative examples are presented to demonstrate
the accuracy of proposed estimation. The results show that the
principle curvature arising from the estimated shape operator
are accurate in comparison with the standard estimation in the
literature.

Keywords—Curvature estimation; shape operator; triangular
meshes; discrete differential operator

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface curvatures are a significant intrinsic geometry
component that describe the geometrical structure of a regular
object surface. As the three-dimensional shape of objects is
progressing substantially, measuring such curvatures is becom-
ing more common in a variety of areas such as physics-based
modeling, variational modeling, geometric data processing and
computer graphics.

Although differential geometry has a longstanding heritage
of computing curvatures on smooth surfaces, such curvatures,
as well as other features, lose their continuity when a smooth
surface is approximated by a triangle mesh due to the mesh’s
discrete nature. There is therefore the necessity to create
approaches for the estimate of surface curvatures of triangular
meshes, as precision and effectiveness remain the essential
ingredients for the development of discrete evaluation methods.
Over the last years, curvatures estimations problem has been
extensively studied, since it is a crucial phase in mesh data
processing due to its several applications in computer and robot
vision, computer graphics, geometric modeling, and industrial
and biomedical engineering [4], [13], [16], [17], [3]. Although
there are various proposed methods for estimating curvature in
the literature, the algorithm that aims for maximum estimation
precision still always needed to be developed.

The shape operator, whose eigenvalues are the principal
curvatures, has captivate a lot of attention since it is an
essential ingredient to construct an accurate curvature estimate.
In the smooth setting, computing a surface’s shape operator is

crucial, since the shape operator is equal to the gradient of the
surface normal field. The first discretization of shape operator
dates back to Taubin [18], who described the operator as a
weighted average of normal curvatures. Since then, several
other approaches to discretize shape operator on triangular
meshes has been developed in the literature [2], [20], [7], [10],
[22], [6], and most of these methods treated the shape operator
as a local operator extracted from the matrices quotient of
normal derivative with the metric tensor, which generally
result a symmetrical matrix representation, even for object
with unsymmetrical shape operator. In this paper, we use the
local differential property of the shape operator to propose a
convolutional based approach to estimate the shape operator on
triangular meshes. The resulting estimation matrix is accurate
and not necessarily symmetrical, unlike the stat-of-the-art
approximation methods producing a symmetric operator.

II. RELATIVE WORK

Curvatures estimation has been the subject of considerable
research due to its several practical applications, leading to the
development of a variety of curvature estimators. Most of the
existing estimation approaches can be classified into two cate-
gories depending on whether the approach based on directional
normal derivative approximation or local surface interpolation.
In what follows, we briefly review some curvature estimation
approaches from each category.

The first category estimate to shape operator on triangular
face to develop an estimation of the curvature directly or
through the curvature tensor. In [2], a discretization of the
curvature surface tensor is based on the theory of normal cycles
that estimates the curvature at the sampled smooth surfaces.
Another approach based on degrees of freedom associated with
normal vector is represented in [8], the curvature is estimated
by formulating the shape operator from variational problems
on general meshes. In [22], the finite difference approach is
applied to discretize the directional derivative normal surface
on each face. This method was later adopted by [1] using a
collection of nearby sampling points combining the quadratic
difference forms and the finite-difference normal directional
derivative approximation. Another approach to estimating the
surface’s principal curvatures based on inversion-invariant lo-
cal surface-based differential forms is proposed [23].

In [11], a per-face discrete curvature estimation approach
is proposed in terms of discrete shape operator, the method is
based on adapting the optimal estimation technique into a non-
linear diffusion process for normal and curvature consistencies.
Another face-based method for estimating the curvature of
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triangle meshes focused on the concept of osculating circles in
regular planes is discussed in [24]. More recently, a component
analysis-based method is presented to estimate the curvatures
in [25]. The approach identifies principal components that are
dominant in the shape fields, resulting the first and second
fundamental forms used in the curvature estimation.

The second category deals with determining the most
accurate approximation of the surface patch for each data point
neighborhood. In this direction, Theisel in [19] proposed a
face-based approach for computing shape operators using lin-
ear interpolation of normal. In [21], an approach is introduced
for estimating mean and Gaussian curvature and the shape
operator matrix as well, it relies on the periodic structure of
the normal curvatures to ensure that the quadrature are exact.
In [14] a new method is proposed to estimate the curvature
at different scales by adapting suitable fitting technique and
applying it to different-sized neighborhood depending on scale.
In [12] the interpolation of three end points and the correspond-
ing normal vectors of each triangular vertex to construct a
curved patch was introduced as a curvature estimate approach
for meshes. In [15] a screen space method is proposed for
estimating the mean and Gaussian curvature at interactive rates
from the second fundamental form matrix by using positions
and normal.

A. Contribution

The most proposed approximations of the shape operator
are formulated in term of a symmetrical matrix that produces
an inaccurate curvatures estimation, especially for object with
unsymmetrical shape operator. As the shape operator is locally
defined by a directional differential normal vector, we propose
to estimate the shape operator by a mean value expression
of normal difference at each vertex of triangular mesh. In
contrast to the standard shape operator approximation methods,
the resulting estimation matrix is generally not symmetric. We
compare the principal curvatures, eigenvalues of the estimated
shape operator, to the one arising from analytic expression.
Various comparative examples are presented to demonstrate
the accuracy of proposed curvatures estimation method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
III we present a brief theoretical background that describes the
construction of shape operator. In Section IV, we formulate
the expression of the shape operator by neighborhood mean
value formulation, and then we propose the new shape operator
discretization algorithm whose evaluation through numerous
substantiating examples is provided in Section V. We finally
give some concluding remarks in Section VI.

III. PRELIMINARY BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly review some definition related
to the shape operator background, for more rigorous details,
we refer interested reader to the standard differential geometry
textbooks [5], [26].

Let us consider a smooth regular surface M ⊆ R3 locally
parameterized by (x, y), where TpM denoted the tangent plane
of M at p = p(x, y) ∈ M. The space TpM is spanned by the
partial derivatives U = δp

δx and V = δp
δy and it is equipped with

Fig. 1. Discrete Vertex Neighbourhood.

the standard inner product (·) in R3. The Riemannian metric
tensor, called also first fundamental form, is defined as

I =

(
E F
F G

)
=

(
U · U U · V
V · U V · V

)
(1)

The matrix I is symmetric and positive definite. At every point
p(x, y) ∈M, the unit normal vector field is defined by

N(x, y) =
U × V

|U × V|
(2)

which allows to define the second fundamental form II =
II(u, v) by

II =

(
L M
M N

)
=

(
δp

δxδx · N
δp

δxδy · N
δp

δyδx · N
δp

δyδy · N

)
(3)

or in term of normal directional derivative

II = −

(
δp
δx ·

δN
δx

δp
δx ·

δN
δy

δp
δy ·

δN
δx

δp
δy · · ·

δN
δy

)
(4)

More generally, given a tangential vector E ∈ TpM at a point
p ∈M, then the directional derivative DEN of the the normal
vector in the direction of vector E is defined by

Sp (E) = −DEN(p) (5)

where S : TpM ↔ TpM is a linear map called Shape
operator that can be expressed in term of the first and second
fundamental forms as

S = I−1II =

( FM−GL
EG−F 2

FL−EM
EG−F 2

FN−GM
EG−F 2

FM−EN
EG−F 2

)
(6)

It should be noted that the above shape operator matrix need
not to be symmetric in general, its eigenvalues, denoted with
k1 and k2, are called the principal curvatures. The product and
the mean of the principal curvatures are respectively called the
Gaussian curvature K = k1k2 and the mean curvatures

H =
k1 + k2

2
(7)

In what follow, we propose a mean value based approach
toward shape operator matrix estimation on triangular surfaces.
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IV. SHAPE OPERATOR ESTIMATION ON MESHES

For an arbitrary surface, the exact expression of the shape
operator can rarely be expressed explicitly, hence, only an
estimation on discrete surfaces can be performed. In the
discrete setting, the surface M is sampled at np points P =
{v1, ..., vnp

}. The points are then connected by ne edges
E = {e1, ..., ene

} and nf faces F = {F1, ..., Fnf
} forming

a triangular mesh (V,E, F ) noted M. An orthogonal and
normalized tangential reference frame (t,b) is attached to each
triangle f ∈ F as well as a normal vector Nf . As the shape
operator is defined on a local surface, we consider a local
discrete surface Ωi = ∪F (vi) around the point vi ∈ P as
shown in Fig. 1. To estimate locally the shape operator at vi
on the Ωi, we propose to use the following mean local value
expression

Svi =
1

|Ωi|

∫
Ωi

Sv dv (8)

where |Ωi| denoted the area of the local surfaceΩi. As Ωi =
∪F (vi), where F (vi) is a face sharing the vertex vi depicted
in Fig. 1, the local formulation of the shape operator (8) boils
down to

Svi =
1

|Ωi|
∑
F∈Ωi

∫
F

Sv dv (9)

Hence, to estimate the shape operator over Ωi, it is sufficient
to evaluate its expression on each incident face F . To this end,
assume that the face F (vi, vj , vk) is determined by the three
vertex vi, vj and vk. As the two vectors ej = vi − vk and
ek = vj − vi are edges of the face F , hence, the two edges
vectors can be fully expressed in the orthogonal frame (t,b)
of F as

ej = (ej · t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ejt

t+ (ej · b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ejb

b and ek = (ek · t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ekt

t+ (ek · b)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ekb

b (10)

Using the expression of the shape operator in term of the
normal directional derivative (5) along the two edges vector
ej and ek give arise

Sv · ej = −DejN(v) and Sv · ek = −DekN(v) (11)

Following Rusinkiewicz [22], we approximate the derivative
of the normal vector N in the direction of the two vector
ej = vi − vj and ek = vk − vi on the face F as

Sv · ej = −DejN ≈
(
(Ni −Nk) · t
(Ni −Nk) · b

)
and (12)

Sv · ek = −DejN ≈
(
(Nj −Ni) · t
(Nj −Ni) · b

)
(13)

which leads to an approximation of the shape operator matrix
Sv of the normal vector N inside the face F as

S(F ) ≈
(
ejt ejb
ekt ejb

)−1(
(Ni −Nk) · t (Ni −Nk) · b
(Nj −Ni) · t (Nj −Ni) · b

)
(14)

As the above estimation of the shape operator is locally
constant over the face F , the integral formulation (9) can be
expressed as

Svi =
1

|Ωi|
∑
F∈Ωi

|F | · S(F ) (15)

Algorithm 1: Mean Value Hodge Operator Estima-
tion.
1 forall point vi ∈ V do
2 Initialze Svi with a zero matrix
3 foreach face F sharing the vertex vi do
4 Compute the estimation of the shape operator

S(F ) on the face F by (14)
5 Compute the face area |F |.
6 S̃F ← projec to tangent plan(S(F ))

7 Svi ← Svi + |F | · S̃F

8 end
9 Svi ← Svi/

∑
F∈Ωi

|F |)
10 end

(a) Torus mesh (b) Sinusoidal mesh

Fig. 2. Explicit Meshes Arising from Analytic Parametric Torus and
Sinusoidal Surfaces.

The following algorithm summarize the shape operator esti-
mation procedure on a triangular mesh: A per-processing step
of the algorithm 1 is to estimate the normal vector of each
point vi, then, we compute in the step 4 the shape operator
(14) for each face F incident to the vertex vi, the obtained face
based shape operator is projected back onto tangent plan of the
vertex vi in the step 6, and then summed up and normalized
in the step 9.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the following, we report evaluation and comparison of
the proposed Convolution Based Estimation algorithm (CBE)
with three stat-of-art methods: the finite Difference curvature
Estimation Method (DEM) proposed by Rusinkiewicz [22], the
Multi-Scale Curvature (MSC) Estimation methods (CCM) [14]
and the Normal Cycle Curvature (NCC) estimation method [2].
For each comparative method, the shape operator is estimated
on a set of standard triangular meshes. In the following, a set
of quantitative and qualitative comparison experiments of the
four methods are performed.

A. Quantitative Evaluation

In the first set of quantitative experiments, two explicit
synthetic triangular meshes in Fig. 4 are selected, such that
an analytic expression of the shape operator is available. The
first mesh reported in Fig. 2(a) is the torus object with major
radius 2 and minor radius 1, the analytic expression of the
shape operator of torus is represented by a symmetric matrix
[26].
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(a) CBE result

(b) DEM result

(c) MSC result

(d) NCC result

Fig. 3. Explicite Meshes Arising from Analytic Parametric Torus Surfaces.

The second triangular mesh reported in Fig. 2(b) is

generated form the analytic sinusoidal parametric surface
(x, y, sin(x) cos(y)) [9]. The analytic expression of the shape
operator for the sinusoidal surface is represented by a not
symmetric matrix. For the four comparative method, we first
estimate the shape operator and then we compute the principal
curvature represented by the two eigenvalues of each estimated
operator.

(a) CBE result

(b) DEM result

(c) MSC result

(d) NCC result

Fig. 4. Explicite Meshes Arising from Analytic Parametric Sinusoidal
Surfaces.

The eigenvalue corresponding to the maximum curvature
is then compared to the maximum curvature arising from
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the analytic expression of the shape matrix. For the torus
mesh with symmetric shape operator, the absolute difference
between the estimated and analytic maximum curvatures is
reported in Fig. 3. As can clearly seen in Fig. 3(a), the
lowest values of error difference between the exact and esti-
mated maximum curvature is achieved by the proposed shape
operator estimation method. For the sinusoidal mesh with
unsymmetrical shape operator matrix, it can be clearly noticed
that the proposed shape operator estimation method outperform
the stat-of-art methods in term of accuracy. In Fig. 4(a), we
notice the domination of blue color characterizing lowest error
between estimated and exact curvature values. Also, due to
the averaging shape operator estimation expression (8), the
blue color is also uniformly distributed along the mesh. The

TABLE I. ABSOLUTE MEAN ERROR BETWEEN ESTIMATED AND
EXACT MAXIMUM CURVATURE ON TORUS AND SINUSOIDAL MESHES.

Torus mesh Sinusoidal mesh
Symetric operator Unsymetric operator

CBE 1.02 10−4 2.02 10−4

DEM 4.50 10−4 6.75 10−3

MSC 2.32 10−2 3.43 10−2

CCM 1.50 10−3 5.50 10−3

absolute mean errors between estimated and exact maximum
curvature on torus and sinusoidal meshes are reported in Table
I. On the torus mesh with symmetric shape operator, a little
difference between the proposed method and the DEM is
noticed; however, for unsymmetrical shape operator arising
from the sinusoidal surface, the proposed approach largely
outperform all comparative methods. To evaluate convergence
rate of the four shape operator estimation methods, we report
in Fig. 5 the evolution of the mean error difference values in
term of mesh resolution for the torus and sinusoidal meshes.
In the case of torus mesh with symmetrical shape operator,
we observe that the four methods have almost the same rat of
convergence, with a small advantage of the proposed method.
In contrast to the sinusoidal mesh with unsymmetrical shape
operator, we can clearly distinguish the net performance the
proposed CBM in comparison with the stat-of-art methods.

B. Qualitative Evaluation

The second set of evaluation tests concern two triangular
meshes: the catenoid mesh generated by the javaiew software
and the standard Fandisk meshes with sharp features reported
in Fig. 6(b). The catenoid mesh reported in Fig. 6(a) is a
revolution surface generated by rotating catenary curve about
an axis [9], it is a minimal surface, which means that it
occupies the least area when bounded by a closed space. A
minimal surface is essentially characterized by a vanishing
mean curvatures elsewhere, that is, H(v) = 0 for each vertex
v of the mesh. Recall that the mean curvature is the average
of the principles curvatures (7). In the Fig. 7, we report the
absolute average mean curvature values achieved by the four
estimation methods for the minimal catenoid surface mesh. We
notice that the proposed Shape operator estimation methods
presents the smallest absolute error value flowed together with
the Multi-Scale Curvature (MSC) Estimation methods (CCM)
and the Normal Cycle Curvature (NCC), the worst values ares
achieved by the finite Difference curvature Estimation Method
(DEM).

Fig. 5. Maximum Error Metric Evolution of Maximum Principal Curvatures
Computed by the Comparative Estimation Methods on Torus and Sinusoidal
Meshes.

In computer aided 3D design and mesh reprocessing appli-
cations, the maximum curvature is largely used to determine
sharp features like edges and corners. Such geometric char-
acteristics are characterized by a higher maximum curvature
values. In Fig. 8 we consider a gain the catenoid and the
fandisk meshes and we compute the maximum curvature
values by the proposed shape operator estimation method.
From the color map of maximum curvature values for the
the catenoid and fandisk meshes depicted in Fig. 8(b), we
observe that the sharp features like edges and corners are well
identified by the proposed curvature estimation methods. The
maximum curvature can also be used to detect defects that my
arise during the fabrication process. The Fig. 8(a) shows the
color map of the maximum curvature values for the catenoid
mesh, we can clearly observe the crack along mesh that cannot
be visually detected in the original object in Fig. 6(a). The
experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed
mean value shape operator estimation method.
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(a) Catenoid mesh

(b) Fandisk mesh

Fig. 6. Explicite Meshes Arising from Analytic Parametric Torus and
Sinusoidal Surfaces.

Fig. 7. Mean Curvature Errors Values for the Catenoid Minimal Surface
Mesh.

(a) Catenoid color map

(b) Fandisk color map

Fig. 8. Maximum Curvature Color Map.

C. Discussion

The results show that the proposed operator performs
better compared with outperformed some the stat-of-art shape
operator estimation methods. It is clear from the above exper-
iments that the shape operator estimation approaches based
on the faces finite difference largely outperform the local
surface fitting approaches. In future work we plan to adapt
the proposed approach to estimate the shape operator method
on noisy surface. Due to the complexity and irregularity of
mesh data, the challenge is to build a mesh neural network to
learn shape operator values directly from mesh data.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a mean value based approach
to estimate the shape operator on the triangular meshes. In
contrast to the state-of-art estimation methods that produce
a symmetric shape operator matrix, the proposed algorithm
proposed in this work is derived directly from the theoreti-
cal definition of the shape operator, and hence produced an
estimation that mimetic the continues unsymmetrical nature
of the shape operator. To demonstrate the performance of our
approach, different tests on a variety of standard meshes are
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conducted by a quantitative and qualitative comparative study
are presented.
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Abstract—Image Retrieval Systems (IRSs) are applications
that allow one to retrieve images saved at any location on a
network. Most IRSs make use of reverse lookup to find images
stored on the network based on image properties such as size,
filename, title, color, texture, shape, and description. This paper
provides a technique for obtaining full image document given
that the user has some portions of the document under search. To
demonstrate the reliability of the proposed technique, we designed
a system to implement the algorithm. A combination of Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) engine and an improved text-
matching algorithm was used in the system implementation. The
Tesseract OCR engine and Levenshtein Algorithm was integrated
to perform the image search. The extracted text is compared to
the text stored in the database. For example, a query result is
returned when a significant ratio of 0.15 and above is obtained.
The results showed a 100% successful retrieval of the appropriate
file base on the match even when partial query images were
submitted.

Keywords—Image Retrieval Systems; image processing; Optical
Character Recognition (OCR), text matching algorithm, Tesseract
OCR engine, Levenshtein Algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in internet technology, creativity, innovation and
the tremendous increase in digital image creation in documents
have given rise to the use of techniques to detect and query
images on the web. Content-based image retrieval systems
are well studied and a number of researchers have pro-
posed a number of techniques [1], [2], [3], [4]. Some of the
authors proposed a new computational backend model that
includes a dataset and OCR services for Arabic document
information retrieval (ADIR)[1], multimodal features for
similarity search we apply re-ranking according to aver-
aged or maximum scores [2] and diagram image retrieval
and analysis, with an emphasis on methods using content-
based image retrieval (CBIR), textures, shapes, topology
and geometry [5].

The use of sophisticated computer software and multimedia
tools on the market has led to the production of digital
information and digital images stored in different repositories
and cloud servers around the globe. The web content may
be searched using keywords or images to retrieve relevant
documents or images using search engines. There are general-
purpose search engines used for text-based information col-
lections and specialized search engines that allow for special
image collections on the web [6].

Search Engines (SEs) give users indexed lists that provide
essential information on high-quality websites [7]. Search
Engine (SE) may be explained as a program that scans for
and recognises items in a database that relates to keywords or
characters determined by the users [8]. SEs are utilized mainly
to find specific sites on the World Wide Web (WWW) that con-
tain relevant information of interest after querying databases
that contain or potentially matching the user keywords. The
WWW contains an immense amount of material that require
search engines to act as filters to retrieve information on the
web. SEs make it easier and serves as a quicker means for users
to discover information significant to them without wading
through the copious number of insignificant web pages [9].

Different kinds of SEs require the user to input text which
serves as the keyword for the search to take place. Searching
for specific information via text on the web is a daunting task
because users keywords are expected to match the indexing
data structure to gain relevant feedback or information. Apart
from searching the WWW for information using text, searching
via images have also gained more prominence over the past
two decades using image search engines (ISEs). ISEs require
an image as the input item for the search to take place.

There is a lot of documents and files with multimedia
content (that is text and images) of which users seek to retrieve
using portions of the file, similar files or other documents [10],
[11]. Recently, researchers have aimed at designing algorithms
that support image querying that is capable of retrieving
images, documents containing images and extracting images
within vast scale databases. Content-based image retrieval
systems (CBIRS) are required to retrieve specific image de-
scriptors from digital libraries efficiently. CBIRS may operate
based on low-level or high-level semantics [9]. The approaches
used in CBIRS include deep learning methods, Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm, Clustered-scale Invari-
ant (CSI) algorithm, deep learning and compressed domain,
convolutional neural networks (CNN), Dot-Diffused Block
Truncation Coding (DDBTC), and the Relevance Feedback
(RF) Model [12]. All these methods take user input, processes
and return the retrieval results to the user. It is expected that the
retrieval systems provide the exact results that are semantically
similar to the user query.

Most CBIRS use visual content to identify relevant images.
In these systems, three key issues arise: how the image is rep-
resented, organized, and the image similarity measurements.
The general framework of CBIRS may be classified into two
stages, the offline and the online stage [6].
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Deep learning techniques such as deep belief network
are recent approaches used for feature extraction in CBIR
applications. In this paper, we based on the strength of the
Tesseract OCR to recognize text (that is, makes documents
editable and searchable) in an image and we then use our novel
algorithm to extract the text from the image. After extracting
the text from the image document, we apply the Levenshtein
text-matching algorithm to find the similarity between the
texts extracted from the images saved in the database. The
Levenshtein serves as an edit-distance algorithm to provide
information about the least number of edits needed to modify
one string to obtain another. For example, a distance of zero (0)
indicates that the two strings are identical anything else means
they are not the same. The more prominent the distance, the
more extraordinary the strings.

Many factors influence search results; among these
factors, the quality of keywords depends on the users. Most
users enter short queries and avoid using anything other
than the primary search engine index; when the search
results are returned, users typically would focus on the
first few results that appear in the search results. They are
primarily unlikely to modify the query. With the CBIR,
the search query is not dependent on the user instead the
features in the image hence eliminating biases that will
lead to poor search.

In this paper, we focus on reverse image search engines
(that is, query by example). There are two main techniques
used when searching for images in a reverse image search
engines: 1) searching with keywords, and 2) searching with
pictures/images. In this paper, we search by images. A re-
sulting document-image is retrieved from the database when
there is a similarity with the search image. The uniqueness of
our approach is that any portion of the image is capable of
retrieving the full image-document from the database.

II. RELATED WORK

Content-based image retrieval is gaining more attention in
the research community and has been one of the growing areas
of research in the past decade. In this section, we provide
previous works and approaches related to content-based image
retrieval systems. These approaches have used different metrics
to retrieve contents of documents from repositories across the
world. Over the years, several low-level feature descriptors
proposed for image representation have depended on extracting
underlying features such as colour, position, edge, shape,
texture, GIST, CENTRIST, and bag-of-words (BoW) models
using local feature descriptors such as SIFT and SURF. In
what follows, we provide brief descriptions of previous works
done in the CBIR systems.

In [12], the authors proposed a multi-feature image retrieval
technique that was capable of combining features such as
colour, edge, and texture to retrieve an image. They made
use of a deep belief network (DBN) of Deep Learning to
extract these features from an image. The retrieval performance
of their approach depended on the feature representation and
similarity measurement. In their approach, the DBNs applied
in CBIR proposed by authors aided in understanding learning
and mapped the various features extracted from the images
provided by users. A thorough investigation of feature ex-
traction, mapping, zero paddings, residual learning and loss

function were discussed. Their results showed that for a data
set of 1000 images, an accuracy rate of about 98.6% was
obtained during real-time data extraction. The authors in [13],
[12], [11] designed a web content-based image retrieval system
referred to as Anaktisi. The search for images is based on
various descriptors which include colour and texture. Input
from the user can be any image or keyword. Based on the
input, the search is conducted in the various databases. The
user is presented with images similar to the search input.
The presentation of the images is base on the following
descriptors: colour and edge directivity descriptor, the fuzzy
colour and texture histogram, join composite descriptor, and
their compact variants. The authors recommended that future
work should include the capacity to seek document images by
word spotting.

In [14], the authors developed an interactive content re-
trieval system. The system had a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) that use colour, texture, and shape of a given image
and performs a similarity search of the image. The application
is made up of three sections. The image laboratory section
presents the low-level features of the image used by the
application for the retrieval procedure. The image retrieval
section makes use of three different search options to retrieve
the image, and the extras section of the system incorporates
other application to check for the existence of an image. The
searches of the images did not consider text that may be
embedded in the query images in this system.

In [15], [16], the authors designed an automated system
for search and retrieval of trademarks. In their work, they
introduce a software that will enable the searching, comparing
and retrieving of trademarks. The software comprised of: (i)
annotation and storing trademarks in a database; (ii) text-based
search and retrieval of trademarks based on annotations; and
(iii) content-based search and retrieval based on trademark
images. The system was not capable of recognising different
trademark features due to the inefficiency of the algorithm
used. The system’s matching accuracy of trademark images
was low and was not capable of assessing real-time data store
containing trademarks. In their system, they did not specifically
address how their system would deal with the text that is
embedded in the word-in-mark trademarks.

The authors in [16] designed a mobile visual search using
images and text features. In their work, they propose a mobile
visual search system that uses both text and low-bit image
features. They described how a phone enabled with a camera
can be used to take a photo of a document image and search
for the document in online databases. In the detection of text,
the authors make use of OCR to detect the text. After the
detection of the text, the system identifies the title text. The
title text is the one identified because the most informative
keywords to search for a document is in the title; hence it is
extracted. Based on the features that are characterised by text
titles such as size and stroke width, they are identified. Before
the extracted features are passed to the OCR, they are rectified,
to improve the accuracy of the features. Even though the query
image is used as the source of the query and the focus is on the
embedded text, it only considers the title text of documents for
obvious reasons, and this may not be good enough in situations
where the document title may not be available.

In [17], the authors proposed techniques to extract im-
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age descriptors using scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
after which k-means clustering is performed on the features
extracted with SIFT. These techniques were adopted due to
their efficiency in retrieving realistic images in large databases.
Experimental results, as reported by authors, showed that
the proposed approach was efficient. The proposed approach
when compared with the traditional Bag of Words (BoW)
approach and the Spatial pyramid matching (SPM) yielded
92.69% mean Average Precision (mAP) whereas BoW and
SPM achieved 82.00%and 88.80% mAP, respectively. In [18],
the authors used 1400 binary and gray-scale images grouped
into 70 categories with 20 images in each of the 70 categories
were obtained from MPEG-7, COIL-20 and ZuBuD image
databases. The authors observed that for both binary and gray-
scale images, similar objects were retrieved. SIFT was used
to perform the feature extraction to detect key-points within
the datasets. The key-point descriptors were initially computed
using the gradient magnitude and the orientation of the image
at each image sample point within the chosen region. For
example, the authors computed a 2X2 descriptor from a 4X4
set and 8X8 descriptor from a 16X16 image set samples.
In the experiment results, the precision and recall graph of
images such as octopus, hammer, apple and spoon revealed
that images of octopus outperformed the remaining images
due to the number of corners observed in an octopus. Hence,
the SIFT algorithm was seen to perform better with images
with more corners.

In the work of [9], the author designed an experiment and
used datasets from the SUN database. The author classified
the images into eight classes (that is, water, car, mountain,
ground, tree, building, snow, sky and unknown - containing
all other classes). Three thousand (3000) images placed into
41 categories were collected from the database. The images
were further categorized into training images (1900), test-
ing images (600) and validation images (500). Convolutional
neural network (CNN) was employed for extracting required
features. The CNN was repeatedly applied as a function across
the sub-regions of the entire image. The focus was the input
image with a linear filter, with an added bias term and further
applying a non-linear function. The CNN was trained by
passing the compressed train, test, and validation datasets. The
system design comprised of the query image, trained neural
network, and annotation index to obtain the results. From the
authors evaluation results, it turned out that CNN outperformed
Bag-of-Words (BoWs) in retrieving the different images (that
is, water, car, mountain, ground, tree, building, snow, sky)
but BoWs recorded fewer error rates in identifying a tree,
building and sky. In Table I, a comparison of some existing
content-based retrieval systems are provided. The comparison
highlighted the techniques used for feature extraction, the
query technique used, the testing environment, and the features
used for the extraction.

From the literature review analysis, we observed that
most of the research works in CBIR have focused on
extracting images from database repositories using differ-
ent feature extraction techniques. Besides the query by
example scheme adopted in most projects, other query
schemes such as querying by keyword and in some in-
stances querying by colour layout have been used in recent
implementations. Existing CBIR systems use the query by
example scheme to retrieve similar images from databases.

Most of these CBIR systems focused on retrieving images
that contain objects from databases. In our work, we
focused on the text feature of the query by example to
retrieve text-based documents converted to image using
part of the image as the query to retrieve the full docu-
mentation that contains the said text. This novel approach
is relevant in searching large database repositories that
contain an enormous amount of scanned text documents.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Methods and Techniques

The system analysis and design tools used to model
the system included Data Flow Diagram (DFD) and Unified
Modelling Language (UML). Also, the incremental develop-
ment and the reuse-oriented software engineering models were
adopted for the development of the system. The main philos-
ophy of this process is to develop an initial implementation,
get feedback from the user and evolve the software until there
is satisfaction with the functionalities of the software. Reuse-
oriented software engineering approach was adopted because
of its significant number of reusable components. The choice
of the OCR engine influenced the usage of the model. The
OCR engine adopted is the Tesseract-OCR. The use of the
OCR engine decreases the amount of software to be developed.
Also, it decreases the cost and risk that comes with using this
approach [23].

Algorithm 1 Administrator Algorithm

Input: UPLOAD Image files
Output: Image

1: NAME Uploaded files
2: CALLS OCR module to extract text
3: SAVE extracted text to Database
4: SAVE Uploaded files (under the given Name) to a file

location
5: return Image

B. Conceptual Model

Fig. 1 describes the conceptual framework for system
implementation. The framework is in three compartments: the
Query, Processing and Output, and Load. This framework
guided the implementation of the proposed image retrieval
system. The administrator activities are shown in Algorithm
1, and the user activities are also shown using Algorithm 2. In
what follows, we provide a detail description of the activities
involved in image retrieval. The system operates based on
the following algorithms. The entire process flow is shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

C. Tools

The Tesseract OCR engine was used as the OCR engine
for the system. The version used in our development sup-
ports multiple languages. It supports multiple image formats
supported by Leptonica and supports layout analysis [24],
[21]. ASP.NET MVC framework with C# framework was
used for the development. Thus, the application does not need
any installation on client computer beyond the usage of a
web browser; making the application hardware independent
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TABLE I. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF EXISTING CBRIS

Reference CBIR Technique
used for extraction

Brief
Description

Query Techniques used
and features extracted

Testing
Environment

[12] Deep belief network (DBN)
method of deep learning

Proposed an efficient algorithm to search
large databases and retrieve digital images
using the feature representation and
similarity measurements.

Query by example/colour,
radiance, luminance, structures,
frequency

Simulation [the type of simulator
was not stated though by the
authors]

[17] Scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT)

The CBIR techniques introduced by the
authors overcame the memory usage and
matching time problem in SIFT. k-means
clustering was employed to cluster the
entire matrix into 16-clusters (that is a
matrix of size 8X16). After this, a second
approach is used to further reduced size 1
X 18

Query by example/Image scale,
noise and illumination

Experimental testbed [Caltech
101 (with 9144 images) and Li
database (with 2360) images]

[18] Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) algorithm
for binary and gray scale
images

SIFT was employed to detect images and
extract features of the image.

Query by example/Corners, edges,
scale, rotation and translation

Experimental (MATLAB)

[9] Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN)

The worked employed CNN to retrieve
images from a database containing
3000 images that were placed into 41
categories and 8 classes

Query by example/colour and
texture

Experimental

[19] Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) model
and Dot-Diffused Block
Truncation Coding
(DDBTC)

In this work, two metrics (i.e., average
precision rate and recall rate) to examine
datasets to measure the retrieval rate.
They employed deep learning with
compression for image retrieval.

Query by colour and Exam-
ple/Texture and colour

Experimental

[20] Not provided The work mainly focused on identifying
problems existing in CBIR systems,
biometric systems, and problems related
to image feature extraction

Query by example/Shape, colour
and texture

Investigation

[21] Optical Character
Recognition (OCR).

The work sought to improve OCR quality
of digitizing historical collections in a
national library in Finland. To show the
improvement of their approach to other
approaches, they employed morphological
analyzer and character accuracy rate

ABBYY FineReader v.11 and
Tesseract re-OCR

Evaluation

[22] Relevance Feedback (RF)
Model/ Deep Learning

The authors used the Rocchio algorithm
to obtain the image vector trained in
CNN model in a sorted database based on
a similarity metric. The results obtained
from an experimented design showed that
the Precision-Recall results outperforms
them on the Caltech256 datasets with the
distance learning metric.

Empirical Studies/ Experimental Experimental

Algorithm 2 Searcher Algorithm

Input: Query Image File
Output: Image

Initialisation:
1: CALL OCR module to extract text

LOOP Process
2: SAVE extracted text to temporary location
3: CALL Matching module
4: if (Match found) then
5: DISPLAY Results of Matches
6: RETRIEVE Document associated with Match from File

location
7: end if
8: return Image

and ubiquitous. ASP.NET MVC allows the creation of web
application by dividing the application into the model (M),
views (V), and controllers (C) and this reduces the complexity
of managing the broader application. The MVC framework
provides the need for the separation of the business logic layer
of the web application from its presentation layer. Unlike the
Web Form framework, the MVC allows one to have absolute
control on HTML and HTTP. MVC is extensible, providing
developers with the ability to customize the framework [25].

1) Searcher Query: This is the part that interfaces with the
user. The Searcher submits the query image file via the GUI,
as shown in Fig. 4. The image file is sent to the processing and
output section. The Query part serves as the front end of the
system. The Searcher then searches for a particular document
and uploads the image into the system. After the necessary
processing has been performed on the image, a notification is
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Fig. 1. Conceptual Framework for the CBIR System.

Fig. 2. Flowchart - Admin Side.

Fig. 3. Flowchart - user Side.

given to the Searcher [25].

2) Processing and Output: The query image file sub-
mitted is processed, and desired output is presented to the
Searcher/User, as shown in Fig. 4. OCR operation is performed
on the query image file to obtain the text feature of the file.
This information is stored in a temporary storage location.
The text features are sent to the matcher comparison. The
Processing and Output section is between the front-end and
the back-end (see Fig. 4). The processing and output part
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!

Fig. 4. Context Level Diagram of the CBIR System.

that acts as the workhorse for the system. The image upload
by the user is processed in this section. Text matching to
find the entire document and the display output is performed
here. The Tesseract OCR engine evaluates the query image
upload by the user, and the extracted text is saved in a
temporary location. The content is saved in a string variable
and compared to all extracted images uploaded by the Admin.
The improved Levenshtein algorithm makes a comparison. The
operation of the Levenshtein Algorithm on the implementation
are discussed in Section IV. After the comparison is made the
output is shown to the user. The outputs are ranked from the
top to the bottom according to the similarity index found in
the database, with the highest index at top. The user selects
the appropriate link to download the document [26].

3) Load: The Load part stores information for
Searcher/User retrieval. It serves as the database repository
during the search process, which is similar to searching over
the web. The image files are loaded into the system, then
OCR operation is performed on the image to make the text
recognisable. The recognised texts are stored with the image
in the database. The Load part serves as the back-end to the
system. It is in this section that the Administrator uploads the
image files of a document to the system. Once the files have
been uploaded the Tesseract OCR engine acts on it, and the
extracted text is saved in the database. The file remains on
the server but not saved in the database. However, the file
path leading to where the file is saved is instead saved in the
database. This makes the database lighter, hence, improving
the system’s performance.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE TESSERACT OCR AND
LEVENSHTEIN ALGORITHM

A. Tesseract OCR

The primary purpose of the Tesseract OCR is to recognise
characters in a given image. After the characters have been
recognised, it is then extracted and saved. The characters
extracted are group into words. A word is series of character
without white space. Words recognised do have a confidence
level. The confidence level of a word shows the accuracy level
of the recognised word. Fig. 5 shows a sample image document
that was uploaded to test the working of the OCR. Fig. 5
contains 595 words. At different resolutions, the number of
words that the OCR recognised is as follows:

• Results of words at 2167 x 3064 pixel - 609 words

• Results of words at 724 x 1024 pixel - 91 words

• Results of words at 566 x 800 pixel - 20 words

The 609 words recognised in the 2167 x 3064 is because the
OCR recognise some punctuations as words. It is clear that
the lower the resolution, the fewer words were recognised,
and this is in line with the work done by [25]. Each word
recognised by the OCR has a confidence level. The confidence
of a word is the certainty of the accuracy of that word. Lower
values indicate high certainty whereas, higher values indicate
low certainty. Also, lower resolutions provided low confidence
values even with the same words recognised in the different
resolution. With the data obtained from the OCR, it shows
that high resolution also provides better meaningful words.
Meaningful words are all words that when checked in the
document exists as it has been recognised. The observation
made from the data can express as follows:

• R∝ Wn

• Wn ∝ Wm

• Hence, R∝ Wm

• Wn ∝ C

• Hence, R∝ C
where R is the Resolution, Wn is the number of words
recognised, Wm is the number of meaningful words,
and C is the confidence of a word.

B. Levenshtein Algorithm

The Levenshtein algorithm, also known as the Edit-
Distance algorithm was developed by Vladimir Leven-
shtein [27]. The algorithm provides information about the least
number of edits needed to modify one string to obtain another
string. Levenshtein algorithm measures similarity and matches
approximate strings with fuzzy logic. Thus, the difference
between the two strings is not presented as either absolutely
true or false [28]. The distance between two character strings
is the difference in the strings due to the number of deletions,
insertions, or substitution. A distance of zero (0) indicates
that the two strings are identical anything else means they
are not the same. The more prominent the distance, the more
unique the strings are [25]. In order to test how the system
is working concerning the algorithm, four (4) different files
(image documents) which sum up to 13 pages was uploaded
from the administrator’s side of the system.

The first file constituted the first four pages in the database;
the second file constituted the next three pages, the third file
the next two pages and the fourth file the last four pages. From
the user’s side, a query image was submitted to the system. The
query image that was used in the first instance is shown in Fig.
5. The second and third instance made use of portions of Fig.
5, these portions are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Sample Image Document.

Fig. 6. Partial Image of Fig. 5 for Query.

In Fig. 8, we show the comparison ratio that was attained
based on the three different query images that were used. The
query image Fig. 6 that was used in the first query is the
entire page 1 of the first file in the database. This return, the
highest comparison ratio of 1, in other words, 100% match,
as depicted in Fig. 9. The second and the third query as
already indicated, was based on partial images of Fig. 6,
and the highest comparison ratio return were 0.88 and 0.22,
respectively. From these results, it is clear that the more words
found in a query image, the higher the comparison ratio.
Further tests indicate that when a file of a particular image
document is used as the search query, the results that are the
comparison ratio were close to 1. In Fig. 9, the individual pages
of document1 were uploaded as the search query, the results

Fig. 7. Partial Image of Fig. 6 for Query.

indicate that page 1 returned a comparison ratio of 0.99, page
2 returned 0.92, page 3 returned 0.98 and page 4 returned 0.99.
Similar results were obtained from the experiment conducted,
and these are shown in Fig. 10, 11, and 12.

Files that cannot get a comparison ratio of 0.15 and above
in any of its pages is excluded from the search results. So
in the third query were only the first file had a page with a
comparison more significant than the 0.15 criteria, only the
first file was return as the search results. However, the first
and second query returned all the files as the search result
since they were the page (s) in each files having a comparison
ratio 0.15. Other tests were done with different query image,
and these test yielded similar trends as discussed above. Also,
future work can be that of having a crawler attached to the
system that will crawl the web if its implementation is to be
used universally on the internet. This crawler’s purpose is to
get images with their URL. The system can then extract the
text content of these images and then link them to the URL
where they were gotten from so that when a user submits a
query image, the search results will be the URL links.

Fig. 8. Comparison Ratio of Fig. 5, 6, and 7.

In Fig. 13, the full page of an image sample image - file
4 were uploaded as the search query, the results indicated in
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Fig. 9. Comparison Ratio of Pages 1 to 3 of Different Document.

Fig. 10. Comparison Ratio of Pages 1 to 3 in the Database.

Fig. 11. Comparison Ratio of Page 1 and 2 of Different Document.

Fig. 12. Comparison Ratio of Pages 1 to 4 of Different Document.

Fig. 13. Sample Image - File 4.

Table II shows the various comparison ratios.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper employed the use of the Tesseract OCR engine
and an improved Levenshtein Algorithm in content-based im-
age retrieval system to extract text from an image and use the
text-image to search for the full document containing the text.
The text content of the image was used as the base. The system
as it stands now can be used for the storing and retrieving
of image documents. Just by providing a query image, the
right document will be provided to the User once it exists in
the database. This system can be employed in areas where
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TABLE II. SEARCH RESULTS USING FULL IMAGE FILE (PAGE 1 OF FILE 4
OF FIG. 13).

Image File
Pages Comparison Ratio

File 1 Pg 1 0.227470472

File 1 Pg 2 0.179640725

File 1 Pg 3 0.171515763

File 1 Pg 4 0.2040605

File 2 Pg 1 0.027760513

File 2 Pg 2 0.231821

File 2 Pg 3 0.21379739

File 3 Pg 1 0.195773765

File 3 Pg 2 0.2104827

File 4 Pg 1 1

File 4 Pg 2 0.196395278

File 4 Pg 3 0.214626059

File 4 Pg 4 0.204474822

there is a need to digitised documents into images for onward
retrieval base on the query image. From the experimental
results, our approach a showed 100% match when the query
image matches its page in the database; otherwise, lower values
would be obtained when the extracted text does relate to other
text.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In this section, we discuss some important research
directions that require additional attention to improve
content-based image retrieval systems.

A. Machine Learning Algorithms and Artificial Neural Net-
works

In most CBIR systems, the query techniques employed
by authors are query by example to obtain the relevant
features. These features are not adequate in themselves.
Hence, advanced knowledge-based techniques and ap-
proaches capable of extracting multiple features from
documents may efficiently improve the search criteria.
These machine learning algorithms and artificial neural
networks methods may also validate the extracted features,
perform classification on the images and select relevant
aspects for the search query. By this means, query features
that are not capable of providing accurate results will be
eliminated.

B. Multi-level Text Matching

Current approaches in CBIR systems based on text
features rely mainly on single-level text matching. It is rec-
ommended that future CBIR systems implement a multi-
level text matching capable of improving retrieval efficiency
to improve the efficiency of the document retrieved.

C. Searching by Cluster of Words (or paragraph)

One of the significant limitations for searching with
the current approach is lower image resolution. Hence,
instead of word by word matching, we recommend that
future work focuses on a cluster of words (or paragraph)
matching, which will significantly increase the accuracy.

D. Gathering Data using Crawlers

A crawler can be attached to the system that will crawl
the web if the system is implemented and used universally
on the web. This crawler’s purpose is to get images with
their respective URL. The system can then extract the text
content of these images and then link them to the URL
where they were gotten from so that when a user submits
a query image, the search results will be the URL links.
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Abstract—Today, the data quantities generated and 
exchanged between information systems continues to increase. 
Storing and exploiting such quantities require can’t be done 
without bigdata systems with mechanisms capable of meeting 
technological challenges commonly grouped under the four Vs 
(Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity). These technologies 
include mainly the Distributed File System (DFS). Like Hadoop, 
which is based on HDFS, the main Big Data systems use a data 
distributed storage where a subsystem is responsible for 
subdividing data (data striping) and replicating it on a network 
of nodes called Grid. In the typical case of Hadoop, a Grid 
generally consists of many nodes, grouped in multiple Racks. The 
logic of distributing the stored data through the Grid respects a 
simple strategy that guarantees the durability of the data and a 
certain speed of writing. This strategy does not take into 
consideration neither the technical characteristics of nodes, nor 
the number of requests on the data, which means a considerable 
loss in processing capacity of the grid. In this work we proposed 
a new placement strategy based on exploitation analysis of new 
information integrated into the HDFS metadata model. A 
significant 20% improvement in overall processing time was 
reached through the simulations we conducted on Hadoop. 

Keywords—Big data; data storage; Hadoop; DFS; HDFS; data 
striping; chunks; placement strategy; performance optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The amount of data generated and processed by current 

information systems continues to increase, and the generation 
of digital information has never been more abundant. While the 
volume of data created was estimated at 2 ZB in 2010, it is 
estimated that it has reached 47 ZB in 2020 and will increase to 
175 ZB in 2025 and 2142 ZB in 2035 [1]. 

Also, taking advantage of data mines has become a 
complex and demanding operation. As a result, Big Data 
systems are positioned as effective [2], scalable, and efficient 
solutions to exploit this quantity of Data. 

The purpose of big Data systems is therefore to store and 
analyze very large masses of data, while ensuring an adequate 
level of data security and accessibility. 

In this context, most Big Data systems, such as the Apache 
Hadoop [3], delegate data storage management to distributed 
file systems (DFS). 

The Hadoop Big Data system is based on HDFS (the 
standard DFS of HADOOP). In combination with other layers 
of data processing, Hadoop can achieve complex calculations 
on extended clusters. The main objective of HADOOP is to 

distribute complex operations on multiple machines while 
bringing those operations closer to the concerned data and thus 
improve the global performances. 

The capacity and performance of similar platforms, such as 
Facebook and Google also depend on this distributed 
architecture based on DFS [4]. 

HDFS thus manage several storage nodes dedicated only to 
storage or to storage and computing at the same time, grouped 
generally in racks and interconnected by local or wide 
networks. 

HDFS machines do not have specific characteristics; they 
are usually low-cost machines, easily replaceable. The 
protection against breakdowns is provided by a data placement 
strategy based on striping and replication of data blocks called 
chunks. This strategy is based on simple principles [5]: 

Create multiple copies(replicas) of the same data. 

Place replicas on several machines distributed on several 
racks (as much as possible). 

The placement of replicas, however, does not take in 
consideration the nature of the demand on each data or its 
evolution over time [6].  The performance of machines is not 
considered too, even if HDFS allows integrating machines of 
different characteristics on the same cluster. 

These shortcomings in HDFS' data placement strategy have 
prompted us to propose an improvement in this strategy as a 
novel algorithm, which takes into consideration the history of 
reading operations and proposes a redistribution of data over 
the cluster. 

Our research starts with a deep understanding of the 
working mechanisms of HADOOP as a whole and of HDFS, to 
design an algorithm that is applicable and implementable. 

Our test simulations were conducted on small cluster to 
control data transfers and thus demonstrate the efficiency of the 
algorithm even on a small scale. 

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an 
overview of HADOOP Architecture. Section 3 presents the 
new proposed placements strategy of chunks. Section 4 
presents testing and simulation approach. Section 5 the results 
and discussion and section 6 provide a conclusion of the work. 

II. HADOOP ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 
Our research method was based on an in-depth analysis of 

how Hadoop's HDFS works, in order to better understand the 
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problematic raised by the chunk placement strategy. The aim 
of this analysis is to bring a considerable improvement to this 
strategy, by using new algorithms which exploit new metadata 
integrated into the architectural model of HDFS. 

Our analysis begins with an understanding of HDFS and its 
logic of data stripping and replication, followed by a critical 
analysis of the strategy currently used by HDFS to distribute 
replicas across the cluster. We then proposed new metrics to be 
calculated and integrated with chunk metadata managed by 
HDFS, as well as an algorithm that is based on these metrics 
and offers a new and more efficient way to place chunks. 

Hadoop is Apache's known big data system, based on an 
open-source implementation of Google's famous MapReduce. 
It is a complex ecosystem that aims to optimize storage and 
calculations made on data in large quantities. 

The main purpose of Hadoop is to distribute very large data 
processing on clusters composed mainly of entry-level 
machines. The goal is to bring processing closer to data instead 
of moving data to processing, to minimize network bandwidth 
occupation. Hadoop's strength comes from the fact that it can 
manage platforms ranging from a few servers to clusters of 
thousands of machines, while accepting a high tolerance for 
hardware failures given the wide variety of machines 
supported. 

By offering a software-managed service continuity model 
regardless of hardware quality, Hadoop can detect hardware 
failures at the application level and take the necessary steps to 
return to normal in case of failure in a transparent manner for 
system users. Hadoop is a flexible, scalable, and highly tolerant 
solution to hardware failures which guarantees a very good 
cost/effective rate. 

A. Hadoop Architecture 
There are three major implementations of Hadoop, the 1.x 

launched for the first time in 2012, the 2.x first appeared in 
2013 and the 3.x first launched in December 2017. 

Hadoop's overall architecture has not changed much since 
its first release; it's based on a Model of Master/Slaves/Users. 

Two layers are still present: 

• The storage layer of data represented by HDFS 
(Hadoop Distributed File System) which manages the 
distribution of data through the cluster and always 
ensures the integrity and persistence of this Data. This 
layer also manages storage servers (DataNode). 

• The data processing layer that manages the 
parallelization of calculations across the cluster, based 
on the MapReduce model. 

Therefore, two types of Master exist on Hadoop: the 
NameNode in charge of the HDFS component and the 
JobTracker (replaced in version 2.x by YARN (Yet Another 
Resource Negotiator)) which takes care of the implementation 
of MapReduce. 

The NameNode is duplicated for high availability purpose 
(even tripled on version 3.0). 

The rest of the cluster consists of nodes running the 
DataNode process for storage distribution (communicates 
exclusively with HDFS NameNode) and TaskTraker for data 
processing (communicates exclusively with YARN JobTracker 
or resource manager) 

YARN uses the ResourceManager which manages several 
NodeManager responsible for distributing tasks and reporting 
the status of nodes to the ResourceManager. 

The client communicates with both masters and Slaves to 
write or read data or give instructions on how this data should 
be processed. 

Fig. 1 gives a basic representation of Hadoop's 
organization. 

 
Fig. 1. Hadoop Architecture. 

While reading process, the client wishing to read data 
contacts the NameNode to get the locations of the data blocks, 
and then reads the contents of the block from the nearest 
DataNode. When writing, the client asks NameNode to name a 
suite of three (by default three but can be configured) 
DataNodes to host replicas of the blocks. The user then writes 
the data in the DataNodes as a pipeline, user to node1, then 
node 1 to node 2 and node 2 to node 3. 

The current design has only one active NameNode for each 
cluster. The cluster can have thousands of DataNodes and tens 
of thousands of HDFS clients per cluster, because each 
DataNode can perform multiple application tasks 
simultaneously. 

The data processing goes through the JobTracker, the client 
constitutes his MapReduce job and submits it to the JobTracker 
which subdivides it into multiple Map/Reduce tasks and 
assigns each one to a TaskTracker of a DataNode containing 
concerned data. The user can retrieve the results through direct 
readings on HDFS. 

B. Hadoop Distributed File System 
HDFS is the distributed file storage system used by default 

by Hadoop. It has the particularity of being able to run on 
machines of low cost and consequently to be very tolerant to 
hardware failures. 

For its implementation, several hypotheses have been 
made: 
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• The predisposition of equipment used to failures 
requires a high capacity to detect these failures and 
restore service. 

• HDFS is better prepared for batch treatments and not 
for user-by-user interactions. POSIX semantics have 
been particularly relaxed in order to facilitate streaming 
and increase data flow. 

• HDFS is geared to handle very large data. Files stored 
on HDSF can reach terabytes and therefore the size of 
the cluster and its architecture must support these sizes. 

• Files on HDFS are usually written only once by a single 
owner but they are read several times. Actions that may 
change the files are Append or Truncate. 

• HDFS allows applications to move data near 
processing. The other sense (bring data into processing) 
can be very bandwidth consuming especially when the 
data is very large. 

• HDFS has been developed with JAVA which allows it 
to turn on many different platforms. 

These assumptions frame the architecture of HDFS and 
allow the optimization of several aspects [7], especially data 
security and processing speed. 

HDFS expose a Filesystem, called Namespace, similar to 
most traditional Filesystems; it can contain folder hierarchies, 
user can create, rename, move or delete files from the system. 
It can also include access rights or quotas per user. 

1) Architecture of HDFS: The architecture of HDFS is 
based on a single active Master (called NameNode) and 
several Slaves (called DataNode). 

The NameNode manages the state of DataNodes in the 
cluster and handle distribution of storage throughout the 
cluster. 

The NameNode also regulates user’s access to data, every 
write or read operation starts by requesting information from 
the NameNode [8]. 

However, the NameNode is not involved in the transfer of 
data between the user and dataNodes, since data blocks 
information (Metadata) are separated from the data itself and 
stored on the NameNode, it simply transfers a list of 
DataNodes concerned by the user's query as well as the 
metadata of chunks. 

The user then communicates with the DataNode without 
overloading the NameNode. This greatly simplifies the 
architecture of HDFS and prevents the NameNode from 
becoming a bottleneck. 

The persistence of the NameNode is guaranteed by two 
main files: 

• A transaction log called EditLog that records all 
changes made to HDFS metadata (e.g., replica number 
change). 

• A data file called FsImage, which contains all the 
information about the system as the locations of the 
blocks and the properties of the system. 

FsImage reflects the exact state of HDFS; however it is not 
updated directly after data modification operations.  Operations 
are recorded in real time on EditLog and flashed in bulk on the 
FsImage at the starting of HDFS or at specific times called 
checkpoints. 

These two files constitute the heart of HDFS, and their 
corruption can cause the total shutdown of the service. So, the 
NameNode constitute a real SPOF (Single point of Failure) of 
the system. 

To reduce the risk associated with this SPOF, the 
NameNode can maintain several copies of these two files and 
keep them meticulously synchronized, or else set up several 
NameNodes (possibility to put 2 on version 2 of Hadoop or 
more on version 3), where one is active, and the others are 
passive but ready to provide a fast "Failover" if needed. In this 
case the DataNodes are all conFig.d to recognize all 
NameNodes and transmit them the same data transmitted to the 
Active NameNode. 

This can be combined with the use of a distributed EditLog 
called Journal which consists of the definition of several 
machines on the cluster (JournalNodes or JNs) that will house 
copies of the EditLog. The Active NameNode is responsible 
for transmitting the Editlog changes to the majority of the JNs. 
Other passive NameNodes see these changes and applicate 
them onto their own Namespace. In a disaster recovery 
situation, a passive NameNode makes sure to execute any 
changes made to the EditLog before turning into the active 
NameNode. 

2) Replication in HDFS: Because HDFS often runs on 
convenience equipment, hardware failures can occur at any 
time, which can result in partial or total data loss [9]. To 
mitigate this risk, HDFS uses a replication technique that aims 
to ensure the sustainability of the data in case of hardware or 
network technical problems. 

Fig. 2 explains the overall pattern of the HDFS replication 
model. 

 
Fig. 2. Replication Process in HDFS. 
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In HDFS, the files are split into several Blocks of equal 
sizes (except the last one) called chunks. This manipulation, 
called Data Stripping, allows HDFS to parallelize data access 
by storing these blocks on different DataNodes and thus 
improve response times. HDFS then replicates each Block in 
several copies (usually three copies but it is configurable) and 
places each copy on a DataNode determined according to a 
predefined strategy. 

The number of replicas, also called replication factor, is 
managed by the NameNode and can be changed at any time 
and for each file separately. 

To keep the NameNode up to date, it receives regularly 
information from each DataNode. Two types of information 
are received: 

• The HeartBeat that allows the NameNode to ensure that 
the DataNode is still up and running. 

• The BlockReport through which DataNode provides 
NameNode with a list of all valid data blocks it 
contains. 

When creating a file, the NameNode provides the user with 
a list of DataNodes that can host that data (the list contains N 
DataNode where N is the replication factor). The user starts 
transmitting the data in pieces to the first DataNode which 
writes it locally and begins to transmit it to the second 
DataNode in the list and so on until the Nth DataNode. 

3) The placement of replicas on HDFS: To designate the 
DataNode that will house the Blocks during a write operation, 
HDFS applies a policy that considers both the risk of failure 
and the speed of access. 

HDFS is often set up as a cluster consisting of several racks 
where several DataNodes are housed. Communication between 
machines of different racks necessarily passes through switches 
which make the exchange between machines of the same rack 
generally faster than the exchange between machines of 
different racks [10]. 

It will therefore make sense to select DataNode from the 
same rack to place all the replicas of a block, given the saving 
of time and bandwidth that this can provide. However, in this 
way it will increase the fragility of the system in case of a 
failure affecting an entire rack. 

That is why HDFS has a strategy that takes these two 
aspects in consideration: 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, in the common case where the 
replication factor is 3, two of the replicas are placed on two 
DataNodes of the same rack while the third is placed on a 
DataNode of a different rack, depending on the availability of 
storage space. 

If the replication factor is greater than three then these 
conditions are supplemented by the condition of not putting 
more than two replicas on the same Rack or the same Data 
Node as far as possible. 

 
Fig. 3. Chunk’s Placement Strategy in HDFS. 

The problem statements: 

This strategy allows better data availability in case of a 
network, rack or switch failure, and also optimizes writing 
times since one-third of the data is exchanged in a single rack. 

However, this strategy may reduce the overall parallel 
playback bandwidth since the data is available only on two 
racks and not three (where 3 is the replication factor). 

This strategy also shows another more important 
disadvantage [11]; it determines the DataNode where replicas 
are placed at creation of the chunk and never takes in 
consideration the evolution of traffic or demand on the replicas, 
nor the capacity of the nodes chosen for the hosting of the data. 

Indeed, at the time of the creation of the chunks, the first 
replica is created on a DataNode close to the "writer", but our 
simulations have shown that the demand on the replicas can 
evolve to another location. In addition, since Hadoop cluster is 
built using convenience hardware that can fail or simply 
become obsolete [12], the structure and composition of the 
cluster may evolve rapidly and radically. 

This suggests moving most requested Data (according to a 
cluster operations analysis) to machines most willing to 
process them as quickly as possible [13]. 

These points make the placement strategy used by default 
by HDFS, a possible source of loss of processing performance 
due to the poor distribution of data on the cluster. 

Our work consists of proposing a method for analyzing the 
demand on replicas and develops an algorithm for replacing 
replicas based on the recurrence of demand and machines 
performances [14], [15]. 

4) Related work: Many works have tried to improve the 
strategy of placing chunks in DFS. Some works have proposed 
to change the storage method by reducing the number of small 
files by grouping them into larger files [5], or to optimize the 
replication factor and the size of chunks to improve internal 
exchanges inside the cluster [6], [7]. Another approach is to 
try to assign the data to the best node according to the known 
physical capacities of each node. The limitation of these 
methods is that it is based on data inputs that never updates, 
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even in evolving environments like HADOOP where the 
hardware is constantly changing because of its possibly low-
cost nature. 

Our approach allows building a dynamic database based on 
collected response times and not the hardware characteristics of 
the Grid, then use this data to move the chunks to better 
locations and improve the overall response time of the grid. 

III. IMPROVED PLACEMENT OF CHUNKS 

A. Evaluation of Demand on Chunks 
To assess the need to change the location of a chunk in the 

grid we propose to add two metadata to the chunks metadata 
managed by HDFS. Those metadata will be calculated by the 
DataNode and transmitted in the block report to the 
MasterNode. They will be updated every time a chunk is 
consulted. 

These two metadata are: 

• C: The chunk consultation rate, which is the number of 
times the chunks has been downloaded during a 
configurable period (such as one month) 

• Tc: The mean read time of the chunk during the same 
period as defined in (1). 

Tc = ∑ ti
C
i=1
C

               (1) 

C : The number of consultations. 

𝑡𝑖 : Read time at Nth consultation. 

Mean read time is calculated by the HDFS daemon running 
on the DataNode after each read operation. 

The NameNode will have a consolidated and sorted table of all 
the chunks as the example Table 1: 

TABLE I. SAMPLE OF CHUNKS CONSULTATION STATISTICS 

Id chunks C Tc (ms) 
A 200 10 
B 100 6 
C 50 12 
D 40 7 

A perfectly ordered table should contain the chunks at the 
beginning with a maximum C corresponding to a minimum Tc. 

However, analysis of the data recovered from a simulation 
cluster shows cases where highly requested chunks have 
relatively high response times. 

Our goal is to be able to move the most requested chunks to 
the Nodes that give the best reading times (Pn). 

Through metadata we can calculate the mean performance 
of each node through the formula (2): 

Pn = ∑ TciCi
k
i=1
∑ Cik
i=1

              (2) 

Pn: Mean performance of the node n 

k : Number of chunks in the node n 

𝐶𝑖: Number of consultations of Chunk i placed in the node 
n. 

𝑇𝑐𝑖 : Mean read time of the Chunk i placed in the node n. 

Moving a chunk to a location with better reading times 
does not necessarily mean that response times on this chunk 
will improve, as the mean response times also depend on the 
nature of the request (location of reading requests, processing 
on the data...), but Tc's evaluation algorithm will continue to 
collect response times for the moved chunks on its new 
location and will allow to reassess the need or not to move it to 
a better location. 

After one to several iterations of chunks moves, the 
improvement on the mean consultation time will eventually be 
observable or at least stagnate in its minimum value, meaning 
that the chunks are on the best location in terms of response 
time. 

The number of chunks moves must be limited so as not to 
saturate the network more than necessary. 

Movements of Data should be made at a time when data 
access is low or absent, so that the bandwidth will not be over 
occupied by this operation. 

B. Algorithms 
Optimizer 

The Optimizer function (Fig. 4) scans the table of statistics 
of chunks consultation starting from the greatest number of 
consultations, which corresponds to the most requested chunks. 
This chunk should be placed in the best Node in terms of 
response time. In the best case the chunks with highest C will 
have to be moved to the Node whose have lowest Pn. The 
algorithm will try to retrieve an available Node with the best 
Pn. 

Function Optimizer(Table chunks_Table) 
{ 
--Table ordered by decreasing number of consultations –  
 
Chunks_OrdredDescByC = OrderDescByC(chunks_Table); 

Foreach (chunk in Chunks_OrdredDescByC) 
{ 

DestinationNode= 
GetBestNodeForchunks(Chunk chunk);  
 
MoveChunkToNode(chunk, 
DestinationNode)  

 
} 

} 
 

GetBestNodeForchunks 

The GetBestNodeForchunks (Fig. 5) function allows 
retrieving the Node which offers the best average consultation 
time (Pn) which suggests it is a better location for a given 
chunk. 
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Fig. 4. Replacement Algorithm. 

To do this, we calculate Pn for each node in the table and 
we go through the table of means of consultation time of the 
chunks, ordered up wards according to Pn, we check for each 
node its eligibility to receive the chunk passed in parameter. 

Eligibility is based on four criteria: 

1) The node is different from the one where the chunk is 
already placed. 

2) The availability of space on the node. 
3) The Node does not already contain a chunk replica. 
4) The Node is not in the same rack as two other replicas. 

Those criteria comply with Hadoop's basic policy, i.e., no 
more than two replicas in the same rack. 

Function Node GetBestNodeForchunks(Chunk chunk)  
{ 
 
--Table ordered by decreasing number of consultations –  
 
Chunks_OrdredAscByPn = OrderDescByC(chunks_Table); 
Foreach (betterPnChunk in Chunks_OrdredAscByPn) 

{ 
   If (betterPnChunk.Pn< chunk.Tc 
    { 
        Node node = getChunkNode(betterPnChunk);   

                      If (Eligible(node,chunk)  
  {Return node;} 
} 

   } 
Return Null; 

} 
 

 
Fig. 5. Best Node Algorithm Selection. 

IV. TESTING PROTOCOL 
To make the performance measurements, we conducted 

simulations on a test grid consisting of 12 nodes. 

The testing environment of the response time improvement 
algorithm consists of three racks (Fig. 6), each composed of 
four nodes of identical storage capacity and equal to three 
times the size of one chunk size (3x64MO). 

Choosing this size allows us to limit the storage capacity of 
a node to a maximum of three chunks, in this way we will 
quickly saturate the nodes and the algorithm's ability to take 
this into consideration will be tested. 

The performance characteristics of the nodes are 
heterogeneous; each of the three racks consists of the nodes of 
Table II. 
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TABLE II. GRID’S NODES CONFIGURATION 

Node 
ID 

RAM 
(GO) 

Processor 
(Cores * speed) Storage capacity 

1 2 1 * 2GHz 192 MO 

2 4 1 * 2GHz 192 MO 

3 6 2 * 2GHz 192 MO 

4 8 4 * 2GHz 192 MO 

 
Fig. 6. Test Grid Architecture. 

The bandwidth inside the same rack is 1 GB/s. 

The direct bandwidth between the racks is set up according 
to the matrix in Table III (in MO/s). 

TABLE III. GRID’S BANDWIDTH CONFIGURATION 

 Rack 1 Rack 2 Rack 3 

Rack 1 1000 100 10 

Rack 2 100 1000 10 

Rack 3 10 10 1000 

The version of Hadoop used in the simulation is 2.5.0. 

The simulations were conducted using 12 files with a unit 
size of 64MB. 

The Size block configured on Hadoop is 64MO and the 
replication factor is 3. 

Our TestJob consists of performing a variable number of 
jobs (map tasks) from the 12 nodes of the Grid on each of the 
12 files distributed evenly on the Grid. 

Each job is calling only one file, son the consultation rate C 
is equal to the number of executed jobs. 

Testing protocol: 

We followed a test protocol as shown in Fig.7: 

 
Fig. 7. Testing Protocol. 

The phases were repeated over several iterations and after 
each iteration, we calculated the overall performance P of the 
cluster. 

V. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
The main objective of running the test simulation is to 

calculate P before and after using the proposed algorithm. 
Thus, we can observe the evolution of P and assess the 
relevance of our approach. 

The results collected on the first iteration of jobs are 
represented in the Table IV: 

TABLE IV. INITIAL CHUNKS STATISTICS TABLE 

Chunk Id Id Node C Tc (ms) 

0 0 12 20000,33 

1 1 11 21626,64 

2 2 10 23117,40 

3 3 9 20143,00 

4 4 8 16487,00 

5 5 7 9967,00 

6 6 8 26891,00 

7 7 9 19819,44 

8 8 10 31952,60 

9 9 11 38492,09 

10 10 12 35360,33 

11 11 9 35135,00 
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C is the number of executed Jobs witch is equal to the 
consultation rate because each job is calling only one file. 

The file is corresponding to only one chunk because of the 
chosen size of file and chunk configuration. 

Tc is the mean job time of each file (MJT) 

The overall performance of the Simulation Grid is then: 

P1 = 25594.86 ms 

The Tc calculated at this step is reflecting the default 
situation using the initial Hadoop placement strategy. 

Running the relocation algorithm gives the locations 
suggestions in Table V: 

TABLE V. CHUNK’S RELOCATION SUGGESTIONS TABLE 

Id chunks Id Node Suggested Destination Node Id 

0 0 5 

10 10 5 

1 1 4 

9 9 4 

2 2 7 

8 8 7 

3 3 None 

7 7 None 

11 11 0 

4 4 None 

6 6 3 

5 5 None 

The Algorithm proposes to relocate eight files to a new 
location. 

Four files were not relocated because no improvement in 
the executions times is supposed to happen with any of 
available locations. 

TABLE VI. CHUNKS STATISTICS TABLE AFTER FIRST RELOCATION 

Id Chunks Id Node C Tc (ms) 

0 5 12 20000,33 

1 4 11 21207,73 

2 7 10 23117,40 

3 3 9 20143,00 

4 4 8 16487,00 

5 5 7 9967,00 

6 3 8 29259,00 

7 7 9 19819,44 

8 7 10 22736,60 

9 4 11 17127,73 

10 5 12 20000,33 

11 0 9 19876,33 

After moving the chunks to the suggested nodes and 
running the same set of jobs, the collection of response times 
gives the Table VI where Tc was recalculated: 

The overall new performance of the grid is: 

P2 =20125.21 ms 

This value represents an improvement of 21.3% compared 
to P1. 

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the mean response time up to 
the third iteration. 

 
Fig. 8. Overall Performance Evolution. 

After the first iteration P stabilizes. Changing the locations 
of the chunks according to the algorithm's proposals hardly 
affects the overall performance of the Grid. 

We can conclude that the chunks are in an optimal node 
from the first iteration of replacement of chunks. 

The overall performance improvement of the Cluster is nearly 
20%. This improvement has been achieved after a single chunk 
replacement operation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The HADOOP system is a powerful and flexible big data 

system. Through its architecture it makes it possible to carry 
out complex operations on mass data distributed on grids 
which can range to thousands of machines whose 
characteristics can be very different. 

Data striping and replication are among its strong features, 
thanks to them it manages to maintain the integrity of the 
system. But its basic chunk location strategy does not take 
advantage of all the capacity that the characteristics of the grid 
can offer. 

In this research we conducted a deep analysis of how 
HDFS works to propose an improvement in the replica location 
strategy, and we demonstrated through our simulation that a 
substantial gain of more than 20% on the overall performance 
of the cluster is possible, while respecting the basic rules of 
HDFS initial chunk placement strategy. 

In our future works we plan to integrate a module 
determining the best locations for data from the first writing, 
based on an artificial intelligence model capable of predicting 
the response time of a node for a given chunks. This will 
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reduce data movements in the clusters and avoid unwanted 
bandwidth usage. 
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Abstract—Students, faculties, and other members of the 
higher education (HEd) system are increasingly reliant on 
various information technologies. Such a reliance results in a 
plethora of data that can be explored to obtain relevant statistics 
or insights. Another reason to explore the data is to acquire 
valuable insight regarding the novel unstructured forms of data 
that are discovered and often found to have a connection with 
elements of social media such as pictures, videos, Web pages, 
audio files, etc. Moreover, the data can bring additional valuable 
benefits when processed in the context of HEd. When used 
strategically, Big Data (BD) provides educational institutions 
with the chance to improve the quality of education from all the 
perspectives and steer students of HEd toward higher rates of 
completion. Further, this will improve student persistence and 
results, all of which are facilitated by technology. With this aim, 
the current research proposes a framework that analyzes the 
data collected from heterogeneous sources and analyzes using BD 
analytics tools to do various types of analysis that will be 
beneficial for different learners, faculties and other members of 
HEd system. Moreover, current research also focuses on the 
challenges of acquiring BD from various sources. 

Keywords—Big data analysis; higher education; learning 
analytics; academic analytics 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Many people in the twenty-first century are interested in 

pursuing careers as data scientists [1]. Large amounts of data 
are being collected and analyzed, which is the source of the 
inspiration for this newly growing demand. BD analytics is the 
act of analyzing large amounts of data to uncover hidden 
patterns using computational algorithms, programming, and 
statistical modeling tools in order to discover significant and 
timely correlations [2, 3]. This enables the extraction of 
actionable information that may be used to impact internal 
company decision-making. As well as this, it assists in the 
discovery of patterns and the detection of anomalies across a 
wide range of data sources. Education is not an exception to 
the growing demand for BD in a variety of industries [4], 
which is increasing all the time. Certain parties, on the other 
hand, are still unwilling to engage with BD as a result of the 
application's specific constraints. Example: BD sets are 
frequently too enormous to be collected, stored, and analyzed 
correctly using typical database approaches [5, 2], and there is 
frequently no consistent structure for the data that has been 
gathered. According to Reference [6], consumers have 
evolved into a "continuous initiator of both structured, 
transactional data as well as contemporary unstructured 
behavioral data." It is possible to quickly overcome the 

difficulties to using BD by integrating novel technologies with 
freshly created approaches for data analysis [7]. Therefore, 
organizations that employ dynamic platforms for BD may 
profit through the enhanced corporate skills of critical thinking 
and taking appropriate decisions, which contributes to the 
broad usage of BD analytics across industries [8]. However, 
only a small number of papers and industrial accounts 
explicitly focus on the use of BD in tandem with HEd 
[2,10,11], despite the fact that several researchers have looked 
into the applicability, data availability, affordability, 
competence, privacy, relevance, and ownership of BD in 
many domains [9,10]. 

BD functions as a previously undiscovered opportunity for 
HEd institutions. The basic structural organization of the 
campus, the networks in use, servers, relevant apps, learning 
management systems (LMS), and other end-user systems 
generate data in huge volumes which, upon proper evaluation, 
may reveal substantial information and a new understanding 
concerning the various challenges that govern HEd [13, 14, 
15]. As such, implementing BD in a HEd environment may 
result in enhanced skills involving the process of making 
decisions. It is the goal of this study to further add to the 
existing research on BD by analyzing the application of BD 
analytics in HEd institutions. 

This paper is structured into different sections. First, the 
authors review the role of BD in HEd followed by importance 
of data analytics in HEd. Authors provide deep insight about 
the educational analytics. Post the review of literature, authors 
propose the conceptual framework followed by conclusion, 
future research and limitations of the current study. 

II. BD AND EDUCATION 
Graduating students' learning processes are frequently 

chastised for failing to adequately prepare different 
stakeholders by not providing them the knowledge, relevant 
tools and mindsets, and values which are essential in future, 
yet, the huge data produced by the infrastructure various 
systems of today’s digital campus that includes data produced 
or collected from the network applications of campus, various 
other internal applications used for serving various needs of 
HEd. It is observed that HEd rarely use Learning Management 
System (LMS), mobile or other devices, which are used by 
different stakeholders of HEd, to gain important details about 
the issues that are affecting or can affect current educational 
institutions [16]. This proves that the use of promising 
techniques such as BD is still in its infancy in HEd. Owing to 
various educational concerns, there has been a rise in the 
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number of useful suggestions and propositions offered to 
ensure that HEd institutions can flourish in every way possible 
which can be summed up under the category of increased 
transparency and accountability involving all stakeholders 
including students, parents, taxpayers, and others [5] It is 
important to understand that using BD or LA in HEd is the 
best method of not only accumulating but also evaluating data 
regarding the advancement of the students and the educational 
environment. It not only offers educational content 
information to instructors, but identifies activities that improve 
teaching and evaluation procedures [2]. Much of the 
motivation for employing analytics in HEd stems from more 
stressed university finances and increased cost awareness. 
Students are also becoming more demanding as stakeholders, 
asking proof that their tuition is being spent wisely. 

The advanced new integrative platforms have the ability to 
reduce the cost of education, improve operations, and frame 
more refined learning techniques [21]. This is possible 
because these platforms can access and interpret data that is 
collected from diversified sources that embraces log files, 
firewall data, remote sensors, legacy applications, structured 
databases, LMS, web servers, networks, student registration 
systems, and mobile and online learning apps, in addition to 
detecting problems, risks, and opportunities using untapped 
machine data [2]. A more convincing and engaging 
educational experience can be achieved by combining the 
digital and physical worlds. AA can help decision-makers 
make better decisions by focusing on trends that signal student 
performance and academic brilliance. 

The following part will review the three primary research 
cores areas of data analytics in HEd. These First core area is 
Learning Analytics (LA). The second area is Academic 
Analytics (AA). Next, researcher has discussed Educational 
Data Mining used as EDM in short in this research. Next, it 
will present an overview of each research stream after which 
an integrated picture of the entire process will be presented. 

III. DATA ANALYTICS IN HED 
Educational analytics is the deep and detailed analysis of 

large amounts of educational data to gain valuable insights. 
Teaching Analytics, LA, AA, and EDM are some of the 
academic areas through which the power of analytics is 
utilized for this process [16]. 

A. Learning Analytics (LA) 
Although a variety of terminology and concepts have been 

used to define the developing study subject of LA, it is best 
understood as the application of data diagnostic in the context 
of learning and teaching. Unlike AA and EDM, this technique 
is heavily focused on the learners and their learning process, 
gathering, integrating, and evaluating static and dynamic data 
on the learners' profiles, educational resources, and learning 
context. It hopes to achieve this by providing descriptive 
modeling and prediction of learning elements in real-time. 

“The measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of 
data about learners and their contexts for the purposes of 
understanding and optimizing learning and the environments 
in which it occurs,” is what LA is according to the Society for 

LA Research. This interpretation has recently gained 
widespread acceptance in the scholarly community [11,18]. 

B. Content Analysis 
Many people are interested in analyzing hypertexts 

discovered on websites because of the ongoing advancements 
in the techniques related to web analytics such as machine 
learning, algorithms, web crawling, etc. [10]. 

The contextualized interpretations of textual documents 
are dealt by a branch of LA which is known as Content 
Analysis [19]. This method analyzes texts to understand their 
underlying meanings, either manually or with the assistance of 
technology. Despite the availability of various textual 
educational sources, this technique divides the texts into five 
groups for analysis purposes: written, oral, iconic, audiovisual, 
and hypertexts. 

C. Discourse Analytics 
To extract the relevant information related to the features 

of the used languages from the learning outline. It includes the 
study of user engagement. From the empirical data, the 
Content Analysis reveals the meaningful data while Discourse 
Analytics mainly concentrates on the learners’ language. 
Through the platforms where the employees communicate 
like, online learning pages, it addresses to the learners. The 
interaction will contribute the procedure of the knowledge 
production [20, 22]. Along with the platforms that connect the 
learners to the content items, the learning can be considered as 
socio-constructivist procedure [23]. The analytics of the 
discourse data and metadata is now possible because of log 
follow up and data mining. On the other hand, the Discourse 
Analytics focuses on the data and language that has been 
employed in learning process while the Social LA concentrate 
more on the involvement of the learners. 

D. Social LA 
Social LA is a unique branch of LA related to the 

cooperation and coordination between the learners [24]. In 
education, the Social LA studies a learning procedure from the 
social point of view and states that attaining newer 
information and skills are not only a person’s achievement 
while the Discourse Analytics examine the learners’ language. 
The way social interactions and platforms influence learning 
routine has been explained by many prior researches [25]. 
Like social network analysis (SNA) was carried out by [24] in 
order to determine the link between educational performance 
and contacts through social platforms. The outcomes of this 
research will help us to know whether we can depend on 
social network factors to act as indicators of student progress 
but on the other hand, for the calculations, this study 
discourages to entirely depend on social groups aspects. Also, 
for the social learning analytics, the data visualization is 
effective according to this study. 

E. Disposition Analysis 
The theoretical information about the learners’ back 

ground and their involvement in learning is discussed by 
Disposition Analytics which will help to determine the 
character of students along with their connection with the 
education procedure [26]. That means, the aspects, brought by 
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the learners in the learning process to recognize the learning 
behaviors and anticipate the better learning attitudes for the 
better performance of both educating and learning, are studied 
by the LA technique. This is evident in [26], where the 
disposition analytics were used to study the influence of 
different features on the learner’s progress and the teacher will 
be able to take informed decisions, regarding specific option 
and optimal instructing methods and approaches, by 
understanding this dynamic. 

F. Academic Analytics (AA) 
AA is precisely defined corporate intelligence in education 

and particularly, it refers to the procedure of determining the 
insightful patterns in educational data in order to maintain 
calculated management and to predict scholastic issues like 
drop out ratio [11]. The method mainly talks in the favor of 
organizational executive bodies and educationists but it has 
been assumed by the students that data analytics are used 
anticipate and laud their educational progress. In order to 
supervise and improve the academic the Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs), like student retention, the organization’s 
management will use the AA. It has been referred to, as a 
development for the provision of advanced educational 
institutes with the info that is required to support the 
functional an economic management [17]. 

Through the disclosing the important factors contributing 
to the learners’ achievement, helping to understand the useful 
methods and increasing the scholarship of learning and 
educating, the AA support the staff. In the higher schooling, 
the student’s accomplishment is considered to be among the 
primary key performance indicators (KPIs) so; majority of 
staff is interested in supervising and anticipating student 
success. Also, relevant and important information is collected 
from the academic data by AA in order to allow the teaching 
staff to make educational alterations to fulfill students’ 
necessities and to examine the most useful methods. 

To back their management, the executive bodies may 
extract required information from the AA. A unique set of 
KPIs is offered by AA which traditional educational systems 
do not possess them. For instance, the vice chancellor may 
force for the supervision of the learning and teaching methods 
upon knowing the ratio of at-risk students. The AA are also 
used maximize the employment of resources by the 
administrative team. The AA may play a part in development 
of the organization’s answerability and improve the institute’s 
image [30]. Regardless of many advantages, managements 
often highlight the expenses incurred in the AA plan [28,29], 
when the system is functioning, they might be worried about 
the security threat and privacy. 

IV. EDUCATION DATA MINING (EDM) 
The EDM comes with the target of solving academic crisis 

and exploring the hidden info, talks about the usage of the data 
mining methods on scholastic data [29]. This information can 
extract learners’ demographic information and their attitude 
towards the educational activities like, quizzes, interactive 
class exercises/tasks in a learning space and use data from 
team of learners who work together in a project, discussion 
platform, teacher data, managerial information, demographic 

and cognitive information. To attain the data regarding 
education of student, the EDM can be used which will help to 
improve the educational processes and monitor the leaning for 
the feedback. The information can be employed to give 
suggestions to adjust with the leaning attitude of the students 
depending on their learning patterns along with the 
unexpected leaning attitudes [31]. Like, the way of how the 
learning tasks of students were anticipated with the usage of k-
means clustering algorithm according to Reference [30]. A 
machine-algorithm was used by [33] to know about the 
undergrads at engineering colleges who dropped out in their 
freshmen year. To conduct, student identification and to 
classify them according to their academic assessments that 
will comprise of quiz scores, assessment grades, exam scores 
and practical test scores, [34] used various data mining 
algorithms. 

There are various kinds of EDM. All the types of academic 
data mining could be classified into five categories: 
prediction, clustering, relationship mining, discovery with 
models, and distillation of data for human judgment according 
to [35]. The initial three groups are generally considered by 
the EDM research team while, the last two groups are just 
dominant in the area of academic data mining [31]. The term 
prediction, in the EDM targets to show case the educational 
finding from the other information factors. Input factors are 
referred as predictor variable whereas the forecast factor is 
mentioned as predicted variable. The clustering is the second 
form of academic data mining that targets on grouping the 
unprocessed information into sets of clusters and identifying 
the borders in the groups. As said by [35], this category of 
academic info mining techniques can take predefined theories 
or no following studies into account. 

The relationship mining is the third category of the 
academic data mining that aims to examine the existent 
connections in the datasets with different variables. It is 
divided in to four sub groups that are: association rule mining, 
causal data mining, correlation mining, and sequential pattern 
mining [35, 36]. The association rule mining will reveal the if-
then rulings in the variables. To be specific, data mining 
techniques determine the links where any set of variables is 
described and other variable will have certain value. For 
example, [33] used shared the association rule mining as it 
was recommended to propose the guidelines like, the 
assignment score might be increased if the responded 
messages number in the discussion is high. 

Approaches of Causal Data Mining are utilized to discover 
“casual relationships” in which one occurrence causes another. 
Both unidirectional and bidirectional causal relationships are 
possible [27]. Relationship Mining and Correlation Mining are 
remaining two types. They are looking for positive or negative 
linear correlations between variables whereas Sequential 
Pattern Mining is looking for temporal relationships. 
Reference [37], employed Sequential Pattern mining to 
integrate metacognitive judgments and eye movements to 
explore processes underpinning multimedia learning. 
Discovery with Models is deemed as the fourth sort of EDM; 
it builds a model of a phenomenon using existing EDM 
approaches or knowledge engineering and then using it as a 
component in another research. Discovery with Models, 
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according to [35], finding with frameworks usually implies the 
substantiated adaptation of a forecasting model throughout 
several environments. The principal application of this EDM 
class is the finding of relationships among student conduct and 
subjective variables in the teaching environment [32]. 

V. BD ANALYTICS IN HED 
As a result of the massive amount of data being generated 

on a daily basis, contemporary system of integrated innovative 
technology demands has reached an all-time high. As a result, 
BD has emerged. There have been numerous studies 
conducted on the use of BD in a variety of sectors, with 
particular emphasis on the availability of data, cost of 
acquiring data, application, and importance of BD [8]. Despite 
this, only a few papers [9] [10] have documented the 
integrative application of BD in HEd. HEd institutions have 
access to an enormous amount of data that is stored in a 
variety of different sources and is managed by a variety of 
different processes. In this way, BD has the ability to harness 
institutional data that can improve the future of the education 
sector, particularly in terms of decision-making, and so 
improve the future of society. The evaluation of a diverse 
variety of organizational and functional information collected 
via the methods conducted to assess organizational efficiency 
and improvement in predicting long term growth and manage 
possible problems in academic programming, research, 
teaching, and learning is referred to as BD in HEd [13,20]. 
Many stated that HEd should employ insights as a mechanism 
to meet the demands of higher efficiency. A proportion of 
researchers have claimed that the BD paradigm is well suited 
to dealing with some of the core challenges that HEd faces as 
a new discipline within academia. 

At this moment, much of the analytics work in HEd is 
integrative, involving the fields of Educational Technology, 
Statistics, Mathematics, Computer Science, and Information 
Science. The present work on analytics in education is 
centered on data mining. 

In HEd, database systems that store vast volumes of 
longitudinal data about students, down to extremely specific 
transactions and activities relevant to learning and teaching, 
are referred to as BD [12]. Students leave data trails when they 
interact with learning tools, which can expose their attitudes, 
social connections, intentions, and aspirations. This data can 
be used by researchers to examine trends in student 
performance over time, such as from one semester to the next 
or from one year to the next. 

On a higher level, the ability to find meaningful data and 
turn it into useable information by identifying patterns and 
deviations from patterns might be said to constitute BD's 
added value. According to [4], BD is now in a good position 
to begin tackling some of the major difficulties that HEd is 
currently experiencing. It could serve as the foundation for 
HEd to rethink both its financial model and the evidence used 
to make judgments about educational outcomes [2]. 

From the viewpoint of organizational learning, the analysis 
of appropriate data is well recognized, and today's 
technologies enable institutions to obtain insights from data at 
previously unimaginable levels of sophistication, speed, and 

accuracy [3, 7]. The production of essential information by 
students, computer programs, and systems is increasing as 
technology continues to permeate all sectors of HE [1]. 

BD Analytics may also be used to evaluate student replies 
to a course exam, discussion board postings, blog entries, and 
wiki activity, all of which can result in hundreds of 
transactions per student each course. These data would be 
collected in real-time or near-real-time as transactions occur, 
then evaluated to suggest actions. “[Learning] analytics are a 
foundational tool for informed change in education,” 
according to [38], and they provide evidence on which to 
create knowledge and make informed (rather than impulsive) 
decisions. 

With the widespread use of information and 
communication technology, the amount of data that may be 
transmitted on the smart education platform grows 
exponentially [39]. When data is scattered over numerous 
unconnected diverse data systems in institutions, iLMS works 
closely with the learners serving many learners at a time and 
tailored according to the individual needs [40]. With 
innovation in technology, the data becomes so vast and takes 
the form of BD. The data is definitely unstructured and semi-
structured, petabytes are produced on a daily basis, and 
traditional relational databases cannot effectively scale to 
support real-time analytics based on the data [41]. Further, it is 
also observed that analysis of this BD can help with the issues 
of obtaining information at the correct time. BD can help 
increase decision-making capability by exploring ways to 
aggregate data across platforms. 

Despite growing interest in investigating and unlocking the 
possibilities of growing data in the HEd environment, there is 
a lack of research on BD in HEd. 

• This work adds to HEd's theoretical and conceptual 
understanding of BD and Analytics. 

• It defines BD and discusses how it relates to HEd. 

• It presents a conceptual framework based on this 
expanding field of study. 

VI. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK, FUTURE RESEARCH AND 
LIMITATIONS 

 With the falling cost of BD storage, open source software 
such as Apache Hadoop and NoSQL databases, network 
bandwidth, and on-demand access to resources provided by 
cloud computing, complicated technologies are becoming 
more accessible to a broader range of people. To emphasize 
this, it should be noted that, as the cost of BD and Analytic 
tools continues to decline, they are becoming significantly 
easier to use [30]. This, in turn, opens the door to the use of 
these tools by businesses and educational institutions to 
achieve better outcomes while also making more efficient use 
of available resources. BD in HEd is being driven by a number 
of causes, including stakeholder expectations of good 
practices and accountability, as well as an increased desire for 
evidence-based guidelines to assist in decision-making. This 
means that the first stage in establishing a method to achieve 
this goal is to identify acceptable technology platforms that 
will enable BD analytics in addition to relevant technological 
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talents, such as data scientists. Due to the fact that data is no 
longer viewed as just a back-office accounts-settling tool, but 
rather as a real-time decision-making tool that can be used by 
data scientists to extract useful information from terabytes of 
data that would otherwise remain hidden [16], data is 
becoming increasingly valuable. By utilizing virtual and 
online learning systems, information technology is 
transforming education and broadening the scope of the 
educational environment beyond traditional lecture halls and 
classrooms to accommodate learners who require flexibility in 
terms of both time and distance [6] [4]. The educational 
system is progressively being pressed to respond to economic, 
political, and social developments, such as the need to expand 
the number of students enrolled in specific subjects and the 
need to teach graduates with the skills and traits demanded by 
industry, among other things. These schools must use 
information technologies such as BD, which have significant 
potential in HEd, if they are to be responsive to these shifts in 
the marketplace. The majority of educational data has 
traditionally been collected through traditional assessments, 
but it is now increasingly being collected through online 
educational systems, educational games, and simulations, 
resulting in a large amount of data, which in turn opens the 
door to BD analytics opportunities. In the context of today's 
technology-enabled learning, the student is at the heart of a 
network of information-rich relationships in the educational 
system, which is offering opportunities for BD analytics, 
according to [17]. The author in [14] argues that HEd 
institutions are functioning in increasingly complicated 
situations, and that, as a result, it is essential that they employ 
BD to provide the finest learning environments for the benefit 
of the entire society. There are opportunities to use BD to link 
research and education, by making effective use of the most 
recent research techniques and outcomes to guide teaching and 
to enable the conduct of research activities as part of 
educational activities, for example. Students generate massive 
volumes of potentially valuable information during the course 
of their learning processes in areas such as course selection 
and registration, financial information, class participation, 
online resource usage, and textbook purchases, all of which 
can be used as raw material for BD analysis and redeployment 
to assist administrators and students in making better 
decisions. As a result of the digital revolution, HEd 
institutions are gathering more data than they have ever 
collected before. 

Many colleges and universities have proved that analytics 
may help an institution considerably advance in such 
important areas as resource allocation, student achievement, 
and financial planning and administration. When leaders of 
institutions of HEd read about innovations occurring at other 
institutions as a result of BD analytics, they begin looking for 
methods to implement analytic programs in their own 
institutions [31]. Several studies, including the McKinsey 
Global Institute Report on BD [33], have found that the most 
developed regions, such as Europe, have the most potential to 
create value through the use of BD. BD adoption and 
widespread use in other regions, particularly in poor countries, 
has been bolstered as a result of this development. In 
accordance with [32], the diffusion of BD gives an account of 
how BD goes from discovery to widespread use, and how this 

is aided by steps taken by service providers of important 
technologies necessary to enhance the resources and capacities 
of academic institutions. [34] Stated that countries may take 
advantage of the numerous BD opportunities that are 
accessible to them in order to gain value from the huge 
volumes of data that are generated and, in the long term, aid in 
their development. BD and analytics in HEd have the potential 
to be transformative, affecting existing processes of 
administration, teaching, and learning, as well as contributing 
to policy outcomes by assisting in the resolution of existing 
difficulties facing educational institutions [4, 35]. The 
following are some examples of how successful institutions 
have made use of BD. First and foremost, we must cultivate a 
culture of completion and outplacement. 2) Decrease in the 
number of nonproductive credits. 3) Rethinking the way in 
which teaching is delivered. 4) Redesigning essential support 
services such as human resources, academic services, and 
finance in order to generate data that is valuable for strategic 
decision-making. 5) Improving the efficiency of non-core 
services and operations [17]. 

BD may have an impact on HEd practice in a multitude of 
ways, including improving student experience, academic 
programming, scientific proof judgement, and tactical 
responses to changing economic trends. BD has the ability to 
turn complex, often unstructured data into actionable 
information. Reference [14] claims that BD is a cost-effective 
approach to improve judgement. In order to organize the 
available literature and build a study technique to aid in the 
establishment of a set of choices for investigation, reference 
[2] presented a conceptual framework to describe BD in HEd 
along four components (Learning Analytics, Institutional 
Analytics, and AA and information Technology analytics). 
Following Fig. 1 shows the diagrammatic representation of it. 

There is a wide range of administrative and operational 
data gathering processes that are used to assess institutional 
performance and progress in order to predict future 
performance. Reference [42] describe a wide range of 
administrative and operational data gathering processes that 
are used to identify potential issues related to academic 
programming, research, teaching, and learning. Data is rising 
in HEd institutions, but the majority of it is distributed among 
computers and departments, and it comes in a variety of 
formats, making it impossible to retrieve or consolidate the 
information. Having the ability to analyze diverse information 
sets, regardless of where they come from, is required for 
effective use of these data. Consolidating data stored in silos 
within institutions, managing and governing the data while 
protecting sensitive information across databases is a key 
requirement for implementation of BD in HEd [42]. A better 
basis for making better decisions about essential business and 
technological demands is provided by consolidated data from 
many sources across an institution, minimizing redundancy 
and the loss of valuable time gathering data from multiple 
sources. Though it can be incredibly challenging to combine 
data sets from across a number of disconnected systems, doing 
so results in more complete insights that inevitably lead to 
enhanced predictive modeling skills. Based on these existing 
deficiencies, the researcher of the current study develops a 
framework for utilizing large amounts of data from a variety 
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of sources. Following Fig. 2 shows the proposed framework 
for the current study. 

 
Fig. 1. Components of BD. 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed Framework for Analyzing BD in HEd. 

Based on the above framework, the BD which can be 
collected from various heterogeneous sources and can provide 
benefits which can be summarized as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Benefits of Analysis of BD in HEd. 

VII. CONCLUSION, FUTURE RESEARCH AND LIMITAIONS 
As a result of the explosion of data, BD has evolved as a 

means of processing huge amounts of data from a number of 
sources. Universities with strong research and development 
capabilities can reap significant benefits from this technology. 
HEd institutions must consider the long-term implications of 
implementing BD analytics, which has the potential to 
broaden the scope of their teaching-learning orientation. 
Among the recommendations made by executives are that 
administrators and educators assist the system and gain value 
from practical applications, such as creating a culture of data 
use for educational decision-making, being keen on data users 
by asking critical questions about market deals and suggesting 
the most beneficial uses and features, involving IT 
departments in data collection, application planning, and 
starting with a pilot program, among others. As a result, 
institutions can save money while also making attempts to 
incorporate pedagogical abilities and make more informed 
decisions, which is beneficial. As a thoughtful contribution to 
curriculum design for instructors and learners in education in 
particular, and as a sustained competitive advantage for the 
education sector in general, this framework is intended to 
facilitate the development of innovative teaching-learning 
orientations for the performance of educational institutions, as 
well as for the performance of educational institutions as a 
whole. 

Furthermore, the integration of BD analytics is not an easy 
process. The lack of skills and expertise in the HEd sector of 
will pose a challenge in data storage, collection and 
management of data [4]. Data privacy will be another concern 
along with the potential ethical concerns such as purpose of 
data collection and analysis. Hence, it is suggested that the key 
stakeholders of HEd sector should be involved to gain 
acceptance. 
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Abstract—Mapping websites and geo portals are playing a 
vital role in daily life due to the availability of geo-tagged data. 
From booking a cab to search a place, getting traffic information, 
review of the place, searching for a doctor or best school 
available in the locality, we are heavily dependent on the map 
services and geo portals available for finding such information. 
There is voluminous data available on these sources and it is 
getting increasing every moment. These data are majorly 
collected through crowdsourcing methods where people are 
contributing. As a basic principle of Garbage in garbage out, the 
quality of this data impacts the quality of the services based on 
this data. Therefore, it is highly desired to have a model which 
can predict the quality/accuracy of the geotagged Point of 
interest data. We propose a novel Fine-Tuned Predictive Model 
to check the accuracy of this data using the best suitable 
supervised machine learning approach. This work focuses on the 
complete life cycle of the model building, starting from the data 
collection to the fine-tuning of the hyperparameters. We covered 
the challenges particularly to the geotagged POI data and 
remedies to resolve the issues to make it suitable for predictive 
modeling for classifying the data based on their accuracy. This is 
a unique work that considers multiple sources including ground 
truth data to verify the geotagged data using a machine learning 
approach. After exhaustive experiments, we obtained the best 
values for hyperparameters for the selected predictive model 
built on the real data set prepared specifically to target the 
proposed solution. This work provides a way to develop a robust 
pipeline for predicting the accuracy of crowdsourced geotagged 
data. 

Keywords—Crowdsourced; fine-tuning; geotagged data; 
hyperparameters; predictive model 

I. INTRODUCTION 
We have been witnessing the data generation era where 

each day voluminous data is getting generated by people on 
different platforms like social media websites, microblogging 
websites, geo portals, web mapping websites, etc. Among these 
platforms, mapping websites and geo portals provide a wide 
variety of map data which has several important applications 
like traffic conditions, finding the route, business listing, etc. 
These maps contain a wide variety of Point of interest data 
such as public services like healthcare, schools, hotels, 
monuments, religious places, courts, open areas, business 

points, etc. The collection of such huge data is not possible 
without crowdsourcing. POI data are also known as geotagged 
data which includes the geographical information of a place 
along with the metadata. Many times, these data are 
contributed by general people hence there is no control over the 
quality of POI data. On the other hand, these data are used in 
various services like location route-finding which may lead to 
the wrong place if the metadata or geospatial data are not 
correct. There may be critical consequences of the wrongly 
tagged data. Hence, it is important to measure the quality of 
geotagged data. These data are voluminous hence there should 
be an automatic method or model to check the accuracy. As per 
our best knowledge, based on the published researches, there is 
no previous work available that can grade the POI data based 
on its accuracy so that users can decide the risk involved in 
using incomplete or less accurate data [1]. Therefore, the 
proposed research work has great significance in terms of 
quality assessment of POI data available on map websites or 
geo portals. The proposed approach includes multi-sourced 
verification methods to overcome the limitation of each source 
where we included ground truth data, web data, and some 
inferential data to check the accuracy of the tagged data. The 
proposed system categorizes the POI data into four different 
classes based on their accuracy level. The risk involved in 
using data from each category can be assessed based on the use 
case. Further we propose the fine-tuned predictive model to 
predict the appropriate class of the data based on its accuracy 
using state-of-the-art methods and techniques. The main 
contribution of this paper is given below: 

• Defining classification criteria for different target labels 
for the desired dataset (Section III). 

• Data preparation and conversion for desired dataset 
(Section IV). 

• Improve the dataset after removing class imbalance and 
non-standardization issues (Section V). 

• Implementing multiple learning algorithms to get the 
best model suitable for this dataset (Section VI). 

• Fine-tuning of the hyperparameters for the suitable 
learning model (Section VII). 
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The rest of the paper is organized into eight sections: 
Section II describes the related work; Section III gives the 
problem description in detail along with the terminologies used 
in the paper. In Section IV, detailed data preparation processes 
are discussed. Model building is discussed in Section V. 
Section VI is about the experiments and results discussion. 
Fine-tuning of hyperparameters is explained in Section VII and 
at last, we conclude the work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Crowdsourced data available on geo portals are huge data 

with great potential where it can be used for better citizen-
centric services. Therefore, it becomes important to analyze 
this data deeply to harness its power for robust applications. 
During this research work, we have explored various research 
papers related to POI data verification and Predictive machine 
learning models. This in-depth study is presented in three main 
categories as “POI data verification”, “Imbalance class dataset” 
and “Predictive modeling”. Research work related to each 
category is given below: 

A. POI Data Verification 
Researchers assessed the quality of POI data available on 

Different platform like Facebook, flicker, etc. and concluded 
that different level of accuracy is required for different use 
cases [1]. However, they considered very few parameters 
which are not sufficient to assess the accuracy of the POI. 
Authors searched the missing POI on Google Maps by using 
unsupervised learning methods where they extracted addresses 
from the web and enhanced the missing POI [2]. Outdated POI 
was searched using a semi-supervised method which includes 
decision tree classifier and Adaboost [3]. Finding the obsolete 
POI is an important work as the outdated POI may mislead the 
user. The authors formulated the Integer Linear Programming 
approach to identify the visited POI which is useful in handling 
the POI recommendation [4]. Researchers proposed detection 
of the POI boundaries using Boundary-dependent Explicit 
Semantic analysis [5]. POI data density is used to identify the 
urban functional area which can be used for future planning in 
that region [6]. Boundaries of the commercial centers were also 
identified using POI data [7]. These works are useful in 
planning regional events and business growth. Many times, 
multiple tags are available for the same data hence it is 
important to remove the duplicate information. The author 
suggested a non-negative matrix factorization method based on 
the maximum likelihood estimation to find the similarity 
between different labels assigned to the same POI [8]. 
Researchers work on the POI data organization using 
multidimensional ranking organization to arrange the POI data 
which can be retrieved easily during the recommendation 
process [9]. Mapping the POI data on correct location and 
category was suggested which can be used in POI 
recommendation [10]. Authors provide the statistics for POI 
accuracy on available sources that is useful in future 
development in this domain [11]. Lots of work is being done in 
the POI recommendation area [12-13]. POI data classification 
was done using various techniques including bounding box 
methods, land use identification and gazetteer information [14-
17]. During the quality assessment for POI data, the researcher 
faced the limitation in obtaining the reference data [18]. We 

didn’t find many works done in POI verification or accuracy 
measurement of the crowdsourced geotagged POI data. 

B. Imbalance Class Dataset 
There is no readily dataset available which can claim for 

corresponding reference data. Hence, to conduct any 
experiment in this direction, desired dataset must be prepared. 
Data set preparation is done using real data available on 
different map services and geo portals as explained in 
Section IV. This dataset is imbalanced where each 
classification category has different number of instances that 
induce significant differences in accuracy of the predictions. 
Therefore, the available method for balancing such imbalanced 
dataset is explored. Authors experimented on various datasets 
and indicated the difficulties in using imbalanced data and 
summarized various available methods to make the classes 
balanced [19-21]. They proposed the method to identify the 
boundary case example from the given data set and discussed 
the sampling methods like SMOTE, SPIDER etc. Some 
researchers assessed the multi label classification problem in 
imbalanced dataset and suggested the metrics SCUMBLE and 
SCUMBLELbl to assess the hard label problems [22]. They 
proposed the new method of resampling to overcome minority 
class issues. Metrics to assess the performance of the model 
built using imbalance dataset are suggested [23]. CatBoost and 
LogitBoost are superior for such datasets and MMMC is the 
best metrics to judge the performance [24]. Author suggested 
skew normalized scores to assess the performance of skewed 
data [25]. 

C. Predictive Modelling 
Predictive modelling approaches were explored for 

different domains as we hardly found the research work done 
for accuracy prediction of POI data. Authors proposed for 
popularity prediction of the POI data for recommendation 
system [26]. POI classification using machine learning 
approaches were studied [27-28]. Some researchers compared 
POI data extracted from different sources and observed the 
variations [29]. Machine learning methods were used to 
compare POI datasets extracted from different sources. Most of 
the work done in this domain is related to POI recommendation 
[30-31]. As there are very few research articles available with 
respect to POI data and predictive modelling, we explored 
other domains where predictive modelling was applied [32-35]. 

D. Review Summary 
Geotagging is the important activity to generate POI data 

and many researchers worked in this domain [36-39]. Some 
authors suggested the techniques to inference the geographical 
location based on text, image and categories [40-47]. Authors 
explained that even incomplete data can also be useful hence 
we divided the dataset into four classes and proposed a method 
to categorize the POI in a suitable class [48]. As per our best 
knowledge, such categorization and labeling of POI data 
available on geoportal are not tried before using predictive 
modeling where multiple parameters including ground truth 
data are used. Our proposed solution is considering many 
sources to extract the relevant features from the trusted sources 
such as Layout urban planning and development map of that 
region and the repositories of public service POI data. The 
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proposed model is based on state-of-the-art methods and 
techniques for a better solution. 

III. PROBLEM SETTING 
First, we give a brief introduction of the terms and 

abbreviations, and then formulate the problem for measuring 
the accuracy of geotagged data. Categorical Classes are defined 
in this section according to the net value calculated based on 
the penalty and gain as described in detail in Section IV. 

A. Definitions 
• Crowd sourcing is a data collection technique where a 

large number of people share the data on a common 
platform and collected data are called crowdsourced 
data. 

• Geotagged POI data determines the Point of interest 
data that includes geographical information of a place 
along with other relevant metadata such as name, 
address, category, latitude, and longitude. It is used as 
tagged data interchangeably at some places. 

• Ground truth data are the location data that are verified 
and provided by trusted contributors. This is considered 
as the reference data in this study. 

• Category is a place type e.g. education, healthcare, 
bank, religious place, etc. 

• In this work, the user is a contributor who has 
geotagged the data on some geoportal or mapping 
website. It could be anyone like an owner, local guide, 
and general user. 

• Web Sources are the websites that give some 
information about the searched geotagged place. It must 
include the name and address of the searched tagged 
data. 

• The geotagged data are said to be verified if some 
process is applied to check its accuracy which 
categories these in one of the classes specified as 
“Correct”, “Incorrect”, “Partially Correct” and “Almost 
Correct”. 

List of notations are given in Table I. 

B. Tagging the Label 
As we explained earlier, there is no required dataset 

available to work on this problem hence, we have prepared the 
dataset and defined the criteria to label the target parameter 
based on its class. Proposed work is our extended work where 
we conceptualized the verification Model for POI data [49]. In 
this model, ground truth data are involved in verification where 
the layout plan and the trusted repositories are considered as 
GT data. Corresponding geotagged data are extracted from geo 
portals or map websites that are considered as CS data. A 
layout plan was georeferenced and the detail of each asset is 
converted in to attribute table. The main features of the asset 
like name, address, pin code, latitude, longitude, and category 
are incorporated in model building. The formulation for 
accuracy label tagging is explained in the below subsection. 

TABLE I. NOTATIONS 

Notation  Description  
GT Ground Truth 
POI Point of Interest 
Lat Latitude 
Long Longitude 
GIS Geographical-Information System 
Pincode Postal Code 
CS Crowdsourced 
Sr No Serial Number 

C. Problem Definition 
Let’s take G as the set of GT data and P as the set of POI 

data available on the geoportals or Map websites. Assuming A 
as the set of features or metadata, associated with POI data. L 
is the set of labels given to the target, based on the net values. 
“n” is the total number of records available in the data set. T is 
a set of target values as shown in “(1)” and “(2)”. These sets 
and their relationship are described in below equations: 

G={gi}, where i=1 to n; P={pi}, where i=1 to n; A={aj}, 
where j=1 to x;              (1) 

L= {“correct”, “incorrect”, “partial correct”, “almost 
correct”}, T={ti}, where i=1 to n;             (2) 

f (gi, pi) ={gain/penalty}, Ɐaj where j=1 to x  
          (3) 

∑ (𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛) −𝑘
𝑗=1 ∑ (𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦) = 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑘

𝑗=1 , Ɐaj where j=1 to 
x                 (4) 

Ɐti, f(ti,(netvalue)) ∊ L. where, 

li=�

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≤ 5
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 , 𝑖𝑓 5 > 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≤ 10
𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑖𝑓10 > 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≤ 15

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 > 15

          (5) 

Comparison functions are applied on GT and 
corresponding CS data to get the gain and penalty as shown in 
“(3)”. The parameters that provide positive support towards 
accuracy, referred to as “gain” and the negatively contributing 
parameters are referred to as “penalty”. Details of the functions 
are covered in the next section. Once the net value is calculated 
based on the “(4)”, entire dataset is labeled with four different 
classes as described in “(5)”. 

IV. DATA PREPARATION 
The success of any prediction model is entirely dependent 

on the training dataset. Hence, it is essential to get a correct, 
valid, consistent, and real dataset to get the actual image of the 
real data. For the proposed model, we need the GT data and the 
corresponding CS data. Therefore, we prepared the desired 
dataset by following the Process shown in Fig. 1. There are 
four main modules involved in dataset preparation. GT data are 
collected via two ways such as layout plans constructed for 
urban development and trusted repositories. For each GT data 
entity, CS data are extracted from geo portals and map 
websites using API provided by these service providers. 
Important features of both the dataset are name, address, pin 
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code, category, Latitude, Longitude, Geo boundary, Asset area, 
user profile, Time stamp, and reviews. 

Intersecting features of these two datasets were selected for 
comparison and few strong evidential features were also added 
like contributor’s profile data, distinct web sources and the 
freshness of the data. Contributor’s profile exposes the locality 
where it belongs to. So, the chances are higher to provide 
correct POI information from that place by the contributor. A 
number of distinct web sources are directly proportional to the 
accuracy due to the availability of the same information at 
various sources. The latest timestamp found in the web source 
data provides the measurement of the freshness of the POI 
data. Logic for web scrapping to extract the additional features 
is explained in the flowchart shown in Fig. 2. Search engine 
URL and the search string having the name and address of the 
POI are provided to the web scraping process. HTML is parsed 
using Beautiful Soup Library of Python, and all the distinct 
URLs are fetched. Once the entire URL list is processed, the 
count will be returned. Specifically, we obtained the latest date 
information found in the web sources to measure the freshness. 

 
Fig. 1. Flow Diagram of Data Preparation. 

 
Fig. 2. Web Scrapping Process to Get Additional Information. 

The integrated data are processed further to remove the 
incomplete, erroneous, and duplicate data in the data 
preparation module. Sample record of this integrated data is 
shown in Table II. Various comparison methods are applied to 
compare different features such as wordnet corpus of NLTK is 
used to compare the category data to consider semantic 
similarities [50]. Cosine similarity method is used for exact 
matching. For measuring the deviation in a location with 
respect to Geo Spatial Points, Haversine formula is used where 
we obtained the variation in Km. Sample data of comparison 
outcome values for two records R1 and R2 are shown in 
Table III. Gain and Penalty are required to calculate the Net 
value as given in “(4)”. These are explained below. 

1) Gain: Similarity Score is considered as gain because it 
supports the correctness of the data. A higher similarity score 
means more accurate data. Therefore, Name similarity, 
Address similarity, Pin code similarity, and a category 
similarity score are treated as gain values. Similarly, the 
higher web sources count is a positive sign of correctness. 
Hence it should be added to the gain. Higher user type is 
inclined towards more trusted users so it is also taken as gain. 
These user types are general user, local guide, surveyor, 
owner, or admin. General user has less credential and admin 
has the highest credential. These values are from 1 to 5. The 
higher the number, the better the chances to get the correct 
information. 

2) Penalty: Higher variation in data pushes it towards an 
incorrect state. Therefore, variation is considered as a penalty. 
Location variation is the important factor to decide the 
correctness of the data. Using the haversine formula, variation 
distance is calculated and this deviation is subtracted from the 
threshold value which is considered as 1 km for this POC just 
for simplicity. Similarly, Staleness score is also taken as a 
penalty because a larger value signifies the staleness of the 
data that is inversely proportional to the accuracy. Hence it is 
added to the penalty. 

After plug-in all the values of penalty and gain in “(4)”, the 
net value is calculated which will be further considered to 
categorize the target data. Target values are categorized using 
“(5)” and the entire dataset is classified into four categories as 
explained in Section III.  

TABLE II. SAMPLE DATA AFTER COMPARISON 

Feature Data value 

Sr No 4973 

Name Similarity 0.1176470 

Add Similarity 0.300552458 

PIN Similarity 1 

Location Variation 533.690 

Category Similarity 1 

User Type Coding 3 

Web Src Count 7 

Staleness value 0 
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TABLE III. SAMPLE DATA AFTER TARGET LABELLING 

Feature Data value(R1) Data Value(R2) 

Sr_No 4973 6237 

Name Similarity 0.1176470 1 

Add Similarity 0.300552458 0.527072476 

PIN Similarity 1 1 

Location Variation 533.690 -0.77525 

Category Similarity 1 1 

User Type Coding 3 3 

Web Src Count 7 8 

Staleness value 0 0 

Net Value -520.27180484 15.30 

TargetLabel Incorrect Correct 

V. MODEL BUILDING 
The Statistical analysis is required to understand the 

characteristics of the dataset to choose the appropriate 
approach for model building. Details of the statistical analysis 
and the treatment applied to the dataset are given in the 
following subsections. 

A. Data Analysis 
Once the data set is prepared as explained in the above 

section, JASP 0.14.1 software is used for statistical analysis to 
understand the characteristics of the data as displayed in 
Table IV. 

Data shown in this table provides the basic statistical values 
including valid record, missing values, the mean value in each 
case, standard deviations, skewness, error in skewness, 
minimum values, and maximum value. There are lots of 
differences in the number of records in each class and the class 
“Correct” is a minority class. The range of the values is also 
wide which can impact the perfect model building. For some 
algorithms, higher values may dominate and results could be 
biased. The distribution graph is plotted for each feature with 
respect to each class specified in the target value. One of the 
graphs is shown in Fig. 3 and the detail of the other attributes is 
given in Appendix I. 

TABLE IV. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR NET VALUE AND THE TARGET 
CLASSES 

Statistics Almost 
Correct Correct Partial 

Correct Incorrect 

Valid 221 13 168 111 

Missing 0 0 0 0 

Mean 11.544 16.176 7.840 -456.775 

Std. deviation 1.150 0.795 1.369 1441.913 

Skewness 0.952 0.896 -0.346 -4.587 

Std. Error of 
skewness 0.164 0.616 0.187 0.229 

Minimum 10 15 5 -9413.181 

Maximum 14.874 18 9.937 4.999 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution Graph for All Four Classes v/s Netvalue. 

It is observed that only partial correct data are closer to 
normal distribution. Distribution for the other classes is skewed 
as shown in the Fig. 3. High skewness may inject biased results 
and a false impression of the accuracy of the model could be 
achieved. Hence, before moving ahead, the dataset must be 
treated to overcome these issues related to the imbalanced 
classes and the wider range in the listed features. These 
processes are explained in the below sections. 

B. Standardization and Class Balancing 
In skewed data, learning may not be correct as the features 

having a large magnitude will dominate the objective function. 
Therefore, learning from other features will not happen 
impartially. We used MinMaxScaler class of sci-kit learn 
preprocessing package and set the range between -1 and 1 for 
required features. The impact of this normalization is shown in 
the results section. 

To make the dataset balance for all the classes, SMOTE 
oversampling method is used [51]. In this method, 
interpolation is used to generate the synthetic instance based on 
the KNn approach. Selecting the number of neighbors is 
configurable and the default value is taken as 5. After 
interpolation, a fit-resample is applied to make sure the 
sufficient number of instances in test and training datasets 
before dividing it for model building. SMOTE method is 
available in oversampling package of the “imblearn” library of 
Python. 

C. Model Selection Process 
There must be a benchmark to measure the performance of 

the implemented model and there is a ZeroR classification 
method that provides the baseline performance for the selected 
model. It is a basic classification method that predicts the 
majority class without considering the available predictors in 
the dataset. After getting the benchmark value, other models 
need to be applied and compared. As per the statistics and the 
characteristics of the dataset, it is a multiclass classification 
problem. Suitable models for this problem are explained below 
in brief. 

1) Logistic regression: Logistic regression is suitable for 
multi-class classification because it gives the probability of the 
classes available in the target variable based on the 
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independent variable. By default, it can classify binary classes 
however using One vs one and One vs rest make it suitable for 
multiclass classification as well. This modified version is 
based on the SoftMax formula for a better approximation of 
the expected target class. 

2) Decision tree: It is a supervised learning algorithm that 
can be used for classification and regression. It splits the data 
at the decision node according to certain rules based on the 
data. The entire dataset is considered at root note and the split 
logic is applied recursively on this dataset. Leaf node 
represents the class to which data belongs to. Splitting logic 
plays a vital role in a tree’s classification accuracy. 

3) Random forest: Random Forest is an ensemble of 
multiple decision trees and can be used in both regression and 
classification. It works on the principle of many weak learners 
rather than the one strong learner. It starts creating a decision 
tree corresponding to each instance and based on the majority 
voting, prediction results are generated. It overcomes the 
overfitting issue of the decision tree by dropping some 
features in each tree randomly. Based on the mode where the 
most frequently occurring outcome for the given data is 
chosen. 

4) K-nearest neighbors: It is a supervised learning 
classifier based on lazy learning where the entire dataset is 
used as training data. Euclidian distance is calculated for 
available data points and the nearest similar items are picked. 
The accuracy of the model depends upon the data and it may 
not be able to classify the boundary cases. 

5) Multi-Layer perceptron: It is a simple Artificial neural 
network which works based on the feed-forward principle. 
There are multiple layers divided into three parts. An input 
layer, an output layer, and the hidden layers. The input layer 
receives the input and passes it to the hidden layer where the 
SoftMax function is used as the activation function. The final 
prediction task is done at the output layer. There could be 
more than one hidden layer. The number of neurons on the 
output layers depends on the number of classes considered for 
the classification task. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
To choose an appropriate algorithm, we have executed 

multiple tests using Weka 3.9 and all the selected algorithms 
were applied to the dataset. To apply the above-described 
algorithm, two well-known approaches, Cross-validation, and 
split train test was adopted. Both the approaches are given 
below in brief. 

• Cross-validation: It is also known as k-fold cross-
validation. In this approach, the dataset is split in to k 
subsets and the model is trained using k-1 subsets and 
the kth set is used for testing the performance of the 
model. The algorithm is executed in k iteration and the 
final prediction error is the average error observed in 
each iteration. This approach provides the insight to 
check the overfitting or selection bias issues. 

• Split-Train-Test: The idea is to divide the dataset 
randomly into two parts where a bigger chunk is used to 
train the model which is called the training set. The 
leftover is used as the testing dataset which is unseen 
for the model and used to evaluate the performance of 
the model being used. 

For cross-validation, K is set as ten which means the 
dataset is divided into ten parts and a total of ten iterations 
were executed. In the case of the split-train-test, the dataset is 
divided into two parts in 70-30 percentage, which means 70% 
of the data are used for training the model, and the rest 30 % 
are used as a test data set. The number of iterations is set as ten 
for this schema. Systematic analysis done for each model is 
presented in the following subsection. 

A. Experimental Results 
We analyzed the result obtained in each cycle for the 

different algorithms being used. Results are discussed below in 
the ordered way as they are executed. 

1) Obtaining base performance: Zero R is used for base 
performance checks. Performance metrics obtained using 
ZeroR is set as a benchmark for other models. As shown in the 
Table V, accuracy and the kappa statistics are decreased after 
using a balanced class dataset. Hence 20.7009% is set as the 
benchmark accuracy level for other models. A negative value 
of Kappa statistics says that this model is very far from the 
optimum solution. 

2) Multiple models application: Selected models were 
applied on the normalized dataset using both approaches as 
discussed in the previous section. Results using “Cross 
vaalidation” are given in Table VI. Logistic, Multilayer 
Perceptron, IBK, Multiclass Classification, decision tree, and 
the random forest are applied on the balanced and imbalanced 
dataset. Results shown in bold are the best performer. Here we 
can observe that Logistic regression is the best one. 

Results obtained using the Split-Train-Test approach is 
shown in Table VII. As shown in the table, the best 
performance is shown by Logistic regression. Random forest 
and the Decision Tree are showing the second and third better 
performance. We have selected these top performer models for 
further analysis and once again executed them in python where 
we got almost same results. Therefore, we have plotted the 
learning curve for these three models as shown in Fig. 4. For 
decision tree and random forest models, learning on the small 
set of data are happening quickly whereas, for rest of the data it 
is taking time. It could be a case of local maxima so results 
may be biased. In the case of logistic regression model, the 
learning curve is much better as it is utilizing the maximum 
possible records from the dataset before converging. Hence the 
results obtained through logistic regression are more reliable. 
Therefore, logistic regression is selected for the final model 
building. There are certain hyperparameters that can be tuned 
to improve the performance. These hyperparameters and their 
impact are explained in the next section. 
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TABLE V. RESULTS OF ZEROR CLASSIFIER ON TWO DATASETS 

Metrics Imbalanced Class Data set Balanced Class dataset 

Accuracy 43.0799 % 20.7009 % 

Kappa Statistics 0 -0. 0573 

MAE 0. 3303 0. 3753 

RMSE 0. 4061 0. 4334 

TABLE VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR CROSS VALIDATION SETUP 

Model 
With Class balancer (Cross validation) Without Class balancer (Cross validation) 

Accuracy Kappa RMSE F1 Time Accuracy Kappa RMSE F1 Time 

Logistic 97.81 0.9709 0.1063 0.978 0.09 99.61 0.9941 0.0491 0.994 1 

Multilayer 
Perceptron 79.61 0.7282 0.2973 0.793 0.36 78.55 0.6641 0.2958 0.776 0.38 

IBK 70.16 0.6022 0.3843 0.702 0 69.98 0.5442 0.383 0.700 0 

Decision 
Tree 85.14 0.802 0.2597 0.853 0 86.93 0.8019 0.2419 0.870 0 

Random 
Forest 87.72 0.8363 0.2209 0.879 1 90.05 0.8484 0.1903 0.901 0.09 

TABLE VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR SPLIT-TRAIN-TEST SETUP 

Model 
With Class balancer (Split-Train-Test) Without Class balancer (Split-Train-Test) 

Accuracy Kappa RMSE F1 Time Accuracy Kappa RMSE F1 Time 

Logistic 97.41 0.9654 0.1085 0.968 0.1 96.75 0.951 0.1192 0.952 0.1 

Multilayer 
Perceptron 80.09 0.7324 0.2874 0.808 0 77.92 0.659 0.3136 0.767 0 

IBK 76.65 0.6864 0.3391 0.752 0.0 73.37 0.588 0.3629 0.722 0.01 

Decision 
Tree 87.27 0.8293 0.2382 0.873 0 86.36 0.791 0.2591 0.863 0.01 

Random 
Forest 89.75 0.8625 0.1824 0.897 0 88.961 0.8304 0.2083 0.888 0 

 
Fig. 4. Learning Curve for Decision Tree, Random Forest and Logistic Regression. 
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VII. FINE TUNING 
Each algorithm has some hyperparameters which needs to 

be tuned to make the model efficient on the desired data set as 
there is no pre-stated rule to choose the value of these 
hyperparameters. For decision tree and random forest models, 
learning on the small set of data happen quickly whereas, for 
rest of the data it is taking time. It could be a case of local 
maxima so results may be biased. In the case of logistic 
regression model, the learning curve is much better as it is 
utilizing the maximum possible records from the dataset before 
converging. Therefore, Logistic regression model is selected 
for final fine tuning to obtain the best performance. 

In the case of logistic regression, we considered below 
explained three parameters for fine tuning of the model. 

A. Solver 
It’s a mathematical model which helps to calculate the 

optimum prediction by reducing the loss factor. There are 
different methods available in logistic regression such as 
“saga”, “lbfgs”, “newton-cg”, “sag”, “liblnear”, etc. to achieve 
the best optimization based on the characteristics of the dataset 
available to work on. Newton-cg uses the quadratic function 
for loss minimization which makes it expensive. It can handle 
the loss in case of multiclass problems easily. Limited-memory 
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (lbfgs), stores only a few 
vectors that support the approximations for the next terms. It 
can also handle the multinomial loss easily and it is used as the 
default solver in sci-kit learn library of python. Liblinear uses 
the coordinate descent algorithm for optimization purposes. It 
applies automatic parameters selection and suitable for large 
predictors dataset. Stochastic Average Gradient (SAG) uses 
smooth convex functions and suitable for large data set as it 
easily gets converge. SAGA is a variant of SAG which 
supports sparse multinomial logistic regression and suitable for 
a very large dataset. 

B. Regularization 
It is also known as the penalty method. It is a way to avoid 

the overfitting of a model. Regularization overcomes the 
overfitting issue by adding some bias using tuning parameters. 
There are multiple methods available that are L1, L2, and 
Elastic Net. These methods are to regularize the higher 
coefficient values. L1 uses the absolute magnitude values of 
the coefficient and ignores the Zero values. L2 takes the square 
of the magnitude to avoid the sparse coefficient matrix. Elastic 
net is a combination of L1 and L2 and mostly used where the 
number of predictors is larger than the number of observations 
[52]. It groups the strongly correlated predictors so the 
contribution or removal of these variables is done together. 

C. C-Value 
This is the inverse of the solver strength. As per the 

documentation of the sci-kit learn, a smaller value indicates the 
stronger regularization. 

All the solvers don’t support each penalizing method. 
Table VIII shows the solver and the penalty supported by them. 
From the below table, we observe that penalty L2 is applicable 
with each solver so we are considering L2 for further analysis 
with different combinations of c value and the solver choice. 

The logic for getting the accuracy with standard deviation in 
each case is given in Algorithm 1. 

TABLE VIII. SOLVER AND COMPATIBLE REGULARIZATION METHOD 

Solver Compatible Regularization Method 

Newton – cg L2 

Sag L2 

Saga L2, Elastic net 

Lbfgs L2 

The solver list, penalty method list, and solver strength list 
are passed as the input parameters. RepeatedStratifiedKFold 
class from sci-kit learn of python is used as a cross validator 
for taking different random records for repeating n times. 

ALGORITHM 1: Analysis of Hyperparameters 

Input:  
solverList= {'newton-cg', 'lbfgs', 'liblinear'}, 
penaltyList={‘l2’,’none’}, cValues = [100, 10, 1.0, 0.1, 0.01],  
executionScheme= {simple logistic, k fold logistic, stratified k 
fold}, dataset 
Output:  
outcomeList 
  for each cValues do 
  for each executionScheme   

 cv = createInstanceOf_ExecutionScheme () 
  gs = GridSearchCV (estimator, param_grid, cv, scoring, 
error_score) 
  fitGridSearchOnDataset () 
  SetOutcome (accuracy, stdDeviation) 
  endFor  
 endFor 
output outcomeList 

After that, GridSearchCV of model selection package from 
sci-kit learn is used for executing the process for various 
parameters. It takes a model function as the estimator, 
param_grid as the list or dictionary of the parameters which 
need to be applied. It also takes the cross-validator estimator, a 
scoring list that may have multiple scoring parameters and an 
error score. We have tested for penalty “L2” and ‘none’ as the 
other options are not applicable. Best accuracy is observed 
with Newton-cg and the C value as 100. Accuracy decreases 
for other values of the C parameter. Solver Sag and Saga show 
minor change and low accuracy. If the penalty is set as “None” 
then Liblinear is out from the choice as it doesn’t support any 
regularization method apart from L2. For the rest of the solver, 
again the Newton-CG performed the best with 100 as the C 
value. L2 regularization method gives the best result for 
Newton-cg solver and 100 as the strength value however it 
must be verified the same with a large dataset. 

VIII  CONCLUSION 
In this research, the proposed predictive model was built 

and fine-tuned via exhaustive experiments done on the 
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prepared dataset. Results show that the performance varies for 
an imbalanced dataset which is just half when applied to a 
balanced dataset. It removes the overfitting chances that lead 
for more accurate, nonbiased results. We also applied different 
models on the data set for two different approaches known as 
Cross-validation and Split-train-test to obtain the best model. 
Logistic regression is found as the best performer among six 
different models however random forest and decision tree were 
also good but they were suffered from the local maxima issue. 
Hence the logistic regression is chosen for the final model and 
it was fine-tuned for various parameters using exhaustive 
experiments. The final model is obtained with Newton-CG 
solver, L2 penalty and 100 as the solver strength parameter for 
this dataset. The proposed model gives 96.40% accuracy on 
unseen data. This is a novel predictive model, based on 
multiple sources of information to judge the accuracy of the 
geotagged data. This work provides the way to move forward 
for various use cases depends on the geotagged data for better 
development work for citizens. There are many preprocessing 
steps involved to make the data useful for prediction. As of 
now, these processes are discrete and costly in terms of 
execution time. Going forward, we are planning to increase the 
dataset with the small threshold value for location variation and 
build a robust pipeline to cover the data preprocess work using 
the state-of-the-art framework available for the machine 
learning pipeline. Proposed work opens the way to ensure the 
quality of geotagged data available on mapping websites and 
geoportals. 

VIII. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
Detailed descriptive statistical analysis of dataset is 

provided in Appendix I. 
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APPENDIX I 
Attribute wise Descriptive Statistical Analysis of the original dataset is presented here. The number of records is not the same for each class as shown in the 

respective tables. The range for minimum and maximum values is also varying for some attributes. Hence the class balancing and standardization methods were 
applied before model building. 

A. Name Similarity 
Name of the POI is matched in GT data and corresponding CS data, and compared using wordnet English language corpus. Very few records have exact same 

name in the Ground Truth data set and the Crowdsourced data available on Geoportals or mapping websites. Comparison score varies from 0 to 1 where 1 shows 
the perfect matching as shown in Table IX. 

TABLE I. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR NAME SIMILARITY BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  0.955  0.919  0.785  0.812 

 Std. deviation  0.151  0.031  0.326  0.311 

 Minimum  0  0.889  0.118  0 

 Maximum  1  1  1  1 

B. Address Similarity 
Address of the POI is matched in GT data and corresponding CS data and compared using wordnet English language corpus of NLTK library of Python. Here 

we considered the semantic meaning of the words like clinic, hospital, and medical institute all were considered as matching. Therefore, the mean value in case of 
almost correct is 0.715 which is acceptable as shown in Table X. 

TABLE II. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR ADDRESS SIMILARITY BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  0.715  0.919  0.335  0.453 

 Std. deviation  0.277  0.160  0.216  0.216 

 Minimum  0.087  0.527  0  0 

 Maximum  1  1  1  1 

C. PIN Similarity 
Pin code of the POI is matched in GT data and corresponding CS data and compared using the cosine similarity method. Here we considered exact matching 

based on the number of digits. As pin code in India has six digits where initial two digits give the information about the state code so if these two digits are not 
matching then it must go in incorrect however if only last digit is varying that means the variation is within the same locality so it can be considered as Almost 
Correct as shown in Table XI. 

TABLE III.  DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR PIN SIMILARITY BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  0.920  1  0.635  0.805 

 Std. deviation  0.254  0  0.470  0.357 

 Minimum  0  1  0  0 

 Maximum  1  1  1  1 
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E. Distance Variation 
Distance variation is the GPS location variation in GT data and corresponding CS data and comparison is done using the Haversine distance calculation 

method. For implementing the idea, we have kept the threshold as one kilometer just for simplicity. If the variation is within the threshold value, it is considered as 
matching otherwise not. There is a large difference between minimum and maximum values which needs to be standardized before using in model building as 
shown in Table XII. 

TABLE IV. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DISTANCE VARIATION BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0   0  0  0 

 Mean  -0.778  -0.958  464.041  -0.109 

 Std. deviation  0.334  0.085  1442.937  1.173 

 Minimum  -1  -1  -1  -1 

 Maximum  1.292  -0.775  9156.581  4.639 

F. Category Similarity 
Category of the POI is matched in GT data and corresponding CS data and compared using wordnet English language corpus of NLTK library of Python. 

Here we considered the semantic meaning of the words as taken in case of Name and address contents. As the mean value suggests, even for the incorrect data, 
most of the records shows the similarity value more than 0.7 as shown in Table XIII. 

TABLE V. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR CATEGORY SIMILARITY BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  0.809  1  0.736  0.762 

 Std. deviation  0.314  0  0.347  0.352 

 Minimum  0.111  1  0  0 

 Maximum  1  1  1  1 

G. UserType Coding 
There are five types of contributors/users such as general user, local guide, surveyor, owner, or admin who tag the data. Admin is the system admin who is 

inserting verified geotagged data. Hence there are few less chances to get the wrong data. Surveyor is the authorized person who is manually verifying the 
locations and tagging. They also considered trusted users. The local guide has more knowledge about the vicinity to which they belong. The rest of the users are 
considered a general user. Therefore, encoding is done based on their trust factor, and the admin is assigned the highest value whereas the general user is given the 
lowest value within the range of 1 to 5. Statistics are shown in Table XIV. 

TABLE VI. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR USERTYPECODING BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  3.059  3.692  1.685  1.738 

 Std. deviation  1.682  1.316  0.991  0.930 

 Minimum  1  1  1  1 

 Maximum  5  5  5  5 
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I. WebSrc Count 
Using Web scrapping, POI data are searched on the web and distinct web sources are identified which give the same address and name information about that 

POI. A number of distinct web sources are directly proportional to the accuracy of the data. However, few exceptional cases may arise due to the new business 
setup. In these scenarios, other parameters like user type and latency period are considered to categorize the data in one of the four classes. Table XV gives the 
statistical idea about related data. 

TABLE VII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR WEBSRCCOUNT BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  4.905  9.154  4.090  4.280 

 Std. deviation  3.266  0.899  2.310  1.876 

 Minimum  1  8  1  1 

 Maximum  10  10  10  9 

J. Latency Period 
This attribute gives the idea about the freshness of the data. The latest timestamp is found through the process of web scraping and the data availability on the 

geoportals. The most recent is considered as better which is calculated by taking the difference in the current data and the latest timestamp. The smaller the 
difference leads to better accuracy. Statistics of this data are given in Table XVI. 

TABLE VIII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR LATENCY PERIOD BASED ON THE TARGET CLASSES 

Descriptive Statistics Almost Correct Correct Incorrect Partial Correct 

 Valid  221  13  168  111 

 Missing  0  0  0  0 

 Mean  0.597  0  1.000  1.119 

 Std. deviation  0.922  0  1.514  1.218 

 Minimum  0  0  0  0 
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Abstract—One of the most important concepts in the 

heterogeneous mobile networks is Vertical Handover (VHO). The 

VHO is a vital process taken place by Mobile Users (MUs) in 

order to satisfy their preferences of security and cost, in addition 

to the rest of parameters of network and terminal such as latency 

and velocity, respectively. However, a proactive security for 

upcoming sensitive connection and performing VHO between 

heterogeneous mobile networks have not been considered. This 

paper therefore comes up with a new secure algorithm to address 

this issue: Proactive Security for Upcoming Sensitive Connection 

(PSUSC). Analysis of the PSUSC algorithm proves reducing 

potential attacks extremely compared with previous works which 

rely on using less secure RAT. 

Keywords—Vertical handover security; mobile networks; 

wireless networks; heterogeneous wireless 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Mobile Users (MUs) are always keen for using all 
available communication services anywhere, anytime 
regardless of any potential technical issue and/or technological 
constraint might associated with the different Radio Access 
Technologies (RATs): Wi-Fi, 2G (GSM), 3G (UMTS), 4G 
(WiMAX and LTE) and 5G. 

In fact, a RAT itself is not able to satisfy MUs’ preferences 
all the time as each RAT has its own restricted capabilities in 
terms of security, data rate, coverage, etc. For example, the 5G 
itself is not sufficient for providing ubiquitous wireless access 
without cooperating with the rest of RATs [1]. 

The VHO performance is measured by different factors 
such as latency, packet loss, cost signaling, connection failure 
and security. However, this paper focuses on the security as 
one of the most crucial factors for the MU to secure upcoming 
sensitive connection. 

Although there are hundreds VHO approaches have been 
proposed in the literature, it is noticed that a proactive security 
for upcoming sensitive connection and performing VHO 
between heterogeneous mobile networks have not been 
considered. Therefore, this paper presents a new secure 
algorithm to address this issue: Proactive Security for 
Upcoming Sensitive Connection (PSUSC). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents related works in securing roaming issues. In 
Section III, a design of the proposed algorithm is presented. 
Section IV presents an analysis of the proposed algorithm. 
Finally, a conclusion and future work are given in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [2], 132 VHO approaches have been reviewed and 
classified into two categories: VHO security based category 
and VHO non-security based category for which their 
characteristics have been discussed. It has been concluded in 
[2] that the VHO non-security based category takes a large 
portion of previous works (93%) compared with the VHO 
security based category (7%). Where, the majority works of 
this modest percentage of VHO security based category have 
mainly focused on the role of security parameter in selecting 
the best available RAT [3]. 

In [4-11] multi-criteria input parameters considered are 
(delays, user satisfactions), (Received Signal Strength (RSS), 
bandwidth, network, coverage, Quality of Service (QoS)), 
(RSS, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), bandwidth), (RSS, 
bandwidth, cost, velocity of the user), (user speed, RSS, 
network), (RSS, QoS, bandwidth, network coverage and 
current and predicted optical link status, traffic rate, active 
Access Points (APs), and traffic load of adjacent APs), 
respectively. 

However, a proactive security for upcoming sensitive 
connection and performing VHO between heterogeneous 
mobile networks has not been considered. 

III. DESIGN OF PSUSC ALGORITHM 

The VHO consists of three phases: Initiation (Collecting 
Information), Decision and Execution [12-19]. The proposed 
secure algorithm takes into account the critical phases of 
decision and execution in order to secure upcoming sensitive 
connection between heterogeneous mobile networks. This is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

A. Decision Phase 

Unlike previous works which only focus on the role of 
security parameter in selecting the best available RAT for an 
imminent VHO, this proactive phase is responsible for 
selecting the best available secure RAT for the upcoming 
sensitive connection. Hence, it extremely reduces any potential 
attack might be launched due to using a current less secure 
RAT. 

Based on Table I, the PSUSC algorithm descendingly 
orders all available RATs in terms of security into two levels 
[2]: L1: higher security for 5G (M=5), L2: high security for 
LTE (M=4), less high security for UMTS (M=3), medium 
security for WiMAX & GSM (M=2) and low security for Wi-
Fi (M=1). 
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Fig. 1. The PSUSC Algorithm. 
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TABLE I. SECURITY COMPARISON OF RATS 

RAT Generation Security Metric (M) Level (L) 

5G Fifth Higher 5 One 

LTE Fourth High 4 

Two 

UMTS Third Less High 3 

WiMAX Fourth 
Medium 2 

GSM Second 

Wi-Fi - Low 1 

Once the VHO is triggered for a security session, the 
algorithm’s precedence is to secure the upcoming sensitive 
session and it therefore selects the best available secure RAT, 
taking into account that the sole VHO to 5G (L1) is 
automatically taken place without MUs’ confirmation. 
Otherwise, the MU could confirm whether proceeding VHO 
from available L2’s RATs or not. Finally, when the VHO 
ongoing sensitive session is successfully performed, the MU is 
returned back to a previous RAT as long as it is still available. 
Otherwise, the MU is connected to the best available secure 
RAT. 

B. Execution Phase 

This phase is responsible for securing roaming between 
heterogeneous mobile networks. The critical moment during 

the phase is that the VHO between any two RATs (from a 
source RAT to a destination RAT) might face attackers who 
exploit such a process for achieving their malicious goals. 

MIPv4 and MIPv6 are the best mobility management 
protocols used to maintain VHO ongoing sessions [20]. 
However, the MIPv6 is more secure than MIPv4 as it provides 
Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) for all security requirements 
[21]. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF PSUSC ALGORITHM 

In this analysis, there are five available RATs: 5G, LTE, 
UMTS, GSM and Wi-Fi, as shown in Fig. 2. The MU is 
currently connected with Wi-Fi at office and intending to make 
online bank transactions. Once the MU proceeds to fill 
sensitive information, the VHO is triggered in order to secure 
the upcoming sensitive session by selecting the best available 
secure RAT. It is obvious in this scenario that the transactions’ 
session is handovered to the most available secure RAT and 
therefore the security is effectively improved compared with 
using Wi-Fi as a less secure RAT. 

Where the PSUSC algorithm guarantees ordering all 
available RATs descendingly in terms of security: higher 
security for 5G, high security for LTE, less high security for 
UMTS, medium security for GSM and low security for Wi-Fi. 
This is shown in Fig. 3 to Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 2. Scenario of PSUSC Algorithm. 
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Fig. 3. 5G vs. Wi-Fi. 

 

Fig. 4. LTE vs. Wi-Fi. 

 

Fig. 5. .UMTS vs. Wi-Fi. 

 

Fig. 6. GSM vs. Wi-Fi. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented design and analysis of new 
proactive security algorithm for upcoming sensitive connection 
and performing VHO between heterogeneous mobile networks. 
The analysis has noticeably showed reducing potential attacks 
compared with previous works which rely on using less secure 
RAT. However, we intend to perform more analysis as well as 
simulation on the proposed algorithm to address security 
issues, which might face the execution phase as a result of 
using mobility management protocols during VHO. 
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Abstract—Here, a planar 2×2 MIMO configuration for the 
5G smartphone has been presented. A single element modified 
planar tree profile shape (MPTPS) antenna is implemented to 
investigate the suitability in future 5G communication for 
different sub-6 GHz spectrum band. The size of the single 
MPTPS antenna is 40 × 25 mm2. The electronic band gap (EBG) 
and partial ground plane (PGP) techniques have been utilized to 
tune this antenna. The antenna works from 2.81 – 7.23 GHz, with 
a (VSWR < 2) bandwidth of 4.42 GHz that covers all the mid-
range sub-6 GHz 5G frequencies. It also has a comparatively 
good gain of 3.14 dBi, high efficiency of 96% and a bi-directional 
radiation pattern. The antenna has been implemented in a 145 × 
75 mm2 smartphone mainboard with MIMO configuration using 
polarization diversity. More than -21.1 dB isolation has been 
found between different ports. A good gain of as high as 6.59 dBi 
is observed for the MIMO in the band. Also, as MIMO 
performance, excellent envelope correlation coefficient of less 
than 0.0029 and minimum diversity gain of 9.9853 has been 
observed. The investigation has been further stretched by adding 
a liquid crystal display (LCD) for radiation performance and a 
hand phantom to assess the performance in terms of specific 
absorption rate (SAR).  It is observed that the SAR value is as 
low as 0.887641 at 3.5 GHz. This design will motivate the 
researcher to develop high performance MIMO arrays for 5G 
smartphones. 

Keywords—MIMO; smartphone antenna; isolation; envelope 
correlation coefficient; diversity gain; specific absorption rate 
(SAR) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, in wireless communication, the latest addition 

is 5G technology. The emergence of the 5G technology will 
enable improve connectivity, excellent speed and data rate and 
these all features will come with a very low latency [1].  In 
terms of the frequency of operation there are two different band 
of 5G: Sub-6 GHz (below 6 GHz bands) and the millimeter 
wave band. The millimeter wave band lays between 24 to 30 
GHz in different regions. In the sub 6-GHz 5G band, there few 
sub bands such as lower band (700 MHz), mid band (3.4 to 3.6 
GHz) and high band (4.8–6 GHz) [2]. Different countries from 
different regions have decided to choose different sub-6 GHz 

band for their future 5G rollout operation. Due to this shuttle 
change in the working frequencies, all the necessary hardware 
related to the base transceiver stations (BTS), 
handphone/smartphones and other user equipment (UE) need 
to be redesigned or tuned to fit those chosen frequencies. 
Among various components of those equipment, the antenna is 
one of the most significant part of the system. The antenna 
works as the main gateway for any wireless interface by 
converting the electrical signal to electromagnetic radiation [3]. 
So, a good design of antenna would impose less stress on other 
components such as power amplifiers (PAs), low noise 
amplifiers (LNAs) and etc. Recently, multiple input multiple 
output (MIMO) array techniques and configurations for 
smartphones provide a nice edge to the transmission and 
reception of the wireless signal, enabling low crosstalk, high 
signal selectivity and channel capacity [4]. In addition, it 
inherently comes with a better directivity, enhanced 
beamforming and beam-steering ability. However, it’s still 
challenging for the designers to design a MIMO antenna array 
that fits inside a smartphone along with the other circuitry 
element without harming the performance of the entire system 
to cover the entire mid-range sub-6 GHz frequency range by 
still keeping the MIMO performance intact in terms of port 
isolation, envelope correlation coefficient (ECC), diversity gain 
(DG), and SAR. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Recently, research on 5G MIMO array design has got a lot 

of attention among the researcher and the design engineers. In 
[5] the authors have proposed a two element MIMO antenna 
array that works for the sub-6 GHz bands (3.5 and 4.3 GHz) 
and also in millimeter wave (mmWave) band from 24 – 38 
GHz. The authors here have proposed the planar inverted-F 
(PIFA) structure for the single antenna element. The results 
show that the minimum isolation between the ports is -21 dB 
and the ECC is less than 0.05 throughout all the working 
frequencies. However, the authors have not performed any 
SAR analysis. As this antenna is intended to be working in the 
smartphones, it is a necessary to analyze the exposer around 
any human tissue. 
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A four port 2 × 2 MIMO antenna array has been proposed 
using slotted rectangular shaped antenna element works for 5G 
new radio (NR) band 77, 78 and 79 which covers 3.3 to 4.2 
GHz, 3.3 to 3.8 GHz and 4.4 to 5 GHz respectively (sub-6 GHz 
middle bands) [6]. The authors used E and L shaped slots in the 
rectangular planar patch to crate the desired resonant frequency 
bands and also used novel un-protruded multi-slot (UPMS) to 
isolate the ports. The results show that the ECC is less than 
0.01 and, the isolations between the port 1 & 2 and port 3 & 4 
are good below -25 dB. However, based on the results 
presented its can be seen that the isolation between port 2 & 4 
and 1 & 3 it is as high as -15 dB which is not desired also. 
Another point of this proposal is the authors have not done any 
SAR analysis which is very important for the implementation 
of this design in the smartphone. A quad port 2 × 2 MIMO 
antenna for smartphones has been proposed in [7]. The single 
antenna element for the MIMO is based on the combination of 
L-shaped, rectangular shaped and Z-shaped strips. The antenna 
is designed for 3.5GHz (3.4-3.6 GHz) and 5GHz (4.8-5 GHz) 
bands for 5G application. The isolation between the ports is 
found to be larger than -16.5 dB and the ECC is less than 0.01 
for this proposal. However, the SAR analysis is still missing in 
the analysis. One more proposal has been made for four 
element MIMO base on planar dipole single element antenna 
for smartphone which works 3.5 and 4.7 GHz sub-6 GHz 5G 
bands [8]. A thorough SAR analysis in this proposal with head 
and hand phantom defined in the simulator. The SAR value can 
been seen for the results are 1.8 W/Kg and 1.7 W/Kg for 
3.5GHz and 4.7 GHz respectively for 10g tissue mass. Also, a 
good ECC of below 0.005 has been observing. However, in 
terms of the isolation between the ports it can be seen that the 
isolation, even though within the acceptable range, goes as low 
as -15 dB. 

In [9], the authors have proposed a shared dipole antenna 
structure for the working frequency NR band 77/78/79. The 
authors have proposed this eight element array design 
especially for the laptop application. From the presented results 
it seen that the mutual coupling between ports as less as -19dB. 
However, the authors have not disclosed the single element 
antenna gain. Also, some important MIMO parameters such as 
ECC, (DG) and etc. are missing which are essential to assess 
the performance of the proposed design. Another 8 element 
antenna MIMO array has been proposed [10] for 5G 
smartphones that works between 3.4 to 3.6 GHz. The authors 
have proposed the MIMO array which can fit on the side edge 
of the smartphone and comprises with single monopole 
structures and the total size of the board is chosen to be 145 × 
75 mm2 structure. The configuration exhibits a good ECC of 
0.1 and single element gain around 3.5. However, the 
minimum isolation between the ports comparatively low, 
dropping around -12 dB which is undesirable. Similarly, a 
different 8 element 8×8 MIMO antenna configuration has been 
proposed in [11] which works for sub-6 GHz frequency region. 
The single element antenna utilized here is a folded monopole 
with a dimension of 17.85 × 5 mm2. The work reveals a good 
ECC of less than 0.06, the mean effective gain varies between 
4.18 to 5.67 dBi and the maximum SAR value reaches 0.941 
W/Kg. However, one important parameter, the isolation 
between the ports is not so high, as it drops to -17 dB between 
the ports which would degrade the whole system performance. 

Table I summarize the recent works and also make a 
comparison with this proposed work. 

In this article, a modified tree profile shaped (MPTPS) 
antenna has been proposed and implemented in a 2 × 2 MIMO 
configuration for smartphones that has a working bandwidth 
(BW) 2.81 to 7.23 GHz to cover the entire mid-range sub-6 
GHz 5G frequencies. The MIMO antenna has comparatively 
better isolation between the ports. It has better isolation 
between ports, superior ECC, DG and SAR values compared 
with the other existing proposals which would improve the 
overall performance of the smartphone for 5G communication. 

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE RECENT WORKS WITH THE PROPOSED 
WORK 

References Isolation (dB) ECC  SAR (W/Kg) 
[5] - 21 0.05 na 
[6] - 15 0.01 na 
[7] - 16.5 0.01 na 
[8] - 15 0.005 1.7 
[9] - 19 na na 
[10] - 12 0.1 na 
[11] - 17 0.06 0.941 
Proposed work - 21.1 0.0022 0.887641 

*na = not available 

This article is organized as: Section II, Literature Review 
(where the recent related research has been discussed). 
Section III, MPTPS antenna and MIMO design (this section 
includes the thorough elaboration and illustration of the design 
procedure of a single element MTPS antenna and the MIMO 
design as well). Section IV, Results and Analysis (in this 
section a deep discussion and analysis has been done by 
presenting the relevant responses related to the proposed 
design) and Section V, Conclusion (the article is concluded 
here and further aspect of this research has been revealed). 

III. MPTPS ANTENNA AND MIMO DESIGN 
Fig. 1 comprises the front and back view geometry of the 

proposed MPTPS antenna structure. The antenna comprises 
one square shape and three circular shape patches to make it an 
MPTPS structure. One of the circular shapes’ center is on the 
middle point of the upper side of the square patch. The other 
two circular patches’ centers are on the middle point of the left 
and right side of the square patch. The Bottom side of the 
square patch is connected with the 50 Ω feed transmission line 
(TL).  The back view of the antenna shows the partial ground 
plane (PGP) with its electronic band gap (EBG). Fig. 2 reveals 
the dimensions of the antenna which has been estimated and 
later optimized by (1)-(9) [12-16]. 

It is seen that the MPTPS antenna has an overall dimension 
of 25×40 mm2 with a GP dimension of 17×18.9 mm2 at the 
back of the antenna. The diameter of the each circle in the tree 
profile patch is 11 mm (radius, r = 5.5 mm) and the length of 
the sides of the square is same as the diameter of the circular 
shapes. The width of the 50 Ω feed TL is 1.24 mm and the 
length has been chosen as 20 mm as it is the one third of the 
free space wavelength (λ/3), where λ = 60 mm at center 
frequency 5 GHz, is the best optimized feed length for this 
design. 
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Fig. 1. The Front and the Back Geometry of the Proposed Single Element 

MPTPS Antenna. 

 
Fig. 2. The Detailed Dimension of the Proposed Antenna. 
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Where, r is the radius of the circular patches. L and W are 
the length and the width of the any rectangular patch on the 
antenna. However, in this design, L = W since it’s a square 
patch. The Lg and Wg are the length and width of the ground 
plane (GP) respectively. The substrate material for this 
proposed design is Rogers 3003 which has a dielectric constant 

(𝜀𝑟) of 3.00, the loss tangent (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿) of 0.0019 and the substrate 
height (h) of 0.51 mm. After finalizing the single element 
design, the antenna has been used to be implemented for a 2 × 
2 MIMO design configuration. 

Fig. 3 shows the MIMO structure of the proposed array for 
smartphone. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that there are two pairs 
of antennas on the both side of the main board of the 
smartphone. Each pair has a combination of a 900 polarization 
diversity between them which actually give theoretically zero 
cross talk between them. The antenna 1 (A1) and antenna 2 
(A2) is a pair and the other pair consists of antenna 3 (A3) and 
antenna 4 (A4). The total size of the main smartphone board is 
145 ×  75 mm2 which represents the dimension of 5.5 inch 
display phone. 

After this, in the MIMO configuration, a liquid crystal 
display (LCD) glass has been added to see the effect on the 
parameters (see Fig. 4). The material for the LCD is a lead 
glass which has a dielectric constant of 6, material density of 
4200 kg/m3, electrical conductivity of 1e-12 S/m and the 
thermal expansion coefficient of 8.18e-6 /K. The thickness of 
the LCD is chosen to be twice of the height of the substrate 
(1.1 mm) and the gap between the main board and the LCD is 
kept as 0.51 mm. 

 
Fig. 3. The Proposed 2 × 2 MIMO Configuration for Smartphone. 

 
Fig. 4. MIMO Array with LCD. 
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Finally, to analyze the SAR performance of the antenna, a 
phantom model of hand tissue has been added to the structure. 
Fig. 5 represents the arrangement of the antenna with LCD and 
the added hand phantom. The simulation has been performed 
with the full 3-D electromagnetic simulator CST MWS 2021. 
In the next section all necessary result parameters and 
responses have been presented and analyzed. 

 
Fig. 5. MIMO Array with LCD and Hand Phantom. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
At first, the single element MPTPS antenna has been 

represented for analysis and discussion. Fig. 6 comprises the 
reference impedance (Fig. 6a), the S-parameter (S11) (Fig. 6b) 
and the voltage standing ratio (VSWR) (Fig. 6c) of the 
antenna. In the beginning, it is important to see the impedance 
of the antenna. Since it is designed for a 50 Ω system, the 
reference impedance needs to be as close as 50 Ω value and 
from Fig. 6(a) it can be seen exactly the same as the impedance 
is 50 Ω throughout the BW. Now, to determine the working 
frequency BW it is necessary to check the S11 and the VSWR 
response of the antenna. From Fig. 6(b) it can be seen that the 
value S11 ≤ -10 dB starts from 2.83 GHz and stays below -10 
dB until 7.16 GHz. So, it can be understood that the -10 dB 
BW is 4.33 GHz. To investigate further on the BW 
confirmation, the VSWR response has been analyzed. The 
condition VSWR ≤  2 is commonly used to determine the 
working frequency of the antenna and it is seen from the 
Fig. 6(c) that the condition is satisfied from 2.81-7.23 GHz 
which increases the BW to 4.42 GHz. 

Next, the efficiency, realized gain (RG) and the radiation 
pattern has been observed to assess the performance of the 
single MPTPS antenna. Fig. 7(a) and (b) comprise the radiation 
efficiency (RE) & total antenna efficiency (TAE), and the RG 
of the single MPTPS antenna respectively. Also, Fig. 8 
comprises the 3-D and 2-D (polar) far-field radiation pattern at 
3.5 GHz, 4.8GHz and 5.8 GHz. It can be seen from Fig. 7(a) 
that the RE and TAE both never go below 80% whereas goes 
as high as 96% at around 3 GHz. The realized gain (Fig. 7b) 
reveals that it reaches as high as 3.14 dBi which is very good 
considering the small size of the MPTPS antenna. Fig. 8(a), (c) 
and (e) comprise the 3-D far-field radiation pattern of the 

proposed MPTPS antenna at 3.5 GHz, 4.8 GHz and 5.8 GHz 
respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 8(b), (d) and (f) comprise the 2-
D polar (the E- and H-plane) pattern of the antenna at those 
frequencies respectively. It can be seen that at all frequencies 
(from both 3-D and 2-D pattern) the far-field radiation pattern 
is bi-directional. 

 
(a) Reference Impedance. 

 
(b) S-Parameter (S11). 

 
(c) VSWR. 

Fig. 6. The (a) Reference Impedance, the (b) S-Parameter (S11) and the (c) 
VSWR of the Single Element MPTPS Antenna. 

 
(a) RE and TAE of the MPTPS Antenna. 

 
(b) Realized Gain of the MPTPS Antenna. 

Fig. 7. Efficiencies and Realized Gain of the Single Element MPTPS 
Antenna. 
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(a) 3.5 GHz.   (b) 3.5 GHz. 

 
(c) 4.8 GHz.   (d) 4.8 GHz. 

 
(e) 5.8 GHz.   (f) 5.8 GHz. 

Fig. 8. Far-Field Radiation Pattern at different Frequencies of the MPTPS 
Antenna. 

After the confirmation of the performance assessment of 
the single element antenna, now, the next step is to investigate 
the performance of the proposed antenna in 2 ×  2 MIMO 
configuration. Fig. 9(a) comprises the S-parameter’s reflection 
parameter responses (S11, S22, S33 and S44) of the four ports of 
the MIMO configuration. Similarly, Fig. 9(b) consists of the 
VSWR responses of the four different ports of the MIMO 
antenna. From both figures it can be seen that they are mostly 
same as the single element MPTPS antenna with a very little 
deviation. So, it is conclusive that in terms of the BW, the 
MIMO configuration keeps the working BW intact. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the isolation between the ports which is 
one of the most important parameters to assess the performance 
of any MIMO array antenna. Since the array has two pairs of 
orthogonal configuration it is enough to investigate the port 1 
and port 2 only. Fig. 10(a) comprises the S11, S21, S31 and S41 
and Fig. 10(b) comprises the S12, S22, S32, S42 and S34 to 
observe the isolations between different ports where S12/S21 
defines the isolation between port 1 and 2, S31 defines the 
isolation between and port 1 & 3, S41 defines the isolation 
between port 1 & 4 and S34 defines the isolation between port 3 
& 4. Similarly, S32 and S42 defines the isolation between port 2 
& 3 and port 2 & 4 respectively. It can be seen form both of the 

figure that except S42 (-21.1 dB), the rest of the isolation 
between different ports are below -30 dB. As the standard is 
less than -15 dB [6], this proposed MIMO exhibits an excellent 
isolation performance that is suitable for smartphones. Next, 
Fig. 11 comprises the surface current accumulation of the 
MIMO configuration at port 1 and port 2. It can be seen that 
due to the excitation at port 1 or port 2 other port does not 
accumulate much surface current and this is another 
justification on the good isolation between the ports in this 
MIMO configuration. 

 
(a) S-Parameter of different Ports. 

 
(b) VSWR of different Ports. 

Fig. 9. (a) S-Parameters and (b) VSWRs of different Ports of the 2 × 2 
MIMO Configuration. 

 
(a) Isolation with Respect to Port 1. 

 
(b) Isolation with Respect to Port 2. 

Fig. 10. Isolation between different Ports of the MIMO. 
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Fig. 11. Surface Current Accumulation at different Ports. 

   
(a) Port 1.    (b) Port 2. 

    
(c) Port 3.    (d) Port 4 

Fig. 12. 3-D Radiation Pattern for different Ports at 3.5 GHz. 

The 3-D radiation patterns at 3.5 GHz in different ports can 
be seen in Fig. 12. The pattern at port 1 and 4 exhibit the front 
and back side radiating nature. On the other hand, port 2 and 
port 3 exhibit the radiation pattern at the right and left sides of 
the main board of the smartphone. So, it apparent that the 
combination of the four ports together covers all four directions 
of the radiation which makes this proposed configuration 
suitable for this specific application. As the assessment of the 
isolation and radiation performance is done, it is crucial to 
observe and analyze the other parameters such as the combined 
RG, the ECC and the DG of the array. Fig. 13(a), (b) and (c) 
discloses those parameters respectively. Since it’s a four port 
MIMO, there will be three ECCs (𝐸𝐶𝐶12,𝐸𝐶𝐶13 & 𝐸𝐶𝐶14) and 
three DGs (𝐷𝐺𝑒12,𝐷𝐺𝑒13 & 𝐷𝐺𝑒14 ). The ECC for different 
forts can be calculated by (10)-(12) and similarly the DG can 
be estimated by (13)-(15) [17]. 

𝐸𝐶𝐶12 = |𝑆11∗ 𝑆12+𝑆12∗ 𝑆22+𝑆13∗ 𝑆32+𝑆14∗ 𝑆42|2

(1−(|𝑆11|2+|𝑆12|2)+(|𝑆13|2+|𝑆14|2))2 
         (10) 

𝐸𝐶𝐶13 = |𝑆11∗ 𝑆13+𝑆12∗ 𝑆23+𝑆13∗ 𝑆33+𝑆14∗ 𝑆43|2

(1−(|𝑆11|2+|𝑆12|2)+(|𝑆13|2+|𝑆14|2))2 
         (11) 

𝐸𝐶𝐶14 = |𝑆11∗ 𝑆14+𝑆12∗ 𝑆24+𝑆13∗ 𝑆34+𝑆14∗ 𝑆44|2

(1−(|𝑆11|2+|𝑆12|2)+(|𝑆13|2+|𝑆14|2))2 
         (12) 

𝐷𝐺𝑒12 = 10�1 − |𝐸𝐶𝐶12|2          (13) 

𝐷𝐺𝑒13 = 10�1 − |𝐸𝐶𝐶13|2          (14) 

𝐷𝐺𝑒14 = 10�1 − |𝐸𝐶𝐶14|2          (15) 

 
(a) Combined Realized Gain of the MIMO Array. 

 
(b) ECC of the MIMO Array. 

 
(c) Diversity Gain of the MIMO Array. 

Fig. 13. The (a) Realized Gain, (b) ECC and (c) Diversity Gain of the MIMO 
Array. 

The combined RG of the MIMO array (seen in Fig. 13a) 
never goes below 4 dBi throughout the entire BW of operation, 
whereas, it goes as high as 6.6 dBi around 6.3 GHz. From 3 to 
6 GHz the RG stays between 4-6 dBi. From Fig. 13(b), the 
ECCs of the array can be observed. A lower value of ECC 
indicates the good isolation among the radiating elements of 
any MIMO array structure. It can be seen that throughout the 
whole BW the value starts with 0.0029 at 2.81 GHz and in 
most of the BW, it never goes higher than 0.001. As the 
standard for ECC should be less than 0.3 [17], it can be 
concluded that the value of the ECC for this proposed MIMO 
array is excellent. Similarly, the DG responses seen from 
Fig. 13(c), are also in agreement with the ECC responses, 
staying higher than the value of 9.9978 throughout the BW. 
Whereby most of the working BW is more than 9.9949. Lastly, 
the SAR values are illustrated in Fig. 14(a), (b) and (c) for 3.5 
GHz, 4.8 GHz and 5.8 GHz, respectively. The SAR measures 
the amount of radiation energy would dissipated into a human 
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body. So, the value is desired to be keep as low as possible as 
the higher radiated power may harm human tissue. As long as 
the SAR value is below standard specification, any design can 
be acceptable for human body proximity centric applications 
such as smartphones. The standard of the SAR value is SAR < 
2 W/Kg for 10g mass [11]. At 3.5 GHz, it is seen that the SAR 
value is very low dropping at 0.887641 W/Kg which is 
remarkable. Similarly, at 4.8 GH it increases a little up to 
0.90636 W/Kg and at 5.8 GHz the value goes to 0.950047 
W/Kg. With these SAR results it is conclusive that the 
proposed design is not harmful for human body and well below 
within the acceptable standard value of SAR. 

 
(a) SAR at 3.5 GHz. 

 
(b) SAR at 4.8 GHz. 

 
(c) SAR at 5.8 GHz. 

Fig. 14. The SAR Values for (a) 3.5 GHz, (b) 4.8 GHz and 5.8 GHz. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The MPTPS single antenna has been presented here. The 

antenna working frequency is between 2.81 – 7.26 GHz 
covering all the 5G NR 77/78 and 79 bands for mobile 
communication. The antenna has a bi-directional radiation 
pattern and single antenna gain is up 3.14 dBi. Also, the 
antenna efficiency is good around 96% and it never goes below 
80% throughout the BW of the antenna. Later, the proposed 
antenna has implemented in a 2 × 2 MIMO configuration of 2 
pairs with the polarization diversity of 900 between the 
elements of the each pair. A good isolation of more than -30 
dB is observed between the port except between port 2 and 4 
where it drops as low as -21.1 dB which is still better that the 
existing antennas for smartphones. The MIMO configuration 
has a good far-field radiation pattern with covering all four 
directions together with four ports. The combined RG is up to 
6.6 dBi. The ECC is as low as 0.0029 and mostly stays below 
0.001 throughout the BW. Similarly, the DG responses of the 
MIMO configuration are also mostly below 9.9949 throughout 
the entire BW. One more aspect of this array is the SAR (10g) 
value. It is remarkably very low at 3.5 GHz with a value of 
0.887641 W/Kg which is far below than the acceptable 
standard value of 2.0 W/Kg indicating the safeness for its 
application around human body proximity centric applications. 
The future aspect of this research is realized and validates this 
proposed design in the real world environment through 
experimentation. This design will motivate the antenna 
engineers to design a highly isolated and efficient MIMO array 
antenna for smartphone applications. 
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Abstract—Most of the self-driving vehicles are suspect of the 
of the different types attacks due to its communication pattern 
and changing network topology characteristics, these types of 
vehicles are dependent on external communication sources of 
VANET, which is a vehicular network, It has attracted great 
interest of industry and academia, but it is having a number of 
issues like security, traffic congestion, road safety which are not 
addressed properly in recent years. To address these issues it’s 
required to build secure framework for the communication 
system in VANET and to detect different types of attack are the 
most important needs of the network security, which has been 
studied adequately by many researchers. However to improve 
the performance and to adapt the scenario of VANET, here in 
this paper we proposed a novel Hybrid KSVM scheme which is 
based on KNN and SVM algorithm to build a secure framework 
to detect Distributed Daniel of Service  attack which is the part of 
Machine Learning approach. The experimental results shows 
that this approach gives the better results as compared to 
different Machine Learning based Algorithms to detect 
Distributed Daniel of Service attack. 

Keywords—K-Nearest neighbor (KNN); support vector machine 
(SVM); DDoS (distributed denial of service attack) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) are a sub type of 

mobile ad hoc network used for communication from vehicles 
to vehicle and vehicle to roadside units. VANETs is a new 
technology for the wide range of applications, including traffic 
congestion monitoring and controlling traffic, and is associated 
with the passenger and the driver safety program For example, 
a vehicle on the road where the accident occurred, is able to 
warn each other in order to find an alternate route to avoid the 
traffic congestion that occurs after an accident. The special 
characteristics of VANET, such as high mobility, dynamic 
network topology, etc., that compromises the quality of service 
of the application. [1] As vehicles are moving from normal to 
fully autonomous generation and its era is changed in to the 
driverless cars, they are providing the lots of information 
to their surroundings like Vehicle to vehicle, Vehicle to 
infrastructure and RSU’s, as they are interconnected with 
each other. WAVE protocol is used for communication in 
VANET. The rising transport network has been thought to be 
a vital element of the event of the intelligent transportation 
system (ITS) and smart cities. It’s expected to modify an entire 
new set of applications, starting from road safety improvement 
to traffic potency optimization. This new generation of 

networks can ultimately have a profound impact on society and 
also the daily lives of a lot of folks around the world. A 
Machine -learning approach is roughly divided into 3 major 
categories: supervised, un-supervised and reinforcement 
learning. Classification algorithms assign a categorical label to 
every sample which is in the system. In wireless networks, the 
classification detect whether or not the networks are 
misbehaving node or elements of the system are not 
functioning properly. The algorithms such as Bayesian 
classifiers, k-nearest neighbors, decision trees, support vector 
machines, and neural networks are considered.[2] In machine 
learning knowledge driven higher cognitive process approach 
is employed to overcome the new issues coming in transport 
networks, it is necessary to rethink ancient  approaches to 
wireless network style, particularly given the made sources of 
knowledge from numerous on board sensors, margin 
observation facilities, historical transmissions, and then forth. 
Indeed, it's extremely fascinating to plot economical ways to 
interpret and mine the huge amounts of knowledge and 
facilitate a lot of data-driven higher cognitive process to 
enhance transport network performance. Machine learning 
represents smart tool to serve such functions with evidenced 
good performance in an exceedingly wide range of 
applications.[2]. 

DDoS attack uses the client/server technology with 
multiple computers as an attack platform to perform attacks on 
one or more targets to increase the power of the attack is 
becoming most of the intense major now a days however, 
because of the diversity of DDoS attack modes and the variable 
size of attack traffic, there is not any full proof model which 
gives the accurate detection method of attack presently.[3-4]. 
Confidentiality, integrity and availability are the main 
properties of the any communication in VANET [5] for 
security, network nodes are vulnerable to capture, hack, and 
communicate with attackers, and node messages may be 
eavesdropped and fake messages introduced or replayed into 
the network. Malicious nodes interfere purposefully with the 
regular actions of the network, aiming to disrupt the ordinary 
functionalities of the network. These issues would have a wide-
scale effect on Vehicular network implementation, due to this 
the defence at vehicular network has more complex task, and 
such issues are the absence of data connectivity due to the low 
performance of wireless networks between different nodes and 
the lack of a source-destination connection. Therefore, it is 
extremely necessary for vehicular network to be highly flexible 
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to respond to any situation. So to overcome these issues a 
framework is required which detects the intrusion and store the 
information in communication by preserving the data integrity. 
By applying ML algorithms the privacy and data integrity 
issues can be overcome. There are many unaddressed issues of 
the security in previous work. This paper is divided in to the 
following sections: Section 2, Related work; Section 3, 
Methodology and workflow; Section 4, Experimental results 
and Discussion; Section 5, Conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Literature study has done by considering various papers 

which are based on intrusion detection systems in vanet 
through machine learning approach and various algorithms 
which are used for security in vanet. Elvin Eziama proposed 
the trust based model with classification approach using 
Bayesian NN(BNN). This model is generic in nature with 
classification approach. Author says that when trust 
mechanism is applied to this framework it gives better results 
with respect to performance prediction, classification accuracy 
and low detection latency. And when it is compared with 
Neural Network, with the uncertainty in the information it 
leads to result in over-fitting of the data which are collected 
from the nodes during the training phase. Timing attack, sybil 
attack and false positioning attack are considered in this 
work.[6] Carlos H. O. O. Quevedo, Ana M. B. C. Quevedo and 
Ahmed Serhrouchni Proposed a SyDVELM system for 
detection of Sybil attack which fast fast, scalable with low 
complexity Vehicle mobility pattern is considered as vector 
matrix, for displacement movements of the sybil attack. For 
some features of Vehicular nodes it applies the Extreme 
Learning machine. SyDVELM's proposed approach elaborates 
that from the urban scenarios the mobility pattern of the vehicle 
nodes are compared with real vehicle reliability in terms of 
inaccuracies in the relocation of Sybil nodes. The advantage of 
this mechanism is that it confirms a versatile detection process 
for sybil attacks with high detection rate, very low error rates 
and improves the scalability. But it this mechanism is not 
suitable for the low density scenarios, for more than 300 
epochs its detect attacks quickly but when epochs are small, it 
limits the result. Other ML approaches can be applied with 
ELM for better results for detection. The authors in [7] Fabio 
Goncalves and Bruno Ribeiro explains in their work about 
different types of attacks are identified including the intrusion 
detection systems with anomaly detection by Machine learning 
algorithms. Like for malicious packet attack hierarchical IDS 
used to detect anomaly by applying learning automata 
algorithm. Based on their survey it is observed that no specific 
information is provided regarding datasets and its operations 
which are performed on it like training, validating of data and 
detection of attacks and beacon messages in communication. 
The authors in [8] Mohammad Asif Hossain and Wahidah Md 
Shah proposed they have considers the award and penalty 
scheme which is based on the case of student and teacher 
learning process. With this scheme it can reduce the network 
overhead and delay. The authors in [9] Stefan Mihai, Nedzhmi 
Dokuz and Meer Saqib Ali in this work explains on technical 
advances of leading to a wired, mobile, cooperative transport 
system. And the most important safety consequences of 
VANETs which provide a complete analysis of existing 

possible methods for keeping vehicle network communications 
private, stable and confidential. Different types of security 
issues and attacks they have elaborated in their work. The 
issues they have raised about the Mass acceptance depend on 
closing the gap in terms of both secure automobile accessibility 
and road networks. Flexibility and reliability while upholding 
appropriate levels of security and privacy is also the main 
concern [10]. Steven So, Prinkle Sharma and Jonathan Petit, 
proposed the misbehaviour detection scheme for VANET, by 
applying the plausibility checks feature of vector for machine 
learning models under the SVM algorithm for classification 
with this KNN- 1-NN algorithm is applied. Data set is KDD 
for flooding attack detection is possible in WSN VeReMi 
dataset is used for Detecting and classifying location spoofing 
misbehavior, this dataset is balanced by normal to attack 
ratio(70:30) is trained and Check is done by precision-recall 
curve. Drawback is that it considered only next neighbor for 
this work. The authors in [10] Francisco Sales de Lima Filho 
and 1 Frederico A. F. Silveira proposed the method for identify 
the DoS/DDoS attack by applying the Random Forest Tree 
algorithm, which segregates the samples collected from the 
flow protocol directly from network devices. It gives the better 
results with respect to better data rate, false alarm rate and 
precision. With this it is possible to to separate the attacks such 
as TCP, UDP and HTTP flood, HTTP slow. The authors in  
[11] Uzma Khana, Shikha Agrawala and Sanjay Silakaria 
proposed that Node centric detection scheme, this algorithm 
provides the better throughput, high packet delivery ratio and 
less end to end delay considers. 

When considered the load, distance and distrust value, 
based on these parametersThey suggested that PSO can be 
selected to enhance the optimization. The author in [12] 
Abdulaziz Alshammari, Mohamed A. Zohdy, Debatosh 
Debnath and George Corser proposed the classification 
approach for the IDS in Vehicular networks, Machine learning 
techniques to cluster and classify the intrusions in VANET by 
applying KNN and SVM algorithms. It uses the CAN protocol 
by considering its request and response time for evaluating the 
time interval and offset ratio. Focus of this is to compare and 
detect the Dos attack and Fuzzy. Here KNN gave better results 
as compared to SVM on predefined data sets. CAN is more 
prone to attacks as it is a bus communication protocol. The 
author in [13] Khaoula Jeffane and Khalil Ibrahimi proposed 
the method DoS attacks detection with packet delivery ratio 
metric on the physical and MAC layers. Here black list is 
encrypted which is to be sent to the Road side unit by 
distributing to the users of the network to thwart packets sent 
by attackers. Also, they have suggested that DOS problem can 
be studied based on the stochastic learning game. The author in 
[14] Wenjia Li proposed the An SVM based Security 
Framework for VANET, SVM is used as a classifier to classify 
and train the patterns of the misbehaving nodes It gives better 
results with higher precision and recall values with less 
communication overhead. The author in [15] Kajal Rai et.al 
worked on the IDS based on the Decision Tree algorithm, 
which gives near about 80% uniform weightage to all attribute 
values. Drawback of this system is unknown attacks detection 
fails and no data Pre-processing is done. The author in [16] 
Mabayoje also proposed the Gain ratio and decision tree 
classifier for intrusion detection, in which 97 % accuracy for 
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DoS attack and drawback is prone to unknown attacks and no 
pre-processing is done on the data. K. M. A. Alheeti, A. 
Gruebler, and K. D. McDonald proposed a method to identify 
the Black Hole attack by observing the anomalies and misuse 
of the network, and Neural Network ML approach is used. It is 
observed in this paper accuracy and efficiency is less for 
detection of Black Hole attack because they used less data for 
training [17]. 

III. METHODOLOGY AND WORKFLOW 
In ML approach, a huge variety of methods are developed 

for the classification approach such as K-NN, SVM, ANN, 
Deep Learning/CNN, out of that SVM is a most demanding 
and robust classifier. SVM uses the kernel functions to map the 
data of non –linearly to high dimensional space.[18] In 
proposed work, as indicated in Fig. 1 firstly we collect the data 
from different sources here in this paper we have collected data 
from kaggle for DDoS attack, this is the input to the system. 
Then we are training this data by considering the 70-30 percent 
ratio. 70 % data is trained properly. After that we are applying 
the SVM algorithm for classification purpose to detect the 
normal and malicious activity in database we have used the 
DDoD attack field. Then we are applying the KNN algorithm 
for finding the nearest neighbours which are trained and tested 
properly then simulation is done on dataset and it gives the 
results like if malicious node or attack is detected it predicts 
and provide security otherwise it send the normal report [19]. 
For this work input is taken as a text file of collected different 
IP addresses. 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed System Workflow. 

Proposed hybrid algorithm of KSVM for training and 
validating the data: 

• Training set Ta={x1,x2,x3..xn} 

• Testing set Tb={x1,x2,…xn} 

• T=Ta U Tb 

1. begin 
    int i,j,k; // test samples i=1,2,3..n , j=1,2,3,..m. 

2. SVM:T- > SVij; 
3. input Xk;Calculate nearest neighbour dist. of Xk and 

SVij;  
4. Put in to the nearest neighbour 
5.  k=k+1;// add all samples 

Repeat step 3 to 5 until all samples values are calculated       
end. 

Proposed Algorithm for data prediction and Accuracy is given 
below: 
Algorithm (Predict, Accur) = Hybrid KSVM (W+O) (Train, 
Div, Test, Test-Final, θ)  
Require: Train, Div, Test, Test-Final, Datasets; 
θ - Termination condition  
Ensure: Predict→ Predicted sentiment output; 
 Accur→ Accuracy 

1: Net → Create_Network()  
2: Network_initialize(Net)  
3: for error >= θ do 

4: error Netwrok_Train(Net, Train, Div)  
5: end for 
6: /* Training completed */ 
7: Featureopt → CSVM (Train, Div) 
8: HTrain → GetTop_HiddenLayer (Net, Train)  
9: Train_combined ← HTrain + Featureopt 
10: ModelSVM ← SVMLinear (Traincombined)  
11:HTest←GetTop_HiddenLayer(Net, Test)  
12: Testcombined← HTest + Featureopt 
13: Predict ←SVMLineart(ModelSVM , Testcombined) 
 14: Accur← Evaluation (Test-Final, Predict) 
15: return (Predict, Accur) 

By using above algorithm, we are trying to find the 
misbehaving activity in network with secure communication 
between the Autonomous Vehicles. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The aim of this proposed work is to detect DDoS attack in a 

vehicular network where the network is choked. This would 
prevent those cars from having enough access to systems. This 
leads to the field of prediction using the machine learning 
method, to incorporate more accurate and stable security 
results. Client-server model is created for the experiment in 
python. 
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The DDoS attack is a method to spread an internet service 
or web-site by overburdening it with massive traffic floods 
caused by several outlets. In contrast to a service-default 
attack, that involves one device and an Internet link, a DDoS 
attack uses several machines and several Internet access. Data 
is collected from Kaggle dataset. Name of dataset is DDos 
data. The attributes of dataset are like protocol which is used 
for communication, source and destination IP address, source 
and destination port no. etc., predefined IP address is 
considered for this work to detect the malicious activity, if any 
message encountered in the system with different IP address 
which not from the predefined set then this is detected as 
malicious node. The evaluation criteria are based on the 
prediction and accuracy algorithm which performs the training 
and testing of data from the data set. Implementation is done 
using the python language. Different ML algorithms are 
considered which are shown below in the simulation results as 
indicated that our KSVM hybrid algorithm is giving the better 
results with different parameters like in the Fig. 2, the accuracy 
of data is more when we compare other ML algorithms. In 
Fig. 3, sensitivity results are better by comparing other ML 
algorithms. In Fig. 4, precision and in Fig. 5, recall parameters 
are giving the better results. And in Fig. 6, error percentage 
is less as compared to other algorithms of machine learning 
algorithms. 

 
Fig. 2. Accuracy % as Compared to other ML Algorithms. 

 
Fig. 3. Sensitivity % as Compared to other ML Algorithms. 

 
Fig. 4. Precision % as Compared to other ML Algorithms. 

 
Fig. 5. Recall % as Compared to other ML Algorithms. 

 
Fig. 6. Error % as compared to other ML algorithms 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
Here in this work, different ML approaches and proposed 

algorithm Hybrid KSVM for DDoS attack to detect malicious 
activity is considered with respect to a. accuracy b. sensitivity 
c. precision d. recall and e. error are shown in above figures 
and as compare to other ML algorithms our Hybrid KSVM is 
giving better results. Future scope of this work is further we 
can apply the same method to detect different attacks like Dos, 
Sybil. The more secure framework can be built for 
communication which preserves the privacy and integrity of 
the message in transit by considering different network security 
algorithms. 
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Abstract—A recent informational phenomenon has emerged 
as one of the considerable innovations in information systems, 
commonly referred to as "Big Data". The latter is currently 
trendy, both in academia and industry, and is used to describe a 
wide range of concepts, from data extraction, storage, and 
management, to data processing and analysis using well-known 
schemas, to extract patterns in hidden relationships in order to 
make better decisions and to derive new knowledge using 
analytical techniques and solutions. The technology that enables 
the potential of big data to be exploited is called "Big Data 
Analytics". Big data analytics is a major challenge that enables 
researchers, analysts and business users to make better decisions 
faster. Big Data became an important part of marketing research 
and marketing strategies. The e-commerce industry is one of the 
industries that currently benefits most from the potential of big 
data collection and analysis. This paper therefore aims to 
demonstrate the use of big data to understand customers and to 
improve and facilitate the decision making process. In this 
research, we apply multiple machine learning (ML) models on 
large dataset present in the e-commerce area by studying several 
practical cases on online markets. 

Keywords—Big data; data analytics; decision making; big data 
analytics; big data analysis; machine learning; marketing; e-
commerce 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The world has become an information society that is highly 

dependent on data. Due to this technological revolution, 
millions of people generate huge amounts of data every day, 
every second due to the increased use of devices (smartphone, 
iot.). An interesting engine related to this topic mentions that 
data growth is unlimited. What is the company going to do 
about data overload? How to manage and furthermore process 
and analyze all data to extract value? It seems that we have the 
"Big Data" problem  [1]. The term "big data" was coined when 
the era of big data began. The latter is an era described by 
rapidly expanding volumes of data, far beyond what most 
people imagined. The large volume of data does not only allow 
us to classify this period as one of big data [2], because there 
have always been larger volumes of data than our ability to 
work effectively with data has ever existed. What distinguishes 
the current era of the big data era is that businesses, 
governments and non-profit organizations have experienced a 
change in behavior. Before the big data era began, companies 
placed relatively low value on the data they collected that had 

no immediate value. When the big data era began  [3], this 
investment in collecting and storing data for its potential future 
value has changed, and organizations have made a conscious 
effort to retain each potential data element. 

Our challenge is not to get data  [4] [5], but to get the right 
data and use computers to increase our knowledge of the field 
and identify patterns that we didn't see or couldn't find before. 
In any fast-moving field such as Big Data, there is always 
room for innovation. It is widely recognized, and widely 
supported by research and case studies, that organizations that 
use data to make decisions over time actually make better 
decisions, leading to a stronger, more reliable business. With 
the speed at which data is created increasing at such a rapid 
rate, the companies responded by retaining all the data they 
could capture and assessing the future potential of this data 
higher than in the past. 

A key aspect of this topic is that the ability to analyze and 
extract information from data for big data decision making is 
currently seen as an important competitive weapon. Traditional 
mode analytics, in terms of "Big Data", consists of acquiring 
data that may or may not be necessary for analysis. All of this 
requires a different approach, architecture or infrastructure, if 
necessary. The adoption of new technologies requires 
processing, discovery and analysis of these massive data sets 
that cannot be processed using traditional databases and 
architectures due to lack of resources in terms of computing 
and storage capacity. Today, data generation is increasing 
dramatically. This brings new challenges  [6] for data analysis, 
storage, processing and how to get useful information from 
large datasets. The challenge of analyzing large datasets is to 
find patterns within them. Therefore, Big data Analytics   [7] [8] 
is an appropriate solution to current industrial problems. 

Its objective is to "turn data into information" for better 
decision making and its capability can be turned into a 
competitive advantage  [9] [10]. Although Big Data has been 
one of the most popular topics for many years, how to conduct 
Big Data Analytics effectively is a great challenge for every 
field. To analyze big data , institutions are increasingly using 
analytical solutions. These solutions include predictive and 
prescriptive analytical techniques  [11] [12], often using AI and 
ML and Deep learning  in particular, to understand and 
recommend actions based on the analysis of large volumes of 
data from multiple sources, internal or external. 
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By applying big data, it is possible to simplify data analysis 
and understand some of the characteristics of large data sets. In 
terms of decision-making, big data analysis   [13] will be the 
next challenge for innovation, competition and productivity. 
Many solutions will emerge to meet all the challenges in this 
context. Now, the big challenge for companies is not just to 
store data, but to analyze it, and that analysis has implications 
for smarter, more effective decisions  [14] [15]. Advanced 
analytics provides solutions to "complex problems" in areas 
such as production, marketing, human resources or 
distribution, among others. 

Although it may appear that Big Data is mostly employed 
in scientific fields, in the business world it must also be very 
present when important decisions are made. In the marketing 
area, it has become a fundamental piece to carry out large-scale 
campaigns. Big data is now influencing important marketing 
decisions. This refers to the application and study of complex, 
large data sets that cannot be processed by traditional data 
processing applications. The application of the right 
technology improves the quality of decision making and detail 
processes  [16]. The term Big Data Marketing  [24] emerged as 
a solution to the needs that marketing has posed since its 
inception on aspects such as market and consumer analysis. 
This concept refers to the processes, tools, techniques, and 
technology used to process large amounts of data in real time, 
allowing us to analyze consumer behavior, for example, in 
order to develop better strategies and reach a larger number of 
people who are interested in our product in a more effective 
and personalized way. 

Indeed, the activity in social media, mobile and e-
commerce makes us live in a world of Big Data. Big data 
technology helps us with advanced segmentation, being able to 
detect completely new areas of interest of customers. And with 
this, gain insights to create personalized offers, at the right 
touchpoint, targeted to the right audience and in real time. 
Artificial intelligence and machine learning  [21] help to 
understand these metrics and create meaningful trends that 
indicate future changes in marketing and sales strategy. 

Customer relationship management (CRM)  [32] becomes a 
fundamental issue for business operation as a result of big data, 
which makes the marketing focus of enterprises change from 
products to customers. Currently, the majority of the E-
commerce applications revolve around customer segmentation 
models, retail analytics, and the use of sentiment analysis to 
improve business decision making. By conducting this 
research, we apply an intelligent approach based on Machine 
learning (ML) to these applications making well-informed 
decision based on comprehensive data analysis in big data area. 

This paper aims to answer the following questions: how to 
reduce large-scale problems to a scale that humans can 
understand and act upon? What role can big data play in digital 
marketing success? And how big data can help e-commerce 
industry to better understand customers? Based on concrete 
studies about online markets. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives an 
introduction of the research. In Section 2 discuss the theoretical 
background of this research by providing a general summary 
and overview of big data and its application on data analysis 

and decision making. In Section 3 presents literature review on 
big data applications about customer in marketing. In Section 4 
briefs related work about big data techniques applied to 
marketing. In Section 5, we show the experimentation and 
results by giving three different case studies in e-commerce 
industry to see how customers will act in the future based on 
their present behavior patterns using machine learning 
approach. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Big Data 
1) Definition: Big Data, the synonym for the intelligent 

handling of such large and at the same time heterogeneous 
data volumes, is one of the major challenges of our time. Big 
Data  [1] holds great potential for science and industry. It can 
bring about a lasting change in the way companies make 
decisions and in the way they conduct research in a wide 
range of scientific disciplines. Big Data will create scientific 
progress and innovations and thus increase the 
competitiveness of our science and our companies. 

At the same time, however, it requires a particularly 
responsible approach to data and the new intelligent Big Data 
technologies. Big Data refers to the enormous data growth that 
many companies are currently experiencing. A relatively 
established definition of Big Data is based on the 3-V 
model  [2] [3]. The 3-V model distinguishes three challenges of 
data growth: volume, velocity and variety. Volume refers to the 
growing amount of data. Volumes that are considered "big" are 
in the range of terabytes and more. Velocity describes the 
speed at which new data are created, but also the speed at 
which data can be accessed during analysis Variety describes 
the scope of diverse types and data sources, which can be more 
or less structured. Some definitions add other V the 
characteristics of Big Data. Big data can be defined as: "high-
volume information assets or varieties that require cost-
efficient and innovative ways of processing information and 
enable better understanding, manufacturing and automation of 
decision-making processes”. 

2) Big data challenges: In this section, we mention some 
important challenges related to big data and discuss in more 
detail some of the technological issues still open to research. 

In the Big Data environment, organizations face the 
challenge  [4] [5] [6] of integrating raw, unprocessed, real-time 
updated and extremely complex information. But the key issue 
is not the ability to collect and store voluminous data. It is not 
enough to simply enter and store a large amount of data, you 
need to know how to organize, refine and convert it into 
relevant information that enables you to take market positions. 
Raw information has only potential value; it is its analysis and 
systematization that enables organizations to increase their 
capacity for innovation. Thus, the processing of large volumes 
of data requires the following steps: 

• Acquisition: The data will come from traditional data 
sources (EDW, relational databases and transactional 
data files), and from a large number of unstructured 
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data sources that can be stored in NoSQL and "in-
memory" databases. 

• Organization of information: Preparing and processing 
information in order to obtain the best possible results, 
and on which advanced analytical techniques can be 
applied as effectively as possible. 

• Analysis: Analyze all information with access to all 
data using advanced statistical tools such as social and 
opinion mining, or apply techniques developed with 
the R programming language, specifically to the design 
of advanced statistics. From an overall perspective, it 
would be practical for the analytics provider to offer 
tools for querying and reporting, data mining, data 
visualization, predictive modeling, and decision 
optimization. 

• Decision making: Make decisions in real time or as 
quickly as possible so that they can have a positive 
effect on the company's activities. This step is 
inseparably linked to the analysis step, indeed many 
suppliers offer these tools integrated with the decision 
tools. The decision must be made in real time based on 
the results obtained in the analysis, so that the raw data 
is converted into usable knowledge to be integrated 
into dashboards, prospective dashboards and 
visualization tools; and thus, predict the behavior of a 
product or service to consumers. 

These many challenges  [7] require long-term research to 
work with big data. Data analysis is more difficult than just 
locating, identifying and understanding the data. It is not 
always possible to extract the collected data, through an 
extraction process, and then transform it into a structured 
structure suitable for analysis. In addition, another major data 
challenge is the incompleteness, scale, timeliness and 
complexity of the process. For large-scale analyses, the 
extraction process must be automated, which requires that 
differences in the structure and semantics of the data be 
expressed in a computer-readable way so that the data can be 
analyzed. 

Another challenge is the management of Big Data, 
effectively managing big data is essential to facilitate the 
extraction of reliable information and to optimize spending. 
Indeed, good data management is the basis of Big data 
analytics. Big data management means cleaning data to ensure 
reliability, aggregating data from different sources and coding 
data to ensure security and confidentiality. It also means 
ensuring efficient storage of Big Data and role-based access to 
multiple distributed endpoints. 

However, these challenges must be overcome in order to 
maximize large data sets, as the amount of information exceeds 
our operating capabilities. Based on an in-depth reading of 
several articles  [4] [5] [8] which discuss the authors' opinions 
and perspectives on data analysis regarding the new 
opportunities and challenges created by the big data movement. 

B. Big Data Analytics 
The primary objective of analytics is to enable informed 

decision-making and the resolution of business problems. 

Thus, analytics is a knowledge repository composed of 
statistical and mathematical tools, machine learning 
algorithms, data management processes such as data extraction, 
transformation and loading (ETL), and computer technologies 
such as Hadoop that create value by developing actionable 
elements from data. Analytics refers to BI & A technologies 
that are mainly based on data mining and statistical analysis. 
Most of these techniques are based on the mature commercial 
technologies of relational DBMS, data warehousing, ETL, 
OLAP. Data analytics refers to the procedures and activities 
that are meant to collect and analyze data in order to extract 
usable information. The results of data analytics can be used to: 
identify key areas of risk, fraud, error or misuse; improve 
business processes; verify the effectiveness of processes and 
influence the decisions of the business. 

Advanced analytics  [8] are implementations of specific 
forms of analytics that consist of a set of techniques and related 
types of tools, typically including predictive analysis, data 
mining, statistical analysis and complex SQL, although the list 
covers data visualization, artificial intelligence, natural 
processing languages and the capabilities of analytical 
databases such as MapReduce, in-memory database analysis 
and columnar data stores. Big data analytics does not require 
data to be clean and standardized. In fact, they make no 
assumptions about data standardization. Data analytics  [9] can 
analyze many varieties of data to provide insights into models 
and ideas that are not humanly possible. They use advanced 
statistics, artificial intelligence techniques, machine learning, 
deep learning, feedback, and natural language processing 
(NLP) to exploit data. Data analytics today is influenced by all 
kinds of devices and social media, such as data from GPS, 
NFC and RFID chips, barcodes and QR codes, and others 
within the Internet of Things, or data from social networks 
(Facebook, Twitter). All of them linked to data transit in all 
types of businesses such as banking, department stores, media, 
industries, etc. 

Big data analytics  [10] is the science and technology of 
organizing big data, analyzing and discovering knowledge, 
patterns and information from big data, visualizing and 
reporting the discovered knowledge to aid decision making. 
Big data analytics is the application of advanced analytical 
techniques to operate on large sets of large data. 

In reality, what is being done is to unite two fields with 
their own entity: Big Data as a massive amount of detailed 
information, and advanced analysis which is actually a set of 
different types of tools, including those based on predictive 
analytics, data mining, statistics, artificial intelligence, natural 
processing languages, etc. Also known as process to create 
sustainable competitive advantages, by exploiting, on the one 
hand, the pools of knowledge resulting from the fine analysis 
of new data sources and, on the other hand, the capacity for 
anticipation, or even prediction, built up from this analysis. Big 
Data analytics is the use of analytical techniques applied to 
large data sets. 

 Therefore, Big Data analytics is really two things: 
analytics and Big Data. The first one helps to discover those 
data that have changed in the business to know how to react; 
big data must help to turn the challenges produced by the 
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spectacular growth of the Big Data. Analytics is the best way 
to discover new customer segments, identify the best suppliers, 
associate products by affinity, understand sales by seasonality, 
etc. 

C. Big Data Analysis 
Data analysis and business analysis   [13] are long-standing 

disciplines that have experienced remarkable growth in all 
areas of knowledge and, in particular, in organizations and 
businesses, due to the need for tools that analyze data and 
make effective and efficient decisions. Data analysis has 
evolved as data volumes have increased. Business intelligence 
tools have brought together OLAP (online analytical 
processing), reporting and querying, visualization and, most 
importantly, data mining technologies with their already 
established categories of web mining and text mining, and 
innovative social media data analysis, which has relied on 
techniques for analyzing feelings and opinions, or opinion 
mining and sentiment, as it is also known. There are a variety 
of software tools used in data analysis and methods used. The 
most used techniques are: queries and reports (querying and 
reporting), visualization, data mining, predictive data analysis, 
fuzzy logic, optimization, streaming audio, video or 
photography, etc. 

Data analysis is also considered the science of examining 
raw data for the purpose of drawing conclusions about the 
information contained therein. It is used in many industries to 
enable organizations and businesses to make improvements in 
the of decisions. This term is widely used in the field of 
business intelligence, and depending on the software tool 
manufacturer, it can cover a wide variety of terms: OLAP, 
CRM, dashboard etc  [18]. In the era of large volumes, we can 
consider five major categories in data analysis: 

• Data analytics (analytics) in organizations and 
companies that analyze traditional data: transactional 
and operational. 

• Web analytics or data traffic analysis on a website. 

• Social analytics or social media data analysis (blogs, 
wikis, social networks, RSS.) 

• Mobile analytics on mobile devices in order to analyze 
the data that send, receive or transit these devices. 

• Big Data Analysis or analysis of large volumes of data. 

Big Data analysis   [14] is done with software tools normally 
used as part of the discipline of advanced analytics. So the 
usual tools are: 

• Advanced SQL queries. 

• Queries and reports (querying and reporting). 

• Advanced statistical analysis. 

• Data visualization. 

• Data mining, text mining, web mining and social 
mining. 

• Analysis and predictive modeling. 

• Optimization. 

• Awareness raising. 

• Dashboards and scorecards. 

The technologies associated with Big Data mainly include 
data warehouses, data marts, NoSQL and "in memory" 
databases, Hadoop and MapReduce frameworks. Big Data, as 
recognized by all serious studies on the subject by the 
consulting firms and tool manufacturers, it is an opportunity 
more than a problem. 

Big data analysis  [19] is a very active area of research that 
has a significant impact on industrial and scientific fields, 
where it is important to analyze very large and complex data 
repositories. It has found applications in many sectors through 
its ability to transform huge amounts of data into information 
for informed business and operational decisions. 

D. Decision Making 
Decision-making  [15] [16] has become a key tool in any 

organization, moving from a process based on experience and 
intuition to one that is increasingly established in data analysis. 
Since the early 1990s, data warehousing systems have provided 
the ability to capture, debug and explore data for support 
purposes. This triggered the development of decision support 
systems. From there efficient and intelligent techniques and 
algorithms to discover hidden information were developed in 
large databases, known as data mining and later generalized 
under the concept of Business Intelligence. The fundamental 
characteristic of these systems was that they ran on large 
volumes of internal data. 

In the age of information and technology, data analysis is 
essential to forecast business scenarios. Thus, big data has 
become the main decision-making tool. The digital age has 
made a large amount of data available to businesses, making it 
a major asset for improved decision-making in all areas and 
sectors. Processing this large volume of data, through advanced 
analytics of Big Data architectures, helps to improve and 
automate decision making in a company's day-to-day business 
processes. Big data represent a fundamental change in the way 
business decisions are made. Sentiment analysis is probably the 
most widely used tool for decision making based on social 
network data. For good decision making  [17] it is essential that 
in addition to being the right one, it must be done in a timely 
manner and with the minimum cost. With big data tools, the 
crossing of information from multiple sources is possible, 
which helps to obtain accurate and varied information for 
decision making. Data management tools suitable for volumes 
handled by big data are essential. 

Data-centric approaches such as big data and related 
Business Intelligence and Analytics (BI&A)   [18] approaches 
have recently attracted a lot of attention because of their 
promise of huge improvements in organizational performance 
based on new business insights and better decision making. 
Integrating data-centric approaches into organizational 
decision-making processes is a challenge, especially with big 
data, and it is not clear that the expected benefits will be 
realized. Previous studies  [16] [17] have identified the lack of 
research focus on the context of decision-making processes in 
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data-centric approaches. Using “big data” to improve decision-
making has recently become a highly practice area and active. 
Business Intelligence, the strategic decision-making tool  [20]. 

E. Applications of Big Data in Machine Learning 
Machine learning   [22] consists of a set of techniques that 

enable computer systems to predict, classify, sort, order, make 
decisions , in general, extract knowledge from data without the 
need to explicitly define the rules for performing these tasks. It 
is a subfield of artificial intelligence that aims to teach 
computers the ability to perform example-based tasks without 
explicit programming. Big data extracts and processes data to 
make it available to machine learning algorithms. It can be said 
that big data is the source of data ingestion for ML  and 
DL  [22].  

Machine learning takes the data processed by big data and 
analyzes it to generate business insights or learn to perform 
certain tasks automatically. Deep learning ingests the most 
important data from big data to learn about it at much deeper 
levels and to perform more complex tasks. Our target is to 
study how big data analytics can assist in segmenting online 
sales data and how to manage a marketing decision making 
with sentiment analysis on online customer reviews. 

F. Big Data in Marketing Area 
Marketing and sales are perhaps the areas of greatest 

application of big data today  [23]. Data is used to gain a better 
understanding of consumers, their habits, and their preferences. 
Companies are willing to augment traditional data centers with 
social media, browsing logs, text analytics and sensor data to 
get a complete picture of their customer. Although Big Data 
applications to marketing bring innumerable advantages, it is 
still complicated for many companies to access them  [24]. The 
main challenges stem from the difficulty of choosing the right 
information from the vast amount available. In addition, there 
is the challenge of implementing data analytics that knows how 
to extract valuable and actionable information. Finally, the 
biggest challenge has to do with people and lies in ensuring 
that all levels of the company, including top management, 
assume a culture based on data analysis. 

Big Data is the biggest and best tool that marketers can use 
for their campaigns and strategies. With Big Data, we can 
analyze in real time large amounts of data and generate 
personalized profiles of our customers. This helps us to better 
understand their interactions with our company and purchase 
intentions. Big data can make more accurate real-time 
decisions in marketing. Big data allows companies to better 
focus on the primary needs of customers by developing quality 
and informative content. It enables us to study how to do a 
good job of customer segmentation and clustering, analyze 
customer demands and needs, optimize marketing strategy 
distribution models by the use of sentiment analysis to 
understand how customers feel, improve the real estate 
marketing system   [25] [26]. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this Digital Era we have at our disposal a large amount 

of data that defines the behavior of our customers  [23]. 
Understanding the customer is a key element of the marketing 

strategy. With the fast changes in the market, marketing 
strategies based on the change in customer behavior relative to 
the problems caused over time has been a challenge. 

In this section a review of literature on customer 
segmentation, retail analytics, sentiment analysis. 

A. Review on Customer Segmentation 
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)  [31] [32] is a 

competitive strategy for understanding a company's customers. 
But the question is: On which customers should efforts be 
focused to build successful and competitive relationships, 
considering that not all of them have the same importance for 
the company? To determine this level of importance, the use of 
customer segmentation techniques is useful and decisive in 
identifying those customers who are really profitable, and 
allows focusing more resources on them, maximizing their 
value, and also, optimally using resources in terms of 
attracting, retaining or recovering them. 

In 1956, Wendell R. Smith revolutionized marketing by 
introducing his segmentation theory. Segmentation is the 
practice of classifying customers into different groups, based 
on their multidimensional information (socio-demographic 
characteristics, purchasing and usage patterns, preferences, 
needs and attitudes). Customer segmentation  [27] is crucial to 
creating a marketing strategy, as it allows you to better 
understand the composition of the audience and then propose a 
marketing mix that precisely meets the needs of each user 
belonging to a targeted segment. 

B. Review on Retail Analytics 
The most of publications on big data analytics are focused 

on technical algorithms or systems development. The 
advantages of using big data analytics are not limited to a 
particular industry. The retail business has entered the Big Data 
age. Using Big Data, retailers can identify certain issues 
through customer activity, feedback, comments, and reviews 
on social media and reduce the problem by stocking products 
with higher demand thus increasing sales potential. Today’s 
retailers are up against a perfect storm of challenges. Consumer 
expectations and behaviors are changing, and a rapidly 
evolving consumer decision-making journey. Big data is to 
blame for a massive transformation in the retail sector  [28] . 

C. Review on Sentiment Analysis 
Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining)   is the 

process of determining or measuring the tone, attitude, opinion 
and emotional state of responses, to decide whether a 
conversation or opinion is positive, negative or neutral. Its use 
occurs in environments ranging from airlines, insurance, 
clothing sales and financial institutions, to political decisions. 
Sentiment analysis  [29] is a common research Topic in the 
Natural Language Processing field (NLP). Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) is a field within the area of artificial 
intelligence, computing and linguistics. Its main objective is to 
facilitate and make effective communication between people 
and computers through the use of protocols such as natural 
languages. It transforms text into a language that the machine 
can understand, Big Data collects large amounts of data to 
obtain a more accurate analysis by improving the performance 
of the algorithms, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) uses the 
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information provided by NLP to determine the categories of 
feelings and their corresponding polarities. 

One of the techniques applied to large amounts of data is 
sentiment analysis. Its objective is focused on analyzing the 
vocabulary of a text in order to determine the opinion that a 
person has about a certain topic based on the ideas expressed in 
a text. NLP enables researchers to gather and analyze such data 
in order to determine the basic meaning of such writings. The 
field of sentiment analysis, which is used in a variety of fields, 
is highly reliant on NLP techniques. Opinion mining is a sub-
domain of text mining, which consists in analyzing texts in 
order to extract information related to opinions and feelings 
(Sentiment Analysis). 

IV. RELATED WORK 
E-commerce has evolved over the last few decades, and 

today there are millions of electronic transactions, i.e., 
purchases that are made over the Internet (online). Our target is 
to study how big data can aid in segmenting online sales data 
for better marketing strategies, and how big data analysis can 
help retailers to make strategic, effective and timely 
decisions  [30]. 

In this section, we introduce the application of big data in 
Marketing and its uses for customer segmentation, retail 
analytics, and sentiment analysis. In this section, we are going 
to discuss related works and techniques proposed by various 
researchers that relate to big data analysis in marketing field. 

An approach for business customer segmentation that 
integrates clustering and multi-criteria decision making is 
developed by  [30]. This study extends the traditional RFM 
model by including five novel segmentation variables for 
business markets. The results of the application show that the 
proposed approach for business customer segmentation can 
effectively be used in practice. By increasing the effectiveness 
of CRM strategies, the proposed segmentation can help firms 
gain a sustainable competitive advantage in the market. 

Another study   [31] aims  to determine the best approach to 
customer segmentation and to deduce associated rules for this 
based on recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) 
considerations as well as demographic variables. In this 
research, the impacts of RFM and demographic attributes have 
been challenged in order to enrich variables that aid 
comprehension to customer segmentation. The results show 
that the weights of RFM attributes have a positive effect on 
rule association performance. A study  [32] examines particular 
e-commerce enterprises by using cluster analysis and logistic 
regression analysis to predict and analyze customer 
segmentation and customer and churn retention. 

The aim of this research  [33] is to demonstrate how big 
data analytics can be used in customer segmentation. The 
authors analyze various data analytics algorithms, especially 
K-Means and SOM. Although K-Means produced promising 
clustering results, SOM outperformed in terms of speed, 
quality of clustering, and visualization. This study discusses 
how these segmentation analysis approaches can be helpful in 
studying consumer interests. 

A survey research on parallel processing systems   [34], 
gives overview of the existing parallel data processing systems 
categorized by the data input as stream processing, graph 
processing, batch processing, and machine learning processing 
and discusses how the MapReduce architecture works and how 
efficient it is for data processing. It implements Spark as an 
easy-to-use cluster computing platform. It includes parallel 
operation features such as reduce, for each, and collect, which 
allow users to perform filter, map and reduce operations using 
functions. 

The main focus of this study  [35] is to use the Hadoop 
framework to analyze clickstream data collected from an 
online retail e-commerce website. In order to handle big data 
efficiently, the author use a variety of technologies such as Pig, 
Hive, and Sqoop, which are based on the Map-reduce. 

A research  [36] uses a big data platform to do sentiment 
analysis on a huge collection of tweets by examining user 
social data on a certain topic. 

The author in   [37] proposed implementation of the Spark 
framework for analyzing Twitter data. Spark offers and 
provides efficient solutions to analyze large amounts of data. 
Spark was able to process the tasks within short time which 
shows the high efficiency of the framework. 

In this research   [38], Apache Hive and Apache Pig are used 
to analyze the performance of various ECG Big Data datasets. 
Different ECG Big Data factors were examined, and the 
findings revealed that Apache Pig was more efficient and 
systematic than Apache Hive in terms of delivering rapid 
results in less time. 

Since 2002, a large number of articles citing Sentiment 
Analysis have been published, focusing on the classification of 
comments and their polarity (positive or negative). Many 
researches have focused on opinion texts about products or 
political discussions. A research   [39] propose a preference 
based sentiment analysis. It uses Hadoop technology to analyze 
various products. This paper shows the importance of analysis 
in a huge amount of data. This study proposed sentiment 
analysis of tweets, but accuracy and data size are very low. 

A research   [40] propose sentiment analysis of Twitter data 
using basic machine learning algorithms. To classify the text 
data. The author used basic machine learning algorithms such 
as KNN and SVM. 

The aim of this research   [41] is to improve marketing 
intelligence by developing a better understanding of consumers 
online generated contents in terms of positive and negative 
feedback. It focuses on the collection of tweets referring to 
three fast fashion retailers of various sizes operating in the UK 
market, and then analyzed and evaluated through a sentiment 
analysis based on machine learning. It provides an efficient and 
systematic approach to accessing the rich data set on customer 
experiences based on the vast amount of information that 
customers produce and share online, as well as investigating 
this massive amount of data to achieve perspectives that can 
affect retailers marketing intelligence. 

The importance of log files in the E-commerce word is 
discussed in this study  [42]. It proposes a predictive 
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prefetching system based web log preprocessing using Hadoop 
MapReduce, which deliver accurate results in the shortest time 
possible for e-commerce business operations. 

V. EXPERIMENTATION 
In this section, we have treated several case studies based 

on e-commerce industry to demonstrate the role of big data as a 
major marketing tool in understanding customers and 
improving the decision making process. Big data is a powerful 
tool to analyze and obtain very valuable information in any 
field. Applied to marketing, it allows us to study large volumes 
of data to extract information about customers, their interests or 
their consumption habits and thus be able to design more 
effective strategies. In this way, we are moving to marketing 
intelligence   [43], which uses big data to understand customers, 
their environment, and make more strategic decisions. Big 
Data Analysis  offers the analysis of large volumes of data to 
detect relationships between them that can provide useful 
information to companies, facilitating decision making in all 
processes and areas of the organization. The potential of big 
data can be fully exploited by corporate marketing departments 
to make decisions based on customer data. Machine learning 
presents a huge growth opportunity for online retailers. With 
machine learning, smart e-commerce companies can boost 
sales, reduce waste, and increase overall efficiency while 
actively engaging with consumers. It is a great tool for making 
better decisions. 

In this paper, the experimentation will be separated in three 
subsections as follows. 

A. Case study 1 : Approach K-Means and RFM to Study the 
Evolution of Customer Segmentation in Big Data Area 
Rooted in recent literature   [43] [44] [45], we focused on the 

landscape of big data analysis through the lens of a marketing 
mix framework   [43]. The digital transformation enables 
enterprises to mine big data for marketing intelligence on 
customers, markets, products. The customer segmentation 
pillar of the marketing strategy. Segmentation is a way of 
dividing a problem into simpler parts, which help to prioritize 
efforts and locate business opportunities. Not all is a way of 
dividing a problem into simpler parts, which help to prioritize 
efforts and locate business opportunities. Not all customers are 
the same or have the same needs. Companies must therefore 
understand this and adapt their value proposition to each target 
group. Segmentation   [45] is the process of dividing a 
population into homogeneous groups based on needs, 
behaviors, characteristics or attitudes and characterizing the 
resulting groups to discover what distinguishes them from one 
another. 

Clustering   [50]  [51] is a machine learning method widely 
used in marketing for customer segmentation. A very useful 
way to segment and understand what kind of population we are 
studying is to see how their individuals naturally organize 
themselves. Today, clustering algorithms are commonly used 
in the commercial field, such as customer analysis, and this 
application has achieved a positive impact and good effect. 

1) Proposed methodology: This research proposes a case 
study of building a customer segmentation model using data 

mining methods, K-means clustering, and RFM analysis, we 
used the k-means   [52] and RFM   [53] approach to study the 
evolution of customer segmentation in the era of big 
data   [45] [52]. The proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology for Customer Segmentation. 

2) Dataset: The dataset used in this case study was 
collected from UCI Machine Learning Repository. This 
dataset is very hierarchical, with 541909 transactions and 8 
attributes that describe these transactions, it contains all 
transactions recorded over an eight-month period (01/12/2010-
09/12/2011) for a UK-based online retail company. 

3) Data Pre-processing: In this stage, cleansing of the 
dataset was performed using Python programming language in 
Jupyter. Pre-processing of this data collection includes 
eliminating NAs, validating numerical values, removing 
invalid data points, and normalizing data. 

4) Method: To achieve an efficient customer segmentation 
we, this study starts with K-means clustering  [50] by the 
following steps to find customer groups with similar 
behaviors: 

• Choose the number of clusters k. 

• Set the k cluster centroids to their initial values. 

• Assign the n data points to the clusters that are closest 
to them. 

• Using the data points in each cluster, update the 
centroid. 
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• Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the variations in centroids' 
positions are zero. 

a) K-Means Algorithm: K-means   [52] algorithm 
requires knowledge of the number of groups in advance and 
therefore two internal evaluation methods were applied to 
determine this parameter: elbow method and silhouette 
method. In Fig. 2, the result of the elbow method is shown, the 
X-axis represents the cluster number and the Y-axis represents 
the sum of squares for the clusters (within-cluster sum of 
squares (WCSS)) according to. The appropriate cluster 
solution is defined at the moment when a dramatic reduction 
of the sum of squares in the cluster occurs. Based on Fig. 2, 
the extreme decrease of the sum of squares is pointed in the 
k=4 This produces a "bend" in the frame and in this case this 
bend can be seen in the number of four clusters. To validate 
the interpretation of this graph, the number of groups was also 
obtained using the silhouette index, with the highest index also 
being obtained in four groups. 

 
Fig. 2. Elbow Method for k-Means Algorithm. 

b) RFM: To build a successful customer relationship 
management, companies must start with the identification of 
the true value of their customers as this provides the 
foundation for implementing more targeted and personalized 
marketing strategies. RFM (Recency- Frequency – Monetary) 
analysis is a data driven customer behavior segmentation 
technique. 

RFM  [53] based on three metrics that determine their 
purchase habits: Recency (the date since the last purchase), 
Frequency (how much the customer makes purchases), and 
Monetary value (the total value of all a customer’s purchases). 
Customers purchase dates are typically sorted by RFM terms, 
which are determined by the number of appropriate time 
intervals. The quantile values are given a top score 4 and other 
3, 2, 1. The quantile method is used to sort customer data in 
descending order (high to low), and the RFM scoring method is 
referred to as the customer quantile method. 

RFM analysis enables businesses to properly forecast 
which consumers are more likely to make future purchases, 
how much income comes from new (vs repeat) clients, and 
how to convert infrequent consumers into habitual ones. 

5) Results and disscusions: Based on the results of cluster 
analysis, 4 is the optimal number of clusters for this analysis. 
For the interpretation of the customer segments provided by 

these clusters. As shown in Fig. 4 customer segment in Red 
has low total sales and a low number of orders, which means 
that they are low value-added customers. On the other hand, 
Yellow customers have a high total sales and a high number of 
orders, indicating that they are the customers with the highest 
value. For Fig. 3, we could look at customers in the red group 
and try to find ways to increase their orders with e-mail 
reminders or targeted SMS notifications based on certain other 
identifying factors. The Fig. 5 confirms the previous two 
charts by identifying the Yellow cluster as the customers with 
the highest value, the red as the customers with the lowest 
value, and the blue and green as the customers with the 
highest opportunity. Customer segmentation can be carried out 
by taking into a multitude of different variables, such as 
demographic, geographical, psychological (preferences, etc.) 
or purchasing behavior data, which are increasingly important. 
Based on RFM analysis, Fig. 6 helps us decide which 
customer groups to target and how we can communicate with 
them. 

 
Fig. 3. Avg Order Value vs Order Count Clusters. 

 
Fig. 4. Total Sales vs Order Count Clusters. 

 
Fig. 5. Avg. Order Value vs Total Sales. 
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Fig. 6. Summary Report on Customer Segmentation using RFM. 

6) Challenges and limitations: There are many challenges 
identified in this study, this analysis is usually performed in 
the form of a snapshot analysis where segments are identified 
at a specific point in time. However, it doesn’t take into 
account the fact that customer segments are highly volatile 
and that segments change over time. Once the segments 
change, the entire analysis must be repeated and the strategies 
adapted. This is the origin of the grouping of flows as a tool to 
mitigate this problem. One of the biggest challenges is that 
customer segmentation is often based on a customer's 
transaction history. 

As this data changes over time  [49], it is necessary to 
update clients that have already been included in the bundle. 
We suggest the use of Stream clustering [46] [47] [48] is an 
extension of traditional clustering that manages a continuous 
flow of new observations. It updates the underlying 
classification over time without the need to recalculate the 
entire model. While it seems promising to apply flow 
aggregation for customer segmentation, it comes with several 
challenges. This customer segmentation is based on customer 
transactions. If we had data on customer demographics (i.e., 
gender, age, location, annual salary), we might discover more 
interesting information. 

B. Case Study 2 : A Distributed Computing Approach to 
Analyze and Improve Retailing Business using Big Data 
Framework 
Due to the complexity of big data, there are many obstacles 

to analyzing the dataset. The time span of the analysis is 
significant and important because it influences how quickly 
decisions can be taken in response to a change in the business 
environment. Analyzing the massive amounts of data produced 
by such transactions is critical for business growth and 

development  [54]. Most research on big data in retail has 
focused on how to gain greater consumer insights to implement 
marketing activities and how to aid retail business owners in 
better understanding their customers' buying demands. 

In this study, we used a distributed computing approach to 
analyze and improve retailing business using big data 
framework. It focused on online retail analytics using the same 
dataset  used in the previous study. 

1) Proposed architecture: The following proposed 
architecture Fig. 7 illustrates the analysis of Online retail 
transactions using Apache pig, Hive, Spark, Apache Zeppelin. 
For analyzing these large amounts of data a power tool is 
required using Hadoop and we also need efficient analytical 
tools which work on the top of Hadoop, Apache hive and 
Apache pig  [54] [55] . The first step was to install the necessary 
tools and the configuration between the set of big data 
analytics tools in order to build this architecture. 

 
Fig. 7. Proposed Architecture based Big Data Tools. 

2) Environement: For the analysis, many preliminary 
settings needed to be completed before moving to code 
development. The first step was to install Hadoop and install 
Apache pig, Apache Hive on top of it. Each tool has its own 
set of requirements, so how these tools are used is determined 
by the importance of the data and the needs of the 
organization or business. Due to the large amount of data that 
we need to be constantly analyzed, we attempted to exploit a 
physical server. Since Virtual machines are vulnerable to 
performance problems as a result of an overflow of virtual 
servers in a physical servers. However, in a large industrial 
environment, VMs may not be efficient because scalability of 
the processing equipment can be a problem. The performance 
should be considered in our case. In fact, Physical servers are 
much more powerful and efficient than VMs. 

• Hive: It would be impossible to analyze massive 
databases without taking into account the technology's 
performance. Hive is a robust data warehouse platform 
built on Apache Hadoop. For big data analysis, the two 
together have stable storing and processing capability. 
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• Pig: Pig allows us to analyze and process the large 
datasets quickly and easily. It is also known as 
dataflow language. Ensures the originality of data by 
decreasing coding lines and replication. 

• Spark: Apache Spark is another tool that has a large 
following. One of the great advantages of Spark is that 
it is able to store a lot of the processing data in memory 
and on disk, which can be much faster. However, one 
of the most interesting qualities is its ability to run on a 
single local machine, making it far more easier to use. 

3) Proposed methodology 

There are many steps Fig. 8 for the analysis of Online 
retail: : 

• Step 1: Collect consumer transactions datasets from 
web resources. 

• Step 2: Load dataset using Hadoop command line. 

• Step 3: Store the data on HDFS which is very reliable 
for storing complex or large data size. 

• Step 4: The data Ingestion, Cleanup and aggregation 
using Apache Pig, and SQL on Hadoop using Hive. 

• Step 5: Analyze data and manipulate SQL in Hadoop 
using Hive. Also the analysis and visualization using 
SparkSQL on Apache Zeppelin. 

 
Fig. 8. Proposed Methodology to Analyze Retailing Business. 

4) Result and disscusion: The below are some of the 
problem statements that have been analyzed in this study: 

• The sales report by analyzing daily and hourly sales 
activities is done; this can help in decision making and 
aid in finding potential new market opportunities. 

• To increase sales, an analysis of Basket size 
distribution is done. It aids in the identification of 
target audiences, the acquisition, retention, and growth 
of customers. 

• In order to enable online marketers and online retails to 
build their business strategy around the most valuable 
customers, an analysis of customer lifetime value is 
done. 

This study experimentally validates the effectiveness of the 
proposed architecture for retailing business. Big data analytics 
using pig and Hive  [55] highlight major problems faced by 
consumers and help institutions or companies to solve these 
problems, provide appropriate consumer satisfaction, improve 
services, monitor problems and strengthen goodwill in the 
market place. 

Query languages like as Hive and Pig became popular in 
the analysis of customer data to ensure that customers continue 
to have a convenient experience and businesses continue to 
provide excellent services. Two major factors make big data 
analysis the most meaningful leap in the history of data 
analysis. The low cost of computer hardware and availability 
make the analysis of big data the current trend of this era   [54]. 
Large datasets amount to terabytes and require very complex 
operations and algorithms to be executed, but results are 
achieved in minutes, sometimes even seconds  [56]. 

C. Case Study 3: A Machine Learning Approach for 
Statistical Analysis on Customer’s Reviews with Sentiment 
Classification 
1) Motivation and background: Consumers online posts, 

interactions, rating and ranking, reviews of products/ 
restaurants/attractions provide a large amount of data that 
marketers might access to enhance and improve the decision-
making process, by influencing the competitive and marketing 
intelligence. Sentiment analysis is a contextual study that tries 
to determine people's feelings, views, outlooks, emotions, and 
moods regarding entities and their features. Companies are 
starting listen to social media as a tool to understand their 
customers in order to further improve their products and/or 
services. As part of this trend, text analysis has become an 
active research field in computational linguistics and natural 
language processing. One of the most popular problems in this 
area is the classification of texts  . Today, understanding how 
customers feel is important key in marketing strategies. 
Sentiment analysis focuses on the understanding of emotions 
and the analysis in text patterns. Sentiment analysis in 
machine learning is a natural language processing (NLP) 
problem. NLP   [57] is a field of artificial intelligence related to 
the understanding and processing of language. Both methods 
are very important for companies as they determine the public 
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reaction to certain topics, products and/or services on digital 
platforms. 

The aim of this study is to use sentiment analysis to find an 
accurate classification method for customer reviews based on 
online women clothing reviews by building a classification 
model to predict whether the customer will recommend the 
product or not. We used the power of text mining  [58] [58] to 
do an in-depth analysis of customer reviews. 

2) Dataset: For this study, we used a real commercial data 
Women’s e-commerce clothing reviews dataset revolving 
around the reviews written by customers. To maintain the data 
privacy, company name is replaced with word “retail” and 
customer names are excluded. It includes 23,486 rows and 10 
feature variables in one CSV file. Each row corresponds to 
one customer review. The choice of the clothing e-commerce 
company as a population because this market is very 
interesting and attractive. 

This application attempts to understand the correlation of 
different variables in the reviews and opinions of customers on 
a women's clothing e-commerce, and to classify each review 
according to whether or not it recommends the product under 
review and whether it is a positive, negative or neutral feeling. 

3) Proposed methodology 

This study was accomplished through a series of steps by 
following the entire process Fig. 9. 

• Step 1: Collect real-time customers’ data from Kaggle. 

• Step 2:  Analyze and plot each of the features in the 
dataset, this step covers four statistical analysis and 
visualization to gain insights on the features into the 
dataset and generate our hypotheses. 

• Step 3: This step involves a lot of steps. Cleaning of 
data by removing outliers, Data Encoding, handling 
missing values and removing redundant features. 

• Step 4: This step comes under data preprocessing. It 
includes cleaning and preparing text data to reduce the 
text with useful words that we need for our NLP goals. 
This covers a many approaches using NLTK libraries 
to extract stop words, formatting and removing 
unnecessary characters by eliminating delimiters, 
tokenization, Normalization. 

• Step 5: Sentiment analysis is the process of analyzing 
customer sentiment with the use of NLP, text analysis, 
and statistics. It is accomplished by the use of 
algorithms to identify words as positive, negative, or 
neutral. This analysis tells us the polarity score of 
online reviews. Polarity is a float ranging from -1 to 1. 
Using the polarity score, we classify each of reviews 
into these three categories (positive, negative, neutral). 
Word cloud is used to extract the most used words and 
classify their polarity. 

• Step 6: This step contains our classification models that 
are built using a detailed analysis of customer review 
text data as well as other numerical, categorical data. 

For our study, we used four models Decision Tree, 
Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine and 
Naive Bayes to build a sentiment classifier. 

 
Fig. 9. Proposed Methodology for Sentiment Analysis. 

4) Result and disscusion: In  this experiment, we used 
supervised and unsupervised techniques  [59] to predict the 
customer sentiment from reviews. We build our classification 
models based on a detailed analysis of customer review text 
data as well as other numerical, binary, and categorical data. 
As previously stated, the target variable here is whether or not 
the customer will recommend the product. We utilized four 
models: SVM, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree and Naive 
Bayes. To evaluate the performance of our model accuracy, 
precision, F1-score, recall scores calculated. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃

             (1) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

              (2) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

               (3) 

𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

            (4) 

TABLE I. ALGORITHMS AND METRICS 

Algorithm 
Metrics 
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score 

SVM 0.95 0.98 0.92 0.95 

Logistic 
Regression 0.95 0.98 0.93 0.95 

Decision 
Tree 0.95 0.98 0.92 0.95 

Naive Bayes 0.65 0.86 0.36 0.51 
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The Table I above showed the experimental results, it was 
obvious that expect Naive Bayes all other Classifier models 
perform well in Accuracy and F1-score as well as other 
metrics. The accuracy, precision and F1-score was the same as 
SVM, Logistic regression, Decision tree, which was 95%, 98% 
and 95%, respectively. However, Logistic regression had the 
highest Recall of four algorithms, which was 93%. In 
classification, naive Bayes converges faster but has greater 
error rates than other models. On small datasets, Naive Bayes 
is preferred, but as the training set size rises, other models are 
likely to outperform Naive Bayes. Based on the accuracy and 
F1 score in the chart Fig. 10, we can conclude that, with the 
exception of Naive Bayes, all classifiers can be utilized to 
analyze customer reviews. 

 
Fig. 10. Performance Comparaison of Models. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Big Data, as an emerging and continuing trend, is widely 

considered, studied and implemented in various sectors. While 
the level of implementation varies from sector to sector, it is 
important to understand what it takes to implement, reap the 
benefits of using Big Data. Big Data in e-commerce acts as the 
intelligent system that helps in the understanding of data and its 
transformation into valuable information, allowing us to better 
control all the processes of the online business. With the help 
of Big Data, online retailers may get more accurate information 
about the market, their users, and their customers, making it 
much easier to make decisions that will help them increase 
their return on investment. Otherwise, the ability to analyze 
and extract information from big data is currently seen as an 
important competitive weapon. Big data analytics is the field in 
which advanced analytical techniques operate on big data. 
These techniques are based on algorithms that help us obtain 
insights, patterns, correlations and associations that could not 
be understood with traditional small data. It also represents a 
real advance in the quality and customer service that any e-
commerce company can and should offer. In the future, e-
commerce will profit from efficient Big Data analysis and 
processing. 

In conducting this research, it became clear that Big Data 
can improve decision making especially in e-commerce, it is 
critical for personalizing the strategies implemented, creating 
dynamic pricing, improving customer support before, during, 
and after transactions, better managing purchases, and making 
predictions. Big data has been responsible for some of the most 

significant innovations that have revolutionized the e-
commerce industry. 

An intelligent approach for data analysis and decision 
making in big data is demonstrated using a marketing cases 
study based on e-commerce industry by applying several 
machine learning models. The objective of this paper, as 
mentioned in the introduction, was to obtain and review 
knowledge about data science, particularly the field of big data, 
as well as to explore the existing literature on the fundamental 
concepts of big data and big data analytics and also 
demonstrate the role of big data as a major marketing tool in 
understanding customers and improving the decision making 
process based on practical case studies on online markets. 

This research was done by a various case studies on e-
commerce to study the evolution of customer segmentation in 
big data area using Online retail dataset with k-means and 
RFM, to analyze and improve retailing business using Big data 
framework, and to find an accurate classification method for 
customer reviews based on online women clothing reviews. 
Research on big data and their potential value in e-commerce 
industry is still very limited. When it comes to leveraging data, 
the volume of data, and the speed at which it accumulates the 
variety of data are the biggest challenges for e-commerce 
enterprises to overcome. To effectively utilize the benefits of 
Big Data in E-commerce, advanced research should be 
conducted in order to overcome application and existing 
technological challenges. The set of applications carried out 
has helped us to discover and better understand this topic, in 
particular the contribution of big data analysis and decision 
making in big data by looking for challenges and perspectives 
in e-commerce industry. 

In addition to this research, the future work should be focus 
on including new data integration tools, new reporting tools, 
and new querying tools which can work efficiently with the 
challenges of big data. 
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Abstract—Several objectives that service providers have to 

achieve are to determine the increase or decrease in the price 

change due to the change in service quality and the amount of 

service quality value. Multi-service wireless Internet pricing 

schemes that apply the quality of the bandwidth advantage are 

designed to take into account the need of ISPs to provide high-

quality services to users and increase their revenue, considering 

the limited bandwidth of the resources. The modified model is an 

improvement of the original model by adding variables and 

parameters to the multiple service network model by specifying 

the base price for QoS (alpha) and premium quality (β) as 

variables, parameters, and service class load factor, Pregnancy 

basis factor and differentiation factor. The models are solved by 

the program Lingo 18.0 to get the best solution. The results prove 

that the modified model is the best and yields the best profit for 

the service provider when the cost of all changes in quality of 

service is increased and the variable α and β is set as constant or 

variable. 

Keywords—Optimal solution; multi service network; wireless 

pricing scheme; bandwidth QoS attribute 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet plays a big role in developing the economy 
and is seen as an important catalyst for restructuring business 
activities [1]. The volume of demand on the Internet has 
increased, especially with the emergence of the IOT and its 
multiple uses that require an Internet connection to display the 
results of the sensors [2]. Quality of service in networks is 
defined as the mechanisms that allow distinguishing network 
services based on their unique service requirements [3]. 

The DiffServ and IntServ architectures allow the 
implementation and differentiation of QoS to different 
specifications on a given network [4]. The pricing works to 
regulate the use of the Internet by providing appropriate pricing 
that is equivalent to the quality of service, which is reflected in 
improving network performance and avoiding congestion [5]. 
Internet service providers should provide an appropriate 
internet pricing mechanism and a better and different quality of 
service [6]. The best way to prevent network congestion and 
distinguish its services is through usage-based pricing schemes 
[7]. The author in [8] Improved the reverse charging scheme of 
a multi-service connection in a wireless network with an bit 
error rate  feature, in addition take in to account  basic cost 
,quality of service, and reached optimal profit when adjusting 
the basic costs as fix and quality as variable. Designed the 
reverse charging model within a multi-link network in the 
wireless network, based on the end to end feature [9]. The 
Internet service provider must take into account the provision 

of prices, the price is affected by quality and variable 
depending on the quality of the service [10]. 

Avoiding congestion requires studying consumer behavior, 
knowing peak times, and working on balancing loads in multi-
service networks to avoid congestion [11]. Internet service 
providers suffer during peak usage times from congestion, and 
therefore there is a need for an appropriate pricing scheme that 
seeks to control usage at peak times to prevent network 
collapse and encourage consumers to rationalize their 
consumption during peak times [12]. 

Designed a model to price the Internet in multiple links 
depending on the incentive mechanism so that the service 
provider chooses to either recover the cost or promote a 
particular service [13]. The author in [14] proposed a 
mathematical model of the Paris metro pricing Scheme for 
charging the packet networks, which is based on dividing the 
networks into sub-networks or classes, and fees are imposed on 
their customers at different prices. 

The optimal solution is determined by the basic price, 
either it is a fixed price for the purpose of recovering the cost 
or the price is variable for the purpose of competition, 
determining the quality premium and the level of service 
quality to enable the user to choose the categories [15]. The 
author in [16] improved the Bundle Pricing model in the 
wireless internet model on the multiple QoS network by 
integrating the quasi-linear utility function with the bundle 
problem and the consumer problem. And they concluded that 
the best solution is in the feature of Bit Error Rate on the flat 
fee and two-part tariff internet pricing scheme. 

The author in [17] discussed a wireless pricing scheme on a 
multi-category single link models with the bandwidth attribute 
and taking into account the addition of the base value of the 
price and the variable of quality premium. The author in [18] 
explained a wireless pricing scheme on a multi-category model 
with the Bit Error Rate (BER) QoS attribute and taking into 
account the addition of the base value of the price and the 
variable of quality premium. In [19], the author discussed 
improving the wireless internet pricing scheme using different 
features of the multiple QoS network. 

The authors in [20], [21] explained that the Internet pricing 
scheme is based on three strategies, namely, the flat fee , two-
part tariff, and  usage based. We note that the topic of Internet 
pricing in wireless networks has been covered recently in 
several papers. Optimization needs prior study about 
understanding user behavior and when demand will rise, as 
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well as knowing what kind of service is badly needed. Thus, by 
determining the basic demand factor in the network and the 
demand factor for users, as well as knowing the magnitude of 
differentiation between service classes and the demand for 
them by users, this will provide a more accurate and more 
profitable pricing scheme for the service provider. In this paper 
[22], we present multi-service wireless single network 
incentive pricing scheme based on the bandwidth attribute. 

This paper is organized as follows: the research 
methodology and case study used are described in the second 
section. The third section explains the analysis and comparison 
of the results of the different models. Finally, the main 
conclusions are summarized in the conclusion section. Pricing 
models will be solved to reach the optimal solution using the 
Lingo program.18, the data used to test the model consists of 
three types of traffic classes, which are mail and files and an IP 
camera, obtained from a local server. The results will be 
compared between our pricing scheme in wireless network 
with bandwidth attribute , the original model [22] and a model 
that has been developed in wireless network with the attribute 
of bandwidth [17], all results will be shown in the tables 
presented in the results section. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

In [22], we work to improve the model presented by [11] in 
the pricing of wireless multi-service Internet with bandwidth 
QOS attribute by looking at the model as an optimization 
problem that can be solved in the optimization tool using Lingo 
18, which simulates formulas and search results. 

In this paper, we contribute to the QOS multiservice 
wireless internet pricing model, and provide better results than 
model [22], [17]. 

The idea originated mainly from [3], [11], [22] the goal is 
to improve wireless Internet networks for a single link. The 
model consists of the objective function that will be maximized 
and the constraints of the model that form the framework that 
cannot be crossed during the solution and that consists of limits 
and controls. 

We seek to get the best solution that represents the best 
profit for the provider by transforming the problem of pricing 
the Internet in the networks of one link and multiple services 
into an improvement model and trying to solve it to get the best 
solution that will help explain the problems that include pricing 
of services, the load in the network with its multiple services 
and the volume of Bandwidth required by the user. The goal of 
this optimization is to maximize the gain based on the load; 
parameter in the multicast, the base load factor and the 
diversity factor, bandwidth. 

A. Original Models using Bandwidth Qos Attribute 

In this section, we explain the meaning of the variables 
contained in the original model. 

    : The cost to connect to the QoS provided. 

P    : Changes in the cost of all the changes QoS. 

X : Amount of increase or decrease in the value of QoS. 

    : Nominal value attribute QoS in the network operator. 

     : The basic cost for a connection with the service I and 

links k. 

Lx : Linearity factor 

   : Traffic load 

   : linear price factor for each service (i) and links(j). 

a : Linear parameter set. 

B : Linear parameter set. 

F, g, h: A predetermined minimum value for a service provider. 

    : The maximum value that has been set for the service 

provider.  

  : The minimum amount of load traffic that is allowed. 

    : The maximum amount of traffic goods that is 

allowed. 

The Wireless bandwidth schema is divided by the original 
form into four sections depending on the value of X. the 
objective function as follows: 

      ∑   
   ∑   

             )           (1) 

Subject to: 

P   = (1 x/2000)                    (2) 

P   = (1 x/2000)                    (3) 

P   = (1 x/2000)                    (4) 

P   = (1 x/2000)                    (5) 

P   =    (e-    )   /100             (6) 

P   =    (e-    )   /100             (7) 

P   =    (e-    )   /100             (8) 

P   =    (e-    )   /100             (9) 

  = (e-    )            (10) 

0.05 ≤    ≤ 0.15            (11) 

0.06 ≤     ≤ 0.14            (12) 

0.07≤     ≤0.13            (13) 

0.08 ≤     ≤ 0.12            (14) 

50 ≤   ≤ 1000            (15) 

0                 (16) 

0.8 ≤ B≤ 1.07            (17) 

                 (18) 

B. Modified  Models 

The model was developed to improve its results by 
combining a multi-service wireless network model and adding 
parameters and variables, where the basic price (α) and 
premium quality (β) for each service category will be 
determined in addition to the load factor and the variance 
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factor. The model, variables, and decision parameters are 
formulated within the constraints and determinants of the 
network. 

We improve models by four cases: 

1) α and β constants. 

2) α constants and β variable.  

3) α and β variables. 

4) α variables and β constants. 

Parameters used in the modified models are as follows: 

i: priority of the service. 

C: bandwidth capacity of link K. 

     : base load factor for the network. 

   : requested bandwidth in class I in link k. 

    : price service class I at link k. 

   : load factor for service class I at link k. 

   : load of service class I at link k. 

  : Quality of service index i. 

   : price service I in link k. 

   : Minimum QoS for service i. 

I𝑖: The minimum premium for the service i. 

  : The maximum premium for the service i. 

y: The minimum base price for service i. 

z: The maximum base price for service i. 

5) Modified model case α and β constants: Wireless 

pricing schemes in the first case, the objective function is as 

follows: 

      ∑   
   ∑   

             ) +(       )      
                    (19) 

Subject to: 

P   = (  
 

    
)                  (20) 

P   = (  
 

    
)                  (21) 

P   = (  
 

    
)                  (22) 

    =   (e-    )   /100           (23) 

        (e-    )   /100          (24) 

P   =    (e-    )   /100           (25) 

P  = (e-    )                                                                        (26) 

0.05≤   ≤0.15                                                                       (27) 

0.06≤   ≤0.14                                                                       (28) 

0.07     ≤0.13            (29) 

50≤   ≤1000                                                                           (30) 

0≤x≤1                                                                                     (31) 

0.8≤B≤1.07                                                                            (32) 

                                                                                         (33) 

 11 = (
        

      
)
 

                                                                   (34) 

 21 = (
        

      
)
 

                                                                   (35) 

 31 = (
        

      
)
 

                                                                    (36) 

L11  < 1                                                                                  (37) 

L21  < 1                                                                                  (38) 

L31  < 1                                                                                  (39) 

0≤Lbase 1                                                (40) 

n > 1                                                                                       (41) 

L11  + L21  + L31 =1                                                            (42) 

   <= C                                                                                 (43) 

   <= C                                                                                 (44) 

   <= C                                                                                 (45) 

     ≤                                                                                  (46) 

     ≤                                                                                  (47) 

     ≤                                                                                  (48) 

            +       ≤C                                                       (49) 

    +     +    =1                                                                 (50) 

0≤    ≤1                                                                                (51) 

0≤    ≤1                                                                                (52) 

0≤    ≤1                                                                                (53) 

0.01≤                                                                                (54) 

0.01≤                                                                                (55) 

0.01≤                                                                                (56) 

By modifying the index of quality of services (  ) we obtain 

  =                                                                                           (57) 

     =0                                                                                   (58) 

     =0                                                                                   (59) 

6) Modified model case α constants and β variable: 

Wireless pricing schemes in the second case, the objective 

function is as follows: 

      ∑   
   ∑   

             ) +         )          
                  (60) 

With subject to equation: (2)-(33), as well as the added 
constraints. 
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    ≥                                                                                  (61) 

    ≥                                                                                 (62) 

0.01≤  ≤0.5                                                                           (63) 

0.01≤  ≤0.5                                                                           (64) 

0.01≤  ≤0.5                                                                           (65) 

         by modifying the service quality index, I (Ii) 
and the premium quality of service then added constraints 

   -  =0                                                                                 (66) 

   -  =0                                                                                 (67) 

7) Modified model case α and β variables: Wireless 

pricing schemes in third case, the objective function is as 

follow: 

      ∑   
   ∑   

             ) +               𝑖   𝑖  

 𝑖                                      (68) 

With subject to equation: (2)-(33) and equation. (46) – (50), 
as well as the added constraints 

  +    ≥  +                                                                      (69) 

  +    ≥  +                                                                      (70) 

0≤   ≤1                                                                                  (71) 

0≤  ≤1                                                                                   (72) 

0≤  ≤1                                                                                   (73) 

    -=     by modifying the service quality index i(  ) and 
set a base price and premium service and added constraints : 

   -  = 0                                                                                (74) 

      0                                                                            (75) 

8) Modified model case α variables and β constants: 

Wireless pricing schemes in fourth case, the objective function 

is as follow: 

      ∑   
   ∑   

          P     +(        )       
                          (76) 

with subject to equation. (2)- (32), (34)-(42). (54)-(56), 
with added constraints as follows 

                         (77) 

                                                                               (78) 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the results for the four cases are presented 
separately. The solution consists of three tables. Table I shows 
the optimal solution for the paper [17] and Table II shows the 
optimal solution for the modified model [23], which is the 
value of the objective function. The Table III represents the 
value of the variables in the modified model, Results Original 
Model: 

 α and β constants in bandwidth QoS 

TABLE I. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR [17] MODEL  FOR   AND   

CONSTANTS IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class INLP INLP INLP INLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 125.681 125.625 67.7576 67.7576 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 13 13 45 45 

GMU 32K 32K 32K 32K 

ER 0 0 0 0 

TABLE II. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR MODELS FOR   AND   CONSTANTS IN 

BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model 

Class 
NLP NLP NLP NLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 791.567 791.560 733.511 733.511 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 14 14 14 14 

GMU 41 41 41 41 

ER 0 0 0 0 

Based on the objective function (19) with equation, (20) to 
(59), the optimal solution in each case on bandwidth QoS 
attributes solved using LINGO 18.0 are presented in Table II 
and Table III. 

Based on Tables III and IV, the value achieved the most 
optimal results in the first case is equal to 791.567. These 
results obtained by 13 iterations of the infeasibility of 0. 
Generated Memory Used (GMU) that is 32K and Elapsed 
Runtime I is 0 seconds. 

We note the difference between the model [17] and the 
modified model, where the difference is clear in the value of 
the objective function between the four cases in each model 
Thus, by comparing the best value of the objective function in 
the model [17] in the case of fixed alpha and beta, it is equal to 
125.681, while in the modified model it is equal to 791.567. 

 constant and variable in Bandwidth Qos 

Based on the objective function (60) and the equations 
from (2) to (32) and (61) to (65): The optimal solution is 
summarized in Tables V and VI for each case of the bandwidth 
features that were solved using Lingo18. 

From Tables IV and V, we notice that the first case 
achieved the best results compared to the rest of the cases, 
where the objective is 791.434, where the results are reached 
after 14 repetitions. Zero invisibility, 43 memory usage, and 
zero runtime. The results of the values of the first and second 
cases are similar, while the results of the third and fourth cases 
are identical. By comparing the objective value between the 
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two models, we see that our model outperforms the previous 
model by about 665.753. 

TABLE III. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR MODEL FOR   AND   CONSTANTS IN 

BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

increase 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

decrease 

PQ11 8.487065 8.458654 0.2214369 0.2214369 

PQ21 7.921260 7.894743 0.2066745 0.2066745 

PQ31 40.17211 40.03763 1.048135 1.048135 

X 1 1 0 0 

PB11 3.562910 3.562910 0.042957 0.042957 

PB21 3.325383 3.325383 0.060139 0.060139 

PB31 16.86444 16.86444 0.068731 0.068731 

PR11 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

PR21 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

PR31 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

a11 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.05 

a21 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.06 

a31 0.71 0.71 0.07 0.07 

L  2.375273 2.375273 1.718282 1.71828 

 l 1000 1000 50 50 

a 1 1 1 1 

B 1.07 1.07 0.8 0.8 

I1 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

I2 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

I3 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

P11 0.5072075 0.5072075 0.5072075 0.5072075 

P21 0.4717468 0.4717468 0.4717468 0.4717468 

P31 0.4258186 0.4258186 0.4258186 0.4258186 

L11 0,3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

L21 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

L31 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

R11 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 

R21 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

R31 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

TABLE IV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR ORIGINAL MODELS  FOR   

CONSTANT AND   VARIABLE IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class INLP INLP INLP INLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 125.681 125.625 67.7576 67.7576 

Infeasibility 0.015 0.011 0 0 

Iter 24 24 13 13 

GMU 34K 34K 34K 34K 

ER 0s 0s 0s 0s 

TABLE V. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR MODELS FOR  CONSTANT AND   

VARIABLE IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class NLP NLP NLP NLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 791.434 791.378 734.563 733.511 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 14 14 14 14 

GMU 43 43 43 43 

ER 0 0 0 0 

TABLE VI. VARIABLE VALUES FOR MODELS FOR  CONSTANT AND   

VARIABLE IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

decrease 

PQ11 8.467116 8.458654 0.2214369 0.2214369 

PQ21 7.902640 7.894741 0.2066745 0.2066745 

PQ31 40.07769 40.03763 1.048135 1.048135 

X 1 1 0 0 

PB11 3.562910 3.562910 0.1288711 0.1288711 

PB21 3.325382 3.325382 0.1202797 0.1202797 

PB31 16.86444 16.86444 0.6099900 0.6099900 

PR11 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

PR21 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

PR31 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

a11 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 

a21 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 

a31 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 

L  2.375273 2.375273 1.718282 1.71828 

 l 1000 1000 50 50 

a 1 1 1 1 

B 1.07 1.07 0.8 0.8 

1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0,3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 

 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 
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 and variable in bandwidth QoS: 

Based on the objective function (68) and the equations 
from (2) to (32) and (46) to (50) and additional constraints (60) 
to (66): The optimal solution is summarized in Tables VII and 
VIII for each case of the bandwidth features that were solved 
using Lingo18. 

We note from Table VIII that the first case achieved the 
best result, I need to get the results 14 iterations and the value 
of the memory used is 45. From Table IX, we notice that the 
values of the variables in the first and second cases are close, 
while in the 3 and 4 the results are identical. The first case 
gives the best results for the values of the variables. By 
comparing the objective value between the two models, we see 
that our model outperforms the previous model is 164.449 

TABLE VII. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR ORIGINAL MODELS  FOR   AND   

VARIABLE IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class INLP INLP INLP INLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 629.681 692.625 634.758 634.758 

Infeasibility 0 0 1.1x10-16 1.1x10-16 

Iter 12 12 13 13 

GMU 35K 35K 35K 35K 

ER 0s 0s 0s 0s 

TABLE VIII. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR MODELS FOR  AND   VARIABLE IN 

BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class NLP NLP NLP NLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 794.130 794.076 736.211 736.211 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 14 14 14 14 

GMU 45 45 43 43 

ER 0 0 0 0 

TABLE IX. VARIABLE VALUES FOR MODELS FOR  AND   VARIABLE IN 

BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

increase 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

decrease 

PQ11 8.467110 8.458654 0.2214369 0.2214369 

PQ21 7.902642 7.894743 0.2066745 0.2066745 

PQ31 40.07768 40.03763 1.048135 1.048135 

X 1 1 0 0 

PB11 3.562910 3.562910 0.1288711 0.1288711 

PB21 3.325383 3.325383 0.1202797 0.1202797 

PB31 16.86444 16.86444 0.6099900 0.6099900 

PR11 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

PR21 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

PR31 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

a11 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 

a21 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 

a31 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 

L  2.375273 2.375273 1.718282 1.71828 

 i 1000 1000 50 50 

 1 1 1 1 

 1.07 1.07 0.8 0.8 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 1 1 1 1 

 1 1 1 1 

 1 1 1 1 

L11 0,3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

L21 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

L31 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

R11 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 

R21 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

R31 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

 variable and constants in bandwidth Qos

Based on the objective function (67) and the equations 
from (2)-(32), (34)-(42), (54)– (56), and additional constraints 
(68) and (69). The optimal solution is summarized in Tables XI 
and XII for each case of the bandwidth features. We note from 
Table XI that the first case achieved the best result; it needs to 
get the results 14 iterations and the value of the memory used is 
45. 

From Table XII we notice that the values of the variables in 
the first and second cases are close, while in the 3 and 4 the 
results are identical. The first case gives the best results for the 
values of the variables. By comparing the optimal solution 
between the original model in Table X and the modified 
models in Table XI, we see that our model outperforms the 
previous model by 101.453. 

 Comparison of optimal solutions between modified 
model [23] , [17] , and [22]. 

In this section, we compare the three models that used the 
bandwidth attribute in a single-link wireless network. 

By comparing the results, we notice that our model [13] is 
better as it reaches the best profit (794.134) the results showed 
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in Table XV. While in the model [17] , the best solution was 
(692,681) as showed in Table XIV. In the model [22], the best 
profit was 32.68 as shed in Table XIII. 

TABLE X. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR ORIGINAL MODELS  FOR   VARIABLE 

AND   CONSTANT IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class INLP INLP INLP INLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 692.681 692.625 634.758 634.758 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 13 13 14 14 

GMU 35K 35K 35K 35K 

ER 0s 0s 0s 0s 

TABLE XI. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR MODELS FOR VARIABLE AND 

CONSTANTS IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase x 

decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model 

Class 
NLP NLP NLP NLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 794.130 794.076 736.211 736.211 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 14 14 14 14 

GMU 45 45 43 43 

ER 0 0 0 0 

TABLE XII. VARIABLE VALUES FOR MODELS FOR  VARIABLE AND  

CONSTANTS IN BANDWIDTH QOS 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

increase 

Pqij decrease 

𝒙 

decrease 

PQ11 8.467110 8.458654 0.2214369 0.2214369 

PQ21 7.902642 7.894743 0.2066745 0.2066745 

PQ31 40.07768 40.03763 1.048135 1.048135 

X 1 1 0 0 

PB11 3.562910 3.562910 0.1288711 0.1288711 

PB21 3.325383 3.325383 0.1202797 0.1202797 

PB31 16.86444 16.86444 0.6099900 0.6099900 

PR11 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

PR21 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

PR31 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

a11 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 

a21 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 

a31 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 

L  2.375273 2.375273 1.718282 1.71828 

 l 1000 1000 50 50 

a 1 1 1 1 

B 1.07 1.07 0.8 0.8 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 0.2983710 

 1 1 1 1 

 1 1 1 1 

 1 1 1 1 

 0,3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 

R21 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 

R31 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 

TABLE XIII. OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF ORIFGINAL MODELS OF WIRELESS 

INTERNET PRICING SCHEME ON BANDWIDTH QOS ATTRIBUTE [22] 

Var 

pqij 

increase 𝒙 

increase 

pqij 

increase 

𝒙 decrease 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

increase 

Pqij 

decrease 𝒙 

decrease 

Model Class NLP NLP NLP NLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 32.68 32.68 1.816 1.816 

Infeasibility 0 0 1.3 x 10 -17
 1.3x10-17 

Iter 11 11 11 11 

GMU 24k 25k 25k 25 k 

ER 0 0 0 0 

TABLE XIV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION MODELS OF WIRELESS INTERNET PRICING 

SCHEME ON BANDWIDTH QOS ATTRIBUTE [17] 

Var 
and  

constant 

constant 

and  

variable 

and  

variable 

variable 

and  

constant  

Model Class INLP INLP INLP INLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objective 125.681 125.681 692.625 692.681 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iter 13 13 13 13 

GMU 32K 32K 35K 35K 

ER 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE XV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF MODIFIED MODEL OF WIRELESS 

INTERNET PRICING SCHEME ON BANDWIDTH QOS ATTRIBUTE [13] 

Var 
and  
constant 

constant 

and  

variable 

and  

variable 

variable 

and  

constant  

Model Class NLP NLP NLP NLP 

State Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt Local Opt 

Objet 791.567 791.434 794.120 794.134 

Infeasibility 0 0 0 0 

Iterations 14 14 14 14 

GMU 44k 44k 44k 44k 

ER 0s 0s 0s 0s 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The basic price of the service has a major role in increasing 
the profit when it is variable, even though the quality of the 
service is constant, and this is proven by the results we have 
reached through the comparisons shown in the previous tables. 
In addition, an increase in the cost of service quality, and a 
variance in service quality categories, which will be reflected 
in an increase in service cost. In our improved model, we see 
that the best result is 794.134, which is in the case that the 

basic price (is variable and the premium quality ( is 
constant. For more future studies, it is possible to apply other 
features of the model and compare the various features to get 
the best scheme in addition to addressing the topic in terms of 
multi-links. 
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Abstract—In drip irrigation agriculture or fertigation 
technique, sufficient amount of water and nutrients are crucial 
for a plant's growth and development. An electronic timer is 
usually used to control the plant watering automatically and the 
scheduling is set according to different levels of plant growth. 
The timer has to be adjusted frequently since the required 
amount of water is different according to the growth stages. In 
power outage-prone regions, the problem with scheduled 
irrigation using timer becomes worsen since the watering 
schedule is disrupted by occasional black-outs, leading to an 
insufficient supply of water and nutrients, which leads to poor 
crop yields. Typical solution for such problems is by hiring field 
works to monitor the functionality of the automated system, 
plant health, and to re-adjust the timer once a power outage 
occurs. However, this solution is ineffective, time-consuming, and 
acquires high overhead costs. This paper proposes a systematic 
irrigation method using the internet-of-things (IoT) framework 
in order to improve the monitoring of plant growth and 
consequently improves the efficiency of the workflow. This 
systematic fertigation monitoring system consists of power 
outage alerts, and on-line notifications of plant irrigation, 
pesticide delivery, and polybag cleaning schedule. As a result, by 
using the proposed system, higher efficiency in farming 
management is achieved, with a 40% reduction in manpower, as 
compared to a typical fertigation-based farming system. This 
system demonstrates greater control over irrigation scheduling, 
plant growth, recording of pesticide scheduling automatically, 
and polybag cleaning, all of which will improve crop yields 
significantly. 

Keywords—Irrigation technique; water and nutrient; automatic 
drip irrigation; crop; power-outage 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The advancement in technology has influenced modern 

farming methods significantly and agricultural environment 
particularly. The agricultural landscape has shifted from 
conventional farming to digitized farming with the merging of 
interrelated computing devices, sensors, and cloud edge [1-5]. 
In addition, the combination of engineering and computing 
technology, equipped with sensors for agricultural activities, 
has enabled smart farming [6]. As the demand for food sources 
increases around the world, irrigation has grown even more 
necessary to prevent famine and nutritional deaths [7]. 

Advanced irrigation techniques are essential in order to 
achieve efficient irrigation management, and an optimal 
agriculture management system will ensure productivity, and 
environmental and economic viability [7-10]. Most techniques, 
such as regulated deficit irrigation [11], automated drip 
fertigation [10,12-13] and precision irrigation systems offer the 
opportunity to conserve irrigation water, improve fruit quality, 
increasing crop yield and decreasing costs while contributing 
to environmental sustainability [14-15]. 

The motivation of this study is to improve the management 
system of the irrigation scheduling by providing farmers with 
real-time feedback during irrigation so that they are notified of 
any abrupt loss of electricity, and can act based on the 
information provided by the system. This enables farmers to 
decide which nutrients should be received by the plant by 
controlling the timing of the irrigation. The system is easy to 
deploy in existing drip fertigation systems, with a plug-and-
play module insertion. The application also aims to provide 
farmers and farm workers with a user-friendly tool that 
facilitates the management of pesticides and drip maintenance. 
Instead of manually entering records, farmers can track 
pesticide schedules through the system, which makes the 
process more manageable. It is expected that the proposed 
system could improve the crops yield as well as equipped the 
farmers with an improved and smart farming management 
system. The results demonstrated that the developed system 
could effectively facilitate fertigation management for outage-
prone areas and substantially decrease the need for on-site 
monitoring. 

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes related work in the area of advanced 
irrigation. Section 3 describes the user-friendly platform of the 
proposed system. This section also describes the real-time 
irrigation feedback, which records current and past irrigation 
durations, as well as the alert system, which notifies farmers of 
any absence of electricity. Section 4 describes the 
implementation of the system and discusses the results, and 
Section 5 presents the concluding remarks and future research. 
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II. OVERVIEW OF DRIP FERTIGATION METHODS 
Drip fertigation system is gradually gaining acceptance, 

and is becoming more attractive to many farmers since it 
supplies nutrients and water to the plant root zone more 
effectively than conventional planting [16]. To date, [17] have 
attempted to design an automatic irrigation system, but its 
implementation on actual farming sites has not been fully 
investigated. Another study to improve the drip irrigation 
technique was recently designed by [18]. Using this technique, 
farmers do not have to manually mix the fertilizer, which 
requires them to read the EC and pH of the mixture. Slow 
adoption of drip fertigation technology might be caused by low 
exposure, lack of expert techno-logical support, and the high 
cost of implementation, which includes hardware with 
computing, storage, and communication capabilities. 

The automated drip fertigation system is more appealing to 
farmers worldwide, and has been gradually replacing 
conventional methods of farming. This is mainly due to the 
improvement in the quality of crops and agricultural products, 
as adequate nutrition is delivered directly to the plant root zone 
[19]. Such system saves significant amount of time when 
scheduled irrigation is performed remotely by turning pumps 
and valves on and off [20]. In a study done by [21], 
productivity for crops such as ginger shows increment in net 
income due to an increase in the yields of ginger. The crop 
productivity is almost doubled per hectare with an automatic 
drip fertigation system, compared to more conventional 
methods. Although the drip fertigation system requires a large 
amount of initial capital, the cost will be compensated by high 
crop productivity. In [22], the authors introduce a real-time 
irrigation system, named REUTIVAR, which calculates 
irrigation timing and fertilizer amount required in real-time 
using reclaimed water to watering olive tree. This technique 
will determine the timing of irrigation and fertigation events 
and can optimize fertilizer injection, the stabilization time and 
cleaning phase. 

The development of useful new models based on the 
decision support system (DSS) has improved the automatic 
irrigation system [23-24]. An optimized DDS with a modified 
fertigation systems (DSS-FS) is designed primarily for drip and 
sprinkler irrigation, based on an environmental sustainability 
approach [25]. Meanwhile, [20] developed a DSS system to 
provide insight into the irrigation time required for a given crop 
and how irrigation schedules would change with soil types. All 
of these DSSs and models are very helpful in optimizing the 
use of water and fertilizer, and managing the centralized 
fertigation system in a water distribution network. However, 
the effects of occasional power outages on a scheduled drip 
fertigation system have not been investigated. Occasional 
power failures disrupt the time required for irrigation, 
unfortunately lead to an insufficient supply of water, and will 
affect crop growth. 

In order to improve network performance to achieve more 
reliable smart farming system, an adaptive technique was 
introduced to maintain reliable network connection to transmit 
sensor data to base station by adaptively change the 

communication protocol between IEEE 802.11ac and 
LoRaWAN [26]. This technique is particularly useful to 
manage large farming sites at different location. On the other 
hand, Agri-Info, a cloud based autonomic resource 
management technique for agriculture service was introduced 
in order to maintain required level of QoS. This method makes 
use of Fuzzy logic for making decisions based on defined rules 
to diagnose status as well as schedule the resources 
automatically [27]. 

In Malaysia, farmers have started to use the automatic drip 
fertigation system. However, due to poor technical knowledge 
and the initial development cost of the system, the farmers 
prefer not to use the DSS, and decide to manage their planting 
based on their experience instead. This is also the reason 
farmers opt to hire workers to man-age scheduled irrigation 
through on-site monitoring during power failure, which is very 
tedious and time-consuming, and in doing so, results in high 
man-power utilization. 

The lack of technological advancement in drip fertigation 
has left farmers with no option but to use the commercial 
irrigation controllers available at the market, which are pre-
programmed to supply water at predefined intervals. Typical 
drip fertigation system uses a timer and a valve to turn on the 
water pump for irrigation. Fig. 1 shows a typical fertigation 
system that consists of a water tank, a timer, a water filter, a 
water pump, garden accessories, and a piping system to 
channel water to individual pots [28-29]. These pots are 
arranged horizontally on the ground or vertically with 
supporting poles. The water supply is pre-program and follows 
a preset schedule. The amount of water and nutrients required 
by each plant is different each week, and normally depends on 
the stage of growth. Table I shows the required amount of 
water and nutrients required during the first three weeks of 
growth [30]. This table indicates that 600 ml is the total amount 
of water required per day for vegetables such as spinach and 
eggplants [31]. 

 
Fig. 1. The Fertigation System. 

TABLE I. VOLUME OF WATER REQUIRED IN THREE WEEKS GROWTH 

No Time (hrs) Description 

1 0730 150ml water and nutrient 

2 0830 150ml water and nutrient 

3 1100 150ml water 

4 1700 150ml water 
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Medium- and small-scale drip fertigation farms still use the 
old and conventional method of observing the plantation site to 
check the growth of the plants. Field workers are required to 
monitor faults in the irrigation system and to perform regular 
checks on the plants’ leaves and roots for possible plant disease 
infection. The only way to deter-mine poor plant growth is to 
examine the condition of the leaves and roots. Yellowish or 
wilting leaves are signs of poor growth. This farming workflow 
results in inefficient monitoring, especially when the plantation 
site holds thou-sands of pots. Fig. 2 shows the process in a 
fertigation system implemented for a local chili variety called 
Centil. 

Centil (Capsicum Frustecens) is a type of red chili currently 
grown in Johor, Malaysia on a farming area with 1,000 pots 
[32]. Workers observe the irrigation process for 20 minutes in 
the morning and 20 minutes in the afternoon, and spend an 
additional 40 minutes every evening inspecting plants for 
general health and wilting leaves. They spend another 20 
minutes in the evening inspecting for pests and diseases and 
administering pesticides. They perform maintenance and 
polybag cleaning once a week for 30 minutes. These processes 
are repeated until harvesting day. The detailed activities of the 
farming process are presented in Table II. 

In areas where occasional power outages occur, the 
irrigation schedule, which is based on the needs of each plant, 
is often disturbed. Instead of turning to technological solutions, 
farmers prefer to hire more workers to look for faults in the 
irrigation system. With the current practice of having workers 
observe on-site, adding more workers to monitor faults results 
in inefficient irrigation management and high costs in labor, 
which in turn fails to offset the initial investment. Such a 
fertigation strategy defeats the purpose of an automatic 
irrigation and water management system, and could worsen 
depending on the solution taken by the farmers. 

Previous work in the irrigation field focused on calculating 
irrigation requirements, where crop details fetched from the 
user were taken as input to estimate water requirements with 
the help of sensors. However, with scheduled irrigation, water 
and nutrient requirements cannot be fulfilled when the process 
is disturbed by an electrical power outage. Detailed 
information on the nutrients supplied is lost and irretrievable. 
The system shuts down, and the sensors do not capture 
information during the absence of electricity. This condition 
will go unnoticed without any notification to the farmers, and 
will last until power returns, which may take hours or even 
days. The problem becomes more serious during dry seasons 
and in remote farming areas, where farmers are not aware of 
such situations. 

 
Fig. 2. Manual Process of Monitoring Plant Growth. 

TABLE II. DETAILED ACTIVITIES FOR FERTIGATION FARMING 

Activity Detailed 
activity Note Duration Frequency No of 

People 

Preparation 
of plant bag 

1. Turn on the 
water pump to 
see if there is 
a pipe leak or 
a clog. 2-5 

days 
before 
planting 

15 mins once a day 5 

2. Turn on the 
water pump to 
moisten the 
soil before 
planting the 
seedlings. 

15 mins once a day 5 

Supervision 
after 
planting 

1. Turn on the 
water pump to 
water the 
seedlings. 1-2 

days 
after 
planting 

20 mins morning 
5 

2. Ensure the 
seedlings are 
not infected 
with pests and 
diseases. 

20 mins afternoon 

20 mins  once a day  5 

3. Turn on the 
water pump to 
fertilise the 
seedlings for 
the first time 
and pour out 
the stagnant 
water. 

3 days 
after 
planting 

20 mins morning 

5 

20 mins afternoon 

4. Turn on the 
water pump 
once every 
morning to 
fertilise the 
plants. 

4-7 
days 
after 
planting 

30 mins morning 5 

40 mins Afternoon  

5. Plant 
inspection to 
check whether 
the plants are 
healthy. 

30 mins  once a day 5 

6. Note if the 
plant starts to 
wither. If yes, 
check the 
piping system. 

30 mins  once a day 5 

7. Fertilise the 
plants twice a 
day using the 
fertigation 
system. 

7 days 
after 
planting 

20 mins morning 5 

20 mins afternoon  

All of these works provide interesting information on 
advanced technologies for irrigation systems, mostly focusing 
on optimizing water usage and crop productivity. However, 
any sensor data or video images of a given farm can-not be 
transmitted to a processing center or server in the absence of 
electricity. Under these circumstances, a system cannot 
perform real-time monitoring, which is crucial for agricultural 
applications. Real-time monitoring is essential because it 
provides timely information on the actual status of farming 
sites, such as the volume of water and fertilizer received, which 
is an important factor in improving crop production. Thus, 
having a system to access real-time data through a mobile 
application during power failure would allow farmers to 
respond and act to the situation in timely manner. 
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III. METHODOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION 
In this section, we describe the complete system of the 

proposed automated monitoring system for watering and power 
outage alerts, with pesticide and polybag cleaning notifications. 
The proposed monitoring system comprises of three main 
components: (i) the overall system architecture; (ii) the sensor 
systems; and (iii) the mobile and web applications monitoring 
interfaces, as shown in Fig. 3. 

In Fig. 3, a system administrator is in charge of the farming 
system. This figure also shows that the farmers will use the 
mobile application to monitor the system, receiving alerts and 
notifications, and interact with the system for pesticide 
scheduling and polybags maintenance. The watering and power 
outage sensors are designed to detect whether the plants have 
been watered, and to alert farmers through mobile notifications 
when a power failure occurs. The notifications and alerts are 
sent through Global System for Mobile Communications 
(GSM) to the internet service provider [33], then to a cloud 
server for data storage and processing. 

A. System Architecture 
Our proposed monitoring system, as shown in Fig. 4, 

consists of integration of sensors with the existing fertigation 
system. The water sensor will be installed in the main 
distribution pipe, and on the other hand, the power outage 
sensor will be installed on the power supply line. The proposed 
system was developed by taking into account the important 
layers of the IoT architecture [34]. We introduced another layer 
for troubleshooting and debugging the sensors. This includes 
fixing the devices’ programming errors. In the second layer, we 
have our proposed watering and power outage detection 
sensors, which are connected to an Arduino-based processor 
for data processing. For data transmission to the cloud server, 
the devices connect wirelessly via a GSM module, which is on 
the third layer. The cloud server is on the fourth layer, where 
all data is sent using the “post” application programming 
interface (API) via a GSM module to the backend cloud 
processor. The cloud services will cover all “post” and “get” 
APIs from the GSM module and mobile applications. Lastly, 
we have a mobile application for monitoring and interaction, 
and a web server for managing the system, as shown in Fig. 5. 

The interaction between the hardware, backend processor, 
and mobile applications is shown in Fig. 6. Arduino will send 
the “post” API to the backend processor on the cloud via a 
GSM module. When the backend processor receives the API, it 
will log it and update the record in the database. If a 
notification is required, backend processor will trigger the 
Firebase server, which will then push the notification to our 
mobile application so that farmers will receive the notification 
on their smartphones. For information updates, the mobile 
application will send the “post” and “get” APIs to request that 
the data be updated on the app. The cloud server acts as an 
intermediary between the sensors and the mobile application. 

 
Fig. 3. Components of the Fertigation System. 

 
Fig. 4. The Proposed Fertigation System. 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed System Architecture. 

 
Fig. 6. The Interaction between Hardware, Mobile Apps and the Backend 

Server. 
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B. Sensor System 
The power outage sensor is powered by a 240 VAC main 

power source that in turn is converted to a direct current (DC), 
which provides nine VDC to the system by using an adaptor, as 
shown in Fig. 7. This is the main power source for the 
fertigation system. The auxiliary power comes from the solar 
panel, which charges a 3.7V 18650 Li-ion battery. The voltage 
from the battery is then boosted to 9V and fed to a power 
selector circuit prior to Arduino. The power selector takes the 
power in such a way that the power always comes from the 
main power source, except during a power outage, when it 
takes the power from the charged battery. 

This power switch is instantaneous, similar to an 
uninterrupted power supply (UPS), so that Arduino does not 
re-boot. In the event of a power outage, the system will 
automatically switch to the solar-powered battery. While the 
system is using the battery, the transition causes the system to 
send a “power down” API token through a GSM module to the 
backend processing cloud server. When the server receives the 
“power outage” API token, a power outage notification is sent 
to a Firebase server, which will then push it to the mobile 
application. The dashboard will display the power outage 
status, which will read “blackout has occurred” in red. This 
function notifies growers immediately when the system is no 
longer using the main power source. Thus, action can be taken 
to troubleshoot and to fix the problem. When the power outage 
sensor detects that the main source is functioning again, it will 
send the “power up” API to the server. Fig. 8 shows the flow of 
the power outage sensor. The flowchart shows that the “power 
down” API and the “power up” API are sent to the server only 
when there is a change in state. 

 
Fig. 7. The Watering and Power Outage Sensors for Fertigation System 

(Type A Module). 

 
Fig. 8. Flow Chart for Power Outage Detection. 

In the fertigation system, the watering schedule uses a timer 
to activate a water pump. The water pump releases water to the 
main pipe for a period of time determined by the volume of 
water needed for each plant. Therefore, it is crucial to know 
that the plant has been watered according to the schedule set by 
the farmers. In our proposed system, the water detection sensor 
is installed in the main pipe, where it will detect the presence 
of water. Water detection only happens if there is a change in 
the sensor as follows: 

1) State 0 to 1 (No water is detected to Water is detected), 
API “watering start” is called. 

2) State 1 to 0 (Water detected to No water) API “watering 
stop” is called. 

Water detection is taken as an analogue input to Arduino. 
Upper and lower boundaries are required for water detection. 
The upper boundary is required to determine the presence of 
water, and the lower boundary lets the water subside in the 
pipe after the water pump has been turned off. The flowchart 
for watering detection is shown in Fig. 9. 

Two states of mobile display are described as follows to let 
the farmers know the watering status. 

1) Watering has started: Indicates that watering has been 
executed as scheduled and the water pump has been activated 
for a duration specified by user. This is activated when the 
sensor detects water, and the API “watering start” is called. 

2) Watering has stopped: Indicates that watering has 
stopped, and the API “watering stop” is called when the sensor 
detects that the water has subsided below the lower boundaries. 

We designed two modules, type A and type B, for watering 
and power outage sensors. For type A, the watering and power 
outage sensors are combined in one module. This design is 
suitable for fertigation sites where watering sensors can be 
installed in close proximity to the power outage sensor. 

The type B module shown in Fig. 10 is designed for large 
fertigation sites. The type B module allows the watering and 
power outage sensors to be installed in different locations, thus 
increasing the flexibility for extended range. We used Long 
Range (LoRa) connectivity [35-37] for greater connection 
between the watering and power outage detection sensors 
before data is sent to the cloud server via the GSM module. 
The GSM module requires a lot of power to transmit data to 
the server. The LoRa wireless transmission cannot run on the 
Arduino Uno processor due to its large memory requirement. 

 
Fig. 9. Flow Chart for Watering Detection. 
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Fig. 10. The Watering and Power-outage Detection Sensors for Fertigation 

System (Type B Module). 

C. Software System and Mobile Monitoring Interfaces 
To ensure our watering and power outage detection sensors 

are functional 24 hours a day, Arduino will send the “I am 
alive” API to the server every hour. The backend processor 
will receive this “post” API and update the database. This 
information will be sent to the mobile apps when they send the 
“get” API, and the “sensor is online” status will appear on the 
mobile app dashboard. The “I am alive” flowchart is shown in 
Fig. 11. However, if the server does not receive this API, it will 
state that the system is not working and post this status on the 
mobile app's dashboard. 

Table III shows all the “get” APIs, from the hardware to the 
backend processor. The backend processor will act according 
to the API, whether it receives data to record changes in the 
database or to send a notification to a Firebase server. 

The proposed system consists of a web application for a 
system administrator or head farmer to efficiently manage the 
planting cycle. Fig. 12 shows the administrator page, where the 
administrator is responsible for adding the following 
information to the system. 

1) Planting schedule: The planting schedule will have the 
total time of growth, from first transplanting to harvesting. The 
schedule contains information on when to spray pesticides and 
when the polybag should be maintained by which group of 
farmers. 

2) Authorizing the users (farmers) in the system and 
assigning them to specific groups. 

3) Watering schedule: How many times the farmers need 
to water the plants. 

4) Adding the pesticide routine and assigning different 
groups to perform the activity. 

5) Assigning polybags cleaning to different groups. 

 
Fig. 11. “I am Alive” Flowchart to System Checking. 

TABLE III. APIS USED FROM HARDWARE TO BACKEND SERVER 

API Descriptions 

Watering Start Water is detected. Change of state from water=0 to 
water=1 

Watering Stop Water is not detected. Change of state from water=1 to 
water=0 

Power up Main supply is detected. Change of state from power=solar 
to power=main 

Power down Main supply is not detected. Change of state from 
power=main to power=solar 

I am alive Indicates the hardware is functioning properly. If alive, 
status=1. If not, status=0 

 
Fig. 12. The Webpage for System Administrator. 

A smartphone application, called iChilli, was developed to 
manage planting activities more efficiently. Table IV shows the 
functionality of the iChilli user interface (UI). The iChilli apps 
displays the front page, registration page, blackout status, 
polybag cleaning, history, pesticide control status, and 
schedules. The Android-based application was developed for 
the following purposes: 

1) To alert farmers when a power failure occurs so they 
can respond to it. 

2) To notify farmers of the watering status so they can 
follow the schedule. 

3) To show the history of watering so farmers can estimate 
the volume of water their plants received. 

4) To manage pesticide activity and record the type and 
volume of pesticide used. 

5) To assign farmers to maintain the fertigation site with 
activities such as cleaning and weeding. 

6) To manage the planting cycle by showing the schedule 
for planting activities. 

TABLE IV. FEATURES OF THE SMART PHONE 

Dashboard 

Blackout status 
Watering status 
Pesticide 
Polybag cleaning 

Blackout history  By selected date 
Watering history  By selected date 

Pesticide control 
Status: Done/Not Done 
Type: Organic/Non organic 
Quantity in Litre 

Polybag cleaning 
Status: Done/Not Done 
Which group performed the task 

Full schedule  Day-date-time activities 
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D. Implementation and Evaluation 
To validate our system, type A watering and power outage 

sensors were installed at the fertigation site. A water tank with 
a capacity of 70 litres and a water piping system capable of 
watering 1000 pots of plants are shown in Fig. 13. The farming 
activities under the fertigation system for the red chili Centil 
were used for benchmarking. 

E. Wireless Connection to Cloud Server via Internet Service 
Provider 
A GSM module is used to send data to a server in the 

cloud. The module is connected to the internet service 
provider, enabling APIs to be sent to the server. The GSM 
module has an LED indicator that blinks rapidly every second 
the GSM is not connected to the network. When the module is 
sending a request signal to connect to the network, the LED 
blinks every three seconds, and, when the blinking reaches an 
even slower speed, it indicates that the net-work connection 
has been established. Since connecting to the network requires 
a high current consumption, an adaptor with power ration of 
9V 2A is used to power up the GSM module as shown in 
Fig. 14. 

 

 
Fig. 13. The Fertigation Site where the System is Installed. 

 
Fig. 14. The Electronic Hardware of the System. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
We discuss two elements for improvement. The first 

element involves the farming work-flow, and the second 
involves design-related module performance. 

A. Improving Farming Work-Flow by the System 
The proposed system automates the first block in Fig. 2 

(namely “watering”), which has been identified as inefficient in 
growth monitoring. Workers are required to be on-site to 
observe the watering for 20 minutes in the morning and 20 
minutes in the afternoon. The proposed system improved the 
farming work-flow by reducing manpower while maintaining 
the same yield production. Manpower was calculated based on 
three variables: project duration, number of hours per worker, 
and number of workers. The project duration for the chili 
Centil, from transplant to harvest, was six months. A worker 
worked for five days a week to perform daily tasks, as shown 
in Fig. 2 that include: 

1) Observe watering: 40 minutes. 
2) Plant inspection to check for health: 40 minutes. 
3) Inspection for disease: 20 minutes. 

Thus, the three tasks required 100 minutes (1.67 hours) for 
each worker per day. The calculation considered 20 working 
days per month for six months (120 days). The manpower 
calculation is shown in Table V. 

A typical fertigation-based system requires 200.4 hours, 
whereas the proposed system requires 120 hours. Thus, with 
this system, we reduce man-power by 40%. The man-hour 
reduction would be more significant for a big farming site that 
requires extensive monitoring. Five workers are required for 
1,000 plants, which means a larger farm's manpower can be 
further reduced. In the cost relationship shown in Fig. 15, the 
reduction in man-hours not only improved the operational cost, 
but increased the yield production as well. 

TABLE V. MAN-POWER CALCULATION 

Parameter Current system Proposed system 
Project running days (day) 120 
120 120 120 

Working hours (hour)  1.67 1 

Numbers of workers (person) 1 1 
Man-power(hours) = day x hour x 
person 200.4 120 

 
Fig. 15. Relationship between Man-hour to Yield Production. 

Water Detection 
Sensor on-site 

Solar Panel  
on-site 

water tank water pump fertigation site 
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B. Water Detection Sensor 
The experiments were performed using two types of 

watering detection sensors. The first type was custom designed 
with two protruding gold pins. The pins are not connected 
electrically, and act as a switch. Without water presence, the 
sensor has an extremely low voltage (around 0.0-0.4 volts). 
However, when water is flowing, depending on how 
submerged the pins are or how strong the flow is, when more 
of the pins' surface area is covered with water, the voltage will 
increase. At the highest water flow, it is possible to achieve 
over 2.8 volts across the pins. In a perfect water flow system, 
the value will drop or rise instantly between the “water 
detection” and “water not detected” stages. However, due to 
the nature of the pipes used, some excess water may still be 
present in the pipes when the water stops flowing. Thus, the 
voltage drop is not instantaneous. 

For example, from high water flow we will get 2.8 volts, 
and the voltage drops to 2.5 volts when the pump is stopped. 
As time progresses, the voltage will decrease as the water 
flows towards the end of the piping system and water levels 
drop slowly. However, this value is constantly fluctuating due 
to the formless nature of water, which causes some motion 
within the pipe. As such, it can be deduced that an optimal 
“water detection” voltage value would be any voltage higher 
than 2.7 volts (upper boundary) and “water not detected” can 
be any value below that (lower boundary). When the water 
pump is activated, there will be an instant rise in voltage, 
exceeding the upper boundaries, and a sudden drop in voltage 
to below the lower boundaries over a short period of time. 
Therefore, a few seconds are given for the sensor to stabilize 
before the API “watering start” is sent to the server. 

Other experiments were conducted with a typical inline 
water flow sensor made for an Arduino-based environment 
with three pole connections for 5V voltage input, one digital 
data pin, and a ground pin. However, the digital pin does not 
connect to the standard digital input pins on Arduino, but must 
be connected to Arduino where Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) is allowed. This connection enables Arduino to make 
the necessary calculations to transcribe data from the sensor 
into a readable format for the user. The sensor functions 
through the rotational motion created by an electric rotor. The 
rotational speed of this rotor depends on the rate of water 
travelling through the sensor. The sensor, which is based on the 
Hall effects phenomenon, will then send a corresponding pulse 
signal to Arduino. The rate at which the pulse signal is received 
will directly correlate to the rate of water flow: that is, slower 
pulses mean a lower flow rate, while faster pulses mean a 
higher rate. 

An “API Start” API token is sent when the upper boundary 
is reached. We calculated the upper boundary by measuring the 
reading of the irrigation system. The lower boundary for 
sending the “watering stop” API token was set to zero. This is 
because when the water flow stops, even though there may still 
be water in the pipes, the value of the water flow will be set to 
0 as long as the water is not moving. The measured value of 
the water flow was calculated in liter per minute (l/m). Some 
precautionary steps were taken when using the water flow 
sensor. Firstly, the water flow sensor had a small diameter to 
allow a pipe to fit on it. Appropriate adaptors were used when 

the pipe was larger than the hole of the water flow sensor. 
Secondly, most commercial Arduino-based water flow sensors 
have a maximum flow rate of 30 (l/m). In addition, it is unclear 
if higher water flow directly influences the accuracy and 
efficiency of the water flow sensor. It is currently unclear if 
this damages or adversely affects the sensor in any way. 

C. Battery-Powered Solar Cell Charging and Discharging 
Rate 
Since the system is operated by a back-up battery in the 

case of power failure, we analyzed the total operating time of 
the back-up supply by studying the battery’s charge and 
discharge time. To control the charging process as well as to 
protect the battery from overcharging, the level at which the 
battery will supply sufficient power was noted. 

An experiment was conducted to study the rate of power 
loss for the 18650 battery over time without direct power from 
the mains. The experiment was conducted with the system 
running, and voltage measurements were taken across the 
battery. The experiments were conducted a few times, and the 
average readings were calculated. The result of the discharge 
time is illustrated in Fig. 16. 

Experiment 1 in Fig. 16 shows the voltage loss over time 
for a battery initially charged up to 4V. There is a slow semi-
linear loss of voltage over time until around 3.3V, where the 
voltage will reduce exponentially until a value of 2.2V is 
reached. Experiment 2 was conducted to determine whether 
this pattern could be replicated. Experiment 2 shows the 
voltage loss over time for a battery that has been fully charged 
to 4.17V. Similar to the first experiment, the voltage indicates a 
slow, semi-linear decrease until around 3.3V, where the rate of 
voltage discharge increases tremendously in an exponential 
fashion. It can also be seen that the final voltage of 2.2 V will 
remain for a period of time and will not decrease further. 
During these experiments, the system was able to run as long 
as the voltage was above 2.2V; however, after this point, 
although the voltage did not decrease further, Arduino and the 
GSM module would be off. This indicated that the system did 
not have the required power to run. Experiment 1 showed that 
the sys-tem can run up to 6.7 hours, whereas experiment 2 
showed that the system can last for 8.3 hours de-pending on the 
initial charged voltage of the battery. 

 
Fig. 16. Discharge Voltage over Time for Battery Powered Solar Cell. 

D. Study of Switching during Power Outage 
In the event of power failure, supply is cut off from the 

main. The designed circuit instantaneously switches to the 
battery charged by the solar cell. The switching processes from 
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main supply to battery and vice versa were observed in terms 
of response time. In this case, the transient response of the 
transition time for both cases was observed. There is a small 
period in which the module switches to a new power source 
when another has stopped. Fig. 17(a) shows the voltage against 
the transition time between main supply and battery-powered 
operation. On the contrary, Fig. 17(b) shows the transient result 
of the voltage of the switching state between battery-operated 
to the adaptor-operated supplies. 

Fig. 17 shows that it took 400 microseconds for both 
situations to switch from one state to another, as de-noted by 
the bandwidth of both pulses. Essentially, when the states are 
switched from one power source to another, this creates a 
transient that can be measured as denoted by the peaks in the 
graph. Thus, the time it takes for the switching to occur is 
measured by the time it takes for the transient peak to rise and 
fall. A short switch time is ideal, as it ensures that the system 
will have constant power and can efficiently switch between 
power sources with minimal transition. Arduino will go to reset 
state if the transition takes too long, and the whole system will 
be reset. 

E. Comparison Study 
Table VI highlights the comparison between the proposed 

system and the previously developed intelligent systems in 
term of key features that record real-time irrigation of plants, 
the duration of scheduled irrigation for each cycle, the history 
of nutrients supplied to the plants, and, more importantly, an 
alert sent to farmers so that quick action can be taken during a 
power outage to prevent severe damage to the plants. Our 
monitoring system is an attempt to present a solution that 
records the length of the irrigation process, notifies farmers in 
the event of power failure, and tracks the irrigation history 
through an easy-to-use mobile application that guides farmers 
and farm workers. The solution is a user-friendly platform that 
does not require any knowledge of programming. 

  
(a)     (b) 

Fig. 17. Switching Time Tansitions: (a) Transition between Adaptor-operated 
to Battery-operated Power Supplies, (b) Transition Time between Battery-

operated to Adaptor-operated Power Supplies. 

TABLE VI. COMPARISON TABLE OF PREVIOUS WORK 

 Features 

Work Feature 1 Feature 2 Web or 
Mobile Apps 

Agriculture 
Domain Connectivity Cloud 

Resources 

[1]  
Monitoring and automatic irrigation 
system on crop water needs and real 
time and history of farm data 

Neural based irrigation decision for 
ecient irrigation Yes Greenhouse 

irrigation WiFI Yes 

[4]  

a flexible platform able to cope with 
soilless culture needs in full 
recirculation greenhouses using 
moderately saline water 

three-tier open source software 
platform that distributes computing 
at Cyber Physical Systerm, edge 
and cloud planes 

No 
Precision 
agriculture, 
greenhouse 

Microwave 
radio link, 
fiber optic, 
DSL 

Yes 

[5]  
a scalable network architecture for 
monitoring and controlling agriculture 
and farms in rural areas 

a cross-layer-based channel access 
and routing solution for sensing and 
actuating 

No Smart 
farming 

LoWPAN, 
IEEE 
802.15.4, 
WiFi 

Yes 

[22]  

REUTIVAR-calculates in real-time 
irrigation time and fertilizer amount 
required to olive tree using reclaimed 
water 

Adaptive fertigation scheduling 
according to the actual weather 
conditions and adjusted the water 
allocation along the irrigation 
season 

Yes Irrigation Mobile Server, 
SqLite 

No, local 
server 

[23]  
a user-friendly decision support system 
tool for the optimization of the design 
and management of on-farm fertigation 

determine the timing of irrigation 
and fertigation events and optimize 
fertilizer injection, the stabilization 
time and cleaning phase 

No Drip 
fertigation No No 

[26]  
Improve network performance to 
achieve more reliable smart farming 
system 

Adaptive technique to maintain 
reliable network connection to 
transmit sensor data to base station 
by adaptively change the 
communication protocol between 
IEEE 802.11ac and LoRaWAN 

No Smart 
farming 

LoRaWan and 
IEEE802.11ac No 

[27]  

Agri-Info, a cloud based autonomic 
resource management technique for 
agriculture service and maintain 
required level of QoS 

Fuzzy logic for making decisions 
based on defined rules to diagnose 
status as well as schedule the 
resources automatically 

Yes Agriculture-
as-a-Service 

Agriculture-
as-a-Service Yes 

Our 
proposed 
system 

Real-time irrigation tracking and record 
with alert to notify farmer during power 
outage 

Tracking and recording for pesticide 
and maintenance Yes Drip 

fertigation 
GSM 
module Yes 
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F. Limitation and Future Work 
The developed system was developed for chili fertigation 

farming of 1000 pots of plant. So far, it also only been tested in 
a location that is prone to electrical blackout. Although, the 
results show significant improvement over the conventional 
method applied on the same scope, the results and performance 
will be more accurate if the system is tested over various kinds 
of plants with larger pots (~2000 pots and more) and the data 
are observed over longer period of time i.e. three to six months. 
Furthermore, the proposed system should also be tested in 
various locations that are prone to blackouts to further evaluate 
is effectiveness and efficiency. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have demonstrated a systematic and 

automated method for monitoring large-scale chili fertigation 
area in order to improve the farm management efficiency and 
consequently to improve plant growth in a power-outage-prone 
area. The system, which consists of sensors for detecting 
irrigation activities and power outages, a mobile application to 
manage scheduling for pesticide delivery and polybag 
cleaning, and a web application to al-low farmers to manage 
planting schedules has shown improvement in efficiency in 
farming management, with a 40% reduction in manpower in 
this power outage-prone area, compared to a typical 
fertigation-based farming sys-tem in such area. The proposed 
system also exhibited greater control over plant growth and 
automatically records pesticide schedules and polybag 
cleaning, all of which could improve crop yields. We believe 
the findings and the method of using IoT platform as a 
systematic monitoring mechanism, presented in this paper, will 
pave the way and encourage further use in broader plant types, 
which could prove useful in a large farming area in rural sites. 
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Abstract—Vehicle category classification is important, but it 
is a challenging task, especially, when the vehicles are captured 
from a surveillance camera with different view angles. This 
paper aims to develop a view-independent vehicle category 
classification system. It proposes a two-phase system: one phase 
recognizes the view angles helping the second phase to recognize 
the vehicle category including bus, car, motorcycle, and truck. In 
each phase, several descriptors and Machine Learning 
techniques including traditional algorithms and Deep neural 
networks are employed. In particular, we used three descriptors: 
HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradient), LBP (Local Binary 
Patterns) and Gabor filter with two classifiers SVM (Support 
Vector Machine) and k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbor). And also, we 
used the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN, or ConvNet). 
Three experiments have been elaborated based on many datasets. 
The first experiment is dedicated to choosing the best approach 
for the recognition of views: rear or front. The second 
experiment aims to classify the vehicle categories based on each 
view. In the third experiment, we developed the overall system, 
the categories were classified independently of the view. 
Experimental results reveal that CNN gives the highest 
recognition accuracy of 94.29% in the first experiment, and 
HOG with SVM or k-NN gives the best results (99.58%, 99.17%) 
in the second experiment. The system can robustly recognize 
vehicle categories with an accuracy of 95.77%. 

Keywords—Vehicle category classification; view recognition; 
machine learning; deep learning; convolutional neural network 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Actually, with the increasing number of vehicles and 

surveillance cameras, it is necessary to automate vehicle 
recognition to collect traffic data [1]. Automatic vehicle 
recognition is an integral part of Intelligent Transportation 
Systems and has become an important subject of study for 
monitoring and surveillance issues [2]. It presents a particularly 
challenging problem in contemporary road safety. Various 
computer systems have been proposed to detect and classify 
vehicles according to several criteria (category, color, brand, 
size, views…) where the type (category) of a vehicle is the 
most important and essential characteristic [3]. 

Category classification plays an essential role in intelligent 
traffic systems and can be used extensively for various 
purposes such as highway surveillance, toll collection, traffic 
flow statistics [1], automatic parking, preventing heavy trucks 
from entering city bridges [4]. It can also be used to specify 
speed limits for each category to monitor traffic rules and 
regulation systems (sending warnings). For example, trucks 

have different speed limits than other vehicles. Vehicle 
category classification can also be used in self-guided vehicles 
to alert, for example, the driver that a truck is approaching. 
This work is a part of our project that aims to detect 
automatically prohibited overtaking of vehicles from a static 
camera. Thus, the future system must take into account special 
situations to allow, for example for motorcycles to overtake 
traffic without sending a warning for violation laws. In fact, the 
classification of vehicle categories is influenced by changes in 
viewing angles. This makes this task more challenging. This 
paper aims to create a system that classifies vehicle categories 
(Bus, Car, Motorcycle, and Truck) independently of the view 
angle (Front/ rear angles). The system has two phases: view 
recognition phase and vehicle category classification phase. 

The motivation to take this challenge is that first, many 
previous studies have worked on classifying vehicles from the 
side. Unfortunately, there has been relatively little research on 
classifying vehicles from front and rear views [5]. Classifying 
vehicles, from their front or/and rear views, is more 
challenging. Most vehicle categories have the same 
characteristics in their view structures such as windshield, 
forward lighting, mirrors, bumper, etc. (Example: Fig. 1/ Front 
view). Second, most researchers have used just one, two or 
three methods in their comparative studies. Third, there is not a 
lot of work being done on vehicle view recognition [2]. Forth, 
no one has previously developed a view-independent 
classification system for vehicle categories. 

 
Fig. 1. Example of Front View Structure of Trucks, Buses and Cars. 
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In this work, Machine Learning and Deep Learning 
techniques were used to classify the views and categories of 
vehicles. Object classification is a broad field of computer 
vision and machine learning research that aims to classify 
objects in images into meaningful categories [6]. This involves 
predicting the class of a new object in an image according to 
the information obtained from the training set of data whose 
category class is known [7]. This work is constituted of three 
experiments. The first experiment is devoted to vehicle view 
classification. The second one is dedicated to vehicle category 
classification. The third one presents the overall system using 
the best models we obtained. To accomplish this, we used three 
descriptors (LBP, HOG and Gabor filter), two classifiers, and 
Convolutional Neural Networks. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the works that are closely related to vehicle 
classification. In Section 3, we present an overview of the 
system. Section 4 describes in detail all techniques used for 
vehicle view and category classification. The experimental 
results and comparisons are presented in Section 5. The last 
section presents the conclusions and future works. 

The next section presents the previous research on vehicle 
classification. 

II. RELATED WORK 
This section presents some information on some previous 

works related to vehicle classification. [8] used size and shape 
measurements as features with SVM and random forest 
classifiers to classify vehicles into four categories: car, van, bus 
and bicycle/motorcycle. The results showed that the SVM 
outperformed RF with an accuracy of 96.26%. [9] proposed a 
real-time classification of vehicle types from surveillance 
videos.  Vehicles are classified as small cars, large cars or 
motorbikes using the HOG descriptor with SVM classifier. [3] 
proposed a vehicle-types recognition based on improved 
HOG_SVM. The authors used HOG to extract features from 
images and PCA to reduce the dimension and complexity of 
feature vectors. SVM is used as a classifier to classify vehicle 
types. The improved HOG_SVM model has an accuracy of 
92.6%. In [4], the authors proposed for the vehicle type 
classification a cascade ensemble classifier using Multiple 
Layer Perceptron (MLP) and K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) as 
base classifiers. HOG, LBP and the combined feature HOG-
LBP are used as inputs. [10] used two feature extractors the 
Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) and 
Curvelet Transform and the classifiers MLP, SVM, kNN and 
Random Forest to classify the type and make of vehicles. The 
authors combined the PHOG with Curvelet Transform and 
applied for classification the RF/MLPs ensemble on a database 
of 600 images from 21 makes of cars/vans. The method 
achieved an accuracy of 96,5%. [11] proposed a method based 
on a linear SVM to solve vehicle make and model 
classification problems. For the feature extraction step, the 
authors used SIFT (Scale Invariant Transform Feature). They 
reported an accuracy of 89%. [12] classified three classes: 
vehicle taxi, a mini-bus, and a double-decker by estimating the 
width, length, and height. The model achieved an accuracy of 
92.5%. In [13] used Logistic Regression, neural networks, and 

SVM as classifiers. LR was the best one compared to the other 
method with an accuracy of 93.4%. [14] proposed a new 
method of detecting and classifying vehicles into six types, 
such as SUV type, sedan type, RV type, based on images of 
visible light and thermal cameras. The authors extracted 
features by measuring the texture, the contrast, the 
homogeneity, the entropy and the energy of the images of the 
front view. The visible image classifier has an accuracy of 
92.7% and the thermal image classifier has 65.8%. [15] 
proposed a multimodal method to address this task of vehicle 
type classification from traffic scenario videos. The method 
extracts image and audio features and fuses them to feed an 
SVM classifier. To extract features from images, the authors 
used the pre-trained networks AlexNet [16] and GoogleNet 
[17]. The model classified the vehicles as an armored vehicle, 
construction vehicle, crane vehicle, rescue vehicle, military 
vehicle, motorcycle, and rescue vehicle. It achieved an 
accuracy of 72.1%. 

In recent years, Deep learning and especially Convolutional 
Neural Networks have been used to tackle the task of vehicle 
type classification but with different approaches and datasets 
[6]. CNNs have demonstrated better performance in image 
classification. [18,1,6,5] used Convolutional Neural Networks 
to classify vehicle types. [18] proposed a method based also on 
a semi-supervised convolutional neural network with Laplacian 
Filters for kernels. The authors constructed the BIT-Vehicle 
dataset of front view images. The method achieved an accuracy 
of 96.1% in daytime conditions and 89.4% in nighttime 
conditions. [1] combined two steps. The first is data 
augmentation and the second is the CNN model training. In 
[6], the authors used also the CNNs with low-resolution images 
from a frontal view. The model achieved an accuracy of 
93.90%. Also, [5] developed a model using CNN, but, on rear 
view images. The model achieved an accuracy of 97.88 %. 

Unfortunately, there is no previous work on vehicle view 
classification topic except our last work [2]. We developed a 
classification system of the vehicle’s front and back using two 
descriptors HOG and LBP with two classifiers SVM and kNN. 
The system achieved an accuracy of 97,47%. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
This section provides an overview of the overall system, 

which is summarized in Fig. 2. The system has two phases. 
The first phase is to recognize the view of the vehicle helping 
the second phase to recognize the vehicle category, including 
bus, car, motorcycle, and truck. 

We provide above an overview of each phase. So, as we 
said, we used Machine Learning techniques to recognize 
vehicle views and categories. Machine Learning is a branch of 
Artificial Intelligence. It analyzes data to build a model by 
itself. There are three types of Machine Learning: Supervised 
Learning, Unsupervised Learning and Reinforcement Learning 
[19]. The problem in each phase is classified under Supervised 
Learning, in particular, in the classification category. 

The next section presents in detail the vehicle view 
classification phase. 
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Fig. 2. Overall System. 

 
Fig. 3. Flow Chart for Building a Vehicle View Classification Model. 

 
Fig. 4. Flow Chart for Building a Vehicle Category Classification Model. 

A. Vehicle View Classification 
Several factors make the recognition of rear and front views 

very difficult, including the similarity of shape, size, and color 
[2]. In this step, we used Machine Learning techniques 
including traditional algorithms and Convolutional Neural 
Networks. Fig. 3 shows all the steps involved in building the 
model from the data. Here, we used a dataset containing two 
classes (Front/Rear views). Several features are computed to 
characterize the shape of the vehicle view using descriptors 
like HOG, LBP or Gabor. For traditional ML techniques, 
features are extracted manually however CNNs extract features 
automatically. The feature vector associated with each image 
enters the classifier such as SVM or k-NN. We described in 
detail all descriptors and classifiers we used, in Section 4. 

B. Vehicle Category Classification 
This step aims to fit a model classifying the vehicle 

categories from the front view and another for rear view. So 
here, we used two databases. Each database contains the 
images of one view with four classes in which each class 
contains the images of a category. As explained before, 
building a model requires two steps (Fig. 4): feature extraction 
and classification. We extract features from the training data 
using three different kinds of descriptors: LBP, HOG and 
Gabor filter. Then, we train a classifier using these features to 
understand how the given input variables relate to the class, 
here we used, SVM and k-NN classifiers. We can call the 
process of constructing a model the training, learning or 
modeling step. 

The following section presents all the methods we used. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 
In this section, we present all the methods used to resolve 

the vehicle category classification and view recognition 
problems. This section is divided into three parts. The first part 
presents the descriptors (HOG, LBP, and Gabor). The second 
part describes the classifiers (SVM, k-NN). The third part 
defines Convolutional Neural Networks in detail. 

A. Descriptors 
The key to efficient vehicle classification is to select a good 

feature descriptor that can characterize the vehicle view shape. 
As we said, we used three types of descriptors. These 
descriptors are summarized as it’s written below. 

1) Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG): HOG is 
proposed by Dalal et al. [20]. The HOG feature extraction 
process is based on the pixel gradient. The gradient 
corresponds to the first derivative of the image along the 
vertical and horizontal axes [21]. Features are calculated as 
follows: the gradient value and gradient direction value ( “(1)” 
& “(2)”) of each pixel I(x,y) of a cell are calculated and then 
grouped into a 9-bins [3] as shown in Fig. 5. Cells are grouped 
in blocks and then all vectors of all blocks are combined in 
series to obtain the final feature vector for classification [22]. 

 
Fig. 5. HOG Features [4]. 

𝐺(𝑥,𝑦) = �𝐺𝑥(𝑥,𝑦)2 + 𝐺𝑦(𝑥,𝑦)2             (1) 

𝜃(𝑥,𝑦) = arctan (𝐺𝑦
(𝑥,𝑦)

𝐺𝑥(𝑥,𝑦)
)              (2) 

𝐺𝑥(𝑥,𝑦) is the horizontal gradient “(3)” and 𝐺𝑦(𝑥,𝑦) is the 
vertical gradient “(4)”. 

𝐺𝑥(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝐼(𝑥,𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑥 − 1,𝑦)            (3) 

𝐺𝑦(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝐼(𝑥,𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑥,𝑦 − 1)             (4) 

As we can see, the orientation histogram varies from 0 to 
180° (20° per bin) [3]. 

A cell is composed of n × n pixels, with the increase of n, 
the number of features in the image decreases [22]. 

2) Local Binary Pattern (LBP): The LBP is a texture 
descriptor. Its general purpose is to create a feature based on 
order for each pixel by comparing its intensity value with that 
of its neighboring pixels [23]. 

The LBP feature vector is created using the following 
process: 

 
Fig. 6. LBP Operator [25]. 

The image is divided into cells of size 3x3. LBP labels the 
center pixel of each cell with a binary number called LBP 
code. This code is calculated as described in Fig. 6. The central 
pixel 𝑝𝑐 is subtracted from the 8 neighboring pixels 𝑝𝑖 (3 × 3 
neighborhood, i = 0, 1, ..., 7). If the result is negative, the 
neighboring pixel is coded with “0”. If it is positive, it is coded 
with “1”, as in the following formula: 

𝑠(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑐) = �1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑖 ≥ 𝑝𝑐
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑖 < 𝑝𝑐

             (5) 

Where 𝑝𝑖  and 𝑝𝑐  are the grayscale values of the neighbor 
and center pixels, respectively. 

The result code is an 8-bit number, so it is converted into a 
decimal value (Label), as the following equation shows [24]: 

𝐿𝐵𝑃(𝑝𝑐) = ∑ 𝑠(𝑝𝑖 −7
𝑖=0 𝑝𝑐). 2𝑖            (6) 

In addition, the LBP descriptor is calculated in its general 
form as follows [24]: 

LBP(𝑝𝑐) = ∑ 𝑠(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑐). 2𝑖𝑀−1
𝑖=0 , 𝑠(𝑑) = �1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑑 ≥ 0

0,     𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒            (7) 

where 𝑝𝑐 is the gray level value of the central pixel and 𝑝𝑖 
is the values of the M neighboring pixels. 

Then, the obtained decimal values are used to construct the 
histogram for each cell by calculating the frequencies of the 
obtained values of all pixels. This histogram is considered as a 
feature vector with 256 = 28  dimensions. The histograms of 
all the cells are concatenated to give a feature vector for the 
whole image. 

3) Gabor features: The Gabor Filter (named after the 
English physicist Dennis Gabor) is a linear filter used for 
texture analysis, edge detection, feature extraction, etc. It is 
defined by the product of a complex sinusoid (known as the 
carrier) and a Gaussian function (known as the envelope) [26]. 
Then, in a spatial domain of dimension 2 (if it is an image), 
the Gabor function is presented as follows: 
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𝐺(𝑥,𝑦) = 𝑠(𝑥,𝑦).𝑔(𝑥,𝑦)              (8) 

with s(x,y) is the complex sinusoid. It is defined as follows: 

s(x, y) = exp (2jπ. (𝑢0. 𝑥 + 𝑣0.𝑦) + 𝜑)           (9) 

(𝑢0,𝑣0) and φ define the spatial frequencies and phase of 
the sinusoid, respectively. The real and imaginary parts of this 
sinusoid are [26] : 

𝑅𝑒�𝑠(𝑥,𝑦)� = cos (2𝜋(𝑢0. 𝑥 + 𝑣0.𝑦) + 𝜑)          (10) 

𝐼𝑚�𝑠(𝑥,𝑦)� = sin (2𝜋(𝑢0. 𝑥 + 𝑣0.𝑦) + 𝜑)         (11) 

g(x,y) is the Gaussian function. Its formulation is given by : 

𝑔(𝑥,𝑦) = exp (−�(𝑥−𝑥0)2

𝜎𝑥2
+ (𝑦−𝑦0)2

𝜎𝑦2
�)          (12) 

where (x0,y0) is the peak Gaussian envelope g, 𝜎𝑥 
(respectively 𝜎𝑦) is the standard deviation of g from the x-axis 
(resp. y-axis) [26]. 

The Gabor function can be represented by a real component 
“(13)” and an imaginary component “(14)” whose directions 
are perpendicular (phase shift of 90 degrees). 

Gr(x, y) = cos(2𝜋(𝑢0. 𝑥 + 𝑣0.𝑦) + 𝜑) . exp (−�(𝑥−𝑥0)2

𝜎𝑥2
+

(𝑦−𝑦0)2

𝜎𝑦2
�)            (13) 

Gi(x, y) = sin(2𝜋(𝑢0. 𝑥 + 𝑣0.𝑦) + 𝜑) . exp (−�(𝑥−𝑥0)2

𝜎𝑥2
+

(𝑦−𝑦0)2

𝜎𝑦2
�)            (14) 

This Gabor function is applied to a convolution mask, to 
define a convolution filter called Gabor filter. The application 
of this filter G to an image I is therefore the convolution of the 
image with the Gabor mask or kernel N, as shown in the 
following formula: 

NIIG ∗=)(             (15) 

where “*” is the convolution operator. 

B. Classifiers 
In the classification stage, we used two types of classifiers 

SVM and k-NN. We describe each classifier below: 

1) Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM is a classifier 
proposed by Cortes and Vapnik in 1995 [27], their main idea 
was separating the training data by a hyperplane without error. 
SVM classification is essentially a binary classification 
technique with category labels having only two values, 1 and -
1 respectively. It is modified to handle multiclass tasks in real- 
situations. Two methods are proposed for this adaptation 
include techniques “One Against One” 1A1 and “One Against 
All” 1AA [28]. The 1AA approach represents the oldest and 
most common SVM multiclass approach [29] and involves the 

division of an N class dataset into two classes. In contrast, the 
1A1 approach involves constructing a machine for each pair 
of classes, giving N(N-1)/2 machines. When applied to a test 
point, each classification gives a vote to the winning class and 
the point is tagged with the class with the most votes. This 
approach can be further modified to weight the voting process. 
According to the theory of machine learning, it is accepted 
that the 1AA approach has more disadvantages than 1A1; its 
performance can be compromised due to unbalanced learning 
data sets. However, the 1A1 approach requires more 
computation because the results of the SVM pairs have to be 
calculated [28]. 

2) k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN): K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 
is the extension of the minimum distance and the nearest 
neighbor classifiers. It calculates the distance between the test 
sample x and all the training samples and defines the distances 
in decreasing order. Then, it selects the k training samples 
closest to the test sample x and counts the category of k 
selected training samples. The test sample belongs to the 
category with the highest number of votes in the same 
category [30] [31]. 

3) Convolutional neural networks: As known, Deep 
Learning has recently attracted a great deal of interest 
especially in the field of computer vision and in particular 
image classification. Briefly, Deep Learning is a machine 
learning technique that uses deep neural networks [19]. It 
refers to Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) with multiple 
layers [14]. This section briefly describes the Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN), one of the most popular deep neural 
networks. It is specialized in image recognition.  Its name 
means that the network uses a linear mathematical operation 
called convolution. 

In fact, CNN is an old technique that was developed in the 
1980s and 1990s. However, it has been forgotten for some time 
because it was not practical for real-world applications [19]. 
There was no GPU to help training, and even CPUs were slow. 
Increasingly, data was becoming more and more available and 
accessible to people by making the databases public like 
ImageNet, CIFAR and MNIST. And CPUs were getting faster, 
and GPUs became a multipurpose computing tool. Both data 
and computing power made the CNN revived in 2012. 

Using directly the original images for recognition gives 
poor results. Thus, feature maps are provided instead of the 
original images. As illustrated in Fig. 7, CNN consists of a 
feature extractor and a classification neural network. The 
feature extractor consists of pairs of convolution and pooling 
layers. The output from the convolution layer passes through 
an activation function like ReLU, Sigmoid or Tanh. The 
classifier is a fully connected neural network consisting of at 
least one layer. The final results of this part are transformed 
into a one-dimensional vector and then enter into the classifier 
network that generates the output [19]. 
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Fig. 7. Typical CNN Architecture. 

The convolutional layer converts the images via the 
convolution operation, and the pooling layer reduces the 
dimensions of the image. It combines the neighboring pixels 
into a single pixel [19]. We will define these two layers in 
detail in the following sections. 

• Convolution Layer 

The convolution layer generates new images called feature 
maps using convolution filters. The feature map is a 2D grid of 
features; it highlights the features of the original image. The 
number of feature maps is identical to the number of 
convolution filters. The filters are two-dimensional matrices 
whose elements are the hidden weights. As shown in Fig. 8, the 
filter starts with the upper-left region. Each region is a 
submatrix which has the same size as the convolutional filter. 

Thus, for each submatrix, the convolution result is the sum 
of the products of values having the same position with the 
filter kernel values [19]. In the same way, the filter slides 
across the image from left to right and top to bottom until the 
feature map is produced. The feature map dimension is 
presented as follows: 

𝑓 = (𝐷−𝐾)
𝑆

+ 1             (16) 

D and K are the dimensions of the image and filter 
respectively. S is the stride which is the number of pixels by 
which the filter is allowed to slide on the image. 

• Activation function 

It is necessary to use Activation functions in CNNs and 
artificial neural networks. Without them, the CNNs would be 
just a series of linear operations. An activation function is a 
non-linear transformation of the output of a neuron in a layer, 
like ReLU, Tanh, and Sigmoid [32]. 

a) Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU): ReLU is the most used 
activation function nowadays. It is presented by the equation 
“(17)”. As shown in Fig. 9, when the input is equal to or 
greater than zero, the output is identical to the input. When it 
is less than zero, the output is zero [32]. 

𝑓(𝑥) = max (0, 𝑥)          (17) 

 
Fig. 8. Convolution Operation. 
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Fig. 9. Rectified Linear Unit. 

b) Sigmoid: The Sigmoid or logistic function is 
presented by the equation “(18)” [32]. As shown in Fig. 10, 
Sigmoid has the output between the values of 0 and 1. 

𝑓(𝑥) = 1
1+𝑒−𝑥

             (18) 

 
Fig. 10. Sigmoid Function. 

Recently, it has lost favor because of several disadvantages, 
such as the problem of vanishing gradient. 

c) Tanh: The hyperbolic tangent function (Tanh) is 
presented by the “(19)” [32]. As we see in Fig. 11, Tanh is 
very similar to the sigmoid function, it centered around 0. 
Tanh has the output between the -1 and 1. 

𝑓(𝑥) = 1−𝑒−2𝑥

1+𝑒−2𝑥
            (19) 

In practice, Tanh is usually preferred to the sigmoid, but it 
still suffers from the problem of the vanishing gradient. 

 
Fig. 11. Hyperbolic Tangent. 

• Pooling Layer 

The pooling layer reduces the size of feature maps. It 
replaces neighboring pixels by their maximum or average 
value. Fig. 12 illustrates the two operations. 

 
Fig. 12. Pooling Operations. 

a) Mean Pooling: Mean pooling operation compresses a 
feature map by taking the average value of each block “(20)” 
[33]. Pooling is performed on non-overlapping blocks. 

𝑃𝑖,𝑥,𝑦 = 1
𝑑2
∑ 𝐹𝑖,(𝑥+𝑣),(𝑦+ℎ)𝑣,ℎ            (20) 

𝐹𝑖,𝑥,𝑦 is the value at the position x,y of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ feature map. v 
is a vertical index in the local neighborhood.  h is a horizontal 
index in the local neighborhood. d is the dimension of the 
block. 

b) Max pooling: Max-pooling operation is similar to the 
mean pooling, except that instead of taking the average, we 
take the max presented by the following equation “(21)” [33]: 

𝑃𝑖,𝑥,𝑦 = max𝑣,ℎ(𝐹𝑖,(𝑥+𝑣),(𝑦+ℎ))          (21) 

𝐹𝑖,𝑥,𝑦 is the value at the position x,y of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ feature map. v 
is a vertical index in the local neighborhood.  h is a horizontal 
index in the local neighborhood. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Various experiments are conducted to evaluate the 

performance of the methods we described below. In this 
section, we present the experimental results. 

A. Dataset Construction & Implementation Details 
In practice, several factors make the classification of 

vehicle categories very challenging. Among them: the 
unavailability of databases; none of the existing datasets are 
suitable for our work. We find only a few databases/top view 
or only databases for cars/side and rear views. Thus, we have 
collected, from many websites, thousands of images containing 
buses (Appendix/ Fig. 23 & Fig. 27), cars (Appendix/ Fig. 24 
& Fig. 28), motorcycles (Appendix/ Fig. 25 & Fig. 29), and 
trucks (Appendix/ Fig. 26 & Fig. 30) from front and rear 
views. We built three datasets. The first is for the view 
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classification. It contains 4000 images with two classes: one for 
front view images and the other for rear view images. The two 
other datasets are used for the classification of vehicle 
categories: a dataset for front vehicle images (2182 images), 
the other for rear vehicle images (2000 images). Each of these 
two datasets contains four classes: each class for one category 
(500 images under each class). 

All the images were resized to a fixed size of 150*150 
pixels. From each dataset, two sets are created with a random 
split: a training set and a test set. Eighty percent of the images 
were included in the training set. The remaining 20% were 
included in the test set. These images are selected under 
different weather conditions. 

We executed the algorithms on a Lenovo ThinkPad with a 
processor Intel® Core™ i5 7th Generation CPU @ 2.50GHz 
2.71GHz, RAM 8Go. We implemented the algorithms in 
Matlab. 

B. Performance Metrics 
To evaluate the performance of the constructed models, we 

calculated many metrics using the confusion matrices extracted 
for each model. The rows and columns show the true and 
predicted classes, respectively. The values in the diagonal 
represent the correct classification rates while those outside the 
diagonal represent classification errors. 

In this work, we have two problems: binary classification 
(Rear/ Front) and multi-class classification (Displayed in 
Fig.13) with four classes in the order of Bus, Car, Moto, and 
Truck. Thus, for a confusion matrix with more than two-
classes, we calculated the metrics (True Positives TP, False 
Positives FP, False Negatives FN) of each class as follows: 

• The TP for each class is the corresponding value in the 
main diagonal. For example, the TP of the Motorcycle 
class is: TPM. 

• The FN for each class is the sum of the values of the 
corresponding row excluding the main diagonal 
element TP. For example, the FN of the Truck class is: 

FNT = ERTB+ ERTC + ERTM          (22) 

• TP+FN=100% 

• The FP for each class is the sum of the values of the 
corresponding column excluding the TP. For example, 
the FP of the Bus class is: 

FPB = ERCB+ ERMB+ ERTB          (23) 

C. Experiments 
This section aims to compare the constructed models to 

find which of these models provides significant results. The 
best models in each classification have been selected to create a 
robust system. To accomplish this, three experiments are 
conducted. The first experiment is devoted to the recognition 
of the vehicle view: back or front. The second experiment aims 
to classify the vehicle categories according to each view. In the 
third experiment, we created the global system; the categories 
were classified independently of the view. 

In the learning stage, each model is trained on three subsets 
of training data using the resampling method 4-fold cross-
validation. In total, we generated 12 models for each method 
making different prediction errors on test data. And then we 
calculated the average performance. This process leads to a 
more stable prediction than those of any individual member 
model. 

Among the traditional ML algorithms, we have used k-NN. 
As explained before, to classify a sample the k-NN starts by 
finding all the closest k training samples, and then predict the 
class by majority vote [10]. So here in experiments, we simply 
chose k=1 and the distance metric=Euclidean. On the other 
hand, in front and rear vehicle classification, we used SVM 
with the linear kernel. For the category classification, we used 
the SVM multiclass approach “1A1”. 

The features of HOG have been extracted from the front 
and rear vehicle images as shown in Fig. 14 [2]. The inputs are 
150 × 150 color images. Firstly, we converted the color images 
into gray images. Every input RGB three-channel image is 
converted into a single-channel image, the transformation 
formula is as follows: 

𝐺𝑟𝑦 = 0,3.𝑅 + 0,59.𝐺 + 0,11.𝐵           (24) 

The feature vector is obtained by using the histograms of 
each block. Here, each block is represented by 8x8 cells, and 
each cell is represented by 9 bins. Thus, each block is 
represented by the vector 8x8x9=576 features. By combining 
all the vectors of all the blocks in series, we obtain the final 
HOG feature vector for the whole image for use in the 
classification step. 

 
Fig. 13. Multi-Class Confusion Matrix (4 Classes). 

 
Fig. 14. (a). HOG Features of Rear-View Vehicle (Cell Size 4*4), (b). HOG 

Features (Cell Size 8*8). 
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Fig. 15. CNN Architecture for Category Classification. 

For CNNs, the input image of a convolution layer has a 
dimension D × D × c, where D is the height and width, and c is 
the number of channels. For RGB images, c = 3 [34]. In the 
experiments, we have D=150 and c=3. As shown in Fig. 15, 
the image passes through the convolution layer, the pooling 
layer, and then the fully connected layer. The network consists 
of six convolution layers using the ReLU activation function. 
The second and fourth convolution layers are followed by max-
pooling layers. We add the Dropout layer at the end to 
regularize the network. In the classification network, we used a 
fully connected layer followed by a Softmax classifier. The 
size of the output layer is identical to the number of classes we 
expect. 

CNNs automatically learn filter values (weights) by 
training the network on large amounts of data using a concept 
called backpropagation, continuing to have a minimal 
classification error. In the first layers, the network tries to 
recognize certain aspects of images, such as edges, shapes 
(squares, triangles, circles), and colors. More and more layers 
learn complex patterns until all of these patterns can help the 
network to learn the classification of the input [32]. 

1) Experiment 1 (Vehicle view classification): Fig. 16 
presents a summary of the comparison of the obtained 
accuracy and error results.  From the graph, we can easily see 
that CNN outperformed the other methods. It reached an 
accuracy of 94.29%, higher than LBP+SVM by a difference of 
30.65%. We can also notice that HOG with SVM and k-NN 
obtained the same accuracy. 

From Table I, we can notice that CNN produced 92.91% 
rear view images. But for the class/Front, the TP rate of 
HOG+kNN was higher than CNN (accuracy difference 
1.01%). 

When we trained the Convolutional Neural Networks, we 
monitored the training progress by plotting various metrics. 
Thus, we can determine if and how quickly the accuracy and 
error of the network are improving. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show 
these metrics at every iteration. Each iteration estimates the 
gradient and updates the network parameters. 

Fig. 17 presents the training progress of one CNN model. It 
illustrates the evolution of training accuracy and its smoothed 
version according to the number of epochs. Each epoch is 
marked using a shaded background. An epoch is a full pass 
through the entire dataset. 

We can observe that the accuracy increases progressively 
according to the number of epochs (total 24 epochs) to reach its 
best level. The model has become more generalized, especially 
from epoch 7. The graph shows also the classification accuracy 
across the entire validation set. 

In the following Fig. 18, we show the curve evolution of 
the training loss and its smoothed version according to the 
number of epochs. As shown, the loss function decreases as the 
number of epochs increases. 
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Fig. 16. Vehicle View Classification Accuracy. 

TABLE I. VIEW CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

Models 
  Class : Rear Class : Front 

TP FN TP FN 
HOG+SVM  90.94% 9.06% 95.64% 4.06% 
HOG+KNN 89.76% 10.24% 96.70% 3.30% 
LBP SVM 32.68% 67.32% 92.89% 7.11% 
LBP+KNN 85.83% 14.17% 86.29% 13.71% 
CNN 92.91% 7.09% 95.69% 4.31% 

 
Fig. 17. The Evolution of Training Accuracy. 

 
Fig. 18. Error Function. 
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During the execution of the algorithms, we observed that 
the CNNs take a very long time to be trained compared to the 
other models. If the number of layers increases, the training 
and testing time increase. On the other hand, the performance 
of the network becomes better [14]. In CNN, the most 
important layer is the convolution layer. Thus, this latter takes 
the most training time. Moreover, we have already worked on 
the classification of front and rear views but only for cars [2] 
(97.47% obtained by HOG+kNN). However, in this 
experiment, we classified the views of the four vehicle 
categories. This classification is more difficult, especially for 
motorcycles. Both views (front and rear) have the same shape. 

2) Experiment 2 (Vehicle category classification) 
a) Front view: In this experiment, we tested the 

algorithms with the front view dataset. The evaluation was 
based on the metrics we presented. The results were 
demonstrated in Fig. 19 and Table II. 

Fig. 19 presents the overall accuracy and error of each 
model. Table II summarizes the comparative performance 
between all models; it shows the percentage of the accuracies 
and errors FP and FN of each category. We present the results 

of vehicle type classification basing on test data. Several 
observations can be made from this table. First, the 
combination of HOG and k-NN performs much better than the 
other combinations. It outperforms LBP and CNN. [3] also 
found that the accuracy of HOG features is higher than the 
convolutional neural network’s accuracy (by 2,3%). Because 
HOG is a dense grid; it is used as low-level features, so it can 
extract richer information from the images [10].  Second, the 
Gabor filter is least efficient among all descriptors we tested. 
Gabor and LBP perform less efficiently with SVM, but when 
they are combined with k-NN, they provide better results. All 
descriptors work very well in combination with the k-NN 
classifier. 

As shown in Fig. 19, the order of the best models, in this 
experiment, according to the accuracy is as follows: 
HOG+kNN, HOG+SVM, CNN, and LBP+kNN. 

For each category, we calculated TP, FN, and FP as shown 
in Table II. We can see that all models (except Gabor+SVM 
and LBP+SVM) classified very well the three classes MOTO, 
CAR, and TRUCK. The MOTO class was obviously the 
easiest to be correctly classified. 

 
Fig. 19. The Accuracy and Error Obtained for Each Model (Front View). 

TABLE II. CLASSIFICATION METRICS FOR EACH CATEGORY (FRONT VIEW) 

Models 
  Class BUS Class CAR Class MOTORCYCLE Class TRUCK 

TP (%) FN (%) FP (%) TP (%) FN (%) FP (%) TP (%) FN (%) FP 
(%) TP (%) FN (%) FP (%) 

HOG+SVM 95.835 4.17 0 99.8225 0.1775 0 100 0 0 100 0 4.3475 

HOG+kNN 97.40 2.60 0.26 99.8225 0.1775 0.257 100 0 0 99.485 0.515 2.7825 

LBP+SVM 39.8475 60.16 7.99 95.1775 4.8175 127.04 78.75 21.2525 3.02 25.775 74.4 22.405 

LBP+kNN 71.355 28.65 7.6705 92.8575 7.1425 16.89.5 94.585 5.42 4.115 88.145 11.8575 22.85 

Gabor+SVM 70.05 29.9575 50.695 75 25 53.36 41.2525 58.7525 7.83 50.515 49.48 51.305 

Gabor+kNN 63.5425 36.4625 16.6825 82.32 17.6775 33.9885 75 25 9.005 86.8575 13.1475 32.615 

CNN 91.494 8.5049 0.402466 99.2275 0.772466 0.7741 99.72166 0.27833 0.0866 99.0558 0.9441 9.23663 
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The experimental results show that HOG+SVM produced 
errors 𝐹𝑁𝐵𝑈𝑆 = 4.17% , 𝐹𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑅 = 0.1775%  and 𝐹𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐶𝐾 =
4.3475%. We observe that 𝐹𝑁𝐵𝑈𝑆 + 𝐹𝑁𝐶𝐴𝑅 = 𝐹𝑃𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐶𝐾 , this 
means that 4.17% of buses and 0.1775% of cars are classified 
as trucks. The same observation for the model HOG+kNN, 
2.6% of buses and 0.1775% of cars are classified as trucks, but 
also 0.515% of trucks are classified as buses (0.26%) and cars 
(0.257%). This misclassification is due to the similarity of the 
appearance of these categories from the front view. 

The next experiment aims at testing the same algorithms on 
the rear-view dataset. 

b) Rear view: The second experiment was elaborated to 
verify the performance of the algorithms for vehicle category 
classification from the rear-view. Fig. 20 shows the 
classification performance of every constructed model. As 
observed from the figure, the models HOG+SVM, HOG+kNN 
and CNN, in the testing sets, achieved higher classification 
accuracies 99.58%, 99.47%, and 97.43%, respectively. The 

metrics of each class are listed in Table III. As concluded in 
the first experiment, HOG achieved the best results and k-NN 
outperforms SVM. For example, for the class BUS, when LBP 
is combined with SVM, it provided an accuracy of 9.09% 
whereas when it is combined with k-NN it provided an 
accuracy of 93.1825%. However, when k-NN and SVM are 
combined with HOG, they work slightly similar. 

Table III shows the TP, FN, and FP per class. 

In this experiment/both views, it is easy to see that the 
difficult category to classify was the BUS, especially from the 
front view. This is because most buses contain the same details 
and information as trucks from the front view compared to the 
rear-view. In both experiments, the HOG descriptor was the 
key to this classification. It delivered better performance in 
characterizing the shape and appearance of vehicles. HOG is 
considered as one of the most accurate feature descriptors for 
visual classification problems [35]. 

 
Fig. 20. The Accuracy and Error Obtained for Each Model (Rear View). 

TABLE III. CLASSIFICATION METRICS FOR EACH CATEGORY (REAR VIEW) 

Models 
  Class BUS Class CAR Class MOTORCYCLE Class TRUCK 

TP(%) FN(%) FP(%) TP(%) FN(%) FP(%) TP(%) FN(%) FP(%) TP(%) FN(%) FP(%) 

HOG+SVM 99.4325 0.5675 0.2875 99.7125 0.2875 0 99.5825 0.4175 0.425 99.5975 0.425 0.985 

HOG+kNN 98.295 1.705 0.425 100 0 0 100 0 0 99.5975 0.425 1.705 

LBP+SVM 9.09 90.9075 4.3175 95.1125 4.8875 135.01 63.335 36.6625 15.1725 47.5825 52.4225 30.38 

LBP+kNN 93.1825 6.8175 11.195 93.675 6.325 10.495 96.25 3.75 3.58 90.7275 9.2925 4.6725 

Gabor+SVM 17.0425% 82.955 8.975 85.9225 14.08% 97.22 50.4175 49.585 61.2725 61.6925 38.3075 17.46 

Gabor+kNN 82.9525% 17.045 6.2675% 86.21% 13.8 21.445 86.665 13.3325 13.545 96.3725 3.6275 6.5475 

CNN 96.0216% 3.9775% 4.04716% 96.8375% 3.16232 1.923326 99.5825 0.41746 0.47916 97.3125 2.687166 3.7948 
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Fig. 21. Impact of Data Availability on the Algorithms [36]. 

CNN outperformed other methods in the vehicle view 
classification experiment. However, it was surpassed by HOG 
with k-NN and SVM in the vehicle category classification 
experiment. This is due to the impact of data availability. In the 
first experiment, we used a larger database than in the second 
one. Fig. 21 illustrates, in general, this impact on the 
performance of traditional machine learning methods and 
neural networks. Traditional methods reach better results with 
small amounts of data. However, deep learning can outperform 
all other methods with a large amount of data [36]. 

It was difficult to compare our results with those of other 
works on vehicle category recognition since no reference 
image set contains the categories from their front and rear 
views. And also, most of the works did not use the same 
methods we used. However, the results of previous works are 
as follows (Table IV). [8] achieved an accuracy of 96.26%. 
The author in [1] achieved accuracy of 93.90% using CNNs on 
vehicle frontal-view images. In [5], the CNN model achieved 
an accuracy of 97.88% on rear view images. In [3] achieved an 
accuracy of 92,6% on the BIT vehicle dataset. In [18], the 
author used the same dataset and reached 96.1% in daytime 
conditions and 89.4% in nighttime conditions. Unfortunately, 
this dataset has been removed from the website [37]. 

TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF VEHICLE CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION 
RESULTS WITH THE EXISTING WORKS 

Study View Approach Performance 

[8] Side SVM and Random 
Forest 96.26% 

[1] Front  CNN 93.90% 

[5] Rear  CNN 97.88% 

[3] Front Improved 
HOG_SVM 92,6% 

[18] Front Semi-supervised 
CNN 

96.1% / daytime 
89.4% / nighttime  

Proposed Front and 
Rear 

HOG, LBP, Gabor, 
SVM, k-NN, CNN 

99.58% / Rear 
99.17% / Front 

3) Experiment 3 (Overall system): After building the 
models, we chose the best ones to create the global system 
(Fig. 22) in order to know which category an input image 
belongs to. 

Experimental results demonstrated that CNN model 
achieved the best performance to recognize vehicle views, the 
HOG+kNN model has the highest accuracy in classifying 
vehicle categories from the front view, and the HOG+SVM 
model for the rear-view. 

To evaluate the performance of the system, we tested it 
with a list of 209 images (different from those used in the 
datasets). This evaluation was based on many metrics: overall 
accuracy, accuracy for each view, runtime for each image. The 
evaluation results are presented in Table V. As shown, the 
system achieved an accuracy of 95.7746% and a runtime of 
12.46 seconds per image. 

 
Fig. 22. System Flowchart. 
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TABLE V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE METRICS 

 Overall Accuracy Error Time /Image 
(Second) 

System 95.7746% 

Front : 
98.29% 

4.22% 

Front : 
1.709% 

12.46 
Rear : 
92.5% 

Rear : 
7.5% 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a view-independent 

classification system for vehicle categories (Bus, Car, 
Motorcycle, and Truck) using traditional machine learning 
algorithms and CNNs. The system uses a two-phase approach. 
The first phase is used to recognize the vehicle view. The 
second recognizes the categories. To evaluate the built models, 
we used the three databases we built ourselves. The first 
dataset includes 4000 images, the second contains 2182 front 
vehicle images and the third contains 2000 rear vehicle 
images. The results showed that CNN provides the highest 
accuracy with the lowest error rate in the view classification 
step. But at the vehicle category classification step, the HOG 
features were efficient compared to Gabor and LBP 
features. they characterized well the vehicle's view 
orientations, making it more resistant to geometric and lighting 
variations. In fact, in this classification, it was easy to see that 
Motorcycle class was the easiest to be correctly classified with 
an accuracy of 100% / for both views. However, buses and 
trucks were misclassified due to their similar shapes. HOG 
achieved an accuracy of 99,58% with SVM, for the rear-view 
and 99,17% with k-NN for the front view. Finally, the overall 
system achieved an accuracy of 95,7746%. We can notice that, 
in classification, two main factors affect the performance of the 
system: the characteristics selected and the availability of data. 
The results we have obtained show that the system can be 
successfully exploited for many applications. 

In future work, we will train CNNs with larger datasets, 
and detect and classify vehicles in traffic videos. 
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APPENDIX 

Some samples of the datasets containing four types: Bus, 
Car, Motorcycle, and Truck. 

 
Fig. 23. Samples from Bus Class (Front View). 

 
Fig. 24. Samples from Car Class (Front View). 

 
Fig. 25. Samples from Motorcycle Class (Front View). 

 
Fig. 26. Samples from Truck Class (Front View). 

 
Fig. 27. Samples from Bus Class (Rear View). 
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Fig. 28. Samples from Car Class (Rear View). 

 
Fig. 29. Samples from Motorcycle Class (Rear View). 

 
Fig. 30. Samples from Truck Class (Rear View). 
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Abstract—While essential for economic reasons, rapid 
urbanization has had many negative impacts on the environment 
and the social wellbeing of humanity. Heavy traffic, unexpected 
geohazards are some of the effects of uncontrollable 
development. This situation points its fingerto urban planning 
and design; there are numerous automation tools to help urban 
planners assess and forecast, yet unplanned development still 
occurs, impeding sustainability. Automation tools use machine 
learning classification models to analyze spatial data and various 
trend views before planning a new urban development. Although 
there are many sophisticated tools and massive datasets, big cities 
with colossal migration still witness traffic jams, pollution, and 
environmental degradation affecting urban dwellers' quality. 
This study will analyze the current predictors in urban planning 
machine learning models and identify the suitable predictors to 
support sustainable urban planning. A correct set of predictors 
could improve the efficiency of the urban development 
classification models and help urban planners to enhance the 
quality of life in big cities. 

Keywords—Urban planning; sustainable development; urban 
development classification model; machine learning; urban 
development predictors 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Growing cities, due to socioeconomic activities, witness the 

challenges of rapid urbanization much faster. Rapid 
urbanization, once seen as a positive change, has brought many 
challenges to sustainable development. Some of the research 
cited challenges include environmental degradation, social 
equality, climate issues [1]. The United Nations has projected 
an increase of 60 per cent increase in urbanization in 
developing countries, and the situation could lead to 
unmanaged urban development if not handled wisely [2]. The 
author in [2] has pointed out urbanization is shaped by spatial 
and urban planning. However, the rapid growth in the city has 
brought in much unmannered urban development. The 
continuous development of facilities to feed the needs of the 
city population and fuel economic growth has led to challenges 
from various dimensions, including pollution, health issues, 
infrastructure congestion and massive traffic. 

While much care is taken to ensure the ecosystem during 
city planning, the increase in geohazards such as flash floods 
and unbearable climate change is alarming [3-5]. 
Unmanageable city development has also led to overcrowding 
cities with uncontrollable traffic conditions and disoriented 
land development. 

The increase of people and vehicles on the road increases 
the traffic index daily in cities, contributing to accidents and 
health issues such as anxiety and pollution. An improved 
sustainable urban planning methodology can control 
uncontrollable development and minimize its negative impact. 

Although numerous urban planning support systems and 
various large amounts of data, unplanned development still 
happens in many major cities. The author in [6] have pointed 
out that urban planners can better support city planning by 
analyzing a city’s density and compactness. The algorithmic 
analysis will help urban planners better study the city 
development patterns to help the decision-making process for 
the further development of a busy town. Some quantifiable 
metrics mentioned by [6] are used by urban planners for 
decision making include density, compactness, clustering and 
connectivity. However, the evidence of these metrics on their 
efficiency and relationship is still inconclusive. 

Discussion on land development often leads to the topic of 
land use land cover (LULC). Modelling the land use change 
(LUC) process is essential in urban planning as it enables the 
urban planners and policymakers to make an informed decision 
in planning a city’s infrastructure [7]. Many urban planning 
automation tools use machine learning models to classify the 
current development in a given area in urban planning 
simulation [8]. Models developed with these machine learning 
algorithms talks about the correlation between spatial 
indicators and land use classes but does not expand to the study 
of estimating LUC for forecasting or prediction  [7]. 

The author in [7] stressed that a good machine learning 
framework with a suitable prediction model is necessary for 
urban planning. Many scholars study the classification of the 
attributes on the land cover using ML techniques to classify the 
characteristics on lands such as forest, water, buildings, and the 
intensity of land use change based on human activities for a 
given area. Recent research by [9] has indicated remote sensing 
data can provide information on natural attributes of ground 
components, but it does not show information of socio-
economic features caused by human activities, which is 
contributing to challenges in urban land use classification. 

The classification machine learning algorithms require the 
right set of features to classify urban development accurately. 
An excellent urban planning model allows the urban planners 
and policymakers to decide to plan a city’s infrastructure [7]. 
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The main objective of this paper is to explore machine 
learning urban planning classification models and propose new 
urban predicator categories to improve sustainable urban 
development. Section 2 of this paper will discuss the concepts 
in three domains, namely sustainability, urban planning and 
machine learning. Section 3 outlines the methodology used for 
this review. Section 4 presents the finding of the review 
coupled with the discussion of the findings. 

II. PROBLEM BACKGROUND 
Environment degradation, poor health and spread of 

disease, increasing urban crime are some of the challenges 
faced with rapid urbanization. Urbanization does equally 
provide a good transformation for the economic growth and 
citizens wellbeing; however, with the large scale migrating to 
the busy cities, the positive impact is now slowly fading. The 
author in [3] has highlighted adverse effects to environments 
are due to urban activities. An increase in urban population 
also speeds up the expansion for physical built up which 
exacerbate the warming climate of city dwellers [4]. The 
author in [10] also pointed out the fact that rapid urbanization 
causes problems to climate change, social inequalities and land 
scarcity. Sustainable development goals spearheaded by the 
United Nation s[2] outlines the required services or necessary 
resources to support the wellbeing of a certain percentage of 
the population. Sustainable development aims to achieve these 
goals via various activities, and one of them is sustainable 
urban planning. 

Sustainable urban planning is related to the physical and 
spatial planning to optimize the distribution of land allocation 
to support human activities [11]. In an urban context, this 
implies creating both resource-efficient systems and good, 
engaging urban design for attractive cities with good quality of 
life [12]. 

The recent paradigm shift on urbanization has also 
awakened the realization of the need for sustainable urban 
planning to support sustainability goals. Land development 
along with land transactions in the cities is a forced change by 
urbanization. Nevertheless, when global migration to 
significant cities happens rapidly, this change is viewed as a 
positive relationship between land development and land-based 
revenue growth [13]. Due to this, policymakers and urban 
planners are often bounded by the economic growth indicator 
to decide on further development. The development of 
residential, commercial and other amenities is continuously 
increased as the need of city dwellers increase. As a result, the 
infrastructure eco system becomes unstable, causing traffic 
congestion, climate change, urban crimes and many other 
negative effects. 

These recent advancements have exposed the need for 
urban planners to support sustainable development is now 
increasingly evident. They hold the key responsibility to decide 
on the need and impact of further development in a city with 
rapid urbanization. Fortunately, with the rise of smart cities and 
big data, there is an explosion of different types of data from 
various sources for the urban planner to analyze and predict the 
need and impact of further development in a compact city. 
With the advancement in the planning support systems, big 
data and artificial intelligence (AI), urban planners are now 

able to use data and urban models not only to evaluate the need 
but to predict the consequences of rapid development. 
Although there are many areas of focus in urban planning 
supporting sustainable planning, there is an increasing research 
interest in the study of land use land cover (LULC). Research 
by [14] mentions LULC is a major driver to globalization as 
well as a great support to sustainable development. This 
research has pointed out how the LULC change analysis 
employed in prediction models are helpful to monitor LULC to 
understand the historical events of change on landcover and 
forecast the impact of future development to mankind. LULC 
analysis largely depends on remote sensing data, and the 
accuracy depends on the machine learning model employed to 
process the data. While there were claims on the unavailability 
of spatial data previously [15], Google Earth has brought in 
many data sets on the cloud to make the LULC not only easier 
but also faster coupled with visualization, making it easier for 
urban planners to ingest the data [16]. Despite the availability 
of large datasets, there is little evidence on the classification, 
simulation or prediction of land use domain that involves 
human interaction in urban development [17]. This study aims 
to review existing classification models and predictors used in 
LULC classification to understand the missing predictors to 
support sustainable urban planning. Urban development 
models with the right set of predictors supporting sustainable 
urban development can help urban planners better decide on 
future developments and impacts in highly urbanized cities. 

III. RELATED WORK 
Related works in this study are derived from three different 

domains, including sustainability, urban planning and machine 
learning. Table I lists the concepts gathered in the literature 
review used directly or indirectly in this study. 

A. Sustainable Development 
Sustainability is initially defined as the mechanism of how 

natural systems produce and provide to the ecosystem in a 
balanced way. Sustainability originally defines as the 
mechanism of how natural systems produce and provide to the 
ecosystem in a balanced way. This concept has been evolving 
since its conceptualization in 1946 by Sir John Hicks [18].  
According to [18] there is a high correlation between human 
activities and the stability of the natural ecosystem. Human 
activities influence on the natural ecosystem or environment 
can be from economic, social and political grounds. Hence to 
create a sustainable solution, it is crucial to have the three 
pillars: economic, social and environmental systems to work in 
harmonization [18]. 

Brundtland commission popularized the concept of 
sustainable development (SD) and defined it as the 
“development that meets the current needs without 
compromising the ability of future generation needs” [19]. 
Sustainable development indicators can be divided into 
economic, social and environmental indicators. There are three 
pillars of sustainability which is the foundation to drive 
sustainable development. Sustainable development indicators 
should be understandable, adaptable and measurable for future 
development. Indicators provide the means of performance 
measurement for urban sustainability. It is therefore important 
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to select the best indicators to achieve the optimum 
performance of urban sustainability. 

This study concentrates on the indicators to achieve 
sustainable development goal 11(SDG 11), which has the 
target to develop safe, resilient, and sustainable cities. There 
are ten targets with 15 indicators to be addressed by SDG 11, 
and they are strongly related to the urban transformations to 
sustainability. This includes four focus areas of the SDG 11 
indicators, namely, inclusivity, urban safety, resiliency and 
sustainability, with the following target indicators: 

• Safe and Affordable Housing. 

• Affordable and sustainable transport systems. 

• Inclusive and sustainable urbanization. 

• Protect the world’s cultural and natural heritage. 

• Reduce the adverse effects of natural disasters. 

• Reduce the environmental impacts of cities. 

• Provide access to safe and inclusive green and public 
spaces. 

• Strong national and regional development planning. 

• Implement policies for inclusion, resource efficiency 
and disaster risk reduction. 

This study refers to indicators from the need for improved 
urban planning and management techniques to develop 
sustainable cities in SDG 11 and map it to the current features 
used in urban development model classifications use for LULC 
monitoring. Once the mapping is done, the missing indicator 
will be used in the classification to enhance the urban 
development classification to support sustainable urban 
planning. 

B. Urban Planning Concepts 
Urban planning is a cyclic process encompassing many 

phases and stakeholders' involvement at many intervals and 
entirely bounded by the legal framework. It is a domain 
associated with the process of open land development as well 
as redesigning the unutilized space effectively to promote 
sustainable urban development [20]. Urban planning is deemed 
an important tool to promote sustainable urban development 
and keep the authorities informed on infrastructure 
development, land investments and demand, or urban 
population growth [21]. 

Urban planning tools employ land use land cover (LULC) 
models to study the change analysis in the landscape. This 
change analysis provides an insight into historical land use 
patterns as a base to forecast future developments [22]. Land 
cover defines the area covered by forest, wetlands, impervious 
surfaces, agriculture and other land and water types on earth 
surfaces and land use describe how the land has been used by 
socioeconomic activities to change the natural landscape into 
urban built land, cultivated or recreational areas [23]. LULC 
change analysis uses remote sensing geographical information 
system (GIS) data to simulate and forecast changes in many 
areas like deforestation, climate change and population 

movement [23]. LULC monitoring plays an important role in 
urban planning [24]. The change analysis allows the urban 
planner to take an informed decision for future development 
for a designated area. LULC change analysis is also used in 
understanding the effects of urbanization, ecosystem 
degradation, the impact of pollution on the quality of life [23, 
25, 26]. Urban development models use machine learning 
techniques like SVM, Random Forrest (RF) are widely used to 
study the change analysis LULC. These models use spatial data 
to classify LULC and are used by urban planners to evaluate 
the impact on domains like climate, pollution, traffic via GIS 
tools. To minimize the impact of rapid urban development, it is 
important to have the right set of features included in the 
machine learning models. The right set of features will classify 
LULC at a higher accuracy to give urban planners a better 
understanding of the study area before moving forward with a 
development decision. 

Land use land cover monitoring plays a vital role in 
sustainable development planning [27] because it shows the 
changes to land cover historically. Revisiting the urban 
planning decision and management policies is crucial to 
achieving sustainable urban development. With an improved 
LULC classification, it would be easier to make informed 
decisions to drive sustainable development for a better future 
generation. 

Many modelling techniques have been employed to 
measure the land use land cover change (LULCC). It provides 
the continuous assessment of the current situation as well as 
provides the capability to predict future land use change [28]. 
The author in [29] argue that the performance of the individual 
indicators or predictors plays a significant role in modelling the 
land use change (LUC) dynamics. Hence the ability to model 
LULCC and simulate LUC is firmly based on the predictors 
used in the urban simulation model. 

C. Urban Planning Predictors 
Urban development or urban expansion are terms used in 

urban planning to denote the development of a given land area. 
At present, the evaluation of land use change patterns has 
gained research popularity again. It was evident that 
environmental degradation was due to uncontrollable human 
activities on the land surface. Hence urban simulation using 
geospatial data is now popular again. Machine learning is 
currently being employed to achieve better classification and 
improve and improve the accuracy of existing machine 
learning models. The machine learning models' performance 
depends on the features used to measure the land use change 
simulation. In this study, predictors are referred to as the 
features used in the urban simulation model to simulate and 
predict a land use change. Simulating urban development 
patterns using these predictors provides an early assessment of 
urban planning before its implementation [30]. The role and 
selection of predictors are solely dependent on using the model 
in the defined area. 

D. Machine Learning in Urban Planning 
Many researchers have utilized machine learning in urban 

planning and design to develop and monitor city planning in 
recent years.  Urban analytics and urban simulations employ 
machine learning is used for predictive analysis for a given 
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domain. Several techniques and algorithms have been 
employed in simulation to enable urban planners to improve 
decision-making for strategic planning. Recent research by 
[28] stressed the importance of high prediction accuracy to 
monitor land use change. The same study has also pointed out 
the need for a suitable model for different applications to 
ensure accuracy and fitness. 

Urban planner uses GIS tools to collect, manage, analyze 
and visualize geospatial data [30]. Commonly GIS tools use a 
simulation model to evaluate, predict and analyze complex 
urban interactions and processors [31]. These urban 
development models can also identify the urban development 
trends and their impact with various views to help urban 
planners understand better the area they are working on. The 
efficiency of urban planning would depend on the predictors 
used in the urban classification model. A good predictor 
enables the urban development classification model to analyze 
the current geospatial data pattern and simulate future 
sustainability growth. 

TABLE I.  KEY CONCEPTS 

Concept Definition 

Sustainable 
Development 

Sustainable development (SD) is the development that 
meets the current needs without compromising the ability 
of future generation needs.” 

Urban Planning 
Urban planning is a cyclic process encompassing many 
phases and stakeholders' involvement at many intervals 
and entirely bounded by the legal framework. 

Urban Planning 
Predictors 

Urban planning predictors are referred to as the features 
used in the urban simulation model to simulate and 
predict a land use change. 

Urban 
development 
classification 
model 

An urban development classification model would 
analyze the current pattern of geospatial data and simulate 
future growth with a good set of predictors 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW METHODOLOGY 
A literature review study was carried out to have a concise 

understanding of concepts and capture the relevant literature on 
sustainable development and machine learning predictors in 
urban planning. The purpose of the review is to understand 
what and how sustainable development goals play a role in 
urban planning and how the indicators can be used to define 
additional features or predictors for a better urban development 
classification model. 

This study uses the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic reviews and Meta–Analyses (PRISMA) to validate 
the relevancy of the literature’s collated before reporting the 
conclusion. PRISMA advocates four phases for literature 
review, starting from identification of the record source, 
screening of the records, setting the eligibility criteria and 
finally compiling the records to be included for the identified 
research [32]. Fig. 1 illustrates the PRISMA flowchart adopted 
for this study. 

In the identification phase, the source of the records is 
determined to avoid the irrelevant search. For this study, 
literature will be extracted from five databases, including 
IEEE, Scopus, Springer, Science Direct and Web of Science. 

 
Fig. 1. PRISMA Flow Chart used for Literature Review. 

The next process is screening the records. Records are 
screen based on the keywords found from the first level of 
record retrieval. The first screening exclusion criteria to be 
applied is as follows: 

• Duplicate papers. As there are many sources of the 
database the records will be retrieved from, there are 
high chances of duplicate records. 

• Papers which are before the year of 2015 will not be 
considered unless it defines a standard terminology or 
significantly prominent for the research. Also, for the 
purpose of this study. 

• Non-English papers are to be removed. 

In the first phase of screening, the articles will be screened 
by title and abstract based on the list of keywords. The list of 
keywords is listed in Table II. 

The second round of screening only takes into account full 
text records. Records with only abstracts are not included in the 
screening. The third level of screening is based on the actual 
content. The content of the articles must be complete with the 
methods without content redundancy. Records with below ten 
references are omitted. The screening process includes setting 
the inclusion and exclusion criteria that have been listed earlier. 
The last stage of the flow is to compile the final list of records 
to be included in the final literature review. 

The review was done to 

• Gather the sustainable development goal indicators for 
urban planning. 

• Analyze the concepts in urban planning and evaluate the 
human activities on land. 
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• Review the features used by different urban 
classification models. 

TABLE II.  KEYWORD USED IN THE LITERATURE SEARCH STRINGS 

Domain Keywords 

Sustainable 
Development 

• sustainability 
• sustainable development 
• sustainable development goals 
• sustainable urban planning 
• sustainable urban planning indicators 

Urban Planning 

• Urban planning 
• Urban planning classification model 
• Urban planning indicators 
• Urban planning simulation 
• Urban planning assessment 
• Urban planning measurement metrics 
• Urban planning density 

Machine Learning 

• Machine learning models in urban planning 
• Machine learning features in urban planning 
• Machine learning algorithm performance  
• Machine learning accuracy 
• LULC classification 

V. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The following six urban models have been analyzed from 

scholarly reviews to understand the predictors or indicators 
used to simulate urban expansion and tabled out in Table III. 
These models were actively used to simulate land use changes 
since 2011 cited in a review done by [30]. 

• Cellular Automata. 

• Regression Models. 

• Artificial Neural Networks. 

• Agent Based Models (ABM). 

• Tree Based Models. 

• Support Vector Machines (SVM). 

Some of the reviews have detailed out the criteria, like the 
indicators used in the SVM model. This gives an indication to 
know the popularity of the model employed in this field. 
Another interesting finding is the gaining interest in the Agent-
Based Model (ABM) model to which is widely used in land-
use change and transport line models. This model is gaining 
interest as it considers three main stakeholders in the urban 
planning process. However, this model has its limitation 
because its dependency on agents’ predictors is highly variable. 

TABLE III.  URBAN DEVELOPMENT MODELS AND ITS PREDICTORS 

Urban Development Model Predictor Reference 

Cellular Automata model (CA) proximation roads, expressways, railways and town centers, 
land use types and topography and population density [33, 34] 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) elevation, slope, annual population growth rate, land use types 
and distance [35, 36] 

Linear Regression (LR) Predictors 

easting and northing coordinates, land use types, slope, 
restricted areas, population density, distances to main active 
economic centres, a central business district, roads and 
urbanized area  

[37, 38] 

Agent Based Model (ABM) Predictors 

Dwellers -accessibility to education centers, favourite 
elevation, favourite slope, accessibility to health services, 
accessibility to metro stations, distance from disposal area, 
accessibility to fruit garden accessibility to sports centers, 
accessibility to the road network, accessibility to recreation 
areas, accessibility to business districts 
distance to railway 
Developers- residential density,employment 
density,commercial intensity/density,investment profit 
minimum unseen profit 
maximum profit 
Government river streams risk zone, roads network buffer, 
highways buffer, airports risk buffer, military facility risk 
zone, power facility risk zone, parks buffer on a suitable slope 

[39] 
[40] 
[36] 
[41] 
[42] 

Decision Tree Model(DT) 
development history, elevation details, land type, proximities 
to neighbourhood amenities and densities of residential, 
commercial 

[43] 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

land-use types 
land use densities 
proximities to: roads, expressways, railways and town centres, 
as well as land-use types and topography 
neighbouring  land characteristics 
built area 
unbuilt area 

[30] 
[44] 
[45] 
[46] 
[40] 
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The land-use change patterns, which are the main urban 
development metrics, cannot be just determined by only one 
factor. The relationship between various factors provides a 
better evaluation of urban development. The author in [36] 
explain the urban growth and development indicators differs 
based on the model and data used to evaluate or predict the 
urban pattern change. 

A. Urban Development Models Predictor Evaluation 
According to [30], predictors in urban development 

modelling can be further categorized as site specific proximity 
and neighbourhood characteristics. Site specific characteristics 
describe built and unbuilt areas as well as commercial and 
residential buildings. Proximity predictors refer to the distance 
of access to a specific facility, like the distance to roads, 
highways, urban built areas, green space and water bodies. The 
neighborhood characteristics refer to predictors which will 
affect LULC in future including the number of cells 
corresponding to wetlands, forest, barren lands, developed 
areas. Table IV below shows a summary mapping between the 
existing urban land indicator categories by [47] and predictor 
categories by [30]. If the predictors match the indicators, it is 
indicated as “complies”. 

Table V shows that the urban development models are 
commonly used by tools or applications to model urban 
growth. All the models have used site-specific and proximity 
predictors. Remote sensing data gives a good source for site-
specific and proximity indicators, which is one reason why it's 
a commonly used predictor category in all models. The 
neighborhood category defines its attribute in the number of 
cells usually found on maps. This measurement is very suitable 
for fractal development models as it works best with maps. In a 
fractal model, structures are produced by iterations of the same 

principle in a given pattern of points, lines or surfaces. The 
model's accuracy depends on the model. The last two 
categories are population, and crowd mobility is the least used 
predictor category in the urban development models analyzed 
in this study. Mobility of the city dwellers and the population 
indicators are not used in the urban expansion models. This 
information is not easily made available in a single source data 
source like remote sensing data. Research by [9] has pointed 
out that although including socioeconomic data would improve 
the accuracy of classification accuracy, there is very little 
evidence to show its usage. However, due to rapid 
urbanization, the increase of traffic and environmental hazards 
warrants the inclusion of these predictors in the urban 
development model.  research has used these data to improve 
accuracy.  Agent based models are now considering factoring 
these predictors as it may improve the transit-oriented model. 

TABLE IV.  URBAN DEVELOPMENT MODEL PREDICTOR CATEGORIES 
COMPLIANCE TO LAND USE 

Land Use 
Predictor 
Categories 

Urban Development Model Predictor Categories 

Site Specific Proximities Neighbourhood 

Neighbourhood - - - 

Employment - - - 

Infrastructure Complies Complies Complies 
Access to Basic 
Facilities - Complies Complies 

Legislation - - - 

Environment Complies - - 

TABLE V.  PREDICTORS CATEGORIES USED IN SELECTED URBAN DEVELOPMENT MODELS 

Urban Development 
Models 

Urban Development Model Predictor  
Derived from Research Article (1986 – 2018) 

Application Site Specific Proximities Neighbourhood Population Density Crowd Mobility 

Cellular Automata Large Scale Urban 
Simulation √ √    

Artificial Neural 
Network 

Modelling of Urban 
Growth √ √  √  

Fractals Urban Growth 
Experience √ √ √   

Linear/ Logistic 
Regression 

Prediction of urban 
growth pattern √ √  √  

Agent Based Model 

Modelling and 
simulation of land use 
and land cover 
dynamics 

√ √  √  

Decision Tree Prediction of Urban 
Growth √ √    

Support Vector 
Machine 

Prediction of Urban 
Expansion √ √ √   
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Fig. 2. Urban Development Model Predictors: Existing and Proposed. 

The above finding concludes that urban development 
models have used various predictors to simulate urban 
expansion. However, the current extensive list of predictors for 
these research resources does not include population and crowd 
mobility as key predictor categories in the urban development 
models. Fig. 2 shows the existing and new categories along 
with their predictors for the urban development model. 

Rapidly urbanizing countries often show rapid land usage; 
however, population factors are not explicitly included in the 
urban models [48]. Urbanization warrants more urban built up 
in dense cities and converts prime land to support the needs of 
the growing population [17]. This scenario takes place because 
the spatial analysis of the built-up area is limited to building-
like structures. Urban development models do not capture the 
external factors such as traffic, population maturity in LULC 
classification. Traffic congestion is a cycle effect, a higher 
population growth rate in an area warrants more development, 
and more development increases traffic. However, urban 
development models do not capture this effect, limiting the 
LULC analysis for the urban planners. Sustainable urban 
design framework includes indicators for mobility and 
transport indicators are for a better environment and economy. 
The author in [49] highlighted how mobility and transport 
indicators are key for health and the environment in a 
sustainable city, supporting the need to have these predictors to 
assess urban planning. The traffic layer or properties and urban 
growth included in the urban development model can improve 
urban-built in LULC monitoring. Instead of classifying the 
urban built-up based on infrastructure properties, the inclusion 
of vehicular information for a period of time gives the urban 
planners insight into how dense the area is both in traffic and 
built-up area. 

A sustainable city development should not forget the social 
aspects to improve quality of life. Hence, this study proposes 
that population and crowd mobility predictors should be 
included to improve the urban development classification 
model. 

VI. PROPOSED FUTURE WORK 
Developing geospatial classification models using Google 

Earth Engine has been the recent research trends [16, 50-52] as 
it allows to process large sets earth imagery data without the 
need to have high end software or hardware requirements. The 
availability historical data sets and the ability to preprocess the 
data in Google Earth Engine allows fast simulation of LULC 
change analysis therefore developing enhanced application 
with improved feature is faster using the web interface. 

 
Fig. 3. Poposed Enhanced Urban Development Classification Model 

Development Framework. 

An enhanced urban development classification model will 
be developed using the development methodology in Fig. 3. 
The proposed development framework will derive its dataset 
for Google Earth and use the Google Earth Engine as a 
platform to develop and train the classified model. The 
enhanced urban development classification model will evaluate 
the impact of the newly identified indicator in this study on the 
LULC classification. Specifically, the classification model will 
use the existing features from the land use land cover 
properties, traffic or mobility data, and urban demographic data 
to increase the accuracy of LULC classification, particularly 
the urban built classification. Similar research employing the 
traffic layer classified as spatial static temporal dynamic data 
for intelligent transportation [53] will be closely adopted in the 
urban classification model development framework. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
Effects of rapid urbanization are simply inevitable, and 

however, with appropriate measures, it can be controlled. The 
recent paradigm shift on urbanization has also awakened the 
need for sustainable urban planning to support sustainability 
goals. This study has pointed out the shortfall in urban 
development models, which could be the factor for 
uncontrolled urban planning with the exponential population 
growth. The shortfall of the urban development models 
include: 

• Urban development models do capture traffic intensity 
and population attributes in land use land cover 
monitoring. 

• Urban development models use predictors available 
only directly from remote sensing data and do not 
combine data from different sources, limiting the 
analysis. 

• The urban development model classifies LULC, but its 
accuracy highly depends on the data available in the 
area of interest. Thus, the urban planning forecast relies 
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very much on what type of classification algorithm is 
used in the model. 

• Urban development classifies the urban built-up land as 
residential, commercial and services, industrial, 
communication and utilities, mixed urban or built-up 
land but does not include vehicular properties as part of 
the classification predictor. 

This study proposes two new predictor categories: 
population and crowd mobility, also known as socioecological 
indicators, to enhance the urban development classification 
model further. Traffic analysis will provide the crowd mobility 
predictors for urban development models to simulate the 
optimum crowd movement, land change, and population 
growth. Many urban development models concentrate on 
classifying the attributes on the surface land to affect future 
urban expansion; however, based on the discussions earlier on 
sustainable development, it is pointless only to analyze the land 
cover changes. LUC is beneficial from economics as it 
promotes industrial development; however, to achieve urban 
sustainability, the models should consider the social, economic 
indicator as it affects the human wellbeing and the stability of 
the environment. Moving forward, data for this predictor will 
be gathered to assess the accuracy of the urban development 
classification model. 
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Abstract—Machine learning-based autonomous agents are 

valuable for back-testing stock trading strategies, including 

algorithmic trading. Several studies in the financial literature 

have proposed artificial intelligence-based algorithms that 

support decision making for financial investment, but few studies 

have provided systematic processes for designing intelligent 

trading agents. This paper overviews the steps involved in 

designing agents that forecast stock prices in a trading strategy. 

These steps include data preprocessing, time-series segmentation, 

dimensionality reduction, clustering, and others. Our main 

contributions are: (i) a systematic process that guides the design 

and development of trading agents, and (ii) a random forest 

forecasting model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The success of a stock trading strategy depends on the 
quality of the information underlying its decision-making 
process. Most importantly, a successful trading strategy must 
quickly respond to data inputs for making informed decisions. 
Forecasting the level of a financial market index or individual 
stock is a classic problem. The efficient market hypothesis 
claims that forecasting stock prices is infeasible and that 
financial time series follow a random walk [1]. However, 
technical analysts consider that information regarding stocks 
and stock market indexes are reflected in historical prices and 
that prices can be forecasted. Financial market time-series 
forecasting has been widely studied in various disciplines, 
including finance, economics, engineering, computer science, 
and mathematics [2]. 

Financial market time series are commonly analyzed and 
forecasted by fundamental analysis [3, 4] and technical analysis 
[5–7]. The fundamental approach, typically used for long-term 
decision making on financial investments, focuses on the 
macroeconomic and company-specific factors that can influence 
the movements of stock index prices. Fundamental analysis is 
less common in the financial forecasting literature, because 
forecasting models that identify the reason(s) for stock price 
changes are difficult to construct. In contrast, technical analysis 
recognizes the patterns in a historical financial time series and 
implicitly assumes that some patterns are exploitable. 
Analytical and forecasting models based on technical analysis 
indicators are widely used in the financial literature (Murphy 
1986, 1999). 

Several machine learning techniques have been applied to 
financial time series [5, 8-13]. Machine learning techniques 

identify the patterns in financial time series using a data driven 
approach. Common machine learning techniques for forecasting 
financial time series are decision trees [14], random forest (RF) 
[15-17], artificial neural networks (ANNs) [18-22] and 
evolutionary algorithms, such as genetic algorithms [23-27] and 
genetic programming (GP) [28-33]. Machine learning 
applications of financial time-series forecasting are reviewed in 
[34-35]. 

Automated trading in financial markets, including the 
foreign exchange (FX) and stock markets, is among the most 
logical applications of autonomous agents. The systematic 
design and evaluation of active trading strategies requires a 
detailed understanding of market mechanisms and operations 
and an awareness of the issues common to trading strategies. 
The present study provides a systematic process that guides the 
design and development of a stock market trading strategy for 
autonomous trading agents. The study also identifies the 
essential attributes representing the inputs of a machine learning 
algorithm for financial forecasting and discusses the potential 
and impact of these attributes. Designing and evaluating trading 
agents for financial markets is a non-trivial task giving the 
complexity and dynamic nature of financial data. 

To accomplish our goals, we build a classification model 
that forecasts stock market prices using attribute selection and 
an RF algorithm. The characteristics and importance of the 
attributes are described in detail, and the most relevant attributes 
for forecasting and hence generating the trading rules are 
identified. The RF model is trained on the seasonality data's 
attribute space, directional changing price events, fundamental 
and technical indicators, and other financial data. Based on the 
attribute subset obtained from the attribute search space, the 
classifier computes the forecasting results, which are then used 
in designing the trading strategy. The impact of number of trees 
in the RF model and length of the training period are carefully 
evaluated. The agent strategy (and hence the performance of the 
generated trading rules) is evaluated in a stock market 
simulation of three datasets: the daily trade data of Standard and 
Poor (S&P100), Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE 100), 
and the Deutscher Aktienindex (DAX) indices of German stock. 
To identify the profitable trading opportunities over various 
time scales within the trading run, we connect the machine 
learning algorithm to the appropriate attribute space. Our RF 
learning algorithm can help traders to generate profitable 
trading strategies and bridge the gap between attribute selection 
and trading-strategy design. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 
Section 2 briefly reviews the related literature. Section 3 

*Corresponding Author  
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systematically describes the agent design process, including 
attribute selection and the RF algorithm. Section 4 demonstrates 
and examines the experimental results. Section 5 offers 
concluding remarks. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Agent-based modeling is an efficient and cost-effective 
method for analyzing complex dynamic phenomena, such as 
trading in financial markets and portfolio management [36-39]. 
By finding the optimal attribute sets and associations between 
the inputs and outputs of agent-based models, we can better 
understand the dynamics of financial markets and the modeled 
trading strategy. The financial literature includes several 
methods that explain and simplify the identification of attribute 
relationships through sampling and modeling [40-44]. 

Machine learning techniques provide a broad set of tools for 
the systematic design of trading and trading-agent algorithms 
[35, 45]. Among these techniques, supervised learning 
algorithms efficiently capture the nonlinear relationships 
between the inputs and outputs, inferring functional 
relationships from the data. Machine learning algorithms for 
stock forecasting include the support vector machine approach 
[46-48], ANNs [18-22], genetic algorithms [23-27], GP [28-33, 
43, 44], support vector regression models [49], RF [15-17], 
extreme gradient boosting (XGB) [11, 17], and reinforcement 
learning [50]. Two reviews [34, 35] cover the recent significant 
studies on machine learning algorithms for stock market 
forecasting. The most relevant studies are [14, 16, 17]; and [51] 
who initially applied machine learning (particularly RF) to 
financial forecasting. 

The work by [51] proposed a hybrid system that forecasts 
the future levels of a stock market index. They introduced a 
two-stage fusion approach using support vector regression 
(SVR) in the first stage and an ANN, RF, and SVR in the 
second stage, yielding three fusion prediction models: SVR–
ANN, SVR–RF, and SVR–SVR. The second stage reduces the 
overall forecasting error. Patel et al. in [51] input ten technical 
analysis indicators to each forecasting model and emphasized 
the importance of providing adequate information to the model. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of their results, they compared the 
forecasting performance with single-stage models based on 
ANN, RF, and SVR. 

The work by [17] applied deep ANNs, gradient-boosted 
decision trees (GBDTs), RF, and a combination of these 
methods (referred to as an ensemble) to the S&P 500 index. 
They forecasted the daily price returns by binary classification 
after training the four models on the momentum feature space. 
The average profits predicted by the ensemble (0.45% per day) 
were higher than those predicted by deep learning (0.33% per 
day), GBDT (0.37% per day), and RF (0.43% per day). Their 
results suggest that machine learning algorithms can provide 
sustainable profit opportunities in the short term. 

The authors in [16] proposed an algorithmic trading strategy 
for the intraweek FX market trading based on an RF model and 
Probit regression. The RF model forecasted the medium-term 
evolution, whereas the Probit model was applied to the 
technical analysis indicators for predicting the price value of the 
next day. The profitability of the proposed model was evaluated 
on USD/EUR, UDS/JPY, and USD/GBP from January 2014 to 
2019. Their strategy improved the prediction accuracy and 
helped to identify the best times of entering and exiting the 
market. 

The work in [14] built an experimental prediction 
framework based on a tree classifier, which analyzes the prices 
up to n days earlier, and forecasts whether prices will rise or 
fall. They trained two algorithms, RF and GBDT (using 
XGBoost), on technical analysis indicators, and varied the time 
interval of the analysis. The authors highlighted the importance 
of flexibility enabled by different features, each giving a 
specific interpretation. 

The present study makes three contributions to the literature. 
First, it provides a simplified, systematic process for designing 
trading agents. We provide guidelines for determining the 
minimal set of attributes needed for an effective design, offering 
essential insights into agent design. Second, we evaluate the 
performance of the trading strategy using the existing standards 
in the financial forecasting literature. Third, we generate a 
diverse set of trading rules with a focus on attribute selection, 
allowing an extended training phase and trading rules that best 
exploit the RF algorithm. 

III. METHODS 

As mentioned above, trading agents developed by machine 
learning techniques can forecast financial time-series data. This 
section sets a framework to describe the main components in 
designing and developing intelligent trading agents to guide 
developers and practitioners in building such agents. The works 
by [52, 53] present the operational steps of an intelligent trading 
system that focuses on forecasting price movements in financial 
time series. 

Simplicity is an essential characteristic of trading agents, 
because intricate design and complex trading rules will confuse 
the trading decisions and the dynamics of the trading rules. 
Forecasting of a price time-series significantly depends on the 
set of attributes used in the model. Therefore, selecting the right 
set of attributes for the trading agent is essential. Understanding 
the role of the attributes and settings can benefit investment 
profitability. 

Our design of an intelligent trading agent proceeds through 
the following steps: (1) data preprocessing, (2) time-series 
segmentation, (3) dimensionality reduction, (4) algorithm 
definition, (5) training, and (6) evaluation. Fig. 1 depicts the 
framework of designing an intelligent trading agent for 
predicting the stock market. 
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Fig. 1. Framework for Designing an Intelligent Agent for Stock Market 

Trading. 

A. Data Preprocessing 

The first step pre-processes the data utilized in the learning 
process. The main tasks in this step are defining the input and 
output variables, detecting the outliers, and structuring the data 
within a specified time interval. Data preprocessing ensures a 
reliable and accurate forecasting performance. 

1) Defining the input and output variables: When designing 

a trading agent, we must first define the input variables used by 

the machine learning technique and the output signals to be 

forecasted. The sets of input and output variables define the 

trading rules and control risk, respectively. Technical analysis 

indicators are considered as the primary modeling inputs. 

Trading agents for short forecasting horizons are thought to 

require the technical analysis indicators, whereas those for long-

term forecasting mainly use the fundamental input variables. 

Intraday seasonality statistics are the essential inputs of a 

forecasting model. The output variables are binary 

classifications of three class values signifying the buy, sell, and 

hold signals, which predict the direction and size of price 

movements throughout the trading period. 

2) Outlier detection: After defining the input and output 

variables, the data are processed to remove noise and outliers, 

and the data elements are normalized and structured within a 

specified time interval. This process includes filtering the 

outliers and eliminating dimensionality from the data, data 

reduction, normalization, and detrending [54, 55]. Some studies 

[54, 55, 56-58] suggest removing conditional transactions, late 

transactions, transactions reported out of sequence, and 

transactions with special settlement conditions. If these outlier 

transactions remain, they create noise and possibly erroneous 

data signals. 

3) Time interval: As prices in a financial time series arrive 

at unequal time intervals, designing the trading rules is a 

challenging task. In particular, the time interval affects the 

technical analysis of the time series. Most of the reported 

intelligent forecasting models compute the technical parameters 

using the prices (open, high, low, and close) during a trading 

day, without measuring the magnitude of the price change. 

Therefore, the input data are considered as continuous data 

values (an interval-based dataset). This approach has proven 

effective in several studies [59-62] that assess whether today's 

closing asset price will extend yesterday's price trend. 

Alternatively, trend-deterministic data can be analyzed 
within a directional change (DC) event framework [59, 61], 
which treats the input data as discrete entities to be sampled at 
irregular time intervals. The sampling interval is decided by the 
magnitude of a price change defined by the trader. The DC 
approach, which converts the discrete nature of a pricing series 
into a continuous DC event, has been critical in the FX market 
[43, 59-61, 63] and stock markets [28, 29, 64]. 

B. Time-Series Segmentation 

The time-series data of financial prices are naturally 
dynamic and unevenly spaced in time. These attributes 
complicate the analysis phase and forecasting investment 
opportunities, as discussed in subsection 3.1.3. To reduce the 
number of dimensions for later analysis, the time series is 
commonly segmented in a preprocessing step. The resulting 
time series contains less data, allowing better detection of its 
significant patterns. Well-known financial time-series 
segmentation methods are intraday seasonality statistics [15, 
60], scaling laws [61], and technical analysis indicators [6, 7]. 
By identifying trends and patterns in the segmented data, a 
trading agent can lower the computational costs and improve 
the forecasting accuracy. 

1) Trend and seasonality: Seasonality analysis identifies 

periodic patterns in the historical data and formulates 

predictions based on the behavior patterns of earlier periods. 

Periodic past behaviors are assumed as the most likely future 

scenarios [14, 28, 65]. Therefore, seasonality statistics can 

reveal the most active trading hours of a stock index, the 

volume of transactions throughout a given day, and the probable 

development of trading flows. The intraday seasonality in a 

time series is defined as the hourly activity changes over a 

specified period of the time series. For example, the intraday 

seasonality can be represented by the aggregate number of 

pricing data points observed in each hour of a single day (hour 

0–23), divided by the total number of pricing data points in the 

same period. 

2) Technical analysis indicator: Technical analysis 

forecasts the prices and returns of actively traded financial 

instruments, such as individual stocks, market indices, and FX. 
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This approach assumes that patterns appear in historical prices. 

In statistical terms, technical indicators measure the various 

features in the time series of a given stock or market index, such 

as price trends, volatility, and momentum. Various technical 

indicators have been used for forecasting future price 

movements and developing rules of trading decisions [6, 66]. 

In this study, the trading agent was modeled using eight 
popular technical indicators calculated from historical price 
data. The calculation formulas of these indicators are given in 
Table I. 

TABLE I. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS INDICATORS USED BY THE TRADING 

AGENTS IN THE PRESENT STUDY 

Indicator  Formula  
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The first technical indicator is the moving average (MA). 
The MA indicator continuously updates the average price 
within a specified window of time. In this study, the forecasting 
model inputs a 10-day MA and provides a short-term 
prediction. If the current price is above or below the MA, the 
price trend is upward or downward, respectively. 

To understand the trade break out (TBR) indicator, we must 
define two concepts: support and resistance. At the support and 
resistance points, the price trend is expected to stop declining 
and rising, respectively. The TBR assumes that price trends will 
reverse at the support and resistance points; however, when 
these points represent a break out, possibly because new 
information emerges on the market or (for an individual stock) 
the company, the price trend is expected to continue in the same 
direction. Traders watching these break-outs will buy when a 
price trend exceeds the point of resistance and sell when the 
price trend falls below its support level. 

The filter (FLR) technical indicator signifies a buy or sell 
signal depending on whether the price trend has been reversed 
by a predefined threshold. For example, if the price rises by a 
defined percentage of its earlier low value (reversing a 
downward price trend), the FLR issues a ―buy‖ order. 

Price volatility (VOL) is the standard deviation calculated 
from the historical prices over a specified period. The VOL 
indicator suggests a buying opportunity when the volatility is 
declining, as the price may be trending upward. In contrast, a 

cycle of increasing volatility may signify a downward price 
trend, presenting a ―sell‖ opportunity. 

Momentum (Mom) is a simple trend-following indicator 
defining the rate or strength of the price movement. The Mom 
indicator relates the very recent closing price to the previous 
closing price over a time interval specified by the analyst. The 
Mom indicator also determines the momentum MA (MomMA). 

Return on investment (ROI) in the trading context (distinct 
from the ROI of the data in a company’s financial statements) 
relates the trading profits to the strategy’s capital. Here, the ROI 
is the ratio of the price return to invested capital over a specified 
period. In our decision support system framework, the average 
price return is determined throughout the previous n days. The 
ROI is real-valued and can be positive (indicating a profit) or 
negative (indicating a loss). 

The relative strength index (RSI) is a momentum indicator 
that contrasts the sizes of the recent upward and downward 
price trends over a defined period. This measure evaluates the 
rate and change of an asset’s price movements. To define an 
upward price-trend change, we set Uptrendt = pt − pt−1 if pt > 
pt−1 and 0 otherwise; conversely, we define a downward price 
trend as Downtrendt = pt−1- pt if pt < pt−1 and 0 otherwise. The 
relative strength RSI(n) is then defined as the average of the last 
n upward price-trend changes divided by the average of the last 
n downward price-trend changes. The RSI fluctuates between 
zero (average upward price change = 0) and 100 (downward 
price change = 0). In typical scenarios, an asset or overall 
market is overbought when the RSI exceeds 70 and is oversold 
when the RSI falls below 30. 

3) Fundamental analysis: A fundamental analysis of a time 

series of securities prices investigates the likely factors affecting 

the time-series dynamics. These factors are derived from 

various sources, including financial statements, liquidity 

measures, market capitalization, and earnings announcements. 

Several studies have confirmed the relationships between these 

financial data and future price returns [3, 67]. 

The core mechanism of fundamental analysis is estimating 
an asset's fundamental value using the financial data from all 
available sources. A trader can compare a fundamental value 
with the asset's current price and make a trade decision based on 
that comparison. If an asset's price exceeds its fundamental 
value, it is regarded as overvalued, and a sell order is 
recommended. Conversely, if the price is below its fundamental 
value, the asset is considered undervalued and a buy is 
recommended. 

The trading strategy can consider the fundamental price 
value [67] or more than one value [3]. In the present analysis, an 
agent considers one fundamental price value as in [67]. 
Throughout the model run, the asset's fundamental value is 
described by an exogenic random procedure: 

ft = ft−1 + ηt,     (1) 

where ft denotes the fundamental value of the asset price at 
time t and ηt is a normal noise process with mean µ and 
standard deviation σ. 
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C. Dimensionality Reduction 

Restricting the number of attributes in the trading-agent 
model is essential, as not all attributes are valuable for 
forecasting a trade signal, and some are irrelevant. Reducing the 
attribute number and feature dimensionality improves the 
learning time, shortening the computational time, and 
improving the scalability. This step is particularly important for 
adaptive learning algorithms, which depend on the learning 
speed to route the streaming data over a suitable timeframe. 
Reducing the dimensionality reduces the memory and data-
storage requirements, and simplifies the behavior of the trading 
agents. It also captures the dependencies and correlations 
among the attribute features. 

D. Algorithm Definition 

During learning by a machine learning technique, the agents 
continuously interact with the environment and thus learn the 
optimal trading rules to achieve a specific goal. The setting 
involves current price movements and historical data of stock 
market trading provided by an extensive array of raw data and 
technical analysis indicators. When selecting a machine 
learning technique, these historical data and technical indicators 
are prerequisites for designing agents that observe the price 
time-series environment and learn the stock trading rules. Most 
of the total design time is expended in providing the agents with 
informative data and tools, which is performed in the first three 
phases (data preprocessing, time-series segmentation, and 
dimensionality reduction). Although each phase generates 
inputs for the subsequent phase, the progression is unsteady and 
moves back and forth between the phases to optimize the result. 
After processing and reducing the data, the trading rules are 
generated from the selected input data by a machine learning 
technique, and the output signals are forecasted. 

1) RF methodology: Forecasting by a machine learning 

technique is subjected to many factors: processing speed, 

pattern learning capability, natural interpretation of the trading 

strategy, knowledge simplification after learning, flexibility and 

adaptability to changes, and strategic optimizers for the 

retraining and forecasting horizons. Decision trees and RF are 

popular algorithms for forecasting price changes and developing 

automated trading agents. The RF algorithm has been 

successfully used in feature pruning (attributes in our case) 

owing to its broad capability and strength. In this study, the RF 

algorithm generates the trading rules for the trading agent. 

RF is a supervised machine learning algorithm involving 
multiple decision trees on different subspaces of the attribute 
space. One decision tree connects a decision to a set of 
descriptive variables or attributes. Each decision tree is formed 
as a set of variables and conditions, hierarchically structured, 
and continuously utilized in a dataset. The decision trees are 
diversified by generating them from several training datasets 
that are randomly resampled from the original dataset. In 
financial forecasting, a variety of decision tress offers 
autonomous numerical estimates of the arbitrage opportunity 
(i.e., increase in price change) rather than class labels for 
predictions. The RF algorithm learns the relationships among 
the following inputs: (a) row data (opening, closing, high and 
low prices, and the trading volume per day), (b) fundamental 

analysis information, (c) eight technical indicators, (d) DC price 
events, and (e) intraday seasonality statistics. The algorithm 
then generates one of three trading signals (buy, sell, or hold). 
Fig. 2 depicts the design framework of the forecasting model 
based on the RF algorithm for stock market prediction. 

 

Fig. 2. Design Framework of a Forecasting Model based on the Random 

Forest (RF) Algorithm for Stock Market Prediction. 

To create a single decision tree, we start from the root node 
and recursively split the data into two child nodes using a set of 
rules based on the market domain. The tree-building terminates 
when a definite stop condition is reached. The RF algorithm 
selects the attributes by a random process rather than employing 
all attributes. The resampling is performed by a random module 
and the combinations of attributes for the data-splitting are 
optimized to acquire more representative nodes. IF–THEN rules 
are derived from the trained decision trees by tracing the path 
from the root node toward each leaf node in each decision tree. 
The obtained rules are merged into a single decision-rule set. 
Along each path, the attributes and variables of the nodes are 
determined under the rule conditions, and the class of the leaf 
node represents the result of the rules (the trading signals). 
Fig. 3 shows a possible decision tree generated by the RF 
algorithm, and the following code derives a decision rule from 
the decision tree. 

2) RF algorithm: The RF algorithm constructs an ensemble 

model of multiple unpruned decisions from random subsets of 

attributes that do not overfit the data. In this study, we build a 

RF of decision trees from bootstrapped training data. Therefore, 

instead of defining the best split among the entire set of input 

variables, we extract a subset of randomly selected attributes. In 

Algorithm 1 below, forests of decision trees are constructed 

using the training dataset D = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · ·, (xT, yT )}. 

The number of attributes is A and the number of trading days is 

T. Algorithm 1 is the core mechanism of the RF algorithm. 
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Algorithm 1: Random forest (RF) algorithm 

1: procedure RF(D)  D is the training dataset 

2:  f = new Array()  --> create a new forest 

3:  for do i = 0 to N 

4:  Di = bootstrapSamples(D) --> randomly select n data 

from D 

5: attributei = RandomAttributeSelection(Di) 

6:  DTi = new DecisionTree() 

7:   DTi.train(Di,attributei) 

8:  f.add(DTi) 

9:  end for loop 

10:  return forest f  --> return the new forest 

11: end procedure RF(D) 

 

Fig. 3. A Possible Decision Tree Model in an RF (top), and Code Showing 

how a Decision Rule is Derived from the Decision Tree (Bottom). 

The aim is to find a function f : X→ Y, where X is the 
attribute space and Y is the output trading signal space. The 
procedure is outlined below. 

1. To form a bootstrap sample, randomly select n data from 
D drawn with or without replacement from the training 
dataset. 

2. Among the A attributes, select a 𝜖 A attributes to create a 
decision tree. Using a subset of data ensures variety and 
avoids the overfitting problem. 

3. At each node, randomly select the attributes and 
optimize the data split (based on the Gini impurity). 
Note that the smaller the value of GiniD, the higher is the 
purity of D. The Gini impurity measures a node's 
splitting quality. At each node N, it is defined as 

    ( )  ∑  (  ) (  )        (2) 

4. Grow n decision trees to the most considerable extent by 
reiterating steps 1 to 3 until the maximum number of 

nodes is reached. The depth of each decision tree is 
controlled by the allowed maximum depth and the 
minimum number of required variables and constants at 
a leaf node. This so-called pruning criterion reduces the 
underlying complexity of the decision tree. 

5. Define the mean prediction of all individual decision 
trees in the forest. The aggregate prediction represents 
the output at time t. 

The examinations and visualizations were implemented in 
the R programming language [21, 22]. The following libraries 
and supplementary materials were also used: forecast [68], RF 
[69], gdata [70], ggplot2 [71], and reshape2 [72]. 

3) Variable adjustment: After choosing a machine learning 

technique, the input variables and output signals are adjusted to 

fit the desired algorithm. In this phase, the input dataset is 

decomposed for dividing the forecasting model into smaller 

sub-models. The machine learning technique (RF in this case) 

models the relationships among the input variables based on 

their initial definitions, and produces output signals. In the 

financial literature, machine learning techniques build the 

forecasting model using different numbers and types of input 

variables. Fundamental analysis offers numerous candidate 

attribute variables, such as firm size, cash flow, liquidity, and 

profitability. In contrast, technical indicators describe technical 

attributes such as moving averages, volatility, and momentum. 

In financial forecasting, the set of input variables for building a 

forecasting model (and thus designing a trading agent) is 

unlimited. 

4) Architecture configuration: The architecture is 

configured by adjusting the set of input and output variables of 

the chosen machine learning technique. A practical design for a 

trading agent requires three main components. The first 

specifies the trading rules governing the entry and exit times of 

trades. Exploiting the forecasted output signals, these trading 

rules discover the optimal time to buy or sell an asset's quantity 

to maximize the investment profit. The second component 

evaluates the forecast and operates the risk control system. This 

component requires a set of rules that evaluate and protect the 

invested assets. Evaluation and risk control strategies include 

defining the profit objectives and risk appetites intended for 

each trade (e.g., maximum loss). The third component is the 

trading management mechanism, which manages the trading 

position size, resources, time window, and risk. This component 

emphasizes the impact of real-world constraints, such as 

transaction costs, news, transaction volume limits, and volatility 

[52]. 

E. Training 

Once an agent has been developed from a training dataset 
and its variables have been adjusted on the validation set, the 
agent-trading strategy must be trained and evaluated on a new 
subset of the time-series data (namely, the test dataset). Here, a 
new subgroup is employed because the agent-trading strategy 
may be influenced by the training dataset. Therefore, it may 
overfit the data, producing an unrealistically high profitability. 
The training phase proceeds in three steps: testing the 
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performance of the methods, determining the forecasting 
horizon, and estimating the retraining period. 

1) Training dataset size: Most of the financial forecasting 

models divide a financial time series into training and testing 

datasets. This approach is static because the same data are used 

throughout the complete testing period, with no updates. 

Splitting the data into training and testing datasets reduces the 

quantity of data available for learning and the resulting design 

may exclude various significant price events. Moreover, the 

forecasting performance sometimes depends on the time-series 

distribution used in the training and test datasets. This 

dependence is problematic, as the performance can be driven 

artificially high. Alternatively, the forecasting model can be 

trained by dynamic sliding-window cross-validation. In this 

approach, several evaluations are performed on small amounts 

of sequentially ordered data. Because the training-time window 

size may strongly affect the forecasting accuracy, we trialed 

sliding windows of different sizes. 

2) Retraining period: Periodic retraining assesses the 

trading rules generated by the agent, thereby improving the 

average forecasting accuracy and accumulated profits. 

However, increasing the size of the training dataset over time 

may affect the forecasting performance. The price trends must 

be forecasted using an up-to-date training dataset representing 

the current market conditions. When designing the agent, the 

trading rules should be updated whenever the agent's wealth 

drops below a defined threshold value. This approach has been 

practiced in several automated agent-trading strategies [73]. 

F. Forecasting Evaluation 

Among the many performance measures of forecasting 
models for trading agents, the ROI is probably the most popular 
choice. 

1) Evaluation measure: The ROI represents the realized 

profits or losses of the trading strategy relative to the amount of 

money invested in the design. In our analysis, each trading 

decision was evaluated using the mean absolute percentage 

error (MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE), relative root mean 

squared error (rRMSE), and mean squared error, which are 

respectively calculated as follows: 
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Here, Rt and Ft are the actual and forecasted values, 
respectively. 

The investment performance was evaluated with three 
performance indicators: Rate of correctness (RC), rate of 
missing chances (RMC), and rate of failure (RoF). These 
performance measures are calculated by Eqs. 7, 8, and 9, 

respectively. The four criteria in these equations are defined in 
the contingency table (Table II). 
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TABLE II. CONTINGENCY TABLE OF VARIABLES IN THE INVESTMENT 

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 
Forecasted Negative Forecasted Positive 

Real negative # of True Negative (TN) # of False Positive (FP) 

Real positive # of False Negative (FN) # of True Positive (TP) 

2) Risk control: A successful trading agent requires a risk 

control mechanism that protects the invested assets by a set of 

trading rules such as a stop-loss limit order. Risk control 

strategies must define the profit objectives and risk appetites of 

each trade. Here we employed the Sharpe ratio (SR), which 

assesses the investment performance relative to risk. The SR is 

calculated by Eq. 10. Note that the higher the SR, the better is 

the risk-adjusted return, and (by inference) the better are the 

trading rules. According to Eq. 10, 
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where µ is the mean of the portfolio returns, RF is the risk-
free rate, σ is the portfolio's standard deviation, and n is the 
number of observations in the time series. 

IV. RESULT 

The previous section described the essential features and 
parameters of an autonomous trading agent. To handle the 
various possible mixtures of such features and parameters, a 
systematic design approach is required for an autonomous 
trading agent. This section details the verification experiments 
of the proposed approach. The results are expected to assist the 
design of autonomous trading agents and decision support 
systems for investment arbitrage in stock markets. 

A. Data 

The effectiveness of the proposed autonomous trading-agent 
design was tested on three stock market indices: Yahoo Finance 
S&P500 (US) [74], Yahoo Finance FTSE100 (UK) [75], and 
the Yahoo Finance DAX (GER) [76]. For the analysis, we 
extracted four years of historical data from September 1, 2015 
to August 30, 2019. These three market indices were chosen for 
their popularity and strong liquidity in the global financial 
market. The study period covers various market conditions and 
time-series scenarios. The technical indicators were computed 
from the close, high, low, and opening levels of the three stock 
indices. All data were obtained from the Yahoo Finance 
websites. 

B. Trading Strategies for Comparison 

To verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the autonomous 
trading agent, we compared its trading performance with those 
of five well-known trading strategies: Buy and Hold (B&H), 
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technical analysis (TA), fundamental analysis (FA), zero-
intelligence with constraint agents (ZI), and GP. The B&H 
strategy is a reactive investment strategy that emphasizes 
buying several stock assets and holding them for an extended 
period, regardless of fluctuations in the market-price time series. 
The TA strategy forecasts an asset's price movement using TA 
indicators (see subsection 3.2.2), and the FA strategy analyzes 
the potential influencing factors of the asset-price time series 
(subsection 3.2.3). The ZI randomly places orders under given 
budget constraints. However, such benchmarking is based only 
on the architecture of the proposed RF agent. Whether our RF 
proposal outperforms the existing machine learning and 
artificial intelligence techniques is an open question. Does the 
proposed RF-based agent architecture effectively outperform 
the other architectures based on other forecasting techniques? 
To answer this question, we added a fifth trading strategy based 
on GP, an evolutionary approach that extends genetic 
algorithms. GP evolves the programs of artificial intelligence to 
generate applicable solutions in a decision tree structure. 
Decision trees are generated by combining various defined 
functions and terminals. Both the function and terminal sets are 
derived from the problem search domain. Here we employed 
the GP trading agent designed by [29], which searches over the 
space of TA indicators. 

C. Trading Performance Results 

In the experiments, we varied the time horizon and 
combination of input attributes (parameters). The reported 
values were averaged over 30 runs in each trading model. After 
determining the agent design's most significant attributes based 
on the forecasting performance, the dataset was divided into 
two subsets using sliding-window cross-validation. The subsets 
were used for training and validating the RF algorithm. 

After adjusting the model settings, we compared the 
performances of our RF-based agent design and the five 
competing trading agents: B&H, TA, FA, ZI, and GP. In the 
first evaluation, we measured the investment effectiveness of 
the RF-based agent using the ROI and SR as the investment 
performance metrics (a higher value indicates better 
performance). Table III compares the performance data of the 
six agents for each market index. 

TABLE III. COMPARISON OF ANNUALIZED RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

(ROI) AND SHARPE RATIO (SR) OBTAINED BY VARIOUS TRADING AGENTS 

FROM SEPTEMBER 1, 2015 TO AUGUST 30, 2019 

Stock 

Index 
RF B&H TA FA ZI GP 

S&P500 

ROI 
18.

5% 
2.4% 

11.5

% 

2.62

% 
1.6% 

11.9

% 

SR 1.7 0.97 1.2 0.9 0.1 1.1 

FTSE100 

ROI 9% −2.7% 6.6% 
−3.6

% 

−27.6

% 
7.5% 

SR 1.3 −0.2 1.1 −0.5 −0.01 1.03 

DAX 

ROI 
12.

2% 

−0.32

% 

10.2

% 

0.21

% 

−11.7

% 

10.8

% 

SR 1.4 −0.1 1.3 0.01 −0.6 1.4 
a RF: random forest; B&H: Buy and Hold; TA: technical analysis; FA: fundamental analysis; ZI: zero-

intelligence with constraint agents; GP: genetic programming 

The trading agent based on the RF model significantly 
outperformed the other trading agents over the four-year study 
period. The RF model achieved an average annualized profit of 
13.22%. On the S&P500 data, the SR of the RF-based model 
was 1.72, followed by 0.97 for the B&H strategy, 1.21 for the 
TA agent, and 1.12 for the GP agent. The RF strategy also 
delivered the highest ROI and SR on the FTSE100 and DAX 
datasets. The results of the B&H and FA agents were 
comparable, as demonstrated in Table III. 

The RF, TA, and GP agents employing the TA indicators 
significantly outperformed the remaining three trading agents. 
Therefore, generating the trading rules using TA indicators 
promises high investment results. However, determining the 
possibility of future trading achievement based on the ideal 
combination of TA indicators and its time horizon is a 
challenging task. 

The RF algorithm limits the number of attributes used 
without compromising the profitability of the trading strategy. 
In particular, the RF-based trading agent can outperform the 
B&H approach when the selected attributes (inputs to the 
machine learning algorithm) are appropriately combined. 

In summary, after studying the literature on automated 
trading agents and testing our RF-based approach, we conclude 
that a developed level of intelligence and diversity of the chosen 
attributes is essential for boosting the investment returns of the 
trading agent. Learning and adaptation intelligence can improve 
the ability of automated agents to process the market 
information and dynamics of price time series and thereby adapt 
to financial market events and different circumstances. 

D. Forecasting Accuracy 

In the second part of the study, we analyzed the forecasting 
accuracy of the RF and GP agents. As shown in Table IV, the 
RF- and GP-based forecasting models achieved strong RC, 
RMC, and RoF. For the RF agents, the RC ranged from 72.08% 
to 81.92% (average 77.22%), the RMC varied from 17.11% to 
24.46% (average 20.90%), and the RoF ranged from 5.84% to 
18.45% (average 13.18%). Clearly, the RF agents outperformed 
the GP agents in forecasting accuracy. We must clarify that the 
results in Table III influenced the accuracy of the forecasting 
performance. Moreover, selecting the right set of attributes 
improved the accuracy of classifying the training dataset, but 
does not guarantee better trading-strategy performance. Our 
findings suggest a substantial relationship between the profits 
generated and the fundamental/technical indicators, which may 
be important for creating practical trading rules. 

The results of the RF algorithm emphasize the importance 
of attribute selection (data preprocessing, time-series 
segmentation, dimensionality reduction, and variable 
adjustments) as a preprocessing stage. The proposed agent 
design can assist (to some extent) the forecasting of stock 
prices. Accordingly, we conclude that when designing a trading 
agent to predict stock prices, we must examine the attribute 
types used to build the trading strategy and their values. 
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TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF FORECASTING PERFORMANCES IN 30 RUNS 

OVER THE TESTING PERIOD, MEASURED BY THE RATE OF CORRECTNESS 

(RC), RATE OF MISSING CHANCES (RMC), AND RATE OF FAILURE (ROF) 

Stock 

Index 

R

C 

RM

C 
RoF 

MA

E 

MAP

E 

RMS

E 

S&P500 

RF 
81.9

2 
21.15 5.84 0.006 0.002 0.006 

GP 
74.3

1 
28.21 9.52 0.009 0.003 0.009 

FTSE100 

RF 
77.

65 

17.1

1 

15.2

5 

0.00

9 
0.007 0.009 

GP 
71.

46 

23.1

2 

19.2

6 

0.01

0 
0.006 0.009 

DAX 

RF 
72.

08 

24.4

6 

18.4

5 

0.00

7 
0.004 0.008 

GP 
68.

13 

28.0

4 

19.6

4 

0.00

9 
0.004 0.009 

a MAE: mean absolute error; MAPE: mean absolute percentage error; RMSE: root mean squared error 

E. Statistical Significance Test 

The reliability and precision of the findings were tested in a 
paired t-test, which contrasts the means of two agents’ datasets 
with variable ROIs. For this purpose, we divided the dataset 
into two equal subsets. An adequate paired t-test requires a 
roughly normally distributed variation of the data. Therefore, 
the normality was checked through a normal probability plot 
and a Jarque–Bera test. 

The paired t-test was applied by specifying two values: the 
t-statistic value tsv and the t-critical value (two-tail variable) tc 
under the 95% confidence level. The first and second datasets 
were represented by A and B, respectively, where a ∈ A and b ∈ 
B. The means of A and B were denoted as mA and mB, 
respectively. Both datasets were of equal size n. The numeral i 
indexed the record in both datasets, where 1≤ i ≤ n. The null 
hypothesis stated that B is pairwise statistically equivalent to A, 
where mA − mB = 0. We define a new dataset D with n records, 
in which each form is specified by di = ai – bi, di ∈ D. The mean 
and standard deviation of this set were denoted by mD and σ, 
respectively. The tsv was calculated as 

    
  

  (  )
   (11) 

where SE(µD) is the standard error of the mean difference, 
defined as 

  (  )  
√ 

 
    (12) 

The t-critical value was determined from the t-distribution 
table. If |tsv|< |tc|, the difference between datasets A and B is 
trivial, and we can accept the null hypothesis. Table V shows 
the t-statistic (tsv) and Pearson correlation (corr) values of the 
paired t-test at the 95% confidence level. The results of the six 
trading agents on the first part of the dataset approximated those 
on the second part of the dataset with 95% confidence. 
Furthermore, the correlation coefficients demonstrate a high 
level of dependency between the results of the two datasets. 

TABLE V. VALUES OF THE T-STATISTIC VALUE (TSV) AND PEARSON 

CORRELATION (CORR) OF THE PAIRED T-TEST AT THE 95% CONFIDENCE 

LEVEL (THE T-CRITICAL TWO-TAILED VALUE = 2.07) 

Agent Type tsv corr 

RF 3.54E−09 +0.98 

B&H 3.01E−10 +0.94 

TA 3.61E−09 +0.98 

FA 2.82E−09 +0.95 

ZI 2.32E−09 +0.97 

GP 3.36E−09 +0.97 

V. DISCUSSION 

This study designed a simple automated intelligence agent 
for trading in the financial markets. An algorithmic (automated) 
trading agent is vital for developing trading strategies and 
forecasting models. This study provides a systematic approach 
for designing a trading agent using the RF approach. The 
approach was experimentally tested on four years of historical 
data of three stock indices: S&P500, FTSE100, and DAX. 

The contribution of our work was twofold. First, we 
presented the main steps of building an intelligent automated 
trading agent for stock market trading. We categorized the main 
stages into five essential components: (i) the primary goal of the 
trading strategy (e.g., short term, long term, and high 
frequency); (ii) the context of the financial market domain; 
(iii) the input variables used; (iv) the proposed machine learning 
technique, and (v) diversity of the data sources. 

Our second contribution was the design and implementation 
of adaptive RF trading agents for financial markets using 
various parameters (TA indicators and fundamental factors). It 
was hypothesized that trading agents learn, adapt, and identify 
periodic patterns in price time series. The RF trading agent 
evolved the trading rules of financial market trading investment. 
After the learning process, the RF algorithm achieved higher 
returns and better forecasting accuracy than the Buy & Hold 
trading strategy and agents based on technical and FA. We 
believe that this outperformance was achieved by selecting the 
right set of attributes (i.e., the inputs to the machine learning 
algorithm). 

In future research, we could adapt machine learning 
techniques to dynamically select the appropriate set of attributes 
based on the market conditions. For this purpose, data reduction 
and segmentation could be combined with the sequential steps 
of developing an intelligent selection approach, as proposed in 
this study. 

As another research direction, we could systematically test 
diverse intelligence trading strategies in the automated 
intelligence-based approach, and hence assess the required level 
of intelligence for designing autonomous trading agents. 
Examining and understanding the impact of complexity on a 
trading strategy might improve the effectiveness of that 
strategy. Nonetheless, a straightforward trading-strategy design, 
such as that developed in this study, might be more suitable 
than a complex one. To conclude, we should explore different 
artificial intelligence techniques and their effects on the 
effectiveness and trading rules of the strategy. 
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Abstract—Risk management has become increasingly 
essential in all areas, and it represents a cornerstone of the Safety 
Management System. In principle, it brings together all the 
procedures to identify and evaluate risks to improve systems 
performance. With the development of the transportation system 
and the appearance of intelligent ones (ITS) that are changing 
citizens' mobility nowadays, the risks associated with them have 
also increased exponentially.  In ITS, vehicles can reach 100% 
autonomy since they are equipped with sensors to move safely. 
The vehicle's architecture and embedded sensors enfold inherent 
vulnerabilities that attackers may exploit to craft malicious acts. 
In addition, vehicles communicate with each other and with the 
road infrastructure via vehicular adhoc network (VANET) and 
may use Internet connections, raising the risk that an attacker 
performs malicious actions and may take control of a vehicle to 
perform terrorist acts. This paper aims to draw attention to the 
risks associated with autonomous vehicles (AV) and the interest 
in evaluating flaws inherent in AV. For this purpose, our paper 
will extensively detail a new approach to assess the risk of attacks 
targeting autonomous vehicles. Our proposed approach will use a 
decision tree model to predict risk criticality based on the 
probability of attack success and its impact on the targeted 
system. 

Keywords—Vehicular adhoc network; intelligent transportation 
system; decision tree; risk assessment; impact; autonomous 
vehicle; attacks 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The emergence of the smart city concept has brought 

several sub-concepts to the forefront, like transportation which 
is very important in smart cities. Making transportation 
intelligent will facilitate the mobility of citizens, which is a 
major concern in smart cities. Every second, a citizen uses a 
mode of transportation to go to work or school or even to 
travel. Making these systems intelligent will make citizens 
satisfied and facilitate their travel by enriching users with 
advanced information on traffic, real-time operating 
information on local convenience, seats. Resulting in reduced 
travel time for citizens and improve their safety and comfort 
and make the experience enjoyable. Therefore, the benefit of 
ITS is not restricted to control and give information on traffic 
jams, but also to reduce the rate of accidents because, in 
several studies, the human factor is the cause of a very high 
percentage of accidents. In an intelligent transportation 
system(ITS), we will have autonomous vehicles. These 
vehicles are based on the information collected by the several 
sensors installed on-board the vehicles and on machine 
learning algorithms that analyze this information and make 
decisions (whether the vehicle should stop or continue its 
trajectory), besides the infrastructure such as roadside units 

and base stations, installed all along the road. The vehicle will 
communicate with each other via vehicle to vehicle 
communication, and the infrastructure will communicate with 
the vehicle by sharing with them information about the status 
of the road via infrastructure to vehicle communication. 
Nowadays, vehicles are equipped with several ports to connect 
phones or other devices, and those devices are connected to 
the Internet, which presents a door for an attacker to conduct 
their attack. The security of vehicular Adhoc networks 
(VANET) and the different port of the vehicles besides the 
sensors installed in the vehicle represent a major challenge for 
the ITS.  The security in ITS is critical because if an attacker 
could control a vehicle, he could cause an accident or steal the 
vehicle to cause a terrorist attack, and this will cause 
dangerous damages such as the loss of life and the 
perturbation of the whole ITS. Several kinds of research in the 
field of intelligent transport focus on the security aspect. The 
importance of this paper resides in the fact that unfortunately 
in the literature there is no work related to the risk in relation 
to the field of transport and especially the attacks on 
autonomous vehicles. In This article, we will study the 
assessment of risk in the context of an autonomous vehicle. It 
is very important in an ITS to measure risk, prevent dangerous 
damages, and make our system more resistant to attacks. This 
study will focus on the attack on the autonomous vehicle since 
attacks in ITS cames from the vehicle itself or the network. 
Therefore to measure the risk of attack, we need to calculate 
the probability of attack success because an attack that has a 
probability of attack success equal to zero could not harm our 
system because it could not happen, while an attack with a 
high probability of success should be taken into consideration 
while measuring risk. So we propose to implement a decision 
tree that will predict the probability of success of an attack. 

In this article, we will create a decision tree that will 
predict the class of probability of attack success. Then we will 
create a decision tree to predict the risk based on the 
probability of attack success and the impact of the attack. The 
paper's structure will be as follows: we will start by presenting 
risk management and our proposed scheme, which contains 
two subsections. In the first subsection, we conduct a study on 
identifying risk threaten an autonomous vehicle, i.e., 
interfaces that attackers can exploit to produce an attack 
besides the attack in each interface. In the second subsection, 
we will assess risk by measuring the probability of attack 
success using a decision tree, and we will also describe the 
impact of attacks on an autonomous vehicle (AV). 
Furthermore, finally, we will present the risk assessment by 
using a decision tree based on two criteria: the probability of 
attack success and the impact of attack and conclusion. 
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II. RISK MANAGEMENT 
In our daily lives, we are exposed to risks. The 

development of technologies made this risk bigger and bigger, 
especially in the intelligent transport system where we will 
have a 100% autonomous vehicle (with no driver 
intervention), which makes any safety violation very 
dangerous. Therefore, it is essential to start with risk 
management more than ever to avoid any danger such as 
death. In this section, we propose to study risk management in 
the context of the ITS by starting with the identification of all 
interfaces that can pose a loophole for an attacker to start his 
attack, and after that, we will analyze risk by using a machine 
learning algorithm that will predict the probabilities of success 
of an attack and measure the risk. The measure of risk will be 
very helpful in preventing attacks that can be very damaging 
for the citizen and the ITS. 

A. Proposed Scheme 
We will be based on the risk management scheme to start 

our proposed algorithm to predict risk in an autonomous 
vehicle. Risk management identifies the possible risks in 
advance, analyzes them, and implements safety measures to 
decrease and reduce the risk. As shown in Fig. 1, risk 
management starts by identifying risk, assessing the risk, and 
controlling the risk [1]. 

1) Risk identification: Attacks on ITS can come from two 
systems, the vehicle itself and the network. In our study, we 
focused on attacks against autonomous vehicles(AV). Attacks 
that can threaten an AV can come from four interfaces 
described in Fig. 2. In this section, we will present the 
interfaces that have vulnerabilities and the attacks that have 
occurred by exploiting these interfaces. Table I summarizes 
the result found. 

a) Buses and ports 
i) CAN: The Controller area network (CAN) is an 

electronic communication bus defined by the ISO 11898 
standards, well known for its low cost. It allows 
communication between the different systems or electronic 
control units (ECU) of the vehicle. However, the CAN 

protocol is exposed to several inherent vulnerabilities, such as 
broadcast transmission. The CAN protocol sends the packet to 
all the other nodes without exception to transmit the 
information to a specific node. Therefore, if there is a 
malicious node, it can easily spoof all transmitted frames from 
other nodes. 

Moreover, since it does not support the identification 
mechanism [2], each node must decide for itself whether the 
packet should be rejected or supported. As a result, a receiving 
node cannot differentiate between valid and false frames. This 
feature helps a malicious node easily hide its identity and send 
false frames to other nodes connected to the CAN bus to 
control the vehicle. Among the problems encountered when 
using CAN is the ID-Based Priority Scheme. Each packet has 
a number that indicates the packet's priority when packets sent 
on the bus are continuously relevant and may delay the 
delivery of a less urgent packet, which makes the network 
vulnerable to DOS attacks. Providing the example of a 
malicious node that streams frames with the smallest identifier 
to have the highest priority, preventing legitimate nodes from 
sending their valid frames. Besides, the CAN frame is not 
encrypted. Therefore, an attacker can rely on the recorded 
history of the CAN frames to scan the CAN frames. Among 
the major problems that the CAN network faces is that the 
attackers can access the network via interfaces such as the 
OBD port and CD drive, USB port, and telematics systems. 
Therefore, various attacks can be implemented, including DoS 
attacks, frame sniffing, and frame injection. As mentioned 
before, the CAN frame presents several intrinsic 
vulnerabilities, which may necessitate a switch to a new 
version of CAN protocol which is the CAN-FD. 

• CAN FD offers three main advantages over the 
traditional CAN. 

• It offers a higher data rate of up to 8 Mbit/s. 

• It allows data payloads of up to 64 bytes (as opposed to 
8 bytes). 

• It allows the authentication mechanism. 

 
Fig. 1. Risk Management. 
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Attacks in Autonomous Vehicle. 

ii) OBD-II: OBD-I was first introduced in 1987 to 
give a standardization of on-board diagnostics for vehicles, 
but the latter encountered many flaws and challenges, which 
led car manufacturers to migrate to a new version of OBD in 
1996 called OBD II as well as all vehicles built after that date 
was equipped with an OBD II port. On-Board Diagnostics 
(OBD) is a vehicle self-diagnosis and reporting system that 
provides access to the status of various vehicle sub-systems, 
such as airbags, braking, speed control, and is used to monitor 
the condition of the vehicle's systems. OBD systems use a 
standardized digital communication port to transfer data in 
real-time. The OBD system uses the can bus to perform these 
data transfers. When the vehicle fails, the OBD system uses a 
standardized set of Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) to 
identify the malfunction and remedy the identified problem 
quickly. However, OBD II exposes the vehicle to several 
threats because today's vehicles are equipped with wireless 
communication tools (WIFI, Bluetooth 5G), so attackers can 
use these communication channels to send malicious programs 
to the CAN bus via the OBD port in order to control the 
vehicle. In addition, some scanners may also have a feature 
that allows them to extract and modify ECU codes. An 
attacker who uses this type of scanner can easily modify the 
ECU code for malicious purposes. An adversary can also use 
the OBD port to connect to the vehicle to listen to unencrypted 
packets and gather data for a replay attack [3], [4]. 

iii) LIN: The Local Interconnection Network (LIN) is 
a low-cost vehicle bus standard, the communication rate used 
by the LIN does not usually exceed 20kbps [5]  therefore, it is 
only used for data that does not require high transmission rates 
such as control of lights, engines, air conditioning, steering 
wheels, seats and doors [5]. LIN is based on a master/slave 
architecture that consists of a single master node and many 
slave nodes connected using a single wire. While most 
research on embedded networks security is 

focused on CAN, the attacks on Local Area Network (LIN) is 
also as harmful as they can's attacks since a LIN master serves 
as a gateway to the CAN bus so the attacks can spread easily 
to other ECUs and other ECUs as well. The access to the LIN 
bus can be logical or physical. An attacker can access the LIN 
via the master node because the master node is always 
connected to the CAN bus [5]. Among the attacks that LIN 
buses are exposed we quote header collision, Spoofing, and 
response collision. 

TABLE I. INTERFACES AND ATTACK ON AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE 

Interfaces Attack 

Port et bus 

CAN 

• Replay attack [6], [32], [33].  
• DOS [6], [33]–[35]. 
• Eavesdropping attack [6], [33]. 
• Injection attack [6], [33]. 

OBD II 

• Code Modification[4] 
• Code Injection: [4] 
• Packet Sniffing [4] 
• Packet Fuzzing[4]  

LIN 
• Header collision [5], [6] 
• Spoofing  [6], [8]. 
•  Response collision [5], [6] 

MOST 

• Forged messages [9]. 
• Jamming attacks[8], [9], [36] . 
• Synchronization disruption 

attacks[6], [8]. 

Flexray 

• Replay attacks[6], [37]. 
• Spoof attack [7] . 
• Injection attacks [6], [7], [37]. 
• The Masquerading [6], [37]. 
• Eavesdropping attack [6], [7], [37]. 

USB • Injection attacks[6] 
• Spoof attacks[6] 

Short-range 
Communication 

WIFI 
• Eavesdropping attack [6], [16]. 
• Dos [6], [17]. 
• Jamming attack [6], [15]. 

Bluetooth 

• Eavesdropping attack [11], 
• Sniffing [11], 
•  Stealing personal information[11], 
• Buffer overflow attack.[11]  

RFID 

• Eavesdropping [6], [18]. 
• Brute force [6], [18]. 
• Replay [6], [18]. 
• Man-in-the middle [6], [18]. 
• Synchronization attacks [6], [19]. 

Sensor 

Camera • Blind camera[4], [20], [21]  

Radar • Jamming [23], [38], [39]. 
• Ghost  vehicular attack [22]–[24]. 

LiDar • Jamming [4], [20], [21]. 
• Spoofing [4], [20], [21]. 

GPS • Spoofing [4], [20], [22]. 
• Jamming [4], [20], [22]. 

TPMS • TPMS based attack [4], [20], [21], 
[27]. 

Machine learning  • Adversarial attacks [29], [30] 
• Black box attack [28]. 
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In a spoofing attack, the master in a LIN network can force 
a slave to perform tasks including sleep and SYNC field 
definition. An attacker can exploit these two characteristics of 
the master to force slaves to fall asleep and cause the network 
to shut down. In addition, it can spoof messages and modify 
the SYNC field to distort the synchronization [6]. While The 
collision attack consists of sending a wrong message 
simultaneously as a correct message is sent. In the LIN 
protocol, an attacker exploits the LIN error handling 
mechanism, which consists of stopping transmission of a slave 
node when he detects that the value in the bus differs [6]. The 
Header collision attacks happen when an attacker sends a false 
header to crash against a legitimate header from the master 
node. When a response is sent from the new editor node, the 
attackers can carry out a response collision attack to insert 
their illegal message. In this way, attackers can distort the 
sequence of responses sent on the LIN bus and leave the 
vehicles' automated sliding doors open and lock the steering 
wheels while the vehicles are on the road[6]. 

iv) Flexray: Flexray was developed in 2007 by 
BMW. Flexray is an expensive and complex communication 
tool. It is used for critical data that requires more security; this 
is due to the time-division multiplexing of FlexRay, which 
facilitates the design of modular, distributed, and security-
related systems. Flexray is known for its transmission speed 
which can reach 10Mbps for each channel, and FlexRay offers 
scalable fault tolerance by allowing one or two-channel 
communication. Nevertheless, one channel can also be 
connected when redundancy is not required. However, The 
bandwidth can be increased by using both channels to transfer 
non-redundant data.  The absence of the confidentiality 
mechanism in the FlexRay protocol allows an attacker to read 
all data sent over the bus. In addition, FlexRay does not have 
an authentication mechanism so an attacker can create and 
inject data, e.g., an attacker can create and inject a request to 
switch on the stoplight [7]. Flexray protocol is also vulnerable 
to attacks that can target the static segment of the FlexRay 
communication, such as replay attacks, injection attacks, and 
the Masquerading [6]. 

v) MOST: MOST (Media Oriented System 
Transport) is a serial communication system used for audio, 
video, and control data transmission via fiber optic cables, and 
it is also used for GPS. MOST (Media Oriented System 
Transport) is a serial communication system used for audio, 
video, and control data transmission via fiber optic cables, and 
it is also used for GPS. This high-performance technology is 
based on synchronous data communication with a high data 
rate of up to 150 Mbps and the fact that MOST is not sensitive 
to electromagnetic interferences since it uses plastic optical 
fibers instead of traditional copper wire. MOST 
communication is susceptible to synchronization-disrupting 
attacks and jamming or denial-of-service attacks [8], [9]. An 
attacker can perform a jamming attack by prompting a 
malicious node to continuously send fake messages that 
continuously block legitimate messages. In addition, an 
attacker can cause a synchronization interruption by sending 

fake synchronization frames to disrupt the MOST 
synchronization [6], [8]. 

vi) USB: Nowadays, all vehicles have a USB port to 
connect phones, navigation systems, or any USB devices. 
However, this port exposes the vehicle to different threats 
since attackers can access the CAN buses via a USB port and 
inject malicious code or spoof network cards [6]. 

b) Short-range communication 
i) Bluetooth: Bluetooth is a very well-known 

communication protocol and is widely used in today's 
vehicles.  Once the phone is connected via Bluetooth to the 
vehicle, it allows fully wireless access calling functions from 
the phone via the vehicle's dashboard, control screen, steering 
wheel buttons, or voice commands, which is very convenient 
because the driver can keep both hands on the steering wheel. 
However, this protocol exposes the vehicle to several threats 
because of the vulnerabilities it faces. The lack of an 
authentication mechanism before pairing the devices makes it 
easier for hackers to access the vehicle.  Therefore, an attacker 
can inject viruses or malicious programs to exploit important 
information (e.g., address book passwords) once the Bluetooth 
device is paired. In addition, the Bluetooth interface enhances 
the routes of the cyber-attack as follows: Eavesdropping 
attack, Sniffing, stealing personal information, Buffer 
overflow attack [10]–[12]. 

ii) WIFI: WIFI is a wireless network used to connect 
multiple devices. The term WIFI is an abbreviation of 
Wireless Fidelity. The IEEE 802.11 standards govern it. WIFI 
is similar to Bluetooth in the vehicle except that WIFI has 
lower latency and higher bandwidth and, of course, a high cost 
[13]. WIFI remains less used in the vehicle than Bluetooth due 
to the cost and interference with Bluetooth since the two 
technologies share an overlapping spectrum[14]. WIFI usage 
in the vehicle exposes the vehicle to serious threats, namely 
jamming attacks [15]. In addition, an attacker can also get 
access to an illegitimate WiFi access point and listen to the 
vehicle's activity [16]. WiFi protected access can also be 
threatened by a denial of service attack [17]. 

iii) RFID: RFID is a radio frequency-based 
technology to identify tagged objects that pass close to a 
detector. Thus, contrary to the barcode, we can follow the path 
of objects and store and retrieve their data. Nowadays, RFID 
technology is widely applied in several sectors (aeronautics, 
transport, food industry, health ...), and we can also find this 
technology in our daily lives, namely transport cards, anti-
theft tags, contactless keys, highway badges. However, RFID 
technology is vulnerable to several threats, namely 
eavesdropping, brute force, replay, and man-in-the-middle 
attacks [18] and Synchronization attacks [19] that block the 
synchronization system. 

c) Sensor 
i) Camera: The camera is a very important sensor 

because it allows the vehicle to understand its surroundings. In 
order to maintain a 360-degree view of its surroundings, the 
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vehicle must be equipped with at least eight cameras installed 
at several angles. In addition, the camera allows the detection 
of obstacles and object recognition, but unfortunately, a fast 
laser burst of 650 nm is capable of completely blinding the 
camera without ever getting recovered from blindness [4], 
[20], [21]. 

ii) Radar: Radar is a system that allows the detection 
of objects. However, this system is also vulnerable to attacks 
such as jamming attack and ghost vehicular attack which aims 
to convert and store the signal using a DRFM (digital radio 
frequency memory) and use it to deceive the transmitting 
radar in order not to recognize it from other legal signals and 
considered as an obstacle [22]–[24]. 

iii) Lidar: Lidar, is an abbreviation of Light 
Detection and Ranging, is a method of remote sensing which 
uses light in the shape of a laser pulse to measure distances 
(varying distances) to the object. This system is used in 
autonomous vehicles to detect obstacles. However, liDar is 
also exposed to attacks such as jamming and spoofing [4], 
[20], [21]. For example, an attacker deceives the lidar by 
pretending the existence of an obstacle and forcing the vehicle 
to stop [25], [26]. 

iv) GPS: The GPS is a Satellite Geolocation System. 
It can determine the geographic coordinates of any point on 
the surface of the globe. The attacker can block a vehicle to 
receive the GPS signal by performing a jamming attack. In 
addition, GPS can be easily hacked by an attacker using a 
radio transmitter that broadcasts a false GPS signal and 
interferes with nearby GPS receivers in order to perform a 
spoofing attack and deceive the GPS device by forcing the 
driver to deem that the vehicle is in an area when it is not [4], 
[20], [22]. 

v) TPMS: Indirect TPMS is used to calculate the 
rotation speed of each wheel. If a wheel rotates faster, it 
means that its pressure is not correct. The TPMS must send 
this data to the vehicle control unit (ECU). An attacker can 
exploit this data and execute a TPMS based attack and modify 
this data and send erroneous data to the ECU [4], [20], [21], 
[27]. 

d) Machine Learning 
in adverse attacks, the attack strategy may differ from one 

attacker to another. This strategy is based on the attacker's 
capability, the purpose of the attack, and the expertise of the 
attacker. The concept of a contradictory attack consists of 
adding noise to the model's input to lead them to produce an 
erroneous prediction. The author in [28] successfully disrupted 
a deep neural network model by forcing it to predict wrong 
classes without prior knowledge of the model or the data used 
in the learning phase. This type of attack is called a black box 
attack. Szegedy et al. [29] carried out contradictory example 
attacks against MNIST, QuocNet [30], AlexNet [31]. They 
performed perturbations on inputs so that the correct and 
modified inputs cannot be distinguished from each other. This 
perturbation led to misleading the model. 

2) Risk assessment: In this step, we are interested in 
measuring risk. We define risk as a relation between two 
variables: the probability of attack success and the attack's 
impact on the system. In this section, we will conduct a study 
to calculate the probability of attack success based on a 
decision tree then we will conclude the value of the risk.  

𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡            (1) 

a) Impact of attacks 
In the intelligent transport system, we will divide the 

impact of attacks on the system into four distinct levels levels 
shown in Fig. 3. The first level is the most important one, the 
impact on human life when the attacker aims to cause 
accidents or to hit pedestrians; this attack has to be considered 
because human life counts the most. The second level involves 
material damage to the VANET network, which is also 
dangerous because if an attacker manages to break down a 
base station, this can cause traffic jams and even accidents. 
The third level includes material and ecological damage when 
an attacker crashes into a tree, for example. Finally, the last 
level is moral damage; we refer to the attack intended to 
capture the driver's information or hack into the network 
information. It is important to mention that we may have a 
mixture of these levels of damage; in fact, we may have both 
material and physical damage or physical and moral damage, 
depending on the case. 

b) Probability of attack success 
The attacker is an essential element in calculating the 

probability of success of the attack. We will focus on two 
criteria of the attacker, which are the attacker's capability and 
his knowledge. These two criteria are very important in the 
calculation of the probability of success of the attack. For 
example, suppose an attacker has very high expertise and 
capability besides having a very high knowledge of the 
system. He can easily carry out an attack that can be very 
dangerous, and the probability of the attack being successful 
will be very high. 

 
Fig. 3. Impact Levels. 
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On the contrary, if the attacker's capacity is very low and 
knowledge of the system is also low, then the probability of a 
successful attack will be very low as he/she does not have the 
expertise to perform a successful attack. If the attacker has 
high knowledge but very low capability, the attacker can carry 
out an attack that is very easy to perform but cannot carry out 
a very complex and dangerous attack. Therefore, we can 
conclude that the type of attack is another essential criterion in 
calculating the probability of success. In order to calculate the 
probability of success, we will focus on the complexity of the 
attack because a very complex attack need a that the attacker 
has a very high knowledge of the system and also very high 
capacity and expertise on the contrary of an easy attack that 
does not need attacker to be expert. So to measure the 
complexity of the attack, we will focus on four criteria. 

• The attacks' adaptability is the type of attack that even 
if the system detects them, they can adapt and find 
another flaw and access to the system. Therefore, those 
types of attack require a very high capability of attack 
and very high knowledge of the system because they 
are very complex, and the probability of attack success 
is very high if the attacker has the essential element 
needed. 

• Imperceptibility of the attacks: The degree of 
imperceptibility has a significant impact in determining 
the complexity of the attack. Because the system 
becomes imperceptible to differentiate between 
malicious nodes and legitimate ones, intrusion 
detection will be very hard. In this case, the attacker 
can carry out attacks that will cause accidents or send 
erroneous messages that will be considered the right 
messages since the system considers him a legitimate 
node. He can also carry out any attack, namely, DNS. 

• The specificity of the attacks: when the attack has a 
specific target, and the attack aims to put down a 
specific functionality of the vehicle or even to change 
the value of the targeted function. For example, 
changing the value of the TMPS sensor and providing 
the wrong value of the wheel pressure. 

• Type of attacks: The type of attack means if the attack 
needs physical access or remote access. The attack 
with physical access is very damaging since they can 
access the vehicle ECU and control the vehicle. The 
physical access means that the attacker can access the 
car via a port such as OBDII or USB, see 
Section IIA(1). The attacker can also access the vehicle 
via remote by using wireless communication. In this 
case, an attacker can carry out attacks such as jamming 
or spoofing. 

• The probability of attack success is a relation between 
the complexity of attacks that contain four criteria and 
the attacker containing two criteria. 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝑅(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒)            (2) 

A successful attack has a probability of 1, and a non-
successful attack has a probability of 0. In our case, we define 
the probability of success into six classes, as shown in Fig. 4. 
An attack that is sure to happen has a probability of success 
between 90 and 100%, and those attacks are very complex to 
detect by the system and the capability and knowledge of the 
attacker are very high the attacker can perform easily an attack 
that could be specific and target an ECU. As a result, he can 
control the vehicle and cause dangerous damage. Another type 
of attack that also presents a very high risk for the system is 
the attack with a percentage of success between 89% and 
70%. In this type of attack, the attacker has a high capability 
and medium knowledge, and the attacker can perform an 
attack with a medium level of complexity. The third class is 
the class that remains dangerous but less than the fourth class. 
The percentage of probability of success is between 69- 50%. 
In this type o attack, the capability of the attacker and the 
knowledge are medium, and the attacker can perform attacks 
that have a level of complexity low or medium. The second 
class contains the attacks that might succeed or not; the 
probability of attack success is between 49% and 30%. In this 
class, the attacker's capability is low, and the attacker's 
knowledge is very low, so the attackers cannot perform 
complex attacks but rather can perform an easy attack such as 
eavesdropping. The second class contains attacks with a low 
probability of success between 29% and 10%. The attacker in 
this class has a very low capability; he cannot perform a 
complex attack, and he will find difficulty conducting an easy 
attack. The last class is the attack with a very low probability 
of success between 9% and 0%. In this class, the attacker's 
capability is extremely low, and the attacker's knowledge they 
cannot perform any attack. 

c) Decision tree 
As described in the previous section, we define six classes 

of probability, and because the probability of attack success is 
a relation between three-component, we will not be able to 
calculate it using a mathematical function. Rather, we will use 
a machine learning algorithm to predict the probability based 
on the attack's complexity, capacity, and knowledge. Finally, 
the decision tree will build a tree that will use our logic 
described in (Section IIA(2)) to find the probability class. 

 
Fig. 4. Probability of Success. 
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The decision tree algorithm is a supervised algorithm that 
can be applied to regression and classification tasks [40], [41]. 
The decision tree is composed of three essential elements, 
which are: 

• The root node: this is the node that represents the top of 
the tree. 

• Intermediate nodes: these are the nodes that are placed 
between the root and the end nodes. 

• Leave nodes: these are the final nodes of the tree, 
where predictions of a category or numerical value are 
made. 

Decision trees use several algorithms to decide to split a 
node into two or more sub-nodes. The creation of sub-nodes 
increases the homogeneity of the resulting sub-nodes. Several 
decision tree algorithms are used to split the node. In our case 
study, we will use C4.5, a decision tree algorithm that 
supports several classes higher than two in its decision node 
calculation. In order to determine the placement of nodes in 
the trees, we will use the entropy and information gain 
principle [40], [41]. 

The entropy is the order of a data set, and we compute the 
entropy at each node of the tree then subtract the child's 
entropy from the parents' entropy. The outcome of this 
calculation is the information gain [40]. 

𝐸(𝑆) = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑖=1 log2 𝑝𝑖              (3) 

We choose the decision tree because it is easy to work 
with and also to interpret. The decision tree(DT) provides a 
graphical tree that will help understand the result. Besides, DT 
is tolerant of missing value and simple to implement.  In our 
case study, the decision tree is the wright algorithm since, in 
each step, the algorithm must ask some questions (for 
instance, if the attacker has a high capability or not ), and 
based on the result of the question, a decision will be made to 
find the other feature that may give the right class of 
probability. The decision tree may present a problem of 
overfitting, which will be corrected using a post pruning 
technique. Pruning is a technique used for machine learning 
algorithms that reduces the size of the trees by deleting 
segments of the tree. The result is a significant reduction in the 
complexity of the final classifier and consequently enhanced 
predictive accuracy by reducing overfitting. Tree pruning can 
be done in two ways: pre-pruning or post-pruning. In our 
experiments, we will use post-pruning based on reduced error 
pruning. The algorithm is very simple and fast. It produces 
small, compact trees. It will sequentially transform each 
subtree into one single leaf. It assesses the pattern against a set 
of test data and then compares the error rate with the original 
tree. The sub-tree having the highest error reduction would be 
pruned. This process would be repeated until there is no more 
error reduction. 

III. EXPERIMENT RESULT 

A. Probability of Attack Success 
Before starting the creation of the decision tree, we first 

prepare the database that will be the input of the machine 
learning algorithm. Machine learning algorithms are highly 

data-dependent. Therefore, data preparation is a very 
important step as it speeds up the learning of the algorithms 
and gives a correct result. Therefore, the first step in creating 
the decision tree was the data cleaning or removing any 
missing data, and then we transform the data using hot 
encoding as the algorithm does not support categorical data. 

TABLE II. ACCURACY VALUE 

 Before pruning After pruning 

Training accuracy 90% 90% 

Testing accuracy 75% 87% 

The database we use in our algorithm is created randomly 
by giving each criterion, namely attacker capability, attacker 
knowledge, attack adaptability, attack specificity, attack type, 
and attack imperceptibility, one of the following values (very 
low, low, medium, high, or very high). After creating the 
database and preparing it, we split the data into test and 
training sets. Then we will create the decision tree and 
calculate the accuracy of the tests and training to identify 
whether there is an over-fitting. We start first by creating the 
decision tree and measuring the accuracy for the training and 
the test. As mentioned in Table II, the accuracy of the training 
is 90%, and the test accuracy is 75%, which means that there 
is an over-fitting. To resolve the overfitting problem, we 
recreate the decision tree. We use a post pruning technique 
described in (Section IIA(2)) to correct the overfitting, so as 
mentioned in Table II, after the post pruning, the accuracy of 
the training is 90%. The accuracy for the test is 87%, the 
overfitting is corrected, and the accuracy of the tests was 
increased by 12%, and the gap between training and testing 
was reduced to 3%, we can conclude that the algorithm learns 
well. 

The decision tree is constructed through iteration from the 
root node to the leaves node using the training set. First, the 
data set is split into two sets: the training set, which the 
decision tree is using to learn, and the test set, which is used to 
evaluate predictions to the real values and measure the 
performance of the decision tree. Next, the tree is built by 
calculating entropy and the information gain. The node with 
the highest information gain is eventually placed as the root 
node in the decision tree. Then we will repeat this process 
when the subset is split. 

Moreover, each time, we will recalculate the remaining 
values that are in that subset. If two nodes are compared 
together, and they have the same information again. Then a 
concept called the gain ratio will determine which of these 
will be used. The gain ratio is calculated based on the node 
that has the fewest unique values. This node will become 
preferred. It can be seen that this tree includes a total of 58 
nodes, among which 30 are leaves nodes, including one leave 
node in class 0, 3 leaves nodes in class 3, five leaves nodes in 
class 2, 14 leaves node in class 3, 5 leaves nodes in class 4 and 
2 leaves nodes in class 5 as shown in Fig. 5. Note that entropy 
is also calculated and given in each node to characterize the 
purity of the sub dataset in that node. For every node, there is 
information about the split/decision. For the top of the tree 
root node, the tree starts by assessing whether the attacker has 
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a high capability or low capability. The entropy criterion at 
this point is 2.347. An entropy of 0 represents purity. 
Therefore the value of the entropy criterion must be lower as 
we move down the branches. The number of samples at this 
node is 131. 

The class prediction at this point is 3. This prediction will 
become significantly more accurate as we go down the tree. 
We will assess the first True of the decision tree, which means 
that the capability is very low, so the decision node will assess 
whether the attacker has knowledge about the system. At this 
node, The entropy criterion is equal to 1.226 as discussed 
earlier, the entropy criterion is decreasing, and the class 
prediction here is class 1. For the second true, we get to a 
leave node with an entropy equal to 0 and a prediction class 
equal to zero, which means that an attacker with a very low 
attack's capability and also a very low attacker's knowledge 
the attack probability will belong to class 0, which means that 
the attacker could not perform an attack on the system. If we 
evaluate the second false in the decision tree, the decision 
node here evaluates the specificity of the attack. The entropy 
is equal to 0, 455, and the prediction class equals one if the 
attack is specific. The decision tree arrives at a leave node 
with an entropy equal to 0 and a prediction class equal to 1. 
we can explain that by following the decision logic if the 
attacker's capability was very low. He has a high knowledge. 
Then the decision tree evaluates whether the attack is complex 
by first evaluating whether the attack is specific. If the attack 
is specific, then the probability of attack success will be class 
1 because an attacker with high knowledge and very low 
capability could not perform a complex attack. If the attack 
was not specific, then the decision tree will look for the other 
criterion: adaptability and imperceptibility. 

B. Risk Assessment 
To measure the risk, we first started by identifying risk 

interfaces in the autonomous vehicles, then we calculated the 
probability of attack success and evaluated the impact and 
severity of the attack; then, we can conclude the value of the 
risk. As mentioned in section (b), the risk is a relation between 
the attack's impact and the probability of success of the attack. 
There is a set of rules that can be executed to measure the risk. 
If the probability of attack success is (very high or high) 
means that the probability belongs to class five or the fourth 
class and the attack's impact is physical then, the risk will be 
very high, and we should stop the attack as soon as possible. 
Besides, if the impact is material, then the risk will be high. 
While if the impact is not so dangerous, which means that the 
impact is moral and the attacker is trying to steal information 
from the network, then the risk is medium, and we should 
consider this attack, but it is not urgent compared to the first 
one. If the probability of success is medium, that means that 
the probability of attacks belong to the third or the second 
class and the impact is physical or materiel or both then the 
risk will be medium because the attack may happen or not the 
priority of those attack is less than the first one but should be 
taken into consideration. While if the impact is moral, then the 
risk will be low because there are no damages, and we should 
increase the mechanism of confidentiality and authenticity to 
stop the attacker from listening to the network. If the 
probability of attacks belongs to class zero, then the risk will 
be low. We will use a decision tree that will predict the class 
of the risk. We could present these rules in a decision tree that 
will predict the value of the risk based on the value of the 
probability of attack success and the impact of the attack. 

 
Fig. 5. Decision Tree of the Probability of Attack Success. 
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Fig. 6. Decision Tree of Risk Assessment. 

It can be seen that in Fig. 6, the tree includes a total of 15 
nodes, among which 6 are leaves nodes, including three leave 
nodes in class 1, 2 leave nodes in class 2, two leaves nodes in 
class three, and two leave nodes in class four. Note that 
entropy is also calculated and given in each node to 
characterize the purity of the sub dataset in that node. The 
accuracy of the decision tree is 100%, and the max depth of 
the tree is 4. The tree's leave has an entropy of zero, which 
means that all leaves are pure, and the tree follows the logic 
described in the previous paragraph. The tree started with the 
probability of attack success as a root of the tree because it has 
the highest entropy, and the entropy criterion decrease while 
going down the tree. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
It is very important to list risks associated with 

autonomous vehicles to develop defensive mechanisms to 
enhance security in smart transportation. 

The study and the evaluation of risk constitute an essential 
step in decision-making to opt for a mitigation technique more 
tailored to the transportation context. 

 The approach that we have explained in this paper 
suggests a new technique to evaluate the risks that may be 
enfolded in an autonomous vehicle based on two criteria: the 
attack success rate and its impact on the targeted system. To 
measure attack success probability, we have studied two main 
variables: the attacker's capabilities and the type of attack they 
perform. We have used a decision tree algorithm to forecast 
the risks class. We have derived a graphical tree that we have 
presented in this paper to help in understanding the proposed 
results. We will conduct a study on other machine learning 
classifiers in future work, and we will compare their 
performance in risk evaluation with the obtained results. 
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Abstract—The analysis on the financial data is highly crucial 
and critical as the results or the conclusion communicated based 
on the analysis can generate a greater impact on the personal and 
enterprise scale business processes. The primary source of the 
financial data is the business process and often the data is 
collected by automation tools deployed at various points of the 
business process data flow. The data entered in the business 
process is primary done by the stake holders of the process and 
at various levels of the process the data is modified, translated 
and sometimes completed transverter, due to which the 
impurities or anomalies are introduced in the data. These 
impurities, such as outliers and missing values, cause a high 
impact on the final decision after processing these datasets. 
Hence an appropriate pre-processing for financial data is the 
demand of the research. A good number of parallel research 
outcomes can be observed to solve these problems. Nonetheless, 
majority of the solutions are either highly time complex or not 
accurate effectively. Thus, this work proposes an automated 
framework for identification and imputation of the outliers using 
the iterative clustering method, identification and imputation of 
the missing values using Differential count based binary 
iterations method and finally the secure data storage using 
regression based key generation. The proposed framework has 
showcased nearly 100% accuracy in detection of outliers and 
missing values with highly improved time complexity. 

Keywords—Financial data pre-processing; outlier treatment; 
missing value treatment; regression; differential iterations; iterative 
clustering 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The financial data is primarily considered to be time series 

data, which is variant to the time. The major complexity with 
the time series data analysis is two. Firstly, the speed of data 
change is very high. Thus, the algorithm designed to analyse 
the data, must be highly time efficient. Secondly, the time 
series data is collected from various sources, thus, the format of 
the data is also highly critical. These problems are well 
furnished in the work by C. Chatfield et al. [1]. Nonetheless, 
the time series data sets are the only option for a valid data 
analysis for making financial decisions as these financial 
decisions are expected to be highly time dependent [13]. 

Many of the cases, it is relevant to analyse the data using 
neural network-based algorithms due to the factor that these 
algorithms are less time complex and can generate better 

results with moderate accuracy. The work by L. Montesdeoca 
et al. [2] establishes significant observations in concluding the 
benefits of such algorithms on the financial data. Nevertheless, 
the primary demand of any neural network-based algorithm is 
highly sanitized dataset. Thus, the pre-processing of any 
financial data is highly expected.  Also, many of the cases, a 
big enterprise primarily relies on the outcomes from small 
business units, which demands final data aggregation for the 
enterprise as showcased in the work by T. Cook et al. [3]. 
During such aggregation operations, it is highly possible to 
receive the final dataset with huge impurities, majorly missing 
values.   Henceforth, it is conclusive that, the pre-processing of 
the financial data [Fig. 1] is a highly expected feature in any 
framework. Thus, this research focuses on building a 
framework for data pre-processing and storage security for 
business-critical data [19]. 

A. Research Problem 
For financial risk analysis, a plethora of techniques has 

been created. In general, traditional unsupervised methods for 
clustering and classification do not provide adequate accuracy 
and semantics, while supervised approaches for classification 
and clustering depend on a significant quantity of training data. 

B. Motivations and Objectives 
This article investigates the semi-supervised scheme for 

financial data prediction, in which accurate predictions may be 
anticipated with a bit of quantity of labeled data, as shown in 
the previous paper. Existing semi-supervised methods have 
difficulty achieving acceptable results with financial data 
because of a lack of significant distinguishability across 
variables. Rather than simply propagating the input labeled 
data, we transform the input labeled hints to the prior global 
probability and propagate the 'soft' prior probability to learn the 
posterior probability to enhance performance. 

C. Contributions 
The purpose of this paper is to present automated 

framework for identification and imputation of the outliers 
using the iterative clustering. For low-security applications that 
only need modest levels of protection, it is necessary to provide 
sufficient security Secure Storage for Financial Data. The rest 
of the work is furnished such as, in the Sections II and III, the 
fundamental concepts of the data pre-processing and 
encryption methods for data at rest is analyzed and understood, 
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in the Section  IV, the parallel research outcomes are critically 
reviewed, in Sections  V and VI, the proposed solutions are 
proven using mathematical models and the relevant algorithms 
are designed with desired framework, in Section VII, the 
obtained results are discussed and further in Section VIII, the 
results and the frameworks are compared with parallel research 
outcomes and finally in Section IX, the final research 
conclusion is presented. 

 
Fig. 1. Financial Data Model – Trend Based Data. 

II. DATA PRE-PROCESSING FUNDAMENTALS 
After the primary context setting of the research outlines, in 

this section of the work, the fundamental strategies for data 
pre-processing are discussed. Due to the nature of the data 
collections, often the collected data is prune to the impurities 
which are primarily classified as outliers, missing values or 
sometimes noises in data analytics terms. 

Thus, in this section of the work, the focus is to realize the 
fundamentals of these above-mentioned data defects in terms 
of identification and the data imputation or data cleaning. 

A. Outlier Detection Fundamentals 
Firstly, the outlier detection and removal process are 

analysed. 

Assuming that the total dataset is denoted as D[] and the set 
of attributes forming the dataset is A[], where each and every 
attribute can be considered as Ai. Thus, for n number of 
attributes, the relation can be formulated as, 

1 2 3[] [] , , ,..... nD A A A A A= =
              (1) 

Assuming that, each attribute is having the specified 
domain or the set of values under that attributes, which is 
denoted asλ . Thus, this relation can be formulated for a total 
of m number of observations as, 

[1], [2],... [ ]iA mλ λ λ=              (2) 

The detection of the outlier is the process, where the values 
not in the range of valid or acceptable values for any specified 
attribute shall be identified and further eliminated or replaced 
with the calculated values. The generic method for 
identification of the valid value range can be demonstrated in 
two different ways as. 

• Firstly, the calculation of the mean value can be 
performed for any specified attribute and then each 
value under the same attribute can be compared with 
the mean value to identify the deviations. The set of 
deviations can again be summarized as mean deviation 
and further be compared with each deviation obtained 
earlier. Finally, the deviations are above the mean 
deviation or standard deviation, those connected 
attributes can be identified as outliers. 

Assuming the mean value for the domain λ is M, Thus, 
this can be formulated as, 

1
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M
m

λ
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               (3) 

Further, the deviation set, DS[] can be calculated as, 

1
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=

← −
              (4) 

Again, the calculation of the standard deviation, σ , can be 
formulate as, 
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               (5) 

Here r is the length of the deviation set. 

Further, the differences between the deviations from the 
DS[] set must be calculated and if any deviations are more than 
the σ , then those connected attribute values shall be identified 
as outliers, as: 

[ ] , [ ] XIff DS i DS i Aσ> →
             (6) 

Then, XA can be identified as outlier for the specified 
attribute domain. 

• Secondly, for every attribute, based on the domain 
specificity or the nature of the data, a pre-decided valid 
value range is often assigned to the domain. Any data 
items violating the range, shall be considered as 
outliers. 

From the Eq. 2, assuming that the limit or the valid value 
range of the specific attribute is α and β , respectively. This 
can be formulated as, 

min max
1

[ ], ,
m

i
j

A j j jλ β α
=

= = =∑
            (7) 

Thus, any value beyond these limits must be considered as 
outliers. 
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For, either of the cases, the imputation method is 
fundamentally same. If any of the attributes, []λ , are 
identified as outliers, then the mean deviation must be adjusted 
to bring to the normal value. 

B. Missing Value Detection Fundamentals 
Secondly, the missing values are one more type of 

complications in the datasets for achieving better and accurate 
results. The values under any specified attribute domain can be 
seen missing and these missing values can result into errors in 
the calculations on the same dataset. From Eq. 2, if any of the 
attribute value is null or empty, denoted as Φ , then this can be 
presented as, 

[ ]jλ →Φ                (8) 

Thus,  [ ]jλ can be identified as missing value and must be 
imputed in order to pre-process the dataset. 

The imputation method for the missing value is 
fundamentally relies on moving average method for calculating 
the replacement values. Mathematically, if the [ ]jλ , which is 
jth element in the dataset, then the moving average, ϒ , till the 
(j-1)th element must be calculated as, 

1

1
[ ]
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λ λ λ λ

−

=

ϒ +
ϒ =

−

∑

            (9) 

Once, the moving average is calculated, then the imputation 
process can be realized as, 

[ ]jλ ← ϒ              (10) 

C. Noise Detection Fundamentals 
Finally, the last type of impurity in the dataset can be 

identified as noises. It is important to realize that, each data, 
whether represented in textual format or other formats, must be 
collected and stored using various devices which are often 
magnetically operated and during transmission it is possible to 
have a small amplitude shift in the data signal. Most of the 
times, the amplitude shift is very minor and can be ignored. 
However, in case of the financial data, the minor shift in the 
data signal can result into few decimal points in the data 
values, which can certainly change the course of the processing 
and decision-making process. 

The fundamental process of detection of the noise in the 
data is to identify the standard length of the data values and if 
the data values are identified with added or extra length than 
the regular or pre-defined, then the extra length of the data 
must be reduced computationally to remove the noise from the 
data. 

The details of the imputation process are discussed in the 
further sections of this work. 

Henceforth, after the detailed discussion on the data pre-
processing fundamentals, which is highly important to identify 

the gaps in the present research and further helpful in 
formulating the research problems, in the next section of this 
work, the secure storage options are identified. 

III. STORAGE SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS 
The data security for any domain of computing is the 

integral part of the framework and the need for storage security 
cannot be ignored. Thus, in this section of the work, the 
fundamentals of storage security aspects are analyzed 
mathematically. 

The primary concept of the data security at rest or the 
storage security relies on the concept of encryption and 
decryption. 

From Eq. 2, assuming that any single data item under any 
specified domain can be considered as [ ]xλ . This can be 
presented as, 

[ ] []x A Dλ ⊆ ⊆             (11) 

From the fundamental concepts of the encryption methods, 
with the two randomly selected prime numbers, as X and Y, 
and with the random hash e, the encryption key, KP, can be 
formulated as, 

{( . ), }KP X Y e=             (12) 

And the decryption key, KPP, can be formulated as, 
1% ( 1).( 1)KPP e X Y−= − −

           (13) 

Thus, before storing the data item, [ ]xλ , the encryption 
process is established and the new encrypted data, [ ]xλ′ is 
generated as, 

[ ] [ ] %( )ex x KPλ λ′ =             (14) 

Further, during the retrieval process, the decryption process 
must be invoked as, 

[ ] [ ] %KPPx x KPλ λ′=             (15) 

Nevertheless, during a financial data processing, the regular 
encryption and decryption process must be highly time 
complex and can deteriorate the complete process. Hence, the 
regular encryption-decryption process is not suitable for 
financial data storage security. The solution to this problem is 
formulated in the upcoming sections of this work. 

Further, in the next section of the work, the parallel 
research outcomes on the data pre-processing and security are 
discussed. 

IV. RELATED WORK 
After the detailed understanding of the fundamental 

strategies of the pre-processing techniques and data security at 
rest, in this section of the work, the parallel research outcomes 
are analyzed. 
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The primary method for analyzing the financial data for 
detection of anomalies or detection of the trends is the method 
of clustering as discussed in the work by A. Pazienza et al.[4]. 
However, the generic method of clustering can be sufficient for 
detection of the groups based on properties, but the detection of 
outliers or any other anomalies can be highly difficult by the 
generic clustering methods. Henceforth, this method is 
criticised by the research community. This method can be 
further enhanced with the method proposed in the work by S. 
Squires et al. [5], where the metric ranking system can be 
deployed to speed-up the process of clustering [12]. 
Nonetheless, the outcome of such ranking methods will rank 
the attributes and further, can reduce the number of attributes 
from the actual datasets. During this process, the attributes with 
higher number of anomalies can be directed removed by such 
methods, which leads to information loss [14]. 

In the other hand, the work formulated by Y. Kawachi et al. 
[6] demonstrates the use of encoding method, where the actual 
data items are encoded with differential parameters to identity 
the anomalies such as missing values or outliers [15]. This 
existing method is highly effective in terms of identification of 
anomalies, but due to higher time complexity, the applicability 
for financial data pre-processing is arguable. Nevertheless, the 
same approach is widely adopted in managing web application 
data as showcased by H. Xu et al. [7]. Many of the parallel 
research attempts have tried to reduce the time complexity of 
this existing method by introducing the benefits of machine 
learning driven optimization. One such work is worth the 
mention is the work by S. Squires et al. [8]. The bottleneck 
with such solutions is the definitive time complexity and 
limitations of managing a large search space. Hence, once 
again this method is also arguable for applicability on financial 
data [17]. 

Yet another direction of the research is proposed by A. 
Prügel-Bennett et al. [9] by combining the features of the 
encoding method with non-attribute reduction methods. These 
types of solutions can be applied on the financial datasets 
conditionally based on the model complexity limits. 

Further, in the recent time, a good number of tools can be 
identified to automate the process of anomaly detection and 
reduction for the datasets as listed by A. Paszke et al. [10]. 
Nonetheless, these tools are not specialized for financial data 
managements. 

Henceforth, with the detailed understanding of the parallel 
research outcomes, in the next section of the work, the 
identification of the problems and the proposed solutions are 
furnished. 

V. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATIONS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 
After the detailed understanding of the pre-processing 

fundamentals, storage level security and the outcomes from the 
parallel researches, in this section of the work, the proposed 
solutions to the identified problems are discussed. 

In the due course of study, this work has identified the 
following issues in the current parallel research outcomes as, 

• The detections of the outliers are primarily focused on 
the mean deviation, which is a time complex process for 
higher number of elements in any datasets. 

• Secondly, the missing value identification process is 
also highly vulnerable due to the fact that, any dataset 
can represent the missing values in any format as #NA 
or NA or “?” or blank. Thus, the formal process of 
identification of the missing values must be formulized 
to detect any of the specified notations. Also, for a large 
dataset, detection of the missing values after 
verification of individual elements can be highly time 
complex. Thus, the time efficient solution must be 
designed. 

• Thirdly, during the analysis of the encryption process 
for data at rest, the additional time required for 
encryption and the decryption process is slowing down 
the process for data analysis, which must be reduced. 
Thus, a time efficient encryption solution, specified for 
financial data, must be designed [16]. 

Further, the proposed solutions are discussed with the 
mathematical models. 

Lemma – I:  The time complexity for detection of the 
outliers can be significantly reduced with the help of proposed 
deep clustering method. 

Proof: The most enhanced method for grouping a set of 
elements or forming set of groups based on specified 
(supervised) or un-specified (un-supervised) set of 
characteristics is clustering. This principle is applied in the 
proposed method for identification of the outliers. 

Firstly, from the Eq. 1 and 2, the total number of attributes 
are n and each attribute domain have a length of m. Thus, the 
total number of elements, k, can be formulated as, 

.k n m←              (16) 

Also, from the Eq. 9, it is significant to realize that, for 
calculating the deviations or difference among m number of 
elements, a total of (m-1) number of comparisons are needed 
and for calculating the final standard deviation, one additional 
step to be performed. Hence, the total time complexity, t1, to 
identify the outlier can be formulated as, 

2
1 .( 1) 1 ( ),t n m O n n m= − + = ≈           (17) 

Now, focusing on the proposed method for identification of 
the outlier, the following formulations can be designed. 

Assuming that the complete dataset is denoted as D [] and 
each attribute in the dataset is assumed to be presented as, xA
for total of n number of attributes. Hence, the following 
relation can be formed. 

1 2 3[] , , ,.... nD A A A A→< >            (18) 

Here, each and every attribute is considered to have their 
own domain with m number of values each and the data 
elements are denoted as iD , which can be represented as, 
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1
[]

m

x i
i

A D
=

=∑
             (19) 

Further, the Euclidian distance between the data points can 
be considered as the similarity measure and the total distance 
set is represented as []λ , then, 

1
1

[]
m k

i i
i

D Dλ
−

+
=

= −∫
            (20) 

Further, the Euclidian distance between the elements of 
[]λ are calculated, 

1

1
1

[]
m k

i i
i

λ λ λ
− −

+
=

= −∫
            (21) 

The new []λ set defines the relation between the elements 
based on their similarities. 

Furthermore, the repetitive iteration of the Eq. 20 can 
measure the similarities with deeper and contextual aspect, 
which can be represented as, 

1
1

[]
m k

k i i
i

λ λ λ
−

+
=

= −∫
            (22) 

Thus, based on the similarity measures of Euclidian 
distance of the elements and the final cluster centroids can be 
calculated as, 

0

[][] []

1

n
k

k

i

C

i i

λλ
λ λ

=

= =

+−
           (23) 

Here, the primary factor to be considered as in every 
iteration as discussed in the Eq. 20 will continuously reduce the 
number of data items to be analysed for outlier detections. 
Hence, the time complexity, t2, can be formulated as: 

22
. . . . (log . )
2 4 8 16

n m n m n m n mt O n m= + + + =
         (24) 

Naturally, the proposed method showcases a much lower 
time complexity, than the regular method and 2 1t t<< . 

Further, the missing value detection problem is analyzed 
here. 

Lemma 2: The detection of the missing values, using the 
proposed domain count iterative method, reduces the time 
complexity. 

Proof: The domain count of any dataset shall be realized as 
the maximum number of elements without the missing or null 
values. Hence, the maximum count will ensure that the 
maximum number of elements are considered without the 

missing values and in case of all missing values, the complete 
tuple is ignored. 

Assuming that, the total dataset, DS[], is a collection of 
multiple domains, D[], and each domain is again collection of 
multiple data points, Di. Thus, for a n number of domains or 
attributes, the initial relation can be formulated as, 

[] [](1), [](2), [](3).... []( )DS D D D D n=           (25) 

Also, assuming that each domain is consisting of m number 
of data points, thus, this relation can be formulated as, 

1 2 3[]( ) , , ,....., mD i D D D D=            (26) 

Further, assuming that, the method Φ , is responsible for 
identification of the number of data points without the missing 
or null values. Then,  being the count of data points, this 
proposed function can be formulated as, 

( []( ))D i= Φ              (27) 

Subsequently, the count of data points from each domain 
can be presented as [] and can be formulated as, 

( )[] []( )D X= ∀              (28) 

Further, assuming the maximum value from the []

collection isδ , and then this can be formulated as, 

( )[]MAXδ =               (29) 

Further for domain the count of the number of data points, 
Y, must be compared with the maximum data point count, X, 
using the divide and conquer method as following: 

/2
1

/2 1
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, ( [ ])2
, ( [ ])2

i
j

i
j i

Iff i
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δ
δ

δ
=

= +

>
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> ∏






           (30) 

Henceforth, if the count of data points is less than the 
expected count of the data points in first or second half of the 
domain, then the process must be repeated to identify the 
missing values only in that half of the domain and the process 
shall be repeated iteratively to identify all missing values. 

Further, the time complexity of this proposed method is 
analysed against the generic method. 

Assuming that, a total of k number of iterations has to be 
performed for n number of domains, thus the time complexity, 
T1, can be formulated as, 

1 1 ...2 4
n n nT k= + + +

            (31) 

This can be re-written as, 

1 2( log )T O k n=              (32) 
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In the other hand, for the similar identification, using the 
generic methods, thus the time complexity, T2, can be 
formulated as, 

2 *T k n=              (33) 
It is natural to realize that 

1 2T T<<               (34) 

Hence, the proposed method for outlier detection 
significantly reduces the time complexity with higher accuracy.  

Finally, the solution for the encryption problem is furnished 
here. 

Lemma 3: Generation of the security keys using regression 
method can be highly time efficient. 

Proof: The regression method is primarily used for 
predictive analysis. Nevertheless, the highly time efficient 
characteristics of regression method can be utilized to produce 
random numbers. This solution focuses on the same aspect. 

From Eq. 11, the data items to be encrypted are [ ]xλ  with 
the encryption key. The components of the encryption keys can 
be generated using the regression methods. 

The proposed method starts with the selection of the 
random value, p(t) and the second component q(t) can be 
generated using the regression method as following with the 
regression coefficient ( )pq tβ , 

( ) ( 1). ( )pqq t t p tβ= −
            (35) 

Here, the regression coefficient can be formulated as, 

( 2)( 1)
( 2)pq

q tt
p t

β −
− =

−             (36) 

Further, the hash, e, the following formulation can be utilized, 

( ) ( ). ( ) ( ). ( )pe qee t t p t t q tβ β= +
           (37) 

And, the regression coefficients can be formulated as, 

( 1)( )
( 1)pe

e tt
p t

β −
=

−             (38) 

And, 

( 1)( )
( 1)qe

e tt
q t

β −
=

−             (39) 

Further, from the Eq. 12 to Eq. 15 can be replicated with 
the newly generated components for encryption and 
decryption. 

It is natural to realize that, the time for selection of random 
numbers as components of the encryption methods, is highly 
reduced as in the proposed method only one random number 

must be selected and for only one number the randomness shall 
be verified. Thus, the overall time complexity reduced to a 
greater extend. 

Further, in the next section of this work, based on the 
proposed mathematical models, algorithms are designed with 
the proposed framework. 

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND FRAMEWORK 
After the detailed discussion on the fundamental processes 

for pre-processing, storage security, problem identification and 
proposed mathematical solutions, in this section of the work, 
the proposed algorithms and the proposed framework is 
furnished. 

Firstly, the outlier removal algorithm is furnished. 

Algorithm - I: Iterative Clustering for Outlier Detection & 
Imputation (ICOD-DI) Algorithm 

Input:  

The initial dataset as DS[] 

Output:  

The outlier reduced dataset as DS1[] 

Process:  

Step - 1. Load the initial dataset as DS[] 

Step - 2. For each element in the DS[] as DS[i] 

a. List the number of attributes as A[] 

b. For each attribute as A[j] 

i. List the data items as I[] and for each 
data item I[k] 

1. Cluster the I[] using K-Means 
Method and store in cluster set C[] 

2. Calculate the cluster centroids as 
C1[] and further cluster the 
centroids and store in cluster set 
C2[] 

3. Identify the outliers from the 
second cluster set C2[] as O[] 

4. If O[n] is outlier,  

5. Then,  

6. Check for C1[k] as outlier 

a. If C1[k] is outlier,  

b. Then,  

c. Mark I[k] as outlier 

ii. Calculate the moving average till I[k] as 
AVG[k] for O[n] 

iii. Update the values O[n] = AVG[k] 

c. Else,  

d. DS1[i] = DS[i] 
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Step - 3. Return the outlier reduced dataset as DS1[] 

Oddities, or exceptions, can be a difficult issue when 
preparing AI calculations or applying measurable strategies. 
They are regularly the aftereffect of mistakes in estimations or 
remarkable framework conditions and in this manner don't 
portray the normal working of the basic framework. In reality, 
the best practice is to carry out an exception evacuation stage 
prior to continuing with additional examination. 

Sometimes, exceptions can give us data about confined 
inconsistencies in the entire framework; so, the identification 
of anomalies is an important interaction on account of the extra 
data they can give about your dataset. 

Secondly, the algorithm for missing value detection is 
furnished here. 

Algorithm - II: Differential Count Based Missing Value 
Detection & Imputation (DCB-MVDI) Algorithm 

Input:  

Outlier Removed Dataset, DS1[] 

Output:  

Missing Value reduced dataset, DS2[] 

Process:  

Step - 1. Load the dataset DS1[] 

Step - 2. For each element in DS1[] as DS1[i] 

a. List the number of attributes as A[] 

b. For each element in A[] as A[i] 

i. Calculate the number of elements as 
Count(A[i]) => C[j] 

c. If C[j] > C[j+1],  

d. Then,  

i. Divide A[i+1] as A1[] and A2[] 

ii. Calculate the number of elements as 
Count(A1[]) = C1 and Count(A2[]) = 
C2 

iii. If C1 > C2,  

iv. Then,  

v. Divide A2[] as A11[] and A12[] and 
repeat the process until C1 = C2.  

vi. Mark the missing values as M[] //Using 
Eq. 6 

vii. Calculate the moving average till A[i] 
as AVG[k] for M[k] 

viii. Update the values M[k] = AVG[k] 

e. Else,  

f. DS2[i] = DS1[i] 

Step - 3. Return the missing value reduced dataset as DS2[] 

Missing information can happen due to nonresponse: no 
data is accommodated at least one thing or for an entire unit 
("subject"). A few things are bound to produce a nonresponse 
than others: for instance, things about private subjects like pay. 
Weakening is a sort of missingness that can happen in 
longitudinal investigations—for example considering 
advancement where an estimation is rehashed after a specific 
timeframe. Missingness happens when members drop out 
before the test closures and at least one estimation are absent. 

Thirdly, the algorithm for the data storage security is 
discussed here. 

Algorithm - III: Polynomial Regression-based Encryption 
and Decryption (PRR-ED) Algorithm. 

Input:  

Missing value reduced dataset DS2[] 

Output:  

Encrypted dataset as DS3[] 

Process:  

Step - 1. Load the dataset DS2[] 

Step - 2. For each element in DS2[] as DS2[i] 

a. List the number of attributes as A[] 

b. Select the random number p(t) and calculate 
q(t) & e(t) //Using Eq. 35 to 39 

c. Calculate the Public and Private key //Using 
Eq. 12 to 15 

d. For each element in A[] as A[i] 

i. List the data items as I[] and for each 
data item I[k] 

ii. Encryption:  

1. II[k] = I[k]%PublicKey  

2. DS3[j] = II[k] 

iii. Decryption:  

1. DS2[j] = 
POW(DS3[j],PublicKey)%PrivateKe
y 

iv. Regression:  

1. p(t+1) = p(t) 

2. q(t+1) = {q(t-1)/p(t-1)}.p(t) 

3. e(t+1) = {e(t-1)/p(t-1)}.p(t) + {e(t-
1)/q(t-1)}.q(t) 

v. Repeat the process till m = length of A[i] 

Relapse investigation is principally utilized for two 
theoretically particular purposes. In the first place, relapse 
examination is generally utilized for expectation and 
anticipating, where its utilization has significant cover with the 
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field of AI. Second, in certain circumstances relapse 
investigation can be utilized to construe causal connections 
between the autonomous and ward factors. Critically, relapses 
without anyone else just uncover connections between a reliant 
variable and an assortment of autonomous factors in a fixed 
dataset. To utilize relapses for forecast or to deduce causal 
connections, separately, an analyst should cautiously legitimize 
why existing connections have prescient force for another 
specific situation or why a connection between two factors has 
a causal understanding. The last is particularly significant when 
specialists desire to appraise causal connections utilizing 
observational information [18]. 

Finally, the proposed framework is furnished here [Fig. 2]. 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed Data Pre-Processing and Security Framework. 

Further, in the next section of this work, the obtained 
results from the proposed framework is elaborated and 
discussed. 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
After the detailed discussions on the problem formulation 

and solutions with the proposed algorithms and framework, in 
this section of the work, the obtained results are furnished and 
discussed. 

The results are highly satisfactory and furnished in four 
phases for detailed understanding. 

A. Dataset Information 
Firstly, the description about the dataset [11] is furnished 

here [Table I]. 

The initial dataset conditions are also visually identified 
here [Fig. 3]. 

Here the dataset initially showcases a lot of anomalies in 
the form of outliers and missing values. In the next part of the 
results, the outlier treatment outcomes are listed. 

TABLE I. DATASET DETAILS 

Table Head Table Column Head 

Number of Attributes 8 

Number of Instances 2545 

Number of Missing Values 2360 

Number of Outliers 728 

 
Fig. 3. Initial Dataset. 

B. Outlier Treatment Outcomes 
Secondly, the outlier detection results are analyzed here 

[Table II]. 

TABLE II. OUTLIER TREATMENT – PRE-CONDITION 

Parameter Name Type Number of Outliers 

LTV Numeric 0 

Recovery_rate Numeric 0 

lgd_time                    Numeric 0 

y_logistic                  Numeric 0 

lnrr                        Numeric 728 

Y_probit                    Numeric 0 

type                        Numeric 0 

class                       Nominal 0 

Here is it natural to realize that, the outliers are observed 
for only one parameter and after applying the proposed 
algorithm, the following outcomes are received [Table III]. 

TABLE III. OUTLIER TREATMENT – POST-CONDITION 

Parameter Name Parameter Values  

Number of Outliers Present  728 

Number of Outliers Detected   728 

Number of Outliers Imputed  728 

Accuracy (%)  100% 

Time to Detect (ms) 11.02 

The results are visualized graphically here [Fig. 4]. 

It is natural to observe that, due to the higher effectiveness 
of the proposed algorithm, which is proven using the 
mathematical model, 100% accuracy is obtained.  

After the successful removal of the outliers, in order to 
make the data anomaly fee, in the next part of the results, the 
missing value treatment outcomes are discussed. 
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Fig. 4. Outlier Treatment. 

C. Missing Value Treatment Outcomes 
Thirdly, the missing values detection results are analyzed 

here [Table IV]. 

TABLE IV. MISSING VALUE TREATMENT – PRE-CONDITION 

Parameter Name Type Number of Outliers 

LTV Numeric 0 

Recovery_rate Numeric 0 

lgd_time                    Numeric 0 

y_logistic                  Numeric 0 

lnrr                        Numeric 0 

Y_probit                    Numeric 0 

type                        Numeric 2360 

class                       Nominal 0 

Here is it natural to realize that, the missing values are 
observed for only one parameter and after applying the 
proposed algorithm, the following outcomes are received 
[Table V]. 

The results are visualized graphically here [Fig. 5]. 

It is natural to observe that, due to the higher effectiveness 
of the proposed algorithm, which is proven using the 
mathematical model, 100% accuracy is obtained. 

After the successful removal of the missing values from the 
dataset, in the next part of the results, the encryption and 
decryption at rests are discussed. 

TABLE V. MISSING VALUE TREATMENT – POST-CONDITION 

Parameter Name Parameter Values  

Number of Missing Values Present  2360 

Number of Missing Values Detected   2360 

Number of Missing Values Imputed  2360 

Accuracy (%)  100% 

Time to Detect (ms) 9.18 

 
Fig. 5. Missing Value Treatment. 

D. Encryption – Decryption at Rest Outcome 
Finally, the encryption and decryption time complexity 

analysis are furnished here [Table VI]. The time complexity is 
tested for a total of 10 iterations here. 

TABLE VI. DATA AT REST ENCRYPTION – DECRYPTION ANALYSIS 

Iteration # Key Generation 
Time (ms) 

Encryption Time 
(ms) 

Decryption 
Time (ms) 

1 9 27.351 36.853 

2 2 15.482 25.248 

3 1 5.58 13.804 

4 2 12.446 18.829 

5 6 59.61 67.886 

6 3 13.35 22.657 

7 3 3.351 9.067 

8 3 20.145 28.562 

9 8 54.088 59.27 

10 8 72.72 77.578 

The results are visualized graphically here [Fig. 6]. 

 
Fig. 6. Data at Rest Encryption – Decryption Analysis. 
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It is natural to realize that, out of 10 iterations, in 7 
iterations the time complexity is reduced to a greater extend. 

Further, after the detailed analysis on the obtained results, 
in the next section of this work, the proposed framework is 
compared with the parallel research outcomes. 

VIII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
After the detailed analysis of the obtained results, in this 

section of the work, the proposed framework is compared with 
notable significant other parallel research outcomes 
[Table VII]. 

TABLE VII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Author, 
Year 

Proposed 
Method 

Pre-
Process-
ing 

Storage 
Security   

Framework 
Complexity 

A. Pazienza 
et al. [4], 
2016 

Clustering No No O(nn) 

Y. Kawachi 
et al. [6], 
2018 

Auto 
Encoding Yes No O(n3) 

S. Squires et 
al. [8], 2019 

Variational 
Auto Encoder Yes No O(n2) 

Proposed 
Framework, 
2021 

Iterative 
Clustering, 
Differential 
Algorithms 
and 
Regression 

Yes Yes O(n2) 

Henceforth, it is natural to realize that, the proposed 
framework has outperformed the parallel research outcomes. 

Further, in the next section of this work, the final research 
conclusion is presented. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
The financial data analysis is the recent trend in research 

and many parallel research outcomes are focusing primarily on 
the aspect of cleaning the data for making the dataset 
completely anomaly free. In the due course of study, this work 
identified that, firstly, the detections of the outliers are 
primarily focused on the mean deviation, which is a time 
complex process, thus needs to be optimized. Secondly, the 
missing value identification process is also highly vulnerable 
due to the fact that, any dataset can represent the missing 
values in any format, thus, the time efficient solution must be 
designed. Thirdly, during the analysis of the encryption process 
for data at rest, the additional time required for encryption and 
the decryption process is slowing down the process for data 
analysis, which must be reduced, thus, a time efficient 
encryption solution, specified for financial data, must be 
designed.  Henceforth, this work proposes an automated 
framework for identification and imputation of the outliers 
using the iterative clustering method, identification and 
imputation of the missing values using Differential count based 
binary iterations method and finally the secure data storage 
using regression based key generation. The proposed 
framework has showcased nearly 100% accuracy in detection 
of outliers and missing values with highly improved time 

complexity for making the world of financial data analysis a 
better place. In future, further step can be taken to make data 
affinity and labelling structures more consistent by combining 
similarity matrices from the feature space and label space in an 
adaptive manner, which may be done using the label diffusion 
framework. It helps to make the structures of data affinity and 
labelling more consistent. An iterative optimization technique 
may be used to solve the energy function in a practical manner. 
Experimental findings on publicly available datasets show that 
the suggested approach outperforms the comparable methods 
in terms of overall performance. 
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Abstract—The demands of modern education have 
evolved from a teacher-centric requirement to a learner-
centric requirement. Knowledge, skill, and competence are 
the most sought-after attributes of a graduate. Features 
such as the objective focus of learning, curriculum 
planning, a set of high expectations, and extended 
opportunities to the learner after completion of education 
are at the center of all the planning. It is all about skill-
oriented, outcome-based standardization that has been 
infused by the societal stakeholders into the modern global 
education system to create a work-ready human capital. In 
this paper, a software product for academic quality 
assurance is presented. The software provides a generic 
framework to any educational institution that operates to 
implement known international standards of education. 
The software accepts the data and computes the quality 
parameters as per the selected standards. It has an 
analytical module that provides summary analytics and 
generates the course reports in the given format 
automatically. The software is tested with a case study and 
results are presented. The paper also presents the system 
design approach with discussion on the technologies 
selected for the development. 

Keywords—Outcome-based education; quality standards; 
automated software; system design; education technology; 
accreditation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade or two, the requirements of higher 

education particularly in professional education have shifted 
from a “teacher-centric” approach to a “learner-centric 
approach” [5]. In the traditional approach whatever teacher 
knew was used as the content or curriculum of the teaching. 
However, in the changing societal needs and driving forces of 
the job market, industry, and global changes, the learner needs 
to have knowledge, skill, and competence in the chosen areas 
of learning. The learner selects the domain of learning and sets 
objectives to achieve them at the end of the learning. This kind 
of pole shift and paradigm shift in teaching-&-learning has 
brought the educational institutes to frame new curricula, with 
defined objectives and clearly stated goals as” what the learner 
will be able to do” at the end of the learning? The standard 
educational institutes continuously loop around these 

parameters and assess the level of achievement through their 
operational practices. This activity is given the word “Quality” 
[1][2] in most of the educational institutes that are signatories 
to the internationally recognized standards organizations [5]. 

In this work, a web-based academic quality management 
system is implemented. The paper describes the system design 
process and reports on the results after specific case study data 
is input to the system. The system is called AQASYS, an 
Academic Quality Assurance System. 

The research questions on methods of quantifying Course 
Learning Outcomes (CLO’s), Program Learning Outcomes, 
the Difficulty level of the course, automated feedback 
assessments, CLO, PLO attainments are addressed. An 
automated CLO mapping module, design of a text-mining 
based Bloom’s level recommender module are built and 
integrated into the system. The system generates course-
specific and program-specific results providing several 
summary analytic outputs of business value. The system 
addresses the issue of “closing the loop” to assess the 
committed objectives. 

The system facilitates the academic quality assessment 
process with web-interface for the users and a reliable 
database at the backend. It is a secured, reliable, and all-time 
available resource for its users. The system provides all 
inherent advantages of web-based applications. 

II. MOTIVATION 
Most of the institutes that were visited and the faculty that 

were consulted, shared their experience of handling “academic 
quality” matters in their respective institutes and departments. 
Based on this the following major observations were made: 

1) Each faculty was using some kind of excel sheet and 
running around for the templates and methods of calculations 
on assessments. There was absolute last-minute chaos, 
confusion, and lethargy in what they were doing. 

2) There was no archive of centralized data repository to 
click and see the analytics of the past and explore it for future 
strategies. 

3) Lack of sound research-driven statistical and 
mathematical foundations uniformly applied across the 
departments for assessment and achievements. 
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4) Plenty of “number in number out” kind of manipulated 
data to skew the academic quality for the personal advantage 
of the faculty or to the advantage of the department. The piety 
of the information was affected. 

5) Irrational ways of mapping CLOs with the question 
paper text, resulting in the illusion of whole quality exercise. 
And finally, 

6) Very poor regularity and ease of academic data 
management. 

In light of these observations, the paper is presenting a 
web-based academic quality assurance system that has a 
centralized repository of academic data, research-driven 
academic foundation for all quality parameters, and above all 
ease of access with availability, confidentiality, and integrity. 

The paper is organized in the following way: Section III 
presents a literature review and related work. Section IV lists 
the contributions of the paper. Section V presents in detail the 
software architecture used. Section VI addresses system 
design features. Section VII briefs about the development 
platform and the associated technologies used in the product 
development. Section VIII discusses the operational 
parameters and their formulae of computation. Section IX 
presents results and selected screenshots. The final section, 
Section X is the concluding section. 

III. RELATED WORK 
In the past two decades, there have been several research 

papers and software products attempting to illustrate and 
automate the process of academic accreditation [10] in higher 
education. This section reviews and compares systems like the 
one presented in this paper. 

ABET Course Assessment Tool (ACAT) [4] is one of the 
earliest (2010) and decent attempts found to be made to 
automate the accreditation process. It is a web-based 
application designed to assist in the collecting of data and the 
generation of standardized reports. 

Course and Student Management System (CSMS) [9] is a 
Web-based system based on the concept of an articulation 
matrix that maps various course outcomes to ABET program 
outcomes[6]. The articulation matrix is nothing but the course 
assessment matrix. It is a 2D table, in which rows represent 
learning objectives, and columns represent class activities 
conducted to meet those learning objectives. The articulation 
matrix is filled when the course learning objectives are 
achieved. 

Program and Courses Outcomes System (PACOS) [13] is 
an initiation from Hong Kong University [12]. It is an open-
source web-application. PACOS has various power levels of 
access with different user privileges. A user can perform 
CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations on courses, 
course information, and program outcomes. PACOS manages 
data with excel files as inputs and displays result in the form 
of histogram and reports. 

Program Outcome Assessment (POA) [3][11] is a web-
based program developed using ASP.Net technologies to 
automate the program assessment. It supports a complete flow 

from defining the program outcomes [6] to entering all course 
information in real-time. The program computes on-the-fly 
performs all the evaluations and presents the output in the 
form of graphs, color-coded tables, and a year, year to year 
comparison of various program outcomes for a span of five 
years. 

Apart from the above work in which mainly academicians 
have demonstrated automated software programs for program 
assessment and accreditation, there are many software 
companies offering these services through their proprietary 
software products. 

1) CLOSO: CLOSO [17] is an excellent, sustainable & 
affordable tool for monitoring the educational process and 
performance. It is a product from smart-accredit.com. It 
allows to plan and design assessments, generate course 
folders, collect and analyze feedbacks, display outcome 
attainments. It offers a free trial version for individuals for a 
limited period of testing the product. 

2) Contineo: 'Contineo' [18] is a pioneering software 
platform for the implementation and administration of 
academic autonomy with the guided philosophy of the 
Outcome-Based Education System. It mainly focuses on the 
accreditation standards such as the National Board of 
Accreditation (NBA) followed in India and the subcontinent. 
Service is available through contineo.in for personalized 
customization in the product. 

3) Watermark: [19] It is a Cloud-based software that helps 
higher education institutions manage assessment, 
accreditation, curriculum, course evaluation, & faculty 
activity. It is available at 
(https://www.watermarkinsights.com/) 

4) WEAVE: [19] Weave is a cloud-based accreditation 
and assessment solution designed to help higher education 
institutions with program review, course planning, and more. 
The programmatic assessment functionality lets organizations 
analyze assessments and provide insight into student 
performance. It is available at (https://weaveeducation.com/). 

There is another plethora of companies offering 
accreditation services spanning industry and academia. To list 
a few here [19] ARMATURE, Jetpack, Jura, SPOL, 
powerDMS, qualtrax, compWalk, DocTract, Submittable, 
WizeHive, and the list grows. It is to be noted that the 
companies listed in this paragraph however are not focusing 
on academic accreditation in particular but targeted for 
commercial business enterprises in general. 

IV.   CCONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PAPER 
Academic quality Assurance System (AQASYS) presented 

in this paper is different from most of the above products in 
the following major ways: 

1) It has an intelligent box (iBOX) feature which 
automatically classifies assessment questions and assigns 
proper CLOs as per Bloom’s taxonomy. 

2) It maps back the assessment questions to Program 
Learning outcomes via the Course Learning Outcomes (CLO). 
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3) It produces the Course report automatically in each 
course by collecting relevant grade-book information, student 
feedback analysis, CLO achievement statistics and intelligent 
recommendations for course improvement wherever 
necessary. 

4) It produces the summary analytics of the program for 
all courses of the program in a single view so that executives 
of the program can easily comprehend the course statistics. 

5) It has in-built triggers to remind and notify the user 
about data entry delays so that the system can track the 
punctuality of the faculty in pursuing the quality matter in 
their academic functioning. 

6) It has data archiving and data freezing facilities so that 
the data cannot be modified even by the data owner (faculty) 
after a specified due date. This helps to keep the sanctity of 
data and draw a line for “end of a cycle”. 

7) It is generic in accepting program-dependent PLOs, 
CLOs, any number of students, any type of assessment, with 
time stamps and user foot-prints being recorded in the 
background. 

8) It has a file upload facility to store quality files and 
course portfolios. 

9) It provides data-isolation, user authentication, and ease 
of usage. The user need not bother about the computational 
details of quality standards. 

10) Of course it is a web-based product with MVC 
architecture and accessible on desktop, tablet, and mobile as 
the design is made self-responsive. 

V. THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
Considering the existing IT environment, user dynamics, 

software quality attributes that are required, design structure 
and business strategy employed in most of the higher 
education institutes a Model View Controller (MVC) 
framework was used in a client-server architecture, refer 
Fig. 1. The open source framework called Codeigniter [14] 
was selected for this purpose. It supports MVC development 
with PHP [7]. 

• Model: The Model contains only the pure application 
data, Model works as back-end. It deals with back-end 
operations and fetches data from the database and send 
it to the controller. 

• View: A view is simply a web page, or a page 
fragment, like a header, footer, sidebar, etc The View 
presents the model’s data to the user. It works as front-
end. It displays data and captures user actions, sends 
user actions to the controller. 

• Controller: The controller works as an intermediator 
between model and view and controls the actions 
between them. It listens to events triggered by the view 
(or another external source) and executes the 
appropriate reaction to these events. Controllers decide 
how the HTTP requests are to be handled. 

 
Fig. 1. MVC Client Server Architecture of AQASYS. 

A. The AQASYS Interface 
The AQASYS has five main modules with sub-modules as 

listed below: 

1) Data entry module 
a) Uploading from excel sheets 
b) Enter by using GUI forms 
c) Upload from URLs 

2) Assessment Module 
a) CLO Assessment 
b) PLO Assessment 
c) KPI Assessment 
d) SO Assessment 

3) Analytics Module 
a) CLO achievement analysis 
b) PLO achievement analysis 
c) Filtered PLO attainment analysis 
d) Feedback Analysis 

4) Reporting module 
a) Automatic course report generation 
b) View charts 

5) The AI ML module (iBOX) 
a) Bloom’s taxonomy tool 

Fig. 2 below shows the AQASYS block diagram. 

 
Fig. 2. Block Diagram of AQASYS. 
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VI. THE SYSTEM DESIGN 
This section presents selected system design features of 

AQASYS. 

A. The Use Cases 
The use case diagram Fig. 3, describes how the different 

users interact in the AQASYS. Admin, Faculty, Student are all 
a type of users with different access privileges. New user is 
also a type of user who requires signup before getting access 
to AQASYS services. Each user can avail different services as 
indicated in the use case boundary. 

B. The Class Diagram 
The class diagram Fig. 4, describes the structure of 

AQASYS. The user class is the parent class for many user 
types such as student, faculty, admin, guest and the NewUser. 
Every user is associated with a department. A department has 
PLOs and courses. Each course has CLOs, KPIs and course 
assessments. CLOs contribute to PLOs of the department and 
they are associated with PLOs. The CLOs, KPIs and the 
assessments are mapped while producing the Table of 

Specifications (ToS) on the course, example refer Table I. In 
order to perform mapping, AQASYS provides an intelligent 
auto-mapper class called iBOX. The iBOX is based on the 
Bloom’s taxonomy. The iBOX class is associated with 
MappingTable class. Most of the operational methods are 
grouped in AqasysOp class. 

C. The Data Model 
This section describes the selected listing of databases and 

the table structures within each database. A sample of the 
model is shown in Fig. 5. The model has databases for each 
department and inside each department there are tables such as 
studentlist, facultylist, courses, courseallotment, plodefintions, 
clodefintions, kpidefinitions, tostable, etc. refer Fig. 6. There 
is a separate database for users of AQASYS. The 
application_users database has tables such as users, userlogs, 
departments, contactform. The database on Bloom data stores 
an incrementally growing data as a result of text processing in 
the AQASYS application. The Bloom data and associated 
alogorithms add intelligence to the system through iBOX tab. 

 
Fig. 3. Use Case Diagram of AQASYS. 
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Fig. 4. The Class Diagram. 

TABLE I. SELECTED LIST OF MVC METHODS 

Table Column Head 
Model View Controller 

generate_assessments.php 
generate_charts.php 
generate_cr.php 
get_clo.php 
get_clomselections.php 
get_clomselections_student.php 
get_coursecode.php 
get_exam.php 
get_feedbackgraph.php 
get_gradebookdata.php 
get_gradegraph.php 
get_kpi.php 
get_maxmarks.php 
get_plo.php 
get_plo_analytics.php.jsx 
get_so.php 
get_so_kpi_data_table.php 
get_summary_analytics.php 
get_summary_plo.php 
get_tostableyear.php 
get_userinfo.php 
import_coursedata.php 

view_assessments.php 
view_charts.php 
form_cl_clo.php 
form_clo_definitions.php 
form_clodata.php 
form_clomdata.php 
form_clomtable.php 
form_evaluationschema.php 
form_exam_table.php 
form_gradebook.php 
form_kpi_definitions.php 
form_plo_definitions.php 
form_registered_students.php 
form_so_definitions.php 
form_so_kpi_data_table.php 
form_so_kpi_relationship.php 

Login_controller.php 
Access_controller.php 
Delete_controller.php 
Update_controller.php 
Create_controller.php 
Display_controller.php 
Print_controller.php 
Logout_controller.php 
Signup_controller.php 
Validation_controller.php 
Bloom_controller.php 
Session_controller.php 
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Fig. 5. The Block Diagram of the Data Model. 

 
Fig. 6. The MYSQL View of the Data Model, a Sample Table Structure. 

VII. THE DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM 
Choosing a development platform and technology is 

always an intriguing question for the developer. After 
conducting good research, in this application, Codeigniter 
MVC framework [14] with PHP was chosen for the reason 
that the Codeigniter has a light footprint, flexible with MVC 
and non-MVC applications, supports MYSQL database and 
the learning curve is not very steep for the developer. 
Codeigniter has inbuilt security against Cross-Site Request 
Forgery (CSRF) and Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) attacks and 
provides content security.Finally, Codeigniter 4.0.3, PHP 7.2, 
HTML 5, CSS, JavaScript, AJAX, Bootstrap 4. 

MYSQL are the combination of technologies used for the 
development. 

VIII.   THE OPERATIONS IN AQASYS 
This section presents various operations and computations 

involved in AQASYS. These computational formulae are 
adopted from the academic quality standards and customized 

to the institutional requirement. Refer the following Table II, 
to understand the computations of this section. 

1) Percentage CLO Attainment PCA (Pure): This 
calculation considers all the students who have appeared for 
the exam and obtained some score including the failure scores 
if any. This calculation doesn’t exclude the failed student 
while calculating PCA hence the name PCA(Pure). It is 
basically the percentage of the CLO mark attained by the 
students as defined below: 

𝑃𝐶𝐴 =
�
∑ 𝑀𝑆𝐶𝐿𝑂=𝑗𝑁
0

𝑁 �

∑ 𝑀𝑋𝐶𝐿𝑂=𝑗𝑘
0

  

Where MS is the mark of each student and MX is 
Maximum marks allotted for that question of the assessment 
(CLO). N is the total number of students addressed by the 
jth CLO. 

For example consider CLO 2.1: 

𝑃𝐶𝐴 =

𝟐 + 𝟒 + 𝟒 + 𝟒 + 𝟑 + 𝟏 + 𝟎 + 𝟒 + 𝟑 + 𝟒
+𝟑 + 𝟐 + 𝟓 + 𝟔 + 𝟔 + 𝟓 + 𝟔 + 𝟒 + 𝟓 + 𝟏

(10 + 10)
(4 + 6)

 

PCA=0.36 Or 36% 

Similarly, for CLO 1.1, 1.2 and 3.1 the % attainment values 
are  

𝑃𝐶𝐴 =

𝟑 + 𝟑 + 𝟑 + 𝟑 + 𝟑 + 𝟐 + 𝟑 + 𝟎 + 𝟑 + 𝟑
(10)
(3)

= 0.866; 86.6% 
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𝑃𝐶𝐴 =

𝟐 + 𝟐 + 𝟏 + 𝟎 + 𝟎 + 𝟐 + 𝟏 + 𝟐 + 𝟐 + 𝟏
(10)
(2)

= 0.65; 65% 

𝑃𝐶𝐴 =

𝟏 + 𝟓 + 𝟐 + 𝟓 + 𝟑 + 𝟑 + 𝟓 + 𝟒 + 𝟏 + 𝟐
(10)
(5)

= 0.62;  62% 

These values can be verified, referring to the Table II. 

TABLE II. TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS (TOS) EXAMPLE 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
MaxMarks 4 5 6 2 3 

CLO 2.1 3.1 2.1 1.2 1.1 

StudentID      
S101 2 1 3 2 3 

S102 4 5 2 2 3 

S103 4 2 5 1 3 
S104 4 5 6 0 3 

S105 3 3 6 0 3 

S106 1 3 5 2 2 

S107 0 5 6 1 3 

S108 4 4 4 2 0 

S109 3 1 5 2 3 
S110 4 2 1 1 3 

PCA 36% 62% 36% 65% 86.6% 

DL 27.5% 38% 28.3% 35% 13.3% 

ODL =28.43% 

2) Percentage student CLO attainment (PSCA): It is a 
measure of x% of students who attained y% of CLO mark. As 
per the user requirements, the PSCA calculation excludes the 
records of failed students and classifies the graded students 
into four classes viz. Excellent (E), Adequate (A), Medium 
(M), Unsatisfactory(U). The target range for classifying into 
E, A, M, and U are dynamically adjustable with the slider 
scale Fig. 7. After classifying them into E, A, M, and U 
percentage numbers of (E+A) students are calculated. If this 
number is above a certain set target, then the corresponding 
CLO is declared as “attained”. The target selection is also 
dynamically adjustable as per the policy requirements of the 
quality committee. The following screenshot of the slider, 
(Fig. 7) and the specimen calculations make the PSCA 
calculation clear: 

Slider: 

 
Fig. 7. Criteria Setting Slider for CLO Assessments. 

As per the above slider, the numbers indicate the upper 
limits for each range. That means the ranges for each class are 
as follows (Table III): 

TABLE III. TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS (TOS) EXAMPLE 

Unsatisfactory (U) 0-25 

Medium (M) 26-60 

Adequate (A) 61-75 

Excellent (E)  76-100 

E+A target criteria 76-100 

Target criteria (Unsatisfactory) 0-60 

Target criteria: 0-60 unsatisfactory; 61-75 satisfactory; 76-100: Attained. 

The following Table IV presents values of different 
operational parameters for the example data of Table II with 
E,A,M and U classification. Fig. 8 presents comparison of 
PSCA(Pure) and PSCA(adjusted). In the “adjusted value 
computation the records of failed students are not considered. 
This PSCA(adjusted) parameter, slightly skews the results 
towards PLO attainment advantage. Fig. 9 shows final values. 

3) Grading: Grade Book generation is dependent on the 
complete marks submission in all assessments as planned for 
the course. Incomplete submission will not produce the grade 
book. The mark submission is to be done at each question 
level at each assessment for all the registered students. Any 
lapse is considered as incomplete data submission and grade 
book will not be generated. This strategy is adopted to collect 
the data from the root of the assessment source alleviating any 
high-level manipulation or adjustments to alter the grades. The 
grade ranges used are as below in Table V. 

AQASYS generates course specific grade summary charts 
for the faculty login and grade summary charts for all the 
courses of the department for the administrator login. The 
sample grade summary screen shot is as shown in Fig. 10 
below: 

4) PLO Attainments: Before calculating the PLO 
attainments, it is important to understand the relation between 
CLO, PLO and course Assessments of the department. The 
following Entity-relationship diagram, Fig 11, shows relation 
between entities: department, course, assessment, PLOs and 
CLOs. 

It means that a department will have many courses, a 
course will have many assessments.  A course will have many 
defined CLOs. Each assessment will have many CLOs. And 
finally, many CLOs contribute to many PLOs. 

a) PLO Attainment in the course (CPLO): Now it is 
clear that, the CLOs of a course will contribute to one or more 
PLOs. There is “many to many “ (m:n) relation between CLOs 
and PLOs of the course. Therefore, while calculating the PLO 
attainment by a course, the contributions of each CLO to the 
PLO in question are to be considered. The attainment in ith 

PLO is given by the average sum of all the contributing CLOs. 
The general formula used is as given below: 
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𝐶𝑃𝐿𝑂(𝑖) =
∑ 𝑉(𝑖)𝐶𝐿𝑂=𝑗𝑘
𝑗=0

𝑘
 

Where V(i) is the value of jth CLO contributing to ith PLO. 

TABLE IV. TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS (TOS) EXAMPLE 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
Max 
Marks 4 5 6 2 3 

CLO 2.1 3.1 2.1 1.2 1.1 

StudentI
D  

S101 2=50% 
(M) 

1=20% 
(U) 

3=50% 
(M) 

2=100% 
(E) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S102 4=100% 
(E) 

5=100 
% 
(E) 

2=33% 
(M) 

2=100% 
(E) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S103 4=100% 
(E) 

2=40% 
(M) 

5=83% 
(E) 

1=50% 
(M) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S104 4=100% 
(E) 

5=100 
% 
(E) 

2=33% 
(M) 

0=0% 
(U) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S105 3=75% 
(A) 

3=60% 
(M) 

6=100% 
(E) 

0=0% 
(U) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S106 1=25% 
(U) 

3=60% 
(M) 

5=83% 
(E) 

2=100% 
(E) 

2=66% 
(A) 

S107 0=0% 
(U) 

5=100 
% 
(E) 

6=100% 
(E) 

1=50% 
(M) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S108 4=100% 
(E) 

4=80% 
(E) 

4=60% 
(A) 

2=100% 
(E) 

0=0% 
(U) 

S109 3=75% 
(A) 

1=20% 
(U) 

5=83% 
(E) 

2=100% 
(E) 

3=100% 
(E) 

S110 4=100% 
(E) 

2=40% 
(E) 

1=16% 
(U) 

1=50% 
(M) 

3=100% 
(E) 

Total 
Students 10 10 10 10 10 

PSCA 
(Pure) 70% 40% 60% 50% 90% 

Comme
nts 
(Pure) 

satisfacto
ry 

Unsatisfact
ory 

Unsatisfact
ory 

Unsatisf
actory Attained 

PSCA 
(Adjuste
d) 

87.5% 77.7% 85.7% 87.5% 100% 

Comme
nts 
(Adjuste
d) 

Attained Attained Attained Attained Attained 

DL 27.5% 38% 35% 35% 13.3% 

 ODL 29.76% 

Final CLO Assessment Results and Comments 

 PSCA 
(Pure) 

Comments 
PSCA 
(Pure) 

PSCA 
(Adjusted) 

Comments 
PSCA 
(Adjusted) 

CLO 1.1 90% Attained 100% Attained 

CLO 1.2 50% Unsatisfact
ory 87.5% Attained 

CLO 2.1 65% Satisfactory 86.6% Attained 

CLO 3.1 40% Unsatisfact
ory 77.7% Attained 

 
Fig. 8. Final Percentage CLO Attainments PSCA (Pure) and PSCA 

(Adjusted). 

 
Fig. 9. Screen Shots from AQASYS: Final Percentage CLO Attainments 

PSCA (Pure) and PSCA (Adjusted). 

TABLE V. GRADING POLICY AND RANGES 

Range of Marks Grade Assigned 
100 =>  Marks>= 95 A+ 

=>94 Marks>= 90 A 
=>89  Marks>= 85 B+ 
=>84  Marks>= 80 B 
=>79  Marks>= 75 C+ 
=>74  Marks>= 70 C 
=>69  Marks>= 65 D+ 
=>64  Marks>= 60 D 
=>59  Marks>= 0 F 

b) PLO Attainment in the semester for the program 
(SPLO): This is the average of ith PLO attainment in all 
courses in the semester. The generalized formula that is used 
to calculate this parameter in AQASYS is as below: 

𝑆𝑃𝐿𝑂(𝑖) =
∑ 𝐶𝑃𝐿𝑂(𝑖)𝑁
𝑚=0

𝑁
 

where, N is the total number of courses. 

Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14, show instances of system 
results for this section. 

0

50

100

150

CLO 1.1 CLO 1.2 CLO 2.1 CLO 3.1

Final CLO Assessment Chart  

PSCA(Pure) PSCA(Adjusted)
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Fig. 10. Sample Grade Summary Chart Generated by AQASYS. 

 
Fig. 11. Entity-Relationships in a PLO Calculation Scenario. 

 
Fig. 12. PLO Attainments (SPLO and CPLO). 

 
Fig. 13. Graph Showing PLO Attainments (CPLO). 

 
Fig. 14. Graph Showing PLO Attainments (SPLO). 

5) Difficulty Level(DL): This parameter is captured as 
Coefficient of Difficulty else-where[], however the parameter 
is not very convincing as it takes into account the only 
maximum scores. In this paper a new parameter is defined to 
capture the difficulty level. In this paper, the difficulty Level 
(DL) is the degree of difficulty of the assessment as felt by the 
students (the learner). It is defined as below: 

𝐷𝐿 = 1 −
∑ 𝑀𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=0

𝑁 ∗ 𝑀𝑋
 

Where Mi is the mark scored by ith student, Mx is the 
maximum mark for the question (CLO) and N is the number 
of students. If all the students secure the allotted maximum 
mark then, the numerator of the fractional term in the above 
equation will be equal to its denominator resulting in the final 
value of DL=0, suggesting that the question paper was easy. If 
it is extremely difficult then all the students would score zero, 
resulting in DL=1 suggesting a very difficult question paper.  
The maximum value of DL is 1 and the minimum value is 0. 
DL may be expressed in a percentage value. Overall Difficulty 
Level (ODL) is the average of all the DLs. 

6) Survey collection & Analysis: AQASYS collects the 
different kinds of surveys including course feedback surveys, 
alumni surveys and any survey as launched by the 
administrator. The system has two major provisions to upload 
the survey forms into the database. 

• Through the excel sheets. 

• Directly from the survey forms (example Google 
form). 

After the due date of collection of survey data, the results 
are analyzed by the bar charts, pie charts, etc. Fig. 15 shows 
an instance of such a feedback graph as generated by the 
system. 

 
Fig. 15. Screen Shot of a Survey Graph Generated by AQASYS. 
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7) CLO Mapping (CLOM): CLO mapping is the most 
important part of the quality assurance system. Generally, it 
was found that. 

• During the curriculum design of most of the programs, 
the care that is due for defining the CLOs, is not given. 

• While mapping the assessment questions to appropriate 
CLOs, the attitude and approach is very un-scientific to 
the educational philosophy. Most of the faculty sways 
hay. 

The underpinning point here is that if an academic 
institution has symptoms as observed above, then the whole 
exercise of quality evaluation becomes just an exercise of 
number jargon that would remain far removed from the real 
state of academics in the organization. 

Keeping these observations at the center of the design, 
AQASYS integrates an intelligent auto-mapping module 
called iBOX that assigns possible CLOs automatically to the 
questions of an assessment questionnaire. iBOX works on the 
text mining algorithms and takes into account Bloom’s 
taxonomy to recognize action verbs. 

a) iBOX Design: This section presents the design basics 
of iBOX (Fig 16). The goal is to first automatically identify 
the action verbs from the assessment questions and map them 
to CLOs,  later map CLOs to the PLOs.The iBOX design 
explores Bloom’s taxonomy and Action Verbs (refer to 
Table VI). 

The iBOX algorithms, initially extract the action verbs 
from the given text document after verb extraction, the 
algorithms search Bloom’s database for the matching verbs. If 
the matching verb is found in the database then, categorizes 
and label the document as per the scheme shown in Fig. 17, 
other- wise the algorithm allows human intervention to match 
the sentence with the action verb and Bloom’s level. The 
algorithm updates Bloom’s database with this newly learned 

action verb. Thus iBOX is incrementally learning while it 
continues to automatically classify the CLO, PLO, and 
question sentences into different Bloom’s levels. Fig. 16 
shows the iBOX as it appears in AQASYS. 

iBOX basically processes the input text files to identify the 
action verbs and match them to the verbs available in the 
Bloom database. If a proper match is found, it labels the CLO, 
PLO mapping automatically else it adds the new unmatched 
verb to the new verb list in the Bloom database. The new verb 
then becomes part of Bloom’s verb list. The user is allowed to 
manually classify the new verb and insert it into an 
appropriate Bloom level list as an update. This way the iBOX 
follows incremental learning. 

Three text files containing 1) The question paper 2) CLO 
definitions 3) PLO definitions are the inputs to a sentence 
segmentation and verb extraction module of IBOX. 

This module uses Stanford parser [16] and wordNet 
database [8][15] to extract the exact verb from the sentences 
of the input documents. Table VII shows the decision making 
process that is inbuilt in the iBOX. 

V q  is a verb in the question paper 

Vc  is a verb in the CLO definitions 

Vp  is a verb in the PLO definitions 

The extracted verbs are searched for their presence in the 
verb list of Bloom database. If they are present, then each verb 
(Vq, Vc, Vp) is compared with the members of the other verb 
lists corresponding to each Bloom’s level (Remember, 
Understanding, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, Design). If the verb 
under test is the same as the word in the other group then it is 
denoted as Ws (similar word), else if it is different, it is 
denoted as Wd (different word). It is to be noted that each of 
these verbs is already verified to be present in the Bloom 
database. 

 
Fig. 16. iBOX-Bloom Level and CLO Recommender System. 
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Fig. 17. Block Schematic of Decision making in iBOX Algorithms. 

TABLE VI. ANDERSON’S REVISED BLOOM ACTION VERBS 

Rememb
er 

Understa
nd Apply Analysis Evaluate Design 

Arrange 
Define 
Describe 
Duplicate 
Identify 
Label 
List 
Match 
Memoriz
e 
Name 
Order 
Outline 
Recogniz
e 
Relate 
Recall 
Repeat 
Reprodu
ce 
Select 
State 

Classify 
Convert 
Defend 
Describe 
Discuss 
Distinguis
h 
Estimate 
Explain 
Express 
Extend 
Generaliz
ed 
Give 
example(s
) 
Identify 
Indicate 
Infer 
Locate 
Paraphras
e 
Predict 
Recogniz
e 
Rewrite 
Review 
Select 
Summariz
e 
Translate 

Apply 
Change 
Choose 
Compute 
Demonstr
ate 
Discover 
Dramatize 
Employ 
Illustrate 
Interpret 
Manipulat
e 
Modify 
Operate 
Practice 
Predict 
Prepare 
Produce 
Relate 
Schedule 
Show 
Sketch 
Solve 
Use 
Write 

Analyze 
Appraise 
Breakdow
n 
Calculate 
Categoriz
e 
Compare 
Contrast 
Criticize 
Diagram 
Differenti
ate 
Discrimin
ate 
Distinguis
h 
Examine 
Experime
nt 
Identify 
Illustrate 
Infer 
Model 
Outline 
Point out 
Question 
Relate 
Select 
Separate 
Subdivide 
Test 

Arrange 
Assembl
e 
Categoriz
e 
Collect 
Combine 
Comply 
Compose 
Construct 
Create 
Design 
Develop 
Devise 
Explain 
Formulat
e 
Generate 
Plan 
Prepare 
Rearrang
e 
Reconstr
uct 
Relate 
Reorgani
ze 
Revise 
Rewrite 
Set up 
Summari
ze 
Synthesiz
e 
Tell 
Write 

Appraise 
Argue 
Assess 
Attach 
Choose 
Compare 
Conclude 
Contrast 
Defend 
Describe 
Discrimin
ate 
Estimate 
Evaluate 
Explain 
Judge 
Justify 
Interpret 
Relate 
Predict 
Rate 
Select 
Summariz
e 
Support 
Value 

TABLE VII. DECISION MAKING IN IBOX 

Vq Vc Vd Labeling decision 
Ws Ws Ws L(Ws) 
Ws Ws Wd L(Ws) 
Ws Wd Ws L(Ws) 
Ws Wd Wd L(Wd) 
Wd Ws Ws L(Ws ) 
Wd Ws Wd L(Wd) 
Wd Wd Ws L(Wd) 
Wd Wd Wd L(Wd) 

The decision making uses the highest probability 
(dominant) principle and labels as per the maximum number 
of occurrences of the word. If Ws or Wd belongs to a specific 
Bloom’s list then the level of that list is marked and mapped to 
CLO and PLO along with the designated number labels. 
Example (Remember:1.1,Understanding:1.2,Apply:2.1, 
Analyze:2.2,Evaluation:3.1,Design:3.2) If the three verbs (Vq, 
Vc, Vp) that are present in the Bloom’s database with all being 
different and there is no similarity among them, then decision 
label will be marked as per the Bloom level of Vq , (refer Fig 
17 and Table VII.). Table VIII shows the exact statements of 
SOs/PLOs and Table IX shows Bloom’s classification for 
those statements after recognizing action verbs and mapping 
them to the available verbs in the Bloom database. 
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TABLE VIII. SOS/PLOS:STATEMENTS 

 Student Outcome (SO/PLO) Statement 

a An ability to apply knowledge of computing and mathematics 
appropriate to the program’s student outcomes and to the discipline 

b An ability to analyze a problem, identify and define the computing 
requirements appropriate to its solution. 

c An ability to design, implements, and evaluate a computer-based system, 
process, component, or program to meet desired needs. 

d An ability to function effectively on teams to 

e An understanding of professional, ethical, legal, security and social 
issues and responsibilities 

f An ability to communicate effectively with a range of audiences. 

g An ability to analyze the local and global impact of computing on 
individuals, organizations, and society 

h Recognition of the need for and an ability to engage in continuing 
professional development. 

i An ability to use current techniques, skills, and tools necessary for 
computing practice. 

J 

An ability to apply mathematical foundations, algorithmic principles, and 
computer science theory in the modeling and design of computer based 
systems in a way that demonstrates comprehension of the tradeoffs 
involved in design choices 

k An ability to apply design and development principles in the construction 
of software systems of varying complexity 

TABLE IX. BLOOM CLASSIFICATION INSTANCES FOR PLOS 

SO’
s 

Dominant 
action  
Action 
word 
identified 

CLO 
Category 

Recommen
ded 
CLO 
Number 

Member words from 
Bloom’s table 

a apply skill 2.1 

Apply, Build 
Choose, Construct 
Develop 
Experiment 
With, Identify 
Interview 
Make, use 
Of, Model 
Organize 
Plan, Select 
Solve, Utilize 

b analyze skill 2.2 

Analyze, Assume 
Categorize 
Classify, Compare 
Conclusion 
Contrast 
Discover, Dissect 
Distinguish 
Divide, Examine 
Function, Inference 
Inspect, List 
Motive 
Relationships 
Simplify, Survey 
Take part in 
Test for, Theme 

c Design competen
ce 3.2 

Adapt, Build 
Change, Choose 
Combine, Compile 
Compose, Construct, 
Create 
Delete, Design 
Develop, Discuss 
Elaborate, Estimate 
Formulate, Happen 
Imagine, Improve 

SO’
s 

Dominant 
action  
Action 
word 
identified 

CLO 
Category 

Recommen
ded 
CLO 
Number 

Member words from 
Bloom’s table 

Invent, Makeup 
Maximize, Minimize 
Modify, Original 
Originate, Plan 
Predict, Propose 
Solution, Solve 
Suppose, Test 
Theory 

d function knowledg
e 1.2 

Classify, Compare 
Contrast 
Demonstrate 
Explain, Extend 
Illustrate 
Infer, Interpret 
Outline, Relate 
Rephrase, Show 
Summarize, Translate 

e understand knowledg
e 1.1 

Choose, Define 
Find, How 
Label, List 
Match, Name 
Omit, Recall 
Relate, Select 
Show, Spell 
Tell, What 
When, Where 
Which, Who 
Why 

f communica
te 

knowledg
e 1.1 

Choose, Define 
Find, How 
Label, List 
Match, Name 
Omit, Recall 
Relate, Select 
Show, Spell 
Tell, What 
When, Where 
Which, Who 
Why 

g analyze skill 2.2 

Analyze, Assume 
Categorize 
Classify, Compare 
Conclusion 
Contrast 
Discover, Dissect 
Distinguish 
Divide, Examine 
Function, Inference 
Inspect, List 
Motive 
Relationships 
Simplify, Survey 
Take part in 
Test for, Theme 

h Recognize/
engage 

competen
ce 3.1 

Agree, Appraise 
Assess, Award 
Choose, Compare 
Conclude, Criteria 
Criticize, Decide 
Deduct, Defend 
Determine, Disprove 
Estimate, Evaluate 
Explain, Importance 
Influence, Interpret 
Judge, Justify 
Mark, Measure 
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SO’
s 

Dominant 
action  
Action 
word 
identified 

CLO 
Category 

Recommen
ded 
CLO 
Number 

Member words from 
Bloom’s table 

Opinion, Perceive 
Prioritize, Prove 
Rate, Recommend 
Rule on, Select 
Support, Value 

i Use knowledg
e 1.2 

Classify, Compare 
Contrast 
Demonstrate 
Explain, Extend 
Illustrate 
Infer, Interpret 
Outline, Relate 
Rephrase, Show 
Summarize, Translate 

j Apply skill 3.1 

Apply, Build 
Choose, Construct 
Develop 
Experiment 
With, Identify 
Interview 
Make, use 
Of, Model 
Organize 
Plan, Select 
Solve, Utilize 

k Apply skill 3.1 

Apply, Build 
Choose, Construct 
Develop 
Experiment 
With, Identify 
Interview 
Make, use 
Of, Model 
Organize 
Plan, Select 
Solve, Utilize 

8) Course report generation: Utilizing all the information 
available about the course in the database AQASYS generates 
the academic course report in the required format 
automatically in a single click. 

It intelligently inserts recommendations in the report 
wherever necessary. The automatic course report generation 
feature makes AQASYS unique from other competitive 
research in this field. Fig. 18 shows the user interface for 
course report generation and Fig. 19 shows the instance of the 
course report being generated. 

 
Fig. 18. Interface for Generating Course Report. 

 
Fig. 19. Instance of System Generated Course Report. 

IX. RESULTS AND SCREENSHOTS 
Instances of AQASYS results are already presented in 

earlier sections wherever the discussion arose. In this section, 
few computed operational parameters are compared with 
manually computed values. Table X is the partial data 
reference table for CLO 1.1. The system computed parameters 
exactly match the expected values. Refer to results in 
Table XI. 

TABLE X. EXAMPLE MARKS OF 14 STUDENTS FOR CLO 1.1 

CLO 1.1 
Max Marks:3 

2 3 2.5 3 2 2 3 

3 3 0 2 3 2 2 

TABLE XI. PARAMETERS COMPARED 

SNo Parameter 
Manually 
computed 
value 

System 
generated 
value 

1 PCA (Pure); 1.1 77.4% 77.4% 

3 PSCA (Pure) 92.6% 92.6% 

4 PSCA(adjusted) 100% 100% 

5 DL 22.61% 22.61% 

Verified parameters 

7 GRADE summary   
8 PLO attainment at courses level   
9 PLO attainment at Semester level   

10 Filtered PLO attainment at course 
level   

11 Filtered PLO attainment at 
Semester level   

Fig. 20 shows instance of grade results and Fig. 21 shows 
instance of PLO attainments. 

1) AQASYS Performance evaluation: In order to evaluate 
the performance of the application, the following few 
application performance metrics were considered. Refer 
Table XII. The Appdex metric, as defined below: 

𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 𝑇𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

2
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
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was considered to evaluate “user satisfaction”. 

 
Fig. 20. Instance of Grade Results. 

 
Fig. 21. Instance of PLO Attainments. 

TABLE XII. APPLICATION PERFORMANCE METRICS 

SNo Parameter Value 

1 App user total count 48 

2 App user satisfied count 41 

3 Tolerating count 7 

4 Appdex 0.927 

5 Observed max number of 
concurrent users 48 

6 Application availability 100% (Pinged all the time in a 
72 hours of monitoring) 

The count of concurrent users was observed to understand 
the “request rate” and the load that the application can handle. 
The application was found to be performing quite 
satisfactorily. “Availability” of web-application like the one in 
this paper is very important from the user's perspective. The 
application was “pinged” at an interval of a minute regularly 
for a duration of 120 hours. The log results showed successful 
“ping” all the time. The application was highly available. 

2) AQASYS selected screenshots: The following figures, 
Fig 22 through Fig. 28, show various instances of AQASYS 
output as depicted against their names. 

 
Fig. 22. Instance of Login Page. 

 
Fig. 23. Instance of Home Page. 

 
Fig. 24. Instance of Course Selection. 

 
Fig. 25. Instance of CLO Definitions. 
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Fig. 26. Instance of PSCA Computations. 

 
Fig. 27. Instance of Summary Analytics. 

 
Fig. 28. Instance of Grade Summary Display. 

X. CONCLUSION 
This paper presented a web-based academic quality 

assurance system. The unique features of the system included 
automatic course report generation and intelligent Bloom’s 
level and CLO-PLO mapping module, that automatically 
assigns appropriate Bloom levels to the text presented to it by 
matching the action verbs. The paper presented the content 
from the system designer’s perspective as well as from the 
user’s perspective. The system was launched in the 
institutional LAN on a pilot basis and real-time data was 
loaded onto the system. Different operational parameters such 
as PCA, PSCA, DL, Course level PLO attainment (CPLO), 
Semester PLO attainment (SPLO), course-wise grade details, 
and other summary analytic were tested. The computed 

parameters were found to be as expected in the quality 
standards. 

This system would help the faculty, quality committee, and 
the administration to measure the learning quality in the 
selected program according to the ABET and NCAAA 
standards. The faculty need not worry about the clumsy 
calculation formulae and heaps of excel-sheets and run around 
seeking last-minute templates to stitch the quality. The faculty 
now can focus on teaching, followed by assessing and entering 
the scores of the students. All the calculations related to 
quality are carried out by the system automatically. The 
system provides summary charts and tabulates data outputs. 
As the application uses a client-server architecture, the server 
database archives the historical data and is available for 
viewing at any point in time. 

The application makes the matters of handling of academic 
quality, a seamlessly an easy task with features of reliability, 
security, availability, and privileged access being embedded 
into the system. 
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Abstract—The authentication system is one of the most 

important methods for maintaining information security in 

smart devices. There are many authentication methods, such as 

password authentication, biometric authentication, signature 

authentication, and so on, to protect cloud users’ data. However, 

online information is not yet effectively authenticated. The 

purpose of this systematic literature review is to examine the 

current types of authentication methods as a safety practices for 

information security among Internet users. The PRISMA method 

was adopted to present a systematic literature review of 28 

articles from three main databases (20 articles from Scopus, one 

article from Google Scholar, and seven articles from Dimension). 

This study used the Prediction Study Risk of Bias Assessment 

Tool to appraise the quality of the included studies. From the 

findings of the study, a total of three main themes were 

identified: password authentication, biometric authentication, 

and multiple-factor authentication. Multiple-factor 

authentication was found to be the most secure and most 

frequently recommended authentication method. It is highly 

recommended to implement three-factor authentication and 

multi-biometric model in the future, as it provides a higher 

surveillance level in terms of information security among cloud 

computing users. 

Keywords—Password authentication; biometric authentication; 

multi-factor authentication; information security; safety practices 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart telecommunication devices have become a 
fundamental element in most of our lives, and for many have 
become a trusted companion. It is where we store almost all 
our data and information. However, in Malaysia, the statistics 
for denial of service, malicious attacks, intrusion, and fraud  
indicated 6898 cases in 2016, 6686 cases in 2017, 7993 cases 
in 2018, 9890 cases in 2019, and 9646 cases in 2020 
respectively [1]. The statistics show that information security 
incident reports increased from 2017 through 2019 and 
decreased slightly in 2020. The expanding number of smart 
devices and increasing availability of Internet access have 
changed the lives of many individuals. People began to use the 
Internet for different purposes, such as obtaining information, 
communicating, banking, entertainment, and many more [2]. 

The Internet also plays an important role as a teaching aid in 
universities [3]. Cloud computing allows users to save data 
online and access it from anywhere at any time via an Internet 
connection, instead of using a hard drive or other storage 
devices [4]. The development of cloud storage, however, has 
its own negative aspects, such as information security attacks. 
Data transmittal in the cloud environment can require a huge 
amount of bandwidth, which may allow hackers to retrieve the 
information [5] and the insufficiency of authentication is the 
cause of information attacks in cloud computing [6]. Data 
transparency and unauthorized information usage are the 
reasons behind these attacks [7]. With safe Internet usage 
awareness, being vulnerable to cyber threats and becoming a 
cyber victim can be avoided [8]. 

Authentication is a method for estimating the level of trust 
one can have that the source of information is who it is stated 
to be [9]. The authentication process happens when 
information is entered into the login system with a database. 
Then, the system checks whether the information entered 
matches the database information. If it matches, the user can 
access the system [10]. Social environment factors such as 
parents, friends, work colleagues, social media, and 
government policies play a vital role in educating Internet users 
about cybersecurity [11]. The public and organizations have to 
realize that cybercrime is highly risky, and that they have to 
take safety precautions to protect their information from being 
shared online [12]. An effective way to protect storage and 
authorization of data in the cloud environment is by having an 
appropriate authentication [13]. The general objective of this 
study is to examine the authentication methods used as a 
safety-enhancing practice for information security among 
Internet users. This study will benefit the Internet user society 
acknowledging that authentication plays an important role in 
enhancing a greater cloud environment. The higher the demand 
of Internet of Things (IoT) justifies the usefulness of safe 
authentication method. Further, research gap was noticed in the 
types of authentications used in the last five years. Hence, this 
paper intends to develop a systematic literature review by 
focusing on the types of authentications used in the last five 
years. 
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II. METHOD 

Using a systematic literature review, an exhaustive 
exploration of the research topic was made to provide the 
objective summary of current studies related to the research 
topic. Systematic literature described as a qualitatively and 
quantitatively identifying, merging, and assessing all available 
data to produce results related to a specific research question 
[14]. It is also a study to analyse research problems by 
recognizing, evaluating, and integrating results of all related 
studies acknowledging one or more research objectives [15]. 
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) method was used to study 
authentication method as a safety practice for information 
security among Internet users. Studies related to the 
authentication method for the 5 years from 2016 through 2020 
were reviewed. Figure 1 displayed the flow diagram of this 
systematic review process. 

A. Systematic Review Process 

The systematic review process can be classified into three 
stages which are identification, screening and included [36]. 
This process is in accordance with PRISMA 2020 Flow 
Diagram (as shown in Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1. The Flow Diagram of this Systematic Review Process Source: Page 

et al. [45]. 

B. Identification 

The systematic review process can be categorized into three 
stages. The first is the identification of keywords of a specific 
study, a process to enrich keywords in a search string. 
Keyword searching related to this study was based on synonym 
searching in thesauruses, dictionaries, and past research. Sa‟di 
et al. [16] found that, in Merriam Webster's dictionary, 
“authentic” means “original, actual, or truthful” as well as 
“true” (http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/authentic). However, in this study, the 
theme was mostly about the types of authentications. 
“Authentication” is defined as “verification” and “certification” 
in the thesaurus. The dictionary also defines authentication as 
verification, certification, and validation. 

The terms „certification‟ and „validation‟ were removed 
from the search string as use of these terms did not return the 
expected theme of study from the databases. The search 
strategy was developed in March 2021, as shown in Table 1. 
below. This process retrieved a total of 740 papers (473 from 
Scopus, six from Google Scholar and 261 from Dimension). 
Before moving to the screening process, 194 duplicate papers 
obtained from all three main databases were manually removed 
(as shown in Figure 1). 

C. Screening 

The second stage of the systematic review is screening. 
From the three main databases, a total of 546 papers were 
screened based on inclusion and exclusion criteria as 
determined by the researchers (Scopus = 466 papers; Google 
Scholar = 6 papers; Dimension = 74 papers; as shown in Table 
1). The first criterion was that the timeline of this review was 
only focused on papers published during a five-year period 
from 2016 to 2020. Second, only research articles in journals 
were included. Then, only articles published in the fields of 
computer science and social science were retrieved. In 
addition, only articles that had reached final publication stage 
are reviewed in this study. Last, only English-language articles 
were included. A total of 470 articles were excluded based on 
the inclusion and exclusion criteria (as shown in Table 2). 

Seventy-six articles were retrieved from the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria process. All 76 articles were successfully 
moved into the next stage of the screening process, eligibility. 
Eligibility is a manual process of document exclusion, the 
purpose of which is to filter the articles based on their 
respective abstract, method, results, or findings section to 
ensure that the articles match the objective of the systematic 
review. A total of 48 articles were excluded in this process 
because their contents were mostly about pure engineering and 
science that did not address the objective of this review. 

D. Inclusion 

A total of 28 articles were eligible for inclusion in this 
systematic review [17 - 44]. 

E. Selection and Data Collection 

The main review process in this paper consisted of coding 
the themes, known as thematic analysis. A panel of five 
researchers from the field of cybersecurity, analysed the 
selected articles one by one. They independently reviewed 
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titles and abstracts of 76 screened articles and discussed all the 
inconsistencies found. The themes were then generated by the 
panel for validation, individually and in pairs. This is to ensure 
that there is no bias toward the themes discussed. The themes 
were then double-checked and renamed, if necessary, after 
several discussions among the panel of researchers. The 
researchers came up with several themes once the article 
reviewing process was completed. This process was repeated 
three times before the themes were finalized. The panel later 
auto generated a standardized data, extraction form to abstract 
the characteristics of a study, which included type of 
authentication, research objectives, research design, findings, 
contribution, and limitation. Reviewers worked independently 
and simultaneously to extract article data. Data extraction was 
completed only when conflicts of idea were resolved, and 
reviewers were assured that their view of the topic was neutral. 

TABLE I. KEYWORDS AND SEARCH STRATEGY 

Database Keywords and Search String 

Scopus 

TITLE-ABS-KEY ((“password authentication” OR “two 

factor authentication” OR “multi-factor authentication” OR 

“token authentication” OR “biometric authentication” OR 
"transaction authentication" OR "computer recognition 

authentication" OR "single sign-on authentication” OR "email 

authentication” OR "laptop recognition authentication” OR 
"gadget recognition authentication" OR “fingerprint 

authentication” OR "fac* authentication" OR "device 

authentication" OR “mobile authentication” OR "android 
authentication" OR “ios authentication” OR “password 

verification” OR “two-factor verification” OR “multi-factor 

verification" OR “token verification” OR “biometric 
verification" OR “transaction verification” OR "computer 

recognition verification" OR "single sign-on verification” 

OR "email verification” OR "laptop recognition verification” 
OR "gadget recognition verification" OR “fingerprint 

verification” OR "fac* verification" OR "device verification" 

OR “mobile verification” OR “android verification" OR “ios 
verification”) AND ("information security"  OR " information 

protection” OR "information safety" OR "data 

security" OR "data protection" OR "data safety”)) 

Google 

Scholar 

Phase 1: allintitle: “authentication” OR “verification”, 

“security” 

Phase 2: allintitle: “password authentication” OR “two factor 
authentication” OR “multi-factor authentication” OR “token 

authentication” OR “biometric authentication” OR 

"transaction authentication" OR "computer recognition 
authentication" OR "single sign-on authentication” OR "email 

authentication” OR "laptop recognition authentication” OR 

"gadget recognition authentication" OR “fingerprint 
authentication” OR "facial authentication" OR "device 

authentication" OR “mobile authentication” OR "android 

authentication" OR “ios authentication” OR “password 
verification” OR “two-factor verification” OR “multi-factor 

verification" OR “token verification” OR “biometric 

verification" OR “transaction verification” OR "computer 
recognition verification" OR "single sign-on verification” 

OR "email verification” OR "laptop recognition verification” 

OR "gadget recognition verification" OR “fingerprint 
verification” OR "facial verification" OR "device 

verification" OR “mobile verification” OR “android 

verification" OR “ios verification” "information 
security"  OR " information protection” OR "information 

safety" OR "data security" OR "data protection" OR "data 

safety” 

Dimension 

Phase 1: ("authentication" OR "verification") AND (security) 
Phase 2: (“password authentication” OR “two factor 

authentication” OR “multi-factor authentication” OR “token 

authentication” OR “biometric authentication” OR 
"transaction authentication" OR "computer recognition 

authentication" OR "single sign-on authentication” OR "email 

authentication” OR "laptop recognition authentication” OR 
"gadget recognition authentication" OR “fingerprint 

authentication” OR "facial authentication" OR "device 

authentication" OR “mobile authentication” OR "android 
authentication" OR “ios authentication” OR “password 

verification” OR “two-factor verification” OR “multi-factor 

verification" OR “token verification” OR “biometric 
verification" OR “transaction verification” OR "computer 

recognition verification" OR "single sign-on verification” 

OR "email verification” OR "laptop recognition verification” 
OR "gadget recognition verification" OR “fingerprint 

verification” OR "facial verification" OR "device 
verification" OR “mobile verification” OR “android 

verification") AND ("information security"  OR " information 

protection” OR "information safety" OR "data 
security" OR "data protection" OR "data safety”) 

TABLE II. THE INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

Criterion Inclusion Exclusion 

Timeline From 2016 to 2020 Before 2016 and after 2020 

Literature type 
Journals (research 

articles) 

Journals (review papers), books, 

preprints, book chapters, series, 

conference proceedings, trade 
journal 

Subject area 
Computer science 

and social science 

Other than computer science and 

social science 

Publication stage Final Other than final 

Language English Non-English 

F. Quality Appraisal 

This present study used the Prediction Study Risk of Bias 
Assessment Tool (PROBAST) to appraise the quality of the 
included articles. Based on PROBAST, five experts in this 
research group assessed the risk of bias by means of 22 
multiple-choice questions with the responses No (N), Yes (Y), 
Unclear (U), and Not Applicable (X). The answer of “Y” for 
each signalling question was assigned 1 point, and that of “N,” 
“U,” or “X” was assigned 0 points. The total score ranged from 
0 to 22. The five reviewers gave an overall score for each 
included study. An average score of 0–7 for each article is 
considered low quality, 8–14 is considered medium quality, 
and 15–22 is considered high quality [46][47]. All 28 articles 
were retained in the final review, as they met the standard of 
medium quality. 

G. Data Analytic Strategy (Synthesis Methods) 

Twenty-eight articles were reviewed, evaluated, and 
analysed after the eligibility process in this study. The search 
was thoroughly done according to the objective of this review, 
which is to study the current types of authentication methods as 
safe practice for information security among Internet users. 
The studies were classified into relevant themes by using 
qualitative synthesis. This was done by reading the title, 
abstract, and keywords of each study. Furthermore, a thematic 
analysis was performed to classify themes related to type of 
authentication method. Through an article review process, 
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relevant groups were identified. Finally, a total of three main 
themes including password authentication, biometric 
authentication, and multifactor authentication methods 
emerged. Password-based methods were grouped into textual 
and graphical authentication. Biometric methods were 
classified into fingerprint, facial, retina or iris, voice, and 
digital signature authentication. Several review processes were 
done by the authors to finalize the themes and sub-themes. 

III. RESULTS 

Seven hundred forty papers were identified based on the 
search strings. Later, 28 articles were found to be eligible for 
the review process by using qualitative synthesis. The results of 
the systematic literature review are further summarized in 
Table 3. The table shows the title of article, layer(s) of 
authentication applied, authors and, subject of the study. Of the 
28 articles reviewed, 20 were about biometric authentication 
[18 - 21], [23 - 33], [35], [37], [40], [42], [44]. There were 17 
studies about textual password authentication [17], [21], [23], 
[25 - 27], [30], [32 - 38], [41 - 43] and three studies about 
graphical password authentication [22], [34], [39]. Seventeen 
studies discussed multifactor authentication [17], [19], [21], 
[23 - 28], [30], [32 - 37], [42] (as shown in Figure.2.). The 
review found that most scholars had chosen to focus on 
biometric authentication. There were some studies excluded 
from this review [48 - 52] as they did not focus on types of 
authentication methods as a safety practice for information 
security. Of the 28 articles reviewed, 13 were based in India 
[20 - 26], [30], [34 - 37], [42]; four were from China [32], [33], 
[38], [44]; two from Saudi Arabia [18], [19] one from Poland 
[27]; one from the Czech Republic [31]; one from the United 
Arab Emirates [28]; one from Turkey [43]; one from Ukraine 
[40]; 1 from Jordan [17]; and one each from Zambia [29]; 
Philippines [39]; and the United States [41] (as shown in 
Figure 2). 

  

Fig. 2. Countries of Origin. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Types of Authentication 

Based on the analysis, this section discusses types of 
authentications, such as password authentication (textual and 
graphical authentication), biometric authentication (fingerprint, 
facial, retina, voice, and digital signature), and multifactor 
authentication. 

 Password authentication 

Password has been used to protect online information since 
the early existence of the Internet. Passwords often do not 
expire, and users tend to use the same password for a long 
period, which leads to cyberattacks [53]. Passwords are one of 
the most significant risk factors because they are vulnerable to 
threats and attacks. Thus, a well-formulated and structured 
password should be “easy to remember but hard to hack” [54]. 
In this paper, the review has found two sub-themes under 
password authentication: textual and graphical. 

1) Textual password authentication: Textual password 

authentication is knowledge based. Only four studies have 

focused on textual authentication [17] [38][41][43], whereas 12 

other studies considered textual password as a part of 

multifactor authentication [23] [25-27] [30] [32-37] [42]. 

Furthermore, textual password authentication was studied by 

Akingbade [4]. Their study aimed to construct a protected 

login interface that could avoid cybersecurity attacks by using 

the 6 × 6 sized alpha numeric characters. The keyboard used in 

this experimental study was divided into letters, numbers, and 

symbols. Besides, users were allowed to select different of 

password lengths and different characters according to their 

preference. In fact, textual password method has been used in 

traditional bank environments, such as keying in the six-digit 

ATM personal identification number (PIN) [17]. In another 

experimental study that involved two groups: a control group 

and an experimental group; aimed to enhance the security of 

text-based passwords and to examine the effectiveness of 

creating a text-based password [43]. It was found that the 

experimental group experienced a more successful method of 

creating strong passwords that were also easy to remember. 

Another study, using a qualitative methodology aimed to 

understand the practice of mobile authentication user‟s security 

awareness [41]. Twenty mobile device users made up the 

sample study, 19 of whom were aware of risk management in 

authentication. Additionally, used dynamic password 

technology, also known as One-Time Password (OTP) [38]. 

Each password is generated using the current time and can be 

only used once based on the function of the SM3 Hash 

Algorithm. This proposed scheme can be further improved to 

enhance network security. Moreover, applied multifactor 

authentication by using textual password authentication from 

server to user, then from user to server [36]. This approach 

provides users with anonymous identity, mutual authentication, 

surveillance against cyberattacks, and session key compliance 

in a multi-server environment. 

2) Graphical password authentication: Graphical 

password authentication is more difficult to circumvent than 

biometric authentication, is more user-friendly, has easy-to-

remember passwords, and provides high-level security 

[34][55]. The image-based authentication system is the main 

type of graphical password authentication [56]. This 

authentication method is based on recognition and recall 

approaches. Although this authentication method is highly 

secure, the ability to remember the password plays an 
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important role. Songcuan et al. further mentioned that used 

graphical password authentication in an experimental study 

measuring students‟ memory ability, speed of registration, and 

speed of authentication [39]. The results recorded 100% 

successful password memory in the first session and 90.90% in 

the second session. There is a decrease in memory percentage 

because the second session took place after two weeks of 

delay. Hence, these findings prove that memorability plays a 

huge role in this type of authentication. A survey on graphical 

password authentication using images as passwords was 

conducted [22] and found that the memorability of graphical 

passwords was better than that of textual passwords. The 

authors noted that graphical password technology was still 

immature; hence more research is needed to achieve a higher 

level of usefulness. 

 Biometric authentication 

The security of biometric identification depends on body 
patterns such as fingerprints or facial features [57]. This type of 
authentication has the uniqueness derived from a human body 
[58]. Biometric authentication has been increasingly used as it 
provides a more secured process of identifying users [44]. 
Biometric authentication methods are more likely to be 
convenient, secure, and strong used compared with traditional 
authentication methods [59]. This section discusses fingerprint, 
facial feature, retina/iris, voice, and digital signature 
authentication. 

3) Fingerprint authentication: In the protocol proposed by 

Zhu et al. [44], the first two modules of this scheme can be 

classified into enrolment and authentication phases. These two 

phases enable data to be protected better rather than in a one-

step login phase and provides higher resistance against some 

possible threats. Moreover, ArunPrakash et al. [20] said that 

personal data stored in cloud computing can be protected 

because authentication can be completed only when the 

fingerprint encryption matches the enrolment phase data. This 

way, it is impossible for any harmful cyber threats to occur. 

Besides, they proposed a scheme for mobile banking 

application users to apply an efficient and privacy-preserving 

biometric identification outsourcing scheme in mobile banking 

applications [31]. This study suggested using a multibiometric 

system for a more significant variability. 

4) Facial authentication: Musambo and Phiri [29] have 

proposed a facial authentication scheme for university students. 

It was found that the system only obtained 66% detection rate. 

This was due to the lighting conditions when the images are 

captured and the complexion of students‟ face. Another 

researcher also proposed a facial authentication scheme to be 

used in online banking services [18]. The proposed scheme can 

deny access for unauthorized usage and determines ways to 

identify different testing images. Ten different images were 

taken from the same user. The results of authentication 

accuracy were 97.50% from the first image. In the second 

image, a result of 100% successful authentication was 

achieved. 

5) Iris/Retina authentication: Retina authentication 

provides unique biometric structure, shape, and specified 

image specification, and it has one of the longest lifespans of 

biometric data. A user who authenticates by this method even 

with glasses or contact lens will still be able to effectively use 

this process. However, this authentication method may not be 

well received by cloud computing users. This is because this 

form of authentication has not been widely practiced and 

expensive [29]. A multifactor authentication combining 

fingerprint and iris was formulated [24]. They used a 

qualitative methodology to enhance the authenticating system 

for cloud computing users by using finger vein and iris 

authentication. Their results showed that the finger vein‟s 

biometric template cannot be duplicated; hence, this 

methodology can strengthen security systems compared with 

other authentication methods. 

TABLE III. LAYER(S) OF AUTHENTICATION OF THE ARTICLES SELECTED TO BE REVIEWED 

No Title of article Layer(s) of authentication References Subject 

1 
A Smooth Textual Password Authentication Scheme 

Against Shoulder Surfing Attack 

Password authentication 

Textual-based 
[17] Textual password users 

2 
Research And Implementation of Time Synchronous 
Dynamic Password Based on Sm3 Hash Algorithm 

Password authentication 
Textual-based 

[38] Internet users 

3 

An Empirical Study Examining the Perceptions and 

Behaviours of Security-Conscious Users of Mobile 
Authentication 

Password authentication 

Textual-based 
[41] 20 IT mobile users 

4 
Encouraging Users to Improve Password Security And 

Memorability 

Password authentication 

Textual-based 
[43] Text-based password users 

5 Graphical Password Authentication – Survey 
Password authentication 

Graphical 
[22] Computer users 

6 Towards Usability Evaluation of Jumbled PassSteps 
Password authentication 

Graphical 
[39] 

30 students from Don 

Mariano Marcos Memorial 
State University 

7 

Biometric Encoding and Biometric Authentication 

(Beba) Protocol For Secure Cloud in M-Commerce 
Environment 

Biometric authentication 

Fingerprint 
[20] 

Cloud users 
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8 
Hand-Based Biometric Recognition Technique – 
Survey 

Biometric authentication 
Hand-based 

[31] 
Mobile banking application 
users 

9 
An Efficient and Privacy-Preserving Biometric 

Identification Scheme in Cloud Computing 

Biometric authentication 

Fingerprint 
[44] Cloud computing users 

10 
Edge-Centric Multimodal Authentication System Using 
Encrypted Biometric Templates 

Biometric authentication 
Facial 

[18] Cloud computing users 

11 

Student Facial Authentication Model Based on Open 

Cv‟s Object Detection Method and Qr Code For 
Zambian Higher Institutions of Learning 

Biometric authentication 

Facial 
[43] 

3000 students in University 

of Zambia 

12 

A Method For User Authenticating to Critical 

infrastructure Objects Based on Voice Message 
Identification 

Biometric authentication 

Voice 
[40] Cloud computing users 

13 
Multi-Biometric Authentication Using Deep Learning 
Classifier for Securing of Healthcare Data 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (digital signature &   

fingerprint) 

[19] Patients in medical sector 

14 
Accomplishment of New Protocol for Stupendous 

Security in Cloud Environment 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint) & password 
(textual) 

[21] 

Cloud computing users (30 
different fingerprint with 

eight different repetitive to 
compare results) 

15 
Multi-Biometric Authentication System Using Finger 

Vein and Iris in Cloud Computing 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint & iris) 
[24] Cloud computing users 

16 
Cloud Service Security Using Two-Factor or Multi 

Factor Authentication 

Multifactor authentication 
Biometric (digital signature) & 

password) 

[25] Smartphone users 

17 
Multifactor Authentication Protocol in a Mobile 

Environment 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint) & password 
(login key) 

[27] 200 Android users 

18 
Securing Personal Health Records Using Advanced 

Multi-Factor Authentication in Cloud Computing 

Multifactor authentication 

Password (textual) & biometric 
(digital signature & iris) 

[35] Patients in hospital 

19 
Multi-Layered Multimodal Biometric Authentication 
for Smartphone Devices 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint, facial & 

voice) 

[42] Smartphone users 

20 
Access Control Framework Using Multi-Factor 
Authentication in Cloud Computing 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint) & password 

(textual & login key) 

[30] Cloud computing users 

21 
New Robust Biometrics-Based Mutual Authentication 
Scheme With Key Agreement Using Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography 

Multifactor authentication 
Biometric (fingerprint) & password 

(login key) 

[33] 
Single-client server 
application in mobile 

environment 

22 
Anonymous Biometrics-Based Authentication With 
Key Agreement Scheme for Multi-Server Environment 

Using Ecc 

Multifactor authentication 
Biometric (fingerprint) & password 

(login key) 

[32] 
Multi-server environment 

using ECC 

23 

Research and Development of User Authentication 

Using Graphical Passwords: A Prospective 
Methodology 

Multifactor authentication 

Password (Textual & graphical) 
[34] Cloud computing users 

24 

An Improved and Secure Two-Factor Dynamic ID 

Based Authenticated Key Agreement Scheme for 
Multiserver Environment 

Multifactor authentication 

Password (server to user & user to 
server) 

[36] Multi-server environment 

25 I-Voting on Cloud Framework 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint & facial) & 

password (login key) 

[23] 
Internet voting platform 
users 

26 
Analysis of information Security Service for Internet 
Application 

Multifactor authentication 

Biometric (fingerprint) & password 

(login key) 

[37] Internet application users 

27 
A Highly Secure Multi- Factor Authentication System 
Using Biometrics to Enhance Privacy in Internet of 

Things (IoT) 

Multifactor authentication 
Password (textual & login key) & 

biometric (palm print) 

[26] Internet users 

28 
Privacy Preserving Biometric Authentication and 

Identification in Cloud Computing 

Multifactor authentication 
Password (login key) & biometric 

(fingerprint) 

[42] Cloud computing users 
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6) Voice authentication: Voice authentication is a 

conversion of a human voice into an electrical signal that can 

be digitally coded to recognize a user from the coded voice 

data [60]. People usually speak faster than they write; hence, 

voice authentication can be considered a time-preserving 

method. Memon [28] proposed a multifactor biometric 

authentication including fingerprint, face, and voice for 

smartphone users. He found that this biometric used in 

smartphones is more robust and secure compared with single-

layered biometric. Additionally, Trysnyuk et. al. [40] proposed 

a voice message identification method to improve the standard 

password authentication. It was found that the security of this 

method can be enhanced by applying another layer of password 

or biometric authentication. 

7) Digital signature authentication: Digital signature is a 

behavioral biometric which has high acceptance rate and ease 

in data collection [28]. Digital signature is less cumbersome 

compared with handwritten signature. It was suggested that a 

multifactor authentication model was used based on digital 

signature and password [25]. However, this study found the 

scheme can only be applied for a small proportion of users. In 

addition, digital signature was also implemented in a health 

care system with fingerprint verification [19]. As proposed, the 

signature verification process has several steps. The main 

purpose of this signature authentication is to protect patients‟ 

health record and to avoid misplacing of their personal data. It 

was found that the patient‟s information was highly secured as 

it increases the system performance rate compared to single-

factor authentication. Moreover, combined password, iris 

verification, and digital signature in their authentication 

scheme is needed to secure health care records [35]. This 

scheme comprises key generation and signature encryption 

stage. The key generation stage creates random number 

combinations to be used as a private key. Iris features are used 

because of clear-cut texture of the cornea. This study results 

show that the multifactor authentication method provides 

security and confidentiality to health care records. The authors 

suggested the use of hybrid technologies in the future to 

enhance health care data security. 

 Multiple-factor authentication 

Multiple-factor authentication involves two or more phases 
of authentication and is widely used because it increases the 
mechanism of data protection compared with single factor 
authentication. The authors in [27] [37] used two-factor 
authentication in their proposed scheme combining password 
verification and fingerprint authentication. Password 
identification comprises of OTP and secret question, whereas 
fingerprint authentication is required as a second factor to 
verify the user‟s identity. The system will accept or reject 
authentication based on the fingerprint received during each 
authentication process. Besides, a scheme using two-factor 
authentication for the password change process is also 
proposed [36]. This verification process is a two-way; server to 
user and user to server. This two-way authentication gives a 
protected multi-server environment. Another researcher 

proposed a three-factor authentication (3FA) scheme to be used 
in a mobile banking environment among 200 Android users 
[37]. The OTP received must be typed correctly in the provided 
field and biometric authentication is then used to activate the 
account with fingerprint access. The authors found that two-
factor authentication makes a cloud environment more robust. 
The concept of mutual authentication scheme key agreement in 
a single-server environment has been implemented to improve 
the security [33] [61]. Qi and Chen [32] then introduced an 
approach through implementation of BAN logic. This project 
aimed to provide a new method based on mutual authentication 
that allows use of the same session key. Both studies involve 
multifactor authentication of fingerprint and textual 
authentication. Furthermore, Reshma and Shivaprasad [34] 
combined textual and graphical authentication to provide a 
better authentication system for cloud computing users and to 
avoid data breaches. Besides, Balaji and Saravanakumar [21] 
presented a biometric method using thirty different fingerprints 
with eight different repetitions along with textual 
authentication. The results show that the scheme reduces false 
rejection rate and false acceptance rate. 

Then, Yellamma et al. [42] proposed a biometric scheme 
with registration and verification processes by designing a new 
coding rule to prevent hackers from attacking the cloud 
environment. The findings show that the scheme provides 
higher security from malicious attacks. Moreover, Patel et. al. 
[30] suggested an authentication model consisting of 
fingerprint, facial, PIN, and OTP. The results of study were 
disrupted due to the delay in OTP receiving. This study later 
suggested improving the method of biometric collection for 
future studies and the availability of mobile network to 
effectively receive the OTP. Additionally, Sathishkumar et al. 
[23] designed an authentication model for online voting. The 
authentication mode involves fingerprint, facial, and OTP. The 
advantages of using this proposed voting framework are that 
the frequency of voting is higher but fewer personnel are 
required. It is hoped to facilitate a fairer voting system that 
allows more people to practice their voting rights. Besides, Qi 
and Chen [33] proposed an authentication consisting of palm 
print, four-digit user password, and OTP. The results show that 
this method functions well and provides a lower false rejection 
ratio. The study aims to work more on the combination of 
multi-biometric scheme. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the discussion above, the summary of the types of 
authentications reviewed in this paper is presented below (as 
shown in Figure 3.) Previously, much of the authentication was 
created based on traditional password i.e. using textual. With 
the advances in technology, a value can be added to the 
password authentication by using biometric data, which led to 
multifactor authentication and a more secure cloud 
environment. Thus, with the multilayer authentication, it is 
difficult for hackers to attack the system, especially related to 
the use of passwords. Further, more awareness on 
authentication is needed among Internet users to help create a 
secure online environment. In future, different biometric 
authentication methods can be combined for greater key 
encryption, which improves information security. Biometric 
authentication should also be used whenever there is in need 
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for higher security. OTP can be used to increase surveillance 
and safety templates, as it changes on the device with each use. 
In addition, information security awareness should be taught to 
users so that they know how to safely access the Internet. 
Future research should combine authentication methods in 
large-scale studies and increase the sample size for better 
results. It is also recommended that future studies evolve in a 
multi-server environment. This systematic review also 
concluded that no study was done to examine the types of 
authentication methods being used in Malaysia among Internet 
users. Most of the studies were found to be in India, China, 
countries from Middle East, and Europe. Research about 
authentication method used in Malaysia is highly 
recommended. This is because Malaysia is one of the leading 
communication technology countries with almost 89% of its 
population which is equivalent to 25.4 million Internet users. 
Future research can propose a secure authentication scheme 
according to the suitability of subjects of study. We hope this 
study can provide cloud users with increased awareness of the 
types and importance of authentication. 

 

Fig. 3. Summary of Authentication Types. 
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Abstract—Digitalization catalyzes drastic changes to a 
particular subject or area. Digitalization is an operational 
structure transformation process, such as in the educational 
domain. Digitalization in the academic field has brought the 
classroom to the users' fingertips with the prevalence of e-
learning applications, learning management systems, etc. 
However, with the increasing number of digital learning 
platform users, educators find it hard to monitor their students' 
progress. Analytics that analyze data generated from the usage 
pattern of the users contribute to giving the educators an insight 
regarding the performance of their students. With that, they can 
apply early intervention and modification of their delivery 
method to suit the students' needs and, at the same time, increase 
the quality of the content. This study illustrates the development 
of a learning analytics dashboard that can improve learning 
outcomes for educators and students. 

Keywords—Learning analytics; learning management system; 
moodle 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Learning Management System (LMS) is a software 

application developed for the administration, tracking, 
reporting, and delivery of educational courses and contents [1]. 
There are various LMS(s) to choose from in the market; for 
example, Moodle is the most widely used LMS. LMS utilizes 
the internet as an extension of learning, allowing users to 
access the content anytime and anywhere. With more learning 
activities conducted online, obtaining relevant and accurate 
data from these activities has become more important for 
educators to monitor their students' performance [2]. However, 
some existing analytics dashboards available on the market do 
not present accurate and relevant data for educators to 
understand their students' performance [3]. Purposely, an 
analytics dashboard is expected to indicate the attainment of 
the learning outcomes by the learners and triggers continuous 
improvement in the delivery and assessment method. 
Therefore, it is vital to develop a dashboard that displays 
accurate and relevant data that could provide insight for 
learners, educators and relevant stakeholders, which could 
eventually improve the overall learning process. 

In this study, the analytics dashboard development 
approach has been proposed. Firstly, the back-end of the 
analytics dashboard has been designed and developed so that 
accurate and relevant data can be displayed on the dashboard. 
Secondly, a straightforward and easy-to-use interface has been 
created to allow users to read data easily. The analytics 
dashboard has been designed to fulfil the need in order to 

obtain relevant and meaningful data from a data source so that 
educators can better understand their students' performance [4]. 
There are three (3) main sections that focus on (a) review 
relevant studies and related analytics dashboards, (b) analytics 
dashboard requirement, and (c) proposed analytics dashboard 
design that constructs the proposed learning analytics 
dashboard as the contribution of study which outlines relevant 
data visualization strategy. 

II. REVIEW OF RELEVANT STUDIES AND RELATED 
ANALYTICS DASHBOARDS 

This section discusses relevant previous studies and related 
analytics dashboards. It comprises the following three (3) 
sections that focus on Moodle LMS, data analytics, and a 
review of a corresponding analytics dashboard.  It aims to 
provide a fundamental understanding of the related area and 
prepares for a review of data visualization and dashboard 
design in the subsequent section. 

A. Moodle LMS 
Moodle LMS is a web-based system specifically developed 

to complement traditional learning methods that allow users to 
attend courses, submit assignments, and many more online. 
Moodle LMS is an open-source learning management system 
developed using PHP programming language and was first 
released in 2002. With the increasing demand and usage of 
online learning, Moodle now has more than 278 million 
registered users in 2021 [5]. 

Moodle LMS is designed to support teaching and learning 
with over ten (10) years of development guided by social 
constructionist pedagogy [6]. Moodle LMS has a simple 
interface with drag-and-drop features and well-documented 
resources along with ongoing usability improvements. Moodle 
LMS has very high flexibility and scalability that can be 
customized to support the needs of both small classes and large 
organizations. 

B. Data Analytics for Moodle LMS 
Data analytics is the process of analyzing raw data to 

conclude the information contained in them. Valuable insights 
can be extracted from data analytics to assist users in planning 
and taking actions [7]. Data analytics can be divided into four 
categories: descriptive analytics, diagnostic analytics, 
predictive analytics, and prescriptive analytics [8]. Descriptive 
analytics contributes to showing the value of measured metrics 
and what had happened in a specified period. Descriptive 
analytics process raw data from data sources to give valuable 
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insights into the past. Implementing descriptive analytics in the 
learning analytics dashboard would allow the educators to 
understand their students' performance trends and identify any 
issues. Diagnostic analytics is the next step of complexity in 
data analytics. While assessing the descriptive data, diagnostic, 
analytical tools allow the analyst to drill down and isolate the 
root cause of a problem. Diagnostic analytics gives in-depth 
insights into a particular problem on why the problem 
occurred. 

Predictive analytics is advanced analytics that brings many 
advantages, such as sophisticated analysis based on machines 
or deep learning. It is a proactive approach that enables 
predictions. Predictive analytics contributes to providing a 
forecast of what is likely to happen. Predictive analytics 
utilizes descriptive and diagnostic analytics findings to detect 
clusters and exceptions and predict future trends. Predictive 
analytics is a valuable tool for forecasting. Prescriptive 
analytics is sophisticated analytics that utilizes machine 
learning and algorithms to prescribe a possible action that can 
be taken to eliminate a future problem. 

Therefore, four types of analytics can be implemented into 
the analytics dashboard for Moodle LMS. Most commercial 
solutions available in Moodle LMS are descriptive analytics 
[6]. Moodle LMS provides various built-in reporting tools 
based on log data; however, they are primarily illustrative. 
Third-party developers can develop learning analytics 
dashboards that emphasize diagnostic and prescriptive 
analytics to understand the cause of events and figure out 
solutions to improve learning outcomes. 

C. Review of Relevant Analytics Dashboard for Moodle LMS 
It has become a challenge for developers to design an 

analytics dashboard that suits the needs in the educational 
domain to process the data generated by online learning 
activities [2]. Each analytics dashboard has features that do not 
necessarily fulfil every user's requirement [9]. The design of 
the analytics dashboard can be varied, depending on the 
implementation of the developer. Providing a simple easy-to-
read dashboard is very important. 

In our study, three (3) analytics dashboards have been 
chosen: Piwik Analytics, Blocks: Progress Bar, and Blocks: 
Analytics Graph. These analytics dashboards were selected to 
be most actively updated in the Moodle LMS plug-in library 
[6]. Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 shows three (3) examples of the 
analytics dashboard available as Moodle LMS plug-in. As 
shown in Fig. 1, Piwik Analytics provides reporting in the form 
of a comparative table. Data such as page views, bounce rate, 
and average generation time are recording to provide an 
overview for the user to understand their contents hit rate. 

As shown in Fig. 2, Blocks: Progress Bar is a reporting tool 
that reports on the students' progress. The users can gather 
information regarding the progression of the students. 

As shown in Fig. 3, Blocks: Analytics Graph shows the 
distribution of the hits of the course content in the form of a 
line graph. Similar to Piwik Analytics in Fig. 1, the contents 
accessed rate of the students shown in the chart that allows the 
user to develop an overview of the course contents access rate. 

 
Fig. 1. Piwik Analytics 

 
Fig. 2. Blocks: Progress Bar. 

 
Fig. 3. Blocks: Analytics Graph. 

Based on the comparative analysis of the common features 
available in these dashboards, a comparison table is tabulated, 
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as shown in Table I. The finding based on Table I reveals that 
assignment progress and learning progress can be considered 
as common features between these analytics dashboards. 
Indirectly, assignment progress and learning progress are 
essential features for any learning analytics dashboard [10]. 

TABLE I. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTING DASHBOARDS 

Features 
(Measuring Metrics) 

Piwik 
Analytics 

Blocks: 
Progress Bar 

Blocks: 
Analytics Graph 

User active time Yes No Yes 

Assignment Progress No Yes Yes 

Learning Progress No Yes Yes 

Marks No No Yes 
Assignments 
Submission No No Yes 

Contents Hit Count Yes No No 

III. LEARNING ANALYTICS DASHBOARD REQUIREMENTS 
User requirements have to be fulfilled to achieve the 

objective of developing the analytics dashboard. The primary 
user base of the analytics dashboard focuses on the educators 
who use a learning management system such as Moodle as part 
of their teaching medium. The analytics dashboard will become 
a tool for them to monitor their student's progress quickly and 
efficiently. 

Various types of assessment can be implemented in LMS 
[11]. Our study revealed that assignments handouts using LMS 
are common usages of LMS in modern learning. Tracking a 
student's assignment has become more important for educators 
to keep track of their students. Knowing the performance of 
their students allows educators to decide on how to improve 
the outcome. 

Learning progress reporting is also an essential element in a 
learning analytics dashboard. A learning analytics dashboard 
that has both the educator-facing dashboard and student-facing 
dashboard is an ideal implementation [10]. The educator-facing 
dashboard allows the educators to understand the progress 
report of their students and helps the educators develop an 
overview of their courses and identify students with low 
performance. On the other hand, the students-facing dashboard 
allows the students to keep track of their progress, which helps 
them increase their self-awareness of their performance. 

The learning analytics dashboard is designed to extract data 
from the data source and convert the data into meaningful data 
visualization. The data visualization allows the users to 
understand the information that is shown in the analytics better. 
Key data visualization charts in the analytics dashboard include 
marks of students' assignments, quizzes, attendance, project 
marks, and, most importantly, their progress in terms of 
learning outcomes. 

The system model of the analytics dashboard only involved 
three main entities: Moodle LMS, the analytics dashboard, and 
the users. Data is generated continuously from online activities 
held in Moodle LMS, such as online quizzes and online 
assignments. The information is then stored in the Moodle 
LMS server. The data is then downloaded and converted into a 

readable format of the analytics dashboard. Once the data is 
uploaded to the analytics dashboard, the back-end system of 
the analytics dashboard will automatically convert the data into 
data visualization, such as a table, line charts, and bar charts. 
The users can interact with the dashboard after the data 
visualization. 

IV. PROPOSED LEARNING ANALYTICS DASHBOARD DESIGN 
The design specification of the analytics dashboard is 

influenced by the objective and the current design trend. The 
design specification of a system that will be developed is 
important because the users' workflow is affected by design. 
The analytics dashboard is created as a web application using 
Python and Dash framework. This approach allows the 
developer to better focus on data visualization as the Dash 
framework in Python is specialized in data visualization. 
Besides, developing the system as a web application is more 
productive as users do not need to install the software; they can 
view the dashboard using any web browser. Fig. 4 shows an 
example of an analytics dashboard design that can be 
implemented. 

The design of the analytics dashboard has to produce data 
visualization with simplicity so that the users can read the data 
accordingly when there is a lot of data. Implementing 
personalized options and interaction in the dashboard is 
preferable for a better user experience [12]. The back-end of 
the analytics dashboard is designed so that the data obtained 
from the data source can be converted into data visualization. 
One of the approaches our study has revealed is that the 
analytics dashboard can be developed using the Dash 
framework in Python. The end product will be a web-based 
analytics dashboard that can be accessed using any web 
browser. The main component of the analytics dashboard is the 
interface. The dashboard will display all the data visualization 
in a scrollable manner. The users can glance through all of the 
data quickly. Fig. 5 shows the name list of all the students in a 
certain course in a table that can be implemented in the 
dashboard. The table provides a simple overview of the 
student's performance in a specific course. 

 
Fig. 4. A Design Example of an Analytics Dashboard. 
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Fig. 5. The Interface of the Analytics Dashboard. 

Moreover, the analytics dashboard also shows the students' 
achievement in terms of learning outcomes in a line graph. 
This type of data visualization provides a simple explanation of 
the performance of the student. The users can know the highest 
performer as well as the lowest. Fig. 6 shows the line graphs 
shown in the analytics dashboard. 

The other data visualization available in the analytics 
dashboard includes the bar chart. The bar charts show the 
individual mark of each student in terms of assignments, 
quizzes, attendance, and their total marks. Fig. 7 and 8 show 
the bar charts that are shown in the analytics dashboard. The 
bar charts allow the users to read the progress trend of each 
student in each measuring metric. 

Other than data visualization, analytics dashboards that 
allow users to interact will provide a better user experience. 
Fig. 9 shows the selected students in the table. The users can 
pick whichever student they want in the table on top of the 
analytics dashboard. The chosen students will be highlighted in 
Fig. 10, 11 and 12. This provides the users with convenience 
when reading the data. 

 
Fig. 6. Example Line Graphs. 

 
Fig. 7. Example Bar Charts 1. 

 
Fig. 8. Example Bar Charts 2. 

 
Fig. 9. Selected Students. 
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Fig. 10. Highlighted Students in Assignment. 

 
Fig. 11. Highlighted Students in Quizzes. 

 
Fig. 12. Highlighted Students in Project and Attendance. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the study has provided an extensive view of 

the approach when developing a learning analytics dashboard 
that can be implemented within Moodle LMS. A well-designed 
analytics dashboard will allow educators to understand better 
the data collected by the LMS through online learning 
activities [13]. Meaningful insights obtained from the analytics 
will help educators to understand the performance of their 
students [14] [15] [16]. Descriptive analytics will allow 

educators to monitor the performance of their students in a 
specific period. In contrast, more complex analytics such as 
diagnostic and prescriptive analytics will explain the cause of 
events and actions to improve the situations. Thus, such 
implication has the potential for future research work which 
could benefit educators and learners [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]. 
Furthermore, studies investigating novel and innovative 
methods for measuring learning outcomes attainment, 
especially for online learning during COVID-19 pandemic era, 
have caught the attention of various researchers [22] [23]. 
Thus, this triggers the development of a learning analytics 
dashboard, particularly for Moodle, as it is the most widely 
used LMS. 
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Abstract—Every year thousands of lives pass away worldwide 

due to vehicle accidents, and the main reason behind this is the 

drowsiness in drivers. A drowsiness detection system will help to 

reduce this accident and save many lives around the world. To 

defend this problem, we propose a methodology based on 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) that illustrates 

drowsiness detection as a task to detect an object. It will detect 

and localize whether the eyes are open or close based on the real-

time video stream of drivers. The MobileNet CNN Architecture 

with Single Shot Multibox Detector is the technology used for this 

object detection task. A separate algorithm is used based on the 

output given by the SSD_MobileNet_v1 architecture. A dataset 

that consists of around 4500 images was labeled with the object’s 

face yawn, no-yawn, open eye, and closed eye to train the 

SSD_MobileNet_v1 Network. Around 600 randomly selected 

images are used to test the trained model using the PASCAL 

VOC metric. The proposed approach is to ensure better accuracy 

and computational efficiency. It is also affordable as it can 

process incoming video streams in real-time and does not need 

any expensive hardware support. There only needs a standalone 

camera to be implemented using cheap devices in cars using 

Raspberry Pi 3 or other IP cameras. 

Keywords—Deep learning; drowsiness detection; object 

detection; MobileNets; Single Shot Multibox Detector 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Drowsiness while driving tends to vehicle crashes and 
accidents. Many people die in car collisions every year due to 
fatigued driving that results from sleeping deprivation, 
intoxication, drug and alcohol abuse, exposure to heat or 
alcohol. Automobile manufacturers [8] such as Tesla, 
Mercedes-Benz, and others have various features for driving 
assistance such as warning of lane deviation, emergency 
braking systems, variable cruise control, and aid steering. 
These innovations have assisted drivers in avoiding the 
incidence of collisions. Samsung has investigated the attention 
level of a driver by reading facial characteristics and patterns 
[10]. At the same time, most of these technologies are 
proprietary and restricted to high-end cars. These drowsiness 
identification processes can be divided depending on some of 
the methods like based on the context of vehicle, behavioral & 
physiological [39]. Multiple methods for the identification of 
drowsiness have been developed in the past. Based on vehicle-
based, drowsiness identification processes are performed for 
monitoring the lane switches, steering wheel spin, velocity, 
compressions on the accelerator pedal. These approaches 
include measurement of driver physiological signals [11], 
performance assessment based on vehicles [12], and recording 

behavior [13]. The bio-signal measurement method 
demonstrated the highest ability to detect driver drowsiness 
among these techniques: unlike the other two approaches, it 
relies solely on the state of the driver. Based on behavior like 
specific eye closure, yawn, and head posture, drowsiness 
identification processes need a camera. Another step based on 
physiological drowsiness identification processes works by 
monitoring the tiredness to relate between their physiological 
signals like EOG (electrooculogram) and ECG 
(Electrocardiogram) [14,15]. The limitation of drowsiness 
identification processes using the physiological method is that 
the diver needs to contain electrodes on their body [14]. There 
is a substantial restriction based on vehicle-based drowsiness 
identification [15], such as they are prone to forces connected 
to drivers and vehicles, road situations. There are many 
techniques stated in different literature those has some 
restrictions and several benefits. 

The aim of this research is to propose a cost-effective 
procedure to identify the drowsiness among divers while 
driving vehicles. To develop the drowsiness detector 
application, we have used a CNN architecture. This work can 
be divided into two parts based on the main contribution: (a) 
Convolutional neural networks to identify right drowsiness 
identification processes based on object detection, (b) and 
drowsy datasets to help the researchers for drowsiness 
identification method. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following style: 
Literature Review is portrayed in Section II that followed by 
Research Methodology and Results & Discussion in Section III 
and Section IV, respectively. The final section depicts our 
Contribution and Limitations. 

II. LITERATUE REVIEW 

Eyelid closing has been a much more reliable predictor of 
drowsiness. Many of the systems has built ought to rely on 
eyelid closing for driver drowsiness detection even though the 
other behavior is also a predictor like faster blinking time, 
sneezing, a slow movement of the eyelid, repeated blinking, set 
eyes, and sagging pose. Many works of literature have been 
proposed in this field to predict drowsiness using normal 
cameras, Infrared (IR) cameras, and stereo cameras. A 
literature review [27] has been performed to summarize the 
different drowsiness detection systems and tools. Dwivedi et 
al. [19] was developed a model using CNN to find drowsiness. 
In this approach, CNN-based representation feature learning 
was used and achieved 78% accuracy. To reduce the traffic 
injuries related to driver drowsiness, the Specialized Driver 
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Assistance System was proposed by Alshaqaqi et al. [20]. An 
algorithm was suggested to locate, map, and evaluate face and 
eyes to test PERCLOS to diagnose driver drowsiness. Said et 
al. [23] suggested an Eye-tracking-based driver drowsiness 
system. The method detects the drowsiness of the driver in this 
task and rings the alarm to warn drivers. Viola Jones‟s model 
was used to detect the area of the face and eye in this work. In 
indoor tests, it provided 82% accuracy and 72.8% accuracy for 
the outdoor setting. 

Mehta et al. [26] have created a mobile app that can detect 
facial landmarks and then compute the Eye Aspect Ratio 
(EAR) and Eye Closure Ratio (ECR) to predict driver 
drowsiness with an accuracy of 84% based on machine 
learning models. Smart glass has been created by a start-up 
Ellcie-Healthy [30] that incorporates a somnolence monitoring 
technology by providing blink detection, Eye recording, and 
control of vital signs. By beeping and thereby telling the driver 
to take a break, the smart glass tracks these inputs and offers 
somnolence interference. Combination strategies involve 
multiple sensors on a single device, such as infrared, cameras, 
and heart rate monitors, to produce outstanding performance. 
These tools are very costly and require the setting up of 
proprietary solutions. 

Mandal et al. [24] have been proposed a vision-based 
fatigue identification method for bus driver monitoring. In this 
work, AHOG and SVM are used respectively for head-
shoulder detection and driver detection. They used the 
OpenCV face detector for face detection and the OpenCV eye 
detector for eye detection. To learn the eye structure, Spectral 
Regression Embedding was used, and a new approach was 
introduced for calculating eye openness. Fusion was used to 
fuse the features created by two I2R-ED and CV-ED eye 
detectors. For drowsiness identification, PERCLOS was 
determined. To detect yawning on the YawDD and NTHU-
DDD databases, Xie et al. [25] used transfer learning and 
sequential learning from yawning video clips. This method was 
more accurate and stable in terms of adjustments in the 
direction and orientation of the face to the camera. A vision-
based MultiTask Driver Control System was suggested by 
Celona et al. [21] to examine the eyes, mouth, and location of 
the head simultaneously to predict the degree of drowsiness. 

Jabbar et al. [10, 28] introduced a concept for detecting 
driver drowsiness for android apps focused on deep learning. 
They developed a model here that is focused on the 
identification of facial landmark points. The first images are 
derived from video frames here, and then the Dlib library was 
used to extract coordinate points for landmarks. These 
landmark coordinate points are given as input to the multi-layer 
perceptron classifier. The classifier classifies these points 
depending on either drowsy or non-drowsy. Shakeel et al. [22] 
used the MobileNet-SSD architecture to train 350 images for a 
custom dataset. The model was capable of achieving a 0.84 
Mean Average Precision. As the algorithm could be 
implemented on an Android device, and the camera stream 
could be classified in real-time, the method was cost-effective 
and successful. A Long-term Multi-granularity Deep structure 
was suggested by Jie Lyu et al. [29] to diagnose driver 
drowsiness with an accuracy of 90.05 %. However, due to its 

difficulty, the system was not able to be implemented on 
mobile devices. 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

The overall research methodology is undelineated in this 
section. 

A. Algorithm 

It perceives that drowsiness detection is an object detection 
task. We use images from incoming video streams. From 
several techniques of deep learning, we use MobileNets [32], a 
lightweight convolutional neural network architecture, along 
with the Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [33] system that 
is on top of the MobileNet architecture to experiment. 

 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

The suggested system for detecting driver drowsiness is 
used in the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [40]. The 
pre-processing for CNN is much meagerer compared to others 
classification algorithms. CNN is a mathematical technique 
that usually consists of three kinds of pooling, convolution, and 
fully connected layers. The first two pooling layers are 
convolution handle extraction of features, and the third one is a 
completely connected layer, maps the characteristics extracted, 
such as classification, into the final output. In CNN, which 
consists of a set of logical operations, such as convolution, A 
technical method of linear motion, the convolution layer plays 
a key role. In image data, two-dimensional arrays of pixel 
values are processed, and at each image location, a small 
parameter grid called the kernel and function extractor for 
optimization is added, making CNN‟s highly effective for 
image processing since a feature can appear anywhere in the 
image. Extracted functionality will get more complex 
hierarchically and gradually as one layer feeds the output into 
the next layer. The way parameters such, as kernels are 
optimized is called planning. This can be achieved by a back-
propagation and gradient descent optimization algorithm to 
minimize the discrepancy between outputs and ground truth 
marks. Fig. 1 represents the CNN architecture. 

 

Fig. 1. CNN Architecture. 

 Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) 

For our task, we use MobileNets [32], a lightweight 
convolutional neural network architecture, along with the 
Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [33] system that is on top 
of the MobileNet architecture. There are two types of 
algorithms used to detect typical objects. To define regions 
where objects can be found, RCNN [42] and Faster RCNN 
[43] algorithms use a two-step approach to identify objects 
only in certain regions. Algorithms such as SSD [33] and 
YOLO [41] use a completely convolutionary method, on the 
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other hand, through which the network will locate all items in a 
picture via the ConvNet in one pass. Usually, the algorithms 
for the region proposal have slightly better precision but are 
slower to run, whereas single-shot algorithms are more 
powerful and have satisfying precision. Fig. 2 represents the 
SSD architecture. 

 

Fig. 2. SSD Architecture. 

The SSD has two elements, a backbone model and an SSD 
head. The Backbone model is usually a pre-trained image 
classification network as a feature extractor. This network is 
educated on ImageNet such as ResNet which excludes the 
entirely connected classification layer. Therefore, we have a 
deep neural network that can infer semantic meaning from the 
input image while preserving the spatial structure in the image 
at a lower resolution. We will clarify the later feature and 
feature map. The SSD head is only one or more convolutionary 
layers attached to this backbone, and the outputs are 
represented as the bounding boxes and object groups in the 
final layer activation spatial role. There are some important 
parameters in SSD. The SSD uses a grid (see Fig. 3(a)) to 
divide the image rather than a sliding window, and each cell of 
the grid needs to detect the objects in that picture region. 
Object identification involves simply predicting the class and 
location of the object within the sector. We admire it as the 
context class if no object is present, and the location is ignored. 
Each grid cell is output to the position and the form of the 
entity it carries. 

                 
(a)       (b)   (c) 

Fig. 3. (a) Grid View (b) Anchor Boxes (c) Higher and Lower Anchor 

Boxes. 

If many objects of different shapes exist in one grid cell, 
the anchor box (see Fig. 3(b)) and the responsive area are 
considered. There may be separate anchor boxes in the SSD for 
each grid cell. These anchor boxes are predefined, and each of 
them is responsible for the size and shape of a grid cell. The 
face in Fig. 3(c), for example, has the big anchor box while the 
eyes correspond to the small box. In training, the SSD 
framework utilizes a mapping step to align the correct anchor 
box with the bounding box inside an image of each ground 
truth entity. The anchor boxes with a greater degree of overlap 
with an object are ultimately responsible for estimating the 
class of that object and its position. This property is used for 
preparing the network for detecting objects and their locations. 
In reality, an aspect ratio and a zoom level describe any anchor 
box. The objects are not always square those could be 

narrower, broader, or in varying degrees. With predefined 
aspect ratios, the SSD architecture requires the anchor boxes to 
account for this. The parameter ratios are used to determine the 
various aspect ratios of the anchor boxes at each scale level 
associated with each grid cell. It is not needed to have the same 
size as the grid cell for the anchor boxes. Inside the cell, we 
may select smaller or larger objects. The zoom parameter is 
used to determine how much for each grid cell the anchor 
boxes need to be scaled up or down. 

The receptive field is defined as the area that a specific 
CNN function looks at in the input space. We have used 
"feature" and "activation" here and treat them at the 
corresponding position as the linear combination of the 
previous layer. Features on different layers reflect different 
area sizes in the input picture due to the convolution operation. 
The scale defined by a function grows bigger while going 
deeper. We begin with the bottom layer (5x5) in this example 
below and then add a convolution resulting in the middle layer 
(3x3), where one attribute represents a 3x3 area of the input 
layer. And then, add the middle layer convolution and get the 
upper layer (2x2) where each attribute on the input image 
corresponds to a 7x7 area. This type of green and orange 2D 
array is often referred to as feature maps that correspond to a 
group of features generated in a sliding window fashion by 
applying the same feature extractor at different input map 
locations. The features in the same map of characteristics have 
the same receptive area and aim at different positions with the 
same pattern. 

The core concept of the SSD architecture helps to detect 
objects at varying scales and output a closer bounding box. As 
in the ResNet34 backbone outputs an input image function map 
of 256 7x7. The easiest solution is to define a 4x4 grid to add a 
convolution to this function map and transform it to 4x4. In 
reality, this method will function to some degree as the concept 
of YOLO. The additional step taken by SSD is to attach more 
convolutional layers to the map of the backbone feature and 
generate an object detection result for each of these 
convolution layers. Because earlier layers with a smaller 
receptive field will reflect smaller objects, earlier layer 
predictions help with the smaller object. Fig. 4 represents the 
Convolutional Neural Network feature maps 

 

Fig. 4. Convolutional Neural Network Feature Maps. 

 MobileNet 

The architecture of MobileNets is designed for mobile-
based applications, is used for depth-wise separable 
convolutions, and builds lightweight deep neural networks. 
Except for the first layer, the MobileNet is a separable 
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convolution [31]. A complete convolutional layer is the first 
layer. Batch normalization and ReLU non-linearity are 
accompanied by all the layers. The final layer, however, is a 
completely related layer without any non-linearity and feeds 
for classification to the softmax. For downsampling, stridden 
convolution is used for both deep convolution and the first 
fully convolutionary layer. The total number of layers for 
MobileNet is 28, considering convolution as different layers in-
depth and stage. 

The MobileNet-SSD_v1 [34] framework is capable of 
detecting multiple objects from an image. We trained it to see a 
human face for our drowsiness detection task to notice that the 
diver is yawn or no yawn and the eye open or close. Yawn, no 
yawn, eye open and close were considering four separate 
classes. For this experiment, a regular camera is used for the 
incoming video stream. The technique suggested is exactly 
presented in Fig. 5. 

We observed that the longest length of a blink found equals 
7.5 inches from the camera in the training model. From the 
video stream, we get an image frame, and this function is 
called image frames processed per second (FPS). The model 
would declare the driver to be drowsy if any of the driver's 
eyes are found close for ten consecutive frames in the 
incoming video stream, and an alarm will raise to wake the 
driver. The above approach uses only a single convolutional 
neural network and, thus, the total complexity of the system is 
much smaller. Now we need to see how well this 
recommended approach performs under driving environments 
in real life. 

 

Fig. 5. Drowsiness Detection System Methodology. 

B. Data Collection 

We have collected and annotated a customized data set to 
train our model in the MobileNet-SSD system. The annotated 
image data includes human faces with opened and closed eyes. 
Our collected data sets consist of images from a few publicly 
accessible online databases released by reputed users. Fig. 5 
represents some dateset. 

IV. OPEN AND CLOSE EYES 

The dataset open and closed eyes were collected from the 
open-source database. This dataset contains all the human eyes 
that were closed and open. All pictures are available in JPG 
format. There are 1234 images, which is nearly 10 MB, 
without annotations. We have annotated all the images in this 
dataset. 

V. YAWNING AND NO YAWN WHILE DRIVING 

The data source of yawning and no-yawning during driving 
is given by the University of Ottawa, Canada [35]. The data set 
includes two types of videos that are captured from two 
separate camera positions inside the vehicle. For the first set of 
data, the device is installed on the dashboard of the car, and for 
the second set of data, the device is installed just underneath 
the front mirror of the car. There are both male and female 
drivers in these videos. In these videos, the driver is wearing 
glasses, and some of the drivers are not wearing glasses. There 
is also an available laughing driver, a yawning driver, a not-
yawning driver, and some drivers are looking around. We 
collected about 1234 frames from all the videos for this dataset. 
After extracting the frame from the videos, we annotated all the 
images with labels eyes open, close, yawn, and no-yawn. 

VI. CUSTOM USED IMAGES 

The photos used are freely available and allowed for re-use. 
The main objective of using these photos is to improve our 
classification model. This dataset is versatile with different 
poses and lighting environments. All Pictures are available in 
JPG format. There are 1900 images, which is nearly 25 MB, 
are available in this dataset. Although these photos are 
collected from several online sources, no annotations are 
available for this dataset. We collected about 250 frames from 
all the videos for this dataset. After extracting the frame from 
the videos, we annotated all the images with labels eyes open, 
close, yawn, and no-yawn. 

 

Fig. 6. Dataset Images. 
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From the image data Fig. 6, one can see that the Drowsy 
dataset was already collected to combine images from a wide 
range of positions, perspectives, and lighting conditions to 
create a balanced dataset to ensure high precision and 
generalization of the object detection system. Although this 
dataset contains very few numbers of low-light images, as of 
now, the objective has been limited to identification drowsiness 
in daytime conditions. 

A. Dataset Training 

We have used Tensorflow API to train our model. As 
TFOD API can read only TFRecord file format, we need to 
convert our dataset into this format. First, we need an RGB 
image dataset in jpeg or png format; and create the bounding 
boxes for the image and mention the classes for those boxes. 
With LabelImg, we hand-labeled them manually. LabelImg is a 
Python-written graphical image annotation application with a 
good user interface. It also supports Python 2 and Python 3. 
After completing annotation, we convert our dataset XML to 
CSV to create the TFrecords. We use around 4500 files for 
training (train.records) and 700 files for testing (test.records). 
Although the generated dataset did not contain sufficient 
training images to train the object detection framework, the 
transfer learning principle has been used [36, 37]. For training 
our model, we take the TensorFlow Object Detection Model 
Zoob [38], and the MobileNet_SSD_v1 pre-trained model on 
the MS COCO dataset [38] to detect a Face. Training can be 
done on the computer or remotely like AWS, Google Cloud, 
paperspace, etc. The model was trained until acceptable 
accuracy. 

 

Fig. 7. Dataset Training on Colab. 

After finishing with training, we exported the trained model 
to a single file Tensorflow graph. It is called a frozen inference 
graph. Fig. 7 presents the dataset training process in colab. All 
the dataset and the code are available at 
https://github.com/SshShamma/Drowsiness_Detection_DeepL
earning. 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the experiment results and associate 
outcomes have been explained in details. 

A. Experiment Results 

The experiment is performed in Google cloud using 
Tensorflow Object Detection API. We train our SSD model 
with an average step speed of 0.5 s, which means that training 

one network for 800 k steps takes around six days. After 
completing our training, we get a frozen inference graph, and 
then we transform this graph into an inference model. Our 
inference model was run on a laptop for initial testing and gave 
8 frames per second (FPS) for SSD architecture. 

PASCAL VOC is a popular dataset and an evaluation tool 
for object detection and classification. The trained model 
MobileNet_SSD_v1 is tested using the PASCAL VOC 
assessment metric on the test dataset. The intersection over 
Union (IoU) is defined as the area at which the projected 
bounding box (B) and the ground-truth box (Bgt) are 
intersected, separated by their union area. 

IoU=
           

           
 

We consider that, depending on three factors, the detection 
is a true positive (TP) or false positive (FP). The first one is if 
the confidence score is higher than 0.5, the second one is the 
IoU of the predicted bounding box is higher than the ground-
truth IoU threshold, and the third one is the predicted class 
corresponds to the ground truth class. The identification is false 
positive (FP) if the last two conditions are not fulfilled. 

If the same ground-truth applies to multiple forecasts, then 
the one with the highest confidence score counts as a true 
positive and the others count as false positives. If the detection 
confidence level intended to detect a ground-truth is lower than 
the confidence level, the detection is counted as a false 
negative (FN). Here are the equations for precision, recall 
based on assumptions. 

Precision=
  

     
 

The number of true positives divided by the sum of true 
positives and false positives is Precision. Average precision 
(AP) is used to test the efficiency of the object detectors. For 
our dataset, AP is calculated based on our four classes. Using 
the below formula, we get the mean average accuracy (mAP). 

mAP=∑
   

 

 
    

Here, AP is Average Precision and k is several ground truth 
boxes. 

Table I shows the summary of the result. 

TABLE I. RESULT SUMMARY 

AP eyes 
close 

AP eyes 
open 

AP No 
Yawn 

AP Yawn  mAP 

0.962631 0.977191  0.997952 0.983024 0.980199 

Fig. 8 shows the Loss function graph from which we can 
identify minimal losses that occurred. 

From Fig. 9, we can see the confidence scores, with 
bounding boxes representing the object detections produced by 
the model for a given class at a specific moment in time. 
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Fig. 8. Loss Function Graph. 

 

Fig. 9. Trained Model in Action. 

B. Discussion 

In the previous work machine learning algorithm was used 
for manual feature extraction but nowadays deep learning 
architectures remove the manual feature extraction. It does 
automatic learning. Now deep learning architectures extract its 
feature in an automated process. So, a lot of time is saved here 
otherwise we have to spend time on determining the feature 
requirements to improve the classification result. 

The dataset of the drowsiness observation model was 
largely tested with several light conditions, under a broad range 
of conditions, subjection & obstruction. In normal cases, our 
model works fine. It gives more than 90% accuracy. We tested 
the model on different ages and colors of people and get a good 
result. The success rate while driving in real-world situations 
was considered flawless. We also found that its efficiency is 
not much good in some cases. In low-light conditions or when 
the flashlight is pointed to the camera lens in the background, 
at that time, the performance of the trained model was not fully 
satisfied. But when the dataset doesn't accommodate any low 
light images, it was appropriate. That is why we only require it 
to function well under this condition. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS 

The paper described an improved drowsiness detection 
system based on CNN. The key goal is to ensure that a 
lightweight approach is applied in integrated devices while 
maintaining and achieving high efficiency. In the trained 
model, we only use 250 low-light images. The main 
improvement done in the future is adding more low-light 
photos to work well in low-light conditions. Further 
enhancement of the dataset is required using a yawning dataset 

as we could not use those annotations for detecting drowsiness. 
Another improvement area is the SSD_MOBILENET 
architecture for a better suit for drowsiness detection. 
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Abstract—A Wireless Intrusion Detection System is an 

important part of any system or company connected to the 

internet and has a wireless connection inside it because of the 

increasing number of internal or external attacks on the network. 

These WIDS systems are used to predict and detect wireless 

network attacks such as flooding, DoS attack, and evil- twin that 

badly affect system availability. Artificial intelligence (Machine 

Learning, Deep Learning) are popular techniques used as a good 

solution to build effective network intrusion detection. That's 

because of the ability of these algorithms to learn complicated 

behaviors and then use the learned system for discovering and 

detecting network attacks. In this work, we have performed an 

autoencoder with a DNN deep algorithm for protecting the 

companies by detecting intrusion and attacks in 5G wireless 

networks. We used the Aegean Wi-Fi Intrusion dataset (AWID). 

Our WIDS resulted in a very good performance with an accuracy 

of 99% for the dataset attack types: Flooding, Impersonation, 
and Injection. 

Keywords—Wireless intrusion detection system; 5G; 

autoencoder; deep learning; attack detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless networks are being developed continuously every 
day due to the wide range of functionalities and capabilities 
they could provide, which make our lives easier. It is 
considered an important topic has a lot of research on it. 

One of the recent interesting wireless technologies is the 
5G (the 5th generation mobile network), which is “a new 
global wireless standard after 1G, 2G, 3G, and 4G networks 
that enables a new kind of network designed to virtually 
connect everyone and everything together including machines, 
objects, and devices. The 5G wireless technology has many 
advantages, such as the ability to deliver higher multi-Gbps 
peak data speeds, ultra-low latency, more reliability, massive 
network capacity, increased availability, higher performance, 
and improved efficiency.” (Kei 2015) [1]. 

As long as 5G wireless technology uses internet protocols 
and have connectivity features, it means that cyber-attacks 
could occur on it and cause, and because of the growing 
number of its functionalities which cause increasing of 
vulnerabilities on 5G, which resulted increasing in security 
threats, attacks, and malicious activities on it. This can cause 
huge damage to devices or lead to data loss. 

A lot of cyber-attacks can occur on wireless network 
technologies like Flooding or packet sniffing, fake 
authentication, injection, Impersonation, session hijacking, 

denial of service (DoS), and address spoofing, traffic analysis, 
and unauthorized access. 

The wireless devices relate to each other in one 
environment, so cyber attackers need to target any software or 
hardware device or component in this wireless network 
environment, such as wireless end devices and mobiles, access 
points, etc. That explains how much necessary to detect these 
attacks and prevent them from protecting the whole system 
environment. 

The cybersecurity concept, in general, represents 
techniques and methods that should be used to protect the 
information system from cyber-attacks, remotely or 
physically, to avoid destruction and damage that may happen 
because of it. Several algorithms and technologies have been 
proposed and used as cybersecurity solutions, but most of 
these traditional defense solutions fail in detecting or 
preventing new or zero-day attacks. One of the adaptive and 
powerful approaches is using machine learning, which is an 
application of artificial intelligence (AI) that focuses on 
building applications and systems that can automatically 
improve themselves from practice and experience by training 
them on labeled datasets and develop their accuracy over time, 
in attacks detection, depending on the behavior patterns. And, 
deep learning, which is “a subset of machine learning, which 
is essentially a neural network with three or more 
layers.”(IBM 2021) [2]. Using these techniques results in 
higher performance and accuracy, reduce the workload on 
security experts.  In the context of research and development 
for information security Wireless Intrusion systems, numerous 
machine learning techniques have been widely used: Random 
Forest,Adaboost [3], Naïve bayes and  Random Forest (RF) by 
Jabbar et al [4], Decision Tree(DT)  and k-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN)  by Yerong et al., 2014 [5]. 

Few studies have used Deep learning techniques: Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN), and Long Short-Term Memory 
(LSTM) networks and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 
have been implemented (Raj, Akash, et al., 2018) [6], (Bayan 
et al., 2019) used Auto-encoder[7], (Riyaz, B., and Sannasi 
Ganapathy,2020) proposed convolutional neural network 
CNN[8]. 

This work suggests a methodology for wireless cyber-
attacks detection in 5G networks based on deep hybrid 
learning that overcomes traditional Machine learning 
techniques and has shown better performance with high 
accuracy than prior studies.as shown in Table II. 
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We have used deep learning algorithms such as 
Autoencoder, DNN, and others [9]. Then developing a deep 
learning model that will help detect, defend against cyber-
attack, and distinguish between normal and suspicious traffic. 
The AWID dataset [10] will be used to build this model, 
which comprises a large set of packets. It contains more than 
150 different attributes. And it is available as a CSV format 
file. 

The remaining parts of the research are organized as the 
Second section shows some of the related papers of cyber-
attack on 5G and how to prevent them.  Section 3 discusses 
the methodology we applied and the work details with steps, 
Section 4 comparison our achievement with other works and 
the result discussion. The last section is the conclusion and the 
references of the work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Recent years have seen increased use of deep learning, a 
subdiscipline of machine learning. It has been applied to 
intrusion detection, where tests showed that deep learning was 
significantly better than conventional methods. In this section, 
we present some related works that have been made by 
prominent researchers that have used Machine learning and 
deep learning. 

In term of network intrusion detection system in general, 
Dawoud et al. have built multi-layered neural network model 
that achieved an accuracy of 99%, however, they used KDD99 
which is 20 years old and doesn't contain recent or current 
network attacks. [11]. 

He Fang et al. proposed modern authentication 
methodologies that use machine learning algorithms and 
improve the intelligence in the authentication layer to get 
more efficient security in 5G wireless networks and they 
achieve reliable, effective, continuous, and situation-aware 
authentication approach [12]. Fig. 1 presents their framework 
diagram of the intelligent authentication design which they 
proposed. 

 

Fig. 1. [12]. Intelligent Authentication Design by (He Fang ,2019). 

Jordan Lam et al. have designed an automated end-to-end 
network defense system that uses CNN machine learning 
algorithm to design an anomaly detection model for 5G 
networks, and they have tested the model on a real network 
environment include malicious and normal traffic flow. The 

results showed that this system detects the attack with an 
accuracy of 96% [13]. A high-level view of the End-to-end 5G 
network threat landscape is shown below in [14]. The idea 
related to this paper to categorize the threats that could happen 
on 5G networks. 

Lorenzo et al. have developed a novel 5G-oriented cyber 
defense system to detect cyber threats and attacks in 5G 
mobile networks fast and efficiently. They used deep learning 
algorithms for building the model on well-known botnet data 
set. Good accuracy was achieved in their system. [14]. 

Jiaqi Li et al. were proposed an intelligent intrusion 
detection system on Software Defined 5G architecture, taking 
the advances of artificial intelligence and machine learning, 
they used the Random Forest technique with the k-mean and 
Adaboost algorithm. The system was able to detect unknown 
attacks and the evolution has shown that it has better 
performance and lower overhead [3]. 

Fig. 2, [13] End-to-end 5G network threat landscape by 
(Jordan Lam ,2020) show Core Network Elements" include 
the following: the Network Function (NF, NFn), the Network 
Exposure Function (NEF), and the Network Repository 
Function (NRF). 

The approach of this paper tries to solve some issues. That 
was done by using the AWID dataset that contains real-world 
wireless network attacks. And, by using deep learning 
algorithms that give the highest accuracy. 

 

Fig. 2. [13] End-to-end 5G Network Threat Landscape. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The wireless cyber-attack detection system will start 
collecting and capturing the traffic inside the wireless network 
for the database. Then preprocessing and analyzing the 
collected traffic and log files records. After that, the system 
applies features (attributes) extraction so that each instance is 
described by a set of features in an organized way and use an 
unsupervised learning neural network known as an auto-
encoder (AE) with deep neural network DNN attempts to 
reproduce the input data as much as possible. Two training 
procedures come into play: the L-BFGS algorithm that sets the 
network weights before training and fine-tuning, in which the 
network parameters are fine-tuned. AE can perform 
dimensionality reduction. We can get more abstract high-level 
and low-dimensional representations of the original feature 
data by removing irrelevant and redundant features from the 
feature vector. The majority of DNNs are Feed-Forward 
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Networks (FFNNs), in which data flows from the input layer 
to the output layer without going backward. Fig. 3 showing 
the steps of model implementation and classification data 
traffic and identify attacks type. 

 

Fig. 3. Model Architecture for our Proposed System. 

This model presents the initial design of any 5G network 
that needs to use for the attack detection system that have been 
built. However, there are tools that monitor and capture the 
traffic inside the 5G network such as TCP dump/W Wireshark 
and CIC Flow meter, then the traffic will be converted as CSV 
files so that our model could be able to classify it, and will 
generate a notification when an attack hit the network as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

A. Aegean Wi-Fi Intrusion Dataset (AWID) Description 

AWID is a public free available dataset[10] that contains 
Wi-Fi (802.11) network traffic which was captured and 
collected from physical real-time infrastructure wireless 
network traffic [15]. The dataset includes about 156 attributes 
that describe information and data about the MAC layer as 
numeric or string values. Fig. 4 shows the infrastructure was 
used to collect the dataset. This dataset is oriented toward 
being used for IDS especially wireless intrusion detection 
systems, and it’s the first of its type. 

 

Fig. 4. The Infrastructure used to gather the Dataset [10]. 

The data collected from network that contains 1 desktop 
machine, 2 laptops, 2 smartphones, 1 tablet, and 1 smart TV 
and it was covered by one AP (Netgear N150 WNR1000 v3), 
protected by the untrusted WEP encryption. 

This dataset consists of two types, one of them call "CLS" 
which contains four labels: Impersonation, Flooding, 
Injection, and Normal. While the other is called "ATK" that 
contain 16 classes, which are subcategories of the main four 
classes exist in "CLS": DE-authentication, disassociation, 
authentication request, amok, probe request, probe response, 
beacon, CTS, RTS, power saving, power, evil-twin, caffe-. In 
this research, we used the "CLS" dataset called (AWID-CLS-
R-Trn, AWID-CLS-R-Tst) that contains four labels, three 
extracted from packets, they can be found in the reference [10] 
attacks scenario (the dataset contains 155). 

TABLE I. SHOW THE REDUCED AND USED FEATURES 

Important Attributes name NO. 

frame.time_delta_displayed 

frame.time_relative 

frame.len 

radiotap.length 

radiotap.present.tsft 

radiotap.present.flags 

  radiotap.present.channel 

radiotap.present.fhs 

radiotap.present.dbm_antsignal 

radiotap.present.antenna 

radiotap.present.rxflags 

wlan.fc.type_subtype 

wlan.fc.version 

wlan.fc.type 

wlan.fc.subtype 

wlan.fc.ds,wlan.fc.frag 

wlan.fc.retry 

wlan.fc.pwrmgt 

wlan.fc.moredata 

wlan.fc.protected 

wlan_mgt.fixed.capabilities.cfpoll.ap 

wlan_mgt.fixed.listen_ival 

wlan_mgt.fixed.status_code 

wlan_mgt.fixed.time 

stamp,wlan_mgt.fixed.aid 

wlan_mgt.fixed.reason_code 

wlan_mgt.fixed.auth_seq 

wlan_mgt.fixed.chanwidth 

wlan_mgt.tim.bmapctl.offset 

wlan_mgt.country_infoenvironment 

wlan_mgt.rsn.capabilities.ptksa_replay_counter 

wlan_mgt.rsn.capabilities.gtksa_replay_counter 

wlan.qos.ack 

wlan_mgt.fixed.timestamp 

class 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

B. Preprocessing the Dataset 

The following steps are adopted to preprocess the Dataset: 

 Delete missing value. 

 Format data into standard data type. 

 To reduce the size of the datasets, reduce the 
unnecessary accuracy of the float numbers by dropping 
digits after the decimal point. 

AWID Dataset 

Pre-processing and 

Normalization   

 

Auto-encoder (AE) 
and Decoder  

Training 

Test 

DN

N 

Flooding  

Impersonation 

Injection  
Normal 
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 Drop samples with "Infinity" and "NaN" values. 

 Parse and remove columns that were repeated in the 
dataset. 

 Reduce the unbalance in the dataset. 

After Preprocessing, about 36,366 samples were dropped 
because of the data cleanup process. 

We are going to apply feature selection because the dataset 
has a huge number of attributes and that would cause failure 
and affect the accuracy badly. 

C.   Normalization 

Classification performance can be affected by features 
with different scales.so it is important to normalize the values 
in each attribute and map features onto a normalized range. So 
that the minimum value in each attribute is zero and the 
maximum is one. This provides more homogeneous values to 
the classier while maintaining relativity among the values of 
each attribute. 

D. Feature Selection 

All features with zero amount of variation are removed as 
those features will not influence the prediction of the target 
variable. We removed the duplicated features using NetMate 
and WEKA, as we said and removed all single value features. 
Then, we dropped unrelated features. In the next step, Features 
having a high correlation amongst each other are removed. 
Those features won't bring any additional predictability but 
may introduce noise. 

Finally, the remaining number of features in the dataset 
after feature engineering is 35 features that we will use in 
building the model as shown in Table I. 

E. Data Splitting  

After finishing the feature engineering and preprocessing 
on the dataset, we split the dataset with (80/20).In the 80/20 
method, we split the data into two subsets which take 80% 
from each label of the dataset for training the model and 20% 
from each label of the dataset for the test. 

F. Model Methodology  

In our project model, the essential goal is to get a set of 
statistics information of traffic flow in the 5G network and 
identify if this traffic is benign or malicious based on learning 
a set of already labeled data containing both benign and 
intrusion traffic.  

Training of the Hybrid Deep learning model is two-part, 
which comprises of forwarding Propagation and Back 
Propagation. Back Propagation (AE) is responsible for 
propagating values backward used to give compressed 
reduced features, and the feed-forward is used for 
classification data traffic. The first Model is Autoencoder 
ANN for unsupervised pre-training, which will help in 
decreasing the rebuilding error. The information we'll get from 
this step will provide good accuracy to provide an efficient 
learning system. The autoencoder took all attributes without 
class attribute (unsupervised) as input, and then it will give 
compressed reduced features at the end of this phase. The 

purpose of this stage is to discover the perfect parameters for 
the next step. 

The second Model supervised DNN (dense neural 
network) classification process, where we applied three Dnn 
layers that took the first step's output as input here. This stage 
performs the training process with the label feature as it is a 
supervised process. The output layer is the layer that compares 
the actual values (classes) and the predicted values of the test 
part of the dataset, then calculate the error. We used SoftMax 
activation for that. 

After generating a training and testing dataset, we applied 
an unsupervised Autoencoder algorithm [16]. We supervised 
Classification with DNN [17] to get a better classification 
model with better accuracy that suits any system and to be 
able to detect any new attack (zero-day) to be effective with 
the continuous modification and development of wireless 
technologies. Then we evaluate the results using the criteria of 
precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy that we described in 
the background. 

G. Experimental Setup 

We used python Keras library with TensorFlow [18] back 
end on Google colab for implementing the classification 
model. The colab provides us 12 GB RAM, 68 GB disk space 
and ability to use GPU hardware accelerator, and the ability to 
mount Google drive cloud storage to use it. 

We used batch normalization that helps make the training 
process faster. Our model achieved 99.8% accuracy 
performance, as shown in Table II. The model architecture is 
shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. DNN Model Summary. 

Fig. 8 shows the confusion Matrix for the four Classes, and 
the model accuracy is shown in Fig. 9, where it presents the 
high accuracy of our model during all epochs. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Free and Open Datasets: Many public datasets are more 
attractive to demonstrate and compare productivity and 
affected Attacks using various detection methods. This section 
includes two excellent data sets used in many research 
projects, including  AWID  and KDDCup datasets; Table II 
contains the relevant details to see how a certain methodology 
performs and for comparative purposes. 
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The performance of ANN, CNN, LSTM, naive Bayesian, 
random forest, multi-layer perceptron, support vector 
machine, and other machine learning techniques in the Multi 
classification are studied in the AWID and KDD datasets. This 
concludes our analysis of the hybrid deep learning model, 
which compares favorably to traditional methods. This is 
evident: the dataset features had an imbalanced distribution. 
We believe our preprocessing step helped and enabled 
Autoencoder and DNN on the dataset to achieve high 
accuracy, as shown in Table II. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OUR MODEL WITH OTHER WORK 

Dataset 
Number of 

features used 
Technique  Accuracy % 

KDD Cup[3] 41 RF 98.5 

KDD Cup[4] 15 Naive bayes 82.5 

KDD 99 Cup 

[8] 
38 CNN 98.88 

AWID[19] 41 RF 94.6 

AWID[20] 50 
Stacked 

Autoencoder (SAE) 
94.81 

AWID[21] 25 Weighted-C4.5 99.72 

KDD 99 

cup[22] 
41 hybrid approach 99 

AWID on our 

model  
35  Hybrid Model(HM) 99.8 

- 35 
HM(Adam 

optimizer) 
99.7 

A. Experimental Results 

The confusion matrix, Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and 
F1-Score metrics are being used as evaluation metrics to 
evaluate the performance of any classifier. 

Fig. 6 shows the classification report of our classifier, 
which explains most of the metrics. 

 

Fig. 6. Classification Report for the Model. 

The exact accuracy result is shown in Fig. 6 and 7. 
(WIDS) with Deep learning, this system detects attacks in 
real-time, the system detects attack by using the model that 
was trained by different deep learning classification 
algorithms, the model was applied by using autoencoder and 
DNN algorithms, then we evaluated it. The model was trained 
by using the AWID wireless dataset which contains different 
types of attacks that face the wireless network such as 
(Flooding, Impersonation, Injection, etc.). 

In conclusion, the system ensures the accuracy of the 
results and the speed of performance, and ease of use. 

 

Fig. 7. The obtained Accuracy and Loss. 

 

Fig. 8. Confusion Matrix for the 4 Classes. 

 

Fig. 9. The overall Accuracy vs Validation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Detection Attack facing wireless networks is very 
important because the network is the main pillar of any 5G 
wireless network. If this network is compromised, the 
integrity, safety, and data availability for this architecture do 
not exist. 

Through this project, we implemented a 5G wireless 
Intrusion Detection System (WIDS) with Deep learning; this 
system detects attacks in real-time, the system detects attacks 
by using the model that was trained by different deep learning 
classification algorithms, the model was applied by using 
autoencoder and DNN algorithms, then we evaluated it. The 
model was trained using the AWID wireless dataset, which 
contains different types of attacks that face the wireless 
network (Flooding, Impersonation, Injection, etc.). In 
conclusion, the system ensures the accuracy of the results, 
speed of performance, and ease of use. 
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VI. FUTURE WORK 

Much more can be added to this system. Future work 
concerns building a complete 5G network in one simulation 
software to build a complete system that starts with capturing 
the traffic and classifying it. And make the system easy to use 
by admin and other users. We can also make the system 
provides alerts when attacks happen on the 5G network and 
generate a log for this attack and store it in the database as 
Archived data. 
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	2. SVM:T- > SVij;
	3. input Xk;Calculate nearest neighbour dist. of Xk and SVij;
	4. Put in to the nearest neighbour
	5.  k=k+1;// add all samples
	Repeat step 3 to 5 until all samples values are calculated       end.
	Proposed Algorithm for data prediction and Accuracy is given below:
	Algorithm (Predict, Accur) = Hybrid KSVM (W+O) (Train, Div, Test, Test-Final, θ)
	Require: Train, Div, Test, Test-Final, Datasets;
	θ - Termination condition
	Ensure: Predict→ Predicted sentiment output;
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	1) Definition: Big Data, the synonym for the intelligent handling of such large and at the same time heterogeneous data volumes, is one of the major challenges of our time. Big Data [1] holds great potential for science and industry. It can bring about a �
	2) Big data challenges: In this section, we mention some important challenges related to big data and discuss in more detail some of the technological issues still open to research.
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	A. Case study 1 : Approach K-Means and RFM to Study the Evolution of Customer Segmentation in Big Data Area
	1) Proposed methodology: This research proposes a case study of building a customer segmentation model using data mining methods, K-means clustering, and RFM analysis, we used the k-means [52] and RFM [53] approach to study the evolution of customer se�
	2) Dataset: The dataset used in this case study was collected from UCI Machine Learning Repository. This dataset is very hierarchical, with 541909 transactions and 8 attributes that describe these transactions, it contains all transactions recorded over an�
	3) Data Pre-processing: In this stage, cleansing of the dataset was performed using Python programming language in Jupyter. Pre-processing of this data collection includes eliminating NAs, validating numerical values, removing invalid data points, and norm�
	4) Method: To achieve an efficient customer segmentation we, this study starts with K-means clustering [50] by the following steps to find customer groups with similar behaviors:
	a) K-Means Algorithm: K-means [52] algorithm requires knowledge of the number of groups in advance and therefore two internal evaluation methods were applied to determine this parameter: elbow method and silhouette method. In Fig. 2, the result of the el�
	b) RFM: To build a successful customer relationship management, companies must start with the identification of the true value of their customers as this provides the foundation for implementing more targeted and personalized marketing strategies. RFM (Rec�

	5) Results and disscusions: Based on the results of cluster analysis, 4 is the optimal number of clusters for this analysis. For the interpretation of the customer segments provided by these clusters. As shown in Fig. 4 customer segment in Red has low tota�
	6) Challenges and limitations: There are many challenges identified in this study, this analysis is usually performed in the form of a snapshot analysis where segments are identified at a specific point in time. However, it doesn’t take into account the fa�

	B. Case Study 2 : A Distributed Computing Approach to Analyze and Improve Retailing Business using Big Data Framework
	1) Proposed architecture: The following proposed architecture Fig. 7 illustrates the analysis of Online retail transactions using Apache pig, Hive, Spark, Apache Zeppelin. For analyzing these large amounts of data a power tool is required using Hadoop and �
	2) Environement: For the analysis, many preliminary settings needed to be completed before moving to code development. The first step was to install Hadoop and install Apache pig, Apache Hive on top of it. Each tool has its own set of requirements, so how �
	3) Proposed methodology
	4) Result and disscusion: The below are some of the problem statements that have been analyzed in this study:

	C. Case Study 3: A Machine Learning Approach for Statistical Analysis on Customer’s Reviews with Sentiment Classification
	1) Motivation and background: Consumers online posts, interactions, rating and ranking, reviews of products/ restaurants/attractions provide a large amount of data that marketers might access to enhance and improve the decision-making process, by influenci	
	2) Dataset: For this study, we used a real commercial data Women’s e-commerce clothing reviews dataset revolving around the reviews written by customers. To maintain the data privacy, company name is replaced with word “retail” and customer names are exclu

	3) Proposed methodology
	4) Result and disscusion: In  this experiment, we used supervised and unsupervised techniques [59] to predict the customer sentiment from reviews. We build our classification models based on a detailed analysis of customer review text data as well as othe
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	1) Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG): HOG is proposed by Dalal et al. [20]. The HOG feature extraction process is based on the pixel gradient. The gradient corresponds to the first derivative of the image along the vertical and horizontal axes [21]. Fe�
	2) Local Binary Pattern (LBP): The LBP is a texture descriptor. Its general purpose is to create a feature based on order for each pixel by comparing its intensity value with that of its neighboring pixels [23].
	3) Gabor features: The Gabor Filter (named after the English physicist Dennis Gabor) is a linear filter used for texture analysis, edge detection, feature extraction, etc. It is defined by the product of a complex sinusoid (known as the carrier) and a Gaus�

	B. Classifiers
	1) Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM is a classifier proposed by Cortes and Vapnik in 1995 [27], their main idea was separating the training data by a hyperplane without error. SVM classification is essentially a binary classification technique with catego�
	2) k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN): K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) is the extension of the minimum distance and the nearest neighbor classifiers. It calculates the distance between the test sample x and all the training samples and defines the distances in decreasing o�
	3) Convolutional neural networks: As known, Deep Learning has recently attracted a great deal of interest especially in the field of computer vision and in particular image classification. Briefly, Deep Learning is a machine learning technique that uses de�
	a) Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU): ReLU is the most used activation function nowadays. It is presented by the equation “(17)”. As shown in Fig. 9, when the input is equal to or greater than zero, the output is identical to the input. When it is less than zer�
	b) Sigmoid: The Sigmoid or logistic function is presented by the equation “(18)” [32]. As shown in Fig. 10, Sigmoid has the output between the values of 0 and 1.
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	a) Mean Pooling: Mean pooling operation compresses a feature map by taking the average value of each block “(20)” [33]. Pooling is performed on non-overlapping blocks.
	b) Max pooling: Max-pooling operation is similar to the mean pooling, except that instead of taking the average, we take the max presented by the following equation “(21)” [33]:
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	2) Experiment 2 (Vehicle category classification)
	a) Front view: In this experiment, we tested the algorithms with the front view dataset. The evaluation was based on the metrics we presented. The results were demonstrated in Fig. 19 and Table II.
	b) Rear view: The second experiment was elaborated to verify the performance of the algorithms for vehicle category classification from the rear-view. Fig. 20 shows the classification performance of every constructed model. As observed from the figure, the�

	3) Experiment 3 (Overall system): After building the models, we chose the best ones to create the global system (Fig. 22) in order to know which category an input image belongs to.
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	1) Risk identification: Attacks on ITS can come from two systems, the vehicle itself and the network. In our study, we focused on attacks against autonomous vehicles(AV). Attacks that can threaten an AV can come from four interfaces described in Fig. 2. In�
	a) Buses and ports
	i) CAN: The Controller area network (CAN) is an electronic communication bus defined by the ISO 11898 standards, well known for its low cost. It allows communication between the different systems or electronic control units (ECU) of the vehicle. However, t�
	ii) OBD-II: OBD-I was first introduced in 1987 to give a standardization of on-board diagnostics for vehicles, but the latter encountered many flaws and challenges, which led car manufacturers to migrate to a new version of OBD in 1996 called OBD II as wel�
	iii) LIN: The Local Interconnection Network (LIN) is a low-cost vehicle bus standard, the communication rate used by the LIN does not usually exceed 20kbps [5]  therefore, it is only used for data that does not require high transmission rates such as contr�
	iv) Flexray: Flexray was developed in 2007 by BMW. Flexray is an expensive and complex communication tool. It is used for critical data that requires more security; this is due to the time-division multiplexing of FlexRay, which facilitates the design of m�
	v) MOST: MOST (Media Oriented System Transport) is a serial communication system used for audio, video, and control data transmission via fiber optic cables, and it is also used for GPS. MOST (Media Oriented System Transport) is a serial communication syst�
	vi) USB: Nowadays, all vehicles have a USB port to connect phones, navigation systems, or any USB devices. However, this port exposes the vehicle to different threats since attackers can access the CAN buses via a USB port and inject malicious code or spoo�

	b) Short-range communication
	i) Bluetooth: Bluetooth is a very well-known communication protocol and is widely used in today's vehicles.  Once the phone is connected via Bluetooth to the vehicle, it allows fully wireless access calling functions from the phone via the vehicle's dashbo�
	ii) WIFI: WIFI is a wireless network used to connect multiple devices. The term WIFI is an abbreviation of Wireless Fidelity. The IEEE 802.11 standards govern it. WIFI is similar to Bluetooth in the vehicle except that WIFI has lower latency and higher ban�
	iii) RFID: RFID is a radio frequency-based technology to identify tagged objects that pass close to a detector. Thus, contrary to the barcode, we can follow the path of objects and store and retrieve their data. Nowadays, RFID technology is widely applied �

	c) Sensor
	i) Camera: The camera is a very important sensor because it allows the vehicle to understand its surroundings. In order to maintain a 360-degree view of its surroundings, the vehicle must be equipped with at least eight cameras installed at several angles.�
	ii) Radar: Radar is a system that allows the detection of objects. However, this system is also vulnerable to attacks such as jamming attack and ghost vehicular attack which aims to convert and store the signal using a DRFM (digital radio frequency memory)�
	iii) Lidar: Lidar, is an abbreviation of Light Detection and Ranging, is a method of remote sensing which uses light in the shape of a laser pulse to measure distances (varying distances) to the object. This system is used in autonomous vehicles to detect �
	iv) GPS: The GPS is a Satellite Geolocation System. It can determine the geographic coordinates of any point on the surface of the globe. The attacker can block a vehicle to receive the GPS signal by performing a jamming attack. In addition, GPS can be eas�
	v) TPMS: Indirect TPMS is used to calculate the rotation speed of each wheel. If a wheel rotates faster, it means that its pressure is not correct. The TPMS must send this data to the vehicle control unit (ECU). An attacker can exploit this data and execut�

	d) Machine Learning

	2) Risk assessment: In this step, we are interested in measuring risk. We define risk as a relation between two variables: the probability of attack success and the attack's impact on the system. In this section, we will conduct a study to calculate the pr�
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	I. Introduction
	II. Motivation
	1) Each faculty was using some kind of excel sheet and running around for the templates and methods of calculations on assessments. There was absolute last-minute chaos, confusion, and lethargy in what they were doing.
	2) There was no archive of centralized data repository to click and see the analytics of the past and explore it for future strategies.
	3) Lack of sound research-driven statistical and mathematical foundations uniformly applied across the departments for assessment and achievements.
	4) Plenty of “number in number out” kind of manipulated data to skew the academic quality for the personal advantage of the faculty or to the advantage of the department. The piety of the information was affected.
	5) Irrational ways of mapping CLOs with the question paper text, resulting in the illusion of whole quality exercise. And finally,
	6) Very poor regularity and ease of academic data management.

	III. Related Work
	1) CLOSO: CLOSO [17] is an excellent, sustainable & affordable tool for monitoring the educational process and performance. It is a product from smart-accredit.com. It allows to plan and design assessments, generate course folders, collect and analyze feed�
	2) Contineo: 'Contineo' [18] is a pioneering software platform for the implementation and administration of academic autonomy with the guided philosophy of the Outcome-Based Education System. It mainly focuses on the accreditation standards such as the Nat�
	3) Watermark: [19] It is a Cloud-based software that helps higher education institutions manage assessment, accreditation, curriculum, course evaluation, & faculty activity. It is available at (https://www.watermarkinsights.com/)
	4) WEAVE: [19] Weave is a cloud-based accreditation and assessment solution designed to help higher education institutions with program review, course planning, and more. The programmatic assessment functionality lets organizations analyze assessments and �

	IV.   Ccontributions of the Paper
	1) It has an intelligent box (iBOX) feature which automatically classifies assessment questions and assigns proper CLOs as per Bloom’s taxonomy.
	2) It maps back the assessment questions to Program Learning outcomes via the Course Learning Outcomes (CLO).
	3) It produces the Course report automatically in each course by collecting relevant grade-book information, student feedback analysis, CLO achievement statistics and intelligent recommendations for course improvement wherever necessary.
	4) It produces the summary analytics of the program for all courses of the program in a single view so that executives of the program can easily comprehend the course statistics.
	5) It has in-built triggers to remind and notify the user about data entry delays so that the system can track the punctuality of the faculty in pursuing the quality matter in their academic functioning.
	6) It has data archiving and data freezing facilities so that the data cannot be modified even by the data owner (faculty) after a specified due date. This helps to keep the sanctity of data and draw a line for “end of a cycle”.
	7) It is generic in accepting program-dependent PLOs, CLOs, any number of students, any type of assessment, with time stamps and user foot-prints being recorded in the background.
	8) It has a file upload facility to store quality files and course portfolios.
	9) It provides data-isolation, user authentication, and ease of usage. The user need not bother about the computational details of quality standards.
	10) Of course it is a web-based product with MVC architecture and accessible on desktop, tablet, and mobile as the design is made self-responsive.

	V. The Software Architecture
	A. The AQASYS Interface

	VI. The System Design
	A. The Use Cases
	B. The Class Diagram
	C. The Data Model
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	VIII.   The Operations in aqasys
	1) Percentage CLO Attainment PCA (Pure): This calculation considers all the students who have appeared for the exam and obtained some score including the failure scores if any. This calculation doesn’t exclude the failed student while calculating PCA hence�
	2) Percentage student CLO attainment (PSCA): It is a measure of x% of students who attained y% of CLO mark. As per the user requirements, the PSCA calculation excludes the records of failed students and classifies the graded students into four classes viz.�
	3) Grading: Grade Book generation is dependent on the complete marks submission in all assessments as planned for the course. Incomplete submission will not produce the grade book. The mark submission is to be done at each question level at each assessment�
	4) PLO Attainments: Before calculating the PLO attainments, it is important to understand the relation between CLO, PLO and course Assessments of the department. The following Entity-relationship diagram, Fig 11, shows relation between entities: department�
	a) PLO Attainment in the course (CPLO): Now it is clear that, the CLOs of a course will contribute to one or more PLOs. There is “many to many “ (m:n) relation between CLOs and PLOs of the course. Therefore, while calculating the PLO attainment by a course�
	b) PLO Attainment in the semester for the program (SPLO): This is the average of ith PLO attainment in all courses in the semester. The generalized formula that is used to calculate this parameter in AQASYS is as below:

	5) Difficulty Level(DL): This parameter is captured as Coefficient of Difficulty else-where[], however the parameter is not very convincing as it takes into account the only maximum scores. In this paper a new parameter is defined to capture the difficulty�
	6) Survey collection & Analysis: AQASYS collects the different kinds of surveys including course feedback surveys, alumni surveys and any survey as launched by the administrator. The system has two major provisions to upload the survey forms into the datab�
	7) CLO Mapping (CLOM): CLO mapping is the most important part of the quality assurance system. Generally, it was found that.
	a) iBOX Design: This section presents the design basics of iBOX (Fig 16). The goal is to first automatically identify the action verbs from the assessment questions and map them to CLOs,  later map CLOs to the PLOs.The iBOX design explores Bloom’s taxonomy	

	8) Course report generation: Utilizing all the information available about the course in the database AQASYS generates the academic course report in the required format automatically in a single click.

	IX. Results and Screenshots
	1) AQASYS Performance evaluation: In order to evaluate the performance of the application, the following few application performance metrics were considered. Refer Table XII. The Appdex metric, as defined below:
	2) AQASYS selected screenshots: The following figures, Fig 22 through Fig. 28, show various instances of AQASYS output as depicted against their names.
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